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INTRODUCTORY.

[Dr. Coues to Dr. Hayden.]

FORT RANDALL, DAKOTA, May 13, 1873.

Sir: Herewith I transmit, in compliance with your request, for publication under the auspices of the Geological Survey of the Territories, a Work on the Ornithology of the Missouri Region, on which, as you are aware, I have been long engaged, its completion having been delayed by various circumstances needless to detail. In this connection, however, I may refer to the circumstances under which the work originated, in explanation of its present plan and scope. This is a matter with which you are yourself already familiar, but one which may be presented to answer the purposes of a preface which would otherwise be required.

The basis of the present volume is mainly an unpublished report which I prepared at Washington, in the year 1862, upon the ornithological collections made by yourself and Mr. G. H. Troop as Naturalists of the Expedition under Captain (now General) W. F. Raynolds, United States Engineers. The specimens submitted to me for elaboration were subjected to careful examination, and found to represent a decided advance in the knowledge then possessed of the geographical distribution of the species in the region under consideration. The interest attaching to this series of specimens, as an element in the history of Western Ornithology, renders it advisable, in my judgment, to preserve throughout the present volume the "List of Specimens" which were formally tabulated* for the original report.

In 1867, while stationed at Columbia, South Carolina, I desired to recall my MSS. in order to retouch them according to the steady advance of our knowledge of the subject during the intervening five years. On this occasion it seemed advisable to extend the article to embrace the ornithological results which you had obtained as Naturalist of the previous Explorations, conducted in 1856-57 in the region of the Upper Missouri, Yellowstone, and Platte Rivers, by Lieutenant (now General) G. K. Warren, United States Engineers. Such addition would not only

---

*In these tables, the first column gives the number which the specimen bears on the register of the National Museum at Washington; the second, the "original" or collector's number; third, the locality; fourth, sex; fifth and sixth, date of collection, and by whom collected; seventh, eighth, ninth, measurements (upon collector's authority) of, respectively, total length, extent of wings, and length of wing from carpus to apex of longest primary. To economize space, these several headings have been omitted from the text, with explanation in this place, which will prevent misunderstanding.
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On Washington, By Washington, Philadelphia, on your own, in 1861, are not tabulated in the present volume, but will be found catalogued by the National Museum number, with indication of locality where obtained.

At a second interval of five years, namely, in 1872, you intimated to me your desire to publish a treatise on the Ornithology of the Western Territories you had then explored, suggesting that the still unpublished report I had long since made to you might be available in substance for this purpose, in connection with an elaboration I was desired to make of the material collected under your direction in various parts of the West, during 1870† and 1872, § by Mr. J. Stevenson, Mr. H. D. Smith, and Mr. C. H. Merriam. Without instituting comparisons between these collections, all of which proved to be of interest and importance, I know that I simply express your own convictions in alluding to the unflagging energy, zeal, and perseverance which have marked Mr. Stevenson's course during his long and continuous association with you in developing the Zoology of the West. Having examined the collections for my own information, and being then stationed, as I am now, in the region under consideration, where I could supplement your results by my own personal observations, I willingly undertook the task. The copy now furnished you for publication by the Survey is the result. It is believed to be fairly abreast of the present state of the science; and the hope is indulged that, during its passage through the press, opportunity may offer of bringing it up to the very date of issue, by incorporation of the latest published items bearing on the subject in hand.

*Reports of Explorations and Surveys to ascertain the most practicable and economical Route for a Railroad from the Mississippi River to the Pacific Ocean. Made under direction of the Secretary of War, in 1853-56, according to acts of Congress of March 3, 1853, May 31, 1854, and August 5, 1854. Vol. IX. Birds: By Spencer F. Baird, Assistant Secretary Smithsonian Institution, with the co-operation of John Cassin and George N. Lawrence. Washington, D. C., 1858. [Quoted in the present volume as "Bd. B. N. A.""]


The scope and plan of the proposed work having been left entirely to my discretion, you may reasonably desire to be informed in advance of its character. To bring the work within the compass of a single volume, and, particularly, to give it a distinctive character apart from the several North American Ornithologies published or in progress,* it seemed necessary to restrict its scope to some particular portion of the West. The Missouri Region, in its broadest sense, as embracing the whole water-shed of that great river and its tributaries, was selected in illustration of the "Birds of the Northwest"—both as affording a practically convenient limitation, and as being the scene of most of your ornithological field-work, as well as of some of my own. All the species at present known to inhabit this region (representing a large majority of the birds of North America) are given; and I have not hesitated, moreover, to introduce certain others, some notice of which seemed desirable to complete an account of particular groups. Three families, namely, Laridae, Colymbidae, and Podicipidae, which have been with me the subjects of special study, are treated monographically, as far as the North American genera and species are concerned.

The birds of the Missouri Region, like most others of North America, having been repeatedly and sufficiently described, text of this technical kind has been omitted as a rule to make room for fresher matter of more general interest. In some cases, however, I describe particular plumages not yet well known, while throughout the monographs above mentioned, descriptions both of external features and anatomical characters will be found in detail. For other descriptions I must refer to general treatises.

The matter of geographical distribution receives the special consider-
ation which its importance warrants. Correct indication of habitat is one of the most essential items in the history of a species. The distribution of the species, their residence or migration, and their abundance or scarcity, are worked out, not only within the region indicated, but throughout the general area they inhabit.

The study of these important points having necessarily involved a protracted examination of the general ornithological literature bearing upon this subject, one result of such investigation has been the collation of very extensive synonymatic lists. Nothing like this amount of bibliographical matter has before been presented in any work upon American Ornithology. The synonymy, as simply such, is believed to be very nearly complete, while the many thousand additional references furnish an extensive index to the literature of the subject. The labor of such compilation does not appear upon the surface, and is only mentioned in the sincere hope that, once accomplished, the weary drudgery of future workers in the same vein may be materially lightened. The quotations have been personally made or verified, in all cases in which this was

* The allusion is here to the magnificent general work, in course of preparation by Baird, Brewer, and Ridgway.
reasonably practicable, though many others have been taken at second
hand, upon the simple principle that even such are better than none at
all. Synonyms and references for which I am unwilling to become
responsible, are placed between quotation marks; I answer for the rest,
being satisfied of their general accuracy, though no one is more fully
aware than I am of the typographical difficulties in the way of printing
numerous references in which figures are concerned.

It must not be hastily inferred that these synonymatic lists have no
other value than that which attaches to them as bibliographical indices
or mere references to the published records. They not only serve as a
guide to research, and as vouchers for facts of geographical distribution,
but they also have a direct bearing upon the important matter of
omenclature, fixity and precision of which are nowhere more desirable
than in the natural sciences, where names become in a great measure
the exponents of biological generalizations. A preliminary step required
for the establishment of nomenclature upon a firm and enduring basis,
is searching scrutiny of the literature of the subject, not only in order
to sift out synonyms and to pin down names to the species they repre-
sent, but also to ascertain which one, of the number which have been
affixed to most species, has the priority which entitles it to recognition
and adoption according to the established usages of naturalists. This
is a matter which repays the uninviting labor bestowed upon a task
otherwise one of little profit and no attractions. The subject has formed
a part of my desk-work for several years, and I may congratulate myself
that some of the results reached are at length brought to light under
very favorable auspices.

With this matter of nomenclature questions of classification are insepa-
rably connected in existing methods of zoological notation. As you
need not be informed, no leading ornithologists are as yet agreed in
detail upon a system of classification; nor is there any probability that
such agreement will soon be brought about. That we are, however,
gradually approaching this desirable consummation, is shown by the
very general acceptance of many groups established of late years upon
investigation of structural characters which were long in receiving the
attention their importance demanded, as well as in an equally general
admission of a certain sequence of these groups. The questions which
remain open have less concern with the definition of groups, excepting
some of those among Passeres, than with their value in the taxonomic
scale. It has become evident that certain old "orders" of birds cannot
endure in the light of recent discoveries; and that the Raptorese, which
long headed the system, must give way to the more highly-organized
Oscines. It is most probable, according to present indications, that
those remarkable extinct forms, the Archaeopteryx and Ichthyornis, rep-
resent one primary group of Aves (Saururæ); that the struthious birds
constitute another (Ratitæ); and that all remaining birds compose a
third (Carinata). These divisions may be rated either as subclasses or
INTRODUCTORY.

as orders; to consider them as of only ordinal grade, would probably be
to correlate them most nearly with the recognized orders in other classes
of Vertebrates. Upon such basis the Carinatae are susceptible of division
into a large number—some fifteen or more—of groups of approximately
equivalent value, to be rated as suborders or superfamilies.

I merely touch upon this subject in the present connection to prevent
any misunderstanding of my views which might result from the pres-
ence on my pages of groups conventionally denominated "Orders" and
"Suborders." A work of this character being no occasion for the dis-
cussion of taxonomic questions, or the remodeling of a system of
classification, I preferred to retain without change a scheme, the main
features of which have met with general approval. The classification
adopted in the present volume is that presented in my late work,* while
the nomenclature is identical, excepting in a few isolated instances where
change was absolutely required, with that of the same work and of my
forthcoming List.† This uniformity seemed me more desirable for pres-
ent purposes than the good that might result from changes that, never-
theless, may hereafter become necessary.

In the general text of the volume it has been my aim to be brief, or
even silent, in the cases of the best known Eastern birds, in order to
devote more space to the history of species upon which less has already
been written. Most of the biographical matter rests upon my personal
observations; but where these are deficient or wanting, the experiences
of others are freely collated if desired. In few instances is the complete
history of a species presented; to do this systematically and satisfac-
torily for all the birds given in the work, would require more time than
I have had to bestow, and several volumes instead of one. In preparing
simply a "Hand-book," I have been controlled by circumstances which
have not been favorable to unity of plan, and I present it rather as a
contribution of material for future elaboration, than as in itself a com-
pleted and final result.

At risk of unduly protracting this communication, I wish to indicate
some of the leading, ornithological features of the region under consid-
eration, and to present briefly certain general conclusions.

The Missouri water-shed represents the greater portion of the North
American Middle Fauonal Province as defined by Professor Baird.
Belonging distinctively here, it nevertheless extends to the border of
the Western Province, along the main divide of the mountains, and the
other direction largely overlaps the boundary of the Eastern Province,
as practically indicated rather by the irregular limits of continuous


† Field Ornithology: Comprising a Manual of Instruction for Procuring, Preparing, and Preserving Birds, and a Check-list of North American Birds. 8vo. pp. i-iv, i-116 and 1-137. Salem: Naturalists' Agency. [In press.]
arboreal vegetation than by any meridian of longitude. It includes Nebraska, the greater portion of Dakota, Montana, Wyoming, Colorado, Kansas and Missouri, portions of Iowa and Minnesota, together with a small area in the British Provinces near the head-waters of the Saskatchewan, where the Coteau de Missouri, running obliquely north-westward, crosses the parallel of 49° N. Much of the western portions is mountainous, as in Montana, Wyoming and Colorado, the easternmost elevations of any note being the Black Hills, lying across the boundary of Wyoming and Dakota. Extensive areas are cut up into Mawais Terres, or “Bad Lands.” Most of the region, however, is the great elevated central plateau of the continent, of low mean annual rain-fall, and consequently treeless, or nearly so, and more or less sterile, supporting for the most part a comparatively meagre or stunted vegetation. Trees are in effect restricted to the mountainous tracts and to a slender precarious fringe along most of the larger streams.

It results from these physical conditions that the Avi-fauna proper of the region is not rich. Notwithstanding the great extent of country, there is no single species absolutely confined to it. There are, however, several abundant and generally diffused species which may be held by this circumstance to be characteristic. Such are Eremophila leucolena (in the breeding season), Neocorys spraguei, Centronyx bairdii, Coturniculus leontii, Zonotrichia harrisi, Calamospiza bicolor, Plectrophanes ornatus and P. maccownii, Falco richardsoni, Pediœctes columbianus, and some others less distinctively of the same category. The great number of species treated in the present volume is due to accessions from both of the contiguous Faunal Provinces above mentioned, as well as of those species of general diffusion over the continent, as most Raptorese, Limicolae, and Lamellirostrés. It results from the extensive overlapping of the Missouri Region upon the Eastern Province, that in effect nearly all the birds of Eastern North America are represented fairly within this area, the exceptions being chiefly the marine Atlantic species, and a few others peculiar to the South Atlantic and Gulf States. The low position of Saint Louis in the Mississippi Valley, which affords a ready approach from the south, renders it probable that some of these last named, not yet known to proceed so far north, may finally be found within Missouri limits.

In discussing the western limits of eastern species, it is not easy to overestimate the effect of the larger streams, and especially of the great artery itself—the Missouri—in prolonging an eastern bird-fauna in streaks to or toward the Rocky Mountains. These streams, with a general east-and-west course, and with their usual fringe of trees, often the only timber of various large areas, form attractive highways of migration, as it were, along which avenues birds push on beyond their general limit. From this it results that the boundary line of the Middle and Eastern Provinces in these latitudes is a zigzag of interdigitations.

The general facies of the birds of this region may be summed in a
word. They are characterized by a pallor of plumage, the direct result of the low annual rain-fall, in accordance with now generally recognized laws which have been ably elucidated by Allen, Baird, and others.

There only remains the grateful duty of recording here an acknowledgment of favors received in the preparation of this work. My pleasure might have been increased by mention of various other names, had not the circumstances under which the book has been written deprived me in great measure of the desired and freely offered cooperation of several kind friends. I am particularly indebted to Mr. T. M. Trippe, of Colorado, for a valuable paper on the birds of that Territory, which I have incorporated with my pages. My thanks are likewise due to Mr. J. A. Allen for various interesting communications based upon his original observations in different parts of the West; to Mr. J. Stevenson, to whose collections I have frequent occasion to allude; and to Mr. T. G. Gentry and Dr. J. M. Wheaton. In the labor of compiling synonymy I have been materially assisted by some manuscript records of quotations which Professor Baird very kindly placed at my service.

I cannot close this communication without an expression of the obligation under which other ornithologists beside myself rest to you for the very material services you have rendered to Ornithology—both by your successful personal labors and by your able direction of other means at your command—services the more commendable in the fact that they have been gratuitously rendered apart from your own special lines of scientific inquiry. I do not hesitate to say that no one, not an ornithologist, has contributed more to the advance of our knowledge of the birds of the West.

I am, Sir, &c.,

ELLIO T COUES.

Dr. F. V. Hayden,
U. S. Geologist, &c., &c., &c.,
In charge Geological Survey of the Territories,
Washington, D. C.
ORDER PASSERES: PERCHERS.

SUBORDER OSCINES: SINGING BIRDS.

Family TURDIDÆ: Thrushes.

Subfamily Turdinae: Typical Thrushes.

TURDUS MIGRATORIÆ: Typical Thrushes.

Robin.

Turdus migratorius, LINN., Syst. Nat. i, 1766, 292.—FORST., Phil. Trans. xiii, 1772, 352.—VIEILL., Ois. Am. Sept. ii, 1807, 5, pl. 60, 61.—WILLS, Am. Orn. i, 1808, 35, pl. 2, f. 2.—BR., Syn. 1825, 75.—NUTT., Man. i, 1832, 338.—AUK., Orn. Biog. ii, 1852, 190; v, 1839, 442; pl. 131.—AUK., Syn. 1839, 89.—AUK., B. Am. iii, 1841, 14, pl. 142.—BD., B. N. A. 1858, 218.—COOP. & SUCK., Nat. Hist. Wash. Ter. 1860, 173.—HAYD., Rep. 1862, 159.—BD., Rev. 1864, 28.—COOP., B. Cal. i, 1870, 7.—MAYN., B. Fla. 1872, 2.—COUES, Key N. A. Birds, 1872, 71, fig. 13.—And of authors generally.

Merula migratoria, SWS. & RICH., Fn. Bor.-Am. ii, 1831, 176.

Turdus canadensis, BRIS., Orn. ii, 1760, 225.

Turdus confinis, BD., Rev. 1864, 29. (Var. Cape St. Lucas.)

Hab.—Continental of North America, and portions of Mexico, West Indies, rarely, Accidental in Europe. (Gould, pl. 74; NAUM., pl. 362.)

List of specimens.

| 19191 | 173 | Pumpkin Butte | May 28, 1860 | F. V. Hayden | 9.50 | 16.00 | 5.00 |
| 19192 | 173 | Wind River | | do | 10.25 | 17.00 | 5.75 |

Lieutenant Warren's Expedition.—4705, Blackbird Hill; 5281, Fort Pierre; 5282, Yellowstone River.

Later Expeditions.—54324, 60935-38, 61161, Wyoming (Schmidt & Stevenson); 61650, 62275-77, Utah, Idaho, and Wyoming (Merriam).

Occurs in suitable localities throughout the Missouri region; breeds; resident, but most abundant in spring and autumn, during the migrations.

TURDUS NÆVIUS, Gm.

Varied Thrush; Oregon Robin.

Orph

Hespericallis navia, Bd.

Hab.—Rocky Mountains to the Pacific, from the Yukon to the Colorado. Winters in California, Oregon, and Washington. Mackenzie's River. Montana (Cooper). Accidental in New Jersey (Cabot), near New York City (Lawrence), and at Ipswich, Mass. (Coues, Jide Allen).

Although this species, which was not obtained by either expedition, is essentially a west-coast bird, it is known to occur further eastward, and that not only in the exceptional instances above quoted; for Dr. Cooper found it "common" near the summit of the Cœur d'Aléne Mountains in September, frequenting dark coniferous regions, as in its usual Pacific habitat. Mr. Dall found it nesting on the Nutlato River, May 22. "The nest was built in the midst of a large bunch of rubbish in a clump of willow, about two feet from the ground, and close to the river bank. Eggs bluish, speckled with brown." The eggs, in this instance, were only two, but probably the full complement had not been laid; they usually number four or five, and measure about 1.10 by 0.80 inches.

TURDIDÆ, THRUSHES.

Orph

Hespericallis navia, Bd.

Hab.—Rocky Mountains to the Pacific, from the Yukon to the Colorado. Winters in California, Oregon, and Washington. Mackenzie's River. Montana (Cooper). Accidental in New Jersey (Cabot), near New York City (Lawrence), and at Ipswich, Mass. (Coues, Jide Allen).

Although this species, which was not obtained by either expedition, is essentially a west-coast bird, it is known to occur further eastward, and that not only in the exceptional instances above quoted; for Dr. Cooper found it "common" near the summit of the Cœur d'Aléne Mountains in September, frequenting dark coniferous regions, as in its usual Pacific habitat. Mr. Dall found it nesting on the Nutlato River, May 22. "The nest was built in the midst of a large bunch of rubbish in a clump of willow, about two feet from the ground, and close to the river bank. Eggs bluish, speckled with brown." The eggs, in this instance, were only two, but probably the full complement had not been laid; they usually number four or five, and measure about 1.10 by 0.80 inches.

TURDUS MUSTELINUS, Gm.

Wood Thrush.

Turdus mustelinus, Gm., S. N. i., 1788, 817.—LATH., Ind. Orn. ii, 1790, 331.—VIEILL., Ois. Am. Sept. ii, 1807, 6, pl. 62.—Br., Syn. 1828, 75.—NUTT., i, 1832, 343.—AUD., Orn. Biog. i, 1832, 372; v, 1839, 416; pl. 73.—AUD., Syn. 1833, 90.—AUD., B. Am. iii, 1-41, 24, pl. 144.—SCL., P. Z. S. 1856, 294; 1859, 325.—BD., B. N. A. 1858, 212.—Hayd., Rep. 158.—BD., Rev. 1864, 13.—McIlfraith, Pt. Ess. Inst. v, 1866, 84 (Hamilton, C. W.).—SUMICH., Mem. Bost. Soc. i, 1869, 543 (Vera Cruz, transient).—Allen, Bull. M. C. Z. 1872, 124, 173 (Kansas).—CourS, Key, 1872, 72.

Merula mustelina, Rich., List, 1837, p. —.


Turdus densas, Br., Comptes Rendus, xxviii, 1853, 2.

Hyllocichla mustelina, Bd.

Hab.—Eastern United States, north to New England and Canada West; not recorded from Maine; west to Dakota; south to Central America in winter. Breeds throughout its United States range. Winters on the Gulf coast (Audubon). Occasional in the West Indies (Cuba, D'Orbigny, La Sagra's Cuba, Ois. 1840, 49). Bermuda.

Not obtained by Captain Raynolds' Expedition.

Lieutenant Warren's Expedition.—4650, Fort Pierre, Dakota.

This distinctively eastern species ascends the Missouri as far at least as Fort Pierre, and is reported by Dr. Hayden as being quite numerous along the wooded river bottoms. Mr. Allen found it "exceedingly abundant" in Eastern Kansas, but not beyond.

As is well known, the nest of this species is saddled on the bough of a bush, shrub, or low tree, and has mud in its composition; other material, outside, is grass and leaves, the lining being usually fibrous rootlets. The eggs are four or five in number, pale greenish-blue, rarely, if ever, speckled; they measure 0.95 by 0.65 inches.

TURDUS PALLASI, Cab. 3 - 6.

Hermit Thrush.

a. pallasi.

Turdus pallasi, Cab., Wieg. Arch. i, 1847, 205; Mus. Hein. i, 1850, 5; J. f. O. 1855, 470 (Cuba).—Br., B. N. A. 1858, 212.—SCL., P. Z. S. 1859, 325; Cat. 1862, 2.—CourS & PrEnT., Smiths. Rep. for 1861 (1862), 404 (D. C., migr.).—Verrr., Pr. Ess. Inst. iii, 1862, 146 (Maine, abundant in summer).—Boardm., Pr. Bost. Soc. ix,
Turdus pallasi, Hermit Thrush.


"Turdus guttatus, Cab., Pr. Peru. 1844, 6, 147" (fide Baird).

b. nanus.


*Turdus pallasi* var. nanus, Couses, Key, 1872, 72.

"(?) Turdus australis, Gm.—(?) Muscicapa guttata, Pall." (Baird).

c. audubonii.

Merula silens, Sws., Philos. Mag. i, 1827, 647, nec *T. silens*, V.—Sw., F. B. A. ii, 1831, 186.—Bd., B. N. A. 1858, 213, 922 (Fort Bridger).—Scl., P. Z. S. 1859, 325 (La Parada); 1853, 325 (Oaxaca); Cat. 1862, 2.


*Turdus pallasi* var. audubonii, Couses, Key, 1872, 72.

Hab.—The typical form ranges over the whole Eastern Province of North America; and it appears that specimens from the Middle and Western Provinces also are frequently indistinguishable. Also, Greenwood, if Reinhard's quotation belongs to this species. Breeds from New England northward; winters abundantly in the Southern, and occasionally in the Middle (Tennessee) States. Var. *nanus* chiefly from the regions west of the Rocky Mountains, but also accredited to Pennsylvania. Var. *audubonii* is only quoted from the Southern Rocky Mountain region, and thence southward on the table-lands of Mexico, where it is stated to be resident.

This species was not noticed by either of the earlier expeditions.

Later Expeditions.—Var. *audubonii*, 6065, Uintah Mountains; 5989, Middle Park, Col. (Schmidt & Stevenson).

There is unquestionably but a single species of Hermit Thrush in North America. It is impossible to draw any dividing line between the so-called species, and, in fact, it is sufficiently difficult to predetermine varietal distinction.

The Hermit Thrush is, upon the whole, a more northerly bird than any of its allies; not that the Olive-backed Thrush may not proceed as far north in summer, but that the Hermit Thrush migrates earlier in the spring, lingers northward later in the fall, and winters further north. I have found no Central American quotations. At Washington, D. C., for instance, an intermediate point, the Hermit Thrush arrives in the van of the other three species, some time in March, becomes at once abundant, and is seen through the following month; it does not come back until
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October, and remains until November. I never found it wintering in Maryland or Virginia, but it certainly does so in the Carolinas; and Dr. Turnbull says a few linger through that season in the Middle States. Mr. Maynard states that he has found it in Northern New Hampshire when the snow was on the ground, in Maine as late as November 6, and in Massachusetts until quite late in the same month. The same writer speaks of its breeding in Massachusetts, citing a nest and eggs taken at North Beverly in June, 1868; this is, I believe, the southermost breeding-record. The nest is built in bushes, and the eggs are plain greenish-blue; they measure 0.90 by 0.62 inches.

Mr. Allen informs me by letter that "the Hermit Thrush is more or less common in the breeding season in the mountains of Colorado, from about 8,000 feet up to timber line. Several pairs were observed at our camp near Fairplay, but it was more common near the timber line in the vicinity of Mount Lincoln than we found it elsewhere. Several broods of young, scarcely able to fly, were seen at the last-named locality about July 25. The old birds were shy, and difficult to approach."

\[ \text{TURDUS SWAINSONI, Cab.} \]

\textbf{Olive-backed Thrush.}

\textit{a. \textit{swainsoni}.}

\textbf{Turdus minor, Gmel., Syst. Nat. i, 1788, 809 (in part; mixed with \textit{fuscescens}).—Vieill. O. A. S. ii, 1807, 7, pl. 63 (in part; mixed with \textit{pallasi}).—Br., Comp. List, 1834, 17; Coues, i, 1850, 271.}

\textbf{Turdus solitarius, Wilson, Am. Orn. v, 1844, pl. 13, f. 2 (not the text on p. 95).—Coues, Pr. Bost. Soc. xii, 1868, 106 (\textit{lapsus for "swainsoni"}).}


\textbf{Turdus olivaceus, Giraud, B. L. I. 1844, 92 (\textit{see Linneus}).}

\textbf{Merula olivacea, Brew., Pr. Bost. Soc. i, 1844, 191.}


\textbf{b. \textit{alicie}.}


\textbf{Turdus swainsoni var. \textit{alicie}, Coues, Key, 1872, 73.}

\textbf{c. \textit{ustulatus}.}

TURDUS SWAINSONI, OLIVE-BACKED THRUSH.


Hab.—The typical form ranges over nearly the whole of North America; north to the Arctic Ocean, northwest to Behring’s Straits, west to the Columbia, south to Central America, New Granada, and Ecuador. Cuba. Greenland, Europe, and Siberia (accidental). Not observed in Southwestern United States. Breeds from Maine and New Hampshire northward († from New York, Gregg, Pr. Elmira Acad. 1870). Winters from Florida southward. Var. alicie has a nearly coincident range, but on the whole appears somewhat more northerly; south to Costa Rica († Franquelin). Var. ustulatus inhabits the Pacific coast, from Sitka to Mexico (Tres Marias Islands, Grayson).

List of specimens.

| 19193 | 27 | Wind River... | May 23, 1869 | F. V. Hayden... | 6.50 | 11.50 | 4.00 |


Late information has greatly extended the known range of this species, and in time the above-mentioned exception of its apparent non-occurrence in the Southwestern United States will probably be done away with.

As Mr. Allen has repeatedly contended, the characteristics formerly supposed to be specifically distinctive of T. alicie have proved inconsistent and not always tangible. I am now nearly satisfied of the propriety of treating it as a variety, though I entertained the contrary opinion for some years. The evidence best favoring the supposition of its validity lies in the fact that, while occupying substantially the same range as typical swainsoni, it generally shows some slight peculiarities; these, however, apparently shade into those of swainsoni. The fact of intergradation may be proved, however we may account for the discrepancies observed in most cases. I think the solution of the problem may be looked for in the probability that alicie as a rule consists of more northerly-born individuals; this would bring the case under some known rules, that might account for its peculiarities of larger size and darker color.

The relationships of var. ustulatus were long supposed to be with fuscescens, which is by no means the case. The clew to its true interpretation was found in the discovery that the eggs are speckled as in swainsoni, not plain as in fuscescens. Attention was first called to this and other evidences of relationship by Mr. Ridgway in the paper above quoted. He then, however, treated ustulatus as specifically distinct. Nothing appears to contradict the view I have adopted, and published as above, that ustulatus is a geographical variety, the features of which depend upon the moisture of the heavily wooded coast region it inhabits.

All the forms of this species nest alike in bushes, and lay speckled eggs, usually four, measuring about 0.92 by 0.62 inches. The Olive-backed Thrush is a very abundant bird in the Eastern United States during the migrations in April and October. It has not been observed to breed south of Maine and New Hampshire, nor is the evidence satisfactory that it winters north of Florida. As will be seen by the above quotations, it penetrates very far southward in winter.

♂️ TURDUS FUSCESCENS, Steph. ♂️

Wilson’s Thrush; Tawny Thrush; Veery.

Turdus mustelinus, Wils., Am. Orn., v, 1812, 98, pl. 43 (see Grm., see auxctt.) Turdus fuscescens, STEPH., Shaw’s Gen. Zool. x, 1817, 182.—CAW., J. E. O. 1855, 470 (Cuba).—Ed., B. N. A. 1858, 214.—Scl. P. Z. S. 1859, 326; Cat. 1862, 2.—COUES &
TURIDÆ, THRUSHES.


*Turdus silens, Vieill., Enc. Met. ii, 1823, 647 (= mustelinus, Wils.; not silens, Sws.)

*Turdus wilsoni, Br., Obs. Wils. 1825, 34, No. 73; Syn. 1828, 75, No. 100; Conspr. i, 1850, 271.—NUTT., Man. i, 1832, 249.—AUD., Or. Biog. ii, 1834, 362; v, 1839, 446, pl. 106.—AUD., Syn. 1839, 90.—AUD., B. Am. iii, 1841, 27, pl. 145.—GIRAUD, B. L. i, 1844, 89.—CAR., "Fl. Pern. 1844-46, 205."—PUTN., Pr. Ess. Inst. i, 1856, 209 (Massachusetts, breeding).—TRIPPE, ibid., vi, 1871, 115 (Minnesota, breeding).


"Turdus minor, D'ORBIGNY, La Sagria's Cuba, Ois. 1840, 47, pl. 5 (Cuba)."

Merula minor, SWs. & Rich., F. B. A. ii, 1831, 179, pl. 36.


Lieutenant Warren's Expedition.—4713, month of Vermilion River.

Later Expeditions.—60676, Greeu River (Schmidt & Stevenson).

This is an Eastern species, but not exclusively so, although its range is much more limited, both to the northward and westward, than that of either swainsoni or pallasi. Dr. Hayden reports it from the Lower Missouri; it has not been observed higher up than the locality above given. Prof. Baird gives a Fort Bridger record. Mr. Allen met with it at several points in Colorado between Denver and the Park, especially along the North Fork of the South Platte. It occurs in winter as far south as Panama, and in Cuba. It does not appear to run into varieties like the more extensively dispersed pallasi and swainsoni, but is as constant as mustelinus, that, like it, is restricted in range. These facts seem mutually explanatory.

The nest of this species is built on or close to the ground, and the eggs are unmarked.

A Veery's nest, which I found near Pembina, Dakota, on the Red River of the North, was placed on a little heap of decaying leaves caught at the foot of a bush; resting on these, it was settled firmly in the crotch formed by several stems diverging at once from the root. The base of the nest was quite damp, but the floor was sufficiently thick to keep the interior dry. The nest was built of various slender weed-stems, grass-stalks, and fibrous strips of bark, compactly woven and mixed with dried leaves; the latter formed the lining of the base inside. The cavity is rather small, considering the bulkiness of the whole nest, measuring only about two inches and a half across by less than two in depth. The whole is as large as an infant's head, and of irregular contour, fitting the crotch in which it was placed, and bearing deep impress of the ascending stems of the bush. This nest contained four eggs, fresh (June 9); they measured, on an average, 0.86 by 0.66, and were pale greenish-blue, without spots. The female, scared from her nest by my approach, flew silently off to a little distance, where she rested to observe my actions. The bird breeds very abundantly in the heavy shrubbery along the river, and is one of the sweetest songsters of that region. When its clear
bell-like notes, resonant, distinct, yet soft and of indescribable sadness, fall upon the ear as we press through the tangled undergrowth beneath the shade of stately trees, we pause involuntarily to listen to music that for the moment makes us forget the terrible torture of body and vexation of spirit that we endure continually from the innumerable hosts of the scourge—mosquitoes.

The *Merula minor* of Swainson is certainly this species; every point of the diagnosis, as well as the plate, points to *fuscescens*. *M. wilsoni* of the same author is *swainsoni*. *M. solitaria* of the same work is *pallasi*, the plate erroneously marked "35" for 37. I make these determinations, which differ somewhat from those of Professor Baird, who assigns the plates otherwise. In my copy of the Fauna, plate "35" (37), the tawny of the rump and other points of coloration are certainly little like those of *swainsoni*.

Mr. Allen has erroneously included *T. ustulatus* among the synonyms of *fuscescens* in his Memoirs on Iowan and Floridan Birds, above cited; but I am happy to be able to state that he now endorses the view presented in the "Key." He also informs me that Wilson's Thrush, which was met with in considerable numbers at several points between Denver and South Park, chiefly frequented the dense thickets near the streams, and were hence difficult to observe or procure, although easily recognized by their song. None were met with in or about South Park, or above an altitude of about 9,000 feet.

Subfamily MIMINÆ: Mocking Thrushes.

OREOSCOPTES MONTANUS, (Towns.) Bd.

Mountain Mockingbird.


*Mimus montanus*, Br., List, 1836, 17.—Br., Consip. Av. i, 1850, 276.


*Hab.*—United States, from the Rocky Mountains to the Pacific; south to Mexico and Cape St. Lucas; east to Fort Laramie and the Black Hills.

This species bears no slight resemblance to the *young* of the common Mockingbird, which is, like it, spotted below, and for which it might be mistaken upon superficial examination. It is, however, much more heavily and sharply marked with triangular spots on nearly all the under parts, and differs, besides, in its general characters. The bill is slenderer and comparatively longer; the wings are relatively much longer and more pointed, equaling or exceeding the tail, which is little rounded, the outer feathers being only about ¼ inch shorter than the middle ones. Length about 8.00; wing 4.00; tail rather more; tarsus 1.15; bill, 0.65.

*List of specimens.*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Collector</th>
<th>Length</th>
<th>Width</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>May 16, 1860</td>
<td>Rattlesnake Hills</td>
<td>F. V. Hayden</td>
<td>8.25</td>
<td>3.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May 14, 1860</td>
<td>Willow Springs</td>
<td>G. H. Troop</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Lieutenant Warren's Expedition.—6821, Black Hills.

*Later Expeditions.*—60447, 60711-19, various Wyoming localities; 61651-2, Salt Lake, Utah.

Dr. Hayden's specimen, from the Black Hills, and Dr. Cooper's, from Fort Laramie, probably indicate the extreme eastern range of the species. Mr. Holden's notice is corroborative; he found them rare in
the Black Hills, only five or six specimens being observed in the course of his collecting. "They remain concealed during the middle of the day in some low thicket, and on the approach of evening the males mount some high point and sing till after dusk."

Of the nidification of the Mountain Mockingbird I remain ignorant. A set of four eggs in the Smithsonian collection, from Wyoming, offers the following characters: Size, 1.03 by 0.70, 1.00 by 0.70, 0.99 by 0.68, 0.94 by 0.69. Color rather light greenish-blue, boldly, sharply, and rather heavily spotted all over with burnt umber. A single egg of another set from the same locality is more minutely speckled and dotted in diffuse pattern, approaching some styles of Mockingbird's eggs. Mr. Merriam took a nest containing four fresh eggs, June 10, 1872, at Salt Lake, Utah.

\[\text{MIMUS POLYGLOTTUS, (L.) Boie.}\]

\textbf{Mockingbird.}

\textit{Turdus pol yglo t tus, L., S. N. i, 1766, 293.—Wils., Am. Orn. ii, 1810, 14, pl. 10, f. 1.—Bp., Syn. 1825, 74.—Aud., Orn. Biog. i, 1851, 106; v, 1839, 438; pl. 21.—Nutt., Man. i, 1839, 320.}


\textit{Mimus canad an us, Bd., B. N. A. 1858, 345 ("canadatus," error).—Coop., Pr. Cal. Acad. 1870, 75.}

\textit{Hab.—United States, from Atlantic to Pacific; north regularly to the Middle States, rarely to Massachusetts, beyond which no record. Ohio, Indiana, Illinois, Kansas; New Mexico, Arizona, and Southern California; Tres Marias Islands. Resident from the Carolinas southward, and in Mexico. Several insular races in various West Indian Islands. Breeds throughout its range.}

The Mockingbird was not noticed by either expedition, but has lately been ascertained to breed in Kansas, where Mr. Allen found it common, in June, along Big Creek. It probably does not proceed further northward in the Missouri region.

The Mockingbird's eggs measure nearly or quite an inch long by three-fourths wide, and are gray, irregularly speckled and blotched with brown and lavender, chiefly about the larger end, but often over the whole surface. Two or three broods are reared in the South.

\[\text{MIMUS CAROLINENSIS, (Linn.) Gray.}\]

\textbf{Catbird.}

\textit{Muscicapa carolinensis, Linn., Syst. Nat. i, 1766, 323.}

\textit{Turdus carolinensis, Licht., Verzeichn. 1823, 38.}

\textit{Orpheus carolinensis, Aud., B. Am. ii, 1841, 195, pl. 140.}

\textit{Mimus carolinensis, Gray.—Bd., B. N. A. 1858, 346.—Hayd., Rep. 1862, 163.—Coop., Am. Nat. iii, 1869, 73 (contingent of Bird from Missoula to Cœur d'Aléne Mission); 295}
HARPORHYNCHUS RUFUS, THRASHER.

(Fort Union, breeding).—Coves, Key, 1872, 74.—Allen, Bull. M. C. Z. iii, 1872, 174 (Kansas, Colorado, Utah).—Mayn., B. Fla. 1872, 19.—And of most late authors.


Felioxy carolinensis, Br., Comp. Rend. xxviii, 1853, p. —


Minus felix, Br., Comp. List, 1838, 18;—Conspr. Av. i, 150, 276.

Turdus lividus, Wils., Am. Orn. ii, 1810, 90, pl. 14, f. 3.

Hab.—United States, north to Red River and Saskatchewan (latitude 54°, Richardson); west to the Columbia, to Utah, Wyoming and Colorado; south to Panama. Mexico. Cuba. Resident in the Southern States. Breeds throughout its North American range.

Not obtained by Captain Raynolds' Expedition.

Lieutenant Warren's Expedition.—4704, White River; 5285, 5286, Fort Lookout.

Later Expeditions.—59853, Berthoud's Pass, Colorado; 60443, La Boute Creek, Wyoming; 60720, Fort Bridger; 61653, Ogden, Utah.

The known range of this familiar species has been greatly extended of late. It was taken in Washington Territory by the Northwest Boundary Survey Commission; in Kansas, Colorado, and Utah by Mr. Allen's expedition from the Museum of Comparative Zoology, and in Wyoming by Mr. Stevensou. Dr. Hayden remarks its abundance from the mouth of the Missouri to the mountains.

Eggs pure dark-green, unmarked, 0.92 by 0.68 in size, four or five in number. Nest in bushes, bulky and inartistic, made of bark-strips, weed-stalks, leaves, and rootlets.

HARPORHYNCHUS RUFUS, (Linn.) Cab. .L.

Sandy Mockingbird; Thrasher.


Minus rufus, Gray, Genera of Birds.—Br., Comp. List, 1838, 18.

Tozostoma rufus, Cab., Weigm. Archiv. 1847, 207.


Hab.—Eastern United States; north to Red River; west through Nebraska, Dakota, and Colorado. From the Rio Grande southward replaced by a longer-billed, darker-colored race (H. longirostris). Winters in Southern United States. Breeds throughout its range. (No West Indian or Central American quotations.)

List of specimens.

| 19346 | …… Sage Creek …… | 9 | June 13, 1800 | G. H. Trook …… | 11.00 | 13.50 | 4.3B |

This specimen represents the subsvariety rufus longicauda. So, also, does No. 60442, expedition of 1870, Better Cottonwood Creek, Wyoming.

Lieutenant Warren's Expedition.—4553, Missouri River; 5283, 5284, Fort Lookout; 4703, Running Water; 8819, 8820, Loup Fork.

These specimens are of the ordinary form, and probably represent nearly the western limit of the typical species. I have seen it at Fort Randall. The following interesting biographical note is communicated by Mr. Allen:

Digitized by Microsoft®
"The Brown Thrush is an abundant species in Eastern and Middle Kansas, and is also of frequent occurrence in the foot-hills at the eastern base of the Rocky Mountains, in Colorado, up to about 7,500 feet. We found its nests, containing full sets of eggs, at Leavenworth during the first week of May. Here the nests were built in low bushes, the soil being clayey and damp; but at Topeka, toward the end of May, we found nests on the ground, the soil being dry and sandy. At Fort Hays its nests were usually placed in trees, sixteen to twenty feet from the ground, to avoid the contingency of floods. The trees here grew principally along the bed of Big Creek; and the stream being subject in summer to sudden freshets, the scattered undergrowth, as well as the lower branches of the trees, are thus often submerged, so that any nests built on or near the ground would be liable to be destroyed by the rise of the stream. The driftal débris adhering to the trees serves to mark the 'high-water' line, and we rarely found a bird's nest below this limit. These birds, that usually breed near the ground, in bushes or on the lower branches of trees, thus modified their habits to suit the exigencies of the locality."

The Thrasher's nest is rather bulky and flattish, composed of small sticks, weed-stalks, strips of bark, and rootlets. The eggs, four or five in number, are an inch or rather more in length, by three-fourths in breadth, pale greenish-olive, finely speckled and dotted with reddish-brown, generally all over the surface, though tending to aggregate about the larger end, around which they sometimes form a perfect wreath.

Family CINCLUDÆ: Dippers; Water Ouzels.

CINCLUS MEXICANUS, Sw.

American Dipper; Water Ouzel.

*Cinclus pallasi*, Br., Am. Orn. ii, 1832, 122. (not of authors).


*Cinclus uniculus*, Br., Comp. and Geog. List, 1838, 18.

*Cinclus mortoni*, TOWNS., Nat. i, 1859, 237.

*Cinclus townsendii*, "AUD." ID., ibid. 540.  

Hab.—Clear mountain-streams of Western North America, from the region of the Yukon into Mexico.

List of specimens.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Month</th>
<th>Day</th>
<th>Collector</th>
<th>Zone 1</th>
<th>Zone 2</th>
<th>Zone 3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>18195</td>
<td>229</td>
<td>Deer Creek</td>
<td>Jan</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>G. H. Trook</td>
<td>7.50</td>
<td>11.50</td>
<td>3.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18196</td>
<td>231</td>
<td>Do</td>
<td>Jan</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>G. H. Trook</td>
<td>7.50</td>
<td>11.50</td>
<td>3.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18197</td>
<td>248</td>
<td>Do</td>
<td>Dec</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>G. H. Trook</td>
<td>7.50</td>
<td>11.75</td>
<td>3.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18199</td>
<td>232</td>
<td>Do</td>
<td>Dec</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>G. H. Trook</td>
<td>7.75</td>
<td>11.50</td>
<td>3.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19201</td>
<td>231</td>
<td>Do</td>
<td>Jan</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>G. H. Trook</td>
<td>7.50</td>
<td>11.50</td>
<td>3.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19197</td>
<td>237</td>
<td>Do</td>
<td>Do</td>
<td>G. H. Trook</td>
<td>7.00</td>
<td>13.00</td>
<td>3.75</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19200</td>
<td>230</td>
<td>Do</td>
<td>Jan</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>J. Stevenson</td>
<td>8.00</td>
<td>12.50</td>
<td>4.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Later Expeditions.—*62341-2, Mystic Lake, Montana (Merriam).
This interesting bird was not obtained by Lieutenant Warren's Expedition, and the fine suite above recorded represent about its easternmost extension as far as known. The conditions of its existence appear to be only met in clear streams. This restricts it practically to mountainous regions, where little or no alluvium is suspended in the water. The aquatic habits of birds of this family are unique among the Oscines; their general economy—ability to progress under water and procure food with the aid of the wings, by a sort of subaquatic flying and scrambling—is well known, and the perfect adaptation of form and plumage requires no comment. Their food consists of aquatic insects of all sorts. The nidification has only recently been elucidated. One of the most perfect and beautiful samples of bird-architecture I ever saw was a nest of this species Dr. Hayden showed me after one of his late trips. It is an elegant ball of soft green moss, as large as a man's head, roofed over, with a small round hole in one side. Dr. Cooper speaks of a similar structure: "It was built under the shelving roots of an immense arbor-vitae tree that had floated over and rested, in a slanting position, against a mill-dam. The floor was made of small twigs, and bare; the sides and roof arching over it like an oven, and formed of moss projecting above so as to shelter the opening. This was large enough to admit the hand, and the inside was very capacious. It contained half-fledged young [July 5]. The old birds were familiar and fearless, being accustomed to the noise of the mill, and the society of the men, who were much interested by their curious habits. They had already raised a brood in the same nest that summer." The nest appears to be variously situated, but always in a nook or crevice near the water.

Mr. Merriam's report, above cited, contains an account of another nest, which was discovered by the artist of the expedition, Mr. W. H. Holmes, about half a mile from Mystic Lake, Montana: "The bird was observed to fly directly through the falling water, disappearing from view. Suspecting that a nest must be there, we returned the following day, when, with the assistance of Mr. Holmes, I secured the nest, containing three young, and shortly after shot both the old birds. The nest was made of moss, measuring nearly a foot in diameter and six inches in depth. It was built upon the edge of a narrow shelf of rock, and so near the fall that the outside was constantly wet with spray, while the interior was dry and warm. The birds entered it by a small lateral opening in the lower half of the nest, the top being built up against a projecting rock." —(W. B. Platt.)

Other extracts from the observations of naturalists will illustrate the natural history of the species. Dr. George Suckley writes: "One curious fact I noticed regarding this bird is, that I frequently saw it singly or in pairs, but never more than two together. In fact, they seem to prefer solitude, and eschew all sociable communion or the slightest attempt at gregarious life, except the indispensable union of a pair for the purpose of procreation. I never saw this bird on or near still water. They prefer and delight in wild mountain-streams, where, among cascades, eddies, and swift currents, they lead their curious lives." Mr. George Gibbs speaks of the Dipper as common on Salmon River, a rapid, brawling stream, and continues: "As I sat at my cradle on the bank, a pair of them * * * used to play in the water near me, sometimes alighting at the head of a rapid, allowing themselves to be swept under, and then rising below. They dive with great celerity, and at times beat the water with their wings, throwing the spray over themselves. Their whistle was sweet and rather sad, but they seemed very happy and busy notwithstanding, and in nowise afraid of the harsh rattle of the miner's cradle."
Dr. Newberry gives the following note: "This singular little bird I found only in the rapid and shallow streams in the Cascade Mountains. It was always fitting along in the bed of the stream, from time to time plunging into the water and disappearing, but soon re-appearing across or up or down the stream, skipping from stone to stone, jerking its tail and turning its body, with much the manners of the wrens, occasionally uttering a short and sharp chirp." Mr. W. H. Dall's notice is one of the most northern records. He says, like Dr. Suckley, that the bird "is essentially solitary. Several specimens were obtained in January, February, and March, always near some open, unfrozen spot, on some small stream, such as the Nulato River. * * * The Indians told me, and my own observation confirmed it, that this bird, when disturbed, will dive into the water even in mid-winter; and as it is never found but near open water, I suspect it obtains its food from thence. I noticed that the bill and legs of some of the specimens were light ochre-yellow, and others dark slate-color." The former were probably young birds.

"The American Ouzel (Cinclus mexicanus) is doubtless a frequent inhabitant of nearly all the mountain-streams of Colorado. We met with it near Colorado City; on the Fontaine-qui-bout, even fairly out on the plains, and in the mountains up to the remotest sources of the South Platte, within a few hundred feet of the timber-line. Remarkable alike for the melody of its song and its singular habits, it is one of the most interesting members of the avian fauna of our continent. It prefers the swiftest mountain-torrents, above the roar of which its melodious notes can at times be scarcely heard. At such localities, as is well known, it seeks its food at the bottom of the stream, easily withstanding the swiftest current. Along Ogden River, Utah, a powerful mountain torrent, we found it more common in September and October than we had seen it at any other point; here, in the course of an hour, we easily obtained a dozen specimens."—(Allen, in epist.)

The Dipper's egg is pure white in color, and of rather elongate, pointed shape. Two specimens in Dr. Hayden's collection, taken by Mr. Stevenson near Berthoud's Pass, measure 1.05 by 0.70, and 1.04 by 0.69, respectively. They formed part of a set of three.

We have been favored with the following interesting communication from Mr. J. Stevenson, of Dr. Hayden's party:

"While the camp of the United States Geological Survey of the Territories, to which I was attached, was located near Berthoud's Pass, in the Rocky Mountains, I collected the nest, eggs, and mother-bird of the Water Ouzel, which had constructed its little house near the margin of a small stream, but a little distance from our camp. Having some leisure time, I interested myself in watching and noting some of the actions of this little bird. It was not very timid, having built its nest not far from a saw-mill in which several persons were employed, and who were daily witnesses of the movements of the bird; indeed, one of these men seemed deeply grieved when he learned that I had killed the bird and taken its nest, for it had been his custom to approach the spot daily, and watch with interest the curious manoeuvres of this little animal. After my attention was called to it I took pains to spend an hour or so each day for several days, watching its actions. The nest was built on a slab, about four feet from the water's edge, and was composed of green moss, the inside being lined with fine dry grass; it was oval-shaped, being about six inches high and about thirty in circumference at the base. The outside or walls of the nest were composed of green moss, most ingeniously interwoven, so that its growth in this manner might add to the strength of the nest and the protection of the bird, its eggs,
and young. One of the first things that attracted my attention was its manner of diving down into the water and then darting back and perching itself on the summit of its mound-like dwelling, where it would shake the water from its feathers and distribute it over the nest, apparently for the purpose of keeping the moss moist and in a growing condition, thereby increasing its strength and dimensions. The entrance to its little house was also carefully arranged; the archway was quite perfect, and the moss around it was so directed in its growth as not to obstruct the entrance, which was situated on one side, near the bottom of the nest. The operation of sprinkling the nest was repeated daily. An examination of the nest, which is in the museum of the Smithsonian Institution, together with the preceding facts, would induce one to believe that the performances of this little bird were for the purpose of keeping the outer lining of its nest green and growing, that it might keep its miniature dwelling in repair, while rearing its family, without the aid of a bricklayer, plasterer, or carpenter, showing that among the feathered tribe there are mechanisms as well as musicians.

A model piece of bird-biography is the account given by Audubon, from the pen of William Macgillivray, who writes fascinatingly, as well as instructively, of the European Dipper, with the habits of which our accord in all essentials. An excellent and thoroughly reliable monograph of the family has been published by Mr. Osbert Salvin in the Ibis, 1867, pp. 109-122, pl. 2; also pp. 382, 383.

Family SAXICOLIDÆ: Stone Chats.

Chiefly an Old World group, closely allied to if really separable from the Turdideæ, represented in North America by stragglers of the typical genus Saxicola, and by the characteristic American genus Sialia.

*SIALIA SIALIS, (Linn.) Hald.*

Eastern Bluebird.

Motacilla sialis, Linn., Synt. Nat. i. 1766, 336.
Saxicola sialis, Br., Syn. 1828, 39.
Ampelia sialis, Nutt., Man. i, 1832, 444.
Erythaca (Sialia) wilsoni, Sw. & Rich., F. B. A. ii, 1851, 210 (to latitude 45° north).
(†) Sialia azurea, Sw., Phil. Mag. i. 1827, 369.—Bp., Rev. 1864, 62 (var. (†) from Mexico and Central America).—SUMICH., Mem. Bost. Soc. i, 1858, 444 ( Vera Cruz).

Hab.—Eastern faunial area of temperate North America; north to 45°; west to Western Kansas (to Colorado, Holden) and Lower Missouri region. Bermuda. Cuba.

Not obtained by Captain Raynolds' Expedition, which passed beyond its known western range, nor by either of the later expeditions.

Lieutenant Warren's Expedition.—47°23', Bald Island; 52°28', 52°20', Fort Lookout; 52°29', mouth of Powder River; 47°22', Nebraska; 46°58', White River; 88°4, Platte River; 88°8, Loup Fork; 88°8', near Loup Fork.

Specimens of the Eastern Bluebird are occasionally found with part of the reddish-brown of the throat replaced by rich blue, thus showing an approach to the characters of S. mexicana.
SAXICOLIDÆ—SIALIA MEXICANA—SIALIA ARCTICA.

SIALIA MEXICANA, Sw.

Western Bluebird.


Sialia coccinelleus, Vig., Zool. Beechey’s Voy. 1839, 15, pl. 3.

Hab.—United States, from the eastern foot-hills of the Rocky Mountains to the Pacific, Mexico.

Not procured by any of the Expeditions.

The Western Bluebird apparently inhabits only a limited area in the southwestern part of the Missouri region. Mr. Ridgway informs me of its occurrence in Iowa, but this must be highly exceptional. It has not been observed by any of Dr. Hayden’s parties in regions where S. arctica is abundant, nor have I seen it myself anywhere along the Missouri. Mr. Allen and Mr. Aiken both report it from Eastern Colorado, where it is abundant, as it is also along the Pacific slopes to a higher latitude than it has been observed to reach in the interior. I found it resident and abundant in the mountainous portions of Arizona. Since, according to Mr. Ridgway, it is apparently absent from the Great Basin, it would seem to have two diverging lines of migration, one carrying it far along the Pacific slopes, and the other taking it not so far along the main chain of the Rocky Mountains. In both cases it chooses wooded as well as mountainous regions. In its habits it is the counterpart of its familiar Eastern relative.

SIALIA ARCTICA, Sw.

Rocky Mountain Bluebird.

Erythaca (Sialia) arctica, Sw., F. B. A. ii, 1831, 209, pl. 39.—Rich., List, 1837.


Hab.—Eastern foot-hills of the Rocky Mountains to the Pacific, chiefly in mountainous regions. North to 64° north; south to Mexico. Less common on the Pacific slopes, where S. mexicana prevails.

List of specimens.

| 19194 | 79 | Snake River | June 15, 1860 | F. V. Hayden | 7.00 | 13.50 | 4.50 |
| 19339 | 79 | Bighorn River | June 6, 1860 | G. H. Troook | 7.00 | 12.50 | 4.50 |

Lieutenant Warren’s Expedition.—8883-90, Black Hills.

Later Expeditions.—60134, Bitter Cottonwood Creek; 60682-6, Fort Bridger, Sweetwater; and Uintah Mountains; 60939-47, Green River, &c.; 61164, Wyoming (Schmidt and Stevenson). 62330-2, Idaho and Wyoming (Merriam).
The original specimen of this beautiful species came from Fort Franklin, Great Bear Lake, as described and figured in the Fauna Boreali-Americana. Dr. Richardson observes that it is merely a summer visitor to the Fur Countries. At the other extreme of its range, about the Mexican border, which, so far as known, it does not pass, it is observed only in winter. In the mountainous portions of Arizona I found it rather uncommon, and only late in the autumn, or in winter; I do not think it breeds in the vicinity of Fort Whipple, though probably it does so in the higher mountains not far distant. Dr. Cooper noticed its occurrence in numbers about San Diego, in the severe winter of 1861-62; they remained until February, and suddenly disappeared. "They were at that time," he continues, "sitting perched on the low weeds and bushes about the plains, often quite a flock together, and some constantly hovering like blue butterflies over the grass, at a height often of fifty feet, on the watch for insects." This accords perfectly with my own observations. The same naturalist found the birds numerous, with lately fledged young, about Lake Tahoe and the summits of the Sierra Nevada, at an elevation of over 0,000 feet. Colonel McCall speaks of their breeding as far south as Santa Fé, New Mexico, in boxes provided for them, just like our Eastern species. Mr. Holden found it using old woodpecker holes, and, in one instance, four eggs were deposited in an old car-wheel. The habits of all the species of *Sialis* are essentially similar, however differently they may be carried out in detail according to circumstances. The eggs of all are alike, pale blue in color, and cannot be distinguished with any certainty. Those of the present species measure 0.90 to 0.95 in length by about 0.70 in breadth, being thus rather larger than those of *S. sialis*, which average about 0.85 by 0.65.

Dr. Hayden procured specimens on all the expeditions, finding the species common near the mountains; "at Laramie Peak, and thence to the Black Hills, it was one of the most abundant birds noticed."

**Family SYLVIIDÆ : Sylviæ.**

An extensive and highly characteristic Old-World family, sparingly represented in the New. A typical Sylvine has been lately ascertained to inhabit this country (*Phyllopterus borealis*, Blas.; see Tristram, Ibis, 1871, 231; Coeüs, Key, 77; *P. kennicottii*, Bd., Trans. Chic. Acad. i, 313, pl. 30, f. 2, Alaska). The exclusively American genus *Polioptila* and the widely dispersed genus *Regulus* are each made with most authors, the type of a subfamily.

**Subfamily REGULINÆ : Kinglets.**

*Regulus caledula*, (Linn.) Licht. c

**Ruby-crowned Kinglet.**

*Calendula pennsylvanica*, Briss., Orn. iii, 584.


*Sylviæ calendula*, Lath., Ind. Orn. ii, 1790, 549.—Wils., Am. Orn. i, 1808, 83, pl. 5, fig. 3.

SILVIIDÆ—REGULUS SATRAPA.


Reguloides calendula. BR., Conspr. Av. 1, 1850, 292.
Phyllobasileus calendula, CAB., Mus. Hein. 1851, 33.


Not obtained by Captain Reynolds' Expedition.
Lieutenant Warren's Expedition.—46°33', mouth of Big Sioux River.
Later Expeditions.—60°81'-7, Green River and Little Sandy; 60°45'-57, Green River and Henry's Fork (Schmidt and Stevenson). 63°33'-4, Wyoming (Marriam).

The range of this species proves much more extensive than was formerly supposed, as shown by the above quotations. I have traced it along the Atlantic coast from Labrador to South Carolina, found it abundant in Arizona, and observed it during the migrations in Eastern Dakota. Alaska has lately been added to the list of quotations, as well as various places in Mexico and thence to Guatemala. Mr. Allen states that it is a common summer resident of the mountains of Colorado, from 9,000 feet up to timber line, and that he obtained young in the vicinity of Mount Lincoln toward the end of July. It appears to breed mainly in mountainous regions or in high latitudes. A nest is said to have been recently discovered in Western New York; it was built in the fork of a tree, and contained young. But in most parts of the United States the bird is a migrant only, passing through in large numbers, in company with R. satrapa, titmice, and various warblers; frequenting orchards, thickets and copses, more rarely high, open woods. It is incessant in motion, hopping nimbly in search of the minute insects and larvae which form its food, uttering its weak chirps. It winters abundantly all along our southern border, whence it retires in March, reaching the Middle districts by the end of that month. Some linger well into May, and come into full song before they leave. Their vocal powers are remarkable for such small birds; the song is a clear and pleasing warble. In the fall, when they appear in still greater number than in the spring, many linger in the Middle districts until the second week in November.

There has been some discussion respecting a supposed sexual difference in the scarlet crest of this species. But the fact is that both sexes possess this ornament; and that neither gains it for at least one year is proved by the circumstance that in the spring migrations a number of individuals are found with the head perfectly plain. The sexes are never positively distinguishable by outward characters. In this respect the species differs from R. satrapa, the female of which lacks the scarlet central patch in the yellow of the crown.

REGULUS SATRAPA, Licht.

Golden-crested Kinglet.

Sylviidæ—Polioptila Cœrulea. 17

Tr. Chic. Acad. i, 1869, 277 (Alaska);—Coop., Am. Nat. iii, 1869, 32 (Montana);—B. Cal. i, 1870, 32.—Aiken, Pr. Best. Soc. xv, 1872, 196 (Eastern Colorado).—Tripepe, ibid. 234 (Iowa);—Allen, Bull. M. C. Z. ll, 1871, 2.10 (Florida).—Mayn., B. Fl. 1872, 25.—Coues, Key, 1872, 78, fig. 19.—Snow, B. Can. 1873, 1.—And of authors generally.

Regulus satrapa var. alitrascens, Boö, Rev. 1864, 65 (in text).

Sylvia regularis, Wils., Am. Orn. i, 1808, 126, pl. 8, f. 2.


Regulus tricolor, Nutt., Man. i, 1832, 420.

(*) Regulus curvieri, Aud., Orn. Biog. i, 1832, 288, pl. 55; Syn. 1839, 32; B. Am. ii, 1841, 163, pl. 131.—Nutt., Man. i, 1832, 416.—Bp., List, 1838, 19.

Hab.—North America at large. Mexico.

Not observed by any of the Expeditions.

With a range somewhat corresponding to that or R. calendula, and nearly as extensive, this species is rather more northerly. Thus, it winters abundantly in the Middle States, and even as far north as Massachusetts, on the Atlantic side; while on the Pacific it occurs at the same season at least as high as Washington Territory. Its winter range extends to our southern borders, and into Mexico, but not, so far as we now know, to Central America. Similarly, nothing is known with certainty of its breeding anywhere in the United States, though it probably will be found to do so in mountainous regions toward our northern border. It has been found nesting in Newfoundland by Audubon, and in Labrador, according to Baedecker, who notices the egg, as above; but I have never myself seen an authentic specimen.

At a very early age the crown is perfectly plain, but it soon shows the golden of both sexes, and subsequently the flame-color of the male. There appears to be little probability that R. curvieri will be established as a species, and nothing to show that the true R. cristatus of Europe occurs in this country, though it is so given by Nuttall.

Subfamily POLIOPTILINÆ: Gnats-catchers.

POLIOPTILA Cœrulea, (Linn.) Sel.

Blue-gray Gnats-catcher.


Musciopia curvula, Wils., Am. Orn. ii, 1810, 164, pl. 18, f. 3.—Nutt., Man. i, 1832, 297.—Aud., Orn. Biog. i, 1831, 431, pl. 84.

Culicivora curvula, Br., List, 1838, 24.—Acad., Syn. 1839, 46; B. Am. i, 1840, 244, pl. 70.—Graud, B. L. 1844, 46.—Bp., C. Av. i, 150, 316.—Cap., J. F. O. 1855, 371 (Cuba).

Sylvania curvula, Nutt., Man. i, 2d ed. 1840, 337.


Motacilla cana, Gmel., Syst. Nat. i, 1788, 973.

Sylvia cana, Latham, Ind. Orn. ii, 1790, 543.

Culicivora mexicana, Br., Cons. Av. i, 1850, 316 (Q.; not of Cassin).

Polioptila mexicana, Sch., Pr. Z. S. 1859, 363, 373.

Hab.—United States from Atlantic to Pacific; north to Southern New England, and on the Pacific side to 42°. Mexico, and south to Guatemala. Cuba. Bahamas. Winters along the Southern United States border (Florida, Colorado Valley, &c.). Not obtained by Captain Raynolds’ Expedition, nor by any of the later ones.

Lieutenant Warren’s Expedition.—1862, Bald Island.
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There is a variance in the accounts of the northern limit of this species. Audubon says that he "saw it on the border-line of Upper Canada, along the shores of Lake Erie." The Rev. W. B. O. Peabody's Report (p. 297) gives it, on Dr. Brewer's authority, as found in Massachusetts, and as far north as the Canada line. Mr. Allen states it has been found "in New York north of the latitude of Boston, as well as in Nova Scotia and in Connecticut." I do not know who is responsible for this Nova Scotia quotation, and cannot verify it; the others are doubtless authentic. Its natural limit appears to be the Connectue Valley and corresponding latitudes, but it is rare or casual north of the Middle States. Mr. Trippe enumerates it among the birds of Iowa, but did not find it in Minnesota. Dr. D. W. Prentiss and I found it very common about Washington, D. C.; it comes there early in April, just before the trees are leafy, and stays well through September. Mr. Allen records it among the winter birds of Florida; Audubon, among the summer birds of Louisiana, arriving in March. Dr. Hayden found one specimen, as above noted. Mr. Allen notes it from Florida in winter, and from Eastern Kansas in May. I found it rarely in Arizona; it reaches Fort Whipple (latitude about 35°) in April. Dr. Cooper states that it winters in the Colorado Valley, and that it has been taken as far north as Yreka, Cal. (near 42°), in May. Southward it extends through Mexico to Guatemala (the so-called P. mexicana). Our other two species, P. melanura and P. plumbea, are not known to come anywhere near the Missouri region, being restricted to the Southwestern United States. Both occur in Arizona.

Although familiar with this elegant little bird, I never recognized its song, nor was I aware of its vocal powers until recently, when my attention was attracted by Mr. Maynard's agreeable description: "I was walking in a narrow path through a hummock, which lies back of the old fort at Miami, Florida, and had paused to observe a female of this species, when I heard a low warbling which sounded like the distant song of some bird I had never heard before. I listened attentively, but could make nothing of it, and advanced a few paces when I heard it more plainly. This time it appeared to come from above me, and looking upward I saw a male Gnat-catcher hopping nimbly from limb to limb on some small trees which skirted the woods. Although he was but a short distance away, I was obliged to watch the motion of his little throat before I became convinced that this music came from him. It was even so, and nothing could be more appropriate to the delicate marking and size of the tiny, fairy-like bird, than the silvery warble which filled the air with sweet continuous melody. I was completely surprised, for I never imagined that any bird was capable of producing notes so soft and low, yet each one given with such distinctness that the ear could catch every part of the wondrous and complicated song. I watched him for some time, but he never ceased singing save when he sprang into the air to catch some passing insect. The female seemed to enjoy the musical efforts that were accomplished for her benefit, for she drew gradually nearer, until she alighted upon the same tree with her mate. At this moment she took alarm and flew a short distance, followed by her mate. As I walked away I could hear the murmur of the love-song till it became indistinguishable from the gentle rustling of the leaves around." Mr. Maynard gives the following description of a nest of the Blue-gray Gnat-catcher, taken May 23d, in South Carolina: "It is composed of fine stalks of some delicate plants, which are mixed with thistle-down, and woven together with cob-webs. The whole is formed into a neat structure, and smoothly covered with gray lichens which are
also kept in place with the fine silk of spider-webs, after the manner of the Wood Pewee or the Hummingbird. It is lined with thistle-down and lichens. The interior is somewhat purse-shaped, for the month is contracted. The nest strikingly reminds one of that of a Hummingbird, only it is much larger, being, in fact, very large for the species to which it belongs; yet its beautiful finish does credit to its delicate architect. Eggs from four to six in number, short oval in form, pure white in color, spotted and blotched irregularly with reddish, brownumber and lilac. Dimensions from 0.46 by 0.60 to 0.43 by 0.56. The egg varies greatly in amount of speckling, which, however, is generally pretty evenly distributed. Blown specimens frequently offer a faint bluish cast. Two specimens I measured were 0.60 by 0.47 and 0.58 by 0.48, respectively.

Family PARIDÆ: Titmice.

LOPHOPHANES BICOLOR, (Linn.) Bp.

Tufted Titmouse.


*Lophothanthes missourica*, ED., B. N. A. 1855, 384 (in text).


Not obtained by Captain Raynolds' Expedition, nor by the later ones.


In respect of latitudinal distribution the Tufted Titmouse offers much the same case as the Blue-gray Gnat-catcher—both birds appear to be characteristic of a certain faunal area, beyond which they rarely, if ever, pass. Its northern limit appears to be the Connecticut Valley, for Audubon's Nova Scotian record requires confirmation. The species belongs distinctively to the Eastern Province, reaching only to the Lower Missouri, Eastern Kansas, and Nebraska. Mr. Allen says that it was "one of the most numerous represented and most noisy species met with at Leavenuworth." Though so restricted in its northward range, it is a hardy bird, not migratory, remaining in abundance in the Middle districts throughout the year. It shares the restless, noisy, and inquisitive characters of the family to which it belongs. The eggs, of the usual shape in this group, are five or six in number, deposited in various holes and crannies; they measure about 0.70 by 0.55 inches, are white, and thickly and pretty evenly sprinkled with minute dots of reddish-brown.
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PARIDÆ—PARUS ATRICAPILLUS.

LOPHOPHANES INORNATUS, (Gamb.) Cass.

Plain-crested Titmouse.


Lophophanes inornatus, Cass., Ill. i, 1853, 19.—Bd., B. N. A. 1856, 386; Rev. 1864, 76.—SCL., Cat. 1862, 14.—HEERM., P. R. R. Rep. x, 1859, pt. vi, 42.—COUES, Pr. Phila. Acad. 1866, 79.—COOP., B. Cal. i, 1870, 42.—AIKEN, Pr. Bost. Soc. 1872, 195 (Eastern Colorado).—COUES, Key, 1872, 60, fig. 22.

Hab.—Black Hills to the Pacific, and southward in the United States.

This species, which was not observed by either of the expeditions, is brought into the present connection by the researches of Mr. C. E. Aiken, who found it a "common winter resident" in Eastern Colorado. I found it to be an abundant species in Upper Arizona, where it is apparently resident, though more frequently observed in winter. Its habits are precisely the same as those of its Eastern congener.

PARUS ATRICAPILLUS, Linn.

Black-capped Chickadee.


Parus palustris, NUTT., Man. i, 1832, 79.

Hab.—Eastern United States, rather northerly, and thence to Alaska. Replaced in Southern United States (Maryland and Illinois, southward) by var. carolinensis, and in most of the Missouri region by var. septentrionalis.

This form was not noticed by either Expedition.

The typical Chickadee occupies but a limited area of the Missouri region, being mostly replaced by the larger, more hoary, and longer-tailed form. It is, however, quoted from Kansas, Western Iowa, and Minnesota, as above. The var. carolinensis represents the opposite extreme, characterized by its small size, little hoariness, tendency to greater extension of the black on the throat, and particularly by the shortness of its tail, which is commonly less in length than the wing. It is the common resident species as far north as Washington, D. C., where Dr. Prentiss and myself were probably mistaken in supposing the true atricapillus to occur. The Titmouse builds a nest of mosses and various other soft vegetable substances, lining it with hair or feathers; it is snugly hidden in the hole of a tree. The eggs are numerous—five or six—white, with a delicate rosy blush when fresh, speckled all over, but most thickly at the larger end, with reddish-brown. They usually dig a hole for themselves, almost like woodpeckers, choosing a decayed tree easily excavated after the bark is drilled through; the cavity is of large size, though with a small entrance. They also often occupy knot-holes, which they find to suit their purposes, and similar retreats of various sorts.
PARUS ATRICAPILLUS var. SEPTENTRIONALIS, (Harris) Allen.

Long-tailed Chickadee.


Parus atricapillus var. septentrionalis, ALLEN, Bull. M. C. Z. iii, 1872, 174.—COURS, Key, 1872, 81.

Parus septentrionalis var. albescens, BD., B. N. A. 1858, p. xxxvii.—COORP., Am. Nat. iii, 1869, 74.

Hab.—Kansas and Missouri to the Rocky Mountains. Northward to the Fur Countries. Southward in alpine regions to New Mexico. Up mountains to the limit of arboreal vegetation.

Not obtained by Captain Raynolds' Expedition.

Lieutenant Warren's Expedition.—8827-8, Black Hills; 4732, Fort Leavenworth; 4733, Big Nemaha River.

Later Expeditions.—60433, Bitter Cottonwood; 60693-4, 60961-8, Fort Bridger, Green River, &c.

A part of these specimens are from the same area and nearly the same locality as Mr. Harris's originals.

Since I have been on the Upper Missouri I have taken pains to secure and measure carefully a number of the Titmice of the region. They are all large, averaging 5.50 in length, with wing from 2.40 to 2.75, and tail from 2.60 to 2.80; the hoariness of the wings and tail is conspicuous. I have found no tail quite 3 inches long, but that dimension is shown by a specimen in my cabinet from the mountains of New Mexico; I doubt that this length is ever exceeded.

The specific identity of the various current "species" of North American black-capped and-throated Titmice seems to have been first recognized, or rather suspected, by the late Dr. Henry Bryant (Pr. Bost. Soc. 1865, 368), well known as one of the most accomplished ornithologists of this country. But it remained for Mr. Allen to prove the point and explain the natural co-ordination of the several forms. Measuring twenty-seven specimens, all from Massachusetts, he finds the total length to vary an inch—from 4.70 to 5.73; the extent to be equally variable—7.50 to 8.60; the wing to vary from 2.33 to 2.63; the tail from 2.15 to 2.67. These extremes embrace the dimensions of both "septentrionalis" and "carolinensis," which are thus shown to intergrade with atricapillus proper. We can only predicate a variety by taking an average: "carolinensis" is the smaller, because more southern, form, with a minimum of hoariness; "septentrionalis" is the other extreme; it shows an average length of tail above the average of typical atricapillus, and an extreme of length that the latter never presents.

I find that, as Dr. Hayden says, this bird is very abundant in the river-bottom all along the Missouri, where it is one of the few birds that endure the rigors of winter in this bleak region. I observed it in small restless flocks, generally in the shrubbery, in company with tree sparrows, which are also abundant at that season. During the winter they have only the characteristic "chickadee" note, but in spring, at the approach of the breeding season, they utter a peculiarly soft long-drawn note of two syllables, somewhat different in intonation from that of the common species. Mr. Allen found this form in Eastern and Middle Kansas; in the mountains of Colorado, up to about 11,000 feet; in Wyoming; and in Utah. It occupies alpine regions as far south as New Mexico.

Dr. Cooper quotes var. occidentalis from the Rocky Mountains of Montana.
PARUS MONTANUS, PARUS RUFESCENS.

PARUS MONTANUS, Gamb.

Mountain Chickadee; White-browed Chickadee.


Not obtained by either of the earlier Expeditions.

Later Expeditions.—60695, Uintah Mountains; 62349-52, Idaho and Wyoming.

Readily distinguished among its allies by the white superciliary stripe. It is a common and generally distributed inhabitant of the higher lands of the two western United States Provinces. Its habits are exactly like those of the common Chickadee. Mr. Aiken saw it in flocks occasionally through the winter, remarking that it frequents the shrubbery of the mountain sides, but is not found on the lowlands. Mr. Allen observed it at intervals throughout the mountains of Colorado, from about 8,000 feet up to the timber line, but much less numerously than the common species. Mr. Merriam remarks: "Tetons Cañon was the first place where we observed this species, probably because it was the first where we found coniferous trees. It is also an abundant species in the Fire-hole Basin, and from the sources of Snake River to where it leaves the wooded mountain-sides." I found the bird common in various coniferous mountainous tracts in New Mexico and Arizona, where it is resident. Habits not peculiar; egg not seen.

PARUS RUFESCENS, Towns.

Chestnut-backed Chickadee.


Pacifie rufescens, Br., Consip. A.v. i, 1850, 290.

Hab.—Especially Cascade and Coast ranges to the Pacific, from Sitka to Santa Cruz, but also extending to the Rocky Mountains (Cooper). (In Northern Alaska P. hudsonicus is found instead.)

The centre of abundance of this species appears to be in Washington Territory, where Drs. Cooper and Suckley found it extremely common, in coniferous and other evergreen forests, and resident. It is stated to breed in holes in decayed trunks, and its habits, as described, are the same as those of its congeners. I have never seen it alive, nor was it met with by either expedition; but Dr. Cooper has extended its previously recorded range to Montana.
Psaltriparus plumbeus, Bd.

Leaden Titmouse.

*Psaltria plumbea*, Bd., Pr. Phila. Acad. vii, 1854, 118 (Colorado Chiquito, Ariz.).


*Hab.*—Southern Rocky Mountain region.

Not obtained by the earlier Expeditions.

Later Expeditions.—Green River (Stevenson).

The distinctive characters of this species are not strong; and it would not be surprising if it should prove only a geographical race of the Pacific coast species, *P. minimum*.

According to Mr. Aiken, small flocks of the Leaden Titmouse were occasionally seen during the winter in the foot-hills of Eastern Colorado, among shrubbery. This, with Mr. Stevenson's record, considerably extends its known range, hitherto confined to Arizona. In that country I found it abundant. Mr. Aiken is, I think, mistaken in stating that the iris of the male is brown, and that of the female yellow; this difference being entirely fortuitous, independent of sex or age, and perhaps analogous to the diverse coloration of the bill in many species of Jays; at least such was my conclusion after examining many specimens. It is a resident of the mountains of Arizona, where it braves the rigors of winter without apparent inconvenience, though one is tempted to wonder how such a tiny body, no larger than the end of one's thumb, can retain its animal heat during exposure to cold that sometimes destroys large birds like the raven. It is a sociable little creature, generally going in companies of from half a dozen to fifty, actively engaged in their search for minute insects, and continually calling to each other with their curiously squeaky notes. It scarcely knows fear in the presence of man, and will continue its busy search though an observer may be standing within a few feet of it. I found it oftenest in the shrubbery of the hillsides and the dense undergrowth which fills the ravines; it appeared to have little fancy for the higher growths of oak or pine. It is surprising what large insects this little creature will sometimes capture; I saw one struggling with a caterpillar nearly as long as its own body, and it succeeded, after great exertion, in disposing of the big mouthful. The nest and eggs I have never seen, nor am I aware that they have been discovered; but it is to be presumed that they do not differ essentially from those of *P. minimum*. This bird builds an astonishingly large nest for such a wee creature—a long purse woven of soft tree-moss and lichens, some six or eight inches long, suspended by the contracted brim from a forked twig. The eggs, six or eight in number, measure about 0.58 by 0.44, and differ from those of the genus *Parus* in being pure white, without any markings.

Family *SITTIDÆ*: Nuthatches.

*Sitta Carolinensis*, Lath.

White-bellied Nuthatch.

*Sitta europaea* var. *carolinensis*, Gm., Syst. Nat. i, 1788, 440.

*Sitta carolinensis*, LATH., Ind. Orn. i, 1790, 262.—WILS., Am. Orn. i, 1808, 10, pl. 2, f. 3.—Br., Journ. Phila. Acad. 1835, p. ; Syn. 1828, 96; List, 1838, 10; Consip. i, 1850, 227.—NUTT., Man. i, 1832, 281.—AUD., Orn. Biog. ii, 1834, 299; v, 1839, 473; pl.
SITTA CAROLINENSIS var. ACULEATA, (Cass.) Allen.

Slender-billed Nuthatch.


Hab.—Middle and Western Provinces, United States; south to Cordova, Mexico.

*List of specimens.*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Specimen</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Sex</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Collector</th>
<th>Distance</th>
<th>Width</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>19228</td>
<td>166</td>
<td>Cheyenne River</td>
<td>♂</td>
<td>Oct. 19, 1859</td>
<td>F. V. Hayden</td>
<td>5.50</td>
<td>11.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19229</td>
<td>167</td>
<td>do</td>
<td>♂</td>
<td>do</td>
<td>do</td>
<td>5.00</td>
<td>11.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Not obtained by Lieutenant Warren’s Expedition.*


The slender-billed form is as abundant in the wooded regions of the West as its Eastern representative. Its habits are precisely the same. Neither variety appears to extend much, if any, north of the United States, in this respect differing from *S. canadensis*.

The distinction between the two varieties consists mainly in the slenderer bill of var. *aculeata*. Since its first introduction into the system, by Mr. Cassin, in 1856, it has been currently rated as a species, until reduced to its proper position by Mr. Allen and myself, about simultaneously. Dr. Sclater had, however, previously expressed strong doubts of its validity, although he did not formally make the reduction, in his admirable account of the genus *Sitta*, published in the Ibis, April, 1865.

The range of the typical *carolinensis* meets that of *aculeata* in the region embraced in the present report; the former bird being found in Kansas and Missouri, but apparently not far up the river.

The nidification of the Nuthatches is similar in most respects to that of the Titmice. They build in holes of trees, constructing a shallow nest of grasses and similar vegetable substances, lined with hair or feathers. The eggs of the present species are five or six in number, white or creamy-white in color, speckled and blotched with reddish-brown and lavender, sometimes over the whole surface, but oftenest chiefly about the larger end, where they frequently form, or tend to form, a wreath. They measure 0.75 to 0.82 in length, by 0.55 to 0.63 in breadth.
Red-bellied Nuthatch.


Sitta varia, Wils., Am. Orn. i, 1808, 40, pl. 2, f. 4.

"Sitta varia, Vieill." (Br.)

_Hab._—North America at large, in wooded regions, and rather northerly (to 66° or further). South, however, to the Mexican border. Not obtained by Captain Raynolds' Expedition.

_Lieutenant Warren's Expedition._—5280, Cedar Island, Missouri River; 8889-90, Black Hills.

_Later Expeditions._—60690-2, 60972-3, Fort Bridger, Green River, &c.

As Dr. Hayden remarks, this species is quite rare in the Northwest, the nature of the surface being for the most part unsuited to its wants. It is confined to the wooded streams and the mountains about the various headwaters of the Missouri. In the Eastern United States, the bird is not plentiful south of the Middle States, and is apparently wanting in the Southern States, its place being supplied by the peculiar _S. pusilla_, along with _S. carolinensis_. About Washington, D. C., it was occasionally observed by Dr. Prentiss and myself, but only from October to May. It is resident in New England, breeding abundantly in the northern portions. Audubon gives an interesting note of its nidification: "I found it building its nest," he says, "near Eastport, in Maine, on the 19th of May; before the Bluebird had made its appearance there, and while much ice still remained on the northern exposures. The nest is dug in a low dead stump, seldom more than four feet from the ground, both the male and the female working by turns until they have got to the depth of about fourteen inches. The eggs, four in number, are small and of a white color, tinged with a deep blush and sprinkled with reddish dots. They raise, I believe, only one brood in the season." The eggs are only distinguishable from those of _S. carolinensis_ by their smaller size, averaging about 0.60 by 0.45; the difference is, however, quite appreciable on comparison. The amount of speckling is undetermined, but the surface is generally pretty evenly covered. They are from four to six in number.

**Sitta Pygmea, Vig.**

_Pygmy Nuthatch._


_Sitta pusilla_ var. _pygmea_, ALLEN, Bull. M. C. Z. 1872, 174 (mountains of Colorado, up to 8000 feet).

_Hab._—Rocky Mountains to the Pacific. North to 49°. South to Xalapa.
This species, which was not noticed by either expedition, extends to the eastern base of the Rocky Mountains, where it was found, in Montana, by Dr. Cooper. Mr. Allen took it in the mountains of Colorado up to 8,000 feet; Mr. Aiken, in the Black Hills. Prof. Sumichrast states that it is resident in the alpine region of Vera Cruz, ascending to the very limit of vegetation on the peaks of Orizaba and Popocatepetl. On the Pacific coast it descends, according to Dr. Cooper, as low as Monterey. It is an abundant species in all suitable places throughout its range, an almost exclusive inhabitant of forests, giving evident preference to those of conifers. In crossing the main chain of the Sierra Madre, at Whipple's Pass, in July, I found it abundant to the summit, in high pine woods; and in the same situations in Upper Arizona it occurs in profusion, and resides permanently. Like the Brown-headed Nuthatch, it is a sociable—almost gregarious—little creature, assembling in noisy restless troops, actively fluttering among the pines and scrambling about their trunks and branches, picking its minute insect prey out of the cracks in the bark. It has a variety of odd, scraping notes, impossible to describe, and makes as much ado about its puny little business as if it were helping the world roll on—as, on second thought, I suppose it does. The mode of nidification is the same as that of other species; the eggs are five or six in number, pinkish-white, dotted with reddish. They would not be distinguishable with certainty from those of S. canadensis, but appear to average rather narrower, measuring about 0.62 by 0.48. The young appear first in June; and from the circumstance of finding newly-feathered birds much later in the summer, I presume at least two broods are reared each season.

Communicating with me respecting this species, Mr. Allen observes: "I found it at frequent intervals in our journey from Denver to South Park, usually in quite large parties, associated with Titmice and Kinglets, the whole party keeping up a lively twitter as they passed from tree to tree. It is indistinguishable in notes or habits from its near relation, the Brown-headed Nuthatch of the Southern States. They both hunt the branches of the trees rather than their trunks, often flitting, like Kinglets, about the outer extremities of the branches in their search for insects, thus more resembling both the Kinglets and the Tomtits in their manner of hunting than our common Nuthatches."

In this species the color of the under parts is as variable as that of S. canadensis, ranging from fulvous-whitish to rusty-brown. The characters supposed to distinguish it from pusilla are very slight, so that it is quite possible Mr. Allen is right in holding it for a variety of the latter.

Family CERTHIIDÆ: Creepers.

CERTHIA FAMILIARIS, Linn.

Brown Creeper.


**Family TROGLODYTIDÆ: Wrens.**

**SALPINCTES OBSOLETUS, (Say) Cab.**

**Rock Wren.**


*Myioborus obsolatus*, Br., Am. Orn. i, 1825, 6, pl. 1, fig. 2.

*Thryothorus obsolatus*, Br., Comp. and Geog. List, 1838, 11 ; Rev. Zool. i, 1839, 98.


"Thryothorus latifasciatus*, Licht.* (Br.)

Hab.—United States, from the Central Plains to the Pacific. Iowa (Trippe). Mexico. Not obtained by Captain Raynold’s Expedition.

**Lieutenant Warren’s Expedition.**—8830, Running Water; 5277–9, Powder River; 8831–2, Monterey, Terraces.

**Later Expeditions.**—60657, Sweetwater (Stevenson); 61654, Ogden, Utah (Merriam).

This species is especially characteristic of the interior mountainous regions of the West, although, to the southward at least, it reaches the Pacific coast. It is reported from various parts of California, from Cape St. Lucas, and from Mexico. Mr. Allen found it in Colorado, Mr. Merriam in Utah, where it was abundant about White Sulphur Springs, Mr. Holden in Wyoming, and Dr. Hayden states that it is numerous in the "bad lands." I frequently saw it in Upper Arizona, in rocky fastnesses, where its peculiar song always attracted attention. Dr. Cooper states that a nest from a wood-pile on the Upper Missouri was composed of a loose flooring of sticks, lined with a great quantity of feathers, and contained nine eggs of a reddish color, thickly spotted with chocolate. He also found nests at San Diego, under tiled roofs, containing young, in May. According to Mr. Holden, the nest is merely a few sticks and bits of moss put carelessly together: "one was placed under a rock as large as a dog-house, and in it were four young ones,
which scampered off while I was removing the rock." The eggs are four to eight in number, measuring 0.72 by 0.60 inches, being thus much rounded. The shell is white, of crystal purity and smoothness, very sparingly sprinkled with minute dots of reddish-brown, chiefly aggregated at, or in a wreath around, the larger end; but a few other specks are commonly scattered over the whole surface. Such are the characters of two sets in the Smithsonian collection, from Fort Defiance, N. M.; the description, it will be observed, differs from that given by Dr. Cooper.

Since writing the preceding I have received an interesting communication from Mr. T. Martin Trippe, who informs me of the common occurrence of this species in Southwestern Iowa, where he states that he saw or shot altogether some fifteen individuals during the month of October, 1872. This occurrence, which Mr. Trippe meanwhile has published, as above, gives a decided extension to the previously known range of the species.

**CATHERPES MEXICANUS**, (Sw.) Bd.

**Mexican Wren; White-throated Wren.**

*Thryothorus mexicanus*, Sw., Zool. Ill. i, 1839, pl. 11.

*Sulphuricola mexicanus*, Cab., Weig. Archiv, 1847, 324; Musk. Hein. i, 1851, 78.—Br., Cons. i, 1850, 224.—Scl., P. Z. S. 1857, 212; 1858, 297 (Oaxaca).


*Catherpes mexicanus*, Bd., B. N. A. 1858, 356; Rev. 1864, 111.—Kenn., P. R. R. Rep. x, 1839, pt. iv, 36.—Scl., Cat. 1862, 18.—Couës, Ph. Acad. 1866, 77.—Sumich., Mem. Bost. Soc. i, 1851, 545 (Vera Cruz).—Coop., B. Cal. i, 1870, 66.—Aiken, Pr. Bost. Soc. 1872, 198 (Middle Colorado).—Coues, Key, 1872, 85.


*Cariniceps albifrons*, Glaud, B. Tex. 1841, pl. 8.

"Trogodytes albicollis*, Cuv."

"Trogodytes murarius*, Licht."

The above synonymy includes both the typical Mexican bird and the United States race, which latter is appreciably different, as Mr. Ridgway has shown, and entitled to rank as a geographical race.

**Hab.**—Var. conspersus from the Southwestern United States, from Colorado (Aiken) and Utah (Henshaw). Typical mexicanus from Mexico to Vera Cruz.

It is a matter of much interest that the known range of the White-throated Wren, hitherto reported only from the United States border and southward, should be extended to Colorado, as has lately been done by Mr. Aiken. Even in Arizona I only found it in localities lower than Fort Whipple. I observed it in the southern and western portions of that Territory, always in canyons and other precipitous, rocky places. The note of the species is one of the most striking I ever heard; for a bird of its size it sings with wonderful strength and clearness, uttering a peculiar ringing whistle, the odd intonations of which are exaggerated in the echoes awakened among the fastnesses of the rocks. It is a very active, sprightly bird, leaping and fluttering among the rocks almost incessantly. Mr. Aiken found it in winter in Colorado, among large masses of rock, on the faces of cliffs. Mr. Allen observes that "the White-throated Wren is one of the most note-worthy birds of those remarkable localities near Colorado City, known as 'Monument Park' and the 'Garden of the Gods,' where alone I observed it in Colorado. Equally with the Rock Wren, it is a lover of cliffs and bare rocky exposures. Whenever it occurs, at least in the breeding season, its presence is sure to be known by its loud ringing notes. At the localities above
named it seemed to delight in the reverberation of its notes from the high sandstone walls that give to the Garden of the Gods its peculiar picturesqueness." According to Prof. Sumichrast, it is very common on the plateau of Mexico, "where it probably has its centre of propagation," and is also found in the temperate region of the department of Vera Cruz. "In Orizaba it nests in the houses; its nest, very skilfully wrought with spider's webs, is built in the crevices of old walls, or in the interstices between the tiles under the roofs of houses."

In connection with this northward extension of the White-throated Wren may be noticed the occurrence of *Campylorhynchus brunneicapillus* in Utah, as I am informed by letter from my friend Dr. H. C. Yarrow, U. S. A., who took the species at St. George, in the southwestern portion of the Territory.

**THRYOTHORUS LUDOVICIANUS, (Lath.) Bp.**

**Great Carolina Wren.**

*a. ludoviciannus.*


*Troglydtes arundinaceus*, Vieill., Ois. Am. Sept. ii, 1807, 55, pl. 103 (description, not the biography).


*Certisa caroliniana*, Wils., Am. Orn. ii, 1810, 61, pl. 12, f. 5.

**Hab.**—Eastern United States, south of New England. West into Kansas. New Mexico (Henry.) Resident throughout its range. No extralimital record. Not obtained by any of the Expeditions.

*b. berlandieri.*

*Thryothorus berlandieri*, Couch.—Br., B. N. A. 1858, 362, pl. 83, f. 1; Rev. 1864, 124.

*Thryothorus ludoviciannus* var. berlandieri, Coues, Key, 1872, 86.

**Hab.**—Valley of the Rio Grande, and southward. This is the southern race, differing in longer bill and heavier color; the under parts more decidedly rufous, and the sides barred with dusky. Floridian specimens are intermediate.

Although restricted in its northward dispersion, the Carolina Wren is a hardy bird, enduring the winters of the Middle States. There may be an incomplete recession from its more northern abodes, yet it is as common in winter as in summer, at least from Maryland southward. Such is the case about Washington, D. C., where I found it common at all seasons, though never in great abundance. It frequents shrubbery and undergrowth of all sorts, where it hides with great pertinacity, and is oftener heard than seen. Not that it is particularly a timid bird, for it often comes about the gardens and out-houses; but it is retiring and unfamiliar,courting privacy and seclusion. If we attempt to penetrate its hidden resorts, it hurries away into deeper recesses, with a low flitting near the ground, or scrambling and hopping from one bush to an-
other, very likely mocking us with its rollicking song as soon as it feels perfectly secure. It shares, however, the restlessness and prying curiosity of its tribe; and if we keep still in a favorable spot we may often see it returning slyly to take a look at us, peering from among the leaves with an inquisitive air, all the while "teetering" its body, and performing odd, nervous antics, as if it were possessed with the very spirit of unrest. At such times it chatters in a harsh querulous tone, as if resuming the intrusion; and this is its ordinary note when angry, alarmed, or otherwise disturbed in mind. Its song is quite another thing—loud, clear, strong, and highly musical; indeed I hardly know what bird possesses a richer voice, though many are sweeter songsters. The song is a rapid succession of whistling notes, delivered with great energy and accent; it closely resembles that of the Cardinal Grosbeak, styled in some parts the "Virginia Nightingale," and meriting the compliment. In still weather the Wren can be heard several hundred yards, but is not easy to trace the music up to its source, because the resonant quality of the notes makes the whole copse seem to ring with the sound, and because the restless songster is constantly changing his position.

This Wren is a very early breeder. In the Carolinas it mates in March, nests in April, and the first of its two or three broods are abroad early in May, if not still sooner. Mr. Allen found the young flying at this time even in Kansas. The bird is so capricious in the matter of a nesting place, that we can hardly say what its preference is, if, indeed, it have any choice. It will build in any odd nook or cranny that it fancies—entering an out-house through a knot-hole or a chink between loose boards, like the House Wren; taking the hollow of a tree or stump; settling in the midst of a thick bush; anywhere, in fact, that offers a snug retreat. In Florida, Mr. Maynard says, they like to nest in the palmettoes; and this agreeable writer tells how convenient such resorts are: "The 'boot,' he explains, "is the base of the dead leaf-stalks which adhere to the tree after the top has decayed and fallen off; they are quite broad, slightly concave, and extend upward in an oblique direction, leaving a space between them and the trunk; the fronds, in falling, often cover the top with a fibrous debris, which is impervious to water, and the cavities beneath form a snug nesting place for the Carolina Wrens." Into some such place as we have seen, the Wren puts a great quantity of fibrous, leafy, or grassy material, not being at all particular, but gathering any trash that it finds convenient; and builds a rather bulky nest, more or less like a ball, with a side-entrance. This is freighted with five or six eggs, and very completely filled before the little ones leave it. The eggs are white, dotted very thickly and pretty evenly with reddish-brown and various neutral tints, generally quite over the surface, but sometimes chiefly wreathing around the large end; sometimes the surface is so thickly covered that the ground is almost hidden. But I have never seen any eggs so uniformly dark as those of the Marsh Wren, or even the House Wren, usually are. Several measurements I took ranged from 0.76 by 0.61 to 0.70 by 0.58, averaging about 0.73 by 0.60. The birds are very private about their domestic arrangements, and generally slip off quietly if they have an unwelcome caller. They keep the young ones about them for a few days after they leave the nest, and during this period they are in a state of perpetual panic, showing their intense worry in redoubled restlessness. But the little family is soon dispersed, let us hope, each to a merry life; the parents take a little relaxation from family cares, and then arrange for a new household.
THORYTHORUS BEWICKII, (Aud.) Bp.

Bewick's Wren.

a. bewickii.


**Thryothorus bewickii**, Bp., List, 1839, 11.—Bp., Consip. i. 1850, 215.—Bd., B. N. A. 1838, 363; Rev. 1864, 128.—Coues, Pr. Bost. Soc. xii. 188, 109 (South Carolina, resident?).—Turner, E. E. Pa. 1849, 20 (rare, in summer only).—Snow, B. Kans. 6.—Coues, Key, 1572, 86.

**Telmatodytes** bewickii, Cab., Mus. Hein. 1850, 78.

b. leucogaster.


**Thryothorus leucoagastra**, Bp., Consip. i. 1850, 222; Notes Orn. Delattre, 1854, 43.


**Thryothorus bewickii** var. leucogaster, Bd., Rev. 1864, 127.—Coues, Key, 1572, 86.

c. spilurus.

**Troglodytes spilurus**, Vig., Zool. Beechey's Voy. 1839, 18, pl. 4, f. 1 (California).

**Thryothorus spilurus**, Coop., B. Cal. i. 1850, 69.


**Thryothorus bewickii** var. spilurus, Bd., Rev. 1864, 123.—Coues, Key, 1572, 86.

**Hab.**—Eastern United States, north to Pennsylvania and Minnesota; west to Kansas. Var. leucoagastra in Southwestern United States and Mexico. Var. spilurus along the whole Pacific coast, United States and southward.

Obtained by none of the Expeditions.

Like the Carolina Wren, Bewick's is essentially a southern species. Its northern limit, in the Atlantic States, is Pennsylvania, where it is rare, and only found in summer. Mr. Turnbull gives it in his list, and Prof. Baird took it at Carlisle. It appears to be uncommon all along the line. I do not recollect that I ever saw it in Maryland, Virginia, or either of the Carolinas, and I never collected a specimen. In the interior, however, it is abundant in some regions; thus, Mr. Ridgway tells me, it is very common in Southern Illinois, where it replaces the House Wren, to the nearly complete exclusion of the latter, and has the same semi-domesticated ways, breeding about out-houses and gardens. In the Mississippi Valley, moreover, it proceeds furthest north. Mr. Tripp records it as common in Minnesota, where it breeds. The egg, of which I have only seen two or three authentic examples, is white, speckled with lilac and darker slaty shades of brown, chiefly about the larger end. The egg resembles that of a Titmouse or Creeper, but the markings are darker and the size greater—from 0.70 by 0.52 to 0.06 by 0.51.

In the southwest I found the white-bellied variety of Bewick's Wren extremely abundant. It was the characteristic Wren about Fort Whipple, in Arizona, though the House Wren was very common there too. Similarly, var. spilurus abounds in the wooded portions of California. In their habits, these varieties are identical with the common form, except in so far as certain points may be modified to suit circumstances, especially in the matter of nesting, in which, as is well known, most birds accommodate themselves very easily to their surroundings. Possessing few, if any, distinctive traits, there is very little to be said of Bewick's Wren not equally applicable to its numerous relatives, whose restlessness, curious excitable temper, and odd energetic actions, are familiar to every one. It is an accomplished and versatile songster; though its notes have not the ring and volume of those of the Carolina Wren, it has a very pretty song of its own, varied at its whim, quite unlike the simpler trilling of the House or Marsh Wren.
TROGLODYTIDÆ—TROGLODYTES ÀÉDON

TROGLODYTES ÀÉDON, Viell.

House Wren.


_Troglodytes fuscus_, Nutt., Man. i, 1832, 422.


_Sylvia domestica_, Wils., Am. Orn. i, 1803, 129, pl. 8. f. 3.

_Hab._—Eastern United States to Nebraska and Dakota. North to Canada and Nova Scotia. Winters in the Southern States.

Not obtained by Captain Raynolds’ Expedition.

_Lieutenant Warren’s Expedition._—8846, Loup Fork. This single specimen, among Dr. Hayden’s collections, seems referable to typical _aëdon._

The _T. americanus_ of Audubon, a supposed species, which I doubtfully admitted in 1868, has since been shown by Mr. Allen and Mr. Maynard to be inseparable from _T. aëdon._ It appears to represent simply rather northerly bred birds. The several extra-limital varieties of the species are not here considered; our western variety is noted under the next head.

TROGLODYTES ÀÉDON var. PARKMANNI, (Aud.) Coupes.

Western House Wren.


(†) _Troglodytes americanus_, Heerm., P. R. R. Rep. x, 1859, part vi, 41.

_Troglodytes aëdon var. parkmanni_, Coupes, Key, 1872, 87.

_Hab._—Western United States, from Nebraska and Dakota to the Pacific.

Not obtained by Captain Raynolds’ Expedition.

_Lieutenant Warren’s Expedition._—4734–35, 3473, 4138, 4741–43, Upper Missouri; 5974–75, Blackfoot country; 5276, Fort Lookout; 4739, Council Bluffs; 4740, Bald Island; 4736; North Platte.

_Later Expeditions._—60628–9, Green River; 62328–9, Idaho and Montana.

Dr. Hayden’s numerous specimens attest the abundance of this variety in the northwest. I found it to be numerous in the southwest; and, in fact, it is a common bird throughout the Middle and Western Provinces of the United States, where it replaces its familiar Eastern representative. It is impossible to separate this form specifically from _aëdon_; it is merely a little paler (grayer), while certain supposed peculiarities of habit are shared by _T. aëdon_ in those unvisited districts where its ways have not been modified by contact with civilization. It is the most numerous representative and the most uniformly distributed of the _Troglodytidae_ of the West. It is especially common in the scanty and irregular belts of timber that border the streams of the great plains, and occurs everywhere in the mountains up to about 10,000 feet. Its notes vary more or less at different localities, but everywhere it seems to retain its pugnacious disposition, and its bold, inquisitive habits.
ANORTHERA TROGLODYTES var. HYEMALIS, WINTER WREN.

American Winter Wren.

a. troglodytes proper.

b. hyemalis.

_Sylvia troglodytes_, Wils., Am. Orn. i, 1808, 139, pl. 8 f. 6 (not of European writers).


_Anothera troglodytes_, COUES, Key, 1872, 87. fig. 30.

_Anothera troglodytes var. hyemalis_, COUES, Key, 1872, 351.

_Troglodytes hyemalis var. pacifica_, Bd., Rev. 1854, 145.


-c. alascanesis.

_Troglodytes alascanensis_, Bd., Tr. Chic Acad. i, 1869, 315, pl. 30 f. 3.— _Dall & Bann., ibid. 289.

_Anothera alascanensis_, COUES, Key, 1872, 87.

_Anothera troglodytes var. alascanesis_, COUES, Key, 1872, 351.

_Troglodytes hyemalis var. alascanensis_, DALL, Pr. Cal. Acad. Feb. 8, 1873.

_Hab._—The whole of North America. South to Cordova (Sclater). Winters from New England southward. Var. _alascanesis_ is a larger, darker, longer-billed race, inhabiting Alaska, the Aleutians, and Prybilow Islands. The American bird is not specifically distinct from the European.

Although this species was not noted by any of the Expeditions, it is properly brought into the present connection, since it is generally distributed over North America. It readily eludes observation in places where it is not very abundant, being of a shy and retiring disposition that keeps it near the ground, and for the most part hidden in the dense undergrowth or broken rocky places it frequents. Its actions are almost as much like those of a mouse as of a bird; rarely using its wings except for a short flutter from one bush or stone-heap to another, it creeps slyly and rapidly about, appearing perhaps for an instant, then suddenly lost to view. It is rather uncommon about Washington, D. C., from early in October until the latter part of April; I generally found it along the secluded banks of Rock Creek, and in the little ravines leading down to the stream. Not having met with it elsewhere, I can say nothing of its habits during the breeding season from personal observation, but will quote from an excellent account:

"The song of the Winter Wren excels that of any other bird of its size with which I am acquainted. It is truly musical, full of cadence, energetic and melodious; its very continuance is surprising, and dull indeed must be the ear that thrills not on hearing it. When emitted, as it often is, from the dark depths of the unwholesome swamps, it operates so powerfully on the mind, that it by contrast inspires a feeling of wonder and delight, and on such occasions has impressed me with a sense of the goodness of the Almighty Creator, who has rendered every spot of earth in some way subservient to the welfare of his creatures."
“Once when traveling through a portion of the most gloomy part of a thick and tangled wood in the great pine forest, near Manch Chunk, in Pennsylvania, at a time when I was intent on guarding myself against the venomous reptiles I expected to encounter, the sweet song of this Wren came suddenly on my ear, and with so cheery an effect that I suddenly lost all apprehension of danger, and pressed forward through the rank briars and stiff laurels in pursuit of the bird which I hoped was not far from its nest. But he, as if bent on puzzling me, rambled here and there among the thickest bushes with uncommon cunning, now singing in one spot not far distant, and presently in another in a different direction. After much exertion and considerable fatigue, I at last saw it alight on the side of a large tree, close to the roots, and heard it warble a few notes, which I thought exceeded any it had previously uttered. Suddenly another Wren appeared by its side, but darted off in a moment, and the bird itself, which I had followed, disappeared. I soon reached the spot, without having for an instant removed my eyes from it, and observed a protuberance covered with moss and lichens, resembling the excrescences which are often seen on our forest trees, with this difference, that the aperture was perfectly rounded, clean, and quite smooth. I put a finger into it and felt the pecking of a bird’s bill, while a querulous cry was emitted. In a word, I had, the first time in my life, found the nest of a Winter Wren. * * * * Externally it measured seven inches in length and four and a half in breadth; the thickness of its walls, composed of moss and lichens, was nearly two inches; and thus it presented internally the appearance of a narrow bag, the wall, however, being reduced to a few lines where it was in contact with the bark of the tree. The lower half of the cavity was compactly lined with the fur of the American Hare, and in the bottom or bed of the nest there lay over this about half a dozen of the large downy abdominal feathers of our common Grouse, _Tetroa umbellus._

Audubon found six eggs in this, and likewise in another nest that he discovered. He describes them as of a delicate bluish-color, marked with dots of reddish-brown, morenumerous toward the larger end. This agrees with the specimens now before me from a set of six taken from a nest in a crevice of an old log hut, excepting that the surface is thinly and evenly dotted all over, and there is, of course, no blush in the blown specimens. They measure 0.70 by 0.58. In other specimens the markings chiefly encircle the larger end. A nest in the Smithsonian is a compact hollow ball of green moss, mixed with a few pine twigs; it was taken in Maine, where the species is stated to breed in “windfall” country of the evergreen woods, where the fallen trees are piled in confusion.

_TELMATODYTES PALUSTRIS_, (Wils.) Bd.

_Long-billed Marsh Wren._

_Certhia palustris_, Wils., A. O. ii. 1850, 58; pl. 12, f. 4.—_Lord_, Pr. Arty. Inst. iv, 1864, 117.

_Troglogytes palustris_, Br., Obs. Wils. i. 245, No. 66; Syll. 1828, 93.—_Sw. & Rich.,_ F. B. A. ii, 1831, 319 (lat. 55°).—_Nutt., Man. i. 150; 439.—_Aud._, O. B. i, 1831, 560; v, 1839, 477; pl. 100; Syll. 1839, 77; B. A. ii, 1841, 155, pl. 123.—_Giraud_, B. L. 1:44, 76.—_Putn._, Pr. Ess. Inst. i. 150; 208.—_Scl. E. Z. 3. 1856, 290 (Cordova).—_Scl.,_ ibis i. 150, 8 (Guatemala).—_New._, P. R. R. Rep. vi, 1857, 39.—_Hear._, ibid. x, 1858, pt. vi, 54.—_Reiniu.,_ ibis, iii, 1861, 5 (Greenland).—_Trip._, Pr. Ess. Inst. vi, 1871, 115.


This little bird requires a particular condition of surface, which, when met, renders it largely independent of geographical limitations. It inhabits, exclusively, reedy swamps and marshes, nearly throughout the continent, and is extremely abundant in the more favorable situations. In most latitudes it is a migrant, but as it breeds throughout its range, only a part of the individuals passing north for this purpose, the remainder spending the winter in their winter homes in the South. It is resident in South Carolina, though the greater number go on northward to breed. On the North Carolina coast I found it abundant during the migrations, and observed it through a part of November, so that possibly some winter as far north as this. In the extensive marshes along the Potomac, overgrown with Zizania aquatica, it finds a congenial home; and in some spots scores of the nests may be seen at once. It reaches this latitude about the middle of April, and remains into October. In New England this Wren is only a summer visitor, chiefly along the coast, and it is rare, if really occurring, north of Massachusetts. None of the Maine or New Hampshire lists include it. In the West I found it breeding abundantly in a reedy swamp near Fort Whipple, Arizona, where it arrives in April and remains until November. According to Dr. Cooper, it winters in the Colorado Valley, as high as Fort Mojave. On the Pacific coast the same writer speaks of its wintering north to the Columbia, wherever there is a marsh overgrown with tule (Scirpus palustris). I never saw it in the Missouri region, but Dr. Hayden reports its occasional occurrence in marshy places along the river. Prof. Snow, Mr. Allen, and Mr. Aiken, note its occurrence in Kansas and Colorado.

The nidification of the Marsh Wren is not the least interesting part of its history. It builds a large bulky nest of the tops of coarse grasses and reeds, bent together and woven into a hollow ball, with a little hole in one side, and fastens this globe to the upright stems of the growing reeds, several of which usually pass through its substance. The ball is lined with finer grasses; it is tolerably compact, yet there are often long shreds hanging from it, giving it rather a slovenly appearance. The number of these structures that may sometimes be observed in a small piece of marsh, within a few feet of each other, is astonishing, and apparently out of all proportion to the size of the colony inhabiting the patch of reeds. This has occasioned the surmise that more nests are built than are actually used, the idea being that the nervous, energetic little creatures keep on building while the females are incubating, to amuse themselves, or because they have nothing particular to do and cannot keep still. However this may be, the old nests last a year or so before they decay and fall to pieces, which may partly account for the great numbers to be seen. The eggs, as usual, are numerous—six or eight—sometimes so many as to induce the suspicion that they were not
all laid by the same bird. They are very peculiar in appearance, being perhaps the most heavily colored of any found in this country. The usual color is a rich, dark chocolate, but it is extremely variable. Sometimes it is perfectly uniform; again, it is nearly uniform, but with a darker area at the large end or around it; occasionally a whitish ground shows, thickly dotted or smirched with the chocolate, or a nearly uniform brownish-white surface is presented, as if the color had washed out, except in a few dark spots or patches. The egg averages two-thirds by one-half of an inch; in a large number examined, little "runt" eggs are sometimes found. One of these before me measures only 0.54 by 0.47, and I have seen still smaller ones; such are doubtless not fertilized, and correspond to the little eggs that fowls and pigeons often drop at the close of their season, indicating that their power is exhausted. I have seen the same thing in the case of the Barn Swallow, and it is probably not an infrequent occurrence.

On entering a patch of rushes where the Wrens are breeding, we almost instantly hear the harsh screeching notes with which those nearest scold us, in vehemence and angry resentment at the intrusion. From further away in the maze of reeds we hear a merry little song from those still undisturbed, and presently we see numbers flitting on feeble wing from one clump of sedge to another, or poised in any imaginable attitude on the swaying stems. Their postures are sometimes very comical; a favorite attitude is with the tail thrown up till it almost covers the back, and the head lowered. In this position they have a peculiar swaying motion, back and forward, as if they were on a pivot, and in this position they sing most frequently. Others may be seen scrambling like little mice up and down the reed-stems or all over their globular nests. They appear among themselves to be excitable to the verge of irascibility, and not seldom quite beyond such moderate limit; but on the whole they form a harmonious little colony which minds its own business, and doubtless makes pleasant company for the blackbirds and other larger species which build among them.

**CISTOTHORUS STELLARIS**, (Licht.) Cab.

**Short-billed Marsh Wren.**

_a. stellaris._

_Trogloidytes stellaris, Licht._—_Naum., V. D. iii, 1823, 724._—_Tripe, Pr. Ess. Inst. vi, 1871, 115 (Minnesota, abundant, breeding).


_Thryothorus stellaris, Turn., B. E. Pa. 1869, 20._

_Trogloidytes brevirostris, Nutt., Man. i, 1832, 436; Tr. Am. Acad. Sci. i, 1833, 98._—_Aud., O. B. ii, 1834, 427; v, 1839, 469; pl. 175; Syn. 1839, 77; B. Am. ii, 1841, 138, pl. 124._—_Br., Consip. i, 1850, 222._

_b. elegans._

_Cistothorus elegans_, Scl. & Salv., Ibis, 1859, 8.—_Bd., Rev. 1864, 146._


_Lieutenant Warren's Expeditions._—1837, Loap Fork of the Platte.

_Not obtained by the other Expeditions._
Though inhabiting the same situations as the preceding species, the Short-billed Marsh Wren is not only much rarer, but much more restricted geographically. It occurs along the whole Atlantic coast, from Florida to Massachusetts, beyond which I have observed no record, but according to my experience it is nowhere abundant along this line. In the course of several years collecting in Maryland, Virginia, and the Carolinas, I never happened to find but a single specimen, which I shot in October, in a marsh on the North Carolina coast, where the other species was abundant at the time. According to various authors, the bird is more common in Massachusetts during the summer, arriving about the second week in May, and leaving in October. I think the birds are more plentiful along an interior line of migration, up the Mississippi. Thus Mr. Trippe found them “abundant” and breeding in Minnesota, and I saw them in comparative plenty along the Red River, about Pembina, securing several examples in June. I found them in reedy sloughs on the prairie, where the Yellow-headed Blackbirds and Black Terns were breeding, and also in low sedgy tracts, partly covered with a growth of scrubby willows. Dr. Hayden’s specimen is interesting as being the westernmost on record for the United States. Audubon found the species abundant in Texas, where it breeds.

Quite contrary to what might have been expected, the eggs of this species are entirely unlike those of its allies, being pure white, unmarked. They measure 0.63 by 0.48, being thus rather elongate. I never saw a nest; it is said to be similar to that of the Long-billed Wren—a hollow globe with a hole in one side, woven of grasses, reeds or rushes, lined with finer material of the same kind, and placed in a tuft of reeds or tussock of grass. According to Mr. Maynard, the birds are quite noisy in the fresh-water marshes of Massachusetts, frequently singing all night: “Their notes are not fine, but, although monotonous, are more elaborate than those of the Long-billed, and better entitled to the name of song.”

Family ALAUDIDÆ: Larks.

The birds of this family differ remarkably from other Oscines in the structure of the tarsal envelope, which, instead of consisting on the sides of the tarsus of two undivided plates meeting in a sharp ridge behind, is there formed of a series of sentellae like those in front, lapping round behind, meeting those of the front in a groove on both inner and outer faces of the tarsus. The back of the tarsus is therefore blunt and rounded in the front. Notwithstanding this peculiarity, they are truly Oscina, having the musical apparatus well developed, and being good songsters. The tarsal envelope, while approaching that of the Clamatorial birds in character, is not, however, the same as in these, in which a single series of plates, variously arranged, encircles the tarsus, meeting in a groove along the inner face, but being continuous on the outer. In the Larks, the hind claw is elongated and straightened conformably with their terrestrial habits; the bill is conic-elongate, and there are but nine fully-developed primaries. In the genus Eremophila there is a peculiar tuft of feathers springing from each side of the head back of the eye, somewhat similar in character to the so-called “horns” of many owls. The species inhabit open grounds, and are gregarious and extensively migratory in most regions. Their food consists of various seeds and insects. We have but a single species, identical with that of the Old World; but it runs into several geographical varieties.

EREMOPHLA ALPESTRIS, (Forst.) Boie.

Horred Lark; Shore Lark.

a. alpestris.

Alauda alpestris, Forst., Phil. Trans. ixii, 1772, 398.—Linn., S. N. i, 1766, 289.—Gm., S. N. i, 1788, 800.—Latt., Fed. Orn. ii, 1790, 498.—And of earlier authors gener-
Eremophila alpestris, EPPERT, HORNED LARK.

ally.—Wils., Am. Orn. i, 1808, 85, pl. 5, fig. 4.—Bp., Obs. Wils. 1825, No. 130; Syn. 1828, 102.—Nutt., Am. i, 1832, 455.—Aud., O. B. ii, 1834, 570, pl. 200; Syn. 1839, 96; B. A. iii, 1841, 44, pl. 153.—GIRAUD, B. L. i, 1844, 95.—PUTN., Pr. Ess. Inst. i, 1856, 209.—TURNB., B. E. Pa. 1869, 4.—(? ) TIPPE, Pr. Ess. Inst. vi, 1871, 115.

Eremophila alpestris, BOIE, Isis, 1828, 322.—And of authors.—(? ) ALLEN, Mem. Bost. Soc. i, 1865, 496 (Iowa).—MAXN., Guide, 1870, 121 (Massachusetts in July, perhaps breeding).—COUES, Key, 1872, 89, fig. 32.


Otocorys alpestris, BR.—GRAY, List of G. of B. 1841, 62.—CAB., Mus. Hein. i, 1851, 121.


Philermos cornutus, Bp., List, 1832, 37.

Otocorys cornutus, CAB., Mus. Hein. i, 1851, 122.

b. leucoloma.

(Pale race, breeding on dry interior plains of the West.)


Eremophila alpestris, ALLEN, Bull. M. C. Z. iii, 1873, 176.


Eremophila alpestris var. leucoloma, COUES.

c. chrysoloma.

(Shallower, brighter race, from the southwestern plains and southward.)

Alauda cornuta, SW., Phil. Mag. i, 1827, 434 (Mexico).


Alauda chrysoloma, WAGL., Isis, 1831, 320.—Bp., P. Z. S. 1837, 111; Conspl. Av. i, 1850, 246.


Alauda minor, GIRAUD, B. Texas, 1841.—SCL., P. Z. S. 1855, 66.

Eremophila minor, SCL., Cat. A. B. 1862, 126.

Alauda rafa, AUD., B. Am. vii, 1843, 353, pl. 497.


Otocorys peregrina, SCL., P. Z. S. 1855, 110, pl. 102 (Santa Fé de Bogota).

Eremophila peregrina, SCL., Cat. A. B. 1861, 127.

Alauda peregrina, GIEBEL, Thes. Orn. i, 1872, 299.

Eremophila cornuta var. chrysoloma, BD., B. N. A. 1858, 403.

Eremophila alpestris var. chrysoloma, COUES, Key, 1872, 89.

Hab.—North America, breeding northerly; generally dispersed through the United States by migration. Var. leucoloma resident on the dry interior plains from Iowa and Minnesota westward. Var. chrysoloma from the Southwestern Territories and southward to New Grenada.

List of specimens.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Location</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>18230</td>
<td>233</td>
<td>Deer Creek</td>
<td>18231</td>
<td>275</td>
<td>Fort Benton</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18232</td>
<td>237</td>
<td>Deer Creek</td>
<td>18233</td>
<td>278</td>
<td>Deer Creek</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18234</td>
<td>279</td>
<td>do</td>
<td>18235</td>
<td>278</td>
<td>do</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18236</td>
<td>154</td>
<td>Source Chye'ye</td>
<td>18237</td>
<td>155</td>
<td>do</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Lieutenant Warren's Expedition.—5314, Medicine Creek; 5318, Yellowstone; 5313, Fort Pierre, Dak.; 5317, Blackfoot country; 9241-2, 9244-5, 9256, Black Hills; 9239-40, 9243, near Bear Butte.

Later Expeditions.—6041-2, 6049, 6052, 6057, 6059-60, 6069-934, various localities in Wyoming; 61753, Salt Lake, Utah.
The question of the relationships of our various Larks is rather intricate, but we probably have an approximately correct solution of the problem. It is certain, in the first place, that our bird is identical with that of Europe—there is no ground on which to base even varietal distinction of the ordinary North American bird. By this is meant those individuals from any part of the country that are extensively migratory, bred far north, and dispersed at other seasons over most of the United States—certainly over all the Eastern States, and apparently, also, to some distance along the Pacific coast. Never continuously exposed to special modifying influences of climate or food, these retain what may be regarded as the normal characters of the species. But in all the open country of the West, from Iowa, Wisconsin, and Minnesota, the birds find congenial breeding ground, and are stationary or nearly so. These birds become impressed with a certain character, due to the special circumstances of environment, which may be summed up as pellic, corresponding in degree to the atmospheric dryness. It varies in degree from a slight paleness matched by the palest eastern birds, to the maximum in birds of the most arid regions. No specific distinction, of course, can be predicated, nor is it possible to assign a geographical distribution with strictness. In the South the question is complicated by another consideration. Here latitude plays its part in reduction of size, and in brightening the plumage again to an extent scarcely seen in the eastern birds. The result is a bird so different from the ordinary type that it was admitted as a species by Dr. Finsch, although he reduced the dozen or more current species to five. I was particularly struck with the small size and bright color of the Larks of New Mexico, where I found them in the breeding season; and the same features are found in the Mexican bird. It is, however, impossible to draw any dividing line between them and the ordinary form.

In the Key, I followed Prof. Baird in recognizing only the small, bright southern form, as var. chrysolema of Wagler; but I am now inclined to admit also the pale form to varietal distinction. For this a new name appears to be required. Aetia rufa of Audubon apparently included both, but points unmistakably to the southern form, as does also the Otocorys rufa of Heermann, and Aetia minor of Giraud. The Otocorys occidentalis of McCull is based on New Mexican birds of the character above mentioned, though the name, as used by Prof. Baird in 1852 for the bird afterward figured as above (P. R. R. Rep. x, pl. 32), is applicable to the var. leucoleuma. 

Var. leucoleuma, COUES (No. 2745, coll. E. C., Fort Randall, Mar. 8, 1872). Not smaller than typical aetipes. Little or no yellow about the head or throat, and the black markings narrow. Upper parts grayish-brown, with little or no pinkish tinge; the feathers with only obsolescent darker centres.

East of the region above specified the Horned Lark is not known to breed in the United States; and the only record of its occurrence in summer which I have seen, that given by Mr. Maynard, as above, most probably indicates a highly exceptional instance. According to Mr. McIlwraith, a few pairs nest about Hamilton, Canada West. The great majority of the eastern birds repair beyond thelatitude of New England, breeding plentifully in Labrador and Newfoundland. I found them very plentiful along the Labrador coast, and on all the rocky moss-clad islands adjoining, where they find the situations in which they delight to nest. Leaving these rugged and inhospitable shores, they enter the United States in October, and by the following month are generally dispersed along the Atlantic as far at least as the Carolinas. They are now in flocks, sometimes of great extent, and scour the open country in search of food. Their return begins in March, and is mostly completed by the end of that month, though stragglers remain in England through the greater part of April. They have no song at this season, beyond the sharp chirping notes with which the flocks call to each other.

The Horned Lark breeds about Pembina, and thence westward in the same latitude. I am also informed that it nests in the vicinity of Racin, Wisconsin, laying sometimes in the middle of April, when the snow is still on the ground. According to Mr. Trippe, it also breeds in Southern Iowa, where it is abundant and nearly resident, being absent only in the depth of winter for a few weeks, and some remaining even then. It nests there early in May, occasionally as late as the 25th. I scarcely think that it endures the winters high on the Missouri. I did not see it through that season at Fort Randall, though it was common after February. Further south, where I have observed it in the west, it is perma-
ently resident, though I presume that a part of the birds to be observed in winter are those that have come from the north.

The nest of the Horned Lark is simply built of dried grasses, and is placed on the ground. Both sexes appear to share the duties of incubation. The eggs are thickly, minutely, and uniformly flecked with light brown on a gray ground, 0.95 by 0.62.

**Family MOTACILLIDÆ**: Wagtails.

**ANTHUS LUDOVICIANUS**, (Gm.) Licht.

*Titlark; Pipit; Wagtail.*


*Alauda rubra*, Gm., Syst. Nat. i, 1788, 794.


*Alauda pennsylvanica*, Briss., Orn. iii, 1760, 356 (or 413).


*Anthus pippicus*, Aud., O. B. i, 1832, 408, pl. 80.—*Bp.*, List, 1838, 16.


*Anthus "hypogaeus", Bp.*, Compt. Rend. xxxviii, 1856, 65."


*Lieutenant Warren’s Expedition*.—1844, Black Hills.

*Later Expeditions*.—60680, Henry’s Fork; 60681, Uintah Mountains; 62208, Snake River.

No birds of this country are more extensively dispersed over the continent, more regular in their times of appearance in the United States or in their departure for the North. Until very recently we had not to my knowledge, a single authentic instance of its breeding in the United States, although, as I have elsewhere surmised (Pr. Ess. Inst. v, 1868, 263), it may do so in Northern New England. It enters the United States in flocks in September, and becomes thoroughly dispersed as the autumn advances; some pushing to Florida, the Gulf coast, Texas, and Mexico; others wintering as high as the Middle States. I have found it during part of the winter even on the Upper Missouri, with Shore Larks and Snow Buntings. Its vernal migration begins in March at the South, and by the end of the following month the species has mostly passed beyond our limits, though a few loiterers may be sometimes found in May. But precisely as the Shore Lark breeds in the West far south of its Eastern breeding range, so does the Titlark find in the most elevated points of land in the West the necessary conditions of reproduc-
tion. Although Mr. Allen did not actually find the nest, there is no question of his having determined that the bird breeds in the mountains of Colorado, for he found young scarcely able to fly, July 20, 1871, on Mount Lincoln, Park County, Colorado, among the snow-fields above timber-line; while he also observed the bird in the Wabsatch Mountains, "probably breeding, above timber-line." These are important observations, not only as first authenticating the breeding of the species in the United States, but as affording a striking illustration of how perfectly complementary to each other are increase of latitude and elevation of land in much that pertains to the distribution of plants and animals. In its summer distribution to the northward, the bird reaches the Arctic coast, and is also found in Greenland.

Of the general habits of the Titlark during the winter, there is no occasion to enlarge. Its thoroughly gregarious disposition; its eminently terrestrial habits; the variety of its food, both animal and vegetable; its timidity, yet its lack of caution; its buoyant, desultory flight; gliding, tremulous gait, accompanied with vibration of the tail, and its querulous voice, are all well known. But with its habits in summer, and particularly its nesting, we are not so familiar. Audubon is one of the few authors who has given us information on this score. He "found it breeding abundantly on the Labrador coast, on moss-covered rocks, as well as in the deep valleys, but never at any great distance from the sea. The nests were usually placed at the foot of a wall of the rocks, buried in the dark mould, and beautifully formed of fine bent grass, arranged in a circular manner, without any hair or other lining. Both birds incubate, sitting so closely, that on several occasions I almost put my foot upon them before they flew. The first nest that I found was on the 29th of June, when the thermometer ranged from 51° to 54°. The eggs were six in number, five-eighths of an inch long and six and one-quarter twelfths in breadth, being rather elongated, though rounded at both ends; their ground color of a deep reddish-chestnut or reddish-brown, considerably darkened by numerous dots of a deeper reddish-brown and lines of various sizes, especially toward the large end."

Although I have myself seen Titlarks everywhere I have been, I never found any breeding except in Labrador, as stated in the above reference. It was there the most numerous of the land birds, excepting perhaps the White-crowned Sparrow, frequenting open, bare and exposed localities, often on the rocky and barren islands, almost untenanted by other species. Here, as elsewhere in maritime localities, the birds are fond of resorting to the sea-shore at low tide, there to ramble in quest of food on the mud and sea-wrack in company with Sandpipers, and not distantly resembling these birds in their manners. Two nests I obtained in July were both placed in a cavity in the ground, about as large as a child's head, on the side of a steep rocky chasm. A flooring of dried grass had been introduced to keep the nest from the wet; the nests were built upon this, of coarse dried grass loosely arranged, and without lining; the exterior diameter was about six inches, the interior three inches, with a depth of two inches. One nest contained five, the other four, eggs, averaging thirteen-sixteenths of an inch long, by nine and one-half sixteenth broad; of a dark chocolate color, indistinctly marked with numerous small spots and streaks of blackish. The parents do not leave the nest until nearly trodden on, then the one that is incubating flutters up with loud cries of distress that soon bring the mate, and the pair hover anxiously over head, at times approaching within a few feet, or even alighting close by, all the while crying out in the most beseeching and plaintive manner. I saw no attempt to deceive
by feigning lameness, but the birds often follow one who has disturbed them for some distance. On such occasions several pairs nesting near each other are often aroused, and join their cries with those of the afflicted parents.

NEOCORYS SPRAGUEI, (And.) ScL

Missouri Skylark.

Alauda spraguei, Aud., B. Am. vii. 1843, 335, pl. 426.
Anthus spraguei, Bd., Rev. 1864, 155.
Otocoris spraguei, Br., Conspr. Av. i, 1850, 246.

Hab.—Region of the Upper Missouri and Saskatchewan. East to the Red River.

This species is one of the very few characteristic birds of the region particularly treated of in the present work; in fact, it seems chiefly confined to the Upper Missouri. It is still extremely rare in collections, the type specimen, taken by Audubon at Fort Union, June 19, 1843, long remained unique, and to the present day I have seen but one other, taken by Captain Blackiston on the Saskatchewan (where he found the species not uncommon), and now in the Smithsonian collection, where the type is also preserved. But since, according to Audubon's account, the bird appears to be abundant, I rest in hopes of seeing it alive before I leave the Missouri. The original describer says that the nest is sunken in the ground, built entirely of fine grasses, circularly arranged, without lining; and that the eggs are usually four or five in number, seven-eighths long by five-eighths broad, dotted minutely all over, so as to be of a general purplish-gray hue. He found young in small loose flocks of eight to a dozen, before he left Fort Union, on the 16th of August. He represents manners apparently much in accordance with those ascribed to the European Skylark: "On several occasions my friend, Edward Harris, sought for these birds on the ground, deceived by the sound of their music, appearing as if issuing from the prairies, which they constantly inhabit; and after having traveled to many distant places on the prairie, we at last looked upward, and there saw several of these beautiful creatures singing in a continuous manner, and soaring at such an elevation as to render them more or less difficult to discover with the eye, and at times some of them actually disappearing from our sight in the clear thin air of that country. On the ground they run prettily, sometimes squatting to observe the movements of the intruder, and at times erecting their body fronting the pursuer. * * * On first rising from the ground they fly in so deep and undulating a manner as to almost preclude their being shot on the wing; and this they continue to do, forming circles increasing in extent until about one hundred yards high, when they begin to sing, and continue to do so for fifteen or twenty minutes at a time, and then suddenly closing their wings, they glide to the prairie. * * * Sometimes when rising from the ground, as if about to sing, for some forty or fifty yards, they suddenly pitch downward, alight, and run or squat, as already mentioned."

November, 1873.—Since I penned the foregoing, at Fort Randall, last year, my wishes have been gratified in the most satisfactory manner; for during my connection, the past summer, with the Northern Boundary Commission, to results of which I may be permitted to refer in this connection, I became perfectly familiar with the Missouri Skylark. It is one of the most abundant and characteristic birds of all the region.
along the forty-ninth parallel of latitude, from just west of the Pembina Mountains to as far as the survey progressed this year—about four hundred miles; I had no difficulty in taking as many specimens as I desired. They were particularly numerous at various points along the Souris or Mouse River, where, during our marches or while we were encamped, they were almost continually hovering about us. The first one that I shot, early in July, was a young of the year, but full grown; and as I found nestlings a month later, probably two broods are reared each season. The ordinary straightforward flight of the bird is performed with a regular rising and falling, like that of the Titlark; but its course, when startled from the ground, is exceedingly rapid and wayward; at such times, after the first alarm, they are wont to hover around in a desultory manner for a considerable time, and then pitch suddenly down to the ground, often near where they rose. Under these circumstances they have a lisping, querulous note. But these common traits have nothing to do with the wonderful soaring action, and the inimitable, matchless song of the birds during the breeding season—it is no wonder Audubon grew enthusiastic in describing it. Rising from the nest, or from its grassy bed, this plain-looking little bird, clad in the simplest colors, and making but a speck in the boundless expanse, mounts straight up, on tremendous wings, till lost to view in the blue ether, and then sends back to earth a song of gladness that seems to come from the sky itself, to cheer the weary, give hope to the disheartened, and turn the most indifferent, for the moment at least, from sordid thoughts. No other bird—music heard in our land compares with the wonderful strains of this songster; there is something not of earth in the melody, coming from above, yet from no visible source. The notes are simply indescribable; but once heard they can never be forgotten. Their volume and penetration are truly wonderful; they are neither loud nor strong, yet the whole air seems filled with the tender strains, and delightful melody continues long unbroken. The song is only heard for a brief period in the summer, ceasing when the inspiration of the love season is over, and it is only uttered when the birds are soaring.

It is not a little singular that the Skylark should have so long continued to be rare in collections, since it is very abundant in the extensive region which it inhabits. In August, after all the broods are on wing, and through September, I have seen it in considerable flocks; and often, when riding along the prairie road, numbers would fly up on my approach, from the ruts ahead, where they were feeding, to settle again at a little distance further on. These wheel-tracks, where the grass was worn away, seemed to be their favorite resorts, where they could run with the greatest ease, and perhaps gather food less easily discovered in the thick grass. They tripped along the tracks with swift and dainty steps, never hopping, and continually vibrated the tail, just like our common Titlark. They were usually associated at such times with numbers of Chestnut-colored Lark-buntings, which seemed to fancy the same places, and with a few of Baird's Buntings. These were the only circumstances under which the Larks could be procured without the great quickness and dexterity required to take them on the wing; for the moment they alighted in the grass of the prairie, be it scanty or only a few inches high, they are lost to view, their speckled-gray colors blending completely with the herbage.

On making a camp at Turtle Mountain, a pair of Larks rose from the spot where my tent was to be pitched, and circled about in such evident and painful agitation, that I knew they had a nest somewhere near by. I watched them for a long while, but they would not re-alight to give
me any clue to its whereabouts; and though I made careful search for the nest at intervals for several days, during which time I frequently saw the same pair, I was unsuccessful. No nests are harder to find than those of prairie birds, for there is nothing to guide one, and they are not often discovered except by accident, such as stumbling on one and scaring off the parent. But at length, a few days afterward, in finally renewing a particularly thorough search, a little bird, just able to flutter a few feet, was seen and caught, and in a few moments the rest of the family, sitting a few feet apart, were also secured—four in all. They had just left the nest, and yet I could not find it, though a perfectly bare depression of the ground, covered with droppings, just where the birds were, may have been their temporary resting place. My friend, Mr. Allen, was more fortunate on the Yellowstone Expedition which he accompanied the same season, and he obligingly gives me the following account:

"The only nest we found was placed on the ground, and neatly formed of dry fine grass. It was thinly arched over with the same material, and being built in a tuft of rank grass, was most thoroughly concealed. The bird would seem to be a close settler, as in this case the female remained on the nest till I actually stepped over it, she brushing against my feet as she went off. The eggs were five in number, rather long and pointed, measuring about 0.90 by 0.60 inches, of a grayish-white color, thickly and minutely flecked with darker, giving them a decidedly purplish tint."

I saw no Skylarks after about the middle of September, and their numbers sensibly diminished after August. I am entirely ignorant of their winter resorts; we may presume that they scatter over the prairies to the south of their breeding range, but no one appears to have observed them at any other season. Yet the case is not more remarkable than that of Baird's Bunting, which nobody found until last year. These two species are so intimately associated during the breeding season, and have so many characteristics in common, that it would not be surprising if they migrated much together. Before the Larks leave Northern Dakota—if they really do forsake it—they go into moult, and during this period they are very quiet and inconspicuous, keeping hidden for the most part in the grass, whence they are only flushed by accident, rising with apparent reluctance to settle again soon. They are now scattered over the prairie, mixed with Savanna Sparrows, Baird's, and other Buntings of the same region.

As this bird is very little known, the following descriptions, prepared upon examination of over fifty specimens, may be given; that of the young bird, and of the fall plumage, differing materially from the adult, have remained hitherto entirely unknown:

Adult, in breeding season: Eye black. Bill above blackish, below pale flesh color, like the feet. Above dark brown, everywhere variegated with pale gray streaks, constituting the edgings of the feathers, in largest pattern on the middle of the back, smallest on the hind neck. Below dull whitish, with a more or less evident wash of light brown across the breast and along the sides; the breast sharply streaked, the sides less distinctly so, with a few small sparse blackish-brown marks; a more or less evident series of maxillary streaks. Quills dark grayish-brown; the inner ones and the wing-coverts edged with grayish-white, corresponding with the pattern of the back. Middle pair of tail-feathers like the back; next two or three pairs blackish; the outer two pairs mostly or wholly pure white, and the third pair from the outside usually touched with white near the end.

With the reduction of the gray edgings of the feathers of the upper parts, due to wearing away during the summer, the bird becomes darker above, with narrower and sharper variegation, and the pectoral streaks are fainter. After the fall molt the colors again become pure, the streaking of the upper parts is strong and sharp, and the whole under parts acquire much of a grayly-tawny shade.
Young: Edgings of the feathers of the upper parts having a buffy cast, giving a richer complexion to the plumage. Feathers of the back and scapulars having pure white edging, forming conspicuous semicircular markings. Greater coverts and long inner secondaries broadly tipped with white, and outer wing-feathers edged and tipped with white or buffy. Ear-coverts buffy-brown, forming a more conspicuous patch than in the adult. Under parts strongly tinged, except on throat and middle of belly, with buffy-brown, the pectoral and lateral streaks numerous, large, and suffused. The sexes are indistinguishable, though the male may average a little larger than the female. The bill is slender and weak, compressed and acute, with the culmen concave near the base, and the nostrils quite large, covered with a raised scale. Hind claw remarkably lengthened, little curved, very slender and acute, usually somewhat exceeding its digit in length, but very variable, as is generally the case with such unusual developments.

Length 6.25 to 7.00, but rarely over 6.75. Extent 10.00 to 11.00, rarely more, in one instance 11.50, generally about 10.50. Wing 3.00 to 3.30. Tail about 2.33. Bill about 0.50 along culmen. Tarsus in front 0.80 to 0.90. Hind toe and claw 0.80 to 1.00.

Family SYLVICOLIDÆ: American Warblers.

**MNIOTILTA VARIA, (Linn.) Vieill.**

**Black-and-white Creeping Warbler.**

*Sylcillo varia, Linn., Syst. Nat. i, 1766, 333.


*Sylvia varia, Bp., Synopsis, 1828, 81.

*Sylvicola varia, Rich., List, 1837.

*Certhia maculata, Wils., Am. Orn. iii, 1811, 22, pl. 19.

*Mniotilta borealis, Nutt., Man. i, 2d ed. 1840, 704.


_Hab._—Eastern North America. North to the far countries in summer. South to Mexico, Central America, and West Indies (numerous quotations). West to Kansas and the Missouri “as high up as Fort Pierre at least” (Hayden).

Lieutenant Warren’s Expedition.—4676–81, Lower Missouri.

Not obtained by Captain Raynolds’ Expedition, nor by the later ones.

A species confined to the Eastern Province, reaching its western limit on the confines of the Missouri region and in Arkansas. Its northern limit is not exactly defined, unless it be represented by the latitude of Fort Simpson. The extralimital quotations to the southward are very numerous and diversified, showing how generally the bird leaves the United States in the fall; still, a few linger on our extreme border, as shown by Mr. Allen’s record of its not uncommon occurrence in Florida throughout the winter (Bull. M. C. Z. ii, 1871, 267). Great numbers enter the United States in March, and some even in February; they reach the middle districts in April, and soon become generally dispersed. Contrary to the rule among our warblers, this bird has a breeding range apparently coextensive with its North American range, which is the more remarkable since it is truly a migratory species. Audubon mentions its breeding in Texas and Louisiana; and others note the same all along its range. There is some discrepancy in the statements of observers respecting its nidification. Audubon states that it breeds in holes in trees, but such appears not to be it’s habit. Nuttall describes a
nest “niched in the shelving of a rock, on the surface of the ground,” Dr. Brewer states, that so far as he knows, it always builds on the ground, and mentions a nest found in the drain of a house. The eggs are described as being from three to seven in number, four and one-half eighths to six-eighths long, by one half an inch to nine-sixteenths broad; oval, nearly equal at both ends, white, speckled with brownish red and purplish dots, chiefly at the larger end. A nest described by Dr. Brewer was composed externally of coarse hay, and compactly lined with horse-hair; Mr. Nuttall’s was of coarse strips of inner hemlock bark, mixed with old leaves and grass, and lined with hair. Dr. Brewer’s measured three and one-half inches across outside, by one inch internal depth.

The home of this little bird is one often invaded by the Cow-bird; on several different occasions, of which I am informed, as many as three or four of the alien eggs having been found in it. Its low situation probably favors the Cow-bird in this respect. This Warbler surpasses all others in the agility and ease with which it scrambles in every direction and in every attitude, up, down, and around the trunks or branches of trees, its habits being as strongly pronounced as those of a Creeper itself, and correspondingly different from those of its allies among the true Warblers. It is very abundant throughout the wooded portions of the Eastern United States, and in spring is as noisy as it is active, continually uttering its queer, screeching song in the springtime, during its busy search for insects.

\[ \text{PARULA AMERICANA, (Linn.) Bp. S.} \]

Blue Yellow-backed Warbler.

*Parrus americanus*, Linn., Syst. Nat. i, 1758, 190.

*Motacilla americana*, Gm., Syst. Nat. i, 1788, 960.

*Sylvia americana*, Latii., Ind. Orn. ii, 1790, 530.—Aud., Orn. Biog. i, 1832, 78, pl. 15.

*Sylvicola americana*, Aud., B. Am. ii, 1811, 57, pl. 91.—Woodh., Sitgr. Rep. 1853, 71 (breeding in Indian Territory).


*Pecledula litoriciana*, Briss., Orn. iii, 1760, 500, pl. 26.

*Motacilla litoriciana*, Gm., Syst. Nat. i, 1788, 953.

*Motacilla aeques*, Boddeert, Planches Enl., 1783, pl. 731, f. 1; pl. 709, f. 1.


*Sylvicola pusilla*, Wills., Am. Orn. iv, 1811, 17, pl. 28.


*Hab.—Eastern North America. North to Nova Scotia. West to the Missourih, as far at least as the Platte; to the Black Hills (Plken). Mexico (Xalapa, St., P. Z. S. 1857, 202). South to Guatemala (Ibis, 1859, 10). West Indies (Cuba, Cab., J. f. O. iii, 476; Santa Cruz, Newt., Ibis, i, 143; St. Thomas, Cass., Pr. Phila. Acad. 1861, 376; Jamaica, Gosse, B. Jan. 154). Greenland (Reinh., Ibis, 1861, 6). Winters from Southern Florida southward.

Lieutenant Warren’s Expedition.—4671, mouth of Platte. Not obtained by Captain Raynolds’ Expedition, or by the later ones.

This elegant little species, one of the most prettily marked of the whole group, withdraws almost entirely from the United States in winter, though Mr. Allen has noted its occasional occurrence at that season in Florida, and proceeds as far south as Guatemala. On the vernal migration it reaches the Middle States late in April, and is very abundant during the first half of the following month. The greater number pro-
ceed further north, but some appear to breed all along the line, as I have found it about Washington early in August, and Mr. Scott saw it in West Virginia during the summer. We find it in orchards when the fruit trees are blossoming, and in all sorts of woodland, but particularly in high open forests, where it will be observed fluttering and skipping with great activity in the terminal foliage. I never found its nest, and the only one I have examined was taken in Taunton, Massachusetts, early in June. This was an irregular mass of fine, light colored tree-moss, inextricably matted, with a small deep cavity. The single egg in this nest measured 0.70 by 0.57, and was white, finely sprinkled at the large end with reddish dots, having also a few others scattered elsewhere.

The changes of plumage of this dainty little Warbler are great with age, sex and season, and I once procured a curious partial albino, which had the plumage irregularly blotched with pure white.

27 PROTONOTARIA CITRÆA, (Bodd.) Bd.

Prothonotary Warbler.

Motacilla citrea, Bodd., Pl. Enl. 704, f. 2 (17-3).

Motacilla citrea, Gray, Genera of Birds.


Helminthophaga citrea, Can, J. L. O. 1861, 75 (Costa Rica).

Motacilla prothonotaria, Gmel., Syst. Nat. i, 1782, 972.

Sylvia prothonotaria, Lath., Ind. Orn. ii, 1799, 142.—Vieill., Ois. Am. Sept. ii, 1807, 37, pl. 83.—Wils., Am. Orn. iii, 1811, 72, pl. 21, f. 3.—Br., Syn. 12, 28.—Nutt., Man. i, 1832, 410.—Aud., Orn. Biog. i, 1822, 27; ii, 1830, 460; pl. 3.


Helinaia prothonotaria, Aud., Syn. 1839, 67.—Aud., B. Am. ii, 1841, 80, pl. 106 (gives Texas to Nova Scotia and Saskatchewan?).

Helithorus prothonotarius, Br., Conspr. Av. 1850, 314.

Compsotaphyus prothonotarius, Can, Mus. Hezn. i, 1850, 29.


This species was noticed by neither Expedition; it only reaches the lowermost Missouri. According to Dr. Woodhouse, it breeds in the Indian Territory, and it has also been found breeding at Neosho Falls, Kansas, by Mr. B. F. Goss, and at the Kiowa Agency by Dr. Palmer. The nest is built in the hole of a tree, oftenest a deserted Woodpecker's, or even, as in the instance of a nest before me in the Smithsonian, in a mill-frame. It is a slight and inartistic affair, flat and little hollowed, measuring about four inches across outside by scarcely over an inch in depth. It is built of various coarse fibrous strips, woven in with a matting of very fine mossy and downy substances, with some patches of fur, apparently from a rabbit; the lining is chiefly of fine rootlets. It contained five eggs, white, thickly spotted all over, but most heavily at the larger end, with reddish and slaty-brown or neutral tints. An egg of another nest from the Kiowa Agency is still more boldly blotched in larger pattern. Two specimens, selected as extremes, measure, respectively, 0.70 by 0.55 and 0.68 by 0.58, the latter being remarkably rounded, while the others are all also quite noticeably obtuse at the smaller end.
WORM-EATING WARBLER.

**HELMITHERUS VERMIVORUS, (Gm.) Bp.**

**Worm-eating Warbler.**

*Motacilla vermivora*, Gm., Syst. Nat. i, 1788, 951.

*Syleta vermivora*, Lath., Ind. Orn. ii, 1790, 499.—*Wils., Am. Orn. iii, 1811, 74, pl. 24, fig. 4.—*Bp., Syn. i. 1828, 86.—*Nutt., Man. i, 1832, 409.—*Aud., Orn. Biog. i, 1832, 177; v, 1839, 460; pl. 34.


(?)* Vermivora fulvicapilla*, Sw., Birds, ii, 1837, 245.

*Hab.—* Eastern United States, regularly north to the Middle States, rarely to Southern New England, casually to Maine; no record beyond. West to Missouri, Kansas, and Indian Territory. In winter, Florida, West Indies, Central America, and Southwestern Mexico.

Like the last, this species only reaches the lowest Missouri, and was not noticed by either Expedition.

The Worm-eating Warbler is not one of our most abundant species, and it is of southerly distribution, rarely entering New England, and not being common north of Virginia. I used to find it sparingly about Washington, where it arrives early in May, and remains through most of September. I noticed it most frequently in the thickets and undergrowth along Rock Creek, where it may be observed at any time during the summer. It is a sedate—rather a demure—little bird, without the vivacity of most warblers. When startled from the dead leaves on the ground, where it spends most of its time rambling, like the Golden-crowned Thrush, it flies to a near low limb, and there often sits motionless, or hops listlessly about. The nest and eggs I have never seen. Mr. Maynard describes the former as being built on the ground (large for the size of the bird), and composed of grasses, rootlets, and a few dried leaves. The eggs, he says, are four in number, spotted and dotted, most thickly at the large end, with reddish-brown, and measuring 0.73 by 0.56. They were discovered by Mr. J. H. Batty "on the eastern slope of the Orange Mountains, in New Jersey. He was collecting in the woods, and had wandered into a small open space, when he observed the bird sitting on the nest. At the first glance he mistook her for a Golden-crowned Thrush, but upon approaching saw at once what she was, and knew that he had secured a prize. The bird remained quiet until he was quite near, and then ran rapidly away for some distance before she took flight. The nest was placed in a little depression on the ground, and partly covered with dead leaves. Both birds came about the place uttering a sharp chirp."
HELMINTHOPHAGA PINUS—H. CHRYSOPTERA.

Blue-winged Yellow Warbler.

Sylvia solitaria, Wils., Am. Orn. ii, 1810, 109, pl. 15.—Br., Syn. 1828, 87.—NUTT., Man. i, 1832, 410.—AUD., Orn. Biog. i, 1832, 102, pl. 20.
Helinaia solitaria, AUD., Syn. 1839, 69.—AUD., B. Am. ii, 1841, 98, pl. 111.—PUTN., Pr. Ess. Inst. i, 1856, 227 (Massachusetts).
Helminthophaga solitaria, Bp., Conspl. Av. i, 1856, 315.
Helminthophaga solitaria, CAB., Mus. Hei. i, 1850, 20.—TURNB., B. E. Pa. 1869, 16.
Hab.—Eastern United States. North rarely to Massachusetts, beyond which no record. West to Kansas and Indian Territory, Eastern Mexico and Central America (Cordova, Scl., P. Z. S. 1856, 291; Guatemala, Scl., Ibis, i, 11). No West Indian record.

With a range nearly coincident with that of the last species, the present may be mentioned in the same terms.

The Blue-winged Yellow Warbler was found by Mr. Ridgway breeding at Mount Carmel, Illinois, where a nest containing five eggs was discovered May 8, 1860, on the ground in a bunch of scrubbery, in the corner of a field.

The nest was built chiefly of fibrous strips, most of them broad and coarse, and lined with fine grass stems variously interlaced. The eggs, of the usual shape, and measuring about 0.63 by 0.48, are white, sparsely sprinkled, chiefly at the great end, with blackish dots, and a few others of lighter dirty brownish.

HELMINTHOPHAGA CRYPTOPLERA, (Linn.) Cab.

Blue Golden-winged Warbler.

Motacilla chrysoptera, Linn., Syst. Nat. i, 1766, 333.
Vermivora chrysoptera, Bp., List, 1838, 21.
Helminthophaga chrysoptera, Bp., Conspl. Av. i, 1850, 315.—SCL., P. Z. S. 1855, 143 (Bogota).

Motacilla flavifrons, GM., Syst. Nat. i, 1768, 976.
Hab.—Eastern United States to New England and Canada west (to Nova Scotia, Audubon). West to the lowermost Missouri. Winters in Central America (various quotations). Cuba.

Not noticed by either Expedition. It appears to be everywhere uncommon.
An excellent and very acceptable account of the nesting and eggs of this species has lately been given by Mr. Maynard, who discovered a nest in West Newton, Massachusetts, June 12, 1869. It was placed on the ground, on a small piece of green moss, "partly overshadowed by some ferns and rank weeds; but these must have grown after the nest was built," so that there was no attempt at concealment. "The nest is composed outwardly of large oak-leaves, of the previous year, and grape-vine bark, and is lined, not very smoothly, with fine grass and a few horse-hairs. It is large for the size of the bird, quite deep, and slightly smaller at the top than in the middle. The whole structure is not nearly as neat as would be expected for so small and elegant a bird, and reminds one strikingly of the nest of the Maryland Yellow-throat. The dimensions are: Depth externally 3.15 inches, internally 2.20; diameter internally in the middle 2.25, at the top 1.90; diameter externally 3.50."

The eggs, four in number, measured 0.67 by 0.55, 0.66 by 0.55, 0.66 by 0.55, and 0.67 by 0.50. They were white, spotted and blotched with reddish-brown, thickly at the larger end, where, in one example, the spots formed an irregular wreath, more sparsely elsewhere. There was also a Cow-bird's egg in the nest. The yellow parts of the mother of these eggs were nearly as in the male; there was less white on the tail; the black of the throat and cheeks was replaced by slate; the back was tinged with greenish, instead of being pure pearly gray; and the under parts were yellowish, not white. The writer remarks upon the partiality of the species for swampy places, generally on the edges of woods.

Two nests in the Smithsonian from Racine, Wisconsin, taken by Dr. P. R. Hoy, in June, without their outer wall of leaves, are built of fine grasses, neatly bent and woven; one is lined with white horse-hair, the other not. An egg measures 0.68 by 0.49. A large bulky nest from Georgia (Dr. Gerhardt) is chiefly composed of leaves, with fine fibrous lining. An Ohio nest is essentially similar in all respects; it contained two Cow-bird eggs. The egg is sparsely sprinkled all over, but more thickly around the large end.

Nashville Warbler.

_Sylvia ruficapilla_, Wils., Am. Orn. iii, 1811, 120, pl. 27, f. 3.—Aud., Orn. Biog. i, 1832, 450, pl. 89.


*Sylvia* (Vermivora) ruficapilla, SW. & RICH., F. B. A. ii, 1831, 220, pl. 42, upper fig. (Cumberland House).


*Helminthophaga rubricapilla*, AVD., Syd. 1839, 70.—Aud., B. Am. ii, 1841, 103, pl. 113.—PUTN., Pr. Ess. Inst. i, 1856, 227.


Montilla rubricapilla, Reinh., Ibis, iii, 1861, 6 (Greenland).


"Sylvia nashvilleile, Vieill.—Sylvia mexicana, Holbøll."

Hab.—Temperate North America, but especially Eastern United States. North to Canada, and to Cumberland House (Richardson); casually to Greenland (Reinhardt). Breeds from Massachusetts northward. Numerous Mexican quotations, but none West Indian nor Central American (?). West to Utah (Allen) and California (Cooper). "Columbia River" (Audubon).

Although this species, like most others of the same genus, was not observed by either of the Expeditions, its range includes the Missouri region. It is by no means an exclusively Eastern species, as will be seen by the foregoing citations, its range being more nearly coincident with that of peregrina than of either pinus or chrysoptera.

The nest and eggs I have never found. The following account, given by Mr. Allen, is selected from a number at our disposal. Referring to Springfield, Massachusetts, he says: "Abundant in May and in the early part of autumn. Arrives May 1st to 5th, and for two or three weeks is a common inhabitant of the orchards and gardens, actively gleaning insects among the unfolding leaves and blossoms of the fruit-trees. Nearly all go north, but a few retire to the woods and breed. During June, 1863, I frequently saw them in my excursions in the woods, often three or four males in an hour's walk. Its song so much resembles that of the Chestnut-sided Warbler, that it might readily be mistaken. To this cause, and to the difficulty of seeing such small birds in the dense summer foliage, is doubtless owing to the fact of its being so commonly overlooked by naturalists during the summer months, rather than to its [supposed] extreme rarity in this latitude at that season. I have found the nest of this species for two successive seasons, as follows: May 31, 1862, containing four freshly laid eggs. The nest was placed on the ground, and sunken so that the top of the nest was level with the surface of the ground, and protected and completely concealed above by the dead grass and weeds of the previous year. It was composed of fine rootlets and dry grasses, lined with fine dried grass and a few horse-hairs, and covered exteriorly with a species of fine green moss. The eggs were white, sprinkled with light reddish-brown specks, most thickly near the larger end; longer diameter 0.60, and the shorter 0.50. The following year, June 5, 1863, I found another nest of this species within three or four feet of where the one was discovered the previous year, containing three eggs of this species and one of the Cow-bunting, in all of which the embryos were far advanced. The nest, in every particular, was built and arranged like the one above described, and the egg must have been laid at just about the same time. * * * The locality of the nests was a mossy bank at the edge of young woods, sloping southward, and covered with bushes and coarse grass. Probably the male of the first nest, mating again, selected the same site for the second nest; and it may have been occupied for a longer time."
HELMINTHOPHAGA CELATA, ORANGE-CROWNED WARBLER.

This species, of which until lately only two specimens were known, from the localities above quoted, has more recently been found to be abundant in Nevada and Utah, by Mr. Ridgway, and the present year has been ascertained to breed in Eastern Colorado, by Mr. Aiken, who found a nest with eggs. It was concealed on the ground, in a depression, like that of *H. ruficapilla*. Mr. Ridgway's nest, taken June 9, 1867, at Salt Lake City, is loosely composed of coarse fibrous and fine grassy material; it contains three eggs, which measure 0.68 in length by 0.48 in breadth, and are white, thickly sprinkled all over with purplish-brown and lavender spots, tending to whiteness around the large end.

All the species of *Helminthophaga* occur within our limits, excepting two—*H. bachmani*, an extremely rare species, from the South Atlantic States and Cuba, and *H. lucie*, recently discovered in Arizona.

**HELMINTHOPHAGA CELATA, (Say) Bd.**

Orange-crowned Warbler.

*a. celata.*

*Sylvia celata*, Say, Long's Exped. i, 1823, 169.—Br., Am. Orn. i, 1825, 45, pl. 5, fig. 2; Syn. 1828, 38.—Nutt., Man. i, 1832, 413.—Aud., Orn. Biog. ii, 1834, 449, pl. 173.


*Vermivora celata*, Br., List, 1838, 21.

*Helinia celata*, Aud., B. Am. ii, 1841, 100, pl. 112.

*Helminthphaga celata*, Br., Cons. Av. i, 1850, 315.


*b. lutescens.*


Hab.—North America, at large, but chiefly the Middle and Western Provinces. North to the Yukon and McKeenzie River regions. South to Oaxaca, Mex. Var. *lutescens* from the Pacific region. (Some of the above quotations, belong here.)

Not obtained by Captain Raynolds' Expedition, Lieutenant Warren's Expedition. 4672, Bon Homme Island; 4673, mouth of Big Sioux River.

Later Expeditions. 60698–9, Fort Bridger and Little Sandy; 60755, Green River.

A var. *obscurus*, without the concealed orange-crown-patch, from the South Atlantic States, lately described by Mr. Ridgway, seems scarcely entitled to recognition by name.

This species, first discovered in the Missouri region, was soon afterward noted by Nuttall from Florida, and Andubon subsequently ascribed to it an extensive Eastern range. He says it is seen "in the Southern States, where it passes the winter, and while crossing the Union in early spring on its way to those northeastern districts, where it breeds. It leaves Louisiana, the Floridas and Carolinas, from the beginning to the end of April; is seen in the Middle States about the 10th of May; and reaches the State of Maine and the British Provinces by the end of that month. On its return, besides settling in the Southern States, it spreads over the provinces of Mexico, from whence individuals in spring migrate by the vast prairies, and along the shores of the western parts of the Union, entering Canada in that direction in the first days of June. * * *
New England record:


2.  "  Lynn, Mass. Jan 1875 -

3.  "  Braintree, R.F. Dec 3 1874 -

4.  "  Holley, N.Y. May 16 1876 - C. & F.

breeds in the eastern parts of Maine, and in the British Provinces of New Brunswick and Nova Scotia." These data appear to have been for a time overlooked; thus, in 1858, we find Prof. Baird assigning a range only from the "Mississippi River to the Pacific." But the accuracy of Audubon's extensive observations has been of late confirmed. Mr. Allen records the bird as wintering in Florida, on Mr. Boardman's excellent authority, and he found it himself at Springfield, Massachusetts, May 15, 1863. Still the bird appears to be more at home in the West; along the Pacific coast we have advices from the Yukon to Cape St. Lucas. In the interior of the Fur Countries, from Forts Resolution and Simpson; southward to Mexico. It is a common species in most of the Western Territories.

A nest of the Orange-crowned Warbler taken June 12, 1860, by Mr. Kennicott, at Fort Resolution, Great Slave Lake, was built on the ground, inside of a bank, among open bushes, and was much hidden by dry leaves. It contained five eggs. This nest is built outwards of fibrous strips of bark, interiorly of fine grasses, without other lining. The eggs are very finely dotted all over—thickly about the larger end, more sparsely elsewhere—with pale brown. They measure about 0.67 by 0.50.

HELMINTHOPHAGA PEREGRINA, (Wils.) Cab.

Tennessee Warbler.


Helicina peregrina, Aud., Syn. 1839, 68; B. Am. ii, 1841, 96, pl. 110.

Helminthophaqa peregrina, Bp., Cons. Av. i, 1850, 315.

Helminthophaqa peregrina, Cab., Mus. Hein. i, 1850, 20; J. f. O. 1861, 55 (Costa Rica).—

Bd., B. N. A. 1858, 258; Rev. 1865, 178.—Verr., Pr. Ess. Inst. iii, 1862, 157.—

Allen, ibid. iv, 1864, 61.—Coues, ibid. v, 1866, 271.—Lawk, Am. Lye. i-61, 322 (Panama); viii, 1866, 174 (Veragua); ibid. 254 (New York); ibid. ix, 1868, 54 (Costa Rica).—Salv., P. Z. S. 1867, 135 (Veragua).—Scl., ibid. 1870, 836 (Honduras).—Mann., Guide, 1870, 100; Pr. Bost. Soc. xiv, 1871, 1.—Coues, Key, 1872, 95.—Snow, B. Kans. 1873, 5.


(?) Sylvia missouriensis, Maxm., J. f. O. vi, 1858, 117.


The Tennessee Warbler appears to be rather rare in the Eastern United States, but more plentiful along its line of migration in the interior. I observed it in great numbers in Minnesota and Eastern Dakota, late in May and early in June, when it was moving along the Red River of the North. Standing in the heavy timber near the bank of the river, I easily procured a dozen specimens in an hour, without moving from my tracks, as the birds came fluttering past in the tree-tops, almost in a continuous band, associating with several other Warblers and with small Fly-catchers. They were extremely active, skipping through the foliage and fluttering through the air, pursuing their insect prey, and uttering a sharp screeching note. I have not myself observed the species further west, but a specimen was taken high up on the Missouri by Mr. Bell, in 1843, as noticed in Prof. Baird's earlier work.

A nest of this species—or rather what appears to be only the inner portion of a nest—was taken by Mr. George Barnston at Michipicoten, Lake Superior, and contained two eggs. The specimen consists entirely of fine dried grass-stems, rather loosely interwoven.
Blue-eyed Yellow Warbler; Golden Warbler; Summer Warbler.

Motacilla astica, Gm., Syst. Nat. i, 1788, 996.
Rhinauchus asticus, Br., ConsP. Av. i, 1850, 311.—Scl., P. Z. S. 1856, 141.
Dendroica astica, Bd., B. N. A. 1858, 282; Rev. 1865, 195.—Coutes, Key, 1872, 97; and of late writers.

Sylvia carolinensis, Lat., Iud. Orn. ii, 1790, 551.
Sylvia citrinella, Wils., Am. Orn. ii, 1840, 111, pl. 15, f. 5.
Sylvia chilensis, Aud., Orn. Biog. i, 1831, 180, pl. 35.

"Rhinauchus citrinus, Rafinesque."

Hab.—Whole of North America, through Mexico and Central America into South America. In the West Indies, represented by several insular forms, apparently not specifically distinct.

List of specimens.

| 19204 | 17 | Wind River | May 25, 1860 | F. V. Hayden | 4.50 | 7.75 | 2.50 |

Lieutenant Warren’s Expedition.—5393–3, Fort Lookout; 5291, Little Cheyenne River; 5235, Blackfoot country; 4665, near Fort Lookout; 4660, Fort Pierre; 4656, White River; 4662, Platte River; 5642, Kansas; 5924, Powder River; 8825, Loup Fork; 4658, 4631, 4668–9, "Nebraska."

Later Expeditions.—59855, Colorado; 60427–32, Bitter Cottonwood and La Bonte Creek; 60702–3, Fort Bridger and Green River, 61060, Utah.

DENDRCECA VIRENS, (Gm.) Bd.

Black-throated Green Warbler.

Motacilla virens, Gm., Syst. Nat. i, 1788, 985.
Rhinauchus virens, Cab., Mus. Hein. i, 1860, 19; J. f. O. iii, 1855, 474 (Cuba).—Scl., P. Z. S. 1856, 291 (Cordova).
Mniotilta virens, Gray.—Reinh., Ibis, iii, 1861, 5 (Greenland).
Dendroica virens, Bd., B. N. A. 1853, 207; Rev. 1865, 182.—Scl. & Salvy., Ibis, 1859, 11 (Guatemala).—Scl., P. Z. S. 1853, 373 (Xalapa); Cat. 1862, 1:—Gendel, J. f. O. 1861, 283 (Cuba).—Lawn, Aud. Lyc. N. Y., vii, 1861, 223 (Panama); ix, 1868, 94 (Costa Rica).—Simmich, Mem. Bost. Soc. i, 1869, 546 (Vera Cruz, "everywhere.")—Coutes, Key, 1872, 97, fig. 39; and of late writers generally.

(?) Sylvia montana, Wils., v. i13, pl. 44, f. 2 (Blue Mountains, Pa.).—Aud., Orn. Biog. v. 294 (California).

(?) Sylvia montana, Aud., B. Am. ii, 69, 98.

(?) Dendroica montana, Bd., B. Am. 279; Rev. 190 (most probably; possibly young of D. carolina; see Coutes, Key, 1872, 105).

Hab.—Eastern North America to the Lower Missouri. Breeds from New England northward, from New York and higher portions of Pennsylvania (Audubon, Turnbuit). Only migratory through most of the United States. Winters in Mexico, Central America, and Cuba. Accidental in Greenland; also in Europe (Heligoland, Guteke, Naumb. 1858, 423).

In the case of this and several other common birds of the same genus, which were not noticed by the Expeditions, I shall abridge the current
United States references which demonstrate the now well-known range. I found this species common in pine-woods near Portsmouth, New Hampshire, in June, under circumstances leaving no doubt that it was then breeding; and in the District of Columbia it is very abundant in high, open, mixed woods in May and September, associating with several of its allies.

A nest of the Black-throated Green Warbler, containing three eggs, was obtained by Mr. George Welch at Lynn, Massachusetts. It is composed, first, of fine twigs in small bits, then of various soft, pliant, fibrous substances, composing the bulk of the nest, and lined with fine grasses and rootlets. The substance contains also a few feathers and some downy material. The eggs measure 0.72 by 0.64, and are creamy-white, rather coarsely spotted in a loose wreath around the large end with dark brown and neutral tint shell-markings. This nest measured a little over three inches across by nearly two in depth, and is rather neatly and compactly finished. Another nest, from West Roxbury, Massachusetts, is smaller and deeper, as well as less regular in contour, having apparently been placed in an oblique fork. The materials are much the same, but there is a good deal of horse-hair circularly woven inside. The eggs are four, smaller than the first described (0.67 by 0.50), pure white, with finer speckling more generally distributed, though preserving its distinctively wreathed character. These eggs are sufficiently dissimilar to have been laid by a different species.

DENDROECA NIGRESCENS, (Towns.) Bd.

Black-throated Gray Warbler,


Vermicula nigrescens, Br., List, 1838, 21.—Narr., Man. i, 1840, 471.

Sylbiceola nigrescens, Aud., Syn. 1830, 60; B. A. ii, 1844, 62, pl. 94.—Br., Consip. i, 1850, 306.


Dendroica nigrescens, Gray, Genera of Birds.


"Sylvia halcyon, Gitt., B. Tex. i*88, pl. 3 (§)," (Selater).

Hab.—Rocky Mountains to the Pacific, United States; south through Mexico.

This species has proven not to be so exclusively a Pacific coast one as was formerly supposed. I found it common in the pine-woods about Fort Whipple, the latter part of April until toward October, and have reason to believe that it breeds there; but it is much more plentiful during its migrations. Mr. Aiken’s Coloradean record is the easternmost I have seen; Dr. Hayden did not meet with it, nor did Mr. Allen.

Other western Warblers remaining to be detected on the eastern slopes and foot-hills of the Rocky Mountains, are D. occidentalis and Townsendii, if not also D. graciae; but I have at present no authority for including them in this work.

DENDROECA CERULESCENS, (Linn.) Bd.

Black-throated Blue Warbler.

Motacilla caeruleascens, Gm., Syst. Nat. i, 1788, 960.

Sylvia caeruleascens, Lat., Ind. Ori. ii, 1790, 520.—Vieill., Ois. Am. Sept. ii, 1807, 25, pl. 80.—D’Orbigny, La Sagra’s Cuba, Ois. 1846, 63, pl. 9, figs. 1, 2 (Cuba).
Dendroica cerulea, CERULEAN WARBLER.


Motacilla canadensis, Linn., Syst. Nat. i, 1766, 336 var. 334.


Mniotilta canadensis, Gray, Genera of Birds.

Rhinampius canadensis, Cav., J. f. O. iii, 1855, 473 (Cuba).

Dendroica canadensis, Bd., B. N. A. 1858, 271; and of many late writers.—SCL., P. Z. S. 1861, 70 (Jamaica); Cat. 1862, 30.—GUNDL., P. Z. S. 1861, 326 (Cuba).

Sylvia pusilla, Wils., Am. Orn. v. 1812, 106, pl. 43, fig. 4 (young).

Sylvia leucophrya, Wils., Index ii, 290.


Sylvicola paniscus, GOSSE, Birds Jamaica, 1847, 162 (2).

Sylvia macropus, Vieill., Jde Gray.

Hab.—Eastern North America to the Lower Missouri (to Upper Missouri, Audubon). Migratory in most of the United States. Breeds from New England, and probably mountains of Middle States, northward. Winters on Key West, Florida (Magnard), and abundantly in various West Indian islands. No Mexican nor Central American quotations.

The United States range of this elegant species seems to be very nearly coincident with that of the last, but its winter resorts are different, as seen by the above citations. Audubon's quotation of the headwaters of the Missouri has not been verified by later observations, and must be held for confirmation; not impossibly, confusion with the somewhat similar D. nigrescens led to an erroneous record. Dr. Hayden did not find it. In the Middle States, where the species is migratory, I used to find it common every spring and fall, during the migrations; oftenest in low and tangle wood, but also in open forest in company with virens and others. I am not aware of any specified instances of its breeding south of the Canadas and Northern New England; but Mr. Allen notices its recurrence in Massachusetts "in the breeding season," and Dr. Turnbull says a few remain to breed in his locality. Audubon describes a nest from Halifax, Nova Scotia, as being placed on the horizontal bough of a fir, seven or eight feet from the ground, and composed of bark-slings, mosses, and fibrous roots, lined with fine grass and a warm bed of feathers. Eggs four to five, rosy-white, sparsely sprinkled with reddish-brown at the larger end.

DENDRECA CERULEA, (Wils.) Bd.

Cerulean Warbler.


Mniotilta cerulea, Gray, Genera of Birds.

iii, 1872, 124 (Eastern Kansas, rather common).—COUES, Key, 1872, 99.—SCOTT, Pr. Bost. Soc. 1872 (breeding in West Virginia).—SAUL, P. Z. S. 1870, 180 (Virginia).

*Sylvia varia* (Wils., Am. Orn. iii, 1811, 119, pl. 27, fig. 2. (Q or young).—BP., Syn. 1828, 83.—Nutt., i, 1832, 225.—Aud., Orn. Biog. i, 1832, 255, pl. 49.

*Vermivora varia*. JARDINE.


*Sylvia bifasciata*, SAY, Long's Exp. Rocky Mountains, 1823, 170.


*Hab.—* Eastern North America to the Lower Missoni ("Columbia River," Audubon), North to Canada (to Nova Scotia, Audubon). Cuba (only West Indian record). South in winter to Guatemala, Panama, and New Granada (Bogota, SCL., P. Z. S. 1857, 18). No Mexican quotations (but entering the United States from Mexico, early in April) (Audubon). Not in New England?

It is difficult to trace out the distribution of the species; its geographical record is confused, and many of the earlier citations have not been verified of late. Thus, Audubon says it inhabits "the whole breadth of our country," and that it was found on the Columbia by Mr. Townsend—a statement not now generally credited. The same author's Nova Scotian record has not lately been checked. There is some doubt that the bird ever enters New England; the various accounts seem traceable to one source, which, Dr. Brewer writes me, has proven entirely mistaken. Unequivocal evidence of its presence in Canada is given by Mr. McIlwraith. It is certainly a rare species in the Middle States; Dr. Turnbull so gives it, and at the time Dr. Prentiss and I noticed the birds of the District of Columbia, we had not seen it there, though I have in my cabinet a specimen afterward taken by one of the local collectors. The Mississippi Valley would appear to be the principal United States resort. Mr. Ridgway says it is very abundant in Illinois; Mr. Allen found it not uncommon in the Lower Missouri bottoms, and Dr. Woodhouse mentions its breeding in abundance in the Indian Territory. Recurring again to the perennial Audubon, we find him giving it as numerous in Louisiana, where he says he has seen five or six in a single walk, in August. He describes the nidification as follows: "The nest is placed in the forks of a low tree or bush, more frequently in a dogwood-tree. It is partly pensile, projecting a little above the twigs to which it is attached, and extending below them for nearly two inches. The fibres of vines, and the stalks of rank herbaceous plants, together with slender roots, compose the outer part, being arranged in a circular manner. The lining consists entirely of the dry fibres of the Spanish moss. The female lays four or five eggs, of a pure white color, with a few reddish spots at the larger end."

† **DENDREA CORONATA.** (Linn.) Gray.

Yellow-rump Warbler.

*Motacilla coronata*, LINN., Syst. Nat. i, 1766, 333.


*Dendreae coronata*, Gray.—BD., B. N. A. 1858, 272.—BD., Rev. 1855, 187.—COUES, Key, 1872, 93, fig. 41; and of late writers generally.—HAYD., Rep. 1872, 160 (to above Fort Pierre).—COOP. & SUCK., N. H. Wash. Ter. 1859, 17. (Washington Territory).—COOP., B. Cal. i, 1870, 80 (California, probably).—DALL & BANN., Tr. Chic. Acad. 1869, 278 (Yukon, breeding).—VIEILL., Pr. Bost. Soc. ix, 1862, 125 (Calais, Me., breeding).—MARCH, Pr. Phil. Acad. 1863, 292 (Jamaica, breeding).—
DENDROCA AUDUBONII, AUDUBON'S WARBLER.


Mniotilta coronata, Gray.—ibns., Ibis, iii, 1861, 5 (Greenland).

Motacilla canadensis et Parus virginianus, Linna.

Motacilla umbria, cinetca et pinguis, Gm.


Hab.—North America, excepting, so far as known, the Southwestern Territories. In the northwest, across the continent, thence south along the Pacific coast to Washington Territory. Colorado (Aiken). Arctic coast. Greenland. Mexico, Central America, and West Indies (numerous quotations).

Lieutenant Warren's Expedition.—4551, month of Plate; 4652, 4655, month of Ver- million; 4654, month of Big Sioux; 5300, Medicine Creek.

Not obtained by Captain Reynolds' Expedition.

The rather peculiar, as well as very extensive, distribution of this species may be gathered from the foregoing references, selected from the great number that have been recorded. The Pacific coast advices are not so remarkable as they would appear, did we not know that the Eastern Province trends westward north of the United States, to Alaska, where many characteristic Eastern birds were noticed by Mr. Dall and Dr. Bannister. In view of this it is not surprising that individuals straggle southward along that coast. But it is remarkable, that while the bird's continental breeding range is not south of Northern New England, it should also breed in the West Indies. Its wintering range appears almost anomalous. While some individuals are at that season in subtropical and tropical America, others are wintering in the Middle States, if not also in Southern New England.

The Yellow-rump lays four to six eggs, measuring about 0.72 by 0.54 inches; they are white, spotted chiefly in a wreath about the large end, but also sparingly over the entire surface, with various shades of brown, none, however, quite reddish, but some nearly blackish, and with numerous other shell-markings of neutral tint. A nest from the Yukon (June 7) is rather rudely built of weed-stalks, grass-stems, and rootlets, and warmly lined throughout with feathers. Another from the Arctic coast, east of Anderson River, is entirely composed of soft vegetable fibre, with a few grass-stems for lining; it was built in a pine-tree, about six feet from the ground. A third, from Nova Scotia, laid on the horizontal fork of a tree, is composed chiefly of very slender, stiff rootlets and similar hard stems, and is much flatter than either of the others.

* DENDROCA AUDUBONII, (Towns.) Bd.

Audubon's Warbler.


Hab.—Middle and Western Provinces, United States; East to Fort Laramie; South to Guatemala. Northern limit yet undefined.
DENDRECA BLACKBURNIÆ, BLACKBURNIAN WARBLER.
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List of specimens.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Specimen</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Sex</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Collector</th>
<th>N.</th>
<th>H.</th>
<th>Z.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>19202</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>Wind River</td>
<td>♂</td>
<td>May 29, 1860</td>
<td>F. V. Hayden</td>
<td>5.25</td>
<td>9.50</td>
<td>3.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19203</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>Wind River Mts</td>
<td>♂</td>
<td>June 6, 1860</td>
<td>same</td>
<td>5.50</td>
<td>9.25</td>
<td>2.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19234</td>
<td></td>
<td>R. Butter's Plateau</td>
<td></td>
<td>May 12, 1860</td>
<td>G. II. Trood</td>
<td>7.59</td>
<td>9.25</td>
<td>3.25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Lieutenant Warren's Expedition.—8296, Laramie Peak; probably about the eastern limit of the species.

Later Expeditions.—60701, Fort Bridger; 62345-6, Wyoming.

In most localities through its range, this species is as common as its Eastern representative, D. coronata, with which it corresponds precisely in habits.

The only nest of this species that I have seen is in the Smithonian, from Vancouver's Island, where it was secured by Mr. Hepburn. It is built in the crotch formed by three forks of an oblique stem, and is obliquely conical in shape to correspond. The exterior is rather coarse fibrous strips of bark and weeds, variously intertwined; the main substance is of fine grasses and mosses, mixed with large feathers and twine, and the interior is lined with an abundant deposit of horse-hair.

V

DENDRECA BLACKBURNIÆ, (Gm.) Bd. 1

Blackburnian Warbler.

Motacilla blackburniæ, Gm., Syst. Nat. i. 1788, 977.


Mniotilitta blackburniæ, Gray, G. of B.


Mniotilitta parus, Gray, Genera of Birds.

Rhinaephagus parus, Br., Consip. i, 1850, 311.


" (?) "Dilatella chrysophaca et incana," Gm., i, 1788, 971 and 976.—Also of Latham and Vieillot.


Hab.—Eastern United States and British provinces. West to Kansas and Utah (Allen). Breeds from Massachusetts northward, and apparently in the mountains of the Middle States. Winters in Mexico and Central America. Scarcey West Indian (Bryant).

As is now well known, Wilson described the young of this species as the "Emhlock Warbler," S. parus, in which he was followed by many writers. Audubon magnified the error by uniting with it the autumal Warbler of Wilson, which is the young of the Bay-breasted. Bonaparte did still worse, in putting the "Emhlock Warbler" in a different genus.
DENDROECA STRIATA, BLACK-POLL WARBLER.

This species, famed for its delicacy of coloring, is common along the Atlantic States during the migrations, in high, open woods, associated with virens, castanea, striata, and others. Not before quoted from beyond the mouth of the Missouri, its known range has lately been extended to Utah. Audubon speaks of its occurrence in Nova Scotia, Newfoundland, and Labrador, and on the Magdalenie Islands, describing a nest and eggs from the former locality.

DENDROECA STRIATA, (Forst.) Bd. & c.-

Black-poll Warbler,

Musceicaa striata, FORST., Phil. Trans. lxxii, 1772, 383, 428.
Motacilla striata, GM., Syst. Nat. i, 1788, 976.
Sylvia striata, LATR., Ind. Ord. ii, 1790, 327.—VIEILL., Ois. Am. Sept. ii, 1807, 22, pl. 75, fig. 31 to 33; iii, 1808, 40, pl. 30, f. 3; vi, 1812, 101, pl. 54, f. 3.—UTT., Man. i, 1832, 383.—AUD., Orn. Bing. ii, 1834, 201, pl. 133.
Mniotilta striata, GRAY.—REINH., ibis, iii, 1861, 6 (Greenland).

Dendroca striata, Bd., B. N. A. 1858, 280; Rev. 1864, 192.—COUES, Pr. Phila. Acad. 1861, 220.—HAYD., Rep. 1862, 161.—DALL & BANX., Tr. Chic. Acad. i, 1859, 278 (Alaska).—SCL. & SALV., P. Z. S. 1850, 780 (Merida).—COUES, Key, 1872, 100, fig. 42, and pl. 2, figs. 15, 16. Also of all local lists of Eastern United States.

Dendroca pinus? COUES, Pr. Phila. Acad. 1861, 220 (error). (Labrador.)


Not obtained by Captain Raymonds' Expedition.

Strongly marked as this species is in its complete dress, of either sex, as described in the Key, p. 100, there is difficulty in identifying the young bird in the fall, when it bears a mixture of the old and young of the Bay-breasted Warbler. The upper parts of the two are almost precisely alike, but there is, probably, always an appreciable difference below. Young striata has a clear pale yellowish wash, if any, on the white of the under parts, fading into pure white on the under tail-coverts at least, and usually has at least a few dusky streaks on the sides; while the tinge of the under parts of castanea is buffy or ochre, especially observable on the belly, flanks and under tail-coverts, just where striata is the whitest, and it has no dusky streaks on the sides.

In the extent of its migrations this species is surpassed by none of its allies, and equalled by few, if any; its dispersion will prove more extensive than that of any other Warbler, should the D. aetricapilla be found identical, as it probably will. It is known to breed beyond the United States, from Labrador to Fort Yukon, where its eggs were procured by Mr. Kennicott. The southernmost breeding localities I have found quoted are the Umbagog Lakes, and Calais, Maine (Torrell and Boardman). It is very abundant throughout the Eastern United States during the migrations, but appears to leave the country altogether in the fall, wintering further south. Audubon's quotation, "Columbia River," requires confirmation, but will most probably be proved correct; in that event the case will apparently correspond to that of D. coronata.

Two nests of this species, from Great Slave Lake and Fort Yukon, respectively, are entirely similar in material and structure. Both were taken in June, one with four, the other with five eggs. They are built of soft weedy material, bleached and gray, and withered almost to disintegration, mixed with grasses, and lined with finer stems of the same. The eggs are finely sprinkled with brown and neutral tint, chiefly in a wreath about the larger half of the eggs; and have also a few larger blackish spots and scralls, very sharply marked. The size is 0.70 by 0.52. Two nests without eggs, taken by Dr. Brewer at Grand Menan, are quite different in appearance and material, as well as heavier and
more compact. They are built chiefly of moss, mixed with small twigs, weedy and fibrous material, and rootlets; but are lined, like the others, entirely with fine grasses.

DENDRECA CASTANEA, (Wils.) Bd.

Bay-breasted Warbler.

*Sylvia castanea*, WILS., Am. Orn. ii, 1810, 97, pl. 14, f. 4.—BP., Syn. 1838, 80.—NUTT., Man. i, 1832, 382.—AUD., Orn. Biog. i, 1832, 358, pl. 69.

*Sylvicola castanea*, Richt., List, 1837.—BP., List, 1838, 22; Conspl. i, 1850, 308.—AUD., Syn. 1839, 53.—AUD., B. Am. ii, 1841, 34, pl. 80.—HOYT, Smiths. Rep. 1864, 438 (Missouri).

*Mniotilla castanea*, GRAY, Genera of Birds.


*Dendroca castanea*, Bd., B. N. A. 1858, 276; Key. 1865, 189.—SCL. & SALV., Ibis, i, 1859, 11 (Guatemala); Cass., Pr. Phila. Acad. 1860, 193 (Darien).—LAWR., Ann. Lyc. N. Y. 1861, 322 (Panama).—MAYN., Guide, 1870, 103.—COUES, Key, 1872, 101; and of most late writers.

*Sylvia autumnalis*, WILS., Am. Orn. iii, 1811, 65, pl. 23, f. 3.—NUTT., Man. i, 1832, 390.—AUD., Orn. Biog. i, 1832, 440, pl. 83.

Hab.—Eastern North America; North to Hudson's Bay; West to the Lower Missouri. Breeds from Northern New England northward. Winters in Central America. Migrant only in most parts of the United States. No Mexican nor West Indian quotations.

The earlier authors left the history of this species very incomplete, having had, from some cause, little opportunity of becoming acquainted with it; nevertheless, it is a common bird of the Eastern United States. I observed it every season when collecting about Washington, D. C., and took a large number of specimens. It passes through the Middle States in May and returns in September, being found during the whole of these months, sometimes, particularly in the fall, in abundance. It may be looked for in any woods, where the other species of the genus stop to rest and feed during their journeys, and in orchards—the last a favorite resort of Warblers of various kinds in the spring when the apple, pear, peach, and cherry-trees are in blossom, the birds doubtless being attracted by the different minute insects that infest our fruit trees. The breeding places of the Bay-breasted Warbler, not to mention its nest and eggs, were for a long while unknown; latterly the desired information has been supplied. Mr. C. J. Maynard, a very good observer and collector, has published a satisfactory account. He took two nests with eggs, June 8th, at Umbagog, where, he says, the species is the most abundant of the *Sylvicola*. Both were placed on the horizontal branch of a hemlock-tree, fifteen or twenty feet from the ground, and seemed large for the size of the bird, resembling those of the Purple Finch. They were built of fine, dead larch twigs, mixed in one instance with long tree-moss, in the other with a few grass-stems, and smoothly lined with black fibrous rootlets, some moss and rabbit's hair. External diameter five and one-half to six inches, internal two and one-half to three; depth outside two and one-half to three, the cavity one and one-fourth to one and one-half; they differed in shape, the broader nest being the shallower one. One contained three eggs, the other two; the five ranged from 0.65 to 0.71 long, by 0.50 to 0.53 broad. The ground color was bluish-green, more or less thickly speckled with brown all over, the markings becoming confluent, or nearly so, at or around the larger end, where the brown was mixed with some lilac orumber markings.
DENDRECA PENNSYLVANICA—DENDRECA MACULOSA.

DENDRECA PENNSYLVANICA, (Linn.) Bd. *

Chestnut-sided Warbler.


* Sylvia pennsylvanica, Lath., Ind. Orn. ii, 1790, 540.


* Sylvecola pennsylvanica, Aud. B. Am. ii, 1841, 35, pl. 81; and of other earlier writers.—Hoy, Smiths. Rep. 1864, 435 (Missouri).

Dendreca pennsylvanica, Scl., P. Z. S. 1859, 363, 373 (Xalapa); Oaxaca).

—Hab.—Eastern United States; little if any beyond New England, where it breeds abundantly. Apparently retires altogether from the United States in winter. Bahamas (Bajan). Honduras (Slatery); Panama (Lawrence). Lieutenant Warner's Expedition.—4670, mouth of Platte River. Not obtained by Captain Raynolds' Expedition.

According to my experience, the Chestnut-sided Warbler is a very common species of the Eastern United States, passing through in great numbers during the migrations, where it is found in orchards and open woods in company with several other species. It is rather sotherly in distribution, apparently not passing much, if any, beyond the United States, in the northern parts of which it breeds. It retires far south in winter. The numerous nests in the Smithsonian collection agree in being placed in an upright crotch, generally of several stems, and are all more or less lengthened perpendicularly to fit such situations, with a rather narrow but deep cavity. The twigs preserved with the nests are all small, and in one case the nest was only a yard from the ground. The exterior is a rather loosely woven mass of weedy, downy, and fibrous substances; the interior is more closely woven of fine grasses, with a tolerably firm and even brim. Sometimes there is horse hair lining, sometimes not. None of the nests contain more than four eggs; several only three; one is occupied alone by a Cow-bird's. The shell is white; the markings are chiefly confined to the larger end, only rarely a few dots being sprinkled over the whole surface, and they form, or tend to form, in many cases, a wreath about the large end. The wreath is sometimes close and heavy, consisting of confluent blotches, in other instances is a circle of separate fine dots. The markings are of all shades, from light reddish to various darker browns, mixed with neutral tints. The size is about 0.68 by 0.50.

DENDRECA MACULOSA, (Gm.) Bd.

Black-and-yellow Warbler.

* Motacilla maculosa, Gm., Syst. Nat. i, 1788, 984.


DENDRÆCA DISCOLOR, PRAIRIE WARBLER.

Mayn.—Pr. Bost. Soc. xiv, 1871 (Umbagog, breeding).—Coutes, Key, 1872, 102, fig. 44; and of all late local writers of Eastern United States.

Sylvia magnolia, Wils., Am. Orn. iii, 1831, 63, pl. 25, f. 3.

Hab.—Eastern North America; in summer, New England to Hudson's Bay; migratory through the States; in winter, beyond the United States, as above quoted.

Lieutenant Warren's Expedition.—4643, mouth of Vermilion River.

Not obtained by Captain Reynolds' Expedition.

Mr. C. J. Maynard has given us an excellent account of the nest and eggs of this species. A nest, taken the second week in June, 1870, at Umbagog, "was placed on the forked branch of a low spruce, about three feet from the ground, on a rising piece of land, leading from a wood-path. The nest, which contained four eggs, was constructed of dry grass, spruce twigs, roots, etc., and was lined with fine black roots, the whole being a coarse structure for so dainty looking a Warbler. The eggs were more spherical than any Warbler's I have ever seen. The ground color is a creamy-white, blotched sparingly over with large spots of lilac and umber." The dimensions of these eggs were: 0.62 by 0.52, 0.61 by 0.52, 0.63 by 0.50, 0.63 by 0.52 (hundredths of the inch). Another nest, taken June 8, 1871, was on a low hemlock, about four feet from the ground. "It is composed outwardly of a few scattered dead twigs of larch, interwoven with stalks of weeds and dry grass. It is lined with black horse-hair; this dark lining formed a strange contrast with the faded appearance of the outer part. The whole structure is very light and airy in appearance, strongly reminding one of the nest of D. pennsylvanica. Dimensions of the nest are: External diameter three inches, internal diameter two, external depth one and three-fourths, internal depth one and four-fourths." The four eggs in the nest measured 0.65 by 0.50, 0.62 by 0.47, 0.64 by 0.46, 0.65 by 0.48. They were ash-white, blotched and clouded with brown and lilac, chiefly around and about the larger end, and sparsely dotted with brown elsewhere; they differed in the size and amount of the brown spotings. Two other nests are also described, which, with their eggs, were similar to the others in every essential respect.

Mr. C. J. Maynard has given us an excellent account of the nest and eggs of this species. A nest, taken the second week in June, 1870, at Umbagog, "was placed on the forked branch of a low spruce, about three feet from the ground, on a rising piece of land, leading from a wood-path. The nest, which contained four eggs, was constructed of dry grass, spruce twigs, roots, etc., and was lined with fine black roots, the whole being a coarse structure for so dainty looking a Warbler. The eggs were more spherical than any Warbler's I have ever seen. The ground color is a creamy-white, blotched sparingly over with large spots of lilac and umber." The dimensions of these eggs were: 0.62 by 0.52, 0.61 by 0.52, 0.63 by 0.50, 0.63 by 0.52 (hundredths of the inch). Another nest, taken June 8, 1871, was on a low hemlock, about four feet from the ground. "It is composed outwardly of a few scattered dead twigs of larch, interwoven with stalks of weeds and dry grass. It is lined with black horse-hair; this dark lining formed a strange contrast with the faded appearance of the outer part. The whole structure is very light and airy in appearance, strongly reminding one of the nest of D. pennsylvanica. Dimensions of the nest are: External diameter three inches, internal diameter two, external depth one and three-fourths, internal depth one and four-fourths." The four eggs in the nest measured 0.65 by 0.50, 0.62 by 0.47, 0.64 by 0.46, 0.65 by 0.48. They were ash-white, blotched and clouded with brown and lilac, chiefly around and about the larger end, and sparsely dotted with brown elsewhere; they differed in the size and amount of the brown spotings. Two other nests are also described, which, with their eggs, were similar to the others in every essential respect.

Mr. C. J. Maynard has given us an excellent account of the nest and eggs of this species. A nest, taken the second week in June, 1870, at Umbagog, "was placed on the forked branch of a low spruce, about three feet from the ground, on a rising piece of land, leading from a wood-path. The nest, which contained four eggs, was constructed of dry grass, spruce twigs, roots, etc., and was lined with fine black roots, the whole being a coarse structure for so dainty looking a Warbler. The eggs were more spherical than any Warbler's I have ever seen. The ground color is a creamy-white, blotched sparingly over with large spots of lilac and umber." The dimensions of these eggs were: 0.62 by 0.52, 0.61 by 0.52, 0.63 by 0.50, 0.63 by 0.52 (hundredths of the inch). Another nest, taken June 8, 1871, was on a low hemlock, about four feet from the ground. "It is composed outwardly of a few scattered dead twigs of larch, interwoven with stalks of weeds and dry grass. It is lined with black horse-hair; this dark lining formed a strange contrast with the faded appearance of the outer part. The whole structure is very light and airy in appearance, strongly reminding one of the nest of D. pennsylvanica. Dimensions of the nest are: External diameter three inches, internal diameter two, external depth one and three-fourths, internal depth one and four-fourths." The four eggs in the nest measured 0.65 by 0.50, 0.62 by 0.47, 0.64 by 0.46, 0.65 by 0.48. They were ash-white, blotched and clouded with brown and lilac, chiefly around and about the larger end, and sparsely dotted with brown elsewhere; they differed in the size and amount of the brown spotings. Two other nests are also described, which, with their eggs, were similar to the others in every essential respect.

Mr. C. J. Maynard has given us an excellent account of the nest and eggs of this species. A nest, taken the second week in June, 1870, at Umbagog, "was placed on the forked branch of a low spruce, about three feet from the ground, on a rising piece of land, leading from a wood-path. The nest, which contained four eggs, was constructed of dry grass, spruce twigs, roots, etc., and was lined with fine black roots, the whole being a coarse structure for so dainty looking a Warbler. The eggs were more spherical than any Warbler's I have ever seen. The ground color is a creamy-white, blotched sparingly over with large spots of lilac and umber." The dimensions of these eggs were: 0.62 by 0.52, 0.61 by 0.52, 0.63 by 0.50, 0.63 by 0.52 (hundredths of the inch). Another nest, taken June 8, 1871, was on a low hemlock, about four feet from the ground. "It is composed outwardly of a few scattered dead twigs of larch, interwoven with stalks of weeds and dry grass. It is lined with black horse-hair; this dark lining formed a strange contrast with the faded appearance of the outer part. The whole structure is very light and airy in appearance, strongly reminding one of the nest of D. pennsylvanica. Dimensions of the nest are: External diameter three inches, internal diameter two, external depth one and three-fourths, internal depth one and four-fourths." The four eggs in the nest measured 0.65 by 0.50, 0.62 by 0.47, 0.64 by 0.46, 0.65 by 0.48. They were ash-white, blotched and clouded with brown and lilac, chiefly around and about the larger end, and sparsely dotted with brown elsewhere; they differed in the size and amount of the brown spotings. Two other nests are also described, which, with their eggs, were similar to the others in every essential respect.
“make,” in spite of the college dons, in our early home at Washington, Dr. Prentiss and I knew just where to look for it, and it did not take long to get a few of the delicate birds, in their season. We were generally back in time for recitation, and even if that performance went lame in consequence, it did not seem much matter, comparatively. The inflection of the Prairie Warbler’s notes was a much more agreeable theme than that of a Greek verb, and I am still uncertain whether it was not quite as profitable. There was a little glade just by the college, bordering Rock Creek, closed in by high woods—a sloping, sandy field, run waste with scattered cedars—where we could be sure of finding the Warblers any day, from the 20th of April, for two or three weeks. Ten to one we would not see the little creatures at first; but presently, from the very nearest juniper, would come the well-known sounds. A curious song, if song it can be called—as much like a mouse complaining of the tooth ache as anything else I can liken it to—it is simply indescribable. Then perhaps the quaint performer would dart out into the air, turn a somersault after a passing midge, get right side up, and into the shrubbery again in an instant; or if we kept still, with wide-open eyes, we would see him perched on a spray, settling firmly on his legs, with his beak straight up in the air, the throat swelling, and hear the curious music again. After that would come the inevitable tragedy—for tragedy it is, and I cannot, after picking up warm bloody little birds for years, make anything else out of it, or learn to look on it with indifference.

I did not see this bird in Kansas, where my friend Allen found it, nor, of course, further westward; but a few years afterward, when the eccentric course of military migration stranded me on a sandbar on the North Carolina coast, there were the Prairie Warblers as plenty, as unmusical and interesting, as ever. Excepting the ubiquitous Yellow-rumps, they were the only Warblers that showed bad taste enough to come voluntarily about Fort Macon in any considerable numbers. But they appear to fancy rather barren, sandy places, very likely because they have grown fond of certain kinds of bugs, and if so, they must have been contented there. Arriving the latter part of April, they became very numerous in May, all through the juniper patches, clumps of live-oak, and scrubby “yupon” tracts, singing at their best and catching insects in the air. I consider them very expert fly-catchers, quite equal in this respect to most of their tribe; and my experience has been to show that they are not so terrestrial as Audubon intimates. He says that “while on the ground, where it remains a good deal, it searches among the leaves slowly and carefully;” but I never saw anything of the kind. But as he says, the bird’s ordinary flight is weak and vacillating, not often protracted further than from one bush to another; it appears to find coming down easier than going up was. I also agree with him that it goes singly—never in troops; but I have certainly seen many more at once than the three or four he allows to a thirty acre lot.

As above intimsted, the Prairie Warbler breeds along the Atlantic coast, but only a few about Washington, where I never discovered the nest; nor was I more fortunate in either of the Carolinas. Wilson, Nuttall, and Audubon, who described the nidification and the eggs as they believed them to be, give such entirely different accounts, that, in the certainty, the following notice, which I owe to my kind friend, Dr. Brewer, may be the more acceptable. Dr. Brewer corroborates Nuttall’s account, in the interesting article intended for his forthcoming work:

“Both Wilson and Audubon were evidently at fault in their descriptions of the nest and eggs. These do not correspond with more recent and positive observations. Its nest is never pensile. Mr. Nuttall’s de-
scriptions, on the other hand, are made from his own observations, and are evidently correct. He describes a nest that came under his observation, as scarcely distinguishable from that of the D. extiva. It was not pensile, but fixed in a forked branch, and formed of strips of the inner bark of the red-cedar, fibres of asclepias, and caterpillar's silk, and thickly lined with the down of the Gnaphalium plantagineum. He describes the eggs as having a white ground, sharp at one end, and marked with spots of lilac-purple, and of two shades of brown, more numerous at the larger end, where they formed a ring. He speaks of their note as slender, and noticed their arrival about the second week of May, leaving the middle of September.

"At another time Mr. Nuttall was attracted by the slender, filing notes of this bird, resembling the suppressed syllables tsh-tsh-tsh-tshea, beginning low and gradually growing louder. With its mate it was busily engaged collecting flies and larvae among a clump of locust-trees in Mount Auburn. Their nest was near, and the female, without any precautions, went directly to it. Mr. Nuttall removed two eggs, which he afterward replaced. Each time, on his withdrawal, she returned to the nest, and resorted to no expedients to entice him away.

"Several nests of this Warbler have been obtained by Mr. Welch in Lynn. One was built on a wild rose, only a few feet from the ground. It is a sung, compact, and elaborately woven structure, having a height and a diameter of about two and one-half inches. The cavity is two inches wide and one and one-half deep. The materials of which the outer parts are woven are chiefly the soft inner bark of small shrubs, mingled with dry rose-leaves, bits of vegetable wood, woody fibres, decayed stems of plants, spiders' webs, etc. The whole is bound together like a web by cotton-like fibres of a vegetable origin. The upper rim of this nest is a marked feature, being a strongly interlaced weaving of vegetable roots and strips of bark. The lining of the nest is composed of fine vegetable fibres and a few horse-hairs. This nest, in its general mode of construction, resembles all that I have seen; only in others the materials vary—in some dead and decayed leaves, in others remains of old cocoons, and in others the pappus of composite plants being more prominent than the fine strips of bark. The nests are usually within four feet of the ground. The eggs vary from three to five, and even six.

"The late Dr. Gerhardt found this bird the most common Warbler in Northern Georgia. There its nests were similar in size, structure, and position, but differed more or less in the materials of which they were made. The nests were a trifle larger and the walls thinner, the cavities being correspondingly larger. The materials were more invariably fine strips of inner bark and flax-like vegetable fibres, and were lined with the finest stems of plants, in one case with the feathers of the Great Horned Owl. In that neighborhood the eggs were deposited by the 15th of May.

"In Massachusetts the Prairie Warbler invariably selects wild pasture-land, often not far from villages, and always open or very thinly wooded. In Georgia their nests were built in almost every kind of bush or low tree, or on the lower limbs of post-oaks, at the height of from four to seven feet. Eggs were found once as early as the 2d of May, and once as late as the 10th of June. They arrived there by the 10th of April, and seemed to prefer hillsides, but were found in almost any open locality.

"In Southern Illinois, Mr. Ridgway cites this species as a rather rare bird among the oak barrens where it breeds. He also met with it in
orchards in the wooded portions, in April, during the northward migration of the *Sylviicolidae*.

"The eggs are of an oval shape, pointed at one end, and measure 0.68 by 0.48 of an inch. They have a white ground, marked with spots of lilac and purple, and two shades ofumber-brown."

**Dendreca Dominica** (Linn.) Bd.

Yellow-throated Warbler.


*Mniotilta superciliosa*, Gray, Genera of Birds.

*Dendreca superciliosa*, Bd., B. N. A. 1858, 2-9.—SCL., P. Z. S. 1859, 363 (Xalapa); 1859, 373 (Oaxaca); 1861, p. (Jamaica); 1863, 368 (Mexico); Cat. 1862, 33.—SCL. & SALY., Ibis, iii, 1860, 274 (Guatemala).—WHEAT., Ohio Agric. Rep. 1860, No. 94 (common).—COUES & PRENT., Smiths. Rep. 1861, 408 (Washington, D. C., accidental; spec. in 1842).—GUNDE, J. f. O. 1861, 326 (Cuba, common).—MARCH, Pr. Phila. Acad. 1863, 293 (Jamaica, June).—COUES, Pr. Bost. Soc. xii, 1868, 109 (South Carolina, common).—TURNB., B. E. Pa. 1869, 42 (straggler).—SNOw, B. Kans. 1873, 5 (Neosho Falls, in June).


*Motacilla pensilis*, Gm., Syst. Nat. i, 1768, 900.


*Ehiaenophilus pensilis*, C. A. J. f. O. iii, 1855, 374 (Cuba).—SCL., P. Z. S. 1856, 29 (Cordova).

_Hab._—Eastern United States, north to Maryland; to New Jersey (Audubon); to Pennsylvania (Turnbull); to New York (DeKay); to Connecticut (Linsley). Ohio, Illinois, and Kansas. Cuba. Jamaica. St. Domingo (Salle, P. Z. S. 1857, 231). Mexico, on west coast to Colima. Guatemala. Winters from Florida southward. (A var. albilora is described from the Mississippi Valley by Mr. Ridgway, Am. Nat. vii, 1873, 606.)

This is essentially a Southern species, which I have not been able to trace further north than Washington, D. C. Audubon, however, gives it to New Jersey; and Turnbull, in his admirable List, notes it as a straggler to the lower counties of New Jersey and Pennsylvania. The Rev. Mr. Linsley included it among the birds of Connecticut, but apparently upon information at second hand; and its occurrence in New England is very questionable. (See COUES, Pr. Ess. Inst. v, 1868, 270.) Mr. Lawrence omits it from his New York list. In Ohio, Mr. J. M. Wheaton states that it was common one season: "It seems," he adds, "quite partial to the vicinity of running water, and is usually seen on trees and fences near rivers. In its habits it approaches the Titmice and Creepers, frequently hanging and walking, head downward, on fence rails." I have noted similar habits of the species in South Carolina. Prof. Snow's reference is particularly interesting, indicating that the bird breeds in Kansas. It would also appear, from various accounts, to breed in the West Indies. It has not, to my knowledge, been observed to winter anywhere in the United States, excepting in Florida.

Since the foregoing paragraph was prepared, Mr. W. D. Scott has printed an interesting note respecting the occurrence and probable breeding of the species in Kanawha County, West Virginia. Two individuals, male and female, were taken in July.

One of the most remarkable nests I ever saw, was built by a Yellow-throated Warbler at Wilmington, North Carolina, where it was secured
and forwarded to the Smithsonian by Mr. Norwood Giles. It is built in a large mass of Spanish moss (Tillandsia usneoides), and composed chiefly of that material. A part of the mass which hung from an oak bough, two feet downward and a foot across, was caught up and closely woven together with a little fibrous substance and much plant-down, to form a swinging bed for the nest, with a lateral entrance which will admit the hand. Inside is the nest proper, of the usual form, very neatly wrought of the moss, with a smooth, even border, and lined with plant-down and a few fine grasses. The eggs of this nest were of the usual form, measuring 0.70 by 0.52, white, with a wreath of sepia-brown, blackish and lilac spots around the larger end.

My acquaintance with the species is limited to observing it on a few occasions in and around the city of Columbia, South Carolina. According to Mr. Maynard, the Yellow-throats "are found throughout the entire extent of Florida, where they are resident, though the majority leave in May with other Warblers, and return early in November; they frequent piney woods and hummocks, associating with Titmice, Nuthatches, etc. I have shot this species on the banks of the St. John's, where it was searching for insects in the low trees in the numerous swamps there; and again I have seen them on the topmost boughs of the high trees in the trackless piney woods. They are very slow of movement for Warblers, and have many of the habits of the Black-and-white Creeper, clinging to the limbs and running up and down the tree-trunks, after the manner of that species. I have even seen one climbing about the roof of a house. They are very unsuspicous, and may be found almost any day in autumn and early winter on the live and water oaks which grow in the streets of Jacksonville. The songs of this bird are simple, and resemble the trills of the Pine Warbler—or, perhaps, the continuous lisping chirp of the Black-and-white Creeper sounds more nearly like it. I think the species must breed in Florida, as I have seen specimens taken in the State in June."

I am favored with the following communication from Mr. J. M. Wheaton, of Columbus, Ohio, under date of May 1, 1873, respecting the appearance of this species in Ohio: "It is one of the earliest and most constant of our Warblers. I saw the first one this year on the 21st of April. That night we had frost, with snow for three successive days afterward. On the 25th I saw three, on the 26th one (in the city), on the 27th three, and on the 28th five or six, two of which I shot. No other Warbler made its appearance until the 30th, when the Summer Yellowbird arrived. The Yellow-throat prefers the trees along the banks of streams. The two specimens which I secured agree with your description ('Key,' p. 103), except that the back is not streaked, and each feather is obliquely margined with ashy." These specimens were evidently not quite in perfect plumage.

DENDRÉECA PALMARUM, (Gm.) Bd.

Yellow Red-poll Warbler.

Motacilla palmarum, Gm., Syst. Nat. i, 1788, 951.


Sylvicola palmarum, Salle, P. Z. S. 1857, 231 (St. Domingo).

DENDRECA PALMARUM, YELLOW RED-POLL WARBLER.

some perhaps breeding).—COUES, Pr. Bost. Soc. xii, 1893, 109 (South Carolina, wintering).—ALLEN, Bull. M. C. Z. ii, 1871, 269 (Florida, wintering).—MAYN., B. Fla. 1872, 52; Guide, 1870, 104.—COUES, Key, 1872, 104.

Sylvia petechia, Wils., Am. Orn. vi, 1813, 19, pl. 28, f. 4 (not of early authors, which refers to species like cestra).—NUTT., i, 1832, 364.—AUD. Orn. Blog. ii, 1834, 259, 360, pls. 163, 164.


Sylvicola ruficapilla, Br., List, 1838 ; Consip. i, 1850, 307. (Not Motacilla r., Gm.)

Rhianmplus ruficapillus, C.A.B., J. f. O. iii, 1855, 473 (Cuba).

Hab.—Eastern North America to the Lower Missouri. North to Labrador, Hudson’s Bay, and Fort Simpson. No record of breeding in the United States south of Maine. Winters in the Southern States, from the Carolinas to Texas; Bahamas, Cuba, Jamaica, and St. Domingo. No Mexican or Central American quotations.

The Palm Warbler is an extremely abundant bird in the Southern States in winter, and equally common in the rest of the United States during the migrations, but has not been observed to breed south of the British possessions, excepting in Maine, where, according to Mr. Boardman, it occasionally nests near Calais. It passes rapidly through the Middle and Western States very early in the spring, sometimes reaching the Connecticut Valley before the snow is gone, and returns more leisurely in autumn, lingering late by the way. It is found in New England through October, and has even been seen in Massachusetts in November. Its habits are somewhat peculiar, some of them, such as the continual jetting of the tail and fondness for the ground, recalling the Seiuri rather than a bird of its own genus. Unlike most Warblers, it is rarely, if ever, found in high thick woods, being partial to coppices, hedge-rows, straggling shrubbery, and especially old waste fields, where it delights to ramble and flutter in company with Yellow-rumps and various kinds of Sparrows. It keeps much on the ground, running among the weeds and stubble, and even on the open dust of the wayside, with a peculiar tremulousness, something like that of the Titlark. Its song, if it have one, I have never heard; its only note, with us, is a slight “tsip,” indistinguishable from that of several of its allies. This is corroborated by Dr. Brewer, as I learn from an early proof-sheet of his work. He says: “They have no other song than a few simple and feeble notes, so thin and weak that they might almost be mistaken for the sounds made by the common grasshopper.” I am entirely ignorant of the nidification, which is described by Dr. Brewer as follows:

“The Red-Poll usually selects for the site of its nest the edge of a swampy thicket, more or less open, placing it invariably upon the ground. They are usually not large, about three and a half inches in diameter and two and a half in depth, the diameter and depth of the cavity averaging each only half an inch less. The walls are compactly and elaborately constructed of an interweaving of various fine materials, chiefly fine dry grasses, slender strips of bark, stems of the smaller plants, hypnum and other mosses. Within, the nest is warm and softly lined with down and feathers.

“Mr. Kennicott met with a nest of this bird at Fort Resolution, June 18. It was on the ground, on a hammock, at the foot of a small spruce, in a swamp. When found it contained five young birds.

“They eggs are of a rounded-oval shape, and measure 0.70 of an inch in length by 0.53 in breadth. Their ground-color is a yellowish or creamy-white, and their blotches, chiefly about the larger end, are of a blending of purple, lilac, and reddish-brown.”
DENDRECA PINUS, PINE-CREEPING WARBLER.

DENDRECA PINUS, (Wils.) Ed.

Pine-creeping Warbler.

_Sylvia pinus_, Wils., Am. Orn. iii, 1811, 25, pl. 19, fig. 4.— _Br._, Syn. 1828, 81.— _Nutt._, Man. i, 1832, 367.— _Aud._, Ord. Biol. ii, 1834, 232, pl. 111.

_Thryothorus pinus_, STEPH., Shaw’s G. Z. xiv, 194.

_Sylvicola pinus_, JARD.; RICH. & BR., Lists.— _Aud._, Syn. 1839, 54.— _Aud._, B. Am. ii, 1841, 37, pl. 82.— _Wood._, Sigis. Rep. 1853, 70 (Texas).— _Tripp._, Pr. Ess. Inst. vi, 1871, 114 (queries it from Minnesota).

_Rhimanulus pinus_, BR., Cons. i, 1850, 311.


_Sylvia vigorsii_, _Aud._, Orn. Biol. i, 1832, 153, 50.

_Virgo vigorsii_, _Nutt._, Man. i, 1832, 315.

_Hab._.—Eastern United States to the Lower Missour. North to Canada and New Brunswick, but not to Labrador. Bermuda (Jones, Nat. in Berm. 1839, 59; only extra-limital record). Breeds throughout its United States range; resident from the Carolinas southward.

Like the Palm Warbler, with which it is often found associated, the Pine-creeping is a migrant betimes in the spring, and a loiterer in the fall. The range, as well as the movement of the two species, is somewhat coincident, but that of the present bird is more restricted, not extending into the West Indies, nor reaching so far north. The quotation "Labrador" originated in an error of mine some years since. On a re-examination lately of the specimen I thought was pinus, I find that it is a newly-fledged Black poll Warbler, in the spotted plumage common to very young birds of many species of Warblers and Thrushes, corresponding to the equally early and transient streaked stage of many Sparrows. The earliness of the vernal movement is attested by the bird’s presence in New England by the end of March, sometimes when the ground is still covered with snow. Audubon affirms that it winters in the Middle States, but I think the alleged fact has not been since confirmed. Dr. Turnbull does not so state; and for my own part I could never detect the species in Maryland or Virginia between October and March. I found it, however, at all seasons in South Carolina, where it is extremely abundant, and one of the very few species breeding there. It nests there remarkably early for a Warbler, the first broods being abroad by the second week in April. The northward migration of that portion of the great body of birds that winter in the Southern States begins in March, about the time that those not intending to move off set about mating and nesting. The return movement is delayed in its completion until November by the stragglers.

The nest is built of a variety of soft vegetable substances, plant-down, &c., usually mixed with fine rootlets, and often with hair or feathers, and set on a foundation of coarse fibrous and weedy material. It measures about three inches across by two deep, and generally presents a pretty firm brim of circularly disposed fibres. It is placed on trees. The eggs are commonly four in number, about 0.70 by 0.56, of the usual shape, white, speckled and spotted with different shades of brown, usually tending to wreath around the larger end, sometimes generally distributed.

As its name implies, the Pine-creeping Warbler is partial to coniferous woods, but by no means confined to such forests; in fact I have observed
it in almost every situation in which any Warbler could be expected. Mr. Allen has accurately indicated the variability of its resorts: "During the last weeks of April and the early part of May, they frequent open fields, obtaining much of their food from the ground, associating with D. palmarum, and at this time closely resembling it in habits. A little later they retire to the pine forests, where they almost exclusively remain during summer, keeping mostly in the tops of the taller trees. During a few weeks, about October 1st, they again come about the orchards and fields." This note refers to Massachusetts. In Florida, where the same writer found it abundant in winter, he states that it is much on the ground at that season, and that it comes into full song in February, from which last circumstance we may conclude it is then pairing. The song is rather weak and monotonous—a chirring trill, insusceptible of adequate translation into words; and during most of the year only a slight chirp is heard. The bird is of a sociable if not gregarious nature, usually going in straggling companies of its own kind, and often mixing with Titmice, Kinglets, and Nuthatches, the whole throng gaily and amicably flitting through the shady woods, scrambling incessantly on and all around the branches of the trees in eager, restless quest of their minute insect food.

SEIURUS AUROCAPILLUS, (Linn.) Sw.  

Golden-crowned Thrush; Orange-crowned Accentor.

Motacilla aurocapilla, Linn., Syst. Nat. i, 1766, 334.—Gm., op. cit. 1788, 928.


Accentor aurocapillus, Rich., List, 1837.

Enicocichla aurocapilla, Gray.

Henticocichla aurocapilla, Cab.—Gundl., J. F. O. 1861, 326 (Cuba).—Scl., Cat. 1862, 25; P. Z. S. 1870, 836 (Honduras).

Turdus coronates, Vieill., Ois. Am. Sept. ii, 1807, 8, pl. 64.

Hab.—Eastern Province North America; west to Platte and Yellowstone, and thence to Alaska. Winters sparingly in Florida and along Gulf coast, but the greater number enter the West Indies, Mexico, and Central America (numerous quotations). Migrant. Breeds almost throughout its North American range.

Lieutenant Warren's Expedition. 1714, 4717, mouth of Platte River; 4715, Bald Island; 4716, James River; 4718-29, Vermilion River; 5257, Medicine River.

Not obtained by Captain Raynold's Expedition.

Chiefly characteristic of the Eastern Province. Audubon's Columbia River reference has never been confirmed, but is by no means improbably correct, since we have the bird from Denver, Colorado, from near the Yellowstone, and in Alaska. The extralimital quotations are both numerous and diversified, showing how generally dispersed the species is at that season, and how far south it proceeds. It is one of our most abundant woodland birds in summer, noted for its loud, monotonous
notes, for its habit of rambling and scratching on the ground, among fallen leaves, like a Towhee, and for its curious arched-over nest. Upon its arrival in the Middle States, about the second-week in April, it is shy and silent for a week or two, as if getting acclimated to its new resorts; when, grown bolder, it no longer courts concealment, but mounts the lower boughs of the trees in the open woodland, and its loud harsh notes fill the air. There is nothing of the half-aquatic nature of its relatives in this bird; it prefers dry woods, especially where there is a thick undergrowth. Its nest is placed on the ground, usually among dead leaves, on an inclined surface, and though usually arched over, with a lateral opening, is often of simpler construction. It is built of leaves, moss, and dried grasses; the eggs are four or five in number, white, speckled with reddish-brown. Probably more than one brood is reared each season; the young, almost from the first, are quite like the parents, excepting that the orange-brown is not so bright. The species is very constant in size and coloring.

SEIURUS NOVEBORACENSIS, (Gm.) Nutt. —

Water Thrush.

Motacilla noveboracensis, Gm., Syst. Nat. i, 1788, 958.
Turdus (Seiurus) noveboracensis, Nutt., Man i, 1832, 355.
Seiurus noveboracensis, Br., Comp. and Geog. List, 1838.—Br., Conspl. Av. i, 1850, 306.—Aud., Syn. 1839, 93.—Aud., B. Am. iii, 37 (in part; confounds it with S. indistinctus).—Br., B. N. A. 1838, 291; Rev. 1835, 215.—Dall & Bann., Tr. Chic. Acad. i, 1889.—Hayd., Rcp. 1832, 160.—Coop., Am. Nat. iii, 1862, 32 (Hill Gate).—Sumich., Mem. Bost. Soc. i, 1859, 547 (Orizaba).—Lawr., Ann. Lyc. 1868, 94 (Costa Rica); 1869, 200 (Yucatan).—Coulès, Key, 1872, 106, pl. 2, figs. 9, 10, 11; and of late United States writers.
Enicocichla noveboracensis, Gray, Genera of Birds.
Seiurus aquaticus, Sw. & Rich., F. B. A. ii, 1831, 229, pl. 43.
Seiurus tawirostris, Sw., Phil. Mag. i, 1827, 309.—Gmb., Pr. Phila. Acad. i, 1843, 251.
Seiurus sulfuroascens, D‘Orbic., La Sagara’s Cuba, Ois. 1840, 57, pl. 6.
Seiurus oclus, Br., Conspl. Av. i, 1850, 306.


Lieutenant Warren’s Expedition.—47°21′, 48°18′, mouth of Vermilion River.
Not obtained by Captain Raynolds’ Expedition.

Formerly supposed to belong to the Eastern Province, this bird has later been shown to inhabit so many other portions of North America, that it may fairly be inferred that it occurs also in the remaining localities whence, simply through lack of observations, it has not been recorded. I inspected, when working up the birds of the Northwest Boundary Survey, some of the first western specimens, taken in Washington Territory. Mr. Dall has shown its occurrence in Alaska, and others throughout British America, quite to the Arctic Ocean. Dr. Cooper found it in Idaho. The extraliminal quotations are numerous and almost universal. It is a very abundant species in the Eastern United States, and has a very extensive breeding range. It winters in Florida and along the Gulf coast, as well as much further south.
Several nests with eggs are in the Smithsonian, from various Arctic localities, as Fort Yukon and La Pierre House. They appear to have been built on the ground, and are composed chiefly of moss, compactly matted and mixed with little sticks and straws—in one instance with a large amount of disintegrating fibrous material, circularly woven. The eggs, four or five in number, measure from 0.75 by 0.58 to 0.82 by 0.60; they are pure white, probably with a rosy blush when fresh, speckled all over, but most thickly at and around the larger end, with various shades of reddish and darker brown, with lilac or lavender. In some the markings are all in fine dots; in others they constitute larger spots, often confluent in a wreath. The nests are about four inches across by two-thirds as much in depth.

SEIURUS LUDOVICIANUS, (And.) Bd.

Large-billed Water Thrush.

(1) Turdus motacilla, Vieill., Ois. Am. Sept. ii, 1807, 9, pl. 65 (almost certainly).

Seiurus motacilla, Br., Conspl. Av., 1, 1850, 306 (quotes Vieill. and queries Aud.).

Heniochusia motacilla, Cab., J. f. O. 1857, 240 (Cuba).—Gundl., ibid. 1861, 326.

Turdus ludovicianus, Aud., D. B. i, 1832, 93, pl. 19. (In Syn., unites it with noreboracensis.)


Heniochusia ludoviciana, Scl., Cat. 1862, 25 (Orizaba).

Heniochusia major, Cab., Mus. Hein. i, 1850, 16 (Xalapa).

Hab.—Eastern United States. North to Massachusetts (Allen) and Michigan (Baird). West to Kansas (Snow) and the Wachita River (Clark). Cuba and Jamaica. Various Mexican localities. Guatemala.

I still endure the specific validity of this bird, having seen no specimens I could not at once distinguish from noreboracensis. Mr. Allen seems to incline to the contrary view. Andrubon, plate 19 of the folio edition, represents it unmistakably, and his letter-press seems to be based chiefly upon it, but in the Synopsis, and in the octavo reprint, he unites the synonymy, description and biography of the two species. Vieillot's figure and description point here so unmistakably, that it may be found necessary to call the species Sciriurus motacilla.

For the appearance of this species in the present connection, we have the authority of Prof. Snow, who found it in Kansas, and marks it in his list as breeding there. Dr. Cooper obtained a specimen in Missouri. I have myself only met with it in the District of Columbia, where, with Dr. Prentiss, I found it to be not at all uncommon. We gave the following note: "From the 20th of April to the 10th of May, it may always be obtained, by an acute collector, in the dense laurel brakes which border the banks of, and fill the ravines leading into, Rock Creek and Piney Branch. We think we have seen it in June, which would prove it to breed here, as is, indeed, very probable. We have not detected it in the fall. It is usually very shy, darting at once into the most impenetrable brakes, but we have sometimes seen it quite the reverse, and have shot a pair, one after the other, as they sat in full view before us, unconcernedly wagging their tails. We have nearly always found it in pairs, even as early as April 20th. Its note is a sparrow-like chirp, like that made by striking two pebbles together, but it has also a loud, most beautiful and melodious song, the singularity of which first drew our attention to it."
I am informed by a letter from Mr. Maynard, that the species has been found in great abundance in West Virginia. This was before publication of the fact by Mr. W. D. Scott, who found it abundant in Kanawha County, "in damp places generally, mainly along the edges of the river."

My anticipation of its occurrence in Massachusetts has since been unquestionably confirmed by Mr. Allen, who mentions two instances of its capture in that State.

The Large-billed Water Thrush has been found breeding on the Wabita River, where the nest and eggs were secured by Mr. J. H. Clark, and at the Kiowa Agency, where Dr. Palmer also procured them. The one of these two nests in the best condition was built upon a layer of leaves, apparently upon the ground, composed otherwise entirely of rootlets and fine grasses. The other contained five eggs; they are more globular than any of those of S. noveboracensis I have seen, but not otherwise different; and other sets would probably not be distinguishable. The roundest one of them measures only 0.69 by 0.59.

**Oporornis formosus**, (Wils.) Bd.

*Kentucky Warbler.*


*Sylviana formosus,* Woodl., Stigr. Rep. 1853, 70 (Texas and Indian Territory).


*Trichas (Sylvicola) formosa,* Hoë, Smiths. Rep. 1864, 438 (Missouri).

(*) *Sylvia aquinocia,talis,* Vieill., O. Am. Sept. ii, 1807, 25, pl. 61 (Pennsylvania; see Gm.)."


This beautiful species is perhaps more abundant in the Mississippi Valley than elsewhere, and ascends the Missouri to Leavenworth at least, if not further. I observed it near Fort Riley, in Kansas, in May, and Allen found it breeding at the same season, the nest being nearly completed by the middle of the month. According to Dr. Woodhouse, it is "common in Texas and the Indian Territory, frequenting the borders of streams whose banks are covered with low bushes, procuring its insect prey," which Audubon remarks consists largely of spiders, as that of O. agilis also does. Its unusual abundance in Southern Illinois is attested by Mr. Ridgway. Earlier accounts—even those down to the date of Baird's Review—placed the Atlantic coast limit at Maryland, but since then the species has been traced to the borders of New England. I have several specimens, shot about Washington, D. C., where I occasionally observed the bird, always in the low shrubbery to which it is so evidently partial, and generally in places near water. Its song I have never heard, the only note with which it ever saluted me being the ordinary chirp. I am not aware that the species has been traced up the
GEOTHLYPE TRICHAS, MARYLAND YELLOW-THROAT.

Mississippi Valley beyond the Missouri, where Dr. Hoy found it in great abundance in the western part of the State. He says: "They live and nest in the underbrush, the male occasionally hopping upon a low branch of a tree to pour forth his whittishée, whittishée, repeated two or three times, then disappearing in the tangled brush. This song is so precisely like that of the Yellow-throat, that it requires a practiced ear to distinguish the one from the other."

The nest, says Audubon, "is small, beautifully constructed, and usually attached to several stems of rank weeds. The outer parts are formed of the bark of stalks of the same weeds, in a withered state, mixed with a finer kind, and some cottony substances. It is beautifully lined with the cottony or silky substance that falls from the cotton-wood tree. The eggs are from four to six, of a pure white color, finely sprinkled with bright red dots." Two nests before me, taken early in June, in Georgia and Kansas, respectively, differ somewhat from such a one as Audubon describes. One of them appears to have lost an outer part it probably had; the other, complete, is a large bulky structure, five or six inches across, composed externally of a mass of dried leaves and small sticks; the lining is of fine rootlets. The eggs are as Audubon says—the fine dotting occurs sparsely all over the surface, but most thickly at and around the larger end, and besides the reddish sprinkling there are other dots of neutral tint. Dimensions 0.68 by 0.55.

GEOTHLYPE TRICHAS, (Linn.) Cab.

Maryland Yellow-throat.

Turdus trichas, LINN., Syst. Nat. i. 1766, 293.—Gm., op. cit. 13th ed. 1783, s11.

Ficedula trichas and marilandica of Birsson.
Sytilia marilandica, WILS., Am. Orn. i, 1808, 88, pl. 6, f. 1, and ii, 163, pl. 18, f. 4.—Brp., Syd., 1824, 85.
Trichas personarius, SW., Zool. Journ. iii, 1827, 16.
Trichas brachylophus, SW., Ann. in Men. 1833, 295.
Trichas rostratas, Nutt., Man. i, 1840, 457.
Trichas delophidii, Heerm., P. R. R. Rep. x, 1859, 40 (whether of Audubon?)


List of specimens.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Locality</th>
<th>Specimen</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>18340</td>
<td>(No locality)</td>
<td>(Not dated)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Lieutenant Warren's Expedition.—4674-5, "Nebaska;" 8834-37, Loup Fork. 
Later Expeditions.—60426, La Bonte Creek; 62343-4, Utah and Montana. 
Excellent analytical accounts of the species of this genus have been given by Baird, 
Rev. 219-228, and by Salvin, Ibis, 1572, 147-152; while later, Mr. Ridgway, as above 
cited, has furnished an admirable synthesis, showing the relations of the forms which 
other writers had differentiated, and thus managing to reduce the eleven or twelve 
current species to five. The connection between climate and color is proven to be a 
relation of cause and effect.

GEOTLYPSIS PHILADELPHIA, MOURNING WARBLER. Bd.

Mourning Warbler.

a. philadelphia.

Sylvia philadelphia, Wils., Am. Orn. ii, 1810, 101, pl. xiv, f. 6.—Br., Syn. 1832, 85.— 

Trichas philadelphia, A. B. Wils. 1832.—Rich., List, 1837.—Br., List, 1838.—Br., 
Consp. i, 1850, 310.—Rehn, Vd. Med. 1853, 73; Ibis, 1861, 6 (Greenland).— 
Thurpe, Pr. Ess. Inst. vi, 1871 (Minnesota, breeding abundantly).—Hoy, Smiths, 
Rep. 1854, 438 (Western Missouri, breeding).

Geothlypis philadelphia, Brv. B. A. N. A. 1858, 243, pl. 79, f. 3; Rev. 1855, 226.—Lawr., 
Ann. Lycy. N. Y. 1861, 322 (Panama).—Scl., Cat. 1862, 27 (Orizaba).—Allen, Pr. Ess. 
Inst. iv, 1854, 59 (Massachusetts, rare).—Hamilt., Rep. Sec'y Maine Board Agric. 
1855, p. — (WATERVILLE, Me., breeding).—McIlvra, Pr. Ess. Inst. v, 1866, 85 
(Hamilton, C. W., very rare).—Lawr., Ann. Lycy. N. Y. viii, 1836, 283 (New York) 
ix, 1853, 94 (Costa Rica).—Coues, Pr. Ess. Inst. v, 1858, 269 (rare summer 
resident in New England).—Coues, Pr. Bost. Soc. xii, 1864, 110 (South 
Carolina, rare, migratory).—Turner, B. E. Pa. 1839, 16 (rare, particularly in 
1871 (breeding commonly at Umbagog).—Allen, Bull. M. C. Z. iii, 1872, 
126 (Topeka, Kansas, in May).—Snow, B. Aus. 5, 1872. —Ridgew., Am. 

b. macgillivrayi.

Sylvia macgillivrayi, Aud., Orn. Biog. v, 1839, 75, pl. 399, figs. 4, 5.

Trichas macgillivrayi, Aud., Syn. 1839, 94; B. A. ii, 1841, 74, pl. 100.—Br., Consip. i, 
1850, 310.

Sylirica macgillivrayi, Maxim., J. f. O. vi, 1858, 113.

Geothlypis macgillivrayi, Bd. B. A. N. A. 1858, 244, pl. 99, f. 4; Rev. 1855, 227.—Scl., P. Z. 
S. 1859, 363, 373 (Xalapa, Oaxaca).—Cat. 1862, 27 (Guatemala).—Cab., J. f. O. 
1861, 84 (Costa Rica).—Lawr., Ann. Lycy. ix, 1865, 94 (Costa Rica).—Coop. & 
Schuster, N. H. Wash. Ter. 1800, 177.—Coues, Pr. Phila. Acad. 1866, 70 (Arizona).— 
Coop., Am. Nat. iii, 1869, 32 (Rocky Mountains); Pr. Cal. Acad. 1: 70, 75 (Col- 
orado River); B. Cal. 1, 1870, 96.—Salvy, Ibis, 1872, 143.—Aiken, Pr. Bost. Soc. 
1872, 197 (Black Hills).—Coues, Key, 1872, 107.

Geothlypis philadelphia var. macgillivrayi, Allen, Bull. M. C. Z. iii, July, 1872, 175 


Trichas tolmi, Nutt., Man. i, 20 ed. 1840, 400.

Trichas vegeta, Brv., Consip. i, 1850, 310 (based on Sylvia vegeta, Licht., Mus. Berol; cf. 
Caban., J. f. O. 1861, 84).

Hab.—The typical form in the Eastern Province of North America, north regularly 
to the British provinces, casually to Greenland. South to Costa Rica, Panama and 
Bo-gota. West to Kansas. No record of wintering in the United States, the West Indies 
or Mexico. Breeds in New England. The var. macgillivrayi from the Middle and West- 
ern provinces, north to British Columbia; east to Colorado and Laramie. Winters in 
Mexico and Central America. Breeds in all its United States range.

Later Expeditions.—67500, Box Eider Creek (var. macgillivrayi).

Although in the Key I kept Macgillivray's Warbler specifically separate from the 
Mourning Warbler, I am now prepared to agree with Mr. Allen in ranking it as a 
geographical race of the latter. Mr. Ridgway has also adopted the same view, upon his 
independent investigations. He shows some additional characters of general applica-
bility, besides the presence of white eyelids in the western bird; this form being longer-
tailed (2.25 to 2.50 instead of 2.00 to 2.15), with darker lores, the black contrasting 
with the ash and white of conspicuous parts, and the black centres of the pectoral feathers 
never forming a continuous blotch, as is the case with higher-plumaged specimens of 
philadelphia.
In the East, it is the nearly unanimous testimony of observers that the Mourning Warbler is rare. It is, moreover, a particularly shy and retiring bird, courting the privacy of dense shrubbery, and quiet in its ways; so that even were it common it might ordinarily elude observation. It seems also to migrate rapidly, as well as stealthily. Mr. Maynard is one of the few naturalists fortunately enabled to use the word "common" in speaking of this bird from his personal observations; he found it so at Umbagog, where it was breeding, in June; and states that Mr. C. W. Brewster took newly-fledged young at Franconia, "in spring." "It frequents," he continues, "the bushes along fences, stone-walls, and the edges of woods. The male may be seen in the early morning perched on the top rail of a fence, or dead branch of a tree, singing. The song is loud and clear, somewhat resembling that of the Water Thrush."

It is perhaps more abundant than anywhere else, in the breeding season, along the Red River, between Dakota and Minnesota, but I never saw it further west. It frequents the dense shrubbery along the banks of the river, and is rather difficult to observe, the female especially. But the male often mounts quite high in the trees overhead, singing, during the mating season and while the female is incubating. The nest must be very carefully concealed, for after repeated close search in places where I knew there was a nest, I never succeeded in finding one.

Mr. T. Martin Trippe has been equally successful in making the acquaintance of this species, finding it breeding abundantly in Minnesota. "The Mourning Warbler haunts the edges of the tamarack swamps and the damp thickets that adjoin them. I made frequent search for the nest, but was not fortunate enough to find it, though I repeatedly saw the old birds feeding the young in the latter part of June and early in July. They are similar in their habits to the Maryland Yellow-throat, but are not so exclusively devoted to thickets and underbrush, frequently ascending to the tops of the tamaracks, for which they show a great predilection." The author speaks of the "agreeable" song, and, like the one just quoted, compares it to that of the Water Thrush.

Both forms of this species occur in the Missouri region—one entering Kansas from the East, the other reaching Laramie in the opposite direction. Macgillivray's Warbler appears to be more abundant than its eastern representative, and more generally diffused during the breeding season. I found it to be a common though not abundant summer resident in the mountainous parts of Arizona, where it arrived late in April and departed in September. My specimens were procured with some difficulty, owing to the closeness of its coverts and its secretive habits, which are just the same as those of philadelphia. Dr. Cooper notes its arrival in the Colorado Valley, at Mojave, at the same time, but very pertinently observes they probably came there earlier, since he had found them on the Columbia River by the third of May. He describes a nest that he found at Puget's Sound, in June, as being built without attempt at concealment, about a foot above the ground, in a small bush, and formed wholly of dry grasses, rather loosely put together. The eggs, he states, are white, speckled with reddish.

Mr. Allen sends me a pleasant manuscript note: "The western race of the Mourning Warbler (Geothlypis philadelphia var. macgillivrayi), or Macgillivray's Warbler, is a common summer inhabitant of the mountains of Colorado, from the base of the foot-hills up to about 9,600 feet. On Bear and Turkey Creeks it was the most numerous representative of the Sylviolidae, keeping chiefly in the thick shrubbery bordering the streams. Although its sweet notes were heard at frequent intervals, its
very retiring habits rendered it a rather difficult species to secure. Occasionally, however, a male would mount to the highest point of the thicket to pour forth his warbling melody, almost unrivalled in sweetness by that of any other of the forest songsters."

The nest is a rather slight but neat structure, placed on the ground, composed of various soft fibrous materials and fine grasses, mostly circular arranged, lined with fine rootlets. The eggs, judging from several sets before me, collected by Mr. Ridgway, lack the sharp speckling of reddish-brown found mostly throughout this family, being variously blotched, in an entirely irregular manner, with very dark brown, and smirched with several shades of lighter dirty brown, together with some obscure neutral shell-markings; the ground is white, as usual. Extremes of size and shape which have occurred, are 0.70 by 0.50 and 0.65 by 0.52.

**ICTERIA VIRENS, (Linn.) Bd.**

Yellow-breasted Chat.

### a. virens.


*Musceapa viridis*, Gm., Syst. Nat. i, 1758, 936.


*Pipra polyglotta*, Wils., Am. Orn. i, 1850, 90, pl. 6, f. 2.


(1) *Icteria velasquii*, Br., P. Z. S. 1857, 117; Cons. 1850, 331.—SCL. & SALV., 1859, 12.

### b. longicauda.


*Icteria virens* var. *longicauda*, COUES, Key, 1872, 108.

**Hab.**—The typical form to the high central plains; thence replaced by the other. True virens north only to Connecticut Valley.

*Lieutenant Warren's Expedition.—4725, "Nebraska"; 4724, mouth of White River; 5304, 5305, 5307, 5310-11, Fort Lookout; 5306, Little Cheyenne; 4647-48, Fort Pierre. Later Expeditions.—6165-59, Ogden, Utah; 61794, Devil's Creek, Idaho. Var. longicauda.*

Not obtained by Captain Raynolds' Expedition.

It has proven impossible to distinguish the several supposed species enumerated in the above synonymy. Nevertheless, I am at present indisposed to follow Dr. Cabanis to the length of uniting them all without varietal qualification. In the dryer portions of the Western United States the species becomes, like other birds of that region, less highlly colored, the olive taking a grayish cast noticeable different from the rich clear shade of Eastern specimens. This change is accompanied by an increase in average length of tail, although this feature does not always obtain. I predicate a var. *longicauda* upon this basis. Dr. Hayden's specimens appear to belong here. There is some uncertainty attaching the determination of the two described Mexican species; but as well as I can judge, they are referable to true virens rather than to var. *longicauda*.

This is a southern species not exceeding the limits of the "Carolinian Fauna," as defined by Mr. Allen (Bull. M. C. Z. ii, 1871, 394). A form extends through Mexico to Guatemala. I have seen no West Indian references. The bird does not appear to winter anywhere in the United
States; it breeds throughout its United States range. It is very abundant in suitable places in most portions of the Missouri region. Thus Mr. Allen writes: "I never saw it in greater abundance than in and about the woodlands of Eastern Kansas. At Topeka, during the last half of May, it was especially numerous and noisy, several males being almost constantly in view from a single point, hovering in the air in their well-known manner over the low thickets that border the forests along the Kaw River, engaged in musical rivalry. Further westward they occur with more or less frequency along the streams wherever they are skirted with thickets, and also along the partially wooded streams that descend into the plains from the foot-hills of the Rocky Mountains, as well as among the foot-hills up to about 7,800 feet. I also met with them in the vicinity of Cheyenne, and at Ogden, Utah."

**MYIODIOCTES MITRATUS, (Gm.) Aud.**

**Hooded Fly-catching Warbler.**

*Motaclia mitrata*, Gm., Syst. Nat. i, 1788, 977.


*Sylia marina*, Nutt., Mon. i, 1840, 315.—Wood., Sigtr. Rep. 1853, 69 (Texas and Indian Territory).

*Setophaga mitrata*, Aud., ed. Wils. 1832.—Gray, Genera of Birds.—D'Origny, La Sagra's Cuba, Obs. 1840, 89.


*Sylvicola maximus*, Maxim., J. F. O. vi, 1858, 113.

*Myiophonus mitratus*, Cab., Mus. Heim. 1850, 18; J. f. O. iii, 1855, 472 (Cuba).


As will be seen by the foregoing, this is essentially a southern bird, the northern limit of which falls short of the United States border. It does not appear to winter anywhere within the United States, which it enters in March, and where it breeds throughout its range. I have rarely met with it in the Atlantic States, where I consider it not common; but it appears to be more plentiful in the Mississippi Valley. Westward it has been noted in the Indian Territory by Dr. Woodhouse, and in Kansas as far as Fort Leavenworth, which constitutes the limit of its extension as now known, unless the Prince Maximilian's quotation, which I have not verified, represents a locality beyond. It is not noted by Mr. Trippe among the birds of Minnesota. Mr. W. D. Scott found it common and breeding in Kanawha County, West Virginia (Pr. Bost. Soc., Oct. 1872).
Wilson's Green Black-capped Fly-catching Warbler.


**Syltrania pusilla**, Nutt., Man. i, 2d ed. 1840, 335.


*Volucilla piloleta*, PALL. Zoog. R. A. i, 1811, 497. (Pacific variety.)


Brighter colored examples, from the humid Pacific regions, constitute Mr. Ridgeway's "var. *piloleta*" (Am. Journ. Sci. 1872, 457), to which the various Pacific coast references, given above, pertain.

Not obtained by either of the earlier Expeditions, but beyond a doubt overlooked. The foregoing quotations illustrate very fully the distribution of the species. It is a more plentiful even than at lower points, and may hence be regarded as an eminently alpine species. Although evidently breeding, we failed to discover its nests. It manifests great anxiety when its chosen haunts are invaded, and during our excursions at the above-described locality, we were almost constantly scolded by one or more pairs of these birds. Later in the season we met with this species at Cheyenne, and near Colorado City and Denver, and also found it common in the vicinity of Ogden, Utah, in September.

I have met with the species in various parts of the East, where, however, it appears to be less abundant than it is in many western regions. In the mountainous districts of Arizona it is a common summer resident from May to September, and doubtless breeds, though I have no information of its nest and eggs.

Mr. Allen communicates the following interesting note:

"The Black-capped Warbler (*Wilsonia pusilla*) is a common inhabitant of the subalpine and alpine districts in the Colorado Mountains, breeding from about 8,000 feet up to about timber-line. In the dwarfed willows and other low shrubs that grow for some distance above the limit of trees, we found it by far the most numerous of all the insectivorous birds. It was here more plentiful even than at lower points, and may hence be regarded as an eminently alpine species. Although evidently breeding, we failed to discover its nests. It manifests great anxiety when its chosen haunts are invaded, and during our excursions at the above-described locality, we were almost constantly scolded by one or more pairs of these birds. Later in the season we met with this species at Cheyenne, and near Colorado City and Denver, and also found it common in the vicinity of Ogden, Utah, in September."
MYIODOCTES CANADENSIS, (Linn.) Aud.

Canadian Fly-catching Warbler.


Myiodytes pardalina, Br., Conspl. i, 1850, 315.

Muscioca bonapartii, Aud., Orn. Biog. i, 1831, 27, pl. 5 (young).


Wilsonia bonapartii, Br., List, 1838.

Syltrina bonapartii, Nutt., List, i, 3d ed. 1840, 332.

Myiodytes bonapartii, Aud., Syn. 1839, 49; B. Am. ii, 1841, 17, pl. 73.—Bd., B. N. A. 295.


Hab.—Eastern North America. North to Labrador (Audubon) and Cumberland House (lat. 54°, Richardson). West to the lower Missouri. South to Ecuador. No West Indian record. Breeds from the Middle States and Massachusetts, occasionally; from Maine, regularly, northward. winters entirely beyond the United States.

No species of Myiodytes was noticed by either Expedition. The present one has not, to my knowledge, been actually taken anywhere on the Missouri; but I admit it, with this remark, because there is no reasonable doubt whatever of its occurrence in Missouri and Eastern Kauas.

It is too late now to argue in favor of the identity of “M. bonapartii” with this species; this has become a settled issue. It is curious to note how, in striving to separate the supposed species, Audubon was led unwittingly to deny to canadensis any occurrence in the Southern States; he says “from Kentucky northward,” but the fact is, as indicated in the foregoing paragraph, that this species has a southward extension equal to that of almost any United States species of the family, excepting D. striata, which probably goes to Chili. It is abundant in the woodland of the Carolinas, Virginia, and Maryland, during the migrations; some individuals stop to breed in the Middle States and Southern New England, but the majority reach a latitude in British America correspondent to that of most other species of the family. Its habits are not peculiar in comparison with those of its congeners.

The nest of this species is a rude and bulky structure, which would scarcely be attributed to so delicate a bird. The description is taken from the only one I have seen, collected at Lynn, Massachusetts, by Mr. G. Welch. It is irregular in contour, about four inches in one diameter and nearly six in the other, though less than two inches deep. It is composed chiefly of dried pine-needles, closely laid together, but with these are mixed a number of leaves, chiefly outside and below, some fibrous strips and weed-stalks. The cavity itself is very small, neatly finished, and lined with a quantity of black horse-hair. This nest contained
three eggs, white, spotted with reddish-brown and lavender, chiefly at the larger end, where many of the spots are confluent, but also sparingly sprinkled over the whole surface. Size 0.68 by 0.52. The nest is placed on the ground.

SETOPHAGA RUTICILLA, (Linn.) Sw.

Redstart.


**Sylvania ruticilla**, Nutt., Man. i, 1832, 291.

**Motacilla flavicaua**, Gm., Syst. Nat. i, 1788, 997 (♀).

**Hab.**—Chiefly Eastern North America. North to Fort Simpson. West to Utah. South through Mexico and Central America to Ecuador. West Indies.

**List of specimens.**

| 19205 | 24 | Wind River ........ | 3 | May 28, 1860 | F. V. Hayden | 5.75 | 8.00 | 2.50 |
| 19206 | 34 | do ................ | 2 | do .......... | do .......... | 5.35 | 7.25 | 2.25 |

**Lieutenant Warren’s Expedition.**—4691, "Nebraska;" 4657—90, 2843, Upper Missouri River; 4688, Big Sioux River; 4699, mouth of Platte River; 5271, Medicine Creek.

**Later Expeditions.**—60424-5, La Bonté Creek.

According to several observers, the Redstart is one of the commonest birds along the Missouri River bottoms, breeding abundantly. Dr. Cooper obtained numerous nests at various points between Fort Union and Milk River, and traced the species westward to the Cœur d’Aleène Mountains. Mr. Allen says it occurs with considerable frequency as a summer resident in the foot-hills west of Denver, where it evidently breeds, and is doubtlessly sparingly represented wherever there are woodlands or thickets, thence eastward to the Atlantic coast, as well as westward throughout the lower mountain valleys, as he found it common about Ogden, Utah, in autumn. In the mountains he did not observe it above 8,000 feet.

The Redstart builds an elegant little nest in the fork of a tree, of various soft downy substances matted together, and usually also with fibrous strips. Those built chiefly of down are exquisitely soft and neatly finished with a firm, smooth, circular brim, quite narrow. The interior is lined with a considerable quantity of very fine rootlets, or horse-hair, or both, for the most part circularly arranged. The whole nest is only about two and one-half inches across outside, and the same in external depth; the cavity is usually rather deeper than broad. A nest taken at Racine, Wisconsin, by Dr. Hoy, is curiously fixed entirely to one side of an upright fork, setting away from the support altogether, excepting on a small part of its circumference, which is continued downward into the crotch, and to which the rest of the nest is attached more intimately than it is to the fork itself. The eggs, in the examples before me, are mostly four in number; they are white, quite thickly sprinkled all over, but especially spotted at or around the large end, with usual shades of brown and lilac. Different specimens measure from 0.60 by 0.49 to 0.70 by 0.51. The bird breeds in Kansas, and also very abundantly along the Red River, in June.
Family TANAGRIDÆ: Tanagers.

PYRANGA RUBRA, (Linn.) Vieill.

Scarlet Tanager.


PYRANGA RUBRA, Vieill., Ois. Am. Sept. i, 1807.—Sw. & Rich., F. B. A. ii, 1831, 273.—JARD., ed. WILS. 1832, i, 192.—BR., List, 1833, 35; CONSP. 1850, 241 (quotes pl. Enlum. 127 f., 156 f.; DESM., Tang. pl. 34).—AUD., SYN. 1859, 136.—AUD., B. AM., iii, 1841, 226, pl. 293.—GIR., B. L. F. 1844, 135.—WOODR., sitgr. Rep. 1853, 82 (Texas and Indian Territory).—GOSSE, B. J. 1847, 235.—SCL., P. Z. S. 1855, 156 (Bogota); 1856, 123 (Cuba, Jamaica); 1863, 73 (Ecuador); CAT. 1862, 80 (Bogota).—MAXIM., J. F. O. vi, 1858, 279.—BD., B. N. A. 1858, 30.—SUMICH., Mem. Bost. Soc. i, 1860, 550 (Vera Cruz).—LAWR., Am. B. 1861, 331 (Panamá); ix, 1868, 99 (Costa Rica).—GUNDL., Rep. 238 (Cuba).—ALLEN, Bull. M. C. Z. iii, 1872, 175 (Eastern Kansas).—SNOW, B. Kans. 1873, 5.—COUES, Key, 1872, 111; and of late writers.

Phainisora rubra, Sw., Birds, ii, 1837, 284.
Phaniecosoma rubra, CAU., Mus. Hein, i, 1850, 24.
Pyrrhura erythromelas, Vieill., Enc. Met. 800; Nouv. Dict. xxvii, 293.

Hab.—Eastern United States and British provinces (north to 59°, Richardson). West to Kansas and Indian Territory only. Breeds at large through its United States range; none winter. South in winter through Mexico and Central America, to Ecuador. Cuba, Jamaica.

The Missouri extension of this species is very limited, probably not reaching above Leavenworth.

The egg of the Scarlet Tanager is pale dull greenish, minutely freckled all over with light reddish-brown, the markings often aggregated into a wreath around the larger end. Size about 0.90 by 0.65.

PYRANGA ÆSTIVA, (Gm.) Vieill.

Summer Redbird.

a. æstiva.

Muscicapa rubra, Linn., Syst. Nat. i, 1766, 326.

PYRANGA ÆSTIVA, (Gm.) Syst. Nat. i, 1766, 314.—GM, i, 1788, 889.—WILS., Am. Orn. i, 95, pl. 6, f. 3.—BP, SYN. 1828, 105.—NUTT., MAN. i, 1832, 469.—AUD., Orn. Biog. i, 1831, 232; v, 1833, 518, pl. 44.

PYRANGA ÆSTIVA, Vieill., Enc. Met. 799; Nouv. Dict. xxvii, 291.—BP, P. Z. S. 1837, 117; LIST, 1833, 35; CONSP. 1850, 241.—LINS., Am. Journ. xlv, 1848, 261 (Connecticut).—WOODR., sitgr. Rep. 1853, 82.—SCL., P. Z. S. 1855, 156 (Bogota); 1856, 123 (Cuba, Jamaica); 142, 303 (Cordova); 1858, 73 (Ecuador); 338 (Honduras); 1859, 364 (Xalapa); 377 (Oaxaca); 1860, 293; CAT. 1862, 80.—SCL. & SALV., Ibis, 1859, 15 (Guatemala); P. Z. S. 1867, 275 (Mosquito coast); 1870, 286.—TAYLOR, Ibis, 1860, 111.—PUTN., Pr. Ess. Inst. i, 1866, 234.—BD., B. N. A. 1858, 301.—CAB. J. F. O. 1850, 329 (Costa Rica).—ALLEN, Pr. Ess. Inst. iv, 1864, 83.—COUES, Pr. Ess. Inst. v, 1865, 275.—LAWR., Ann. Lyc. vii, 1861, 297 (Panama); viii, 1865, 176 (New Granada); ix, 1868, 99 (Costa Rica).—RIDG., Pr. Phila. Acad. 1859, 130 (* to Nova Scotia*).—SUMICH., Mem. Bost. Soc. i, 1869, 548 (Vera Cruz).—SNOW, B. Kans. 1873, 5.—MAYN., Guide, 1870, 109 (Massachusetts).—COUES, Key, 1872, 111, fig. 529; plate ii, figs. 19, 20; and of late writers.

b. cooperi.

PYRANGA COOPERI, COUÉS, Pr. Cal. Acad. 1861, 192.—COUES, Pr. Phila. Acad. 1866, 71 (refers to one of Dr. Cooper's specimens, afterward called cooperi) by Mr. Ridgway.

PYRANGA HEPATICA, COUÉS, Pr. Phila. Acad. 1866, 71 (excl. syn. In part. Intended to indicate the true hepatica, but erroneously included my Rio Grande specimens, afterward made types of P. cooperi).

PYRANGA COOPERI, RIDGW., Pr. Phila. Acad. 1869, 130 (Rocky Mountains).—COUÉS, B. CAL' i, 1870, 142.

PYRANGA COOPERI VAR. COOPERI, COUÉS, Key, 1872, 111.
Hab.—The typical form from the Eastern United States, north to Connecticut (Linsly) and Massachusetts (Jilson, quoted by Putnam, Allen, Cones, and Maynard; straggling even to Nova Scotia, Ridgway, loc. cit. spec. in Mus. Smiths.). West to Kansas and the Indian Territory. South through a part of the West Indies (Cuba; Jamaica) and Eastern Mexico to Central America, New Granada, Ecuador, and Peru. Var. cooperi from Southern Middle Province, latitude 35°. South through Western Mexico.

This species, like the last, merely reaches the eastern extremity of the Missouri region. With a range generally coincident with that of P. rubra, the Summer Redbird is somewhat more southerly, being rare or casual even in Southern New England, beyond which I have found no record, excepting Mr. Ridgway’s citation, based on a specimen in the Smithsonian, of ‘‘Nova Scotia.’’ The bird breeds throughout its United States range, but wholly withdraws from this country in winter, penetrating very far south.

As stated in the Key, Pyrranga cooperi is not a tenable species, but may be recognized as a geographical race. In Cooper’s late work, ‘‘Pyrranga hepatica, Cones,’’ is cited as synonyms, but is so only in part. I included, under the head of hepatica, page 71 of the Academy’s Proceedings for 1866, my Rio Grande specimens, afterward made types of var. cooperi; but this is simply a mistake, not to be held to overbalance the rest of my notice, which was based on hepatica proper, as shown by the synonyms added.

The egg of the Summer Redbird is not distinguishable with certainty from that of the Scarlet Tanager, though it averages rather larger. It also closely resembles that of the Rose-breasted Grosbeak.

PYRRANGA LUDOVICIANA, (Wils.) Bp.

Louisiana Tanager.

Tanagra ludoviciana, Wils., Am. Orn. iii, 1831, 37, pl. 92, fig. 1.—Aud., Orn. Biog. iv, 1838, 385; v, 1839, 90, pl. 394, 400. (Name geographically inappropriate.)

Tanagra (Pyrranga) ludoviciana, Br., Syn. 1824, 305.—Nutt., Man. i, 1832, 471.


Hab.—Upper Missouri and eastern foot-hills of the Rocky Mountains to the Pacific. Mexico. South to Guatemala. Not north of the United States?

List of specimens.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>collector</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Location</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>19207</td>
<td>Wind River</td>
<td>May 24, 1869</td>
<td>F. V. Hayden</td>
<td>June 18, 1869</td>
<td>G. H. Troxle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19208</td>
<td>Snake River</td>
<td>June 18, 1869</td>
<td>do</td>
<td>do</td>
<td>11.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19334</td>
<td>Pryor’s Fork</td>
<td>June 22, 1869</td>
<td>G. H. Troxle</td>
<td>do</td>
<td>11.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19335</td>
<td>do</td>
<td>do</td>
<td>do</td>
<td>6.75</td>
<td>3.75</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


The elegant Louisiana Tanager has been ascertained to breed in the vicinity of Laramie Peak, where several examples have been procured in a higher state of plumage than that usually described as adult—the whole head and throat intense scarlet, the middle of the back pure black, and the rump rich chrome-yellow. Dr. Hayden’s specimens are also interesting in establishing an extreme limit of the species, as far as now
known. It has been more recently taken by Mr. Allen, in the mountains of Colorado, from the plains up to about 8,000 feet. I found the bird in the mountains of Arizona, where it was a rather rare summer resident from the middle of April until the end of September; and I have no doubt that it breeds about Fort Whipple, although I did not succeed in establishing the fact. The birds were exclusively confined to the pine forests; in their manners they appeared to me to closely resemble the eastern species. Dr. Cooper noticed the arrival of this species near San Diego, in small parties, on the 24th of April, and states that they reach Puget Sound about May 15th. "The males," he remarks, "come some time in advance, clothed in their full summer livery, and are more bold and conspicuous than the females, which are rarely seen without close watching. They frequent trees, feeding on insects and berries, and singing much in the same manner as the other species." He continues: "I saw none of them in the coast range toward Santa Cruz, or at Santa Barbara, in summer, and suppose that they must seek the higher and more northern regions at that season. I found this species in September, 1860, in the higher Rocky Mountains, near the sources of the Columbia, in latitude 147°, and they probably remain until October within this State. * * * * I saw none along the Colorado Valley, probably because they migrate more on the line of the mountain ranges."

Dr. George Suckley has given an interesting account: "The beautiful Louisiana Tanager is quite abundant in certain seasons in the vicinity of Fort Steilacoom. In 1854 but a limited number made their appearance, while, on the contrary; in the summer of 1856, I could readily have obtained a hundred specimens. I have had frequent opportunities of studying their habits, and have never yet seen them descend to the low bushes or the ground, as stated by Nuttall, the reverse being the rule (at least at Puget Sound); the difficulty being generally to find the bird sufficiently low down on fir-tree branches to allow fine shot to reach it with any degree of certainty. * * * The favorite habitat of the species, in those localities where I have observed it, is among the tall, red fir-trees belonging to that magnificent species, the Abies douglasii. They seemingly prefer the edges of the forest, rarely retiring to its depths unless for concealment when alarmed. In early summer, at Fort Steilacoom, they are generally seen during the middle of the day sunning themselves in the firs, occasionally darting from one of these trees to another, or to some of the neighboring white-oaks (O. garryana) on the prairies. Later in the season they may be seen very actively flying about in quest of insect food for their young. On July 10, 1856, I saw one of these birds carrying a worm or insect in its mouth, from which I inferred that the young were then hatched out. Both sexes, during the breeding season, are much less shy; the males, during the day-time, frequently sitting on some low limb, rendering the scene joyous with their delightful melody."

The stomach of a specimen examined by Dr. Suckley contained insects, principally Coleoptera, among them many fragments of a large Buprestis, found generally on the Douglas fir-trees.

Mr. Allen writes to me, that "the Louisiana Tanager is the only representative of the Tangridae I observed at any point west of Eastern Kansas. In Colorado it occurs from the plains up to about 8,000 feet in the mountains, about the base of which it may be regarded as a rather common species. In song and general habits it strikingly resembles the Scarlet Tanager of the East, its song, in fact, being scarcely distinguishable from that of the eastern bird."

A set of eggs taken in the Uintah Mountains, July 7, 1869, by Mr.
HIRUNDO HORREORUM, BARN SWALLOW.

Ridgway, are noticeably different from those of the other species of this genus, being a much clearer green, and more sparingly dotted with mere points of very dark purplish-brown. A few specks are sprinkled over the whole surface, but the tendency is to aggregate just at the larger end, where the spots, though so numerous, preserve their distinctness. In size and shape the eggs are not very different from those of *P. rubra*, though perhaps averaging a little larger and especially thicker. The nidification is essentially the same.

Family HIRUNDINIDÆ: Swallows.

HIRUNDO HORREORUM, Barton.

**American Barn Swallow.**

*a. erythrogaster.*


*b. horreorum.*

*Hirundo rufa, Vieill., Ois. Am. Sept. i, 1837, 60, pl. 30.—Br., Syn. 1838, 64; List, 1839: 9.—Nutt., Man. i, 1832, 601.—Woodst., Sittgr. Rep. 1853, 64.—Cass., Ill. 1855, 243.—Car., J. f. O. iv, 1856, 3 (Cuba).—Brew., N. A. O. i, 1857, 91, pl. 5, figs. 63-67.—Reinh., Ibis, iii, 1851, 5 (Greenland).—Gundl., J. f. O. 1851, 328 (Cuba).*


*Hirundo americana, Wils., Am. Orn. v, 1812, 34, pl. 8, f. 1, 2.—Sw. & Rich., F. B. A. ii, 1831, 329.—Lemb., Aves Cuba, 1850, 44, pl. 7, f. 2.*

*Hirundo rustica, Aud., Orn. Biog. ii, 1834, 413, pl. 173; Syn. 1839, 35; B. Am. i, 1840, 181, pl. 45.—Giraud, B. L. I. 1844, 35.—Jones, Nat. Bern. 34.*

*Hab.—Var. horreorum; North and Middle America. North to Alaska. Greenland. West Indies. *H. erythrogaster* is the South American form.*

Lieutenant Warren’s Expedition.—5206-8, Yellowstone River.

Later Expeditions.—63295-6, Lower Geyser Basin, Wyoming.

Not obtained by Captain Raynolds’ Expedition.

In the above heading this species is retained under the name given in the Key, and used by nearly all later American writers, although there is no probability that it is specifically distinct from the South American form, *H. erythrogaster*. The synonymy is distinguished above, for convenience, and our species may stand as *H. erythrogaster* var. *horreorum*, though even the varietal distinctions are very slight.

The Barn Swallow occurs throughout the Missouri region, especially during the migrations, and breeds in suitable localities, although it is much less numerous than it is in most wooded and settled parts of the country. It appears to withdraw altogether from the United States in winter, though a few Swallows are usually among the earliest arrivals, in southern portions, even in February. Their great powers of flight enable them to pass rapidly from one country to another, according to the exigencies of the weather.

There is no occasion here to enter into details of the well-known nidi-
fication and eggs of our Swallows. I will indicate the general character. In Hirundo and Petrochelidon the eggs are alike spotted, heavily and sharply, upon a white ground, with various reddish-brown and darker brown shades. In Tachycineta bicolor and thalassina, in Cotyle and Stelgidopteryx, and in Progne purpurea, the eggs are pure white, unmarked.

**TACHYCINETA BICOLOR** (Vieill.) Cab.

*White-bellied Swallow.*


Petrochelidon bicolor, Less.—Br., List, 1838, 8.


**Petrochelidon bicolor**, Scl. P. Z. S. 1857, 201; 1859, 364 (Xalapa); Cat. 1882, 40.—Scl. & Salv., Ibis, 1859, 13 (Guatemala).


"Chelidon viridis, Boie, 1826." (Brp.)


**Chelidon leucogastra**, Boie, Ibis, 1844, 171.


Not noticed by the Expeditions.

The White-bellied Swallow appears to be rarer in the Missouri region than the other species are, or than it is in most other parts of the United States, much of the country being not well suited to its wants. It is occasionally seen in the Southern States in midwinter, as in the instances above given.

**TACHYCINETA THALASSINA**, (Sw.) Cab.

*Violet-green Swallow.*


"Cercopis thalassina," Less.

**Chelidon thalassina**, Boie, Ibis, 1844, 171.

**Hirundo thalassina**, Br., Conspl. Av. i, 1850, 341.


**Petrochelidon thalassina**, Scl. & Salv., Ibis, 1870, 13 (Guatemala).—Scl., Cat. 1882, 39.—Scl., P. Z. S. 1864, 179 (City of Mexico).
TACHYCINETA THALASSINA, VIOLET-GREEN SWALLOW.

Hab.—Middle and Western Provinces. North to British America. South through Mexico to Guatemala.

List of specimens.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Specimen</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Collector</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Collector</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>19208</td>
<td>May 26,</td>
<td>Wind River</td>
<td>F. V. Hayden</td>
<td>1860</td>
<td>4.75</td>
<td>12.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19210</td>
<td>do</td>
<td>do</td>
<td>do</td>
<td>do</td>
<td>5.25</td>
<td>12.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19211</td>
<td>June 7,</td>
<td>G. Bull Creek</td>
<td>G. H. Troop</td>
<td>1860</td>
<td>5.00</td>
<td>12.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19330</td>
<td>June 5,</td>
<td>do</td>
<td>do</td>
<td>do</td>
<td>5.25</td>
<td>13.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Not obtained by Lieutenant Warren’s Expedition.

Later Expeditions.—61665, Utah.

A fine series of this lovely Swallow was procured by Captain Raynolds, and its eggs are also in the collection. The locality is apparently at about the northeast limit of distribution of the species. It does not appear to be recorded north of Washington Territory and Vancouver. In winter it retires beyond the United States, reaching to Guatemala. Its breeding range appears to comprise all suitable localities in that portion of the United States it occupies, as well as parts of Mexico; to the southward, it chiefly occupies elevated and wooded situations. I found it abundant in the Raton Mountains of New Mexico, in June; it was then doubtless breeding. In Arizona, as I have already recorded (l. c.), it is very abundant, being the characteristic Swallow of the pine regions, where it breeds; it arrives at Fort Whipple about the 20th of March, and remains until late in September. Dr. Cooper noticed its arrival in the Santa Clara Valley, California, as early as March 15th, and further observes that it “frequents chiefly the groves of oaks along the sides of the valleys and across the whole coast range, excepting the windy and cold neighborhood of the sea. They range at least as far north as the Straits of Fuca, and across the interior to the eastern base of the Rocky Mountains.” Dr. Suckley reports its arrival at Puget Sound about the 10th of May. Mr. Allen found it in July and August, in Colorado, in the Garden of the Gods, about Castle Rock, and at Lake Pass.

A well known and often recorded point in the economy of the Swallows, is the readiness with which they modify their ways of nesting according to circumstances. Those species, like the Barn Swallow, the White-bellied and Cliff Swallows, and the Purple Martin, which inhabit populous countries, have almost completely changed their modes of nidification, now breeding in the convenient places afforded by buildings, or in shelters expressly provided for their use. In the case of the Cliff Swallows, the change is of very recent date, and many records are preserved of the precise time when, in particular localities, the birds deserted cliffs to build under eaves, or when, adopting this habit, they appeared and bred in places where they were before unknown. With the Purple Martins the modification occurred earlier, and I am not aware that the time is recorded. But in the west both these birds still adhere to their primitive ways. Along the Missouri I saw great numbers of nests of Cliff Swallows stuck in batches on the high vertical water-worn exposures; and in Arizona the Martins occupied the blasted tops of tall pine-trees, in colonies, having driven off the Woodpeckers, rightful proprietors of the holes that riddled the trunks. It becomes an interesting speculation whether the Bank Swallow will ever abandon its burrows, and so far modify its fossorial nature as to build in chimneys and crannies, or affix a nest anywhere about a building. As far as is now known, the Violet-green Swallow retains its primitive habits, but the same easy adaptability to varying circumstances may be observed in this ease, warranting the inference that before long it will accept the con-
ditions that civilization imposes, and breed about buildings like its allies.

At Fort Whipple the Violet-green Swallows resided during the summer in small, loose colonies, in high, open pine woods, preferably about the edges of the timber. They could not contest with the Woodpeckers, as the Martins did, for recent holes, but they occupied deserted ones, as well as knot-holes or other crannies in the trees. According to Dr. Cooper, on the Pacific coast they frequent the high plains bordered with oaks and other deciduous trees, breeding in knot-holes or in deserted Woodpeckers' holes. Mr. Allen found them breeding in holes in the rocks. Mr. Nuttall states, on the authority of Mr. Townsend, that along the Columbia River they used to breed in the deserted nests of the Cliff Swallow.

The speckled egg figured and described by Dr. Brewer, as of this species, has since been ascertained to belong to another. The eggs are four or five in number, and pure white, like those of the Bank Swallow.

According to Mr. Allen's manuscript, "the Violet-green Swallow, the most delicately and brilliantly colored of our Hirundines, was met with in considerable abundance in Colorado, from the base of the mountains up to about 8,000 or 10,000 feet. Like the White-bellied Swallow, it lives generally in colonies, a considerable number of pairs commonly breeding in the same vicinity. We met with several such colonies on our route from Denver to South Park, but as we also passed long distances during the same journey without meeting with the species at all, it is probably to be regarded as rather locally distributed. They appear to generally nest in abandoned Woodpeckers' holes, but at the "Garden of the Gods," and on the "divide" between Denver and Colorado City, we found them breeding in holes in the rocks, at the former locality, in company with the Rocky Mountain Swift (Panyptila saxatilis)."

Since writing the foregoing I have received the desired evidence of the change of nidification of this species, above noted as to be expected. Referring to Idaho Springs, Clear County, Colorado, Mr. Tripp informs me that the Violet-green Swallow is abundant, nesting under the eaves of houses, like the Cliff Swallow, and also in hollow trees. "It arrives," he adds, "toward the close of May, and soon becomes numerous, up to an altitude of 10,500 feet, occasionally even venturing higher. It disappears from the higher regions in August, and in September leaves the country."

PETROCHELIDON LUNIFRONS, (Say.) Scel.'

Cliff Swallow; Eave Swallow.


Hirundo fata, BR., Am. Orn. i, 1833, 63, pl. 7, f. 1; Syn. 1823, 64; List, 1833, 9.—NUTT., Man. i, 1832, 603.—DVIG., Proc. A. N. Y. 1862, pl. 58; Syn. 1839, 35; B. AM.
COTYLE RIPARIA, BANK SWALLOW.

i, 1840, 177, pl. 47.—Giraud, B. L. I. 1844, 35.—Maxim., J. f. O. vi, 1858, 100.—Herrick, P. R. R. Rep. x, 1859, pt. vi, 36.

Hirundo fulva, Br., Consip. Av. i, 1850, 341 (in part).

Hirundo melanogaster, Sw., Publ. Mag. i, 1827, 336 (Mexico).

Petrochelidon melanogaster, Cab., Maja. Hei. i, 1850, 47.


Hab.—North America at large, breeding almost throughout, in suitable places. Mexico. South to Panama. Not West Indian.

List of specimens.

| 19212 | 93 | Smith's Fork | .... | June 7, 1860 | F. V. Hayden | 5.50 | 11.50 | 4.25 |

Lieutenant Warren's Expedition.—4776-80, Bifonx Hills.


Without present opportunity of direct comparison of several closely related species or varieties of the West Indies and South America, the above synonymy is made only with reference to the North American bird, and the Mexican, which is certainly not distinct. The differences assigned to sauisoni, in both size and shade of color, are found in every sufficient series of the North American bird; thus, of two specimens, both shot at Washington, D. C., one has a whitish and the other a brown frontlet. I scarcely think that any varietal distinction can be predicated in this case. The West Indian form (true fulva of Vieillot) appears to constitute all insular race worthy of recognition, in lacking the steel-blue pectoral spot, and in other features. But there seems to be little probability of its proving not to intergrade with florinfrons.

Prof. Verrill has recently elucidated some interesting facts relative to the distribution of this species, substantiating its occurrence in Eastern North America, long before the time when it was erroneously supposed to have immigrated from the west. My present belief in the matter is, that the Cliff Swallow is, and always has been, amenable to the ordinary laws of migration, and spread over nearly all of North America, the South Atlantic States perhaps excepted. The numerous recorded dates of its appearance and breeding in particular localities, merely mark the times when the birds forsook their natural breeding places and built under eaves, which enabled them to pass the summer where formerly they were unable to breed for want of suitable accommodations.

Dr. Hayden notices the abundance of this species along the Missouri, and of its nests on the vertical sides of the river bluffs: "Near the mouth of the Niobrara River, the chalk bluffs and cretaceous formation No. 3 form lofty vertical walls, which are sometimes completely covered with their nests." In passing up the river last year, I noticed the same thing. Mr. Allen's observations are correspondent: He says it is "a common inhabitant of the central plateau of the continent, throughout which extensive region small colonies may be observed breeding on the rocky escarpments of the plains and in the mountains. It, however, even here manifests its preference for the eaves of buildings for nesting sites, and wherever settlements occur it soon abandons its ancient cliffs for these apparently more congenial locations. This species and the White-bellied Swallow were the most common Hirundines in South Park, and both these species and the Barn Swallow were observed in fine weather coursing above the tree-line summits of the Snowy Range."

COTYLE RIPARIA, (Linn.) Boie.

Bank Swallow.

STELGIDOPTERYX SERRIPENNIS, ROUGH-WINGED SWALLOW.

STELGIDOPTERYX SERRIPENNIS, ROUGH-WINGED SWALLOW.

**Hirundo riparia americana, Maxim., J. f. O. vi, 1538, 101.**


**Cotyle fluviatilis et microcyphonos, Breih, Vog. Deutschl. i, 142, 143.**


**List of specimens.**

| 19213 | Wind River ... | May 26, 1860 | P. V. Hayden | 5.00 | 10.75 | 4.00 |

Lieutenant Warren’s Expedition.—5209-10, Yellowstone.

Later Expeditions.—61684, Utah.

Notable as one of the few species of Oscines, American and European specimens of which are absolutely identical.

Ascending the Missouri in the spring of 1864, I saw thousands of these birds along the banks, which were, in suitable places, riddled with their holes. Again, in the fall of 1872, higher up the river, I observed multitudes of their deserted nests, often in the soft ground capping the bluffs where, a little below, the bottle-shaped nests of the Cliff Swallows were fastened in great masses.

STELGIDOPTERYX SERRIPENNIS, (Aud.) Bd.

**Rough-winged Swallow.**

**Hirundo serripennis, Aud., Ord. Biog. iv, 1838, 593; Syn. 1839, 37; B. A. i, 1840, 193, pl. 51.

**Cotyle serripennis, Bd., Conspl. Av. i, 1850, 342.—Cass., Ill. i, 1855, 247.—Brew., N. A. Oil. i, 1857, 106, pl. 4, f. 50.—BD., B. N. A. 1858, 313.—Heerm., P. R. R. Rep. x, 1859, pt. vi, 36.—Kenn., ibid. pt. iv, 24.—Newh., ibid. vi, 1857, 79.—Coop. & Surr., N. H. Wash. Ter. 1860, 186.—Scl., Cat. A. B. 1862, 41; (F) P. Z. S. 1856, 283 (Cordova); (F) 1858, 634 (Jalapa); (F) Scl. & Salv., Ibis, i, 1859, 13 (Guatemala), 128; (F) Owen, Ibis, iii, 1861, 61 (Guatemala)—Lord, Pr. Roy. Art. Inst. iv, 1864, 116 (British Columbia).—Coop., Pr. Cal. Acad. 1870, 75; B. Cal. 1870, 110.—Allen, Bull. M. C. Z. iii, 1872, 176 (Kansas and Utah).—Snow, B. Kans. 1873, 5 (common).

**Stelgidopteryx serripennis, Bd., Rev. 1865, 316.—Coues, Pr. Phila. Acad. 1866, 72 (Arizona).—Key, 1872, 114.**


Not obtained by any of the Expeditions. It appears to me improbable that the Cotyle fulvipennis, based on a young bird, is distinct from the present species. My Arizona birds-of-the-year, as described (l. c.), seem to answer the description of fulvipennis, though they have subsequently been found inseparable from serripennis. It would not be surprising, indeed, if it proved necessary to unite the several supposed species described from Central and South America, and Mexico. The ascribed characters seem very slight, and of a kind readily accounted for by differences in sex, age, and season of the specimens examined, with, of course, discrepancies due to climatic influences. A series will probably be established of several geographical races.

This species was not noticed by any of the Expeditions, but its known range includes the Missouri region. It is stated to be common in Kan-
sas, where it breeds. I found it breeding in the mountains of Arizona, where it arrives late in April, and remains through the greater part of September. Dr. Heermann records its breeding in Texas; Mr. Allen notes its occurrence, in summer, in different parts of the west; Drs. Cooper and Suckley found it from May to August near the Columbia River. These records, joined with those we have from the Eastern States, show that the species, like other Swallows, has a breeding range about co-extensive with its dispersion in the United States. In some places it is stated to burrow, like the Bank Swallow, in soft earth; elsewhere it has been found breeding about the piers and abutments of bridges, &c.

PROGNE PURPUREA, (Linn.) Boie.

Purple Martin.


Hirundo purpurea, Linn., Syst. Nat. i, 1766, 344.—GM., Syst. Nat. i, 1768, 1026.—LATH., Ind. Orn. ii, 1790, 578.—WILS., Am. Orn. v, 1839, 48, pl. 2, 3.—BR., Syd. 1828, 64.—AUD., Orn. Biog. i, 1831, 115; v, 1839, 408; pl. 23; Supp. 1859, 175.—B. AM. i, 1840, 170, pl. 45.—NUTT., Man. i, 1835, 638.—GIR., B. L. i, 1844, 34.—JONES, Nat. Berm. 34.—MAXIM., J. F. O. vi, 1858, 101.—TRIPPE, Pr. Ess. Inst. vi, 1871, 114 (Minnesota).


Hirundo violaceus, GM., Syst. Nat. i, 1768, 1926.

Hirundo (Cecropis) violacea, LESS., Compl. Buff. viii, 498.

Hirundo carolica, Vieill., O. A. S. i, 1807, 57; pl. 26, 27.


Hirundo ludovicianus, CUV., Regne Anim. i, 1817, 374.

(?) Hirundo chalybea, MAXIM., Beitr. iii, 354.

(?) Progone cryptoleuca, BD., Rev. 1865, 277 (= Hirundo purpurea, D'ORBEG., La Sagra's Cuba, Ois. 1840, 94; Progone purpurea, CAI., J. F. O. iv, 1856, 3). Cuba.

(?) Progone elegans, BD., Rev. 1865, 275 (Vermejo River, Paraguay; supposed identical with P. elegans, DARVY, Voy. Beagle, 38, Buenos Ayres).

(?) Progone farcena, BD., Rev. 1865, 248 (Chili).

(Other references to the supposed P. purpurea of South America are: BURM., Syst. Ueb. iii, 140; SCHOND., Guiana, 671; Tschudt, Fl. Peru, ii, 132; FELZ., Orn. Bras. i, 16.—See SCLATER, P. Z. S. 1872, 605. The Galapagoes species or variety is: P. concolor, GOULD, P. Z. S. 1837, 22; P. modesta, GOULD, Voy. Beagle, 40, pl. 5.)


Lieutenant Warren's Expedition.—4558—5, Cedar Island; 4770—4, "Nebraska;" 5204, Fort Union; 5905, Blackfoot country.


Family AMPELIDÆ : Waxwings.

AMELIS GARRULUS, Linn.

Bohemian Waxwing.

Lanius garrulus, Linn., Fz. Suec. 82.


Bombocyilla bohemicola, Briss.—Leach, Cat. 1816, 12.—Eyt., Cat. 8.—Brehm., V. D. 219.


Hab.—A species of ciremuponn distribution, wandering irregularly southward in flocks, in winter, to about 35° north in America.

List of specimens.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Specimen</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Collector</th>
<th>Latitude</th>
<th>Longitude</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>19214</td>
<td>273 Deer Creek</td>
<td>Feb. 13, 1860</td>
<td>F. V. Hayden</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>1175</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19215</td>
<td>274 do</td>
<td>do</td>
<td>do</td>
<td>do</td>
<td>do</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19216</td>
<td>236 do</td>
<td>Jan. 7, 1860</td>
<td>do</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>225</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19217</td>
<td>272 do</td>
<td>Feb. 13, 1860</td>
<td>do</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>225</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19218</td>
<td>275 do</td>
<td>do</td>
<td>do</td>
<td>do</td>
<td>do</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19220</td>
<td>277 do</td>
<td>do</td>
<td>do</td>
<td>do</td>
<td>do</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19221</td>
<td>271 do</td>
<td>do</td>
<td>do</td>
<td>do</td>
<td>do</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19219</td>
<td>276 do</td>
<td>do</td>
<td>do</td>
<td>do</td>
<td>do</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A fine series of this species, not very common in American collections, was taken on Deer Creek in winter. Prof. Baird mentions that Mr. Drexler saw “millions” on Powder River, in flocks “rivaling in extent those of the Wild Pigeon.”

The singularly erratic movements of this species are well known, but not so easily accounted for, since the exigencies of the weather and scarcity of food do not seem sufficient, in every instance, to explain the case. It seems, however, most nearly parallel with that of the Wild Pigeon. The occasional occurrence of the bird in small numbers in winter, through New England and the other Atlantic States, as far as Philadelphia, is noticed in the records above quoted. The only Eastern United States region where it seems to be of regular occurrence in winter, is the vicinity of the Great Lakes. Mr. T. McLlwraith reports (Proc. Ess. Inst. v, 1866, 87), that at Hamilton, Canada West, it is a winter visitor, “sometimes appearing in vast flocks, and not seen again for several years.” We also have advices from Kansas, and from the Colorado Valley, latitude 35°. We have no United States record from the Pacific coast, but Dr. Cooper gives an interesting note in his later work, above quoted: “It is probable,” he says, “that they reside, during summer, about the summits of the loftiest mountains of the interior ranges, if not of the Sierra Nevada, as I have seen them in September at Fort Laramie, and the specimen obtained on the Colorado was a straggler from some neighboring mountains. It appeared January 10th, after a stormy period which had whitened the tops of the mountains with snow, and was alone, feeding on the berries of the mistletoe, when I shot it.”

I am informed by Mr. Trippe that the species is “abundant during winter” at Idaho Springs, Colorado, “feeding during the latter part of
November, or in December. It affects particular regions in the mountains, being very numerous in some localities, and rare in others; but it is seldom seen in the foot-hills. It begins to leave the country toward the close of February, and by the middle of March has nearly disappeared, only straggling flocks remaining until the close of the month.

Mr. Dall reports that this bird "is quite common near Nulato, but does not arrive until the 10th of June, or later."

"For many years authentic eggs of the Bohemian Chatterer were greatly sought after, but it was not until 1856 that any were brought to the notice of the scientific world, when the late Mr. Wolley discovered them in Lapland. Early duplicates from his collection were sold at five guineas each; and although a good many have been since obtained, they are yet considered as great prizes. A nest, with its eggs, of those collected by Mr. Wolley, has been presented to the [Smithsonian] Institution by Mr. Alfred Newton. The only instances of their discovery in America, are of a nest and one egg by Mr. Kennicott, on the Yukon, in 1861, and a nest and single egg on the Anderson River, by Mr. MacFarlane, both of which, with the female parents, are in the possession of the Institution." (Baird.)

European references to the nidification of this bird are given by Baird, as follows: Newton, Ibis, 1861, 92, pl. 4; Nordmann, Cab. Journ. vi, 1858, 307, and vii, 1859, pl. 1. The egg is precisely like a Cedar-bird’s, but larger; two specimens in the Smithsonian, both from the Yukon, measure, respectively, 1.05 by 0.69, and 0.87 by 0.67.

AMPELIS CEDRORUM, (Vieill.) Gray.

Cedar Bird; Cherry Bird; Carolina Waxwing.

**Ampeles garrulus var. β, Linn., Syst. Nat. i, 1766, 297.**

**Bombicylla cedrorum, Vieill., Ois. Am. Sept. i, 1807, 85, pl. 57.—Vieill., Gal. Ois. i, 1834, 136, pl. 118.—Cab., Mus. Heim. i, 1859, 55; J. F. O. iv, 1856, 3 (Cuba).—Gundl., J. f. O. 1861, 328 (Cuba).**


**Bombicylla carolinensis, Briss., Orn. ii, 1760, 337.—Br. List, 1838, 1.—Aud., Orn. Biog. i, 1831, 297, pl. 43; Syn. 1830, 165; B. Am. iv, 1843, 165, pl. 245.—Nutt., i, 1832, 248.—Gilb., B. L. I. 1844, 163.**

**Ampeles carolinensis, Gosse, B. Jamaica, 1847, 197 (winter).—Br., Conspr. Av. i, 1850, 336.**

**Ampeles americana, Wils., Am. Orn. i, 1898, 107, pl. 7, f. 1.**

**Bombicylla americana, Sw. & Rich., F. B. A. ii, 1831, 239.—Jones, Nat. in Bermuda, 1859, 29 (winter).**


**Lieutenant Warren’s Expedition.**—5318-19, Yellowstone River. Not obtained by Captain Raynolds’ Expedition.

**MYIADESTES TOWNSENDII, (Aud.) Cab.**

Townsend’s Flycatching Thrush.


Hab.—Middle and Western Provinces of the United States, in mountainous regions. North to British Columbia. East to the Black Hills. Not south of the United States, if the M. unicolor and M. obscurus be different.

List of specimens.


A clue to the true position of this genus is found in the fusion of the tarsal plates, and in the spotted plumage of the young, warranting the inference that it belongs among the Tordsida. This fact was noticed by Dr. Suckley and myself while preparing a report upon the Birds of the Northwest Boundary Survey, in 1862, and is adverted to by Baird in his Review, in my paper in the Philadelphia Academy's Proceedings, and in the "Key." The eminent vocal powers of all the species of the genus bear out the inference.

Dr. J. S. Newberry has given a very interesting account of the bird. Noticing its occurrence in the Des Chutes Basin, he continues: "It does not inhabit dense forests, nor prairies entirely destitute of trees, but chooses surfaces covered with a scattered growth of pine and cedar. We first met with it in the cañon of Mptolyas River, at the base of Mt. Jefferson. As we picked our way with infinite difficulty down the side of this gorge, my attention was attracted by the delightful song of, to me, a new bird, of which a few were sitting in the pines and cedars which, by a precariouc tenure, held a footing on the craggy face of the cliff. The song, so clear, full, and melodious, seemed that of a Mimus; of the bird I could not see enough to judge of its affinities. The next day we followed down the river in the bottom of the cañon; all day the deep gorge was filled with a chorus of sweet sounds from hundreds and thousands of these birds, which, from their monotonous color, and their habit of sitting on the branch of a tree projecting into the void above the stream, or hanging from some beetling crag, and flying out in narrow circles after insects, precisely in the manner of Flycatchers, I was disposed to associate with them. Two days afterward, in the cañon of Psucseeque Creek, of which the terraced banks were sparsely set with low trees of the western cedar, I found these birds numerous, and had every opportunity of hearing and seeing them, watching them for hours while feeding and singing, and procuring specimens of both male and female. With the first dawn of day they began their songs, and at sunrise the valley was vocal with their notes. Never, anywhere, have I heard a more delightful chorus of bird-music. Their song is not greatly varied, but all the notes are particularly clear and sweet, and the stream of pure gushing melody is as spontaneous and inspiring as that of the Song Sparrow."

This bird appears to feed mostly upon cedar-berries, and its abundance is to be in a measure determined by the presence of the juniper. Thus Dr. Cooper says: "I saw only a few of this species among some junipers on the western slope of the mountains, not far from the summit, in September, 1863. The scarcity of the juniper on the western slope, toward the north, seems to be the reason why this bird is not more frequent there; as, according to all accounts, they are found wherever that tree grows in abundance, especially in the mountain ranges of the great
interior basin, and their extensions to the north and south." The same excellent observer adds his testimony to that of Dr. Newberry respecting the bird's vocal powers: "Although plain in plumage and retiring in habits, this bird is one of the most interesting in the western country; for, like its not distant relative, the European Nightingale, it compensates by its delightful melody for its deficiencies in beauty. Having seen them in the Rocky Mountains, where they seemed merely plain and silent flycatchers, my astonishment, when I first heard one sing in the Sierra Nevada, was indeed great; and if I had not shot the bird immediately, I could not have believed that one belonging to the same family as the nearly silent Waxwings and Phainopepla,* could sing with such power, variety, and sweetness. Their song can be compared to nothing uttered by any other bird I have heard in the United States, for it excels that of the Mockingbird in sweetness, besides being entirely original. It has the melancholy slowness, but without the interruptions, of that of the Wood-Thrush, and agrees better with the descriptions of that of the Nightingale of Europe.

Mr. Allen observed this bird in the mountains of Colorado, up to timber-line. I found it rather rare, in summer, in Upper Arizona.

I am favored by Mr. Trippe with the following interesting communication, designed for the present work: "This exquisite songster is a permanent resident of the mountains of Colorado, and may be seen at all times of the year, from the lower valley of the country up to timber-line, and in midsummer even beyond it, to the highest limit of the shrubby willows and junipers. It is never a familiar bird, shunning the vicinity of houses and cultivated fields, and seeking the rockiest mountain sides and darkest canons as its favorite haunts, yet avoiding the sombre depths of dense forests, though occasionally found therein. During the winter it feeds on berries and such insects as it can find, but in the warmer months subsists almost entirely upon the latter, which it captures with the address of the most skilful Flycatcher. It is never gregarious, and usually solitary, associating together only from the time of pairing, which is in the early part of May, until the young are able to shift for themselves. It frequently alights on the top of a dead limb or tree, from which it keeps a bright lookout for passing insects, and returns several times to the same perch after capturing its prey; it also frequents the lower boughs, and at times alights upon the ground and searches among the leaves for food. In its flight it bears some resemblance to the Cedar-bird, with which, indeed, it has many common traits. In summer and fall its voice is rarely heard; but as winter comes on, and the woods are well-nigh deserted by all save a few Titmice and Nuthatches, it begins to utter occasionally a single bell-like note that can be heard distinctly at a great distance. The bird is now very shy; and the author of the clear, loud call, that I heard nearly every morning from the valley of Clear Creek, was long a mystery to me. Toward the middle and latter part of winter, as the snow begins to fall, the Flycatching Thrush delights to sing; choosing for its rostrum a pine tree in some elevated position, high up above the valleys; and not all the fields and groves, and hills and valleys of the Eastern States, can boast a more exquisite song; a song in which the notes of the Purple Finch, the Wood-Thrush, and the Winter Wren, are blended into a silvery cascade of melody, that ripples and dances down the mountain sides as clear and sparkling as the mountain brook, filling the woods and val-

*The supposition that Phainopepla nitens is songless, is entirely erroneous. "It has a superb song, powerful and finely modulated." COUES, Proc. Phila. Acad. 1866, 71; Key, 1572, 116.
leys with ringing music. At first it sings only on bright, clear mornings; but once fairly in the mood, it sings at all hours and during the most inclement weather. Often while traveling over the narrow, winding mountain roads, toward the close of winter, I have been overtaken and half-blinded by sudden, furious storms of wind and snow, and compelled to seek the nearest tree or projecting rock for shelter. In such situations I have frequently listened to the song of this bird, and forgot the cold and wet in its enjoyment. Toward spring, as soon as the other birds begin to sing, it becomes silent as though disdainful of joining the common chorus, and commences building its nest in May, earlier than almost any other bird. During this season it deserts the valleys, and confines itself to partially wooded hill-tops."

I never found the nest of this bird myself, nor have I ever seen it. The only one thus far known was discovered by Mr. Ridgway, in the rift of a rock. He describes it to me as being large and bulky, built of sticks and grasses. Unfortunately it was empty, and the eggs continue entirely unknown. For those described, with the nest, by Dr. Brewer, as above quoted, are not of this species, but of Phaenopepla nitens, as I ascertained by examining them myself. They are correctly labelled in Lieutenant Bendire’s collection. Dr. Brewer’s mistake is apparently the result of a slip of the pen.

Family VIREONIDÆ: Greenlets.

X VIREO OLIVACEUS, (Linn.) Vieill. — Red-eyed Vireo.

Musci cepa olivacea, Linn., S. N. i, 1766, 327.—Wils., Am. Orn. ii, 1819, 55, pl. 12, f. 3.  
Lanius olivaceus, L., 1823, 49.  

Vireo olivaceus, Vieill.—Br., List, 1838, 26; Consol. i, 1850, 329.—Reinh. Vidensk. Med. for 1853 (1854), 82 (Greenland).—Reinh., Ibis, iii, 1861, 7 (Greenland).—Schl., P. Z. S. 1855, 151 (Bogota); 1859, 373, 363 (Xalapa); 1870, 836 (Honduras); Cat. A. B. 1862, 43.—A. & E. Newton, Ibis, 1859, 145 (Santa Cruz).—Scl. & Salv., Ibis, 1859, 12 (Guatemala).—Lawr., Ann. Lyc. vii, 1860, 246 (Cuba); ix, 1868, 96 (Costa Rica).—Mosley, Nat. Hist. Tuttbury, 1863, 385, pl. 6; Ibis, 1864, 394; Zoologist, 1864, 8965; fide Harting, Man. Br. B. 1872, 99 (accidental in England).—BD., Rev. 1866, 333.—Allen, Bull. M. C. Z. ii, 1871, 270 (a few wintering in Florida).—B. B. & R., N. A. B. i, 1874, 363; * and of many late United States writers.


(1) Vireo virens, Vieill., Obs. Am. Sept. i, 1807, 84, pl. 53.—Gray, G. of B. i, 1844, pl. 75.  
Vireo bogotensis, Blyr., Pr. B. S. vii, 1850, 227 (Bogota).—Lawr., A. L., 1863 (Panama).


* A History of North American Birds. By S. F. Baird, T. M. Brewer, and R. Ridgway. Illustrated by 64 colored plates and 593 woodcuts. Vols. I, II: Land Birds—Boston: Little, Brown & Co., 1874. The reception of the earlier volumes of this great work (Feb., 1874), as the present publication reaches this point in printing, will enable me to cite it in succeeding pages.
There is a very great uniformity among the eggs of our Vireoivalia; with specimens before me of olivaceous, gilvus, bellii, noveboracensis, solitarius, and flavifrons, I can see no difference, except in size. They are all pure white, very sparingly sprinkled, chiefly about the larger end, with fine sharp dots of dark brown. Solitarius and flavifrons, on the whole, may average a little the heaviest spotting; in one case of noveboracensis there are no spots, but its fellow from the same nest is spotted. Likewise, a whole set of V. bellii are immaculate, and in another set there is but a mere speck here and there over the surface. Eggs of bellii, the smallest, measure 0.70 or less by about 0.50; those of noveboracensis are a trifle larger; a specimen of gilvus is 0.74 by 0.54; flavifrons, solitarius, and olivaceous, are 0.80 to 0.85 by 0.55 to 0.60. Nidification is essentially the same throughout; a thin-walled, cup-shaped nest, of various fibrous material, is suspended by the brim betwixt the forks of a twig.

**VIREO PHILADELPHICUS**, Cass.

**Brotherly-love Vireo.**


**Hab.**—Eastern North America. North to Hudson’s Bay; south to Central America. No Mexican or West Indian quotations.

From the rarity of this species along the Atlantic coast, and its comparative frequency of occurrence in the interior, it would seem probable that it migrates chiefly through the Mississippi, and I confidently anticipate that it will be found breeding in the Missouri region. It is more than likely that Mr. Trippe’s queried citation (Minnesota, Pr. Ess. Inst. vi, 1871, 117) really does belong here, and not to *gilvus*. Dr. Brewer informs me by letter that one was shot near Calais, Maine, by Mr. Boardman, in the spring of 1872, and others found the latter part of May in northwestern Maine, by Mr. Brewster—an occurrence not mentioned by Mr. Maynard in his late excellent paper. Dr. Brewer adds that it is “abundant” every spring, about May 24th, in Wisconsin. I found it quite common along the Red River of the North, about Pembina, in June, and it doubtless breeds there. It frequented the heavy timber of the river-bottom, in company with *V. olivaceous* and *V. gilvus*.

**Warbling Vireo.**

*VIREO GILVUS*, (Vieill.) Bp. c - 6-

*a. gilvus.*

*Muscicapa gilvus*, Vieill., Ois. Am. Sept. i, 1807, 65, pl. 34.

*Vireo gilvus*, Bp., Obs. Wils. 1825, No. 123; Syn. 1828, 70; List, 1833, 26.—Nutt., Man. i, 1832, 309.—Aud., Orn. Biog. ii, 1834, 114; v, 1839, 433; Syn. 1839, 161; B. Am.


Vireosylvia flavifrons, Bd., Rev. 1866, 345.

Musiciapa sylviola, Wils., Am. Orn. i, 1868, 117, pl. 7, f. 3.

Hab.—Eastern United States and British provinces, west to Kansas only. Cuba (rare). Mexico and Central America, to Costa Rica and Guatemala. Breeds from Maryland and Virginia northward. Stated to winter in Florida, as it does further south.
VIREO SOLITARIUS, BLUE-HEADED VIREO.

BLUE-HEADED OR SOLITARY VIREO.


Lanivireo solitarius, Bd.—B. B. & R., N. A. B. i, 1874, 373.

Vireo cassini, Xantus, Pr. Phila. Ac. 1858, 117.—Bd., B. N. A. 1858, 340, pl. 78, f. 1. (Var ?)

Lanivireo solitarius var. cassini, B. B. & R., N. A. B. i, 1874, 377 (considered tenable variety).

Hab.—Whole United States, except Southern Rocky Mountain region, where replaced by V. var. plumbeus. Canada (McIverath, Pr. Ess. Inst. v, 1866, 87). South to Guatemala in winter. Cuba.

Lieutenant Warren’s Expedition.—47°27′-28′, mouth of Vermilion River.
Not obtained by Captain Raynolds’ Expedition.

In the paper above quoted, Mr. Thomas G. Gentry makes the following observations on the nidification of this species:

"Audubon, in describing the nest of Vireo solitarius, Vieill., affirms, it is prettily constructed and fixed in a partially pensile manner between two twigs of a low bush, on a branch running horizontally from the main stem, and formed externally of gray lichens, slightly put together, and lined with hair chiefly from the deer and raccoon? My experience has been quite different. Out of the many nests which I have seen and examined, I cannot recall a single specimen that will answer to the above description. I have five nests of this species, four of which are perfectly similar in structure; the remaining one formed of the culms of a species of Aira, constituting an exceptional case, and the only one that has ever fallen under my notice. They are all shallow, loose in texture, scarcely surviving the season for which they were designed, and placed between two twigs of a cedar or a maple tree at a considerable elevation from the ground, on a branch nearly horizontal to the main axis. They are built entirely of clusters of male flowers of Quercus palustris, which, having performed their allotted function, don their brownish hue at the very period when they can be utilized.

"Here is evidently a change within a moderately short period, rendered necessary by external causes. This necessity may have grown out of inability to procure the favorite materials, or a desire for self-preservation. In the case of the species under consideration, it cannot be denied that the utter inability, without unnecessary physical effort, to procure the hair of the afore-mentioned animals, particularly in sections where they have been compelled to retire before the advance of man, may have been one of the causes which have induced the change. I am satisfied, however, that it has not been the leading one, but that self-preservation has operated in this case for individual and family good. The adaptation of the colors of the female bird to the tints of surrounding objects, during the trying period of incubation, and the establishment of certain resemblances to familiar external objects, are two of the ways in which it manifests itself."
VIREEO SOLITARIUS VARI. PLUMBEOUS, PLUMBEOUS VIREEO.

VIREEO SOLITARIUS VARI. PLUMBEOUS, (Coutes) Allen.

Plumbeous Vireo.

"Vireo most like solitarius," COUES, Ibis, 1865, 164.

Vireo solitarius, Coop., Pr. Cal. Acad. 1870, 175 (Colorado Valley).

Vireo plumbea, COUES, Pr. Phila. Acad. 1866, 73 (Arizona).—COUES, Key, 1872, 122, fig. 6.

Vireoaltria plumbea, Bd., Rev. 1866, 349 (same spec.).—AIC, P. B. S. 1872, 195 (Colorado).

Vireo solitarius var. plumbeus, ALLEN, Bull. M. C. Z. iii, 1872, 176.—COUES, Key, 1872, 351.


Hab.—Southern Rocky Mountain region. North to Laramie Peak (Hitz). South to Galima (Xantus). “Western edge of the plains of Colorado, and in the mountains up to about 10,000 feet; Ogden, Utah” (Allen).

Although this bird was not procured by the Expeditions, its occurrence in the region of the Upper Missouri is shown by specimens obtained at Laramie Peak by Dr. R. B. Hitz.

Typical examples look so different from ordinary solitarius that I confidently described it as a distinct species. Some of Mr. Allen’s specimens, however, which he kindly submitted to my inspection, show an approach to typical solitarius, and I am now inclined to rate it as one of the numerous duller-colored races of birds found in the same region.

I found it very abundant in the pine woods around Fort Whipple, Arizona, in summer, from April 25th until October. It unquestionably breeds there, although I did not find its nest. I shot it in July and August. Mr. Aiken took it in Colorado in May, and, according to Mr. Trippe’s manuscript, it arrives at Idaho Springs, in that Territory, in the latter part of May, a week or so before the Warbling Vireo makes its appearance. “It ranges up the mountains to 9,000 feet, and is quite numerous somewhat lower, while the Warbling Vireo is comparatively rare at such heights, and does not reach above 8,000 feet.” In all points of habit it is the counterpart of its eastern representative.

VIREEO NOVEBORACENSIS, (Gm.) BP.

White-eyed Vireo.

Musciarpa noveboracensis, Gal., Syst. Nat. i, 1788, 947.

Vireo noveboracensis, Bt., Obs. Wils. 1825; Syn. 1828, 70; List. 1838, 26.—NUTT., Man. i, 1832, 306.—AUD., Orn. Biog. i, 1831, 328; v, 1839, 431; pl. 63; Syn. 1839, 161; B. A. iv, 1842, 146, pl. 240.—GIR., B. L. I. 1844, 158.—CASS., Pr. Phila. Acad. 1851, 150.—WOODL., Sitigr. Rep. 1853, 75 (Texas, New Mexico, and Indian Territory).—SAN., J. f. O. iii, 469 (Cuba).—BD., B. N. A. 1858, 358; Rev. 1866, 354.—SCL., P. Z. S. 1857, 204, 223 (Xalapa and Vera Cruz).—MAXIM., J. f. O. vi, 1858, 157.—JONES, Nat. Bfern. 1859, 71.—SCL. & SALV., Ibis, ii, 1860, 274 (Guatemala).—GUNDELL., J. f. O. 1861, 324 (Cuba).—SCL., Cat. 1862, 42.—COUES, Pr. Ess. Inst. v, 1868 (New Engalnd).—COUES, Am. Nat. 1871, 197 (Kansas).—TRIPPE, Pr. Ess. Inst. vi, 1871, 117 (Minnesota).—ALLEN, Bull. M. C. Z. i, 1871, 279 (Florida, wintering); iii, 1872, 176 (Kansas).—SNOW, B. Kans. 1873, 5.—COUES, Key, 1872, fig. 65.—B. B. & R., N. A. B. i, 1874, 355; and of most late writers.

Vireo musculus, vieul., Obs. Am. Sept. i, 1897, 83, pl. 52.

Musciarpa cantator, WILS., Obs. Am. Orn. i, 1810, 265, pl. 18, fig. 6.


List of specimens.
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VIREO BELLII, BELL'S VIREO—LANIIDÆ, SHRIKES.

This neat and pleasant little bird has a more extensive range than has usually been attributed to it, but how far it is casual only in some of the localities quoted, remains to be seen. A bird of the Eastern Province, it would certainly not be expected to occur on the Mississippi, but this is the case, and gives some color to Audubon's unsupported citation of the Columbia. Eastward I have not traced it beyond Southern New England. I found it in Kansas, with the Red-eyed and Bell's Vireos. In the Middle States it is very abundant from April to October, breeding in shrubbery and moist, tangled places; although by an unaccountable oversight, it is omitted from Cotes and Prentiss' Washington list, we found it plentiful there every season. It is a bird that seems to affect particular districts and avoid others equally within its general range; for instance, Mr. Allen did not find it at Springfield, though it is common enough in some parts of Massachusetts. Nuttall says he saw it in South Carolina in January, and it certainly winters in other of the Southern States. Its sprightly manners, and loud, clear song, make it a conspicuous and agreeable bird.

VIREO BELLII, Aud.

Bell's Vireo.


Hab. —Missouri region to Texas. Not observed in Southern Rocky Mountain region, where replaced by *V. pusillus*, Coves, a closely related species or variety. East to prairies of Illinois (Ridgway). South to Tehuantepec, Mexico (Sumichrast).

This species, originally described from the Upper Missouri (Fort Union, &c.), appears to have been overlooked by Dr. Hayden. Both Mr. Allen and myself found it abundant in Kansas; others have noted its occurrence in Missouri, Arkansas, and in Texas. Mr. Ridgway has lately announced its presence in Illinois, the easternmost locality as yet recorded. According to Mr. Trippe, as above cited, it breeds abundantly in Decatur County, Iowa, where it is the commonest species of the genus. "It arrives the second week in May, and is seldom seen after the middle of August. In its habits it bears a strong resemblance to the White-eyed Vireo, preferring the thickets and underbrush to the trees. Its notes are quite different from those of any other Vireo, being somewhat like those of the Blue-bird in early spring, but quicker and more hurried."

In its manners and general habits it is nearly a counterpart of *V. noveboracensis*, to which it is also similar in physical character, although bearing a still closer resemblance to *V. gilvus*.

Family LANIIDÆ: Shrikes.

COLLURIO BOREALIS, (Vieill.) Bd.

Butcher Bird; Northern Shrike.

*Lanius exubitor*, Forst., Phil. Trans. lxii, 1772, 382.—Wils., Am. Orn. i, 1808, 71, pl. 5, fig. 1.—Aud., Orn. Biog. ii, 1854, 534, pl. 192. (Not of European writers.)


Lanius chemangensis, Gregg, Pr. Elmiria Acad. i, 1870 (p. 9 of reprinted list). (Young).

Hab.—North America. In winter, south to about 35°. Alleghanies, breeding (Turnbull). Bermuda (Jones).

Lieutenant Warren's Expedition.—1852, Fort Pierre.

Later Expeditions.—60996-98, Rock Creek and Green River, Wyoming; 62270, Idaho.

Not obtained by Captain Raynolds' Expedition.

The Shrike appears to be common on the Upper Missouri in winter; I have several times seen it at that season about Fort Randall. I have also happened to meet with it twice in widely separated localities, but in each instance at about the extreme southern limit, viz., at Washington, D. C., and at Fort Whipple, Arizona. The only record of its breeding in the United States that I have found, is Mr. Turnbull's statement, that "many nestle on the mountain ridges of the Alleghanies."

Mr. Trippe informs me that the Butcher-bird is "quite common in Colorado, in October, about the Middle Park, and during the winter along the edge of the plains. Late in November one was observed at Idaho Springs to catch and kill a Snow-bird, and carry it off in its bill up the side of a mountain."

The eggs of our two species of Shrike are indistinguishable, though those of borealis average a trifle the largest—about 1.10 by 0.80. The ground is dull white, blotched or freckled all over with a peculiar shade of dull grayish-brown, in some instances deepening into grayish-chocolate. The variations in precise amount of spotting, as well as in size and shade of the markings, is interminable.

COLLURIO LUDOVICIANUS var. EXCUBITOROIDES, (Sw.) Coues.

White-rumped Shrike.

b. excubitoroides.


Collyrio ludovicianus var. excubitoroides, Key, 1872, 125.—B. & R., N. A. B. 1874, 421.

Lanius ludovicianus, MAXIM., J. f. O. 1858, 191 (Upper Missouri).

(??) *Lanius elegans*, Sw. F. B. A. ii, 1831, 122 (said to be from the fur countries; original specimen identified by Dresser and Sharpe (P. Z. S. 1870, 595) as belonging to *C. lahotra* of Asia and Africa).


*Collurio elegans*, Bd., B. N. A. 1858, page xxxv.

*Collurio elegans*, Bd., Rev. 1866, 444.—Coop., B. Cal. i, 1870, 140.

*Lanius mexicanus*, Breitn., J. F. O. ii, 1854, 145.—Scl., Cat. 1852, 46.

*Collurio ludovicianus var. robustus*, Bd., Am. Nat. vii, 1873, 669 (same specimen as formerly called *C. elegans*).—B. B. R., B. N. A. i, 1874, 439 (the same).


List of specimens.

<p>| | | | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>19222</td>
<td>164</td>
<td>Pump. Butte...</td>
<td>Nov. 18, 1859</td>
<td>F. V. Hayden</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19224</td>
<td>191</td>
<td>do</td>
<td>Oct. 23, 1859</td>
<td>do</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19223</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Dr. Hines</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Lieutenant Warren's Expedition.*—9902-04, Upper Missouri River; 5312, Yellowstone River; 4649, White River; 8901-03, L'euq qui coint.

*Later Expeditions.*—60435, La Bonté Creek, Wyoming; 60768, Pacific Creek, Wyoming; 61752, Utah; 62271, Idaho.

As I stated in the "Key," "extreme examples of *ludovicianus* and *excubitoroides* look very different, but they are observed to melt into each other when many specimens are compared, so that no specific character can be assigned." The change takes place in the States just east of the Mississippi; typical *ludovicianus* I have only seen from the South Atlantic States. Whatever the original *L. elegans* of Swainson may have been, there seems to be little doubt that the *elegans* of Baird and Cooper is the same as the *excubitoroides* of the same authors. The doubt is, whether the specimen of Dr. Gambel's, marked "California," really came from that State; for some of Gambel's birds so labelled were certainly procured elsewhere (for example, his *Tyrannus bairdii*, which is a South American species, the *Tyrannus atrirons* of Sclater—a species of *Myio-dynastes*). The features of this specimen, if it be really American, may have been individual peculiarities. I consider there is as yet nothing upon which to base the belief that we have more than a single species of Shrike in this country (aside from *C. borealis*), and that is *C. ludovicianus*, of which a variety, with the above synonymy, occurs in the regions above specified.

I have not yet met with this bird on the Missouri. Dr. Hayden reports it as being quite abundant, "especially along the Platte to the Laramie Mountains, Black Hills, and Bad Lands. I found it breeding abundantly in Northern Dakota, beyond the Missouri Coteau, securing newly-fledged young late in July. The nest, just deserted, was placed in a dense thicket, in the crotch of a bush, about five feet from the ground. It was a large, bulky, and inartistic structure, upon a foundation, of loosely interlaced twigs, as large as a man's hat. The nest proper was about six inches wide outside, and three deep, composed entirely of the stems and tops of a species of white weed growing in the vicinity, inextricably matted with plait of fibrous inner bark; there was no special lining or any circular disposition of the material. The nest was very foul with excrement and, apparently, a securly extoliation from the plumage of the young.

Mr. Allen, in the American Naturalist as quoted, gives the interesting record of the breeding of *excubitoroides* in New York State. A nest of six eggs were taken in 1869, near Buffalo, New York. Mr. McIlwraith
states that it is a summer resident, not very rare, at Hamilton, Canada West, where, however, it had not been observed until five or six years before 1865. Its occurrence in New England, although highly probable, remains to be confirmed. Several of the earlier authors, however, mention a New England Strike, not *C. borealis*. See also Purdie, *op. cit.*

Family FRINGILLIDÆ: Finches, etc.

**HESPERIPHONA VESPERTINA**, (Coop.) Bp.

**Evening Grosbeak.**


Coccothraustes vespertinus, Sw. & Rich., F. B. A. ii, 1831, 269, pl. 64.—Br., List, 1838, 30.—Aud., Syn. 1839, 134.—Aud., B. Am. iii, 1841, 217, pl. 207.


**Hesperiphona vespertina var. montana**, B. & R., N. A. B. i, 1874, 449, pl. 22, f. 4 (individual, not geographical, variation).

Coccothraustes bonaparti, Less., Ill. Zool. 1834, pl. 34 (2).

Loxia bonaparti, Less.

_Hab._—Rocky Mountains to the Pacific States. North to the Saskatchewan (Richardson). Eastward along the northern tier of States to Lake Superior regularly, to Ohio, Canada, and New York City, casually. South to the table-lands of Mexico.

Not procured by either of the Expeditions.

"Black Hills, 2, June 3, 1824" (Townsend), Audubon, *op. cit._ Mr. Aiken also saw several, January 20, 1872, in the foot-hills near Sherman, Wyoming Territory.

**PINCILA ENUCLAEATOR, (Linn.) Cab.**

**Pine Grosbeak.**

Loxia enucleator, Forst., Phil. Trans. 1xi, 1772, 383.—Linn., Syst. Nat. i, 1766, 299.—Gm., Syst. Nat. i, 1788, 845.—Wils., Am. Orn. i, 1808, 80, pl. 5, f. 2.

_Fringilla enucleator,_ MEYER, "Vog. 74."—TEMML., Man. Orn. i, 1815, 198.

_Corythola enucleator_, CUVIER.—Br., Am. Orn. pl. 16, f. 3; List, 1838, 38.—Br. & SCHL., Monog. Lox. 9, pls. 11, 12.—GOULD, B. Enr. pl. 204.—Aud., Syn. 1839, 127.—Aud., B. Am. iii, 1841, 179, pl. 139.—Gar., B. L. i, 1844, 128.—PUTN., Pr. Ess. Inst. i, 1856, 211 (Massachusetts, rare)._Tripp., Pr. Ess. Inst. vi, 1871, 116 (Minnesota, winter visitant); and of many authors.


_Coccothraustes canadensis_, BRISS., Orn. iii, 256, pl. 12, f. 3.

_Corythola canadensis_ et _C. splendens_ et _Canguitrostris_, "Brehm."

Pinicola enucleator, Pine Grosbeak.


Pinicola americana, Cab., Mes. — Bip., Cons. Av. i, 1850, 528.

"Loxia flamina, Spar., Mos. Carl. pl. 17 (var.); (Gray).

"Loxia psittacea, Fall" (Gray).

Hab.—In this country, occupies the whole of British America, migrating regularly into the northern tier of States in winter, and occasionally to Maryland, Ohio, Illinois, and Kansas. Apparently resident in the Sierra Nevada of California, and certainly so in the Rocky Mountains within the United States. South to Colorado, where it breeds. "Breeds from Maine northward" (Audubon).

Later Expeditions.—00637, Uintah Mountains, September 20, 1870.

This species was not met with by either of the earlier Expeditions, and must be a rare winter visitant, if it occur at all, in most portions of the Missouri region, the greater part of which is topographically unsuited to its wants. We have, however, authentic information of its presence even so far south as Kansas. Prof. Snow places it in his list, with the remark: "occurs in winter; taken by Sidney Smith, of Leavenworth." Mr. Trippe says it appears in Wisconsin "about the middle of November, and remains throughout the winter, feeding on the buds and seeds of the alder, birch, &c., as well as of the weeds that abound on the prairies." He observed a much larger proportion of old birds than there is in the flocks that visit New York, though these are still far outnumbered by the females and young. I found it rather common, and breeding, on the coast of Labrador, in patches of juniper and other thick woods. Audubon has a note of Nuttall's finding it on the Lower Missouri.

In the Rocky Mountains it finds its southernmost extension, as well as breeding range. This fact, but lately ascertained, is attested by young birds in the Smithsonian collection, and very fully by the following interesting communication which Mr. Trippe has sent me from Idaho Springs, Colorado:

"The Pine Grosbeak is irregularly distributed in this part of the mountains, being rarely seen in certain localities, while it is very common in others. It is probably resident, as I have observed it throughout the summer and fall months in the woods near timber-line, below which it does not wander very far, none being seen below 9,500 feet, even in the depth of winter, although it is probable that stragglers occasionally descend even to the foot-hills at times. It is very tame, frequently alighting and feeding within a few feet of one with the greatest composure. Its food seems to consist principally of pine seeds, but it is also fond of those of the birch and alder, and occasionally descends to the ground, where it picks up the seeds of various plants, and probably a few insects. During late summer and winter it has a very pleasing song—clear, sweet, and flowing, like that of the Purple Finch. I cannot say at what season it breeds, but am inclined to think that it must be very early, as young birds are fully feathered and have left their parents in June, before the snow has disappeared from the woods.

"Individuals vary in size—though the coloration of the adults is quite constant—and average larger than winter specimens from the Atlantic States, a length of nine or nine and one-half inches being not uncommon, while occasionally old males will measure ten and even a little over. In one specimen (an adult male, shot July 10th near James Peak) the length is 10.15 inches; the tip of the upper mandible is decurved beyond and below that of the lower 0.13 of an inch."

Two specimens of the rare and little-known egg of the Pine Grosbeak
are in the Smithsonian. One taken in New Brunswick, May 7, 1865, by Mr. G. A. Boardman; the other from James' Bay. The color is a pecu-
liar pale bluish-gray, or pale bluish with a glaucous shade, thickly
speckled at the larger end with reddish-brown, and elsewhere sparingly
sprinkled with the same and a few darker dots. A specimen measures
0.97 by 0.65.

CARPODACUS PURPUREUS—CARPODACUS CASSINI.

Purple Finch.

Fringilla purpurea, Gm., Syst. Nat. i, 1788, 923.—Latt., Ind. Orn. ii, 1790, 446.—Wils.,
Am. Orn. i, 1808, 119, pl. 7, f. 4; v, 1812, 87, pl. 43, f. 3.—Br., Syn. 1828, 114.—
Aud., Orn. Biog. i, 1831, 24; v, 500, pl. 4.—Sw. & Rich., F. B. A. ii, 1831, 264.—
Nutt., Man. i, 1832.

Erythropsia purpurea, Br., List, 1838, 34.—Aud., B. Am. iii, 1841, 170, pl. 196.—Gir.,
B. L. i, 1844, 126.—Thippe, Pr. Ess. Inst. vi, 1871, 116 (Minnesota).

Carpodacus purpureus, Gray.—Br., C. A. i, 1850, 533.—Newb., P. R. R. Rep. vi, 1857,
1862, 164.—Coues, Key, 1572, 128, pl. 75.—B. B. & R., N. A. B. i, 1874, 465, pl.
21, f. 7, 8; and of nearly all late United States writers.

Carpodacus californicus, Bd., B. N. A. 1855, 413, pl. 73, f. 23.—Coop. & Suck., N. H.

Carpodacus purpureus var. californicus, B. B. & R., N. A. B. i, 1874, 465, pl. 21, f. 10, 11.

Hab.—United States from Atlantic to Pacific, excepting, probably, the Southern
Rocky Mountain region, where replaced by the following species. North to the Sas-
katchewan and Labrador. Winters in the Southern States.

Lieutenant Warren's Expedition,—1853, Vermilion River.

Not obtained by Captain Ragnolds' Expedition.

Dr. Hayden's suspicion that this species does not occur on the upper-
most Missouri may prove correct. I have found it, however, as high up
as Fort Randall. This was in October; I observed small flocks in shrub-
bery, feeding on and near the ground. Very cold weather setting in
soon after, no more were observed, and I think that they all moved off
southward. I found it breeding on Turtle Mountain, Dakota, in July.
The egg is clear pale bluish, irregularly dotted, but chiefly in a wreath
around the large end, with very dark blackish-brown—almost black in
some instances; in others lighter. An average egg is 0.80 by 0.60; but
I have seen specimens from 0.85 by 0.57 (abnormally elongate) to
0.75 by 0.56.

I have failed to substantiate any tangible distinctions between the
bird of the Pacific coast and the ordinary form.

CARPODACUS CASSINI, Bd.

Cassin's Purple Finch.

Carpodacus cassini, Bd., Pr. Phila. Acad. 1854, 119.—Bd., B. N. A. 1858, 414.—Kern.,
P. R. R. Rep. x, 1859, 27, pl. 27, f. 1.—Lord, Pr. Roy. Arty. Inst. iv, 1864, 119
(British Columbia).—Coues, Pr. Phila. Acad. 1856, 80.—Scl., P. Z. S. 1869, 362
(city of Mexico).—Coues, Pr. Phila. Acad. 1856, 80.—Scl., P. Z. S. 1869, 362
(City of Mexico).—Coop., B. Cal. i, 155.—Merr., U. S. Geol. Surv. Ter. 1872,
672.—Coues, Key, 1872, 128.—B. B. & R., N. A. B. i, 1874, 460, pl. 21, f. 4, 5.

Hab.—Southern Rocky Mountain region. North to British Columbia, between Cas-
cades and Rocky Mountains. Table-lands of Mexico. (Scl. & Salv., P. Z. S. 1869, 362.)

List of specimens.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Area</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Collector</th>
<th>Specimens</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>19251</td>
<td>W. River Mts.</td>
<td>June 5, 1860</td>
<td>F. V. Hayden</td>
<td>6.50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Later Expeditions.—62326–26, Yellowstone and Snake Rivers.
Not obtained by Lieutenant Warren’s Expedition.

Although it might be argued with some reason that this is merely a variety of purpureus, I am at present inclined to treat it as a distinct species, for I have seen no specimens, of many examined, that were not instantly recognizable by the peculiarities given in the above-quoted works. Dr. Hayden’s specimens are interesting as representing the northeasternmost recorded locality.

I have only myself observed this species in Arizona, about Fort Whipple, where it was common, and resident. It is found westward to the Sierra Nevada, but probably not beyond. Dr. Cooper found it in large numbers about Lake Tahoe, and noticed a peculiar call-note. So little has been placed on record of its habits, that the following paragraph from Mr. Trippe, referring to his observations at Idaho Springs, Colorado, is the more acceptable:

“Abundant; breeds. A few remain all winter in sheltered localities in Bergen’s Park, but the greater number seek some warmer climate, returning as soon as the severest portion of the season has passed by. In March and April they frequent the dense thickets of willows that line the banks of nearly all the streams in places, and have at that time a low, sweet warbling song, which becomes louder in May, and then fully equals that of the Purple Finch. They breed as high as 10,000 feet, but are not uniformly distributed, as I never saw them abundant outside of Bergen’s Park. During summer and fall they frequent the pine trees in which they nest; and during this season the female sings nearly as sweetly as the male. I strongly suspect that the C. purpureus mentioned by Allen as abundant in the South Park, was this species, which he does not give at all. The latter is common, while the former is at least so rare that I never saw it in a year’s careful observation.”

The only sets of eggs I have seen are not distinguishable from some specimens of C. purpureus, though on an average they are probably rather larger. As in the case of that species, very pale sets occur, corresponding to the whitish eggs of Blue-birds. The nidification is wholly similar to that of C. purpureus. The eggs, supposed to be of this species, lately described by Dr. Brewer, are those of C. frontalis. They were from the South Arizona collection of Lieutenant C. Bendire, who writes me that they were wrongly identified. C. cassini probably does not breed in that locality. (Cf. Brew., Pr. Bost. Soc. xvi, 1873, 109.)

CARPODACUS FRONTALIS, (Say) Gray.

Crimson-fronted Finch; House Finch; Burion.

a. frontalis.

Fringilla (Pyrrhula) frontalis, GAMB., Pr. Phila. Acad. i, 1843, 262.
Pyrrhula frontalis, BR., Am. Orn. i, 1825, 49, pl. 6, figs. 1, 2.
Erythrospiza frontalis, BR., P. Z. S. 1837, 112; List, 1838, 35.—GAMB., J. P. Ac. 1847, 53.

Carpodacus frontalis var. frontalis, RIDGEW., AM. Journ. v, 1873, 40.—B. B. & R., N. A. B. i, 1874, 406, pl. 21, f. 3, 6.


Carpodacus obscurus, McALL., PR. Phila. Acad. 1851, 239.

Carpodacus “californius,” COUES, Ibis, 1885, 164 (lapsus).

Carpodacus “cassini,” BREW., PR. Bost. Soc. xvi, 1873, 109 (error in identification of eggs).

Carpodacus frontalis, Cab., Mus. Hein. 1851, 166.—SCL., P. Z. S. 1856, 304; 1857, 127.


C. hamorrhous.

B. Am. iii, 1841, 175, pl. 197 ([(Pirningia frontalis of the folio ed., pl. 424).
Carpodacus frontalis, Br. & SCHL., Mon. Lox. 15, pl. 16.

Carpodacus frontalis, Calif., Isis, 1831, 525.

Carpodacus hamorrhous, Scl., P. Z. S. 1856, 304 (Cordova); 1858, 303; 1859, 380 (Oaxaca);

Carpodacus frontalis var. hamorrhous, Ridg., l. c.

Hab.—Southern Rocky Mountains and Sierra Nevada, United States. North to the headwaters of the Platte or further, and on the Pacific side to Oregon. Var. rhodocolpus from the Pacific coast, Southern California, to Colima. Var. hamorrhous from the Table Lands of Mexico.

While I am willing to follow Mr. Ridway in adopting a Mexican var. hamorrhous, I do not feel satisfied of the necessity for recognizing var. rhodocolpus—at least my collections do not bear out the asserted differences. Comparing one from New Mexico with another from Southern California, both males in good plumage, the red of the former is seen to "spread" more than that of the latter, instead of the reverse, as ought to be the case, according to Mr. Ridgway. Still he has examined much more material than I have, and I presume his definition is borne out, as a rule; and this is all, I believe, that is claimed in such cases. Some of the above quotations under var. frontalis include, or refer to, var. rhodocolpus. Females and young of the several varieties are indistinguishable.

I met with great numbers of "Burions" on first entering New Mexico, and traced them thence across the continent to the Pacific, at San Pedro. In the Mexican towns they were as plentiful, fearless and familiar, as the English Sparrows have become in many of our eastern cities, breeding in all sorts of nooks about the buildings, as well as in the forks of trees in the court yards and streets. It is a pleasing feature in the dirty Mexican settlements which, with questionable taste, it selects as its abode, and where the air is vocal all the day long with its delightful melody. They are seldom molested by the worthless population, who have only just energy enough to bask by day in the sun rolling cigarettes, and cheat each other at cards by night; consequently the little birds thrive, and no doubt live as happily as if they were appreciated. The materials of the nests are as various as the location; but the structure is usually of grasses, lined with finer dried roots or hair. The eggs, five or six in number, are about three-fourths of an inch long by three-fifths wide, and pale bluish, marked, chiefly near the larger end, with specks and lines of blackish-brown. Two or three broods are reared each year. Among the situations chosen for the nest, Dr. Cooper mentions trees, logs and rocks, "the top rail of a picket-fence, inside a window-shutter, in the holes of walls, under tile or thatch roofs, in haystacks and barns, in the interstices between the sticks of a Hawk's nest, and in the old nest of an Oriole;" to which Dr. Heeramann adds, cactuses and Woodpeckers' holes. In the Rio Grande towns, where Baru Swallows were breeding plentifully, the House Finches used to occupy last year's Swallows' nests, and not unfrequently would take possession by force, after an animated contest, of a nest just finished, making its disconsolate owners, who had little chance against the spirited interlopers, build another nest. But as a rule, the Finches and Swallows lived amicably, the former rather preferring the trees in the areas, while the gentle Swallows nested under the eaves on projecting rafters.

In the interior of Arizona, where towns were not, and have not yet become, the established order of things, I found the Burions no more
familiar than most small birds are, frequenting open hillsides and ravines, often in company with Cassin’s Purple Finches. They were abundant, and apparently residents, though more numerous in the spring and fall than at other seasons. I also found them in good feather and full song in November, at San Pedro, when I enjoyed the hospitality of my friend Dr. Cooper, then post surgeon at Drum Barracks. He told me that further south, at San Diego, they begin to build early in March. Under the name of Linnets, they are often kept in cages in California, as the Arkansas Goldfinch is in New Mexico.

Mr. Trippe informs me that the Crimson-fronted Finch is only an occasional visitor to Clear Creek County, Colorado, small flocks sometimes visiting the lower valleys in late spring. It does not breed in the county, so far as his observations go, though it is not improbable that a few nest in Bergen’s Park.

\[\text{LOXIA CURVIROSTRA var. AMERICANA, (Wils.) Coues.}\]

\textbf{American Red Crossbill.}

\textit{b. americana.}

\textit{Loxia curvirostra, Forst., Phil. Trans. lixii, 1772, No. 23.—Br., Syd. 1828, 117.—Nutt., Man. i, 1832, 583.—Aud., Orn. Biog. ii, 1834, 559; v, 511; Syn. 1839, 128.; B. Am. iii, 186; pl. 200.—Gir., B. L. I. 1844, 130.—Trippe, Pr. Ess. Inst. vi, 1871, 117 (Missoula, very common, breeds).}

\textit{Loxia curvirostra var. americana, Coues, Key, 1872, 351.—B. & R., N. A. B. i, 1874, 484, pl. 23, f. 1. 4.}


\textbf{c. mexicana.}

\textit{Loxia mexicana, Strickl., Jard. C. O. 1851, 43 (city of Mexico).—Bd., B. N. A. 1858, 94—Scl., P. Z. S. 1859, 365; 1864, 174.—Salv., Ibis, 1866, 193 (Guatemala).}


\textit{Curvirostra americana var. mexicana, Coues, Key, 1872, 129.}

\textit{Loxia curvirostra var. mexicana, Coues,—B. B. & R., N. A. B. i, 1874, 488.}

\textbf{Hab.—Northern North America. South into most of the States in winter (on the Atlantic usually to Philadelphia). Resident in Maine, and southward, in alpine regions, to Pennsylvania. Breeds in Minnesota. Resident in the Sierra Nevada of California. South along the alpine regions of Mexico to Guatemala (var. mexicana).}

\textbf{Lieutenant Warren’s Expedition.—5962-63, Laramie Peak.}

\textbf{Later Expeditions.—59851, 60091, Colorado; 60395-87, Wyoming. Not obtained by Captain Raynolds’ Expedition.}

Mr. Trippe has furnished me the following observations made in Clear Creek County, Colorado: "Like the Pine Grosbeak, the Crossbill is irregularly distributed throughout the county, flocks of hundreds being occasionally seen, while, as a rule, it is not commonly to be met with in this part of the mountains. It ranges much lower than the former bird, breeding from 7,000 feet, if not lower, all the way up to timber-line; nesting, as near as can be judged from the appearance of the young birds, in April and May, according to the elevation, or about the breaking up of winter. In June flocks composed of young and old may be seen roving
through the woods occasionally, and alighting on dead limbs and tree tops, where their bright colors and noisy chatter are sure to attract the attention of passers-by. They are not at all shy, and sometimes alight in trees in the midst of large towns. Their food is the same as the Pine Grosbeak’s—the seeds of pines, birches, &c.; and as they sometimes alight in the thickets of rose-bushes, raspberries and other shrubbery, they probably add haws and berries to their bill of fare. In June I have heard it sing very agreeably; its notes are much like those of the Pine Grosbeak, and show the family resemblance which runs through the songs of all the members of this group of the Fringillidae. Among a series of specimens, some will be found having much larger bills than others, showing an approach to var. mexicana. A male, taken in Bergen Park, had the bill 0.78 in length.

The eggs of this species are four or five in number, about 0.85 by 0.52 in size, very pale greenish, variously marked in dots and blotches, with different shades of lilac and purplish brown. Dr. Brewer notes a nest taken in Vermont, early in March, when the ground was covered with snow, from the upper branch of a leafless elm. “The birds were very tame and fearless, refusing to leave their eggs, and had to be several times taken off by hand.” Even after the nest had been taken in hand the bird resumed its place upon it.

\[LOXIA LEUCOPTERA, \text{Gm.} \dagger \wedge \alpha \nu\]

**White-winged Crossbill.**


*Loxia falcivora,* Lath., Ind. Orn. i, 1790, 371.

*C. leucoptera brehmi,* Brehm, Naumn. i, 1853, 254, f. 20.


**List of specimens.**

<p>| | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>19153</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>do</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


Later Expeditions.—60639, Box Elder Creek, Wyoming, August 21, 1870.

Dr. Hayden’s specimens are of unusual interest. They afford the only record I have been able to find of the occurrence of the species in the United States west of the Mississippi; while the dates of collection—June, August—render it unquestionable that the birds breed where they were procured. Dr. Brewer describes a saucer-shaped nest of lichens,
encased in spruce-twigs, lined with hair and bark shreds, four inches in diameter, with a cavity an inch and a half deep; the egg pale blue, spattered at large end with fine dots of black and ashy-lilac; the size 0.80 by 0.56. It was taken in New Brunswick.

It is remarkable that so many of these birds should have been taken in Great Britain where, however, *L. americana* has not been found. Mr. Harting, as above quoted, enumerates four instances in which they were observed, on one of which occasions "a large flock" made its appearance near Banff, in 1859. He also says: "Some years since Dr. Dewar, of Glasgow, when six hundred miles off Newfoundland, observed a number of these birds crossing the Atlantic before a stiff westerly breeze. Many alighted on the rigging, and ten or twelve were secured."

**LEUCOSTICTE TEPHEOCOTIS, Sw.**

**Gray-crowned Finch.**

*a. tephrocotis.*

*Linaria (Leucosticte) tephrocotis, Sw.*, F. B. A. ii, 1831, 265, pl. 50 (Saskatchewan, May, 1827).


*Erythropyza tephrocotis*, Br., C. & G. List, 1838, 34.—*Aud.*, Syn. 1839.—*Aud.*, B. Am. iii, 1841, 176, pl. 196 (Swainson's type).


*Leucosticte campestris*, Br., in Cooper's B. Cal. i, 1870, 163 (Colorado, Wernick; slightly approaching the next var.).


*Leucosticte tephrocotis* var. *australis*, *Allen*, Mss. (midsummer plumage). *

*b. griseinucha.*


*Montifringilla (Leucosticte) griseinucha*, *Br.* & *Schl.*, Mon. Lox. 1850, 35, pl. 41.


*Leucosticte littoralis*, Bd., Tr. Chic. Acad. i, 1869, 318, pl. 25, f. 1.—*Dall & Bann.*, Ibid. 282.—*Coo.*, B. Cal. i, 1870, 162 (Sitka, British Columbia; Fort Simpson).


*Hab.—*Northwestern North America and Saskatchewan to the Pacific. South to Colorado, Utah, and Northern California. Var. *griseinucha* from the Pacific coast from British Columbia northward, and Aleutian Islands. In the interior to Fort Simpson.

*This cannot well be a variety—if it is anything more than midsummer plumage, it is a good species. Mr. Allen's originals, labelled as cited, were submitted to Prof. Baird and myself. Prof. Baird's opinion is recorded in his work, *I. c.*; my own is here given. In the Appendix to the third volume of his work, now in press, however, a var. *australis*, in which I do not concur, will be recognized.*
List of specimens.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Specimen Code</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Collector</th>
<th>Male/Female</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>19255</td>
<td>265</td>
<td>Deer Creek</td>
<td>Feb. 22, 1860</td>
<td>F. V. Hayden</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19256</td>
<td>241</td>
<td></td>
<td>Jan. 17, 1860</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19257</td>
<td>242</td>
<td></td>
<td>Feb. 23, 1860</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19259</td>
<td>266</td>
<td></td>
<td>Feb. 22, 1860</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19262</td>
<td>264</td>
<td></td>
<td>Mar. 7, 1860</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19266</td>
<td>267</td>
<td></td>
<td>Mar. 6, 1860</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19267</td>
<td>244</td>
<td></td>
<td>Jan. 17, 1860</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19268</td>
<td>243</td>
<td></td>
<td>Jan. 2, 1860</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19269</td>
<td>247</td>
<td></td>
<td>Jan. 17, 1860</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19270</td>
<td>263</td>
<td></td>
<td>Feb. 22, 1860</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19271</td>
<td>269</td>
<td></td>
<td>Feb. 22, 1860</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19273</td>
<td>245</td>
<td></td>
<td>Jan. 17, 1860</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19274</td>
<td>246</td>
<td></td>
<td>Nov. 22, 1859</td>
<td>G. H. Troop</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19258</td>
<td>141</td>
<td></td>
<td>Feb. 28, 1860</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19254</td>
<td>268</td>
<td></td>
<td>Nov. 22, 1859</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19260</td>
<td>145</td>
<td></td>
<td>Nov. 21, 1859</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19272</td>
<td>147</td>
<td></td>
<td>Nov. 21, 1859</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Later Expeditions.—60633, Uintah Mountains.

One of the most interesting results of Dr. Hayden’s ornithological researches is the discovery that this highly-prized bird, hitherto considered so rare, is abundant in the Wind River Mountains, where, as shown by the above list, numerous specimens were procured by himself and Mr. Trood in the winter of 1859–60. Originally described from the Saskatchewan, the same specimen afforded the subject of Andubon’s plate, and the subsequent United States quotation from Great Salt Lake remained single until the present discovery. Since this, however, the records have multiplied, until the distribution above given has been determined. In January, 1862, Dr. C. Wernick sent the bird from Denver, Colorado, to the Smithsonian; this specimen became the basis of the untenable L. “canestrini.” In the birds of California, Dr. Cooper states that he saw a specimen brought from somewhere east of Lake Tahoe, in Washoe. “They were said to be plentiful there in the very cold winter of 1861–62, and doubtless visited the similar country east of the Northern Sierra Nevada within this State.” It remained, however, for Mr. Allen to show that the bird breeds in the United States. He found it, in winter, “common above the timber-line on Mount Lincoln [Colorado] breeding among the snow-fields.” He also mentions other specimens killed at Central City, Colorado, in March, 1860, by Mr. F. E. Everett.

Mr. Allen’s specimens, which he kindly transmitted to me for examination, differ materially from any previously-known plumage of L. teprocotis, as he himself says in giving a careful description of them (op. cit. 162). Not to duplicate his description, it will be sufficient to state here that the peculiarities lie in the darkness of the general chocolate or liver-brown; the heightening of the customary rosy to crimson; the entire absence of silvery-ash on the head, the whole crown being sooty blackish; and in the black instead of whitish bill. He remarks that, “whether they represent more than the breeding plumage or L. teprocotis, or a well-marked southern form of that species, I am at present uncertain, being without summer specimens of that species.” I have myself no doubt whatever that they represent the worn midsummer state of the breeding plumage, and nothing more. Everything seems to indicate this; and if analogy be pertinent in the case, we may instance the closely-allied Eriothus linaria, which in midsummer often shows a precisely parallel condition.
Inspection of Swainson’s remarkably faithful plate will give a good idea of the normal condition of typical *tephrocotis*, with which all the United States specimens I have seen, excepting those of Mr. Allen’s, agree perfectly. We have just seen how southern individuals at least, under certain circumstances, lose the hoary ash of the head altogether. In this variability of the ash we find the clue to the correct interpretation of some northern styles that have been currently accepted as distinct species. In the extreme case of griseinucha (Brandt), the ash envelopes nearly the whole head, including the chin, leaving only a black frontlet of varying width. Such a specimen looks quite unlike typical *tephrocotis*, and would certainly be held a distinct species, were the intermediate links unknown. Such, however, is not the case; in the Smithsonian series alone, which I have examined, we find almost every imaginable gradation in the extent of the ash, so that it becomes impossible to draw a dividing line anywhere. It is necessary, therefore, to treat griseinucha as a variety of *tephrocotis*. As stated in the Key (p. 352), it does not seem to be necessary to recognize more than one variety, “canpestris” of Baird being referable to *tephrocotis* proper; and “littoralis” of Baird agreeing sufficiently with var. griseinucha.

It is interesting to observe, that in the closely allied but apparently distinct species, *L. arctoa* of Siberia, and of the Kurile and Aleutian Islands, a great part of the plumage takes on a rosy-tinted, silvery-ash hue.

We have little information respecting the habits of the Gray-crowned Finch; they probably agree in the main with those of Red-polls and Linnets. Mr. Holden gives a note upon this subject, and one also bearing upon the dark plumage above discussed. Speaking of the mountainous southeastern extremity of Wyoming, he says: “These birds are never found here in summer; they come in small flocks in the coldest part of winter. Their food is small seeds and insects. I have found some with the crops so full of seeds as to distort the birds. They become very fat, and are good eating. In one specimen, a young male I think, the plumage is almost black—in fact it is black, except the wings and after-half of the body.”

I find the following notes in Mr. Trippe’s Mss.:

“During the winter I saw several flocks of this bird near Central City, where they were feeding in the dry gulches and about gardens, acting like Lapland Longspurs; but did not observe them elsewhere, though I looked carefully for them throughout a large extent of country. During summer and autumn the Gray-crowned Finch is common above timber-line, where it breeds, ranging higher than the Titlark, and being usually found in the vicinity of snow-fields and the frozen lakes near the summit of the range. It is rather shy in such localities, though exceedingly tame in winter; its flight is in undulating lines, like the Crossbill’s, and the only note I have heard it utter is a kind of ‘churr,’ like the call of the Scarlet Tanager. In the latter part of September small flocks, composed of one or two families, may be seen together; and still later in the season they gather into large flocks. They stay above timber-line till the close of October or the middle of November, being much harder than the Titlark; and only descend when driven away by the furious winter storms. * * * Since the above was penned, great flocks of the Gray-crowned Finch have appeared near Idaho Springs. In their habits and actions they are very similar to the *Plectrophanes*. They are perpetually roving from place to place; feed upon the seeds of weeds and grasses; and are never at rest for more than a moment at a time, constantly whirling about in close, dense masses, like so many...
Longspurs. During summer there is no ash whatever on the head; but in some thirty or forty specimens killed during the past week (December) the ash is present in every one. In three or four this color extends below the eyes and over the cheeks; and in two it embraces the throat. Bill, black in summer, yellow in winter with a black tip.” Mr. Dall has given us an interesting note upon var. griseinucha: “This species abounds on the Pryibilov and Aleutian Islands. A number of specimens were obtained on St. George’s in August, although they were mouthing at the time. * * * This beautiful bird had no song at that season except a clear chirp, sounding like ‘vëët-a-wëët-a-wëët.’ It was on the wing a great part of the time, avoiding alighting on the ground, but darting rapidly in a series of ascending and descending curves, now swinging on the broad top of an umbelliferons plant, and now alighting on some ledge of the perpendicular bluff, jumping from point to point, and seemingly delighting in testing its own agility. Their nest is a simple hollow on one of these ledges, provided with a few straws or bits of moss. They lay four white eggs in May (0.97 by 0.67). In August the young were fully fledged. They are granivorous, apparently, but I found two or three small beetles in the crop of one which I skinned.”

The same author’s later article, above quoted, is as follows: “This is one of the most abundant small birds of the [Aleutian] islands, and is especially common at Oonalashka, where it is resident. On the 24th of May we found a nest situated in a crevice of a rocky bank on the shore of Captain’s Harbor, Oonalashka. It was of grass, very neatly sewed together, and lined with fine grass and a few feathers. It contained five white eggs in a fresh condition, and was about twelve feet above the beach. The bird was most common on the grassy banks and rocky bluffs near the shore; I do not remember ever having seen one on the higher hills or mountains. It is usually found singly or in pairs.”

ÆGIOTHUS LINARIA, (Linn.) Cab.

Red-poll Linnet. ▲

Fringilla linaria, Linn., Syst. Nat. i. 1766, 322.—GLM., Syst. Nat. i. 1768, 917.—WILLS, Am. Orn. iv, 41, pl. 30, f. 4; ix, 126.—TEMML., Man. Orn. 1820, 373 (see 1835).—BR., Syn. 1828, 112.—NUTT., Man. i, 1832, 512.—AUD., Orn. Biog. iv, 1838, 533, pl. 375.


Spinus linarius, KOCHE, Syst. Zool. 233.

Linota linaria, Br., List, 1838, 34.—HOLBOLL, Fn. Groen. 1846, 29?

Acanthis linaria, Br., Conspr. i, 1850, 541.—BP. & SCH., Mon. Loc. 48, pl. 52.


Linaria minor, SW. & RICH. F. B. A. ii, 1831, 207.—AUD., Syn. 1839, 114; B. Am. iii, 1841, 122, pl. 179.—GIR., B. L. I, 1844, 116.—TITHE, Pr. Ess. Inst. vi, 1871, 116 (Minnesota).

Fringilla borealis, VIEILL., Nouv. Dict. xxi, 341; see Temm.

Linaria americana, MAXIM., J. f. O. vi, 1858, 338.

Ægithus fuscescens, COUES, Pr. Phila. Acad. 1861, 222 (Labrador); 1861, 330; 1869, 186.—Elliott, B. N. A. pl. 10. (Midsimmser plumage.)

Ægithus linaria var. fuscescens, COUES, Key, 1872, 131, pl. 3, f. 3.

HAB.—The typical form in North America, from Atlantic to Pacific, ranging irregularly southward, in flocks, in winter, to the Middle States (sometimes a little beyond) and corresponding latitudes in the West. No late record of breeding in the United States. (“Breeds in Maine, Nova Scotia,” &c., Audubon.)

Not obtained by the earlier Expeditions.

Later Expeditions.—60977-88, various Wyoming localities.
I am now inclined to the opinion, that my *Erythreecosa*, originally described from Labrador as a distinct species, and subsequently, in the Key, reduced to a variety, will finally prove to have been based merely upon the midsummer plumage of ordinary *linaria*. At this season the whole plumage becomes much darker—partially as a mechanical effect of the wearing away of the lighter edgings of the feathers—the bill blackens, and the nasal *plumula* are somewhat deficient. This would correspond precisely with the new determined summer condition of *Leucosticte leporeola*. Var. *cilipes* is better marked; it appears to consist of the more nearly stationary individuals, this particular form having been rarely, if ever, observed in the United States. The small size of the bill and feet, heavy nasal *plumula*, and heaviness of plumage, all indicate a boreal race. By those who separate the Greenland "eamescens" as a species, *cilipes* is rated as a variety of the latter rather than of *linaria*; but the Greenland bird may be merely one link in a chain, rather better marked than usual, in consequence of its isolation and continual subjection, for an indefinite period, to special modifying influences. The synonymy of *cilipes* is as follows:

*Linota borealis*, Br., List, i,38, 34.-
*Fringilla borealis*, A.D., Orn. Biog. v, 1839, 87, pl. 400; nec Vieill.-
*Linaria borealis*, Aud., B. Am. iii, 1841, 139, pl. 178; nec Teum.-
*Eremotis canescens*, Ross, Edinb. Phil. Journ. 1861, 163; nec Auct.-
*Ergothus cilipes*, Coues, Pr. Phila. Acad. 1861, 385; i, 1861.-
A. *Ergothus cilipes*, Coues, Phila. Acad. 1861, 385; i, 1861.-
*Ergothus cilipes*, Coues, Key, 1872, 131, pl. 3, f. 6.-
*Ergothus canescens var. cilipes*, Ridg., Miss.—B. B. & R., N. A. B. i, 1874, 493, pl. 92, f. ?.

In Minnesota, according to Mr. Trippe, "the Lesser Red-pol* appears in vast numbers about the middle of October, and remains during the entire winter, proceeding northward, however, some weeks before the Snow Buntings and Longspurs." The Red-pol* lays four or five eggs of a pale bluish-green color, speckled chiefly in a wreath round the large, end with confluent blotches of pale-reddish brown, purplish-brown, and a few darker-brown tints. Sometimes an egg is obsolescantly flecked all over with pale reddish-brown. The size is about 0.70 by 0.50. Great numbers were observed, and many specimens secured, by Lieutenant Mullan's Expedition, while surveying for a military road from Walla-Walla to Fort Bridger. Like other species of this roving tribe, the Red-pol* may be expected to occur in winter, at irregular periods, throughout the greater part, if not the whole, of the Missouri region. A considerable flock made their appearance at Fort Randall, Dakota, in the early part of March, and remained for several days.

The same gentleman writes me that he saw large flocks, in the latter part of November, in Western Kansas and Eastern Colorado, feeding on the seeds of various prairie weeds. In Clear Creek County, Colorado, it is "abundant in winter and spring, ranging from the foot-hills up to 10,000 feet, and probably somewhat higher. The Lesser Red-pol* haunts the willow and alder thickets along the brooks, and also the poplar groves on the hill-sides. About the middle of April it disappears, returning late in November or December."

**CHRYSOMITRIS PINUS**, (Wils.) Br.

Pine Linnet.

*Linaria pinus*, Aud., Syn. 1839, 117; B. Am. iii, 1841, 125, pl. 1;—Br., B. L. J. 1844, 115.-
*Chrysomitriris pinus*, Br., List, 1838, 33; Conspr. Av. i, 1859, 515.—Br., B. N. A. 1858, 425.—
*Coop. & Suck., N. H. Wash. Ter. 1860, 197 (summer).—Hayd., Rep. 1862, 165.—

*Chrysomitriris macroptera*, Dubs, Esquisses Orn. pl. 23.—Br., Conspr. Av. i, 1850, 515 (Mexico; no tangible characters).
CHRYSSOMITRIS TRISTIS—CHRYSSOMITRIS PSALTRIA.

Hab.—North America generally. United States chiefly in winter, in roving flocks, but breeds down to sea-level, as far south as Massachusetts (Coues, Pr. Ess. Inst. v. 1862, 290; M AY, Nat. Guide, 1870, 110), and in alpine regions much farther. South along the Rocky Mountains into Mexico.


The erratic movements of this species, according to exigencies of the weather and consequent scarcity of food, render it difficult to define its limits with precision. It sometimes appears in localities where it was before unknown, and at unwonted times.

Prof. Sumichrast states (l. c.) that it is found in the alpine region of Vera Cruz to the height of 2,000 metres, and that he thinks it does not descend below 1,000 metres.

In Colorado, according to Mr. Trippie, "the Pine Finch is not very common. It breeds from 7,000 feet up to timber-line. I did not observe this species during winter, but think it probably remains nearly stationary, like the Pine Grosbeak and Red Crossbill. It frequents the pine trees principally, but often descends to the weeds and thickets, acting precisely like the Yellow-bird. In spring it sings very agreeably, very much like the latter bird, but in a lower voice; and like it, has the habit of singing in a lively, rambling sort of way, for an hour or more at a time." The eggs of this species are pale greenish, speckled with rusty-brown, 0.70 by 0.50. Dr. Brewer describes a neat nest of pine twigs lined with hair.

CHRYSSOMITRIS TRISTIS, (Linn.) Bp.

American Goldfinch; Thistle-bird; Yellow-bird.


Carduelis tristis, Br., Obs. Wils. 1825, No. 96.—Aud., Syn. 1832, 116; B. Am. iii, 1841, 129, pl. 191.—Gir., B. L. i, 1844, 117.—Maxim., J. f. O. vi, 1858, 261.


Hab.—North America generally.


The egg is white, with a rosy blush when fresh, and usually the faintest possible bluish hue when blown. The size is about 0.65 by 0.52. The egg of C. laurentii is not distinguishable, but may average rather smaller. The habits of both species are essentially the same.

CHRYSSOMITRIS PSALTRIA, (Say) Bp.

Arkansas Goldfinch; Mexican Siskin.

a. psaltria.

Fringilla psaltria, Say, Long's Exped. ii, 1823, 40.—Br., Am. Orn. i, 1825, 54, pl. 6, f. 3; Syn. 1832, 411.—Nutt., Man. i, 1832, 510.—Aud., Orn. Biog. v, 1839, 89, pl. 394.

Caruelus psaltria, Aud., Syn. 1839, 117; B. Am. iii, 1841, 134, pl. 153.

1851, 1869, 12, Cat. only not Columbiana.

Chrysomitris psalteria var. arizonca, Coues, Pr. Ph. Ac. 1856, 82.—Coop., B. Cal. i, 1870, 170.


c. mexicana.

Carduelis mexicana, Sw., Phil. Mag. 1, 1827, 435.—Wagler, Isis, 1831, 525.

Chrysomitris mexicana, Br., List, 1838, 33; Conspp. 1, 1850, 516.—Scl., P. Z. S. 1855, 65; 1856, 303 (Cordova); 1858, 703 (Oaxaca); 1859, 365, 380; Cat. 1862, 124.—Scl. & Salv., Ibis, 1859, 19 (Guatemala); 1860, 94.—Bd., B. N. A. 1858, 423.—Lawrence, Ann. Lyc. N. Y. 1861, 331 (Panama).—Cass., Pr. Phila. Acad. 1865, 93.—Coues, ibid. 1866, 82.—Sumich, Mem. Bost. Soc. i, 1860, 550 (Veracruz).—Saly., P. Z. S. 1870, 190 (Veracruz).

Astragalinus mexicanus, Can., Mus. Hein. i, 1851, 159; J. f. O. 1861, 7 (Costa Rica).


(?) Fringilla calotol, Gm., Syst. Nat. i, 1788, 914 (probably, but indeterminable).

Fringilla melanozanthica, Licht.—Wagler, Isis, 1835, 555 (=Coccyzon, Herdan).

Fringilla tesselis, G., B. Tex. 1841, pl. 5, f. 1 (type examined).

d. columbiana.


(?) Chrysomitris nova, Br., Conspp. i, 1850, 516 (?), indeterminable, but probably this variety, to judge from locality—“Columbiana”).

Chrysomitris xanthographa, Dusus, Bull. Acad. Belg. xxii, 1855, 150.

Chrysomitris mexicana var. columbiana, Coues, Pr. Phil. Acad. 1866, 82.


Hab.—The typical form from the Southern Rocky Mountain region, and somewhat eastward. West to the Pacific. North at least to the sources of the Platte. In New Mexico and Arizona, shades insensibly into var. arizonca; this merges into var. mexicana, of all Mexico; and this into the Central American var. columbiana.

Not noticed by the Expeditions.

The Arkansas Goldfinch is only known to occur along the southern border of the Missouri region, about the sources of the Platte (near 40°). Mr. Allen, indeed, queries it from Middle Kansas, where it will probably be found, but his observations lacked certainty. He found it at Ogden, Utah. It is not mentioned by Prof. Snow, nor by Messrs. Holden and Aiken. I found it common in Northern Arizona from the latter part of April until toward October, in shrubby ravines and weedy places, feeding on buds and seeds, in flocks, much in the manner of the common Thistle-bird. The male, as in this last, takes on a plumage like that of the female, in August. These birds were mostly very like true psalteria, showing the approach to var. mexicana much less than those I noticed along the Rio Grande and near Fort Wingate, New Mexico, where specimens were secured, in high breeding dress, with only a trace of olive on the black of the upper parts.

The nidification of this species is similar to that of C. tristis, and the eggs are not distinguishable from those of the latter. An account of the habits of the Arizona variety, from my observations in the West, will be found in Prof. Baird’s work, above cited.
PLECTOPHANES NIVALIS, SNOW BUNTING.

PLECTOPHANES NIVALIS, (Linn.) Meyer.

Snow Bunting; Snow-flake.

Emberiza nivalis, Linn., Syst. Nat. i, 1766, 308 (according to Gray, type of the genus).—

 Forsk., Philos. Trans. ixxi, 1772, 403.—Gm., Syst. Nat. i, 1788, 506.—Lath., Ind. Orn. i, 1790, 397.—Wils., Am. Orn. iii, 1811, 80, pl. 21, fig. 2.—Br., Syn. 1828, 103.—Nutt., Man. i, 1832, 458.—Aud., Orn. Biog. ii, 1834, 515; v, 496; pl. 189.


Emberiza montana, Gm., Syst. Nat. i, 1788, 867.

Emberiza muscelina, Gm., Syst. Nat. i, 1788, 867.

Emberiza glacialis, Lath., Ind. Orn. i, 1790, 598.

Hortulana glacialis et montana, Leach, Cat. 1816, 15, 16.

Plectrophanes borealis, montana, muscelina, Brehm, V. D. 305, 306.


List of specimens.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Specimen</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1923</td>
<td>222</td>
<td>Deer Creek</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1923</td>
<td>241</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1924</td>
<td>225</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1924</td>
<td>222</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1924</td>
<td>225</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1923</td>
<td>235</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1923</td>
<td>236</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1924</td>
<td>207</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1924</td>
<td>148</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The Snow-flake is extremely abundant in the Missouri region in winter. They reached Fort Raudall November 15, 1872, after a severe cold snap with a light snow-fall, and as I write (January, 1873), great numbers are swarming over the ground around, and in the fort. They keep pretty closely in flocks numbering from a dozen or so to several hundred, and, though they spread over the ground a good deal in running about after seeds, they fly compactly, and wheel all together. In their evolutions they present a pretty sight, and have a not displeasing strident sound, from mingling of the weak chirrups from so many throats. They are quite unsuspicous, trooping about our very doorsteps in search of food, unconscious of real danger; but their natural timidity, as well as restlessness, is so great, that they seem to constantly take causeless alarm, scurrying off in an instant, but, perhaps, only to return to the same spot immediately. They are readily approached within a few feet, and as readily taken with horse-hair snares, in box-traps, or by other simple devices. They do not appear to suffer with the cold, although the thermometer has been down to 30° below zero; those that I secured were in good condition, and proved excellent eating. Their crops were usually found crammed with the small seeds of a plant that grows here in profusion. It may not be generally known that these little Sparrows have a definitely circumscribed dilation of the
cesophagus, to all intents and purposes a true crop. I am familiar with
the appearance presented by the capacious and distensible gullets of
birds of the genus Chrysomiris, when full of seeds; but this appears
altogether different. Happening to be skinning some Sharp-tailed
Grouse at the same time, it struck me that the Snow-bird had the pro-
portionally larger crop of the two. In six or eight individuals exam-
ined, this organ always lay completely to the right side, partly in the
depression between the one of the legs of the furcula, but mostly pro-
tuberant; it pushed out so far, when completely distended, as to make the
contour of the bird outside the feathers noticeably unsymmetrical. It
is capable of holding a fair tea-spoonful of seeds. At this season the
bill is yellowish, usually black-tipped, instead of entirely black; it dries
to a brownish shade. Warm brown clouds all, or nearly all, the upper
parts; mixes with black of the back; it is darkest on the crown, where
often quite blackish; usually forms a marked auricular patch and pector-
al collar, with more or less wash along the sides, leaving the rest of the
under parts white. Specimens of course vary interminably in amount
of brown clouding, but the pattern just mentioned, or a tendency to
form such a pattern, may almost invariably be seen.

The general southward dispersion of the species in winter may be
gathered from the above. Of its breeding in the United States I have
found but two records. One is that given by Audubon (p. 56). He
says a nest was found on a declivity in the White Mountains of New
Hampshire, in July, 1831; it was described to him as being fixed on
the ground among low bushes, and formed like that of the Song Spar-
row's; and that it contained young. Mr. Allen, on the authority of Mr.
C. W. Bennett, says that a pair spent the summer of 1862, and reared
their young, at Springfield, Massachusetts.

At Fort Randall, the birds disappeared during some open weather
early in March, but came back with a severe snow storm some weeks
afterward, and were seen until April. They occasionally alight in troops
on the roots of sheds and houses, or string along fences. I have but
rarely seen them on trees. When in this position they do not seem to
be easy or even comfortable. They sit still, apparently busy balancing;
on attempting to change their position they move awkwardly, seem-
ingly as if afraid they would fall, putting one foot down after the other,
and recovering a lapse with a flutter of the wings. Their feet evidently
do not grasp small twigs with security.

The few nests of the Snow-flake I have seen were built with a great
quantity of a kind of short early grass which grows in the Arctic
regions, mixed with moss, the whole forming a very substantial struc-
ture, with walls an inch or more thick, and a small, deep cavity. This
is warmly lined with a quantity of large feathers, from some water-
fowl. They are built on the ground, often covered and hidden by tus-
socks of grass or even slabs of rock. The eggs are exceedingly variable
in coloration as well as size. Thus, one measures 0.63 by 0.70, and another
0.97 by 0.62; an average is about 0.90 by 0.65. The ground is white or
whitish, in some instances flecked all over with neutral tint shell-
markings, overlaid by deep brown spots and scratches, especially at
the butt. In other cases the former are wanting and we have a heavy
wreath of confluent blotches of dull brown around the larger end; and
again the whole surface may be obscurely mottled with pale chocolate.
PLECTROPANES LAPPONICUS, LAPLAND LONGSPUR.

PLECTROPANES LAPPONICUS, (Linn.) Selby.

Lapland Longspur.


Fringilla calcarata, Pall., Itin. ii, App. 710.

Emberiza calcarata, Temm., Man. 1815, 190.

Plectrophanes calcarata, Meyer, Tasch., Dents. 57.—Boise, Isb., 1822, 554.

Centrophanes calcarata, Gray, List, Gen. of B., App. 1842, 11.

Hab.—A species, like P. nivalis, of circumpolar distribution; in this country inhabiting all the arctic regions, coming south in winter to Philadelphia, Kentucky (Audubon), Illinois (Ridgway), Kansas (Cooper), and Colorado (Tripp). Not yet observed in the United States west of the Rocky Mountains. Not known to breed in the United States, and very rarely found in full plumage in the United States.

List of specimens.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Location</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>19246</td>
<td>1860</td>
<td>Deer Creek</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19247</td>
<td>do</td>
<td>P. V. Hayden.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19248</td>
<td>do</td>
<td>G. H. Trook.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19249</td>
<td>do</td>
<td>F. W. Haydon.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The general southward extension of this species is seen from the above remarks. Although included by Dr. Cooper in the Birds of California, I do not know that it has ever been taken on the Pacific coast of the United States, nor indeed anywhere west of the Rocky Mountains. Dr. Hayden's specimens, above enumerated, probably represent the southwesternmost record to date. I find no quotations for the Atlantic States beyond Pennsylvania. It appears to extend farthest south in the interior; it was observed in large flocks in Kentucky by Audubon. Mr. Tripp's notice is interesting as indicating the probable breeding of the bird in Minnesota. He says it comes there about the middle of September and remains until December, when it moves southward, and its place is supplied by the Snow Bunting; and that it is very abundant in Southern Iowa in the depth of winter and in early spring. He has since informed me that a large flock was seen by him in the Middle Park, Colorado, in the latter part of October. Messrs. Dall and Bannister report it as very abundant in Alaska, where it arrives the second week in March, and breeds. Both these writers attest its eminent musical ability. Collections of Messrs. Ross, Kennicott, and others, now in the Smithsonian, show that it is very abundant in summer in the vicinity of Great Slave Lake and McKenzie's River. The species enters the Missouri region from the north early in October, according to my observations, but I have as yet found it nowhere abundant.

Of two sets of eggs of the Lapland Longspur before me, both col-
lected by Mr. H. W. Elliott on the Prybilov Islands, Bering's Sea, one contains six, the other four specimens. The eggs are rather pointed at the smaller end, and measure about 0.80 by 0.62. They are very dark colored, reminding one of the Titlark's; the color is a heavy clouding or thick mottling of chocolate-brown, through which the greenish-gray ground is little apparent. The nests are built of mosses and fine, soft, dried grasses, and lined with a few large feathers from some water-fowl; they were placed on the ground, under tussocks, in grassy hummocks. The female did not leave the nest until nearly trodden upon.

PLECTROPHANES PICTUS, Sw.

Painted Lark Bunting.


*Plectrophanes pictus*, Br., List, 1838, 37; Consp. i, 1850, 463.—Aud., Syn. 1839, 99; B. Am. iii, 1841, 52, pl. 153 (from the original specimen).—Bb., B. N. A. 1858, 434 (Minnesota and Illinois).—*Dall & Bann.*, Tr. Chic. Acad. i, 1889, 283 (Fort Yukon and McKenzie River region).—*Coves*, Key, 1572, 134.—B. B. & R., N. A. B. i, 1874, 518, pl. 24, f. 4. 5.


*Emberiza smithii*, Aud., B. Amer. vii, 1844, 357, pl. 487 (Illinois, in winter).—*Young.*

*Centroplianes smithii*, Cab., Mus. Hein. i, 1851, 127.

*Hab.*—Yukon, McKenzie, Saskatchewan, and Missouri River regions, to the prairies of Illinois in winter.

This species was not noticed by either of the Expeditions; yet there is no doubt whatever of its occurrence in the regions explored. The only United States quotations I have found are those above given. Audubon states that he found the bird "very abundant" on low prairie about a lake near Edwardsville, Illinois. Richardson had but his single Saskatchewan specimen. The Smithsonian collections, of great extent, and embracing many perfectly plumaged specimens, attest the abundance of the bird in the McKenzie River region. It does not appear to breed anywhere in the United States. In Northern Dakota it makes its appearance the latter part of September, but, according to my observations, only in limited numbers. It associates intimately with *P. ornatus*, and has much the same habits and general appearance. No eggs are more variable than those of *Plectrophanes*, and *P. pictus* is no exception to the rule in this regard. The very extensive series in the Smithsonian exhibits some specimens exactly like those of *P. lapponicus*, with a corresponding range of variation, and others like *P. ornatus*, but always larger than the latter, being of the size of *P. lapponicus*. None of the specimens, however, are as darkly and uniformly chocolate as some examples of *P. lapponicus* are. These eggs are nearly all from the Anderson River region, with a few from Great Slave Lake.

The following is a more sufficient description of the young bird than that given in the Key: *Male*—Length, 6.50; extent, 11.25; wing, 3.75; tail, 2.50; tarsus, 0.75; middle toe and claw, about the same; hind toe and claw, rather less (*P. ornatus* is much less in all its dimensions). Bill, dusky brown above and at tip, paler below; feet, light brown (drying darker); toes, rather darker. Entire under parts, rich yellowish-brown, or buffy (in *P. ornatus* never thus); paler on the chin and throat, which, with the fore-breast, are absolutely streaked with dusky; the tibia white. Tail, white only on the two or three outer feathers (in *P. ornatus* all the feathers, excepting sometimes the central pair, are white at the base). Upper parts much as in the adult, but the sharp, distinctive head-markings wanting, or only obscurely indicated.
PLECTROPHANES

CHESTNUT-COLLARED BUNTING; BLACK-BELLIED LONSPUR.


*Centrophorus ornatus,* Cab., Mus. Hein. i, 1851, 127.


*Plectrophanes ornatus var. melanomus,* B. B. & R., N. A. B. i, 1874, 521, pl. 24, f. 6.

_Hab._—Interior of British America; whole Missouri region; prairies of Kansas, breeding (*Allen*). Breeds very abundantly in Dakota. South through the Rocky Mountain region to the table-lands of Mexico. West of the Rocky Mountains, only observed in Arizona (*Copes._)

_Lieutenant Warner's Expedition._—4827, Bijoux Hills; 5377-79, Medicine Creek; 5917, Fort Pierre; 8924, 8926, Black Hills; 8925, Running Water.

Not obtained by Captain Raynolds' Expedition.

This is an abundant and characteristic species of the Missouri region. Originally described from this country, it has since been traced far north in the interior of the British Possessions, and southward, in elevated regions, to Vera Cruz and Orizaba.

The time for discussing the claims of *P. melanomus* as a distinct species, passed when the variations in plumage of *P. ornatus* became known. The results of a critical examination I made when this Report was originally drafted, some years since, are now suppressed; for in the interim Mr. Allen has satisfactorily stated the case. In the paper above cited, he has the following remarks:

"The plumage varies greatly in color in different individuals of even the same sex, the variation being generally in respect to the purity and intensity of the colors. The most highly-colored males have the breast and middle of the abdomen more or less strongly tinged with very bright ferrugineous; others have these parts pure black; while in others still, the black is obscured by the feathers having brownish-white tips. The lesser wing-coverts vary from gray to black. The red tinge on the abdomen seems merely indicative of a high state of plumage, those thus marked also having the lesser coverts black; but they are also black in some specimens that are not tinged with red. *Plectrophanes melanomus* is merely the ferrugineous phase of this species. The highest colored female (the sex determined by dissection) was nearly as bright colored as the paler-colored males, having the chestnut collar and the black on the breast, nearly as distinct as some of the males. It was nearly as large, and, until dissected, was supposed to be an immature male."

In Dakota, where I observed the bird during the breeding season in the greatest abundance, few were found with the sienna color on the under parts, and then only as a trace. The summer birds rarely show the black bend of the wing, but this is assumed in perfection, as a rule, after the fall moult, which occurs in September.

Mr. Allen sends me the following notice, prepared for this work:

"The Chestnut-collared Bunting was found on the plains about Fort Hays, in considerable abundance. They live in summer in large scattered colonies, generally many pairs being found at the same locality, while they may not be again met with in a whole day's travel. We
found them very shy for so small birds, and were obliged to obtain all our specimens (some thirty in number) by shooting them on the wing at long range. They breed, of course, on the ground, constructing a rather slight but neat nest of dry grass and the stems of small plants. The eggs appear to be commonly five in number, blotched and streaked with rusty on a white ground, full sets of which were obtained the first week in June. This species has the curious habit of circling round the observer, with a buoyant, undulatory flight, generally high in the air, and usually keeping all the while well out of range, uttering, meanwhile, its rather sharp but musical call notes. I met with it in winter from Fort Hays westward, nearly to the Colorado line, indicating that it is resident here the whole year. We failed to meet with it, however, about Cheyenne in August, or anywhere to the westward of Western Kansas; neither does it appear in Mr. Aiken’s list of the birds observed by him near Canon City, Colorado, nor in Mr. Holden’s list of the birds seen by him in the vicinity of Sherman.”

Under head of *P. melanomus*, Dr. Heermann has the following:

“I first remarked this bird, associated with the *P. macconlinei*, at a large prairie-dog village, some miles west of Puerto del Dado. Fresh meat having become scarce in camp, and desiring a few birds for supper, I fired into a flock covering densely quite a large space. Three dozen fell at the first discharge, and among them I was pleased to find this species and *P. macconlinei*. From this point to the Rio Grande we found both of these species abundant wherever we struck isolated water-holes, these being the only spots for miles around where drink can be obtained. When fired at, they rise as if to fly away; but forced by thirst to return, after describing a few curves, to the only spot where their parched tongues can find relief, they may, if the hunter feels so inclined, be freely slaughtered. I have often seen from one hundred to one hundred and fifty brought down in four or five discharges of a gun. While on a trip to the Rocky Mountains, in 1843, I met * * * * P. ornatus in small flocks and pairs, scattered over the prairies of the Platte River, and was fortunate enough to discover one of their nests. Built on the ground, it was composed of fine grasses, lined with hair. The eggs, four in number, were white, with black lines at the larger end, and a few faint neutral tint blotches scattered over the surface.

I took a single specimen in October, 1864, on a grassy plain near Fort Whipple, Arizona, the only one observed in the Territory.

The Chestnut-collared Bunting breeds in profusion on the plains of Northern Dakota. On the bare plains, away from a single land-mark, it is perhaps the most abundant bird of all, though Baird’s Bunting and the Missouri Sky-lark are not far behind in this respect. All three associate intimately together, and there is a great general similarity in their habits. The nest of the present species is placed on the ground, effectually concealed beneath some little tuft of grass; it is a slight affair, merely a few fine grasses and slender weed-stems, for the most part circularly disposed, and considerably hollowed. Like the nests of most other sparrows that breed on the ground, it is sunken in a depression so as to be flush with the general surface. It measures about three and one-half inches across outside, and more than half as much in depth; the bottom is very thin in comparison with the brim, which is well defined. The eggs are usually four in number, measuring about four-fifths of an inch long by three-fifths broad, and are not peculiar in shape. They are grayish-white, more or less clouded, and mottled obscurely with pale purplish-gray, which confers the prevailing tone; this is overlaid with numerous surface-markings of points, scratches,
and small spots of dark brown, wholly indeterminate in distribution
and number, but always conspicuous, being sharply displayed upon the
subdued ground color. I think that two or three broods are reared
each season, for I have found fresh eggs and newly hatched birds the
same day, July 18th, when a week before I had shot young birds already
on the wing; and again, I have found fresh eggs so late as the first
week in August. When the nest is approached, the female generally
walks quietly off, after a little flutter, threading her way through the
grass till she is at a safe distance, and then taking wing. Should the
young be hatched, however, both parents will hover together close over-
head, in evident distress, with beseeching cries.

The young birds keep much together until they are well on wing,
when they form larger flocks by uniting several families together. As
soon as the care of the last brood is over, they are joined by the
parents, now, in August, moulting, and in poor plumage, forming troops
of great extent, which scurry over the prairies in search of food. Later
still, in September, they are joined by numbers of the P. pictus from the
north, and a few P. lapponicus, all associating together, and having
much the same habits; they remain in this part of the country until the
middle of October, at least, and then probably wend their way South.

This bird has a peculiar note, difficult of description, but easily
learned; in the breeding season it is a fine songster, having a soft and
pleasing, though rather weak twitter. Its ordinary flight, when undis-
turbed, is perfectly undulatory, as much so as that of the Chrysomitris,
and with each impulse of the wings it utters its chirp. When startled
from the ground it flies hastily, in a wayward course, which makes it
difficult to shoot; the various members of a flock fly separately, but
generally straggle after each other, to settle again at no great distance
and resume their rambling search for food. Like the other small birds
of the prairie, it haunts the roads where, as the grass is worn away from
the wheel-tracks, it feeds and runs with the greatest ease. I never saw
one alight except on the ground. In flight, it may always be recognized
by the amount of white on the tail. In size, it varies from $\frac{5}{2}$ to $\frac{6}{2}$ in
length, by $10\frac{1}{2}$ to $10\frac{1}{2}$ in extent. With the renewal of the feathers, the
birds come into a much purer and richer plumage than that worn dur-
ing the summer. Young male birds very early show some black on the
under parts, but the distinctive head-markings do not appear to be
assumed until the following spring. A large number of the old fall
birds have perfectly black bend of the wing; but few show, in any
plumage in this region, the rich, rusty-red edgings of the feathers of the
under parts, which is so conspicuous in more southerly examples.

PLECTROPHANES MACCOWNII, Lawr.

Maccown’s Bunting.

_Plectrophanes maccownii_, Lawr., Ann. Lyc. N. Y. vi, 1851, 122 (Western Texas).—Mac.,
Ann. Lyc. vi, p. 14.—Cass., Ill. 1855, 228, pl. 39.—Bd., B. N. A. 1858, 437.—
Heerm., P. R. R. Rep. x, 1859, Parke’s Route of 39$^\circ$ parallel, Birds, 13.—Rayn.,
1870, 464.—Allen, Bull. M. C. Z. iii, 1872, 145, 177 (Cheyenne, Wyoming Ter.,
abundant, breeding; Western Kansas, in winter).—Coles, Key, 1872, 134.—
B. B. & R., N. A. B. 1, 1874, 523, pl. 24, f. 1.

Hab.—Middle Province United States; north to the Black Hills; east to Western
Kansas, Western Texas, and New Mexico.

_Lieutenant Warren’s Expedition._—8954-6, Black Hills.

_Later Expeditions._—60396, Wyoming.

Not obtained by Captain Raynolds’ Expedition.

Since its discovery by Captain Maccown, then of the United States
Army, in Western Texas, this species has been noticed in various parts of New Mexico, by Drs. A. L. Heermann and T. C. Henry, and by other naturalists further north, as above quoted. It has been usually observed in company with P. ornatus, and its United States range appears to be much the same, although, as yet, we have no accounts of its occurrence in the British Possessions or in Mexico. I am informed, by letter from Mr. T. Martin Trippe, that vast numbers were seen in winter in the Arkansas Valley, and throughout Eastern Colorado.

"Maccown’s Bunting," writes Mr. Allen to me, "was abundant in the vicinity of Cheyenne in August, and the occurrence of partially-fledged young seemed to indicate that it had bred in the immediate vicinity. I also observed it near Laramie City during the same months, and found it common, in winter, in the northwestern counties of Kansas. In habits, notes, and general appearance, it is scarcely distinguishable, at a little distance, from the Chestnut-collared Bunting."

A nest of Maccown’s Bunting taken on Heart River, Dakota, July 7, 1873, by Mr. Allen, was built on the ground, and is constructed of decomposing woody fibre and grasses, with a lining of finer grasses. In its present state of preservation it is too much distorted to permit description of its shape. It contained four eggs, closely resembling the lighter-colored varieties of the P. ornatus, but without the purplish-gray clouding of the latter. The ground is dull white; the markings are obscure and rather sparse mottling, with some heavier, sharp, scratchy ones, both brown, of different intensity. A specimen measures 0.80 by 0.60.

CENTRONYX BAIRDII, (Aud.) Bd.

Baird’s Sparrow.

 Emberiza bairdii, Aud., B. Am. vii, 1843, 359, pl. 500.
 Centroyx bairdii, Bd., B. N. A. 1858, 441.—Coues, Key, 1872, 135 (not of Mayn., Nat. Guide, 113, the supposed "Centroyx" from Massachusetts proving to be a Passerulus. See Mayn., Am. Nat. vi, 1872, 657; Allen, ibid. 631; Brew., ibid. vi, 1872, 307; Coues, Key, 352).—B. B. & R., N. A. B. I, 1874, 531, pl. 25, fig. 3.—
 Ammodramus bairdii, Giebel, Nemos., Ar. I, 328.

Hab.—Central Plains. North to the British Provinces. South to New Mexico and Arizona. East nearly to the Red River of the North. West to the Rocky Mountains.

Not procured by any of the Expeditions.

Upon insufficient examination of the type, a faded specimen in worn plumage, preserved in the Smithsonian, I ventured the hasty and, as it proved, unfounded surmise that this was not a valid species, having an idea that some obscure plumage of a young Plectrophanes was in question. The following descriptions are drawn up from about seventy-five specimens I collected in Dakota last year.

Adult, in breeding plumage.—With a general resemblance to Passerulus sandwichius. Inner secondaries less elongated, only rarely equaling the primaries in the closed wings. First four quills about equal, and longest. Hind toe and claw about equaling the middle toe and claw, its claw about equaling the digit. (No evident or constant difference from Passerulus in proportions of the toes.) Tail shorter than the wing, lightly double-rounded (central and outer pair of feathers both a little shorter than the intermediate ones). Top of head streaked with black and rich brownish-yellow, or buff, the former predominating laterally, the latter chiefly as a median stripe, but also suffusing the nape and sides of head in greater or less degree. Back varied with brownish-black and gray, together with a little bay, the two latter colors forming the edgings of the interscapulars and scapulars. Rump variegated with gray and chestnut-brown, different in shade from that of the back. Under parts dull white, usually with a faint ochre tinge on the breast, but often without; a circlet of small, sharp, sparse,
OENTEONYX average, beyond and, tarsus, Considering it wing tail, which Pectoral A in mandible ones. another arranged the same with and below this, running directly into the pectoral ones. Quills without special markings, excepting the elongated inner secondaries, which correspond with the scapulans. Tail the same, slightly whitish-edged. Upper mandible mostly dark, lower pale. Feet flesh-colored. Length, 5.10 to 5.55; extent, 8.60 to 9.85; wing 2.75 to 3.00 (in one case 3.05; average, about 5 3/10 by 9 1/4 by 2 2/10); tail, 2.00 to 2.25; culmen, about 0.40; tarsus, in front, about 0.73; middle toe and claw, and hind toe and claw, each, rather less. The female averages rather smaller than the male, but is otherwise similar.

Centronyx Bairdii, Baird's Bunting.

Not the least singular thing in the history of this species is the length of time which elapsed after its discovery before anything further was learned about it. Considering how often and how thoroughly the region it inhabits has been explored by naturalists, and how abundant the bird is now known to be, it is the more surprising that it should have so long eluded observation. No second specimen was known for thirty years, until Mr. Aiken and myself took it, in Colorado and in Dakota, respectively; and the same year, as I am informed, Mr. Henshaw has obtained it further south. The question may arise, has the bird really been, all this time, so common and widely dispersed, or has it only recently become so? Sprague's Lark offers a nearly parallel case; and instances like these suggest the probability of a kind of rotation in the abundance of birds, analogous to that occurring among plants, no less than a change in geographical distribution not dependent upon the ordinary laws of migration.

However this may be, the fact is that Baird's Bunting is extremely abundant in Dakota, in some places outnumbering all other birds together. I did not see it immediately along the Red River, but at once encountered it beyond the low Pembina range of mountains, thirty or forty miles west of the river, as soon as I came upon the high prairie. This was the second week in July, when I shot some young birds just fledged, though the great majority were then breeding. In two days, July 14 and 15, I took thirty specimens, and more might have been procured; during the summer about seventy-five were preserved, showing all stages. Almost without exception my earlier specimens were males, which attracted attention as they sat singing on the low bushes of the prairie, the females lying concealed in the grass, incubating or attending to the young. The song is peculiar, consisting of two or three distinct syllables, in a mellow, tinkling tone, running into an indefinite trill; it may be suggested by zip-zip-zip-zv-r-r-r. In their general appearance and habits, the birds are so nearly the same as the Savanna Sparrows.
that it was two or three days before I learned to distinguish them at gunshot range. They do not go in flocks, yet there is a sort of colonization among them, for we may ride a mile or two over the prairie without seeing any, and then come upon numerous pairs breeding together. I think it probable that a second brood is usually reared each season, as I have shot equally young birds six weeks apart. After the duties of incubation, the plumage is renewed, it having become greatly worn and faded. When the young are all on wing, they associate together with their parents, in loose straggling troops, mixing freely with the Chestnut-collared Buntings and the Sky-larks. Their numbers sensibly diminish in September, and they apparently move south during the month, as I saw none after the 1st of October. In September, in this latitude, there is a good deal of cold weather, and not unfrequently a heavy snow-fall, sending the more delicate birds away early. The birds feed upon various seeds, as usual, as well as upon insects, even sizable grasshoppers, which in this region seem to be eaten by almost every bird and animal.

Although I made many a search whilst the birds were evidently breeding, I never succeeded in stumbling upon a nest. Fortunately, however, I am enabled to complete the history of the species with a description of the nest and eggs, taken July 1, 1873, on Big Muddy Creek, Dakota, by Mr. J. A. Allen, Naturalist of the Yellowstone Expedition. These are the first specimens which have been brought to the notice of naturalists. The nest was built, as was to be expected, on the ground, and is very similar to that of *Plectrophanes ornatus*—a slight structure of grasses and weed-bark, circularly disposed, about four inches across outside. It contained five fresh eggs, most nearly resembling those of the Bay-winged Bunting, but smaller, and decidedly more rounded. They measure 0.80 by 0.65. The ground is dull white, speckled all over, but very irregularly, with light reddish-brown (pale sienna), and having a few larger blotches of the same and a darker shade, owing to heavier laying on of the pigment. In a number of instances the coloration would probably not be distinguishable with certainty from those of *Poecetes*. The general pattern of the coloration is much as in *Plectrophanes ornatus*, but the general effect is quite different, and, in the single set before me, peculiar.

Mr. Henshaw’s Arizona specimens (Wheeler’s Exped. of 1873) show a condition of plumage leading him to believe that the species breeds in the locality where he procured them, as is undoubtedly the case. He found the birds very numerous, and secured a large series.

PASSERCULUS SAVANNA, (Wils.) Bp.

**Savanna Sparrow.**

*a. savanna*.

*Fringilla savanna*, Wils., Am. Orn. iii, 1811, 55, pl. 22, f. 2; iv, 1811, 72, pl. 34, f. 4.—Br., Syn. 1828, 109.—Nutt., Man. i, 1832, 489.—Aud., Orn. Biog. ii, 1834, 63; v, 1839, 516; pl. 109.


*Emberiza savanna*, Aud., Syn. 1839, 103.—Aud., B. Am. iii, 1841, 68, pl. 100.—Gir., B. L. i, 1844, 102.

Passerellus savanna var. alaudinus, B. B. & R., N. A. B. 1874, pl. 24, f. 11.
Ammotornus savanna, Gray, Genus of Birds.


b. anthinus.

(Slender-billed, with numerous small sharp dark spots below. Marshes, Pacific coast.)


Passerellus savanna var. anthinus, Couch, Key, 1872, 136.—B. B. & R., N. A. B. i, 1874, 533, pl. 24, f. 10.

c. sandvicensis.

(Large northern coast form.)

Emberiza sandvicensis, Gm., Syst. Nat. i, 1788, 875.


Passerellus savanna var. sandvicensis, Couch, Key, 1872, 136.—B. B. & R., N. A. B. i, 1874, 533, pl. 24, f. 9.

Emberiza arctica, Latr., Ind. Orin. i, 1790, 414.


Euphiza arctica, Br., Comp. i, 1850, 469.


Emberiza chrysoptera, Pall., Zoog. R. A. ii, 1811, 45, pl. 43, fig. 1 (Onalaska).

Hab.—North America, at large. Migratory. Breeds from the Middle States northward (to Labrador at least and to the Yukon), and in mountainous parts of the United States elsewhere. Winters from the Middle States southward. Mexico. Cuba (Cab., J. f. O. iv, 1856, 6).

Lieutenant Warr's Expedition.—4807, Vermilion River; 4603, Big Sioux River; 8786, North Fork of the Platte; 8786—57, 8768, Black Hills.


Not obtained by Captain Raymonds' Expedition.

The characteristics of our Passerellus, too hastily, it appears, assumed to indicate several distinct species, will be found more or less fully discussed by some of the authors above cited. My present view, as stated in the Key, is that "alaudinus" is entirely indistinguishable, but that anthinus and sandvicensis represent local varieties that it is usually possible to recognize. We might, perhaps, indicate by the name of "alaudinus" the pale race of the dry middle region, but for the fact that its original describer indicates it as being from "California."

Savanna Sparrows are extremely abundant in the Missouri region, especially during the migrations. They remain during the winter in the milder portions, and breed in the northern portions as well as beyond, in the region just north of the Cotean. This may be toward the southern limit of their breeding range. They are found during the breeding season both in the valleys of the rivers and out on the high prairie, where they associate intimately with Baird's and the Chestnut-collared Buntings, forming a part of the small prairie avifauna. Their habits and general appearance are so similar to those of Baird's Bunting that the two species are only distinguished with some difficulty at gun-shot range. The nuptial song is sweet and simple; at other seasons they have only a weak chirp. The nest is placed on the ground, in all the instances that have come under my observation, and closely resembles that of the Bay-winged Bunting, excepting that in the specimens
I have seen, at any rate, it has a considerable lining of horse-hair. The eggs, generally four, sometimes five, in number, are rather peculiar in the heaviness of their coloring, being so thickly and uniformly mottled with several shades of reddish-brown that the ground-color—a light gray, with faint greenish shade—scarcely appears. Different specimens, however, vary much in the amount of the mottling. In Northern Dakota the eggs are generally laid the first and second weeks in June. They are a trifle over three-fourths of an inch long by about three-fifths in breadth. One nest I found contained two Cow-bird eggs.

**POOEGETES GRAMINEUS, (Gm.) Baird.**

**Bay-winged Bunting; Grass Finch,**

*POOEGETES GRAMINEUS.*

_Fringilla graminaea, Gm., Syst. Nat. i, 1788, 922.—Br., Syn. 1828, 108.—Aud., Ordi. Biog. i, 1831, 473; v, 509; pl. 90.—Nutt., i, 182, 452._


_Pooecetes grammicus, Coues, Key, 1872, 136; and of late authors generally._

**b. confinis.**


**Hab.** United States from Atlantic to Pacific; north to the Saskatchewan at least. Breeds from Maryland to corresponding latitudes northward. Winters in countless multitudes in the Southern States. The pale var. _confinis_ from the Middle Province.

_List of specimens._

| 19281 | 65 | Snake River | | June 17, 1860 | F. V. Hayden | 6.00 | 10.60 | 3.25 |

_Lieutenant Warren's Expedition._—45°7-08, 45°5, Yellowstone River; 45°6, 45°4, Fort Union; 89°43-44, Black Hills; 89°42, 89°45, 89°47, South Fork.

_Later Expeditions._—54°31, 59°8, 60°38-40; 60°44-59, various Wyoming localities; 61°74-7, Utah; 61°77-8, Idaho; 62°07-9, Wyoming. (All var. _confinis._)

Dr. Hayden's collections show that this species is abundant in the Missouri region, as it is in all suitable localities elsewhere in the United States. Allen found it common at Denver, as well as along the western edge of the plains, and occasionally thence upward to above timber line on the Snowy Range. I have met with it abundantly in all parts of the West where I have been.

Mr. Tripe kindly furnishes the following notes from Idaho Springs, Colorado: "The Bay-winged Bunting is very abundant, breeding from the plains up to timber-line, though not numerous above 9,000 feet. It arrives at Idaho Springs early in May, and has become very common by the 20th, extending up to timber-line wherever it can find congenial haunts. It frequents the open valleys of the larger streams and the grassy hill-sides, where its manners are much as in the East. It has quite a variety of songs; one almost precisely like that of the Eastern bird; another so different that the two would scarcely be supposed to come from the same author—of these the latter is by far the most common—and variations between them, different individuals varying greatly in their songs."
"This Western race is certainly as well entitled to rank as a geographical species or variety as any of the Western Empidonaces for instance. The bay on the wings is often reduced to a faint trace, and sometimes extinguished altogether; the white of the tail is lessened in extent, and the whole aspect of the bird certainly presents a strong contrast to the typical gramineus."

The Bay-winged Bunting builds a nest on the ground in an open field, anywhere, clear of any special surroundings. It is sunk to the level of the surface, and is rather large outside, though the cavity is small and deep, owing to the great thickness of the walls—an inch or even more. It is built entirely of grass and weed-stalks, having usually a layer of quite fine grasses at the bottom, where it is thinnest, and with a mass of the coarser material around the sides, forming the broad brim. It is finished inside with little art—with a few horse-hairs, or some finer grass, in many instances, but often without any special lining whatever. An average nest, gathered somewhat compactly together, will measure about four inches across by two deep, with a cavity but two inches across and nearly as deep. I have only found four eggs, laid the latter part of May or early in June. They are rather narrow, measuring on an average 0.80 by 0.55. The ground-color is grayish-white; this is marked all over in a wholly indeterminate manner with spots, splashes, and even larger areas of dull reddish-brown, with a good deal of fine sprinkling of the same color, as well as, occasionally, dots of heavier, darker brown. The female does not spring from her nest until almost trodden upon, when she flutters in silence languidly away, repeatedly falling as if hurt, and arising again, in hopes of drawing attention from the nest to herself; at a little distance she finally disappears in the herbage.

The charming song of the "Vesper-bird" has been fittingly described by one of the most enthusiastic and agreeable of writers upon birds—I mean John Burroughs, in his welcome little volume entitled "Wake Robin." "Have you heard the song of the Field-Sparrow?" he asks. "If you have lived in a pastoral country, with broad upland pastures, you could hardly have missed him. Wilson, I believe, calls him the Grass-Finch, and was evidently unacquainted with his powers of song. The two white lateral quills of his tail, and his habit of running and skulking a few yards in advance of you as you walk through the fields, are sufficient to identify him. Not in meadows or orchards, but in high, breezy pasture-grounds, will you look for him. His song is most noticeable after sundown, when other birds are silent, for which reason he has been aptly called the Vesper-Sparrow. The farmer following his team from the field at dusk catches his sweetest strain. His song is not so brisk and varied as that of the Song-Sparrow, being softer and wilder, sweeter and more plaintive. Add the best parts of the lay of the latter to the sweet vibrating chant of the Wood-Sparrow (Spizella pusilla), and you have the evening hymn of the Vesper-bird—the poet of the plain, unadorned pastures. Go to those broad, smooth, up-lying fields, where the cattle and sheep are grazing, and sit down on one of the warm, clean stones, and listen to this song. On every side, near and remote, from out the short grass which the herds are cropping, the strain rises. Two or three long, silver notes of rest and peace, ending in some subdued trills or quavers, constitute each separate song. Often you will catch only one or two of the bars, the breeze having blown the minor part away. Such unambitious, unconscious melody! It is one of the most characteristic sounds in Nature. The grass, the stones, the stubble, the furrow, the quiet herds, and the warm twilight among the
hills, are all subtilely expressed in this song; this is what they are at least capable of.

Speaking of music, and while I have a favorite author in hand, let me reproduce another passage—not alone for its truth and beauty, but because it tells something few know—something about the voice of the Golden-crowned Thrush that I never knew myself till I found it here, familiar as I thought I was with that pretty and dainty bird: “Coming to a dryer and less mossy place in the woods, I am amused with the Golden-crowned Thrush, which, however, is no Thrush at all, but a Warbler, the Seiurus aurocapillus. He walks on the ground ahead of me with such an easy, gliding motion, and with such an unconscious, pre-occupied air, jerking his head like a Hen or Partridge, now hurrying, now slackening his pace, that I pause to observe him. If I sit down, he pauses to observe me, and extends his pretty rambling on all sides, apparently very much engrossed with his own affairs, but never losing sight of me. Satisfied that I have no hostile intentions, the pretty pedestrian mounts a limb a few feet from the ground, and gives me the benefit of one of his musical performances, a sort of accelerating chant. Commencing in a very low key, which makes him seem at a very uncertain distance, he grows louder and louder, till his body quakes and his chant runs into a shriek, ringing in my ears with peculiar sharpness. This lay may be represented thus: ‘Teacher, teacher, TEACHER, TEACHER, TEACHER!’—the accent on the first syllable, and each word uttered with increased force and shrillness. No writer with whom I am acquainted gives him credit for more musical ability than is displayed in this strain; yet in this the half is not told. He has a far rarer song, which he reserves for some nymph whom he meets in the air. Mounting by easy flights to the top of the tallest tree, he launches into the air with a sort of suspended, hovering flight, like certain of the Finches, and bursts into a perfect ecstasy of song—clear, ringing, copious, rivaling the Goldfinch’s in vivacity, and the Linnet’s in melody. This strain is one of the rarest bits of bird-melody to be heard. Over the woods, hid from view, the ecstatic singer warbles his finest strain. In the song you instantly detect his relationship to the Water-Wagtail (Seiurus nereboracensis)—erroneously called Water-Thrush—whose song is likewise a sudden burst, full and ringing, and with a tone of youthful joyousness in it, as if the bird had just had some unexpected good fortune. For nearly two years this strain of the pretty walker was little more than a disembodied voice to me, and I was puzzled by it as Thoreau was by his mysterious Night-Warbler, which, by the way, I suspect was no new bird at all, but one he was otherwise familiar with. The little bird himself seems disposed to keep the matter a secret, and improves every opportunity to repeat before you his shrill, accelerating lay, as if this were quite enough, and all he laid claim to. Still, I trust I am betraying no confidence in making the matter public here. I think this is pre-eminently his love-song, as I hear it oftenest about the mating season. I have caught half-suppressed bursts of it from two males chasing each other with fearful speed through the forest.”

COTURNICULUS PASSERINUS, (Wils.) Bp.

Yellow-winged Sparrow.


Fringilla (Spiza) passerina, Bp., Obs. Wils. 1825, No. 111.

Emberiza passerina, Aud., Syn. 1839, 103.—Aud., B. Am. iii, 1842, 73, pl. 163.—Gill., B. L. I. 1844, 103.—Putn., Pr. Ess. Inst. 1856, 210 (summer; common).
Coturniculus passerinus.  


Ammodromus passerinus, Gray, G. of B. ii, 373.—Woodw., Sitgr. Rep. 1853, 86 (very common in the Indian Territory, in Texas, and in some parts of New Mexico).


(?) Fringilla caudacuta, LATH., Ind. Orn. i, 1790, 459.—Nutt., Man. i, 1832, 505.

Coturniculus titicrus, Gosse, B. Jam. 1847, 242.—BP., Conspr. Av. 1850, 481.—Scl., P. Z. S. 1861, 74 (Jamaica); Cat. A. B. 1862, 116. (Resident in Jamaica.)

b. perpallidus.


The earlier accounts of Nuttall, Townsend, and Audubon, mention the Yellow-winged Sparrow as occurring on the Columbia. Although this record has not been checked by later observations, what we now know of the distribution of the species makes it appear most probably correct. It is true that in the higher latitudes of the United States we have no quotations from regions west of the Rocky Mountains; but further south the species is known to range across New Mexico and Arizona; and Dr. Cooper states that Mr. Hepburn procured several specimens in California. Mr. Allen quotes Ogden, Utah. The pertinence of Audubon's remark hence appears. "Some of this species," he says, "on their way from their unknown winter abode northward, pass toward the middle and eastern districts of our Atlantic coast, while others diverge to reach the Oregon section (in which this bird has been found by Mr. Townsend), passing over our Southern States unobserved, although when proceeding toward the Texas, in April, 1837, I found them abundant on their way eastward." 

This is a rather southerly bird, even more so than the Bay-winged Bunting. I can find no record beyond the United States, excepting Mr. McIlwraith's, and his locality is south of some of the Maine quotations. In the latter State, according to all observers, it is rare; I do not think it is common north of the Connecticut Valley. It increases in numbers southward, and in the Middle States, Maryland, and Virginia, it is very abundant, breeding in old, weedy fields. I found it in South Carolina, at such various seasons, as to lead me to believe that it is resident there. Its great abundance in the Platte country is attested by Dr. Hayden's numerous specimens. Mr. Allen found it "abundant everywhere on the plains" of Kansas, and secured several nests with the
full complement (usually five) of fresh eggs, early in June. According to Prof. Sumichrast, the species winters in Vera Cruz.

Mr. Allen institutes an interesting comparison between the colors of this species in different sections of the country. "On comparing Florida specimens with northern ones, the former are found to be far more brightly colored than the latter. Between northern and southern specimens of the same species greater differences in color are rarely observable than in this, the differences being far greater than occur between many conspecific geographical races to which has been awarded specific rank. The difference consists in the much brighter and blacker tints of the southern form. Massachusetts specimens, although lighter than Florida ones, are still much darker than those from the plains." To the last-mentioned pale form Mr. Ridgway has applied the name _perpulidus_. Mr. Allen observes that it is one of the characteristic summer birds of the plains, ranging to the eastern foot-hills of the Rocky Mountains, and very common in Salt Lake Valley. It breeds abundantly in Kansas.

The song of the Yellow-winged Sparrow is a humble effort, rather weak and wheezy, but quite curious, more resembling the noise made by some grasshoppers than the voice of a bird. It is only heard in the breeding season, when the little performer mounts a tall mullein in his chosen pasture, or the fence-rail around it, settles himself firmly on his legs, and throwing up his head, utters the chirring notes _ad libitum_. At other seasons he has only a weak chirp. The bird is very timid, keeping almost always on the ground, amid the weeds and grass, where he runs like a mouse. On being forced up, he starts quickly, with a wayward, jerky flight, but seldom goes far before pitching into the grass again. The nest is placed on the ground, in a field, and resembles that of other Sparrows that build on the ground. As many as nine eggs are said to have been found in one nest, but the number is usually four or five. They are pure white, speckled with rich, clear, reddish-brown, chiefly at the larger end, but sparingly also all over the surface. The egg is usually rather globose—0.75 by 0.60 for an average instance.

**COTURNICULUS HENSLOVI, (Aud.) Bp.**

_Henslow's Bunting._

_Emberiza henslowi, Aud., Orn. Biog. i, 1831, 360; v, 493, pl. 77._ — _Aud., Syn. 1839, 104._ — _Aud., B. Am. iii, 75, pl. 163._ — _Gir., B. L. I. 1844, 104._

_Fringilla henslowi, Nutt., Man. i, 1840, 2d ed. 571._


_Ammodromus henslowi, Gray, G. of B. ii, 373._

_Hab._ — Eastern United States to Massachusetts. West to the Loup Fork. "Winters in Carolina, Alabama, Louisiana, and Florida; breeds from Maryland to New York" (Audubon).

_Lieutenant Warren's Expedition._ — 1863, Loup Fork of the Platte.

Not obtained by Captain Reynolds' Expedition.

The obtaining of this specimen greatly extends the known range of the species, and fixes the westernmost limit thus far recorded. Audu-
bon speaks of its great abundance in several of the Atlantic States, but no later observers have found it to be so. With me, it has been one of the rarest of our sparrows. I have seen it on but one or two occasions, about Washington, D. C. It has been found breeding in Massachusetts. The eggs are not distinguishable from those of *C. passerinus*.

**COTURNICULUS LECONTEI, (Aud.) Bp.**

*Leconte's Sparrow.*


**Hab.** Central Plains, from Northern Dakota to Texas.

This long-lost species, of which I, for one, never expected to see an example, believing it to have been based upon some particular condition of *C. passerinus* or *C. henslovii*, has at length been re-discovered. While at the Smithsonian, in 1872, I was shown a specimen, No. 50222, from Texas, which had been identified by Mr. Ridgway with *Emberiza lecontii* of Audubon. On careful examination, I could not refer it to any species known to me, while at the same time I found that it agreed in all essential particulars with Audubon's description and plate; so that I did not hesitate to endorse Mr. Ridgway's view. As stated in the Key, it resembles *C. henslovii*; the bill is much smaller; the fore and under parts and sides of the head are buff, with black touches on the sides; there is no yellow loral stripe; the median stripe on the crown is buff, passing into white posteriorly. The length of the specimen is 4 inches; the wing, 2 1/4; tail, 1 3/4. This is a young bird.

Audubon says that the species is common on the Upper Missouri, where, let us hope, other specimens will be found.

**December, 1873.**—Since the foregoing was penned, I have been so fortunate as to find the bird myself, and secure several examples. These represent the old and young of both sexes, and are particularly interesting, since they show that we have hitherto misapprehended the characters of the species. For Audubon's account (his type is lost), with which the Texas specimen agrees, indicates only the extensively buffy, diffusely marked, soft plumage of the young, for which the adult differs materially, necessitating a revision of the diagnosis of the species. In form the species differs notably from its congeners in the shape and relatively greater length of the tail, which is rather over two inches long, decidedly exceeding the wings, reaching beyond the outstretched feet, and remarkably graduated, the lateral feathers being from one-third to one-half an inch shorter than the central. The tail-feathers are all extremely narrow and acuminate, even more so than in the Sharp-tailed Finch, *Anmodromus candaceatus*. In fact the bird is quite as much an *Anmodromus* as a *Coturniculus*, furnishing an excellent connecting link for those who are disposed to unite these so-called genera. The wings are very short and much rounded; when closed, the primaries hardly exceed the longest secondary by one-fourth of an inch, although the secondaries are not at all elongated. The bill is not so turgid as in *C. passerinus*; the younger birds have it smaller than it is in that species, as stated in the Key, but in the adults the difference is less notable. Specimens measure from 4.90 to 5.10 in length, by 6.90 to 7.10 in extent; the wing is 1.90 to 2.00; the tail, 2.00 to 2.25. The general
buffiness varies in intensity and extent with age and wear of the feathers; it is greatest in birds of the year; an old male, moulting (August 9th), shows scarcely any. There is no yellow on the edge of the wing, nor a loral yellow spot, as in C. passerinus; there are no blackish maxillary or pectoral streaks, as in C. heaslovii, the markings of the under part of the adult being confined to sparse, sharp, blackish touches along the sides. In the younger birds, however, these may usually be traced across the breast, as is also the case with young passerinus, the adult of which is not, or not noticeably, marked below. But even the youngest specimen shows no maxillary streaks. There are some peculiarities in the shade and pattern of the variegation of the upper parts; the markings of the adults being bold, sharply contrasted and heavily colored. The bill of the old bird is dark horn-blue, lighter bluish below; that of the young is reddish-brown, paler below; the feet are flesh-colored at all ages.

My article in the American Naturalist, here reproduced in substance, continues:

"I only noticed the birds on one occasion,* August 9th, when a number were found together in the deep green sea of waving grass that rolled over an extensive moist depression of the prairie. Five specimens were secured in the course of an hour, not without difficulty; for the grass being waist-high, the only chance was a snap shot, as the birds, started at random, flitted in sight for a few seconds; while it was quite as hard to find them when killed. Several seen to fall were not recovered after diligent search. In their mode of flight, the birds resembled Wrens; a simile which suggested itself to me at the time, was that of a bee returning home laden with pollen; they flew straight and steadily enough, but rather feebly, as if heavily freighted for their very short wings. The only note I heard was a chirring, like the noise of a grasshopper. Although I found no nest, the circumstances of observation leave no doubt that the birds bred here. They were in company with a number of short-billed Marsh Wrens; their neighbors of the drier prairie around were Chestnut-collared Buntings, Baird's Buntings, and Sprague's Larks, all very numerous."

These observations were made near Turtle Mountain, on the border of Dakota, latitude 39°, while I was Surgeon and Naturalist of the Northern Boundary Survey, season of 1873. The nest and eggs remain unknown; another year they may be brought to light.

**MELOSPIZA LINCOLNI**, (Aud.) Bd.

Lincoln's Sparrow.


*Passerculus lincolnii*, Br., List, 1838, 33.


*But after I had written the article for the Naturalist, being then in the field, I found the species again, early in September, on the head-waters of Mouse River, about the margins of reedy pools, in situations exactly corresponding to those the *Ictea*"
MELOPSIZA LINCOLNI, LINCOLN'S SPARROW.


Helospiza lincolnii, Bd.—Allen, Pr. Ess. Inst. iv, 1864, 72 (Massachusetts).


Hab. —Whole of North America. Mexico, Guatemala.

Lieutenant Warren's Expedition.—431, Iowa Point; 4998, Bald Island; 4809, Platte River; 4314, Big Sioux River; 4816, Blackfoot country; 4310, 4312-13, 4316, Vermilion River.

Later Expeditions.—50990-93, Middle Park, Colorado; 61052-57, Henry's Fork and Green River, Wyoming.

Not obtained by Captain Raymonds' Expedition.

Since described by Audubon from "Labrador to New York" this bird has occurred at various points, until its range has been determined to include the whole continent. It does not, however, appear to be equally distributed. In the Atlantic States it is apparently rare; in the course of all my collecting I never saw it, and the above quotations, including nearly all that exist, are unanimous in attesting its scarcity. In the West, however, the case is different. In Iowa, according to Mr. Trippe, as above quoted, it is common in spring and fall; and from Colorado, the same observer writes as follows: "Lincoln's Finch is abundant, and migratory; it breeds from about 9,500 or 10,000 feet up to timber-line. It arrives at Idaho Springs early in May, and soon becomes very common, haunting the thickets and brush-heaps by the brooks, and behaving very much like the Song Sparrow. During the breeding season it is most abundant among the bushes near and above timber-line, nesting as high as it can find the shelter of the willows and junipers. Reappearing in the valleys in October, it lingers by the streams for a few weeks, and then disappears." Mr. Allen also informs me that it is "an abundant summer resident of the mountains of Colorado, from about 8,000 feet to above the limit of trees. It is found chiefly in the vicinity of wooded streams and in moist or swampy thickets, being essentially a woodland bird. Its song is rather feeble, but pleasant and varied, and generally uttered for a considerable period from some elevated point of the thicket. It is one of the few species that are as abundant at the timber-line as at lower points. I also met with it sparingly in Eastern Kansas in May, and found it abundant in the vicinity of Ogden, Utah, in September." Dr. Hayden found it "abundant" throughout the western territory. Mr. Ridgway informs us of its great numbers in winter in Southern Illinois. Finally, my own observations attest how numerous it is in Dakota during the migrations. Arriving from the North in September, it frequents the shrubbery along the streams for a month or more before it passes on South. Under these circumstances I have found it in company with Ridgway's and Harris's Finches. It is one of the more timid and retiring of our Sparrows, at least at this season. When I startled it from its ramblings in the low herbage outside the shrubbery, it would instantly seek shelter in the thickest cover, flying low, direct, and with a jerky flight like that of the Song and Swamp Sparrows; nor would it venture out again for a long while. It does not habitually, at this season, perch on the tops or outer twigs of bushes, except momentarily, seeming to feel insecure unless hidden from view; it rarely lifts itself more than a few feet from the ground. Altogether, its habits seem to be nearest those of the Swamp Sparrow. I have
never heard its song. In the fall it has only a weak chirp, but in the breeding season it is said to be a "sweet songster."

The only United States record of breeding I have, is the above mention of its nesting in the Rocky Mountains. As attested by our numerous and extensive collections from British America and Alaska, it pushes very far north in the spring, breeding in abundance in these high latitudes. Audubon found the young flying in Labrador July 4th, but did not discover the nest or eggs. The eggs, of which an immense series from Great Slave Lake and the Yukon, are in the Smithsonian, are of the same general pattern as those of the Song Sparrow, and present the endless variation in coloration shown in the latter. The various shades of reddish and other brown blotching is generally heavy and uniformly distributed, but in some specimens wreathes around the larger end. The egg averages smaller than a Song Sparrow's—about 0.80 by 0.60.

\* MELOSPIZA PALUSTRIS, (Wils.) Bd.

Swamp Sparrow.

(??) Fringilla georgiana, LATH., Ind. Orn. i, 1790, 460.
Fringilla georgiana, NUTT., Man. i, 1832, 502.
Fringilla (Ammodromus) georgiana, NUTT., Man. i, 2d ed. 1840, 588.
Fringilla palustris, Wils., Am. Orn. iii, 1811, 49, pl. 23, fig. 1.—BP., Syn. 1828, 110.—
A. & C., Orn. Biog. i, 1831, 331, v. 508, pl. 64.
Fringilla (Spiza) palustris, Br., Obs. Wils. 1825, No. 105.
Ammodromus palustris, Aud., Syn. 1839, 111.—Aud., B. Am. iii, 1841, 110, pl. 175.—
Gir. B. L. i, 1844, 114.—Putn., Pr. Ess. Inst. 1856, 218 (Massachusetts, summer).—Tripp, Pr. Ess. Inst. vi, 1871, 116 (Minnesota, "common").
Helospiza palustris, Bd.—Allen, Pr. Ess. Inst. iv, 1864, 73 (Massachusetts).

Hab.—Eastern and part of Middle Province of North America. West to Utah (Dr. H. C. Yarrow). North to Newfoundland and Labrador (Audubon); ordinarily to New England and Canada. Winters in the Southern States, Carolinas to Texas. (No extra-limital record.)

Lieutenant Warren's Expedition.—4806, Vermilion River.

Not obtained by Captain Raynolds' Expedition.

The Swamp Sparrow is chiefly a bird of the Eastern Province, the specimen just recorded being the westernmost I have seen, and perhaps representing the normal limit of distribution in that direction. But I am recently advised by Dr. Yarrow of its occurrence in Southern Utah. I have found it myself in Northern Dakota, as far north as the headwaters of Mouse River, where it is rather common in the shrubbery along the streams during the migrations. How far it may penetrate in the interior of British America I do not know; but, although unnoticed by Swainson and Richardson, it probably reaches a high latitude in summer, since it was found by Audubon to be plentiful in Labrador. It is generally distributed throughout New England in summer, breeding in suitable places. According to my observations, it is only a bird
of passage in the Middle States, but Wilson states that, of the numbers that pass through Pennsylvania, a few remain during the summer. On the coast of North Carolina I saw some after May, but I judge these were merely late migrants, not about to breed there. In the same locality I saw others through November, and it is quite possible that some may winter there, as they certainly do in South Carolina, and thence throughout the Southern States to Texas. I have not met with any extralimital quotations, a circumstance confirming the winter residence of the species as just stated.

The nest of the Swamp Sparrow is usually placed on the ground, in low, moist places, at the foot of a bunch of rank grass or reeds; sometimes in a tussock, more rarely off the ground, in a low bush. It is built of various dried grasses, weeds, roots, and other fibrous material, and lined with fine rootlets. The eggs, four or five in number, are usually dull grayish or faintly bluish-white, speckled all over with redish-brown and various other shades, the markings sometimes tending to aggregate in a wreath about the larger end, sometimes not; often so close as to hide the ground-color altogether. They measure about 0.78 by 0.55 in size. Two, and sometimes three, broods are reared in a season, and fledglings are to be observed through part of August.

The food and general economy of this species are not peculiar, but it has nevertheless its distinctive traits. It is a very abundant bird, but its retiring habits withdraw it from general observation. It is not so decidedly gregarious as some of its allies, and is oftener found skulking alone through rank herbage and tangled undergrowth than in flocks; still, in the fall, I have found considerable numbers together, about the edges of reedy swamps, sharing the shrubbery with the Song Sparrows and the reeds with the species Ammodromus, between which it forms, in one sense, a connecting link. I have also seen it, though more rarely, in open, wet, grassy places. During the vernal migration, at Washington, D.C., I used to look for it in the undergrowth fringing tiny streams flowing through open woods, and rarely failed to find it, if I looked close enough, in the very heart of such recesses, the skirts of which were full of White-throated Sparrows and other more conspicuous species. I never saw it take a long flight in the open woods; generally it was seen flitting from bush to bush, just over the ground or water, flitting the tail, and uttering its peculiar note. Its chirp is remarkably different from that of any other species, and, with its general reddishness, seems to distinguish it from its associates. The song I have never heard. Nuttall says that occasionally, mounted on the top of a low bush or willow-tree, it chants "a few trilling, rather monotonous, minor notes, resembling, in some measure, the song of the Field Sparrow, and appearing like twe, tw' tw' tw' twe twe, and twe' twe' twe twe', uttered in a pleasing and somewhat varied warble."

MELOPSIZA MELODIA, (Wils.) Bd. 1841.

Song Sparrow.
a. melodla.

(1) Fringilla fasciata, Gm., Syst. Nat. i, 1786, 922. (Very probable.)
Fringilla melodia, Wils., Am. Orn. ii, 1810, 125, pl. 16, fig. 4.—Br., Syn. 1828, 106.—Aud., Orn. Biog. i, 1831, 126; v, 507; pl. 25; Syn. 1839, 120; B. Am. iii, 1841, 147, pl. 189.—Nutt., Man. i, 1832, 486.—Gir., B. L. 1844, 121.—Putn., Pr. Ess. Inst. 1856, 211.—Tripp, ibid. vi, 1871, 116.
Zonotrichia melodia, Br., List, 1838, 31; Conspr. Av. 1850, 478.
Melospiza melodia, Bd., B. N. A. 1858, 477.—Hayd., Rep. 167.—Counf., Key, 1872, 139.—B. B. & R., N. A. B. ii, 1874, 19, pl. 27, fig. 6; also of nearly all late writers.
b. fallax.

(?) Zonotrichia fasciata, Gamb, J. A. N. S. 3d ser. i, 1847, 49.
Melospiza fallax, Bd., B. N. A. 1858, 481; 1860, 481, pl. 27, fig. 2.—Kenn., P. R. R. Rep. x, 1859, p. iv, 29, pl. 27, fig. 2.—Coues, Pr. Pubh. Acad. 1866, 52 (Arizona).—
Coop., B. Cal. i, 1870, 215.
Melospiza melodia var. fallax, Ridgw.—Coues, Key, 1872, 139.—B. B. & R., N. A. B. ii, 1874, 22, pl. 27, fig. 10.
Melospiza melodia, Coues, Ibis, 1865, 165.

c. heermanni.

Melospiza heermanni, Bd., B. N. A. 1858, 478; 1860, 478, pl. 70, fig. i (California).—Coop.,
Orn. Cal. i, 1870, 272.
Melospiza melodia var. heermanni, Ridgw.—Coues, Key, 1872, 139.—B. B. & R., N. A. B. ii, 1874, 24, pl. 27, fig. 9.

d. gouldii.

Melospiza gouldii, Bd., B. N. A. 1858, 479; 1860, 455, pl. 71, fig. i (California).
Melospiza melodia var. gouldii, Coues, Key, 1872, 139.
Annandromas samuelis, Bd., Pr. Best. Soc. vi, 1858, 311 (California).
Melospiza melodia var. samuelis, B. B. & R., N. A. B. ii, 1874, 26, pl. 27, fig. 7.

e. mexicana.

“(?!) Melospiza pectoralis, v. Müller.”
Melospiza melodia var. mexicana, Ridgw., B. B. & R., N. A. B. ii, 1874, 18 (Puebla, Mex.)

f. guttata.

Fringilla cinerea (“GM.”), Aud., Orn. Biog. v, 1839, 22, pl. 390, fig. i; Syn. 1839, 119; B. Am. iii, 1841, 145, pl. 157. (Not of Gmelin.)
Passerella cinerea, Br., List, 1838, 31; Conspr. i, 1850, 477.
Fringilla (Passerella) guttata, Nutr., Man. i, 2d ed. 1846, 581.
Zonotrichia guttata, Gamb., J. A. N. S. 2d ser. i, 1847, 50.
Melospiza melodia var. guttata, Ridgw.—Coues, Key, 1872, 139.—B. B. & R., N. A. B. ii,
1874, 27, pl. 27, fig. 12 (excl. ref. Dall and Bannister).
Melospiza rufina, Bd., B. N. A. 1858, 480.—Coop. & Suck, N. H. Wash. Ter. 1860, 204.—

g. rufina.

Emberiza rufina, Brandt, Desc. Av. Rossic. 18:6, pl. 2, 5 (Bonaparte).
(?) Passerella rufina, Br., Conspr. av. i, 1850, 477.
Melospiza rufina, Dall & Bann., Tr. Cluc. Acad. i, 1869, 285.
Melospiza melodia var. rufina, Ridgw.—Coues, Key, 1872, 139.—B. B. & R., N. A. B. ii,
1874, 29, pl. 27, fig. 11 (not rufina of Baird, 1858, which = var. guttata).
Melospiza guttata et cinerea, Finsh., Abbh. Nat. iii, 1872, 41.

h. insignis.

(?) Fringilla cinerea, Gm., Syst. Nat. i, 1788, 922 (cinereous Finch); Penn., Arct. Zool., ii, 68 (Oonalashka).
(?) Zonotrichia cinerea, “Gr.”—Br., Conspr. 1850, 478.
Melospiza insignis, Bd., Tr. Cluc. Acad. i, 1869, 319, pl. 29, fig. 2.—Dall & Bann., ibid., 285.—
Finsh., Abbh. Nat. iii, 1872, 44 (Kodiak).
Melospiza melodia var. insignis, Ridgw.—Coues, Key, 1872, 140.—B. B. & R., N. A. B. ii,
1874, 30, pl. 27, fig. 8.

Hab.—The ordinary Eastern type extends westward to the dry, central plains. North to the Canadas and Nova Scotia. Winters as far north as the Middle States, if not in Southern New England (Coos County, New Hampshire, November, with snow, Maynard). Breeds throughout its range, and is, in most localities, one of the most abundant and familiar of all Sparrows. (No extralimital record.) Var. fallax from the Southern Middle Province. Var. heermanni from California east to the Humboldt Mountains. Var. gouldi from the California coast, San Francisco, and southward. Var. guttata from the Pacific coast north to British Columbia. Var. rufina from Pacific coast north of British Columbia. Var. insignis from Kodiak and Oonalashka.

I adopt the several varieties of this species from Mr. Ridgway's account, published in the work above cited. He very kindly gave me his identifications, for use in the Key, in advance of his own publication. The reader is referred to the work in question for an exhaustive analysis of this perplexing group.
Lieutenant Warren's Expedition.—4517, Bald Island; 8750, Loup Fork of the Platte.  
Later Expeditions.—Var. fallax: 60640-5, 61032-51, 61119, various Wyoming localities; 61673, Utah; 62303-6, Idaho.  
Not obtained by Captain Reynolds' Expedition.

Dr. Hayden's Missouri region specimens represent the typical form, but one at least approximates to the pale western race (var. fallax).

This author remarks that it is not abundant in the Northwest, and the same is the case in most of the unsettled localities of the West, affording a parallel with the scarcity of the Robin under the same circumstances. Allen found it abundant only at Ogden, Utah. I did not find it in Northern Dakota.

**PEUCÆA CASSINI**, (Woodh.) Bd.

**Cassin's Pine Finch.**

*Zonotrichia cassini*, Woodh., Pr. Phila. Acad. vi, 1859, 60 (Texas).  
*Peucaea cassini*, Bd., B. N. A. 1858, 455 (Texas). In part. The Sonora specimen there included is *P. castalis* var. arizonae. See RIDG., Am. Nat. vii, 1873, 616).—HEERM., P. R. R. Rep. x, 1859, Parke's Route, Birds, 12, pl. 4, fig. 2 (Texas).—SCL., Cat. A. B. 1862, 115 (Mexico; compared with type).—DRESS., Ibis, 1865, (Texas, egges).—SUMICH., Mem. Bost. Soc. i, 1869, 551 (Orizaba, resident).—COOP., B. Cal. i, 1870, 210 (California).—RIDG., Am. Nat. vii, 1873, 617 (text).—SNOX., B. Kans. 1:73, 7.—COUES, Check-list, App. No. 170 bis.—B. & R., N. A. B. ii, 1874, 42, pl. 28, fig. 5.

*Ammobromus cassini*, Gr.—GIEBEL, Nomenac. Av. i, 328.  
*Peucaea castialis* var. cassini, ALLEN, Bull. M. C. Z. iii, 1872, 137 (Middle Kansas). (Not of COUES, Key, 1872, 140, which was intended for what has since been called *var. arizonae*. See COUES, Check-list, App. No. 170).

**Hab.**—Texas to California, and southward into Mexico. North to Kansas.

The type of "*Zonotrichia cassini*" may be a young bird, but other specimens in the Smithsonian appear adult, and most probably warrant Mr. Ridgway's separation of the species from *astialis*, although at one time I was of the contrary opinion. It must not be confounded with the pale race of *asteivalis* (var. arizonae) which occurs in the same region. It was this pale race which I wrongly called *var. cassini* in the Key; the mistake is corrected in the Check-list, upon examination of ample material with Mr. Ridgway.

This species is brought into the present connection upon its occurrence in Kansas, where it was found by Mr. Allen to be "rather common along the streams, where its low but peculiarly sweet song is heard at morning and evening, beginning with the first approach of dawn and continuing at evening considerably after nightfall. It is very retiring, and it was only after several attempts that I discovered the author of the sweet notes that at these still hours added greatly to the pleasure of camping on the plains." Dr. Heermann notices it as follows: "My attention having been attracted by the sound of a new note while at Comanche Springs, Texas, I found, after some observation; that it proceeded from this bird. Rising with a tumultuous motion of its wings some twenty feet or more, it descends again in the same manner to within a few yards of the spot whence it started, accompanying its entire flight with a lengthened and pleasing song. The country thereabout is very barren, being covered with low stunted bushes, into which the bird takes refuge on being alarmed, gliding rapidly through the grass and shrubbery, adroitly and effectually evading its pursuer. I observed them during four or five days of our travel, when they disappeared. They were probably migrating at the time, though their continued and oft-repeated song gave notice they were about preparing for the duties of incubation."
The species of *Pseucca* differ from all their allies in laying a pure crystal-white egg without markings. That of the present species measures 0.75 by 0.60, being thus quite globose. Four or five are the complement. The nest is placed on the ground.

**JUNCO HYEMALIS, (Linn.) Scl.**

**Eastern Snow-bird.**

*a. hyemalis.*


_Fringilla hudsonia._ Poebst., Phil. Tr. lxi, 1772, 428.—Gm., Syst. Nat. i, 1788, 396.—Wills., Index, vi, 1512, p. xii.


**b. aikenii.**

_Junco hyemalis var. aikeni._ (Ridg., Mss.).—Aiken, Pr. Bost. Soc. xv, 1872, 291 (Colorado).—Ridg., Am. Nat. vii, 1873, 613, 615 (characterized by two white wing-bands across lip of median and greater coverts, and an additional feather of the tail white).—Coues, Check-list, App. No. 174; see Key, 1873, 141 (in text).—B. B. & R., N. A. B. i, 1874, 554, pl. 26, fig. 6.

_Hab._—Eastern Province of North America; in the United States, seen as far west as the Black Hills, thence trending northwest to Alaska. Some straggle southward, west of the Rocky Mountains (Washington Territory, Suckey; Utah, Henshaw; Colorado, Aiken; Arizona, Coues). Breeds from Maine and New Hampshire northward, and in mountains south to the Middle States, and even to the Graylock Range. Winters from Iowa and Massachusetts, southward. No record of extralimital localities. Var. aikenii only from yet mountains of Colorado.

_Lieutenant Warren's Expedition._—1816, Vermilion River; 5336, Cannon-ball River; 8959, Black Hills.

Not obtained by Captain Reynolds' Expedition.

Besides its general distribution, the course and periods of its migrations, as well as its nesting and wintering, may be accurately traced by the above indications. Dr. Hayden's specimen, No. 8959, probably represents the extreme normal western range of the species in the United States. It breeds in mountains far south of the latitudes where it nests.
at ordinary altitudes. The eggs are white or whitish, often with a faint grayish tint, occasionally slightly flesh-colored, sprinkled more or less thickly and uniformly with reddish-brown, or pale chocolate, and often, also, a few dark-brown dots. The tendency is to aggregation, at or around the but. They measure 0.80 by 0.60. All the species of Junco lay similar eggs, and the nidification is essentially the same.

JUNCO OREGONUS, (Towns.) Scel.

Oregon Snow-bird.


*Vphœu oregona*, Aud., _Syn._ 1839, 107; _B._ Am. iii, 1841, 91, pl. 168.


*Junco hyemalis var. oregonus*, _Ridg._, _Am._ _Nat._ vii, 1873, 613 (critical).

*Fringilla hudsonia*, _Light._, _Abb._ _Ak._ _Berlin_, 1839, 424, _neg Forst._

*Fringilla atrata*, _Brandt_, _Ic._ _Rosso-As._ pl. 2, fig. 8.

_Hab._—Western and Middle Provinces of North America; straggling to edge of the Eastern Province.

**List of specimens.**

| 19279 | 73 | W. side R. Mts. | June 5, 1860 | F. V. Hayden | 5.75 | 9.00 | 2.75 |
| 19280 | 41 | S. of Cheyenne | June 2, 1860 | do | do | do | do |

**Lieutenant Warren’s Expedition.**—No. 5372, Medicine Creek; 5374, Great Bend of Missouri River.

**Later Expeditions.**—61022-7, Green River, &c., Wyoming; 62316-23, Idaho and Wyoming.

The Warren specimens indicate a nearly extreme eastern range of the species; still, we have advices of its occurrence in Kansas, both at Fort Leavenworth and at Fort Riley, which brings it fairly within the limits of the Eastern Province. It has only occurred in winter, however, in these localities.

The date of capture of the Raynolds’ examples renders it probable that the bird breeds in those places. Just as we have seen the Eastern Snow-bird breeding in mountains, in latitudes below those where it breeds down to sea-level, so the Oregon species resides in summer, at least, down to the 35° parallel, it not further. Dr. Cooper, indeed, observes that it summers in the mountainous parts of California, probably down to the 32° parallel; he observed it at San Diego until April, when he judged that it retired to the high mountains a few miles from the coast, to breed. He found it nesting on the coast mountains south of Santa Clara, in May, the young flying by the 13th of that month, and has given a description of the nest. “It was built in a cavity among the roots of a large tree on a steep bank; formed of leaves, grasses, and fine root-fibres, and covered outside with an abundant coating of green moss.” Another nest that he found May 20th, on the very summit of the mountains, was “slightly sunk in the ground under a fern (Pteris) and formed like the other, but with less moss around the edge; some
cown's and horse's hair was also used in the lining." It contained three
eggs, measuring 0.74 by 0.60, bluish-white, with blackish and brown
spots of various sizes thickly sprinkled on the larger end.

My own experience with this bird has been only in the winter time.
I found it extremely abundant in the mountains of Arizona, from the
middle of October until the middle of April; and loiterers remained
until May. I judge that it breeds in the neighboring higher mountains,
as the San Francisco and Bill Williams. In habits, it seemed the
counterpart of the familiar eastern bird. During pleasant, open weather,
it used to keep in the recesses of the woods and shrubbery, but in snow-
storms, and during severe weather, when seeds were scarce and hard to
find, it would come troopng about our tents, and especially around the
stock corrals, gleaing a subsistence from the waste grain that dropped
from the feed-troughs of our horses. Under such circumstances it was
sometimes emboldened even to enter a vacant tent; and I caught sev-
eral alive by scattering some bread crumbs in a small "A"-tent stand-
ing near mine, the flap of which was fixed so it could be pulled down
with a string. Its ordinary note is a soft chirp, which I could not dis-
tinguish from that of the common Snow-bird; in the spring, just before
leaving for its breeding-grounds, it has a rather pleasing song, also like
that of its eastern relative.

**JUNCO CINEREUS** var. **CANICEPS**, (Woodh.) Cores.

**Gray-headed Snow-bird.**

b. *caniceps.*

*Strathus caniceps*, **Woodh.**, Pr. Phila. Acad. vi, 1852, 202 (New Mexico and Texas).—

*Junco caniceps*, Bd., B. N. A. 1758, 468, pl. 72, fig. 1.—**Hayd.**, Rep. 1852, 167.—**Coves**,

*Junco cinereus var. caniceps*, **CoEs**, Key, 1872, 141.

*Junco hyemalis var. caniceps*, **Ridg.,** Am. Nat. vii, 1873, 613 (critical).

*Junco dorsalis*, **Henry**, Pr. Phila. Acad. x, 1858, 117 (New Mexico).—**Bd.**, B. N. A. 1858,
468, pl. 28, fig. 1 (tending to characteristics of *cinereus* proper).

*Junco amoenus*, Bd., in Coop. B. Cal. i, 1850, 564 (intermediate between *caniceps* and
*oregous*; probably a hybrid).

Hab.—Middle Province (Southern Rocky Mountain region), United States. North
to the Black Hills and Laramie Peak.

Lieutenant Warren's Expedition.—3960-61, Laramie Peak.

Not obtained by Captain Raynolds' Expedition.

As observed in my late work, the descent with modification of all the described
forms of *Junco* from a common stock, is undoubted if not unquestionable, although the
diversion has become so great that it would be scarcely expedient to consider them all
as a single species. The various forms may be reduced to three, *hyemalis, oregous,* and
*caniceps,* with their varieties. The first of these has no pinkish-rufous on the sides below,
and in full plumage the dark parts are nearly uniform blackish-plumbeous; the adult
female is grayer, even brownish, especially on the inner quills, and the young of the
first autumn and winter are extensively brownish. *Oregous* has an opaque, blackish
head, and fore-parts sharply contrasted with reddish of the hack, and the white of the

---

* The synonymy of *a. cinereus*, is: *Fringilla cinerea*, Sw., Phil. Mag. i, 1827, 435.—
306; 1857, 7; 1858, 304; 1859, 365.—*Stemich*, Mem. Bost. Soc. i, 1869, 51 (alpine region
of Vera Cruz, 2,000 to 3,500 metres, abundant and characteristic).—*Junco phaon-
notus*, WAGL., Isis, 1:51, 526.—"*Fringilla radfordii,*" LICH. Hab.: Mexico. In this
form the rusty-red extends over the upper surface of the wings, and the bill is black
and yellow. An allied form is *J. alticola*, SALV., P. Z. S. 1863, 139; Ibis, 1866, 193, from
the mountains of Guatemala. It is the *J. hyemalis* var. *alticola* of *Ridg.*, l. e.
under-parts shaded with pinkish-brown on the sides. Young birds of this form come very near immature *hyemalis*; Mr. Ridgway has noted intermediate specimens (Pr. Phil. Acad. 1869, 120), and complete insouciation of the two is claimed by Mr. Allen. In both of these the white of the under-parts is abruptly defined against the dark colors. In "caniceps," the main color is pale grayish-plumbeous, fading insensibly into the white below; the lores are definitely blackish, and the intersecapular region alone is ferrugineous—this color forming a small triangular area; the bill is pinkish-white, as in the foregoing. This form passes through "dorsalis" into the extreme of typical *cinerus*, in which the characters are as given in a preceding foot-note; while on the other hand specimens have been found showing pinkish-brown sides, and other-wise tending to the characters of *oregonus*—these constitute J. *intermedia* of Baird. The probability that some of these intermediate specimens are really hybrids is very strong, but has not been proven by detection of opposite sex of the two actually breed together; so it remains an open question. Mr. Allen inclines to dispose of the matter of hybridism under the hypothesis that the doubtful specimens are simply examples of intergradation of character, according to climatic or other influences resulting from geographical distribution. However this may be, it is certain that all three forms, in their typical development, occur together. This is the case in Arizona, for instance, where I found them all. To show how intimately they are associated, I may state that once, on firing into a flock of Snow-birds, I picked up, after the single discharge, several *oregonus*, one pure *caniceps*, and a single typical *hyemalis*.

The Gray-headed Snow-bird is not nearly so common in Arizona, in winter, as the Oregon species; still, I frequently observed it in company with the latter, and obtained several specimens. It arrived at the same time as *oregonus*, and departed with it, probably to breed in the neighboring higher mountains. It undoubtedly breeds at Laramie, since Dr. Hayden's specimens were taken in August. It appears to be common in Colorado, from the eastern bases of the foot-hills up the mountains to above timber-line.

In the American Naturalist, as above cited, Mr. Ridgway takes the view that all the forms of *Junco* are geographical races of one species. He discusses the matter very ably and upon good grounds. Referring the reader especially to this article, I submit, in further elucidation of the difficult problem, the following notes received from Mr. T. Martin Trippe, premising, however, that in so doing I am not necessarily committed to his conclusions. (The biographical notes refer to Idaho Springs, Colorado.)

*Junco hyemalis* var. *hyemalis*.—Eastern Snow-bird. This Snow-bird is never abundant, nor does it breed in Clear Creek County; the only period during which it is at all common being March and the early part of April. During fall and winter, it is a rare visitor to the foot-hills and edge of the plains, in the vicinity of Dr. Aiken, of Fountain, informs me, during November and March, but is rarely met with in midwinter. I have never seen it higher than 8,000 feet, and it is far more common below 7,000. It is similar in its habits and notes to the eastern bird, and is almost always found in flocks with the succeeding variety.

*J. hyemalis* var. *oregonus*.—Oregon Snow-bird. Where this species begins and *hyemalis* ends, it would puzzle even Brehm to decide; for while it is easy to select two specimens representing the species as described in the books, a large series collected at the same time and from the same place, will show all possible gradations between the two, many individuals combining the characteristics of both. Thus, the rusty-rufous back of *oregonus* is sometimes found without the purplish sides, which are supposed to belong to the latter bird; or, vice versa, specimens of *hyemalis* with scarcely a wash of rusty on the back, are occasionally marked by decidedly purplish sides. Of all the varieties three or four are the most numerous, and edge of the plains is abundant on all. They associate together, and have the same habits and notes; they appear and disappear about the same time; but of the two, *oregonus* is most abundant, being twice or thrice as numerous as *hyemalis*. Mr. Aiken informs me that the present-variety arrives in his vicinity—which is a short distance south of this region, on the edge of the plains—about the middle of October, and remains till April, thus showing a slightly more southern habitat than that of the preceding race.

*J. caniceps*.—Chestnut-backed Snow-bird. Abundant, and the only species that breeds here. The Chestnut-backed Snow-bird arrives about the middle or latter part of March, two or three weeks previous to the departure of the two preceding races, with whom it associates as long as they remain. As the snow disappears, it gradually works its way upward, and by the middle of June has disappeared from the regions below 8,000 feet. It breeds most abundantly in the upper woods, from the extreme limit of the willows down to 1,000 or 1,200 feet below timber-line; and more sparingly below that point as far down as 8,500 feet, and occasionally as low as 7,500 and even 7,000 feet. In October it descends to the lower valleys, and soon disappears altogether. On the plains it is common in December and March, but rare during midwinter. In
habits it resembles *hyemalis*; its twitter is the same, but its song is different. Of all the varieties that are found in this region, this is the most constant in its markings. Among scores of specimens, I never met with any that exhibited in any marked degree the characteristics of any of the other races combined with those of the Chestnut-backed species.

*J. annecetes.*—Chestnut-sided Snow-bird. This race or species is supposed by some ornithologists to be a hybrid between *oregonus* and *caniceps*, a supposition showing the danger of generalization on too narrow grounds, for there is nothing to support the idea except the combination of certain characteristics belonging to those two races; and on the same principle *Colaptes chrysoides* might be supposed to be a hybrid between *C. auratus* and *C. mexicanus*. The Chestnut-sided Snow-bird is as well marked, and almost as constant in its coloration, as *J. caniceps*, and far more so than *oregonus*, *hyemalis*, or *aikeni*. It is common only in spring, associating with other varieties, and remaining till April, being the last to leave of the migratory species. It varies rather higher than either the Oregon or the Black Snow-bird, occasionally extending as high as 9,500 feet, or higher. In winter I have not noticed it, but am informed by Mr. Aiken that it is very abundant on the plains from early in October till May, and that it outnumbers *caniceps* and *oregonus* together—a singular fact, if it is a "hybrid." Undoubtedly it does occasionally mix with both these varieties, as specimens sometimes show a tendency to one or other of them, usually toward the latter; but I have never seen any that I could not refer, without hesitation, to one or the other of three species—*caniceps*, *annecetes*, or that which embraces *hyemalis*, *oregonus*, and *aikeni* as sub-varieties.

*J. aikeni.*—White-winged Snow-bird. Abundant; does not breed. This race is evidently the most northern of the five, as it arrives latest (in November) and departs earliest (in March), ranging higher also than any of the others, up to 10,000 feet, and probably farther still. In its habits and habits the White-winged Snow-bird differs somewhat from its congeners. Its song is louder and sweeter; it is less gregarious in its nature; and it frequents brushy hill-tops and mountain-sides, high up above the valleys, and rarely visited by the other species during the winter. It is the only Snow-bird at all common during winter, choosing as its favorite haunts the bushy ravines and, hollows, as well as the valleys of the larger streams, and wandering thence far up on the mountains, associating in small parties only, more than six or eight being rarely seen together. During the coldest weather, only the well-marked typical birds are seen, among which are both males and females, the former being most numerous; but toward the close of winter the females become more abundant, and among a large series of specimens, obvious approaches to both *hyemalis* and *oregonus* may be distinguished, especially toward the former. The intergradation, however, is by no means as perfect as that between the two latter races, and a specimen that cannot be definitely referred to either *aikeni* or *oregonus-hyemalis* is unusual. The white wing-bands vary very much; in the largest males they are almost always broad and well-defined; in the small males and females they are narrower, sometimes almost obsolete, occasionally wanting on one wing and present on the other, and sometimes wholly wanting or indicated by the faintest trace. In the latter case, the other characteristics of the bird are those of *hyemalis*, while the peculiar features of the latter bird or of *oregonus* are ever to be seen where the white wing-bands are well defined. Well-developed males frequently have white lores or white spots on the head and neck.

Without a very large number of specimens from different localities, it is difficult to discuss, intelligently, the races or species; but from a careful study of their habits, notes, distribution, and migration in this region, as well as the comparison of a large number of specimens, I cannot help drawing the conclusion that at least three, or perhaps four, of the various forms have, in the words of Dr. Cones, "passed the merely varietal stage and become nascent species, though still unstable in character." These may be arranged as follows:


II. *J. annecetes*. Sp. ch. Sides clear cinnamon-fulvous. Abundant in Colorado during winter and spring, but breeds north of the Territory.

III. *J. hyemalis*. With three varieties:

a. *aikeni*. Var. ch. Two broad, well-defined white bands on the wing-coverts. Abundant in winter, retiring north earlier than the other races, and evidently the most northern in its distribution. Intergrades with the following form, though not as intimately as that does with the succeeding.

b. *hyemalis*. Var. ch. No wing-bands; upper parts with no rufous, except a rusty tinge in autumn. Less abundant than the others, reaching here its western limit; breeding north of the Territory. Intergrades imperceptibly with the next.

c. *oregonus*. Var. ch. Back and wings with a decided rusty-brown wash. Abundant, reaching here its eastern limit. Breeds northward, retiring from Colorado with the preceding, or a little later.
SPIZELLA MONTICOLA, TREE SPARROW.

Fringilla montana, Forst., Philos. Tr. ixii, 1772, 405; not of Linnaeus.
Fringilla monticola, Gm., Syst. Nat. i, 1758, 912.
Spinus monticola, C.A.B., Mus. Hein. i, 1851, 134.
Spizella monticola, Bd., B. N. A. 1858, 472.—KENNERLY, P. R. R. Rep. x, 1859, iv, 29

Zonotrichia (Spizella) monticola, Gray, Hand-list, No. 7398.

Passer canadensis, Briss., Orn. iii, 1760, 102.

Fringilla canadensis, LATH., Ind. Orn. i, 1790, 434.—BR., Syn. 1828, 109.—NUTT., Man. i, 1832, 436.—AUD., Orn. Bish. ii, 1834, 511; v, 1839, 504; pl. 188.—MAXIM., J. F. O. vii, 1832, 280.

Emberiza canadensis, SW. & RICH., F. B. A. ii, 1831, 259.—AUD., Syn. 1839, 105.—AUD., B. Am. ii, 1841, 83, pl. 166.—GRIFF., B. L. I. 1844, 107.—PUTN., Pr. Ess. Inst. i, 1856, 210 (Essex County, Mass., October to May).—TRIPPE, Pr. Ess. Inst. vi, 1871 (Minnesota, not very common; not observed in summer).

Spizella canadensis, BR., List, 1838, 33; Consp. Av. i, 1850, 480.

Fringilla arborea, WILS., Am. Orn. ii, 1810, 12, pl. 16, fig. 3.

Hab.—North America at large, excepting, probably, the Gulf States. Infrequent or casual in the United States west of the Rocky Mountains, wintering high on the Missouri, and in corresponding latitudes eastward. Breeds north of the United States, to high latitudes, but also, like the Snow-bird, in mountains within our limits.

List of specimens.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Collector</th>
<th>Specimens</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1898</td>
<td>Deer Creek</td>
<td></td>
<td>292</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1898</td>
<td>Deer Creek</td>
<td>P. V. Hayden</td>
<td>6.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1898</td>
<td>Deer Creek</td>
<td></td>
<td>9.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1898</td>
<td>Deer Creek</td>
<td></td>
<td>3.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1898</td>
<td>Do</td>
<td></td>
<td>282</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1898</td>
<td>Do</td>
<td></td>
<td>6.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1898</td>
<td>Do</td>
<td></td>
<td>9.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1898</td>
<td>Do</td>
<td></td>
<td>3.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1898</td>
<td>Do</td>
<td></td>
<td>283</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1898</td>
<td>Do</td>
<td></td>
<td>6.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1898</td>
<td>Do</td>
<td></td>
<td>9.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1898</td>
<td>Do</td>
<td></td>
<td>3.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1898</td>
<td>Do</td>
<td></td>
<td>284</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1898</td>
<td>Do</td>
<td></td>
<td>6.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1898</td>
<td>Do</td>
<td></td>
<td>9.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1898</td>
<td>Do</td>
<td></td>
<td>3.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1898</td>
<td>Do</td>
<td></td>
<td>287</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Lieutenant Warren's Expedition.—4509, Cedar Island; 4910, Medicine River.

The movements of this interesting species, as well as its general distribution, may be traced in the above quotations. Its western records are still meagre, but sufficient to represent its range in that quarter; it appears to be, like the Eastern Snow-bird, little if anything more than a straggler west of the Rocky Mountains, some individuals apparently straying southward in that direction from their breeding places in Alaska. Eastward, the Tree Sparrow is one of the most abundant species, wintering in great profusion in the Middle States, Maryland, and Virginia, and some reaching the Carolinas, beyond which it has not, to my knowledge, been traced. It also winters as high as New England.

* But this instance proves to be not authentic, the Chipping Sparrow having being mistaken for the Tree Sparrow. See SAMUEL, Orn. and Ool. of New England, 318.
and even the Canadas; for, as we shall presently see, it is a hardy little bird, capable of enduring extreme cold, and only forced southward by scarcity of food. Its breeding range is extensive; on the Atlantic coast it nests from Labrador to Maine. The general similarity of its distribution to that of the Snow-bird leads me to believe it will yet be found passing the summer in the mountains of the Middle States. It occurs through the greater portion of British America in summer, from Atlantic to Pacific. It has been found in Kansas in August, and may breed in that State.

At Fort Randall I found these birds as abundant as I have ever seen them anywhere, during pleasant weather in the month of October. All the undergrowth of the river-bottom was full of them, in troops sometimes numbering hundreds, singing as gaily, it seemed to me, as in spring-time. With the colder weather of the following month, so many moved off that I thought none would remain to endure the rigor of winter, but such proved to be not the case. The remainder simply retreated to the deepest recesses of the shrubbery, where, protected from the biting winds, if not from the cold, they passed the winter, and to all appearances very comfortably. I account for their remaining at this inclement season, by the propagation of seeds of various kinds that are to be obtained during the whole winter; certainly, those that I shot were in good condition, and generally had the crop well filled. Their seclusion and quietness at this season is remarkable, and causes them to be in a great measure overlooked. On several occasions, when the thermometer was far below zero, the river frozen solid for two feet deep, and snow on the ground, I have unexpectedly come upon little groups of these birds, hiding away close to the ground among and under a network of vines and rank herbage, close enough to collect and retain a mantle of snow. When startled at such times they have a low, pleasant chirp as they flutter into sight among the bushes, scattering a little, but only to collect again and seek their snug retreat as soon as left to themselves. Whether rendered careless by the cold, or through a natural heedlessness, they are very tame at such times; they sit unconcernedly on the twigs, it may be but a few feet distant, chirping cheerfully, with the plumage all loosened and puffy, making very pretty “roly-poly” looking objects. There is a particular kind of plant here, the seeds of which endure all winter, furnishing a favorite repast. In a clump of these tall weeds dozens of the birds may be seen together, busily feeding. Some, more energetic, spring up and cling to the swaying pancakes, picking away, while others gather about the stem, getting a good dinner, without trouble, off the seeds that their neighbors above rattle down. At such times the whole company keep up an animated conversation, expressing their satisfaction, no doubt, in their own language; it is more than chirping, and not quite singing—a low, soft, continuous chanting, as pleasing as it is indescribable. The Tree Sparrow is, indeed, one of the sweet-voiced of our Sparrows, and one very fond of singing, not only in the spring, but at other seasons; times are hard with it indeed when it cannot, on occasion, tune its gentle pipe.

According to Mr. Trippe, in Colorado the Tree Sparrow is “abundant during winter in all the willow and alder thickets along the streams, from the plains up to 7,000 feet, and occasionally up to 8,500. It arrives in November and disappears in April.”

Accounts of the egg of this species are conflicting, and mostly erroneous. Mr. Hutchins said it was pale brown, marked with darker spots, a statement copied by Nuttall and repeated even by Dr. Cooper. Audubon wrote it was uniform deep blue, just like a Chipping Sparrow’s, but
larger. The egg is, in fact, much like that of the Song Sparrow, being pale bluish, speckled and blotched with different shades of reddish-brown. It measures about three-fourths of an inch long by three-fifths in breadth. The immense series in the Smithsonian, from the Anderson River and Yukon region, show the same wide range of variation that the Song Sparrow's egg displays, being thus different from the eggs of other Spizella. The nidification varies, the nest being placed indifferently on trees, bushes, or the ground.

Spizella Socialis, (Wils.) Bp. a

Chipping Sparrow.

a. socialis.


Spizella socialis, Cab., Mus. Hein. i, 1851, 123.

Spizella socialis, Bp., List. 1838, 33; Conspr. i, 1850, 480.—Bo., B. N. A. 1858, 473.—Coves, Key, 1872, 142, fig. 6—B. B. & R., N. A. B. ii, 1874, 7, pl. 27, f. 1; and of late authors generally.

Zonotrichia (Spizella) socialis, Gray, Hand-list, No. 7397.

b. arizonae.


Hab.—Temperate North America, from Atlantic to Pacific, especially United States. Breeds chiefly in Middle and Northern States. winters in the Southern States and south into Mexico. Cuba. Extremely abundant. (Among extralimital quotations are: Oaxaca, Sch., P. Z. S. 1856, 304; Xalapa, ibid. 1859, 365; Cordova, ibid. 1856, 365; Oaxa, Laer., Ann. Lyc. vii, 1860, 283; Vera Cruz, Sunck., Mem. Bost. 1869, 552.)

Lieutenant Warren's Expedition.—48°5, Bald Island; 5411, Fort Lookout.

Later Expeditions.—60°71-72, Green River and Little Sandy; 61779, 62311-14, Idaho and Wyoming.

Not obtained by Captain Reynolds' Expedition.

Spizella Pusilla, (Wils.) Bp. a

Field Sparrow.

(?) Little Brown Sparrow, Catesby, Car. i, 35 (Motacilla juncorum, Gm., i, 952; Sylia juncorum, Lath., ii, 511.

Fringilla juncoem, Nutt., Man. i, 1832, 499; 2d ed. i, 1840, 577.


Emberiza pusilla, Aud., Syn. 1839, 104; B. A. iii, 1841, 77, pl. 164.—Gir., B. L. I. 1844, 105.

Spizella pusilla, Cab., Mus. Hein. i, 1851, 133.

Spizella pusilla, Bp., List. 1838, 33; Conspr. i, 1850, 480.—Bo., B. N. A. 1858, 473.—Coves, Key, 1872, 143.—B. B. & R., N. A. B. ii, 1874, 5, pl. 27, f. 2; and of late authors generally.

Zonotrichia (Spizella) pusilla, Gray, Hand-list, No. 7396.

Hab.—Eastern United States; breeding from Virginia northward; wintering from the same point southward.

Lieutenant Warren's Expedition.—48°00-01, Big Sioux River; 48°2, Fort Leavenworth, Kans.; 5412-13, Knife River.

Not obtained by Captain Reynolds' Expedition.

Spizella Pallida, (Sw.) Bp.

Clay-colored Sparrow.


Spizella pallida, Bp., List. 1832, 33 (not of the Conspects).—Bo., B. N. A. 1858, 474.—

SPIZELLA PALLIDA, CLAY-COLORED SPARROW.

Coon, Ky. 1872, 143.—Snow, B. Kans. i 1873, 7.—B. B. & R., N. A. B. ii, 1874, 11, pl. 27, f. 3.**

*Spizella pallida*, Car., Mus. Hein. i, 1851, 133.

*Zonotrichia (Spizella) pallida*, Gray, Hand-list, No. 7400.

*Emberiza shattuckii*, Aud., B. Am. vii, 1843, 347, pl. 403.

*Spizella shattuckii*, Br., Conspr. i, 1850, 480.

Hab.—From the Saskatchewan and Upper Missouri to Eastern Kansas. To Texas (Baird), East into Iowa (Trippe), Wisconsin (Hoy), and Illinois (Holden).

Lieutenant Warren’s Expedition.—No. —, Cheyenne River; 4803, “Nebraska;” 4804, Bijou Hills; 5141, Blackfoot country.

Not obtained by Captain Raynolds’ Expedition.

The typical form of this species appears to be one of the more characteristic birds of the high central plains. It was originally described by Swainson from the region of the Saskatchewan. Dr. Richardson says that it was very abundant at Carlton House, and as familiar as the Chipping in the Eastern States. Audubon’s account of “*Emberiza pallida*” presents nothing incompatible with the typical form; but the specimens, on which his description was based, procured by Townsend in the “Rocky Mountains,” and now in the Smithsonian, have been identified by Prof. Baird with *breyeri*, which renders it necessary to turn “pallida, Aud.,” over to the latter variety, although indeed his quotations, and the habitat he assigns, are those of true *pallida*. He afterward described the typical Missouri bird as *E. shattuckii*, giving the following account:

“This handsome little species is found quite abundant throughout the country bordering on the Upper Missouri. It inhabits with particular partiality the small valleys found here and there along the numerous ravines running from the interior, and between such hills as I have already mentioned. Its usual demeanor resembles much that of the Chipping Bunting, *Emberiza socialis* of Wilson, and like it, it spends much of its time in singing its monotonous ditties, while its mate is engaged in the pleasing task of incubation. When approached, it will dive and conceal itself either amid the low bushes around, or will seek a large cluster of wild roses, so abundant in that section of country, and the fragrance of which will reach the olfactory nerve of the traveler or gunner for many paces.

“The nest of the Shattuck Bunting is usually placed on a small horizontal branch, seven or eight feet from the ground; and I believe it is occasionally placed in the broken and hollow branches of trees. The eggs, four or five in number, are blue, spotted with reddish-brown toward the large end, and placed in a nest so slightly formed of slender grasses, circularly lined with horse or cattle hair, as to resemble as much as possible the nest of the species to which it is allied.” These observations differ somewhat from my own, given beyond.

I found this bird in small numbers on the Republican Fork of the Kansas River, near Fort Riley, in May, frequenting shrubbery along the stream, and also open, weedy places away from the water; but I noticed nothing peculiar in its manners, which were the same as those of the Chip-bird. Mr. Allen found it common at Topeka, in the same State, associating there with *S. socialis*. He also quotes “pallida” from Utah; but as he does not recognize the distinction of var. *breyeri*, his observations undoubtedly refer to the latter.

The eastward extension of *S. pallida* has only been of late generally recognized; it seems to correspond somewhat with that of *Vireo bellii*. In Iowa, according to Mr. Trippe, it is common in spring; “frequents the thickets and copes along the margins of the woods, and has some-
what the habits of the Red-poll, feeding on the buds of the elm and other trees in early spring."

It is singular that the eggs of our Spizella should differ so much among themselves, for the rule is that congeneric birds lay similar eggs. Thus, *S. monticola* lays an egg like that of *Melospiza*; the egg of *S. pallida* is not distinguishable from that of *Junco*, except in size, and is altogether different from the clear green, blackish-dotted eggs of *S. socialis* and *pallida*.

The Clay-colored Sparrow's nest abundantly in Dakota, and especially along the Red River, in the open, low underbrush by the river-side, and among the innumerable scrub-willow copses of the valley. They pair here the latter part of May, when the males come into full song; the nests are built and the complement of eggs laid, usually by the middle of June. During this month, while the females are incubating, the males mount the tops of the bushes and sing continually—indeed I know of no more assiduous and persistent songster than this little bird is, although his vocal efforts are of an humble sort. His ditty is a simple stave of three notes and a slight trill—nothing like the continuous song of the Chip-bird. In places where the birds are plentiful, several males may be in sight at once, each on his own bush-clump, while his mate is nesting below. As soon as incubation is over, the habit is entirely changed, and the males become as inconspicuous as their consorts. The pairing season, during which the males may be seen continually chasing the females about in the bushes, is of short duration; and, preliminaries adjusted, both birds set to work in earnest at their nest, with such success that it is completed and the eggs laid in a week or two. Most of my nests were taken during the first two weeks in June. In one case, in which I visited a nest daily, I found that an egg was laid each day, till the complement of four was filled. I have not found more than four eggs in a nest, and sometimes only three. They are of a light-green color, rather scantily and sharply speckled with sienna and other rich shades of brown—sometimes very dark brown. Generally the dotting is chiefly confined to the larger end, with only a speck here and there over the general surface; the dots are sometimes in an area at the butt, sometimes partially confluent and wreathed around it. The eggs measure about 0.62 by 0.50. The nest is always placed low; I never found one so high as a yard from the ground, and generally took nests within a few inches, in the crotch of a willow or other shrub, or in a tuft of weeds. The nest is inartistically built of fine dried grass-stems and the slenderer weed-stalks, with perhaps a few rootlets; it is sometimes lined quite thickly with horse-hair, sometimes not, then having instead some very fine grass-tops. It varies a good deal in size and shape, according to its situation, but may average about three inches across by two deep, with a cavity two inches wide by one and a half deep. In those cases where I approached the setting bird, she left the nest when I was a few steps away, and fluttered directly into concealment, without attempting any artifice or venturing to protest against the spoilation of her home.

It is most probable that two broods may be reared, even in this high latitude, but I cannot so assert, as I found no nests nor heard the nuptial songs after June. In July the birds appear in greater numbers than ever, from the accession of the year's broods, and now go in little troops in the shrubbery along with several other kinds of Sparrows. I found them in all wooded and shrubby situations in Dakota, but never out on the high prairie. Early in the fall, in Dakota, they are joined by numbers of Lincoln's, Gambel's, and Harris's Finches, all of which flutter through the shrubbery together. They depart for the South early in
October, according to my observations, though some may linger later. In the spring their return may be noted on the Missouri River, in the region about Fort Randall for instance, toward the end of April, at the same time that the Bay-winged Buntings and Lark Finches arrive.

**SPIZELLA PALLIDA** var. *BREWERI*, (Cass.) Coues.

**Brewer’s Sparrow.**

*Emberiza pallida*, Aud. Orn. Biog. v, 1839, 66, pl. 398, f. 2; Syn. 1839, 103; B. Am. iii, 1841, 71, pl. 161 (see Sw.). (See last article.)


*Zonotrichia* (*Spizella*) breweri, Gray, Hand-list, No. 7399.


**Hab.**—Southern Rocky Mountain region, especially New Mexico and Arizona. Texas: California.

**List of specimens.**

| 19282 | 76 | Pierre's Hole | June 26, 1860 | F. V. Hayden | 5.00 | 7.50 | 2.25 |

**Later Expeditions.**—0608-15, Bitter Cottonwood and Fort Fetterman; 60673-4, Big Sandy and Green River.

Not obtained by Lieutenant Warren’s Expedition.

Brewer’s Sparrow is of common occurrence in the region above given. Its habits, as I observed them in the southwest, are the same as those of the typical form.

**Note.**—A North American species of this genus, not occurring in the Missouri region, as far as now known, is the following:

**SPIZELLA ATRIGULARIS**, (Cab.) Baird.

*Spinites atrigularis*, Cab., Mus. Hein. i, 1851, 133.


**Hab.**—Mexico, and southwestern border of the United States. Arizona (Coues). California (Xantus).

[ZONOTRICHIA ALBICOLLIS*, (Gm.) Bd. *]

**White-throated Sparrow.**


*Zonotrichia albicollis*, Bd., Conspl. Av. 1850, 478.—Can., Mus. Hein. 1851, 132.—Bd., B. N. A. 1858, 463.—Hayd., Rep. 1862, 166.—Coues, Key, 1872, 144, fig. 88.—B. B. & R., N. A. B. i, 1874, 574, pl. 26, p. 10; and of most late authors.


*Zonotrichia penusylvanica*, Bd., List, 1838, 32.

Lieutenant Warren's Expedition.—4990-91, Big Nemaha River; 4788, Wood's Bluff; 4755, 4787, Blackbird Hills; 4782, 4784, 4796, Big Sioux River; 4783, 4786, 4789, Vermilion River; 4501, White Earth River; 4502, Cedar Island.
Not obtained by Captain Raynolds' Expedition.

I have not deemed it necessary to cite the voluminous records substantiating the above-mentioned range and movements of this familiar species. Dr. Hayden's specimens represent, as far as we now know, the westernmost limit in the United States. For the Eastern States, I have found no record of the bird's breeding south of the northern parts of New England—not even in the highest parts of the Middle States, where, however, some may yet be found to nestle, like the Tree-Sparrow and Snow-bird. Mr. McIlwraith does not give it as breeding at Hamilton, Canada West; but Mr. Trippe found it nesting in the tamarack swamps and windfalls of Minnesota, as it probably does at other points on our northern frontier. It does not appear to reach Alaska, although the westward trend of the Eastern Zoological Province reaches to the Pacific in that latitude. Judging from the dates of collection of Dr. Hayden's numerous specimens, they were migrating at the time of observation. The bird occupies the whole Southern States in winter; and, selecting a middle point in its migrations, we may clearly trace its movements. Thus, in Maryland and Virginia, where I became familiar with it during several years of observation, many spend the winter in sheltered situations; but the great increase in their numbers during spring and fall show that the great body of them moves further south. They are extremely abundant in the month of October, while most are passing through, and again in May. Many linger until the middle of May, when they are off for the north, leaving not a single straggler. They frequent, on the whole, different places in the spring and fall. At the former season, they enter the woods in large numbers, less closely associating than during the fall, and ramble over the ground, doubtless in search of insects, the last year's supply of seeds being in a great measure exhausted. In autumn, they are found principally trooping together in shrubbery, along hedge-rows, the brier-patches of old fields, and similar resorts, where the seeds they like are plenty. Audubon's account of their manners at this season is too faithful and vivid to ever grow out of date:

"How it comes and how it departs are quite unknown to me. I can only say that, all of a sudden, the edges of the fields bordering on creeks or swampy places, and overgrown with different species of vines, sumac-bushes, briars, and the taller kinds of grasses, appear covered with these birds. They form groups, sometimes containing from thirty to fifty individuals, and live together in harmony. They are constantly moving up and down among these recesses, with frequent jerkings of the tail, and uttering a note common to the tribe. From the hedges and thickets they issue one by one, in quick succession, and ramble to the distance of eight or ten yards, hopping and scratching, in quest of small seeds, and preserving the utmost silence. When the least noise is heard, or alarm given, and frequently, as I thought, without any alarm at all, they all fly back to their covert, pushing directly into the thickest part of it. A moment elapses, when they become reassured, and, ascending to the highest branches and twigs, open a little concert, which, although of short duration, is extremely sweet. There is much plaintive softness in their note, which I wish, kind reader, I could describe to you; but this is impossible, although it is yet ringing in my ear, as if I were in those very fields where I have so often listened to it with delight. No sooner is their music over than they return to the
field, and thus continue alternately sallying forth and retreating during the greater part of the day. At the approach of night they utter a sharper and shriller note, consisting of a single twit, repeated in smart succession by the whole group, and continuing until the first hooting of some owl frightens them into silence. Yet, often during fine nights, I have heard the little creatures emit, here and there, a twit, as if to assure each other that "all's well."

The musical abilities of this pretty Sparrow, to which Audubon so feelingly alludes, are of a high order, though the song is rather notable for its limpid sweetness than for power and brilliancy. An attempt is made to express the sound in the name commonly given to the species, in some sections, "Peabody-bird." It seems to say, pee-a'body, a'body, a'body, a'body, beginning clear, high, and loud, with prolonging of the first syllable; then rising still higher and shortly accenting the second note; then trilling the remainder with a falling inflexion and decreasing volume; this latter part being repeated three or four times, the a' still accented, but with diminishing emphasis. I think it might be readily written in musical notes, but I am unable to do so.

Audubon does not appear to have known the nest and eggs of this bird, since he copies Richardson's account. It builds on the ground, usually among bushes, in various situations; the nest is made of dried grass, weed-stems, and moss, lined with thready rootlets or very fine grasses. The eggs are four or five in number, measuring, on an average, nine-teaths of an inch long by three-fifths, or a little more, in breadth, and are dull-whitish, with spots and splashes of surface-brown and similar shell-markings of neutral-tint. It breeds in the latter part of May and in June; I do not know whether more than one brood is reared each season.

The change of plumage of the head of this species offers an interesting point, apparently not yet determined. Only the male, it appears, gets the pure black of the crown, and only during the breeding season. Though I have shot great numbers in the fall, I do not recollect that I ever got one at that season in perfect head feathering, so that it becomes probable that the breeding livery is put off with a late summer moult. And even in spring, in the Middle States, the number of brown-headed, or, at any rate, of imperfectly black-crowned individuals, is out of all proportion to those in breeding dress. I used to take a few such in May, just before they moved off, but they were rarities. This circumstance may be accounted for by Mr. Allen's observation, that the male does not attain its mature colors until the second spring. "The young males," he observes, "sing equally well with the adults, and probably breed in this plumage. Observing many birds singing in the garb of the female drew my attention to the subject, and dissection showed them invariably to be males. This accounts for the great proportion of birds in the livery of the female, both in spring and fall, often observed." These remarks may bear as well upon other species of the same genus. I am not aware that other writers have indicated that the female of this species is songless; I was certainly myself unaware of the fact, if, indeed, it be so.

The eggs of Zonotrichia albicollis, and of leucophrys, with its varieties, are not distinguishable from each other. They are of the same general character as those of Melospiza—heavy marking, in interminable variety, with different reddish and darker brown shades, upon a dull, pale greenish or grayish ground. These markings may be large blotches, or mere marbling in fine points; at the butt of the egg the reddish coloration is frequently nearly uniform.
Z. Leucophris, White-Crowned Sparrow.


Fringilla (Zonotrichia) leucophris, Sw. & Rich., F. B. A. ii, 1834, 255.


(*) Spizella maxima, Bz., Comp. Rend. 1853, —.

Hab.—Eastern North America to the Rocky Mountains. Greenland (Reinhardt), Cape St. Lucas in winter (Xantus). Not given by Allen among winter birds of Florida, nor by Dall and Bannister as occurring in Alaska.

Lieutenant Warren's Expedition.—1874, Vermilion River; 5403, Knife River; 9238, Black Hills.

Later Expeditions.—59882-6, Colorado; 60656-9, 62301-2, Wyoming; 62300, Montana.

Not obtained by Captain Reynolds' Expedition.

Like other naturalists who have visited the forbidding shores of Labrador, I found the White-crowned Sparrow one of the most abundant of the summer birds of that country. Labrador and Newfoundland, indeed, appear to be the principal breeding resorts of the species along the Eastern coast. The nest appears to be always placed on the ground; the situations generally selected are thick patches of low heath, and the still more dense growths of scrubby conifers. It is composed chiefly of mosses, but lined with a quantity of very fine dried grasses or rootlets, set evenly round and round. The eggs are four or five in number, about seven-eighths of an inch long, and pale greenish, speckled and blotched, particularly toward the larger end, with brown and neutral tint. The descriptions of some of the earlier authors are certainly erroneous, probably relating to the egg of the Tit-lark, which breeds abundantly with the White-crowned Sparrow, and, like it, builds a mossy nest on the ground. I found nestlings but a few days old the last week in July; these were perhaps of a second brood, as many birds of the year were flying about the same time. The southward migration begins, according to Audubon, as early as the middle of August; this statement is confirmed by the presence of the birds in New England, and even in the Middle States, in September. The migration is very extensive, the birds scattering all over the United States, and wintering as far north, at least, as Maryland. Audubon says that they pass beyond Texas; but he does not appear to have made any personal observation.
to that effect, and I cannot lay my hand on a Mexican quotation. I can hardly understand the scarcity—much less the irregularity—of the occurrence of the birds along the Atlantic States, considering the numbers that breed to the northward, unless the migration is performed obliquely and in the interior. At Washington, for example, I found that they were not to be depended upon at all. Dr. Prentiss and I used to look for them in October, and especially in April, and some years we found a good many, while at others there appeared to be none at all. They seemed, on the whole, more frequent in spring than in the fall, and all those we secured were in breeding dress. They remained sometimes until the second week in May; frequented the same situations as the White-throats, often associating with them, and showing very similar traits.

I have not met with any authentic record of this bird breeding along the Atlantic, in the United States, not even in Northern New England, where some might be expected to pass the summer, and where, indeed, they may yet be found. Mr. Cooper gives a Quebec reference. In the West, however, the case is different. According to Mr. Trippe, they breed in Minnesota; and Mr. Allen gives the particularly interesting instance of occurrence high in the mountains of Colorado in July—a date that leaves no reasonable doubt of their breeding in that elevated locality. The parallelism between the present case and that of the Tit-lark, already mentioned, is here extended and perfected. Beyond this point the species is less easily traced, for it directly becomes mixed up with var. intermedia. Dr. Kennerly has, however, noted the occurrence of leucophrys in Western Arizona; while Prof. Baird records it from Cape St. Lucas. I am somewhat surprised not to find the species in Dall's List, and think it will yet be detected in Alaska.

The song of this species bears a close, general resemblance, to that of the White-throat, but is, nevertheless, instantly distinguishable. It is a less enterprising vocal effort, of only five or six syllables, like pëé, déé, dëdë dé, the two first long drawn, rising, the rest hurried and lowering. Unlike the White-throat, this species has no evident sexual color-markings, the female sharing with the male the pure black and white of the crown; the young, however, have the black replaced by rich, warm brown.

A single specimen of this species was obtained at Leavenworth, Kansas, by Mr. Allen, who says that in the mountains of Colorado it was frequent in all favorable localities from about 8,000 feet up to above timber-line. "It was one of the most abundant birds met with along the northern and western borders of South Park, but was nowhere more numerous than at the upper verge of the timber on the Snowy Range. It is essentially a woodland species."

The following interesting notice is communicated by Mr. Trippe:

"This Sparrow appears in the lower valleys of Clear Creek County, Colorado, in the first or second week of May, and soon becomes very abundant, frequenting the shrubby banks of the streams, and occasionally venturing some distance upon the hill-sides, but, as a rule, keeping close to the brooks and creeks. As the snow disappears it ascends higher and higher, reaching timber-line by the middle of June, and going up to the extreme limit of the willows and junipers, being nowhere more abundant than in those dense thickets that shut the upper edge of the timber. By far the greater number pass the breeding season there, but a few nest lower down, as far as 8,500 feet, below which it does not occur during summer. In habits, during the breeding season, it resembles the Song Sparrow, seeking its food in the grass and among the dry
leaves in the thickets. It sings constantly during June and July, and occasionally in August, mounting to the top of some high bush, the dead limb of a pine, or any convenient perch well elevated above the surrounding shrubbery, and chanting its ditty at short intervals for half an hour or more at a time—a lively, agreeable song, fine and clear, and frequently heard from a score or more of birds at once, with a most pleasing effect. While his mate is setting, the male sings almost constantly throughout the day, and sometimes even late into the evening, long after dark—I have heard it at midnight, and even as late as one or two o’clock. It is very tame; a pair had their nest within a few feet of our camp at Chicago Lake, and all the bustle and noise did not drive the female from her nest, while her mate would pick up crumbs which we threw to him, almost at our feet. It commences building in July, and the young are hatched about the 20th; the nest is placed on the ground in a clump of bushes, composed of coarse grass and weeds, and lined with fine grass. The eggs are usually four, of a pale bluish-green, very thickly speckled and dotted with reddish-brown, the latter color almost wholly obscuring the former at the larger end. In September it begins to descend; by October is abundant at Idaho, and by November has disappeared. It is by no means as numerous in the lower valleys during fall as in spring, passing through much more quickly, a peculiarity shared by many species whose migrations are similar, as Myiobroctes pusillus, Dendraga auduboni, and others."

ZONOTRICHIA LEUCOPHrys, var. INTERMEDIA, Ridgw.

Ridgway’s Sparrow.


Zonotrichia leucophrys var. gambeli, Allen, Bull. M. C. Z. iii, 1872, 157, 177.—Coues, Key, 1872, 145 (in part; includes the true gambeli).

Zonotrichia leucophrys var. intermedia, Ridgw., Miss.—Coues, Check-list. App. No. —

Hab.—Rocky Mountain region, Alaska to Mexico. Middle Dakota (Coues). Eastward, rarely, to Iowa (Trippe).

Lieutenant Warren’s Expedition.—4793, Durion’s Hill; 4795, Vermilion River.

Later Expeditions.—60546-55, 60989-95, 60993, 61019, various Wyoming localities; 62929, Idaho.

Mr. Ridgway has lately shown that the western style of leucophrys, so similar to the typical form as to be only distinguished by the different loral pattern, and which is usually called “gambeli,” is not the gambeli of Nuttall. The latter is confined to the Pacific coast, and is a very curious form, having almost exactly the plumage and general appearance (excepting the head-markings) of Z. coroneate. Examining these forms, we agree with him in making a varietal distinction. There is nothing in the Pacific coast race (true gambeli) of the peculiar purplish-ashy tinge of plumage that marks leucophrys and var. intermedia, and the bend of the wing is decidedly yellowish.

Among the numerous Warren examples of leucophrys, are two referable to var. intermedia, as are all of the large series taken by Stevenson and Merriam, as above quoted. They are found associated in many Rocky Mountain localities, and also further east, with true leucophrys. Mr. Allen only found leucophrys in Kansas and Colorado, meeting with var. “gambeli” (intermedia) in Utah. The latter I found abundant in Arizona, at various seasons, though most plentifully during the migrations; and I believe it is resident in the Territory, the varied conditions of surface of which offer suitable retreats at the different seasons. In Dakota I encountered it in numbers as far east as 102° of longitude, during the fall migration; no leucophrys proper was observed. Mr. Trippe has noted it from Iowa, the easternmost locality on record.
Harris's Sparrow.

Zonotrichia querula, (Nutt.) Gamb.

_Harris's Sparrow._

_Zonotrichia querula,_ Nutt., Man. i, 1840, 556 (Westport, Mo.).

_Habit._—Region of the Missouri. East to Eastern Iowa.

_Lieutenant Warren's Expedition._—1874, Fort Leavenworth; 4799, Upper Missouri River; 4799, Bald Island; 5400, Medicine Creek.

Not obtained by Captain Raynolds' Expedition.

_Harris's Finch and Sprague's Lark may be regarded as the most characteristic birds of the Missouri region. The former has not yet been found away from the river at any distance. Nuttall's original is said to be from Westport, in the State of Missouri; Audubon's came from the Black-Snake Hills, in the Kickapoo country, and Fort Croghan. Dr. Hayden took several at the various points above mentioned. Latterly Mr. Allen found the species "exceedingly abundant" at Fort Leavenworth, in May; "it was found almost exclusively in the forests, and generally in company with _Z. abicollis_, which it resembles in habits, and somewhat in song." He informs me that he has specimens in the Museum of Comparative Zoology from various points in Iowa. Prof. Snow states that in Kansas the bird is often taken in winter, probably resident, and abundant in May along the Missouri. In Iowa, according to Mr. Trippe, it is abundant in spring and fall in Decatur County: "This beautiful Sparrow is one of the commonest of the _Fringilla_ that pass through Decatur County in spring and fall, associating at such times with the other Sparrows and Finches, and frequenting similar haunts. Its notes in the fall are a simple, loud chirp, not distinguishable from that of the White-throated Sparrow, and, occasionally, a low, sweet warble; in the spring it has a curious song, beginning very much like that of the latter bird, but ending in a few harsh, drawling notes, sounding like a faint mimicry of the scream of the Night-Hawk, and totally unlike the first part of the song."

In October of the past year I found Harris's Finches in numbers at Fort Randall. They were loitering in small troops in the undergrowth of the river-bottom, along with Towhee Buntings and hundreds of Tree Sparrows, all enjoying at their ease the genial sunshine of the lingering season. This was the first time I had ever seen the birds alive, and I was struck with their size and beauty—even among the bushes they looked noticeably larger than their eastern allies, reminding me rather of the _Z. coronata_ I observed some years since on the coast of California. I saw none with black head—this part and the neck appearing at a distance grayish-brown, with irregular dark markings on the throat, and breast. They uttered at intervals the usual sparrow-like chirp, but I heard no song. I was not collecting at the time, my outfit having been delayed en route in following me, but their image haunted me for several days, until, borrowing a gun, and securing some shot (big enough to kill ducks with, but the smallest I could get), I started after them again, expecting of course to find them, and gather a good suite illustrating the immature plumage. But I had missed my chance. I ransacked the same tract for hours without success, and at complete loss to account for their sudden disappearance, till I recollected we had...
just had a cold snap and a storm. No doubt this sent them trooping off; but however this may be, I am satisfied that not a single individual passed the winter in the vicinity.

The cold in winter becomes intense at Fort Randall, the thermometer sometimes marking thirty or forty degrees below zero. The surrounding country is "flat, windy, and comfortable," furnishing as bleak and dreary a prospect as can well be imagined. Even the shelter afforded by the thick undergrowth and low position of the river-bottom, defended as it is in a measure by bluffs and hills, is insufficient to allure any but a few of the hardiest birds to pass the inclement season. The river freezes solid, and the water-birds betake themselves elsewhere; some Hawks and Owls remain, indeed, but the other winter land-birds of the immediate vicinity, as far as I have made them out, may almost be counted on the fingers. There are Sharp-tailed Grouse in plenty, and Quails too, though these smaller birds sometimes freeze to death. There is a stray pinnated Grouse now and then. Sorry-looking Crows wing about and croak dismally, and gangs of Magpies screech noisily through the trees. Snow-birds flock the open, with Shore-larks, during a part of the season, and probably Longspurs; troops of Tree Sparrows cover under the bushes. Cheery companies of Titmice stand the cold, and Hairy Woodpeckers hammer at the old cottonwoods as industriously as ever. A Shrike is seen now and then on his patient perch; but here-about the short list ends.

The following spring, at the time I suppose the Finches came back to Fort Randall, I was too busy, writing portions of this work and attending to other matters incident to my transfer to a different field of operations, to look after them; and it was not until late in September of the same year that I found the birds again and secured my first specimens. This time I was encamped on the Mouse River, in Northern Dakota, and with the onset of the migration among the Fringillidae came Harris's Finches in plenty. Where they came from I have no idea, further than that it was north of 49°; for, singular as it may appear, the breeding range of the species continues undiscovered, and nobody has yet seen the nest or eggs. I presume the bird has some special, restricted breeding localities, of which, in due time, we shall learn. The birds came from the north, just as the White-throat does, silently and unperceived; all at once the shrubbery along the river-bottom was thronged with them, as well as with Lincoln's and Ridgway's Finches. In their general appearance they recall Fox Sparrows, being so large and somewhat reddish-colored, with heavy dark markings underneath, when seen from a distance. They go in little troops, loitering in the patches of briers that lead out from the continuous undergrowth into the ravines making down to the streams; and their habit, when disturbed, of mounting the topmost twigs of the bushes to gain a better view, together with their size, renders them very conspicuous. They had no song at this season, nor indeed any note excepting a weak chirp. I saw none with completely black head and throat, as in spring, although at the same season a certain portion of the Ridgway Sparrows were in complete dress. The following description of the ordinary fall plumage is given, as no sufficient account of it has yet appeared:

**Male.**—Bill, light reddish-brown, paler at base below; feet, flesh-colored, obscured on the toes; eyes, brown. Crown, grayish-black, every feather with a distinct, narrow, pale gray edge all around, producing a peculiar effect; this area bounded with a light ochre-brown superciliary and frontal line. Sides of head like the superciliary, but the auricular patch rather darker grayish-brown, and the loreal region obscurely
whitish. Chin, pure white, bounded on each side by a sharp maxillary line of bluish, with a rusty-red tinge. On the lower throat, a large, diffuse and partially discontinuous blotch of this same blackish-red, cutting off the white chin from the white of the rest of the under parts, connecting with the maxillary streaks, and stretching along the sides of the neck and breast in a series of rich dusky-chestnut streaks. On the middle of the breast the blotch generally runs out into the white in a sharp point, but its size and shape vary interminably. The markings here described are all included in the jet-black hood and breast-plate of the perfect spring dress; and between the two extremes every intermediate condition may be observed at various seasons. The rest of the plumage does not differ very materially from that of the adults. This is, excepting Z. coronata, the largest of our Sparrows. Length, 7.00 to nearly 8.00 inches; extent, 11.00 or more; wing, 3.50; tail, rather more; bill, along culmen, 0.45; tarsus, 1.00; middle toe and claw rather less. In the fall the sexes are not distinguishable by any outward mark.

Note.—The only remaining North American species of the following:

Zonotrichia coronata, (Pall.) Bd.

Emberiza coronata, Pall., Zoog. R.-A. ii, 1811, pl. —


Emberiza atricapilla, Aud., Orn. Biog. v, 1839, 47, pl. 394.

Fringilla atricapilla, Aud., Syn. 1839, 122; B. Am. iii, 1841, 162, pl. 193.

Fringilla arncapalla, Wuttt., Man. i, 2d ed. 1840, 555.


Hab.—Pacific coast, from Alaska to Southern California, and probably eastward to the Rocky Mountains.

CHONDESTES GRAMMACA, (Say) Bp.

Lark Finch.


Chondestes stirigatus, Sw., Phil. Mag. i, 1837, 435 (Mexico).

Hab.—Prairies and plains of the West, from Illinois and Iowa, &c., to the Pacific; occasional in Ohio; accidental in Massachusetts. Cape St. Lucas. South into Mexico.

List of specimens.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Specimen</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Collector</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>19348</td>
<td>Yellowstone R.</td>
<td>July 12, 1870</td>
<td>G. H. Troock</td>
<td>6.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19349</td>
<td>Yellowstone R.</td>
<td>July 12, 1870</td>
<td>G. H. Troock</td>
<td>6.50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Lieutenant Warren's Expedition.—4820-21, Upper Missouri River; 4822-23, Big Sioux River; 5382-85, Powder River; 5384-85, Fort Laramie; 9245-31, 9333-36, 1873, Lomp Fork of Platte River; 9232, Fremont; 9237, Sand Hills.

Later Expeditions.—6937, Bitter Cottonwood Creek; 6169-71, 61776, Utah; 62307, Wyoming.

This is one of the most abundant and characteristic birds of the
prairie regions of the West. In the spring of 1864, in company with my respected friend, Dr. George Engelmann, the eminent botanist, I observed it in great numbers in the suburbs of Saint Louis, and various accounts exhibit its occurrence in the flat, open country of several States still further eastward. A solitary instance of its occurrence, entirely accidental, in Massachusetts, is recorded. In the West it appears universally dispersed, and it is conspicuous, among its congeners, by its striking colors, agreeable song, and pleasing manners, as well as by its abundance in all suitable localities. Although essentially a prairie bird, it is not confined to the plains, nor is it exclusively terrestrial; it is observed also in wooded, broken, even mountainous regions, alighting on trees and bushes as often as its allies, the birds of the genera Zonotrichia, Poecetes, &c. I found it frequently in the openings about pine-woods, in the higher portions of Arizona, where it is very numerous in spring and fall during the migrations, though less so at other seasons. Although I did not find its nest, I am convinced it breeds there, having taken very young birds late in the summer. (It breeds in Colorado, according to Mr. Trippe.) In the fall it collects in small troops, rambling in the grass near bushes or small trees, to which it betakes itself on alarm, like the Fox Sparrow and other species.

In the spring of 1873 I observed its arrival at Fort Randall in large numbers, late in April, along with Spizella pallida. It appeared in straggling troops about the fort, entering the parade-ground, where, perching upon the young and struggling shade-trees of that very uncon-fined establishment, it would make its first essays in the way of nuptial song—music that, later in the season, becomes stronger, more attractive, and almost incessant. Further north than this, along the forty-ninth parallel, I never observed the bird.

The Lark Finch nests on the ground, like the other prairie Fringillidae, building a rather rude structure of grasses and weeds, lined with very fine tortuous rootlets. It is constructed about the first of June. The eggs are laid during the same month. A nest before me, taken by Mr. Allen on the Big Muddy, contains seven eggs. The eggs of this species are very peculiar in coloration, being white, curiously streaked in zig-zag, much like the Blackbird's (Agelaeus). The markings are sharp and distinct, and heavy in color—a rich, dark reddish-brown or chocolate; sometimes, where the pigment is thickest, being almost blackish. The markings straggle all over the surface, and are usually accompanied with a few spots of the same color. The egg is noticeably globose, very much rounded at the smaller end, measuring about 0.75 by 0.65. Other specimens, however, are more elongate, measuring as much as 0.85. According to Mr. Ridgway, the nest is sometimes placed on bushes or trees.

**PASSERELLA ILIACA, (Merr.) Sw.**

Fish Sparrow.


*Passerella iliaca*, Sw., Class. B. ii, 1837, 328.—**BP., List,** 1838, 31; Consip. Av. i, 1850, 477.—**WOODE., Sitgr. Rep.** 1853, 82 (Indian Territory, abundant, migratory).—**BD., B. N. A.** 1858, 498.—**WHEAT., Ohio Agric. Rep.** 1860.—**COUES & PIENT., Smithis. Rep.** for 1861 (1862), 413 (Washington, D. C., October to April, but chiefly
Fringilla ferruginea, Wils., Cat. vi, 1812.  
Emberiza pratensis, Virell.  


The Fox Sparrow enters the Middle States from the North in October, and by the first of the following month has become abundant. Some linger here through the winter in sheltered situations, but the greater number repair further south early in December, to reappear the latter part of February, thus escaping the coldest weather. During the winter they are dispersed over the Southern States, beyond which, however, they do not appear to pass, as I have found no record. In March they again become plentiful in the Middle States; and, having already taken up their line of migration toward their homes in the North, their coming is with song of gladness and all the busy stir of the opening season. They are not all off until April, and during the sunny days that precede their departure, the males are fond of mounting the little bushes, or even the trees, to warble a few exquisitely sweet notes, the overture of the joyous music which, later in the year, enlivens the northern solitudes, whither the birds resort to nest. So musical is the Fox Sparrow, indeed, that even in autumn, when the transient glow and fervor of the nuptial period has subsided and commonplace occupations alone engage him, he forgets the dull season at times, and lips fugitive strains of sweet memories awakened by the warmth and glamour of the Indian summer. But this is a mere fragment—the shadow of a song stealing across the mind, not the song itself, which we only hear in perfection when the bird's life is quickened in the sunny, showery April, and he leaves us with cheery "good-bye," promising to come again. What one of our fringilline birds is so entirely pleasing as this, my favorite? Strong, shapely, vivacious, yet gentle, silver-tongued; clad most tastefully in the richest of warm browns; and, that nothing may be wanting to single him out from among his humbler relatives, a high-bred bird, exclusive, retiring. We do not find him mixing indiscriminately with the throng of Sparrows that accompany him in his journeyings and spend the winter with him. With a few select associates of his own kind, perhaps only two or three families that were reared together, he chooses his own retreat, and holds it against intrusion. In some little glade, hedged about with almost impenetrable briers, you will come upon him and his friends, nestling among the withered leaves on the ground, gently calling to each other in the assurance of safety. On your unwelcome appearance, they will hurriedly take flight together, throwing themselves into the thickest
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shrubbery. You will find such company, again, in the ravines overgrown with *smilax* and brambles that lead down to the brook; and as you pass along neglected fences, fringed with tall, rank weeds, you may surprise the birds out for a morning's ramble, and make them hurry back in alarm to the shelter of heavier undergrowth.

I have never known a single Fox Sparrow to nest in the United States, nor even loiter within our limits through the summer; though Audubon states, upon perhaps insufficient grounds, that it remains in abundance during the season around Boston. Nor did I find a nest in Labrador, where it is said to breed, as well as in various British provinces north of us. "The nest," says Audubon, "which is large for the size of the bird, is usually placed on the ground, among moss or tall grass, near the stem of a creeping fir, the branches of which completely conceal it from view. Its exterior is loosely formed of dry grass and moss, with a carefully-disposed under-layer of finer grasses, circularly arranged; and the lining consists of very delicate fibrous roots, together with some feathers from different species of water-fowl." The eggs, he adds, are laid from the middle of June to the 5th of July. The nest is not always, however, placed on the ground, but sometimes in a bush or low tree, eight or ten feet high.

The eggs show the same style as those of *Zonotrichia* and *Melospiza* in heavy coloring, wholly indeterminate in size and shape of the markings, upon a pale greenish-gray ground; and in some instances the whole egg assumes a nearly uniform dark chocolate hue, much like that of *Plectrophanes lapponicus*. The reddish-brown blotching is usually, however, much as in a Song Sparrow's or White-throated Sparrow's. The size of the egg is about 0.95 by 0.68.

**PASERELLA TOWNSENDII var. SCHISTACEA.** (Bd.) Coues.

*State-colored Sparrow.*

a. *townsendii.*


*Fringilla* (*Paserella*) *townsendii*, Nutt., Man. i, 1840, 593.


*Passerella iliaca* var. *townsendii*, Coutes, Key, 1872, 147.


(?) *Emberiza* (*Zonotrichia*) *rubra*, Kittl., Denk. 1858, 200 (Sitka).

_Hab._—Pacific Coast, North America. Alaska to Southern California.

b. *schistacea.*

*Passerella schistacea*, Bd., B. N. A. 1858, 490, pl. 69, fig. 3 (Platte River and Fort Tejon).—Snow, B. Kans. 1873, 7.

*Passerella iliaca* var. *schistacea*, Allen, Bull. M. C. Z. iii, 1872, 168 (Ogden, Utah).—Coutes, Key, 1872, 147.


*Passerella megarhyncha*, Bd., B. N. A. 1858, 925, pl. 69, fig. 4 (larger billed form from California).—Coop., B. Cal. i, 1870, 222.


_Hab._—Central region, Kansas to California.
No example of a *Passerellina* form was taken by either expedition; but the *P. "schistacea"* was originally based upon a specimen from the Platte, within the region embraced in the present report.

I am much inclined to doubt the distinctness of any of the currently reputed species of *Passerella*, but, as I observed in the Key, it may be as well to allow *P. townsendii* to rest upon its characters until its intergradation with *iliacea* is proven. In any event, *P. "schistacea"* goes with *townsendii*, as a paler variety.

**CALAMOSPIZA BICOLOR, (Towns.) Bp.**

*Lark Bunting.*


Orn. Biog. v, 1839, 19, pl. 390.

*Calamospiza bicolor, Br.*, List, 1838, 30; *Consop. Av. i*, 1850, 475.—*BD.*, B. N. A. 1858, 492.—


*Dolichonyx bicolor*, *Nutt.*, Man. i, 2d ed. 1840, 203.

_Hab._—United States, Plains to the Rocky Mountains. Southward to Mexico, and across to Lower California.

**List of Specimens.**

<p>| | | | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>19276</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>Fort Benton...</td>
<td>July 6, 1860</td>
<td>F. V. Hayden...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19352</td>
<td></td>
<td>Bighorn Mts...</td>
<td>May 30, 1860</td>
<td>G. H. Troock...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19353</td>
<td></td>
<td>do... do...</td>
<td>do... do... do... do...</td>
<td>do... do... do...</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

_Lieutenant Warren's Expedition._—5375, seventy miles above Yellowstone; 5076, Medicine Butte; 5928-29-31, Lomp Fork of Platte.

_Later Expeditions._—60392-5, Camp Curling and Bitter Cottonwood; 60760, North Butte.

The Lark Bunting is one of the most singularly specialized of all our fringilline forms. As implied in its name, it has somewhat the habits of a Lark, and shares the long inner secondary quills. An eminently terrestrial bird, yet the hind claw is neither lengthened nor straightened as is usual with passerine birds frequenting the ground almost exclusively. The bill is that of a Grosbeak, being shaped almost exactly like that of *Goniophaea everulae* for instance, and the sexual differences in plumage are as great as in that bird. But a more remarkable circumstance still is the seasonal change of plumage, which is exactly correspondent with that of the Bobolink, to which the species bears a general similarity in coloration. This fact was first noticed, I believe, by Mr. Allen, in the paper above quoted: "After the molting season, the males assume the plumage of the female, the change in color being similar to that of the males of *Dolichonyx oryzivora*." There is still another curious analogy, that the same writer has brought out: "It has habits that strongly recall the Yellow-breasted Chat, singing generally on the wing, hovering in the same manner as that bird, while its notes are so similar to those of the Chat, as to be scarcely distinguishable from them."

This author remarks that he found the bird very wary and difficult to shoot—a fact at variance with my own experience. I found it common from the plains in Kansas to the Raton Mountains, westward of which I never saw it. In some places it was extremely abundant, and fairly to be considered the characteristic species. This was in June,
when the birds were breeding, apparently in straggling groups, keeping up somewhat of association, but by no means intimate companionship, still less flocking; each pair finding its own business sufficiently interesting and absorbing. As I was traveling by coach at the time, I had no opportunity of looking for the nests. Judging from the fact that I saw scarcely any females, the birds were then either incubating or brooding over their young. The more conspicuous and voluble males were almost constantly in view, fluttering over the grass, every now and then starting up on tremendous wing, almost perpendicular in the air, hovering and singing the while, till they dropped as if exhausted. Sometimes several were in view at once, and I used to watch their vocal rivalry with unflagging interest, as each strove, it seemed, to rise the higher, and carol the louder its joyous song.

The *Calamospiza* nests on the ground in open prairie, building, as usual in such cases, a rather rude structure of grasses and slender weed-stalks, with merely a little finer material of the same sort for lining. The nest is sunk flush with the surface of the ground. The eggs are commonly five in number, sometimes only four. They are of a clear pale bluish-green, and look almost exactly like those of a Bluebird, in fact, could not be distinguished with certainty, though rather larger and thicker. Rarely a set of eggs is found very sparsely dotted, as frequently happens with these pale greenish eggs; but I have never seen a white one, like the curious white eggs Bluebirds sometimes lay. The egg varies in size and shape from 0.80 to 0.95 in length, by about 0.65 in breadth. Cow-birds' eggs are frequently found in the nest.

The following was prepared by Mr. Allen for this work: "The Lark Bunting, though of rather local distribution and limited range, must be regarded as one of the most characteristic and interesting birds of the plains. Generally in the breeding season a number of pairs are found in the same vicinity, while again not an individual may be met with for many miles. At other seasons it is eminently gregarious, roving about in considerable flocks. In its song and the manner of its delivery it much resembles the Yellow-breasted Chat (*Icteria virens*), like that bird rising to a considerable distance in the air, and poising itself by a peculiar flapping of the wings during its utterances, then abruptly descending to the ground to soon repeat the manoeuvre. It is a very strong flier, and seems to delight in the strongest gales, singing more at such times than in comparatively quiet weather. I met with several colonies not far from Fort Hays in June and July, and later at Cheyenne, Laramie, and in South Park, and in the elevated open table-lands, between South Park and Colorado City. They were also frequent along the route from Colorado City to Denver, sometimes considerable flocks being met with. They were then moultling, and the parti-colored flocks of young and old were quite unsuspicious and easily approached. During the breeding season we found them exceedingly shy and difficult to procure, and were unsuccessful in our efforts to discover their nests."

**EUSPIZA AMERICANA, (Gm.) Bp.**

***Black-throated Bunting.***


*Fringilla (Spiza) americana*, Bp., Obs. Wils. 1825, No. 85.
**Euspiza americana, BLACK-THROATED BUNTING.**


*Cerculo americana*, Less., Tr. Orn. 1831, 440.


*Euspina americana*, Cab., Mus. Heim. i, 1851, 133.

*Fringilla flaveolus*, Gm., Syst. Nat. i, 1765, 329.

*Fringilla mexicana*, Müller, Syst. Nat. Suppl. 165.

*Emberiza mexicana*, Gm., S. Nat. i, 1758, 873.—Lath., Ind. Orn. i, 1790, 412. (P. E. 368, 1.)

*Passerina nigricollis*, Vieill., Enc. Meth. 331.


**Lieutenant Warren’s Expedition.**—53-1, 9265, Fort Lookout; 9261, 9265, 9258, 9263, 9260, 9234, 9243, 9276, 9269, Loup Fork of the Platte; 9269, 9262, 9294, 9249, Elkhorn River; 9257, Francouf, on Platte.

Not obtained by Captain Raymonds’ Expedition, or by the later ones.

From its winter abode in tropical America, the Black-throated Bunting enters the United States in April, in small troops. Vast numbers pass up the Mississippi Valley, some finding their final resting place in Iowa, but others lingering to breed all along the route. Many spread westward over the prairies of Kansas and Nebraska, and a part of the host reaches the Middle Atlantic States by the latter part of the month, some even penetrating eastward to Southern New England, which forms their terminus. Rearing their young in nearly all parts of this great extent of land, from Texas to Nebraska, and New England, they depart before the approach of cold weather to their homes far south.

Making no claim to the brilliancy of coloration that many of its spizine allies possess, this Bunting is nevertheless a handsome bird, with tasteful color contrasts, a trim form, and a peculiarly smooth, neat plumage. As a vocalist, however, we must rate it a very humble performer; its song is short and simple, even weak, and grows monotonous with repetition through the season of incubation, when the male, from the highest perch he can find near his nest, cheers his faithful mate with the assurance of his presence and protection. He seems to say, "Look! look! see me here! see!" And if we do not like his performance, we may remember we are not asked to listen.

The nest of this species is almost invariably placed on the ground, but occasionally in a thick grass-clump, over a foot high. The eggs are four or five in number, of precisely the same pale blue shade as in the last species, being thus exactly like Bluebird eggs. They are said to be sometimes dotted, and I have no doubt such is the case, though I have seen none not perfectly plain. The size is 0.80 by 0.65.

As was remarked by Andubon, the Black-throated Bunting appears to avoid certain districts, both in its migrations and for breeding, giving preference to fertile portions of the country, and in settling down to
breed will make capricious choice of particular spots and confine itself to them. About Washington, it was most plentiful in the skirts of the city itself, in gardens and orchards, and in fields about the edges of woods. It abounds on the western prairies, to the edge of the sterile plains. The fact of its becoming abundant in regions where it was scarce before, is also attested, but remains unexplained. Thus, according to Audubon, it was rare in Ohio, and Dr. Kirland, writing in 1838, admits the insufficiency of his authority, but believes it "to be an occasional visitor;" whereas Mr. J. M. Wheaton, commenting upon this circumstance, in 1860, gives it as one of the most numerous birds of that State. It is there known as the "Little Field Lark;" while in Illinois, Mr. Ridgway tells me, it is called "Judas-bird" and "Dick-sissel," both names being in allusion to its song.

**GONIAPHEA LUDOVICIÄNA, (Linn.) Bowd.**

*Rose-breasted Grosbeak.*


I have nowhere found this beautiful bird more abundant than along the Red River of the North, and there may be no locality where its nidification and breeding habits can be studied to greater advantage. On entering the belt of noble timber that borders the River, in June, we are almost sure to be saluted with the rich, rolling song of the rose-
breasted male, and as we penetrate into the deeper recesses, pressing through the stubborn luxuriance of vegetation into the little shady glades that the bird loves so well, we may catch a glimpse of the shy and retiring female, darting into concealment, disturbed by our approach. She is almost sure to be followed the next moment by her ardent spouse, solicitous for her safety, bent on reassuring her by his presence and caresses. Sometime during this month, as we enter a grove of saplings, and glance carefully overhead, we may see the nest, placed but a few feet from the ground, in the fork of a limb. The female, alarmed, will flutter away stealthily, and we may not catch another glimpse of her, nor of her mate even, though we hear them both anxiously consulting together at a little distance. The nest is not such an elegant affair as might be desired; it is, in fact, bulky and rude, if not actually slovenly. It is formed entirely of the long, slender, tortuous stems of woody climbers, and similar stout rootlets; the base and outer walls being very loosely interlaced, the inner more compactly woven, with a tolerably firm brim of circularly-disposed fibres. Sometimes there is a little horse-hair lining, oftener not. A very complete nest before me is difficult to measure from its loose outward construction, but may be called six inches across outside, by four deep; the cavity three inches wide, by one and a half deep. The nest contained three eggs, which I think is the usual number in this latitude; four I have only found once. The eggs are usually rather elongate, but obtuse at the smaller end. Different specimens measure, 1.00 by 0.75, 1.08 by 0.70, 1.03 by 0.75, 1.02 by 0.72, 0.96 by 0.76; by which dimensions the variation in shape is denoted. The average is about that of the first measurement given. They are of a light and rather pale green color, profusely speckled with dull reddish-brown, usually in small and also rather diffuse pattern, but sometimes quite sharply marked; the sharper markings are usually the smallest. There is sometimes much confluence, or at least aggregation, about the greater end, but the whole surface is always marked. Most of these eggs were taken in the latter part of June, some by the end of the month; in all, incubation was in progress.

**GOMIAPHEA MELANOCEPHALA, (Sw.) Gray.**

**Black-headed Grosbeak.**


**Pitylus melanocephalus,** Gray, Gen. of B. ii, 362.

**Fringilla melanocephalus,** Aud., Ord. Biog. iv, 1838, 519, pl. 373.

**Cocoborus melanocephalus,** Aud., Syu., 1859, 133.—Aud., B. Am. iii, 1841, 214, pl. 206.—

**Hedymeles melanocephalus,** Cab., Mus. Hein. i, 1851, 153.—Ser., P. Z. S. 1857, 213 (Orizaba); 1855, 303; 1859, 55, 365 (Xalapa); Cat. 1862, 100.—B. B. & E., N. A. B. ii, 1874, 73, pl. 30, fig. 1, 2.

**Gomiaphlea (Hedymeles) melanocephala,** Gray, Hand-list, No. 7547.

**Gomiaphlea melanocephala,** Coutes, Key, 1872, 149.—Allen, Bull. M. C. Z. iii, 1-73, 178 (Kansas, Colorado, and Utah).

**Pitylus guttatus et (?) Guiraca tricolor,** Less., R. Z. ii, 1839, 102.—"F. eopora, Licht."

**Hab.**—United States, Middle and Western Provinces, retiring into Mexico in winter. Resident on the table-lands of Mexico. No Central American or valid West Indian record.
### List of specimens.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Specimen</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Collector</th>
<th>Length</th>
<th>Weight</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>19355</td>
<td>Stinking Creek</td>
<td>June 13, 1860</td>
<td>G. H. Troop</td>
<td>8.25</td>
<td>12.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19356</td>
<td>Bighorn River</td>
<td>June 5, 1860</td>
<td>do</td>
<td>7.50</td>
<td>13.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19357</td>
<td>M. of Passangoie</td>
<td>June 24, 1860</td>
<td>do</td>
<td>8.25</td>
<td>13.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19358</td>
<td>Bighorn River</td>
<td>June 4, 1860</td>
<td>do</td>
<td>8.25</td>
<td>13.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Lieutenant Warren's Expedition.**—4850-2, Bijoux Hills; 5580, Powder River.

**Later Expeditions.**—GI55-90, Ogden, Utah; 62274, Idaho.

This interesting western ally and representative of our Rose-breasted Song Grosbeak, is of common and very general occurrence in the Middle and Western Provinces of the United States. The easternmost instance is, I believe, that recorded by Mr. Allen, who found the bird in Middle Kauas, breeding, in June. He saw young birds on the 11th, and the eggs of a second brood toward the end of the month. I have not observed any references beyond the United States to the northward; in the other direction the bird appears to extend through Mexico, on the Table-lands. Many reside in that country; others, obeying the mysterious impulse of migration, enter the United States in April, and become extensively dispersed, as we have just seen, retreating to their warm winter quarters in the fall. In the mountains of Arizona I found it to be an abundant summer resident from the beginning of May until the end of September. It appeared to shun the pine woods, preferring ravines wooded with deciduous trees and upgrown to shrubbery, as well as the thick willow-copse that fringe the mountain streams. Like others of the same beautiful genus, it is a brilliant and enthusiastic vocalist, its song resembling that of the Rose-breasted Grosbeak, and having much similarity to that of the Baltimore Oriole. As I have elsewhere remarked, its ordinary chirp, or call-note, strikingly resembles that of Gambel’s Plumed Quail—so closely, indeed, that I never could tell which of the two I was about to see, both species often being found together in the creek bottoms. It feeds at times extensively upon willow buds, and similar soft, succulent vegetable matter; also upon seeds and berries, in their season, and upon various insects. Mr. Allen has noted its fondness for peas, causing it to be ungraciously regarded by the agriculturists of Utah.

According to Dr. Cooper, a nest “found May 12, at the eastern base of the Coast Range, was built on a low, horizontal branch of an alder, consisting of a few sticks and weeds, very loosely put together, and with a lining of roots and grasses. The eggs were only three, pale bluish-white, thickly spotted with brown, densely so near the large end; size, 0.95 by 0.70.” Dr. Heermann’s account of the nidification is substantially correspondent, except as to the situation of the nest, which, he says, is “formed with little care of twigs very loosely thrown together, and lined with roots; it is placed on the branches of a bush. The eggs, four in number, are greenish-blue, marked with irregular spots of umber-brown, varying in intensity of shade.” In nearly a dozen specimens, I can find no reliable differences from the egg of the Rose-breasted Grosbeak.

During Mr. Allen’s western reconnaissance, the species was first met with at Fort Hays, and afterward at various localities near the foothills of the Rocky Mountains, and in the valleys, up to about 8,000 feet. Its song and breeding habits, according to his observations, agree with those of the Rose breasted Grosbeak, and the nidification is very similar. Mr. Merriam, who found the species to be quite numerous among the scrub-oaks at the foot of the Walsatch Mountains, obtained a nest on the 22d of July, in Téton Basin, Idaho. “It was on a cottonwood
GONIAPHEA CERULEA, BLUE GROSBEAK.


Cococ60rus curvulus, Sw., Class. B. ii, 1837, 277.—Aud., Syn. 1839, 132.—Aud., B. Am. iii, 1841, 204, pl. 204.—Car., Mus. Hein. i, 1852, 152; J. f. O. iv, 1856, 9 (Cuba).—Putn., Pr. Ess. Inst. i, 1856, 228 (Massachusetts, casual).—Heerm., P. R. R. Rep. x, part vi, 1859, 31.—Finsch, Abb. Nat. 1870, 339 (Mazatlan).

Cyano60rus curvulus, Br., Conspr. Av. i, 1850, 502.

Gonipteryx curvula, Scl., P. Z. S. 1856, 301 (Cordova).—Gray, Hand-list, No. 75, 35.—Coues, Key, 1872, 149, fig. 93.

Hab.—United States, southerly, from Atlantic to Pacific. In the east, north to Middle States regularly; to Connecticut Valley occasionally; to Maine casually. In the interior, north to the Platte. In the west, north through California. Breeds throughout its United States range. Winters in Mexico and Central America. Cuba (Cabanis). Lieutenant Warner's Expedition. Not obtained by Captain Raymonds' Expedition.

This is essentially a southern bird, whose desultory northward extension is perceived from the foregoing quotations. It appears to visit the Middle States regularly, yet rarely, and is not common north of Maryland—in fact, I know of no locality in the United States where it can be said to be abundant. I used to get it every season about Washington, where it breeds; it was quite common in the old fields and pastures just north of the city. I have also shot young birds in Arizona, in August. The nest is placed in the crotch of a bush or dawrf shrub—rarely on the lower limbs of trees—generally in an old, neglected field, half overrun with shrubbery, or on the adjoining edge of an open piece of woods. It is built of fine, dried grasses, rather martistically, and lined with rootlets or hair. The eggs are of the palest blue shade of grass and vines laid carefully together, with their ends sticking out four or five inches; it contained two fresh eggs." Mr. Trippe writes to me as follows:

"The Black-headed Grosbeak arrives in the lower valleys of Bergen's Park, Colorado, about the 20th of May, and by the 1st of June has become quite numerous throughout the park. It rarely ventures higher than 7,500 feet, however, as it is rare in the valley of Clear Creek, and, indeed, quite uncommon outside of Bergen's Park; but is abundant from there down to the plains. It is the exact counterpart of the Rose-breasted Grosbeak in its flight, manner of feeding, and general habits and actions, and its song closely resembles that of the latter bird, but is nevertheless distinguishable. In September it disappears from the upper range in the mountains."
—much like those of an Indigo-bird. I have never seen one with any markings whatever. The variations in size, even in the few specimens before me, are very great. Thus, one measures a full inch long by only 0.60 broad, and is as pointedly pyriform as a Sandpiper's; another is only 0.78 by 0.65, and is almost globular, and equally rounded at each end.

**Cyanospiza amœna, (Say) Bd.**

**Lazuli Finch.**

*Emberiza amœna, Say, Long's Exp. Rocky Mts. ii, 1823, 47.*

*Fringillo (Spiza) amœna, Br., Am. Orn. i, 1825, 61, pl. 6, f. 5.*


*Passerina amœna, Gray, Hand-list, 1870, ii, 97, No. 7436.*

*Hab.—United States, from the Plains to the Pacific; southward into Mexico. No Central American record.*

**List of Specimens.**

| 19275 | 30 | Wind River.... | 6 | May 25, 1860 | F. V. Hayden. | 5.00 | 8.50 | 2.75 |
| 19354 | 30 | Yellowstone R. | 6 | June 22, 1860 | G. H. Troock. | 5.50 | 8.76 | 3.00 |

*Lieutenant Warren’s Expeditions.—5395-98, Fort Lookout; 5399, Fort Pierre; 8948, Laramie Peak.*

*Later Expeditions.—61691 to 61712, Ogden, Utah; 62324, Idaho.*

The prettily-colored and delicate little Lazuli Finch is found to be common in most suitable places within its range, where it entirely replaces its Eastern ally, the Indigo-bird. It breeds at large, apparently, in the portions of the United States just indicated, but its winter resorts are not so clear; at least I do not find among the works at hand any such satisfactory indications as I could desire.

I do not agree with some who say that the song of the Lazuli Finch is entirely different from that of the Indigo-bird; on the contrary, to my ear at least, it has sounded very similar. It is a simple and even feeble strain, rather monotonous, and given in a tripping, desultory way; as if the little performer were tired or indifferent. At such a time he is usually observed on some prominent outpost, near a grove, or in an open place overgrown with shrubbery; and if we see him frequently resorting to the same perch, meanwhile flying into the low cover at intervals, we may be sure his home and mate are there concealed. The first batch of eggs are laid early in May, in a grassy, hair-lined nest of considerable bulk, let down in the crotch of a low bush, much like that of the Black-throated Finch (Poospiza bilineata); the eggs are three to five in number. An excellent description has been given by Dr. Cooper: “A nest found May 7, in a low bush close to a public road, about three feet from the ground, was built very strongly supported by a triple fork of the branch, composed of grass-blades firmly interwoven, the inside lined with much horse-hair and cobweb. The outside measured three inches in height, three and three fourths in
width; inside it was two wide, one and three-fourths deep. The eggs, partly hatched, were pale bluish-white, and measured 0.75 by 0.56 inch."

He also describes nests similar in position, but of fibrous roots and bark strips as graves, with a lining of plant-down or horse-hair, and containing four or five eggs. These last correspond with three found in Utah by Mr. Merriam; "one was on a scrub-oak about three feet high, and the other two were about two feet above the ground. The eggs, generally four in number, are laid about the first or middle of June, in a beautiful downy nest, composed of fine grasses and wool, lined with hair."

According to Mr. Trippe, "the Lazuli Finch is abundant in Colorado from the plains up to about 6,000 feet, stragglers wandering into Bergen's Park, where a few pairs breed, but never venturing beyond 7,000 or 8,000 feet, and rarely reaching that limit. A pretty little bird, with much the manners and voice of the Indigo-bird, and a weak, rambling song, in which the relationship of the two birds is quite apparent."

**CYANOSPiza CYANEA, (Linn.) Bd.**

**Indigo-bird.**

*Tanagra cyanea, Linn., Syst. Nat. i, 1766, 315.*


*Fringilla cyanea, Wils., Am. Orn. i, 1810, 100, pl. 6, f. 5.—Br., Am. Orn. ii, pl. 11, fig. 3 (§).—Br., Syn. 1828, 107.—Nutt., Man. i, 1832, 473.—Aud., Orn. Biog. i, 1832, 377; ii, 1839, 503; pl. 74.*

*Passerina cyanea, "VIEILL, 1816"—GRAY, Hand-list, ii, 1870, 97, No. 7433 (according to Gray, type of the genus, ante-dating Cyanospiza, Baird, 1858).*


*Cyanoloxia cyanea, Br., Conspr. Av. i, 1550, 502.*

**Hab.—Eastern Province of the United States. North to Canada and Maine. West to Kansas and Indian Territory. South through Texas to Mexico and Central America, where it winters. Breeds through most of its United States habitat, from Texas to Canada. Cuba (Cab., J. f. O. iv, 1856, 8).**

Although obtained by neither Expedition, this bird is known to range along the Lower Missouri, having been found in Kansas by several observers.

The habits of the dainty Indigo bird need not be here given; they are familiar to all interested in ornithology. The egg is variously described as pure white, plain blue, or bluish, speckled with reddish. The fact appears to be, not that these statements are conflicting or any of them erroneous, but that different eggs vary accordingly. It seems to be the general rule with normally bluish eggs, that they range in shade from quite blue to white, and are occasionally speckled. Such, for instance, is the case with the eggs of *Poospiza bilineata*, as noted by me in the "American Naturalist" for 1873, p. 323; and I presume it will so prove to be with those of *Cyanospiza amena*, as it is with *Calamozyga bicolor*, *Eupisces americana*, and even *Turdus fuscescens*. Nevertheless, all the numerous eggs before me are plain white, with a faint blue shade. A fair specimen measures 0.72 by 0.52. Eggs of *C. amena* are indistin-
guishable. Those of *Guiraca coerulae* are the same in color, but of course larger. But another species, commonly placed in the genus *Cyanospiza*, namely, *C. cirris*, lays an entirely different egg—pure white, heavily speckled with reddish-brown, dark brown, or purplish-gray. This style of egg is much as in *Junco*, or in *Spizella pusilla*.

**CARDINALIS VIRGINIANUS**, (Briss.) Bp.

**Cardinal Grosbeak; Virginian Redbird.**

**a. virginianus.**

*Coccothraustes virginiana cardinalis dicta*, Briss., Orn. iii, 1760, 252.


*Fringilla* (*Coccothraustes*) *cardinalis*, Br., Obs. Wils. 1825, No. 78.


**b. cocineus.**

*Cardinalis virginianus*, Scl., P. Z. S. 1556, 392 (Cordova); 1859, 365 (Xalapa); Ibis, 1859, 104; Cat. Am. B. 100 (in part).—Lawk., Ann. Lyc. ix, 1860, 201 (Yucatán).—Suxich, Mem. Bost. Soc. 1869, 552 (Vera Cruz).


**c. igneus.**


**d. carneus.**


*Hab.—* The typical form from the Eastern United States, west to Kansas, Nebraska, Indian Territory, Texas (and New Mexico?). North to the Middle States commonly, to New York rarely, to Connecticut casually, to Massachusetts accidentally, and in the West to Missouri. Not south of the Rio Grande. Stationary or scarcely migratory. Var. *cocineus* is the resident form beyond the United States, through Eastern Mexico to Central America. More richly-colored, and without the grayish edgings of the dorsal plumage. Var. *igneus*, in which the black frontlet is narrowed or wanting at the base of the culmen, is from Arizona and Lower California, and southward. Var. *carneus*, with stiffened coronal feathers, as in the very different *C. phaenicus*, is from Western Mexico. The last-mentioned variety I have not seen; the others run extremely close to typical *virginianus*.

Mr. Allen has prepared some interesting tables showing the range of variation in this species and others. He finds the southern resident birds, as might be expected, smaller than those of the Middle States. The former measure as follows: Males—length, 7.75 to 9.10; extent, 11.00 to 11.78; wing, 3.50 to 3.85; tail, 3.40 to 4.20; tarsus,
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0.62 to 0.80. Females—7.50 to 8.75; 10.70 to 11.75; 3.25 to 2.85; 3.40 to 4.10; 0.62 to 0.75. Average, male—8.46; 11.43; 2.63; 3.87. Average, female—8.37; 11.27; 3.53; 3.75.

Lieutenant Warner's Expedition.—4834, Iowa Point.

Not obtained Captain Raynolds' or the later Expeditions.

The Cardinal lays rather a peculiar egg; some specimens reminding one of a Night-Hawk's, in coloration at least, and others being more like those of the Rose-breasted Grosbeak in the pattern of markings. The ground is white, in all of about fifty cases noticed. The spotting is of every shade of brown, from pale-reddish to heavy chocolate, but it is usually rather dark, and there is a great show of the various purplish-brown or stone-gray shell markings. The markings vary from fine uniform dotting or marbling to heavy spotting, but I see none with very large masses of color. Size a little over an inch by rather less than three-fourths of an inch, but very variable. The egg of Pyrrholoxia sinuata is altogether similar.

PIPIO ERYTHROPHTHALMUS, (Linn.) Vieill.

Ground Robin; Marsh Robin; Towhee Bunting; Chewiki.

a. erythrophthalmus.

Fringilla erythrophthalmus, LINN., Syst. Nat. i, 1766, 318.—Br., Syn. 1828, 112.—Nutt., Man. i, 1832, 515.—Aud., Orn. Biogr. i, 1832, 150; v, 1839, 511; p. 29.

Emberiza erythrophthalma, GM., Syst. Nat. i, 1766, 574.—Wils., vi, 1872, 90, pl. 53.


b. alleni.

(Smaller, white-eyed, with less white on wings and tail. Florida.)


Pipilo leucopus, Mayn., B. of Fla. (in press).

Hab.—Eastern Province of North America to Minnesota (Trippe), Canada (McIlwraith), and Labrador (Audubon). In northern portions of its range perfectly migratory, and only seen in summer. Resident in the Southern States, and even as high as Pennsylvania, in sheltered situations (Turnbult). Breeds in most places throughout its range. Reaches westward through part of Kansas, and on the Missouri River to about 43°. Fort Randall (Hayden). Meets var. arcticus in Northern Dakota.

Lieutenant Warren's Expedition.—4832, Iowa Point; 4835, St. Joseph's; 4834, Wood's Bluff; 4828-29, 4833, 4836, Bald Island, Missouri River.

Not obtained by Captain Raynolds' Expedition.

According to the authority last quoted on this subject, extensive series of Eastern Pipilo present the following measurements of the males, the females being a little smaller in each case:

Northern specimens.—Length, 7.50 to 8.80; extent, 10.00 to 10.95; wing, 3.17 to 3.90; tail, 3.30 to 3.93; tarsus, 0.98 to 1.13. Average: Length, 8.19; extent, 11.32; wing, 3.43; tail, 3.66; tarsus, 1.06.

Floridian specimens (var. alleni).—Length, 7.20 to 8.50; extent, 9.50 to 11.30; wing, 2.80 to 3.50; tail, 3.25 to 3.90; tarsus, 0.50 to 1.00. Average: Length, 7.88; extent, 9.88; wing, 3.13; tail, 3.56; tarsus, 0.94.

The little difference in total length of Northern and Southern, compared with that in the wing and inalar extent, is owing to the greater relative length of the tail of the Floridian form.

Audubon states that in the young the eye is sometimes yellowish-white, and that occasionally the two eyes of the same individual are not of the same color. A late anonymous writer says that the eyes turn white in winter. The Floridian form appears to be resident in that State, and to always have white or whitish eyes. Its song is quite
different from that of the northern bird, being ordinarily only about half as long, and uttered with much less spirit. There is probably a large proportion of northern birds among the Pipilones of Florida in winter; while probably in summer the majority are of the southern type above described, as are doubtless those of Middle and Southern Florida at all seasons" (Bull. M. C. Z. ii, 1-71, 2r 2). The amount of white on the tail is less—that on the outer feather of var. alleni about equaling that on the next quill of ordinary erythropthalmus.

Specimens from the Red River region show an interesting approach to var. arcticus, in the presence of small, concealed white spots. It may be necessary, after all, to bring the species into the same series with maculatus, and consider all the forms as varieties of one species.

In the Middle Atlantic districts, as Maryland for instance, the Towhee is chiefly a migrant, appearing in great numbers the third or fourth week in April, and so continuing until the middle of May; while in the fall it is still more numerous during the month of October. Still, I used to find one or more families settled to breed each summer, and generally saw the streaked birds of the year in July. I never ascertained that any wintered about Washington, but should guess this to be the case, since the Rev. Dr. Turnbull states that some pass that season in the most sheltered situations in Pennsylvania and New Jersey. With the coming of other seed-eaters from the north, early in October, the Towhee suddenly appears. As we walk along the weedy old "snake" fences and thick hedges, or by the briery tracts marking the course of a tiny water-thread through a field, scores of the humble gray Sparrows flit before us; while ever and again the jaunty Towhee, smartly dressed in black, white, and chestnut, comes into view, flying low, with a saucy flirt of the tail, and dashes again into the covert as quickly as it emerged, crying "tow-hee" with startling dissimilarity. In the spring it is less conspicuous, and more likely to be found in low, tangled woods, amid laurel brakes and the like; on the ground, rustling and busily scratching the matting of last year's leaves that covers the earth, doubtless in search of insects. Its notes are then louder, and oftener heard. Some say that the males precede the females in migrating; this may average true, but I have constantly found the sexes together at both seasons. This is only a partially gregarious bird, large gatherings being seldom witnessed. In fact it seems to prefer the society of the smaller and plainer Sparrows, among which it shines without difficulty, doubtless patronizing them in the genteel way, customary with big folks, that is so exasperatingly oppressive to the recipients.

The Towhee Bunting nests always on the ground, usually at the foot of a bush by an old log, or in weedy rubbish, which, with the deep set of the nest in the ground, very effectually conceals it. The only one I have happened to find so far, was sunk to the level of the surface, resting upon a straggling bed of leaves, like those strewn all around, built of weed-stalks and small sticks, loosely interlaced, and finished carelessly with a slight lining of fine, dried grass. It contained five eggs—three Cow-bird's and two of its own, which must have been sufficiently discouraging. After this indiction, when I came to take the nest away altogether, the poor birds seemed perfectly stupefied with despair. The female flew to a bush near by, with a plaintive chirp that soon brought her mate, and there the two sat motionless, side by side, too sick at heart, it seemed, to even remonstrate.

This was a case contrary to the general rules, that the Cow-bird lays but one egg in a nest, and selects the nest of a bird whose eggs are smaller than her own. The Towhee's egg measures about 0.95 by 0.70; the Cow-bird's about 0.75 by 0.60. There is a remarkable similarity in coloration between the two—so much do they resemble each other, that in the instance noted above I wondered at first how the Towhee had
come to lay three “runt” eggs. The ground is white, but uniformly and so completely and thickly freckled in fine pattern with dull, pale reddish-brown, as show as much of this color as of the white. The Cow-bird’s egg is minutely freckled in the same way, but the colors are darker and more sharply marked.

Two broods of Towhees are usually reared each season, and sometimes three. The young are very different from the adult, being streaky all over; yet at a very early age the black of the male, and the rich brown of the opposite sex, respectively appear.

**PIPILO MACULATUS var. ARTICUS, (Sw.) Coues.**

**Arctic Spotted Towhee.**

1. **maculatus.**


2. **oregonus.**


*Pipilo arctica*, Aud., Syn. 1839, 123; B. Am. iii, 1841, 164, pl. 194.

3. **arcticus.**


4. **megalonyx.**


**Hab.**—Middle Province. North to the Saskatchewan. South along the Rocky Mountains, where it runs into *megalonyx*, of New Mexico, Arizona, and California; west to Oregon and Washington, there inosculating with *oregonus*. East to about 43° north latitude on the Missouri, where it meets *erythropthalmus*. The typical form Mexican.

**List of specimens.**

| 19277 | 175 | Powder River... | ‡ | Sept. 24, 1860 | G. H. Trook... | 8.00 | 11.25 | 3.50 |


*Later Expeditions.*—60332-5, Wyoming.

The connection of the several spotted Pipilos of the west and of Mexico, I believe first noted by Dr. Solater, has been amply confirmed by subsequent investigation. They unquestionably intergrade completely, forming geographical races of one species. The question is, whether to this series *P. erythropthalmus* should also be added. In the Key, I kept it apart and presented the considerations favoring not this view, viz., the entire absence of spotting on the scapulars and back, the stronger sexual distinctions, and the different note—the cry of the western species resembling that of the Cat-bird.
PIPIOLO CHLORURUS, GREEN-TAILED FINCH.

It would not, however, be at all surprising if complete intergradation between *erythropthalus* and *arctius* were proven by specimens from the Lower Missouri, gaining first a spot or two, and then gradually assuming the fully speckled state. In that event, I should not hesitate to combine the whole in one series, beginning with the black unspotted *erythropthalus*, with clear brown female, and ending with the olive-shaded, spotted *maculatus* and its nearly similar female. Dr. Hayden has shown exactly where the two forms meet along the Missouri, at about 43°. In Northern Dakota var. *arctius* occurs east to about 108° longitude, and my Red River specimens of *erythropthalus* show an approach toward it.

Excepting the curiously different call-note, the western forms are all precisely like the eastern in habits and manners. The large-clawed form is very abundant in New Mexico, Arizona, and California. The sexes of this race are not obviously distinguishable by any outward mark—in fact, on cutting open a supposed male on one occasion, I found an egg inside. Mr. Tripp sends me the following items:

"The Arctic Towhee appears in the vicinity of Idaho Springs about the middle of May, and in the course of a week or two becomes rather common, though never very abundant. It becomes rare above 8,500 feet, and above 9,000 disappears altogether, being most numerous from 7,500 feet down to the plains. In habits and appearance, it is quite similar to the Eastern Towhee, but is much shyer and is easily frightened, when it hides in the bushes until all appearance of danger has passed by. Sometimes, though rarely, I have heard it utter the "chewink" of *P. erythropthalus*, or a note almost exactly like it, though a little lower and more wiry; but its usual call is quite different. It does not sing near as frequently as the latter bird, but when it does, acts in the same manner, mounting to the lower limb of a tree and chanting its simple ditty at short intervals for half an hour or more. This song is almost the same as the Eastern Towhees; and it has, also, the same fine drawn, wiry note. It disappears in September."

Note.—The Pipilo fuscus, Sw. (*mesoleucus*, Bd.; cf. COUES, Key, 152), has been taken near Canon City, Colorado, by Mr. C. E. Aiken, and may extend to the head-waters of the Platte. A pair were killed in winter.

PIPIOLO CHLORURUS, (Towns.) Bd.

Green-tailed Finch; Blanding’s Finch.

Zonotrichia chlorura, GAMB. Journ. Phila. Acad. i, 1847, 51, pl. 9.
Embernaegra chlorura, Br., Conspe. i, 1850, 483.—HEERM., P. R. R. Rep. x, 1859, part vi, 46.—SCL., Cat. 1862, 117.

Fringilla blandingiana, GAMB., Pr. Phila. Acad. i, 1843, 260.
Embernaegra blandingiana, CASS, Ill. 1853, 70, pl. 12.
Pipilo rufipennis, LAFFRES., R. Z. xi, 1845, 176.—Br., Conspe. i, 1850, 487.
Klekueria rufipennis, Br., Comp. Rend. xl, 1855, 369.

Hab.—Southern Rocky Mountain region. North to Laramie. Across from Texas to Southern California. Winters on the southern United States border (Colorado Valley and San Diego, Cooper).

List of specimens.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Num</th>
<th>From</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Person</th>
<th>Locality</th>
<th>Longitude</th>
<th>Latitude</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1833</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>Wind River</td>
<td>May 25, 1860</td>
<td>F. V. Hayden</td>
<td>Laramie Peak</td>
<td>108°</td>
<td>39°</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Lieutenant Warren’s Expedition.—9270, 77°-78', Laramie Peak.
Later Expeditions.—6060-62, Little Sandy Creek, Uintah Mountains, and Green River, Wyoming; 6223-24, Cousut Creek, and Teton Basin, Idaho.

In continuing to refer this species to the genus Pipilo, I follow custom; but I am unable to appreciate any obvious differences from Zonotrichia.
Within the general range just mentioned the movements of this species remain to be precisely ascertained. The bird probably breeds in mountains throughout its range, and lower down in higher latitudes. It has been ascertained to breed in Colorado. Dr. Hayden's specimens may represent its limit in one direction. In the higher portions of Arizona, I ascertained its presence in numbers, but only during the migrations, in April and May, and in September. It appeared to be a shy, retiring bird, courting the seclusion of tangled undergrowth, where it might easily be overlooked, unless diligently sought for. I generally observed it in small, straggling companies, associated with other fringilline birds. Dr. Cooper states that it winters in the Colorado Valley, as well as in Lower California.

In a late communication to me, Mr. Allen observes: "This is one of the most interesting birds met with in the wooded portions of the great central plateau of the continent. In the mountains of Colorado it ranges from the foot-hills up to the limit of trees, and throughout the mountain valleys is one of the more common species. It affects the moister thickets near the streams, and possesses a peculiar and very pleasing song. In habits or notes it has but little resemblance to the group of Towhees with which it is commonly associated by systematic writers, presenting in these respects far more resemblance to the group of Sparrows so familiarly represented in the Atlantic States by the common White-throat, from which it only differs structurally in its relatively longer tail." Mr. Trippe's notes upon the same subject will be read with interest: "The Green-tailed Finch is abundant throughout Clear Creek County, from its lower valleys up to within 700 or 800 feet of timberline, breeding throughout; but it is most numerous, during the nesting season, from 7,500 to 9,000 feet. It arrives at Idaho early in May, and soon becomes abundant, remaining till the close of September or early part of October. It is a sprightly, active little bird, with something wren-like in its movements and appearance. It is equally at home among the loose stones and rocks of a hill-side (where it hops about with all the agility of the Rock Wren), and the densest thickets of brambles and willows in the valleys, amidst which it loves to hide. It is rather shy, and prefers to keep at a good distance from any suspicious object; and if a cat or dog approaches its nest, makes a great scolding, like the Cat-bird, and calls all the neighbors to its assistance; but if a person walks by, it steals away very quietly and remains silent till the danger is passed. It has a variety of notes which it is fond of uttering; one sounds like the meow of a kitten, but thinner and more wiry; its song is very fine, quite different from the Towhee's, and vastly superior to it. It builds its nest in dense clumps of brambles, and raises two broods each season, the first being hatched about the middle of June."

The eggs of this species have recently been brought in by Mr. H. W. Henshaw, one of the naturalists of Lieutenant Wheeler's Survey. They are rather peculiar, being of a pale greenish or grayish-white, flecked all over with rich reddish-brown, the speckling being aggregated in a wreath or area about the larger end of the egg. Some specimens are much more minutely and obsolescently dotted than others, but in all the cases I have seen the markings are quite regular. Mr. G. H. Trook also took the eggs on Snake and Henry River. The nest is placed indifferently on the ground or in a low bush. The egg measures 0.90 by 0.68. The egg is of the same general character as that of P. erythrophtalmus and its allies; but entirely different from the whole P. fusces group, in which the style is curiously as in Ageleus—a pale greenish ground, sharply spotted, scratched and streaked with blackish.
Family IcteridÆ: American Starlings.

**DOLICHONYX ORYZIVORUS**, (Linn.) Sw.

*Bobolink; Reed-bird; Rice-bird*

*Emberiza oryzivora*, Linn., Syst. Nat. i, 1766, 311.—(Hortulanus carolinensis, Bris., Orn. iii, 282, pl. 15, f. 3; Emberiza carolinensis, Klein, 92.)—GM., i, 1788, 880.—LATH., Ind. Orn. i, 1799, 408.—WILs., Am. Orn. ii, 1810, 48, pl. 12, f. 1, 2.


*Icterus agrippinus*, Bp., Obs. Wils. 1824, No. 87; Syu. 1825, 53.—NUTT., Man. i, 1832, 185.—AUD., Orn. Biog. i, 1831, 263; v, 1839, 461; pl. 54.


*Psarocolius canadensis*, WAGL., Syst. Av. 1837, 33 (Bd. and Cass.).

**DOLICHONYX ORYZIVORUS** var. *albinucha*, RIDGW., Miss.—COUES, Check-list, App.

_Hab._—Eastern North America. North to the Saskatchewan (latitude 40°, Rich.). West to the Rocky Mountains and somewhat beyond. Utah (Allen); Nevada (Ridgway); Wyoming (Haydon); Montana (Cooper). South to Bolivia, La Plata, &c. Galapagoes. Breeds from the Middle States and Kansas northward. Does not winter anywhere in the United States. West Indies, Central and South America (numerous quotations).

**Lieutenant Warren's Expedition.**—5360, Fort Pierre; 8954-52, Loup Fork of Platte.

**Later Expeditions.**—61728-30, Ogden, Utah (“abundant”).

The entire change of plumage which the male of this species undergoes twice a year is none the less interesting because it is so well known a fact in its economy. When the bird reaches the Middle districts, which is usually not until May, the males, as a rule, are already in nearly perfect breeding attire, but in the vast majority of instances still show touches of yellowish on the belly and legs. At this period they are very conspicuous, associated in flocks, sometimes great in extent, moving restlessly about the meadows and orchards, overflowing with glad music. Their number seems out of all proportion to that of the females, but this is probably due to the silent and more retiring ways of the latter sex. They really pass through, in the vernal migration, quite rapidly, though they do not appear to be at all in a hurry, as we see them by day. They throw themselves in a field, scatter on the ground, feeding, and at the slightest alarm, or in mere wantonness, suddenly fly en masse to the nearest tree, fence, or bush, and begin to sing, producing an indescribable medley, hushed in an instant only to be resumed. Sometimes they sing as merrily, though with less concerted action, while they are rambling in the grass. Their day-time leisure for song and food is easily explained; for they migrate, at this season, almost entirely by night. Every night in early May, as we walk the streets, we can hear the mellow metallic clinking coming down through the darkness, from birds passing high over head, and sounding clearer in the stillness. By the middle of May they have all passed;
a few, it is stated, linger to breed south of New England, but the main body passes on, spreading over that portion of the Union and the neighboring British Provinces, occupying in pairs almost every meadow. The change of plumage with the finishing of the duties of reproduction is rapid and complete before the return movement is made, although this takes place in August. As far north at least as Maryland, I never saw or heard of a decidedly black individual, among the millions that re-pass that State late in the summer and during September. The males are, indeed, distinguishable by their superior size and a sort of diffuseness of tawny coloration, not quite like the cleaner and lighter pattern of the females, aside from the black traces that frequently persist; but the difference is not great. They are now songless—who ever heard Bobolink music in the fall?—they have a comfortable, self-satisfied chink, befitting such fat and abandoned gourmands as they are, thronging in countless hordes the wild-rice tracts and the grain fields, loafing and inviting their souls. So they go, until the first cold snap, that sends them into winter quarters at once—chiefly in the West Indies, but also much further south. They have successively filled the rôle of Bobolink, Reed-bird, Rice-bird, and Butter-bird; and as soon as the season relaxes once more, in March, they will re-enter the United States, and do it all over again.

The Atlantic Coast is the favorite highway of this species, but it travels also by other routes in the interior. It goes up the Mississippi Valley; there some stop to breed, as low at least as the mouth of the Missouri, but numbers keep on, pushing past the United States, and resting at last in the region of the Saskatchewan. The very considerable westward extension of the species has been only lately determined. Thus Mr. Allen and Mr. Merriam both found it “common” in September at Ogden, in Utah, where it is said to breed. Dr. Hayden remarks that it is “very common at Fort Pierre,” and “one of the most abundant birds on the western prairies.” Dr. Cooper has an interesting note from an extreme locality: “At several points in the valley of the Bitterroot River, I heard and saw at a distance what I took for the Bobolink, the flight and flying-call exactly resembling that bird's. At Cœur d'Aléne Mission I again met with it, but could not get near enough to shoot it or determine the species, though they frequented a wheat-field for several mornings. I know no bird likely to be mistaken for it, and, having been found at Fort Bridger, a few probably go north to 47° 30', as they go to latitude 54° east of the mountains.” The westward extension of several eastern birds in this latitude is apparently an indication of the oblique westward trend of the Eastern Province, which reaches the Pacific in Alaska. It breeds very abundantly, in June, on the prairies bordering the Red River of the North, to 49° at least.

The Bobolink makes a rude and flimsy nest of dried grass on the ground, and lays four or five eggs, 0.85 long by about 0.63 broad, dull bluish-white, sometimes brownish-white, spotted and blotched with dark chocolate or blackish-brown surface-marks, and others of paler hue in the shell. The general effect is much as in Passerculus, or Poeciíetes, but the variability is very great. The nest is cunningly hidden, and often further screened from threatened observation by ingenious devices of the parents.

It appears to me most probable that this species and the Cow-bird will require removal from the family Icteridae, where they have long rested, to a position nearer that assigned by the original and several early describers.
MOLOTHRUS PECORIS, COW-BIRD.

Cow-bird; Cowpen-bird; Cow-Blackbird.

a. pecoris.

**Fringilla pecoris**, GM., Syst. Nat. i, 1788, 804 (S. nova-hispiana, Briss., ii, 448).

**Sturnus junce/ti**, LATL. Ind. Orn. ii, 1790, 326 (= S. obscurus, GM.).


Hab.—The typical form throughout temperate North America (excepting Pacific coast?).—North to 65°. Breeds abundantly from about 35° northward, and winters in great numbers in the Southern States. Var. obscurus in Arizona, Lower California, and southward.

Lieutenant Warren's Expedition.—4355, Fort Pierre; 4365, 5368, mouth of the Yellowstone; 5327, Medicine Hill; 9334, 9336-7, Loup Fork.

Later Expeditions.—60450, La Bonté Creek, Wyoming.

The bird I have designated as var. obscurus, or the Dwarf Cow-bird, as above, and also in the Key, is strikingly smaller than the typical form. Indeed, Mr. Cassin was led to make it a distinct species, which, however, it is not. It is precisely like the ordinary bird in color, but is much smaller, the male only about equaling the female of true pecoris. The female of var. obscurus is under 7 inches long, with the wing about 3½, and the tail 2½; the female of pecoris is 7 to 7½ inches long, the wing nearly 4, the tail nearly 3; while an average male pecoris measures full 8 inches, the wing over 4, and the tail over 3.

Earlier authors described the Cow-bird under a variety of names, and not always accurately, causing uncertainty if not confusion. But we may be reasonably sure that pecoris, the name usually adopted, is not the one having priority. Turning back a few pages of Gmelin, from p. 910 (pecoris), we find on p. 894 a certain **Sturnus obscurus**, evidently a Cow-bird, and usually held identical with pecoris, but which, from the reference to S. nova-hispiana of Brissou, is the dwarf Mexican form. So far as this goes, the above quotations ought in strictness to be reversed, giving us Molothrus obscurus and M. pecoris var. pecoris. But back still further in Gmelin, we find Oriolus minor (p. 394) and O. fuscescens (p. 393), both probably Cow-birds. It appears, however, that we need not employ any of Gmelin's names; for, according to Mr. G. R. Gray, the ater of Boddart is this species, and antedates them all. It would appear, therefore, that the proper name of the species is Molothrus ater (BODD.), GRAY, and of its variety, M. ater var. obscurus (GM.), COUES. Even the generic name has given trouble, for both Carabanis and Sundevall understand, upon philological grounds, that Swainson should have written Molothrus instead of Molothrus.
Parasitism, in the zoological sense of the term a frequent condition of lower forms of life, is sufficiently rare among higher animals to excite special interest; and the exceptional absence of the strong parental instincts of birds is particularly noteworthy. Considering that conscious volition—that choice, in a word—determines the whole process of perpetuation of the species in the Cow-bird, denying all but the purely sexual of conjugal relations, abrogating parental relations, and rendering family relations impossible, we must concede a case of parasitism having almost an ethical significance, to such an extreme is it pushed. Certain low organisms, like the Entozoa, for example, only exist under conditions fulfilled within the bodies of higher animals, presenting a case not so widely different from that exhibited in the relation between a plant-germ and the soil in which it grows; but they work detriment to their host, and even its death, by the irritation of their presence in myriads, or their actual consumption of substance, and in this respect are more exactly comparable to the true epiphytes, like the mistletoe, drawing sap directly from the other plants upon which they fix. Another kind of parasitism is illustrated by numerous insects, sometimes designated as Epizoä, which are independent organisms, self-supporting, yet habitually seeking to live upon other animals. Such answer more nearly to the peculiar signification of a parasite, in its etymological sense of an “uninvited guest,” than the Entozoa do, and lead up to cases of parasitism in its literal signification. Among mammals we have pure parasitism in the asserted relations of the jackal and lion, the former being literally “beside the table” of the latter. The Jaegers are similarly and more forcibly parasitic, feeding at the expense and to the annoyance of Gulls; so are some Gulls, in their turn, parasites of the Pelicans, picking small fry out of the very beak of these industrious fishers. The Bald Eagle is a bold parasite of the Osprey, accomplishing by violence what is usually done by intrigue. But all such cases relate simply to procuring of food; only a few extremely “advanced thinkers” among birds and the human species dispense with family ties, duties, and delights, throwing the burthensome results of their sexual propensities upon society. It is not difficult to trace, in either case, the demoralizing effect upon the individuals themselves, or the mischief wrought at large. But it may be straining an analogy to compare cases, however similar, in one of which resides a moral quality which we must presume to be absent in the other.

However this may be, it is singular that this particular kind of parasitism should occur in the isolated cases of birds so unlike, as Cuckoos and Cow-birds, and only there, so far as we know. The egg of the Cow-bird is less than an inch long, by about two-thirds of an inch wide; it varies a great deal in size, as is seen on comparing any large series. Given the existence of the habit of laying in other birds’ nests, we should have anticipated its occurrence throughout some particular group, rather than its seemingly “sporadic” character. But there are no accidents in the order of nature; if we could but see far enough, not

* 5th ed. iii, 159. But later (iv, 20) he says that the young Cow-bird from which he made his drawing was sent to him by Nuttall, and that it was the same specimen as that described by Nuttall as the “Ambiguous Sparrow”—“nothing else than a young Cow-pen-bird, scarcely feathered.”
only would the connection between the habits of the Cow-bird and Cuckoo be plain, but we should discern how such peculiar modifications of its instinct were effected. The production of the traits in question is a theme fruitful of speculation, if not of solid information. Ages ago, it might be surmised, a female Cow-bird, in imminent danger of delivery without a nest prepared, was loth to lose her offspring, and deposited her burthen in an alien nest, perhaps of her own species, rather than on the ground. The convenience of this process may have struck her, and induced her to repeat the easy experiment. The foundlings duly hatched, threw, and came to maturity, stamped with their mother's individual traits—an impress deep and lasting enough to similarly affect them in turn. The adventitious birds increased by natural multiplication, till they outnumbered the true-born ones; what was engendered of necessity was perpetuated by unconscious volition, and finally became a fixed habit—the law of reproduction for the species. Much current reasoning on similar subjects is no better nor worse than this, and it all goes for what it is worth.

There are several species of the genus Molothrus in the warmer parts of America; their habits, so far as we know, are like those of our representative. The position of the genus is a little uncertain; it has strong affinity with the Blackbirds (Icterides), yet it is difficult to see in what respects it differs from certain fringilline birds. But in any event, there is nothing whatever in the structure of the birds to give a hint of their peculiar habits. Attending the central fact of reproductive parasitism are numerous circumstances worthy of attention, since they all tend to insure the perpetuation of these species under anomalous conditions, and react against the multiplication of the various birds which are selected as foster-parents. It is mysterious, indeed; the infliction is certainly an unmitigated evil to the birds who are drawn into the connection, and yet we cannot rationally conceive of the existence of such thing, except as a means of some greater good. Can it not be possible that this special check upon the increase of certain kinds of birds preserves the delicate balance of some of Nature's forces?

I do not feel at all sure that the small relative size of the Cow-bird's egg should be accounted a circumstance favorable to the bird, as some have believed, reasoning that a larger egg could not be adequately incubated by the small species usually selected as nurses. No a priori reason appears why the egg should not have been of ordinary dimensions, and a different series of birds been called upon to incubate it; while, as the facts stand, it is clear that the bigness of the egg, in comparison with those among which it is usually deposited, and not its smallness relative to the Cow-bird's bulk, is the favoring element. For the larger egg must mechanically obstruct the incubation of the smaller ones, and so receive the greater share of warmth from the bird's body. But perhaps both the circumstances may be brought into reasonable connection. Were the Cow-bird's egg of ordinary dimensions relative to the bulk of the species, it might be susceptible of successful incubation only by other birds large enough to remove or destroy it, as would certainly be done when practicable; it is therefore unusually small, in order that it may be committed to the charge of birds able to hatch it, yet too weak to eject it; and now its superiority in size to the eggs of such birds becomes a favorable circumstance.

It is stated that the Cow-bird's egg hatches sooner than that of most birds, the period of incubation being not over ten days. But I am not aware that the evidence in this case is either sufficient, explicit, or precise; it would be well to have it checked by many additional observa-
tions. A difficulty, not usually recognized, meets us here, in the variable circumstances of incubation. An egg habitually intrusted to numerous different birds, from the size of a Thrush down to that of the tiny Blue-gray Gnatcatcher, is necessarily subjected to a varying temperature (within, however, narrow limits), hastening or retarding development of the embryo; even the material of so many different nests, considered as conductors of heat, may exercise a slight disturbing influence. Under these fluctuating circumstances the duration of incubation may yet be proven inconstant; and it cannot be supposed to bear a single definite relation to that of each of the birds concerned. Of its prior maturity, as a rule, however, there seems to be no doubt, and the resulting advantage is obvious. The young Cow-bird immediately demands and receives attention, so that incubation of the other eggs may remain unfinished; and if the latter are hatched, the chances of the younger and weaker birds against the alien are very problematical. They may be trampled to death, or smothered, even if they are not forcibly ejected; and they generally fail to receive sufficient nourishment, of which the lion's share falls to the intruder.

There is another and a very singular element of success for the Cow-bird. However indignant and despairing the nurses may be supposed to feel about it at first, they generally make a virtue of necessity; and when they have once made up their minds to accept the unpleasant situation, they do their whole duty by it, even to the neglect of their rightful offspring. As not unfrequently occurs in other cases, they become, so far as we can judge by their actions, really fond of the foundling, and, at any rate, they give assiduous attention to its wants, and care for it as tenderly as if it were their own.

It does not appear that the Cow-bird ever attempts to take forcible possession of a nest. She watches her chance while the owners are away, slips in by stealth, and leaves the evidence of her unfriendly visit to be discovered on their return, in the shape of the ominous egg. The parents hold anxious consultation in this emergency, as their sorrowful cries and disturbed actions plainly indicate. If their nest was empty before, they generally desert it, and their courage in giving up a cosy home results in one Cow-bird the less. Sometimes even after there is an egg of their own in the nest, they have nerve enough to let it go, rather than assume the hateful task of incubating the strange one. But if the female has already laid an egg or two, the pair generally settle into the reluctant conviction that there is no help for it; they quiet down after awhile, and things go on as if nothing had happened. Not always, however, will they desert even an empty nest; some birds have discovered a way out of the difficulty—it is the most ingenious device imaginable, and the more we think about it the more astonishing it seems. They build a two-story nest, leaving the obnoxious egg in the basement. I want no better proof that birds possess a faculty indistinguishable, so far as it goes, from human reason; and such a case as this bears impressively upon the general question of the difference between reason and that faculty we designate by the vague and misleading term "instinct." The evidence has accumulated till it has become conclusive, that the difference is one of degree, not of kind—that instinct is a lower order of reason—the arrest, in brutes, at a certain stage, of a faculty reaching higher development in man. Instinct, in the ill-considered current sense of term, could never lead a Summer Yellowbird up to building a two-story nest to let a Cow-bird's eggs addle below. Such "instinct" is merely force of habit, inherited or acquired—a sum of tendencies operating unknowingly and uniformly upon the same recurring
circumstances, devoid of conscious design, lacking recognized prevision; totally inadequate to the requirements of the first special emergency. What bird, possessed of only such a faculty as this, could build a two-story nest to get rid of an objectionable deposit in the original single-story fabric? It argues as intelligent a design as was ever indicated in the erection of a building by a human being. No question of inherited tendency enters here; and if it did, the issue would be only set back a step no nearer determination, for there must have been an original double nest, the result of an original idea. Nor is this wonderful forethought very rarely exhibited; considering what proportion the double nests discovered bear to the ordinary ones brought to our notice, among the millions annually constructed, we can easily believe that the ingenious device is in fact a frequent resort of the birds plagued by the Cow-bunting. And how can we sufficiently admire the perseverance and energy of a bird which, having once safely shut up the terrible egg in her cellar, and then having found another one violating her premises, forthwith built a third story? She deserved better of fate than that her house should at last be despoiled by a naturalist. This was a Summer Yellowbird, to whom the price of passing thus into history must have seemed hard.

The Cow-bird's foster-parents are numerous; the list of those so determined is already large, and when completed will probably comprise pretty much all of the species nesting within the Cow-bird's breeding range, from the size of a Thrush down to that of the Gnatcatcher. It is unnecessary to recite the long list; I will mention, however, the Wood Thrush, Yellow-breasted Chat, and Towhee-Bunting, as showing that the foster-birds are not always smaller than the Cow-bird itself. The Summer Yellowbird, the Maryland Yellow-throat, and the Red-eyed Vireo, are among those most persistently victimized. On the prairies of the west, where the Cow-birds are very numerous, and breeding birds restricted in number of species if not of individuals, I had almost said that in a majority of the nests taken in June will be found a Cow-bird's egg.

In the nature of the case it is impossible to say what is the normal number of eggs usually deposited each season by a single bird—that is if more than one be laid, as is probable. We can only presume, quite reasonably, that the laying is of four or five eggs, as usual among the allied species. Neither do we know whether the same individual ever deposits more than one egg in the same nest—at least I am not aware of observations on this score, and they would be necessarily very difficult, if not impossible, to make. Finding several Cow-bird's eggs in a nest, as frequently happens, proves nothing to this effect, for the same nest might easily enough be used by different Cow-birds in succession. It is rare to find more than two of the alien eggs together; I have found three in a Towhee-Bunting's nest, and even five have been discovered in the same nest. Singularly enough, these unusual numbers were in the nest of the same species. Thus Mr. T. Martin Trippe, in his interesting article on the Cow-bird (Am. Nat. iii, 291), cites a remarkable case: "I never heard of more than two instances where there were more than two eggs of the Cow-bird in a single nest. Prof. Baird and Dr. Brewer once found three eggs in the nest of a Black-and-white Creeper, and I once had the good fortune to discover a nest of the same bird containing five eggs of the parasite, together with three of her own. In the latter case incubation had begun, and all of the eggs contained embryos." We may consider this pair of Creepers relieved, on the whole, by Mr. Trippe's visit—the mother-bird rescued from drowning in the in-
undation of so many "well-springs," and the father saved the necessity of hanging himself from the nearest convenient crotch.

It is interesting to observe the female Cow-bird ready to lay. She becomes disquieted; she betrays unwonted excitement, and ceases her busy search for food with her companions. At length she separates from the flock, and sallies forth to reconnoitre, anxiously indeed, for her case is urgent, and she has no home. How obtrusive is the sad analogue! She flies to some thicket, or hedge-row, or other common resort of birds, where, something teaches her—perhaps experience—nests will be found. Stealthily and in perfect silence she flits along, peering furtively, alternately elated or dejected, into the depths of the foliage. She espies a nest, but the owner's head peeps over the brim, and she must pass on. Now, however, comes her chance; there is the very nest she wishes, and no one at home. She disappears for a few minutes, and it is almost another bird that comes out of the bush. Her business done, and trouble over, she chuckles her self-gratulations, rustles her plumage to adjust it trimly, and flies back to her associates. They know what has happened, but are discreet enough to say nothing—charity is often no less wise than kind.

Polygamy is rare among higher birds; in no creatures are the parental and conjugal instincts more strongly developed or beautifully displayed. But the Cow-bird illustrates this mode of life, and not in the lordly manner of the barn-yard cock, so devoted to his harem, so gallant and just to all. As in this species there is no love of offspring, neither can there be conjugal affection; all family ties are dispensed with. The association is a mere herding together in quest of food in similar resorts. The Cow-birds never mate; their most intimate relations are no sooner effected than forgotten; not even the decent restrictions of a seraglio are observed; it is a perfect community of free-lovers, who do as the original Cynics did. The necessary courtship becomes in consequence a curiously mixed affair. During the period corresponding to the mating season of orderly birds, the patriarchs of the sorry crew mount up the trees and fences, to do what they call their singing. They posture and turn about, and ruffle their feathers to look bigger than Nature made them; if their skins were not tough they would certainly burst with vanity. They puff out their throats and pipe the most singular notes, perhaps honestly wishing to please their companions of the other sex—at any rate, to their own satisfaction. Meanwhile the females are perched near by, but without seeming very enthusiastic—rather taking it all as a matter of course, listening at times, it may be, but just as likely preening their plumage, with other thoughts and an ulterior purpose. The performance over, it is a very little while afterward when the whole band goes trooping after food in the nearest cattle-yard or pasture.

Cow-birds appear to be particularly abundant in the West; more so, perhaps, than they really are, for the numbers that in the East spread equally over large areas are here drawn within small compass, owing to lack of attractions abroad. Every wagon-train passing over the prairies in summer is attended by flocks of the birds; every camp and stock-corral, permanent or temporary, is besieged by the busy birds, eager to glean subsistence from the wasted forage. Their familiarity under these circumstances is surprising. Perpetually wandering about the feet of the draught-animals, or perching upon their backs, they become so accustomed to man's presence that they will hardly get out of the way. I have even known a young bird to suffer itself to be taken in hand, and it is no uncommon thing to have the birds fluttering within
a few feet of one's head. The animals appear to rather like the birds, and suffer them to perch in a row upon their back-bones, doubtless finding the scratching of their feet a comfortable sensation, to say nothing of the riddance from insect parasites.

A singular point in the history of this species is its unexplained disappearance, generally in July, from many or most localities in which it breeds. Where it goes, and for what purpose, are unknown; but the fact is attested by numerous observers. Sometimes it reappears in September in the same places, sometimes not. Thus, in Northern Dakota, I saw none after early in August.

**AGELÆUS PHOENICEUS, (Linn.) Vieill.** Red-winged Blackbird.

*a. phoeniceus.*

**Oriolus phoeniceus,** Linn., Syst. Nat. i, 1766, 161.—*Gm.*, Syst. Nat. i, 1768, 386.—*Lath.*, Ind. Orn. i, 1790, 428.


**Sturnus predatorialus,** Wils., Am. Orn. iv, 1811, 30, pl. 30, fig. 1.

*b. assimilis.*

**Agelæus assimilis,** Gundi., J. f. O. iv, 12; Pr. Bost. Soc. vi, 316 (Cuba, breeding).

**Agelæus phoeniceus var. assimilis,** B. B. & R., N. A. B. ii, 1874, 159.

**c. gubernator.**

**Psarocolius gubernator,** Wagr., *Ibis, 1852, 281.


**Agelæus phoeniceus var. gubernator,** COUES, Key, 1872, 156.—*B. & R.,* N. A. B. ii, 1874, 163, pl. 33, f. 4, 8.

**d. tricolor.**

**Icterus tricolor,** Nutt., Man. i, 2d ed. 1840, 186.—*Aud.,* Orn. Biog. v, 1839, 6, pl. 382.


**Agelæus phoeniceus var. tricolor,** COUES, Key, 1872, 156.
Hab.—The typical form throughout temperate North America, and south to Central America. Breeds in suitable places from Texas to the Saskatchewan, and along the whole Atlantic coast. Winters from about 35° southward. Said to have occurred in England. Var. assimilis in Cuba. Var. gubernator along the Pacific coast, from British Columbia into Mexico. Var. tricolor resident in California.

Lieutenant Warren's Expedition.—1877, Big Nemaha; 6325-26, Medicine Creek; 9332, 9331, 9330, 9333, 9330, along the Platte.

Later Expeditions.—61058-59, Green River; 61725-56, Ogden, Utah.

We have been furnished by Mr. Allen with elaborate tables of measurements, showing the sexual and individual differences in size and proportions of specimens from the same locality, as well as the variation in the same respects, according to geographical distribution. The difference in size consists in the inferiority of southern birds, according to a well-recognized law; it is coupled, as usual, also, with attenuation of the bill. In color, southern birds differ in the more intense lustre of the black and brighter red. Following are the dimensions; the numbers in parentheses are the several averages. Massachusetts males: Length, 8.40 to 9.85 (9.16); extent, 13.95 to 15.35 (14.71); wing, 4.43 to 5.00 (4.69); tail, 3.12 to 3.90 (3.63); bill, 0.75 to 0.91 (0.80). Massachusetts females: Length, 7.25 to 8.55 (7.53); extent, 11.55 to 13.55 (12.24); wing, 3.63 to 4.26 (3.86); tail, 2.65 to 3.15 (2.93); bill, 0.70 to 0.82 (0.75). Southern males: Length, 8.25 to 9.55 (9.02); extent, 13.60 to 14.90 (14.41); wing, 4.34 to 4.80 (4.62); tail, 3.35 to 3.90 (3.61); bill, 0.85 to 1.00 (0.91). Southern females: Length, 7.50 to 8.00 (7.75); extent, 11.55 to 12.55 (12.44); wing, 3.63 to 3.90 (3.83); tail, 2.75 to 3.20 (2.99). Californian specimens are correspondent. Independent of all extrinsic influences, the normal inherent variation in dimensions amounts to fifteen per cent.

The so-called species, A. gubernator, has not the slightest claim to specific rank—in fact it can hardly be rated as a fair variety. Of the same size and shape as ordinary phoenicus, with the same scarlet carpus, it only differs in extreme cases, in not having this red bordered with tawny. This is produced by the restriction of the brownish-yellow of the middle wing-coverts (in phoenicus occupying the whole length of these feathers) to the basal portion of the feathers, their projecting ends being black, and so failing to produce a tawny bordering of the red. But every imaginable stage is a matter of observation in different specimens, from one extreme to the other; and in some cases of phoenicus most of the greater coverts are likewise tawny, producing a brownish-yellow patch, nearly as large as the scarlet one itself.

Var. tricolor is better marked, in its smaller size and attenuated bill (thus agreeing, however, with Florida phoenicus), dark blood-red wing-patch, and pure white border. The better distinction in this case corresponds to the geographical restriction and comparative isolation of this local race. That it is no more, however, than a variety, seems fairly inferable; the difference in the shade of red is no greater than that observable in specimens of phoenicus proper, while the bordering of the red in the latter is sometimes nearly pure white.

The Red-shouldered Marsh Blackbird is of common occurrence in all suitable places throughout the Missouri region; but from its nature it is somewhat localized, being found only in wooded and watered portions, except while journeying; and I am not aware that it ever gathers in such vast numbers as through the more congenial marshy tracts of the Eastern States. Some modification in habits is the necessary result of topographical as well as climatic changes, which birds experience in their ordinarily extensive dispersion. In Arizona, for instance, I found Redwings common in the pine-woods, miles away from any water, excepting a tiny mountain stream that afforded no special conveniences for them.

The Tricolor variety is extremely abundant and resident in the fertile portions of Southern California. It very rarely crosses the intermediate desert to the Colorado River; this arid tract forming a barrier to the eastward progress of many species, of great efficacy in distinguishing the littoral fauna from that of the Colorado Valley. One who has traveled this region will not be surprised that birds with any fancy for green, watery places, decline the same journey. At Wilmington and Drumm Barracks I found the Tricolors flocking in vast numbers, in November. They thronged the streets of the town, and covered the military parade-ground; alone, so far as their congeners were concerned, but on intimate association with hundreds of Brewer's Blackbirds. Both species were almost as tame as poultry, and the boys used to stone them,
to their mutual amusement, I should say, for the birds were never hit, and rather seemed to like the sport. Often, as I sat in my quarters on a bright sunny day, the light would be suddenly obscured, just as by a quickly passing cloud, and a rushing noise ensued as the compact flock swirled past the window. They often alighted by hundreds on the roofs of the barracks, almost hiding the shingles, and every picket of a long paling fence near by would sometimes be capped by its bird. They were very noisy, chattering from daylight till dark—all the time they could see to fly about. Nobody troubled them much; but Hawks of various kinds—the Harrier, the Western Red-breast, and the Laniere—were continually dashing in among them, with terrible swooping, bringing death to not a few, and dismay everywhere. At this season the sexes kept mostly apart; the flocks of males seemed to largely outnumber the females. Very few of those I shot and examined were in perfect plumage, much of the black being varied with different shades of brown and yellowish, and the white wing-bar being imperfect. In spring the birds resort together to marshy spots, breeding in loose communities. The nests and eggs do not differ appreciably from those of the common Redwing.

**XANTHOCEPHALUS ICTEROCEPHALUS, (Bp.) Bd.**

Yellow-headed Blackbird.


*Agelaius icteroccephalus*, Cab., Mns. Hein. i, 1851, 188.


*Icterus perspicillatus*, LICHT., "Mns. Berol."

*Psaronculus perspicillatus*, WAGL., Isis, 1829, 758.

*Xanthoccephalus perspicillatus*, Bd., Conspl. i, 1850, 431.

*Agelaius percicus*, LATH., Rev. i, 1877, 7 (Nenortalik, Greenland, Sept. 2, 1820).

*Icterus frenatus*, LICHT., Isis, 1843, 59.—REINH., Kroeyer's Tidskrift, iv; Vidensk. Meddel. for 1853 (1854), 82 (Greenland)."

**Hab.**—Western North America. North to the Saskatchewan and Red River (Richardson). East regularly to Iowa and Illinois (Allen), and Wisconsin (Cones). Casually to Greenland (Reinhardt), Pennsylvania (Cassin, Turnbull), and Massachusetts (Allen). West to the Pacific. South into Mexico. Cape Saint Lucas, Florida (Mns. S. I.), Cuba (Cab., J. F. O. vii, 1857, 350).

**List of specimens.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Observer</th>
<th>Distance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>18367</td>
<td>Devil's Gate</td>
<td>1860</td>
<td>G. H. Trook</td>
<td>10.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18368</td>
<td>Sweetwater</td>
<td>1860</td>
<td></td>
<td>17.25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Lieutenant Warren's Expedition.**—5323, near Fort Pierre.

**Later Expeditions.**—60737, Green River; 16179-5, 16179-7, Idaho.
I am inclined to agree with Dr. Cabanis and others, that it is unnecessary to separate this species generally from *Agelaius*. In form it differs from the latter only very slightly, and its general economy is the same.

The eastward extension of the species is greater than was not long since supposed. Essentially a prairie bird, it reaches regularly the flat open portions of the States immediately east of the Mississippi, occurring in Minnesota, Iowa, Missouri, Wisconsin, and Illinois, if not also more rarely in Michigan and Ohio. Its presence in Greenland is doubtless occasional; all the above quotations appear to relate to a single instance. Other exceptional records are above quoted for Massachusetts and Pennsylvania. Mr. Allen says a specimen was taken near Watertown, in October, 1869, by Mr. Maynard; and Mr. Turnbull says "Dr. Jackson mentions that this species is occasionally seen along the Alleghany Mountains, where a flock appeared in 1857. Mr. John Krider shot a young male near Philadelphia." Allen states that it is "said to breed in great numbers in the Calumet marshes of Illinois," and also in the Skunk River marshes of Iowa. He saw birds in Iowa, in July, about grassy ponds near Boonesboro’. I met with a few on the prairies of Wisconsin, in April, 1864, and the following month found it abundant in Kansas, and again in New Mexico, where thousands were breeding in a marshy place near Laguna, just west of the Rio Grande; they were also seen in Eastern Arizona, but not in such plenty. I do not recollect meeting any in California, but Dr. Cooper states that they are numerous in all the valleys of the State, especially where there are grassy meadows or marshes. "They winter in large numbers in the middle districts, and some wander at that season to the Colorado Valley and San Diego, though I doubt if any pass the summer so far south." He alludes in this connection to Dr. Newberry’s finding them swarming about Klamath Lake, and adds, that he never saw them near the Columbia, though they are abundant east of the Rocky Mountains up to 58°. Dr. Heermann mentions the appearance of immense flocks at Fort Inge, Texas. Dr. Woodhouse speaks of its abundance in Texas and the Indian Territory, and states that it winters about San Francisco, in California. I have not seen it higher on the Missouri than Leavenworth, but Dr. Hayden says it is quite common throughout the northwest, in marshy spots on the prairies. Finally, Sir John Richardson gives it as very numerous in the interior of the fur countries, to about 58° in summer, reaching the Saskatchewan by the 20th of May.

The Yellow-headed Blackbird breeds in suitable places throughout the region indicated in the above paragraph. However generally distributed over dry places and even deserts it may be at other seasons, in the breeding time it shows its affinity to the true *Agelaius* by resorting to marshy spots, sometimes by thousands. The nest is placed in a tuft of upright reeds or rank grasses, some of which pass through its walls, fastening it securely, like that of a Marsh Wren, though it may sway with the motion of the rushes. Probably, to render it light enough to be supported on such weak foundation, no mud is used in its composition; the structure is entirely woven and plaited with bits of dried reeds, and long, coarse, aquatic grasses, not lined with any different material, although the inside strands are the finer. The brim of the nest is elevated and somewhat folded over, making a thick, firm edge; but I am not aware that the fabric is ever actually "canopied over like that of the Meadow-lark," as stated by Townsend and repeated by Cooper. The whole thing measures five or six inches across, and is nearly as deep. The eggs may be from three to six in number; two selected specimens measured 1.04 by 0.75, and 1.15 by 0.76. They are pale grayish-green,
spotted all over with several shades of reddish-brown, sometimes so thickly, especially at the larger end, as to hide the ground-color. This speckling instead of streaking, is more like that of the eggs of the *Scolecophas* than of the *Agelai*. During incubation the males appear to desert their mates, as is certainly the case with the Boat-tailed Grackle. I have found the birds nesting in June, in New Mexico, and during the same month in Northern Dakota.

At other seasons these Blackbirds are very generally dispersed. They gather about stock-yards and corrals, come into the emigrants' camp at evening, and ramble fearlessly among the animals in search of food, often in company with flocks of Cow-birds. They are eminently terrestrial birds, as indicated by their long, strong legs, and large rassorial claws, and always walk or run, instead of hopping on the ground. They retire in cold weather from the northerly portions of their habitat.

---

**STURNELLA MAGNA, Meadow-lark.**

_Meadow-lark; Field-lark._

**a. magna.**

*Alauda magna*, LINN., Syst. Nat. i, 1758, 167 (ex *Catesby*, pl. 33); 1766, 289.—GMI., *ibid.* ed. 15th, 1755, 801.—WILS., Am. Orn. iii, 1811, 20, pl. 19.

*Sturnella magna*, BD., B. N. A. 1858, 555; and of many late authors.—HAYD., Rep. 1862, 169 (to 43°).—ALLEN, Mem. Bost. Soc. i, 1868, 436.—TRIPPE, Pr. Bost. Soc. xi, 1872, 239 (Iowa).—HART., Brit. B. 1872, 112 (England).—COUES, Key, 1872, 137, fig. 99, and pl. 6, figs. 1, 2, 3, 4.—B. B. & R., N. A. B. ii, 1874, 174, pl. 34, f. 2.

*Sturnus ludocianus*, LINN., Syst. Nat. i, 1766, 290.—GMI., i, 1768, 824.—LATH., Ind. Orn. i, 1790, 233.—B., Journ. Phila. Acad. iv, 1824, 189; *Syn.* 1825.—NUFF., *ibid.* 1832, 147.—AUD., *ibid.* i, 1834, 216; v, 1839, 492; pl. 136.

*Sturnella ludoviciana*, WAGL., Syst. Av. i, 1827, No. 1; *Ibis*, 1831, 527.

_Cacicus alaudarius_, AUDA., *fide Cabanis._

**b. neglecta.**


("?) *Sturnella hippocrepis*, HEERM., *Ibis*, Phila. Acad. ii, 1853, 269 (Suisun)."

**c. hippocrepis.**

(Cuba.)


**d. mexicana.**

(Mexico and Central America.)


*Sturnella hippocrepis*, SCL., P. Z. S. 1856, 30, 301; 1859, 55, 365, 381; Cat. 1862, 139.—SCL. & SAV., *Ibis*, i, 1859, 19; ii, 1860, 34.


Hab.—The typical form in Eastern North America to Nova Scotia, and north to 53°. Breeds throughout its range. Winters from Maryland (sometimes Pennsylvania) southward; (Accidental Expeditions.—The Field, Mar. 11, 1877, Hr. B. Sr., and western prairies begins to shade into var. neglecta, which reaches its maximum departure on the dry central plains. Individuals indistinguishable from typical magna in Kansas, Iowa, and eastern Dakota, and reappearing on the moist Pacific coast. Individuals like neglecta occur in Pennsylvania. Extralimital races, all inseparably connected, are distributed as above noted.

Lieutenant Warren's Expedition.—a. magna, 9325-7, Loup Fork.—b. neglecta, 9307, 9312-19, 9331, Loup Fork; 9392, Platte; 4748, 4751, 4752, "Nebraska;" 5334, 5385, Fort Union; 5336, 5341, Yellowstone; 5335, 5339, Fort Pierre; 5330, Fort Lookout; 5329, Little Cheyenne; 4749, The Tower.

Later Expeditions.—var. neglecta, 54312-15, 60,444-6, 60765-43, 60898-12, 61060-9, various Wyoming localities; 01732-3, Utah.

Cases like the present have, until very recently, proven stumbling-blocks. All the facts were long in our possession before they received adequate and reasonable explanation; they were simply noted and left as found. It would be a curious and not unprofitable enquiry, how much the progress of philosophic ornithology has been retarded by the trammels of the binomial nomenclature, which practically forced us to either recognize as a species what we now call a race, or sink it into an unmeaning synonym. To cite a striking example in this very case of Sturnella: Dr. Cabanis, in 1856; Dr. Finsch, in 1870; and Mr. Allen, in 1871, all came to the same conclusion, that there is but a single species of the genus. But in a synonymical notation of this fact, such as that given by Mr. Allen, Bull. M. C. Z. ii, 288, the differences of race are ignored as completely as the resemblance is brought out. So far as his synonymy goes, all the Sturnellas are repeated exactly alike, which is by no means the case. The bringing into general use of the term "var." is a great practical help, albeit an instrument too clumsy for the nice work of the future, we may confidently anticipate. I can to-day foresee naturalists' reversion to a polynomial nomenclature, in which three or more words shall express to a nicety the shades of their zoological meaning. Linnaeus conferred an inestimable boon upon a century of naturalists; but an effective mode of expressing the ideas then current has proven inadequate for present purposes. I raise my voice emphatically in favor of freedom from the binomial shackles.

I have not personally investigated the relationships of the extralimital forms, but the current views of those who have, accord with my belief. The case of Sturnella magna neglecta is settled and explained; Magna shades directly into neglecta, and develops its peculiarities precisely according to the mean annual rain-fall, and consequently the average humidity of the atmosphere of the regions in which it resides. The change is imperceptibly effected; distinguishable examples sometimes occur together; the characters emulate in the most sterile regions. The peculiarities of neglecta are casually exhibited in the East. I was once shown some unlabelled specimens, which I did not hesitate to call "neglecta," and was considerably taken aback on learning they were shot near Philadelphia, by Mr. Krider.

A difference in the song, "attested by all observers from Lewis and Clarke down to the present day," is very curious. My own experience in this matter agrees exactly with that of Mr. Allen, who I will quote: "At the little village of Denison, in Iowa, where I first noticed it in song, it was particularly common, and half-domestic in its habits, preferring, apparently, the streets and grassy lanes, and the immediate vicinity of the village, to the remoter prairie. Here, wholly unmolested and unsuspicious, it collected its food; and the males, from their accustomed perches on the house-tops, daily warbled their wild song for hours together." * * * * The song, however, was so new to me that I did not at first have the slightest suspicion its author was the Western Meadow-lark, as I found it to be, the time being between daylight and sunrise, and the individual in question singing from the top of the court-house. It differs from that of the Meadow-lark in the Eastern States in the notes being louder and harsher, and of the same time more liquid, mellower, and far sweeter. They have an expansiveness and a general character remarkably in harmony with the half-dreary wildness of the primitive prairie, as though the bird had received from its surroundings their peculiar impress; while if less loud their songs would hardly reach their mates above the strong winds that almost constantly sweep over the prairies in the hot months. It differs, too, in the less frequency of the harsh, complaining chatter so conspicuous in the Eastern birds, so much so that at first I suspected this to be wholly wanting.
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It has often occurred to me, and I make the suggestion for what it may be worth, that a different acoustic property of the dry, rarified air of the West may in some measure determine the peculiarity of the song. In further illustration of this interesting subject, I will quote the remarks of Mr. Trippe, who evidently inclines to keep the two forms apart:

"If this bird is merely a variety of S. magna, it is certainly a very remarkable one. Careful observations for the last two years have convinced me of the following facts, viz., that there are two varieties or species of the Meadow-lark in Southern Iowa, that possess totally different songs and notes, and that these differences are constant. The Common Lark is here by far the most abundant; its notes are precisely similar to those of the same bird in the East, and its habits, also, nearly or quite the same. The Western Lark, on the contrary, never utters the peculiar, long-drawn whistle of the common species—at least I never heard it—and it has a number of notes which the latter never utters, one in particular, which resembles a note of the Red-winged Blackbird. The Western Lark, like the common species, has a rapid chatter, but so different, in every bird that I have heard, that the difference was at once appreciable; indeed, it is more striking than the resemblance. The Western Lark is here quite a timid species, compared with the other at least, which is quite as tame as the Bluebird or Chipping Sparrow. The former is never heard after the lst of September, although it arrives as soon as, or a little before, the other—early in March—while the latter remains until November. I have never heard a bird whose notes were intermediate between the two. Here, then, we have the remarkable fact of two varieties—if they are such—of the same species, existing side by side, seldom or never mingling, and each preserving its peculiar notes and habits; yet resembling each other so closely in form and plumage that the most experienced ornithologists are unable to draw the dividing line between them."

In Dakota, along the Red River, I found S. neglecta alone, although the Fauna there is almost exclusively Eastern. The same was the case at Fort Randall, and, in fact, all along that portion of Dakota towards Sioux City, Iowa, where the birds are exceedingly numerous—perhaps the most abundant of all the prairie species. They reach this locality early in April, and soon begin to sing. In May we cannot ride a mile anywhere without hearing them, while their peculiar notes, one of the most delightful voices of the prairie, are continually heard. In April, before pairing, hundreds used to frequent daily the prairie-ground of Fort Randall, where, as the grass was yet scarcely sprouted, good opportunity was offered of observing their characteristic habit—one not so generally known as it should be, since it is related to the peculiar shape of the bill. The birds may be seen scattered all over the ground,busily tugging at something; and on walking over the scene of their operations, the ground, newly-softer by the spring thaw, is seen to be riddled with thousands of little holes, which the birds make in search of food. These holes are quite smooth—not a turning over of the surface of the ground, but a clean boring, like that made by sinking in the end of a light walking-stick; just as if the birds inserted the bill and then worked it about till the hole was of sufficient size. Whether they bored at random, or were guided by some sense in finding their prey, and what particular objects they were searching for, I did not ascertain; but the habit was so fixed and so continually persevered in as to attract general attention. Silent, or nearly so, upon their first arrival, the birds became highly musical during April, singing in rival groups from the trees and fences in the intervals of their search for food; and at length they paired and scattered over the prairie to breed. None pass the winter in this latitude; they depart late in October. Further west, on the boundless prairie, they occur everywhere, but not, according to my observations at least, in such large numbers as they do about settlements, since they appear to prefer more fertile regions, where, doubtless, their food is most plenty.

ICTERUS SPURIUS, (Linn.) Bp.

**Orchard Oriole; Chestnut Hangnest.**

a. *spurius.*

*Oriolus spurius*, LINN., Syst. Nat. i. 1766. 162.—Gm., i. 1738, 389.

Icterus (Bananirorus) spurius, SCL., Cat. 1862, 130.

Xanthorhous spurius, Br., Consip. i, 1850, 432.

Xanthorhous spurius, CAB., Mus. Heiu. 1851, 184.—LAWR., Ann. Lyc. ix, 104 (Costa Rica).

Penduliuus spurius, Cas., Pr. Philia. Acad. 1867, 61.

Oriolus varius et (T) capensis, Gm., Syst. Nat. i, 1788, 390, 392.


Turdus atre, Gm., Syst. Nat. i, 1788, 831.

Oriolus castaneus, LATH., Ind. Orn. i, 1790, 181 (= O. varius, Gm.).

Icterus castaneus et flavus, DAUD.

Psarocolius castaneus, WAGL., Syst. Av. 1829.

Turdus jugularis, LATH., Ind. Orn. i, 1790, 361 (= T. atre, Gm.).

Oriolus malatus, WILS., Am. Orn. i, 1808, pl. 4, figs. 1, 2, 3, 4.

Hyphantes solitarius; et Pendulius nigricollis et eiridis, VIEILL.

b. affinis.


Bananirorus affinis, SCL., P. Z. S. 1859, 365.


Icterus spurius var. affinis, COUES, Key, 1872, 155.

Hab.—Throughout the United States east of the Rocky Mountains; rare in Northern New England, and only casually to the Canadas. Breeds throughout its United States range. South in winter into Central America. Cuba. Var. affinis from Texas southward.

Lieutenant Warren's Expedition.—9339, Loup Fork; 5343-53, Nebraska and Dakota.

Not obtained by Captain Raynolds' nor by the later Expeditions.

The Orchard Oriole is abundant in the eastern portions of the Missouri, and of common occurrence along the wooded streams of the mountains. It is a slightly southerly species, more so than the next. It is not included by Mr. Trippe among Minnesota birds, and is very rare or casual in Northern New England and the British Provinces, its regular limit appearing to be the Connecticut Valley. It breeds throughout its United States range. Var. affinis consists of the smaller Southern birds.

√ ICTERUS BALTIMORE, (Linn.) Daud.

Baltimore Oriole; Golden Robin; Firebird; Hangnest.

Oriolus baltimore, LINN., Syst. Nat. i, 1766, 162.—G.M., Syst. Nat. i, 1788, 381.—WILS., Am. Orn. i, 1806, 23, pl. 1, f. 3; vi, 88, pl. 53, f. 4.


Hyphantes baltimorensis, SCL., P. Z. S. 1859, 57, 365; Cat. 130 (Xalapa).

Icterus baltimorensis, McILr., Pr. Ess. Inst. v, 1869, 90 (Canada West).


Lieutenant Warren's Expedition.—9341, Loup Fork; 9342, Elk horn River; 5359, Yellow stone River; 5357-53, Powder River; 4715, Fort Lookout; 4745, Farm Island.

Respecting the specific name of this species, it may be observed: That if Linnaeus' name, baltimore, is to be changed at all, it should be altered into baltimore, not baltimoressis; for the allusion is to the colors of Lord Baltimore's dress, not to the city of that name.
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The range of this Oriole is nearly coincident with that of the last, and, like it, it is generally dispersed along wooded streams of the Northwest. It regularly goes, however, somewhat further north, apparently reaching the British border all along. It breeds in all suitable places in its Missouri range, which reaches and somewhat overlaps that of the succeeding species. It is extremely abundant about Pembina, Dakota, where it breeds in June, but was not observed by me west of the Red River Valley. The specimens from this region, as well as those from Kansas, are remarkable for the brilliancy and intensity of the golden-orange, which in some cases become almost scarlet.

The following interesting communication was prepared for the work by Mr. Thomas G. Gentry, of Germantown, Pennsylvania:

"The nidification of this species is so familiar to nearly all that it may seem presumptuous upon my part to say anything in connection therewith. Nuttall has so beautifully and faithfully delineated the characteristic nest of this species that it would be worse than folly for me to attempt an improvement thereon. But there is a novelty, hitherto unnoticed, so far as I am aware, in a couple of nests in my collection, of which a description cannot be considered amiss.

"In the scores of nests which I have had the pleasure to examine, exclusive of the above exceptions, all were begun as Nuttall affirms, 'by firmly fastening natural strings of the flax of the silk-weed or swamp-hollyhock, or stout artificial threads, around two or more forked twigs, corresponding to the width and depth of the nest. With the same materials, willow-down, or any accidental ravellings, strings, thread, sewing-silk, tow, or wool, that may be lying near the neighboring houses, or around the grafts of trees, they interweave and fabricate a sort of coarse cloth into the form intended, toward the bottom of which they place the real nest, made chiefly of lint, wiry grass, horse and cow hair,' &c.

"To one of the nests referred to, the above partial description answers satisfactorily; but it does appear that the birds had, through some cause or other, manifested but little judgment, so to speak, in the selection of a suitable site; for we find, in order to make the best of a bad bargain, they were constrained to erect a permanent roof to their dwelling by interwoven strings, through their deprivation of the verdant and agreeable canopy which the leaves would naturally afford. In the other, economy seems to have been of paramount importance, for this nest is a faithful counterpart of the real one of Nuttall's description, minus, to be sure, the inclosing pouch.

"No. 1 is somewhat cylindrical in shape, with the long axis or distance from top to bottom slightly in excess of the short, or the distance from side to side, the former being about five and the latter nearly four and a half inches. It is composed of strings compactly woven together, with a slight interspersing of hairs of the horse and cow; the whole forming a structure comfortable and cozy, and well calculated to protect its inmates from the inclemency of the weather. So nicely is the roof adjusted to the nest, that even the most critical investigation cannot discern the union. The entrance is a circular opening situated in the superior third of the nest, facing southwardly.

"No. 2 is an inverted cone, with a blunt apex. The greatest diameter at top is four inches, and the less three and a half; depth, four and a half inches. It was built between two forks of a pear-tree. It is composed almost entirely of the hairs of the horse and cow, firmly but densely woven together. So slight is the texture that it can be readily seen through. This specimen presents the appearance of an ordinary
nest without its customary covering. In Northumberland County, of
the State of Pennsylvania, where this nest was found in the summer of
1866, I am told that it is the characteristic style of nest. It is more
than likely that in districts far removed from the busy haunts of men,
owing to a lack of the usual materials, the birds are constrained to use
the hairs of the domestic as well as those of wild animals in the structure
of their domiciles. In times very remote, before the introduction of
civilized man into the country, there is no doubt that the above was the
only style of architecture known to the species.

"It is evident that in those days of primitive gloom, and even at the
present time in thickly-wooded sections, a very dense nest is not at all
desirable, since the birds obtain the protection which they require from
the weather in the beautiful covering which Nature throws around them.
Now, in sections where the forests have disappeared by the strokes of
the pioneer’s axe, such a shelter would not afford the comfort and
security which the inmates demand. Now, as birds are not slow to
discern what best comports with their security, surely the Oriole, which
displays so much taste and ingenuity, would readily perceive that a
more compact and thicker structure would be necessary. History shows
that the highest and most elaborate style of architecture which man is
now capable of achieving is but the outgrowth of the simpler and less
complicated forms that preceded it. Reasoning, therefore, from anal-
ogy, the highest style which the Baltimore Oriole has been able to ac-
complish the typical nest, is but an outgrowth of the one which I have
described.

"From the plausible remarks advanced, the inclosing pouch is but
an improvement superadded to the main structure, it being a subse-
quent operation. This is apparent from the manner in which the initial
stages of the nests of Viréo olivaceus and V. noveboracensis are accom-
plished.

"In the first of these anomalous forms of nests still further improve-
ment is manifest in the closely-woven roof. In the open nests this
protection is but partially secured in the clusters of leaves that depend
from above, the site being doubtless selected with a view to this natural
arrangement. As reason tends to improvement, and as birds are pos-
sessed of a share of this great gift, so it is natural to suppose that they
must vary their style of nest-building in favorable directions when it
will subserve the individual and family good."

ICTERUS BULLOCKII, (Sw.) Bp.

Bullock’s Oriole.

Icterus bullockii, Br., List. 1836, 29.—Aud., Orn. Biog. v, 1839, 9, pls. 388, 433.—Aud.,
Syn. 1839, 143.—Aud., B. Am. iv. 1842, 43. pl. 218.—Newb., P. R. R. Rep. v,
1857, 87.—BD., B. N. A. 1856, 459; Mex. B. Surv. ii, 1856, pt. ii, 20.—Maxim., J.
1862, 170.—Lord, Pr. Roy. Art. Inst. iv. 121 (British Columbia).—Coues, Pr.
Phila. Acad. 1866, 91.—Coop., B. Cal. i, 1870, 273.—Coues, Am. Nat. v, 1871,
678 (biology).—Hold., Pr. Bost. Soc. 1872, 203.—Allen, Bull. M. C. Z. iii,
1872, 178.—Merr., U. S. Geol. Surv. 1872, 685, 708 (eggs).—Snow, B. Kans. 1873,
8.—Coues, Key, 1872, 158, fig. 100.—B. B. & R., N. A. B. ii, 1874, 199, pt. 34, f. 3, 7.
Psarocolius auricollis, Maxim., Reise, i, 1839, 367 (Dakota).

Hab.—Entire Missouri region (rare above Fort Pierre, Hayden) to the Pacific, and
southward along the Table-Lands of Mexico. North to British Columbia. Breeds in
suitable places throughout its United States range. Passes beyond the United States
in winter. (City of Mexico, Scf., P. Z. S. 1869, 362).
ICTERUS BULLOCKII, BULLOCK’S ORIOLE.

List of specimens.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Specimen</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Collector</th>
<th>latitude</th>
<th>longitude</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>19359</td>
<td>Popoagie</td>
<td>May 23, 1860</td>
<td>G. H. Troop</td>
<td>12.25</td>
<td>4.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19360</td>
<td>Bighorn Mts.</td>
<td>May 29, 1860</td>
<td>do</td>
<td>8.50</td>
<td>12.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19361</td>
<td>Bighorn River</td>
<td>May 25, 1860</td>
<td>do</td>
<td>7.75</td>
<td>12.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19362</td>
<td>Popoagie</td>
<td>May 24, 1860</td>
<td>do</td>
<td>8.00</td>
<td>12.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19288</td>
<td>Wind River</td>
<td>May 29, 1860</td>
<td>F. V. Hayden</td>
<td>8.25</td>
<td>12.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19289</td>
<td>Wind River</td>
<td>May 25, 1860</td>
<td>do</td>
<td>7.55</td>
<td>12.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19290</td>
<td>Wind River</td>
<td>May 26, 1860</td>
<td>do</td>
<td>7.50</td>
<td>12.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Lieutenant Warren’s Expedition.—5354, Farm Island.
Later Expeditions.—61713-24, Ogden, Utah; 61762-85, Devil's Creek, Idaho.

The occurrence of this species eastward into Kansas, where, Prof. Snow remarks, it is “quite frequent,” has been lately determined. Its range thus largely overlaps that of the Baltimore Oriole, both being found over a considerable portion of the Missouri region, along the wooded streams. From the Rocky Mountains to the Pacific it is the characteristic species, entirely replacing the Baltimore. I have seen but one record (above given) of its occurrence in British America. It appears, however, to rarely penetrate to the uppermost Missouri. It is strictly migratory, like our other representatives of the family, wintering in Mexico. It appears over our border in March, but the migration is not completed until the following month, when the forests it loves to dwell in are clothed in verdure. My experience with the species enabled me to give, on a former occasion, the following account:

“In the pine-clad mountains of Arizona and New Mexico, I never saw it until about the middle of April; then, and until the cool weather of September, I was almost daily gratified with the sight of the gaily-hued birds gleaming through the sombre foliage like tiny meteors, and with the sound of their musical voices awakening echoes along the deepening aisles of the woodland.

“In the countries just mentioned, the belts of thick cotton-wood and willows that generally fringe the streams are favorite resorts, perhaps because the pliant twigs are best suited to their wants in constructing their nests. All the Orioles are wonderful architects, weaving pensile nests of soft, pliable, fibrous substances, with a nicety and beauty of finish that human art would vainly attempt to rival. These elegant fabrics are hung at the end of slender twigs, out of reach of ordinary enemies; and though they may swing with every breath of wind, this is but cradle-rocking for the eallow young, and it is a rude blast indeed that endangers the safety of their leafy home.

“Little time passes after their arrival before the modestly-attired females, rambling silently through the verdure, are singled out and attended each by her impetuous consort, who sings his choicest songs, and displays the prowess she admires most. His song is an elegant paraphrase of the Baltimore’s, with all its richness and variety, though an ear well skilled in distinguishing birds’ notes can readily detect a difference. Their courtship happily settled, the pair may be seen flitting through the thicket they have chosen, in eager search for a building-place; and when a suitable one is found, no time is lost in beginning to weave their future home. It is a great mistake to suppose that birds of the same species always build in the same way. Though their nests have a general resemblance in style of architecture, they differ greatly according to their situation, to the time the birds have before the nest must be used for the reception of the eggs, and often, we are tempted to think, according to the taste and skill of the builders. In their work of this sort, birds show a remarkable power of selection,
as well as of adapting themselves to circumstances; in proof of which we have only to examine the three beautiful specimens now lying before us. Each is differently constructed; and while all three evince wonderful powers of weaving, one of them in particular is astonishingly ingenious, displaying the united accomplishments of weaving and basket-making. Before proceeding, we may premise that the idea of the nest is a sort of bag or purse, closely woven of slender plant substances, like strips of fibrous bark, grass, hair, twine, &c., open at the top, and hung by its rim in the fork of a twig or at the very end of a floating spray.

"The first nest was built in a pine-tree; and if the reader will call to mind the stiff nature of the terminal branchlets, each bearing a thick bunch of long, straight needle-like leaves, he will see that the birds must have been put to their wits' end, though very likely he will not be able to guess how they made shift with such unpromising materials. They made up their minds to use the leaves themselves in the nest, and with this idea they commenced by bending down a dozen or twenty of the stiff, slender filaments, and tying their ends together at the bottom. If you have ever seen a basket-maker at work, with his upright pieces already in place, but not yet fixed together with the circular ones, you will understand exactly what the birds had thus accomplished. They had a secure frame-work of nearly parallel and upright leaves naturally attached to the bough above, and tied together below by the bird's art. This skeleton of the nest was about nine inches long, and four across the top, running to a point below; and the subsequent weaving of the nest upon this basis was an easy matter to the birds, though, if one were to examine a piece of the fabric cut away from the nest, he could hardly believe that the thin yet tough and strong feltimg had not been made by some shoddy contractor for the supply of army clothing. Yet it was all designed in a bird's little brain, and executed with skilful bill and feet.

"Perhaps the young birds that were raised in the second nest did not appreciate their romantic surroundings, but their parents were evidently a sentimental pair. If they did not do their courting 'under the mistletoe,' at any rate they built a cozy home there, tinting the sober reality of married life with the rosy hue of their earlier dreams. The nest was hung in a bunch of the Arceuthobium oxycedri, an abundant epiphytic plant, that on the western wilds represents the mistletoe, and recalls the cherished memories of holiday gatherings. The nest was a cylindrical purse, some six inches deep and four broad, hanging to several sprays of the mistletoe, which were partly interwoven with the nest to form a graceful drapery. The felting material was long, soft, vegetable fibre of a glistening silvery lustre, in artistic contrast with the dark-hued foliage. A few hairs were sewn through and through, for greater security, and the pretty fabric was lined with a matting of the softest possible plant-down, like that of a button-wood or an Asclepias.

"The general shape and the material of the third nest were much the same as those of the last; it was, however, suspended from the forked twig of an oak, and draped, almost to concealment, with leaves. But it had a remarkable peculiarity, being arched over and roofed in at the top with a dome of the same material as the rest, and had a little round hole in one side just large enough to let the birds pass in. Such a globular nest as this is probably exceptional; but now it will not do to say that Orioles always build pensile pouches open at the top.

"The eggs of this species are four or five in number, and rather elongated in form, being much pointed at the smaller end. They measure, on an average, just an inch in length by about two-thirds as much in
SCOLECOPHAGUS FERRUGINEUS, RUSTY GRACKLE.

The greatest diameter, which is much nearer the larger than the smaller end. In color they are very pale bluish, or rather whitish, with a faint, dull blue shade, and are everywhere irregularly overrun with fine, sharp hair lines of blackish-brown, or blackish with a slight tinge of purplish. These curious zigzag markings are characteristic of the eggs of a majority of the birds of the family (Icteridae). They have no definite style, but wander at random over the surface, and in no two specimens are they alike. Thus, in one specimen, the lines, fine as hairs, are wound round and round the butt, with such regularity that they hardly ever interfere; in others they are snarled up in different places, and sometimes, particularly at a sharp turning-point, the lines spread into little spots; and there are often a few such isolated markings in various places over the egg."

Further accounts of the nidification of this beautiful species are given. Mr. Merriam, who found it very abundant in Utah, and collected in June no less than sixteen nests, containing over sixty eggs, says:

"They build a beautiful hanging nest, often ten and a half inches deep, and composed of fibers of grass, flax, and the inner bark of vines, which is generally lined with wool. The first lot were deep and solid; were composed chiefly of the fibers of flax and dry grass, and had a grayish appearance, while the second lot—which were built by the same birds after their first lot had been taken—were not very deep, had evidently been made in haste, and were principally composed of the inner bark of small bushes and vines, giving them a brownish look. They generally conceal their nests among the leaves of trees in various places over the egg."

SCOLECOPHAGUS FERRUGINEUS, (Gm.) Sw. 

**Rusty Grackle.**

*Oriolus ferrugineus, Gm.,* Syst. Nat. i, 1783, 393.—LATH., Ind. Orn. i, 1790, 176.

*Gracula ferruginea, Wils.,* Am. Orn. iii, 1811, 41, pl. 21, f. 3.

*Quiscalus ferrugineus, Br.,* Obs. Wils. 1824, No. 46; Syn. 1828, 55.—NUTT., Man. i, 1832, 199.—Aud., Orn. Biog. ii, 1834, 325; v, 1839, 463 : pl. 147; Syn. 1839, 146; B. Am. iv, 65, pl. 222.—GIR., B. L. I. 1844, 146.—MAXIM., J. f. O. vi, 1855, 204.—TRIPPE, Pr. Ess. Inst. vi, 1871, 117 (west to Red River).


(*) *Oriolus niger, Gm.*, i, 1788, 393.

SCOLECOPHAGUS niger, Br., Conspl. i, 1850, 423.—CAB., Mus. Hein. i, 1851, 195.

*Turdus hudsonicus, norvegoraecens et labradorius, Gm.*, i, 1788, 388, 392.

"Oriolus leucophalus, et Gracula quisaca var., LATH."


Hab.—Eastern Province of North America. West to Kansas, Nebraska, and Dakota; thence obliquely in British America to the Pacific in Alaska. Breeds from Northern New England northward. In winter, generally dispersed over the Middle, Southern, and Western States.

*Lieutenant Warren's Expedition.*—No. 5322, near Sioux City, Iowa.

There are some interesting points in the geographical distribution of this species as compared with that of *S. cyanoccephalus*. During the breeding season their habitats are entirely separate, but they overlap during the fall migration, if not also in winter. In the East, the Rusty Grackle breeds from Northern New England (and perhaps farther south...
in mountains) northward, throughout a great part of the British Possessions, from Labrador entirely across to Alaska. Now, to take an intermediate point—say Fort Pembina, on the Red River, the extreme northeast corner of Dakota. Here, in the spring and summer, the Rusty Grackle is not known, while Brewer’s Blackbird occurs in great abundance, breeding. In the fall, however, the Rusty Grackle enters Dakota from the north on its migration, and mixes with the other species. I have even found them so associated over three hundred miles further west, on the head-waters of the Mouse River, where they came in September; and for a month the flocks of Blackbirds about our camps contained both species of Scolecophagus, associating so intimately that the same shot would generally drop individuals of both kinds. Their habits at this season are identical, but the specific characters are always, so far as I know, preserved intact. I have never seen any doubtful specimens of either species.

Mr. Holden’s record of *S. ferrugineus* breeding in Wyoming in company with the other species is undoubtedly erroneous; no such association occurs at this season; when the two are found together, the individuals of *S. ferrugineus* are altogether a different lot, come from the North. The case is by no means unparalleled; in fact, a great many birds in migrating take up different lines of migration in the spring and fall. This brings species often into association at certain seasons, while never found together at other times; and it accounts satisfactorily for their abundance, during migration, at one season and scarcity at another. Of this latter fact we have a striking example in the Connecticut Warbler (*Oporornis agilis*), a bird so abundant in New England and elsewhere in the East, in the fall, that hundreds have been taken in one season, while it is rarely ever seen in the spring, as at that season it appears to migrate inland, up the Mississippi Valley, being, according to accounts, not uncommon at some points during the vernal migration.

**SCOLECOPHAGUS CYANOCEPHALUS, (Wagl.) Cab.**

*Blue-headed Grackle; Brewer’s Blackbird.*

*Psarocollis cyanopehalus, Wagl., Isis, 1829, 758.*


*Scolecophagus mexicanus,* Sw., Two Cent. and a Quarter, 1858, 302, No. 66.—Gray, Gen. of B.—Br., Comp. i, 1850, 432.—Newh., P. R. R. Rep. vi, 1857, 86.

*i. Icterus amena, Licht. * (Bp.)

*Quiscalus breueri,* Aud., B. Am. vii, 1843, 345, pl. 492.


**Hab.**—United States, from Eastern Kansas and Minnesota to the Pacific. Sonth into Mexico. Breeds throughout its United States range. Migratory from extremes of its range.

**List of specimens.**

| 19369 | S. Fork Stink C. | 0 | June 14, 1860 | G. H. Trook | 9.00 | 14.75 | 5.00 |

**Lieutenant Warren’s Expedition.—**5320, Fort Randall, Dakota; 4753-56, Upper Missouri River.

**Later Expeditions.—**60451-57, 60721-36, 61070-73, various Wyoming localities; 61710, 61731, Utah; 62272-73, Idaho and Wyoming.
The habitat of this species is observed to overlap that of the preceding; along the line through Eastern Kansas, Nebraska, and Dakota, as well as in the country immediately along the Red River. Prof. Snow states that it is "quite common even in Eastern Kansas;" and at Pembina, on the Red River, I found it breeding abundantly. Further south, in Dakota, I have not observed it east of Fort Randall, where it is common; and beyond this, in the Missouri region, it almost replaces the eastern species, which, however, reaches, in Dakota, during the fall migration, to about 103° west longitude at least.

I took a single male bird at Fort Randall, in November, after all the migrants had passed southward; but its occurrence was due, I ascertained, to an injury of one wing, which kept it from flying off with the rest; and I am satisfied that none winter so far north as this, though, on the Pacific coast, according to Dr. Cooper, the species is resident as far north as the Columbia. In Arizona, at various seasons, and late in the fall in Southern California, I found the birds in great abundance, and enjoyed excellent opportunities of studying their habits.

This species appears to leave both latitudinal extremes of its range periodically, and probably all the individuals change their abode twice a year; yet the oscillation of the whole body is insufficient to remove them entirely from most localities, the birds being simply more or less abundant according to season. Thus casual observation in Arizona would lead to the belief that the species was there a winter visitant only, while I am satisfied that they reside in the Territory. In September and October their ranks are recruited by constant arrivals from the north, and they are very abundant until the following May. Then the flocks break up; the incomplete migration ensues, and the remainder scatter about to breed. Unlike some Blackbirds, the Scolecophagi do not breed in extensive communities, nor do they necessarily resort to swampy localities. Several pairs, however, are often attracted to the same spot, and more than one nest may be found on the same tree or high bush. The nest is placed in a crotch several feet from the ground; it is a bulky structure, like a miniature Crow's nest, but deeper and more compact. The basement and outer wall is an interlacement of short, crooked twigs, matted with a variety of softer materials, and may rarely be plastered with mud. This substance, however, is not used in great quantity, often apparently no more than what sticks to the weeds and roots. The nest is finished inside with a quantity of hair, rootlets, &c. The eggs differ entirely from those of the Agelai, being speckled, not streaked, like those of the Xanthocephalus. They are hardly distinguishable from those of the Rusty Grackle. They vary in number from four to six, measuring an inch or more by a little over three fourths of an inch (a selected specimen was 1.05 by 0.73). They are a dull, olivaceous-gray, sometimes a clearer pale-bluish or greenish-gray, thickly scattered all over with various shades of brown, from quite blackish or dark chocolate to light umber. None of the spots are large; they are very irregular in outline, occasionally quite linear; they vary in number, sometimes being numerous enough to hide the ground-color. A nest of Brewer's Blackbird before me, taken by Mr. Allen, June 24, 1873, on Heart River, Dakota, was placed only a few inches from the ground. It is large and bulky, with many projections of the small sticks which form the exterior, and are mixed with grasses and weed-stalks throughout the nest. The lining is distinct, of fine, tortuous rootlets, very neatly disposed in a circular manner. It contained five eggs, with large embryos. The ground is grayish, but it is everywhere so thickly mottled, or rather clouded, with dull chocolate-brown as to
give the prevailing effect. A specimen measures 1.19 by 0.50; the shape is timid, with an obtuse smaller end.

Several kinds of Blackbirds are abundant in Arizona, but the present surpasses them all in numbers, and in its general diffusion plays the part that the Cow-bird takes in the farms of the East, and that the Yellow-headed Blackbird fulfills in the settlements on the plains. They are eminently gregarious when not breeding. Yet I never saw such countless numbers as those of the Red-winged Blackbird during its migrations. Troops of twenty, fifty, or a hundred are commonly seen; they have no special fondness for watery places, but scour the open, dry ground, and scatter among straggling pines and oaks; they come fearlessly into the clearings about houses, the traveler’s camp, and the stock-yards, gleaning plentiful subsistence from man’s bounty or wastefulness. Much of their time is spent on the ground, rambling in hurried, eager search for grain and insects; they generally run with nimble steps, hopping being the exception, when they have satisfied their hunger, and are moving leisurely with no particular object in view. The movements are all easy and graceful, the bird’s trim form and glossy color setting it off to great advantage. At full speed the head is lowered and fixed; in slower progress it is held upright, bobbing in time with each step. When a flock is feeding, they pass over a good deal of ground, without seeming to examine it very closely; every one tries to keep ahead of the next, and thus they scurry on, taking short flights over each other’s head. At the least alarm, the timid birds betake themselves to the nearest tree, perching in various attitudes. A favorite posture, so easy as to appear negligent, is with the body held nearly upright, the tail hanging loosely straight down, while the head turns in various ways, with the whim of the moment. When excited, the bird often sits low down, firmly on its legs, with elevated and widespread tail, constantly flirted, while its watchful eye peers down through the foliage. However compactly a flock may fly up into a tree, they generally scatter as they alight all over the branches, so that it is rarely that more than two or three can be brought down at a shot. On the ground the case is quite different; there they often huddle so close together that the whole flock may be decimated. Their behavior in the presence of man is a curious mixture of timidity and heedlessness; they come to the very door-step, and yet a sudden movement, or a shout, sends them affrighted into the nearest trees. The next moment they begin to straggle back again, at first singly or in little squads, till the more timid ones are reassured and come streaming down together, when the busy search for food is resumed.

Their hunger satisfied for the time, the birds betake themselves to the trees, often passing the whole period of digestion snugly ensconced in the thick foliage. Then their concert opens; and if the music is neither sweet nor soft, it is sprightly, and not disagreeable, for it suggests the careless joviality and lazy good humor of Blackbirds with their stomachs full, and satisfactory prospect of future supply. The notes are energetic, rapid, and varied, with a peculiar delivery, which, like the yelping of the prairie wolves, gives the hearer a very exaggerated idea of the number of the performers. The usual note is like the sound of pebbles smartly struck together, rapidly repeated an indefinite number of times; it is varied at irregular intervals by a long-drawn liquid whistle, which has a peculiarly pleasing effect in breaking the monotony of the other notes, and mellowing the whole performance. The ordinary call-note is exactly between the rough gutteral “chuck” of the Redwing and the clear metallic “chink” of the Reed-bird.

In the fall, when seeds of all sorts and various insects are most readily
procured, the birds grow fat, and furnish very good eating. They are tender, like nearly all small birds, and their flesh lacks the peculiar taste and odor, not entirely agreeable, that that of the Redwing acquires at the same season, when the bird feeds mostly on wild oats (Zizania). At this season the lustre of the plumage is obscured, and its uniformity interrupted by dull gray edging of the feathers. But even in autumn some males are found nearly as richly clad as in the spring-time, and I do not think that even the dullest colored females and young are ever so decidedly rusty-brown as the Eastern Grackle. The sexes may be known by their disparity in size, aside from the difference in plumage; moreover, the eye of the male is clear lemon-yellow, that of the female brown. The perfect male is lustrous greenish-black, changing abruptly to purplish and violet on the head; length, 9½ to 10½; extent, 16 or 17; wing; about 5½; tail, 4½; bill, 0.85; tarsus, about 1½. The female only averages 9 in length, with an extent of about 15, and other dimensions are correspondingly smaller than those of the male. She is dull brownish, blackening on the back, wings, and tail, where there is often a greenish lustre, and with a plumbeous cast on the under parts; the head, neck, and breast, ochrey-brown. The female and young are distinguished from those of S. ferrugineus with some difficulty, but they average larger, with the bill heavier at the base, and are probably never so decidedly rusty-brown.

Since the preceding was written, Mr. Allen has sent me an interesting addendum: "Brewer's Blackbird is one of the most common representatives of the Icteridae at the western edge of the plains, and throughout the mountains of Colorado. I found it abundant both at Denver and Cheyenne, and along all the wooded streams southward to Colorado City. It was also numerous at all favorable localities along the mountain streams; it occurred in large flocks in South Park, and was met with on the Snowy Range, even above timber-line. I met with it also at various points in Southern Wyoming, west of Cheyenne, and saw it in the Great Salt Lake Valley, in autumn, in flocks of several hundred. It is at all times more or less gregarious, and from its size, color, and habits, might readily be mistaken at a little distance for the Purple Grackle of the East. The latter species, however, was not seen west of Middle Kansas."

Mr. Trippe also furnishes his observations upon the species at Idaho Springs, Colorado: "Abundant; migratory; breeds. The Bine-headed Blackbird arrives in Bergen's Park early in spring, as soon as the marshes and wet meadows begin to thaw. In this park, as well as in all others that I have visited, it is very abundant, but only ventures outside of these limits in straggling parties, foraging up and down the valleys for food, especially early in the spring and late in the fall, when the supply has become precarious. In its habits and actions it shows more resemblance to the Crow Blackbird than to the Rusty. It is very social, and constantly in flocks, even in the breeding season associating in small parties on its way to and from its feeding grounds. It nests in wet meadows and brushy swamps, whence it makes excursions to the neighboring plowed fields and hills. The nest is built late in May, and the female begins to set early in June. It is placed on any dry spot in the swamp, the centre of a clump of bushes being preferred, and is always on the ground. It is large for the size of the bird, neatly constructed of weeds, grass, and bark, and smoothly lined with rootlets, fine bark, and hair. The eggs are five, of a pale bluish-green, very thickly splashed and speckled with pale chocolate-brown. Late in fall this bird leaves the mountains, and gathers in large flocks on the plains."
**QUISCALUS PURPUREUS, (Bart.) Licht**

Purple Grackle; Crow Blackbird.

**a. purpureus.**

*Gracula quisca*, Linn., Syst. Nat. i, 1758, 109;— *Lath., Ind. Orn. i, 1790, 191.— Wil.s., iii, 1811, 44, pl. 21, f. 4.


*Gracula purpurea*, Bart., Trav. in Florida, 1791, 290.


(?)* Oriolus ludovicianus et Hudsonius*, GM., i, 1788, 387.

*Sturnus quiscalus*, Daudin. 9


*Quiscalus nilus*, Licht., Verz. Doubl. 1823, 18, No. 164 (et *fulgida, Licht.*).

*Quiscalus purpuratus*, Sw., Lardner’s Cyc. 1838, 223.


**b. aureus.**

*Quiscalus aureus*, Ridg., Pr. Phila. Acad. 1863, 134 (cf. Aud., pl. 7; Coues, Key, 161).


**c. aglaucus.**

*Quiscalus baritus*, Bd., N. A. i, 1858, 556, pl. 32 (an aucl. ?).


*Quiscalus purpuratus* var. *aglaucus*, Coues, Key, 1872, 161, pl. 5, figs. 2, 6.— B. B. & R., N. A. B. ii, 1874, 221, pl. 37, f. 2.

(For other probable synonyms of this species, and names of local races, see Sw. Lardner’s Cyc. 299, 300, 355; Cass., Pr. Phila. Acad. 1866, 404 et seq.; Allen, Bull. M. C. Z. ii, 1871, 291.)


*Lieutenant Warren’s Expedition.*—4761, Big Nemaha;—4761, 4762, 4758, 4759, 4767, Bald Island, Missouri River.

The Crow Blackbird has lately been traced west to the Rocky Mountains; it is abundant in the eastern part of the Missouri region. It has been several times accredited to California, but the evidence remains insufficient. The variety *aureus* is very abundant along the Red River of the North, breeding in hollows of trees, and later in the season I have found it far west on the Mouse River, in the same latitude.

Mr. Thomas T. Gentry sends me the following paragraph: “This familiar bird reaches the latitude of Philadelphia, usually about the middle of March. As I write (March 21), many small flocks may be seen in various directions, fluttering and chattering among the trees. Nest-building has been observed even as early as March 15; but then only in sheltered situations, such as the south slopes of a hill. Here the nests are built chiefly in the branches of coniferous trees. Usually, but one brood is reared each season, but I have observed instances of two broods, when the season has been unusually propitious. In such cases the first batch of young appeared in April, the other in July. Though sometimes annoying to the agriculturist by its mischief in the corn-fields, this bird has nevertheless some good qualities recommend-
ing it to favor. It is obviously of great service in the destruction of insects. But it has one very bad trait, perhaps not generally known. Like the Crow, a not distant relative, it is fond of birds' eggs and tender nestlings, and it destroys a great many, particularly Robins. Coward-like it lurks about the Robin's vicinity until the parents are away, when it pounces on the nest, seizes an egg or a young one, and hastily retreats. But wary and vigilant as it is, sometimes it is caught in the act, and forced to seek safety by rapid flight from the impetuous attacks of the owners. I had been aware of its fondness for eggs for several years, but only lately learned of this carnivorous propensity, which is doubtless the natural outgrowth of its habit of sucking eggs." About Washington, the present year (1874), the Grackles appeared in considerable number early in March, frequenting the various parks of the city with Robins, Bluebirds, Red-wings, and other early arrivals.

The following (the only additional North American species of *Quiscalus*), has not been found in the Missouri region:

**Quiscalus major, Vieill.**

- **major.**

*Gracula barita,* Wils., Ind. Am. Orn. vi, 1812.


**Chalcophaenes major,** Temm., Cab. Mus. Heii. 1851, 96.

- **macrourus.**


**Chalcophaenes macrourus,** Cab., Mus. Hein. i, 1851, 196.

*Quiscalus major var. macrourus,* B. B. & R., N. A. B. ii, 1874, 222, pl. 36, f. 1, 2.

**Hab.**—The typical form along the South Atlantic and Gulf coast, from the Carolinas to Texas; not authentic in New England. **Var. macrourus** from Texas south into Central America.

**Family CORVIDÆ:** Crows, etc.

**Subfamily CORVINÆ:** Ravens and Crows.

**CORVUS CORAX,** Linn.

**Raven.**


**Corvus var. ferruguisis**, Brunx.; *C. leucromelas*, Wagl.; *C. leucophaeus*, Vieill., Gal. Ois. pl. 100 (individuals streaked with white).

**Corvus corax var. littoralis**, Holdbolz, Kroyer’s Tidskrift, iv, 1843, 390 (Greenland and Labrador).

**Corvus corax** (var ?), COUES, Key, 1872, 192.

**Corvus corax var. carniivoros**, B. B. & K., N. A. B. ii, 1874, 234, pl. 37, f. 6.

**Corvus maximus**, SCOP., Ann. i, 34, No. 45.

**Corvus clericus**, SPARRM., Mus. Carls. pl. 2.

**Corvus major**, Vieill., et C. montanum, TEMM.; LE VAII.L., Ois. Afr. pl. 61.—Br., Consps. 1, 1850, 375 (sp. apocrepheus).


**Corvus stimulatus**, Wagl., Isis, 1829, 748 (Mexico).

**Corvus catotolli**, Br., Comp. List, 1838, 28.


**Corvus lugubris**, AGAS., Pr. Bost. Soc. ii, 1846, 188.

*Corvus thibetanus*, Hodg.

*Corvus vociferus*, Cari.

Gray’s Hand-list, Nos. 6181-84, and 6189-90.

**Hab.**—In North America, generally distributed. Throughout British America. Everywhere in United States west of the Mississippi (according to Aiken, Am. Nat. vii, 16, the Ravens of Colorado are chiefly *C. cryptoleucus*). Rare, or wanting in different parts of Eastern United States. On the Atlantic coast, regularly south to Maine, where it nests (Boardman); rarely to Southern New England, New York, Pennsylvania, and New Jersey. Formerly breeding in Middle States and mountainous parts of South Carolina (Audubon). Kentucky (Audubon). Ohio (Wheaton). Indiana (Raymond; formerly numerous, became exceedingly rare in 1856). Not found in the Gulf States, excepting Texas. South into Mexico (C. *c. cacalolli*, *c. stimulatus*, *c. splendens*, and *c. nobilis*). Guatemala.

**List of specimens.**

| 19300 | 292 | Loc. not given | F. V. Hayden | 25.00 | 47.00 | 16.00 |

**Lieutenant Warren’s Expedition.**—5186, Fort Randall, Dakota; 4546, source Little Missouri River; L’Eau qui court; 5787, Fort Pierre.

**Later Expeditions.**—54316, 60513, Wyoming.

It is impossible to distinguish our Raven specifically from the European, and the grounds for separating even a *C. corax* var. *carnivoros* are very slight. The American bird may average a trifle larger, with a correspondingly more robust bill; but the difference in these respects is entirely within the normal individual variability of the bird, being equalled if not exceeded among specimens from each country. As to the Raven of Mexico, described as distinct under a variety of names, it appears to be somewhat more richly iridescent, as a consequence of its subtropical habitat; from the same circumstances, the bill and feet may average relatively larger.

It is unnecessary to mention particular localities in the West, where the Raven is more or less numerous; it is so generally distributed, that its great abundance, scarcity, or absence at various points merely represent incidents in the career of individuals, drawn together by abundance of food or other favoring circumstances, and dispersed under opposite conditions. In fact, the restriction of its range in the United States is probably reducible to a fortuitous matter, since this bird, like some others, sooner or later finds the advance of civilization unsupportable, and retreats to regions more congenial to its wild and wary nature.
CORVUS CRYPTOLEUCUS—C. AMERICANUS.

CORVUS CRYPTOLEUCUS, Couch.

White-necked Raven.


The known range of this species has been lately extended by Mr. C. E. Aiken, who found it near Cheyenne; this brings it within the region of the Missouri. Its peculiar character, of snowy-white bases of the cervical feathers, has not been observed in any other of the North American *Corvus*, but it occurs in a number of extralimital species. It is described as being considerably smaller than the Common Raven, and otherwise different; but its relationship to some of its allies might perhaps be profitably investigated. In our Raven and Crows the bases of the neck-feathers are plumbeous-gray. The eggs of the White-necked Raven are said to resemble those of the Common Raven, but to be paler, and, it is to be presumed, smaller.

Mr. Trippe writes me, that in Colorado the White-necked Raven “is abundant along the edge of the plains in winter; not common in the mountains; not observed during spring and summer. I did not succeed in taking any specimens of this bird, but have no doubt that it is the White-necked Raven. It is called “Crow” by the inhabitants, to distinguish it from the Raven proper. Its croak is different from that of the Eastern Crow, being much harsher; in flight and actions it is very similar to that bird. I have seen this species, one hundred miles or more east of the mountains, feeding on dead buffalo.”

CORVUS AMERICANUS, Aud.

Common Crow.

a. americanus.


b. caurinus.


*Corvus americanus var. caurinus*, Coop., Key, 1872, 163.

c. floridanus.

Hab.—Temperate North America (to 55°, Richardson), excepting, probably, most of the high central plains and the Southern Rocky Mountains, where the Raven abounds. Var. caurinus along the Pacific coast, from Sitka to Lower California. Var. floridanus is a larger-billed strain from Southern Florida.

Lieutenant Warren's Expedition.—5188, mouth of Powder River; 5189-91, Fort Union, Dakota; 5192, Vermillion River.

Later Expeditions.—00461, La Bonté Creek, Wyoming.

The Corvus caurinus is probably not specifically distinct, but may represent a littoral variety, distinguished by its smaller size, and some particular mode of life, circumstances probably mutually explanatory. It is hardly necessary to recognize "floridanus" by name, since it merely illustrates the usual relative increase in size of the bill and feet shown by birds of corresponding latitudes.

Although apparently rare or quite wanting in a great part of the West, in the interior, as above indicated, the Crow occurs along the whole Missouri River. It is associated in most places with the Raven, but in general their numbers are reciprocal. The Raven spreads more over the plains, while the Crow is more partial to the wooded river-bottoms and the immediate vicinity of the water-courses. At Fort Randall, where the Raven is comparatively rare, the Crow is common and resident. I found many Crows along Mouse River, in Northern Dakota, but no Ravens. I never saw a single Crow in Colorado, New Mexico, or Arizona, where the Raven was my constant companion during all my journeying and residence.

The Fish Crow, which is not found in the Missouri region, has the following synonym:

Corvus ossifragus, Wilson.


Hab.—Coast of the United States, from New England to Florida.

**PICICORVUS COLUMBIANUS, (Wils.) Bp.**

Clarke's Crow; American Nutcracker.

Corvus columbianus, Wils., Am. Orn. iii, 1811, 29, pl. 20, f. 2.—Br.,Obs. Wils. 1825, No. 38; Syn. 1825, 57.—NUTT., Man. Orn. i, 1832, 218.

Nucifraga columbiana, A.C.D., Orn. Biog. iv, 1838, 459, pl. 362; Syn. 1839, 156; B. Am. iv, 1842, 127, pl. 335.—Br., List, 1838, 28.—NUTT., Man. i, 1840, 251.


"Corvus megonyx, WAGL."—(Gray.)

Hab.—Chiefly the coniferous belt of the West, in mountainous regions, from about 3,000 feet up to the highest peaks. North to Sitka (Bischoff). Northeast to Milk River, Montana (200 miles east of Rocky Mountains, lat. about 49°, South). East to Fort
PICICORUS COLUMBIANUS, CLARKE'S CROW.

Kearney (Nebraska, long. 99° 6' W. Greenwich, Cooper). South on high lands to Mexico (to Albuquerque, New Mexico, Kennerly; Fort Whipple, Arizona, Cous; Fort Tejon, California, Xantus). Found breeding at Fort Colville, Washington Territory (Lord).

List of specimens.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Specimen</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Collector</th>
<th>Feathers</th>
<th>RPM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>19291</td>
<td>Grosventres R.</td>
<td>June 2, 1860</td>
<td>F. V. Hayden</td>
<td>♂</td>
<td>12.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19292</td>
<td>♂</td>
<td>do</td>
<td>do</td>
<td>do</td>
<td>11.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19293</td>
<td>Mud River</td>
<td>May 30, 1860</td>
<td>do</td>
<td>do</td>
<td>17.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19294</td>
<td>Popoagie Creek</td>
<td>May 20, 1860</td>
<td>G. H. Trook</td>
<td>♂</td>
<td>15.50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Lieutenant Warren's Expedition.—8870-74, Black Hills, Dakota; 8875, Rawhide Peak, Wyoming.

Later Expeditions.—54317-19, Wyoming; 50856-9, Colorado; 60817-18, Pacific Creek, Wyoming; 61087, Green River; 11159 (young), Wyoming.

The range of this species is nearly coincident with the zone of coniferous vegetation in the West. It rarely descends below an altitude of 3,000 feet, and has been observed on peaks 10,000 feet high. A hardy bird, finding its food at all seasons, Clarke's Crow is not a true migrant; that is to say, it does not move north and south at regular periods. But the individuals are never thoroughly localized; they are restless birds, scurrying continually among the mountains. The nearest approach to a regular movement appears to be their flying down mountains in severe weather, and returning to the more elevated situations to breed. This seems to be the case, at any rate, in latitudes from 45° southward, although they nest quite low down in more northern situations. Thus, at Fort Whipple, near 35° 30', and 4,000 or 5,000 feet high, I never saw them in summer; but they were irregularly common from October to March, and I have no doubt they breed in the neighboring San Francisco Mountains. I have never seen the nest or eggs. Mr. J. K. Lord, who found the bird in immense flocks, in May, near Fort Colville, and subsequently breeding there, states that a nest was placed in the top of a pine, 200 feet high; "it was composed of fir-twigs, bark, leaves of pine, and fine root-fibres, with some moss and gray lichen—very large and shallow."

Like others of this omnivorous family, Clarke's Crow is an indiscriminate feeder upon vegetable substances, giving preference, however, to the seeds of the pine, berries of the cedar, and acorns. Prying into a pine-cone with its long and peculiarly-shaped beak, it gouges out the seeds, often hanging, while thus engaged, head downward, like a Thistle-bird swing under the globular ament of a button-wood. It also eats insects of various kinds, and has been observed pecking at dead bark to obtain them, and making short sallies in the air for the same purpose, like a Woodpecker. It sometimes descends to the ground in search of food, walking easily and firmly, like a true Crow; but we may infer, from the length and sharpness of its claws, that it does not spend much of its time on the ground.

According to my observations, made at all seasons, excepting during the breeding time, Clarke's Crow is decidedly a gregarious bird. Flocks of fifty or a hundred are often witnessed than single birds, and Mr. Lord speaks of their appearance "by thousands." They are very noisy birds, uttering a harsh, discordant scream of great volume and penetration, and extremely wary, under ordinary circumstances, like most of the larger Crows. The ordinary flight is rapid, straight, and steady, accomplished by regular and vigorous wing-beats; but when flying only from tree to tree, the birds swing themselves in an undulatory course, with the wings alternately spread and nearly closed, much in the manner of the Woodpeckers.
The following interesting passages occur in Mr. Trippe's Manuscripts: "At Idaho Springs, in Colorado, Clarke's Crow is by no means rare; nearly, or quite, resident; breeds. Eight or ten years ago, as I have been informed by old residents, this bird was exceedingly numerous, and during winter, very tame and bold, approaching close to the cabins and homes of the settlers, and devouring everything left exposed to its voracity. At present it is seldom seen in numbers; but singly, or in small parties, is not uncommon from about 9,000 feet up to timberline during the warmer months, descending to the lower valleys, and probably to the foot-hills, during the depth of winter, a few remaining in the county throughout the year. As soon as the weather has commenced to moderate a little, they begin ascending again, working upward in advance of all other birds.

"The habits of Clarke's Crow are well indicated by its name, for they are a compound of those of the Woodpecker and Crow. At times it will alight on a dead limb, and hammer it precisely as a Woodpecker does, the loud rattling being audible at a great distance; at others, its actions are so similar to that of a Crow, that one might readily mistake it for a smaller species of that bird were it not for its colors. It frequently alights on the top of a tree, and utters its hoarse notes to call or alarm its companions, constantly looking around in every direction to detect any approaching danger, just as the Crow is in the habit of doing. It is rather a shy bird than otherwise, yet not so wild but that it may be shot by using a little caution in approaching it. Its flight is bold and strong, with rather quick and rapid strokes, like the Blue Jay's; at times, after flying a little way from its perch, it will sail on its wings in a wide circle, returning to the same tree. Near timberline I have seen dozens of them all performing this manoeuvre together, sometimes flying hundreds of feet above the trees and returning to them when tired. It occasionally visits the slaughter-houses, and, like a true Crow, seems to be quite omnivorous, cramming its hungry maw with everything that will satisfy its voracious appetite. In spring, when other food is scarce, it even attacks the cones and buds of Pinus ponderosa and P. contorta; and nothing seems to come amiss. A tame one which I saw preferred raw meat, but ate anything given to it with apparent relish.

"Clarke's Crow probably breeds very early, as young birds are able to fly in the middle of May; its nest, however, I was never able to find, nor even gain any idea of where it is placed. The young are cared for by the parents a short time after leaving the nest, and are then left to shift for themselves—hence, as the first brood is hatched so early, they may raise a second; but I never saw any young birds after the latter part of June, and am inclined to think, therefore, that they raise but a single brood. Of notes, this bird possesses several, all of which are harsh, grating, and crow-like, many being quite loud. It is tamed as easily as the Crow or Raven, and soon becomes quite as familiar and impudent, showing all the propensities to theft and mischief that mark those birds."

GYMNOKITTA CYANOCEPHALA, (Maxim.) Bp.

Blue Crow; Cassin's Jay; Maximilian's Jay.

Gymnorhinus cyanocephalus, Maxim., Reise, ii, 1841, 21.

GYMNOKITTA CYANOCEPHALA, BLUE CROW.

Acad. 1866, 91; Ibis, 1872, 152 (biography); Key, 1872, 163.—Coop., B. Cal. i, 1870, 202.—Aiken, Pr. Bust. Soc. xv, 1872, 204 (Wyoming).—B. B. & R., N. A. B. ii, 1874, 260, pl. 35, f. 2.

Psilorhinus cyanocephalus, Gray, Genera of Birds.
Nucifraga (Gymnokitta) cyanocephala, Gray, Hand-list, ii. 1870, 10, No. 6166.

Cyanoceplma cassini, McCall, Pr. Phila. Acad. v, 1851, 216.

Hab.—Western United States, from the eastern foot-hills and spurs of the Rocky Mountains to the opposite slopes of the Cascade and Coast Ranges.

List of specimens.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Sex</th>
<th>18930</th>
<th>18971</th>
<th>18972</th>
<th>18973</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>June 1, 1860</td>
<td>G.H. Troock.</td>
<td>♂</td>
<td>10.50</td>
<td>18.00</td>
<td>6.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>♂</td>
<td></td>
<td>10.50</td>
<td>18.00</td>
<td>6.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sept. 3, 1899</td>
<td>F.V. Hayden.</td>
<td>♂</td>
<td>11.00</td>
<td>10.00</td>
<td>6.50</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Not obtained by Lieutnant Warren's Expedition.
Later Expeditions.—59650-3, Wyoming.

The following account, like that of Clarke's Crow, is reproduced, in substance, from my article in the "Ibis," as above quoted:

For many years this species was considered a rarity, to be highly prized, and may still remain among the desiderata of many or most European collectors; but of late a great many specimens have been gathered, notably in California, by the late Captain John Feilner, and in Arizona, by myself. Prince Maximilian's original examples are stated to have come from one of the tributaries of the Upper Missouri, which locality, if not beyond the bird's ordinary range, is certainly far from its centre of abundance. Dr. Hayden does not appear to have met with it in that region, and probably Maximilian's quotation indicates nearly the northeastern limit of the species, which would thus prove very nearly coincident with that of Clarke's Crow. Colonel McCall found his Cyanocorax cassini abundant near Santa Fé, New Mexico; Dr. Kennerly met with great numbers near San Miguel and at Fort Webster, in the same Territory; and Captain Feilner procured his fine suite of specimens at Fort Crook, California. Dr. J. S. Newberry is our principal Oregon reference. I have seen no Washington Territory record; but data are to be anticipated from this quarter, corresponding to those respecting Clarke's Crow. In the matter of altitude, the present species has not been proven to occur so high up as Clarke's Crow has; but the evidence is only negative. It breeds at or near its limit of altitude, descending in winter to the lower border of the pine-belt, if not a little beyond.

At Fort Whipple, in Arizona, where my observations were made, the bird may be considered a permanent resident. Though we did not observe it breeding in the immediate vicinity, we found newly-fledged young in the neighboring higher mountains, showing that it nests there. Like most of its tribe—in fact, like most birds largely subsisting on varied animal and vegetable substances—it is not strictly migratory, except, perhaps, at its highest point of dispersion. A descent of a few thousand feet from mountain tops appears to answer the purpose of the southward journeying most migratory species perform, as far as food is concerned, while its hardy nature enables it to endure the rigors of winter in regions frequently snow-bonded. It feeds principally upon juniper-berries and pine-seeds; also upon acorns, and probably other small, hard fruit.

Notwithstanding its essentially corvine form, the habits of this bird, like its colors, are rather those of Jays. It is a garrulous and vociferous creature, of various and curiously modulated chattering notes.
when at ease, and of extremely loud, harsh cries when in fear or anger. The former are somewhat guttural, but the latter possess a resonance different both from the hoarse screams of Cyanura macrolopha, and the sharp, wiry voice of the Cyanocitta. Like Jays, it is a restless, impetuous bird, as it were of an unbalanced, even frivolous, mind; its turbulent presence contrasting strongly with the poised and somewhat sedate demeanor of the larger black Corei. With these last, however, it shares a strong character—its attitudes when on the ground, to which it habitually descends, being crow-like; and its gait, an easy walk or run, differing entirely from the leaping progression of the true Jays. It shares a shy and watchful disposition with its relatives on both sides of the family; its flight is most nearly like that of the Picicorvus. It is highly gregarious, in the strict sense of the term. Immense as the gatherings of Crows frequently are, these birds seem to associate rather in community of interest than in obedience to a true social instinct; each individual looks out for himself, and the company disperses for cause as readily as it assembles. It is different with these small, Blue-Jay Crows; they flock, sometimes in surprising numbers, keep as close together as Blackbirds, and move as if by a common impulse. As usual, their dispersion is marked, if not complete, at the breeding season; but the flocks reassemble as soon as the yearlings are well on wing, from which time until the following spring hundreds are usually seen together. On one occasion at least, I witnessed a gathering of probably a thousand individuals.

The nest and eggs of this bird apparently remain unknown.

Subfamily GARRULINÆ: Jays.

PICA MELANOLEUCA var. HUDSONICA, (Sab.) Cones.

American Magpie.

a. melanoleuca.

Corvus pica, LINN., Fn. Suec. 92; Syst. Nat. i, 1766, 157; and of early authors. Pica melanoleuca, Vieill., Nouv. Dict. d'Hist. Nat. xxvi, 121.'

Pica albinvenris, Vieill., Fu. Franç. 119, pl. 55, f. 1.

Pica europaea, Boie, Isis, 1822, 551.

Pica rustica, Leach, Cat. 1816, 18.

Pica caudata, Fleming, Br. An. 1828, 87; and of many authors.


Pica germanica, septentrionalis, et kiemalis, BREHM, V. D. 1831, 177, 178.

b. husdonica.


Cleptos husdonicus, Gamb, Journ. Phila. Acad. i, 1847, 47.

Pica melanoleuca, AUD., Syn. 1839, 157; B. Am. iv, 1842, 99, pl. 227.

Pica melanoleuca var. husdonica, Coutes, Key, 1872, 164, fig. 106.


Pica melanoleuca var. nuttallii, Coues, Key, 1872, 164.

Hab.—Western and Northern North America. Eastward occasionally to Lake Superior and Hudson's Bay (Richardson). Western Kansas (Pond) and Iowa (Coues) to the Pacific, Alaska (Dall). Breeds in mountains of New Mexico (Coues). Var. nuttallii in California, apparently to the exclusion of the normal form. The typical form in Europe.

List of specimens.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>specimen</th>
<th>date</th>
<th>locality</th>
<th>collector</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>19295</td>
<td>Nov 20, 1860</td>
<td>Deer Creek</td>
<td>F. V. Hayden</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19296</td>
<td>Oct 31, 1860</td>
<td>do</td>
<td>G. H. Trook</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19297</td>
<td>do</td>
<td>do</td>
<td>do</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Lieutenant Warren's Expedition.—4547, 5196, Fort Pierre; 5193, Running Water; 5197, Great Bend, Missouri River; 5198, Fort Berthold; 5194-95, 5199, Fort Randall; 9060, Fork of Cheyenne River; 9057-59, 9062-63, 9057, Black Hills.

Later Expeditions.—54320, 60459-60, 60814-16, 61074-81, 61153, various Wyoming localities; 61780, Idaho.

In ascending the Missouri I saw the first Magpie near Sioux City, Iowa, a point immediately on the border of its eastward dispersion. Mr. Trippe does not include the species in his Minnesota list, nor does Dr. Head, United States Army, mention it among the birds of Fort Ripley, in that State. Prof. Snow includes it among Kansas birds, stating that it has been seen in Shawnee County. Mr. Allen found it in the mountains of Colorado, up to at least 11,000 feet, and elsewhere in the West. Further south, Dr. Kennerly informs us that he met with it soon after crossing the Rio Grande, and saw it from time to time on his journey thence into California. But in following almost in Dr. Kennerly's tracks through part of New Mexico and most of Arizona, I did not meet with a single one, and must conclude that it is rare in that region. I, however, found it breeding east of the Rio Grande, in the Raton Mountains, in June. A nest that I there found in a dense thicket was a large globular mass, about eighteen inches in diameter, suspended in a thick bush about ten feet high. Its walls were composed of closely-interlaced twigs, and very thick, leaving but a small cavity, the entrance to which was a hole in one side, large enough to admit the hand. The lining was a little dried grass. The nest contained six young ones, nearly ready to fly—a fact that disposes of one of the alleged distinctive characters of the American as compared with the European Magpie, namely, that it has but two young. The eggs measure from 1.40 to 1.20 in length by about 0.90 in breadth; the ground-color dull pale bluish or greenish, sometimes merely grayish-white, thickly marked all over with spots and dots of several shades of olive-brown and clearer brown, with neutral-tint and pale-purple or lavender shell-markings.

Mr. Aiken describes a somewhat differently built nest: "The nest, which is quite a curious structure, is usually placed in a small scrubby tree, about ten feet from the ground. They commence to build about the last of March, and the eggs are laid two or three weeks later. The foundation of the nest is of twigs, firmly cemented with mud. On this is placed the nest proper, which is composed of finer twigs, plastered with mud, and lined with rootlets. Outside of this a wall of dead twigs is built up from the foundation, and arched over at the top, the whole structure forming a rounded mass from one to three (!) feet in diameter."
The entrance is an unconspicuous hole in the side. Full number of eggs, eight. Young begin to fly about June 17.

Magpies are very common at Fort Randall through the winter, as at other points higher up the river. They keep mostly in troops in the wooded river-bottom, and, notwithstanding the severity of the weather, they are not familiar and impudent, as they are represented to be in times of scarcity. In fact I have always found them wary and watchful, on the alert for suspicious approach, and rather difficult to shoot. When a flock is feeding, as they habitually do, down among the bushes, one or more are perched, apparently as sentinels, on the high trees overhead, and the hidden birds below are instantly warned of danger by their discordant screams. I have more than once succeeded in getting within range of one of these picket-guards, and at the report of my gun, scores of birds, of whose presence I was entirely unaware, have sprung up from the bushes all around, where they had been feeding in perfect silence. I once procured several specimens unexpectedly and unintentionally, the birds having come to feed upon the carcass of a horse I had poisoned to secure wolves. Six or eight magpies were found dead next morning, besides several coyotes and a skunk. It is stated that this method has also been successfully employed to destroy the birds, when, from their numbers and under stress of hunger, they proved a nuisance by alighting on the sore backs of horses and mules to pick at the raw flesh. An Indian boy at Fort Randall succeeded in capturing a number alive with a common "figure-of-four" trap, showing that their native cunning is sometimes at fault. During the whole season of 1873 I did not see a single Magpie along the northern border of Dakota.

This variety is scarcely at all found in California, where the yellow-billed form is common west of the Sierra Nevada. That P. nuttallii is not a valid species is sufficiently proven by the facts, that the same peculiarity occurs in the European bird, and that in several species of this family the bill is indifferentiy black or yellow. I continue to regard the yellow-billed race as simply illustrating the perpetuation of a fortuitous condition. Messrs. Baird and Ridgway agree to the reduction.

The following observations, made by Mr. Trippe in Colorado, will be read with interest:

"Common; resident; breeds. The Magpie abounds from the plains up to 10,000 feet, rarely venturing higher than that limit, while it is most numerous below 8,500. It is a social bird, although not gregarious, being usually found in pairs or small parties of from three to six or eight, but quite often goes alone. It is very voracious, living upon seeds, carrion, insects, &c., and being especially fond of the eggs and young of other birds, of which it destroys very great quantities. It is easily caught and tamed, even when old, and soon becomes very cunning and mischievous, exhibiting the same traits as the Crow, and, like that bird, is said to imitate the human voice with some aptitude. It has almost an infinite variety of notes, some low, gurgling; and musical, some harsh and discordant, others squeaky and grating. It is very noisy at times, and quite silent at others, when engaged in robbing birds' nests or foraging near dwellings or barns. It has a loud, rapid chatter, uttered as an alarm cry, and, with its extensive vocabulary, seems at no loss to convey its ideas to its fellows. It prefers, as a rule, the vicinity of streams, and the brushy valleys, but often wanders among the pine groves on the hill-sides, and pays frequent visits to the vicinity of slaughter-houses. It is common along road-sides, where its bright plumage and harsh cries attract the attention of the traveler.
The Magpie is not a shy bird, but if frequently shot at soon learns to keep out of range. Among the foot-hills, the Magpie begins building in April; the nest is quite an elaborate affair, and occupies several days in its construction. It is placed in the fork of a small, bushy tree—which is never a pine—from six to fifteen feet from the ground, and composed externally of stout sticks, ingeniously placed and wedged together. Upon this is a layer of smaller twigs, and then a layer of fine clay one-half or three-quarters of an inch in thickness, which, being applied soft and well worked in, becomes very hard, and binds the whole structure firmly together. On this again is a soft lining of fine twigs, hair, feathers, and any proper material which they can find. Over the whole, rising from the walls of the nest, is a dome of twigs and sticks, very ingeniously and securely woven together, and framing a shelter for the bird while setting. There are two openings, opposite each other, evidently made for the long tail of the bird, which could never be brought within the nest. The eggs are five, of a pale greenish, very thickly obscured with spots and dashes of pale purplish-brown, varying somewhat in intensity and being somewhat thicker at the larger end. In the foot-hills, the young are hatched about the first of June, at Idaho Springs nearly three weeks later, or not for two months after the appearance of the broods of *Picoides columbianus*—a singular fact, considering the intimate relations of the two birds, and their similar habits, range and food."

**CYANURUS CRISTATUS**, (Linn.) Sw. c. 293.

**Blue Jay.**

*Cyanurus cristatus,* Linn., i, 1765, 157.—Gm., i, 1788, 369.—Wils., Am. Orn. i, 1808, 11, pl. 1, fig. 1.—Doughty, Cab. 1832, 62, pl. 6.—Bp., Syn. 1829, 58.—Nutt., Man. i, 1832, 224.—Aud., Orn. Biog. ii, 1834, 11; ii, 1839, 475; pl. 102.

*Corylus cristatus,* Vieill., Ency. Meth. 850; Gal. Ois. 169, pl. 102; Dict. 1817, 477.—Sw. & Rich., F. B. A. ii, 1831, 293.—Aud., B. Am. iv, 110, pl. 231.—Gm., B. L. i, 1844, 153.—Maxim., J. f. O, 1856, 192.—Tripp, Pr. Ess. Inst. vi, 1871, 177 (Minnesota, resident).


*Cyanurus cristatus,* Sw., F. B. A. ii, 1521, 495.—Bp., B. N. A. 1858, 550; and of most late writers.—Dress., Ibis, 1865, 494 (Texas).—McIlwtr., Pr. Ess. Inst. v, 1868, 90 (Canada West, resident).—Allen, Bull. M. C. Z. iii, 1872, 175 (Kansas).—Sxow, B. Kans. 1873, 3.—Coves, Key, 1872, 165.—B. B. & R., N. A. B. ii, 273, pl. 42, fig. 3.


*Cyanagarrulus cristatus,* Bp., Cons. A n. 1856, 376.


This abundant and familiar species of the Eastern States was unnoticed by either Expedition, and although Audubon states that it "proceeds up the Missouri River to the eastern declivities of the Rocky Mountains," it does not appear to have been of late observed further west than as above indicated.

**CYANURUS STELLERI** var. MACROLOPHUS, (Bd.) Allen.

**Long-crested Jay.**

a. *stelleri.*

*Cyanurus stelleri*, Gm., i, 1788, 370.—Lat., Ind. i, 1790, 158.—Pall., Zool. i, 393.—Bp., Zool. Journ. iii, 1827, 49; Syn. 1828, 433; Am. Orn. ii, 1828, 11, pl. 13, fig. 1.—Nutt., Man. i, 1832, 229.—Aud., Orn. Biog., iv, 1838, 453, pl. 362, fig. 2.
Cyanurus stelleri var. macrolophus.


Pica stelleri, Wagl., Syst. Av. 1827.


Cyanogarrulus stelleri, Br., Consop. Av. i, 1850, 377.

b. frontalis.


c. macrolophus.

Garullus stelleri, Sw. & Rich., F. B. A. ii, pl. 54 (the text refers to true stelleri; the plate seems to represent var. macrolophus).

Cyanococcar var. woodii, Stitr. Rep. 1853, 75.

Cyanococca macrolopha, Bd., Pr. Phila. Acad. 1854, 118.


Cyanura stelleri var. macrolopha, Allen, Bull. M. C. Z. 1872, 172.—Coyes, Key, 1872, 105, fig. 107.—B. B. & R., N. A. B. ii, 1874, 281, pl. 29, fig. 3.

Cyanura coronata var. macrolopha, Ridg., Am. Journ. v, 1873, 43.

d. diadematus.

Cyanogarrulus diadematus, Bd., Consop. Av. i, 1850, 377.

Cyanococca diademata, Scl., Cat. Am. Birds, 1862, 143.

Cyanura coronata var. diademata, Ridg., Am. Journ. v, 1873, 42.


e. coronatus.

Garullus coronatus, Sw., Phil. Mag. i, 1827, 437, No. 67.—Jard. & Selby, Illust. pl. 64.

Pica coronata, Wagl., Isis, 1829, 750.


Cyanococcar coronatus, Bd., P. Z. S. 1837, 115.—Gray, Gen. of B.

Cyanogarrulus coronatus, Bd., Consop. i, 1850, 377.

Cyanococca coronata, Strickl.—Cab., Mus. Hein. 1851, 222.—Scl., P. Z. S. 1858, 302, 359; Cat. 1892, 142.—Taylor, ibis, 1850, 112.

Cyanura coronata var. coronata, Ridg., Am. Journ. v, 1873, 42.

Cyanura stelleri var. coronata, B. B. & R., N. A. B. ii, 1874, 273, pl. 39, fig. 4.

Hab.—The typical form from the Northern Pacific slopes, from Sitka southward. Shading, in the Cascade, Coast Range, and Sierra Nevada of California, into var. frontalis. Var. macrolophus in the central Rocky Mountain region of the United States (and eastward to Fort Lyons, in the Arkansas Valley). Inosculating with stelleri proper about the head-waters of the Columbia; separated from it thence southward by the Great Basin. Passing, on the Table-lands of Mexico, into var. diadematus, and this last passing southward into var. coronatus.

List of specimens.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Plate</th>
<th>Region</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>19298</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>Spring Creek</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1850</td>
<td>19.50</td>
<td>June 27, 1850</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Lieutenant Warren’s Expedition.—1856-7, Laramie.

Later Expeditions.—54325, 62243, Wyoming; 60426, Laramie Peak; 62241-2, Idaho.

All the specimens collected are of the var. macrolophus.

The intergradation of the various supposed species of Cyanurus quoted above, was noted by Prof. Baird in 1856, and subsequently by myself; but it remained for Mr. Ridgway to point out exactly the links in the connected chain and define them with precision. I cannot do better than to quote from his lucid exposition: "C. stelleri ex-
ist under two very well-marked, though of course intergrading, forms; the typical
*stellaris* is confined to the northern coast region, from Sitka to the Columbia River, and
is characterized by a short crest, entirely black head without any blue on the forehead;
by sooty-black body and uniform blue of wings, belly, rump and tail. From the Co-
lumbia, southward along the Sierra Nevada to Southern California, it is modified into a
longer-crested form (var. *frontalis*), which has a longer crest and head and crest gray-
ish-brown with conspicuous blue streaks on the forehead, brownish-ashy body, and two
different shades of blue—the indigo of the tail and secondaries being abruptly con-
trasted with the light azure of the rump, primaries, abdomen, and tail-coverts. This
form * * * approximates closely to *C. macroplopha* of a parallel latitude, but
does not grade into it, there never being a white supraauricular spot, barred greater coverts,
or other peculiar features of the Rocky Mountain and Mexican form. That the north-
ern race of *stellaris* should grade into *C. macroplopha*, while the southern one does not,
seems to be easily explained by the following facts: The habitat, longitudinally, of
*C. coronata* var. *macroplopha*, is exceedingly limited, it being confined to the central
ranges of the Rocky Mountain system; thus it is everywhere separated from the habitat
of *stellaris* var. *frontalis*, which is equally restricted longitudinally by that broad
desert expanse, the Great Basin, which affords no sheltering woods, such as are furn-
ished on the two boundary barriers, the Sierra Nevada and the Rocky Mountains,
which each represents. The northern limit of the range of *C. macroplopha* passes just
a little beyond the southern limit of the habitat of the northern race of the coast
stock, and at a latitude where the Great Basin becomes greatly reduced in width, or
ever terminates, and where its two great mountain systems become less distinctly se-
parated. Consequently the coast stock cannot grade into the Rocky Mountain one, by
approaching its habitat, until [except] before it becomes modified into var. *frontalis*.
* * * * The coast stock reaches its southern limit with the Sierra Nevada, and
this of course prevents it from passing into *C. coronata* var. *diademata*.

It will be observed that in this article Mr. Ridgway keeps the mountain and coast
stocks specifically separated, assigning the former to *C. coronata* as a variety. He,
however, admits their intergradation, saying: "As a summary of these facts, it appears
evident that the series of forms under consideration is divided into two well-marked
stocks, but that they intergrade at one point, for instance, the mountain, that they
are all modifications of one primitive species, or we must accept as the only alterna-
tive the hypothesis of hybridization." And again, speaking of the mountain varieties,
he says: "It is possible, however, that even the *stellaris* may yet also have to be
combined with these," apparently overlooking the fact that both Mr. Allen and myself
(ll. e.) had already made the combination he indicates. Messrs. Baird and Ridgway
now combine the whole series as one species with five varieties, a procedure which I
endorsed without hesitation.

Having enjoyed excellent facilities for studying the habits and man-
ers of the Long-crested Jay in the pine-clad mountains of Arizona, I
offered, on a previous occasion, an account substantially as follows:

When I was traveling westward, in the spring of 1864, I saw some of
these Jays in the Raton Mountains, in New Mexico, which I believe to be
about their eastern limit, at least in this latitude, for they were
strongly attached to pine-clad mountains, and are found as high up as
timber grows. In crossing the Rocky Mountains, through Whipple's
Pass, I did not happen to meet with any; to the westward still, in the
lofty forests of the San Francisco Mountains, they were abundant, and
at that time (July) had just reared their families, and were rambling
through the tops of the trees together. The old birds were in sorry
plight, literally with a "crest-fallen" air, and full of pin-feathers. But
when I came across them the third time, in the pineries about Fort
Whipple, they were in good trim once more, and saucy as ever. They
live in the mountainous parts of Arizona all the year, for they are able
to endure severe cold, being of hardy nature, and well clothed with
soft, thick plumage, while their food is such as can be procured at any
season. Thus being non-migratory, their permanent habitat may be
given with some accuracy; it includes the wooded Rocky Mountain
region at large. To the north, and especially about the Columbia River,
they become mixed up with Steller's Jay, which is the boreal extreme,
reaching into Alaska; while in the opposite direction they run into the
*Cyanurus coronata* on the Table-lands of Mexico.
All Jays make their share of noise in the world; they fret and scold about trifles, quarrel over anything, and keep everything in a ferment when they are about. The particular kind we are now talking about is noisier behind his fellows in these respects—a stranger to modesty and forbearance, and the many gentle qualities that charm us in some little birds and endear them to us; he is a regular filibuster, ready for any sort of adventure that promises sport or spoil, even if spiced with danger. Sometimes he prowls about alone, but oftener has a band of choice spirits with him, who keep each other in countenance (for our Jay is a coward at heart, like other bulies) and share the plunder on the usual terms in such cases, of each one taking all he can get. Once I had a chance of seeing a band of these guerrillas on a raid; they went at it in good style, but came off very badly indeed. A vagabond troop made a descent upon a bush-clump, where, probably, they expected to find eggs to suck, or at any rate a chance for mischief and amusement. To their intense joy, they surprised a little Owl quietly digesting his grasshoppers, with both eyes shut. Here was a lark! and a chance to wipe out a part of the score that the Jays keep against Owls for injuries received time out of mind. In the tumult that ensued, the little birds scurried off, the Woodpeckers overhead stopped tapping to look on, and a snake that was basking in a sunny spot concluded to crawl into his hole. The Jays lunged furiously at their enemy, who sat helpless, bewildered by the sudden onslaught, trying to look as big as possible, with his wings set for bucklers and his bill snapping; meanwhile twisting his head till I thought he would wring it off, trying to look all ways at once. The Jays, emboldened by partial success, grew more impudent, till their victim made a break through their ranks and flapped into the heart of a neighboring juniper, hoping to be protected by the tough, thick foliage. The Jays went trooping after, and I hardly know how the fight would have ended had I not thought it time to take a hand in the game myself. I secured the Owl first, it being the interesting Pygmy Owl (Glaucidium), and then shot four of the Jays before they made up their minds to be off. The collector has no better chance to enrich his cabinet than when the birds are quarreling, and so it has been with the third party in a difficulty, ever since the monkey divided cheese for the two cats.

It is difficult to describe the notes of this Jay, he is such a garrulous creature, and has such a variety of outcries. He ordinarily screams at the top of his voice, until he is tired or something attracts his attention. This cry is something like that of a Blue Jay, but hoarser and heavier; its base quality distinguishes it in a moment from the harsh outcry of either Woodhouse's or Maximilian's Jay, both of which birds run higher up the scale. He has also a call sounding like the rataplan of a Flicker; and again, when greedily regaling on acorns, or hopping aimlessly about, or peering curiously down through the pine frouds to watch a suspicious character, he talks to himself in a queer way, as if thinking aloud, and chuckling over some comical notions of his own. Such loquacity has given a good name (Garrulinae) to the whole tribe of Jays.

The Long-crested Jay will eat anything eatable. It is said Jays kill and devour small birds, and doubtless they do so on occasion, though I do not think it is habitual with them. They suck eggs, despoiling many a pretty nest; and if they cannot catch winged insects, fat larve and beetles do not come amiss; but after all, they are principally vegetarians, feeding mainly upon seeds, hard fruits, and berries. In the mountains where the Long-crested Jay lives, pine-seeds afford most of its fare. I have often watched the bird hammering away at a
pine-cone, which he would sometimes wedge in a crotch, and sometimes hold under his feet. Though most at home in the pineries, where this particular source of supply is untailing, he often strays into the adjoining oak openings, and into juniper patches, after acorns or berries, or to pick a quarrel with Woodhouse's Jay and frighten the Sparrows. Wherever he goes he has it pretty much his own way, hated and feared by the other birds, whom it silences with a scream and subdues by a show of authority. But who of his kind has not enemies? Cassin's Flycatcher, almost as noisy and audacious, has many a set-to with him, and even the nimble little Wood Pewees pester him sometimes. The Woodpeckers tease him persistently; they can scramble about faster than he can follow, and laugh at him from the other side of a bough, till he quite loses his temper. But after all our Jay has his good points, and I confess to a sneaking sort of regard for him. An elegant, dashing fellow, of good presence if not good manners; a tough, wry, independent creature, with sense enough to take precious good care of himself, as any one who wants his skin will discover. As one approaches the tall pine where he is rollicking, his restless, bright brown eye marks the suspicious object. Now on the alert, he leaps like a squirrel from bough to bough, till he reaches the top, when he is off with a scream that makes the woods echo his triumph and disdain. It is of no use to follow when he is thoroughly alarmed. But on some other occasion he may be inclined to take another peep, for his curiosity is great, and thus expose himself through a rift in the foliage. This moment is the chance; and with the report of the gun comes his shriek of agony as he tumbles all bloody from the bough he just mounted in pride and strength.

The foregoing account may be supplemented by Mr. Trippe's observations in Colorado, where he found the species "abundant and resident, ranging up to timber-line and down to the plains, breeding, probably, throughout—certainly from 7,000 feet up to timber-line. The Long-crested Jay scarcely changes its habitat the year round, those living highest up descending a little in the severest weather, but even in mid-winter it is common at elevations of 10,000 feet and over. This species is known as the Blue Jay throughout the mountains, and is one of the most abundant and conspicuous of all the birds. From its noisy familiarity, its splendid plumage, and its universal presence in every locality, it is quite sure to attract the attention of the tourist and stranger. It has all the pertness, garrulity and vivacity, of the Eastern Blue Jay; and never being molested it becomes very tame, alighting close to the door of the miner's cabin to pick up whatever crumbs and bits of food it may happen to find, and evincing the same familiarity that C. cristata displays in Iowa and Kansas. Its notes are harsh and Jay-like—at times guttural and rasping. Its favorite haunts are the valleys, and hill-sides thinly scattered with pines; yet it also frequents the densest pine forests, and adapts itself to all localities. Its nest I could not find, nor even discover at what time of the year it breeds. It occasionally robs the nests of other birds, like the Eastern Blue Jay. In December I found this bird quite common in the valley of the Arkansas River, near old Fort Lyon and the mouth of Sand Creek."

The egg of Steller's Jay is pale, dull bluish-green, more or less thickly, but usually quite uniformly, sprinkled all over with small olive-brown and clearer brown spots. Size, 1.25 by 0.85, to 1.35 by 0.90.
APHELOCMA FLORIDANA var. WOODHOUSEI, (Bd.) Allen.

Woodhouse's Jay.

a. floridana.


**Cyanocitta** floridana, Sw., F. B. A. ii, 1831, 495.

*Cyanocephalus* floridanus, Br., List. 1838, 27.


*Aplielocoma* floridana, Cab., Mus. Hein. 1851, 221.—Coues, Key, 1872, 165, f. 108.


*Pica* eremiasens, WAGL., Syst. Av. 1827, Pica No. 11.

b. woodhousei.


*Aplielocoma* floridana, var. woodhousei, Allen, Bull. M. C. Z. iii, 1872, 179 (Ogden, Utah).—Coues, Key, 1872, 166.

*Cyanocitta* californica var. woodhousei, B. B. & R., N. A. B. ii, 1874, 291, pl. 40, f. 3.

c. californica.


*Aplielocoma* floridana var. californica, Coues, Key, 1872, 166.


*Cyanocitta* ultramarinus, Aud., Syn. 1839, 154; B. Am. iv, 1842, 115, pl. 232 (notes Bp.).


d. sumichrasti.


*Cyanocitta* californica var. sumichrasti, B. B. & R., N. A. B. ii, 1874, 283 (Mexico).

*Aplielocoma* floridana var. sumichrasti, Coues.

Hab.—The typical form in Florida only. Var. *woodhousei* from the Southern Rocky Mountain region, Utah into Mexico. Var. *californica* from the Cascade Mountains and Sierra Nevada of California to the Pacific.

Not obtained by either of the earlier Expeditions.

Later Expeditions.—59864, 61082, Wyoming; 61754-55, Utah.

The three forms above given, after being currently reported as distinct species for several years, were united by Dr. Schlegel; whose example was followed by Mr. Allen. But it appears that there are some tangible differences, warranting a geographico-varietal separation. Mr. Allen subsequently modified his first impressions to agree with the determination as given in the Key, above quoted. Messrs. Baird and Ridgway keep *floridana* separate, uniting only *woodhousei* with *californica*; but all three forms appear to constitute links in a single chain. As for the generic name, both Gray and Cabanis state that *Cyanocitta* (Strickland) was based upon the crested species, and, therefore, is a synonym of *Cyanura*. Sw. Prof. Baird states, however, that *Cyanocitta* has as type *C. californica*. I have no opportunity, just at present, of satisfying myself which is right.

The northernmost record of var. *woodhousei* I have seen, is that given by Mr. Allen, who found it at Ogden, in Northern Utah, thus bringing its range to the confines of the region embraced in the present work.
I judge it remains to be detected somewhere further north still, along the mountains. It is very abundant in the upper parts of Arizona, where I saw it almost daily for two years. It may be called the characteristic species of the subfamily in this region; for, although Maximilian's and Steller's Jays are equally abundant, Woodhouse's is the more widely and equally distributed in all sorts of places, with the exception, perhaps, of the recesses of pine woods, which are generally relinquished in favor of the crested species. Its preference, however, is for oak openings, rough, broken hill-sides, covered with patches of juniper, manzanita, and yuccas, brushy ravines and wooded creek-bottoms. The ordinary note is a harsh scream, indefinitely repeated with varying tone and measure; it is quite noticeably different from that of either Maximilian's or Steller's, having a sharp, wiry quality lacking in these. It is always uttered when the bird is angry or alarmed, and consequently is often heard by the naturalist; but there are several other notes. If the bird is disporting with his fellows, or leisurely picking acorns, he has a variety of odd chuckling or chattering syllables, corresponding to the absurd talk of our Blue Jay under the same circumstances. Sometimes again, in the spring-time, when snugly hidden in the heart of a cedar bush with his mate, whom he has coaxed to keep him company, he modulates his harsh voice with surprising softness to express his gallant intention; and if one is standing quite near, unobserved, he will hear the blandishments whispered and cooed almost as softly as a Dove's. The change, when the busy pair find they are discovered, to the ordinary scream, uttered by wooer and wooed together, is startling.

The food is varied, as with all birds of this family; but acorns seem a favorite article of diet. To procure them with the least trouble, the bird sometimes robs the store that the Californian Wood-pecker has stuck in the bark of trees. The flight of the bird is firm and direct. When going far, and high over head, in flocks, the wing-beats are regular and continuous; among trees and bushes, the short flights are more dashing and unsteady, performed with a vigorous flap or two and a sailing with widely-spread wings and tail. The tail is often jerked in the shorter flights, especially those of ascent or the reverse, and its frequent motion, when the bird is not flying, is like that seen in Pipilo or Minus. Among the branches the bird moves with agile hops, like all true Jays, and its movements when on the ground have the same buoyant ease; it never walks, like Maximilian's and other Crows. I never succeeded in finding a nest; it is to be presumed that its nidification and eggs are much the same as those of the California variety. According to Dr. Cooper, the latter builds "a large and strong nest of twigs, roots, grass, &c., in a low tree or bush, and lays about five eggs, dark-green, with numerous pale-brown blotches and spots." He found eggs laid at San Diego about the 5th of April.

Since the preceding paragraph was written, the surmise has been verified. Mr. Aiken, who found the bird a common resident in South-eastern Wyoming, says: "Nest composed outwardly of dead twigs, then of fine roots, and lined with fine rootlets or horse-hair. The eggs, four or five in number, are laid about May 1. They are of a light bluish-green color, and with the reddish-brown specks thickest at the large end. Their average length is 1.06 inches; breadth, 0.80 inch." The egg of Aphelocoma, of which numerous examples are before us, is distinguishable from that of Cyanurus, in most cases, by its richer, deeper green ground, and much bolder marking of heavy spots, especially large, numerous, and heavily colored about the great end.
PERISOREUS CANADENSIS VAR. CAPITALIS, Bd.

Canada Jay.

a. canadensis.


Garrulus canadensis, Sw. & Rich., F. B. A ii. 1831, 295.—Aud. Syn. 1839, 155; B. A. iv, 154, 121, pl. 234.—Putn., Pr. Ess. Inst. i. 1856, 228 (Massachusetts, casual).—Trippe, ibid. vi. 1871, 117 (Minnesota, resident; breeds).


Dusornithia canadensis, Sw. F. B. A. ii. 131, 495.

Garrulus brachyrhynchus, Sw. & Rich., F. B. A. ii. 296, pl. 55.—Nutt., Man. ii. 1834, 599.


"Pica nuchalis, WAGL."—"Coracias mexicanus, TEMM."

b. obscurus.


b. capitalis.


Hab.—North America, to about 39° (further south along high ranges). Breeds from New York, New England, and Minnesota, northward, and in the Rocky Mountains to its southermost observed limit. Rare straggler to the Middle Atlantic States in winter. Var. capitalis is the Rocky Mountain form. Var. obscurus from Alaska to California.

List of specimens.

| 19239 | 210 | H. waters Grosve... | June 7, 1860 | F. V. Hayden | 10.75 | 17.75 | 5.75 |


Dr. Hayden speaks of this bird as occurring in "miyriads" in the Black Hills, and the dates of his observation leave no doubt of its breeding in that region. In California, Drs. Newberry and Cooper found it common north of 39°; and in Colorado, at about this parallel, Mr. Allen observed it in July, and noted its abundance. The birds mentioned in his list of the vicinity of Mount Lincoln, Park County, Colorado, doubtless breed at or near that point, as he says "the region is strictly alpine in its features. Our camp was in the valley of the Platte, at an altitude of about 12,000 feet, from whence excursions were made every day by some of the party to the region above the timber, which is here about 13,000 feet above the sea level. Three species (Anthus ludoviciam, Leucosticte tephrocotis, and Lagopus leucurus) were
obtained above timber-line, that are truly arctic in their summer distribution. Wilsonia pusilla, Zonotrichia leucophrys, and Melospiza lincolni, were nowhere more abundant than among the dwarfed willows and birches just above the general limit of the trees.” All the notes of this paragraph refer to var. capitalis.

In Minnesota, Mr. Trippe ascertained that this bird breeds in the dense tamarack swamps. It is also known to breed in Maine. With these exceptions, the United States record east of the Rocky Mountains, and south of Northern New England, is entirely of straggling birds, rare and only in winter, saving only Mr. Lawrence’s note of an accidental summer occurrence. But Mr. Merriam informs me that it breeds in the Adirondacks. In Colorado, says Mr. Trippe, the Canada Jay [var. capitalis] is abundant and resident, breeding. “I have never,” he continues, “seen the Canada Jay below 9,000 feet, even in mid-winter; and but rarely below 9,500 or 10,000. During the warmer months it keeps within a few hundred feet of timber-line, frequenting the darkest forests of spruce, and occasionally flying a little way above the trees. It is quite tame, coming about mining camps to pick up whatever is hthrown out in the way of food, and evincing much of the curiosity that is characteristic of the family. In winter, its supply of food is very precarious, and it is often reduced to mere skin and bones; at such times it will frequently weigh no more than a plump Snow-bird or Sparrow, and undoubtedly starves to death sometimes. During the latter part of autumn, its hoarse croaking is almost the only sound to be heard in the cold sombre forests that lie near timber-line.”

The egg of Perisoreus is altogether different from that of Cyanurus and Cyanocitta, much nearer Pica, but still peculiar. The ground is grayish-white, marked all over, but nearly always most heavily at the but, or in a wreath around it, with several shades of a dark neutral tint, mixed usually with some olive-brown spots. The markings in several specimens before me are all quite fine, even those that are confluent at the larger end. Size, 1.20 by 0.70. The nest is built on the limbs of trees, of hay, feathers, &c.
APPENDIX TO OSCINES.

A.

[Note.—A portion of Mr. T. M. Tripp's series of interesting observations upon the birds of Colorado, having failed to reach me in time for insertion in the earlier pages of this work, they are here introduced, together with various additional data respecting the species thus far treated. The remainder of Mr. Tripp's notes is in substance incorporated, passim, in the work.]

The period during which my notes were made, extends from January, 1873, to the early part of December of the same year; the field of observation, Clear Creek County, Colorado, with two or three adjacent townships of Gilpin and Jefferson counties. During different parts of the year, excursions were made throughout the whole of this region; and although these were not as frequent as could have been desired for a complete account of the avifauna, yet they were so often repeated that I believe very few birds escaped me, except such as are rare visitors or mere stragglers.

Clear Creek County lies on the eastern slope of the Rocky Mountains, extending from the summit of the main range some twenty to twenty-five miles eastward, and about the same distance north and south, the centre line being in latitude 39° 40' nearly. It is traversed by a number of streams, whose valleys lie from 300 to 1,500 or 2,000 feet below the surrounding ridges and peaks. The general course of the main stream, South Clear Creek, is nearly due east; but the smaller tributaries, running at various angles to this course, so cut up and divide the surface as to present a confused assemblage of isolated peaks and ridges, disposed in no regular order or system, and divided by deep valleys and ravines, which, toward the range, become in many instances, precipitous, rocky canyons. Bordering the country on the east, lies Bergen's Park; an open park-like tract of rolling, grassy prairie, interspersed with groves of pines, low hills, and wet, marshy swales, a miniature of the great parks lying to the westward of the range. The elevation of the western edge of the county,—the dividing ridge of Atlantic and Pacific waters,—is between 11,000 and 12,000 feet, isolated peaks rising 1,500 or 2,000 feet higher; from this the general surface slopes eastward at the average of about 300 feet per mile, the slope being much greater nearer the range however, and diminishing as the distance from it increases, to the eastern border of the county, which has an elevation, in its lowest part, of between 6,500 and 7,000 feet above the sea. Bergen's Park, lying for the most part in Jefferson County, has an elevation varying between 7,000 and 7,500 feet.

The streams are for the most part mountainous torrents, rarely with a fall less than one hundred feet per mile, and, near the range, three or four times that, being frequently a simple succession of cascades and waterfalls for miles. These waters, save when muddied by the placer workings, are always clear and cold, and abound with the black-speckled trout and two or three species of club and sucker, the latter, however, being only found in the lower valleys, where the current is less rapid than higher up toward the range. Near timber-line, nestled under the very shadows of the main divide, most frequently faced by perpendicular cliffs of rock, or abrupt, precipitous and craggy slopes, are numbers of small, deep lakes, varying from mere pools to one hundred acres or more in size, and usually bordered on one or more sides by deep, cold bogs, wherein grow various species of arctic willows and other alpine plants. Their surface is covered with ice from the end of October till early in July, some with northern exposure not being free from ice till late in August; and their waters are always of an icy coldness, owing to their depth and the melted snow which is constantly pouring into them. Some few of the deepest are teeming with trout; but the majority are void of life, save various forms of insects which pass the larval state in them. One or two lakes at a lower elevation, near 10,000 feet, swarms with the curious Sirellus or Ambylytoma. Under these conditions, the absence of aquatic birds will not be surprising; and with a single exception no wader or swimmer can be said to be characteristic of the region.

Great as is the diversity of the surface, the climate is perhaps still more variable. The season of 1873 was in no way a remarkable one; there was less snow than usual, but otherwise it was a fair average of the weather since the settlement of the country. During January, February, and the first half of March, the weather was delightful beyond comparison. No snow nor rain fell, with the exception of three or four days in February; the mercury never sank below zero; the days were bright, cloudless, and mild, even warm, 20° or 25° Fahrenheit being a common temperature at 7 a.m., while at midday it rose to 50° or 60°. On the 7th of February the mercury stood at 71° in the shade at noon, at an elevation of 8,000 feet. After the middle of March wintry weather set in; there was a constant succession of snow-storms, violent winds and biting frosts, continuing till May. On the first of June, at an elevation of 7,800 feet,
the poplars and willows had but just begun to put forth their leaves; but once started, the season advanced with great rapidity, and by the 15th, the deciduous trees had attained a complete foliage up to the highest limit of the poplars, 10,500 or 11,000 feet. In autumn, the difference between this climate and that of eastern localities in the same latitude, is less marked. The leaves of the poplars and willows begin to change color toward the close of September, and a month later have all fallen; but it is usually not till the middle or close of November that winter weather sets in. Heavy snows sometimes fall in October, however, but unusual severity is generally followed by a very mild, open winter. The nights are always cool, even in midsummer, while at mid-day the heat is at times oppressive, even at great elevations; but in exposed localities this is moderated by the strong winds that often blow constantly blowing.

Above and near timber-line, which varies from 10,000 to 11,000 feet, the climate partsakes of an alpine nature. The immense accumulations of snow do not begin to melt rapidly till about the middle of June; but once started, they disappear very fast; the streams are swollen to twice their usual size, and by the first of July only isolated snow-fields remain, many of which are of great extent, and have sufficient depth and solidity to exist throughout the summer. Frosts are almost of nightly occurrence, and during summer scarcely a day passes without frequent thunder-storms, with hail, sleet and rain. Light snows begin to fall in September, but it is not until November that heavy snow-storms set in, and the range is usually passable till the middle of winter, or even later, the heaviest snows falling in April and May.

Many of the wider valleys have limited tracts of great fertility, and the immense quantities of potatoes, rye and barley, raised on the scattered mountain ranches, attest the adaptation of the soil to such crops. Yet the sum total of all the tillable land scarcely amounts to 100 acres per cent.; and while the remainder consists of rocky ridges and peaks, gravelly hills, gently sloping plateaus of sand and glacial detritus, far above the valleys, and unsuceptible of irrigation, and a general surface so rough, craggy and inaccessible, as to be quite beyond the capabilities or desires of the agriculturist. Nevertheless, on all the mountain-sides which are not absolutely precipices of bare rock, in every nook and corner and crevice where the soil can lodge, various grasses grow in great luxuriance, and furnish abundant food for numerous herds of cattle, the wild deer and sheep. Vast forests of pines and firs formerly covered the whole face of the country, except the valleys and a few hill-sides, too rocky or too barren even to support coulifors; but since the settlement of the country, large tracts of timber have been cut down and their places supplied, to a great extent, by young groves of poplars. Two species of Pinus (P. ponderosa et P. contorta) range up to within 1,000 feet of timber-line; two others (P. aristata et P. flexilis) are small alpine species; while Abies menziesii et A. engelmanni form large forests, the former almost monopolizing the region near timber-line. Of Populus there are three species, one growing extensively on the hill-sides, and extending up to 10,500 or 11,000 feet (P. tremuloides); the two others, mainly confined to the valleys of the larger streams, where they grow amid dense thickets of willows, and not reaching much over 9,000 feet (P. angustifolia et P. babamifera). These few species, with Juniperus virginiana, which often grows to a large size, and extends, in a dwarfed form, far above timber-line, comprise the limited sylva of the country. A species of Alnus, or small Betula, various Salices, and a Nenufpto, grow in the rich bottom-lands, and flourish in rank profusion on the banks of the streams, forming the densest thickets, and frequently reaching a height of twenty feet or more. Different species of Rubus, Rosa, Cerasus, Ribes, and other small bush-plants abound in the valleys and form thick copes on the hill-sides, along with Clematis, Humulus, Vitis, and other climbers. Among the annual and biennial plants, however, the deficiency in number of species of the larger forms is compensated. Although the species are quite different, the genera are for the most part the same as in the eastern mountainous States, the order of flowering the same, and, to a certain extent, there is the same relative proportions among families and genera. Among distinctive features may be mentioned the abundance of various forms of Borraginaceae—Echinopspermum, Lithospermum, Cynoglossum, Mertensia, &c.; the many species of Euphorbia, Senecio, and Erigeron, and the various alpine plants, Primula, Alcti-xella, &c. Yet, considering the vast intervening distance, the general aspect is strikingly like that of the Alleghany region. The genera Viola, Castilleia, Saxifraga, Caltha, Mimulus, Pedicularis, Polemonium, Phlox, Helianthus, Solidago, Aster, Erigeron, Senecio, Ceratostylis, Trifolium, Silene, Aquilegia, Ranunculus, Claytonia, Rosa, Rubus, Nabalus, Ambrosia, Bidens, Rudbeckia, and scores of others, are abundantly represented, and, as in New York, are the predominating features of the flora.

In the fauna we find, perhaps, more points of difference from the eastern mountainous region. The various general mammals are the same, but nearly all the species are different. Among animals common to the two faunas, may be mentioned Felis concolor, Lynx rufus, Canis occidentalis, Gulo luscus, Lutra canadensis, Ursus americanus, and Cercus canadensis, all large and, with the single exception, carnivorous species. The smaller and granivorous mammals are quite distinct, and many new genera are introduced, while others are wanting. Cercus leucurus, C. macrotis, Aploceros montanus,
Leps arctemia, L. compestis, Erethizm sphenanthus, Actomyys flaviventer, and various species of Sciurus, Spernophilus, Tamias, Mephitis, Neotoma, Blarina, and the small rodents are common, all differing from the eastern representatives of the genera, or even generally distinct. Above and near timber-line, and occasionally wandering a long way below it, is found the Little Chief Hare, Lagomys princeps, an essentially alpine form.

Reptiles are rare in the mountains. A species of rattlesnake is common in the foothills, but is seldom found higher than 6,500 feet. A Buf o and a Rana are occasionally seen in the valleys of the larger streams as high as Georgetown; while a Tropidonotus and a large blackish snake (Coluber?) occur sparingly as high as 9,000 feet. In some few lakes Siren or Amblystoma are found. With the lower animals the difference between eastern and western forms is much greater than it is among the higher.

Of the one hundred and twenty species of birds I have found here, eighty-three were observed during the breeding season of the present year common, while nineteen were more or less rare, and but seldom observed. Of the thirty-seven remaining species, twenty-one were common and sixteen rare. Fifty-three species, or nearly one-half, are different from eastern forms and peculiar to the West; but of these, twenty-one are considered by many ornithologists to be merely geographical races, leaving thirty-two species characterizing this region as distinct from the eastern avifaunal provinces. Twenty-two of the breeding species do not rear their young below 7,500 feet, and three, only, above timber-line.

Taking into account the varied climate, surface, and general features, the number of birds that are common during the breeding season seems surprisingly small when compared with those found in less diversified regions. Southern Iowa, a rolling prairie country, has at least a number greater by twenty or twenty-five; and certain portions of the State, embracing the marshy haunts of aquatic birds, have nearly twice as many. Nor is the peculiarity of species compensated for by the number of individuals. The vast, gloomy forests, the rocky precipitous mountain sides, the steep ravines and sandy hill-tops scattered with straggling pines, even the broad open valleys are, save on rare occasions, remarkably poor in bird-life. The greatest number of birds is to be found in the parks; but even these have more or less of the dreary, desolate aspect of the great plains. It is only in a region where prairies and mountains, woods and open meadow, and marsh and lake, are in close proximity, that we can look for a great variety of species; and where the mountains, the plains, the forests or the prairies, extend alone over great areas, the forms of bird-life, as well as all others, must be more limited.

The small areas to which the local mountain avi-fauna are confined, and the sharp lines which divide them, may be seen by a comparison with the lists of J. A. Allen, who, in 1871, made an exploration of the fauna of the South Park and adjacent mountains. Five species are given as common in that region, which were not observed at all in Clear Creek County, or else so rarely as to leave no doubt that they were mere stragglers; three or four others were more or less frequent, which in the latter region were scarce or entirely wanting; while, on the other hand, four species were common in Clear Creek County, and four or five more or less frequent, that are entirely wanting in Allen's lists, or else given as quite rare. Yet the two regions are contiguous, have nearly the same physical characteristics, and are divided simply by a spur from the main range. The same abrupt transitions may be noticed in the flora, a small ridge limiting the range of species and marking a local flora. The main range—Sierra Madre, for instance, is the most important of these dividing lines, the subsidiary and independent ridges often mark out areas almost as distinctively. Nor does elevation appear to have that decided influence which it is generally supposed to exert. The different temperatures, of course, depend ultimately upon it; and plant and animal life are so intimately related to climate that the one can scarcely vary without producing a change in the other. Yet other causes combine to modify the influence of mere altitude, to a degree wholly unexpected by one who has not studied the subject in all its actual aspects. Thus, the limit of the growth, supposed by most persons to be represented by a nearly constant figure, varies so greatly that on Mount Lincoln it is about 13,000 feet (Allen), while at the South Boulder Pass it is several hundred feet below the summit of the range, which is given by Prof. Hayden at 10,200 feet, the latter point being not more than thirty or thirty-five miles north of the former. Berthoud's Pass, indeed, is in no place above timber-line, though, according to the same authority, it is 600 feet higher (10,800), and is less than ten miles south of it. Thus, with a difference of 3,000 feet or more in the altitude of timber-line within so short a distance, and corresponding modifications in the altitudes of all the local flora and fauna, it will be seen that an attempt to mark out zones of certain elevations, corresponding to similar zones as determined by latitude, would be quite futile. Yet, in a general way, it may be said that near the summit of the peaks and higher portions of the range is an arctic region, characterized by the Ptarmigau and Gray-crowned Finch, and the presence of perpetual snow-fields; that below this is a sub-arctic belt, in which various forms of alpine willows and northern plants flourish, and inhabited by
the Titlark, Green Black-capped Warbler, Lincoln’s Finch, and White-crowned Sparrow; next, a Hudsonian belt, extending from 500 to 1,000 feet below the timber-line, in which may be found sub-alpine plants and such birds as the Canada Jay, Andalori’s Warbler, and Croquet, &c.; then, of varying extent, a sub-montane zone, or an Alleghenian; and, finally, on the plains, a Carolinian. It is quite impossible to fix any precise limits to these various faunas, however; they pass into each other quite gradually, and extend to such different elevations, according to the different influences to which they are exposed, that sometimes two of them will be side by side for some distance through the same altitudes, with merely a ridge intervening.

Nevertheless, the temperature of a region, although it modifies the plant and insect life to a great extent, determines entirely the range of birds. Junco hyemalis abounds on the plains and up to 8,000 feet during winter, yet, in company with three of the other four varieties that spend the winter in the same localities, it migrates to the north on the approach of the breeding season, while J. caniceps aloce ascends the mountains, and finds the requisite climate in the higher forests, which the others seek at higher latitudes. Yet it is well known that the Snow-bird breeds in the Alleghanies further south than this region; and there appears an obvious reason for a northern migration, when it could easily find any desired temperature by ascending the mountains in company with its congener, J. caniceps. On arriving from the north, most birds appear among the foot-hills and along the edge of the plains, some days in advance of their arrival higher up in the mountains; and the same thing occurs during the vernal migrations, showing that most of the species prefer migrating along the edge of the plains rather than through the mountains. Even so northern a species as Ampelis garrulus, which, during midwinter, is rare among the foot-hills, frequently gathers there in large flocks, in spring, preparatory to its leaving the country. The boundary between plains and mountains appears to be a highway for all the migratory species in spring and autumn.

The most prominent characteristic of the avifauna of this region—which may be taken as a fair type of the Rocky Mountain chain between the thirty-eighth and fortieth parallels—is the remarkable number of bird races and races of species. Of these there are over twenty; and while some are plainly varieties shading into the eastern forms by such imperceptible gradations as to leave no doubt of their specific identity, others cannot be so summarily disposed of. No one has shown, for instance, that Geothlypis maygilli varagi is connected by gradual, intermediate stages, with G. philadelphia; or that Junco caniceps is similarly related to the other forms of its genus. But are we to accept this definition of a species? Are only such forms entitled to specific rank which cannot be shown to intergrade with others? The tendency of the day is decidedly in that direction; yet, if logically carried out, this system will eventually lead to startling results. If Pipilo erythrophthalmus can be shown to gradually pass into P. arcticus toward the Rocky Mountains, and into P. aleutii in Florida; and if the former changes into origmius and magalyza on the Pacific coast, and thus all these forms are to constitute a single species, why is there not similar keeping apart the various races of C. canadensis, which have long been considered distinct species; yet its points of difference from C. purpureus are fewer and less marked than those separating Contopus cirvens and C. richardsonii, which are now thrown together under the same specific name. New links and new intermediate forms are constantly coming to light; and if, on discovering the gradation between any two forms previously held as good species, we are at liberty to combine them as races of the same species, will it not be equally proper to combine other forms together, even though some of the intervening links are wanting; where analogy and experience point to that conclusion? It is the exact reverse of Brč{uš}'s system, which led that ornithologist to find no end of species, where others could see but one.

The results of this system of reasoning are already beginning to manifest themselves. Different forms are thrown together with the utmost freedom, and we are learnedly referred to well-known laws of geographic and climatic variation. Yet there are cases where these "laws" will not work at all, and then they are quietly ignored. In the Rocky Mountains, for example, a species of Wren is found, so well marked in its notes, plumage, and habits, that the older ornithologists considered it quite distinct; but being somewhat like the eastern House Wren, only grayer and paler, it is at once referred to that species, and its changed color accounted for by the "law" that, in this region, the dry air and bright sunlight exercise a bleaching influence. In the same locality, and existing under precisely similar physical conditions, is a species of Flycatcher, also supposed by Andalori and the older school to be a distinct species, but which these modern ornithologists pronounce to be "var. richardsonii" of the eastern Wood Pewee. Unfortunately, in this case, the bird happens to be darker than its eastern relative, and so we have not a word concerning the "laws of climatic variation" and the "mean amount of rain-fall." Nor do the chief exponents of this new method of reasoning find any limits to their course; when once fairly started. In a review of a certain genus of the Tyrannidae (Myiarchus), one of our present writers has declared
that the examination of a large number of specimens has resulted in his accepting a much smaller number of species than had previously been received as valid, and significantly adds that, had a still more complete series been before him, he would probably have reduced the number still further. So that, in his mind, recognition of specific rank is something almost dependent upon the number of specimens one has for comparison—the larger the series, the fewer the species.* Another equally well-known author, in a recent review of the fifteen species of the genus Certhiola, remarks that "it is a nice question what are really species in this genus, and what merely races or varieties, but it would probably not be far from correct to assume that the various forms described are simply modifications of one primitive species, produced by geographical distribution and external physical conditions." Is there any reason to suppose that, since the primitive species has become thus modified by geographical distribution and external physical conditions, that it was not, itself, one of the modifications of a still more primitive form? Yet the progenitors of this "primitive species," which has split into no less than fifteen different races, must have undergone variations brought about by changes of geographical habitats and different physical conditions; unless, indeed, they were special creations, and confined to a single narrow locality, a supposition which we have quite as much reason for applying to all the recent forms of Certhiola as to the one original form.

In considering the question of specific distinction, too little importance has been attached to the habits and notes of the different races, while there seems to be no intrinsric reason why a difference in these points should not be considered of as much weight as a variation in the plumage. A series of Meadow-larks may be laid out, representing a gradual transition between the Eastern and Western forms, yet the notes of the two are so different that, in a region where they both abound, either may be distinguished at once by its voice; and a bird whose song is intermediate between the two, is so rare that, in a residence of two years in a region where both were abundant, I never heard one. Here, then, is an instance where the different forms may always be distinguished by their notes, though sometimes ambiguous in their plumage. Again, Contopus richardsonii resembles Sayornis fuscus in its habits more than it does the Wood Pewee, C. circus, while its notes are as different from those of the latter bird as the western Lark's are from the eastern's. If Macgillivray's Warbler is a geographical variety of the Mourning Warbler, it is difficult to comprehend how it could have suffered such a complete loss of musical power, seeing that its habits are unchanged, and that the external physical influences are very nearly similar. Perhaps, however, the "dry, thin air" can account for it; but if this is the case, it would be interesting to know why the same air has failed to change the voices of the Robin and Hermit Thrush in the slightest degree.† All the western species which are closely allied to, or intergrade with eastern forms, vary from the latter, more or less, in their notes and habits, sometimes so much that a resemblance can scarcely be recognized. That this may be partly due to changed conditions of life, is undeniable, yet, under the supposition that it has been wholly brought about by such causes, it is very difficult to see why the same changes have effected opposite results in birds of the same family and of the same mode of life. And if these supposed races are found to meet and occupy the same regions, each preserving its peculiariies of notes, plumage, and habits, with a great degree of constancy, how can they properly be called "geographical" varieties, or their differences be accounted for on the supposition of different physical conditions? Yet of one species, at least (Sturnella magna), this is absolutely true. And admitting the influence of these external causes to be sufficient to produce such results, the question at once arises: How wide must be the gap that separates congeneric "species," where shall the limits of variation produced by such causes be placed?

But however ornithologists may differ as to the proper rank of these forms, their existence is undeniable, whether classed as species, varieties, or races, and it becomes necessary to distinguish them apart in ornithological nomenclature. The usual method is to give the name of the first-discovered race, together with the specific title of the form referred to as a variety. Thus, Macgillivray's Warbler is spoken of as Geothlypis philadelphia var. macgillivrayi. To follow out this method, every bird of which there is more than a single form should be designated by three or four names, generic, specific, and subspecies.

* Quite true. We can only predicate and define species at all from the mere circumstance of missing links. "Species" are the twigs of a tree separated from the parent stem. We name and arrange them arbitrarily, in default of a means of reconstructing the whole tree according to nature's ramifications.—E. C.

† Is it not quite reasonable to suppose that different animals may possess a different degree of susceptibility to modifying influences, and that some may be able to resist such influences altogether? We must not presume upon uniform plasticity of organization.—E. C.

‡ I strongly advocate a return to polynomial nomenclature, as the only fit instrument of expression of nice shades of zoological meaning. Many of us, in effect, are already using trinomials, the true nature of which is but partially concealed by intervention of the term "var."—E. C.
varietal; but in view of the new frequent consolidation of old species, and the constant discovery of new geographical races, such a method threatens to become quite cumbersome and inconvenient.

The abbreviations and nomenclature of Coues, as given in his "Key to North American Birds," is followed. All the statements are the result of my personal observations, except some few which are based upon the accounts of trustworthy persons, and of which separate mention is made.

**TURDUS MIGRATORIUS, Robin.** Very abundant; migratory; breeds. The Robin is perhaps the commonest bird to be found in the county. It arrives in Bergen's Park in the middle of March, and slowly makes its way into the mountains, reaching the elevation of 10,000 feet nearly a month later, and advancing as the season progresses to the extreme limit of timber. From the plains up to timber-line it abounds in great numbers all through the breeding season, and is nowhere more abundant than in the extreme upper edge of the forests, nesting in the very topmost trees. They raise two broods, commonly; occasionally only one, and rarely three. At an elevation of 8,000 feet the first brood is hatched in the fore part of June, and the second toward the middle of July; near timber-line the second brood is not hatched till late in July, or even the early part of August. The nest is placed in the fork of a pine, and is precisely similar to those of eastern birds in construction and material. During the latter part of July and early part of August the young birds from lower down ascend to the upper forests, and abound in the woods near timber-line. They frequently wander to the very top of the range, feeding on the grasshoppers that swarm in countless multitudes above the tree limit, toward the close of summer. They also frequent the edges of the little lakes and pools which are very numerous at high elevations, where they pick up the larve of various insects. In September they flock in great numbers to the blueberry patches, of which fruit they seem extravagantly fond. Early in the autumn they begin to descend, gradually working their way downward, until in November they all have disappeared, except a few stragglers who linger about the juniper bushes until banished by the deep snows of December.

**T. SWAINSONI, Olive-backed Thrush.** Seen in May and September only. Late in October several other birds arrived here, and one of this bird near the Hot Sulphur Springs, in the Middle Park. A sudden violent storm had occurred a day or two previous, and the snow lay on the ground a foot deep. Great numbers of Titlarks, Song Sparrows, Blackbirds, Bluebirds, and many other species, including the Olive-backed Thrush, had gathered about the tepid pools, attracted by the warmth, and were busily searching for food along the muddy banks and in the shallow water, though apparently without much success, as the water is surcharged with sulphur. [This species is stated to breed about New Haven, Connecticut, and also in the mountains of Pennsylvania.—E. C.]

**T. FUSCESCENS, Veery.** Seen but once in July, at an elevation of 8,400 feet. I looked carefully for the Veery in the lower parts of the county, as Allen states that it is not uncommon from the foot-hills up to 8,500 feet, but with the single exception mentioned I did not see it. [The eggs of this species are occasionally spotted.—E. C.]

**T. PALLASI, Hermit Thrush.** Abundant; migratory; breeds. The Hermit Thrush arrives in May and is abundant about timber-line, below which it does not range more than 1,000 or 1,200 feet during the nesting season. It is shy and retiring in its habits, seeking the seclusion of the darkest forests, and the subdued light of deep, rocky canions, where the dense foliage and precipitous walls shut out the sun and a perpetual twilight prevails. It is an exquisite songster, and sings at all hours of the day; its notes are something like those of the Wood Thrush, but louder, wilder, and with very much of the melancholy sweetness that marks the Western Meadow-lark's song. No one who visits its haunts in June or July can fail to be delighted by the singing of the Hermit Thrush; and when several are heard together, as is frequently the case, the blending and echoing of so many sweet tones lends an indescribable charm to the sublime and romantic scenery, amid which only are they ever heard; a charm heightened by the mysterious concealment of the singers. Never very tame, it is so shy while singing as to be almost unapproachable, and only the utmost address will enable one, at such times, to obtain sight of the bird. Its voice is very loud and clear, and may be heard at a great distance. In September they descend from the higher regions, and by October have disappeared from the county. Among several specimens there was no appreciable difference from eastern birds.

**OECOSCOPE MONTANUS, Mountain Mockingbird.** A single specimen was taken at Idaho Springs, May 10. It is a curious fact that many birds, on their first arrival in spring, venture much higher and further into the mountainous regions than the localities in which they pass the breeding season. The migratory instinct, probably, impels them to penetrate into the mountains, until, finding the temperature too cool for their comfort, they recede until they have found their proper habitat.

**MIMICUS CAROLINENSIS, Cat-bird.** Common, from the plains up to 7,800 feet, and ranging a few hundred feet higher. The Cat-bird arrives among the foot-hills early in May, and gradually advances into the mountains, reaching its highest point by the 20th. As is the case with many other birds, it presents some strong points of dissimilarity.
from the eastern representatives of the species. One would scarcely recognize the shy, almost silent bird, that sedulously hides itself from view in the thickest shrubbery, as the tame loquacious Cat-bird of the east, and, indeed, might never suspect its existence in localities where it was not uncommon, from superficial observations. Although quite a common bird in the colder regions of the state, it is rarely seen for weeks, I never but once heard the cat-like mew so common elsewhere as to have given the bird its name, and only once or twice it attempted a song. Yet though so different in some respects, in others it is precisely the same as its eastern relatives. In form, colors, size, carriage, and expression, I could detect not the slightest difference, while its favorite haunts and food are the same. It disappears in August.

The Brown Thrush, given by Allen as extending up to 7,500 feet, does not occur in the county at all, or at least but very rarely. [Dr. Rothrock found it in Colorado.—E. C.]

[To the synonyms of this species add: Autumininus rufus, Sund., Meth. Av. Disp. Teut. 1872, 13 (type rufus).—E. C.]

Sialia arctica, Bluebird. Abundant from the plains up to timber-line, breeding everywhere. Similar in its general habits to the Eastern Bluebird, the Arctic Bluebird arrives in Bergen's Park early in March, and gradually working its way into the mountains, reaches an elevation of 10,000 feet about the close of the month, preceding the Robin by a few days. In Bergen's Park the first brood is not hatched till June; it probably raises two broods, although of this I cannot be certain. It nests in hollow trees and similar places, and being quite familiar, though not as tame as its eastern cousin, takes possession of the little bird-houses put up for its convenience by the miners and ranchmen. Its flight and habits seem to be the same; but it lacks the carol of the latter bird, its only note being a disconsolate, mournful sort of plaint, somewhat like the fall note of the eastern bird. The young families of Bluebirds may be seen with their parents throughout the latter part of summer, frequently wandering far above timber-line, and even up to the highest peaks. It remains until late in fall, migrating both in spring and autumn in flocks. In the early part of November I saw a bird at Hay's City, Kassas, which I am almost certain was this species; but not being able to shoot it, I could not identify it beyond all doubt.

S. mexicana, Western Bluebird. Of this species I saw two or three, and saw as many more, in the first week in June, in Bergen's Park, where they probably breed. Of their habits I learned nothing, except that they frequented the tops of the pine-trees, and rarely descended to the lower limbs or ground.

Cinclus mexicanus, Dipper. Rather common, though nowhere very numerous. The Dipper frequents all the mountain-streams up to timber-line, and is a constant resident. It is an odd little bird, both in its notes and manners, and attracts the attention of the tourist and miner, as well as the naturalist, from the singularity of its movements. On being started from the side of a brook, it flies off, flitting down the stream, close to the surface, uttering a rapid, chattering note; and having flown a certain distance, alights on a stone or drift-log, in or close to the water's edge. Upon alighting it begins bobbing up and down, bending the knees as though curtseying, and eyes the intruder suspiciously. Having satisfied itself of safety, it walks into the water, picking here and there, and getting beyond its depth, spreads its wings and disappears beneath the surface. Apparently as much at home under the water as above, it flies some distance beneath the surface, and stays under for a minute or more. At times it alights on the surface of the water and float's down the rapid stream like cork, till it has found footing. In winter it frequently goes beneath the ice, walking under with the utmost composure, and reappearing at some air-hole a few yards off. Its nest is a large globular structure, with an entrance on one side; it is composed of moss, lined with grass, and is very neatly built. It is frequently placed in a hollow or crevice in the rocks, by the side of a stream. I did not succeed in finding either the eggs or young. Although its ordinary note is the rapid chattering referred to before, it has a very beautiful song, which it utters, however, very rarely, and then only in August, after the young birds are able to shift for themselves. Like the Hermit Thrush, it seeks the wildest, darkest ravines, and is very timid while singing. It song is clear, sweet, and varied, more wren-like than anything else, yet peculiarly its own, and, only to be heard amid the most romantic scenery, mingled with the music of mountain torrents, has a charm that is wanting to other and finer songs.

The Dipper is called "Water Turkey" by the miners and mountainers. One of them told me that it passed the colder part of the winter in the mud, and that he had taken one out from under the ice in a torpid state. During the coldest weather it descends from the higher regions to the lower and more open valleys, where the streams are larger and less obstructed with ice, and it finds a better and more accessible supply of food.

Regulus calendulius, Ruby-crowned Kinglet. Abundant; migratory; breeds from 9,500 or 10,000 feet up to timber-line. The Ruby-crowned Wren arrives at Idaho Springs in the first week of May, and disappears toward the close of the month. During the breeding season it is very abundant in the upper woods, but is never seen below 9,500 feet. In September it begins to descend, reaching Idaho about the 20th, and
finally disappearing in October. It is a fine songster; and its lively, animated strains, of canary-like sweetness and clearness, may be heard at all hours of the day; in the cool, damp woods, near the upper limit of tree-growth. The female sings at times, and nearly as loudly and sweetly as the male. *T. satrapa* I have not seen in these mountains.

The synonyms of this species add: *Corthylioida calenda*, Can. J. F. O. I. 1: 183, 183 (type of the genus), and *Sylvia (Regulusoides) calenda*,GRAY, Hand-list, i, 1869, 216, No. 3069.—E. C.

The first nest of *Regulus calenda* which has reached naturalists was taken by Mr. J. H. Batty, in Colorado, July 21, 1873. It was placed on a spruce-bough, about 15 feet from the ground, and contained five young and one egg. The nest is astonishingly large for the bird; I am not sure that its shape is preserved accurately, but the whole could scarcely be got in the largest coffee-cup. It is composed of an inextricably but loosely-woven mass of feathers and hair, mixed with short bits of straws and a little moss.—E. C.]

Parus atricapillus var. septentrionalis, Long-tailed Titmouse. Common; resident; breeds. Precisely similar in habits, notes, and actions, to the typical *P. atricapillus*. This species does not range as high as the Mountain Titmouse, rarely venturing beyond 3,000 feet, while its usual range is from the plains up to about 8,000 feet.

P. montanus, Mountain Titmouse. Abundant; breeding from about 8,000 feet up to timber-line. In winter it descends nearly to the plains, but may be found, in the most inclement weather, nearly or quite up to timber-line. Not distinguishable from the former in its notes and habits.

Sitta carolinensis var. aculeata, Slender-billed Nuthatch. This species arrives at Idaho about the 1st of April, and gradually extends upward, breeding from about 2,000 or 3,500 feet, up to timber-line. It is not very common, but by no means rare. In its motions and habits it is the exact counterpart of the White-breasted Nuthatch, but its notes are quite different. The common, piping note is nearly the same, though in a different key; but the loud spring-call is very different. It is far coarser, louder, and more rapid in *aculeata*—so loud and rattling in fact, that I have mistaken it for the call of the Red-shafted Flicker—while there is none of the soft, musical tone that marks the spring-note of *S. carolinensis*. The notes, in fact, are almost as widely apart as those of *Chrysonoma magnifica* and *S. carolinensis*, and one unacquainted with the bird would never suspect its relationship on first hearing its call. In October it retires toward the foot-hills, where it may be found all winter.

S. pygmaea, Pygmy Nuthatch. Abundant and resident; breeding from about 6,000 feet up to 8,500 or 9,000. Scarcely migratory, remaining in nearly the same localities throughout the year. The Pygmy Nuthatch is a delicate little fellow, with more of the habits and voice of *S. canadensis* than of the white-breasted species; a similarity carried out by the coloration of the tail, and their half-warbler-like movements at times. They are very active, and incessantly on the move, creeping over the trunks and limbs of the pines, and tapping vigorously here and there, like a Woodpecker, and far louder than the other Nuthatches do. Very social, it is fond of gathering in flocks with the Mountain Titmouse, whose habits lead it into similar places, and in whose society it roams through the woods in busy, twittering groups, exploring every decayed limb and fallen trunk, peering with sharp eyes into each crack and cranny that might form the hiding-place of its insect food, and examining the exfoliated bark for the same purpose, ranging from them in all possible positions, precisely like a Pine Finch. Like the Canada Nuthatch, they will chase and capture an insect on the wing; and frequently descend to the ground, alighting, warbler-like, on low bushes, and then flitting back to the pine boughs. Their notes are various; a sort of shrill piping, like that of the red-breasted species; a deep-toned variation of the same note, uttered only in spring; and a twittering note, uttered at times while feeding together, and used as a rallying or warning cry, and when about to take wing.

Certhia familiaris, Brown Creeper. Abundant during the winter, from 7,000 feet up to 9,000 feet, and probably ranging considerably higher and lower. Breeds sparingly in the upper woods, within a few hundred feet of timber-line. Appears at Idaho late in the fall, and becomes very common as soon as the weather becomes cold, great numbers coming in from other regions. Similar in all respects to the eastern bird.

[Add to the synonyms of this species: *Certhia fuscus*, BART., FRAG. NAT. HIST. Pa. 1799. If the American bird is to be distinguished, it is to be called *C. familiaris* var. *fuscus*.—E. C.]

Sapinctor obsolus, Rock Wren. Abundant; migratory; breeds. The Rock Wren arrives at Idaho about the 20th of May, and extends its range up to, and a little above, timber-line. It breeds most abundantly between 6,500 and 9,500 feet, rarely nesting higher that the latter elevation, though found during summer from 12,000 feet down to the plains. It is a constant resident of the piles of loose rock which lie scattered on the mountainsides, in which it finds its food and rears its young, and to which it retreats for safety on being alarmed. On its first arrival it is rather shy, but soon becomes tame and even familiar, haunting piles of boulders and small stones in the
placer diggings, close to the miners' cabins. It rarely ventures far from its favorite rocky retreats; but occasionally visits the road-sides to pick up flies and other insects, and sometimes hops over the roofs of cabins and mills, and not infrequently chooses the ridge as a convenient place from which to serenade its mate. It has a curious, rapidly repeated note, that sounds like the whirring of wings; its song is very beautiful, louder and sweeter than that of the House Wren, though not as varied. While singing, the bird usually perches on the top of a heap of stones, and stands erect, with head thrown up, like the Carolina Wren. At such times it is quite timid, and if alarmed, instantly ceases the song and looks anxiously around, bobbing itself up and down every little while, like the Dipper, and presently creeps down into the stone heap. Late in autumn its feathers become much worn from constant creeping among the rocks. In September it disappears.

[To synonynes of T. a. alaudin add: Hylenathus aedon, Can., J. S. O. 1880, 407.—E. C.]

TROGLODYTES AEDON var. PARKMANI, Parkman's Wren. This bird, now regarded as a variety of Troglophyes aedon, nevertheless presents many distinguishing characteristics from the latter bird, not only in size and color, but in notes and habits; and, hence, though merely a geographical race, may well be designated as Parkman's Wren, in distinction from the typical House Wren. It arrives at Idaho in the middle of May, and soon becomes abundant, extending its range up to 10,500 feet, and occasionally venturing nearly up to timber-line. In many of its habits it is very similar to the House Wren; but it frequently haunts rocky hill-sides and cliffs and ledges of rock, which I have never observed the latter to do. As is the case with many other birds, its notes differ strikingly from those of its eastern relatives. It has far more variety in its song, which, at times is precisely the same as that of the House Wren, and at others is very different, yet always wren-like—clear, ringing, and changeable. It has one note which I never heard the latter bird utter—a rapid chirruping note, more like the rattling noise produced by a grasshopper or cricket than that of a bird, quite similar, in fact, to the peculiar sound produced by the Rock Wren, referred to previously. This note it rarely utters; however; nor is it as fond of the scolding chatter that the House Wren uses so frequently to express its anger or alarm. It nests wherever it can find a chink or cranny to build in—between the logs of a miner's cabin, in deserted mills, among the timbering about the mouths of old shafts and tunnels, and in any snug little nook it can find. It raises two and sometimes three broods; and, between 8,000 and 10,500 feet, the last brood is hatched in the latter part of July. The eggs and nest are similar to those of eastern birds; the number of the former is usually five, though sometimes only four. It disappears in September.

[Telmatytes palustris was taken by Merrim (No. 62337, Idaho): U. S. Geol. Surv. Ter. 1872, 673.—E. C.]

[Cistothorus stellaris. Satisfactory evidence of the presence of this species at Utah Lake was obtained by Mr. Hooshall during the last season.—E. C.]

[To synonynes of Amorhura troglophyes var. hyenalis add: Troglophyes parvulus var. hyenalis, B. B. & K., N. A. B. i, 1874, 155.—E. C.]

EREMOPHILA ALPESTRIS var. CHYROSLEMA, Western Horned Lark. This bird is not abundant in the mountains, there being few localities suitable to its habits. It is rather common in Berneg's Park, and may be seen occasionally in the mountain valleys and meadows and on hill-sides, as well as above timber-line, breeding from the foot-hills up to the summit of the range, wherever it can find a spot adapted to its tastes. Although abundant on the plains throughout winter, it does not enter the mountains till spring. On the 11th of July I found several pairs in an extensive grassy plain near James' Peak, at least a thousand feet above timber-line, that were evidently breeding there, although I looked in vain for their nests. They were a little larger, apparently, than specimens from the plains, and very brightly colored.

ANTHUS LUDOVICANUS, Brown Lark. Abundant; migratory; breeds in great numbers above timber-line. The Titlark arrives at Idaho Springs in the early part of May, frequenting open hill-sides, and showing a partiality to the plowed fields of mountain ranches. By June it has ascended to the summit of the range, and commences nesting almost as soon as the snow has sufficiently melted to allow the ground to dry and the grass to come up, incubation beginning in the first and second weeks in July. The nest is placed under the shelter of a projecting stone, and is very neatly constructed of coarse grass externally, lined with fine grass, and is about three inches and a half in diameter. The eggs are five in number; the ground-color dark brownish-purple, almost hidden by spots and splashes of purplish-black. Eggs from different nests vary somewhat in the intensity of the colors, some being much lighter and grayer than others, but the general aspect is always quite dark. There is also considerable variation in the colors and size of individual birds; in some the legs being black, in others lighter, occasionally light brown; some having two bands of white on the wings, and others having no trace of them whatever; some being much darker beneath than others; with other variations. Notwithstanding which, I could not define any well-marked or constant varieties, as, among a large number of specimens, the various forms of coloration and size seemed to shade imperceptibly into each other.
In its habits and notes, the Titlark is precisely the same as the abundant, well-known bird that abounds in the Northern States throughout spring and fall—restless, vacillating creatures, ever on the move, querulous and fidgety. They are more shy during summer, however, being willing, one that approaches nearer than fifty or sixty yards. During the breeding season the males have a song unheard at other times, with which they serenade their mates. Rising in the air at an angle of forty-five degrees, with a fluttering, uncertain flight, they commence singing when they are up a little way, and continue till they have reached the height of a hundred yards or so; then descending, fluttering their wings as before, till they light on a stone or sod, not far from where they started. They have several different variations, all consisting of two or three notes, quickly repeated over and over again, with quite a musical and pleasing effect. One of these variations sounds very much like the plaint of a little chicken lost from its brood. As one approaches their nests, they hover silently about, uttering, at intervals, a chirp expressive of their anxiety. During their stay above timber-line—they do not ever go below it during the breeding season—they prefer wet, springy places, which abound near the summit of the range. They may often be seen running over the vast snow-banks that remain on northern slopes throughout the year. In August and September they gather into flocks, and begin descending into the valleys, reaching Idaho toward the close of the latter month. Many remain above timber-line until October, and some few throughout the month, or as long as they can find open ground to feed in. In November they finally disappear.

[To the synonyms of Helminthophaga ruficollis add: Helminthophaga ruficollis var. ochlearis et var. gutturalis, B. B. & R., N. A. B. i, 1874, 191, which may not necessarily be recognized by varietal name.—E. C.]

DENDREA ESTIVA, Yellow Warbler. The Yellow Warbler is abundant along the foot-hills, and ranges as high as 6,500 feet. Stragglers undoubtedly wander as far as Berger's Park, although I did not observe any there.

D. CORONATA, Yellow-crowned Warbler. Abundant; migratory; does not breed. Appears at Idaho in the latter part of April, and goes up as high as 8,500 or 9,000 feet; disappearing about the 10th of May, a few days before the following species. In fall I did not observe it; probably it does not venture in the mountains, to any extent, in that season. [It has also been taken in Colorado by Mr. Henshaw.—E. C.]

D. AUDUBONI, Audubon's Warbler. Abundant; migratory; breeds from about 9,500 feet up to timber-line. Audubon's Warbler arrives at Idaho about the middle of May, but goes higher up into the mountains to breed, rarely being seen below 9,000 feet during the latter part of June and July, in which months it rears its young, preferring, during this season, the dense, dark forests of black spruce. In spring it haunts the same localities as the Yellow-crowned Warbler, but is more partial to the under-shrubbery, and frequently ventures into open fields and clearings, alighting on bushes and weeds, and even on the ground, exhibiting much of the manners of the Red-polled Warbler. Its usual note is one very similar to that of the Barn Swallow; its song is a simple little carol, like that of the preceding species. In August it begins to descend, by September it is common in the lower parts of the country, and by October has disappeared.


GEOTHYPSIS MAGCILLYRAYI, Macgilivray's Warbler. Common; migratory; breeds up to a little above 9,000 feet. Very similar in habits to the Mourning Warbler. Arrives in the latter part of May and disappears in August and September.

MYIOOCOTUS PUSILLUS, Green Black-capped Flycatcher. Abundant; breeding in great numbers in the bushes near timber-line. First seen at Idaho, May 5, but not common till the 22d. By the middle of June all had left the valleys, and at the close of the month I found them very numerous in the dense coppices of brush that extend for some hundred feet above timber-line. They breed in July, reappearing at Idaho toward the close of September, finally disappearing in the following month. It has quite a sprightly little song, and is very active, flitting rapidly from bush to bush, and rarely ascending among the trees.

HABITICA JUNCICILIA, Redstart. Apparently not very common; breeds. First appeared at Idaho Springs May 20, from which date until the 1st of June a few were daily seen; subsequently I saw but a single individual, a female, near timber-line, in July.

Geothypsis ritchias and Helminthophaga celata are abundant along the edge of the plains, but probably never wander as high up as Clear Creek County.

PYRENGA LUDOVICIANA, Louisiana Tanager. This bird arrives at Idaho toward the close of June, and soon becomes quite common, remaining till late in August or early in September. It does not extend its range beyond 9,000 feet, but breeds from that limit, or a little lower, all the way down to the plains. It bears a close resemblance to the Scarlet Tanager, both in notes and habits; rambling leisurely through the pine woods, and singing at intervals from the tree tops; descending at times to the lower branches and bushes, where its bright yellow is almost as conspicuous as the flaming
scarlet of his eastern cousin: feeding on much the same food, and capturing insects on the wing with equal skill. His chirp is the same as the Scarlet Teenager's, and his song very similar; yet a difference may be detected—a difference to the prejudice of the western bird. As a general rule, the western races are a little inferior in song to their eastern relatives of the same species and races, although there are many exceptions to this—the Robin, for instance. Birds of colder and more densely wooded regions have sweeter, fuller, and more melodious voices than their kindred of warmer and more arid districts.

B.

The following interesting notes were communicated to me by Dr. J. M. Wheaton, of Columbus, Ohio, favorably known by his excellent List of the Birds of that State, so often quoted in the present work.—E. C.

OLIVE-BACKED THRUSH (T. swainsoni). This is the most abundant of the Hylocichla during the migrations. It presents greater variations of color and size than any other. By far the greater number of individuals belong to the typical variety swainsoni, but we have as extremes var. alicia, the Gray-cheeked Thrush, and a small variety, length 64 inches, bill only ½, with the olive of the back suffused with tawny, in this respect resembling var. ustulatus of the Pacific coast, but having the spots on the breast darker. The buff of this variety is much more decided, especially on the eyelids and line from above the eye to the bill. Of very high colored fall specimens the buff of the breast is sometimes prolonged in a pale median line to the middle of the belly. The obscure bar at the base of the secondaries and inner primaries is creamy buff in swainsoni proper, white in var. alicia, and brownish-white in the small variety.

The Gray-cheeked variety arrives a few days later in the spring than the Wood or White-throated Thrush, and the typical olive-back very soon after by the small variety, which, in 1873, remained till June 1, and was the most terrestrial in its habits, frequenting brush heaps in sparse, wet woodland. In the fall the Gray-cheeked variety makes its appearance sooner than the others.

BLUE WARBLER (D. cerulea). Not common in most places; is tolerably common in Central Ohio. I have found them in considerable numbers in May and June. Towards the close of June I have found the young full-grown fledged in oak woods, where they probably breed. The song of this bird bears considerable resemblance to that of the Bay-wing Bunting, though less loud.

YELLOW-TAINTED WARBLER (D. dominica). Has perhaps a northern limit in this State. In this vicinity they are among the most regular and earliest to arrive of the family. I have noted them before the arrival of the Yellow Warbler, and even before the last frosts and snow. They commonly follow the streams in their migrations, and may be readily recognized by their comparatively loud and frequent note, which almost exactly resembles that of the Indigo-bird on its first arrival. They soon disperse through the woodland and appear in the shade-trees and gardens of the city. I have never found them breeding. They return south in September by the same route as in the spring migration.

CEDAR BIRD (A. cedrorum). I have taken one soring specimen in very high plumage, in which the six central tail feathers possessed the waxen tips. The length of the specimen was 7.95 inches, the color much darker than usual.

BROOKLYN-LOVE VIREO (Vireo philadelphicus). I saw them on September 16, to the number of twenty to thirty, in beech woodland, accompanying the Red-eyed Vireos on their southern migration.

LOGGERHEAD SHRIKE (C. ludoviciana). Usually considered to be confined to the South Atlantic and Gulf States, and the white-rumped variety (ezebitorides), heretofore supposed to have its eastern limit in Illinois; but both occur not uncommonly with us, and appear to be on the increase. They arrive early in April. My observations coincide with those made by Mr. Tripp in Iowa (Naturalist, 1873, 487), except that we have specimens which might be considered typical ludoviciana. On the 31st of May, 1873, I captured a family of these birds, the male of which was clearly of the white-rumped variety, but lighter than Illinois specimens of the same. The female presented the typical features of ludoviciana. The length of the male was 9 inches; the female, 8½. The young were just from their nest in a hedge. They were light gray, dusky waved above, decidedly waved below, and with the head-stripe not meeting in front of the eye, and considerably restricted. My observations are not sufficiently extended to venture an opinion, but from such as I have made, I would not be surprised if it should be determined, that to the north and west the White-rumped Shrike passed insensibly into the northern bird (borealis), as with us it does into the southern form.

SONG SPARROW (M. melodia). Dr. Abbott, in the Naturalist, 1870, page 378, calls attention to a variation in the song of this bird, and asks if others have noticed it. With us it is resident in comparatively small numbers in winter. During the fall months its song is seldom or never heard. In December I have observed them perched in the top of a forest tree, singing with vivacity a continuous song, which was altogether differ-
ent from their usual spring notes. The position and song were such that I failed to recognize the bird, and on two occasions have shot them before suspecting the true nature of the case. When alarmed in this position, they drop almost perpendicularly to the ground, as in the flight of the Brown Thrush, a miniature of which, in attitude and song, they seem to be. I have heard the same song near the ground, but not often. Late in January their winter song is freely varied with passages from their well-known summer notes, and by the first of March the peculiar notes of winter have all disappeared.

WAR Finch (C. grammaca). Usually considered to find its eastern limit in Illinois, is a summer resident in this locality. I am of the opinion that both it and the Shrike, above mentioned, are comparatively recent additions to our fauna. I first saw it in 1860, since which time it has increased in numbers, and at present is not uncommon. It nests in meadows, and the young take to trees as soon as they are able to fly. I suspect, from not meeting either these birds or the Shrikes after the breeding season is fairly over, that they join their comrades in the west before going south. [This species has occurred in Florida (spec. in Mus. S. 1) — E. C.]

Night-Hawk (C. poptetae). I have noticed, when skinning this bird, that the male, in spring, exudes a strong birene odor. If this is common to all birds of the family, it may have added apparent reason to the superstition from which the family name is derived.

Chimney Swallow (C. pelasgia). No writer seems to have mentioned what many have noticed in this bird, that the broad line of black extending from the nostrils along the bill to the gape, across the lores, in front of and above the eyes, is composed of feathers of different structure from those of the general plumage. These are short and thick set, remarkably velvety both to the eye and touch. There is another curious anomaly in this remarkable bird, which I have not seen mentioned: On the under-surface of the wing a linear bare space will be noticed, extending from the carpal-joint to the base of the first primary. This seems to have been caused by friction, and suggests that the bird uses the wings to assist the feet and spiny tail in clinging to the chimney-side. That certain birds do make use of their wings as supports has been affirmed in the pages of the Naturalist; but if this is really the case do they not violate the law laid down for them by Owen (7), who says (Anat. of Vert. vol. ii, p. 6): "In no case do the anterior limbs (wings) take any share in stationary support or prehension."

Note.—Neither of the North American species of so-called Poospiza has occurred, to my knowledge, in the Missouri region, but either may yet be found in the southwestern portion.

These birds seem scarcely congeneric with the type of Poospiza, Emberiza nigro-rufa, D'Orbign, and, in the extreme subdivision which at present obtains, may be distinguished under the following names:

Amphispiza, Cones, n. g. (type Emberiza bilineata, Cass.)

Amphispiza bilineata, Cones.

Emberiza bilineata, Cass., Pr. A. N. S. P. v, 1850, 104, pl. 3 (Texas); Ill. 1854, 150, pl. 23.


Hab.—Middle Province of the United States. North 40°. South into Mexico.

Amphispiza bellii, Cones.


Zonotrichia bellii, Elliot, B. N. A. i, pl. 14.

SUBORDER CLAMATORES: Non-melodious Passeres.

Family TYRANNIDÆ: American Flycatchers.

MILVULUS FORIFICATUS, (Gm.) Sw.

Swallow-tailed Flycatcher; Scissor-tail.


Muscicapa spectabilis, Lichten., "Mus. Berol."

Hab.—Lower Mississippi Valley, Texas, and southward into South America.

This peculiarly elegant species, not inaptly called "bird of paradise" by the Texans, is merely a straggler to the Missouri water-shed. The single instance I know of its occurrence in this region, is that cited by Prof. Snow, on Prof. Baird’s authority. It is abundant in this country only in some parts of Texas; Dr. Woodhouse, however, gives it as not uncommon in the Indian Territory. Like its equally graceful relative, the Fork-tailed Flycatcher, M. tyrannus, it has been known to wander even to New Jersey, where a specimen was lately captured near Trenton. Some years ago, Dr. Prentiss and I stated that a Milvulus, probably foricatus, had been seen at Washington, D. C., by Mr. C. Drexler. I only mention this to throw discredit upon it; having since found reason to believe that we were imposed upon by the collector.

The eggs of this Flycatcher are not with certainty distinguishable from those of a Kingbird; they are, however, rather smaller, and perhaps on an average a little more nearly globular. Size, scarcely 0.90 by 0.70.

TYRANNUS CAROLINENSIS, (Gm.) Temm.

Kingbird; Bee-martinet.

Lanius tyrannus, Linn., Syst. Nat. i, 1766, 136 (Catesby, i, 55, pl. 55; Brisson, ii, 391; P. E. 537).—Gm., Syst. Nat. i, 1766, 392.—Lath., Ind. Orn. i, 1790, 81.

Lanius tyrannus var. carolinensis et ludovicianus, Gm., i, 1766, 392.—Lath., Ind. Orn. i, 1790, 82 (P. E. 676).

TYRANNUS VERTICALIS, ARKANSAS FLYCATCHER.

Arkansas Flycatcher.


Musciapa verticalis, Br., Am. Orn. i, 1825, 1., pl. 2, fig. 2.—Bd., Syn. 1828, 67.—Nutt., Man. i, 1839, 273.—Aud., Orn. Biog. iv, 1832, 429, pl. 339; Syn. 1839, 39; B. Am. i, 1839, 199, pl. 54.


Hab.—Western United States, from Middle Kansas and Western Iowa (Allen, Mem. Bost. Soc. i, 1868, 498), to the Pacific, especially abundant on the high central plains.

Digitized by Microsoft®
British Columbia. Accidental at Moorestown, New Jersey (Muns. Acad. Phila.; Turnb., B. E. Pa. 41), and at Plympton, Maine (as above).

**Lieutenant Warren's Expedition.**—5263, 5265, Yellowstone; 5264, Knife River; 5258, 5259, 5260, 5262, Fort Lookout; 5240, 5242, 5243, 5246, 5252, 5253, 5256, Farm Island, Missouri River; 5261, 5266, mouth Powder River; 8896, 8898, 8899, Loup Fork.

**Later Expeditions.**—00437-9, 61135, Wyoming; 61748-51, Utah; 61772, 61781, Idaho.

The very extensive series taken by Lieutenant Warren's Expedition, demonstrates the abundance of the species in the Upper Missouri and Platte regions. Speaking of its occurrence with the Kingbird, Dr. Hayden says that the two are often found together, but notices that this species "does not make its appearance, however, till we reach a point about one hundred miles below Fort Pierre, and thence to the mountains. The *T. carolinensis* diminishes in numbers, while the *T. verticalis* becomes exceedingly abundant, occurring in vast numbers along the wooded portions of streams." We may accept this as indicating, in general, the respective bearing of the species upon the regions in question, but *T. verticalis* is certainly found much farther east than Dr. Hayden supposed, as will be observed by the above citations. I never saw it, to my knowledge, in Arizona, but Dr. Cooper observed it at Fort Mojave, on the Colorado. He describes a nest, taken at Santa Barbara, in the following terms: "This nest was built on a branch of low oak, near the town, was five inches wide, and constructed of lichens, twigs, coarse grass, and wool, lined with hair; the four eggs it contained were creamy-white, spotted with purple of two shades near the large end, measuring 0.94 by 0.70." The habits and manners of the species are, in all essentials, the same as those of Kingbird, familiar to all.

Mr. Allen has favored me with an interesting communication prepared for the present report: "The Arkansas Flycatcher occurs abundantly as far east as Fort Hays, Kansas, where it is one of the most numerous and characteristic of the woodland birds. It seems even more pugnacious than its relative, the Kingbird, the males fighting with each other almost constantly; and it is equally alert in driving other birds from the vicinity of its nest. Its notes are harsher and louder than those of the Kingbird, though at times rather more musical; they are marked by the same general character. It is more graceful on the wing than the latter bird, possessing rather superior powers of flight, yet resembling it closely in general habits. It constructs a rather bulky and conspicuous nest, composed outwardly of the coarse stems of plants, softly lined with finer material, generally hair; it is placed on the outer and higher branches of quite large trees. The eggs, commonly five in number, in size, shape, and color so closely resemble those of the Kingbird as not to be always distinguishable. Dozens of pairs were breeding in the narrow belt of timber bordering Big Creek, on the Military Reservation at Fort Hays. We also found them nesting in isolated trees at the heads of ravines, sometimes several miles from any other tree or shrub.

"The species is probably a common inhabitant of the plains, along all the timbered portions of the streams, from Middle Kansas westward to the Rocky Mountains. Along the South Platte and its tributaries, near Denver, it is one of the most conspicuous species, but it ranges only a little way into the foot-hills. None were met with in South Park, nor at any point in Colorado, above 7,000 feet. During the latter part of August they were abundant on Crow Creek, in the vicinity of Cheyenne, although the arboreal vegetation was limited to a few dwarfed clumps of willows. It was here partially gregarious, loose flocks of several dozens being sometimes met with, composed almost wholly of young birds. These roving parties had doubtless wandered here from
the open woodlands, the nearest of which were about a hundred miles distant. We also met with a few individuals at Ogden, Utah, and it doubtless occupies the intervening country at all favorable points."

In Utah, according to Mr. Merriam, "Arkansas Flycatchers are numerous in the Great Salt Lake Basin, as they are among the cottonwoods and bushes that border most of the streams between Salt Lake and Fort Hall. From the 5th to the 28th of June I collected four of their nests; they were placed on willows or cottonwoods, from eight to fifteen feet above the ground; were composed of fibrous roots, pieces of dead sage-brush (Artemisia), dry grass, &c., lined with wool and other soft substances. The first nest that I found was really very beautiful, as well as curious; it was composed of fibrous roots, stalks of dry grass, wool, pieces of sage-brush, with here and there a few leaves, and is lined with wool, fibrous bark, and thread, with a feather occasionally showing itself; there is much wool on the outside and all through the nest, giving it a soft, downy appearance. This beautiful structure contained four cream-colored eggs, spotted with reddish and dark brown, the spots being most numerous near the large end."

**TYRANNUS VOCIFERANS, Sw.**

**Cassin's Flycatcher.**


_Tyrannus cassini_, LARKE, Ann. Lyc. N. Y. v, 1:53, 39, pl. 3, fig. 2 (Texas).


_Hab._—Southwestern United States: Western Texas to Southern California. North to the vicinity of the Black Hills. South through Mexico to Guatemala. "A few of this species winter at Santa Cruz, latitude 37°; * * * resident as far north as Los Angeles" (Cooper).

_Later Expeditions._—61574, Cheyenne, Wyoming.

Mr. Aiken's memorandum of the occurrence of the species near the Black Hills is the northernmost record I have found, and it extends the known range of the bird into the Missouri region. This observer first noticed it the second week in May, in the same places where he found _T. verticalis._ Further south it is an abundant and characteristic species, mostly replacing _T. verticalis_ in New Mexico and Arizona. I found it plentiful in both these Territories, from the main chain of the Rocky Mountains, at Whipple's Pass, westward. It is only a summer resident in upper Arizona, where it arrives about the middle of April, and remains until toward October, frequenting all wooded localities. Its habits, according to my observations, are precisely the same as those of _T. verticalis_; the nidification and the eggs are similar.

**MYIARCHUS CRINITUS, (Linn.) Cab.**

_Great Crested Flycatcher._

_a. crinitus._

_Muscicapa crinita_, Linn., Syst. Nat. i, 1766, 325.—WILS., Am. Orn. ii, 1810, 75, pl. 13, fig. 2.—Br., Syn. 1825, 67.—NUTT., Man. i, 1832, 271.—AUD., Orn. Biog. ii, 176; v, 423; pl. 129; Syn. 1833, 49; B. Am. i, 1840, 903, pl. 57.—PUTN., Pr. Ess. Inst. i, 1853, 204 (Massachusetts).
TYRANNUS CRINITUS—MYIARCHUS CINERASCENS. 239


Myiobius crinitus, Gray, Genera of Birds, i, 248.


Myiarchus cinerascens, CAB., Mus. H. ii, 1599, 73 (type).

Myiarchus (Myiarchus) crinitus, Scl., Cat. Am. B. 226.

Pyrocephalus (Myiarchus) crinitus, Gray, Hand-list, No. 5518.

Musciapa ludovieana, GM., Syst. Nat. i, 1768, 934.


Musciapa crinitus, Vieill., Enc. Meth. ii, 1823, 847.

Myocharus virgincns, Muller.

"Musciapa virginica cristata, Bris., Orn. ii, 412; Planch. Enl. 569, fig. 1" (Gray).

For extraliminal vars. b. and c., see Coues, Pr. Phila. Acad. 1:72, 45, 47. In there assigning T. irritabilis, Vieillot, to the South American bird (Suiriri pardorogo, Azara, ii, 143, No. 195, Paraguay), I fell into error following Bonaparte, who makes this identification. I am apprized by Dr. Scletar that Vieillot's name is really based upon Buffon (P. E., as above); and is therefore the true North American crinitus.

Hal.—Eastern United States and British provinces, but rarely beyond the Connecticut Valley. Not given by Tripppe as Minnesatan. West to Eastern Kansas and Indian Territory. Breeds throughout its United States range. Migratory. Entirely withdraws from the United States to winter in Central America, especially in Guatemala. Costa Rica (Lawrence, Ann. Lyc. ix, 1863, 115). Cuba? (Gendrell, 239); no other West Indian quotations found. (Missouso? Hatch, Pr. Minn. Acad. i, 54.)

This species was not observed by any of the Expeditions, and its Missouri range is restricted, apparently, to the lowermost portions of the river. According to the observations of Mr. Allen and others, as well as of my own, it occurs abundantly in Eastern Kansas, gradually becoming less numerous with the restriction of timber to the westward, being already rare in Middle Kansas. Mr. Allen only saw one during his six weeks stay at Fort Hays.

No eggs of this country are more peculiar than those of the Myiarchi, and they are alike in all our species of the genus. It is difficult to convey an adequate idea of the curious pattern of coloration. Upon a buff or rich clay-color ground are drawn lengthwise unnumbered markings of rich, dark purplish-chestnut, or purplish-chocolate, with others of a paler shade of the same. The markings are of a peculiar sharp, scratchy character, as if made with a fine pen. At the butt the scratches are usually expansive and confluent, but elsewhere are distinct, and maintain for the most part their longitudinal direction, although in many samples the scratches run in every way. The size of the egg of crinitus is about 0.85 by 0.62.

MYIARCHUS CINERASCENS, (Lavr.) Scl.

Ash-throated Flycatcher,


Myiarchus cinerascens, Scl., Ibis, 1859, 121 (? Guatemala), 440; P. Z. S. 1859, 534 (Oaxaca); 1871, 84; Cat. 1862, 233 (excl. syn. T. mexicanus, Kaup).—Coues, Pr. A. N. S. 1:72, 69 (critical).—Coues, Key, 1:72, 171.

Myiarchus crinitus var. cinerascens, B. B. & R., N. A. B. ii, 1874, 337, pl. 43, fig. 6.


Myiarchus mexicanus, CAB., Mus. Heim., ii, 1859, 74.

Digitized by Microsoft®
Hab.—Southwestern United States. North to the Black Hills (Aiken); Utah (McCarthy); Nevada (Ridgway). South through Mexico. Texas to the Pacific; Cape St. Lucas; Mazatlan (Grayson); Guatemala (?). Said by Dr. Cooper to winter in the Colorado Valley as high as Fort Mojave.

The characters of this species, and its synonymy, will be found fully discussed in my paper of 1872, above cited.

As in the case of the preceding species, Mr. Aiken again furnishes a northerumost quotation, carrying the known range into Wyoming. It had before been brought from Utah and Nevada, but its centre of abundance in the United States appears to be somewhat further south. I found it numerous in the mountains of Arizona, there occupying the place of crinitus, as Cassin’s does of the Arkansas Flycatcher. It is there only a summer resident, arriving late in April, and remaining through most of September. Avoiding the depths of the pineries, it resorts to the oak openings, brushy ravines, and the fringes of wood along the streams. Its habits and manners recall those of crinitus in every particular. I never found the nest, which is thus described by Dr. Heermann: “The nest, found in the hollow of a tree, or in a deserted squirrel’s or Woodpecker’s hole, is composed of grasses lined with feathers. The eggs, five in number, are cream-colored, marked and speckled with purplish-red dashes and faint neutral-tint blotches.”

The species is of very general distribution in Mexico, in many places associated with the resident variety of crinitus (var. cooperi of that country). In the United States it is migratory, retiring to or beyond our boundary in the fall.

SAYORNIS SAYUS, (Bp.) Bd.

Say’s Flycatcher.

Musciopa saya, Br., Am. Orn. i, 1825, 20, pl. 2, fig. 3; Syn. 1828, 67.—Nutt., Man, i, 1832, 277.—Aud., Orn. Biog. iv, 1838, 428, pl. 359; Syn. 1839, 41; B. Am. i, 1840, 217, pl. 59.


Tyrannula saya, Nutt., Man, i, 1840, 311.

Tyrannula saya, Maxim., J. F. O. 1858, 183.

Myiobius saya, Gray, Genera of Birds, i, 249.


Tyrannula pallida, Sw., Phil. Mag. i, 1827, 367.

Sayornis pallidus, Scl. P. Z. S. 1857, 127, 204; 1859, 366 (Xalapa); Cat. 1862, 199 (Ori-

Xaba).—Scl. & Salv., Ibis, 1859, 438

Hab.—Western North America, from the high central plains to the Pacific. North to latitude 60° (Richardson). South to Mexico. Breeds apparently throughout most of its range (Texas, Drees, Ibis, 1865, 473), and winters along our southern border.

Lieutenant Harrow’s Expedition.—5267, Knife River; 5268, Fort Union; 5269, Cannonball River, 5293-4, Black Hills.

Later Expeditions.—54305, 60448, 60766, Wyoming; 61769, Utah.

This is an abundant species throughout its range, in suitable places, and one of the hardier birds of the family, proceeding as far north, apparently, as any, and further than most. It is also one of the earliest migrants, in this respect agreeing with S. fuscus of the East. From its winter quarters along our southern border, in the valleys of the Colo-
rado and Gila, and in Southern California, it begins to move in February, and by the following month has accomplished the first stages of its journey. According to Dr. Richardson, it reaches the Saskatchewan early in May. It returns very leisurely, tarrying by the way, not fairly resuming its winter station until November.

In its habits it is nearest _S. nigricans_, but also in a noticeable degree resembles the arboreal species of the East. It is a bird of open country, the Flycatcher of the plains. As we ride through the rank herbage of the innumerable ravines that trend toward the water-courses of the west, among the sage-brush of the still more inhospitable regions, or in less forbidding valleys, environed by forests, that lie among the mountains, Say's Flycatcher may often be seen, singly or in pairs, perched on the stunted vegetation. We may approach quite near without alarming it, hear its sharp note, observe its characteristic attitude as it sits in wait for passing insects, ready for instant action, and then see it sally into the air to capture its prey with a click of the bill. It has the same vibrating motion of the tail so characteristic of _S. fuscus_. The nidification is essentially similar to that of this species, in the construction of the nest, it not in its position. Sometimes mud is used in its composition, sometimes not. The eggs, of the usual number for this family, are pure white, unmarked, as in _S. fuscus_, and also _S. nigricans_.

\[ SAYORNIS FUSCUS, (Gm.) Bd. \]

**Pewit Flycatcher; Phoebe-bird.**


_Tyranus fuscus_, Nutt., _Man._ i, 1840, 312.


_Autanaux fuscus_, Cab., _J._ f. _O._ iv, 1856, 1.


_Empidias fuscus_, Cab., _Mus._ _Hein._ ii, 1859, 69 (type).—_Scl._, _Cat._ 1862, 234 (Mexico).—_Law._, _Ann. Lyc._ N. Y. viii, 1866, 290.

_Pyropechphus_ ( _Empidias_)_ fuscus_, Gray, _Hand-list_, i, 1869, 363, No. 5539.

_Muscicapa alba_, _Gmel._, _Syst. Nat._ i, 1789, 940.—_Nutt._, _Man._ i, 1832, 278.

_Muscicapa phoebe_, _L._, _Ind. Orn._ ii, 1790, 489.

_Muscicapa nunciola_, _Wils._, _Am._ _Orn._ ii, 1816, 78, pl. 13, f. 4.

_Myiothymus nunciola_, _Gray._, _Genera of Birds_, i, 244.

_Tyranella nunciola_, _B._, _Cons._ i, 1850, 189.—_Wood._, _Sitgr._ _Rep._ 1853, 74.

_Hab._—Eastern United States and British Provinces. West to the Vermillion River, or further. Soutth into Mexico (Xalapa, _De Oca_, _Mus._, _Law._). Winters abundantly in all the Southern States. Breeds throughout its United States range. One of the very earliest migrants in the spring, reaching the Canadas by the middle of April.

Not noticed by the Expeditions.

The following fresh observations on the nidification of this species, by Mr. Gentry, in the paper above quoted, are reproduced entire, as being of sufficient interest:

"It is the commonly received opinion that birds of the same species uniformly build their nests of the same materials and in the same form and situation, though they inhabit different climates. This, however, is not invariably the case, as a few observations will show. On the north branch of the Susquehanna, some months since, I procured several
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nests of our common Phœbe-bird, Sayornis fuscus, which in size, structure, and materials, might be taken for nests of species distinct from the one under consideration. As these nests were found upon the horizontal beams of a wagon-shed, they would not seem to require such compactness of structure as when built in more exposed situations.

"After a careful examination of several nests from different localities, I find that they are usually circular at the top, with a depth externally differing but little from the average diameter. By measurement I obtain the following dimensions: Diameter from side to side, 3½ inches, depth 3 inches; diameter of cavity within, 2½ inches, making the thickness of the lateral walls ¾ inch; depth of cavity, 1½ inch, indicating a thickness at the bottom of 1½ inch. These nests are composed of fine roots, grasses, fine mosses, and hairs, which are plastered together, and to the objects upon which they are built, by pellets of mud; within they are lined with soft grasses, lint, hairs, and sometimes with wool and feathers.

"No. 1 of deviation is nearly circular, with an average diameter of 4 inches and a depth of 2 inches, being considerably depressed. Diameter of cavity 2½ inches, depth 1 inch; thickness of lateral walls ¾ inch, at the bottom 1 inch. The nest is constructed wholly of the silk of corn, with a few strings and hairs on the inside for a lining; the absence of moss and clay pellets being a noticeable feature of the nest; such ordinarily indispensable materials evidently not being requisite, if the site of the nest affords any criterion for judging.

"No. 2 of these anomalous forms is circular, with a diameter of 5 inches, and a depth of 2½ inches on the outside; within, 2½ inches in diameter and 2 inches in depth; lateral walls, ½ inch in thickness; inferior, ½ inch. The entire nest is composed of the inner bark of the chestnut, plucked, doubtless, from fence rails, and reduced to very fine strips for the inner part of the nest, and gradually attaining a width of nearly one-fourth of an inch on the exterior.

"In an intermediate form between the ordinary form and the first deviation therefrom, I find the diameter 4½ inches externally, depth 2 inches; cavity 2½ inches, and depth 1½ inch; lateral walls, each, 1 inch; inferior, ½ inch. This nest is formed of fine grasses, hair, wool, and an abundance of moss externally; within it is lined by fine grasses and hairs; the absence of clay would seem to imply an unexposed place for its site, to which theory looseness of its structure most assuredly adds weight.

"That a species which has always been known to build a nest so characteristic as the Pewee should deviate so considerably and suddenly, as it seems to be, from its ordinary habit of nest-building, is remarkable. But such is the fact, as the mother-bird was discovered in the act of incubation. It has been suggested that possibly these nests were stolen property, and not the work of the bird in question. But this, I am satisfied, is not the case. The individuals of some species do take forcible possession of the abodes of others, or the cavities in which such are secreted, but I have never known the intruders to occupy the same, except in the case of Molothrus pecoris of America, and Cuculus canorus of England. As these birds never build, but deposit their eggs in the nests of other birds, I am hardly disposed to grant the propriety of considering them in this light. It is well known that Troglydites aëdon does, when prompted by a mischievous spirit, drive away Icterus baltimore and Sayornis fuscus from their rightful property, and take up her abode therein, but not without having previously constructed her rude nest of coarse sticks, well lined with feathers and down.
"So strong is the attachment of birds to the nests of their own construction, that the parental instinct is often lost sight of. Proofs could be cited to sustain this assertion. One, however, will suffice. Two years ago, in Atlantic County, New Jersey, I came across a nest of the Robin, which, on account of its curious arrangement, I desired to possess. Unable to wait until the unfledged brood had taken their departure, I conceived the plan of removing them to another nest of the same species, not so neatly constructed or so tastefully arranged. But, as I had anticipated, the mother deserted her offspring; the love for home predominating over every other feeling.

These deviations from the usual style of nest-building by the Pewee would seem to argue against the belief generally entertained, that instinct, being a positive determination given to the minds of animals for certain purposes, must necessarily be perfect, when viewed in connection with those purposes; but to say that they doubtless imply a change of instinct is to perplex the understanding by a perversion of language. But to ascribe these changes to the operations of reason influenced by motives, does seem to be the most rational view to take of the subject. That reason does enter into the inferior creatures, and dictate many of the changes of habit which mark their career, has been shown in many instances; but I cannot forbear to record one which came under my observation in the spring of 1871. While watching a pair of Ampelis ecdorum, engaged in the building of a nest on a branch of an apple-tree, it occurred to me that, by supplying them with materials, I might secure a nest neater and more compact than those usually made. The birds entered into the project with readiness, and carried away every piece of colored string and cotton fabric with which I supplied them. After I had ceased to furnish the materials they would fly repeatedly to the branch where the articles were deposited, as if imploring my services. The result was a nest firmer, more symmetrical, and more elegant in proportions than any I had ever observed. If instinct had been the controlling principle in this case, the birds would not have given my labors so much attention; but admitting that they had been actuated by reasoning faculties in their selection, the whole thing is perfectly plausible. Instinct is always the same thing; it never advances, never retrogrades; but reason tends to improvement, when it can serve a good purpose.

"As the nests which form the subject-matter of this paper were found within a short distance of each other, it would seem that circumstances peculiar to the neighborhood had rendered a deviation from the common form necessary. Observation teaches us that when danger or any other circumstance renders a change in the character of the nest necessary, that deviation is made in an equal degree and in the same manner by all the birds of one species, and that it does not extend beyond the limits of the region where alone it can serve a good purpose."

CONTOPUS BOREALIS, (Sw.) Bd. 1

Olive-sided Flycatcher.

Tyrannus borealis, Sw., F. B. A. ii, 1831, 141, pl. 35.
Myiobius borealis, Gray, Gen. of B. i, 243.

Contopus borealis, Bd., B. N. A. 1858, 188.—Coop. & Suck., N. H. Wash. Ter. 1860, 169.—Scl., Cat. 1862, 230 (not of P. Z. S. 1858, 301; 1859, 43; which are C. perpinnax).—Verk., Pr. Ess. Inst. iii, 145 (Norway, Me., probably breeding, not very common; quite common about Umbagog).—Allen, Pr. Ess. Inst. iv, 1864, 54 (Massachusetts, not very rare; May 15 to Sept. 15).—Coues, ibid. v, 1866, 254.—Mcllwr., ibid. v, 1866, 84 (Toronto, two specimens).—LAWRK., Ann.
Contopus borealis, Olive-Sided Flycatcher.


Pyrocephalus (Contopus) borealis, Gray, Hand-list, i, 1869, 362, No. 5597.


Musciapa cooperi, Nutt., Man. i, 1832, 252 (not Tyrannula cooperi, of Hartt., Chili, nor of Kauf, Mexico, nor Myiarchus cooperi of authors).—Aud., Orn. Biog. ii, 1834, 174; Syn. 1839, 41; B. Am. i, 1840, 312, pl. 58.—Putn., Pr. Ess. Inst. 1, 1856, 206 (Massachusetts).

Tyrannula cooperi, Br., List, 1835, 24.—Nutt., Man. i, 1840, 298.—Reinl., Ibis, Jan. 1861, 7 (Greenland).

Tyrannula cooperi, Br., Consip. Av. i, 1850, 189.

Contopus cooperi, Cab., J. f. O. iii, 1855, 479; ix, 1861, 248 (Costa Rica); Mus. Hein. ii, 1859, 72 (excl. syn. C. borealis, Sclater).


List of specimens.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Collection</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Specimen</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>19189</td>
<td>131</td>
<td>Wind River</td>
<td>May 24, 1860</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Later Expeditions.—61739, Utah; 62289-90, Idaho.

The very general dispersion of this species in North America only gradually become apparent. It was discovered by Sir John Richardson on the Saskatchewan, at Cumberland House, in latitude 54°, and described in 1831 by Mr. Swainson, as above cited. It was rediscovered by Mr. Nuttall, a specimen being obtained near Cambridge, Massachusetts, in June, 1830. This gentleman obtained several others in the same vicinity, and described its notes and manners accurately. The nest, he states, was on "the horizontal branch of a tall cedar-tree, forty or fifty feet from the ground. It was formed much in the manner of the Kingbird's, externally made of interlaced dead twigs of the cedar, internally of the wiry stolons of the common cinquefoil, dry grass, and some fragments of branching Lichen or Usnea. It contained three young, and had probably four eggs. The eggs had been hatched about the 20th of June, so that the pair had arrived in this vicinity about the close of May. The young remained in the nest no less than twenty-three days." The same author speaks of the eggs as "yellowish-creamy white, with spots of reddish-brown, of a light and dark shade." This is exactly the character of the specimens before me. The size is about 0.84 by 0.66. About the same time Dr. Brewer communicated a note to Mr. Audubon, describing the nest as follows: "Measures five inches in external diameter and three and a half inches in internal, and is about half an inch deep. It is composed entirely of roots and fibres of moss. It is, moreover, very rudely constructed, and is almost wholly flat, resembling the nest of no other Flycatcher I have seen, but having some similitude to that of the Cuckoo." New England quotations have continually multiplied, many referring to the breeding of the bird from Massachusetts northward; quite lately, Mr. Brewster says, in Mr. Maynard’s book above quoted, that it nests generally in the fork of a pine-tree, the only nest found by him in any other situation being placed on...
the outer limb of an apple-tree. Mr. Audubon mentions the Magdaleine Islands and Labrador as other localities. In the reverse direction, the bird has been traced in New York, New Jersey, and Pennsylvania, but I never saw it in Maryland or Virginia; and in including it in my South Carolina list I relied entirely upon Prof. R. W. Gibbes, of Charleston. He very likely included it on the strength of Audubon's statement of its occurrence in Georgia. The rarity of the bird, along the whole Atlantic coast south of New England, may be inferred from the foregoing.

Turning now to the west, we find Audubon again quoting Nuttall for its occurrence "in the dark fir-woods of the Columbia." This is corroborated by Dr. Cooper, who says that the Olive-sided Flycatcher "is very common, arriving early in May, and frequenting the borders of woods, where, from the summit of some tall, dead tree, its loud, melancholy cry resounds through the day, during the whole of summer. It frequents the small pine-groves along the coast, as well as in the interior, and remains until late in September." More recently, the same observer gives the species as "resident" in most parts of California, stating that he found them rather common in the coast-range toward Santa Cruz, where they had nests in May; and saw them at Lake Tahoe in September. Dr. Hayden's, Mr. Allen's, and Mr. Aiken's Rocky Mountain references are above given. There is little doubt that the bird breeds in places in these regions. In Colorado, according to Mr. Trippé, it breeds, though it is not very common. "This Flycatcher," he says, "arrives at Idaho Springs late in May, and remains till late in August or early in September. It is quite uncommon, only three or four pairs having been observed throughout the summer, and these at widely different points, each pair apparently monopolizing a wide range. It keeps in the tops of the trees, and is an active flycatcher; its voice is loud and distinct; and its nest is placed in the top of a pine, and zealously guarded from all intrusion with as much fierceness and energy as the Kingbird's." I did not observe it any season in Arizona, but the presumption is that it visits that Territory, since it is known to go south, through Mexico, and to Central America. But in that region its place seems to be mostly taken by the C. pertinax, a closely allied, but perfectly distinct Mexican species, there finding, probably, its northern limit. I took a young bird of C. pertinax at Fort Whipple, August 20, doubtless hatched in the vicinity. The differences between C. pertinax and C. borealis are correctly expressed in my paper (Pr. Phila. Acad. 1866, 60) and in my later work, as above quoted. Both are true "Peeees," and in their general economy closely resemble C. virens.

\[ CONTOPUS VIRENS, (Linn.) Cab. \]

\[ Wood Peeew. \]


*Myiobius virens*, Gray, Gen. of B. i, 1840, 249.

*Tyranthinula virens*, Nutt., Man. i, 1840, 316.


CONTOPUS VIRENS, WOOD PEWEE.

duras).—Allen, Bull. M. C. Z. iii, 1872, 179 (Kansas).—Coutes, Key, 1872, 173, fig. 113.—B. B. & R., N. A. B. ii, 1874, 357, pl. 44, fig. 3.

Pyrocephalus (Contopus) virens, Gray, Hand-list, i, 1869, 301, No. 5506.
Muscicapa querula, Vieill., Ois. Am. Sept. 1, 1807, 68, pl. 39 (nee Wils.).

Hab.—Eastern United States and British Provinces. Not much west of the Mississippi; only to borders of central plains. South to New Granada. Mexico. Breeds throughout its United States range. Said by Audubon to winter in Louisiana and Florida; observation unchecked by later accounts. Winters in Mexico and Central America to New Granada. A late migrant in the spring; entering the United States in March, and reaching the middle district usually about the end of the next month. Extremely abundant, in wood-land, in most localities.

I am indebted to Mr. Gentry for the following notes: "This species usually makes its appearance in the eastern part of Pennsylvania in the latter part of April, and commences building about the middle of May. It prefers the loneliness of the forest generally, to the busy haunts of man. It is described by writers as being more retired in its habits than its cousins, as well as more suspicious. In my early ornithological per- egrinations, I had always encountered it far from the scenes of active life, its nest being found in the recesses of dense forests, saddled upon the horizontal limb of some gigantic, high-towering oak. Last spring I was surprised to meet with several within a few yards of occupied dwellings, in the midst of a rather thickly settled portion of our town. These nests were fixed upon the horizontal branches of apple-trees, at elevations less than ten feet from the ground. The trees had been often visited by several of my pupils, who had even whiled their leisure mo- ments away underneath their sheltering boughs, while the mother-birds sat within their cozy nests overhead, apparently in the enjoyment of calm satisfaction and perfect security."

"It is true that birds originally conceive very unfavorable opinions of man, and seek safety and immunity from his presence in interminable forests and impenetrable undergrowth, under the fancied belief that he is their inveterate foe; but through the habit of association, or acci- dental intrusion into his presence, they have learned more of his nature, particularly in these latter times when the law is their protection, and from holding him aloof as a being to be hated, they begin to see his good qualities, and draw near to his dwellings and render to him mani- fold services."

"Nuttall's description of the nest of this species, which has the credit of being the best that is recorded, may have been a faithful portraiture thereof in his day, and no doubt will be found to hold good in various sections, as it does in New England, according to the authority of Sam- uels; but in this section of the country it is somewhat different, and needs remodeling. Instead of being "universally saddled upon an old moss-grown and decayed limb," I have frequently seen it resting between the forked twigs of an oak, and one that was in a perfectly living condition. "The body of the fabric" occasionally consists of "wiry grass or root-fibres," but I have never detected the "small branching Ichens held together with cobwebs and caterpillars' silk, moistened with saliva." In a nest which I have before me, which can be taken as a type, the bulk of it is made up entirely of small strips of liber plucked from trees and fence-rails, tow, and wool, arranged in a circular manner, and pressed compactly together by the body of the bird. One of the most promi- nent features of the nest is its external coating of bluish-gray crusta- ceous lichens, of the kind that are found upon the trunks of trees, which give it a very close resemblance to that of the Hummingbird, which it nearly rivals in symmetry and beauty."

"When the nests are saddled upon the limb there is much saving of
material, economy doubtless being practised at the expense of the comfort of the young. The bottom of the nest is so slight, that upon being detached from the branch it presents a sieve-like appearance. In those that have been placed in the angle constituted by two uniting twigs, there has always been an abundance of material, thus making a soft and comfortable nest for the tender brood.

“The habit of constructing the nest upon the superior face of a branch was doubtless acquired in order to secure protection, the nest in this position presenting to an enemy at a distance the semblance of an anomalous growth, overgrown with moss, such as are sometimes found upon the diseased branches of the oak.

“I have taken the nests of this species during the latter part of July and the early part of August, with eggs, but whether a second laying or not I am not prepared to say; possibly the work of birds that had been debarred the essential duties of incubation earlier in the season, since this desire is so innate as to be foregone with difficulty.”

**CONTOPUS (VIRENS var?)** RICHARDSONII, (Sw.) Bd.

**Western Wood Pewee.**


*Pyrocephalus* (Contopus) richardsonii, Gray, Hand-list, 1869, 362, No. 5510.

*Tyraunula phaeo*, Br., Coup. List, 1838, 24 (not *Musicipa phaeo*, Latr.).

*Musicipa phaeo*, Aud., Syn. 1839, 42; & B. Am. i, 1840, 219, pl. 61 (Labrador quotation probably erroneous).

*Tyraunula phaeo*, NUTT., Man. i, 1840, 319.

*Tyraunula atriceps*, D'Orbign., (Jule Gray).

*Contopus bogotensis*, SCL, P. Z. S. 1858, 459.

*Tyraunula bogotensis*, Br., Comptes Recus.

*Contopus plebeius*, C. L. M. H. ii, 1559, 71 (Mexico); J. f. O. ix, 1861, 248 (Costa Rica).

*Contopus cardinalis*, SCL, P. Z. S. 1859, 43; Ibis, 1859, 491 (Orizaba).—SCL. & SALV., Ibis, 1559, 122 (Guatemala).—SUMICH., Mem. Bost. Soc. i, 1860, 557 (alpine region of Vera Cruz).

*Contopus velieri*, BAIRD & COUES; COUES, Pr. Phila. Acad. 1866, 61 (in text; seasonal state of plumage).


**Hab.**—Western North America, from high central plains to the Pacific. North to the Saskatchewan. South through Mexico and Central America to New Granada. (?) “Lavrador” (Audubon). Breeds in suitable places throughout its range. Migrates entirely beyond the United States in the fall.

**Lieutenant Warren's Expedition.**—8892, Loup Fork of Platte River.

**Later Expeditions.**—59854, Berthoud's Pass; 60441, 60449, Bitter Cottonwood, Wyoming; 61740, Utah; 62291, Idaho.

As already observed by Professor Baird, there are material discrepancies between Swainson's account of *Tyrannula richardsonii* and the subject of the present article; but the most striking of these, the different wing formula, may be reconciled upon the supposition that the type of Swainson's species was a young bird. This seems the more reasonable, because of the coloration of the plate—certainly wrong for an adult, yet after all not so far out of the way for the very young bird, which is rusty-tinted, as in allied species. Upon the whole, in view of the facts that Swainson's bird was a *Contopus*, and that the present is the only one ever known to inhabit the ascribed locality, the identification may be safely made.

I should not be surprised if, after all, it proved that Mr. Allen and others were hasty in reducing this bird to a variety of *C. virens*. It is true, indeed, as stated in the "Key," that I failed to appreciate any perfectly constant differences, or, in fact,
any decided peculiarities, in examining the very large series submitted to me by several kind friends. But even in dried skins certain slight differences may be observed to hold with considerable constancy. The colors are darker (they should be lighter, paler, in a geographical variety from the dry, western region); the olive-brown of the upper parts is more fuscons, the olive-gray shading of the sides is heavier, and reaches almost or entirely uninterrupted quite across the breast, leaving only the upper part of the throat, and the belly, whitish. The wings average longer, owing to elongation of the primaries, by which the tip is carried further from the ends of the secondary quills. It is also a significant fact, that Andubon—one of the acutest of observers, and certainly not one who can be accused of wanton species-making—has left no hint that he even suspected its identity with virens. If he be not mistaken in his investigations in Labrador respecting this species, the mode of nidification is totally different from that of the eastern Wood Pewee. The note is harsher and more abrupt—has little of the plaintive, drawling intonation so characteristic of C. virens. When I reached the Rio Grande, fresh from eastern woods, where I saw the Wood Pewee almost every day in summer, and had been familiar with it for years, the western Pewee's note was one of the first that saluted my ears from the heavy timber bordering the river; and I well remember how peculiar it sounded, making me sure my old friend was not before me; and likewise through Arizona, it never occurred to me that the birds might be the same as C. virens. So we return to the question, and it is an open one, whether such field observations as those of Andubon's, Allen's, Trippe's, and mine, should not be allowed to turn the scale in favor of specific distinctness, although in this case they are not very satisfactorily borne out by inspection of specimens in the closet. We may have to acknowledge, in some cases, that species are better determined in the field than in the closet. If this be true in any case, it holds with the little Flycatchers.

The Western Wood Pewee is exceedingly abundant in Arizona, from the beginning of May until the latter part of September. I found it in all sorts of woodland, but more particularly in high, open forests. On entering a piece of woods the ear was sure to be saluted by the curious notes of the bird, and one, or more likely several, would be seen, sentinel-like, on the ends of dead branches, in wait for passing insects. At least two broods are reared in this latitude. The bird appears to breed indifferently throughout its range; in the northward migration, individuals drop off all along, only a small fraction reaching the extreme limit of the species; but in the fall they sweep southward with one accord, being delicate birds, unable to endure the cold of even our southern districts. It would appear that a portion of them are resident in Mexico and Central America; and to these, no doubt presenting some slight peculiarities not shared by the migratory and northern-bred birds, the names bogotensis, sordidulus, and plebeius have been applied. In most of its extent it appears to be separated a little from C. virens; but the two forms meet in their tropical winter quarters, and also, if Andubon made no mistake, again at their northern terminus, on the cold and foggy shores of Labrador.

Information received from Mr. Allen since the above was written increases the suspicion that Andubon may not have been entirely correct in his description of the nidification, even if the Labrador record be not itself invalidated. My esteemed correspondent, remarking that the bird is more or less common at the western edge of the plains wherever there are trees, and also throughout the mountains of Colorado, up to about 12,000 feet, continues: "Though generally distinguishable from the Eastern Wood Pewee on comparison of dried skins, it is more easily recognized by the difference in its notes and breeding habits. The nest is built in the forks of a small branch, instead of being "saddled" on a horizontal limb, like that of the eastern bird. It is neat and compact, resembling, both in position and general form, that of the Least Flycatcher (Empidonax minimus) of the Atlantic States, and hence differs widely from that described by Andubon as observed by him in Labrador. Its notes are harsh and less varied than those of its eastern relatives, lacking almost entirely the plaintive character so distinctive of
the latter. The usual eastern type was not met with west of Eastern Kansas, the western form being the only one seen in Colorado. The latter was especially frequent near Fairplay, in South Park, where it was breeding, but all the nests obtained contained half-grown young." The eggs are very similar to those of C. virens.

The following has been obligingly communicated by Mr. Trippe: "This bird arrives in Bergen’s Park, Colorado, in the latter part of May, and soon becomes abundant, extending its range up to over 10,000 feet, and perhaps as high as timber-line. It breeds from about 7,000 feet upward. The nest is planted in the fork of a tree and resembles that of Empidonax minimus, being quite different from that of the Eastern Wood Pewee; the eggs, however, are entirely similar. The young are hatched late in June, and only one brood is raised. It is one of the first birds to leave in autumn, departing about the middle of August. In notes and habits it is very different from C. virens. Instead of haunting the thickest woods, it roams over the open country, shelving the deep shade of the forests, and acting in all respects like Sayornis fuscus; while its notes are far harsher and quicker than the slow, melancholy plaint of the Eastern Wood Pewee, and only faintly resemble it. The two varieties, in fact, are as well marked as any that are supposed to belong to the same species of this family."

EMPIDONAX ACADICUS, (Gm.) Bd.

Acadian, or small Green-crested Flycatcher.


Musciaca acadica, Bp., Syn. 1828, 68.—Aud., Orn. Biog. ii, 1834, 256; v, 1839, 429; pl. 144; Syn. 1839, 42; B. Am.i, 1840, 224, pl. 62.—Gre., B. L. I. 1844, 40.—(?) Putn., Pr. Ess. Inst. i, 1856, 206 (more likely minimus).

Tyranulua acadica, Sw.—Bp., Comp. and Geog. List, 1838, 21; Conspl. i, 1850, 189.—Wood., Stege. Rep. 1853, 74 (Indian Territory).

Myobius acadicus, Gray, Genera of Birds, i, 219.

Myiarchus acadicus, Cab., Wieg. Arch. 1847, 243.


Pyrocephalus (Empidonax) acadicus, Gray, Hand-lis. i, 1863, 361, No. 5492.


"Musciaca subviridis, Bartr., p. 289" (quoted in Jard. ed. Wils.).


"Tyannula pusilla, Gundl., J. F. O. 1855, 480" (fide Lawer).

"Empidonax pusillus, Cab., J. F. O. 1855, 480" (fide Lawer).


The present is the most distinct and easily recognized of the four species of the genus inhabiting the Eastern States. Nevertheless, it has been frequently confounded with others, notably by New England writers, many or most of whose citations really refer to minimus or traillii—especially the former. Thus, Nuttall says it is one of "our most common summer birds" in Southern New England; but his whole account evidently refers to minimus. Mr. Allen more correctly says it is rather rare in Massachusetts, while Mr. Maynard, a trustworthy ob-
server, never recognized it from that State. The only record beyond Massachusetts I have found, is Audubon's citation of "Nova Scotia." This may be correct, but is more likely a mistake. The fact is, that if there is any biographical circumstance distinguishing this species prominently from its allies, it is its restricted northern range. It does not ordinarily proceed beyond the Middle States, where it breeds in abundance, in this differing from \textit{traillii}, \textit{minimus} and \textit{flaviventris}, which are chiefly seen in the Middle States during the migration. At Washington, D. C., the Acadian Flycatcher is, through the summer, very abundant, almost as much so as the Pewee itself. It arrives from the South the last week in April, and remains through September. Dr. Prentiss and I observed \textit{E. flaviventris} there in July, leading to the belief that it may breed in that vicinity; but with this exception \textit{acadicus} was the only species of the genus we ever found between the periods of migration. It was the only species of the genus observed in summer in West Virginia by Mr. Scott.

The \textit{Muscicapa acadica} of Gmelin is not certainly determinable, but has become current with later authors for this species, as accurately indicated by Wilson, under the name of \textit{querula}. I notice a quotation of a \textit{Muscicapa subniridis} of Bartram, which, if belonging here, antedates \textit{querula}; if \textit{acadica} be set aside as indefinite or inapplicable, is the proper name to be applied. Most of the earlier descriptions of our Flycatchers, except Wilson's, apply with about equal propriety to several different ones, so that the identification is usually made, if at all, by some collateral evidence. For instance, even Audubon's description of "\textit{acadica}" rather indicates \textit{minimus}, with which he was not at the time acquainted; and the rest of his account, though apparently relating to the true \textit{acadicus}, requires some modification. Prof. Baird made a perfect discrimination of the species in 1858; and in the "Key" I endeavored to set forth its peculiarities in such a pointed manner that there need be no subsequent misapprehension respecting it. By an inadvertence the \textit{M. acadica} of Nuttall is quoted as synonymous. It is, as I have said, the most strongly marked of all our species; and how little acquainted with it New England writers were may be inferred from the fact, that so late as 1871 we find Mr. Maynard saying (Pr. Bost. Soc.) that he cannot see the difference between it and \textit{traillii}. (\textit{Cf. Am. Nat. vii, 1873, 42}.) I should not be surprised, indeed, if it proved that even Mr. Allen, whose reliability is justly rated so high, confounded it with \textit{traillii}, and that, consequently, the bird remains to be detected in New England.

The western limit of this species is much restricted, barely reaching the eastern border of the Missouri region. The only trans-Mississippian quotation I have seen is Dr. Woodhouse's, giving the bird as common in the Indian Territory.

Setting Nuttall's account aside altogether, as unquestionably relating entirely to \textit{minimus}, we will notice Wilson's and Audubon's. The former's description is unmistakable, and he says, nearly correctly: "It inhabits the deepest, thick-shaded solitary parts of the woods; sits generally on the lower branches; utters, every half minute or so, a sudden, sharp squeak, which is heard a considerable way through the woods; and, as it flies from one tree to another, has a low, querulous note, something like the twitterings of chickens nestling under the wings of a hen. It arrives from the South about the middle of May; builds on the \textit{upper side} of a limb, in a low, swampy part of the woods, and lays five \textit{white} eggs." The italics here, which are mine, indicate that portion of the account which is erroneous. Audubon described the nesting as follows:
"Early in May, in our Middle Districts, the small-Green-crested Flycatcher constructs its nest. It is placed in the darkest shade of the woods, in the upright forks of some middle-sized tree, from eight to twenty feet above the ground, sometimes so low as to allow a man to look into it. In some instances I have found it on the large horizontal branches of an oak, when it looked like a knot. It is always neat and well finished, the inside measuring about two inches in diameter, with a depth of an inch and a half. The exterior is composed of strips of the inner bark of various trees, vine-fibres, and grasses, matted together with the down of plants, wool, and soft moss. The lining consists of fine grass, a few feathers, and horse-hair. The whole is light, elastic, and firmly coherent, and is glued to the twigs or saddled on the branch with great care. The eggs are from four to six, small, and pure white."

I have italicized the passages of this account that appear to be more or less completely at variance with the facts. The next notice I will call attention to is Mr. Giraud's. He says, in his "Birds of Long Island," of this species, that "in habits it is solitary; generally seen on the lower branches of the larger trees; utters a quick, sharp note; arrives among us in the latter part of May, and retires southward early in September." Mr. E. A. Samuels gives the bird as a rare summer inhabitant of any of the New England States, seldom coming so far north. He states his lack of personal experience, and even this sentence is probably grounded on Allen, whom I believe to have been mistaken in this case. Mr. Samuels, however, describes the eggs accurately, and for the first time, upon five specimens furnished him by J. P. Norris, Esq., of Philadelphia, and presumably from that locality. They are of a pale, creamy-white color, with a few thin spots of reddish-brown scattered over their larger end. They vary in size from 0.78 inch in length by about 0.56 in breadth, to 0.72 inch in length by 0.55 in breadth. The form is like that of tliaiili, but the spots are larger and more numerous."

In the American Naturalist, as above quoted, Dr. Brewer gives to several writers one of the overhaullings he can administer effectively on occasion, and, among other things, takes an opportunity of showing up the misunderstanding and confusion that have prevailed respecting the Acadian Flycatcher. On my applying to him for information he did not give at this time, he writes me as follows: "I do not think the bird occurs in New England, even in the Connecticut Valley, and believe that Mr. Allen has mixed it up with traillii. I have myself no evidence of its breeding northeast of Philadelphia; but it is shy and retiring in its habits, and would readily escape notice, so that its presence in New Jersey, New York, and New England, may not be uncommon and yet we not know of it." He also kindly inclosed a passage from his then forthcoming work; it runs as follows:

"The nest is generally placed on a drooping limb of a beech or a dogwood-tree, at the height of from six to ten feet from the ground. It is never saddled on a limb, like that of a Wood Pewee, neither is it pensive, like those of the Vireos, but is built in the fork of a small limb, and securely fastened thereto by a strip of bark. The nest itself is mostly made of fine strips of bark or weed-stalks, woven together without much care as to neatness or strength, and so very slight is the structure that you may often count the eggs in the nest from below.

"The eggs are generally three in number, and are of a rich cream-color, thinly spotted near the greater end.

"A beautiful nest of this species was found by Mr. George O. Welch
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EMPIDONAX TRAILLII, TRAILL’S FLYCATCHER.

Near Indianapolis. It was fully identified and the parent shot. This nest has a diameter of four inches and a height of two. Its base is composed, to a large extent, of dry grasses, intermingled with masses of withered blossoms of different herbaceous plants. Above this is constructed a somewhat rudely-interwoven nest, composed of long, fine, wiry stems of grasses. The cavity is two inches wide, and is less than one in depth. The eggs, three in number, are exceedingly beautiful, and differ from all the eggs of this genus, having more resemblance to those of Contopus. They have an elongated oval shape, and are quite pointed at one end. They measure 0.78 by 0.56 of an inch. Their ground is a rich cream-color, tinged with a reddish-brown shading, and at the larger end the eggs are irregularly marked with scattered and vivid blotches of red and reddish-brown?

EMPIDONAX TRAILLII, (Aud.) Bd.

Traill’s Flycatcher.

a. traillii.

Musciapa traillii, Aud., Orn. Biog. i, 1832, 236; v, 1839, 426; pl. 45; Syn. 1839, 43; B. Am. i, 1840, 234, pl. 65.


Tyraunus traillii, Nutt., Man. i, 1840, 323.

Myiobius, Gray, Genera of Birds, i, 249.


b. pusillus.


(?) Tyraunula pusilla, Sw. & Rich., F. B. A. ii, 1831, 144, pl. 46, upper fig. (uncertain—just as likely to have been miminus).—Gamb., Pr. Phila. Acad. iii, 1847, 156.—Br., Conspl. i, 1850, 189.

Musciapa pusilla, Aud., Orn. Biog. v, 1839, 288, pl. 434; Syn. 1839, 44; B. Am. i, 1840, 236; pl. 66 (quotes “Labrador” and “Newfoundland”).

Tyraunus pusillus, Nutt., Man. i, 1840.

Myiobius, Gray, Genera of Birds, i, 249.


EMPIDONAX traillii, Cooper, B. Cal. i, 1870, 327.

EMPIDONAX pusillus var. pusillus, Coues, Key, 1872, 175.

Hab.—Eastern United States and British Provinces, west to the central plains, whence to the Pacific replaced by var. pusillus. South to New Granada. The western form through Mexico.

Late Expeditions.—1741-6, Ogden, Utah; 61773, Idaho.

I have found it impracticable to distinguish the western bird as a species, and in treating it variately it proves difficult to assign any very tangible characters. It may be noted, in this connection, that Dr. Cooper has, on several occasions, insisted that the Californian bird is indistinguishable from traillii. Audubon’s type was taken in Arkansas, and he accredits the species with a range thence to the
Columbia, where he also locates *pusillus*. But it is best to accept *traillii* as the eastern bird, taking *pusillus*, as defined by Baird more particularly, for the western form, if this be considered worthy of a name.

In the East I never found Traill's Flycatcher abundant, having observed it only in its passage through the Middle districts, chiefly in May and September. According to New England writers, it breeds in that section; and Mr. Maynard has given a valuable note respecting it: "This species has a most peculiar note, like the syllables 'ke-win'k'; this is not so quickly given as the 'se-wie'k' of *E. minimus*, and is somewhat harsher. There is, perhaps, thirty seconds' interval between each *kevin'k*. The birds while singing were perched on the top of a low alder. It appears to frequent these thickets, generally by the side of streams, for Mr. Brewster has repeatedly observed it in similar localities at Gorham, where it had the same song and habits. When the bird is freshly killed, the bill bears a striking resemblance to that of *E. flaviventris*, and having the under mandible yellow, delicately veined with purple. But in the dried state this yellow fades into brown, and loses its veining. The whole bird then appears much like the larger and darker types of *E. minimus*. Indeed, were it not for the slightly larger and broader bill, and generally olivaceous or greenish-yellow stripe at the base of the upper mandible and sides of the head of *E. traillii*, it would be difficult to determine the skins of the two species." I entirely agree with the author so far, though the rest of his article is not so pertinent. *E. minimus* does grade up to *traillii* in size, the colors are very nearly the same, and the proportions of the parts scarcely different; yet no one who has had any experience in the field would say that they were not different birds.

This species appears to entirely withdraw from the United States in the fall, to winter in Central America.

I found var. *pusillus* an abundant Flycatcher of the West. At Fort Whipple, in Arizona, it is the commonest and characteristic species of its group, arriving in the middle of April, and remaining through September. According to my note-book, the under mandible in my specimens was dusky flesh-color. They averaged about 6 inches long by 9 in extent, thus being quite as large as ordinary *acadicus*. A young bird was strongly suffused with olivaceous-yellow below, nearly as in *flaviventris*, and had the under mandible bright yellow, like the inside of the mouth. The species was not noticed by Dr. Hayden in the Missouri region, but we have various quotations demonstrating a general range from the central plains to the Pacific, north to the fur countries, and south far into, if not quite through, Mexico. Mr. Merriam gives the following account of its nidification:

"This western race of *E. traillii* was very common in the Salt Lake Valley, where I collected seven specimens and three nests. They build a neat, compact little nest, which they place in the fork of a rose or other small bush, about five feet above the ground. It is composed of fibrous grasses, flax, wool, and other soft substances, interwoven with a few leaves of swamp-grass. It is a curious fact that this bird places all the wool and other soft, downy substances on the outside of its nest, lining it with the rough stalks of dry grass."

The eggs of this species (*traillii*), to judge from numerous specimens before me, may be distinguished from those of *acadicus* in lacking much or all of the creamy tinge of the latter, and in the markings being, for the most part, large, bold, and blotched, rather than sharply dotted. The fact that the eggs are colored instead of colorless at once distinguishes them from those of *E. minimus*, and is a point to be regarded in discussing the specific relationships of the two.
EMPIDONAX MINIMUS, LEAST FLYCATCHER.

EMPIDONAX MINIMUS, Bd.

Least Flycatcher.


_Hab._—Eastern North America to the high central plains; up the Missouri to Fort Union. Breeds abundantly from Southern New England northward. Winters in Central America.

_Lieutenant Warren's Expedition._—4699. "Nebraska" (probably Dakota); 4699, 4700-1, L'Eau qui court; 4702, Vermillion River; 5270, near Powder River.

It is singular that a bird so abundant as this is in the Eastern United States should have been overlooked by Wilson and Audubon, or, what is more probable, confounded with _E. acadicus._ Nuttall was perfectly familiar with it, though he thought it was the Acadian Flycatcher. It, however, escaped Audubon's attention, having only been brought to his notice, by Prof. Baird, just as he was finishing his work. It is very common in the Middle States during the migrations. At Washington, D. C., it usually arrives the last week in April, and is seen for about two weeks only; it returns the last of August, and loiters through most of September. Its arrival is about a week earlier, on an average, than that of _E. flavicentris._ I never found it in summer, and Prof. Baird, in Audubon, states that it is not seen about Carlisle, Pennsylvania, after May; but Dr. Turnbull says that a few remain to breed. It breeds abundantly in most parts of New England; in Massachusetts Mr. Allen found it as numerous as all the other _Empidonaxes_ put together. Some individuals press on into the Hudson's Bay country, and in the West its extension is much greater than that of typical _trullii_ or _flavicentris_, particularly along the Missouri itself, and the Red River, where the wooded river-bottoms afford it congenial shelter. Dr. Hayden saw it occasionally "throughout the West," and Audubon mentions it from the Yellowstone. Like others of the genus, it penetrates to Central and Northern South America in winter, and it is also quoted from portions of Mexico.

It is not ordinarily found in gloomy woods, like _E. acadicus_, nor even in heavy timber of any kind; it prefers the skirts of woods, coppices, and even hedge-rows. It is readily distinguishable from _acadicus_ by this circumstance alone, to say nothing of the several personal peculiarities—so to speak—slight traits, almost impossible to describe intelligently, but which the field naturalist learns to recognize in a moment. Its usual voice is lower and more plaintive, though one of its call-notes is sharp and jerky; and its flight is slightly different, owing to the marked difference in the shape of the wing. In all these particulars it comes much nearer _trullii_ and _flavicentris_, as has been already hinted.

The Least Flycatcher is more numerous during the breeding season along the Red River of the North than I have found it to be anywhere.
else. It probably reaches the latitude of Pembina about the third week in May, as I found it common on my arrival the first of June. It is confined entirely to the wooded river-bottom, where, in the shadow of the lofty trees, it may be observed at any time, perched on an outermost twig, uttering its peculiar note, and darting into the air to secure the passing insect, clicking its mandibles; returning to its post to sit upright and motionless, after a rustle of its wings and tail as it alights. Early in June it was in company with Traill's Flycatcher, but as the breeding season advanced the latter appeared to pass on; at least, I found none nesting. Most of the numerous nests I took were procured the third and fourth weeks in June, at which latter date incubation was generally advanced.

The bird generally nests on a sapling or shrub, within ten or twelve feet from the ground. One nest I reached without climbing, and another was placed on a slender swaying elm, about forty feet high; these were the extremes of situation I observed. It is always placed, so far as I discovered, in an upright crotch of several forks, preferably between twigs no thicker than a finger. The high nest just mentioned was situated on the bending trunk itself, but it rested, as usual, between a little set of twigs that grew upright. It is very deeply set down into the crotch, and usually bears deep impressions of the boughs. The female sets very closely; one I almost covered with my hand before she fluttered off, although I stood for several moments within a yard of her. On being frightened away, she retreats but a little distance, and flies from one twig to another, uttering a mournful note. The nest is a neat little structure; if it were only stuccoed with lichens it would be as elegant as that of a Blue-gray Gnatcatcher, which it scarcely exceeds in size. The basis of the nest is a substantial intertwining of fine fibrous inner bark, and the decomposing outer substance of various weeds. With this is matted a great quantity of soft plant-down, making a soft yet firm and warm fabric. The interior is finished variously with a special lining of plant-down, confined with a slight layer of horse-hair or the finest possible grass-tops. The brim of the nest is firm and even, with a circular arrangement of the fibres; inside, the lining is simply interlaced. In size, these elegant structures vary a good deal; the smallest one before me is under two inches and a half across outside, and less than two deep; another, which was let down very deeply in a narrow crotch, is nearly three inches, both in depth and width, and is quite unsymmetrical. The cavity is quite large for the outside dimensions, in some instances the walls being barely coherent along the track of the supporting twigs; it is not, or but little, contracted at the brim, and is about as deep as wide.

The eggs are generally four in number, sometimes only three; I did not find five in any one of the six nests collected. One contained a Cowbird's egg. The eggs are pure white, unmarked. They vary much in size and shape. Out of twenty examples, a large elongate one measures 0.68 by 0.52; a small globular one, 0.59 by 0.50; a normal one, 0.65 by 0.50.

**EMPIDONAX FLAVIVENTRIS, Bd.**

Yellow-bellied Flycatcher.

*a. flaviventris.*


E. FLAVIVENTRIS, YELLOW-BELLIED FLYCATCHER.


Tuynannula minutia, Br., Consip. i, 1850, 189 (so identifies Muscicapa minutia, Wil!).

(?) "Tuynannula pastila, ReinH., Vidensk. Meddel. for 1853 (1854), 22.—Glojer, J. f. O. 1854, 426."—ReiH., Ibs. Jaa. 1861, 7. (These citations refer to a specimen taken in Goldzenia, Greenland, in 1853.)

Empidonax hypoxanthus, Br., B. N. A. 1853, 198 (in text).

b. difficilis.


In size between Yellow-breasted and trailii, and minimus, this species differs from these and all other our Flycatchers by the decided yellowness of the under parts—a coloration so distinctive that the bird is always recognizable on sight. The Prince Bonaparte identifies it with the long lost "Muscicapa minuta"—the Small-headed Flycatcher of Wilson, Audubon, and Nuttall—a very questionable reference.

This species reaches the Middle States a little later than the three other eastern species of the genus—not ordinarily until the very last of April or first week in May. It is found in high open woods as well as in thickets, thus differing somewhat in the situation it affects from minimus. Dr. Prentiss and I have taken it at Washington, at different times in July, probably indicating that it breeds in the vicinity, as it certainly does a little further north: Dr. Turnbull mentions Trenton, New Jersey, as a locality where Dr. Slack found it nesting. According to Mr. Maynard, whose opportunities for observation appear to have been ample, it breeds abundantly in Northern New England. In his excellent Manual of Taxidermy, he remarks: "May 31, 1869, I shot the first specimen I had ever seen living; the next day I took eight of both sexes in a few hours. Between this time and the 10th of June I took two or three more;" this was in Massachusetts. The writer continues: "I do not doubt that it has occurred in previous seasons, but, being unaccustomed to its low note—which is like the syllable pea very plainly prolonged—and its retiring habits, I had not detected it before. The specimens were all taken in low, swampy thickets, with the exception of the first, which was shot on a tall oak. It keeps near the ground, is rather shy, and upon the appearance of an intruder instantly ceases its song. "Shot a specimen on May 25, 1869, in Watertown, Massachusetts, singing, with its peculiar note, in an apple-tree. I have shot the female singing in the same manner, in August, 1867, in Franconia, New Hampshire. The only note I ever heard was the low pea (Brewster)." In his later publication, after speaking of the abundance and breeding of the bird in Northern New England, Mr. Maynard remarks that in the dark swamps at Upton he first heard the breeding note; "it was like the syllables killic, very gravelly given, with a long interval between each utterance. The song was even less energetic than that of trailii. While singing, the birds were perched on low limbs. Both male and female used this note."
Var. difficilis is generally dispersed in the West in all suitable wooded places. It reaches the mountainous parts of Arizona by the middle of April, and remains through most of September, inhabiting the more open pine woods, the brush of ravines, and the mixed timber along streams. Dr. Cooper observed its arrival at San Diego, April 15th. Mr. Allen took it at Ogden, Utah, along with obscurus and hammondii. Dr. Hayden did not observe it in the Missouri region, where, however, it unquestionably occurs and doubtless breeds.

The egg of flaviventris is pure white, unmarked, and not distinguishable from that of E. minimus.

EMPIDONAX HAMMONDI, (Xantus) Bd.

Hammond's Flycatcher.

Tyrannula hammondii, Xantus, Pr. Phila. Acad. 1858, 117.


Hab.—Rocky Mountains to the Pacific, United States, from British to Central America. Later Expeditions.—1869, Pacific Springs, Wyoming.

This appears to be, in effect, the western representative of minimus; and in spite of the tolerably well-marked characters, my present impression is, that it will prove to be a geographical race of the species just mentioned. Originally described from Southern California, its range has latterly been extended, as above. Specimens were taken by the late regretted Kennerly, upon the northwest boundary of the United States and British America.

My personal acquaintance with its life-history is limited to finding it a rather rare summer visitant in Northern Arizona, where it arrives late in April, and remains until the third week in October. Dr. Cooper noted its arrival at Santa Cruz, March 13, 1869, and found it numerous during the summer. "April 27th," he writes, "I found the first nest, built on a horizontal branch of box-elder (Neyundo), about eighteen feet from the ground; but in pulling down the branch the eggs were broken. I found four others afterward, from four to ten feet high, either on horizontal branches or in forks of small trees, and containing three or four eggs or young. The last found with eggs was as late as June 29th—probably a second attempt of a pair before robbed. All were thick walled, composed externally of dry moss and downy buds, with a few leaves and strips of bark, then slender fibres of bark, a few hairs and feathers often lining the inside. The size outside was about four inches wide, two and a half high; the cavity two inches wide, one and a half deep; the walls nearly one and a half thick. The eggs were white, with brown blotches and specks near the large end, mostly in a circle. They measured 0.68 by 0.52 inch." Dr. Cooper's next paragraph, however, should be reproduced with the above: "These birds frequented only the darkest groves along the river, had very few simple calls of two or three monotonous notes, and were so shy that I did not get near enough to determine the species positively." Under these circumstances, it is almost unnecessary to add, the above description of the nest and eggs must be taken subject to confirmation. As the eggs of hammondii are pure white, unmarked, like those of minimus, the whole account probably refers to var. pusillus of trailli.
EMPIDONAX OBSCURUS, (Sw.) Bd.

Wright's Flycatcher; Gray Flycatcher.


Empidonax Wrightii, Bd., l. c. (in text).

Hab. — Rocky Mountains to the Pacific, United States. Observed north to Colorado. South through Mexico.

This species enters the United States from Mexico the latter part of March, or early in April, and remains until October, some proceeding as far north as the above-cited localities, and probably further. I have only observed it in Arizona. Mr. Allen has obligingly placed the following notes at my disposal:

"The Gray Flycatcher was the commonest and almost the only species of Empidonax met with in the mountains of Colorado. It was generally observed in rather wet, swampy localities, dense willow thickets seeming to form its favorite resorts. It is very retiring in its habits, keeping almost constantly concealed in thick copses, where it silently hunts its insect prey, and is hence a difficult species to collect. Though it may be approached within a few yards, it eludes capture by keeping in the middle of the close willow clumps, exposing itself to view only when obliged to fly across an open space, taking its departure from the side furthest from the observer, and flying low and hurriedly to the nearest point of concealment. The several nests found contained young, and were always placed some distance within the thick copse the birds had chosen for their home. The nests were usually built in the forks of small branches, and in thickness and general appearance greatly resembled the ordinary nests of the summer Yellow-bird (Dendroica aestiva).

Mr. Trippe's manuscript contains the following interesting notes of the four Flycatchers occurring in Colorado:

"Empidonax obscurus. Abundant; migratory; breeds. This Flycatcher arrives at Idaho Springs about the middle of May, and soon becomes abundant, extending up all the valleys to over 10,000 feet, and probably ranging up to timber-line, wherever it can find localities suitable for its habitat. It is rather a shy little bird, with more of the habits and appearance of acadicus than any other of the genus. It loves the densest thickets of poplars and willows, and rarely ventures far from the streams, never ascending the mountain-sides. It breeds from about 7,500 feet up to its highest limit.

"E. difficilis. Abundant on the plains and up to 6,800 or 7,000 feet; and found, also, though unfrequently, up to timber-line, near which one was shot in July. This species frequents the valleys and similar localities to the preceding, but often wanders among the mountains a considerable distance from the streams, and instead of constantly hiding itself amidst the densest shrubbery, frequently mounts to the dead tops of trees from which it may have an extended view, and watch for insects, which it captures with great address and returns to the same perch again. It has one or two low notes like those of E. minimus, and a loud, musical call, like "pé-té, pé-té," quickly repeated.

E. hammondii. Two or three specimens which were taken in June and July, near Idaho Springs, answered pretty well to the description
of this species, and being nearer to it than to any other form found in this region, may properly be referred to it. On the plains \textit{E. pusillus} was met with in small numbers in June, but not observed elsewhere. It will be seen that four different species or varieties of \textit{Empidonax}, are found in the same region within a short distance; one, \textit{obscurus}, breeding from 7,000 or 7,500 feet up to timber-line, or nearly to it; another, \textit{difficilis}, from the plains up to the lower limit of the former, and sometimes straggling higher; a third, \textit{pusillus}, restricted entirely to the plains; and a fourth, \textit{hammondii}, occurring, probably, only as a straggler. All these varieties are much alike in their habits and notes, yet all present distinguishing characteristics in both; and although among a large series of specimens some will be found that are intermediate, apparently, the greater number of adults can be referred with certainty to one or the other of the type forms.\textsuperscript{7}

To complete an account of the North American small olivaceous Flycatchers, all of which, with these exceptions, have been given, I introduce the following species, particularly as I think they may yet be found in the southwestern part of the Missouri region:

\textbf{Empidonax fulvifrons var. pallescens, Coues.}

\begin{itemize}
  \item \textit{a. fulvifrons.}
  \begin{itemize}
    \item \textit{Muscicapa fulvifrons}, Gir., 16 Sp. Texas B. 1841, pl. 2 (probably Mexico).
    \item \textit{Empidonax fulvifrons}, Scl., P. Z. S. 1858, 301.
    \item \textit{Empidonax rubicundus}, Cab., Mus. Hein. ii, 1859, 70.
  \end{itemize}

  \item \textit{b. pallescens.}
  
  (?!) \textit{Typanula affinis}, Sw., Phil. Mag. i, 1827, 336 (very uncertain).
  \textit{Mitrephorus pallescens}, Coues, Pr. Phila. Acad. 1866, 63 (Arizona).—Coop., B. Cal. i, 386.
  \textit{Mitrephorus fulvifrons}, Elliot, B. N. A. i, pl. 19.
  \textit{Mitrephorus fulvifrons var. pallescens}, Coues, Key, 1872, 176.—B. B. & R., N. A. B. ii, 1874, 386, pl. 44, fig. 13.

  \textit{Hab.}—Mexico. North into Arizona and New Mexico.
\end{itemize}

\textbf{Contopus pertinax, Cab.}

\begin{itemize}
  \item \textit{Contopus borealis}, Scl., P. Z. S. 1858, 301; 1859, 43; Ibis, i, 1859, 122, 440 (\textit{see Bd.}).
  \item \textit{Contopus pertinax}, Cab., Mus. Hein. ii, 1859, 72.—Scl., Cat. 1862, 231.—Coues, Pr. Phila. Acad. 1866, 60 (first introduced to United States; Fort Whipple, Arizona).—Elliot, B. N. A. i, pl. 8.—Coop., B. Cal. i, 1870, 324.—Coues, Key, 1872, 173.—B. B. & R., N. A. B. ii, 1874, 356, pl. 44, f. 2.

  \textit{Hab.}—Mexico and Guatemala. North into Arizona and New Mexico. (Mr. H. W. Henshaw recently took quite a number of both these species in Arizona.)
ORDER *PICARLÉ*: **PICARIAN BIRDS.**

**SUBORDER CYPSELI**: **CYPSELIIFORM BIRDS.**

Family **CAPRIMULGIDÆ**: Goatsuckers.

\[\text{ANTROSTOMUS VOCIFERUS}, \text{(Wils.)} \text{ Bp.} \]

Whippoorwill; Night-jar.

"Caprimulgus minor, Forst., Cat. Am. N. A. 1771, 13." (Cass.)


"Caprimulgus virginianus, Linn.—Gm."—Vieill., Ois. Am. Sept. i, 1807, 55, pl. 23 (mixed with Chordeiles popetae).


*Antrostomus vociferus*, Wils., Am. Orn. v, 1842, 71, pl. 41, fig. 1, 2, 3.—Bp., Syn. 1828; Cass; Oph. & Rich., F. B. A. ii, 1831, 325.—Nutl., Man. i, 1832, 614.—Aud., Orn. Biog. i, 1832, 413; v. 405; pl. 82; Syn. 1839, 32; B. Am. i, 1840, 155, pl. 42.—Gir., B. L. i. 1844, 31.—Putn., Pr. Ess. Inst. i, 1856, 205.—Maxim., J. T. O. vi, 1858, 98.—Trippe, Pr. Ess. Inst. vi, 1871, 114 (Minnesota, very abundant, May to September).


*Caprimulgus vociferans*, Warth., J. T. O. xvi, 1868, 393.


Not obtained by the Expeditions.

The Whippoorwill extends only to the eastern border of the Missouri region, being replaced further west by the following species. It is said to be rare in Kansas (where I did not find it), but abundant in Iowa, there breeding. But even in the Carolinas, where it is a common and characteristic bird during the summer, I did not think it present in such numbers as I found it along the Red River of the North, between Dakota and Minnesota. At Pembina, every night in June we were serenaded by a chorus of these strange voices, penetrating the darkness, it seemed, from all points at once along the line of heavy timber that skirted the river.

The reproduction of this species is similar to that of the Night-hawk, which was also breeding at the same time. It lays on the ground, in the woods, constructing no proper nest, and depositing only two eggs. These are elliptical, nearly or quite equal at both ends, about 1.25 long by 0.85 wide, and are curiously scratched and mottled all over with brown surface markings and paler purplish-gray shell colors upon a whitish ground. The egg is quite variable in amount of intensity of coloration, some specimens being heavily marbled, while others appear as if faded or bleached, from indistinctness of the scenery.
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ANTROSTOMUS NUTTALLI, (Aud.) Cass.

Nuttall's Whippoorwill.


Hab.—United States, west of the Mississippi. Mexico (Salvin).

List of specimens.

| 19187 | 184 | Powder River .... | Sept. 9, 1859 | G. H. Trook ... | 8.00 | 17.50 | 6.00 |
| 19188 | 157 | Bighorn River .... | ............... | F. V. Hayden ... | .... | .... | .... |

Lieutenant Warren's Expedition.—8576, Black Hills; 5200, Yellowstone River.
Later Expeditions.—61734-5, Ogden, Utah.

In the Conspectus, at page 61, Bonaparte makes an Antrostomus californianus, with which, he says, A. nuttalli should be compared. The latter being the only Californian species, we might suppose the two to be the same. Such, however, is not the case; the description indicates a bird belonging to the second of Dr. Sclater's two sections of the genus, namely, that one in which there is a white wing-spot; and the bird seems related to A. nigrescens of South America, the assigned locality being most probably erroneous. Dr. Sclater appears to have overlooked the name in his synonymy of the American Caprimulgidae.

Nuttall's Whippoorwill was discovered by Andubon, on the Upper Missouri, thirty years ago; but it is only recently that much material has come into the possession of naturalists. The bird is, nevertheless, very abundant in most parts of the West, where it is the characteristic, in fact the only, species of the genus. Andubon gave a pleasant account of its discovery, but nothing specially to the point respecting its biography, excepting that its note differs from that of the eastern species in omitting one syllable. He rendered it by the word "olf-will," which is perfectly expressive, though we now generally write "poor'-will." This cry is very lugubrious, and in places where the birds are numerous the wailing chorus is enough to excite vague apprehensions on the part of the lonely traveler, as he lies down to rest by his camp-fire, or to break his sleep with fitful dreams, in which lost spirits appear to bemoan their fate and implore his intercession. It is not strange that a heated fancy should riot in the circumstances of desolation and imminent peril under which the emigrant or the explorer must often be placed in the western wilderness. Experience comes vividly to mind as I write, of night after night, when I have gradually lost consciousness with a mind peopled with all manner of wondrous images. Closing my eyes to the stars in the broad expanse above, my only coverlet, and to the ruddy gleam from the embers of the camp fire, with a thought of home and perhaps a silent aspiration, it might be long before the sense of hearing, unnaturally strained, would desert its post. The monotonous tread of the sentinel would fall heavily on the ear; the horses would seem to champ as never before; the bands of vibrant coyotes would howl with redoubled energy, and all the while the Poor-wills shouted their alarm. Sleep, in apprehension, if not really expectation
of danger before morning, is a strange state of mind—like a gun at full
cock, perfectly quiescent, yet on the very edge of action. A shot, even
a shot, at such a time, would bring a whole camp to its feet in a second
of time. So the hours wear on, till darkness and tension of mind relax
gether, and imagination is dissipated in the very homely, prosy fact
of breakfast.

Like others of its family, Nuttall's Whippoorwill is oftener heard than
seen. When flushed from its retreat in the day time, among the shrub-
bery or tall weeds, it rises hurriedly with wayward flight, dashes a few
yards, and realights. There is something about it at such times that
strongly recalls the Woodcock, and the bird is quite as difficult to shoot
on the wing. I saw it under such circumstances in Kansas, near Fort
Riley, one of its eastermost recorded localities. It was not, apparently,
very common in that region, but great numbers are found in the warmer
parts of Arizona and New Mexico. Their breeding range appears to be
coextensive with their United States distribution. I have observed one
Mexican quotation; the species appears to winter on or near our south-
ern border, as the eastern Whippoorwill does in corresponding localities.

An interesting and important item in the history of this species has
only recently come to light. Unlike most species of its genus—of its
subfamily, in fact—of which the eggs are known, it lays colorless instead
of variegated eggs. Of this fact I was first informed by my Arizona
Correspondent, Lieutenant C. Bendire, United States Army. He gave
me a minute account of the nesting, which is terrestrial, and essentially
similar to that of other species of the group. Lieutenant Bendire found
the eggs near Tuscon, in Arizona; there were two, laid on the ground,
in a depression, at the foot of a bush, among dense vegetation. Eggs
were also taken by Mr. Ridgway in Nevada, and by Mr. Merriam in
Utah. They are white, unmarked, about an inch, or rather over, in
length, by four-fifths broad. Both sexes incubate.

The following interesting passage occurs in the Allen Mss., before
unpublished:

"Nuttall's Whippoorwill was first met with on my western expedition
to Topeka, Kansas, where it was by no means infrequent. We often
heard it at night near the outskirts of the city, and repeatedly met with
it in the day time in the darker and denser portions of the woodlands
bordering on the Kaw River, reposing on the ground, like the common
Whippoorwill of the Eastern States. When flushed it passed rapidly,
with a noiseless, skimming flight, through the more open parts of the
undergrowth, soon realighting again on the ground. In the mountains
of Colorado we again met with it at a few points in great numbers, as
high even as 8,000 feet above the sea. At our camp of July 12, on Tur-
key Creek, just above the cañon, scores were heard singing in the neigh-
boring slopes throughout the beautiful moonlit night, but our pursuit
of them was fruitless, as they could be seen only as they flitted from
point to point when disturbed. We afterward heard them in consider-
able numbers at the Garden of the Gods, near Colorado City, and found
them very numerous in September at the mouth of Ogden Cañon, near
Ogden City, in Utah. Here, as soon as the dusk of the evening ren-
dered it difficult to distinguish such small objects with distinctness, the
whole hill sides seemed to be alive with the tantalizing abundance of
these birds. Like the common Whippoorwill of the East, they seem to
sing at intervals throughout the season, and at this date (September)
appeared fully as musical as during the breeding season. It lingered at
its summer home till the autumn is far advanced, as we found it at
Ogden as late as October 6, quite far up the slope of the mountains, in
the midst of a driving snow-storm—the first of the season—the snow having then already accumulated to the depth of several inches."

Mr. Merriam gives the following note in his report: "This rare bird was only found on the rocky slopes at the foot of the Wahsatch Mountains; here, on the 12th of June, I obtained their eggs; they were pure white, without spots, and were laid in a slight cavity in the bare ground, without any nest. They contained full-grown embryos, and would doubtless have hatched in a few hours. The male bird was shot as he left the nest, and as the feathers were worn off his belly by setting, it is evident that both male and female take part in the incubation."

Introduction of the following species completes an account of the North American species of the Caprimulgidae:

**Antrostomus carolinensis** (Gm.) Gould.

*Caprimulgus carolinensis*, Gm., Syst. Nat. i, 1788, 1028.—Lath., Ind. Orn. ii, 1790, 584.—Wils., Am. Orn. vi, 95, pl. —, fig. —.—Bp., Syn. 1828, 61.—Aud., Orn. Biog. i, 273; v, 401; pl. 52; Syn. 31; B. Am. i, 51, pl. 41.—WARTH, J. f. O. 1868, 368.


*Caprimulgus rufus*, Vieill., O. A. S. i, 1867, 57, pl. 25.

*Caprimulgus brachypus*, STEPHIL, G. Z. x, 150.

_Hab._—South Atlantic and Gulf States. Cuba. South to Guatemala.

**Chordeiles Texitensis**, Lauth.

*Chordeiles brasiliensis*, Lawr., Ann. Lyc. N. Y. v, 1851, 114 (nee Gm.).—Cass., Ill. 1855, 238.

*Chordeiles sapiti*, Bd., Cons. Av. i, 1850, 63.


*Caprimulgus texensis*, WARTH, J. f. O. 1868, 376.

*Chordeiles sapiti* var. texensis, B. B. & R., N. A. B. ii, 1874, 406, pl. 46, fig. 5.

_Hab._—Southwestern United States, and south to Guatemala.

**CHORDIELES VIRGINIANUS**, (Gm.) Bp.

**Night-hawk; Bull-bat; Pisk; Piramidig.**

a. *virginianus*.


*Caprimulgus (Chordeiles) virginianus*, SW. & RICH., F. B. A. ii, 1831, 237.

*Caprimulgus (Chordeiles) virginianus*, Bd., List, 1838, 8; Conspr. i, 1850, 63.—Aud., B. Am. i, 1840, 159, pl. 45; Syn. 1839, 32.—GIR., B. L. I. 1814, 72.—Woodr., Sitgr. Rep. 1853, 63.—Cass., Pr. Phila. Acad. 1851, 186; Ill. 1855, 238.—Brew., N. Am. Ool. i, 1857, 87.—Newb., P. R. R. Rep. vi, 1857, 79.—SCL., Cat. 1862, 279; P. Z. S. 1866, 132 (Brazil).—SALV., P. Z. S. 1870, 303 (Veragua).—COUES, Key, 1872, 181, fig. 117.

*Chordeiles virginianus*, CAB., Mus. Hein. ii, 1859, 86.


*Caprimulgus americanus*, Wils., Am. Orn. v, 1812, 65, pl. 40, figs. 1, 2.

*Chordeiles americanus*, DEKAY, N. Y. Zool. ii, 1844, pl. 27, fig. 60.
b. henryi.


Chordeiles virginianus var. henryi, COUES, Key, 1872, 181.

c. minor.


List of specimens.

| 49336 | Stinking Creek | G. H. Trook |

LIEUTENANT WARREN'S EXPEDITION.—8577, Black Hills; 8578, Loup Fork; 5201-03, forty miles above St. Pierre.

LATER EXPEDITIONS.—50551, Colorado; 60417, Laramie; 60772, Pacific Springs; 61775, 62254-5, Idaho; 6225, Wyoming. (All var. henryi.)

The bird described as C. henryi is merely the paler form prevailing in the dryer and unwooded parts of the West; the gray and tawny shades in excess of the darker colors, and the white patches more extensive. It is definitely not the same species as the C. virginianus, though so stated to be; and the plate above cited, in the Pacific Railroad Report, is highly exaggerated in coloring. The West Indian form, apparently resident, I cannot distinguish as a species; the only ascribed character, its smaller size, is readily attributable to its southern habitat. The fact that the true virginianus also occurs in Cuba is no rebutting evidence, for I suppose the individuals of the latter to have been migrants; and, as is well known, the bird performs very extensive journeys—quite from the Arctic regions to Brazil.

Mr. Allen is clearly wrong in locating the C. texensis (Lawrence), sapiti (Lonaparte), and brasilius, auct., among the synonyms of virginianus. I cannot here discuss the question whether or not these names are synonymous inter se; but they are, beyond all question, permanently distinct from virginianus, as Mr. Allen himself afterward became aware. I should judge that "texensis," which is abundant along our Mexican border, constitutes a large northern race of C. acutipennis (Boddert), with which sapiti (Natterer, Bonaparte) is synonymous. It may require to stand as C. acutipennis var. texensis.

The Night-hawk is as abundant in most parts of the West as elsewhere in North America, particularly in the spring and fall, during the migration. I have seen it at these seasons wherever I happened to be; and it also breeds throughout most of the country. It retires southward in the fall, entirely withdrawing from the United States.

Mr. Allen's notice is corroborative of these statements. "It appears," he says in a letter to me, "to be everywhere a common inhabitant of the great central plateau of the continent. About Fort Hays, Kansas, it was as abundant in June as I ever found it in any portion of the Atlantic States, and presenting essentially the same habits. It breeds on the bare ground, where, during our ornithological tramps, we often flushed them from their quiet repose on the heated earth. We also frequently found them assembled in the timber along Big Creek, several being sometimes observed in a single tree. They were also abundant in the mountains of Colorado, being more or less common up to the altitude of about 11,000 feet."

The Night-hawk nests on the ground, lays two eggs, and the young
are hatched downy. This is a singular circumstance, in which the Caprimulgidae resemble the lower orders of birds, and not the higher groups with which they are associated. The chicks are not, however, hatched entirely clothed; for the first two or three days they are only densely flocculent on the under parts, the upper being but sparsely downy; soon, however, they are uniformly covered with down, variegated above, plain below. The design of this provision is evidently protection from the damp ground on which the young rest. In the several instances of nesting I have found, there was nothing whatever between the birds and the earth; but occasionally, it is said, a few leaves or straws lie underneath them. A favorite nesting place, in the West, is the little mounds of loose soil thrown up by the gophers, either in open fields or by the edge of woods. The birds are also said to lay on the mould of stumps and logs, but I have never found eggs in such situations. One of the two eggs may be hatched sooner than the other; in one instance I found an interval of three days to elapse, during which I frequently visited a nesting place. The female, on each occasion, remained near her charge until nearly trodden upon, and then fluttered off, making believe she was crippled, as perfectly as I ever saw the pions fraud performed in my life. Not having much, if any, legs to be lame in, she simulated a broken wing, fluttering and pitching about in the grass, at no time more than a few feet off. The statement that the bird will remove her young, if disturbed, is true. The bird I am alluding to carried them to another hillock, after my second visit, but only a couple of yards away. The male, on each occasion, came dashing overhead, sometimes darting close down, but did not join the mother in her attempts to decoy me away.

I have found the Night-hawk nesting in the Carolinas and Dakota, as it apparently does in most of its United States range. The eggs are nearly elliptical, blunt at the smaller end, where nearly as large and rounded as at the other. They measure about 1.30 by 0.90, but vary a good deal. The coloration is blended, intricate, and difficult of description. The ground-color is a pale stone-gray, sometimes grayish-white, obscurely mottled all over with pale purplish-gray or neutral shell-markings, over which is laid a marbling or scratchy fret-work of dark olive-gray. The tone of the markings—rather, the number and intensity of the markings, resulting in the general tone of coloration—is extremely variable, some very pale, scarcely clouded, eggs being met with.

Family CYPSELIDÆ: Swifts.

PANYPTILA SAXATILIS, (Woodh.) Coues.

White-throated or Rock Swift.

Panyptila saxatilis, COUES, Key, 1872, 122.
Cypselus melanoleucus, Daud., Pr. Phila. Acad. 1854, 118.—Cass., Ill. i, 1855, 243.

Hab.—Southern Rocky Mountain region to the Pacific. North to headwaters of the Platte at least. South to Guatemala.

Not noticed by the Expeditions.

Respecting the Acauthyli saxatilis of Dr. Woodhouse, I remarked on
a former occasion that there was no doubt of its being the same as the
text subsequent described by Prof. Baird; and although I did not
then consider it necessary to make the change of nomenclature, this has
since appeared to me to be required. While encamped at "Inscription
Rock" (the original locality of saxatilis), I saw great numbers of these
Swifts; but as I had been obliged to leave my gun behind, to accom-
plish the difficult and rather dangerous ascent of the cliffs, I failed to
secure specimens, though the birds occasionally flew almost in my face,
so that I could positively identify them. The only material discrepancy
in Woodhouse's description is the mention of a white rump; but I am
perfectly satisfied the observer mistook the character of the white lat-
eral flank-patches, which often in life overlie the rump till they nearly or
quite meet across it. The Violet-green Swallow shows exactly the
same thing.

From Inscription Rock, which lies a day's march west of Whipple's
Pass, between this and Zuñi, to the San Francisco Mountains, I saw the
Swifts almost daily—always when we passed the peculiar cliffs they fre-
quent. In favorable places they were congregated in immense numbers,
and were evidently nesting in the rocks. But their strongholds were
impregnable, at least from the front, and as it would have delayed the
party a day to make a détour and scale the crags from behind, I cannot
say whether they built a nest against the open rocks or in the crevices,
though they certainly did so upon the face of the cliffs. With them
were associated large numbers of Swallows, particularly the H. lun-
ifrons. They generally fly very high—far out of gunshot-range, and with
extraordinary rapidity. I shall never forget my disappointment when,
on this account, I failed to secure specimens under the most advan-
tageous circumstances I could reasonably expect. It was at sundown when
we encamped by some small pools, where the dank, hot, lower atmos-
phere was loaded with gnats and mosquitoes, upon which the birds came
skimming down quite to the ground to feed, as well as to sip the water
in passing. The associate Swallows outnumbered them ten or twenty
to one, and it added so much to the difficulty of shooting them, that I
had to occupy precious seconds in picking out the right birds, among
the hundreds dashing down to the pool, and I invariably fired either
prematurely or just too late; and when the darkness closed in I had not
got a single Swift.

The species was observed in the same zoological area by Drs. Ken-
nerly and Heermann, both of whom have recorded remarks agreeing in
purport with my own. Dr. Cooper extended the known range of the
species to the Pacific. "About twelve miles north of San Diego," he
writes, "I found them rather numerous about some high rocky bluffs,
close to the sea-shore. They were there March 22, and may have been
about a month previously, but generally fly so high during the day that
they are at first betrayed by their harsh twitter when scarcely percepti-
able in the zenith. Occasionally they start off like lightning for several
miles and back, as if it were only a slight curve in their course; some-
times they sweep for a moment near the ground, and the next disappear
in the sky." This naturalist seems to think they winter about the canons
of the Colorado, noting that Dr. Kennerly found them February 16, but
this appears to me improbable. Swallows often appear in our Middle
districts in February, allured by a few warm days to perform a flight
from the far South; and the appearance of these Swifts in February is
nothing remarkable for the hot region of Colorado. Messrs. Sclater
and Salvin record the species from Guatemala, and a flight through
Mexico, toward the close of winter, would be a mere bagatelle to birds
of such powers of wing.
The White-throated Swift, for all that is at present known, barely reaches the southern border of the Missouri region, being noted from points in Colorado not far from the headwaters of the Platte. Mr. Aiken records its arrival at Cañon City, April 18; Mr. Allen found it somewhat further north, and it probably goes as far at least as the Black Hills. The last-mentioned gentleman's note is as follows: "Observed only at the 'Garden of the Gods,' near Colorado City, where a considerable colony were nesting in holes and crevices in the cliffs, usually far above gunshot. They seemed very shy, and flew mostly near the tops of the highest rocks. Upon ascending the rocks most frequented by them, they moved to other points, and thus managed to keep generally out of range. By spending a considerable part of two days, we procured only four specimens, though several others which were killed fell in inaccessible places. They fly with great velocity, and are very tenacious of life. As they swoop down to enter their nests (almost with the velocity of a bullet, he says in a letter), the rushing sound produced by their wings can be heard to a considerable distance. Hirundo thalassina was also breeding here in similar situations."

**CHÆTURA PELAGICA**, (Linn.) Bd.

**Chimney Swift.**

Hirundo pelagica, Linn., Syst. Nat. i, 1758, 192.


"Hirundo carolinensis, Briss., Orn. ii, 1760, 501."


Cypselus pelagius, Br., Syn. 1828, 63.—Nutt., Man. i, 1832, 600.—Aud., Orn. Biog. ii, 1835, 329; v, 1839, 419; pl. 158.—DeKay, N. Y. Zool. 1844, pl. 27, f. 58.—Maxim., J. f. O. vi, 1858, p. —.

Chætura pelagica, Steph., Shaw's Gen. Zool. xiii, 1825, 76.—Br., Comp. List, 1838, 8.—Aud., Syn. 1839, 33; B. Am. i, 1840, 104, pl. 44.—Bd., B. N. A. 1858, 144.—Haydn., Rep. 1862, 156.—Scll., Cat. 1862, 222; P. Z. S. 1863, 100; 1865, 610.—Tripp, Pr. Ess. Inst. vi, 1871, 114 (Minnesota; not common).—Snow, B. Kans. 1873, 3.—Allen, Bull. M. C. Z. ii, 1871, 301; iii, 1872, 180.—Couv., Key, 1872, 183, fig. 119; and of authors generally.

Acanthylis pelagusi, Temm.—Br., Comp. i, 1850, 64.—Woodil., Stitr. Rep. 1853, 63.—Cass., Ill. i, 1855, 249.—Brew., N. A. Ool. i, 1857, 108.

Hemioprocine pelagia, Streidel, Isis, 1845, 392.

Hab.—Eastern United States and British Provinces.

Lieutenant Warren's Expedition.—4781, Bijoux Hills.

It is difficult at present to fix the western limit of this species, owing to several circumstances. The accounts of the earlier writers, who ascribe to it a range to the Pacific, must remain in abeyance until it is decided whether C. vauxii be a distinct species or only a variety; for it is certain that this is the bird they had in view. Others mention its abundance along the eastern base of the Rocky Mountains, and in New Mexico; I never recognized it in the latter Territory, and I do not find that later observers, such as Allen, Aiken, and Holden, have there met with it. The westernmost locality of which I am personally cognizant, is that above quoted. Finally, Prof. Snow's remark, that it was formerly rare, but is now becoming common in Kansas, would appear to indicate a shifting of its western extension, very probably with the advance of civilization. Dr. Hayden says that it is rare in the northwest, where I have yet to meet with it. I am entirely in the dark respecting its winter-quarters. I find no mention of its wintering in the United States, and Allen notices its entering Florida late in March; yet after faithful search among the papers of Lawrence, Sclater, Salvin,
and others, I have failed to lay my hand on a West Indian, Mexican, or Central American reference. Dr. Sclater, usually explicit, is silent in the matter, in his critical notice of the Cypselidae.

The Chimney Swift reaches the Middle States early in April, and leaves toward October. It is abundant in our towns and cities, and familiar to all. The following account of its nidification, the most interesting point in its economy, leaves nothing to be desired. Dr. Brewer writes: "The nest of the Chimney Swallow is one of the most remarkable structures of the kind to be found among the handiwork of even this interesting family, nearly all of whom are far from being undistinguished for their architectural accomplishments. It is composed of small twigs of nearly uniform size, which are interwoven into a neat semi-circular basket. In selecting the twigs with which to construct the nest, the Swift seems to prefer to break from the tree such as are best adapted to its wants, rather than to gather those already scattered upon the ground. This is done with great skill and adroitness, while on the wing. Sweeping upon the coveted twig, somewhat as a Hawk rushes on its prey, it parts it at the desired place, and bears it off to its nest. This fact is familiar to all who have attentively observed its habits. Each of these twigs is firmly fastened to its fellows by an adhesive saliva, secreted by the bird, and the whole structure is strongly cemented to the side of the chimney in which it is built, by means of the same secretion. When dry, this saliva hardens into a glue-like substance, even firmer than the twigs themselves. In separating a nest from the side of a chimney, I have known portions of the brick to which it was fastened to give way sooner than the cement with which it had been secured. When moistened, however, by long or heavy rains, the weight of their contents will sometimes cause them to part, and precipitate the whole to the bottom. The young birds cling very tenaciously to the sides of the chimney, with their strong claws and muscular feet, and often save themselves from falling in such accidents, by this means, even at a very early age, and before they have attained their sight. As the nest, even when undisturbed, soon becomes too small for them, the young leave it long before they are able to fly, and climb to the top of the chimney, where they are fed by their parents."

The eggs, four to six in number, are pure white, unmarked, sub-elliptical in shape, and measure 0.75 by 0.50, or slightly more.

Remaining North American species of this family are only as follows:

Chaetura vauxii (Townes.), De Kay.

Chaetura vauxii, DeKay, N. Y. Zool. ii, 1844, 36.—BD., B. N. A. 1858, 145, pl. 18.—Kenny, P. R. R. Rep. x, pt. iv, 1859, pl. 18, f. 2.—COO., & Succ., N. H. Wash. Ter. 1860, 105.—Scl. & Saly., P. Z. S. 1860, 37 (no specific name).—Scl., Cat. 1862, 2:2; P. Z. S. 1863, 100 (Guatemala). 1865, 611 (critical).—LAWR., Ann. Lyc. ix, 1865, 204 (Yucatan).—COO., B. Cal. i, 1870, 351.—COOES, Key, 1872, 123.

Acanthylis vauxii, Br., Consop. i, 1850, 64; Comptes Rend. 1854, 600.—Cass., Ill. 1855, 250.—Newb., P. R. R. Rep. vi, 1857, 78.


Hab.—Pacific Coast, United States, south to Guatemala.

Nephhecetes niger var. borealis (Kenny.), Coues.

w. niger.

Birundo nigra, Gym., Syst. Nat. i, 1785, 1025.—LATH., Ind. Orn. ii, 1790, 577 (Antilles; based on H. apus dominicensis, Briss., ii, 514, pl. 46, f. 3).
Cypselus niger, Gosse, B. Jam. 1847, 63; Ill. pl. 10.—LAWR., Ann. Lyc. N. Y. vi, 1858, 268 (Cuba).
Cypseloides niger, Scl., P. Z. S. 1863, 615.
b. borealis.


Cypseloides borealis, ScL., P. Z. S. 1865, 615.

Nephoecetes niger, Bd., B. N. 1858, 142.—Elliott, B. N. A. 1, pl. 20.—Coop., Orn. Cal. i, 1870, 349.—Sumich., Mem. Bost. Soc. i, 1839, 562 (Vera Cruz).

Nephoecetes niger var. borealis, Coues, Key, 1872, 163.


Hab.—The typical form in Cuba and Jamaica. Var. borealis from the Pacific coast, United States; south into Mexico.

Family TROCHILIDÆ: Hummingbirds.

The Hummers constitute a very large family of very small birds, and form one of the most remarkable groups in ornithology. Sharply distinguished from all other birds, no less by their general appearance than by their technical characters, they are recognizable at a glance by the casual observer, and some representatives are familiar objects to all, from the vast numbers that are set up all over the civilized world merely for ornamental purposes, and the gratification of the curious. They compete with Ostrich and Bird of Paradise plumes, Rooster’s hackles, Gull’s breasts, and other miscellaneous objects of natural history in the decoration of woman’s head-apparel; and are prominent features of bird-stuffer’s show-cases. Beautiful even under such conditions, in the more favorable circumstances of their native haunts they are the most lovely of the feathered denizens of the air, gorgeous in color, exquisite in form, wondrous in action.

Notwithstanding the ease with which these birds as a group may be known, some technical comments will not be out of place here. With ordinal characters of Ptericer, they associate a medium to extremely long and very slender, subulate or even acicular bill, usually straight and acute, with inflected tommia, serrate or not, and short unbristled gape. In some remarkable species, as the Docimastes enisurus, the bill is actually longer than all the rest of the bird, a thing not elsewhere known among birds; and in general, it is longer than the head. The tongue is peculiar; it resembles that of the Woodpeckers, in its length and limniriform slenderness, as well as its susceptibility of being protruded to great distance by means of its posterior prolonged “horns,” that curve around the skull; but in structure it is double-barreled, consisting of two thready tubes, an arrangement which, in connection with the tube-like sloping of the mouth, facilitates the extraction of honey from the nectaries of flowers, by a peculiar process that may be true voluntary suction, or a sort of capillary attraction, or partly both.

The wings are remarkable in several respects. In general, they are thin, sharp, and pointed, with long, stiff, curved primaries, rapidly graduated, and short secondaries, resulting in the shape especially to be called falcate. They have but six remiges, in addition to the ten primaries. The upper arm-bone is extraordinarily short; perhaps representing the extreme of this condition among birds. The breast-bone is very large, and has an enormous keel; this is in relation to the immensely developed pectoral muscles that move the wings. The whole conformation illustrates perfectly a well-known law, yet one not often mentioned, respecting the movements of the wing of a bird, viz., that the nearer to the body the longest quill-feather is, the more rapidly is the wing moved. We will assume, for example, what is very near the truth, that a Humming-bird and an Albatross have about the same relative length of wing in the “hand” or pinion portion that bears the ten primaries, and the same relative length of these quills. In the Albatross, this portion of the wing is widely separated from the body by the length of the humerus and fore-arm; in the former, the reverse extreme exists; and we see the result in the long, measured sweep of the ocean-bird’s wing and the rapid strokes of the other’s. This is in strict accordance with a mechanical law respecting the ratio between time of motion and distance traversed. Given, say, a Hummer’s wing two inches from flexure to tip of first primary, and one inch from flexure to shoulder-joint; this would make the point of the wing describe an arc of a circle with a radius of three inches; and a certain amount of muscular contraction effects this in a certain time. Now, lengthen fore-arm and upper-arm till they are each about two inches long, which would be something like the relative lengths in an Albatross’ wing; this would make the point of the wing move in the arc of a circle with a radius of six inches. Now, the muscular force remaining the same, it is evident that the point of the wing could not move through this much larger arc in the same time; i. e., the wing-strokes would be necessarily slower. It is interesting to observe how, in some other birds, a similar result is brought about by different means. In a Partridge, for instance, without special shortening of upper-arm or fore-arm, the longest quill-feather is brought nearer the body by the roundness of the wing, that is,
the successive shortening of several outer primaries; and this bird, as is well known, makes correspondingly more rapid wing-beats and vigorous, whirring flight. In the Humming-bird the quickness of the wing-vibration reaches the maximum; so rapid is it that the eye cannot follow the strokes, but merely perceives a film on each side of the body. The flight of the bird is also the most rapid; frequently the eye cannot follow the bird itself. It is almost needless to add, that the peculiar sound, from which the family takes its English name, is not vocal, but produced by the wings, just as it is in the cases of so many insects.

The tail is moderate, in most Hummers, but is too various in size and shape to be concisely characterized here. It sometimes greatly exceeds the length of the body. None of our representatives have any special developments of this member. It always has ten rectrices. The feet are small and short, and usually naked, though clothed in some; the toes normal; the claws rather large, relatively, and sharp. The feet are scarcely used for progression; the birds take to their wings for the briefest locomotion.

The birds are noted for their gorgeous coloring, due in most part, and in the vast majority of instances, to the iridescent glitter of their plumage; the metallic sheen is specially noticeable upon the throat, forming the characteristic gorget of the male sex. This is commonly wanting in the female, and she is also duller, usually, and otherwise so different in color as to be frequently mistaken for a different species. The sexual difference is sometimes so great, and affects such changes in size and shape of parts, that even genera have been framed upon it, or the sexes of the same species referred to different genera. Various greens, particularly of the golden series, are among the commonest body-colors; purples and violet-blacks oftentimes tint the wings and tail; the brilliant gorget changes hue in different lights, and here only, among birds, the rainbow finds adequate material expression. The crown is sometimes as brilliant as the throat. Velvety-black and snowy-white occur. A part of the species are crested; others have the gorget prolonged into a ruff; many have white, cottony tufts upon the flanks.

The general interest that attaches to the Hummers causes them to be eagerly sought after, and one good result of their search, to offset the lamentable wanton destruction of the beautiful little creatures for mercenary ends, has been the unparalleled advance of our knowledge of the species within comparatively few years. Now, we know at least three hundred species, apparently valid, aside from the unnumbered nominal ones that have been introduced into the system. The family is confined to America, and has its centre of abundance in the tropical parts of South America, especially New Granada, although some representatives are found from Alaska to Patagonia, and others live on snowy Andean peaks. The species have been almost endlessly subdivided into subfamilies and genera; but, while the latter are undeniably many, perhaps but two of the former may be recognized with certainty and entire propriety. One of these, Phaethornithinae, embraces only about a tenth of the family, and is composed of the duller-colored species, especially inhabitants of the dense forests of the Amazon. The other, Trochilinae, comprehends the great variety, and is the only one represented in North America, at least with the limitation of Phaethornisinae just alluded to. The localization of many species is a singular fact in the history of the family; not a few are strictly confined, so far as is now known, to particular valleys or particular mountain peaks, only a few miles in area. Others however, are widely dispersed, as our Ruby-throat and the western Rufous-backed Hummer, which reaches from Alaska into Mexico. Few of the genera now usually adopted have many species; quite often but a single one.

There has been much conflict of opinion concerning the food of these birds. From their hovering so constantly about flowers, it was for a long time believed that they were nourished solely upon the sweets extracted from the nectaries. Then insects were found in their stomachs, and opinion veered to the opposite extreme. But doubtless both views are correct; we know that the birds are extensively insect-eaters, and the dwarf Hummers, Trochilinae, are particularly so. In each member there is a small, usually ovoid, gland, which is the organ of nectar-secreting and sugar and water. Besides being the most active of birds, they are so refractory, irascible, and at times extremely pugnacious; the males have fierce encounters in airy tournaments. They are not properly gregarious, though so many often collect at favorite feeding-grounds. They build exquisite nests, sometimes pensile, but ordinarily saddled upon a small bough or in a crotch, tastefully adorned outside, and at the same time effectually concealed, by being stuccoed over with bits of moss or lichen; within, they are warmly lined with the most delicate silky, cottony, or downy vegetable substances. They never lay more than two eggs, which are white; and the period of incubation is stated to be twelve or fourteen days.

Wilson knew but one North American Humming-bird, and Audubon only two or

* It may not be generally known that under certain conditions the plumage of our dullest birds will show rainbow-colors. A Sparrow's wing, for instance, held up to a strong light, and half-spread, will give the spectrum, by decomposition of the solar ray in passing through the fine barbules and barbicles, like that seen upon a soap-bubble.
three more. In 1858, Prof. Baird nearly doubled the number, including seven in his work. In 1872, I was enabled to recognize eleven species in the "Key;" one of these, however, was purely adventitious. Since this time, a large and beautiful species (Eugenes fulgens) has been discovered by Mr. Henshaw to occur over our Mexican border, where, doubtless, additional species will eventually be found.

**TROCHILUS COLUMBUS, Linn.**

**Ruby-throated Hummingbird.**

*Trochilus columbus,* Linn., Syst. Nat. i, 1766, 191.—Latil., Ind. Orn. i, 1790, 312.—Vieill., Enc. 569; Ois. Am. Sept. i, pl. 31, 32; Ois. Dor. i, 63, 69, 70, pl. 31, 32, 33 ("Rubis").—Wils., Am. Orn. ii, 1810, 26, pl. 10, figs. 3, 4.—Jard., Humm. i, 85, pl. 5.—Br., Syn. 1828, 99; Comp. List, 1835, 10; Consip. i, 1850, 81.—Sw. & Rich., F. B. A. ii, 1831, 323.—Nutt., Man. i, 1832, 588.—Aud., Orn. Biog. i, 1832, 248; v, 1839, 544; pl. 47; Syn. 1839, 170; B. Am. iv, 1842, 190, pl. 253.—Gir., B. L. i, 1844, 169.—Gould, Monog. iii, pl. 131; Introd. 1867.—Maxim., J. f. O. vi, 1858, 104.—Bd., B. N. A. 1858, 131.—Cab., J. f. O. iv, 1856, 98 (Cuba); Mus. Hein. iii, 1860, 57.—Scl., P. Z. S. 1856, 237 (Cordova); 1859, 357.—Scl. & Salv., Ibis, i, 1859, 129 (Guatemala).—Salv., Ibis, 1860, 266.—Salv., P. Z. S. 1857, 295 (Vergara).—Dress., Ibis, 1866, 470 (Texas).—Snow, B. kans. 1873, 3.—Allen, Bull. M. C. Z. ii, 1871, 301; iii, 1872, 180.—Coues, Key, 1872, 184.—B. B. & R., N. A. B. ii, 448, pl. 47, f. 2.


*Ornithomyia cubola,* LESS., Troch. 1, pl. 1; Ois. Mon. 151, pl. 48.—Dev., R. M. Z. 1852, p.—

*Cynanthus cubola,* JARD., Humm. ii, 143.

*Trochilus aureigaster,* L.A.IW., (fide Bd.).

_Hab._—North America, east of the Rocky Mountains. North to 57°, at least. South to Brazil. Cuba. Winters in Florida (?)

No Hummers appear to have been observed by Dr. Hayden; but two certainly inhabit the Missouri region, while a third (S. rufiss.), if not also a fourth (Stellula calliope), may occur. The present species is of common occurrence in Kansas, has been taken in the Saskatchewan region, and ranges also over the intermediate ground. I found it quite common and breeding, at Pembina, in June.

**SELASPHORUS PLATYCERCUS, (Sw.) Bp.**

_Broad-tailed Hummingbird._


*Melisuga platycera,* Gray, Gen. of B. i, 113.

*Ornithomyia tricolor,* Less., Colibriis, 125, pl. 14 (Brazil); Troch. 1831, 156, pl. 60 (Mexico).—Jard., Nat. Libr. ii, 77, pl. 13.

*Cynanthus tricolor,* Jard., Humm. ii, 144.

*Ornithomyia montana,* Less., Troch. 1831, 161, pl. 63, 64 (young).


_Hab._—Rocky Mountains and Sierra Nevada to the Black Hills. Texas. South into Mexico.

Not obtained by the Expeditions.

This species, one of the several ascertained of late years to inhabit the United States, long after its original description as a bird of Mexico, was first entered in our fauna by Prof. Baird, upon specimens taken at El Paso, Texas, by Mr. J. H. Clark. Its range was almost simulta-
neously ascertained to extend through New Mexico, where Dr. W. W. Anderson obtained it, at Canton Burgwyn, to Fort Bridger, then Utah, now in the new Territory of Wyoming, where Mr. C. Drexler secured examples. In June, 1864, I found it on the very summit of the Rocky Mountains of New Mexico, at Whipple's Pass. It appeared to be quite common; many were seen feeding among the wild roses then in full bloom, and excellent examples were procured. I did not recognize it at Fort Whipple, where the other species of the genus, _S. rufus_, was numerous through the summer. Dr. Cooper found it at Lake Tahoe, at an altitude of 6,000 feet, where it was breeding, his specimens being young. He records his anticipation of its extension northward to the Blue Mountains, near Snake River, in Oregon. Mr. Allen found it common at Ogden, Utah, in September, at Cheyenne, Wyoming, and also in Park County, Colorado, where he saw it repeatedly among the flowers growing far above the timber-line of Mount Lincoln, as more fully stated in the following memorandum he obligingly gave me:

"The Broad-tailed Hummer was common from Cheyenne southward along the base of the mountains to Colorado City, and throughout the mountains was everywhere abundant, even to above the timber-line. Its flight is exceedingly swift, and characterized by a sharp whistling sound; but in all other respects it might be readily mistaken for the common Ruby-throat of the East. Its nest was not discovered, but hardly a day passed without a considerable number of the birds being observed, often several individuals being in sight at once. The great abundance of flowers throughout the mountain valleys, and which here and there also nearly cover the ground, even far above the limit of trees on the Snowy Range, renders this mountain region highly favorable to the existence of this interesting species, and offers a ready explanation of its abundant occurrence here." Our last record is a note, by Mr. C. H. Holden, relating to his observations among the Black Hills:

"These little birds were quite common. On one occasion, while skinning a Hawk, I threw a piece of flesh into a small dead tree near me. In an instant three of the birds were poised before the meat, mistaking it, no doubt, for some gaudy flower. But one nest was found. It contained two young ones about a week old. I was struck by the wisdom displayed by the birds in placing their nest. A small tree had fallen over the brook, which was here eight feet wide. The nest was placed on one of the under branches in such a way that the trunk of the tree would effectually keep out the rain. The nest was lined with a species of cotton obtained in the vicinity." Mr. Trippe writes as follows from Colorado:

_S. platycercus_, Broad-tailed Hummingbird. Abundant; migratory; breeds. The Broad-tailed Hummingbird arrives in the vicinity of Idaho Springs about the middle of May, and extends upward as the season advances, reaching timber-line by the 15th of June, and during summer roaming far above it. It is very common, and universally distributed, wandering over all the mountain sides and throughout all the valleys; and even penetrating at times the depths of the forest—in short, wherever it can find flowers, it is at home. The sound produced by its wings is very peculiar, and quite unlike the humming of the Ruby-throat; it is a loud, rattling noise, more like the shrill chirrup of a locust than the buzzing of wings. It is an expert insect-catching, and frequently perches on the dead limb of a tree, or some tall, dry bush, whence it keeps a sharp lookout for passing insects, which it pursues with lightning-like rapidity; and after capturing them returns to the same perch. At times it utters a sharp, quick note, especially when
angry or alarmed. It has the habit, during early summer, of mounting forty or fifty yards straight up in the air, poising itself a moment or two, and then darting down again, repeating the same manoeuvre several times in succession. Sometimes a score or more may be seen darting up and down together in this way for half an hour or more.

This Hummingbird, breeds from the plains up to timber-line, and probably raises two broods each season, as I have found young birds just hatched, as late as the middle of August. Its nest is an exquisite little affair, so cunningly covered with lichens as to look precisely like the limb on which it rests. One which I found was placed on a swaying bough directly over a mountain-torrent, and within two or three feet of the water. The young are cared for and fed by the old birds for some time after they leave the nest. They disappear in September.

Mrs. Maxwell, of Boulder, who has paid much attention to the birds of this region for the last few years, informs me that she has seen on two or three occasions, a Hummingbird with a flaming-red throat and breast, much larger than the present species, a straggler from Mexico, perhaps, as yet undetected within the limits of the United States [very possibly *Eugenes fulgens*].—E. C.]

**Family ALCEDINIDÆ: Kingfishers.**

*XX* CERYLE ALCYON, (Linn.) Boie.

**Belted Kingfisher.**


*Ispida alcyon*, Sw., Classif. of Birds, ii, 1837, 336.

*Megaceryle alcyon*, Reich, Handbuch i, 1851, 25, pl. 412, figs. 3108, 3109.


*Chlorocery alcyon*, Scl., Cat. Am. Birds, 1862, 204.


*Alcedo jugularis*, "Dumont, Dict. Sci. Nat. i, 1816, 455."

COCZYUS ERYTHROPHTHALMUS.

Hab.—Over the waters of all North and Middle America, and many of the West Indian Islands. Resident, or imperfectly migratory, being in the north forced away by the freezing of the waters. Breeds nearly throughout its range. Accidental in Ireland (in 1845, Thompson, B. Irel. i, 373).

Lieutenant Warren's Expedition.—4657, Little Missouri; 5234, Yellowstone.
Later Expeditions.—59849-50, Colorado; 60458, 60906-7, Wyoming.

Family CUCULIDÆ: Cuckoos.

Note.—The Ground Cuckoo, Geococcyx californianus, is entered upon the Holden-Aiken List (Pr. Bost. Soc. ix, 17-72), as a resident species; but since, in the preparation of two different Mss. for the press, the editor neglected to preserve indications of localities with desirable precision, it is uncertain whether the species should be included in the present work or not. The List covers ground partly in the water-shed of the Missouri, and partly beyond it, for Mr. Aiken's observations extend as far south as Calioon City, Colorado. The case is parallel with that of Pipilo fuscus ("mesoleucus").

Until recently, I was unaware of the extension of the Ground Cuckoo beyond the latitude of New Mexico and Arizona, excepting in the Sacramento Valley, California, to Fort Reading (latitude 40°); Mr. Aiken's record is interesting in this regard. This may be added the occurrence of the species on the Arkansas, near Fort Lyons, as recorded by me, Am. Nat. vii, 1873, 751.

✓ COCCYZUS ERYTHROPHTHALMUS, (Wils.) Bp. & i

Black-billed Cuckoo.


Piaga erythropthalma, Less., Traité Orn. 1841, 141.

Erythrophrys erythropthalmus, Br., Comp. List, 1838, 46.


Coccyzus dominicus, Nutt., Man. i, 1832, 556 (not of authors).


List of specimens.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Person</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Remarks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>18337</td>
<td>P. F. Bighorn R</td>
<td>June 15, 1860</td>
<td>G. H. trochus</td>
<td>12:00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18395</td>
<td>do</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>12:00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Lieutenant Warren's Expedition.—5332, Fort Lookout; 5233, Moreau River; 8979-81, Platte River; 3382, Long Fork.

These specimens indicate the westernmost locality as yet on record for this species, which was not previously known to occur in the central plains. It is true that Dr. Newberry quotes the species for California, but he does so with a double query; he secured no specimens, and the cries he heard, if those of any Cuckoo, were doubtless of C. americanus.

This species is found throughout most of Eastern North America with C. americanus, and yet there is a notable difference in their distribu-
bution, the Black-billed Cuckoo being the more northerly bird. Audubon has recorded both species from Labrador, but in rather vague terms, and does not appear to have actually taken any specimens; I think it safe to infer that all the Cuckoos he may have seen there were of this species. In New England the Black-billed is the more common of the two, and I think that there the Yellow-billed finds its ordinary northern limit; in fact, it is extremely rare in many localities. This relative distribution is susceptible of numerous illustrations. Thus, Mr. Mellwraith gives the Black-billed as a common summer resident at Hamilton, Canada West, while of the Yellow-billed he says he never saw but one specimen in Canada. Allen and Maynard's testimony for Massachusetts, though necessarily less pointed, is to the same general effect. In the Middle States, on the contrary, we find Dr. Turnball giving the Yellow-billed as rather the more common of the two. At Washington, D. C., the Yellow-billed is very abundant, especially in the spring and fall, but also breeds plentifully; it arrives late in April, and remains through September. There the Black-billed is much less numerous, even when both are migrating, and breeds but sparingly. In his Kansas list, Prof. Snow gives both species without remark, but marks the Yellow-billed only, as breeding. The latter appears to breed everywhere in its United States range, the former rarely south of the Middle districts.

The habits of the two species are very similar, and the birds are commonly confounded by unscientific observers. The notes of the Black-billed are less harsh and not so often repeated. The nest is much the same; the eggs deeper green, smaller (1.10 by 0.80), and less elliptical.

I found the Black-billed Cuckoo breeding in the Pembina Mountains, forty miles west of the Red River. At date of July 12 the nest contained a single young bird, just ready to fly; the others, if any, having already left. The nest, in this instance, was remarkable in position, being placed in the crotch of an oak bush less than two feet from the ground, in a dense thicket on a hill-side. There was a large basement of loosely-interlaced twigs, on which was placed a matted platform with scarcely any depression, of dried leaves and peplar catkins. The young one could not quite fly, but scrambled off as I approached, and I had some little difficulty in catching it; during the capture, the old bird came about within a few feet of me, and answered the cries of the young with a curious guttural note. The young has the feathers of the upper parts all edged with whitish, and a faint tawny-gray shade on the breast; the bill and feet are pale-bluish; the iris is brown.

\[ COCCYZUS AMERICANUS, \] (Linn.) Bp. r. e.  

Yellow-billed Cuckoo.

*Cocculus dominicensis*, BRiSS., Orn. iv, 110, pl. 9.  
*Cocculus dominicus*, LINN., Syst. Nat. i, 1766, 170.—GM., i, 416.—LATH., Ind. Orn. i, 221.—  
(Not *Cocculus dominicus* of Nutt., or of Br., Conspr., or of Scl., Cat.)  
*Piaya dominica*, Gray, Genera of Birds, ii, 457.  
*Cocculus carolinensis*, BRiSS., Orn. iv, 112 (Concou de la Caroline, P. E. 816).—Wils., Am. Orn. iv, 1811, 13, pl. 28, f. 1.  
*Coccygus americanus*, Br., Ovs. Wils. 1825, No. 47; Conspr. i, 1850, 111.—Nutt., Man. i, 1832, 551.—Aud., Ors. Biv. 1832, 18; v, 1830, 520; pl. 2; Syl. 1839, 187; B.
Coccyzus Americanus, Yellow-billed Cuckoo.


Playa americana, Less., Traité Orn. 1831, 142.
Erythroryphus americanus, Br., Comp. and Geog. List, 1838, 40.

Coccyzus americana, KEYS. & BLAS., Wirbelth. Europ. 1840, 149.
Coccyzus ciceron, Temm., Man. Orn. iv, 1835, 277.
Coccyzus flavirostris, Gloger, J. f. O. 1854, 222.

Hab.—Eastern United States and part of the British Provinces. West to the Rocky Mountains. Also observed in California. South through Mexico and various West India Islands and Central America into South America as far as Buenos Ayres. Accidental in Europe. See Gould's & Schlegel's works; also, HART., Man. 1872, 124 (five British instances, with the references).

Lieutenant Warren's Expedition.—9890, 9897, Platte River; 9893, 9895, Loup Fork of Platte; 9896, Elkhorn River.

Confusion has arisen in the employ of the name dominicus for different species. Nuttall applied it to our Black-billed Cuckoo; Bonaparte used it for a species, of which he says (correctly or not) "rostro nigerrimo!" Slater, for the West Indian Mangrove Cuckoo; Baird apparently relegated it to the insular variety of americana, afterwards named bairdii by Slater.

But, as Cabanis and Heine determined, there is no doubt whatever that it is merely a synonym of americana.

I am satisfied of the necessity of reducing the C. bairdii, SCL, to americanus, and the same may be found necessary with C. julieni.

Cabanis and Heine have made two species of the rusty-bellied, yellow-billed "Mangrove" Cuckoos; it does not appear, however, that there is more than one species, the synonymy of which may be arranged as in the accompanying footnote.*

Having already compared the North American distribution of this species with that of the Black-billed, it only remains to note its Pacific

*Coccyzus senicus, (Lath.) Vieull.
Cuculus minor, GM., i, 411 (ex P. I. 813.). (Nomen ineptum.)
Coccyzus minor, GRAV, Gen. of B. ii, 457; Hand-list, ii, 1570, 210, No. 8917.
Coccyzus senicus, Vieull., Ency. Meth. 1346.—Br., Consip. i, 1890, 111.—SCL., Cat. 1862, 323; P. Z. S. 1864, 121.—TAYLOR, Isis, 1864, 170.
Coccyzus senicus, CAB. & HEINE, Mans. Hein. iv, 78.
Coccyzus helicentricus, CAB., Schomb. Guiana, iii, 714.

Hab.—Continental Tropical America. Trinidad; Dominica; Gnadeloupe; Martinique.

C. senicus var. NIESOTES.
Erythrophrys senicus, Br., Comp. and Geog. List, 1833, 40.
Playa minor, Less., Traité Orn. 1831, 141.
Coccyzus minor, Cab., J. f. O. 1556, 104.—BD., B. N. A. 1558, 78.—B. B. & R., N. A. B. ii, 1874, 482, pl. 48, f. 3 ("4" err.).
Coccyzus dominicus, (?) Br., Consip. i, 1850, 112 (gives black bill).—SCL., Cat. 1862, 323 (not of Linnaeus).
Coccyzus nesioes, Cab., Mus. Hein. iv, 1862, 78.—TayLor, Isis, 1864, 170.—SCL., P. Z. S. 1864, 121.—Gray, Hand-list, ii, 1870, 210, No. 8918.

Hab.—Greater Antilles and Florida.
Two specimens rested but I nothing in the warning, "hearsay," literally, for several persons who thought they heard its cry may have been mistaken, easily enough. In the first place, the booting of the Burrowing Owl is so similar to the notes of the Rain Crow, that I should have been deceived myself on one occasion had I not been forewarned by my friend Cooper; and secondly, as this gentleman observes, the noise made by the Spade-footed Toad (Scaphiopus) is also very similar. Specimens have, however, been actually procured by Mr. F. Gruber in Napa Valley.

The peculiar notes of this bird, sounding like the syllables koo-foo-foo, indefinitely repeated, are probably uttered more frequently during the atmospheric changes preceding falling weather, and have given rise to the name "Rain Crow," by which both our species are universally known to the vulgar. The Yellow-billed is rather the noisier bird of the two, and its voice is more forcible. It is a rather sly and unfamiliar species, inhabiting high, open woods, as well as the large shade-trees of parks and cities, and generally remains high among the branches. When dashing about, in active pursuit of the various large-winged insects that form its chief food, they are conspicuous objects, the metallic olive-gray flashing in the sun, and the snowy under parts contrasting with verdure. But ordinarily they are hidden birds, oftener heard than seen; they pass from one tree to another stealthily, with a rapid, gliding, noiseless flight, and often rest motionless as statues for a long time, especially when crying out, or when they have detected a suspicious object. They court the seclusion of the thickest foliage. Their curiosity is not small, and they may be observed to frequently peer down with inquisitive looks through the dense foliage, trying to make out some unusual object. Although not parasites, like the European species, devoid of parental instinct, they have their bad traits, being even worse enemies of various small, gentle birds; for they are abandoned thieves, as wicked as Jays in this respect, continually robbing birds of their eggs, and even, it is said, devouring the helpless nestlings.

The nidification is not remarkably peculiar, the nest being like that of a Crow in miniature, composed artlessly of many small sticks and some grass, rather loosely interlaced, and forming a flattish, unsubstantial structure, usually saddled on a large horizontal branch. The eggs are pale greenish, rather broadly oval, measuring about 1 1/8 inches long by ½ in breadth. But the oviposition is very unusual. The fact is, that the bird begins to set as soon as the first egg is laid, and successively deposits the rest at such intervals that a nest may be found with a fresh egg in it, another partially incubated, a newly-hatched bird, and one or more young more advanced. I have verified this fact; but in place of my observations I will give an extract from Audubon, which leaves nothing to be desired:

"A nest, which was placed near the centre of a tree of moderate size, was reached by a son of the gentleman on whose grounds we were. One of the old birds, which was sitting upon it, left its situation only when within a few inches of the climber's hand, and silently glided off to another tree close by. Two young Cuckoos, nearly able to fly, scrambled off from their tenement among the branches of the tree, and were caught by us after awhile. The nest was taken, and carefully handed to me. It still contained three young Cuckoos, all of different sizes, the smallest apparently just hatched, the next in size probably several days old, while the largest, covered with pin-feathers, would have been able to
leave the nest in about a week. There were also in the nest two eggs, one containing a chick, the other fresh or lately laid. The two young birds which escaped from the nest clung so firmly to the branches with their feet that our attempts to dislodge them were of no avail, and we were obliged to reach them with the hand. On now looking at all these young birds our surprise was indeed great, as no two of them were of the same size, which clearly showed that they had been hatched at different periods; and I should suppose the largest to have been fully three weeks older than any of the rest. Mr. Rhett assured us that he had observed the same in another nest placed in a tree within a few paces of his house, and which he also showed to us. He stated that _eteren_ young Cuckoos had been successively hatched and reared in it, by the same pair of old birds, in one season, and that young birds and eggs were to be seen in it at the same time for many weeks in succession.

"On thinking since of this strange fact, I have felt most anxious to discover how many eggs the Cuckoo of Europe drops in one season. If it, as I suspect, produces as our bird does, not less than eight or ten, or what may be called the amount of two broods, in a season, this circumstance would connect the two species in a still more intimate manner than theoretical writers have supposed them to be allied. And if our Cow-pen bird also drops eight or ten eggs in a season, which she probably does, that number might be considered the amount of two broods, which the Red-winged Starling usually produces."

The Yellow-billed Cuckoo is stated to winter in Southern Florida. It is a partially nocturnal species, in so far at least as the fact of its often crying out in the night, and being apparently in motion, may warrant the statement. Besides the insects above mentioned as its food, it eats various grubs, even wood-inhabiting molluscs, and also plucks different kinds of berries and other soft fruits.

**Family PICIDÆ: Woodpeckers.**

In all our representatives of this family, the nesting and eggs are so similar that it becomes unnecessary to refer to the subject under heads of each species. The birds all lay in holes of trees, dug by themselves, depositing the eggs—generally to the number of five or six, but sometimes more or fewer—upon the chips and dust at the bottom. The eggs are of a more nearly globular shape than is usual among birds, with a shell of crystal smoothness and purity, white, unmarked. Almost the only difference in the eggs of the species is in size, which corresponds in general with that of the parent, though, in the cases of our two largest species, the size appears disproportionately small. Thus, an egg of _H. pileatus_ measures only 1.25 by 0.98, thus being not much bigger than a good-sized Flicker's egg (1.18 by 0.88).

**HYLOTOMUS PILEATUS, (Linn.) Bd.**

Pileated Woodpecker.


_Dryotomus pileatus_, Sw., Class. Birds, ii, 1837, 306.—Br., Comp. List, 1833, 39.

_Dryocopus pileatus_, Boie.—Br., Cons. Av. i, 1850, 132.—Scl., Cat. 1862, 332.—Gray, Hand-list, iii, 1870, 182, No. 3635.

_Dryopicus pileatus_, Br., Not. Orn. Delattre, 1854, 85.—Malhi., Mon. i, 34, pl. 11, figs. 5, 6, 7.

_Dryopicus pileatus_, Boie, Cons. Av. 1843, 36; Ann. Sci. 1834, 8.
Campephila pilicata, Reichenb., Hand-buch Sp. Orn. 391, pl. 647, figs. 4317, 4318.

Hylotoma pilicata, B., B. N. A. 1838, 107; and of most United States writers.

Hylotoma pilicata, Coop., B. Cal. i. 1870, 396.—Coves, Key, 1872, 192, fig. 128.—Snow, B. Kansas, 1873, 3, (rare).—B. B. & E., N. A. B. ii, 1874, 550, pl. 56, f. 5, 6.


Hab.—Timbered regions of North America at large.

This large species was not noticed by either of the Expeditions, and is doubtless of rare, if more than casual, occurrence in most parts of the Missouri region, which is not heavily wooded enough to suit its habits. It varies greatly in size according to latitude.

PICUS VILLOSUS, Linn. 

Hairy Woodpecker.

a. villosus. (Wing-coverts profusely white-spotted.)


Picus villosus var. major, B., B. N. A. 1858, 84.—Sund., Conspp. Av. Pic. 1866, 16.

Picus villosus var. canaden


Picus canaden

Picus phillipsii, Aud., Orn. Biogr. v, 1839, 186, pl. 417; Syn. 1839, 177; B. Am. iv, 1842, 238, pl. 259 (young, with yellow crown).—Nutt., Man. i, 1840, 686.—Malh., Mon. Pic. i, 84, pl. 21, f. 5.—Gray, Hand-list, ii, 1870, 155, No. 5601.

Picus phillipsii, Gray, Gen. of B. ii, 435.

Picus phillipsii, Br., Conspp. Av. i, 1550, 134.

Picus phillipsii, Reich., Hand-buch Sp. Orn. 364, pl. 632, figs. 4204, 4205.


Picus septentrionalis, Nutt., Man. i, 1840, 684 ( = phillipsii).

b. medi
dii. (Intermediate examples, 9 to 10 inches long.)

Picus villosus, Linn., Syst. Nat. i, 1766, 175 (Kalm, It. iii, 43; P. varius medi

Picus villosus var. medi
dius, B., B. N. A. 1858, 84.—Sund., Conspp. Av. Pic. 1866, 16.

Picus villosus var. villosus, B. B. & E., N. A. B. ii, 1874, 530, pl. 49, f. 3, 4, 5.


Trichopus villosus, "C. & H., Ms. Berol."

Dryobates villosus, C. & H., Ms. Hein. iv, 1863, 66.


Picus martinei, Aud., Orn. Biogr. v, 1839, 81, pl. 417; Syn. 1839, 178; B. Am. iv, 1842, 240, pl. 260 ("Canada"; but ascribed dimensions not those of the large northern race; young).—Gray, Gen. of B. ii, 435.—Br., Conspp. i, 1850, 138.—Reich., Hand-buch, 364, pl. 632, figs. 4206, 4207.
Picus martini, Br., Comp. List. 1838, 39.—MALH., Mon. Pic. 82, pl. 22, f. 1, 2.

Picus rubricapillus, Nutt., Man. i, 1840, 659. (= martini).

c'. minoræ. (Southern examples, 8 to 9 inches long.)

Picus auduboni, Sw., F. B. A. ii, 1831, 306, figs. 5, 6, 7, on next page (Georgia).—TRUDE., Journ. Phila. Acad. vii, 1837, 404 (young, with yellow on crown).—AUD. Orn. Biog. v, 1839, 194, pl. 417; Syn. 1839, 151; B. Am. iv, 1842, 279, pl. 265.—BR., Comp. List. 1853, 59.—GRAY, Gen. of B. ii, 455.—BR., Conspr. i, 157, 138.—REICHT., Hand-buch, 363, pl. 629, fig. 4203.—MALH., Mon. Pic. 1, 87, pl. 22, f. 4.

Picus villosus var. minor, BR, B. N. A. 1858, 85.—SUND., Conspr. Av. Pic. 1866, 16.

Picus cuvieri, MALH., Mon. Pic. i, 85, pl. 22, f. 3 (young female).

b. harrisii. (Wing-coverts scarcely or not spotted.)

a'. majoræ.


Trichopis harrisii, CAN. "MUSE. BEROL."

Dryobates harrisii, CAB. & HEINE, Mus. Heiu. iv, 68.

b'. medii.


Picus hylocopterus, GRAY, Hand-list, ii, 1870, 185, No. 6904.

Dryobates hylocopterus, CAB. & HEINE, Mus. Heiu. iv, 1863, 69.

c'. minoræ.


Trichopis jardini, CAB. & HEINE, "MUS. BEROL."

Dryobates jardini, CAB. & HEINE, Mus. Heiu. iv, 1863, 69.

Picus harrisii, CAB, J. f. O. 1802, 175.

'Picus incarnatus, LICHT." "MUS. BEROL." (fide CAB. = 'inornatus), error, BR.).

Hab.—The entire wooded portions of North America—the typical form east of the Rocky Mountains, reaching the Pacific, however, in Alaska. Var. harrisii from the Rocky Mountains to the Pacific. Each variety grading in size according to latitude. (England).

List of specimens (var. harrisii).

| 19179 | 250 | Deer Creek | Q | Jan. 4, 1860 | F. V. Hayden | 1 | 2 |

Lieutenant Warren's Expedition.—4338, Sion River; 5292, Powder River; 5227-28, Fort Lookout. (Typical villosus.)

Later Expeditions.—60360, 60902-3, Wyoming; 69960, Idaho (var. harrisii).

The very interesting parallel relations subsisting between different forms of this species, as sketched in the foregoing synonymy, may be properly amplified.

We have first to note that typical villosus, of the Eastern United States, exhibits a profusion of white spots on the wings, usually in six or seven pairs on the primaries, with several pairs on all the secondaries, and one or more such spots on each of the wing-coverts. In the other extreme, typical harrisii, there are fewer pairs (five or
six) on the primaries, and none on the inner secondaries and wing-coverts. The change begins in birds from the eastern slopes of the Rocky Mountains, and is effected by imperceptible degrees. Laying down scores of specimens side by side, in linear series representing the change in longitude, one may see the spots disappear one by one, or by pairs, showing the complete intergradation of the two forms. This has been known to several ornithologists for some years, and hints to this effect have repeatedly been given; but, so far as I am aware, it was not formally recognized, by reduction of ‚harrisii’ to a variety, until this was done simultaneously by Mr. Allen and myself.

We will next observe that the original of Picus ‚harrisii’, from the Columbia River, has the under parts of a peculiar smoky-gray tinge, with also more or less evident thin black stripes along the sides. This appears chiefly in specimens from Oregon and Washington Territories, and I think is something more than mechanical soiling of the feathers with carbonaceous matter from the trees, although this agent undoubtedly sometimes effects a like result. All my New Mexican and Arizonian specimens are as pure white below as in the eastern variety, and usually lack all traces of stripes along the sides.

Resting upon these facts respecting the distinctions between the eastern and western form, we will take up the remarkable variation in size that both exhibit in a perfectly parallel manner. Specimens of typical ‚villosus’ occur ranging from 8 to 11 inches long; and this difference is found to depend upon latitude, size increasing ‚part passu’ with heightening of latitude, by insensible degrees. But there is nothing exceptional about this; on the contrary, it is merely a strong illustration of the prevailing rule with widely-distributed birds, the individuals of which are stationary or nearly so. With the maximum size of the northern birds there is associated an increase of whiteness, also in conformity with a general rule. These two particulars, size and whiteness, give the bird a peculiar aspect, so readily distinguishable that the ‚Picus ‚villosus’ and ‚leucolomus’ is characterized by many writers. But I see no necessity of recognizing it by any varietal name; if we did, we should also, to be consistent, separate the ‚Hyloenomus pilatus’ into races founded on size, the variation being fully as great in this case. The smaller size of the South Atlantic and Gulf States’ ‚villosus’ is recognizable, on an average, but is not so strongly marked; in coloration they are precisely the same as the ordinary bird of the Middle States.

In the West, the boreal extension of var. ‚harrisii’ is cut off by the topography of that region, the westward trend of the mountains bringing the eastern zoological province to the very Pacific, and giving us var. ‚villosus’ instead of ‚harrisii’. Consequently, typical var. ‚harrisii’ is itself the largest form. It about equals ordinary ‚villosus’ of the Middle States. The New Mexican and Southern Californian specimens are slightly smaller than those of Washington Territory, but not notably so, the chief distinction being the color of the under parts, as already noted (‚Hyloenomus’, ‚Cabanis’). But the Mexican extension of the species, as well as I can judge by descriptions, is strongly marked by its, small size, being quite as much ‛under the average’ as ‚leucolomus’ is over the average. This is the P. ‚jardinii’ of authors. The parallelism is thus seen to be complete; in the east, a series with a marked northern maximum of size and less conspicuous minimum; in the west, a marked southern minimum and less conspicuous northern maximum; in both cases, the variation directly and precisely according to latitude; while the intergradation of the two according to longitude is perfect.

It is too late to say much about the various nominal species established upon conditions of immaturity; they have already been satisfactorily disposed of. But, although so admirable and long-experienced a field-naturalist as Audubon might well be excused for proposing ‚harrisii’ and ‚gardneri’, at a time when climatic variation had no place in the conceptions of naturalists, it is incomprehensible that, after years of study in the field, and shooting perhaps hundreds of Hairy Woodpeckers, he should never have found out that the young males have more or less of the vertex red or yellow, instead of an occipital crescent of scarlet. This crown-patch is sometimes perfectly square, and bright yellow, almost exactly as in ‚Picoides’; but it is oftener diffuse, of a brownish or copper hue, mixed with white, &c. P. ‚philippii’ is the young of the northern race; P. ‚martina’ may be so too, being from Canada, but the ascertained dimensions (‘length, 9’‘) are those of ordinary ‚villosus’, to which it may be as well to relegate it. ‘‘Septentrionalis’’ and ‚rubricapillus’ of Nuttall are the same as ‚philippii’ and ‚martina’; respectively. ‘Picus auduboni’ is one of the curiosities of ornithological literature, inasmuch as Swainsor and Tradouw, without the slightest reference to each other, each proposed the same name for the same bird in the same plumage, and not a valid species either.

This species montis the quills and tail-feathers very tardily; they persist with decreasing vitality, until just before they drop they are often found faded, toward their ends at least, into brownish-white.

This condition has crept into some of the published plates. Another individual peculiarity is, that the occipital scarlet band of the male is often discontinuous behind, being thus resolved into two supra-auricular spots, almost exactly as in Picus ‚querulus’. This may have induced Gray to put ‚jardinii’ alongside P. ‚borealis’ in the subgenus ‚Phren-
PICUS PUBESCENS, DOWNY WOODPECKER.

PICUS PUBESCENS, Linn. a. pubescens.


**Trichopipo pubescens**, CAB. & Heine, "Mus. Berol."


**Picus (Dendrocopos) medius**, Sw., F. B. A. ii, 1831, 308 (New Jersey).


**Picus (Dendrocopos) meridionalis**, Sw., F. B. A. ii, 1831, 308 (Georgia).


**Picus lecontei**, Jones, Ann. Lyc. N. Y. iv, 1848, 49, pl. 17 (malformed specimen, lacking middle)

**Tridactyla (1) lecontei**, Br., Consip. Zyzgod. 1854, 8 (made type of a genus!)

**Picoides (1) lecontei**, Malh., Mon. Pic. i, 182, pl. 40, f. 7.

b. gairdneri.


Pico\textit{s pubescens}, Downy Woodpecker.


\textit{Dryobates gardneri}, Cab. & Heine, Mrs. Hein. iv, 1863, 64.

\textit{Picus (Dryobates) gardneri}, Gray, Hand-list, ii, 1870, 184, No. 8591.


\textit{Dryobates turati}, Cab. & Heine, Mrs. Hein. iv, 1863, 65.

\textit{Picus (Dryobates) turati}, Gray, Hand-list, ii, 1870, 185, No. 8597.

\textit{Picus homorius}, " Cab. & Heine, Ms."

\textit{Dryobates homorius}, Cab. & Heine, Mrs. Hein. iv, 1863, 65.

\textit{Picus (Dryobates) homorius}, Gray, Hand-list, ii, 1870, 185, No. 8596.


Hab.— Entirely correspondent with that of \textit{P. villosus}. (Accidental in England.)

\textbf{List of specimens of var. gardneri.}

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>19180</th>
<th>168</th>
<th>Source Cheyenne</th>
<th>Oct. 27, 1859</th>
<th>F. V. Hayden</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

\textit{Lieutenant Warren's Expedition}.—4639–46, Platte River; 4641, Bonhomme, Dakota (typical \textit{pubescens}).

\textit{Later Expeditions}.—60361, 61088–89, Wyoming (\textit{gardneri}).

This case of the Lesser Spotted Woodpecker is exactly parallel with that of the last species; it passes from \textit{pubescens} to var. \textit{gardneri} in the same region, and both forms show a gradation of size and some minor changes, according to latitude. It is unnecessary, therefore, to enlarge upon the matter. There is no question of the pertinence of the various synonyms above enumerated.

Although the range of the two species is substantially the same, they being found together in most localities, yet, upon the whole, the Downy is rather more southern than the Hairy, at least in the matter of abundance of individuals. On the Atlantic coast, up to the Middle districts, the Downy is the more numerous. It is abundant about Washington, D. C., where the Hairy is comparatively rare. Mr. Allen says the same for Florida. In the Missouri region, throughout which both species are found in timbered places, the Hairy is the prevailing form. I was rather surprised to find, in Arizona, that the latter occurred to the almost entire exclusion of the other, which, in fact, I never identified there to my satisfaction. The habits of the species differ in no appreciable respect. Neither is there the slightest difference in the character of their plumage, as implied in the names "Downy" and "Hairy"—words that have only a quasi-application to these or any other Woodpeckers.

Such synomynical lists as may be prepared in this case and the preceding one, and countless other instances, do not reflect creditably upon a late state of our science—a state that we may hope soon to be able to call "late" in the same sense in which the word is used respecting defunct persons. The vagaries of nomenclature are exhibited in strong light by such an affair as the genus \textit{Tridactylia}, based on a malformation, either congenital or merely accidental. I may remark, in this connection, that I once shot, at Washington, D. C., a specimen of \textit{Colaptes auratus} showing the same thing, the right inner hind toe being wanting. It did not occur to me, however, to propose a genus \textit{Tridactylocolaptes}, nor even to describe the bird as a new species of \textit{Picoides}. Yet my knowledge of birds at that time was much more limited than either Bonaparte's or the monographer Malherbe's should be presumed to have been.
PICOIDES ARCTICUS. (Sw.) Gray.

Black-backed Three-toed Woodpecker.

"Picus varius cayenensis, q, BRiss., Orn. iv, 57" (fide Cab.; nomen geogr. ineptum, lapsus "canadensis");, see. Suntk.

Picus tridactylus, Br., Am. Orn. iii, 1828, 243, pl. 14, f. 2; Syn. 1823, 46.—A.UD., Orn. Biog. ii, 1834, 198; v, 1839, 538; pl. 132.—Nutt., Man. i, 1832, 578. (Not of European writers.)

Picus (Apternus) arcticus, Sw., F. B. A. ii, 1831, 313, pl. 57.


Tridactyla arctica, Cab. & Heine, Mrs. Heine, iv, 1863, 27.


Hab.—Northern North America, into the Northern United States in winter, and in all probability resident along our northern frontier, as well as further south in mountainous regions. Rarely south in winter to Massachusetts; casually to Pennsylvania (Audubon, Turnbull). South to Sierra Nevada (Cooper).

Late Expeditions.—1862, Lower Geyser Basin, Wyoming.

Although this species has not, to my knowledge, been yet taken in the Missouri region, there is no doubt whatever of the propriety of including it in the present work, as a species to be found at least in the mountainous and northerm portions. Mr. Tripe gives it as probably breeding in Minnesota, and Dr. Cooper has a more explicit notice. "I found this bird," he writes, "quite numerous about Lake Tahoe, and the summits of the Sierra Nevada above 6,000 feet altitude, in September, and it extends thence northward, chiefly on the east side of these and the Cascade Mountains, as I never saw it near the Lower Columbia. At the lake, they were quite fearless, coming close to the hotel, and industriously tapping the trees in the early morning and evening. * * I noticed their burrows in low pine-trees near the lake, where they had doubtless raised their young. I found them silent birds, though probably in the spring they have a great variety of calls. The only note I ever heard was a shrill, rattling cry, sufficiently distinct from that of any other Woodpecker."

PICOIDES AMERICANUS, Brebn.

Banded Three-toed Woodpecker.

a. americanus.

Picos tridactylus var. β., Gm., Syst. Nat. i, 1788, 439.—Lath., Ind. Ord. i, 1790, 243.

Picos (Apterurus) tridactylus, Sw., F. B. A. ii, 1831, 311, pl. 56 (nev Linn.).

Picos tridactylus var. americanus, B. B. & R., N. A. B. ii, 1874, pl. 50, f. 2.


Picos americana var. fasciatus, Bus., in Cons. B. Cal. i, 1870, 385.

Apterurus americana, Sw., Classif. B. ii, 1837, 306.


Picus arcticus, Deyk, N. Y. Zool. 1844, 190, pl. 17, f. 36 (nev Sw.).

b. dorsalis.


Picos americanus var. dorsalis, Bus., in Cons. B. Cal. i, 1870, 386.—Allen, Bull. M. C. Z. iii, 1872, 180 (mountains of Colorado, from 8,000 feet up to timber-line).—Coues, Key, 1872, 194.

Hcb.—The typical form in Arctic and Northern North America, straggling into the United States in winter, to Massachusetts. Var. dorsalis from the Rocky Mountain region as far south as Colorado.

Lieutenant Warren's Expedition.—8809, Laramie Peak, 3, Aug. 25, 1857; type of dorsalis.


As observed by Sundevall, and afterward by Baird, our three species of Picosides chiefly differ in the amount of white on the back, from none in arcticus, to a long continuous white stripe in var. dorsalis, much as in P. villosus. But although it may be only a step from the darkest-hackled hirsutus to arcticus, I am not aware that the step is ever actually taken by intermediate specimens, and I therefore retain the species as distinct. Between americanus and var. dorsalis, on the contrary, the intergradation is complete. The character of dorsalis lies in the disappearance of the one or more transverse black bars on each white feather of the back, leaving an uninterrupted white stripe—the successive steps toward this end being as clearly traceable as are those of the changes in the white spots of P. villosus and pubescens. Sundevall showed the name hirsutus, of Vieillot, usually applied to this species, was based upon the European bird, although ascribed to North America; and that the P. undulatus of the same author, probably a fictitious species, is based upon P. E. 535, said to be from "Cayenne," to have four toes, and to be otherwise entirely incompatible with the present species.

The Banded Three-toed Woodpecker is very rare in the United States—apparently more so than P. arcticus. I have not learned of its occurrence further south than Massachusetts, where Mr. Weich lately took specimens at Lynn. The dorsal variety, on the other hand, is a common bird of the Rocky Mountain region, especially about Laramie, and to judge from the dates of observation of the specimens secured, it is undoubtedly there resident. Dr. Hayden's specimen, above quoted, furnished the type of the description of P. dorsalis.

SPHYRAPICUS VARIUS, (Linn.) Bd.

Yellow-bellied Woodpecker.

a. varius.

SPHYRIPICUS VARIOUS, YELLOW-BELLIED WOODPECKER.

147, pl. 9, f. 2.—Bp., Am. Orn. i., pl. 8, f. 2; Syn. 1828, 45; List, 1838, 39; Consip. i, 1850, 138.—WAGL., Syst. Av. 1827, No. 16; Isis, 1839, 509.—NUTT., Mon. i, 1832, 574.—LESS., Tr. Orn. i, 1831, 228.—AUD., Orn. Biog. ii, 1834, 519; v, 1833, 537; pl. 190; Syn. 1839, 182; B. Am. iv, 1842, 263, pl. 357.—GRAY, Gen. of B. ii, 435—REICH, Handbuch Sp. Orn. 375, pl. 639, f. 4258, 4259; J. f. O. 1866, 162.—MAXIM., J. f. O. vi, 1858, 416.—SCL., P. Z. S. 1856, 305; 1858, 305; 1859, 307, 308.—HEINH., Ibis, iii, 1861, 8 (Greenland; two instances).—SUND., Consip. Av. Picis 1866, 33.

Picus (Dendrocopus) varius, Syl. & Rich., F. B. A. ii, 1831, 309.


Sphyrapicus varius, Bp., B. N. A. 1858, 103.—MALT., Mon. Pic. i, 157, pl. 37, figs. 2, 4.—COUES, Key, 1852, 195, f. 131.—SAY, B. & B., 1857, 3.—BLY., Fr. Dist. Soc. x, 1855, 91 (anatomy); and of most late authors.

Sphyrapicus varius, SCL. & SALV., Ibis, 1859, 136 (Guatemala).—SCL., Cat. 1862, 335 (Orozaba).—B. & B., N. A. B. ii, 1874, 539, pl. 51, f. 1, 2.

Cladoscopus varius, CAB. & HEINE, Mus. Hein. iv, 1863, 80.

Picus (Sphyrapicus) varius, GRAY, Hand-list ii, 1870, 176, No. 8617.

Picus atro-horaz, LESS., Traité Orn. i, 1831, 229.—POUCH., R. M. Z. vii, 1855, 21.
Probably no genus of the Picidae is more strongly marked than this one. Without very striking external peculiarities, the structure of the tongue and associate parts is remarkably different from that obtaining in any of the North American species at least, and may justly claim higher taxonomic value than that subsisting among any of the details of contour of our remaining species. The peculiarities are fully set forth in my paper above cited. Assertions of misinformed authors to the contrary notwithstanding, the S. "williamsoni" or thyroides is a typical Sphyrapicus, as I determined by examination of the hyoid apparatus in freshly-killed specimens. The regimen of both species, correspondently with their anatomical features, is peculiar; they denude trees of their bark in areas, instead of drilling holes, and feed extensively upon soft sap-wood, as well as upon various fruits and insects.

I intimated a suspicion of the specific identity of S. ruber and varius in the Key, as above cited. I had not, at the moment of writing, specimens enough to satisfy myself of the complete intergradation of the two forms, through var. nuchalis, which is simply the first step toward var. ruber. But this has been satisfactorily determined by Mr. Ridgway. His remarks are so pertinent that I will transcribe them, in giving them my unreserved endorsement:

"This tendency to an extension of red, as we approach the Pacific coast, is strictly paralleled in the case of Sphyrapicus varius. Taking specimens of this species from the Atlantic States (typical S. varius), it is noticed that in the male the red patch on the throat is entirely cut off from the white rictal stripe by a continuous maxillary stripe of black, while the nuchal band is brownish-white; and that the ♂ has the throat entirely white. Not more than one per cent. have a tinge of red on the nape in the male, or a trace of it on the throat in the female. In specimens from the Rocky Mountains (var. nuchalis) we find that all have the nuchal band more or less red, while the female invariably has the throat at least one-third of this color; the male, too, has the black maxillary stripe interrupted, allowing the red of the gular patch to touch, for quite a distance, the white stripe beneath the eye, while it invades, for a greater or less extent, the black pectoral crescent. Another step is seen in specimens from the region between the Rocky Mountains and the Cascade Range, in which the red is extended still more; first, the black auricular stripe has a few touches of red, the black pectoral crescent is mixed with red feathers, and the light area surrounding it (sulphur-yellow in the more eastern styles) is more or less tinged with red. Then, as we continue westward, the red increases, until, in specimens from the coast region of California, Oregon, Washington Territory, and British Columbia (var. ruber), it overspreads the whole head, neck and breast, in extreme examples entirely obliterating the normal pattern, though usually this can be distinctly traced. With this increase in the extent of red there is also a gradually increased amount of black, strictly parallel to that in Picus villosus (var harrisi) and P. pubescens (var. gaidneri) from the same regions."

The Yellow-bellied Woodpecker is common in the wooded bottoms of the Missouri region. Kansas and other eastward examples are pure varius, but most incline toward var nuchalis, which becomes completely established on the first slopes of the mountains. I found varius breeding commonly along the Red River of the North.
Sphyrapicus thyroideus.

Black-breasted or Williamson's Woodpecker.


**Picus** (Sphyrapicus) *thyroideus*, Gray, Hand-list, ii, 1850, 166, No. 3618.

**Melanerpes thyroideus** Cass., Ill. B. Cal. and Tex. 1854, 201, pl. 32.


**Sphyrapicus thyroideus**, B. B. & R., N. A. B. ii, 1874, 547, pl. 56, fig. 6.

**Cladocopus thyroideus**, Cab. & Heine, Mus. Hein. iv, 1863, 84.


**Sphyrapicus williamsoni**, B. B. & R., N. A. B. ii, 1874, 545, pl. 51, fig. 5.

**Cladocopus williamsoni**, Cab. & Heine, Mus. Hein. iv, 1863, 82.

**Melanerpes** (Cladocopus) *williamsoni*, Gray, Hand-list, ii, 1850, 201, No. 3890.


Hab.—Rocky Mountains to the Pacific, United States.

**Lieutenant Warren's Expedition.**—S. 80°3′-6′, Laramie Peak, August 24, 1857.

**Later Expeditions.**—62363 (♀), Wyoming; 62350 (juvenis), Montana.

The foregoing synonymy will doubtless be viewed with surprise by those not previously aware of Mr. Henshaw's discovery that "williamsoni" is the male and "thyroideus" the female, of one and the same species. No point in our ornithology could have been more novel and unexpected than was Mr. Henshaw's announcement of the fact, which he determined beyond reasonable question, that he found the two supposed species paired and rearing a family in the same hole. It is not un instructive now to look back upon the history of the supposed species. In the first place we notice that the two have always been accredited with the same geographical range, and have generally been found together; at least, most papers containing a notice of one, also give the other. Next we observe, in most cases, hesitation and evident uncertainty in descriptions of the sexual differences of each supposed species, the female of "williamsoni" and the male of "thyroideus" having been groped for indeed, but not found. Nor is there, in the fairly large amount of material received at the Smithsonian, an unquestionable specimen of the opposite sex of either of the supposed species. As indicating how far we may sometimes go astray, these birds have been placed in several different genera, so widely have the sexes of one species been dissociated; while the biographical notices which have appeared are not entirely concordant, showing how much our written history of living birds may be tempered by evidently fortuitous circumstances of observation, or transient impressions of an observer.

On the systematic position of the species there is no room for question. Prof. Baird correctly assigned it to the genus Sphyrapicus, of which it is a typical representative, having all the strong lingual peculiarities of *S. varius*, as I showed in my paper above cited.

I frequently observed this Woodpecker in the pineries about Fort Whipple, where it is resident and not uncommon, though less abundant than either the **Melanerpes formicivorus** or **Coleptes mexicanus**. It ap-
peared to be nearly confined to the pine woods, and proved rather a wary bird, frequenting for the most part the upper portions of the tall trees. It has an abrupt, explosive outcry, much like that of other species of Woodpeckers, and also an entirely different call-note. This sounds to me like a number of rolling r's, beginning with a guttural k—

k-r-r-r—each set of r's making a long syllable. This note is leisurely given, and indefinitely repeated, in a very low key. The general habits of this species are most nearly like those of S. varius, but its geographical distribution is much more restricted, and the bird is not, apparently, migratory. It is an inhabitant more especially of mountainous regions of the west, within the pine belt—the same faunal area of which Picaterialus and Gymnocitta are characteristic.

Mr. Trippe writes me as follows of Williamson's Woodpecker in Colorado: "Common; migratory; breeds. This Woodpecker arrives in the neighborhood of Idaho Springs in the early or middle part of April, and soon becomes rather common, extending its range up to 10,000 feet, and perhaps higher, but is most numerous between 6,000 and 9,000 feet. It is rather unequal in its distribution, being abundant in certain localities and quite scarce in others, but a short distance away."

CENTURUS CAROLINUS, (Linn.) Sw.

Red-bellied Woodpecker.


*Zebrapicus carolinus, MALH., Mon. Pic. ii, 234, pl. 103, figs. 7, 8.

*Picus sbera, Bodd., Planch. EmuM. 602.


"Picus cryaphrenken, WAGL., Syst. Av. 1827."


*Lieutenant Warren's Expedition._—4653, St. Joseph's, Mo.; 4624, Nemaha Reserve.

This is a rather southern species, very abundant south of 35°, but not common north of the Middle districts. It very rarely extends into New England, whence we have but few quotations, and none north of Massachusetts. Audubon, indeed, gives it from Nova Scotia, but such a range has not, to my knowledge, been confirmed of late. Mr. McIlwraith notes three specimens captured in Canada West. I used to find it frequently about Washington. Mr. Trippe remarks upon its apparent absence in Minnesota with surprise, since during the winter it is exceedingly abundant in Southern Iowa, from which section great numbers migrate on the approach of spring. I supposed that it crossed over the prairies of Iowa and the southern part of Minnesota, and passed the breeding season in the woods of the northern part of the latter State. I found this to be a mistake, however, as I did not see a single individual during the whole year." In Kansas it is plentiful; I found it in May in the timber along Republican River. It must, however, be considered a rare bird in most portions of the Missouri region.
MELANERPEs ERYTHROCEPHALUS, (Linn.) Sw.

Red-headed Woodpecker.

**Picus erythrophalus**, Linn., Syst. Nat. i, 1766, 174 (Cates, i, 20; Briss., iv, 53, pl. 3, fig. 1; Planche. Enum. 117).—**Vieill.,** Ois. Am. Sept. ii, 1807, 60, pl. 112, 113.—**Wils.,** Am. Orn. i, 1808, 142, pl. 9, fig. 1.—**Bp.,** Syn. 1829, 45.—**Ag.** Isis, 1829, 518.—**Nutt.,** Mag. i., 1832, p.—**Aud.,** Ord. Biol. i, 1832, 141, pl. 27; Syn. 1839, 184; B. A. iv, 1842, 274, pl. 271.—**Dr.,** B. L. i, 1844, 180.—**Maxim.,** J. F. O. 1855, 419.—**Putn.,** Fr. Ess. Inst. i, 1856, 214 (Massachusetts, rare).—**Trippe, ibid.** vi, 1871, 118 (Minnesota, abundant).—**Sund.,** Conspr. Av. Pit. 1862, 50.


**Picus obscurus**, Gm., Syst. Nat. i, 1788, 429 (juvenille).


**Lieutenant Warren's Expedition.**—46°25'-30, Nemaha River; 52°30'-31, Yellowstone River; 55°29', Fort Lookout; 88°58', Frémont, on Platte River.

**Later Expeditions.**—60°34'-54 Better Cottonwood and La Bonté Creeks.

From time to time we have had accounts of the supposed occurrence of this species on the Pacific coast, and elsewhere west of the Rocky Mountains. Thus, Richardson mentions a specimen said to have come from the Columbia River; Gambel gives it from the coast of California; Cooper includes it in his work, but, as in many other cases, upon supposition of its occurrence in California, "as it extends to the Rocky Mountains and perhaps over them." None of these records are satisfactory, however; the most western ones upon which full reliance can be placed being those from the headwaters of the Missouri and its tributaries, and from Salt Lake City. Of these there is no question. Dr. Hayden speaks of the species as one of the most abundant birds along the wooded bottoms of the Missouri. Mr. Holden and Mr. Stevenson found it in Wyoming, and Mr. Allen in Colorado, from the plains up to about 11,000 feet. Mr. Trippe, also, found it common in Bergen's Pass.

The Woodpeckers, as a rule, are non-migratory birds, owing to their hardy nature, and the character of their food, which can be obtained at all times. Most of our species are pretty thoroughly localized; such are all those of Southern portions, as the Ivory-bill and Red-cockaded in the East, the Melanerpes formicivorus in the West, &c., as well as the robust species of Picus proper, Pirodes, and Sphyrapicus. But even some of these journey with the season, and others, notably the Red-bellied, the Golden-winged, and the present species, are migrants in most regions—perhaps irregularly so, indeed, but still not entirely stationary. Taking an intermediate locality, as the District of Columbia, for instance, we find the Red-bellied and the Flicker there the whole year; but both of these are partially migratory, the former being most abundant in summer, while the latter is so during the spring and fall, most individuals going further north to breed and further south to winter. The Red-head is more decidedly migratory, and most abundant in summer. I never found it between October and April. This corresponds with Dr. Turnbull's observations, made in Pennsylvania and New Jersey, where, he
says, it arrives the latter part of April and departs in September or the beginning of October. That even this species, however, sometimes lingers through the winter in Pennsylvania is shown by Prof. Baird's record of Carlisle specimens, among which are observed captures in December and February. I do not think that any Red-heads endure the severe winters of the Upper Missouri, _P. rillosus_ and _pubescens_ being the only species I have observed in Dakota at this season.

**ASYNDESMUS TORQUATUS, (Wils.) Coeles.**

**Lewis's Woodpecker.**


_Celus torquatus_, _Wood._, Sig. Rep. 1553, 90 (excl. syn. _Gym._, _Less._, _Wood._).

_Asynodemus torquatus_, _Coeles._, _Phila._, Acad. 1560, 56.—_Coeles._, Key. 1-72, 197.

_Melanerpes_ (Asynodemus) _torquatus_, _Gray._, Hand-list, ii, 1570, 251, No. 5715.


"Picus levisi_, _Drapiez._" (vide G. R. Gray).

_Hab._—Eastern slopes and foot-hills of the Rocky Mountains to the Pacific, United States.

**List of specimens.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Specimen</th>
<th>Result</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>June 17, 1860</td>
<td>F. V. Hayden</td>
<td>11.50</td>
<td>22.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May 28, 1860</td>
<td>do</td>
<td>11.50</td>
<td>22.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>June 23, 1860</td>
<td>G. H. Troock</td>
<td>11.00</td>
<td>22.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>June 15, 1860</td>
<td>do</td>
<td>11.50</td>
<td>22.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>June 20, 1860</td>
<td>do</td>
<td>11.60</td>
<td>21.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>June 20, 1860</td>
<td>do</td>
<td>11.60</td>
<td>21.50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


The plumage of this remarkable Woodpecker is peculiar, both in texture and color: no other species of our country shows such a rich metallic iridescence, or such intense crimson, and in none is the plumage so curiously modified into a bristly character. Unlike most species, again, the sexes are not certainly distinguishable. The young, however, differ very materially, the under parts being dull gray, only here and there slashed with red, the face lacking the crimson velvety pilots area, and the upper parts being much less lustrous.

This fine species, like _Sphyrapicus thyroides_, is chiefly a bird of the vast forests that clothe most of our mountain ranges with permanent verdure. With this limitation its distribution is extensive, as noted above. My own experience with the bird in life is confined to the vicinity of Fort Whipple, in Arizona, where it is a very common species. A bird of singular aspect, many of its habits are no less peculiar. One seeing it for the first time would hardly take it for a Woodpecker, unless he happened to observe it clambering over the trunk of a tree, or tapping for insects, in the manner peculiar to its tribe. When flying, the large, dark bird might rather be mistaken for a Crow Blackbird; for, although it sometimes swings itself from one tree to another, in a long festoon, like other Woodpeckers, its ordinary flight is more firm and
COLAPTES AURATUS, GOLDEN-WINGED WOODPECKER.

direct, and accomplished with regular wing beats. It alights on boughs, in the attitude of ordinary birds, more frequently than any of our other species, excepting the Colaptes, and, with the same exception, taps trees less frequently than any. It may often be seen circling high in the air, around the tree-tops, apparently engaged in capturing passing winged insects; and, as it is particularly gregarious—let me say, of a sociable disposition—many are sometimes thus occupied together in airy evolutions about the withered head of some ancient woodland monarch falling to decay. At the sight, as the birds passed and repassed each other in vigorous flight, while the sheen of their dark-green plumage flashed in the sunbeams, I could not help fancying them busy weaving a laurel-wreath fitting to crown the last days of the majestic pine that had done valourous battle with the elements for a century, and was soon to mingle its mould with the dust whence it sprang.

Unlike its gay, rollicking associates, the Californian Woodpeckers, Lewis' is a shy and wary bird, not easily destroyed. In passing from one part of the forest to another, it prefers, apparently through cautiousness, to pass high over the tops of the trees rather than to thread its way through their mazes. It generally alights high up, and procures its food at the same elevation. I do not remember to have ever seen one descend among bushes, still less to 1he ground, as Flickers are wont to do, in search of ants and other insects. At most times they are rather silent birds for this family, but during the mating season, which always calls out whatever vocal powers birds possess, their harsh notes resound through the forest with startling distinctness. I have never identified one of their nests, but there is no question of their breeding in the summits of the pines, generally a projecting top blasted by lightning or decayed in natural process. In July the young may be seen scrambling in troops about the tree tops, before they are grown strong enough to fly; and a curious sight they are. Having seen more of them together than were at all likely to have been hatched in the same nest, I have no doubt that different families join each other as soon as the young are on wing; haunting favorable resorts. The association of Californian Woodpeckers and "Sapsuckers" with these more aristocratic birds seems partly a matter of sufferance, partly of necessity, for the smaller and more agile birds can scramble out of the way when, as often happens, Lewis' makes hostile demonstrations.

In Colorado, according to Mr. Trippe, "Lewis' Woodpecker is common among the foot-hills, extending up to 7,000 feet, and occasionally to 8,000. It is rarely seen within the limits of Clear Creek County, but is common lower down. It is a common visitor, arriving a little later than the Red-headed Woodpecker."

COLAPTES AURATUS, (Linn.) Sw. a —

Golden-winged Woodpecker; Flicker.

Ceculus auratus, Linn., Syst. Nat. 10th ed. i, 1758, 112.
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**Geopicus auratus, Malhi.** Mon. Pic. ii, 255, pl. 109, figs. 5, 6, 7.

The following synonyms refer to specimens intermediate in varying degree between **auratus** and **mexicanus**:

**Colaptes apregii, Aud.**, B. Am. vii, 1843, 348, pl. 494 (Fort Union, Upper Missouri River; mostly **auratus**, but with red moustaches). (Not of Heerum, P. R. R. Rep. x, 1859, pt. vi, 59, California, which is **C. chrysoides**.)


**Picus aurato-mexicanus, Sund.,** Consp. Av. Pic. 1866, 72.


*List of specimens from the Warren Expedition.*—**A,** true **auratus**: 4620, Fort Leavenworth; 4619, Upper Missouri; 5221, Fort Lookout; 8865, fifty miles above mouth of Platte River; 8866-67, Fremont, Platte River; 8861-62, 8864-65, Lomp Fork. **B. aurato-mexicanus:** 5214, Fort Pierre; 5225, near Fort Pierre; 5229, 5232-23, Sow Butte Creek; 5215, Powder River; 5211, 5216, Fort Union; 5224, White River Earth; 5212-13, 5217-14, Yellowstone River; 8863, Lomp Fork; 8869, fifty miles above mouth of Platte. Of the foregoing specimens, not typical **auratus**, Nos. 5211-13 have red or orange predomina-
ting on the shafts, and are nearer **mexicanus** than **auratus**; the remainder are yellow-
shaded, and nearer **auratus**.

*Lateral expeditions.*—60357-9 (Wyoming); 60800, North Platte; 61093, Green River (all "hybricidus").

Dr. Hayden's numerous examples are principally those that enabled Prof. Baird to elucidate one of the most remarkable cases in American ornithology—the perfect inter-
gradation of two such distinct species as **auratus** and **mexicanus**. This author adopted, without qualification, the hypothesis of hybridization, remarking, in proposing the name the **hybridus**: "By the above name I intend to cover a remarkable series of Woodpeckers, from the Upper Missouri and Yellowstone, combining the characteristics of **Colaptes auratus** and **mexicanus**, in proportions varying with almost each individual, and leading irresistibly to the conclusion that they are the descendants of original species of the species mentioned above, mixed up by interbreeding of successive generations, to a degree unparalleled in the annals of ornithology." He traces the successive steps of departure from the typical **auratus** into **mexicanus**, and forcibly illustrates the gradations with a comparatively tabularation of the varying characters. The first deviation is the appearance of red feathers in the black maxillary patches; these increase till they prevail finally to the exclusion of the black, resulting in the wholly red patch of the **mexicanus**. With this occurs the diminution and final extinction of the scarlet nuchal crescent, where coincidently we find the characteristic golden-yellow on the wing and tail passing through an intermediate orange into the red of **mexicanus**, a change accompanied with another affecting the peculiar lilac-brown of the throat and olive-brown of the back, which become respectively merged into ashen and purplish-gray.

If there ever were a case of hybridization to an unlimited extent, resulting in fertile off-spring, that again and again interbred, this would appear to be one; and it has been so accepted by the majority of ornithologists without hesitation. But we may well pause before committing ourselves to an hypothesis of hybridization on such an im-
mensely scale. In the light of late researches upon the question of climatic variation according to inflexible and infallible laws, most of the lesser instances of supposed hybridity have seemed less weighty. The present may be considered a test case—the strongest argument of those who maintain hybridity.

A slight circumstance may give a clue to the case, and lead up to impartial consider-
ations. As stated in the "Key" (p. 198), I am informed by Mr. Allen that **Florida** examples of **C. auratus** sometimes show red touches in the black maxillary patches.

*These black patches are supposed to be entirely wanting in the female. But Mr. W. D. Scott says (Pr. Best. Soc. Oct. 1872): "An immatute female (sex noted by careful dissection) had a dark cheek-patch, differing only from that of the mature male in having gray feathers mixed with the black. In an adult female the outlines of the cheek-patch can be plainly seen."
COLAPTES MEXICANUS, RED-SHAFTED WOODPECKER.

Mr. J. H. Batty tells me of a New Jersey specimen, got a few years since, with mixed red and black cheek patches. As *C. mexicanus* never occurs in these regions, hybridity is there impossible; and the fact is demonstrated that *C. auratus* may thus tend toward the characters *mexicanus* by its own inherent susceptibility to change under climatic influences. The important bearing of this fact cannot easily be over-estimated; the circumstance is, in my judgment, strongly against the theory of hybridization.

So far as I am aware, the assumed case of *C. "hybridus"* was first called seriously into question by Mr. Allen. This writer says (p. 15): "Few congeneric species, it would seem, need be more distinct than *Colaptes auratus* and *C. mexicanus*, the one occupying the eastern and the other the western side of the continent. Yet a mixed race has been long known to exist in the region where their habitats adjoin, in which every possible combination of the characters of the two birds is presented, and which shade off gradually on the one side into *C. auratus*, and on the other into *C. mexicanus*; these, as it were, engrafted characters not entirely fading out in either direction for a distance of several hundred miles; while to the southwestward is a smaller synthetic race (*C. chrysoides*) partaking mainly of the characters of *C. auratus*. When but comparatively few instances were known, in which specimens combined in various degrees the characters of two quite distinct species, their synthetic character was generally explained by the theory of hybridity; but the irrefragibility of the evidence now at hand in proof of the gradual intergradation of such forms over large areas—the transition being so gradual as to occupy hundreds of miles in the passage—and also combined with a similarly gradual change in the conditions of environment, together with the demonstrable evidence of the power of climatic influence, seems to furnish a far more satisfactory explanation of these perplexing phenomena. But an advocate of the theory of hybridity might still assume that this gradual transition over a wide area is no objection to the theory, since the gradual fading out of the impression of contact in either direction from the line of junction of the respective habitats of two forms is just the result that would be anticipated from such a sexual intermingling of the forms in question. But the real objection to the theory—granting the possibility of hybridization on such a gigantic scale, which seems really improbable—is, that widely different forms occur also at different points in latitude, between which each successive stage of gradual differentiation can be readily traced, where hybridity can scarcely be supposed to account for the gradual change. Furthermore, a differentiation is now known in so many cases that it amounts to the demonstration of climatic variation as a general law, by which each of such a species may be safely predicted to take on a given character under certain specific climatic conditions. If the theory of hybridity be urged to account for the intergradation of forms occurring at localities differently situated in respect to latitude, as has been sometimes done, it evidently falls under the weight it has to support; and yet there seems to be little better evidence in its behalf in cases where the intergrading forms happen to be differently situated in respect to longitude."

For my own part, I am strongly inclined to endorse this view, though I do not deny that there is much to be said against it. No weak argument, indeed, is comprehended in the statement, that if *C. auratus* and *mexicanus* are not "good species," then there are none such in ornithology. But I would reply, as I did on a former occasion, that it is only in virtue of missing links that we are enabled to predicate species in any case. If all the steps in a line of descent with modification were before our eyes, we could no more draw specific, or generic, or ordinal lines of distinction, than we could say where a vine begins. The present case of *C. mexicanus* seems to be exactly parallel with that of *Sphyrapicus varius* and *ruber*—it is merely pushed to a further extreme, and results in stronger light, because of the greater amount of differentiation suffered. Such being my view, I may be justly accused of inconsistency in not formally reducing *C. mexicanus* to *C. auratus var. mexicanus*; and I would say, that such an action may yet be deemed advisable, or even prove necessary. But our nomenclature is merely a matter of convenience, of little more significance than the index of a book; the present case is unique in some respects; and, especially, the hypothesis of hybridity is not yet actually disproven.

In Northern Dakota, beyond the Missouri water-shed, the true "*C. auratus* occurs, without the slightest admixture of *mexicanus*, at least four hundred miles west of the Red River—much further west than the point on the Missouri region where the gradation commences, "*hybridus*" having been noted even from Kansas, and being the prevailing Missouri form.

COLAPTES MEXICANUS, Sw.

Red-shafted Woodpecker; Mexican Flicker.

Picus lathamii, WAGL., Syst. Av. 1837, Picus No 85 (same as P. cafer).

Colaptes mexicanus, SW., Syn. Mex. B. in Phil. Mag. i, 127, 440; F. B. A. ii, 131, 315.—
Coutes, Key, 1872, 198. —Snow, B. Kans. 1-73, 3.—B. B. & R., N. A. B. ii, 1-74, 518, pl. 3, 3; 4; and of most late authors.


Picus (Colaptes) mexicanus, Nutt., Man. Orn. ii, 1834, 603.

Geopica mexicanus, Manh., Mon. Pic. ii, 1834, 603. pl. 110, f. 4, 5.


Colaptes rubricatus, Br., P. Z. S. 1-37, 109; List. 1-38, 40, Consip. i, 1-50, 114 (not of Gray & Mitch., Gen. of B. pl. 111, which is C. mexicanoides, LAFK.).—Geopica rubricata (Malh., Mon. Pic. ii, 1834, 265, pl. 110, f. 1, 2, which is also mexicanoides, LAFK.).

Colaptes collaris, Vig., Zool. Journ. iv, 1-20, 324; Zoo!. Beechey's Voy. 1-39, 23, pl. 9 (not of Br., Consip. i, 1-50, 114, which is mexicanoides).


As will have been gathered from the preceding article, the greater part of the Missouri region is occupied either by the true C. auratus or by the mixed form, the typical mexicanus being chiefly confined to the western border, among the head-waters of the Missouri and its greater tributaries. I did not observe it north of the Missouri water-shed. Dr. Hayden says that he found it most abundant about the Bad Lands and the sources of the Missouri. Prof. Baird, however, in 1858, quoted individuals from the Republican Fork of the Kansas River, and Prof. Snow speaks of a flock which remained about the timber, near Lawrence, for two or three weeks in December. The northernmost record I have seen is Mr. Dall's; he speaks of its being taken at Sitka by Bischoff. The true auratus is found in Alaska, north of the main range of mountains. In the Rocky Mountains the bird becomes fairly established, mostly freed from admixture with auratus, and occurs thence, in all suitable regions, to the Pacific coast. I found it as common in some parts of New Mexico and Arizona as the Flicker is in the East, the habits of the two being identical in all essential respects. In Colorado, says Mr. Tripe, the species is common and migratory. "It breeds from the plains up to timber-line. The Red-shafted Flicker appears near Idaho Springs about the middle of April, and soon becomes rather common. It is never a very abundant bird, but is to be seen, more or less frequently, throughout the mountains, having very much the same habits as the Golden-winged Woodpecker. It is shy and difficult of approach. In October and November it disappears.

"Mrs. Maxwell, of Boulder, informs me that a Yellow-winged Flicker has appeared in the groves that fringe the streams near that town, within the last few years, and is gradually becoming more abundant. From her descriptions I should suppose it to be C. auratus, but probably it is some form of C. hybrida."
Family ARIDÆ: Parroquets.

**CONURUS CAROLINENSIS**, (Linn.) Kuhl.

Carolina Parroquet.

*Psittacus carolinensis*, Linn., Syst. nat. i, 1766, 141 (Cates, i, 11; Briss., iv, 350).—


"Centurus" (citr.) carolinensis, Aud., Syn. 1839, 189; B. Am. iv, 1842, 306, pl. 278.

*Psittacus ludovicianus*, Grav., Syst. nat. i, 1788, 347.


Hab.—Southernmost Atlantic and Gulf States; up the Mississippi Valley to Missouri; up the Missouri River to the Platte.

Lieutenant Warren's Expedition.—Nos. 4600-18, Bold Island, Missouri River, Nebraska.

According to Gray (Hand-list, ii, 147, No. 8113), the *Conurus carolinensis* of Kuhl is not this but a Brazilian species, C. chryogenyus of authors, perhaps referable to the *P. arquignus* of Linnaeus; and he quotes "*perrinius* Finsch" as synonymous.

Among the more interesting ornithological results of Dr. Hayd.'s investigations may be mentioned his discovery that this species is abundant at a higher point than usually recognized—"as in the thickly-wooded bottoms as far up the Missouri as Fort Leavenworth, possibly as high as the mouth of the Platte, but never seen above that point." Dr. Woodhouse, in 1858, recorded it as quite numerous in the timber-lands of the large streams of the Missouri Territory and Eastern Texas. I never found it along the Missouri or anywhere in Kansas, and neither did Mr. Allen, who merely mentions, on the authority of Dr. C. A. Logan, that it was formerly common in Eastern Kansas, but had not recently been observed. Prof. Snow, however, remarking upon its former abundance in the woods of Eastern Kansas, states that it is still seen in thinly-settled districts. In Iowa, according to Mr. Tripp, the Parrot still occurs. "A resident of Decatur County told me that he had several times seen a flock of Parrots in the southern part of the county, on a tall, dead cottonwood-tree, known to the neighboring people as 'the parrot-tree,' from its having been frequented at intervals by the same flock for several years."

A comparison of the earlier with the more recent accounts of the general distribution of the Carolina Parroquet, shows that it has been steadily contracting year by year. About a century ago, we are informed by Prof. Barton, writing in 1799, a flock appeared in January in the neighborhood of Albany, New York, and excited great consternation, being regarded as of evil portent. We have various records of occurrences in Pennsylvania, as that, even in 1859, Prof. Turnbull allowed it to hold a place in his list of casuals. I retained it in my South Carolina list, with the remark that it seemed hardly entitled to remain there, although it was abundant in that State not many years since. Audubon (1832) has an interesting paragraph upon this subject: "Our Parakeets are very rapidly diminishing in number, and in some districts, where twenty-five years ago they were plentiful, scarcely any are now to be seen. At that period they could be procured as far up the tributary waters of the Ohio as the Great Kanawha, the Scioto, the heads of Miami, the mouth of the Maniceme at its junction with Lake Erie, on the Illinois River, and sometimes as far northeast as Lake Erie, and along the Eastern districts as far as the boundary-line between Virginia and Maryland. At the present day very few are to be found higher than Cincinatti, nor is it until you reach the mouth of the Ohio that Parakeets are seen with any frequency. I should think that along the Mississippi there is not now half the number that existed fifteen years ago."

In 1838, Dr. J. P. Kirtland stated, that "the Parakeets do not usually extend their visits north of the Scioto, though I am informed, perhaps on doubtful authority, that thirty years since flocks of them were seen on the Ohio at the mouth of Big Beaver, thirty miles below Pittsburgh." Mr. J. M. Wheaton admits it in his Ohio list, but with
the remark, on a subsequent page, that it is not probable they extend their migrations into the State at the present time. Although not given in Allen's Illinois list, they still exist in the southern part of that State, or did within ten or fifteen years. For their occurrence in Indiana he quotes the authority of Dr. Haymond, who states, in 1856, that they were formerly very numerous along White Water River, but had not been seen for several years.

Among the causes of this retrocession—perhaps the principal cause—is their persecution and destruction, partly for the damage they do in grain-fields, partly in pure wantonness. They may be readily killed by any pot hunter or idler, merciless advantage being taken, to slaughter them by scores, of the heedless distraction and concern they show when any of their number are brought down. Mr. Allen's paragraph may well be here reproduced. In speaking of their abundance in Florida, he says: "Hundreds are captured every winter on the Lower St. Johns, by professional bird-catchers, and sent to northern cities. Thousands of others are destroyed wantonly by sportsmen. Concerning this needless slaughter, Mr. Boardman thus writes: 'The little Parrakeet must soon be exterminated. Some of our Enterprise party would sometimes shoot forty or fifty at a few discharges, for sport, as they hover about when any are shot until the whole flock is destroyed.' From its habit of feeding upon the tender maize in autumn, it is somewhat injurious to the farmer, and for this cause, also, many are killed. It is also more or less hunted as a game-bird. It is well known that the Parroquet formerly inhabited large portions of the United States where it is now never seen, and the cause of its disappearance has been deemed a mystery. Such facts as these, however, seem to render clear what its ultimate fate must be in the United States—extermination."

The egg of the Parroquet is nearly equal at both ends, of rather rough texture, and measures about 1.40 by 1.05. The color is white; but the only specimen before me shows much yellowish discoloration, like that on the eggs of many geese and ducks.
ORDER RAPTORES: BIRDS OF PREY:

Family STRIGIDÆ: Owls.

STRIX FLAMMEA var. AMERICANA, (Aud.) Schi.

American Barn Owl.

a. flammea.

Strix aluco, Briss., Ord. i, 503.


Aluco flammeus, FLEMING, Brit. Aul. 57.


Strix guttata, BREHM, Vögel Deutschl. i, 106, pl. 7, fig. 3.

L’Effrayé, BUFF., P. E. 440.—LEVAILL, Ois. Afr. i, 164.

White or Barn Owl of Authors.

b. javanica.

Strix flammea, PEARS., Journ. A. S. B. x, 630.—BLYTH, ibid. xiv, 185; Ann. N. H. xii, 93.


c. delicatula.

Strix flammea, VOG., Linn. Trans. xv, 190.—LESS., Isis, 1832, 112.


d. americana.

Strix flammea, WILS., Am. Orn. vi, 1813, 57, pl. 50, fig. 2.—BR., Syn. 1828, 38; Isis, 1832, 1140.—NUTT., i, 1832, 139.—AUD., Orn. Biog. ii, 1834, 403; v, 388; pl. 171.—VIG., Zool. Beecheys Voy. 16; Zool. Journ. iii, 436.—GRAY, List B. Brit. Mus. i, 44, 54.


Strix americana, AUD. Syn. 1829, 25.—AUD., Am. i, 1849, 127, pl. 34.—BREHM., ed. Wils. 657.—DEKAY, Nat. Hist. N. Y. 1, 44, 31; pl. 13, fig. 28. (Not of Gmelin.)

Strix flammea americana, SCHL., Mus. Phys.-Bas. 1802, Strigis, p. 4.

Strix flammea americana, COUES, Key, 1872, 201, fig. 131.

Strix pratincola, BR., List, 1838, 7; Consp. i, 1550, 55.—CASS., Ill. 1854, 116.—BREHM., N. A. O. i, 62, pl. 4, fig. 38.—NEW., P. R. R. Rep. vi, 1557, 76.—BR., B. N. A. 1858, 47.—SCL., P. Z. S. 1859, 390 (Oaxaca)—HEERM., P. R. R. Rep. x, 1859, pl. vi, 34—
STRIX FLAMMEA VAR. AMERICANA, BARN OWL.
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Strix perlata, ("Licht."), KAUP, Te. Z. S. iv, 1859, 247.

e. furcata.


Strix furcata, TEMM., Pl. Color. 432 (Cuba).—D'Orb., La Sagrare's Cuba, Ois. 34.

Strix flammea var. furcata, RIDGW.—B. B. & R., N. A. B. iii, 1874, 12.

f. guatemalae.


g. perlata.


Strix flammea var. perlata, RIDGW.—B. B. & R., N. A. B. iii, 1874, 12.


Hab.—The Strix flammea type of Owl is found in nearly all warm and temperate parts of the globe. Var. flammea: Europe, Africa. Var. javanica: parts of Asia, Java, &c. Var. delicatula: Australia, &c. Var. americana: North America and Mexico; not beyond the United States; rather southern; rarely north to New England and the Columbia. Var. furcata: West Indies (Cuba, Jamaica). Var. guatemalae: Central America. Var. perlata: South America generally.

The foregoing appear to be unquestionably geographical races of a single species, slightly modified, by climate and other circumstances, in size, form, or coloring, but not sufficiently impressed to be permanently separable. In a number of other species of this same Strix stock the modification has progressed further, and become sufficiently profound for the characterization of "species." Instances in point are the following: S punctatissima, Gray (Zool. Voy. Bengale, iii, 34, pl. 4), from the Galapagos; S. candida, of Tickell (J. A. S. B. ii, 572 = S. longimembris, Jerd., Madras Journ. x, 83), from Southern Asia; S. capensis, Smith (II. S. Afr. Zool. 9; Mill., J. f. O. ii, 238), of South Africa, where S. flammea is also found; another form, S. poensis, Fraser, P. Z. S. 1852, 192, is described from Fernando Po; S. novae-hollandiae, Steph. (Shaw's Gen. Zool. xiii, pl. ii, 61 = S. personata, Vig, P. Z. S. i, 50; Gould, B. Aust. i, pl. 29 = S. cyclops, Gould, P. Z. S. iv, 140 = Daectylotris personata, Kaup, Mon. Strig. Cont. Orn. 1852, 119), of Australia; S. castanops, Gould (P. Z. S. iv, 140; B. Aust. pl. 25 = Daectylotris castanops, Kaup, l. c.); of Tasmania; S. tenebricosa, Gould (P. Z. S. 1845, 89; B. Aust. i, pl. 30 = Megastrix tenebricosa, Kaup, Op. Cit. 130), of Australia. The last three are especially well marked, and have been placed, as above noted, in different subgenera. A still more distinct form, though most nearly related to Strix proper, is the Phodilus radius of Southern Asia, Java, Sumatra, &c. Its synonymy is given below.

---

* Strix badia, HORSE, Zool. Res. 1821, pl. 37; Linn. Trans. xiii, 139; Isis, 185, 608, 1055.—TEMML., Pl. Col. 318.—LESS., Man. i, 114; Tr. Orn. 112.—CUV., R. A. nd ed. i, 342.—SW. Class. B. ii, 216.

Athene badia, HODGES.—GRAY, Zool. Misc. 82.


The American Barn Owl is an abundant bird on both sides of the continent, south of a certain latitude. Unlike many of its relatives, warmly clothed and of a hardy nature, withstanding great cold, it appears of rather delicate and sensitive organization. In the Missouri region it has only occurred, to my knowledge, in Kansas, where it breeds, though it is rarely found, according to Prof. Snow. I ascen-
tained its occurrence in Arizona; once, wading through a reedy lagoon at mid-day, I disturbed a Barn Owl, which rose silently and flapped along till I brought it down. It is a common bird in California—apparently the most abundant species of its family in the southern part of the State; and, according to Dr. Cooper, it extends its range to the Columbia, in lat. 46°.

Dr. Newberry observed an interesting modification of its habits by circumstances, which cause it to inhabit holes in the perpendicular cliffs bordering the shore of San Pablo Bay. The same fact has been noted by Mr. Dall, in the case of Brachyotus palustris, in the Alentian Islands; so that our Burrowing Owl is not the only species that lives in holes in the ground. In the Atlantic States, the Barn Owl is not abundant north of the Carolinas; I found it on the coast of North Carolina, in the salt marshes. It occurs, however, regularly, if rarely, in New York, Pennsylvania, and New Jersey. Dr. Turnbull observes: "Not rare, and more frequent in spring and autumn. Its nest is generally found in a hollow tree, near marshy meadows." Its occurrence in New England must be regarded as exceptional, and it has not been observed in that section further north than Massachusetts.

In 1843 (Am. Journ. xliii, 253), Rev. J. H. Linsley reported the capture of a specimen at Stratford Conn. According to Mr. Allen, as above quoted, Dr. Wood took one at Sachem's Head, Connecticut, October 28, 1865. The first specimen known from Massachusetts was procured near Springfield, in May, 1866, as stated in my paper above quoted; another was shot near Lynn, in the same State, in 1863, as recorded by Mr. Allen. This completes the New England quotations to date.

The egg of this species is colorless, and measures about 1/\(\frac{1}{2}\) in length by 1/\(\frac{1}{4}\) in greatest breadth. Little or no preparation is made for the reception of the eggs, which are simply dropped on the debris—often the bones and the remains of the birds' food—in the cavities or recesses to which the birds resort to breed. The eggs are said to vary from three to six in number.

**Bubo Virginianus**, (Gm.) Bp.

**Great Horned Owl.**

*a. virginianus.*


*Bubo virginianus* atlanticus, Cass., Ill. 1854, 175.

*Otoc virginianus*, Stieglitz, Shaw's G. Z. xiii, pl. ii, 57.


(1) *Strix magnita*, Bartr., Trav. Flora. 1790, 285 ("capite aurito, corpore niveo ").
Strix pygmaea, BART., Trav. Fla. 1790, 289.
Bubo ludovicianus, DAUD., Tr. Orn. ii, 1800, 120.
Bubo picincola, VIEILL., Ois. Am. Sept. i, 1809, 51.

b. pacificus.


c. arcticus.

Strix (Bubo) arcticus, SW. & Rich., F. B. A. ii, 1831, 86, pl. 30.
Heliaptix arcticus, SW., Classif. B. 1, 329; ii, 217.

Bubo virginianus var. arcticus, Cass., Ill. 1854, 178.—BLAK., Ibis, iii, 1861, 329.—COUES, Key, 1872, 202.—B. B. & R., N. A. B. iii, 1874, 60, 64.
Bubo sub-arcticus, HOY, Pr. Phila. Acad. vi, 1852, 311 (Wisconsin).—CASS., Ill. 1854, 117.

d. magellanicus.


Strix magellanicus var. d., VIEILL., N. D. d’Hist. Nat. vii, 44; Eoc. iii, 1281 (Nacurutu, Azara, i, 192.

Bubo cruzi, VIEILL., Ois. Am. Sept. 1807, pl. 19.

Bubo maeveae, TEMM., Pl. Color. 62.

Hab.—The Western Hemisphere. Common and generally distributed in wooded regions in the United States. Var. magellanicus in South America.

List of specimens.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Observations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Oct. 5, 1859</td>
<td>Powder River</td>
<td>170</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nov. 21, 1859</td>
<td>Deer Creek</td>
<td>202</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oct. 1, 1859</td>
<td>Powder River</td>
<td>183</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oct. 5, 1859</td>
<td>G. H. Troop</td>
<td>23.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>56.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>17.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nov. 21, 1859</td>
<td>G. H. Troop</td>
<td>19.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>49.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>14.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oct. 1, 1859</td>
<td>G. H. Troop</td>
<td>21.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>52.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>15.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Lieutenant Warren’s Expedition.—5180–51, Fort Union, Dakota.

I divide the synonymy of this species in the conventional method, without feeling in any considerable degree impressed with the necessity of so doing, but rather believing that, with the exception of the alpine and boreal var. arcticus, the races are variously inter-related, and not satisfactorily co-ordinated with geographical distribution. This appears to be Mr. Cassin’s later view; for after establishing the races in 1854, he subsequently remarked: "These varieties are evidently not to be recognized as at all strictly geographical, nor so much so as intimated in our notice of them alluded to above." I have not myself critically examined the South American bird, which appears to average darker; but Dr. Schlegel states that some specimens are like North American ones in every respect. Var. pacificus would also appear to be a dark form, but it is not confined to the coast whence the name is derived, nor are all the birds of that region alike, some being entirely indistinguishable from the ordinary Atlantic styles. In the "Key," I adopted the variety entirely at the instance of Mr. Ridgway, who has made our raptorial birds a special study, and followed him in presenting it as a dark, littoral form, "extending from Oregon northward, coastal wise, to Labrador," although I confess that I do not quite comprehend this peculiar alleged distribution. Var. arcticus is the most easily recognized, being very pale-colored, frequently quite whitish, and not distantly resembling the Snowy Owl. This peculiarity of coloring seems to mark, in varying degree, alpine specimens, even so far south as New Mexico.

The Great Horned Owl occurs in suitable localities throughout the Missouri region, as elsewhere in North America. It is by no means rare, and, conspicuous in its size, falls under frequent observation. It occurs chiefly in wooded regions, where the various animals it preys upon find shelter, and where it is itself in a measure concealed from view. It is not migratory. In temperate latitudes, the eggs are laid in winter; and even in the fur countries, according to Sir John Richardson, the young are hatched in March. It breeds indifferently, according to circumstances, in hollow trees, or even in the crevices of rocks; in such cases the eggs are simply deposited on some grass or feathers. But, perhaps oftener, a large, bulky, rude nest, of sticks and twigs, lined with
grass and feathers, is placed among the branches of a tree, generally at a great height. The eggs are colorless, subspherical, measuring about 2 1/4 inches in length by 2, or a little less in breadth. They are said to range from three to six in a clutch. The only instance of breeding of which I have become personally aware was at Pembina, Dakota, where, early in June, I found two young birds in the timber-belt along the river. Both parents were observed, perched on the tree-tops, near the nest, and flying boldly, apparently not in the least incommodeed by the light of day. That they could see perfectly well, was evidenced by the ease they took to keep at a distance. The young, two in number, were found on a prostrate log; where the nest was I had no idea—perhaps it was in the hollow of a large blasted tree that overshadowed the log. The young were entirely unfledged; the downy covering was entirely white. On approach, they resented the liberty in the usual manner, clicking the bill, hissing, and throwing themselves into an upright posture. They could scarcely stand, however, and were easily secured. I took them with me, and they were amusing pets for a whole summer, during which time they traveled with me several hundred miles. They got their feathers in due season, and became very finely plumaged by the fall. The first plumage, after the down disappeared, was of a much more uniformly fulvous cast than that ensuing when the dark gray mottling, and distinctive white of the under parts, was assumed. The birds ate freely from the first—in fact were voracious, grew rapidly, and became more tame than any other birds of prey I have ever kept. They would suffer themselves to be handled without impatience, and would occasionally fly up on my shoulder. Early in their lives they had two different notes, one of hunger or loneliness, a querulous explosive syllable, and the other a harsh cry of anger, or remonstrance, when rudely handled, or too nearly approached by an unfamiliar object. They did not begin to boot until they were about four months old, and then only while at liberty during the night. For they became so thoroughly tame, that, as their wings grew, enabling them to take short flights, I used to release them in the evening from the tether by which they were usually confined. They enjoyed the liberty, and eventually used to stay away all night, doubtless foraging for themselves for their natural prey, and returning to their shelter behind my tent in the morning.

These Owls were most active during the night; yet it would be a great mistake to suppose their vision is much restricted in the day-time, notwithstanding that they belong to a group of Owls commonly regarded as nocturnal. They passed most of the day, indeed, crouching in the shadow of the tent, and it was only toward sundown that they became active, flying the length of their tether in the attempt to reach the ridge of the tent; yet their vision was acute at all hours. I often saw them look up and follow with their eyes the motions of a grasshopper or butterfly, flickering several yards up in the air. On one occasion, in particular, I saw them both gazing steadfastly, and on looking up to see what had attracted their attention, I was myself blinded by the glare, for the direction was exactly in the sun’s eye. But a few moments afterward I discovered a pair of white Cranes, floating in circles half a mile high. The Owl’s eyes endured a glare that my own could not, and the birds certainly saw the objects, for they slowly moved the head as the Cranes passed over. The best of the supposed performances of an Eagle soaring in the sun’s eye, could not excel this. Nor was the inner eyelid drawn over the ball to shade it. I had abundant evidence, on this and numerous other occasions, that the movements of the bird’s iris are entirely under the control of the will, instead, as commonly
supposed, of being automatic, depending upon the stimulus of light. I frequently saw them instantaneously contract or relax the quivering iris in accommodating their vision to different objects, or different distances; and moreover, they could move the two irides independently of each other. For they often looked at objects with one eye only, the other being sleepily half-closed; and on such occasions the pupils were generally of different sizes. They varied in diameter from that of a small split-pea, to that of a finger-ring; in the latter condition the iris was a mere margin, about a tenth of an inch in diameter. In the night-time, I always found the pupil largely if not fully dilated; at every stage of contraction it remained perfectly circular.

SCOPS ASIO, (Linn.) Bp. —

Red Owl; Mottled Owl; Screech Owl.

a. asio.


Bubo asio, Vieill., Ois. Am. Sept. i, 1807, 53, pl. 21.—AUD., Syn. 1839, 29; B. Am. i, 1840, 147, pl. 40.—DEKAY, N. Y. Zool. 1844, pl. 12, figs. 25, 26.—GIR., B. L. i. 1844, 28.—MAXIM., J. f. O. 1858, 23.

Hibou asio, TEM., Planch. Color. No. 80.


Asio nacria, LESS., Man. Orn. i, 117.

Otus nacricus, CUV., R. A. i, 2d ed. 341.


"Ephialtes ocreatus, LICHT., Mus. Berol."

b. kennicottii.

Scops kennicottii, ELLiot, Pr. Phila. Acad. 1807, 69; B. Am. p. xxvii, pl. 11.—DALL & BANN., Tr. Chic. Acad. i, 1869, 273.—BD., ibid. 311, pl. 27 (Sitka).—FINSCH, Abh. Nat. iii, 1872, 28 (Alaska).

Scops asio var. kennicottii, COUES, Key, 1872, 203.—B. B. & R., N. A. B. iii, 1874, 53.

c. maccallii.

Ephialtes choliba, LAW., Ann. Lyc. N. Y. vi, 1853, 4 (not of Vieill.).

Scops maccallii, CASS., Ill. 1854, 180.—STRIKEL., Orn. Syn. 1855, 200.—BREW., N. A. Ojl. 1857, 66.—BD., B. N. A. 1858, 62, pl. 39; MEX. B. Surv. ii, 1859, pt. ii, Birds, 4, pl. 1.—DRESS., Ibis, 1866, 330 (Texas). (Not Scops trichopsis, WAGL., Ibis, 1852, 276; See SOL. & SALV., P. Z. 1858, 57.)

Scops asio var. maccallii, COUES, Key, 1872, 203.—B. B. & R., N. A. B. iii, 1874, 52.

d. floridanus.

(?) Scops asio, Cab., J. f. O. iii, 465 (Cuba).


"Mr. Ridgway has called my attention to the fact, that S. trichopsis of Wagler, to which maccallii is referred by Selater and Salvin, as above quoted, is a perfectly distinct species, as, on examination of typical specimens, I find it to be.
This little Owl does not appear to have been noticed by either of the Expeditions, as we find no specimens in the collection. It inhabits, however, the wooded tracts of the Missouri region, and is abundant in some parts, as in Kansas.

Without going into the history of the long controversy respecting the "Red" and "Mottled" Owls—which would involve scores of quotations—it will be sufficient to state, that not only are these two birds identical, as indeed has been admitted by most observers since Wilson, but that, moreover, the plumages are purely fortuitous, and characteristic of neither sex, age, nor season. The same rufescent phase occurs in other species of Owls—notably, among ours, in the little Glauccidium ferrugineum, which I recently introduced to our fauna (Key, 206)—and is apparently analogous to the melanotic condition of many Hawks.

**OTUS VULGARIS var. WILSONIANUS, (Less.) Allen.**

**American Long-eared Owl.**

**a. vulgaris.**

*Strix otus, LINN., Syst. Nat. i, 1766, 132; and of early authors generally.*

*Bubo otus, SAVIG., Descr. Egypte, i, 109.*

*Asio otus, LESS., Man. Orn. i, 116.*

*Ulula otus, MACGIL., Rep. B. Br. 403.*


"*Otus soloniensis, GM., Syst. Nat. i, 1788, 203" (Gray).*

"*Otus albicollias et italicus, DAUD., Tr. Orn. ii, 213" (Strickland).*

*Otus sylvestris, arboreus et gracilis, BREHM, V. D. i, 121, 122, 123.*

*Otus vulgaris, FLEM., Brit. An. 56; and of many authors.*


*Otus communis, LESS., Tr. Orn. 1831, 110.*


*Otus asio, LEACH, Syst. Cat. 1810, 11.*

**b. wilsonianus.**

(?) *Strix americana, GM., Syst. Nat. i, 1788, 288.*


*Strix peregrinators BART., Trav. in Fla. 1791, 289.*

*Asio peregrinator, STRICKL., Orn. Syn. 1855, 207.*


*Strix (Asio) otus, SW. & RICH, F. B. A. ii, 1831, 72.*

*Ulula otus, JAM., ed. Wils. i, 104.*

*Another small species of Scops, occurring over our southern border, is the following: Scops flammeola, Licht.*


It was found breeding at Fort Crook, California, by the late Captain John Feilner, United States Army.


Hab.—Europe, &c. Var. wilsonianus. Temperate North America, at large.

List of specimens.

| 19130 | 290 | Willow Springs. | April 7, 1860 | F. V. Hayden. | 14.50 | 36.00 | 11.50 |
| 19131 | 174 | Powder River. | Oct. 1, 1859 | G. H. Troth. | 14.00 | 37.00 | 12.50 |
| 19330 | Popoagie Creek. | | | do | 13.00 | 35.00 | 11.00 |

Lieutenant Warren's Expedition. 4536, 4538, White River; 4537, Fort Pierre.

Later Expeditions.—61760, Devil's Creek, Idaho.

I quote the principal synonymy of the Old World form, without, however, additional references. In the uncertainty at present attending the determination of several names of American forms, I only quote those of special pertinence here.

This species is of not uncommon occurrence in the northwest, as in suitable places elsewhere throughout temperate North America.

"This species is quite common in Eastern Pennsylvania throughout the year. It is more retiring in its nature than Nyctalce acadica. The latter prefers an orchard, in close proximity to man; while the former, according to the writer's experience, evinces by its actions a partiality for deep forests of evergreens, where the hum and stir of busy farm-life is nearly unknown. The nests are usually constructed of rude sticks, sometimes of boughs with the leaves adherent thereto, externally, and generally, but not always, lined with the feathers of birds. The same nest is made use of for several successive years. The female begins to lay early in April, and sometimes produces two broods in a season. The eggs are never more than four in number; sometimes as low as two have been observed. It is stated, by both Audubon and Wilson, that the nests of other birds, when of sufficient size, are generally used in which to rear its young. Although it has not been my fortune to know of such a case by personal experience, yet I cannot doubt the observations of these learned authorities. One of the best authenticated cases is that related by Wilson, where one of these Owls had taken possession, forcibly, as I am led to infer, of the nest of the Qua-bird (Night Heron), and was actually setting. The common Crow occasionally builds in similar situations in this latitude, and there is a possibility that its abandoned nests are sometimes appropriated, but this is mere presumption. Within three quarters of a mile of Chestnut Hill (upper part of Germantown), existed an immense forest of pines, within a comparatively recent period, which was the great place of rendezvous of the Long-eared Owl, during the dreary winter months, and where, in the spring-time, the females deposited their eggs in rude and unsightly nests of their own construction. The numbers that thronged this thicket of pines was prodigious, so there were very few of the trees, if any, that had not supported one or more nests. The many fragments of the bones of mammals and birds, and the other remains of the same that lay in piles upon the ground, bore testimony to the wholesale destruction of life that was carried on. Within the last two years, during which time many of the trees have yielded to the woodman's axe, the number that visit the wood is small in comparison. The birds have mostly gone to more congenial localities, and but a few remain of all that mighty host."—(Gentry.)
BRACHYOTUS PALSTRIS, SHORT-EARED OWL.

BRACHYOTUS PALSTRIS, (Brehm.) Gould.

Short-eared Owl.

(a. general references.)

"Strix noctua major, BRiSS., Orn. i, 511." (This is one of the bases of Strix ulula, L., 1766.)

"Notia noctuaria, Mm., Nov. Comm. Petrop. xv, 447, pl. 12;" (Strickland.)


"Strix arctica, SPARR., Mus. Carls. pl. 51.—DAuD., Tr. Orn. ii, 197;"

Brachyotus, Geh., Syst. Nat. i, 1788, 293.—LATH., Ind. Orn. i, 1790, 55.—DAuD., Tr. Orn. ii, 1800, 416.—BECHST., Naturg. ii, 909.—SHAW, G. Z. vii, 1809, 223.—TENN., Man. i, 89; iii, 51; Tabl. Meth. 7.—Mey, Tasch. i, 73.—FRisch, V. D. pl. 98.—VIEILL., Fr. Franc. 43, pl. 20, f. 3.—ROUX, Orn. Prov. i, 75, pl. 49.—BAILL., Orn. Sav. i, 177.—BREW., Br. B. 2d ed. i, 58, 60.—YARR., Br. B. i, 121.—PENN., Br. Z. i, 112, 260, pl. 32.—SILDS.—LONGCH., Fr. Belg. 59.—MORR., Br. B. 173, pl. 23.


Asia brachyotus, MAGG., Brit. B. iii, 461.—STRIK., Orn. Syr. 1855, 209.


"Strix ulula, GM., Syst. Nat. i, 1788, 294 (see LINN.).—LATH., Ind. Orn. i, 1790, 60.—DAuD., Tr. Orn. ii, 1800, 196.—SHAW, G. Z. vii, 1809, 270.

Asia ulula, LESS., Man. i, 116.

Otus ulula, CUV., R. A. i, 1817, 325.

"Strix passerina var. B., LATH., Ind. Orn. i, 1790, 66;"


Brachyotus palustris, GOULD, B. Eur. pl. 45.—BR., List, 1835, 7.

"Brachy tus palustris europaeus, BR., Consp. i, 1850, 51.

Strix tripicus, SCHRAK., Fd. Boica, 112.

Strix brachyura, NILS., Fr. Succ. i, 62.

Strix caspica, SHAW, G. Z. vii, 1809, 272.

Strix eugilos, PALL., Zoog. R. A. i, 309.

Otus microcephalus, LEACH, Syst. Cat. 1816, 11.

Otus agrarius, BREHM, V. D. ii, 124.

(b. American references.)


Strix brachyotus, SW. & RICH., F. B. A. ii, 1834, 75.

Otus brachyotus, AUD., Syn. 1839, 28; B. Am. i, 1840, 38.—JARD., ed. Wils. iii, 63.—GMIN., B. L. i, 1844, 26.—CASS., III. 1854, 182.—RENNI., Ibid. iii, 1851, 5 (Greenland).—ALLEN, Bull. M. C. Z. ii, 1871, 340.—SCL. & SALV., P. Z. S. 1869, 143.—PHELPS, ORN. Bras. i, 10.—HUDS., P. Z. S. 1870, 799.

Oise (Brachyotus) brachyotus, B. B. & R., N. A. B. iii, 1874, 22.

Unia brachyotus, JAX., ed. Wils. i, 106.—PHILIPPI, Cat. (Chili).

Otus brachyotus americana, MAXIM., J. F. O. vi, 1858, 57.

Otus palustris, DEKay, N. Y. Zool. ii, 25, pl. 12, f. 37.

Brachyotus palustris, BR., List, i, 28, 7.—COUES, Ph. Phila. Acad. 1871, 27; Key. 1872, 204.

Brachyotus palustris americana, BR., Consp. i, 1850, 51.

50.—Scl. & Salv., P. Z. S. 1868, 143 (Buenos Ayres).—Dall & Bann., Tr. Chic. 
1870, 462.—Snow, B. Kans. 1873, 2.—Dall, Pr. Cal. Acad. Feb. 1873 (Aleutian 
Islands).

c. galapagoensis.

Brachyotus galapagoensis, Gould, P. Z. S. 1837, 10.
Owls galapagoensis, Dall., Voy. Beagle, iii, 52, pl. 3.—Br., Consp. Av. i, 1850, 51. 
Asio galapagoensis, Strickl., Orn. Syn. 1855, 211.

Hab.—Europe, Asia, Greenland. America, West Indies. Var. galapagoensis from the 
Galapagos.

Lieutenant Warron's Expedition.—4634, Grindstone Creek; 4539, White River.
Later Expeditions.—60633, Sweetwater, Wyoming.

The specific name of this species is highly appropriate, such as its 
preference for low, moist, and even swampy or marshy resorts. The 
greater part of the Missouri region being not particularly adapted to 
its wants, it is not so common or so generally diffused in this part of 
the country as in some other portions. I procured one specimen at 
Fort Randall, in the winter of 1872-'73. It is, however, one of the few 
species not confined to woods, but occurring in open prairie, sometimes 
many miles from timbered land. It nests on the ground, laying its eggs 
either in a bare depression, or upon a few sticks, or feathers, or a little 
grass. The eggs, usually four or five in number, are dull white, less 
neatly spherical than usual in this family, and measure about an inch 
and a half in length by one and a fourth in breadth. But its nesting 
varies with circumstances. Mr. Dall recently found it breeding in bur-
rows, on the island of Oonalashka; “the hole is horizontal, and the 
inner end usually a little higher than the aperture; lined with dry grass 
and feathers.” The burrows were not over two feet deep, usually 
excavated in the side of a steep bank.

Being so generally diffused in this country, it is not a little surprising 
that Dr. Brewer should have been led to say, in 1857, there was no 
authentic case of its occurrence, south of Pennsylvania, in the United 
States. It is decidedly the commonest Owl about Washington, D. C., 
especially in winter. I frequently observed it in the salt-marshes of the 
North Carolina coast at various seasons, and Mr. Allen records it as 
quite common in the marshes of Florida. On one occasion I observed a 
gathering of twenty or thirty individuals on the Colorado River, below 
Fort Mojave; others have noted similar instances of its sociable dis-
position. The birds were sitting quite closely together in the rank 
herbage bordering the river; some flapped hurriedly off as the steam-
boat came abreast of them, while others stood to their perches as we 
passed. In California, Dr. Cooper observes that he has not seen it 
south of the Santa Clara Valley. It occurs in the West Indies, and the 
South American form is conspecific. I am unable to appreciate any con-
stant or tangible differences between the European and American bird, 
although the latter may average slightly larger, and a shade darker.

SYRNIUM CINEREUM, (Gm.) Aud.

Great Gray Owl.

a. cinereum.

Strix cinerea, Gm., Syst. Nat. i, 1788, 291.—Lath., Ind. Orn. i, 1790, 58 (based on Sooty 
Owl, Artz. Zool. ii, 232, No. 120; Cinereous Owl, Syn. Suppl. 45).—Vieill., 
—Br., Am. Orn. pl. 23; Ann. Lye. N. Y. ii, 436; Isis, 1832, 1140.—Nutt., Man. i,
SYRNIUM NEBULOSUM, BARRED OWL.


Scotiapect ciceria, Sw., Classif. B. ii, 1837, 217.

Ulula ciceria, Br., Conspr. i, 1830, 53 (in part).


Syrnium (Scotiapect) ciceria, B. B. & R., N. A. B. iii, 1874, 30.

Syrnium lapponicum var. ciceria, Ridgew., and Coues, Key, 1872, 204; but ciceria (1785) has priority over lapponicum (1830)."

"Strix acclamator, Bart., Trav. 1790, 285" (more likely S. nebulous).

"Strix fuligiosa, Shaw, Gen. Zool. vii, 1839, 244."

b. lapponicum.


Surnia lapponica, Gould, B. Eur. pl. 42.

Syrnium lapponicum, Strickl., Orb. Syn. 1855, 188.

Strix barbata, Pall., Zool. R. A. i, 318, pl. 2.

Strix microptilum, Tyzen.

Syrnium microptilum, Gray.

Syrnium ciceria, Br., List. 1838, 6; Cat. Uce. Eur. 23.

Ulula ciceria, Br., Conspr. Av. i, 1850, 53.

Hab.—Northern North America, south in winter to Massachusetts (to New England), Illinois (Ridgway), and California. Var. lapponicum from corresponding latitudes in the Old World.

Although this species was not noticed by the Expeditions, it is introduced as one undoubtedly occurring in the Missouri region in winter. Dr. Cooper states that it is "common" in the dense spruce forests of the Columbia, and probably resident in that latitude. According to Dr. Newberry, proofs of its occurrence even to the Sacramento Valley have been obtained. It is given in Mr. Wheaton's Ohio list, and has frequently occurred in New England as far south as Massachusetts. Dr. Turnbull's notice extends the record to New Jersey, Mr. Ridgway's to Illinois. It is said by Dr. Hatch to be very common in Minnesota.

SYRNIUM NEBULOSUM, (Forst.) Boie.

Barred Owl.

a. nebulous.


NYCTEA SCANDIACA, SNOWY OWL.
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1852, 12; Tr. Z. S. iv, 1859, 256.—MAXIM, J. F. O. vi, 1858, 28.—DRESS., Bris, 1865, 330 (Texas).—HAYD., Rep. 1862, 154.—ALLEN, Mem. Bost. Soc. i, 1868, 490 (Western Iowa): 506 (Illinois).—COOP., B. Cal. i, 1-70, 491 (but never found in California).—ALLEN, Bull. M. C. Z. ii, 17-1, 349 (Florida).—TIEPE, Pr. Ess. Inst. vi, 1871, 114 (Minnesota).—SNOW, B. Kans. 1873, 2 (Kansas, common).—COUES, Key, 1872, 204, fig. 137.


Strix chichicltli, GUY., Syst. Nat. i, 1788, 396.

(?) Strix acclamator, BART., Trav. in Fla. 1791, 299.


Strix fernandica, SHAW, Gen. Zool. vii, 1809, 263.

b. sartorii.


c. fulvescens.

Syrronium fulvescens, SALV., P. Z. S. 1868, 58 (Guatemala).


Lieutenant Warren’s Expedition.—No. 4607, Missouri River.

This specimen of Dr. Hayden’s remains, as it was when taken, the westernmost on record for the species. The Barred Owl is one of the few which does not appear to be equally distributed, having never yet been observed west of the Rocky Mountains, where it is to some extent replaced by the allied but perfectly distinct S. occidentale, discovered by Mr. Xantus, at Fort Tejon, California, and subsequently observed in Arizona, by Lieutenant Bendire, United States Army. It appears to be somewhat a southerly bird, very abundant in the woods of the South Atlantic and Gulf States; but, although common in New England, is rather sparingly represented in British America, the home of the Great Gray Owl, S. cinereum. It breeds in March, laying five or six white subspherical eggs in the hollow of the trunk or among the branches of a tree, sometimes taking possession of a deserted Hawk’s or Crow’s nest, sometimes building for itself. The eggs measure about 2 inches in length by 1 ½ in breadth. Although Wilson states to the contrary, the sexes of this bird are not appreciably different in size, nor otherwise distinguishable by external characters. The average size appears to be 20 inches in length, 47 in extent, the wing 13 ½, the tail 9.

The third and only other species of Syrronium of North America, S. occidentale, will probably, in time, be found in the Missouri region. Its synonymy is given below.*

NYCTEA SCANDIACA, (Linn.) Newt.

Great White or Snowy Owl.

Strix capite aurito, corpore albido, LNNX., Fl. Snc. 1746, 16; ex Bubo scandianus, RURDER., Ie. ined. (jide WALDEN).

Strix scandiacola, LINN., Syst. Nat. i. 1766, 132 (ex preced.).—MALMG., J. F. O. 1865, 396.


Nyctea scandiacola var. arctica, RIDG.—B. B. & R., N. A. B. iii, 1874, 70.

Strix alba frert-hadonis, BRISS., OR. i, 1769, 522.

Strix nyctea, LINN., Syst. Nat. i, 1766, 132 (ex Aluco albus diurnus, EDW., i, 522).—BRENN., OR. B. 1764, 7.—FOREST., Phil. Trans. liii, 1772, 385.—GIL., Syst. Nat. i, 1766, 204.—FARR., FL. GROEN. NO. 16.—LATT., Ind. ORN. i, 1790, 18.


Hab.—California (Fort Tejon, Xantus). Arizona (Bendire).
NYCTEA SCANDIACA, SNOWY OWL.


Noctua nyctea, CUV., R. A. i, 1817, 332.—BOIS, Isis, 1822, 770.—LESS., Man. i, 110; Tr. 101.—BREHM, Isis, 1834, 240.—BREHM, V. D. 103.—JENNY, MAN. BR. Vert. 23.—SCHL., M. P. B. 1862, Striges, 45.

Nyctea nyctea, KAUF, Sk. Ent. Env. Thierr. 1829, pp. 59, 190.

Surnia nyctea, SELBY, Ill. BR. Orn. i, 1833, 95, pl. 23.—EDOM., Mend. Wett. Soc. iv, 157.—JAMES, ed., Wils. i, 92.—GOULD, Br. Ent. pl. 43.—JARO, BR. B. i, 303.—THOMP., B. Irel. i, 95.—EYTV., Cat. Br. Br. 6.—KEYS & BLAS, Wirb. Env. 33.—AUD., Syn. 1839, 21; B. Am. i, 1840, 113, pl. 25.—DEKAY, N. Y. Zool. 1844, pl. 9, f. 20.—GR., B. L. i, 1844, 22.—PUTN., Br. Ess. Inst. i, 1856, 204.—KAUF, Tr. 1854, iv, 1853, 214.


Strix arctica, BART., Trav. in Fla. 1791, 289.


Nyctea nitea, BREHM, Isis, 1834, 246.


Strix houvar albus, DAUD., Tr. Orn. ii, 1800, 210 (ex LINX.).


Nyctia candida, SW., Classif. B. ii, 1837, 217.


Nycticia erinacea, STEPH., Gen. Zool. xiii, pt. ii, 1826, 63, No. i.

Harfang, BUFF., P. E. 458.

Hab.—Northern portions of the Northern Hemisphere, ranging irregularly southward in winter. In North America, resident from the Canadas and probably from Maine, northward. Regularly enters the Northern States in winter, frequently wandering to the Middle States, casually to the Southern States, even to Texas (Dresser); Kansas (Snow). Kentucky and South Carolina (Audubon). Bermuda (Jardine).

Although apparently unnoticed by either Expedition, the Snowy Owl visits the Missouri region in winter, as it does the corresponding latitudes of the Eastern States. Its wanderings are more extensive than those of either the Hawk Owl or the Great Grey Owl, as will be seen by the above quotations, and are remarkable for a bird whose whole aspect betokens a nature fitted to endure the utmost rigor of climate. We have advices of its presence in winter in nearly all the
States east of the Mississippi, and in Kansas and Texas; while the silence of the records in the West may be in greatest part due to the fact, that few explorations are conducted—even individual observations being restricted—during the inclement season, when its visits are made, if at all. But I have learned, from several residents in the vicinity of Fort Randall, of its occasional appearance on the Missouri at that point. I find no United States quotations west of the Rocky Mountains; for although the species is admitted in Dr. Cooper's work, this author admits "there is as yet no intimation of the occurrence in California of this large Owl." In New England and a part of the Middle States, the Snowy Owl is sometimes common in winter. Mr. Cassin remarks that it is occasionally so numerous as to sell for a mere trifle in the Philadelphia markets. It does not, however, entirely withdraw from the arctic regions even in winter, at which season Mr. Dall saw it flying over the frozen Yukon. The probability is, that it is resident in the forests of Maine. Mr. Boardman instances a pair seen in spring that probably had a nest in the vicinity of Calais; and its capture in Massachusetts, as late as the 29th of May, is recorded by Mr. Allen.

According to those who have studied the bird in its native regions, it is not exclusively nocturnal, but hunts by day without inconvenience; feeds on hare and grouse as well as smaller game, and is expert in fishing; nests on the ground, and lays three or four white eggs measuring about 2½ inches in length by 2 in breadth.

**SURNIA ULULA var. HUDSONIA, (Gm.) Cones.**

**American Hawk Owl.**

**a. ulula.**

*Chouette à longue queue de Sibérie, Buff., P. E. 463; Ois. Sonn. iv, pl. 30, fig. 1.*

*Chouette épervière, Buff., Ois. Sonn., iv, 128.*

*Strib ulula, Linn., Syst. Nat. i, 1766, i:33 (based on Fn. Suec. 78; Briss., i, 511, &c.).—Donnd., Beet. i, 169.—Nils., Skand. F. 1, 64.*

(??) *Strib ulula var. b., Lath., Ind. Orn. i, 1790, 60 (quotes S. arctica, Spar., Mus. Carls. iii, p. 5).*


"**Strib funerea, Linn., Fn. Suec, 1761, No. 75**" (this is also the primary basis of Syst. Nat. i, 1766, 133, No. 11, with which, however, is cited S. canadensis, Briess.).—


*Noctua (Surnia) funerea, Cuv., R. A. 1817, i, 332.*


*Strix urakensis, Shaw, Gen. Zoöl. vii, 1809, 277, pl. 35 (vec Pall.).

*Strix nisoria, Meyer, Tæsch. i, 1810, 54.—Bechst., Nautag. ii, 924.—Naum., V. D. 1822, i, 427, pl. 42, fig. 2.*


*Noctua nisoria, Cuv., R. A. 2d ed. i, 1839, 344.*

*Strix nisoria, Breih., V. D. i, 102, pl. 7, fig. 1.*

*Strix dolia, Pall., Zoog. R. A. i, 1811, 316, pl. 1.*

(??) *Strib arctica, Spar., Mus. Carls. 51."* (Gray; rather Brachyotus palustris)." *Strix acceptrina, Bechst., Vog. Deutsch. ii, 372, pl. 12.*

**b. hudsonia.**

*Strix canadensis, Briess., Ord. i, 1760, 518, pl. 37, fig. 2.—Shaw, Gen. Zoöl. vii, 1809, 273.*


*Strix freti-hudsonis, Briess., Ord. i, 1760, 590 ("Little Hawk Owl," Edw., ii, 1717, pl. 62; whence Caparossch, Buff., i, 1770, 306).*

*Strix funerea, Linn., Syst. Nat. i, 1766, 133 (partly; includes the European).—Forst., Philos. Trans. lxxii, 1772, 3-5.—Br., syn. 1828, 25.—Sw. & Rich., F. B. A. ii,
Surnia ulula Var. Hudsonia, Hawk Owl.


Later Expeditions.—62240, Madison River, Montana.

Contrary to the opinion entertained by ornithologists, of the absolute identity of the American and European Hawk Owls, they prove to form two distinguishable geographical races, the American bird being recognized without difficulty by its darker color, and the broader reddish-brown bars of the whole breast and belly, only a small gorget being left white. According to the authors of the splendid work on the Birds of Europe, from which a part of the foregoing synonymy is borrowed, it is the American form, and not that of Continental Europe, which inhabits Great Britain, apparently to the entire exclusion of the other.

The distribution of the American Hawk Owl is quite fully worked out in a communication I had the pleasure of contributing to the work just mentioned, and may be gathered with approximate accuracy from the foregoing quotations. The bird does not appear to ever wander so far south as the Snowy Owl frequently does; excepting the Bermuda instance, I have never heard of it south of Pennsylvania and Illinois, nor has it been observed west of the Rocky Mountains. It is common in the northern half of New England, in winter, and known to breed in some parts of Maine; from Massachusetts southward its occurrence is rare and fortuitous.

As is well known, this species is the most diurnal in its habits of any of the family, retiring to rest at night like an ordinary bird; and it is the most hawk-like Owl, not only in its habits, but in physical aspect. It feeds chiefly upon the field-mice (Arriicola) which swarm in the sponguous vegetation of arctic lands; also upon small birds, grasshoppers and other insects. It is stated to breed oftenest in the hollows of trees, but sometimes to construct a nest of sticks, grass, and feathers, among the branches. The eggs range from five to eight in number, are white, and measure from 1½ to 1¾ in length by 1¼ to 1½ in breadth. Both sexes incubate. The parents are represented as very spirited in the defence of their home; the male bird will even attack and wound an intruder with
its talons, sometimes meeting death in the rashness of its onslaught. When wounded it displays similar courage, boldly facing the enemy and preparing to defend itself with all its might—"calmly and silently it maintains its ground, or springs from a short distance on its foe. So, bravely it dies, without a thought of glory and without a chance of fame; for of its kind there are no cowards."

"This species is seldom met with except in the arctic regions. Occasionally, during severe winters, it is driven as far south as the latitude of Philadelphia, owing to a scarcity of food in its natural haunts. Samuel affirms that he "has known several specimens to be taken in Vermont and New Hampshire," and expresses the belief that it builds occasionally in the New England States. The writer and a very intimate friend of his, who is a taxidermist, have taken specimens as early as the middle of October. In the former's collection is a beautiful specimen of a female that was shot on the 15th day of last October, the thermometer indicating a rather high temperature at the time. It was shot in the middle of the day, while careering hawk-like through the air, doubtless in quest of the field-mouse, which is found in meadow grounds in profusion, and which it prizes most assuredly as one of its daintiest morsels.

"The southern appearance of individuals on many occasions, so early in the fall, in rather mild weather, leads to the supposition that it is either a summer resident in small numbers, and performs the essential duties of nidification and incubation here[?], or else, having attended to these important concerns in more northern climes, journeys southward, where it meets with a temperature which it has recently learned to regard as more congenial than the rigors of an arctic autumn. The writer is sanguine of the discovery of nests in this latitude. Like many birds on their entrance into a new territory, this species may be shy and reserved, and consequently nidificates in out-of-the-way situations. Familiarity with the country and its denizens, acquired by a few years' occupancy, may operate in the production of changes of habits and disposition. Distrustfulness will undoubtedly give place to confidence, and more of its history will be known.

"It is said by some writers that the species is crepuscular rather than nocturnal. The writer's experience has been the former. There is no doubt that it frequently hunts in the twilight; but the movements of the bird during the day-time, both in watching for its prey and in its capture, are certain evidence to his mind of the truth of the assertion. While on the alert for its prey, it stations itself upon the topmost bough of a tree, and, as soon as the object of its desire comes in view, pounces down upon it like a hawk, and bears it away to devour it at its leisure. Frequently it goes abroad in search of prey, skimming above meadows and low fields, at a slight elevation, until its object is secured."—(Gentry.)

\^{1}NYCTALE TENGMALMI var. RICHARDSONI, (Bp.) Ridgw.\[.\]

Richardson's Owl.

a. tengmalmi.

Strix noctua, Teng., Act. Stockh. i, 1783.

Strix tengmalmi, Gm., i, 291.—Latt., i, 64.—Daud., ii, 205.—Shaw, G. Z. viii, 1809, 267.—

Temm., Man. 1815, 54; i, 94; lw, 49.—Vieill., Gal. i, pl. 23; Fn. Franç. 48, pl.

33, f. 1.—Naur., V. D. i, 1822, 501, pl. 48, f. 2, 3.—DeG. L., Orn. Eur. i, 134.—

Schl., Rev. Cite. 1844, 15.

Athene tengmalmi, Boie, Isis, 1822, 771.
Nyctale tengmalmi var. richardsoni.


Egalius tengmalmi, Kaup, Sk. Edt. Eu. Th. 1829, 34.


Scotophilus kyciale, Sw., Classif. B. ii, 217.


"Strix funerea, Link., Fr. Snc. 25" (Gray).


b. richardsoni.

(?) Strix passerina, Forst., Phil. Trans. lxxii, 1772, 385 (Penn. Arct. Zool. ii, Suppl. 60.)


Nyctale tengmalmi, Aud., Syd. 1839, 24; B. Am. i, 1840, 122, pl. 32.—Putn., Pt. Ess. Inst. i, 1856, 231 (Massachusetts).—?Tripe, ibid. vi, 1871, 113 (Minnesota).


Nyctala richardsoni, Gray, Hand-list, i, 1893, 51, No. 555.

Hab.—The typical form from Europe, Asia, and Northern Africa. Var. richardsoni from Northern North America; south regularly to the United States frontier; in winter rarely through New England, beyond which no record on the Atlantic. Northern Ohio (Winston).

Having been at first considered the same as its European representative, and afterward held to be a distinct species, this interesting Owl has at length settled into its true position as a geographical race of Nyctale tengmalmi of Europe, as ascertained by Mr. Ridgway's studies. It differs from its congener, just as the American Hawk Owl does, in an excess of darker colors; the legs being ochre-brown, much variegated with darker, instead of white, with little marking; and there is more dark color on the crissum. It is, perhaps, the most decidedly boreal of our species of the family; for although it does not range further north than some, such as the Hawk Owl, the Snowy, and the Great Gray Owl, its southern limit is more restricted. It has never been observed as far south as all of the three just mentioned are known to range in winter. On the Atlantic coast I find no record for Pennsylvania or New Jersey, though it is stated to have been procured in Connecticut by Dr. W. W. Wood, while Mr. Allen gives several instances of its capture in Massachusetts. In Maine, according to Mr. Boardman, it is resident; it has been noticed in Wisconsin by Dr. Hoy, and the queried Minnesotan record, by Mr. Tripe, is doubtless correct, as it has been lately checked by Dr. Hatch. Sir John Richardson speaks of its very great abundance in the region of the Saskatchewan, whence it undoubtedly visits the Upper Missouri in winter.

Owls of this genus are among the most perfectly nocturnal birds of the family; and appear confined to wooded regions. The food is princi-
pally insects, although mice and the smallest birds are also captured. The egg of the present bird is colorless, like that of other Owls, and measures 1¼ inches in length by 1 inch in breadth.

**NYCTALE ACADICA, (Gm.) Bp.**

Acadian or Saw-whet Owl.


*Nyctale acadica*, Gray, Hand-list i, 1869, 51, No. 556.


*Umbra acadica*, Aud., Syn. 1839, 24; B. Am. i, 1840, 123, pl. 33.—PUTN., Pr. Ess. Inst. i, 1856, 204 (Massachusetts).—SCHLEGEL, M. P.-B., 1852, Striges, p. 8.


*Strix acadensis*, LATH., Ind. Orn. i, 1790, 65 (Syn. pl. 5, f. 2).—SHAW, G. Z. vii, 266.


*Bubo albifrons*, VIEILL., Ois. Am. Sept. i, 1807, 54.


*Nyctale albifrons*, GRAY, Hand-list i, 1869, 52, No. 557.


*Nyctale kirtlandii*, HOY, Pr. Phila. Acad. vi, 1852, 210.—CASS., Ill. 1853, 63, pl. 11.


*Athena phlateoides*, GRAY, Gen. of B. fol. 1844, sp. 43.

*Athena wilsonii*, BOIE, Isis, 1828, 315.

"*Strix dathwaei*, HALL, Ms., Maeg. Ed. Cuv. R. A. 1829, pl. 8."

_Hab._—Temperate North America, from Atlantic to Pacific; chiefly, however, Northern United States and adjoining British territory; ranging southward, in wooded mountainous regions, into Mexico. Oaxaca (Scl., P. Z. S. 1856, 235).

Having been long known that the so-called "White-fronted Owl," *Strix albifrons*, _S. frontalis_, and _N. kirtlandii_, of various authors, was simply the young of the present species, I was pleased to see the case so clearly set forth as it was in Mr. Ridgway's article above quoted—a paper instigated by Mr. Elliot's late erroneous identification of these names as pertaining to the young of _N. tenuis._ In both species of *Nyctale*, the plumage is much the same, and its changes are entirely correspondent. The young have the disc dark brown, contrasted with white supercilium, the forehead plain, and the under parts unvariegated, fading from a dark brown on the breast to ochre-brown on the belly. In the adults the disc is mostly white, the forehead is sharply streaked, and the under parts are white, with lengthwise chocolate-brown markings. Specific characters of these two birds are perceived in the greatly inferior size of _acadica_, a different relative length of wings and tail, a difference in the cere and nostrils, and the black instead of yellow bill.

Digitized by Microsoft®
In the paper above cited, Mr. Allen has the following on the supposed rarity of "albifrons": "Although the White-fronted Owl (Nyctale albifrons, Cass.) is now conceded by most, if not all, American ornithologists to be the young of the Saw-whet (N. acadica), its supposed rarity, in comparison with the adult, renders the following record of recent instances of its capture in Canada of considerable interest. Mr. Ridgway, in a paper published in this journal in May, 1872, in noticing Mr. D. G. Elliot's mistake of considering the N. albifrons to be the young of N. tenuimanus, has carefully elaborated the evidence of its being the young of N. acadica. This relationship had been previously suspected, and now seems to be fully confirmed. Mr. McIlwraith, under date of Hamilton, Ontario, Canada, January 20, 1873, writes as follows: 'In looking over the Naturalist of April, 1871, I observe a notice of the capture of a specimen of the White-fronted Owl in Maine, and the writer of the note, Prof. A. E. Verriol, says that the only other instance of its occurrence in the United States of which he is aware is the following, as recorded by Mr. J. W. Stiles in 1855, at Tales, I have prised at this, for, though not coming much in contact with collectors, I have seen or heard of this [supposed] species now and then for a number of years back. My first knowledge of it was from Cassin's account, and the figure given of it in his Birds of America. Shortly afterward I recognized it in a small case in the possession of the Rev. Professor Ingles, now of the Dutch Reformed Church, Brooklyn, New York, where it was called 'Saw-whet—young.' The case was brought from Montreal. I next met it in Toronto, where Mr. Paasmore, taxidermist, had two specimens, one of which I obtained, and have now in my collection. Again, I heard from Mr. P. H. Gibbs, of Guelph, that there were several about his evergreens near the house, one of which he shot. About the same time Mr. Booth, naturalist, of Drummondville, told me of a specimen he had obtained. Dr. Anderson of Point Levi, opposite Quebec, had his alive for a time; and I heard of still another in the hands of R. K. Winslow, esq., of Cleveland, Ohio. From the foregoing it would seem to be more common in Canada than it is further south. The opinion seems to be generally held by those with whom I have conversed upon the subject, that it is the young of the Saw-whet; and yet it is somewhat singular that it is not as often met with as its supposed parents. In the month of October, a few years since, I had six in the Saw-whet form brought me by a lad, who got them all near the same place on his father's farm. The theory recently advanced by Mr. Elliot, in the 'Ibis,' of its being the young of the Sparrow Owl (Nyctale tenuimanus), I do not think at all probable; I have the two side by side, and cannot observe any resemblance to warrant such a conclusion, the difference in size alone being sufficient to show the distinction. My own opinion is that it will be found to be the young of Saw-whet; but is it not possible that they do not all assume the same garb—that there may be here a freak of nature, so to speak, such as there is in the case of the Screech Owl, where we find both red and gray?"

The Acadian Owl is not so boreal a bird as its congener, being found throughout the United States in suitable places, and in the more southerly portions of British America. I have found no decidedly arctic quotations. It is, however, more numerous in the northern half of the United States; and although it has been traced far into Mexico, its southward extension appears to be mainly along wooded mountain ranges, the altitude of which compensates, in a faunmal sense, for the decrease of latitude. Fitted to endure great cold, it is resident in our northern districts. I procured a specimen, in the depth of winter, at Boar's Head, on the New Hampshire coast, and another at Fort Randall, in January, when the temperature had been ranging far below zero. The last-named, a fine adult example, was brought to me alive by Lieut. W. J. Campbell, who found it in the possession of an Indian, and I kept it for some time in my study before it died, probably of inanition. It refused food, and after death its body was found greatly emaciated. Although so puny and weak, the little bird showed good spirit, setting back with an air of defiance when approached, snatching its little bill, and pecking as hard as it could when I took it in hand; but after sooth ing it for a few moments, it would seem appeased, roost quietly on my finger, and apparently like to have its poll quietly scratched. In its noiseless fluttering about the room by night it more resembled a big bat than a bird; in perching, as it did by preference, on the edge of the table or of a pile of books, it stood with its claws bent inward, so that their convexities, and not the points, rested against the support.
The food of this interesting little Owl, which is not so large as a Robin, though it appears bulkier, consists chiefly of insects. Its nesting, according to Wilson and Audubon, is various: sometimes it builds in the branches of trees, while at other times it will occupy the deserted nests of other birds, or lay in a hollow tree. The eggs are pure white, subspherical, of crystalline clearness, measuring 1\(\frac{1}{2}\) inches by 1\(\frac{3}{4}\) inches.

Mr. Gentry informs me of a curious circumstance in regard to this Owl. Referring to the association of the Barrowing Owl of the West with the prairie-dog, he continues: “In the hollow of an oak-tree, not far from Germantown, lives an individual of the common chickaree squirrel (Sciurus hudsonius), with a specimen of this little Owl as his sole companion. They occupy the same hole together in perfect harmony and mutual good-will. It is not an accidental temporary association, for the bird and the squirrel have repeatedly been observed to enter the same hole together, as if they had always shared the apartment. But what benefit can either derive from the other?”

While speaking of this small species, it may not be amiss to mention some other little Owls of this country. Small as it is (the specimen above mentioned measured only 7\(\frac{1}{2}\) inches long, with an extent of 19 inches, the wing 5\(\frac{3}{4}\) inches, the tail 2\(\frac{3}{4}\) inches), it surpasses several pygmys found on the west coast and southward. The Pygmy Owl, Glaucomamus passerinum var. californicum, of the whole Pacific region, is the most abundant and best known of these. A closely allied Mexican species of the same genus, and of about the same size (G. ferrugineum), has lately been detected in Arizona by Lieut. C. Bendire, U. S. Army. His specimen gave the first intimation of its presence in the United States, as I stated in the American Naturalist, vol. vi, p. 370. It will be found fully described in the “Key,” p. 206. Another, still smaller, and very curious illipatian Owl, was discovered at Fort Mojave, Arizona, by Dr. J. G. Cooper, and has more recently been observed at Mazatlan and on the island of Socorro, by Col. A. J. Grayson. It is the type of a new genus I instituted in 1866, calling it Microchene whitneyi. This species is only about six inches long, has the tarsi nearly bare, and is otherwise peculiar. I have the following accounts to present of these two species from my Arizona MSS.:

**PYGMY OWL.**—G. passerinum var. californicum, (Sed.) Ridg.

*The following is the synonymy of this species:

a. passerinum.


Glaucomimus passerinum, Bore, Isis, 1826, 976.—Br., List, 1836, 6; Cat. Ucc. Eur. 22; Conspr. Av. i, 1850, 36.—Brehm, Vog. Deutschl. 106.—Sh. & Dr., B. Eur. pt. iii.


Athene passerina, Gray, Gen. of B. i, 1845, 33.

Noctua passerina, Schill. M. P. B., Striges, 1862, 41.

Strix pusilla, Daup, Tr. Orn. 1800, 205 (ex Levaillant).

Strix pygmaea, Biechst., Nat. Deutschl. iv, 1805, 978, pl. 34.—Meyer, Taschenb. i, 83.


Strix acuatica, Temm., Man. i, 1820, 96 (not of Linneus).


(?) Glaucomimus elata, Br., Conspr. Av. i, 1850, 36 (“Similia s. passerinae, sed cauda longiori”;

most probably this form; Mexico).

The specimens I took at Fort Whipple enabled me to credit the Territory with this fine little species, before only known in the United States as a bird of California, Oregon, and Washington. It inhabits the whole Pacific Slope, as now appears, and extends southward into Mexico. Audubon referred it to Strix passerinoides, Temminck, and Mr. Cassin, at first, to S. infuscata of the same author. Both these names appear to have been bestowed upon the same species, which is South American, and entirely different from the Mexican and United States bird, which is more closely allied to the European passerina. Dr. Sclater proposed, in 1857, to separate the North American from the Mexican, under the name of G. californicum.

I saw the Pygmy Owl several times at Fort Whipple, and secured two specimens, which were fortunately male and female. The peculiarly retiring and unobtrusive habits of the Owls renders them difficult of observation, and less frequently met with than their numbers would lead us to expect. Judging with due regard for this fact, I take it that this bird is common in the wooded regions and mountainous portions of Arizona. One of my specimens was molting; the other, taken in winter, was in perfect plumage. This warrants the belief that the species is resident about Fort Whipple, and that it breeds there, though I was not fortunate enough to discover the nest, which, with the eggs, remains almost unknown, so far as I am aware. It will probably be found to mate and lay very early in the year—in March, if not in February. As a well-known general rule, the Owls breed earlier than most birds, for some unexplained reason, but probably on account of their nocturnal habits, and the quiet seclusion in hollow trees and other sheltered places, in which most of their time is spent. Removed in a great meas-

*Surnia passerinoides, Aud., Syn. 1839, 23; B. Am. i, 117, pl. 30.


*Glaucidium passerinum var. californicum, Ridg., opud Couses, Key, 1872, 206.—Ridg., Pr. B. st. Soc. xvi, 1873, 92, 94 (critical examination of all the forms of the genus).—B. B. & R., N. A. B. iii, 1874, 61.

Hab.—The true passerinum is European. Var. californicum is from the Western Province of North America. North to Oregon. East to Colorado. South on the tablelands of Mexico. I regard it as very probable that the Strix eletas of Natterer’s Miss., which is said by Bonaparte to differ from passerinum in the greater length of the tail, is really this variety; for the length of tail is precisely one of the main characters added by Mr. Ridgway in his excellent monograph of the genus. Should this prove to be the case, the bird will be known as G. passerinum var. eletas.

The only other North American species of this genus is the following:

*GLaucidium ferrugineum, (Maxim.) Kaup.

Strix ferruginea, MAXIM., Reise, i, 1829, 105; Beit. iii, 234.—Tamm., P. C. 199. (Identified by Strickland with the Sparrow Owl of LATH., Gen. Hist. i, 373, pl. 17.)


Surnia ferruginea, Br., Observ. Cuv. R. A. 56; Islis, 1833, 1053.


Hab.—Eastern South America, and whole of Middle America, to the southern border of the United States.
The effects of sunlight, its vivifying and invigorating influence seems replaced by the analogous effect of the warmth of their accustomed haunts, and the same purpose of fostering vitality to be subserved. Sedentary habits, and luxurious day-dreams in snug seclusion, may have on these birds the same effect of exciting into early and uncontrollable action certain vital functions, that is known to be produced in our own species by a similar mode of life.

The brief notice of this species that Dr. Heermann has left is incorrect in one portion, for he says that it may sometimes "be caught perched on the branch of a tree, napping, during the day-time." The fact is, that it shows a decided tendency toward diurnal habits, and though thus often found abroad in the day-time, it will not likely be "caught napping." It has appeared to me, in fact, as little inconvenienced by the glare of day as the Burrowing Owl is, and it pursues its insect prey by day as well as by night with activity and success. Dr. Newberry speaks more to the point: "It flies about," he writes, "with great freedom and activity by day, pursuing small birds, upon which it subsists, apparently as little incommoded by the light as they are," thought I doubt that birds form a great portion of its food. It is so small, and its rapacious powers, if not nature, so limited, that it must confine its pursuit to the most insignificant game. The stomachs of my specimens were found to be filled with fragments of grasshoppers and beetles, some of which were yet scarcely altered by digestion, showing that they must have been very recently captured. Each of the birds was killed about noon. The following account of the bird is so good, and agrees so well with my own observations, that I reproduce it from the Natural History of Washington Territory. The first paragraph is by Dr. Cooper, the other by Dr. Suckley:

"This (the smallest Owl found in the Territory) I have seen only once, though it seems to be not very uncommon. On the 1st of November, 1854, I observed it among a flock of Sparrows, which did not seem at all frightened by its presence. For some time I thought it was one of them, though its large head and owl-like flight seemed to me strange. It was plainly diurnal in habits, not seeming to seek any shelter from the sunshine. Its stomach contained only insects, and it is probable that it does not often attack birds."

"I have obtained two specimens of this Owl at Puget Sound, where it seems to be moderately abundant. It appears to be diurnal in its habits, gliding about in shady situations in pursuit of its prey. I saw a bird of this kind, about midday, in a shady alder swamp near Nisqually. It flitted noiselessly past me several times, alighting near by, on a small branch, as if to examine the intruder. It seemed quite tame, and entirely unsophisticated. I noticed that in flying the tail was kept rather widely spread. Near a small lake in the neighborhood of Fort Steilacoom I frequently heard the voice of a small Owl, the notes of which were subdued and clear, like the low, soft notes of a flute. As the only small Owl I ever saw in the neighborhood belonged to this species, it is probable that the sounds heard came from an individual of the kind."

The last sentence gives the only intimation of the notes of this bird that we have; and, unless the writer was mistaken in his surmise, which is quite possible, it is something new in the history of the family, for no Owl is known to emit sounds at all comparable to the notes of a flute. The voices of most of these night birds are among the most unough, inharmonious, and lugubrious sounds that ever break the stillness of the dark scene. With an average of musical ability that birds are favored with, they compare as the creaking and puffing of disordered
organ-bellows to sounds from the keys of the instrument. No wonder that in classic times it was written of Owls:

"Est illis strigibus nomen; sed nominis hujus
Causa quod horrenda stridere nocte solent;"

nor that later and more professedly ornithological observers of nature should have heavily taxed their vocabularies in selection of epithets to express the vocal eccentricities of Owls, not to allude to the liberties that lay writers, whether of prose or verse, have taken, in a superstitions, legendary mood, with the weird associations of these "monks who chant midnight mass in the great temple of Nature."

I am inclined to repeat in this connection a liberal proposition, made by one of the most delightful of writers on birds. In his history of the rapacious birds of Great Britain, Mr. Macgillivray quotes a poetic passage respecting Owls, and adds, in his original way, "the reader may here supply a chapter on superstitions, which the author forgot!" For the Pygmy Owl, unknown to poetic and legendary fame, living to our remembrance only in times when nature is questioned fearlessly, not tremblingly as of old when ignorance served all purposes, has never been regarded as of weird, uncanny import. Not a single irrational attribute has attached to it; nor need it be sought in greater obscurity than the shade of its favorite pines. With little experience of man, it has had no opportunity of gaining that sort of wisdom credibly supposed to flow from such contact; still less has it the supernatural lore attributed to the bird of Minerva. It is a very straightforward, ingenious, unsuspicious little bird, meddling with no affairs but its own, and innocent enough to expect like treatment from others, expectations, however, not always realized.

Note.—That there may be in future no misunderstanding regarding this Owl, and for the purpose of comparing it with Whitney's, which bears some superficial resemblance, I give the following concise description, believed to be in every way pertinent. Facial disk imperfect; no ear-tufts; tarsi densely feathered to the toes, which are covered with hairs; claws strong, sharp, much curved; tail rather long, even; wings medium, or rather short; the fourth primary longest; iris, bright yellow; bill, cere, and feet, dull greenish-yellow; soles, chrome-yellow; mouth, livid flesh-color; upper parts one shade of dark-brown, everywhere dotted with small circular spots of white; a collar of mixed blackish-brown and white, around the back of the neck; breast with a band of mottled-brown, separating the white throat from the white of the rest of the under parts, which all have irregular lengthwise streaks of reddish-brown. Wings and tail dusky-brown; the feathers marked on both webs with a row of round white spots, largest on the inner; under wing-coverts white, crossed obliquely by a blackish bar. Length of the male 7.60 inches, or a little less; extent of wings, 14.50; wing, 7.75; tail, 3.00; of the female, length 7.50; extent, 15.50, &c. In the female the upper parts are rather lighter, with fewer larger spots, and a nearly obsolete nuchal collar; but both sexes have in the tint of the upper parts, which changes from pure deep brown to pale grayish, almost olivaceous brown, probably according to age and season, the newer feathers being darker than they are when old and worn.

Whitney's Owl—*Micrathene whitneyi*, (Cooper), Coes.

This singular little Owl is one of the most noteworthy and interesting of the many late additions to our knowledge of western birds. Until recently, the last noticed species was properly regarded as the smallest of its family in North America; but it somewhat surpasses Whitney's in size. The latter is not so long as many of our Sparrows, being the

* Athena whitneyi, Cooper, Pr. Cal. Acad. 1461, 118 (Fort Mojave, Arizona).


Hab.—Arizona, Southern California, and southward to Socorro.
least among our raptorial birds, if not the smallest known Owl. It was
discovered at Fort Mojave, in 1860, by Dr. J. G. Cooper, to whose exer-
tions in developing the zoology of the West we are so much indebted.
We learn from Dr. Cooper's account that it is an arboreal, not a terres-
trial species, is partly diurnal, and feeds upon insects. It is probably a
rare bird, to judge from its having remained so long undetected. But
Mr. A. J. Grayson lately found it on Socorro Island, off the coast of
Mexico, while several specimens have been taken in Arizona, by Lieut.
C. Bendire, and Mr. H. W. Henshaw. The former found it breeding in
the hollow of a mezquite stump.

Note.—As this species is still not generally known, I deviate from my usual course
to present the following description: Bill small and weak, narrow at the base, which
is hidden among recurved and closely appressed bristly feathers. Facial disk imper-
fect. No car-tufts. Wings very long, but rounded, the first primary only \(\frac{1}{3}\) the third
and fourth, which are equal and longest; second equal to sixth. Tail of moderate
length, not graduated; the rectrices broad at the tip. Tarsi nearly naked, the feath-
ers extending but a little way below the heel-joint; rest of the tarsi, and the upper
surfaces of the toes, sparsely covered with short bristly hairs. Middle toe and claw
about as long as the tarsus; hind toe lengthened. Claws remarkably small, weak,
and little curved; hardly more than inessential, instead of raptorial, in character. The
foregoing are rather the generic than the specific characters, and are those upon which
the genus Micrathene was established. It agrees with Athene, to which the bird was
referred by its discoverer, in the imperfect disk and mostly naked tarsi; but is other-
wise quite different and more nearly related to Nyctale, Glaucidium, &c., from which
again, it is notably distinct; nor do I know of any established genus of Owls to which
the species could probably be referred. It presents an entirely peculiar combination
of characters. The slight claws are an especial feature. The following account of the
colors, &c., is compiled from the original description, as the specimen itself is not at
hand at time of writing. Above light brownish-gray, thickly spotted with angular
pale brown dots, especially on the crown; those on the back larger; back also obso-
letely barred with white lines of the same color. A concealed white collar on back of
neck, forming a bar across the middle of the feathers, which are plumbeous at base
and brown at tip. Quills with three to six spots on each web, those of the inner webs
white, those of outer web of the fourth, third and second, white, the others brown.
A row of white spots on lesser coverts; four on upper, seven on lower series, with a
row of light brown spots between; outer secondaries with a few white spots; outer
scapulars with a white stripe, edged by pale brown stripes nearer the back; outer
wing-feathers dark brown, with pale, ashly dots near the ends of the secondaries.
Rectrices like the primaries, the light spots forming five broken bars and a narrow ter-
mental bar. Feathers above the eye white, with black spotted shafts; below it, light
brown, absolutely barred with dark; bristles at base of bill black on terminal half. Chin
and throat white, the lower feathers light brown, the white forming a broad crescent from
side to side. Sides of neck narrowly barred with ash and light and dark brown;
breast imperfectly barred and blotched with the same colors; toward the abdomen,
the brown forming large patches, margined with grey and white. Sides more grayish,
tinged with yellowish, the flanks plumbeous; tibiae narrowly barred with light and
dark brown. Tarsal bristles white; those of the toes yellowish. Bill, pale green; iris,
bright yellow. Length, 6.25; extent, 15.25; wing, 4.50; tail, 2.25; tarsus, 0.90; mid-
dle toe and claw, 1.30; hind toe and claw, 0.50; gape, 0.45; height of bill, 0.30; width
at base, 0.40.

SPEOTYTO CUNICULARIA var. HYPOGÆA, (Bp.) Cones.

Burrowing Owl.

a. cunicularia.

Latt., Ind. Orn. i, 1790, 63 (Noctua coquimbana, Bris., i, 525; Coquimo Owl,
xxvi, Suppl. 70.—Licht., Verz. 59.—Maxim., Beitr. iii, 248; Reise, ii, 191, 314.
Otus cunicularia, Cuv., Regne Anim. i, 2d ed. 341.
SPEOTYTO CUNICULARIA VAR. HYPOGEA.


Noctua urarcrcea, Less., Tr. Orn. 103.—Tsch., Wieg. Arch. 1844, 267; Fm. Peru, 116.

Athena patagonica, Peele, U. S. Expl. Exp. 1848, 78.

b. guadeloupensis.

Speotyo cunicularia var. guadeloupensis, Ridgway.—B. B. & R., N. A. B. iii, 1874, 90.

c. hypogaea.

Speotyo cunicularia var. hypogaea, Coues, Key, 207.—B. B. & R., N. A. B. iii, 1874, 90.

Strix hypogaea, Bp., Consip. i, 1825, 68, pl. 7, f. 2; Syn. 1828, 36.—Nutt., Man., i, 1832, 118.—Aud., Orn. Biog. v, 1839, 264, pl. 432.

Surina triplum, Bp., Consip. i, 1825, 68, pl. 7, f. 2; Aud., Orn., 1839, 23; B. Am., i, 1840, 119, pl. 31.—DeKay, N. Y. Zool. ii, 23.


Speotyo cunicularia var. hypogaea, Coues, Key, 207.—B. B. & R., N. A. B. iii, 1874, 90.

Strix hypogaea, Bp., Consip. i, 1825, 68, pl. 7, f. 2; Syn. 1828, 36.—Aud., Orn. Biog. v, 1839, 264, pl. 432.

Athena hypogaea, Bp., Consip. ii, 1835, 72.


Athena (Speotyo) hypogaea, Gray, Hand-list, i, 1869, 43, No. 437.

Strix californica, Aud., Orn. Biog. pl. 493 (name on plate).


Note.—As the older authors generally made no distinction of the races, the term cunicularia includes all, in most cases.

Hab.—The true cunicularia is South American; var. guadeloupensis is considered by Mr. Ridgway as a local form, of Guadeloupe. Var. hypogaea is the North American form, occurring in open places in the United States west of the Mississippi, and in Middle America. In addition, Gray gives Antillean forms of Speotyo under the names of dominensis, Mull. (dominicensis, Gm.), and fusca, Vieill.; the latter is, however, an entirely different bird, while the former is scarcely identifiable.

List of specimens.

\[
\begin{array}{|c|c|c|c|c|c|}
\hline
 & & & & & \\
19132 & 163 & Powder River & & & \\
19133 & 192 & Tongue River & \( \Phi \) & Sept. 13, 1859 & G. H. Trook & 9.00 & 23.50 & 7.00 \\
19133 & & & \( \delta \) & do & 9.50 & 25.00 & 7.00 \\
\hline
\end{array}
\]

Lieutenant Warren's Expedition.—5182—84, Fort Pierre; 9965, Running Water; 9066—67, Loup Fork of Platte.

Later Expeditions.—54300—01, 60000, 60342—47, Wyoming; 59483, Soda Springs, Colorado; 60634—30, Big Sandy Creek; 61637, Utah; 61761—64, Idaho.

After examination of many Burrowing Owls from all parts of the West, in the field as well as in the closet, I am of the decided opinion that the differences alleged to exist between the birds of opposite sides of the Rocky Mountains have no foundation in fact. The ascribed distinctions fall largely within the limit of individual variation, and may be observed in any sufficient series of specimens from a single locality. Nor am I, indeed, fully satisfied of the necessity of separating the North from the South American bird, although in view of some slight average distinctions they may be held, conventionally at any rate, as climatic races.

The Burrowing Owl is the only bird of its family inhabiting, in any numbers, the entirely treeless regions of the West, and may be consid-
ered characteristic of the plains. Wherever it can find shelter in
the holes of such animals as wolves, foxes, and badgers, and especially
of the various species of marmot squirrels, there it is found in abundance;
and in not a few instances small colonies are observed living apart from
their ordinary associates, in holes apparently dug by themselves. They
constitute a notable exception to the general rule of arboreícole habits
in this family, being specially fitted by their conformation for the sub-
terranean mode of life for which they are designed, and are further-
more exceptional in their gregarious disposition, here carried to the ex-
treme. The diffusion of the species in the West is so general that there
is little occasion to mention particular localities. They are met with in
suitable situations throughout nearly all the Missouri region, except the
easternmost, and are especially abundant to the south and west. The
most eastern point I have found them was a little beyond Fort Riley, in
Kansas; they were observed in great numbers thence to and along the
Arkansas River. I saw them near Fort Wingate, in New Mexico.
They occur in various parts of Arizona, living with the western spermophile,
Cynomys var. gunnisoni, and on the coastot Southern California I
found them plentiful in the burrows of Spermophilus beecheyi, which are
numerous on the plain that stretches from Los Angeles to the seashore.
In the northwest, Dr. Hayden remarks, he does not remember to have
ever seen a prairie-dog village that was not inhabited by one or more
pairs of the birds. Southward they extend into Mexico; to the north
I am not aware that they have been observed beyond the United
States border, and I saw none along the northern boundary of Dakota.
But Dr. Suckley found them at Fort Benton, at the head of navigation
on the Missouri, and, with Dr. Cooper, in Oregon and Washington Terri-
tories. In further illustration of their distribution, I insert the following
communication from Mr. Allen, which also contains some interesting
biographical items:

"We found the Burrowing Owl a more or less frequent inhabitant of
the prairie-dog "towns," from Middle Kansas westward to the base of
the mountains in Colorado, and in Southern Wyoming; also in the
Great Salt Lake Valley, in Utah, where they occupied the deserted
holes of badgers and coyotes in the absence of those of prairie-dogs.
Contrary to the experience of Townsend and Say, we found them usually
wary and difficult to approach, and, when once fully aroused, they were
almost sure to keep out of reach. Occasionally, however, they showed but
little tidiness. They appear to live in small colonies of several pairs,
these colonies being generally quite widely separated. We often trav-
eled a whole day on the plains, passing most of the time through a suc-
cession of prairie-dog villages, without perceiving any indication of the
presence of the Owls. In twice crossing South Park we saw none what-
ever, and in a journey thence eastward over the mountains to Colorado
City, we met with the Owls but once or twice, although the western prairie-
dog (Cynomys var. gunnisoni) occurred in abundance. Though a wide-
ranging species, they appear to be quite locally distributed, by no means
inhabiting all the prairie-dog villages, as some writers have rather con-
fidently affirmed. Mr. Townsend says that 'the Indians assert, with
great confidence, that it retires into its burrow and spends the winter
in a torpid state.' I found, however, both the prairie-dogs and the Bur-
rowing Owls abroad and very active on pleasant days in December and
January, on the plains of Western Kansas, although the temperature
often fell nearly to zero (Fahrenheit) during the nights following. I
was also assured by old residents of the plains that both these animals
are frequently seen abroad during pleasant weather throughout the winter.

Having been noticed by the earlier writers in special connection with the singular settlements of the prairie-dog (Cynomys ludoriciams), and the life relations of the two creatures being really intimate in very many localities, an almost inseparable association of ideas has been brought about, which is only partly true; and it was a long time before the whole truth in the case became apparent. When competent observers, familiar with the animals, disagree, as they have, respecting the kind and degree of relation between the bird and the mammals, we need not be surprised at conflict of opinion in the books of naturalists who never saw either of them alive. The case is further complicated by the introduction of the rattlesnakes; and no little pure bosh is in type respecting the harmonious and confidential relations imagined to subsist between the trio, which, like the "happy family" of Barnum, lead Utopian existences. According to the dense bathos of such nursery tales, in this underground Elysium the snakes give their rattles to the puppies to play with, the old dogs cuddle the Owlets, and farm out their own litters to the grave and careful birds; when an Owl and a dog come home, paw-in-wing, they are often mistaken by their respective progeny, the little dogs nosing the Owls in search of the maternal font, and the old dogs left to wonder why the baby Owls will not nurse. It is a pity to spoil a good story for the sake of a few facts, but as the case stands, it would be well for the Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals to take it up. First, as to the reptiles, it may be observed that they are like other rattlesnakes, dangerous, venomous creatures; they have no business in the burrows, and are after no good when they do enter. They wriggle into the holes, partly because there is no other place for them to crawl into on the bare, flat plain, and partly in search of Owls' eggs, Owlets, and puppies, to eat. Next, the Owls themselves are simply attracted to the villages of prairie-dogs as the most convenient places for shelter and nidification, where they find eligible ready-made burrows, and are spared the trouble of digging for themselves. Community of interest makes them gregarious to an extent unusual among rapacious birds; while the exigencies of life on the plains cast their lot with the rodents. That the Owls live at ease in the settlements, and on familiar terms with their four-footed neighbors, is an undoubted fact; but that they inhabit the same burrows, or have any intimate domestic relations, is quite another thing. It is no proof that the quadruped and the birds live together, that they are often seen to scuttle at each other's heels into the same hole when alarmed; for in such a case the two simply seek the nearest shelter, independently of each other. The probability is, that young dogs often furnish a meal to the Owls, and that, in return, the latter are often robbed of their eggs; while certainly the young of both, and the Owls' eggs, are eaten by the snakes. In the larger settlements there are thousands upon thousands of burrows, many occupied by the dogs, but more, perhaps, vacant. These latter are the homes of the Owls. Moreover, the ground below is honey-combed with communicating passages, leading in every direction. If the underground plan could be mapped, it would resemble the city of Boston, with its tortuous and devious streets. The dogs are continually busy in fair weather in repairing and extending their establishments; the main entrances may be compared to the stump of a hollow tree, the interior of which communicates with many hollow branches that moreover intersect, these passages finally ending in little pockets, the real home of the animals. It is quite possible that the respective retreats of a dog and an Owl
may have but one vestibule, but even this does not imply that they nest together. It is strong evidence in point, that usually there are the fewest Owls in the towns most densely populated by the dogs, and conversely. Scarcity of food, of water, or some obscure cause, often makes the dogs emigrate from one locality to another; it is in such "deserted villages" that the Owls are usually seen in the greatest numbers. I have never seen them so numerous as in places where there were plenty of holes, but where scarcely a stray dog remained.

As already intimated, the Owls are by no means confined to the dog-towns, nor even to the similar communities of other gregarious spermophiles. They sometimes occupy the underground dens of wolves, foxes, and badgers. In South America, the representative race lives among the bizcachas (Lagostomus trichodactylus) that inhabit the Pampas. On some occasions the birds have been found alone, residing apparently in burrows excavated by themselves, as already stated. They are by no means nocturnal; able to endure the sunlight without inconvenience, they may be observed abroad at all hours. It has been stated that, in the autumn, at the approach of cold weather, they retire into their burrows to hibernate—a fable matching the one that ascribes to Swallows the habit of diving into the mud to pass the winter in repose along with torpid frogs. In most localities the birds are abroad the year round; their disappearance, in inclement regions, is accomplished, if at all, by ordinary migration. In California I saw them, bright and lively as crickets, in November.

I never undertook to unearth the nest of a Burrowing Owl, but others have been more zealous in the pursuit of knowledge under difficulties. Dr. Cooper says that he once dug two fresh eggs out of a burrow, which he followed down for three feet, and then traced five feet horizontally, at the end of which he found an enlarged chamber, where the eggs were deposited on a few feathers. In his interesting note in the American Naturalist, Dr. C. S. Canfield gives a more explicit account of the nesting: "I once took pains to dig out a nest of the Athene cunicularia. I found that the burrow was about four feet long, and the nest was only about two feet from the surface of the ground. The nest was made in a cavity of the ground, of about a foot in diameter, well filled with dry, soft horse-dung, bits of an old blanket, and fur of a coyote (Canis latrans) that I had killed a few days before. One of the parent birds was on the nest, and I captured it. It had no intention of leaving the nest, even when entirely uncovered with the shovel and exposed to the open air. It fought bravely with beak and claws. I found seven young ones, perhaps eight or ten days old, well covered with down, but without any feathers. The whole nest, as well as the birds (old and young), swarmed with fleas. It was the filthiest nest I ever saw. In the passage leading to it there were small scraps of dead animals, such as pieces of the skin of the antelope, half dried and half putrified; the skin of the coyote, &c.; and near the nest were the remains of a snake that I had killed two days before, a large Coluber? two feet long. The birds had begun at the snake's head, and had picked off the flesh clean from the vertebrae and ribs for about one-half its length; the other half of the snake was entire. The material on which the young birds rested was at least three inches deep. * * * * There are very few birds that carry more rubbish into the nest than the Athene; and even the Vultures are not much more filthy. I am satisfied that the A. cunicularia lays a larger number of eggs than is attributed to it in Dr. Brewer's book (four). I have frequently seen, late in the season, six, seven, or eight young birds standing around the mouth of a burrow, isolated from others in such a
manner that I could not suppose that they belonged to two or more families.”

The same writer has some further remarks, so strongly corroborative of what has preceded, that I will quote his words again. Speaking of the hundreds, perhaps thousands, of the birds he had seen in California, he continues: “Where I have seen them, they always live in the deserted or unoccupied burrows of the ground squirrel (Spermophilus beecheyi). I came to the conclusion that they were able to drive out the Spermophiles from their habitations, but I am not certain of this. It is true that there were, in that region, a large number of unoccupied burrows wherever there was a colony of Spermophiles; so that there was no lack of unoccupied habitations for the Owls to take possession of. But I have noticed that wherever there was a large number of the Owls, very few or no Spermophiles lived. One or two Owls would occasionally be seen among a colony of Spermophiles; but they never appeared to enter the same hole or burrow with a squirrel, and I have never seen a squirrel enter a burrow that was occupied by Owls, however much tempted by fear he might be to enter the first hole he should come to. True, the Spermophile never likes to enter any burrow but his own, and will run past any number of inviting entrances, in order that he may at last hide himself in his own domicile. But aside from this, I believe that the squirrels are afraid of the Owls, and do not dare to intrude upon them.”

The notes of the Burrowing Owl are peculiar. The birds do not “hoot,” nor is there anything lugubrious or foreboding in their cry. Sometime they chuckle, chatter, and squeal in an odd way, as if they had caught a habit of barking from the “dogs” they live with, and were trying to imitate the sound. But their natural cry is curiously similar to that of the Rain Crow, or Cuckoo of America—so much so, that more than one observer has been deceived. They scream hoarsely when wounded and caught, though this is but seldom, since, if any life remains, they scramble quickly into a hole and are not easy to recover. The flight is perfectly noiseless, like that of other Owls, owing to the peculiar downy texture of the plumage. By day they seldom fly far from the entrance of their burrow, and rarely, if ever, mount in the air. I never saw one on wing more than a few moments at a time, just long enough for it to pass from one hillock to another, as it does by skimming low over the surface of the ground in a rapid, easy, and rather graceful manner. They live chiefly upon insects, especially grasshoppers; they also feed upon lizards, as I once determined by dissection, and there is no doubt that young prairie-dogs furnish them many a meal. Under ordinary circumstances they are not very shy or difficult to procure; I once secured several specimens, in a few minutes, and, I fear, left some others to languish and die in their holes. As commonly observed, perched on one of the innumerable little eminences that mark a dogtown, amid their curious surroundings, they present a spectacle not easily forgotten. Their figure is peculiar, with their long legs and short tail; the element of the grotesque is never wanting; it is hard to say whether they look most ludicrous as they stand stiffly erect and motionless, or when they suddenly turn tail to duck into the hole, or when engaged in their various antics. Bolt upright, on what may be imagined their rostrum, they gaze about with a bland and self-satisfied, but earnest air, as if about to address an audience upon a subject of great pith and moment. They suddenly bow low, with profound gravity, and rising as abruptly, they begin to twitch their face and roll their eyes about in the most mysterious manner, gesticulating wildly, every now and then
bending forward till the breast almost touches the ground, to propound the argument with more telling effect. Then they face about to address the rear, that all may alike feel the force of their logic; they draw themselves up to their fullest height, outwardly calm and self-contained, pausing in the discourse to note its effect upon the audience, and collect their wits for the next rhetorical flourish. And no distant likeness between these frothy orators and others is found in the celerity with which they subside and seek their holes on the slightest intimation of danger.

[NOTE.—The foregoing pages include all the species of Strigidae at present known to inhabit North America, north of Mexico.]

Family FALCONIDÆ: Diurnal Birds of Prey.

CIRCUS CYANEUS var. HUDSONIUS, (Linn.) Schürl
Marsh Hawk; Harrier.

a. cyaneus.


*Circus* (Strigiceps) cyaneus, KAUf., Mus. Schuck. 1845, 258.—GRAY, List Br. B. 1863, 17.


*Strigiceps cyaneus*, Br., Consip. Av. i, 1850, 35.


*Strigiceps pygargus*, Br., List, 1858, 5.


*Falco albicollis*, GM., Syst. Nat. i, 1788, 276.—Lath., Ind. Orn. i, 1790, 38 (based on Accipiter albicollis, BRiSS., i, 367).

*Falco montanus*, B. GM., Syst. Nat. i, 1788, 278.—Lath., Ind. Orn. i, 1790, 48 (based on Acc. falco montanus cinereus, BRiSS., i, 355).

*Falco bohemicus*, GM., Syst. Nat. i, 1788, 279.—Lath., Ind. Orn. i, 1790, 43.

*Falco cinereus*, POSEG., It. 29.


*Falco vanicolus*, LATE, Ind. Orn. Suppl. ii, 7 (Strickland).


*Circus variegatus*, VIeill., Nov. Dict. d’Hist. Nat. iv, 466; Enc. Meth. iii, 1216.

*Circus cypticus*, LEACH, Cat. 1816, 9.

*Circus cinereus*, BREHM, V. D. 94; Isi, 1832, 843.


b. hudsonius.

CIRCUUS CYANEUS VAR. HUDSONIUS, MARSH HAWK.


Circus (Strigiceps) hudsonius, Gray, Hand-list, i, 1869, 37, No. 365.

Strigiceps hudsonius, Bp., Conspr. Av. i, 1850, 35.


Circus (Strigiceps) aliginatus, Kaup, Mus. Seeck. 1845, 258.


Falco variegatus, Gm., Syst. Nat. i, 1758, 276.


Falco albitius, Gm., Syst. Nat. i, 1758, 276.

Falco bengalensis, Gm., Syst. Nat. i, 1758, 277.—Daud., Tr. Orn. ii, 172.

Falco cyaneus, var. φ et γ, LATH., Ind. Orn. 1, 1790, 40.

Falco glauus, sub-ceranicus, et vanirous, Bطر., Trav. 1791, 290.

Falco europogistus, Bosc.—Daud., Tr. Orn. ii, 1800, 110.

Circus europogistus, Vieill., Ois. Am. Sept. i, 1807, 36, pl. 8.

Falco hynalis var., LATH., Ind. Orn. Suppl. 8 (Strickland).


Falco picatus, Shaw, Gen. Zool. vii, 167 (Strickland).

Falco ocellatus, Ord, Guthrie's Geog. 2d Ed. am. ed. 315.


Buteo (Circus) cyaneus? var. americanus, Sw. & Rich., F. B. A. ii, 1831, 55, pl. 29.

Circeus cyaneus hudsonius, Schl., M. P.-B. 1842, Circe, p. 3.


C. cinereus.


Circeus conspicuus, Vieill., Enc. Meth. iii, 1213.


Falco histrionicus, Quoy, Voy. Uranie, 93, pl. 15, 16.

Strigiceps histrionicus, Bp., Conspr. Av. i, 1850, 35.


List of specimens.

| 19121 | 160 | E. Pk. Tongue R. | 8 | Sept. 15, 1859 | G. H. Trook. | 18.00 | 40.00 | 14.00 |
| 19122 | 181 | E. Pk. Tongue R. | 8 | Sept. 15, 1859 | G. H. Trook. | 22.00 | 43.50 | 15.50 |

Lieutenant Warren's Expedition.—5160, Cedar Island; 5161, Fort Randall, Dakota; 5162, Ruming Water.

Later Expeditions.—59811, Colorado; 60339-41, Wyoming; 60625, Uintah Mountains; 60626-7, North Platte River; 62527, Idaho.

With this species I begin an account of our diurnal Reptores that might be indefinitely prolonged were I disposed to dilate upon "natural affinities" at the reader's expense. Mr. William Swainson, an ingenious and not entirely unimaginative writer, who entertained peculiar ideas and was not fastidious in choosing the means to uphold them, found the Marsh Hawk a more attractive, if not a more profitable, sub-
ject of speculation than we are now likely to discover it to be. Since mere opinions in such cases usually seem more valuable to their authors than others find them, it is the more to be regretted that science requires us to disagree with the wit who met the objection that facts did not support his theory, by remarking, so much the worse for the facts. So far from agreeing respecting the natural affinities of the Marsh Hawk, ornithologists have not succeeded in agreeing upon a name for it. If one will collate the synonyms of the species, he must be prepared to contemplate a great license ornithology has taken in the manufacture of nominal species. Ornithology wears a histrionic mask, never wholly laid aside; and has its comic aspect, which becomes prominent when we see what is often said about birds—how many parts they are made to play in books, for which nature never designed them, when we note their appearance in different characters at the hands of successive literary costumers. After the play of birds, to which authors invite us, is over, it is well, sometimes, to go into the woods and fields with the birds, and see how they look with their dominos off.

It is sufficient for my present purpose to state, that the Marsh Hawk combines, to a notable degree, the characters of several raptorial types, being, in particular, a link between Hawks and Owls; and that our bird is a geographical variety of the European. These facts established, the theories that might be based upon them may be disregarded. Audubon's plate is a good portrait of the bird. It has a queer owlish physiognomy, produced by the shape of the head, and especially by the ruff of modified feathers, which, in its higher development, is characteristic of the Strigidae. This analogy is strengthened by a peculiar soft texture of the plumage. Yet the bird is not in the least degree nocturnal, as some of the Buzzards are to a certain extent. In its general habits and structure, the Harrier is allied to ordinary Buzzards; yet its long wings and tail are nearer those of Hawks of the genus Accipiter, birds whose spirit, however, it lacks. Its changes of plumage and sexual differences are peculiar. It differs from most Hawks in its mode of nesting. Briefly, then, birds of the genus Circus look like Owls, behave like Buzzards, nest like Vultures, and change color like no other birds of the group to which they belong.

The terrestrial nidification of this bird, in which it stands apart from its kind and approaches the Cathartes, is well known; but accounts of the nesting are at variance in detail. Some say that the nest is built of "sticks, reeds, straw, leaves, and similar materials heaped together, and is lined with feathers, hair, or other soft substances"—a statement too comprehensive to be successfully attacked. Such a nest would be so comfortable that it is a wonder the birds have not the good taste to use it. It has been said, again, that the only materials used "were dried grasses, which were woven together rather neatly." To this statement exception is taken by a writer whose science is better than his grammar, in this wise: "I should doubt the power they possess in so combining the materials of their nest as to cause them to appear to be woven. In many instances they merely trample down the grass in the meadow, and lay their eggs on the bare turf; and when they pretend to build a nest, it will not compare in architecture with that of the common hen." This is rather severe on the Marsh Hawk, though probably true. But Audubon speaks of a nest that he saw: "It was made of dry grass, * * * * pretty regularly and compactly disposed, especially in the interior," on which much care appeared to be bestowed. No feathers or other materials had been used in its construction, not even a twig." This account of Audubon's applies very nearly to the only
nest of the Marsh Hawk I ever discovered myself—one that I found at Pembina, Dakota, June 3, 1873. It was on the ground, in the midst of a large patch of wild roses, near the border of the woods along the river. There was no depression of the ground; the cavity of the nest was slight; its diameter, about twelve inches; its height, about three inches. The base was a few rose-bush twigs, upon which rested a mass of dried grasses, rather neatly and for the most part circularly disposed; there was no special lining whatever. The eggs are variously rated by writers from three to six in number. In this instance there were five, slightly incubated at the date mentioned. Four or five appears to be the ordinary number. The eggs are broadly oval, and nearly equal in contour at both ends. My specimens measured as follows: 1.87 by 1.45; 1.86 by 1.45; 1.82 by 1.44; 1.80 by 1.45; 1.80 by 1.42. They were dull white, with the faintest possible greenish shade; there were no evident spots, but much mechanical soiling. In numerous other specimens I have examined, the bluish or greenish shade is much stronger; and, authors to the contrary notwithstanding, some sets display markings, often pale and obscure it is true, but too evident to be easily overlooked. These consist of irregular surface-markings, in small spots and larger blotches, of pale brown, with other shell-spots of lilac, lavender, or pale neutral tint. In this wide range of variation, eggs from the same nest not seldom differ, though any one clutch is usually much the same throughout. I have seen much smaller eggs than those the measurements of which are above given.

In the case just given, I had seen the pair of birds for several days, but could not trace them to their nest; at length, however, I stumbled upon it by accident; the female was setting, and did not fly up until I was within a few feet of her, my approach being hidden by the bushes. She flew hurriedly away, with loud cries, which soon brought the male; and the pair circled for some minutes overhead. The male was quite shy and perfectly mute; the female, on the contrary, circled close overhead, and continually uttered a harsh note. I contented myself with securing the nest and eggs, not caring to take the life of the devoted mother. The same season I almost constantly saw Marsh Hawks throughout Northern Dakota; they were the most abundant and universally distributed of all the rapacious birds. In July, at Turtle Mountain, several pairs had bred in the vicinity of one of our camps; and on one occasion I secured a family of five, newly on wing—the male alone escaping. Here, as elsewhere, the brown birds are much more numerous than those in blue plumage; in fact, I saw scarcely a dozen of the latter during the whole season. These birds showed little of the wariness most Hawks display, and almost any number could have been secured. The craws of those examined contained insects, especially grasshoppers, with remains of small quadrupeds and reptiles.

The geographical distribution of the North American Marsh Hawk is coextensive with the continent. In most localities it is one of the most abundant representatives of the family, and may be seen the whole year. But it is, at least partially, migratory; that is to say, the same individuals do not reside permanently in all localities, nor even in those where the bird, as a species, is seen at all seasons. In general, the majority of individuals are bred further north than those places where they reside most of the year; and the further south we proceed, the fewer birds are found during the summer. In most parts of British America, over the vast extent of which the bird ranges, it is stated that it is seen during only a portion of the year, when the food supply is assured.
The presence of water seems a necessary condition of its existence. Along the Missouri River it is the most abundant of the Hawks, not even excepting the Sparrow Hawk. I took numerous individuals at Fort Randall. On the coast of the Carolinias, over the salt-mashes, I found it more plentiful than all other Hawks together. In traveling by rail through the flat, fertile, and well-watered districts of Minnesota and Iowa, in October, I was surprised at the number of these birds I saw; they were almost continually in view, and sometimes several would be seen at a time circling over the prairie, almost as if hunting in packs. The bird may be recognized at any reasonable distance by its peculiar configuration, produced by the length of the wings and tail, its easy sailing flight, the singular blush and white coloration of the adult male, and the conspicuous white patch on the root of the tail of the female and young. Probably none of our Hawks can be called properly gregarious, but the Marsh Hawk comes the nearest to being so; the young are said to hunt for some time in company, a statement that my observations probably confirm. When mated, the pairs of old birds display the affection and fidelity for which most rapacious birds are noted, keeping close company as long as their cares and delights are shared.

The Marsh Harrier belongs among the "ignoble" birds of the falconers, but is neither a weakling nor a coward, as one may easily satisfy himself by handling a winged bird. Still, under ordinary circumstances, its spirit is hardly commensurate with its physique, and its quarry is humble. It lacks the splendid action that insures success, in the pursuit of feathered game, to the dashing Falcons and true Hawks; with all its stroke of wing, it acquires no such resistless impetus. Audubon, indeed, says that at times, when impelled by hunger, it will attack Partridges, Plovers, and even Teal; but he adds, that he once saw a Marsh Hen come off victorious in a battle with the Harrier. It ordinarily stoops to field-mice, small reptiles, and insects. It is particularly fond of frogs; these goggle-eyed and perspiring creatures suffer more from the Harriers than from all the school-boys that ever stoned them of a Saturday afternoon. The birds thus particularly resemble the Rough-legged Buzzards in the nature of their prey, and we can see a reason why they are so tenacious of their watery preserves. They hover at no great height, keenly surveying the ground below, and drop directly on their quarry when it is descried. They rarely pursue their prey or transport it to any distance when secured, preferring to make a meal on the spot. Hence, it frequently happens that, when walking in reedy covert, the gunner puts up a Marsh Hawk, disturbed at its repast in the thick vegetation that served alike to screen the bird and cover his own advance. At such a time, as the bird flaps up and makes off at its best pace, it may be brought down with the greatest ease. With wings of ample dimensions—even to be called long in proportion to its weight—the bird nevertheless does not fly very fast; it proceeds ordinarily with regular, easy strokes, three or four times in succession, and then sails until the impulse is exhausted. It often courses very low over the ground, and rather swiftly, turning, passing and repassing, "quartering" the ground like a well-broken dog. This is the habit that has given it the name of "Harrier," and, in some sections, the less elegant designation of "Bog-trotter." The old male is also sometimes called "Blue Hawk."
NAUCERUS FORIFICATUS, SWALLOW-TAILED KITE.

Swallow-tailed Kite,

_Naucerus forficatus_, (Linn.) Ridgw.

_Falco forficatus_, Linn., Syst. Nat. i, ed. x, 1758. (Prior name.)


_Elaniodes sayeta_, Vieill., Enc. Meth. iii, 1823, 1205.

_Hab._—South Atlantic and Gulf States. On the Atlantic coast not regularly beyond Virginia, but casually to Massachussetts. Up the whole Mississippi Valley, however (Kansas, Snow, Allen; Iowa, Cooper; Minnesota, lat. 47°, Trippe). Up the Missouri to Fort Leavenworth, at least (Covés). Cuba (Cabanis, J. f. O. ii, p. lxxxii). Sonth to Brazil (Cabanis, J. f. O. v, 41; Reinh., Vid. Med. 1870, 65). Accidental in Europe.

Marked among its kind by no ordinary beauty of form and brilliancy of color, the Kite courses through the air with a grace and buoyancy it would be vain to rival. By a stroke of the thin-bladed wings and a lashing of the cleft tail, its flight is swayed to this or that side in a moment, or instantly arrested. Now it swoops with incredible swiftness, seizes without a pause, and bears its struggling captive aloft, feeding from its talons as it flies; now it mounts in airy circles till it is a speck in the blue ether and disappears. All its actions, in wantonness or in severity of the chase, display the dash of the athletic bird, which, if lacking the brute strength and brutal ferocity of some, becomes their peer in prowess—like the trained gymnast, whose tight-strung thews, supple joints, and swelling muscles, under marvellous control, enable him to execute feats that to the more massive or not so well conditioned frame would be impossible. One cannot watch the flight of the Kite without comparing it with the thorough-bred racer.

The Swallow-tailed Kite is a marked feature of the scene in the Southern States, alike where the sunbeams are redolent of the orange and magnolia, and where the air reeks with the pestilent miasm of moss-shrouded swamps that sleep in perpetual gloom. But, imbued with a spirit of adventure, possessed of unequaled powers of flight, it often wanders far from its southern home; it has more than once crossed the ocean, and become a trophy of no ordinary interest to the ardent collector in Europe. On the Atlantic coast its natural limit appears to be the lower portions of Virginia, similar in physical and zoological char-
acters to the Carolinas; but it has more than once occurred in the Middle States. The Rev. Dr. Turnbull mentions an instance of its capture near Philadelphia, in 1857, probably the same that Mr. Cassin speaks of. The name occurs in Mr. Lawrenee's New York List, and Dr. DeKay figures it among the birds of that State. But its greatest extension is through the Mississippi Valley, where it regularly occurs above the mouth of the Missouri. Dr. Woodhouse found it common in Texas and the Indian Territory, and especially so along the Arkansas River. Dr. Hoy records it from Wisconsin. Prof. Snow says it is rare in Kansas, where, however, Mr. Allen states that several pairs arrived about May 15, 1871, near Topeka. The northernmost quotation I have found is that of Mr. Trippe, who observed the bird in Minnesota, north of Mille Lac, at latitude 47°, and states that it is rather common, especially in the immediate vicinity of the Mississippi. Finally, I may add, I had the pleasure of observing it myself in Missouri, opposite Fort Leavenworth, in May, 1864, when a magnificent specimen shaped its course across my path, so near that I could see the flash of its eye as it swept by in full career. It was a beautiful sight, upon which no one could look unmoved, nor without feeling that his excited senses borrowed a plume from the bird itself to follow in imagination when the Kite was lost to view.

I have before me an egg of this species, from the Smithsonian collection, taken in Iowa. It measures 1.90 by 1.50; one end is smaller than the other, though the greatest diameter is nearly equidistant from either. The ground-color is white, but tinged, as if soiled or otherwise mechanically discolored, with a faint brownish shade; it is marked with large irregular blotches of rusty and chestnut-brown, most numerous around the smaller end. Besides these there are some specks and small spots of blackish-brown. Audubon describes other eggs, no doubt correctly, as being "of a greenish-white color, with a few irregular blotches of dark brown at the larger end," and states they were from four to six in number. "The nest," he observes, "is usually placed on the top branches of the tallest oak or pine-tree, situated on the margin of a stream or pond. It resembles that of the common Crow externally, being formed of dry sticks, intermixed with Spanish moss, and is lined with coarse grasses and a few feathers."

As if in compensation for its powers of flight, this bird's legs are so short as to be scarcely serviceable for locomotion, and it rarely, if ever, alights on the ground. Its food is principally reptiles and insects. It is found in winter in Central and South America, and is said, whether or not with entire truth I do not know, to withdraw altogether from the United States in September, to return in April. It appears to breed indifferently throughout its normal United States range.

ACCIPITER FUSCUS, (Gm.) Gray.

Sharp-shinned Hawk; Pigeon Hawk.


ACCIPITER COOPERI, COOPER'S HAWK.


Astur fuscus, Aud. Syn. 1839, 18; B. Am. i, 1840, 100, pl. 25.—DeKay, N. Y. Zool. 1444, ii, 17, pl. 2. 2.—Gr. B. L. i, 1844, 19.


Accipiter striatus, Vieill., Obs. Am. Sept. i, 1797, 42, pl. 14; Eee. Meth. iii, 1255.


Astur relax, James., ed. Wils. i, 68.

Falco pennsylvanicus, Wils., Am. Orn. vi, 1812, 13, pl. 46, f. 1.

Nisus pennsylvanicus, Cuv., R. A. 2d ed. i, 334.

Nisus pensylvanicus, Less., Tr. Orn. i, 1831, 59.


Sparvier lanceatus, Vieill., Enc. Meth. iii, 1823, 1206.

Nisus malhni (juv.), Less., Traite d'Orn. i, 1831, 58.

Accipiter ardosiacus, Vieill., Enc. Meth. iii, 1274.

'—cooperi, 2, and fringillarias, partly, Kauf' (fide Gray).

Hab.—The whole of North America. South to Panama.

List of specimens.

| 19116 | 154 | Powder River... | 2 | Oct. 1, 1859 | G. H. Trook... | 14.00 | 25.00 | 8.50 |
| 19117 | 182 | Rosebud... | | Sept. 9, 1859 | Dr. Hines... | | | |

Late Expeditions.—60624, Uintah Mountains; 62234-5, Wyoming.

Although not noticed by Dr. Hayden during the Warren explorations, this handsome and spirited little Hawk was observed by naturalists of the Raynolds' Expedition, and ranges over the whole of the Missouri region, as elsewhere on our continent. It is one of the best known, and, in most sections, one of the more abundant of our birds of this family. It preys chiefly upon small birds and quadrupeds, captured in the darting manner of all the species of this group, and, like its small allies, feeds to some extent upon insects. It nests in trees, or on rocks, preferably the former, laying four or five eggs. They are difficult of concise description, because so variable. The white ground-color has often a livid or even purplish tint, and is marked, often so thickly as to be obscured, with large, irregular splashes of various shades of brown, interminably changeable in number, size, and pattern, sometimes inclining to form masses or a wreath, sometimes more evenly distributed. The egg is of nearly equal size at both ends, and measures about 1.45 by 1.15.

ACCIPITER COOPERI, (Bp.) Gray.

Cooper's Hawk; Chicken Hawk.

a. cooperi.


Astur cooperi, Bp., Comp. List, 1855, 5; Comp. i, 1856, 31.—Aud. Syn. 1839, 15; B. Am. i, 1840, 92, pl. 24.—Newb., F. R. R. Rep. vi, 1857, 74.—Maxim., J. F. O. vi, 1859, 13
Accipiter cooperi, Cooper's Hawk.


Accipiter (Cooperastur) mexicanus, Gray, Hand-list, i, 1869, 33, No. 313.


b. gundlachi.


Accipiter (Cooperastur) gundlachi, Gray, Hand-list, i, 1869, 33, No. 319.

Hub.—Temperate North America, and southward. Var. gundlachi, Cuba.

Lieutenant Warren's Expedition.—5163, Fort Berthold; 5164, White Earth River, Dakota; 5165, mouth of the Yellowstone.

Later Expeditions.—60633, Uintah Mountains.

As may be gathered from the above, the habitat assigned to Cooper's Hawk includes that of the so-called Accipiter mexicanus. This last is a rare figure, described by Mr. Swainson, who was apparently ignorant of A. cooperi, and perpetrated mainly by Mr. Cassin, whose authority has had weight in this instance with all American writers, until quite recently. The most that can be claimed for the supposed mexicanus is, that it consists of rather smaller and more heavily colored, because more southern, specimens, of A. cooperi; but even in extreme cases, the difference is insufficient to warrant retention of the name. Dr. Hayden's specimens, originally referred to "mexicanus" by Mr. Cassin, are no smaller than cooperi, and not otherwise perceptibly different; as in too many other cases, the identification, in all probability, was made upon some supposed points of geographical distribution that were groundless. So far as I know, the identity of mexicanus with cooperi was first published by Mr. Allen, although others, myself among the number, had previously become convinced of the fact. There is little to add to Mr. Allen's satisfactory exposition of the case. This pretended species disposed of, we have in this country two species of Accipiter, identical in coloration, and nearly so in form, but instantly distinguished by the great disparity in size—the difference being relatively as great as that subsisting between Pies坐在us and P. pubescens, and the two cases being precisely parallel. The largest females of A. fuscus grade up closely toward the small males of cooperi, but there appears to be a constant small gape between them, which, taking sex for sex, is much greater. The female fuscus is 12 to 14 long, the extent about 26, the wing 7 to 8, the tail 6 to 7; the male cooperi is 16 to 18 long, about 30 in extent, the wing 9 to 10, the tail about 8. There is also a difference in the feet, those of fuscus being much slenderer, comparatively as well as absolutely, and relatively longer; the whole foot is not over 3½ long, while that of cooperi is at least 4, generally more. In adult male fuscus the tarsal scutella frequently fuse, leaving a perfectly smooth Shank—a state not observed in cooperi.

Notwithstanding the abundance of this Hawk in the United States, its perfectly adult plumage is rarely noted, and in fact I have never seen a description I considered entirely satisfactory—that given in the "Key" is accurate, but, like most of my accounts, necessarily much abbreviated. The adult bird is not only bluish-gray on the upper parts, but has a decided shade of the same on the breast and sides. A fine male I procured at Washington showed this very plainly; yet it has been supposed specifically distinctive of the Cuban variety. As usually
observed, in youth, the upper parts are dark brown, deepest on the head, where often quite blackish, and the under parts are white or whitish, lengthwise streaked with brown. This latter marking gradually changes, both in pattern and color, to a fine rusty red, in transverse bars alternating with white. The upper parts simultaneously grow bluish-gray; the under finally acquire a similar glaucous shade. There is nothing peculiar in this, however, for it is the rule among Hawks, that those which on the under parts were barred crosswise when adult, are striped lengthwise when young. The coloration and changes of plumage of *A. fuscus* are precisely the same.

The birds of this genus are closely allied to the true *Asturs*, or Goshawks, differing mainly in smaller size, slenderer build, and consequently inferior prowess; but they are "noble" birds of prey, scarcely yielding in spirit and action to the typical Falcons themselves. Cooper's is one of the largest of the genus, and an audacious highwayman it is. An idea of its daring may be gathered from Audubon's account of an exploit he witnessed: "This marauder sometimes attacks birds far superior to itself in weight, and sometimes possessed of a courage and strength equal to its own. As I was one morning observing the motions of some Parakeets near Bayou Sara, in Louisiana, in the month of November, I heard a cock crowing not far from me, and in sight of a farm-house. The Hawk next moment flew past me, and so close that I might have touched it with the barrel of my gun, had I been prepared. Not more than a few seconds elapsed before I heard the cackling of the hens, and the war-ery of the cock, and at the same time observed the Hawk rising, as if without effort, a few yards in the air, and again falling toward the ground with the rapidity of lightning. I proceeded to the spot, and found the Hawk grappled to the body of the cock, both tumbling over and over, and paying no attention to me as I approached. Desirous of seeing the result, I remained still until, perceiving that the Hawk had given a fatal squeeze to the brave cock, I ran to secure the former; but the marauder had kept a hawk's eye upon me, and, disengaging himself, rose in the air in full confidence. The next moment I pulled trigger, and he fell dead to the ground."

On the other hand, Cooper's Hawk has occasionally been tamed, exhibiting an intelligent docility, and no small degree of regard for its master. I witnessed an interesting instance of this while in the southwest, riding twenty miles one day to see some tamed Hawks that had grown quite famous locally. I find the following account of the visit in one of my old note-books: "Our errand told, we were made at home directly, for 'Tennessee Bill,' as our host was known in these parts, was proud of his pets, and doubtless gratified we had come so far to see them; besides, he was not sorry to hear the news from 'the fort,' living all alone as he did. He tendered such hospitality as his log-cabin afforded—of the kind that, however varied in substance, is always much the same 'in spirit.' Whoso drinks in the West is entitled to all the rights, privileges, and immunities said to be accorded him who tastes salt in Arabia; but, although I have no objection to salt in its place, I consider its place as limited, and, on the whole, prefer our own customs. Bill promised that the birds should be duly forthcoming—'providin' they're anyways about here,' he added. He stepped to the door, and blew a long, shrill whistle with his fingers in his mouth. No answer, and he whistled again, when, like a far echo, we heard a cry from the woods. 'Jes' so; I suspicioned they were off down the erik, huntin' on their own hook; thar they come; think I've got some grub for em; sold, ain't they?' In a moment three Hawks came dashing toward the
ACCIPITER COOPERI, COOPER’S HAWK.

house, with eager cries. Catching sight of strangers, they veered off at the last moment, and, with a graceful upward curve, settled in a tall cottonwood overhead. There they stood, peering with outstretched necks down through the foliage, eager, curious, yet distrustful, and occasionally uttering a whining note. Bill explained that they were afraid of us, but said he 'reckoned he'd fetch 'em down,' and entered the house for his rifle. I was surprised, for I thought he was going to kill one; but my companion called to my mind that Bill was still in the habit of shooting small birds for them to eat, as he had done when they were quite young. The birds redoubled their clamor as their owner reappeared, gun in hand, and leaped lower down among the branches. He stepped forward a few paces, and then, appetite overcoming their mistrust, they sailed down, and flapped about over his head as he walked toward the bushes. Crack! ping! He knocked the head off an unlucky Sparrow, picked it up, held it out in his hand, and made a queer, chuckling noise, like a hen clucking to her chickens. The boldest settled lightly on his shoulder, then slid down his arm, seized the bird, and flew off, with the other two in full pursuit. This was the first time I ever saw a Hawk at liberty come at a call, and take food from its master's hands. It was worth the ride."

These three birds had been taken when very young from their nest in the crotch of a cottonwood over the cabin, reared in captivity until well grown, and then allowed their liberty, with the above gratifying result. Both the parents had been shot. The nest, which was pointed out to me, looked, from where I stood, like a Crow's. I did not venture on a perilous climb to examine it more closely. Such is the situation generally chosen. Audubon describes the nest as composed externally of numerous crooked sticks, and lined with grasses and a few feathers. Dr. Brewer mentions two, both lined with pieces of bark; one of them was between one and a half and two feet broad, the external layer of sticks hardly an inch thick, "with only a slight depression in the centre, hardly enough to keep the eggs from rolling out." The eggs I have examined measured from 1.80 by 1.55 to 2.10 by 1.60—figures showing the variation both in size and shape—they average about 1.90 by 1.50. They resemble those of the Marsh Hawk so closely as to be not certainly distinguishable, but they are usually more globular, and with a more granulated shell. The greatest diameter is at or very near the middle; difference in shape of the two ends is rarely appreciable. All were more uniform in color than those of most Hawks, resembling the pale, scarcely marked examples occasionally laid by most kinds of Hawks; none were conspicuously dark-marked. The ground is white, faintly tinted with livid or greenish-gray; if marked, it is with faint, sometimes almost obsolete, blotches of drab, liable to be overlooked without close inspection; only an occasional specimen is found with decided, though still dull and sparse, markings of pale brown. Three or four eggs are the usual nest-complement; in the Northern and Middle States they are laid in May. Mr. Samuels speaks of a pair that nested near Newton, Massachusetts, and were robbed of their eggs four times in succession. "They built different nests in the same grove, and laid in the four litters four, four, five, and three eggs, respectively. The eggs of the last litter were very small, but little larger than those of the Sharp-shinned Hawk."

The range of Cooper's Hawk is, in a measure, complementary to that of the Goshawk; not that the two are never found together, for such is the case in all our Northern States; but one is as decidedly southern as the other is northerly. The present species does not appear to pene-
trate any great distance into the British possessions, like its smaller relative, the Sharp-shinned; and I have found no indication whatever of its presence far north. It is abundant in most parts of the United States; particularly so in New England, where it is perhaps the most numerous of all the birds of prey. It appears to breed indifferently in all suitable places throughout its United States range; and, to judge by the well-known rule of difference in size according to latitude, it is a resident bird. Gulf-coast examples average about two and a half inches smaller than others from New England. Possessed of spirit commensurate with its physical powers, it preys upon game little if any humbler than that of our more powerful Falcons. It attacks and destroys hares, Grouse, Teal, and even the young of larger Ducks, in the state in which they are known as ‘flappers,’ besides capturing the usual variety of smaller birds and quadrupeds. It occasionally seizes upon reptiles or picks up insects. In securing its prey it gives chase openly, and dives down on its quarry with almost incredible velocity. Its ordinary flight is rapid, easy, and soaring, performed with alternate flapping and sailing. When brought down winged, it shows undaunted front, and fights desperately to the last gasp.

**ASTUR ATRICAPILLUS, (Wils.) Jard.**

*The American Goshawk.*


*Hierofalco atricapillus,* Cuv., R. A. 24 ed. i, 323.

*Sparvius atricapillus,* Vieill., Ecery. Meth. iii, 1823, p. 1866.


*Falco palumbarius,* Br., Syn. 1828, 28; Isis, 1832, 113.—AUD., Orn. Biog. ii, 241, pl. 141.


*Falco palumbarius,* Aud., Syn. 1839, 15; B. Am. i, 1840, 95, pl. 23.—GIR., B. L. i, 1844, 18.


*Falco regulus,* Temm., Planches Coloriées, No. 495.

**Dedalus pictum,* Less., Traité d’Ornith. i, 1831, 67 (see PUCHER, R. Z. 1850, 211).**

**Hab.**—British America, and the Northern half of the United States—the latter chiefly in winter; farthest south along the Rocky Mountains and Sierra Nevada ("striatulius").

**List of specimens.**

| 19115 | Deer Creek | Mar. 28, 1860 | G. H. Trook | 24.50 | 44.50 | 14.00 |

**Late Expeditions.—58982, Colorado.**

It is still a question whether the American Goshawk is specifically distinct from that of Europe. Authorities are about equally divided in opinion, and both sides speak with little, if any, reserve. My own comparisons have not been sufficiently extensive;
but careful examination of the material at my command shows me decided differences, constant enough to fairly warrant specific discrimination, although I should not be surprised if larger series led to a different result. But "var. striatulus" is untenable.

This noble Hawk, one of the handsomest birds of the family when in perfect plumage, is a decidedly boreal bird, entirely wanting in the southern portions of the United States, appearing only in winter, and in small numbers, in the Middle districts, but common along our northern frontier. I have myself never seen it alive. According to the records examined, its southward extension is from Maryland to Ohio, Kentucky, Kansas, and California. It is, as a rule, rare even in Southern New England, where, however, it appears some winters in considerable numbers. Mr. Allen remarks that it was common in Massachusetts in the winter of 1859-60; and Mr. Samuels states that the same season he received a dozen or fifteen specimens from the vicinity of Boston. Audubon says his figure was drawn from a specimen taken in Kentucky, and speaks of its breeding in New York and Pennsylvania. Such instances of breeding as this must be, I think, exceptional. The only region in the United States where it is reported as regularly resident is Northern New England, where, both Mr. Boardman and Prof. Verrill state it is of common occurrence, and breeds. On the west coast, Mr. Dall gives it as abundant and resident in the Yukon region. According to Drs. Cooper and Suckley, it is of frequent occurrence in Oregon and Washington Territories. The specimen above quoted is the only one I have ever seen from the Missouri region, where the species appears to be rare, though doubtless of regular occurrence. Prof. Snow remarks upon an individual killed near Lawrence, in Kansas.

According to Dr. Brewer, the egg of the Goshawk is 2 1/2 long by 1 1/2 broad, nearly spherical, roughly granulated, soiled white, with a faint bluish shade, "marked irregularly with large but quite faint blotches of drab and yellowish-brown." It thus closely resembles that of Cooper's Hawk, differing chiefly in its larger size; and the nidification is represented as being the same in essential particulars. In the nature of its prey, its mode of securing it, its general habits and nature, we find it also much the same, the only difference resulting from its superior prowess, if not more ferocious nature.

FALCO MEXICANUS var. POLYAGRUS, (Cass.) Coues.

American Lanier, or Prairie Falcon.

a. mexicanus.

FALCO MEXICANUS var. POLYAGRUS, (Cass.) Coues.

American Lanier, or Prairie Falcon.

Drs. Cooper and Suckley, it is of frequent occurrence in Oregon and Washington Territories. The specimen above quoted is the only one I have ever seen from the Missouri region, where the species appears to be rare, though doubtless of regular occurrence. Prof. Snow remarks upon an individual killed near Lawrence, in Kansas.

According to Dr. Brewer, the egg of the Goshawk is 2 1/2 long by 1 1/2 broad, nearly spherical, roughly granulated, soiled white, with a faint bluish shade, "marked irregularly with large but quite faint blotches of drab and yellowish-brown." It thus closely resembles that of Cooper's Hawk, differing chiefly in its larger size; and the nidification is represented as being the same in essential particulars. In the nature of its prey, its mode of securing it, its general habits and nature, we find it also much the same, the only difference resulting from its superior prowess, if not more ferocious nature.

FALCO MEXICANUS var. POLYAGRUS, (Cass.) Coues.

American Lanier, or Prairie Falcon.

a. mexicanus.


b. polyagrux.


FALCO MEXICANUS, RIDG., AM. NAT. VI, 1872, 430 (Illinois).—Coues, Key, 1872, 213. FALCO (Hierofalo) laniarius var. polyagrux, Ridg., Pr. Bost. Soc. xvi, 1873, 44.—B. B. & R., N. A. B. iii, 1874, 123.

Hab.—The typical form from Mexico. Var. polynagra from Western United States. East to Illinois (Sargent).
FALCO MEXICANUS VAR. POLYAGRUS.

List of specimens.

| 19113 | 68 | Grosv. Fork | June 18, 1890 | F. V. Hayden |

 Lieutenant Warren’s Expedition.—5167, Fort Randall, Dakota; 5168–69, Knife River, Missouri.

Later Expeditions.—60333, Laramie Peak; 60334, Camp Carling, Wyoming; 60616, Uintah Mountains; 61094, Sulphur Springs.

The specific identity of Mr. Cassin’s Falco polyagrus with the little known F. mexicanus of Prof. Lichtenstein may be considered established. The discrepancies noted in my article, above cited, are in part at least due to age, sex, or other fortuitous circumstances. There may be, however, as Mr. Ridgway has probably shown, certain differences due to climatic influences which may warrant recognition of two varieties. But I am not at present prepared to follow Mr. Ridgway in referring these forms to the old world F. lanarius, although they are unquestionably very closely related. As Mr. Cassin pointed out, the resemblance is also very great to the Indian Jugger—F. jugger, Gray, Ill. Ind. Zool. ii, pl. 26; Jerd., Ill. Ind. Orn. pl. 44; in fact, the specimens I have examined, excepting some very old ones, come nearer the representations I have seen of F. jugger than of lanarius proper. This form, jugger, is also referred by Mr. Ridgway to lanarius as a variety, but, until its varietal relationship is established, it may be best to keep the two apart, and also to recognize the American form as specifically distinct.

The comparatively late discovery of this bird as an inhabitant of the United States is particularly interesting, not only as giving us a hitherto unknown representative of the familiar Lanier group of Falcons of the Old World, but also as adding another to the numerous instances of close alliance of Western American birds to certain Old World forms.

This interesting bird is of general distribution in open country throughout the West, and rather common. It appears to be essentially a prairie species, a circumstance probably explaining its occurrence in Illinois, where it was noted by Mr. J. D. Sargent and Mr. R. Ridgway. Prof. Snow catalogues it as rare in winter in Kansas. Dr. Hayden remarks that it is found at various points along the Missouri and on the Platte, though not abundantly. Several observers found it in New Mexico and Arizona. On the Pacific coast it is known to occur at various points, from Fort Dalles, Oregon, where it was procured by Dr. Suckley, to Monterey, whence came one of the types of the species. It appears to be particularly abundant in the open portions of Southern California, where Dr. Cooper told me he often saw it, in company with the Ferruginous Buzzard, resting on the ground or flying low over the surface in the neighborhood of the villages of the California ground squirrel (Spermophilus beecheyi), for which animals it was doubtless on the watch. The only time I ever saw it alive was in this region. While at Drumm Barracks, one of these birds dashed past, returned in an instant, and alighted on the roof of the house, while Dr. Cooper and I were standing on the porch. It had evident designs upon the Blackbirds, thousands of which were scurrying about. Watching the bird for a few moments, and perceiving it had no intention of leaving at that particular time, I went into the house for my gun, and loaded for its especial benefit. The bird watched the whole proceedings, eyeing me audaciously, and never stirred from its perch until I made an irresistible appeal. I found it to be a young bird, the iris brown, the feet dull bluish, the claws black, the bill bluish-black, with the base of the under mandible yellow.

This Falcon is inferior to none of our country in strength and spirit, unless it be that the Gyrfalcon surpasses it in this respect. It even attacks and overpowers the great hares of the West (L. callotis and allies)—animals actually larger and heavier than itself. With its nidification I am unacquainted; I have, however, examined its eggs, of which
no description has hitherto appeared. A set now in the Smithsonian
was collected by Dr. Hayden in the Wind River Mountains, in June,
1860. They are rather unusually pointed at the smaller end, though
probably other examples might tend more nearly to the ordinary sub-
spherical shape prevailing among the eggs of rapacious birds. They
measure 2 inches in length by a trifle over 1½ in breadth. The ground
color is dull white, but scarcely apparent, so thickly is it clouded over
with dull brown, forming here and there patches of deeper shade. In
one specimen there is a decided purplish tint. To this identification of
its breeding range we may appen the notice of its unfledged young, found
by Dr. Heermann near San Francisco.

FALCO COMMUNIS, Gm.

Peregrine Falcon; Duck Hawk.

_a. communis._

_Falco communis_, Gm., Syst. Nat. i. 1758, 270.—_Lath., Ind. Orn. i. 1790, 30 (Acc. falco
Soc. ii. 595.—_Cuv., R. A. 2d ed. 390.—_Rafell, Linn. Trans. xiii. 274.—_Less.,
Tr. Orn. i. 88, pl. 16, fig. 1.—_Schl., Krit. Urb. 14; Rev. Crit. 2; F. Jap. 1;
Treaté Faucon.—_M. P. B. i. 1852, Falc. 1.—_Bp., Consop. Av. i. 1550, 23.

_Falco perigrinus_, Gm., Syst. Nat. i. 1758, 272.—_Lath., Ind. Orn. i. 1790, 33 (Briss.,
xiii, pt. ii. 32.—_Temm., Man. 1815, 34.—_Leach, Cat. 1816, 11.—_Kaup, Classif.
x. 1839, 79.—_Pall., Zool. R. A. i. 1811, 327, pl. 3, 4.—_Jenyns, Man. 82.—_Nan.,
V. D. i. 1882, 255, pl. 24, 25.—_Macgill., Hist. Br. iii. 294; Rap. B. Br. vii. 159.—
Eyt., Cat. i.—_Bp., List. 1838, 4.—_Keys & Blas., 1840, 28.—_Gray, Gen. of B. i.
Zool. i. 28 (anat.).—_Ruffer, Neue WBir. 44; Syst. Uébers. 11.—_Hardy, Rev.
Zool. 1844, 289.—_Vieill., Fl. Fran. 29, pl. 13, figs. 1, 2.—_Kaup, Mns. Suck.
Roux, Ord. Prov. i. 49, pl. 29, 30.—_Bechst., Tasch. 33.—_Meyer, Tasch. i. 24.—_
Frisch, V. D. i. 83.—_Selby, Ill. Brit. Orn. i. 39, pl. 15, 15a.—_Jard., Br. B. i,
110, pl. 4.—_Thomps., B. Ireland, i. 33.—_Waitt, B. Ireland, 4.—_Morris, Br. B.
83, pl. 13.—_Strickler, Ord. Syn. 1855, 81.—_Gray, List Br. B. 1863, 11; and of
authors generally.

_Falco orientalis_, Gm., Syst. Nat. i. 1758, 264.—_Lath., I. O. i. 1790, 22.—_Daud., Tr.
ii. 76.

_Falco tartaricus_, Gm., Syst. Nat. i. 1758, 272 (Briss., Orn. i. 345).

_Falco calidus_, Lath., Ind. Orn. i. 1790, 41 (Belcher Falcon, Syn. Suppl. 35).

_Falco instialatus_, Daud., Tr. Orn. ii. 1800, 122 (Strickland).


_Falco gressiventre_, Brehm, Isis, 1853, 775.

_Falco cornicuim_, Brehm, V. D. i. 62.

_b. melanogenys._

_Falco perigrinus_, Vig., Linn. Trans. xv. 183; Lath., 1830, 260 (Strickland).

i. 1, pl. 20.—_Gray, Gen. of B.; List B. Brit. Mus. 51; Hand-list, i. 1869, 13, No.
Orn. 1550, 56.—_Strickler, Oto. Syn. 1855, 84.

_Falco macroipsis_, Sw., An. in Menag. 341.


_c. anatum._

_Falco niger_, Gm., Syst. Nat. i. 1758, 270 (Briss., i. 327). (Strickland).

_Falco nasicus_, Gm., Syst. Nat. i. 1758, 271 (Briss., i. 329). (Strickland)

_Falco communis_, Coues, Key, 1873, 213, f. 141.

Falco peregrinus var. b. anatum, Blas., List B. Ent. 2.—Ridgw., Pr. Phila. Ac. 1870, 139.


(?) Falco cataetensis, B. B. & R., N. J. Z. iv, 1870, 283; iii, 1874, 137 (northwest coast; melanotic; may require varietal recognition). 


e. minor.

Falco communis minor, Schil, Traite Fauneon; M. P. B. i, 1862, 4.


Lieutenant Warren's Expedition.—5166, mouth of Vermilion River. 

Without feeling at all assured of even varietal distinctions in this case (excepting var. minor). I arrange the synonymy as above. The several sets of names may be readily combined if desired, while it would be less easy to separate them if the synonymy were compiled indiscriminately. I quote several names, for the identification of which I am not responsible, on the authorities cited in the respective cases. 

The American Duck Hawk appears to have been first separated from the Old World Peregrine by Prince Bonaparte, in 1852; but no characters were, to my knowledge, then ascribed to it, and it is very doubtful that any exist. It may be presumed that this author was misled by a then supposed, but since proved groundless, difference in the nidification; more likely, however, he proceeded upon some theory respecting geographical distribution. The name has, however, been very generally adopted, even by those who have demurred against it. One of the highest authorities on birds of prey, Dr. Schlegel, states, after examination of various examples from North and South America and Mexico, that "le Facon commun de l'Amérique ne diffère en aucune façon du nôtre." Such is nearly my own view; and even Bonaparte, in 1850, confesses that his anatum is "forsan a F. commun spec. hand diversus." Mr. Ridgway, however, claims good varietal characters for our bird. A later candidate for recognition is found in the F. nigriceps of Cassin, which, like F. anatum, rests upon some ascribed characters, being said to be smaller, darker, &c. But these features appear to be fortuitous, belonging to the category of individual peculiarities; and since pure anatum has been determined to occur within areas supposed to be occupied by nigriceps, even its character as a geographical race disappears. Of the Australian F. melanogenys, Dr. Schlegel has remarked: "La variété accidentelle foncée de l'Australie **ne mérite pas même le nom de conspécies."
A more distinct form than either of the foregoing is, according to nearly all authorities, that found in South Africa (var. minor), it being constantly smaller.

Following Dr. Schlegel, I omit from the above synonymy the names of the Indian Red Falcon (F. ruber indicus, Antiq.; F. communis indicus, Gm.; F. shaheed, Jerd., Madras Journ. x. 81; Ill. Ind. Orn. pl. 12; F. sultaeus, Hodg., Zool. Misc. 81; F. ruber, Schl., M. P.-B. i, 1862, 5; F. peregrinator, Gray & Bp., Aud. Ind. i.), which seems to be entitled to specific separation. By some authors, both early and late, it is rated as a variety of communis, while others hold it to be distinct.

The Peregrine occurs at intervals in all suitable places in North America, and it is not a little remarkable that its extensive breeding range should have only lately been ascertained. Even so late as 1857, Dr. Brewer stated that he had only recently become aware of its breeding in the United States, and that only one authentic instance of its occurrence during the breeding season south of Newfoundland had come to his knowledge. He appends a foot-note, containing information from Prof. Haldeman of its breeding on a cliff along the Susquehanna, near Columbia, Pennsylvania, and also, probably, at Harper’s Ferry in Virginia. More recently Mr. Allen, with the assistance of Mr. C. W. Bennett and Dr. W. Wood, of East Windsor Hill, Connecticut, have been conspicuous in elaborating the history of the species, and especially in establishing the fact that it regularly breeds on several of the mountains on and near the Connecticut River Valley. Mr. Boardman reports the same item from Grand Menan, where, he says, the bird is resident, and regularly breeds on the cliffs. Dr. Wood, in the newspaper above quoted, states that four nearly fledged young were taken from a nest on Talcott Mountain, near Hartford, June 1, 1861, the female parent being shot. Writing in 1864, Mr. Allen states that Mr. Bennett took young birds, “a few years since,” on Mount Tom, near Springfield, Massachusetts. Shortly afterward Mr. Allen announced the discovery of the eggs by Mr. Bennett, on Mount Tom, April 19, 1864; these were the first known to have been procured in New England, or, indeed, in the United States. The unusual interest attaching to his article induces me to quote at some length:

“Although the Duck Hawk has been long known to breed at the localities in Massachusetts mentioned above [Mounts Tom and Holyoke], those conversant with the fact were not aware that any special interest was attached to it, or that its eggs and breeding-habits were very little known to ornithologists; and so, until very recently, no particular efforts have been made to procure the eggs. Mr. Bennett, becoming aware of this, resolved to procure the eggs. He accordingly visited Mount Tom for this purpose, April 6th of the present year [1864], when he searched the whole ridge of the mountain, discovered the old birds and the particular part they most frequented, and also the site of a nest, where the young had been raised. The old birds were continually near this spot, and manifested much solicitude when it was approached, often flying within six or eight rods, and once the female came within three, screaming and thrusting out her talons, with an expression of great rage and fierceness. The birds did not appear at all shy, being easily approached quite nearly, though in walking, the cracking of sticks and the clinking of splinters of trap-rock made no little noise. One of the birds appeared to keep close to the eyrie, and both would approach whenever it was visited, screaming at and menacing the intruder, notwithstanding that at that time there were no eggs. Mr. Bennett, suspecting that incubation had commenced, visited the locality again on the 9th, but only saw the old nest, the birds behaving as before. Ten days later he made another visit, and, creeping carefully to the summit of the cliff, at a point near the eyrie already spoken of, he saw the
female, on looking over the cliff, sitting on the nest, and but five or six yards distant. She eyed him fiercely for an instant, and then, scrambling from the nest to the edge of the narrow shelf supporting it, launched into the air. In a twinkling Mr. Bennett's unwavering aim sent her tumbling dead at the foot of the precipice, several hundred feet below. The nest contained four eggs, which were soon safely secured, and the body of the female was obtained from the foot of the cliff. The male soon coming about was shot at, but he was too shy to come within range, excepting once, when the gun was being reloaded. The eggs were all laid after April 9th, and their contents showed, April 19th, that they had been incubated but a day or two. Incubation seems, in this case, to have commenced several weeks later than usual, which may have been owing to the late snows and unusual coldness of the weather this year during the first half of April.

"The situation of the eyrie was near the highest part of the mountain, about one-third of the length of the mountain from its south end, on a narrow shelf in the rock, eight or ten feet from the top of a nearly perpendicular cliff, 150 or 200 feet in height, and was inaccessible except to a bold climber, and at one particular point. The nest was merely a slight excavation, sufficient to contain the eggs; no accessory material had been added. The site had been previously occupied, and probably for several years; and for weeks before the eggs were laid was carefully guarded by the bold and watchful birds."

These four eggs averaged 2.22 long by 1.68 broad, with 2.32 by 1.71, and 2.16 by 1.63 as maxima and minima, respectively. The smallest was larger than the one measured by Dr. Brewer (2.00 by 1.56), which he obtained in Labrador. They also varied considerably in contour, and in heaviness and extent of coloration they showed a series from the darkest and most nearly uniform to the lightest and most sparsely marked, in which latter the contrast between the white ground and the blotches was striking. Of the darkest egg the writer says: "The general color is chocolate-brown, darker and more dense and uniform about the ends, the part about the middle being lighter, varied with small irregular blotches and specks of a darker tint than the ground-color. The color of the smaller end is a nearly uniform dull red ochre. There is also an irregular belt of scattered and apparently very superficial blotches of very dark brown or nearly black." Two other eggs, as already mentioned, graded toward the lightest, which is thus described: "The greater end of the egg, which in the eggs of most birds is the end most subject to markings and to the greatest depth of color, is white, sprinkled sparingly with reddish specks; while the smaller end is deep bright brick-red, here and there relieved by small specks and patches of white ground-color. About the middle of the egg the colors are in more equal proportions, the white patches becoming larger on the smaller end toward the middle, and the red patches on the larger end increase toward the same point, where the colors meet and become mixed in irregular patches of various sizes, from mere dots to blotches."

Viewing such variation as this, in size, form, and color, among eggs of the same clutch, we see how utterly worthless are such discrepancies as a means of deciding a mooted question of specific identity, or the reverse, in nearly-allied birds. Yet some ornithologists will compare a single egg with another, gravely note the differences, and thereupon proceed to an argument with still denser gravity. Corresponding discrepancies in the mode of nidification serve as a basis for equally flimsy arguments. Take the present case of the Duck Hawk, breeding on Mount Tom on the bare ground, while in other instances it is known to
build a large, bulky nest of sticks and other coarse material, as noticed by Dr. Wood on Talcott Mountain, and by Audubon on the cliffs of the Labrador coast. The eggs of this species are also stated to be from two to five in number, four being the usual nest-complement. Oology is attractive and in many respects satisfactory, but it is certainly the most unsafe department of ornithology.

Mr. Allen continues the subject in his later communication to the American Naturalist, as above quoted: "One or more pairs of these birds have been seen about Mounts Tom and Holyoke every season since the first discovery of their eggs at the former locality, in 1864. Mr. Bennett has since carefully watched them, and his frequent laborious searches for their nests have been well rewarded. In 1866 he took a second set of eggs, three in number, from the eyrie previously occupied. In 1867 the male bird was killed late in April, and this apparently prevented their breeding there that year, as they probably otherwise would have done; at least no nest was that year discovered. In 1868 Hawks of this species were seen about the mountains; and, although they reared their young there, all effort to discover their nest was fruitless. The present year (1869) they commenced to lay in the old nest-site, but as they were robbed when but one egg had been deposited, they deserted it, and chose a site more inaccessible. Here they were equally unfortunate; for, during a visit to the mountain in company with Mr. Bennett, April 28, we had the pleasure of discovering their second eyrie, and from which, with considerable difficulty, three freshly-laid eggs were obtained. Not discouraged by this second misfortune, they nested again, this time depositing their eggs in the old eyrie, from which all, excepting the last set of eggs, have been obtained. Again they were unfortunate. Mr. Bennett removing their second set of eggs, three in number, May 23d, at which time incubation had just commenced. The birds remained about the mountain all the summer, and, from the anxiety they manifested in August, it appears not improbable that they laid a third time, and at this late period had unattended young."

Accounts from the West are meagre. The only indications from the Missouri region I have seen are Dr. Hayden’s and Prof. Snow’s. Mr. Dall found the bird in Alaska; a pair nested on a dead spruce, and had young nearly ready to fly June 1st. Dr. Cooper observes that it is resident along the whole coast of Southern California, but migratory north of the Columbia. It breeds in cavities of the lofty, inaccessible cliffs overhanging the water, both along the main-land and on the islands. "On Santa Barbara Island, in May, a pair which probably were still feeding their young, swept boldly around my head, when I must have been fully half a mile from the nest, and I shot the female, a very fine specimen. I have seen one pursue a Swallow, and, turning feet upward, seize it flying with perfect ease."

FALCO COLUMBIARIUS, Linn.

Pigeon Hawk.

4, pl. 4, f. 9.—JARD., Ann. N. H. xviii, 118 (Tobago).—BLAK. Ibis, iii, 315.—
COOP. & SUCK., N. H. Wash. Ter. 1860, 142.—COOP., B. Cal. i, 1870, 460.—
RIGD., Pr. Phila. Acad. 1870, 140.—ALLEN, Bull. M. C. Z. iii, 172, 180.—
COUES, Key, 1872, 214.

Falco (Hypotriorchis) columbarius of many authors.—CASS., B. N. A. 1858, 9.

xii, 104; ENC. Meth. iii, 1236.

Nisus columbarius, CUV.

Aster columbarius, BOIX.

Hypotriorchis columbarius, GRAY, Gen. of B.; List B. Br. Mus. 55.—BR., Consip. i, 1850, 26.—WOOD., [ed. Rep. 1853, 60.—CASS., Ill. 1854, 40 (includes m. species).—

Hypotriorchis (Lithofalco) columbarius, BP., Consip. Av. i, 1850, 26.

Hypotriorchis (Esalon) columbarius, GRAY, Hand-list, i, 1869, 21, No. 193.


Falco (Esalon) lithofalco var. columbarius, RIGD., Pr. Bost. Soc. 1873, 46 (but columbarius has priority).—B. B. R. & N. A. b. iii, 1874, 144.

Falco interneuia, DAUB., Traité d'Orn. ii, 1800, 141.

Falco temerarius, AUB., Orn. Biog. i, 1851, 351; pl. 75.—NUTT., Man. i, 1832, 61.

Falco auduboni, "BLACKW., Zool. Res. 1834."

(? Falco (Esalon) lithofalco var. suckleyi, RIGD.—B. B. R. & N. A. b. iii, 1874, 147
(northwest coast; melanotis; parallel with case of
communis var. mearlei)."

Hab.—Generally distributed over North America. Ranging into Mexico, Central America, and northern portions of South America. Ecuador (Sci. P. Z. S. 1558, 451).


Jamaica (Gosses, B. Jam. 1847, 17).—Late Expeditions.—6069, Green River.

In ranginng this bird as a variety of the European, Mr. Ridgway has apparently overlooked the fact that "columbarius" has priority over "lithofalco," which latter, in event he proves correct in uniting the two, will be known as F. columbarius var. lithofalco. Considering, however, that in this instance the fact of varietal relationship can hardly be considered established, and that it is rarely necessary, or even expedient, to exchange one tentative view for another equally so, I follow the usual course in separating the two birds specifically. Upon similar considerations I retain F. richardsoni as a species until its inter-gradation with F. columbarius is proven, although I believe that most probably Mr. Ridgway's later view of its varietal relationship with F. columbarius is correct.

I have little to add to the published accounts of this elegant and spirited Hawk, aptly styled "The Little Corporal." It is apparently not common in the interior of the West, and even less so than has been supposed, a part of the quoted instances of its occurrence, like Dr. Hayden's for instance, really referring to the next species, the history of which has only lately been disentangled from that of the true Pigeon Hawk. Mr. Dall gives it as resident in Alaska, and notes the fact of its even destroying Ptarmigan, birds much larger than itself—proof, were any needed, of its audacity and prowess. According to Dr. Cooper, it ranges over the whole of California in cold weather, but he never observed it in summer, even in the highest mountains.

Our accounts of its nidification are defective, and sometimes conflicting. It appears to breed chiefly north of the United States, and according to Hutchins, as rendered in the Fauna Boreali-Americana, it makes a nest on rocks and in hollow trees, of sticks and grass, lined with feathers. Audubon describes a nest he found in Labrador in a low fir-tree, ten or twelve feet from the ground, built of sticks, lined with moss and feathers. The bird is unquestionably resident in Northern New England, where Mr. Boardman says it breeds in hollow trees. No authentic instance of its breeding further south has come to my knowledge.

Mr. Samuels, indeed, in his Catalogue, gives it as resident and breeding in Massachusetts, but this is negativly by his own subsequent
statement, in his later work, where he says he has no authentic information of its breeding in New England (p. 18). He, however, figures an egg, received from Mr. Boardman as being of this species, from Milltown, Maine. It measures only 1.50 by 1.44, and in coloration, as represented on the plate, differs materially from any authentic specimens I have seen. It may be here remarked, moreover, that the egg figured and described by Dr. Brewer proves not authentic, he having been deceived by a chain of circumstantial evidence he could not but accept as conclusive. In the uncertainty, I am the more pleased to offer an unquestionable description, derived from examination of specimens in the Smithsonian. The size varies from 1.50 by 1.30 to 1.80 by 1.30—figures also indicating the range of variation in shape, some being subspherical, others elongate-oval. Coloration ranges from a nearly uniform deep rich brown (chestnut or burnt sienna), to whitish or white only, marked with a few indistinct dots of dull grayish or drab. Such extremes are connected by every degree; a yellowish-brown ground-color, irregularly splashed with rich ruddy brown, is the usual style. The markings may be very evenly distributed, or mostly gathered in a wreath around one or the other end, or even both ends.

I may here mention a fact in oölogy, apparently not without its value. In measuring many hundred eggs, I have noticed that the variation, however great, is less in absolute bulk than in contour—in approach to, or departure from, what may be regarded as the standard of shape for the species. Now this variation in shape is produced mainly by difference in the length of the major axis, the transverse diameter being approximately constant. What additional variation in shape may occur, results from slight shifting of the point of greatest breadth toward one end or the other. Anatomical considerations bear this out. Taking the calibre of the oviduct as an approximately fixed quantity in the same species, and remembering that varying circumstances of age, season, and physical vigor, determine the amount of fluids secreted to envelope the ovum, it is evident that, while the whole capacity of the calcareous shell must vary correspondingly, the difference will be mainly in lengthening or shortening of the egg, since the contractility of the oviduct holds the transverse diameter newly fixed.

There are also few instances of greater difference in the amount, intensity, and distribution of pigmenitary matter than those occurring among Hawks, and even in eggs of the same nest-complement. I think it a probable rule, that the succession of laying of the eggs can be judged by the quantity of pigment in the shell, those first extruded being generally the most heavily colored, the others growing lighter with gradual consumption of the color supply. This is strikingly illustrated in cases where the same nest has been robbed repeatedly—the later laid eggs gradually losing their coloration, as well as gradually growing smaller, with increasing exhaustion of the reproductive powers of the parent. Every poultry man is familiar with the extreme instance of this, when a hen drops an egg often no longer than a pigeon’s, as the final effort before ceasing to lay.

**Falco Richardsonii**, Ridg.**

American Merlin.

Falco columbarius, Cass., B. N. A. 1858, 9 (partly).

Falco (Hypnotriorchis) richardsoni, Ridg., Pr. Phila. Acad. 1870, 145 (2 type one of Dr. Hayden's specimens).

Hypnotriorchis richardsoni, Snow, B. Kans. 1873.

Falco richardsoni, Coues, Key, 1872, 214.

Falco (Esalon) lithofalco var. richardsoni, Ridg.—B. B. & R., N. A. B. iii, 1874, 148.

Hab.—Interior of North America. United States from the Mississippi to the Rocky Mountains. Arctic America.

Lieutenant Warren's Expedition.—5170—1, month of Vermilion River, Dakota.

Later Expeditions.—58983, Berthoud's Pass; 60335, La Bonté Creek, Wyoming; 60617, Box Elder Creek, Utah; 60618—9, Green River, Wyoming; 60592, Sweetwater.

This species was first noticed by the authors of the Fauna Boreali-Americana, who accurately distinguished it from the common Pigeon Hawk, considering it identical with the F. esalon of Europe. Subsequent writers attributed this last to North America, all apparently having the present bird in view. Mr. Cassin, with some of the specimens before him that afterward served as the basis of Mr. Ridgway's descriptions, noticed the discrepancies presented on comparison with the ordinary F. columbarius, but made no specific discrimination, citing F. esalon of Swainson and Richardson as a synonym. I observed the same thing in 1866, remarking as follows: "In the immense series of Pigeon Hawks which I have examined from all parts of the West, I find a few specimens which constantly differ to a marked degree from any of the diverse plumages in which F. columbarius presents itself. These specimens are invariably much larger than any others in the series; are much lighter colored; and differ constantly in the increased number of light and dark bars on the tail. Compared with a European specimen of F. esalon, they agree in every particular. I think it most probable that future careful research will demonstrate the existence of a species hitherto usually confounded with F. columbarius." This surmise has been verified by Mr. Ridgway, who, however, has pointed out some differences, before overlooked, between our bird and the true esalon, and proposed the specific name I have adopted. The bird may prove, I still think, only a geographical race of esalon; in fact Mr. Ridgway has latterly reduced it. As the species is still very little known, the description is subjoined.* It should be diligently sought for in the northwest, additional specimens being very desirable.

*"Adult male: Upper plumage, dull earth-brown, each feather grayish-umber centrally, and with a conspicuous black shaft-line. Head above, approaching ashy-white anteriorly, the black shaft-streaks being very conspicuous. Secondaries, primaries-coverts, and primaries, margined terminally with dull white; the primary-coverts with two transverse series of pale ochraceous spots; primaries, with spots of the same, corresponding with those of the inner webs. Upper tail coverts, tipped and spotted beneath the surface with white. Tail, clear drab, much lighter than the primaries, but growing darker terminally, having basally a slightly ashy cast, crossed with six sharply defined perfectly continuous bands (the last terminal) of ashy-white. Head frontally, laterally and beneath—a collar round the nape (interrupting the brown above)—and entire lower parts, white, somewhat ochraceous, this most perceptible on the tibiae; cheeks and ear-coverts with sparse, fine, hair-like streaks of black; nuchal collar, jugulum, breast, abdomen, sides and flanks, with a median linear stripe of clear ochre-brown on each feather; these stripes broadest on the flanks; each stripe with a conspicuous black shaft-streak; tibiae and lower tail-coverts with fine shaft-streaks of brown, like the broader stripes of the other portions. Chin and throat, only, immaculate. Lining of the wings spotted with ochraceous-white and brown, in about equal amount, the former in spots approaching the shaft. Inner webs of primaries with transverse broad bars of pale ochraceous—eight on the longest. Wing, 7.70; tail, 5.00; culmen, 0.50; tarsus, 1.30; middle toe, 1.25; outer, 0.85; inner, 0.70; posterior, 0.50.

"Adult female: Differing in coloration from the male only in the points of detail. Ground-color of the upper parts clear grayish-drab, the feathers with conspicuously black shafts; all the feathers with pairs of rather indistinct rounded ochraceous spots, these most conspicuous on the wings and scapulars. Secondaries crossed with three
This is the bird mentioned by Dr. Hayden, under name of *columbarius*, as abundant in the wooded bottoms of the Missouri region. One of his specimens from the Vermilion River served as the male type of Mr. Ridgway's description; another (No. 58983), taken by Mr. J. Stevenson at Berthoud's Pass of the Rocky Mountains, in Colorado, is the female type. The writer quotes a third, a young male, taken at Fort Rice, Dakota, by General Alfred Sully. Prof. Snow records it among Kansas birds, on Professor Baird's authority; whether from actual capture of specimens in the State, or upon the strength of its known distribution, I am not informed. It is not unlikely that the pale, ashly specimen noted by Dr. Cooper, as procured by him at Fort Mojave, Arizona, was an individual of this species. Dr. Richardson's bird was an old female, killed at Carlton House, on the Saskatchewan, May 14, 1827, while flying with her mate; "in the oviduct there were several full-sized white eggs, clouded at one end with a few bronze-colored spots." Another specimen is stated to have been killed at Sault St. Marie, between Lakes Huron and Superior. What little information we possess of the habits of the bird indicates nothing peculiar in comparison with those of *F. columbarius*.

**FALCO SPARVERIUS, SPARROW HAWK.**

*Sparrrow Hawk.*

*a. sparrowius.*


_Tinnumeulus (Paclellorius) sparrowius_, GRAY, Hand-list, i, 1869, 29, No. 216.

_Cerchniss sparrowius_, BOLE.—BP., Comp. List. 1838, 5.


**bands of deeper, more reddish-ochraceous. Bands of the tail, pure white. In other respects exactly like the male.** Wing, 9.00; tail, 6.10; culmen, 0.55; tarsus, 1.40; middle toe, 1.50.

_Young male:_ Differing from the adult only in degree. Upper surface with the rusty borders of the feathers much washed over the general surface; the rusty ochraceous forming the ground-color of the head—paler anteriorly, where the black shafts-streaks are very conspicuous; spots on the primary coverts and primaries deep reddish ochraceous; tail-bands broader than in the adult and more reddish; the terminal one twice as broad as the rest (0.40 of an inch), and almost cream color. Beneath, pale ochraceous, this deepest on the breast and sides; markings as in the adult, but anal region and lower tail-coverts immaculate; the shaft-streaks on the tibiae, also, scarcely discernible. Wing, 7.00; tail, 4.60.
FALCO SPARVERIUS, SPARROW HAWK.

For various races or conspecifics, real or supposed, see especially Rldgw., Pr. Phila. Acad. 1870, 147-149; and B. B. & R., N. A. B. iii, 1874, 166-169.

Hab.—The whole of North America, and southward.

List of specimens.

| 19114 | 67 | Grosv. Fork... | 9 | June 7, 1869 | F. V. Hayden | 10.50 | 2:37 | 7.50 |

Lieutenant Warren's Expedition.—5172, 5177, Yellowstone River; 5175, Powder River; 5175, Fort Berthold; ——, Farm Island, Missouri River.

Later Expeditions.—50542, Colorado; 60536—7, Wyoming; 60662, North Platte; 62236—9, Idaho.

“The trees, of late so richly green, now disclose the fading tints of autumn; the cricket becomes mute, the grasshopper withers on the fences, the mouse retreats to her winter quarters; dismal clouds obscure the eastern horizon, the sun assumes a sickly dimness, hoar frosts cover the ground, and the long night encroaches on the domains of light. No longer are heard the feathered choristers of the woods, who throng toward more congenial climes, and in their rear rushes the Sparrow Hawk.” So the great painter of Nature portrays the waning season, graphic with pen as with pencil. The dying year may bring no dismay to the intrepid little Hawk, but when its cold breath blows away the delicate creatures that afford his sustenance, perforce he follows after; and once with us, braves all weathers and lives in plenty. Few, if any, of our birds are more widely dispersed, few are better known, and certainly no Hawk is regarded with less disfavor. Too small of frame—though stout hearted enough, I warrant—to commit depredations in the farm-yard; subsisting on small insectivorous birds, it is true, but also destroying countless field-mice and noxious insects, he is to be held a benefactor to the agriculturist. The prettiest and jauntiest of our Hawks, and yet no prig; a true Falcon, if a little one, with as noble mien and as much pluck as the best among his larger brethren, we can but admire him. No Hawk is more abundant in the West. Go where we may, in summer or winter, we shall before long see him hovering over the fields, or perched, erect and motionless, on his outpost, sweeping the ground below with keen, audacious eye. It is a treacherous calm; the ardor of the Falcon grows with restraint. An unlucky Sparrow flirts in yonder bush, and gives a flippant chirp—whisl! and it is all over. Poor, little, rollicking Sparrow! this is no easier for you to bear, because it is a “law of nature,” as we say. Who is ever quite ready for the last! What pang is taken away when the cry it extorts is drowned in a sea of like lamentation! We theorize best before the Falcon’s talon strikes.

The reader has doubtless stood, as I often have, in a thicket, peering about in readiness to shoot some rare Warbler or Finch that he vainly tries to discover amid the dense foliage. And not seldom—whisl! something flashes right by, twists with marvellous swiftness and address through the tangled underwood, a cry of distress is heard, along with an exultant scream, and the next moment a Sparrow Hawk glides out from the thicket on the far side, bearing his quivering victim in his claws, and makes straightway for the nearest stump or post to feast at his leisure. As eager as we were, but keen-eyed and more skilful, he snatched the prize himself, and his beak is already buried in its breast, drinking warm blood. We inwardly wish we could punish the bold robber, but the splendid exhibition of his powers almost makes amends
for our loss of the specimen; and, besides, we may reflect that if the world owes us ornithology, it owes the Sparrow Hawk a living.

It is surprising what large birds the gallant little warrior will attack. I have seen it overpower and bear away a Thrasher, a bird inch for inch as long as itself, and nearly as heavy. Still, it usually preys upon humbler game, particularly such birds as those from which it derives its name. It also often picks the elegant little lizards (Sceloporus) off the fences. Like other Falcons, it captures its prey at a dash, or not at all. If it miss its aim, or the bird contrives to elude its clutch, it disdains to pursue, and remounts its observatory with a crest-fallen aspect, as if chagrined at its want of skill, but doubtless reflecting, "better luck next time." The difference between the true Falcons and the Accipiters is much like that between a tiger and a wolf. As for the Buzzards, they are bears among birds; Kites are the weasels. In the Middle districts these Hawks pair in April, and immediately go to house-keeping. As they breed in every section, from the fur countries to Mexico, the period varies in time of the year according to the state of the season. It does not appear that they ever build a nest for themselves. They generally choose the hollow of a decayed limb or tall stub; a desert Woodpecker's hole answers every purpose, in many cases, and they are said to sometimes occupy an old Crow's nest. The skilful and industrious Woodpeckers—"carpinteros," as the Mexicans aptly call them—fit up residences for the Hawks, requiring no alteration. Five or six eggs appear to be the usual nest-full; seven are stated to have been found in one clutch. They are nearly spheroidal, measuring about 1.33 in length by 1.12 in breadth. The ground-color is usually buffy, or pale yellowish-brown; this is bloated all over with dark brown, the splashes of which are usually largest and most numerous toward the greater end, at or around which they may run into a crown or wreath. Some eggs are pale brown, minutely dotted all over with dark brown; some are white, with pale brown spots; and a few are whitish, without any markings. I have never seen the nestlings; Audubon says they are covered with whitish down. But the first true feathers are much like those of the parents, and the sexual distinctions of plumage are very early apparent.

These handsome little Hawks are often kept in confinement, and make interesting, if not entirely agreeable, pets—at least for those who like to see birds under such unfavorable circumstances. For myself, I dislike caged birds, and caged Hawks of all others; the incongruity is unpleasant, view it as we may. While I was at Columbia, in South Carolina, a neighbor had three Sparrow Hawks for some time. As they had been taken from the nest when quite young, they became in a measure reconciled to captivity. They ate any kind of meat freely, and as they grew up, began to display much of their natural spirit. When tormented in the various ingenious ways people have of "stirring up" caged birds, they would resent the indignity by snapping the bill, beating with the wings, and clutching with their talons at the offending cane or umbrella-tip. One of them was a cripple, having a broken leg very badly set, and the other two used to bully him dreadfully. One night, whether from not having been fed sufficiently, or being in unusually bad humor, they set upon him, killed him outright, and then almost devoured him before morning.
BUTEO HARLANI, "Aud."

Harlan's Buzzard; Black Warrior.

Falco harlani, Aud., Orn. Biog. i, 1831, 441; v, 1839, 366; pl. 86.—Nutt., Man. i, 1832, 105.—Brew., ed Wils. 64.


Hab.—"Louisiana." "New Mexico." "California." "Kansas."

I regard the claims of this species to validity as not yet established. Both Gray and Bonaparte quote it as a synonym of B. borealis, and it appears not improbable that it represents the complete melanism of that species, corresponding with the "insignatus" style of scavianoni. A further element of doubt is found in the fact that different authors have used the name for different species. Thus Dr. Bryant's "harlani" is certainly scavianoni, while the "harlani" of some of the older New England authors is almost as certainly the black state of Archibuteo lagopus.

The claim of the species to be embraced in the present work rests upon the capture of a specimen near Lawrence, Kansas. On being transmitted to the Smithsonian, it was pronounced by Prof. Baird and Mr. Ridgway to be harlani, as understood by them. I have examined this and some other specimens supposed to represent Audubon's bird, and can see all the later ascribed characters, which cause me to suspend judgment for the present, and let the bird stand on its own merits, as the differences from any known style of borealis are too great to be reconciled. The Buteo cooperi offers much the same case; additional specimens, only lately received, are just like the original type, and easily recognized. But Audubon's bird may be—calurus.

✓ BUTEO BOREALIS, (Gm.) Vieill.

Red-tailed Buzzard; Hen Hawk.

a. borealis.


Buteo borealis, RED-TAILED BUZZARD. 353


Buteo (Craxinex) borealis, Gray, Hand-list i, 1859, 7, No. 46.


Falco jailamensis, GM., Syst. Nat. i, 1768, 266.

Falco aquilinus, Bartram, Trav. in Florida, 1791, 290.


b. calurus.

(??) Falco buteo, Aud., Orn. Biog. iv, 1838, 508, pl. 372 (not of Linnaeus; uncertain; more likely swainsoni).

(??) Buteo vulgaris, Aud., Syn. 1839, 5; B. Am. i, 1840, 30, pl. 6 (not of authors; same as Falco buteo, Audubon).

Buteo swainsoni, Cass., Ill. 1834, 98 (exclusive of the synonymy; not of Bonaparte, nor of Cassin, 1858).


Buteo borealis of Gray, Bryant, and Allen, partly.


c. luscanus.

Buteo borealis var. luscanus, RIDGW., Mss.—Coues, Key, 1872, 216; Check-list, 1874, 351b.—B. B. & R., N. A. B. iii, 1874, 255.

d. krideri.

Buteo borealis var. krideri, HOOFES, Pr. Phila. Acad. 1873, 238, pl. 5 (Iowa and Wisconsin).—B. B. & R., N. A. B. iii, 1874, 284.—Coues, Check-list, 1874, No. 351.

e. costaricensis.

Buteo borealis var. costaricensis, RIDGW.—B. B. & R., N. A. B. iii, 1874, 258, 255 ("B. borealis of Central America").

Hub.—The whole of North America. Mexico, Cuba, Jamaica.

List of specimens.

| 19118 | 6 | Wind R. Valley | 9 | May 28, 1859 | F. V. Hayden | 22.00 | 50.75 | 17.25 |

Lieutenant Warren’s Expedition.—5153, Yellowstone River; 5155, Fort Randall, Dakota; 5159, L’Eau-qui-court.

Later Expeditions.—56984, Berthoud’s Pass; 60628-29, Wyoming; 60630, Uintah Mountains (melanistic); 62331, Idaho.

Few of our birds have caused more confusion among writers, or acquired a more involved synonymy, than the Hawks of the genus Buteo.

Setting aside lineatus and pennsylvanicus, as totally distinct from each other and from the rest; ignoring for the moment "karlani" and "cooperi," we will confine ourselves to consideration of the two species, borealis, GM., and swainsoni, EP. These may be immediately distinguished by the emargination of four outer primaries in borealis, and only three in swainsoni. There are other points, aside from color, which varies so greatly in each.

Borealis in all its variety of color is the largest, the female averaging about 24 inches in length, with a stretch of wings over 50 inches; it is very robust, with a comparatively short wing, and short, stout legs. In the East it remains comparatively constant in color, aside from the normal changes with age. In the West it runs from a slightly darker, or more ferrugineous cast, into a quite fuliginous condition, the
several stages being inseparably connected. The slighter departures from the normal Eastern standard are the montanus of Cassin, and most later writers, but probably not of Nuttall; the climax is reached in calurus, Cassin. I adopt this name for the extreme Western variety, ignoring the intermediate stages, which have been usually designated montanus. In all of these birds, when adult, the tail becomes chestnut-red on top, which is never the case with swainsoni.

The Falco buteo or Buteo vulgaris of Audubon is uncertain—rather, let us say, it comprehends both the Western Red-tail and Swainson's Buzzard, being ostensibly based upon the latter, but the description and figure rather indicating the former. The Buteo montanus of Nuttall (1840; not in edition of 1832) is based on Audubon's "Falco buteo," but the description is unmistakably that of swainsoni. I follow Mr. Ridgway in relegating both these names to swainsoni, leaving calurus as the first distinctive name of the Western Red-tail in all its variety.

Swainsoni is the smaller species, perfectly distinct. The female is only about 21 inches long; the form is less robust; the wings are comparatively longer; the legs slenderer. This species was first noticed by Richardson and Swainson, who described and figured it accurately, calling it "Buteo vulgaris," under the impression that it was identical with the European bird. It was subsequently separated by Bonaparte, in 1838, under the name of B. swainsoni, which it should bear. Its other synonyms are noticed beyond; here, however, it may be remarked, that B. swainsoni of Cassin, Ill. 1:54, 98, is not this species, but the Western Red-tail, as shown conclusively by his description, although he cites the synonymy of swainsoni. His swainsoni of 1858, however, is correctly so named.

The Hen-Hawk is abundant in all parts of the West, as elsewhere in North America, and in all its variety has the same habits it shows in the East. I have obtained several specimens, of old and young, at Fort Randall, and very frequently observed the bird while I was traveling in Kansas, Iowa, and Minnesota. The fuliginous styles (extreme of calurus) I have never seen in the northwest, although in Arizona they were nearly as common as the others, both occurring in the same localities. These large Hawks are all heavy and rather inactive birds, ranking, in these respects, next to the species of Archibi'teo. They are unfitted, both by their physical organization and temperament, for the daring feats that the Falcons and Hawks execute, and usually prey upon game disproportionate to their size, which they snatch as they pass along. I have, however, found nearly the whole of a rabbit in the crow. They mate early, constructing a large and bulky, though shallow, nest in a high tree, of sticks and smaller twigs, mixed toward the centre with grass, moss, or other soft material, and often a few feathers. The eggs are generally three in number, about 2.40 long by rather less than 2.00 broad. They are dull whitish in color, sometimes with only a few markings of dull brownish-gray, but oftener extensively blotched with several shades of rich brown. The young are a long time in acquiring the full plumage. They are long full grown before the red of the tail appears, and this is usually in advance of the fulvous of the under parts that the old birds display. I have seen specimens with nearly perfect red tail, yet showing pure white on the breast and the same elsewhere underneath, though marked with the usual dark-brown spots and streaks. There is a great sexual difference in size, many males being found hardly or not 20 inches long.

BUTEO LINEATUS, (Gm.) Jard. —

Red-shouldered Buzzard.

a. lineatus.


Buteo (Cstraite) lineatus, Gray, Hand-list. i, 1869, 7, No. 53.

Nisa hyemalis, Cuv., R. A. 2d. ed. i, 37.
Buteo lineatus, Less, Tr. Orn. 81.—Bp., Comp. List, 1838, 3.—Dekay, N. Y. Zool. ii, 10, pl. 6, f. 13.

Astur fuscus, Vieill., Enc. Meth. iii, 1273.

Buteo fuscus, Vieill., Ois. Am. Sept. pl. 5.


Buteo "cooperi" (error), Allen, Am. Nat. iii, 1869, 518 (New England).

b. elegans.


Buteo lineatus var. elegans, Riddow.—B. B. & R., N. A. B. iii, 1874, 277.—Coutes, Check-list, 1874, No. 3534.

Hab.—United States and British Provinces (Nova Scotia, Iland). Var. elegans, western (to Canada, McIlwrath).

No specimens of this species were taken by either of the Expeditions, and if, indeed, the bird ranges throughout the Missouri region, it must be uncommon. The name occurs in Prof. Snow's list, but without remark. The latitudinal dispersion of the species appears to be quite restricted; I have never heard of it from the fur countries, nor indeed anywhere beyond the United States, excepting in Canada and Nova Scotia. It reaches, however, across the continent; examples from the limited Pacific slopes are, as might be expected, more heavily colored than ordinary, but it hardly seems necessary to recognize them by name. Southern-born birds are considerably smaller than the average, as noted by Prof. Verrill, in comparing Maine and Florida examples. In the Atlantic States it is one of the most abundant of the birds of prey. The nidification is similar to that of B. borealis; the eggs, as usual, have a wide range of variation in color; they measure from 2.00 to 2.25 in length by about 1.75 in breadth; they number from two to four. The general habits of the species are much the same as those of allied large Hawks.

Buteo Swainsoni, Bp.

Swainson's Buzzard.


(?) Falco buteo, Aud., Orn. Biog. iv, 508, pl. 372.
**Buteo vulgaris**, Sw. & Rich., F. B. A. ii, 1831, 47, pl. 27 (not of European writers).— NUTT., Man. ii, 1834, 593.—(?) AUD., Syn. 1839, 5; B. Am. i, 1840, 30, pl. 6 (based on Falco buteo of folio ed. pl. 372).

**Buteo montanus**, NUTT., Man. i. 2d ed. 1840, 112 (not of authors).


**Buteo (Crairiex) swainsoni**, GRAY, Hand-list, 1, 1869, 7, No. 50.


**Buteo insigntus**, Cass., Ill, 1854, 192, 198, pl. 31 (melanotic; Canada).—STRIKCL., Orn. Syn. 1855, 38.—CASS., B. N. A. 1858, 23.—BREW., N. A. Oil. 1857, 33.—HEERM., P. R. Rep. x, 1859, pt. vi, 32.—COUES, Pr. Phila. Acad. 1866, 45.—COOP., B. Cal. i, 1870, 474.—SNOW, B. Kans. 1873.

**Buteo swainsoni var. insigntus**, DALL & BANN., Tr. Chic. Acad. i, 1869, 272 (Alaska).

**Buteo gutturalis**, MAXIM., J. f. O. vi, 1852, 17 (with eggs).


**Buteo swainsoni var. oxypterus**, RIDGW.—B. B. & R., N. A. B. iii, 1874, 266.

**Buteo fuliginosus**, SCL. F. Z. S. 1858, 356; Tr. Z. S. 1858, 267, pl. 62 (melanotic; Mexico).—RIDGW., Pr. Phila. Acad. 1870, 142.

**Buteo “harlani, Aud.”**—BRYANT, Pr. Bost. Soc. 1861, 115 (provisional name; proposes to adopt *swainsoni* in the probable event that the true *harlani* is a different species).


**List of specimens.**

| 19119 | 120 | Powdver River | § Sept. 24, 1859 | F. V. Hayden | 22.00 | 50.00 | 16.50 |
| 19120 | 7 | Grosventres R. | June 3, 1860 | F. V. Hayden | 19.00 | 45.00 | 15.00 |

**Lieutenant Warren's Expedition.**—5151, 5152, Little Missou River; 5153 (?) Lone Fork of Platte River; 5154, mouth of Yellowstone River; 5155, Knife River; 5156, mouth of White Earth River; 5157, Heart River.

**Later Expeditions.**—54323, Wyoming; 60631-2, Sweetwater; 61765-6, Idaho; 62226-9, Wyoming; 62250, Montana.

As noted in a preceding article, this species may be distinguished from any style of borealis in all its variations of color, by the emargination of only three, instead of four, outer primaries. It is very truthfully figured by Dr. Richardson, and other plates have been published, as above quoted, illustrating several of its plumages. "*B. bairdii*" is now well-known to be the young bird, while "*B. insigntus*" is merely a melanotic condition. The species appears to inhabit chiefly the western portions of America, but has occurred several times in Canada, and once in Massachusetts. Dr. Hayden's numerous specimens attest its abundance in the whole Missouri region. The confusion that has arisen respecting it is deplorable—the more so that there was no occasion for any such misunderstanding. The mal-identification of *montanus*, NUTT., has had much to do with causing this. It is, of course, permanently distinct from * borealis*, although hastily referred to this species by Mr. Allen. In bringing "*oxypterus*" and "*fuliginosus*" into this connection, I follow Mr. Ridgway, who is unquestionably correct in this determination. Even the varietal distinction he attempts to maintain in his last work is untenable, as he informs me he is now satisfied himself.

This large Hawk is very abundant in Northern Dakota, where it came under my almost daily observation during the summer of 1873. Excepting an occasional Rough-leg or Red-tail, it was the only buteonine species observed, and the only Hawks more common were the ubiquitous Marsh Harriers and Sparrow Hawks. The species is thoroughly distinct from its nearest ally, *B. borealis*; it never gains the red tail, so characteristic of the latter, and differs in many other points of coloration in its several stages of plumage, as noted beyond. Although its linear dimensions intergrade with those of the Red-tail, it is not so
heavy nor so large a bird, and its shape differs in some points. A very tangible and convenient distinction, to which my attention was first called by Mr. Ridgway, and which I have verified in numerous instances, is found in the emargination of the primaries. As stated in my late work (Key N. A. Birds, p. 217), Swainson's Buzzard has only three emarginate primaries, while the Red-tail has four; the fourth quill of the former, like the fifth of the latter, is variously sinuate-tapering, but never shows the decided nick or emargination of the inner web.

The following measurements, taken in the flesh, illustrate the sexual difference and other variations in size: Largest adult ♂, 22 inches long, 54 in extent, the wing 16; other females, respectively, 21.50 by 51.75 by 16.25; 21.00 by 53.00 by 15.75; 20.50 by 51.00 by 15.25; 19.00 by 49.00 by 13.50—but this last one was an ungrown young. Adult ♂’s, 19.00 to 20.00 long by about 49.00 in spread of wing, the latter 15.00 or a little more. In both sexes, and at all ages, the eye is brown, but of varying shade—I have seen no approach to a yellow iris. In the old birds the feet, together with the cere, gape, and base of under mandible, are rich chrome-yellow; the rest of the bill, and the claws, being bluish-black. In the young-of-the-year these yellow parts much duller—grayish-yellow, or yellowish clay-color. Many old birds have the integument of the lower belly largely bare, yellowish in color, hardened and thickened with warty excrescences; this disease seems the rule rather than the exception. Unfledged nestlings are covered with white finny down; the first feathers to appear on the under parts show the characteristic color and markings of the formerly supposed species, “bairdii.” (The various plumages are given beyond.) A moult occurs in August and September; it is protracted, the feathers being very gradually renewed, almost one by one; the fresh heavily-colored feathers contrasting strongly with the ragged and faded ones worn during the summer. The young have no moult at this season, carrying the plumage in which they leave the nest into the winter. I have no observations upon a spring moult, which probably occurs to both old and young. I took no specimens in the melanistic state of plumage in which the bird has been described as another supposed species (B. insignatus); and only saw one in which the entire under parts looked as dark, when the bird was sailing over me, as the pectoral band of the adult female is. This dark plumage is an individual peculiarity, not a normal stage of regular occurrence.

Swainson's Buzzard may be seen anywhere in the region mentioned—ever far out on the prairie, miles away from timber, circling overhead, or perched on the bare ground. In alighting, it generally takes advantage of some little knoll commanding a view around, though it often has no more prominent place than the heap of dirt from a badger's hole, from which to cast about for some imprudent gopher* espied too far away from home, or still more ignoble game. But the bird prefers timber, and, especially as its nesting is confined to trees, it is most frequently observed in the vicinity of the few wooded streams that diversify the boundless prairie. In Northern Dakota such streams cut their tortuous way pretty deeply into the ground; and the sharp edges of the banks, rising steep on one side, and on the other stretching away on a continuous level, are favorite resting-spots, where sometimes a line of several birds may be observed strung along a distance of a few yards. The Souris or Mouse River, a stream of this description, is a favorite resort,

*“Gopher”: Frontier vernacular name for all the ground-squirrels (Spermophilus) indiscriminately. S. tridecem-runcatus is the commonest kind here. The pouched rats are known as "pocket-gophers."
where I found the birds more numerous than elsewhere. Much of the river-bottom is well wooded with elm, oak, and other large trees; and the number of nests found in this timber—sometimes several in sight of each other—would be considered surprising by one not recollecting that conveniences for breeding are in this country practically limited to such narrow tracts.

The nests are built at varying heights, from the intricacies of heavy shrubbery, where a man may reach them from the ground, to the tops of the tallest trees. They are generally, however, placed thirty or forty feet high, in some stout crotch or on a horizontal fork. They are bulky and ragged-looking structures, from the size of sticks used for the base and outside; the interior is composed of smaller twigs more compactly arranged; the shape varies with the requirements of the location, being more or less conical in an upright crotch, flatter on a fork. The interior hollowing is slight. An average external diameter may be given as two feet, and depth half as much. I was too late for eggs in the locality above mentioned; the only nest I found with anything in it contained two half-fledged young. This was on the 15th of August—so late as to induce the belief that perhaps two broods may be reared in a season, especially as before this date I had observed many full-grown yearlings on wing. This nest was built about forty feet high, in an oak tree, was very sturdy, matted with excrement and the scurfy exfoliation from the growing feathers of the youngsters, and enumbered with portions of several gophers. The nestlings were too young to make any resistance beyond a menacing hiss and a very mixed flapping when they were unceremoniously pitched out. The mother was shot near the nest with a pistol-ball, but her partner kept prudently out of the way. The young had been well cared for; their crops were full of gopher-ment at the time, and they were very fat.

In July I had a live young one in captivity, at about the age of these two; and, early in August, possessed a completely-feathered and full-grown bird of the year, probably hatched in May. This shows that either two broods are reared, or that the laying season runs through most of the summer. This grown young one made rather an acceptable prisoner for some days, as he was trim and shapely, with a fine eye and general military bearing, as well as an excellent appetite. But then he was bad-tempered, took the most civil advances unkindly, and would not even fraternize with a pair of very well-disposed and sensible Owls that were picketed with him. At last, when he so totally failed to appreciate his position as to use his claws with painful effect, he was summarily executed. Both this and the younger one before him had a peculiarly plaintive whistle to signify hunger or a sense of loneliness, a note that was almost musical in intonation. This was the only cry I heard from them; the old birds have a harsh, loud scream, much alike in all our large Hawks.

The quarry of Swainson’s Buzzard is of a very humble nature. I never saw one swoop upon wild-fowl or Grouse, and, though they strike rabbits, like the Red-tails, their prey is ordinarily nothing larger than gophers. Though really strong and sufficiently fierce birds, they lack the “snap” of the Falcons and Asturs; and I scarcely think they are smart enough to catch birds very often. I saw one make the attempt on a Lark Bunting. The Hawk poised in the air, at a height of about twenty yards, for fully a minute, fell heavily, with an awkward thrust of the talons—and missed. The little bird slipped off, badly scared no doubt, but unhurt, while the enemy flapped away sulkily, very likely to prowl around a gopher-hole for his dinner, or take pot-luck at grass-
hoppers. They procure gophers, mice, and other small quadrupeds, both by waiting patiently at the mouth of the boles, ready to claw out the unlucky animals the moment they show their noses, and by sailing low over the ground to pick up such as they may find away from home. But I question whether, after all, insects do not furnish their principal subsistence. Those that I shot after midsummer all had their claws stuffed with grasshoppers. These insects, which appear sometimes in almost inconceivable numbers, seem to be the natural source of supply for a variety of animals. Wolves, foxes, badgers, and even rodents, like gophers, supposed vegetarians, come down to them. Sand-hill Cranes stalk over the plains to spear them by thousands. Wild fowl waddle out of the reedy pools to scoop them up. We may kill scores of Sharp-tailed Grouse, in September, to find in every one of them a mass of grasshoppers, only leavened with a few grubs, beetles, leaves, berries, and succulent tops of plants. It is amusing to see a Hawk catching grasshoppers, skipping about in an awkward way, and looking as if he were rather ashamed of being seen in such a performance. Food being abundant and easily procured, the birds become extremely fat early in the autumn, and lazy withal. Unaccustomed to the presence of man in these regions, they may be approached with little difficulty as they perch on the trees; and they often fly unwillingly within short range. When brought down winged, they show no lack of spirit, and must be prudently dealt with, as their talons are very effective weapons of defense.

Changes of plumage with age affect more particularly the under parts, the back, wings, and tail being more nearly alike at all times.

Young-of-the-year (both sexes). Entire upper parts dark brown, everywhere varied with tawny edgings of the individual feathers. The younger the bird, the more marked is the variegation; it corresponds in tints closely with the color of the under parts, being palest in very young examples. Under parts, including lining of wings, nearly uniform fawn-color (pale, dull yellowish-brown), thickly and sharply marked with blackish-brown. These large dark spots, for the most part circular or guttiform, crowd across the forebreast, scatter on the middle belly, enlarge to cross-bars on the flanks, become broad arrow-heads on the lower belly and tibiae, and are wanting on the throat, which is only marked with a sharp, narrow, blackish penciling along the median line. Quills brownish-black, the outer webs with an ashy shade, the inner webs toward the base grayish, paler, and marbled with white, and also showing obscure dark cross-bars; their shafts black on top, nearly white underneath. Tail-feathers like the quills, but more decidedly shaded with ashy or slate-gray, and tipped with whitish; their numerous dark cross-bars show more plainly than those of the quills, but are not so evident as they are in the old birds.

Adults (either sex). Upper parts dark brown, very variable in shade according to season or wear of the feathers, varied with paler brown, or even reddish-brown edgings of the feathers, but without the clear fawn-color of the young; the feathers of the crown showing whitish when disturbed, and usually sharp, dark shaft-lines; the upper tail-coverts chestnut and white, with blackish bars. Quills and tail-feathers as before, but the inner webs of the former showing more decided dark cross-bars upon a lighter marbled-whitish ground, and the latter having broader and sharper, dark wavy bars. These large quills, and particularly those of the tail, vary much in shade according to wear, the new feathers being strongly slate-colored, the old ones plain dark brown. The tail, however, never shows any trace of the rich chestnut that obtains in the adult B. borealis. Male: Under parts showing a broad pectoral area of bright chestnut, usually with a glaucous cast, and displaying sharp, black shaft-lines; this area contrasting sharply with the pure white throat. Other under parts white, more or less tinged and varied, in different specimens, with light chestnut. In some males, this chestnut is diminished to traces, chiefly in flank-bars and arrow-heads, and the white throat is immaculate; in others, the throat shows blackish penciling, and the rest of the under parts are so much marked with chestnut, chiefly in cross-bars, that this color predominates over the white, and appears in direct continuation of the pectoral area itself. Some feathers of this area are commonly dark brown. Female: Much darker underneath than the male; throat pure white, but other under parts probably never whitening decidedly. Pectoral area from rich, dark chestnut or marbled brown, mixed with still darker feathers, to brownish-black; and other under parts heavily
BUTOE PENNSYLVANICUS, BROAD-WINGED BUZZARD.

marked with chestnut, chiefly in cross-bars alternating with whitish, but on the flanks, and sometimes across the belly, these markings quite blackish. The general tone of the under parts may be quite as dark as the pectoral area of the male, but it lacks uniformity, and the increased depth of color of the pectoral area in this sex suffices to preserve the strong contrast already mentioned. (About forty specimens examined.)

BUTOE PENNSYLVANICUS, (Wils.) Bp.

Broad-winged Buzzard.

Falco pennsylvanicus, Wils., Am. Orn. vi. 1812, 92, pl. 54, f. 1.—Bp., Syn. 1823, 29; Isis, 1832, 1137.—RUTT, Man. i, 1832, 105.—AUD., Orn. Biog. i, 1832, 461; v, 1839, 377; pl. 91.—DEKAY, N. Y. Zool. 1844, 11, pl. 5, f. 11.


Falco latissimus, Wils., Am. Orn. vi, 1812, 92, pl. 54, f. 1 (later copies).

Astr (1) latissimus, JARD., ed. Wils. ii, 234.

Butoe latissimus, LEM., Av. Cub. 1860, 19.

Sparvius platyperus, VIEILL., Enc. Meth. iii, 1823, 1273.


Buteo wilsoni, BR., Cons. Av. i, 1850, 19.


Hab.—Temperate Eastern North America. South to Costa Rica, Panama, and Ecuador. Cuba.

This species was not noticed by either of the Expeditions, and the only indication I have found of its presence anywhere in the Missouri region is Prof. Snow's record of its occurrence in Kansas, where it is said to be not common. Its longitudinal dispersion is thus quite restricted, contrary to the rule among our birds of this family; most of which range across the continent. The Broad-winged Hawk is apparently more numerous along the Atlantic coast than elsewhere, especially in New England, where all the local writers speak of it, some giving it as the most abundant summer Hawk in certain localities, as about Umbagog Lakes. It is known to breed in various parts of New England; further south it is chiefly observed in the fall and winter, the only seasons when I saw it about Washington, D. C. I did not meet with it in either of the Carolinas, but it is given as common in Florida, known to reach southward as far at least as Ecuador, as by the above quotations, and to reside in Cuba.

The nest of this species has but seldom fallen under the notice of naturalists. Dr. Brewer describes the one that Audubon saw, and another taken by Prof. Adams, now in the museum of Middlebury College; Vermont. Mr. Samuels states that a nest he visited the 20th of May, 1864, in West Roxbury, Massachusetts, was built in the fork of a tall pine-tree, near the top, and composed of coarse sticks and twigs, lined with red cedar bark, leaves, and feathers. It contained four eggs, measuring from 2.00 to 2.15 long, by 1.70 to 1.72 broad; "dirty yellowish-white, covered more or less thickly in the different specimens with spots and blotches of reddish-brown." Other specimens had fainter markings, while in others again the spots were finer and darker.
ARCHIBUTEO LAGOPUS var. SANCTI-JOANNIS.

American Rough-legged Hawk.

a. lagopus.

Falco communis var., GM., Syst. Nat. i, 1788, 270.—LATL., Ind. Orn. i, 1790, 30 (based on Acc. falco levecephalus, BRISS., Orn. i, 325; Vultur subbuteo, FRISCH, pl. 75).

Falco lagopus, BRUX., Orn. Bor. 1764, 4.—GM., Syst. Nat. i, 1788, 290.—LATL., Ind. Orn. i, 1790, 19.—DAUD., Tr. ii, 1800, 107.—SHAW, G. Z. vii, 1809, 145.—TEMM., Man. 1815, 22.—NAUM., V. D. i, 1822, 359.—MEYER, Tasch. 37, pl. 34; and of most early authors.

Aecipiter lagopus, PALL., Zoog. R. A. i, 1811, 380, pl. 10.


Archibuteo lagopus var. RIDGW., Pr. Bost. Soc. xvi, 1763, 72.

Butalaes lagopus, BR., List, 1835, 3.

Falco scolarious, LATH., I. O. i, 1790, 26.—DAUD., Tr. ii, 1800, 166.—SHAW, G. Z. vii, 171.

Falco pennatus var., LATH., Syn. Suppl. ii, 34 (Strickland).—CUV., R. A. i, 1817, 323.

Falco plumipes, DAUD., Tr. Orn. i, 163.

Butalaes buteo, LESS., Tr. Orn. 1831, 83.

Butalaes lessoni, A. SMITH (Gray).

Archibuteo plancipes et alticeps, BREHM, V. D. i, 46, 41.

b. sancti-johannis.


Butalaes sancti-johannis, BR., Comp. List, 1835, 8.


Butula sancti-johannis, SCHL., M. B.-B. 1862, Butones, p. 2 (excl. syn. ferruginosus, Licht.).


Butula spadiceus, VIEILL., Obs. Am. Sept. i, 1807, 34.

Falco nora-terra, GM., Syst. Nat. i, 1788, 274.

Falco niger, WILS., Am. Orn. vi, 1812, 82, pl. 53, f. 1, 2.


Falco lagopus, WILS., Am. Orn. iv, 59; v, 210; pl. 33, f. 1.—BR., Syn. 1828, 32; Isles, 1832, 1138.—NUTT., Man. i, 1832, 97.—AUD., Orn. Bog. ii, 377; v, 217; pl. 166, 422.

Falco lagopus, SW. & RICH, F. B. A. ii, 1532, pl. 29.—AUD., Syn. 1838, 8; B. Am. i, 1840, 46, pl. 11.—GR., B. L. i, 1844, 6.

ARCHIBUTEO LAGOPUS VAR. SANCTI-JOHANNIS.


Hab.—Typical lagopus, European. Var. sancti-johannis in North America at large; rather northerly. The melanotic condition chiefly observed in the Middle Atlantic States, New England, and northward.

List of specimens.

<p>| | | | | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>19123</td>
<td>261</td>
<td>Fort Laramie</td>
<td></td>
<td>Feb. 2, 1860</td>
<td>F. V. Hayden</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>20.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>54.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>17.75</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The question, long agitated, of the relationship of our "Black" and "Rough-legged" Hawks may be considered settled in favor of their specific identity, the Black Hawk being simply the melanotic condition of the Rough-legged. There is nothing either peculiar or remarkable in this, melanism being an affection common to many or most Hawks, independent of age, sex, season, or locality, and analogous to the rusty-red plumages of Owls. It is curious, if not instructive, to note, in the history of the controversy, how some authors have tried to make out two species upon wholly imaginary differences in geographical distribution and migration, nay, also, in habits, such as nidification, and even in the eggs; while other authors, admitting the identity of the two, have made each to be the old, and then the young of the other. The record is thus highly suspicious, upon a priori considerations; and it has been proven groundless. Specimens show every degree of melanism, from the first departure from normal lagopus to the complete black dress; and this is independent of age, sex, or season.

The only qualification of these remarks that seems to be required is respecting the areas of distribution of the melanotic form. As is well known, the normal lagopus ranges across the country; but, so far as I am aware, the black plumage has not been observed in any individuals from the far west. Dr. Cooper, indeed, gives "sancti-johannis," but with the remark that he never saw it in California. This is the more remarkable since in the West alone occur the dark ("calvus") forms of borealis, while the melanotic state of swainsoni ("insignatus") has there its chief development.

As above noted, the Black Rough-legged Hawk is chiefly found in the Middle Atlantic and New England States, and northward. According to my information, the melanism has not been observed to occur in the European lagopus. This brings us to consideration of the relationships of the American and European Archibuteo. The majority of writers have considered them identical; and it is certain that normal lagopus of this country cannot be specifically distinguished from the European bird. There appear to be, however, slight discrepancies of the grade of those observed in the Hawk Owls, the Marsh Hawks, and many other species common to both hemispheres, warranting the recognition of geographical races. This is the view first taken, I believe, by Mr. Ridgway, with whom I agree to separate the American bird, in all its variety, from the normal lagopus plumage to the perfect melanism, from the European, as a geographical race, under the name above adopted. In the foregoing synonymy, it will be observed, I unite the "sancti-johannis" with the various quotations of American lagopus alone. G. R. Gray has already done substantially the same, but he makes specific distinction. Bonaparte, in 1850 (Conspicua), also separated our bird under name of sancti-johannis, but he wrongly added the synonyms of A. ferrugineus, which is apparently a distinct species.

Since Audubon remarked, in 1834, that he had never seen this species west of the Alleghanies, its successive and repeated occurrences have entirely negatived such implied restriction of its range. It is found throughout the West—in the United States chiefly in winter, in the fur countries only in summer. Sir John Richardson remarks that it arrives in April or May, and departs in October. Its migrations appear to be quite regular and extensive—more so, perhaps, than is generally supposed—though probably it does not differ from most Hawks in this respect. Birds of this family must follow their prey, wherever this leads them, and only a few of the more powerful species, able to prey upon hares and Ptarmigan, pass the winter in our highest latitudes. The Rough-legged is a rather northerly species, rarely, if ever, breeding within the limits of the United States, and becoming rarer toward its southern terminus. On the Atlantic coast I have no authentic evidence of its appearance south of the United States, the maritime portions of which may be regarded as its winter headquarters. It is represented
as being particularly numerous in the low land along the Delaware and Schykill Rivers. It winters thence northward into Maine at least, where Prof. Verrill and others have found it common at that season. It also endures the rigor of the year in parts of the Missouri region, though probably not the northernmost. Prof. Snow marks it as abundant in Kansas in winter, but at Fort Randall, in Southeast Dakota, I never saw it until April, when a fine female was secured. This was apparently a very old bird, in light-colored plumage, with very little rufous, and a complete broad abdominal zone of blackish-brown. Allen found it wintering in Wyoming. I took a single specimen at Fort Whipple, in Arizona, in the winter of 1865, and Dr. Kennerly observed the species at Zuni, in New Mexico, in November. This brings its range almost to the Mexican border. The continuous mountain-chains probably account for its range in this longitude beyond that it completes on the Atlantic. Dr. Cooper thinks it only a winter visitor in California, where he did not observe it beyond Santa Clara Valley, but surmises it may breed in the mountains of the State, as he saw it on the Columbia in July.

Notwithstanding their size and apparent musculature, Hawks of this genus have none of the dash and spirit of the Falcons, and indeed seem inferior to the Buteos in this respect. Their quarry, though diversified, is always humble; they prey upon various field-mice and other very small quadrupeds, lizards, and frogs, and even insects, rarely attacking birds of any kind, and then only the most defenceless. Open fields, especially in the vicinity of water, are their favorite resorts. They appear heavy and indisposed to active exertion; flying slowly and heavily, and often remaining long motionless on their perch. They show some analogy to the Owls in points of structure, as well as in their partially nocturnal habits. This has long been noticed. Sir John Richardson says: "In the softness and fullness of its plumage, its feathered legs and habits, this bird bears some resemblance to the Owls. It flies slowly, sits for a long time on the bough of a tree, watching for mice, frogs, &c., and is often seen sailing over swampy pieces of ground, and hunting for its prey by the subdued daylight, which illuminates even the midnight hours in the high parallels of latitude." Wilson observes that it habitually courses over the meadows long after the sun has set, and Audubon calls it the most nocturnal of our species.

The nest, which I have never seen, is said to be ordinarily built of sticks, &c., in a high tree; sometimes, however, on cliffs, as noted by Dr. Brewer. The eggs, three or four in number, and measuring about 2 3 by 1 3 inches, run through the usual variations, from dull whitish, scarcely or not at all marked, to drab or creamy, largely blotched with different shades of brown, sometimes mixed with purplish-slate markings.

ARCHIBUTEO FERRUGINEUS, (Licht.) Gray.

Ferruginous Buzzard, or California Squirrel Hawk.

_Buteo ferrugineus_, Licht., Tr. Berlin Acad. 1838, 428.

_Lagopus ferrugineus_, Fraser, P. Z. S. 1844, 36.

Archibuteo sancti-johannis (partim), Br., Conspr. Av. i, 1850, 18.
Archibuteo sancti-johannis (partim), Schil., M. P. B. i, 1862, Buteones, p. 2.

Hab.—Western United States, chiefly from Rocky Mountains to the Pacific. Saskatchewan (Blakiston). Little Missouri River (Hayden). Platte River (Wood). Texas (Kennerly and Dresser).

Lieutenant Warren’s Expedition.—4544, Little Missouri River, Dakota.

In uniting this species with A. sancti-johannis, Bonaparte subsequently received the high indorsement of Prof. Schlegel’s authority; and I understand that Mr. Allen is also inclined to allow its validity, taking it as a somewhat parallel case with that of Buteo “elegans,” in the increased amount of reddish colors displayed. With my present information, however, I must decide that it is a good species, and to my closet-studies of the bird I add no little experience with it in the field. It has afforded me perfectly good characters, and I have seen no indication of its grading into the ordinary form. In perfect plumage, not often seen, the under parts are entirely pure white, excepting the rich, deep chestnut legs, barred crosswise with black; the back and wings are largely ferrugineous. The young, as usual, differ materially; the under parts are white, extensively streaked and arrow-headed with dark brown, including the legs. The sexes are alike in color, but the female is larger than the male, being 23 to 24 inches long, spreading about 56, the wing about 17; tail, 10; cere, corners of mouth, and toes, yellow; claws, black; naked skin of the superciliary shield, greenish and crimson; bill, bluish-black; eye of the old birds, pale yellow; of the young, brown. Numerous anatomical features are given in my article of 1866, above quoted.

This large and handsome Hawk has been long described and nominally known, though until recently very little had been recorded of its habits, and its extensive dispersion in the West remained unsuspected. Originally described from California by Prof. Lichtenstein, in 1838, it was first brought to the notice of American ornithologists by Mr. E. M. Kern, in 1846, while attached to Colonel Frémont’s Expedition. His specimens from Tularé Valley, California, came under the observation of Mr. Cassin, who, in 1854, gave us a good plate and description, accompanied by the field-notes of Dr. Heermann, who met with the bird in California. Since then it has been very generally noticed by naturalists in California, where it is the most characteristic and one of the most abundant species of its family. I frequently observed it, and procured several fine specimens at Fort Whipple, in Arizona, where it is resident and common. Dr. T. C. Henry noticed it in New Mexico, at Fort Fillmore, and Dr. Kennerly even in Texas. It has twice been observed in the Missouri region: On the Platte, by Lieutenant Bryan’s party, in 1856, and on the Little Missouri River, along the western border of Dakota, adjoining Montana, by Lieutenant Warren’s Expedition. These latter quotations may represent its real dispersion in those directions, as at any rate they do our knowledge in the matter.

Although belonging to a group technically said to be “ruling” Buzzards (“Archibuteo”), it is difficult to see where the claim to royal purple lies in this species and others of the same genus, for they certainly lack the qualities that go to make Hawks famous. Viewing their splendid presence, we wonder, as a late writer says, “that the object of such an admirable organization is nothing more important than the destruction of the smallest and most defenceless of quadrupeds or of reptiles. Yet such is apparently the case. Many of the birds of this group, though powerful in structure, and furnished with the usual apparatus of strong and sharp bill and claws, and other accompani-
ments of predatory habits, rarely attack any animal more formidable than a mouse or ground squirrel, or in some cases a frog or other of the weaker species of reptiles. As in some cases of conspicuous personages, become regal by the accident of a name, attributes of royalty compare unfavorably with its apparatus. The contrast between the physique of Rough-legged Hawks and their venatorial exploits, is striking, and illustrates well the fact, that muscular effectiveness is not always co-ordinate with its mass. The force of a little Falcon’s onslaught is something more than that of its falling weight; this would tell to little effect, compared with the result of its weight at high velocity. Granting the heavy Buzzards commensurate courage to act with all their force, they cannot, nevertheless, acquire the requisite speed, and so fail of momentum, the product of mass and motion. Excepting during their occasional aerial evolutions, when they appear to circle lightly, they are retarded by their own weight, and are generally observed winnowing low over the ground with almost laborious movement. They pick up their prey as they pass by, dipping obliquely, and it requires no great agility to elude their clutch. Most small birds, it seems, evade capture, so that the Hawks chiefly confine themselves to less active quarry.

But we must not hastily conclude that the Ferrugineous Buzzard is spiritless because its courage is seldom conspicuous. I have seen it fight bravely at desperate odds. Riding through an open glade, I once observed a Hawk of this species perched on the top of a dead tree that stood alone. Anxious as I was to secure it, I could only ride carelessly along, for there was no cover, and the bird had already marked me. I pretended not to notice it, gradually drawing nearer without altering my horse’s pace or making a movement. The ruse succeeded, and I was almost to the tree before the bird unfolded his broad wings and launched into the air. Without even drawing rein I threw up my gun, and the report echoed from the rocks beyond. But the Hawk sailed on, and I thought I had missed, till, following him with wistful eyes, I saw his course gradually lower, and at last he fell heavily to the earth, several hundred yards away. I hastened to the spot, flushed with gratification, but it was a sad sight after all. Shot had penetrated the bird’s lungs, and he lay on his breast with wide-stretched wings and drooping head, breathing heavily, while the blood trickled from his beak. Thinking life almost extinct, I dismounted and came up to him, when in an instant he roused, recognized his extremity, and dared me to touch him—for with a convulsive effort he threw himself on his back, stretched out his talons defiantly, and snapped wrathfully, while the old fire flashed again in his eyes. But the effort was too much; while striking wildly, a fresh stream of blood welled up from his throat, he shivered, his eye grew filmy again, and he lay dead on the stained greensward. Who could but admire the pride that disdained to yield, even at the point of death?

This method of approaching Hawks is frequently successful, and not seldom the only one that can be employed when the birds are in exposed situations. Ten to one, when perched on a tree-top, they have already espied you before you noticed them, and are watching your movements. If you show they are observed, by attempting to work up to them, they suspect at once, and are off at their own convenience. But they appear to be less afraid of a mounted person than of one afoot, and may be often approached indirectly, with the simple precaution of not making them aware they are themselves observed. Ride until just within range, and shoot on the instant; you will have a fair snap shot, probably just as the bird spreads its wings, alarmed at your sudden stop. The same
day I killed the one just spoken of, and but a few moments before, rid-
ing through the woods, I came up to a Red-tail, perched on a bough only
four or five yards overhead. I did not see it myself until I was right
underneath it, too near to shoot; so I rode on a few steps, wheeled sud-
denly, and made a successful shot as the bird flew. On another occasion
a large Hawk suffered a squadron of cavalry to file past him as he
cowered against the face of a rocky ledge, not fifteen yards away; and
only took wing, a few seconds too late, on discovering, by my motions,
that he was observed.

According to my observations in the West, the Ferrugineous Buzzards
have no partiality for watery places, thus differing from the eastern
Rough-legs. About Fort Whipple the birds mostly resorted to the open
plains and the grassy glades intervening between patches of pine-
woods. They could easily be distinguished by their size and the pure
whiteness of the under parts, and were beautiful objects, especially when
circling overhead. They were common, especially in winter, but were
apparently resident. Their cries were loudest and most frequent in the
spring, resembling the syllables ca ca ca, rapidly repeated in a high key.
In the stomachs of those examined I found the remains of burrowing
pouched-rats (Thomomys fulvus, Woodh.), the western wood-mouse (Hes-
peromys leucopus var. sonoriensis), kangaroo-mice (Dipodomys ordii), and
some Arvicola I could not identify. I was never before aware of the
existence of the latter in this locality, and would remark, in passing,
how often small mammals, reptiles, and insects, which might long re-
main undetected; owing to their rarity or insignificance, are found in the
stomachs of rapacious birds. Such examination of rapacious animals
is important, on this account, as well as to learn what is the nature of
their food. New species have occasionally been discovered in this way.
The bellies of large snakes are often important repositories, and excel-
lington specimens may be secured, owing to the slowness of digestion in
these reptiles, and to their swallowing their prey entire.

This bird is known as the "California Squirrel Hawk" in some local-
ities, but it is not to be inferred that they often capture the agile arboreal
Sciuri. The name is gained from their feeding extensively, in Cali-
ifornia, upon the "ground squirrels" (Spermophilus beecheyi), which
abound in many parts of that State. The Hawks are almost always,
too, observed in the vicinity of the settlements of the Spermophilus,
standing on the ground where there are no trees, or flying low over the
surface, in either case on the alert to seize any unlucky animal that may
venture too far from home. They are also said to perch in wait at the
entrance of the burrows, ready to clutch the first animal that shows his
nose above ground.

Accounts of the nidification of this species, resting upon Dr. Heerm-
mann's testimony, have proven, I have been informed, not authentic;
he had some other species, probably the western Red-tail, in view. I
never saw a nest, to my knowledge; but it is not to be presumed that
the mode of nidification is peculiar. Several authentic eggs examined
measured from 2.50 by 2.00 to 2.00 by 1.75, and vary so much in mark-
ing that no general description will suffice. Some are whitish, with
faint grayish or drab shade, the markings obsolete or entirely wanting.
Others are pure white or buffy, conspicuously blotched and splashed
all over with various shades of rich brown-sienna, bistre, and umber,
and also a few paler markings of gray, purplish-drab, and neutral tint.
They are broadly ellipsoidal in shape, with little or no appreciable dif-
ference in the contour of the opposite ends.
Fish Hawk; Osprey.

_Aquila haliaetus_, BRISS., Orn. i, 440, pl. 34.—_Mey., Tasch. i, 23; V. D. ii, 23.—_Jenyns, Man. 81.—_S.-Longch., Fn. Belg. 53.


_Accipiter haliaetus_, Pall., Zoég. R. A. i, 1811, 355.


_Balbusardus haliaetus_, Flem., Brit. B. 51 (Balbuzard, P. E. 414).


_Falco carolinensis_, Gm., Syst. Nat. i, 1785, 263 (Acc. piscator, Cates., Cat. i, 2; Acc. falco piscator antillarum et carolinensis, BRISS., Orn. i, 361, 362).—_Daud., Tr. Orn. ii, 69.


_Triacres flavius_, Leach, Cat. 1816, 10.

_Aquila piscatorius_, Vieill., Ois. Am. Sept. i, pl. 4.

_Aquila americana_, Vieill., Ois. Am. Sept. f. 31.


_Aquila halbaezardus_, DUM., Dict. Sc. Nat. i, 351.


_Pandion indicus_, HODGES, J. A. S. B. 1837, 360; Cat. Gray’s Misc. 81.


_Pandion atticeps et planiceps_, HEERM., V. D. i, 33.


_Hab._—Cosmopolitan. The American and Australian, respectively, under names of _P. carolinensis_ and _P. leucocephalus_, have been currently regarded as distinct races or species.

_List of specimens._

| 19125 | 4 | Wind River | Q | May 26, 1859 | F. V. Hayden | 23.00 | 56.50 | 20.50 |

_Late Expeditions._—62242, North Fork, Idaho.

The well-known Fish Hawk is abundant throughout North America, in suitable regions, especially coastwise.
**AQUILA CHRYSAETUS, GOLDEN EAGLE.**

**AQUILA CHRYSAETUS, Linn.**

**Golden Eagle.**


*Aquila —*, Briss., i, 419; whence—


*Aquila alba*, Briss., i, 424; whence—

*Falco albus*, Gm., Syst. Nat. i, 1788, 257 (albina).

*Falco americanus*, Gm., Syst. Nat. i, 1788, 257 ?—*Lath.*, Ind. Orn. i, 1790, 73 ?

*Falco melanopterus*, Linn., Ind. Orn. i, 1790, 16 (*= niger, Gm.*).—*Shaw*, G. Z. vii, 86.

*Falco ceyrensis*, Linn., Ind. Orn. i, 1790, 14 (= albus, Gm.).—*Shaw*, G. Z. vii, 76.


*Aquila regia*, Less., Tr. Orn. 36, pl. 8, f. 1.

*Aquila nobilis*, Pall., Zoog. R.-A. i, 1211, 335, pl. 8.


Hab.—North America northerly. South, ordinarily to about 35°. Europe. Asia.

List of specimens.

| 19124 | 200 | Deer Creek | .... | Nov. 22, 1559 | J. Stevenson | 33.00 | 77.00 | 24.00 |
Although more particularly a species of boreal and alpine distribution, the Golden Eagle has an extensive dispersion in this country, greater than appears to be generally known, or, at least, recognized. It is of not infrequent and apparently regular occurrence in winter as far south, at least, as Washington, D. C., where, for several years, a specimen was taken almost every season, as already stated by Dr. Prentiss and myself. Several individuals, procured in the Washington market, are now in the Museum of the Smithsonian. Prof. Snow records its capture near Lawrence, Kansas, in January. Dr. Henry procured it at Fort Thorn, New Mexico, and I saw it in the mountains of Arizona. Mr. Allen observed it in Colorado, Wyoming, and Utah; and in California Dr. Cooper states that it is common in most parts of the State during the colder months. An account of its breeding on the Upper Missouri is given by Nuttall.

Dr. Brewer gives it as breeding in the mountainous portions of Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont, and New York, particularly instancing a nest at Franeonlia, New Hampshire, which was resorted to for several successive years. But its nidification is usually in such inaccessible situations, even when not in the most remote and uninhabitable regions, that its eggs were for a long time special desiderata. Even in 1837 Dr. Brewer had no American specimens for description. I have, therefore, more pleasure in describing them, from no less than a dozen examples now in the Smithsonian, where, through the liberality marking the attitude of that institution toward students of science, I have been able to examine them. The eggs are almost spherical, the degree of prolation being slight, and there being usually no appreciable difference in the shape of the opposite ends. Four selected specimens measure, respectively, 2.65 by 2.15; 2.90 by 2.40; 3.00 by 2.35; 3.10 by 2.25—figures illustrating both the difference in absolute size and the variation in shape. None are so large as the one said by Audubon to have been 3.50 by 2.50; but I can readily believe that such dimensions are sometimes reached. Among the twelve, only one is white and unmarked; this closely resembles a Bald Eagle's. The rest are whitish (white, shaded just perceptibly with neutral tint), variously spotted and splashed, without the slightest approach to uniformity in the size, number, or pattern of the markings. The color ranges from "bloody-brown" or rich sienna, to bistre andumber. There are many other spots, more or less obscure, and all apparently below the surface, showing grayish, drab, purplish, and neutral tint, by overlaying of the whitish calcareous matter in different thicknesses. Most of the markings are sharp-edged and distinct, but others shade off gradually, while many are confluent, making irregular patches. As a rule they are pretty evenly distributed, but in some specimens are chiefly gathered about one or the other end, where the coloration consequently becomes continuous.

\[ \text{HALIAE} TUS \text{ LEUCOCEPHALUS, (Linn.) Sav. \> White-headed Eagle; Bald Eagle.} \]

\text*{Aquila leucocephalus, Briss., Orn. i, 1760, 423.—Vieill., Ois. Am. Sept. pl. 3.—Pall., Zoog. \text*{R. A.}, i, 1811, 347.—Sw., Classif. B. ii, 1837, 207.—Selvs-L., Fn. Belg. 53.}


Aquila (Haliaeetus) leucocephalus, Sw. & Rich., F. B. A. ii, 1831, 15.


Falco asisfragus, Wils., Am. Orn vii, 1815, 16, pl. 55, fig. 2 (Juvenile).


Haliaetus washingtonii, Br., List, 1838, 3.—Aud., Syn. 1839, 10; B. Am. i, 1840, pl. 13.—Cass., Ill. 1541, 110; B. N. A. 1855, 42; and of many writers, especially local. (Examine particularly Allen, Bull. M. C. Z. ii, 1871, 334.)


Of frequent occurrence throughout the Missouri region, as elsewhere in this country, although less numerous than in better watered, and especially maritime, portions.

Breeds in suitable situations over the country at large, and resident, except in the highest latitudes, whence the freezing of the waters forces it to retire. Eggs dull white, unmarked, about 3 inches long by 2.50 broad.

From the circumstance that several years (at least three) are required for the gaining of the perfect plumage, when the head and tail are entirely white, it follows that "Gray Eagles" and "Birds of Washington" are much the more frequently met with. Those who, unpracticed in ornithology, may be puzzled by accounts of numerous Eagles, may be interested to know, that only two species have ever been found in the United States. In any plumage they may be instantly distinguished by the legs—feathered to the toes in Aquila chrysaet, naked on the whole shank in Haliaetus leucocephalus.

Before proceeding to an account of the Vultures, I will introduce a notice of a vulture-like Hawk, not found in the Missouri region:

AUDUBON'S CARACARA.—POLYBORUS THARUS var. AUDUBONI, (Cass.) Ridgw.*

* The following is the synonymy of the two races of this species:

Polyborus tharus, (Molina) Strickland.


Polyborus tharus, Strickel., Orn. Syn. 1855, 18. (Not of Cassin.)


Falco cheriway, Jacq., B. Nat. vii, 1747, 17, pl. 4.—Gm., Syst. Nat. i, 1788, 254.—Daud., Tr. ii, 42.

Vultur cheriway, Lath., Ind. Orn. i, 1790, 8.—Shaw, Gen. Zool. vii, 43.


Polyborus cheriway, Schomb., Guiana, 741.—Nitzsch, Pteryl. 59.—Reinil., Vidd. Meddel. 1870, 64.

Falco planctes, Mull., Ill. pl. 17.—Gm., Syst. Nat. i, 1788, 257.—Daud., Tr. ii, 42.


Falco brasiliensis, Gm., Syst. Nat. i, 1788, 262.—Lath., Ind. Orn. i, 1790, 21.—Shaw, G. Z. vii, 106.—Daud., Tr. ii, 149.—Maxim., Beil. iii, 190 (Caracara, Augt.; Circus brasiliensis, Briss., i, 405).
We are not yet in position to define the geographical distribution of this variety with desirable precision. If, indeed, it were not different from the well-known bird of South America, the task would be easy; for it would be said to inhabit all of South and Central America, Mexico, parts of the West Indies, and thence to extend northward along the southern border of the United States, from one side of the republic to the other. But admitting a distinction, as recently claimed by Mr. Cassin (ride Pr. Acad. Nat. Sc. Phila. Jan. 1865, p. 2), between the United States' bird and that of regions more tropical, we have insufficient data for determination of the line along which the two varieties inosculate, as they certainly do somewhere, there being no considerable portions of country, from the southern boundaries of the United States to Cape Horn, where Caracaras are not to be found.

On the other hand, the distribution within our limits of the Vulture-eagle, or Eagle-vulture, has been accurately determined. Since its introduction into our faun by Audubon (ride Orn. Biog. ii, p. 350, pl. 161, and B. Am. i, p. 21, pl. 4), who discovered it in Florida, it has been shown to occur thence to the Pacific coast. Thus, Mr. Wurdemann found it in Louisiana; Dr. Henry, in New Mexico; Dr. Heermann, in Arizona; Mr. Xantus, in Lower California; while almost every naturalist who has visited Texas has recorded its abundance in that State. Its northward extension is thus seen to be strictly limited; it may, in fact, be taken as a type of several subtropical species which, though known along our southern frontier, never penetrate much over the border. As a particular illustration of its general range, and in confirmation of the remark just made, we may cite its distribution in Arizona alone. There it is unknown in the northern, and even the central, mountainous regions, where the climate is temperate, but is common in the valleys of the Gila and Lower Colorado, and in the deserts of the southern portions of the Territory at large. One of the authors above mentioned has left us an interesting memorandum of his observations in this region.

"I am happy," he remarks, "to be able to add this interesting species to the fauna of California, having seen it on the Colorado River, near Fort Yuma, in company with the Cathartes aura. The carrier of an ox

**Circus brasiliensis**, Cuv., Regne Anim. 2d ed. i, 328.


**Caracara vulgaris**, Lass., Traité d'Orn. 34.

**Pandion caracara**, GRIFFITH'S Cuv. B. A. vi, 325.

**Hab.**—South America.

**Polyborus tharos var. auduboni**, (Cassin) Ridgway.

"(? Aquila maculosa, VIEILL, Ois. Am. Sept."


*Polyborus brasiliensis*, Br., List, 1838, 2.—Aud., Syn. 1839, 4; B. Am. i, 1840, 21, pl. 4.

*Polyborus tharos*, Cass., Ill. i, 1854, 113; Pr. A. N. S. 1855, 2-4; Baird's B. N. A. 1858, 45.—Brew., N. A. O. i, 1857, 58, pl. 11, figs. 15, 18.—Heermann, P. R. Rep. x, 1859, 31.—ScL., Ibis, i, 1859, 214 (Guatemala).—Owen, Ibis, iii, 67 (eggs).—Gurn., Cat. Rapt. B. 1864, 17.—Dress., Ibis, 1855, 329 (Texas).


was covered with Turkey Buzzards, and one specimen of the Caracara Eagle was among them; but it proved so shy that I could not shoot it, although waiting in ambush fully two hours in hopes it would return. We followed this species on our survey down the Gila until we left that river, seeing one or more every day, and found it again in Texas on striking the settlements. At San Antonio, in the vicinity of slaughter-houses, it is met with in great numbers, twenty or thirty often being seen at one time. We found its nest on the Medina River, built in an oak, of coarse twigs, and lined with leaves and roots; being recently finished, it contained no eggs."

This statement in respect of the nidification of the Caracara is confirmed by other naturalists, though it may not hold good in every instance. We should rather have anticipated that it would have been found to breed on rocks, fallen logs, the ground, &c., after the fashion of Vultures. According to the distinguished naturalist, Mr. Charles Darwin, the South American bird occasionally breeds on a low cliff, or on a bush, thus evincing its vulturine affinities; and it is not to be presumed that there is any striking and constant difference in this regard between the United States and the more tropical forms of the Caracara. The situation of the nest doubtless varies with circumstances; thus, I have seen a memorandum from Mr. Xantus, stating that a nest he found at Cape Saint Lucas was placed on the top of a giant cactus. But wherever situated, the nests, like those of most Raptiores, is a rude structure, compared with the elaborately planned and elegantly finished structures of many higher birds, being little more than a slightly hollowed platform of small sticks and twigs, lined with somewhat softer material, as dried rushes, grasses, and leaves.

It is possible, though improbable, that zoology may eventually throw more light upon the supposed distinctions between the two forms of the Caracara. So Dr. Brewer intimates, in an article prepared before Mr. Cassin established P. auduboni. "Mr. Cassin informs me," he continues, "that his suspicions have been excited by certain variations in specimens that have fallen under his notice, and Mr. Darwin states that he met with individuals on the plains of Santa Cruz, which he and Mr. Gould were almost persuaded to be distinct species. In partial confirmation of this suspicion, I may in this connection refer to the great variations noticeable in the eggs of the Vulturine Eagle. These are neither slight nor occasional, but are constant and of so radical a character as to excite the strongest doubts of their belonging to birds of the same species, the differences affecting both their size and their ground-color. The eggs from Cuba, so far as I am aware, represent one variety exclusively, those from Brazil the other, while on the other hand, both varieties were obtained on the Rio Grande by Dr. Berlandier, who assigns them to a single species, which, in his manuscript notes, he called Totache." The Brazilian specimens referred to were of course of the true "Carranca," as P. tharus is called in South America; the Cuban ones were probably those of P. auduboni; and the fact that both sorts were got in Mexico may serve in investigating the limits of the two species.

In examining a large number of eggs from different localities, I found differences in size, shape, and color, to be fairly called remarkable, but still not unparalleled, I think, by those known to occur in other cases of unquestionably the same species of rapacious birds; nor did I recognize any division of the series into two distinct sets. I think it would be easy to lay them all in a row in such manner that extremes in any respect should be connected by intermediate examples. In studying
these eggs, however, I was made aware of one interesting fact, namely, that some are ellipsoidal, or prolately spheroidal, having both ends of the same size and shape, while others (the greater number) are truly ovoidal, in the sense that one extremity is narrower and more pointed than the other, and that the greatest diameter consequently lies nearer one end than the other.

The eggs measure on an average a little less than 2\(\frac{1}{2}\) inches in length, by a little more than 1\(\frac{1}{4}\) in breadth; thus, one specimen was exactly 2.40 by 1.80; so much is easily affirmed. It is a difficult matter to describe the markings. Some eggs are white, almost uniform, or with numerous dots and fine points of brown evenly scattered over all the surface; others are wholly of a deep, rich, warm brown, the uniformity of which is scarcely relieved, and only by a slightly paler or darker clouding in some places. These are extremes, between which most specimens are intermediate, ranging through every degree of blotching and splashing, with various shades of dark brown upon a pale brown, buffy, fulvous, or tawny ground. The shade of these different browns varies from light sienna, almost golden or russet, to a deep red, almost blackish. Some of the most beautiful specimens are those without blotches, but artistically clouded with indeterminate hues. The various markings generally tend to aggregate together and deepen in shade around the larger end.

Audubon's biography of this species, and Heermann's noticeably similar account, present the predominant traits of the bird's character. It is nearly a Vulture, in almost every respect of mind, body, and—egg; approaching, in fact, those obscene birds so closely, that some have entertained doubts of its proper location among Falconidae. It surpasses Harris' Buzzard, a not distant ally, in those traits of mind and conditions of body that develope to a maximum among Vulturidae. There is a naked space on the breast, and partial denudation about the sides of the head near the bill; the tibial feathers are short, not flowing; the scutellation of the tarsus is peculiar, and there is considerable webbing between the toes. The bird is a dullard; spiritless and unambitious; it walks and leaps like a Turkey Buzzard, and stands, like that species, with its wings half spread toward the sun; its motions are sluggish and unattractive, its attitudes slovenly and negligent; finally, it feeds on carrion, and its body exhales bad odors. Altogether, this species is a rather difficult subject for the systematic naturalist, especially viewing the fact that in some structural points it comes nearest the typical Falcons.

Family CATHARTIDÆ: American Vultures.

The American Vultures are so remarkably distinguished from those of the Old World, that they should properly constitute a family apart. They are more sluggish birds, with little or none of the spirit that allies the true Vultures (Vulturinae) with the typical birds of prey. The external characters, as well as those to be drawn from the internal structure, are notably different. Prominent among the former is the elevation of the hind toe above the level of the rest, betokening an interesting analogy, if not actual affinity, with the gallinaceous birds; and there is something in the general aspect of our commonest species that has given it the name of Turkey Buzzard. The claws are weak; the anterior toes long, with a web at their bases. The nostrils are very large and perversive, whereas those of the true Vultures are separated by an
impervious septum; this is a difference probably related to the car-
riion-feeding habits of our species, and believed by some to be intended
to facilitate the freeing of the nostrils from the foul decomposing sub-
stances in which the bird's beak is often plunged. The feathers lack
after-shafts, and the oil-gland upon the rump has no circle of feathers;
these are both present in a majority of Raptore. There are numer-
ous important anatomical, and especially osteological differences, but
I will only mention one; the lower larynx is undeveloped, and as a con-
sequence our birds are mute; their only voice is a curious hissing
sound, apparently formed in the mouth, not in the windpipe.

It was long supposed, by savans as well as by those who might not
be expected to know better, that Vultures were chiefly guided to their
prey by scent; a belief that probably arose from consideration of the
size of their nostrils, and the very "gamey" nature of their usual food.
One of the first problems that occupied the attention of Audubon was
to discover whether the birds relied mainly on sight or smell. He made
a series of careful experiments, the results of which he laid before the
Wernerian Society of Edinburgh, December 16, 1826, in what he called
his "maiden speech," and has given a half-humorous account of the
feelings with which he attempted, on that, to him, momentous occasion,
to demolish the then existing beliefs, and establish the truth of what is
now generally admitted—that Vultures are chiefly guided by their pierc-
ing eye-sight. Another absurd belief was, and perhaps still is, that
Vultures prefer putrid flesh; in support of which one might point to a
group of Turkey Buzzards perched around a carcass, awaiting its de-
composition. But the reason is that their beaks and claws are not
strong enough to tear sound hide; they can only attack a fresh carcass
at the eyes, nostrils, and vent, and when these parts are demolished,
must wait until putrescence is established, or until some carnivorous
bird or quadruped makes an opening.

Although the Cathartidæ are indolent, cowardly birds, they some-
times—particularly the larger kinds—when pressed for food, attack live
animals, especially sick or disabled ones, and generally overpower them
in the end. Young pigs and lambs are sometimes killed by the Turkey
Buzzard, which is only of medium size. But in this connection it should
be remarked, that whatever damage they may thus effect is far out-
weighed by their good offices as scavengers in clearing away garbage
and offal. This is the true place of these foul and unseemly birds in
nature's economy; they have the beauty of utility, if no other; and
their usefulness is recognized in all warm countries, where they are
encouraged in their familiarity with man, and rightly regarded as pub-
lic benefactors.

Curious ornithologists have gone so far as to try the flavor of almost
every bird. Among those not ordinarily used for food, and which are
comparatively unsavory though not positively bad, may be reckoned
most of the cleaner sorts of rapacious birds. Thus a young Hawk is
passably good, though I believe that some such quality as that which
suggested the saying, "tough as a boiled Owl," renders in the whole
order. Crows and Ravens fall in the same category; so do most of the
water-birds below the true wild-fowl, such as Pelicans, Cormorants,
Gannets, Gulls, Loons, and others that feed upon fish. But Vulture-
meat is certainly not to be thought of. One would think that the great
Israelitic law-giver hardly had need to interdict it, as he did however:
"Of all clean birds ye shall eat. But these are they of which ye shall
not eat: the Eagle and the Ossifrage, and the Osprey, and the Glede,
and the Kite, and the Vulture after his kind." As a more modern
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author has remarked, "we presume this prohibition was religiously observed, so far, at least, as it related to the Vultures, from whose flesh there arises such an unsavory odor, that we question if all the sweetening processes ever invented could render it palatable to Jew, Pagan, or Christian." Certain it is, that independent of the passing contents of the alimentary canal, permanent fetid, musky odors, exhale from the bones and muscles; and the same stench is entangled in the web of feathers. It is retained for a long while even after the bird is killed and stuffed. So strong is it, that one author, an excellent naturalist, too, fancied it must be rather unpleasant to the birds themselves! Thus Pennant, speaking of the Vulture's habit of basking in the sun, with half-opened, drooping wings, supposed that this was done "to purify their bodies, which are most unpleasantly fetid," as he naively remarks. It is somewhat to be wondered that, when Audubon's experiments came up, no person of an ingenious and inquiring turn advanced a theory why Vultures were deprived of the sense of smell; reasoning that if their olfactory were acute they could not bring themselves to eat carrion, and that moreover they would be continually unhappy in the noxious atmosphere emanating from their own bodies; in short, that a merciful Creator had so arranged that they might not smell themselves!

This would be about one with some of the stories that used to pass current, and not rarely found their way into books when ornithology was younger. Buffon is responsible for much absurdity of this sort. With a vivid imagination he could make, when he could not find, a way to write bird-histories; and his stories were never spoiled in the telling for want of ready language. He had, moreover, a supply of preconceived ideas regarding the habits of birds that stood him in good stead of observation, and made him a facile expounder of the way birds ought to live, if less successful in telling how they do live. Among other notions of his, a favorite one seems to have been, that American birds were apt to be found degenerate mongrels of better-bred European stock. But he has been for this and similar things already so often taken to task, that we may, without comment, give his picture of Vultures, and allow others to decide upon its faithfulness. "In every part of the globe," says Buffon, "they are voracious, slothful, offensive, and hateful; and, like the wolves, are as noxious during their life as they are useless after death."

One excellent service that the Turkey Vultures render in warm countries, is the destruction of alligators' eggs. This was referred to over a century ago (in 1752) by Don Ulloa, whose remarks, as rendered by Mr. Ord, may be here transcribed:

"The Gallinazos are enemies of the alligators, and employ much stratagem to obtain them. During the summer the birds make it their business to watch the female alligators, for it is at that season that they deposit their eggs in the sand of the shores of the rivers which are not then overflowed. The Gallinazo conceals itself among the branches and leaves of a tree, so as to be unperceived by the alligator, and permits the eggs quietly to be laid, not even interrupting the pains she takes to conceal them. But she is no sooner under the water than the Gallinazo darts upon the nest, and with its bill, claws and wings, uncovers the eggs and gobbles them down, leaving nothing but the shells. This banquet would indeed richly reward its patience, did not a multitude of Gallinazos join the discoverer and share in the spoil."

This author has been criticised for his assertion that the Black Vultures attack live animals; his account has been called "too improbable
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to merit serious refutation;" but we see nothing improbable in it. "When the Gallinazos are deprived of carrion," he says, "they are driven by hunger among the cattle of the pastures. If they see a beast with a sore on its back, they alight on it and attack the part affected; and it avails not that the poor animal throws itself on the ground and endeavors to intimidate them by its bellowing; they do not quit their hold, and by means of their bill they so enlarge the wound that the animal finally becomes their prey." It is well attested that Ravens, and even Magpies, during seasons of scarcity, alight on sore-backed animals to pick at the raw flesh and torture the creatures, if they do not actually destroy them.

The Condor of the Andes (Sarcorhamphus gryphus) is one of the largest, and otherwise the most distinguished, species of American Vultures. It has been attributed by Bonaparte and Nuttall to the United States, but the evidence is not good. They seemed to have relied upon the statements of Lewis and Clarke, which undeniably related to the Californian Vulture, not the Condor. Yet it is probable that we have a true Sarcorhamphus in this country, in addition to the three species of Cathartes. I have collected some information upon these points that I cannot refrain from presenting. We have first to notice the Sacred Vulture of Bartram (Vultur sacra), described by this author in his "Travels in Florida" (p. 150):

"The bill is long and straight, almost to the point, where it is hooked or bent suddenly down, and sharp; the head and neck bare of feathers nearly down to the stomach, where the feathers begin to cover the skin, and soon become long and of a soft texture, forming a ruff or tippet, in which the bird, by contracting his neck, can hide that as well as his head; the bare skin on the neck appears loose and wrinkled, which is of a bright-yellow color, intermixed with coral red; the hinder part of the neck is nearly covered with short, stiff hair, and the skin of this part of the neck is of a dun-purple color, gradually becoming red as it approaches the yellow of the sides of the forepart. The crown of the head is red; there are lobed lappets of a reddish-orange color, which lay on the base of the upper mandible. The plumage of the bird is generally white or cream color, except the quill-feathers of the wings and two or three rows of coverts, which are beautiful dark brown; the tail, which is rather large and white, is tipped with this dark brown or black; the legs and feet are of a clear white; the eye is encircled with a gold-colored iris, the pupil black." As Mr. Allen has remarked, in carefully reviewing the subject, this is probably a mythical species, some facts in connection with Haliaetus leucocephalus and Polyborus tharus being mixed in Bartram's mind with some of his ideas respecting the King Vulture.

The King Vulture (Sarcorhamphus papa) is a well-known inhabitant of the warm parts of America, and has also been attributed to the United States; but accounts of its occurrence within our limits require confirmation. Nuttall gave it in his Manual (i, p. 40), but so he did, also, several other birds that we know are not found in our country. Still it is a Mexican species, that may stray into Texas, Arizona, or Southern California. I am, in fact, convinced that this, or a closely-allied species, does occur in Arizona—a large Vulture, not the Condor, nor the Californian, nor yet any of the smaller species of Cathartes. As the determination is a matter of prime consequence, I may be allowed to present the following considerations:

In Dr. Brewer's edition of Wilson (p. 671) the following extract is made from Clavijero's History of Mexico (Cullen's translation), i, p. 47:

"The business of clearing the fields of Mexico is reserved principally
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for the Zopilots, known in South America by the name of Gallinazzi; in other places by that of Aure; and in some places, though very improperly, by that of Ravens. There are two different species of these birds—the one, the Zopilot, properly so called; the other, called Cozcaquanhlti; they are both bigger than the Raven. These two species resemble each other in their hooked bill and crooked claws, and by having upon their head, instead of feathers, a wrinkled membrane with some curly hairs. * * * * The two species are distinguished, however, by their size, their color, their numbers, and some other peculiarities. The Zopilots, properly so called, have black feathers, with a brown bill and feet; they go often in flocks, and roost together upon trees. This species is very numerous, and is to be found in all the different climates; while, on the contrary, the Cozcaquanhlti is far from numerous, and is peculiar to the warmer climates alone. The latter bird is larger than the Zopilot, has a red head and feet, with a beak of a deep-red color, except toward its extremity, which is white. Its feathers are brown, except on the parts about the breast, which are of a reddish-black. The wings are of an ash color upon the inside, upon the outside are variegated with black and tawny. The Cozcaquanhlti is called by the Mexicans King of the Zopilots," &c.

The "Zopilot" above mentioned is undoubtedly the Black Vulture (C. atratus), or some small, closely allied, species; while the "Cozcaquanhlti" is certainly the common Turkey Buzzard (C. aura). The paragraph is introduced to show what names these birds bore with the old authors; and particularly, that the Turkey Buzzard used to be called "King of the Zopilots." What the King Vulture really is, may presently appear. Mr. A. S. Taylor, in an article in the San Francisco Herald for April —, 1859, gives the following, also from the Abbé Clavigero's work, but interpolated and differently worded:

"The Cozguathlti is called by the Mexicans of the city and valley of Mexico the King of the Topilotes; * * * * and they say that when the two species happen to meet together, over the same carrion, the Topiloté * * * * never begins to eat until the other has tasted it. * * * * The King of the Topilotes has a red head and feet [&c.; the same as the above description]. Bonaré says that the Aura (pronounced Owra, for the Turkey Buzzard, by the Mexicans) is the Cosquath of New Spain and the Tropilot of the Indians, so that Cozcaquanhlti and Tropiloti are both native Mexican-Indian names for two different birds. But the bird that now goes by the name of the King of the Topilotes in New Spain, seems different from the one we are describing. This is a strong bird, of the size of a common Eagle, with stately air, strong claws, fine piercing eyes, and a beautiful black, white, and tawny plumage. It is remarkable, particularly, for a certain scarlet-colored fleshy substance which surrounds the neck like a collar, and comes over its head in the form of a little crown." * * * *

The above mentioned Vulture, "with a beautiful black, white, and tawny plumage," is the one we wish to determine. It is evidently no Cathartes; apparently a Sarcorhampus; and perhaps the same bird that formed the subject of a note I gave on page 16 of my Prodrome of the Ornithology of Arizona, to the following effect: While encamped on the San Francisco River, near the mountains of the same name, in July, 1865, I saw a pair of very large rapacious birds sail over head with firm, easy, graceful flight, sustained for a long time without visible motion of the wings. They were about the size of Bald Eagles, but the shape of the wings and its mode of flight were those of Vultures. The entire under parts were pure white. I gazed with admiration, yet with a feel-
ing of bitter disappointment, as the majestic birds disappeared in the distance, and with them went the opportunity of identifying them, marrying the pleasure I experienced at being the first to observe the unquestionable occurrence within our limits of some Vulture, probably a Sarcoorhampus, not recognized as an inhabitant of our country. I cannot now refer the birds to any species known to me, unless, possibly, they were S. papa; but this is tawny or fulvous below, not white. I desire to signalize the occurrence the more particularly, since the birds may have been of a species unknown to naturalists.

I cannot close this account without giving insertion to an article by Mr. A. S. Taylor, that appeared in the San Francisco Herald for April —, 1859. It is quite worthy of being rescued from its precarious situation in floating literature. I copy the account (somewhat abbreviated) without further comment, merely premising that, of course, there is some mistake about the “four wings”:

"The Queleli, a rare bird of Sonora.—From the descriptions of some of our friends we are placed in possession of some curious facts relating to the habits and characteristics of this rare and highly curious bird. An intelligent Sonoraian of Quitoa, near Alta, in Sonora, who resided in California several years, gave me the following facts at Monterey, in 1855. It inhabits particularly the Pimeria Alta and Baja, the Papagoia, the Optaria, the Apacharia, and other Indian and little-known mountain districts of Sonora, Durango, and Sinaloa to the east and south. It is called “Queleli” by the Indians, who have a great veneration for it. Its weight is from 8 to 10 lbs. The beak is hard and curved sharply down; its color, bright lemon; the iris is pink or light red. On the crown of the head it has a fleshy caruncle or comb of black and white, which forms like a cravat, and also hangs on both sides of the head, and which is bare of feathers. The skin of the chops and cheeks is mottled black and white; the neck feathers are black, with a ring of white feathers below, forming a ruff, like a circle of swan’s-down on a lady’s tippet; the back is striped black and white lengthwise of the bird; the ends of the wing-feathers are tipped with white; the tail feathers are striped and tipped the same as the wings; the under surfaces of the wings are barred in the same way; the wings measure from 12 to 18 inches long from the joint at the body [qu. carpus?!]; the chest, belly, and lower part of the body are of lemon-colored feathers; the legs and feet are also yellow, with four toes, armed with black and very sharp claws. The female bird is of smaller size, the colors similar, but more subdued. The eggs are reddish [?] and mottled black, sharply peaked, and weigh about 2 ounces. They make their nests in the highest trees of the mountain sides and peaks, and always go in couples, and never in flocks. When they rise from the ground they make a whirring, rushing noise, moving very fast. They raise two young in a year, generally male and female; when young the plumage is yellow, black, and white. The full-grown birds are about the size of the common Turkey Buzzard. They are seen at times turning over and over in the air, in quick motions, whence the Indians have a superstition that they breed in the air. The Indians also say that the male bird breaks the egg to let the chick out. They eat dead animals, or those lately killed. The tongue is red, and has a spinous process on the under part shaped like a pen, said by the Indians to be used in making a loud whirring noise when it rises from the ground. They eat very fast, and all other carnivorous birds hold them in great fear. My informant says it is most abundant in the Alta Pimeria, of which the Gadsden purchase forms a portion. [This is now in Arizona; and compare, also, the colors of the
birds as above given with those of the ones I saw; also, the facts of the young in pairs, &c."

"But the most singular part of this bird, and which makes it such a wonder among the Sonoranians, is that it has four wings, or appendages for assisting flight on each side of its body; that is, a pair of wings such as other birds', each with three assistant wings or winglets, joined to the main ones, and folding under the main ones, next to the body.

"An officer of the revenue-service assured me that he had seen this bird at Guaymas in 1854, in possession of Captain Spence of that port, and that, according to his recollection, my Sonoranian informant was in the main correct. It seems to me there can be no doubt that it is a rara avis unknown to naturalists. A gentleman now living in Monterey, who is, like the writer, an amateur naturalist, assures me, also, that he saw a bird of this kind in Guaymas—most likely the same one—in the possession of Captain Spence, or some other foreigner there."

Mr. Taylor further states that, according to this last informant, the number of "winglets" on each side was three, not four; and their position is more particularly described. He devotes the remainder of the article to proving that the "Queleli" cannot be the small Mexican Vulture called King of the Topiòtes, nor the King Vulture, nor the Sacred Vulture of Bartram.

Leaving now these uncertainties, however interesting, for something more definite, and confining attention to the genus Cathartes, it is to be observed that of the six or seven described species, several are not permanently distinct. The three of the United States, C. atratus, C. aura and C. californianus, with the South American C. burrorianus, are the only recognizable ones. Of these, at present, we have only to do with the following:

**CATHARTES AURA,** (Linn.) Ill.

**Turkey Buzzard.**


**Catharista aura**, Vieill., Gal. Ois. 1825, pl. 4. —Gray, Hand-list, i, 1869, 3, No. 18.


**Vultur aura**, 3, Lathe., Ind. Orn. i, 1790, 5.


**Cathartes rufoecilis**, Spix, Av. Bras. i, 1824, 2 (quotes Catesby).

**Cathartes septentrionalis**, Maxim., Reise, i, 1839, 102.


**Hab.**—The whole of the United States and adjoining British Possessions. South through Central and most of South America. Much confusion has prevailed in use of the names *aura* and *iota*, notwithstanding the perfectly distinct (perhaps even genetically different) characters of the two species—a difficulty which the labors of Mr. Allen and Mr. Ridgway have done much to remove. It is believed that the synonymy as here collated, based upon the authors just named, as well as substantially upon Strickland's prior lists, is correct. It should be observed, that *aura* of earlier authors apparently included both species.

**Lieutenant Warren's Expedition.**—4603, Cedar Island, Missouri River.

Although more particularly an inhabitant of the warmer parts of America, and most numerous in the Southern States, along with the Black Vulture (*C. atratus*), the Turkey Buzzard is nevertheless found all over the United States, and a little way into British America. On the Atlantic coast its ordinary limit is Long Island; Audubon's data were incomplete in rendering his statement that it is never seen beyond New Jersey. It has been repeatedly observed in Southern New England, and at least once in Maine. Its Nova Scotia record, as remarked by Dr. Brewster, is vague and probably unfounded; and even its New England occurrences are rare, if not altogether casual. It is included in Mr. Mcllwraith's list of the birds of Hamilton, Canada West, with the remark that it is a regular summer visitor to the extensive flats near Chatham, and along the shores of Lake Saint Clair. In the interior, it regularly goes further north than on the coast. Mr. Trippe found it abundant in Minnesota, where it breeds; and Sir John Richardson's well-known record fixes its northern limit at about latitude 53° in the region of the Saskatchewan, where it arrives in June. The highest point where I ever saw it myself, up to the date of present writing, was Fort Randall, latitude 43° 11', on the Missouri. At the close of the most terrific storm of the season of 1872-73, memorable for its severity, five or six birds came sailing over the fort. This was on the 15th of April; none had been observed previously after October, and I do not think it usually passes the inclement season at this point.

This brings us to consider the resident range of the species, as compared with its summer dispersion. It has not been observed to winter on the Atlantic beyond New Jersey, and even in that State is more numerous in summer than in winter. But at Washington, D. C., my home for a number of years, where the bird is very common, I noticed no material diminution of its numbers during the colder months. The
same is the case in both the Carolinas, where I constantly observed it during a residence of three or four years. In the interior it appears to winter higher up; thus, Mr. Trippe saw it late in October, and again in December, in Minnesota. But the last may have been an unusual occurrence; probably the parallel of 40°, or rather the isothermal corresponding to this latitude on the Atlantic coast may approximately indicate the line of its northermost winter residence.

As is well known, the distribution of the Black Vulture, or Carrion Crow, is much more restricted than that of the Turkey Buzzard. It may not be amiss to compare the two, especially since some wholly unfounded reports are current. The most notable of these is the record, in the Fauna Boreali-Americana, of the Black Vulture’s abundance in the Columbia River region and elsewhere west of the Rocky Mountains. But this rests entirely upon the statements of Mr. David Douglas, who unquestionably mistook Turkey Buzzards for Black Vultures. The fact is, that there is not a single authentic instance of the occurrence of the latter on the Pacific coast of the United States, nor anywhere west of the Rocky Mountains in this country. As Dr. Cooper suggests, in explanation of the statements of even so reliable an observer as Dr. Gambel, the young of the Turkey Buzzard, before acquiring the red head, may have been mistaken for the Black Vulture; and he entirely discounts the Pacific records. For the interior we have the authority of Dr. Woodhouse, which there seems to be no reason to question in this instance, for the occurrence of the Black Vulture in the Creek and Cherokee countries, and less numerous in New Mexico. Up the Mississippi Valley, it is stated to occur as far as Illinois. I find no instance of its presence in the region of the Missouri or any of its tributaries, so that I cannot formally introduce it in this work; but I should not be surprised if it were hereafter shown to occur about the mouth of the Missouri. On the Atlantic, Mr. Audubon states, it has been found as far north as Maryland, and there are several authentic instances of its straggling even into New England. But its ordinary limit is, probably, the vicinity of Wilmington, North Carolina; certainly, at most, not beyond the maritime portions of Virginia. I never saw it at Washington, D. C.; the furthest point I have traced it to being Newbern, North Carolina. At Fort Macon, on the North Carolina coast, opposite Beaufort, it regularly occurs every summer; and I once saw numbers in March at that locality (Pr. Phila. Acad. 1871, 28). But even here they are far outnumbered by the Turkey Buzzards, and it is not until we reach Charleston, South Carolina, that the reverse proportion of individuals of the two species is witnessed. They are moreover especially maritime; for, even in South Carolina, as we recede from the coast, they become less numerous, until at Columbia, South Carolina, the Turkey Buzzards are again the more plentiful of the two. In this city both species reside all the year.

No one can fail to observe with interest the great difference in the form and general appearance of the two species when he compares them sitting side by side sunning themselves upon chimney or house-top; and especially the discrepancy in their mode of flight as they wheel together overhead in endless inosculating circles. The Turkey Buzzards look larger as they fly, though really they are lighter weights; they are dingy-brown, with a gray space underneath the wing; the tail is long; the fore-border of the wing is bent at a salient angle, and there is a corresponding reentrance in its hind outline; the tips of the longest quills spread apart and bend upward; and one may watch these splendid flyers for hours without perceiving a movement of the pinions.
Comparing now the Carrion Crows, they are seen to be more thick-set, with less sweep of wing and shorter and more rounded tail, beyond which the feet may project; the front edge of the wing is almost straight, and the back border sweeps around in a regular curve to meet it at an obtuse point, where the ends of the quills are neither spread apart nor bent upward. The birds show almost black instead of brown; in place of large gray area under the wing, there is a smaller paler-gray spot at the point of the wing. And, finally, the Carrion Crows flap their wings five or six times in rapid succession, then sail a few moments; their flight appears heavy, and even laborious, beside the stately motion of their relatives.

Turkey Buzzards are resident in the lower, hotter portions of Arizona. In the mountains I never saw them in winter. At Fort Whipple, for instance, they arrived the latter part of March and remained until November. No better opportunity could be desired of studying their habits than was afforded in this place, where they were very numerous. We had a large herd of cattle, one or more of which were daily slaughtered for the supply of the garrison; and early in the fall it was deemed advisable to "jerk" all the beef that remained on the hoof, since, in this state, it was always liable to be stolen by Apaches, and winter fodder was procurable only in limited quantity. The shambles were located in a grove of cottonwood near the fort, and day after day the meat hung drying in thin strips fastened upon ropes stretched between the trees, while bones and offal covered the ground at a little distance. These were high times for the Buzzards, Ravens, wolves, and all the dogs of the neighborhood; the place became a rendezvous for holding high carnival. The birds and beasts feasted alternately. At nightfall the coyoté-wolves and their larger relatives, the lobos, left their hiding places, emboldened by hunger and shielded by darkness, and hastened to the feast. There they fed, and fought, and caroused, yelping like things possessed, till daylight surprised them and forced them to slink away to their rocky fastnesses. Then the Buzzards and Ravens flapped lazily down from their roosting places in the tall pines round about, and took their turn. We destroyed a good many of the wolves, partly for the sake of their pelage, which was in fine order at that season; partly in revenge for the disturbance their perpetual orgies occasioned. But, of course, there was no sensible diminution of their numbers; those who lived to get away returned the next night to feed, and their ranks were continually recruited. The Buzzards were seldom molested; this and their continued surfeit made them as tame as they usually are in southern cities. They certainly did us good service, though, perhaps, no better than that rendered by the wolves themselves. Whether the birds and wolves were on good terms or not I cannot say, for they always feasted apart, at different hours; but there was evidently an understanding between the Buzzards and the dogs. They fed side by side, and quarrelled no more than selfish, gluttonous Vultures generally do. As for details of such banquetinig as theirs, too much has already appeared in print for the comfort of fastidious readers.

Turkey Buzzards, like other American Vultures, are mute. Their only voice is a kind of hiss, which has been likened to the seething noise of hot iron plunged in water. Except when flying, the birds show to little advantage. The color is dull; the form uncomely; the gait is constrained, and the attitudes are negligent and slothful. They walk or hop indifferently, and sometimes move with a succession of leaps, accelerated with the wings. When about to take flight from the ground, they stoop for an instant till the breast almost touches, and then, un-
folding the wings, give a vigorous spring into the air; with a few powerful, hurried flaps, they are fairly off. They soon begin their gyrations with set wings, only beating at intervals, when they are forced to rise rapidly away from some obstacle; and, circling thus, they are shortly in the upper air.

The Turkey Buzzard breeds sometimes in communities and sometimes by single pairs, depositing its eggs on the ground, on rocks, or in hollow logs and stumps. The situation is generally in thick woods; and when numbers breed together, the founliness of the resort is beyond description—vegetation may be entirely destroyed over large areas. Even single nests are offensive from their noisome deposits, not only of excrementitious matters, but of others, disgorged by the parents to feed the young. The eggs are generally two in number, often only one; they measure about 2¼ in length by 2, or rather less, in breadth, being thus notably shorter and of less capacity than those of the Black Vulture. They are creamy or yellowish-white, variously blotched and splashed with several different shades of brown, and usually showing other smaller spots of lavender and purplish-drab. The young are said to be covered at first with a whitish down, and to be fed for some time with half-digested carrion disgorged by the parents.

When wounded and captured, the Turkey Buzzard warns off its aggressor very effectually by casting up the fetid contents of the crop, but offers no resistance. Several winged birds I have handled remained perfectly passive after this, and even seemed apathetic as they were being put to death. I learned, on one occasion, that they will simulate death. A bird that I had shot—through the lungs, as I judged from the crimson froth and blood that flowed from the beak—appeared dead soon after I picked it up, and I carried it home, some distance, holding it by the legs dangling, perfectly limp. I threw it carelessly down on the ground by my tent and turned to something else; but, in a few moments, on looking at it again, I was surprised to find the bird I had thought dead had changed its position, and I caught its bright brown eye glancing furtively around. On going up to it its eyes closed, the body relaxed, and it lay as if dead again. I compressed the chest for several minutes, till I was satisfied life was extinct, and then went to supper. But the cunning bird was still "playing possum," and I suppose, scrambled into the bushes as soon as my back was turned; at any rate it was gone when I returned.

The remaining species of this genus are as follows:

**Cathartes Burrovius, Cassin.**

*Cathartes burrovius*, Cass., Pr. Phila. Acad. ii, 1845, 212; Ill. 1854, 59 (?Mexico); B. N. A. 1858, 1.—Gray. Hand-list, i, 1863, 3, No. 19.—Coves, Key, 1872, 223.


*Cathartes urubitinga*, NATT.—PELZ, Sitzb. Ak. Wien. 1861, 7; Orn. Bras. i, 1863, 1.—GURN., Cat. Rapt. B. 1864, 46.—SCL & SALV., P. Z. S. 1867, 559 (Amazon).—Elliott, B. N. A. ii, pl. 26.—Gray, Hand-list, i, 1869, 3, No. 20.

Hab.—Eastern Tropical America.

**Cathartes atratus, Bartram.**

*Vultur brasiliensis*, RAY, Syn. Meth. Av. 1713, 10.

*Cathartes brasiliensis*, BREW., Consop. i, 1856, 9.


**Cathartes atratus**, LESS., Man. i, 1898, 73.—SW. & RICK, F. B. A. ii, 1831, 6.—TEMML., Tab. Meth. 1836, 1.—SW., Classif. B. ii, 1837, 206.—DARW., Journ. Res. 1839, 68; Voy. Beagle, iii, 7.—JAMES, ed. Wils. i, 10.—BREW., ed. Wils. 1840, 682; N. Am. Ool. 1857, 5, pl. 1, f. 3, 4.—AUD., Syn. 1859, 3; B. Am. i, 17, pl. 3.—BRIDGES, P. Z. S. ix, 108; Ann. N. H. xiii, 496.—DE KAY, N. Y. Zool. ii, 1844, 3.—BP., Consop. i, 1850, 9.—CASS., Ill. 1854, 58; U. S. Astron. Exp. ii, 1855, 173;
CATHARES CALIFORNIANUS.


Catharista atrata, GRAY, Hand-list, i, 1869, 3, No. 16 (V., Anal. 1816, 22).—B. B. & R., N. A. B. iii, 1874, 351.

Vultur aura niger, b. KENN., Gm. 1792, 473.


Cathartes aura, "SPR. AV. Spec. Nov. 1824, 2" (Allen). Not of authors.

Vultur urubu, VIEILL., Ois. Am. Sept. 1807, pl. 2.


Percnopterus philadelphia, STEPH. G. Z. xiii, 1826, 7, pl. 31.

Cathartes fotens, IL., "M. Berol."—LICH'T., Verz. 1823, 63.—MAYN., Beitr. iii, 1830, 58.—SCHOMB., Guiana, 1840, 742.—TSCH., Wiegm. Arch. 1844, 262; Fb. Pern, 71.—HARTLT., Ind. Az. 1.—GRAY, Gen. of B. pl. 1, f. 3.—REINH., Vid. Med. 1870, 62.

Vultur ita, ORD, ed. Wils. ix, 1:14, 104, pl. 75, f. 2 (not of Molina, Gmelin, or Daudin).—JARD., ed. Wils. iii, 236.

Cathartes ita, BP., Syn. 1826, 23; Isla, 1832, 1135; List, 1838, 1.—NUTT., Man. i, 1832, 46.—AUD., Orn. Biog. iii, 1835, 33; v, 1839, 345; pl. 106.—PEALE, U. S. Expl. Exp. 1:45, 39.—KING, Voy. Beagle, i, 532.

Neophron ita, CUV., R. A. 2d ed. i, 137.

Hab.—Tropical and subtropical America. On the Atlantic coast, north regularly to North Carolina, casually to Massachusetts; resident from South Carolina southward.

Cathartes californianus, (Shaw) Cuvier.


Cathartes californianus, "SPR., CUV., R. A. 2d ed. i, 316.—BR., Syn. 1826, 23; Isla, 1832, 1135; List, 1838, 1; Consip. i, 1850, 9.—NUTT., Man. i, 1834, 39.—SW. Classif. B. ii, 1-37, 206.—AUD., Orn. Biog. v, 1839, 240, pl. 426; Syn. 1839, 2; B. Am. i, 1840, 12, pl. 1.—BREW., ed. Wils. 1840, 832.—GRAY, Gen. of B. i, 1844, pl. 2.—DEKAY, N. Y. Zool. ii, 1844, 3.—PEALE, U. S. Expl. Exp. 1845, 35.—CASS., Ill. 1854, 53.—B. Y. 1858, 5.—STRICKL., Orn. Syn. 1855, 3.—NEWB., P. R. R. Rep. vi, 1857, 73.—HEIRMT., ibid. x, 1859, pl. vi, 59.—TAYL., Cal. Mag. iii, 1859, 537 (figure of eggs and young).—COOP. & SUCK., N. H. Wash. Ter. 1860, 141.—GUR., Cat. Rapt. B. 1864, 39.—COUES, Pr. Phila. Acad. 1866, 42 (Fort Yuma, Ariz.).—SCL., P. Z. S. 1866, 366, fig. —; 1865, 15, fig. —.—COUES, B. Cal. i, 1870, 496.—COUES, Key, 1872, 222.

Catharista californiana, GRAY, List B. Br. Mus. 1844, 4; Hand-list, i, 1869, 3, No. 17.


Vultur colombianus, ORD, Guthrie's Geog. ii, 1-16, 315.


Hab.—Pacific coast of the United States, from the Columbia River to Lower California. Utah (Henshaw). Arizona (Couses).
ORDER COLUMBÆ: PIGEONS, &c.

Family COLUMBIDÆ: Pigeons.

COLUMBA FASCIATA, Say.

Band-tailed Pigeon.


Taniouenas fasciata, Reicht., Syst. Av. pl. 223, f. 1255; pl. 255, figs. 2855, 2866.

Chloropus fasciata, Br., Consip. ii, 1854, 51.

Columba monilis, Vie., Beechey's Voy. 1839, 26, pl. 10.

Columba monilis, Reicht., Syst. Av. pl. 237, f. 2481.

Hab.—Rocky Mountains to the Pacific, United States, and southward to South America.

No specimens of this bird were ever taken by the Expeditions, and it has not yet, to my knowledge, been actually found in the Missouri water-shed. It has occurred, however, to Dr. Cooper, near the Cœur d'Aléne Mission, in Montana, and, as a bird of the Rocky Mountains, may not improperly be brought into the present connection. There is no reasonable doubt of its occasional presence about the Missouri head-waters.

It is common in many parts of the West. I was, however, disappointed in not meeting it more than once or twice in Arizona, where I had anticipated its plentiful occurrence, at least during the migrations. Its movements appear to be somewhat irregular; while it is abundant in some regions, it is absent from others apparently equally favorable. This may depend upon the precarious supply of certain favorite kinds of food, and thus correspond somewhat to the more conspicuous case of the Passenger Pigeon, whose notorious wanderings are mainly prompted by the same circumstances. It appears to breed indifferently in various parts of its range, even so far south as Santa Cruz. The accounts of its nesting that were for some years relied upon, are not entirely correct. Mr. Townsend's notice, which Audubon printed, is to the effect that the bird lays on the ground without any nest whatever, the eggs being "of a yellowish-white color, inclining to bluish-white, with minute spots at the great end. Whereas, as in other Pigeons, the eggs are pure white, smooth and glistening, nearly elliptical in shape, measuring 1.50 inches long by 1.20 broad." According to other authority, the bird builds a simple nest of twigs in a forked branch, or on a horizontal bough. But situation of a nest is among the very variable elements of the ornithological problem, since it depends upon many fortuitous circumstances. As is well known, the Common Dove (Zenedura carolinensis) nestles with equal readiness on the ground or in bushes. In colder countries,
where reptiles are few, it generally sets on the ground; in Arizona, for instance, the paradise of snakes and lizards, it always nests in bushes. So, also, does the Ground Dove (Chlamydera passerina), in the same Territory. The nidification of the Band-tailed Pigeon may be equally variable.

According to Dr. Cooper, this Pigeon is common in all the wooded mountainous parts of California, descending to the valleys in search of grain during autumn and winter. “North of San Francisco I have seen them in flocks in the grain-fields as early as July, and along the Columbia River they spend the summer in the valleys as well as throughout the mountains. They are there migratory, leaving in October, but in California their wanderings are guided chiefly by want of food. I have found them breeding in the Coast Range as far south as Santa Cruz, though I did not succeed in finding any nests. I was told that they built their nests, on low bushes in unfrequented parts of the mountains, but Townsend found their eggs on the ground near the banks of streams in Oregon, numbers congregating together. I have myself found eggs, which I supposed to be of this bird, in a similar situation.

* * * * * They feed on acorns, which they swallow whole, even when very large; also on berries, especially those of the Madrona (Arbutus), grain, and seeds of various kinds. Being large, and delicate food, they furnish much sport for the fowler in certain districts, but soon become so watchful and shy that they are shot with difficulty, excepting when young or where they can be watched from an ambush. In Oregon they collect in flocks of thousands in the autumn, but I have never seen more than a hundred together in this State.”

Dr. George Suckley, whose opportunities of investigation were excellent, has left us the following record: “The Band-tailed Pigeon is a very common bird in Washington Territory, especially west of the Cascade Mountains; I saw but one flock, containing five individuals, east of those mountains. In 1856 the first birds of this species that arrived in the spring made their appearance about May 15, which is the customary time every year for their arrival. One or two individuals are first seen, and within two or three days thereafter the main body of the migration follows. A small number remain throughout the summer and breed; the rest retire further north. Those that remain generally make their nests in thick fir-forests, near water. They subsist during the summer on wild cherries and other berries, and later in the season, since the country has become settled, upon grain. About the first week in September large flocks congregate in stubble-fields in the vicinity of Fort Steilacoom, and for two or three weeks thereafter their numbers are daily augmented by arrivals from the North. Some flocks of these Pigeons, that I saw in September, must have contained at least one thousand individuals. I am told that in the cultivated districts on the Cowlitz River, at the same season, they are in still greater numbers. By the 5th of October, of the year 1856, all had suddenly disappeared, with the exception of a few stragglers, generally young birds. In flying, the flocks, I think, are not quite so compactly crowded as those of the Passenger Pigeon. During the summer, while breeding, their cooing can be heard a long distance. The name of this bird in the Nisqually language is ‘hubbob,’ a good imitation of its calls. * * * * * In autumn these birds are in excellent order for the table; indeed I prefer them to the Wild Pigeon of the Atlantic States.”

There is another kind of Dove in the West which may yet be found in the southernmost parts of the Missouri region, but which I have no authority for introducing in the present connection. This is the White-
winged Dove (*Melopelia leucoptera*). It has somewhat the general form and appearance of the Carolina Dove, but may be recognized by the broad, white, oblique bar on the wing. Audubon appears to have first noticed it as a bird of this country, under the name of *Columba tradescani*, and not long afterward attention was again called to it by Colonel McCall. But it remained little known until Mr. Xantus sent a fine suite to the Smithsonian, from Cape St. Lucas, where he found it abundant. I rarely saw it in Arizona, where it reaches at least to the latitude of Fort Whipple, and breeds in that vicinity. This I ascertained by seeing a pair of squabs in a cage; they had been captured near by. Though only half-fledged, the white on the wing was already evident. The eggs of this species are 1.25 inches long by 0.95 wide, and, as usual, two in number; elliptical in shape, and of a pure, glistening white.

**ECTOPISTES MIGRATORIA, (Linn.) Sw.**

**Wild Pigeon; Passenger Pigeon.**

*Columba canadensis*, Linn., Syst. Nat. i, 1766, 284.—Gm., Syst. Nat. i, 1768, 785.


**Peristera migratoria**, Schlr., M. P.-B. x, 1873, 142.


**Lieutenant Warren's Expedition.**—1856, 4857, mouth of Big Sioux River; 5413, above the mouth of the Yellowstone River.

There is no present occasion to particularize the general eastern range of this species by citing the authorities for its occurrence; suffice it to


*Zenaida leucoptera*, Gray, Gen. of Birds.

*Turtur leucopterus*, Gosse, B. Jamaica, 1847, 304.


*Columba tradescani*, Aud., B. Am. vii, 1843, 352, pl. 496.

**Hab.**—Southern and Lower California, Arizona, New Mexico, and Texas. South through Mexico to Central America. Also, Cuba and Jamaica.
ECTOPISTES MIGRATORIA, WILD PIGEON.

allude to its continual wandering over the greater part of North America. But in the West its food supply is limited, and its presence correspondingly restricted. Excepting along the Missouri and the principal tributaries of that great river, the Wild Pigeon does not ordinarily exceed the general line of wooded country to pass out upon the bare plains beyond. But just as the Missouri forms for us a highway of communication with the vast districts which would be otherwise almost inaccessible, so it seems to lead the Pigeons northwesterly, in great numbers, toward meridians of longitude they do not gain in the southwest. I never saw or heard of one in New Mexico or Arizona, and have found no quotations from Colorado, Utah, or California. But the birds reach across Nebraska, probably following the Platte into Wyoming, and through Dakota and Montana, being even conducted to Pacific slopes along the northern border of the United States.

Many years ago Townsend mentioned the Passenger Pigeon as an inhabitant of "Oregon," but that was then so comprehensive a term that the confirmation of the occurrence, recently made by Drs. Cooper and Suckley, was the more acceptable. In the work above quoted these authors give the only unquestionable Pacific advices I have found. Still later Dr. Cooper contributed some interesting items to the American Naturalist on the occurrence of the species in Montana: "The Passenger Pigeon, like the Cat-bird, astonished me by its frequency in the Rocky Mountains, as, although I saw no very large flocks, I saw some almost every day until I passed the Spokane Falls, just north of the Columbia Plains. It thus seems to pass round to the north of that plain, and occasionally to cross the Cascade Range, as noticed by Dr. Suckley in 1853. Along the Missouri I often saw small flocks, and noticed quite a number of their nests in small trees between Forts Pierre and Berthold. I found one setting, June 7, and heard that many build farther south, near Sioux City. In the mountains they fed, in August, chiefly on the service berry (Amelanchier alnifolia), which, along the Hell Gate, attains a size and flavor unequaled by any I have seen elsewhere." Dr. Hayden remarks upon its abundance on the Lower Missouri, but considered it as rarer than it really is higher up the river. Still he says he has seen a hundred individuals in a season, high up on the Yellowstone, when the berries were ripe. According to Sir John Richardson, it reaches the fur countries in May and leaves in October, attaining latitudes from 58° to 62°, according to climatic conditions.

The westernmost point where I have as yet myself observed the Passenger Pigeon is Turtle Mountain, on the northern boundary of Dakota. It was, however, a rare bird in that locality. But a little further east, along the Red River, I observed vast flocks during the latter part of May, in all the timber of the river, for many miles from Pembina southward; and they doubtless extended as much further north of that point. As we steamed along the river, for several days the flocks were almost continually in view. They generally flew high, beyond gunshot range, in immense straggling flocks, or rather in successive groups, sometimes stretching as far as the eye could reach; but early in the morning and toward evening, in passing to and from their roosting places, they generally flew lower, and numbers were readily procured. The woods along the river were filled with stragglers, singly or in small troops. Many nested in this region; I found females ready to lay, and nests, during the greater part of June. The nests were usually in the horizontal forks of the branches of small trees and saplings, generally ten or twelve feet from the ground. During the passage, in May of 1873, the birds were very numerous about Saint Paul, Minnesota, where hundreds were netted, to be be used instead of tame Pigeons in shooting-matches.
Some years since a great flight of Pigeons occurred near Washington, where for several days, in the fall, the woods were filled with the birds. More or fewer are usually seen there every year, and I once killed a specimen so newly from the nest as to cause me to believe that it had been hatched in the vicinity.

ZENÆDURA CAROLINENSIS, (Linn.) Bp.

Carolina Dove; Common Dove.


*Perissura carolinensis*, CAB., *J. f. O.*, 1856, 111 (*Cuba*).

*Characopelia carolinensis*, GRebel, *Nomenc.* Av. i, 633.

*Peristera carolinensis*, *Schl.*., *M. P.-B.* x, 1873, 142.


*Zenaida marginata*, Br., *Consop.* ii, 1854, 85.

*Hab.*—*United States from Atlantic to Pacific.* *Canada West* (*McIlvrait*). *Cuba.*—*South to Panama.*

*Lieutenant Warren’s Expedition.*—*4858*, *Cedar Island.*


Unlike the last, this species is of extensive if not universal distribution in the West, as in other parts of the United States. It is more southerly, however, considering its whole range. It is not common in the Eastern States beyond Southern New England, and I note but a single instance of its occurrence in the British Provinces. The parallel of 49° is probably about its normal northern limit. Mr. Trippe does not include it among the birds of Minnesota. It is a regular migrant over the northern half of the United States, resident elsewhere. I have found it alike abundant in all kinds of country I have visited—even in the terrible alkaline deserts of the southwest, where its presence is cheery evidence that water may be found not far off. Its nidification varies greatly with circumstances, the nest being placed differently on the ground, bushes, or trees; and even, according to some writers, on fences, stumps, &c. The eggs, two in number, and white, as usual in this family, measure about 1 3\(\frac{1}{2}\) by 4\(\frac{1}{2}\). They are laid, according to climate, from April throughout the summer. I have found it nesting in various parts of both the Carolinas, there breeding chiefly on the ground, while in Arizona, where reptiles of the most venomous character abound, the bird seeks safety for its eggs by placing the nest
on bushes. The principal bushes of some parts of the Territory are cacti and other thorny growths, so terribly prickly that snakes can scarcely climb them; indeed I have seen nests in "cholla" bushes, where it seemed scarcely possible for even a bird to alight to build without wounding its feet, there being absolutely not a smooth spot on the whole shrub. In the wooded and mountainous parts of the Territory the nidification varies. Though resident in the Territory at large, the Dove is only a summer sojourner in these higher parts, where it arrives the latter part of April and remains until the middle of October. Its coming marks the opening of spring, when the silence of the vast pine tracts, scarcely broken before but by the dismal caw of the Raven or the harsh notes of the Jays and Woodpeckers, is now enlivened by the twittering of Swallows and the agreeable songs of the birds, as well as by the cooing of the Dove, which resounds in plaintive, measured cadence, while the gentle bird is wooing his mate.

The Ground Dove, a very small and delicate species of the southern portions of the United States, has not been known to penetrate to any portion of the Missouri region. It appears to be, in some degree, a bird of our southern coast regions, so rarely, in the United States at least, does it stray far inland. Its usual range is limited by the Carolinas, but I have a record of the capture of a specimen, many years ago, at Washington, D. C. Audubon states that a "search for them a hundred miles inland would in all probability prove fruitless;" but against this statement I find pencilled, in a copy of his work in the State Library at Columbia, South Carolina, a note to the effect that one was shot on the Congaree River, not far from Columbia, in December, 1839. The species occurs in Southern Arizona, but not, so far as I am aware, in the region of Fort Whipple. It is also abundant at Cape Saint Lucas, and extends northward into Southern California. The nidification is not peculiar. The eggs are two, seven-eighths long by two-thirds broad. The synonymy of the species is subjoined.*

* Chamelepsia passerina, (Linnaeus) Swainson.

Columba passerina, LINN., Syst. Nat. i, 1766, 285 (Sloane, Jan. ii, 365, pl. 261, fig. 3; Cates, i, 26; BRiSS., i, 113, pl. 9, fig. 1).—GM., Syst. Nat. i, 1788, 737.—LAuH., i. Orn. ii, 1790, 611.—Wils., Am. Orn. iv, 1841, 15, pl. 46, fig. — WAGL., Syst. Av. Columba, No. 88.—Br., Syn. 1828, 120.—NvTT., Nat., i, 132, 165.—Aud., Orn. Biog. ii, 1841, 471; v, 1839, 558; pl. 182; Syn. 1839, 192; B. Ann. v, 1842, 19, pl. 25.—ST~ND., Off. Vet. Acad. Forh. 1860, 87 (Saint Bartholomew).—

Columba (Govea) passerina, Br., Obs. Wils. 1855, 191.


Chamelepsia passerina, Br., List, 1857, 41.

Chamelepsia passerina, Gray, 1841.—GoSSE, B. J., Form. i, 1846, 311.—Br., Cons. ii, 1854, 77.—CAB., J. f. O. iv, 1856 (Cuba).—SLoAn, P. Z. S. 1857, 265 (Xalapa); 1859, 291 (Oaxaca); 1861, 175 (Mexico City); Bis, i, 1595, 23 (Guatemala).—Br., B. N. A. 1, 56, 606.—COoKES & PREnt., Smith's Rep. 1861, 414.—MartiC, Phila. Acad. 1863, 309 (Jamaica).—COOEs, Phila. Acad. 1866, 93 (Southern Arizona).—BryANT, Ph. Best. Soc. 1865 (Porto Rico).—LAW, Ann. Lyc. N. Y. ix, 134 (Costa Rica); x, 201 (Yucatan).—Coop., B. Cal. i, 1870, 516.—Coop., Key, 137, 228.—B. B. & R., N. A. B. iii, 1874, 3-9, pl. 5, fig. 6.

Chamelepsia passerina var. pallidocris, Br., Phila. Acad. 1855, 395.—Coop., B. Cal. i, 1870, 517 (Cape Saint Lucas).

Pygopites passerinae, REICH, Columbaria.

Pristera passerina, SCHL., M. P. B. x, 173, 134.

Colombia minuta, LINN., Syst. Nat. i, 1766, 255 (BriSS., i, 116, pl. 5, fig. 2).—GM., Syst. Nat. 1788, 737.—LAuH., i. Orn. ii, 1790, 612 (Passerine Turtle, Gen. Syn. iv, 690).—

Chamelepsia graminata at abietis, Br., Cons. Av. ii, 1854, 77 (Bogota and Carthagena). Pygopites albitris, REICH, Columbaria.

Hab.—Southern United States. North to about 35°. Southward through Mexico and Central America to Northern South America. Several West India Islands.
ORDER **GALLINÆ**: GALLINACEOUS BIRDS.

Family **MELEAGRIDIDÆ**: Turkeys.

These are the nearest American analogues of the true Pheasants, family *Phasianidae*, indigenous to Asia, and are sometimes placed in that family. But the differences appear sufficient to warrant their family separation. Their next nearest allies are the Guinea Fowls, of Africa—family *Numididae*.

**MELEAGRIS GALLOPAVO** var. **AMERICANA**, (Bartr.) Copes.

**Common Wild Turkey.**

a. *gallapavo*.

*Meleagris gallopavo*, LINN., Fn. Suec. No. 198; Syst. Nat. i, 1766, 268 (based on the domestic bird, which is most like this variety). See NEWT., Zool. Rec. v, 102. Not of authors generally, the name usually referring to the foregoing feral variety.—STEELE, Shaw's Gen. Zool. ix, pt. i, p. 156, pl. 8 (domestic).—WOODH., Sitigr. Rep. 1854, 94, in part; the paragraph on p. 30 refers to the following variety.


b. *americana*.

*Meleagris americana*, BARTR., Trav. 1791, 290.

*Meleagris gallopavo* var. *americana*, COUES, Key, 1872, 232.

*Meleagris gallopavo*, WILSON, Index, 1872, vi, p. ——BR., Am. Orn. 1825, i, 79, pl. 9; Syn. 1828, 122; Comp. List. 1838, 42.—AUD., Orn. Biog. 1-31, i, 1, pl. 1 and 6; v, 559; Syn. 1859, 197; B. Am. 1842, v, 42, pl. 287, 288.—NUTT., Man. i, 1832, 630.—REICHENSPERGER, Syst. Av. 1851, pl. 26; Te. Av. pl. 289.—BD., B. N. A. 1858, 615.—MAXIM., J. f. O. vi, 158—126; MCLILL., Pr. Ess. Inst. v, 1866, 91.—CATON, Am. Nat. iii, pp. 28, 30; vii, 431.—ALLEN, Bull. M. C. Z. ii, 1871, 342 (origin of domestic Turkey, &c.); iii, 1872, 151 (Kansas).—SOWC, B. Kans. 1873, No. 193.—ALLEN, Mem. Bost. Soc. i, 1868, 500 (Iowa).—TRIPPE, Pr. Bost. Soc. xv, 1872, 240 (Iowa).—HATCH, Pr. Minn. Acad. i, 1874, 61 (Southwest Minnesota).—B. & R., N. A. B. iii, 1874, 404; and of most authors.


*Gallopavo sylvestris*, LE CONTE, Pr. A. N. S. ix, 1857, 179.


*Wild Turkey* of authors and others.

Hab.—Of var. *americana*, the Eastern Province of the United States and portions of Canada. Of true *gallopavo*, the southern portions of the Middle Province and southward.

Dr. Hayden does not include the Wild Turkey in his report, apparently not having met with it in the Missouri region. Its occurrence, however, is sufficiently attested as far up the Missouri River as the vicinity of Yankton, if not somewhat beyond. I found no evidence of its presence in Northern Dakota; I have observed but one Minnesotian record. In these longitudes it becomes abundant farther south; both the Kansas authorities above cited witness its common occurrence in the timbered districts of that State, as Mr. Tripp does in Southern Iowa. Dr. Woodhouse states, that “throughout the wooded portions of
the Indian Territory and Texas this bird abounds."* The northern line of its distribution may likewise be determined with approximate accuracy, though it appears to have contracted of late years. It is scarcely now found in any part of Minnesota; but Dr. Head tells me that some thirty years ago, at old Fort Atkinson, a few miles west of Prairie du Chien, it was frequently killed, though its present northern limit cannot be far from the southern border of Minnesota. Audubon mentioned its presence in Michigan, Massachusetts, and Vermont; but in these portions of New England, at least, it appears to be nearly or quite extinct,† while I never have heard of it from Maine. According to Mr. W. Ross King (Sportsman and Naturalist in Canada, p. 135), it was still met with in various localities in Canada, in 1866-67, and about the same time Mr. McIlwrath states that it was "common along the western frontier" of the same territory. It is not necessary to instance special regions within the boundary above sketched, its dispersion being general, and only subject to restriction by the nature of localities unsuited to its habits, or where it is exposed to persecution which it cannot withstand. Constant interference with what would otherwise be its natural distribution, gradual diminution in its numbers in many places and its final disappearance from others, are points, unfortunately, only too well assured.

Family TETRAONIDÆ: The Grouse, &c.

The Missouri region, as defined for the purposes of the present work to include the entire country drained by the great river and its tributaries, affords representatives of all the North American genera of Grouse, and, in fact, furnishes us with every North American species of Grouse, excepting only two kinds of Ptarmigian (Lagopus albus and L. rupestris). All these are game birds in strictness. In the following account, therefore, I am at pains to give the sportsman and general reader a clear and accurate idea of the whole group as represented in North America. The technicalities are, it is believed, sufficiently precise, without being unnecessarily abstruse, to enable him to determine any Grouse he may procure, and establish in his mind its relationship to its allies; while I enlarge upon the biographies of the less known species, as far as is at present practicable.

In striking contrast to the abundance and variety of Grouse in this region, may be instanced the poverty of the same country in Partridges, only one species of which is ascertained, as yet, to inhabit any portion

*This author's further observations on the Turkeys of New Mexico probably relate to the var. gallapace, as his remarks upon those of the Gila River certainly do. I ascertained the common occurrence of this form in the mountainous portions of Arizona. It is readily distinguished from the other by its lighter general colors, and especially by the pale tips of the rump feathers, as almost invariably seen in the domestic bird. Dr. Woodhouse's note on the great size of these birds is corroborated by Lieutenant Charles Bendire, who mentioned to me a gobbler he killed weighing twenty-eight pounds. My correspondent also informed me of an interesting fact—that the males frequently lack spurs. (See Am. Nat. vii, 1873, 326.)

†" As long ago as 1839, Mr. Peabody tells us it had become very rare. At the present day (1865) it is given by some Massachusetts authorities, and not by others. Mr. Allen can find no authentic instance of its recent capture in this State, although it has been said to occur wild on Moats Tom and Holyoke * * * * * * Mr. Samuelson omits the species; Mr. Putnam gives it, but entirely on the authority of the older writers. It is contained in none of the Maine lists. Mr. Linsley wrote of it in 1843, 'the last Wild Turkey that I have known in Connecticut was taken * * * about thirty years since, on Letoket Mountain, in Northford.'"—(Coues, Pr. Ess. Inst. v, 1868, 285.)
of the great district under consideration. This is the familiar Eastern Partridge, "Quail," or "Bob White," as it is variously termed. None of the several elegant and interesting Partridges of the southwest have been traced even to the southern borders of the Missouri region. We may allude to them in this connection. First, we have two species of the genus Lophortyx, _L. Californicus_, and _L. gambeli_, of California, Arizona, New Mexico, and portions of Texas, with an elegant helmet-like crest of recurved feathers. Secondly, the Mountain Partridge of California (_Ocreortyx pictus_), with a long, slender, flowing crest. Thirdly, the Scaled or Blue Partridge (_Callipepla squamata_), so called from a curious appearance of the plumage; and fourthly, the Massena Partridge (_Cyrtonyx massena_), remarkable for the difference between its sexes in coloration, and the singular harlequin markings of the male. These are fully noticed beyond.

The family _Tetraonidae_, as defined in the Key, p. 232, embraces two American subfamilies—the _Tetraoninae_ or true Grouse, and the _Odontophorinae_, which include all the American Partridges.

**Subfamily _Tetraoninae_: Grouse.**

The Grouse will be immediately distinguished from the Partridges by the more or less complete feathering of the legs and nostrils, which, in the Partridges, are naked and scaly; by a more or less evident strip of naked, pimply skin over the eye; by a row of fringe-like scales on the side of the toes; and usually, by the presence on each side of the neck of a tuft of lengthened or otherwise modified feathers, or a patch of naked distensible skin, or both of these. I call attention, below, to the fact that the Sharp-tailed Grouse (_Pedioecetes phasianellus_) has fairly developed air-sacs on the neck, though this has usually been overlooked.

The true Grouse, or _Tetraoninae_, are confined to the Northern Hemisphere, and reach their highest development as a group, in number and variety of forms, in North America, our species being singularly diverse in the details of structure. All the American forms are noticed in these pages, beyond. The Old World forms are the following: The Great Capercailzie, or Cock-of-the-Woods (_Tetrao urogallus_), which finds its analogue in our Sage Cock (_Centrocercus urophasianus_), though structurally nearer our species of _Tetrao_; the Black Cock of Europe (_Tetrao tetrix_), with curiously curled tail-feathers, which may be considered to represent our Dusky Grouse (_Tetrao obscurus_); the Siberian _Tetrao fulci- pennis_, strict analogue of our Spruce Grouse (_T. canadensis_); the _Bonasa betulina_ of Europe and Asia, equally near our Ruffed Grouse; and two or three species of Ptarmigan (_Lagopus_), very closely allied to, or identical with, our own.

Any adult Grouse of our country may be readily referred to its proper genus by the following table of characters:

**Centrocercus.** Tail equaling or exceeding the wing in length, wedge-shaped, of twenty stiff, narrowly acuminate feathers; neck with numerous bristly filaments, a patch of curious scaly feathers, and a large naked space. Tarsi fully feathered; toes naked. Size of full grown cocks, two feet or more in length; tail a foot long.

**Pedioecetes.** Tail shorter than the wing, wedge-shaped, of eighteen narrowed, stiffish feathers, of which the central pair exceed the rest by an inch or more. No evidently peculiar feathers on side of neck; bare space not conspicuous. Tarsi feathered to between the roots of the toes.* Markings of under parts lengthwise.

**Cyrtonyx.** Tail much shorter than the wing, rounded, of eighteen broad, flat feathers. Sides of neck with tufts of a few lengthened, narrowed feathers, like little wings, beneath which is a conspicuous distensible naked skin. Tarsi barely or not feathered to the toes. Markings of under parts crosswise.

* In the arctic variety the feathers of the legs are sometimes so long and thick as to hide the toes, almost as in the genus Lagopus.
TETRAO CANADENSIS VAR. FRANKLINI.

Bonasa. Tail about as long as the wing, rounded, of sixteen broad feathers. Sides of neck with tufts of very numerous, broad, soft feathers. No evident naked space on the neck. Tarsi bare below.

Tetrao. Tail rather shorter than the wing, square, or little rounded, of sixteen to twenty broad feathers. No peculiar feathers on the neck, nor evident naked spaces. Tarsi feathered to the toes.

LAGOPUS. Characters as in Tetrao, but the whole of the toes feathered. The species turn white in winter.

TETRAO CANADENSIS var. FRANKLINI, (Doug.) Coues.

Franklin's Spruce Grouse.


Tetrao canace, Linn., Syst. Nat. i, 1766, 275 (based on Bonasia canadensis, Briss., Orn. i, 203, pl. 29, f. 1, 2).


Spruce Partridge, Wood Partridge, Swamp Partridge, Vulg.

b. franklini.

(?) Tetrao fusca, Ord, Guthrie's Geog. 2d Am. ed. ii, 1815, 317 (based on Small Brown Partridge, Lewis & Clarke, Exp. ii, p. 152, probably this species).

Tetrao canadensis, var., Br., Am. Orn. iii, 1830, plate xx, male.


Canace franklini, Elliot, Pr. A. N. S. 1864, 23; Monog. Tetraonidae, pl. —.

Tetrao canadensis var. franklini, Coues, Key, 1872, 233.

Canace canadensis var. franklini, B. B. & R., N. A. B. iii, 1874, 419, pl. 59, f. 3.

Hab.—Northern North America east of the Rocky Mountains. Sonth somewhat beyond the northern border of the United States. Var. franklini from the Northern Rocky Mountains of the United States and northward; also, Cascade Mountains.

In consequence of its boreal and alpine distribution, the Canada Grouse is apparently not so well or generally known as our other species. The cock-bird may always be recognized by the following characters: Tail of sixteen feathers, rounded, black, with a broad orange-brown terminal bar. No obviously peculiar feathers on the side of the neck. Legs feathered to between the toes. The usual naked, colored strip of skin over the eye. Prevailing color black, with numerous sharp white bars and spots on the under parts, and on the upper parts finely waved with gray or tawny. Length, about 16 inches; wing, 7; tail, 5.4. The female is nowhere continuously black, but much variegated with
brown, tawny, and white, and is rather less in size than the male; but she has the orange-brown tail-bar, and is substantially of the same form as the male.

Var. franklini only differs in wanting the orange-brown tail-bar, and in having the upper tail-coverts, which are plain in true canadensis, conspicuously spotted with white. In this lack of the terminal band on the tail there is shown an interesting parallelism with the Rocky Mountain var. richardsoni of T. obscurus.

As already observed, the Canada Grouse is chiefly a boreal bird, reaching but a little way over our border. It is common in the coniferous forests of Northern New England, but only casually seen as far south as Massachusetts. In Minnesota, where it finds congenial resorts, it is abundant; but I never observed it in Northern Dakota, where the country is too dry and open. While along the northern boundary, however, I heard of a "Black Chicken," which I suppose was this species, and there is reason to expect its occurrence on the wooded Pembina and Turtle Mountains. There is nothing to indicate that it ever comes further south in this longitude.

Var. franklini is the only form to be properly included among the birds of the Missouri region, and even this is only found in the mountains, about the sources of the river and some of its tributaries. Dr. Cooper, who found it abundant in the Rocky and Bitter-root Mountains, also ascertained its occurrence in the Cascade Range, where, he says, it lives among the spruces and pines, particularly in swampy tracts, feeding on the buds and leaves of various coniferæ. Dr. Suckley determined its abundance in Salut Mary’s Valley of the Rocky Mountains. It does not appear to have been met with by any of the parties with which Dr. Hayden has been connected.

The eggs of Franklin’s Grouse and the Canada Grouse are indistinguishable. They are less elongate than those of T. obscurus, broader at the butt, and more pointed—approaching the characteristic pointed shape of Partridge eggs, and being like those of Ptarmicus in size and shape. The following measurements of selected examples from a large series show the size, shape, and range of variation: 1.70 by 1.29; 1.70 by 1.20; 1.65 by 1.25; 1.56 by 1.15. High in the oviduct the egg is creamy-white, as I see by some examples in the Smithsonian stated to have been cut out of the bird. This color is washed over to a varying degree of intensity with rich chestnut-brown—generally pale, a "creamy" brown—and is further dotted, spotted, sometimes even splashed and blotched, with a very dark, heavy shade of the same color, the markings being numerous, strong, and bold, of no determinate shape, and wholly irregularly distributed. These markings are only an intensification, in spots, of the ground-color, but are very heavy, and, in comparison with those of other Grouse, show a decided approach to the peculiarly dark and heavy pattern of Ptarmigan eggs—the nearest approach made among American Grouse.

TETRAO OBSCURUS, Say.

Dusky Grouse; Blue Grouse; Pine Grouse.

TETRAS OBSCURUS, DUSKY GROUSE.


Dendragapus obscurus, ELLIOT, Pr. A. N. S. 1864, 23; Monog. Tetr. pl. —

Hab.—Eastern spurs and foot-hills of the Rocky Mountains to the Pacific, in elevated and wooded (especially coniferous) regions, excepting where replaced by var. richardsoni or var. fuliginosus (see beyond). South to New Mexico.

List of specimens.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Remarks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>19158</td>
<td>Feb. 1, 1860</td>
<td>Deer Creek, Wy.</td>
<td>G. H. Trook...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19159</td>
<td>Feb. 21, 1860</td>
<td>do</td>
<td>do...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19160</td>
<td>Feb. 13, 1860</td>
<td>do</td>
<td>do...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19161</td>
<td>Feb. 21, 1860</td>
<td>do</td>
<td>do...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19162</td>
<td>Feb. 13, 1860</td>
<td>do</td>
<td>do...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19163</td>
<td>Feb. 13, 1860</td>
<td>do</td>
<td>do...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19164</td>
<td>Feb. 13, 1860</td>
<td>do</td>
<td>do...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19165</td>
<td>Feb. 13, 1860</td>
<td>do</td>
<td>do...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19166</td>
<td>Feb. 13, 1860</td>
<td>do</td>
<td>do...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19167</td>
<td>Feb. 13, 1860</td>
<td>do</td>
<td>do...</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Lieutenant Warren's Expedition.—8914-20, Laramie Peak, Wyoming Territory.
Later Expeditions.—54302, 60533-37, Wyoming; 60464, Bitter Cottonwood Creek.

Dwelling in remote mountainous regions not often visited by the sportsman, the Dusky Grouse is not yet a well-known bird, and it will be well to indicate its characters. It is very large—larger than any of our Grouse, excepting the great Sage Cock, and some specimens are little inferior in size to an average bird of this species. It is dark colored; the tail is brownish-black, more or less marked with gray, and with a broad slate-gray terminal bar (characters not seen in any other species). The back and wings are dark brown, finely waved in zigzag with slate-gray, mixed with more or less ochre-brown and some white on the scapulars. Long feathers of the sides similar to the back; other under parts a fine bluish-gray or light-slate color (much like the tail-bar), variegated with white, especially on the lower belly and under tail-coverts. Cheeks black; throat sharply speckled with black and white. Legs feathered to the toes; the usual wary, colored strip of skin over the eye. Female much smaller and lighter colored, being more extensively variegated with tawny and white, but showing the distinctive slate-gray on the under parts and at the end of the tail. Length, 18 to 24 inches; wing, 8 to 10; tail, 7 to 8; extent of wings, about 30.*

The eggs of the Dusky Grouse, though shaped much like those of the Canada Grouse, are rather more elongate, and, of course, much larger. Two specimens measure, respectively, 2.05 by 1.45, and 2.00 by 1.50, exhibiting the usual range of variation in shape. They are paler and more creamy in ground-color than those of T. canadenesis usually are, and are finely speckled all over with chocolate-brown. In most specimens these markings are mere dots everywhere; a pattern that sometimes yields to

* Specimens from Sitka and corresponding regions, with the slate-bar on the tail, as in true obscura, are very noticeably darker than even var. richardsoni; and the female is peculiar in the prevalence of rich rusty and chestnut-brown markings, mixed with black, comparing with the female of the other varieties much as Bonasa var. subnivea compares with the other forms of the Ruffed Grouse, and being apparently equally entitled to varietal distinction by name.

Mr. Ridgway has lately described this form as a different variety, as follows:


Canace obscura var. fuliginosus, Ridg.—B. B. & E., N. A. B. iii, 1874, 425 (Oregon to Sitka).

I have carefully examined this form, and find it quite as worthy of recognition as the other varieties of this genus.
larger spots, though scarcely to such bold splashes as are frequently seen in the eggs of *canadensis*. The range of variation is like that seen in *Pedioecetes*, but is pushed to wider limits.

A set of eight eggs of var. *richardsoni* taken by Mr. Trook, June 23, 1860, on Clarke's Fork at the headwaters of the Missouri, are notably smaller than any examples of true *obscurus* eggs which have come under our notice, measuring only about 1.75 by 1.25; they are also paler and more minutely and sparsely dotted. It is not probable, however, that these distinctions would hold through a large series. The nest which contained these eggs was built on the ground, beneath a wild-cherry bush.

For an account of the habits of this large and very presentable game bird I must refer to other authors, having never yet seen it alive. Our principal authorities are Drs. Cooper and Suckley, who, apparently, enjoyed excellent opportunities of observation. The last named writes as follows in the work above cited:

"This bird, called generally in Oregon the Blue Grouse, and also known as the Pine Grouse, Dusky Grouse, &c., I met, for the first time, when our exploring party reached the main chain of the Rocky Mountains, where we found it exceedingly abundant, but not more so than in the Blue Mountains of Oregon, the Cascade Mountains, and in all the timbered country between the last-mentioned range and the Pacific coast. In the autumn, about November 15, they generally disappear, and it is rare, indeed, to see a single individual of the species during the interval between that period and about March 20 of the following year. Concerning the whereabouts of this bird during winter, there are many opinions among the settlers. Some maintain that the species is migratory, and that they retire to the South, while others say that they repair to the tops of the highest evergreen trees, where, in the thickest foliage of the branches, they pass the cold season in a state of semi-torpor, rarely or never descending until warm weather comes on. As they subsist well on the leaves of the coniferae, and can always obtain sufficient water from the snow and rain-drops on the leaves to supply their necessities, I have but little doubt that this latter is the correct account, or that, if migratory, they are but partially so. I saw one bird of this species on the ground during a fall of snow in January, 1854, near the Nisqually River, Washington Territory; and I have been told that a man, near Olympia, whose eye-sight is excellent, is able any day during winter to obtain several birds by searching carefully for them in the tops of the tallest and most thickly-leaved firs. This requires eye-sight of much greater power than most men possess. Even in the summer, when these birds are generally lower in the trees, it is very difficult to find them among the dense branches. They have, in addition to their sombre hues, the advantage of their habit of crowding very closely to the limbs, and of sitting almost immovably for hours.

"The first indication in the spring of their arrival? or activity? is the courting-call of the male. This is a prolonged noise, sounding much like the whirr of a rattan-cane whirled rapidly through the air. It is repeated quickly several times, and then stops abruptly for a brief interval. This noise is said to be produced by inflating and contracting a sac on each side of the throat, which is for the most part concealed when collapsed, and is covered with an orange-yellow, thick, corrugated, unfeathered skin. These birds, at Fort Steilacoom, are very abundant throughout the spring and early summer. They are there mostly confined to the forests of fir-trees (*Abies douglasii*). Late in the season, after hatching, they may be found generally at midday on the ground
in search of berries, seeds, &c. When alarmed, they almost invariably seek safety in the dense foliage of the trees, instinctively appearing to understand the advantage of thus hiding. In the autumn they are more generally found on the ground feeding on sallal and other berries. One day, in October, 1856, I saw on the Nisqually plains, among fern and grass, five of these birds, full grown and in excellent order. A man killed the whole five, one by one, with a double-barreled gun, without an attempt being made by a single individual to fly. This Grouse is a very fine table bird; the little dash of pine taste its flesh possesses only adding to its game flavor. I have known males, in June, weighing three and a half pounds, although they rarely exceed two and three-fourths pounds. By August 1st the young are generally half grown. They are then easily killed on the wing, and are excellent for the table."

In the same work Dr. Cooper remarks that the Blue Grouse is common in most of the forests of the Territory, though less so near the coast, and continues: "As it rarely appears on the open prairie, it is difficult to find, if, as usual, it alights on a tree. So perfectly motionless does it sit, that though one may be looking straight at it, he will probably mistake it for a knot or a bunch of leaves. * * * During May near the coast, and until August in the mountains, the low tooting of this Grouse is heard everywhere, sounding something like the cooing of a Pigeon, and in the same deep tone as the drumming of a Ruffed Grouse. It has the power of ventriloquism, so that while the bird may be sitting in a tree overhead, the sound seems to come from places quite distant. I have not seen the nest or eggs, but in June flocks of half-grown young are murdered by the Indians near Puget Sound. In winter they are so rarely seen west of the mountains, that the people think they must keep entirely in the trees. In October, 1853, I saw, however, a flock running through the snow, near the Spokane plains, and one of them was shot; but I have never seen them since then in the winter."

The same writer has some additional remarks in his later work on the Birds of California: "This fine game bird is common in Oregon and Northern California, extending in the Coast Range nearly to San Francisco Bay, and in the Sierra Nevada to about latitude 38°. They are brought to market in winter from the mountains near Napa, and are said to come down at times into the valleys, but have never been met with in California south of San Francisco. In the Sierra Nevada, latitude 39°, I found them rather scarce, and in September only above an elevation of 6,000 feet, but was informed that they went much lower down in winter, probably about as far as the snows fall, or to about 2,000 feet, in that latitude. I think their range is more dependent on the prevalence of spruce and other dense coniferous forests than on the climate, as it is much milder near Napa than at that elevation in the Sierra Nevada, and toward the north they frequent valleys. I have seen them near the Columbia River at all seasons, usually inhabiting the dense forests. They, however, come out on the borders of prairies and openings when not molested, especially in the early morning. * * * * Their food consists of various berries, nuts, and seeds, besides grain around farms. * * * * In winter they live much on the buds of trees, even those of the coniferæ."

Quotation of Dr. Newberry's notice will add to the interest of the present article: "The Dusky Grouse, among American species, is only second in size to the 'Sage Hen' (T. urophasianus). The cock is decidedly the handsomest of all American Grouse, and the flesh is white, and equal to that of the Ruffed Grouse or the American Partridge. This
bird inhabits the evergreen forests exclusively, and is found not uncommonly in the Sierra Nevada of California, and in the wooded districts of the country lying between the Sacramento Valley and the Columbia. In the Cascade Mountains we found it associated with the Ruffed Grouse, which it resembles in habit more than any other species. When on the ground they lie very close, flying up from your feet as you approach them, and when flushed always take to a tree; while sitting on a tree, you may fire as many times as is necessary to hit the bird before you can dislodge it. In the spring the male, seated motionless on a branch of pine or fir where it issues from the trunk, makes a booming call, which, by a remarkable ventriloquial power, serves rather to mislead than direct the sportsman, and, unless experienced in shooting this kind of Grouse, he will be likely to spend much time, with nothing to show for it, in a vain search for the bird.

The habits of this species in Colorado may be elucidated by an extract from Mr. Tripp's manuscripts:

"The 'Gray Grouse,' as this species is universally called, is a rather common bird throughout the mountains, from the foot-hills up to timber-line, and, during summer, wanders at times above the woods as high as the summit of the range. Excepting for a brief period in August and September, it rarely approaches the vicinity of clearings, frequenting the dense pine forests, and showing a preference for the tops of rocky and inaccessible mountains. In its nature, in short, it is the exact counterpart of the Ruffed Grouse, having the same roving, restless disposition; living upon the same diet of buds and berries; frequenting the same rugged, craggy mountain haunts; and, like that bird, is more or less solitary in its habits, and constantly moving from place to place on foot. Its food consists principally of the leaves and berries of various species of Ericaceae, which abound in all its haunts. It is also very fond of grasshoppers and all kinds of insects, and, while the snow lies deep upon the ground, lives for the most part upon the buds and tender leaves of the pines. When the grain is cut in the valleys, the Grouse are frequently to be found, in the stubble-fields and adjacent coverts, in small flocks of from three or four up to eight or ten. They are then so tame as to be easily approached and killed, but later in the season become somewhat wilder, though never very shy. They never gather in large flocks, like the Fimiated and Sharp-tailed Grouse, more than a single family being rarely found together. The broods separate as soon as they are well grown, and, from the middle or close of autumn until the succeeding pairing season, the Gray Grouse is usually found alone. On being suddenly startled, this bird takes wing with great rapidity, sometimes uttering a loud cackling note, very much like that of the Prairie Hen on similar occasions, frequently alighting on the lower limb of a tree after flying a little way, and watching the intruder with outstretched neck. Sometimes they will fly up to the top of a tall pine and remain hidden in the thick foliage for a long time; nor will they move or betray their position, although sticks and stones are thrown into the tree, or even a shot fired. Late in summer many of them ascend to the upper woods to feed upon the multitudes of grasshoppers that swarm there in August and September, in the pursuit of which they wander above timber-line, and may sometimes be met in great numbers among the copses of willows and juniper that lie above the forests.

"The flight of the Gray Grouse is rapid and powerful. Its flesh is white and tender, resembling that of the Ruffed Grouse. In all respects it seems to fill the same place in the mountain fauna of Colorado that is occupied by the latter bird among the mountains of New En-
gland and the Middle States. Although Allen gives the Ruffed Grouse as an inhabitant of the 'mountains of Colorado,' the most diligent search failed to discover a trace of it; while all the hunters and trappers with whom I have conversed assured me that it is never found there at all."

**TETRAO OBSCURUS var. RICHARDSONI, (Doulg.) Coues.**

Richardson's, or Black-tailed Grouse.


*Dendragapus richards ni,* Elliot, *Pr. Phila. Acad. 1864, 23; Monog. Tetr. pl. —.*

*Tetrao obscurus, Sw. & Rich.,* F. B. A. ii, 1831, 344, pl. 59, 60, evidently this form. (Also of Audubon and Baird, partly. Not of Say.)


_Hab._—"Central Rocky Mountains, from South Pass, and northward to Fort Liard, H. B. T." (Cooper.)

**List of specimens.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Place</th>
<th>Collector</th>
<th>Specimen No.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>19168</td>
<td>W. side R. Mts</td>
<td>June 5, 1860</td>
<td>F. V. Hayden</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19169</td>
<td>do</td>
<td>May 31, 1860</td>
<td>do</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19175</td>
<td>Yellowstone R.</td>
<td>July 23, 1860</td>
<td>G. H. Troop</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Late Expeditions.—63216-22, Téton Cañon and North Fork, Idaho.

In this slight variety of the common Dusky Grouse the general colors are darker, and the terminal slate bar on the tail is reduced to a minimum, or wanting altogether. It is clearly the form described and figured by Swainson and Richardson, as above, who speak of it as inhabiting the Rocky Mountains from lat. 40° to lat. 67°, and perhaps still further, and refer it to the true *T. obscurus* of Say. These authors mention one of Mr. Douglas’ specimens, in the Edinburgh Museum, as being younger, but "evidently the same species." Audubon made no distinction of the two varieties; Baird cites "richardsoni" as synonymous, but noted the above characters of certain specimens. As Dr. Cooper has remarked, the apparent distribution of the variety is peculiar, it being embraced to the East, West, and South, by that of the ordinary *T. obscurus.*

**CENTROCERCUS UROPHASIANUS, (Brp.) Sw.**

_Sage Cock; Cook of the Plains._


*Tetrao (Centrocercus) urophasianus,* Sw. & Rich., F. B. A. ii, 1831, 358, pl. 18.


_Cock of the Plains,* Lewis & Clarke, ii, 180, sp. 2.
Hab.—Sage plains of the West. East to Western Kansas. South to about 35°. West and north as far as suitable surface extends. Scarcely to be found on the Missouri.

**List of specimens.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Specimen</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Collector</th>
<th>Measurements</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>19134</td>
<td>175</td>
<td>Powder River</td>
<td>Oct. 7, 1859</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19135</td>
<td>215</td>
<td>Deer Creek</td>
<td>Dec. 29, 1859</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19136</td>
<td>216</td>
<td>Platte Valley</td>
<td>Jan. 12, 1850</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19137</td>
<td>217</td>
<td>Deer Creek</td>
<td>Jan. 6, 1850</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19138</td>
<td>do</td>
<td></td>
<td>do</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19139</td>
<td>do</td>
<td></td>
<td>Jan. 3, 1850</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19140</td>
<td>219</td>
<td>Platte Valley</td>
<td>Dec. 13, 1850</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19141</td>
<td>220</td>
<td></td>
<td>Jan. 6, 1850</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19142</td>
<td>221</td>
<td></td>
<td>Nov. 29, 1859</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19143</td>
<td>222</td>
<td></td>
<td>Nov. 29, 1859</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19144</td>
<td>223</td>
<td></td>
<td>Apr. 14, 1859</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19145</td>
<td>224</td>
<td></td>
<td>Sept. 5, 1859</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19146</td>
<td>225</td>
<td>Cheyenne Riv.</td>
<td>Oct. 29, 1859</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19147</td>
<td>226</td>
<td>Cheyenne Riv.</td>
<td>Jan. 7, 1859</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19148</td>
<td>227</td>
<td>Deer Creek</td>
<td>Sept. 27, 1859</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19149</td>
<td>228</td>
<td></td>
<td>Sept. 12, 1859</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19150</td>
<td>229</td>
<td>Platte Valley</td>
<td>Oct. 11, 1859</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19151</td>
<td>230</td>
<td>Tongue River</td>
<td>Sept. 16, 1859</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19152</td>
<td>231</td>
<td>Clear Fork</td>
<td>Sept. 17, 1859</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19153</td>
<td>232</td>
<td>E. F. Tongue R.</td>
<td>Sept. 16, 1859</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Lieutenant Warren's Expedition.**—No. 5419, fifty miles up the Yellowstone; 8921, 8923, Cheyenne River.

**Later Expeditions.**—60462, Le Bonté Creek; 60586–32, Wyoming; 61095–9, Henry's Fork; 62223–5, North Fork and Henry's Lake, Idaho.

The above extensive suite of specimens illustrates this species under the various conditions of age, sex, and season, from the downy young to the largest cocks. The measurements given show the variation in size among adult birds. Some old cocks are of great size—the birds apparently growing, in some instances, after they have attained normal dimensions. The female, as usual, is smaller than the male, averaging about one-third less. There is no occasion to describe the bird minutely in the present connection; its great size and various peculiar features will prevent mistake respecting it. The full-grown cocks average about 2½ feet in length; the hens rather under 2 feet. The tail equals, or rather exceeds, the wing in length, and consists of twenty very narrow acuminate feathers, stiffened and graduated in length from the middle pair outward. A more remarkable feature of the cock is the immense dilatable air-sac of naked yellow skin on each side of the neck, bordered by a patch of curiously stiffened, horn-like feathers, like fish-scales, often terminating in bristly filaments several inches long. The feet are feathered to the toes, as in most of our other Crouse. The most noticeable color-mark is a broad black area on the under parts of the adult, less extensive in the female; it contrasts with the white of the breast. The upper parts are varied with gray, black, brown, and tawny or whitish. The cocks weigh from three to six pounds, according to age and condition; the hens are correspondingly much lighter.

The history of this species is generally dated from the account by Lewis and Clarke, of a "Cock of the Plains" which they found in the Rocky Mountains, about the headwaters of the Missouri, and afterward more abundantly on the plains of the Columbia. The first technical description of the species was that of Bonaparte, who, under the name of *Tetrao urophasianus*, noticed in various periodicals, and figured in his
American Ornithology, a specimen in the Leadbeater collection. The Prince supposed this to be a female, and, comparing it with the same sex of the European Cock of the Woods (Tetrao urogallus), proclaimed it to be as large as the latter, which, however, is not the case. Judging from the assigned dimensions of 28 to 30 inches in length, his bird was a cock, although he does not notice the tympanum or modified scaly feathers of the neck, these, perhaps, not being evident in his immature specimen. In 1831 Swainson framed for the species the subgenus Centrocercus, and gave a characteristic figure. The bird being abundant, and of very marked features, it soon became generally well known, and is noticed by nearly all writers who have visited the regions it inhabits.

Not the least interesting fact in the natural history of the Sage Cock is its strict confinement to a region of peculiar character. Its dispersion over our western interior seems to be co-extensive with the treeless, arid, and almost desert regions where grow the various species of Artemisia or wild sage, upon which it chiefly feeds, and from which it derives its name. The largest by far of the gallinaceous birds of this country, excepting the Turkey alone, and one offering attractions to the sportsman, it is, nevertheless, of the least consequence of all from an economic point of view, since the nature of its harsh and bitter food renders its flesh little acceptable—indeed unpalatable under ordinary circumstances.

As far up the Missouri as I have been (to the vicinity of Fort Stevenson, 150 miles below the mouth of the Yellowstone), I have failed to note any indication of the bird's presence; while it certainly does not occur to the northward anywhere east of longitude 103°. It is stated to be common on the plains of Western Kansas and Nebraska, as it doubtless is also in southwestern portions of Dakota, and thence westward, in suitable districts, to California and Oregon, east of the Sierra Nevada and Cascade Ranges. As above indicated, the point of ascertained southernmost range is the Mojave River, a specimen killed there having been seen by Dr. Cooper, who also found what he considered to be additional evidence of its occurrence. I do not know the line of northward extension, and it is, apparently, not yet ascertained; it will probably be found to run, at some points at least, near the present boundary of the United States, along the 49th parallel. Sir John Richardson gives nothing to the point on this score; and the only indications I have met with are those given by Drs. Cooper and Suckley. The former mentions the Spokane plains, in Washington Territory, as a locality north of which none were seen, "the country being, apparently, too woody for them. On those plains they were common, for though level, the surface is dry, sterile, and elevated near 1,000 feet above the sea." Dr. Suckley writes that they are found "on the sage barrens of the Yakima and Simcoe Valleys, in Washington Territory, about latitude 46° and 47° north." He also speaks of shooting it on the Milk River, Montana, about 200 miles west of Fort Union, the most northeastern point at present on record to my knowledge. The same gentleman refers to their food in the following terms:

"I have dissected these Grouse in situations where there was abundance of grass seeds, wild grain, grasshoppers, and other kinds of food that a person would imagine would be readily eaten by them, yet I have failed to obtain a single particle of any other food in their full stomachs than the leaves of the Artemisia. This food must be either highly preferred, or else be essential to their existence. They seem to have the faculty of doing for a long time without water, as I have found them habitually in dry desert situations, during severe droughts, a long dis-
tance from water. The flesh of this bird is rather strong and bitter, from the nature of its food, and it quickly decomposes after death."

Dr. Buckely's account of the diet of these birds is, however, too exclusive. They certainly eat various insects, especially grasshoppers, and an indiscriminate variety of vegetable substances. Mr. Ridgway informs me of an interesting fact: that the gizzard of the Sage Cock is a slightly muscular membranous bag, quite different from the strong, dense "grist-mill" of ordinary Galline. The point has been recorded in the following terms:

"A peculiarity of this species, which I have not seen noticed, is that its stomach, instead of being hard and very muscular as in other Gallinacea, is soft and membranous, like that of the birds of prey. This was first told me by hunters in Nevada, and I afterward satisfied myself of the truth of their statement that the Sage Hen "has no gizzard," by dissecting a sufficient number of individuals. This bird is never known to eat grain, but subsists almost entirely upon green leaves of artemisia and on grasshoppers."—(Am. Nat. viii, 1874.)

The same feature is also noticed by a late writer in Forest and Stream, in the following article, which I reproduce, somewhat abbreviated:

"A measurement of the picture gives length of bill and head 3 inches, neck 7, body 14, and tail 10 inches; total, 34 inches. Its actual weight in feather was seven pounds, and it was a fair specimen of a full-grown male bird, the female being about two pounds less. The attitude is characteristic, half crouching as it steals off when alarmed. The color is also true to life, black and brown, mottled with white, except the breast, where white predominates. You will perceive, also, that the legs are slightly feathered. A remarkable feature of the bird is, that it has no gizzard; and in hundreds examined, no seeds, grain, or insects were ever found in the crop, or rather paunch, which is very large. This lack of a gizzard indicates it to be a browser, and not a grain eater. Its food is principally the artemisia or wild sage, though indications of the leaves and buds of the grease-wood and various grasses were sometimes found. I have never met with it where the wild sage did not abound.

"I notice that some of your correspondents state that it is scarcely eatable on account of the bitter taste caused by the artemisia. Here is the remedy: Immediately after killing, draw the bird, thoroughly removing the intestines and their contents, but all other dressing can be delayed till camp is reached. Treated in this manner it has no disagreeable taste. This is what we should expect, when it is recollected that in all animals the peculiarities of food pass off by secretions through the natural channels. The milk and butter of a cow feeding upon wild garlic, cabbage, rag-weed, &c., will be tainted with their peculiar qualities, but the flesh is not. So when the bird is dead the operations of the body cease, absorption commences, and the contents of the intestines begin to affect the flesh. The power of life to resist absorption and decay are as wonderful as mysterious. A live fish in salt water continues fresh. The rubbing of salt upon a live hog's back would hardly cure the meat, but when slaughtered, it takes up the salt through skin and flesh alike. But perhaps too much upon this familiar principle, unless it serves to redeem this magnificent bird from its unlucky reputation. The flesh is quite dark and rather dry, but when the bird is about two-thirds grown, with the bitter taste prevented in the manner I have described, it is not easy for a hungry man to find fault with it, especially in camp. I notice also that a correspondent says that it does not lie well before a dog; I have not found it so under favorable circumstances. When there is reasonable cover, its conduct in that respect is better
than that of the Pinnated Grouse. But the peculiarities of its habitat do not give the dog a fair chance to work, or do himself or the game justice. The artemisia grows only upon barren prairies, from 4,000 to 10,000 feet above the level of the ocean, where the soil is composed of dry sand, alkaline clay, granite rocks, &c., with little other vegetation but stunted shrubs, cactus, and an occasional clump of wild grass, where rains rarely occur, and there is little moisture in the air or upon the ground. It is a tough, sprawling, crooked evergreen, or rather ever-gray shrub, from six inches to six feet high, partly deciduous in appearance, much like the garden sage, and when thick, very difficult for man, horse or dog, to get through.

"The Sage Cock is a good skulker and runner, and not easily flushed if it can hide. It gets up heavily, like the Wild Turkey, laboring hard with the wings until a proper height is reached and speed is obtained, when it sails rapidly away, and, if alarmed, often goes from half a mile to a mile before dropping.

"The packs are smaller than any other variety of Grouse, rarely exceeding ten. They never alight upon trees, and, indeed, I have never seen them among timber. They are rarely found east of Fort Laramie or of the range of Black Hills, which constitutes the first step or shelf of the Rocky Mountains going west. The mountain deserts constitute their home. I have met them in the Laramie plains, on the upper waters of the North Platte, on Sweetwater River, on the headwaters of Green River (the Colorado of the West), on Lewis' Fork of the Columbia, and on Wind River, but nowhere so numerous as on the latter stream and its tributaries, where scores would be often seen in a mile's ride.

"The Sage Cock is also said to be common north nearly or quite to the British line, and west to California, but in these observations I have confined myself to the sections I have personally visited. It would be safe to presume that they would be found wherever there was a barren prairie stocked with artemisia.

"I have heard it said that the Sage Cock migrates, but this is not so, as I have seen them at all seasons of the year on the same ground. In this respect their habits are the same as other varieties of Grouse, never moving far from the spot where hatched, unless compelled to do so. The idea no doubt arises from the fact that they are rarely seen moving in the severe weather and terrible storms of this region, their habit being to lie close in ravines and hollows, and dense thickets of artemisia, where they can have food and shelter."

Dr. Newberry's account, which I extract almost entire as no less interesting to the sportsman than to the naturalist, will bring this great 'Bustard' vividly to mind:

"Coming into camp at evening, I had been attracted by a white chalk-like bluff, some two miles to the right of our trail, which I visited and examined. Near it was a warm spring, which came out of the hillside, and, spreading over the prairie, kept a few acres green and fresh, strongly contrasting with the universal brown of the landscape. In this little oasis I found some, to me, new flowers, many reptiles, and a considerable number of Sharp-tailed Grouse, of which I killed several, the whole presenting attractions sufficiently strong—as we were to remain in camp one day—to take me over there next morning. I had filled my plant-case with flowers, had obtained frogs, and snakes, and chalky infusorial earth enough to load down the boy who accompanied me, and had enjoyed a fine morning's sport, dropping as many Grouse on the prairies as we could conveniently carry. Following up the little stream toward the spring on the hill-side, a dry, treeless surface, with
patches of 'sage brush' (Artemisia tridentata), I was suddenly startled by a great flutter and rush, and a dark bird, that appeared to me as large as a Turkey, rose from the ground near me, and, uttering a hoarse hëk hëk, flew off with an irregular, but remarkably well-sustained, course.

"I was just then stooping to drink from the little stream, and quite unprepared for game of any kind, least of all for such a bird, evidently a Grouse, but so big and black, so far exceeding all reasonable dimensions, that I did not think of shooting him, but stood with open eyes, and, doubtless, open mouth, eagerly watching his flight to mark him down. But stop he did not—so long as I could see him, now flapping, now sailing, he kept on his course till he disappeared behind a hill a mile away.

"I was, of course, greatly chagrined by his escape, but knowing that, given one Grouse, it is usually not difficult to find another, I commenced looking about for the mate of the one I had lost. My search was not a long one; almost immediately she rose from under a sage brush with a noise like a whirl-wind, not to fly a mile before stopping to look around, as the cock had done, but, by a fortunate shot, falling helpless to the ground. No deer-stalker ever felt more triumphant enthusiasm while standing over the prostrate body of a buck, or fisherman when the silvery sides of a salmon sparkled in his landing-net, than I felt as I picked up this great, and to me unknown, bird. I afterward ranged the hill-sides for hours, with more or less success, waging a war on these birds, which I found to be quite abundant, but very strong-winged and difficult to kill. I repeatedly flushed them not ten yards from me, and, as they rose, poured my whole charge, right and left, into them, knocking out feathers, perhaps, but not killing the bird, which, in defiance of all my hopes and expectations, would carry off my shot to such a distance that I would not follow him, even did I know he would never rise again. Here, as elsewhere, I found these birds confined to the vicinity of the 'sage bushes,' from under which they usually spring.

"A few days later, on the shores of Wright and Rhett Lakes, we found them very abundant, and killed all we cared to. A very fine male which I killed there was passed by nearly the whole party, within thirty feet, in open ground. I noticed him as soon, perhaps, as he saw us, and waited to watch his movements. As the train approached he sank down on the ground, depressing his head, and lying as motionless as a stick or root, which he greatly resembled. After the party had passed I moved toward him, when he depressed his head till it rested on the ground, and evidently made himself as small as possible. He did not move till I had approached within fifteen feet of him, when he arose, and I shot him. He was in fine plumage, and weighed over five pounds. We continued to meet with the Sage Hen, whenever we crossed sage plains, till we reached the Columbia.

"To the westward of the Cascade Range this bird probably does not exist, as all its habits and preferences seem to fit it for the occupancy of the sterile and anhydrous region of the central desert. Its flesh is dark and, particularly in old birds, highly flavored with worm-wood, which, to most persons, is no proof of excellence. The young bird, if parboiled and stewed, is very good; but, as a whole, this is inferior for the table to any other species of American Grouse."

In the paper above cited, Mr. Holden remarks a habit of this Grouse probably known to few. "They roost in circles on the ground," he says; "I have seen a patch of ground, fifteen feet in diameter, completely covered with their excrement. I think they resort to the same place many nights in succession, unless disturbed."
Some of those habits of the Sage Cock which are peculiar to the pairing season were described by one of the earlier writers, doubtless with substantial accuracy, and are quoted in the Fauna Boreali-Americana. "They pair in March and April. Small eminences on the banks of streams are the places usually selected for celebrating the weddings, the time generally about sunrise. The wings of the male are lowered, buzzing on the ground; the tail, spread like a fan, somewhat erect; the bare, yellow oesophagus inflated to a prodigious size—fully half as large as his body, and, from its soft, membranous substance, being well contrasted with the scale-like feathers below it on the breast, and the flexible, silky feathers on the neck, which on these occasions stand erect. In this grotesque form he displays, in the presence of his intended mate, a variety of attitudes. His love-song is a confused, prating, but not offensively disagreeable, tone—something that we can imitate, but have difficulty in expressing—hurr-hurr-hurr—r-r-r-hoo, ending in a deep, hollow tone, not unlike the sound produced by blowing into a large reed."

Even those who are familiar with the appearance of the "drums" of the common Pinnated Grouse when fully inflated, may fail, without actual inspection, to form a fair idea of the enormous yellow air-sacs of the Sage Cock in their condition of greatest distension. Instead of being regularly hemispherical, like half a small orange, they are immense, bulging masses of irregular contour, seeming to meet in front, and singularly distorting the figure of the bird—surmounted with a fringe of filaments depending from the mass of erect white feathers, and ending below in a solid set of white feathery plumes. Perhaps no bird of our country presents a more remarkable aspect than the Sage Cock under the circumstances just noted: while at all times his presence and bearing are sufficiently striking. The mode of flight is most like that of the Sharp-tailed Grouse—indeed, what resembles the Sage Cock bears to any other of our birds, are closest, in all respects, with this species. There is the same complete spread of the wing, when the ends of the outer quills show spaces between them—the same heavy yet swift and steady course, accomplished with an alternation of a few energetic strokes, and a period of sailing with stiffly motionless wings, until the impulse is spent. A point in which the Sage Grouse differs from the Sharp-tailed, if not also from every other one of our Grouse, is that it never takes to the trees, its exclusively terrestrial habits being, indeed, a necessity arising in the nature of the country it inhabits.

The egg of the Sage Fowl may be recognized at a glance by its size and elongated shape; it is comparatively narrower and more pointed than that of any other Grouse of this country, and our specimens, selected from a great number in the Smithsonian collection, measure, respectively, 2.25 by 1.50; 2.10 by 1.60; 2.10 by 1.50; 2.05 by 1.50. The shell first forms pale grayish-white, with a faint greenish shade, and subsequently becomes a grayish or greenish-drab by acquiring more or less, of a brown tint; this is spotted with chocolate-brown, mostly in specks and minute dots, pretty evenly and rather thickly distributed, sometimes very sparsely so marked, and occasionally with larger spots (size of a split pea) tending to a circular shape, with sharp edges. The same circularity may be observed in the case of the smaller markings.

An interesting law affecting egg-coloration may be deduced from examination of eggs which, like those of all our Grouse and many other birds, are colorless, or of uniform color at first, yet variously marked when laid. In such cases, probably without exception, the markings
are entirely upon the surface, and consequently appear of the same color, only varying in intensity according to the depth of the pigment deposited. The shell being entirely formed in an upper portion of the oviduct, where there are no cells for the elaboration of special pigments, these various colorations are never obscured by being overlaid with shell substance; whereas in those cases where special coloring matter is early laid down, during the formation of the shell, we have different sets of spots, some in the shell, others on its surface, the former being those so often conventionally described as "lilac," "lavender," &c., but being in reality the various browns and reds, like those of the surface, only overlaid with the white or whitish calcareous substance.

The young Sage Fowl shows features parallel with those of the young Sharp-tailed, as might be expected from the affinity of the two. We find the same sharp, white shaft-lines in various places on the upper parts, and the same brown speckling of the plumage of the breast. We find, at a very early age, indication of the future black abdominal area in a dark brown patch on the belly.

**PEDICÉCETES PHASIANELLUS** var. **COLUMBIANUS**, (Ord.) Cs.

Southern Sharp-tailed Grouse.

a. *phasiannellus* proper.


*Tetrao (Centrocercus) phasiannellus*, Sw. & Rich., P. B. A. ii, 1831, 361 (relates chiefly to the present, though including the following variety).


*Pediocetes phasiannellus*, COUES, Key, 1872, 234.—*B. B. & R*, N. A. B. iii, 1874, 434, pl. 69, f. 3.


Long-tailed Grouse (*Urogallus minor*), Edw., iii, 117.

Sharp-tailed Grouse, PENN., Aig. Zool. ii, 306.

b. *columbianus*.

*Phasianus columbianus*, Ord, Guthrie's Geog. 2d Am. ed. 1815, 317 (based on Columbian Pheasant of Lewis and Clarke, ii, 180).


*Pediocetes columbianus*, COOP., B. Cal. i, 1870, 532.


*Tetrao phasiannellus*, ORD, Guthrie's Geog. 2d Am. ed. 1815, 317?—Br., Syn. 1828, 127; Am. Orn. iii, 1828, 37, pl. 19 (not description of 2, which was from Arctic America).—*Nutt.*, Man. i, 1832, 669.—*Aud.*., Orn. Biog. iv, 1838, 569, pl. 382; Syn. 1839, 205; B. Am. v, 1842, 110, pl. 208.—*Newb.*, P. R. R. Rep. vi, 1857, 94.—*Maxim.*, J. f. O. vi, 1858, 435.—*Tripp*, Pr. E. Inst. 1871, 118 (Minnesota).


*Tetrao urophasiannellus*, DOUGL., Tr. Linn. Soc. vi, 1829, 133.

_Hab._—Of the northern variety, or true *phasiannellus*, the interior of British America, east to Hudson's Bay, north and west to Fort Yukon, south nearly to the United States boundary, where it shades into var. *columbianus*. The latter inhabits the western portions of Minnesota and Iowa, all of Dakota, thence diagonally across Nebraska and Kansas to Colorado, thence in suitable districts across the country to the Sierra Nevada and Cascade Ranges.
List of specimens.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Sex</th>
<th>Collector</th>
<th>Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>19173</td>
<td>1973</td>
<td>Rosebud Creek</td>
<td>♂</td>
<td>G. H. Troop</td>
<td>Sept. 5, 1861</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19174</td>
<td>1974</td>
<td>Deer Creek</td>
<td>♂</td>
<td>F. V. Hayden</td>
<td>Jan. 5, 1860</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19175</td>
<td>1975</td>
<td>Deer Creek</td>
<td>♀</td>
<td>F. V. Hayden</td>
<td>Jan. 1, 1860</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19176</td>
<td>1976</td>
<td>Deer Creek</td>
<td>♂</td>
<td>G. H. Troop</td>
<td>Jan. 7, 1860</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19177</td>
<td>1977</td>
<td>do</td>
<td>♂</td>
<td>G. H. Troop</td>
<td>Dec. 29, 1859</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19178</td>
<td>1978</td>
<td>do</td>
<td>♂</td>
<td>F. V. Hayden</td>
<td>Jan. 11, 1860</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Lieutenant Warren’s Expedition.**—5420, Fort Union; 5421, 5422, mouth of Vermilion River; 5442, 5443, Fort Pierre.

**Later Expeditions.**—54326, Wyoming; 60463, Le Bonté Creek; 61792-3, Fort Neuf River, Idaho.

The nomenclature of the Sharp-tailed Grouse became somewhat involved when it was found necessary to distinguish by name the two geographical races which constitute the species. Prior to 1861 there was supposed to be but a single kind, the *Tetrao phasianellus* of authors. At that time examination of numerous specimens from Arctic America, and their comparison with the ordinary bird of the United States, showed the existence of two forms of Sharp-tailed Grouse, and the northern variety was published by Dr. Suckley as a new species under the name of *Pediocetes kennicottii*. The following year, however, Mr. Elliot showed that this northern form was really the one upon which Linnaeus originally based the name of *Tetrao phasianellus*, and that it was the southern one, the form that is supposed to be distinguished by a separate name. He very properly adopted for the latter the term *columbianus*, after Ord, whose bird was the “Columbian Pheasant” of Lewis and Clarke, unquestionably our common Sharp-tailed Grouse. Dr. Suckley and Mr. Elliot, alike right in distinguishing the two varieties, went too far in supposing them to be different species; for, as stated in the “Key,” p. 234, they are simply geographical races shading into each other, as I shall point out more particularly in this article. To the northern, British American, form belongs the name *Tetrao phasianellus* of Linnaeus, and of those early writers who drew their inspiration from him, as well as the *Pediocetes phasianellus* of those late writers whose notices are based upon the same bird. To the southern form, var. *columbianus*, belongs the name *Tetrao phasianellus*, or *Pediocetes phasianellus*, of those writers who refer to the United States bird. Certain authors, however, obviously include both forms in their articles; thus Bonaparte, in the American Ornithology, describes the male from Arctic America, and figures the female var. *columbianus* from the United States; while Richardson, whose account relates, of course, chiefly to the northern bird, includes the southern in his statement that the species is found down to latitude 41° on the Missouri.

But such bibliographical points, the establishing of which is a part of the drudgery the closet naturalist must perform, have little or no general interest, and we willingly turn to a more inviting aspect of our subject, the proper natural history of the Sharp-tailed Grouse. While some descriptions of the colors of the bird have been minute even to tediousness, no one, as it seems to me, has been sufficiently explicit in regard to certain points of structure which can only be satisfactorily ascertained in examining the freshly-killed bird, or respecting the changes of plumage. If, as I shall presently show, the egg-shell, which exists but a few days, is very differently colored at different periods of its existence, what variation may we not expect to find in the coloration of the bird itself, which lives for several years? We will begin by noting those differences which, owing to the operation of climatic influences, subsist between the average bird of Arctic America and that of the United States prairies. That these two are not distinct species, but only geographical varieties of the same species, will be as evident to the sportsman and amateur naturalist from their points of view as it is to the technical scientist from his.

The northern variety, or true *phasianellus*, is much darker* and more heavily colored than its southern representative, var. *columbianus*.

---

* The eggs of this northern form differ from those of the southern in a manner analogous to the difference in plumage, averaging decidedly darker and browner drab, sometimes attaining a chocolate-brown color, and showing greater tendency to spotting.
There is much less of the buff, tawny, or brownish-yellow variegation, so conspicuous in the latter. The general colors might be called brownish-black and white in the former, the markings disposed in a pattern common to both varieties, yet the fulvous of var. *columbianus* assuming a dark brown cast. In the northern bird the angular dark-markings on the white ground of the under parts are almost black, and acutely arrow-headed shaped for the most part; in the southern, these markings are much lighter brown and, excepting generally the hinder ones, have a more rounded outline. In the northern bird the throat is white, speckled with blackish; in the southern it is tawny, and nearly or quite unmarked. Now these are the prominent characteristics, as they obtain in the more strongly marked examples. But it must be remembered that they are mixed and obscured in every degree in the complete and gentle intergradation which obtains between the two varieties, proving them to be but a single species. Along the United States northern boundary, and rather to the northward, specimens are more or less perfectly intermediate between the two extremes above noted. There is, moreover, in both forms, such a difference between the breeding and the autumnal plumages (the latter being the lighter), as to further prove the impossibility of specific distinctions being established. Birds that I killed in June and July along the northern border of Dakota, decidedly approached the dark northern form; their offspring, shot in the same locality the following September, when they were full grown, very clearly pertained to the southern. They were all, indeed, much lighter than the heaviest colored aquatic birds; but the old ones had the white and speckled instead of buff throat, and so had the young ones through the summer; they only assumed the buff throat, and thus distinctively showed their relationship with the southern form, after the September moulting. Speaking geographically, as well as zoologically, it is impossible to assign limits to the two forms. All the United States specimens I have seen, however, are unquestionably var. *columbianus*; and we may as well conventionally fix its limit along our present political boundary, although the other variety only attains its special characteristics in all their purity considerably further north.

The northern line of distribution of var. *columbianus* being thus determined, we have to note its dispersion in other directions. Its eastern limit offers interesting considerations of a different character; for in this direction we find the bird to have been affected, not by climatic influence modifying its physical characters, but by less obscure agencies operating to gradually restrict its range. These agencies are directly consequent upon the advance of civilization, which, very singularly, pushes the Sharp-tailed Grouse continually westward, and at the same time carries along with it the Pinnated Grouse. There is abundant evidence that the Sharp-tailed once ranged much further east than it does now; and so rapidly is it being driven westward that a decided change has been affected within the memory of those now living. How far eastward it may have once ranged is uncertain. We have in the earlier accounts some vague and evidently not reliable allusions to the Sharp-tailed Grouse as an inhabitant of Virginia. This may or may not have been the case, most probably it was an entire mistake; and yet there is no *à priori* reason against it. The Sharp-tailed is no more exclusively a prairie-bird than the Pinnated, which we know once ranged across the whole country, and lingers to this day in certain isolated localities in the Middle States and even New England. Under later and more authentic dates we find the Sharp-tailed Grouse mentioned by Audubon, in 1838, as "accidental in the northern parts of
Illinois.” This leads to the inference that not long previously the bird inhabited all suitable prairie land of Michigan,* Minnesota, and Iowa, intervening between the point indicated and its present habitat. What this now is I am able to show with accuracy, thanks to the kindness of several friends, who have noted, in Minnesota, a gradual restriction of the Sharp-tailed and corresponding advance of the Pinnated. My friend, Surgeon J. F. Head, United States Army, writes me that General H. H. Sibley, a keen sportsman and pretty accurate scientific observer, who lived at the mouth of the Minnesota River long before St. Paul was settled, states that formerly the Sharp-tailed Grouse was the prevailing, if not the only, species there, and that it has been replaced by T. cupido within his own memory. A paper which Dr. Head prepared in 1853, gave T. cupido as the Grouse about Fort Ripley, Minnesota, but he lately told me that this was a mistake, the bird of that vicinity being then the Sharp-tailed, and the Pinnated being only just now approaching that locality. For in September, 1873, the Doctor, with some friends, shot a young but full-grown solitary T. cupido—“so far as I know,” he writes, “the first instance of its occurrence in this vicinity. The place was remote from any cultivated ground; and within a few minutes several individuals of the Sharp-tailed Grouse were shot.” In another communication kindly offered me, Dr. Head states further: “The Sharp-tailed Grouse is found in great abundance from the Mississippi to the Red River of the North; * * * * the Grouse now inhabiting the region about St. Paul is the T. cupido—a few of the Sharp-tailed are still found near White Bear Lake, about twelve miles north of this city. The dividing line between T. cupido and T. phasianellus runs probably not more than fifteen or twenty miles north of the Falls of St. Anthony, bending thence to the southwest, or in the direction of Yankton. T. cupido appears to replace the other as the wheat-fields advance.”

The accuracy of this line determined by Dr. Head is verified by other observations. Its southwest trend is confirmed by Mr. Tripp, as above cited, who believes that the Sharp-tailed scarcely comes into Iowa; and more particularly by my own observations, between Fort Randall and Yankton. In this stretch of seventy-five miles along the Missouri the normal dividing-line runs somewhere—the two species interdigitating, however, to such an extent that it cannot be precisely fixed. How many Sharp-tailed, if any, are still found about Yankton, I cannot say; but there the Pinnated is the prevailing form, and so numerous that I have known them to be trapped and used instead of tame Pigeons in a shooting-match. Starting up the river they accompany us part of the day, till suddenly one of the “White-bellies” whirs up from the roadside, and we are soon fairly among them. At Fort Randall they are the prevailing species; so nearly exclusively, that in the course of my six months’ residence there, I never became aware of the occurrence of the other, excepting in three instances, although officers and others, beside myself, did a good deal of shooting. The Cupidones are unquestionably creeping up the Missouri, just as the Quail have already done, although they have not, apparently, as yet progressed quite so far; and with their advance, the Sharp-tailed are probably receding along this line as elsewhere. There may be some antagonism, or other incompatibility, between the two species; but more probably the different conditions of environment, induced by the settling of the country, are the

* Fort William, on the northern shore of Lake Superior, is among the earlier localities cited.

† But I am reliably informed of its occurrence, with Cupidonia, in northwestern portions of Iowa.
main cause of the change—what the Pinnated likes best being not to the taste of the other. Just as the Quail is a "home bird," loving the stubble-field and hay-rick near the owner's house, so the Pinnated prefers to glean over cultivated fields, while the wilder Sharp-tailed clings to its native heath. The railroad will take the former along and warn away the latter.

Proceeding now nearly due south, we find the line of distribution (however it may lead to the right or left, according to the nature of special locality) gives over the greater portion of Nebraska to this species, and passes nearly through the middle of Kansas to the vicinity of Fort Hays, where the bird was found by Mr. Allen. This is the easternmost point in this latitude that I have ascertained, and may represent the southermost limit of distribution, or nearly so—about 38°. From the line above sketched the species reaches across the entire country, in suitable regions, to the east side of the Sierra Nevada of California, and of the continuation of the same range into Oregon and Washington—the Cascades. It does not, apparently, cross this range into the valleys on the west side; nor has it been found in California quite so far south as in Kansas and Colorado—not quite to latitude 40°. In fact it has only lately been included in the fauna of that State. Dr. Newberry saw it about fifty miles northeast of Fort Reading, near Canoe Creek, on the prairie near Pitt River, about the Klamath Lakes, and in the Des Chutes basin to the Dalles. In Washington Territory Dr. Cooper says it is found only in the low alluvial prairies of the streams emptying into the Columbia east of the Cascade Mountains; but this restriction probably requires to be removed. He mentions an interesting fact in contrast of the present bird and the Blue Grouse (Tetrao obscurus): "They shun high grounds and forests entirely; and within a distance of half a mile I have seen both these and the Blue Grouse (which avoids open plains altogether) as I passed from prairie to forest." Dr. Suckley noticed the "exceeding abundance" of the species from the mouth of the Yellowstone to the Cascades, wherever there is open country and a sufficiency of food. The bird is probably nowhere more numerous than in the regions where I have had opportunity of studying it, namely, in the vicinity of Fort Randall on the Missouri, from October to May; at Fort Pembina, on the Red River, in June, and at various points along the Souris or Mouse River, Dakota, during the rest of the year.

We may begin with the egg, and will take it a little earlier in its history than usual. High up the oviduct, when the shell first forms, it is of a uniform pale, dull green color. The first one I ever saw was of this description; it was brought to me as having been "cut out of a Prairie Chicken," which I could scarcely credit, though I could not help believing my informant; and as the egg had been boiled, I set it down to this having somehow changed the color. Soon after, however, I killed a hen off her nest, and found in her a duplicate of the first specimen. As the egg passes down it acquires a deposit of brown pigment, which, mingled with the green, or overlying it, produces the characteristic olive or drab tint of the mature egg. When this brown is in less quantity, a pale, dull drab, nearly uniform, results; when in excess, the tint is a darker olive, and in most specimens, further deposit of brown, not fairly mixed with the original green, produces a minutely dotted egg, the dark brown being picked into the shell, as it were, in points. These markings are rarely, if ever, aggregated into spots of any considerable size (any larger than a pin's head), and are uniformly distributed; at least I have seen no specimens otherwise marked.
During incubation they usually acquire a variety of scratches or other abrasions, in which the pale underlyng color appears. The eggs are shaped like those of the common hen (though more pointed, and nearer a perfect oval), and vary as much, in size and shape, as those of the same breed of domestic fowl commonly do. They are always quite different from those of the Pinnated Grouse. They measure from 1.60 to 1.80 inches in length by 1.20 to 1.30 in breadth, averaging about 1.75 by 1.25. (Thirty specimens measured.) The clutch varies greatly, as usual in the cases of those birds which lay many eggs. The largest number I ever found in a nest was thirteen, but I suppose a few more may sometimes be laid. The fewest I have noticed, after incubation had commenced, showing that no more would have been laid, was five. In the latitude of Pembina they are laid late in May and through part of June*—probably a little earlier farther south.

But we have come to speak of the eggs without reference as yet to the preliminaries needful for their production. The Grouse revive from the stolid and apathetic mood in which they pass the winter early in the spring—often previous to the severe snow-storms and cold that may prevail in April in part of the regions they inhabit, and the earliest indication of their renewed activity is their sexual excitement. I shall never forget the first time their strange booming fell upon my ear—a new experience to me, though I had for months been familiar with the birds under the influence of their winter régime. It was on the 1st of April, and I think that had the birds awakened sooner, the fact would not have escaped me. It was in the vicinity of Fort Randall. I was miles away from the fort or any other human habitation, whither I had gone into lonely bivouac the night before to make sure of securing some wild fowl at the break of day. Awakened before it was light by the sonorous cries of the wild fowl making for the reedy lake where I had encamped, I arose—there was no need to dress—pushed off into the expanse of reeds in a light canoe I had brought with me, and with my gun across my knees, sat quietly waiting for light to come. The sense of loneliness was oppressive in the stillness that preceded morning, broken only by the quack or splash of the Wild Duck, and the distant honking of a train of Wild Geese winnowing their sinuous way afar. I felt desolate—almost lost—and thought how utterly insignificant man is in comparison with his self-assertion. The grand bluffs of Missouri, rising past each other interminably, were before me in shadowy outline, that seemed to change and threaten to roll upon me; all around stretched the waste of reeds, secret, treacherous, limitless—unmoved, yet whispering to the water about their roots with a strange trickling. But the light came on; the distant hills took shape and settled in firm gray outline against the sky, and a breath of fresher, purer air, messenger of morning, passed over the lake, dispelling the vapors that hung reluctant, and causing the reeds to sway in graceful salute to the coming sun. A Sparrow chirped from her perch with joy; a Field Lark rose from her bed in the grass, tuning her limpid pipe to a song of gladness; and the wild fowl plashed about right heartily, when the highest hill-top was touched with gold, and another and another, till the scene was illumined to the very bosom of the lake. The feathered orchestra sounds never so impressive as when it ushers in the day;

* Says Dr. Suckley: "At Fort Dalles, on the 1st of April, 1855, a young bird, scarcely two days old, was brought to me. This early incubation would lead us to suspect that the species, in favorable situations, has two or more broods during the season." But this is certainly not the case in any locality I have observed the birds—they have all they can do to get one brood off their hands by the end of the summer.
never so fine and complete as when familiar voices sing the higher notes to the strange deep bass of the Grouse; heard for the first time, as it was on this occasion, the effect is indescribable. No one could say whence the sound proceeded, nor how many birds, if more than one, produced it; the hollow reverberations filled the air, more like the lessening echoes of some great instrument far away, than the voice of a bird at hand. I listened to this grand concert, absorbed in the reflections it stirred within me, no longer alone, but in company I love, till the booming fell less frequently upon my ear, and then ceased—it was broad day; the various birds were about their homely avocations, and I must betake myself to practical concerns.

Thus, in no faltering accents of timid expectancy, but in the bold tone of assured success, the Grouse calls upon his intended mate to forget the shyness that will no longer serve their purpose; nor does the invitation lack defiance to a rival who may presume to dispute his rights. At the rallying cry the birds assemble, in numbers of both sexes, at some favorable spot, and a singular scene ensues as the courtship progresses. There is a regular “walk-around,” as ludicrous, to the disinterested observer, as some of the performances on the comic stage. The birds run about in a circle, some to the right, others to the left, crossing each other’s path, passing and repassing in stilted attitudes, stopping to bow and squat in extravagant postures, and resuming their course, till one would think their heads as well as their hearts were lost. But this is simply their way, and they amuse themselves in such fashion till the affair is settled. The cocks have bristled and swollen, strutted and fought, till some have proven their claims to first choice, and others have concluded to take what they can get. Their subsequent history, I am sorry to state, is neither particularly creditable to themselves nor of absorbing interest to us. Leaving them to go about their business in their usual humdrum way, let us look to what now occupies their mates.

A nest will soon be required for her eggs, and the hen has to select suitable premises, though, being an architect of only the humblest order, she has little building work to do; and, moreover, not being fastidious, her choice is made without difficulty. I have found the nests in such various locations that I can hardly determine what her preference is, if, indeed, she have any. I suppose the site depends much upon circumstances. She will enter a tract overgrown with the low, scruffy willow bushes, so abundant in our higher latitudes, and settle beneath one of these; she will ramble along the edge of a wooded stream and hide in a patch of tall weeds; she will stroll out on the boundless, bare prairie, and take a tuft of grass at random. But wherever she makes down her bed she is solicitous to conceal it, not only from the rude glances of men, but from the equally cruel eye of her many four-footed enemies. Her method of concealment is most artful—perfected by its witlessness. With admirable instinct, she will avoid a place that offers such chances of concealment as to invite curious search; her willow bush is the duplicate of a thousand others at hand; her tuft of grass on the prairie is the counterpart of a million others around; her nest will be found by accident oftener than by design. And when, stooping over a warm nest on the prairie, whence she has just fluttered in dismay, we note how exposed it seems, now that it is found; we wonder how the dozen blades of grass that overarch the eggs, or the rank weed that shadows them, could have hidden the home so effectually that we nearly trod upon the bird before we saw her. She is now but a few yards off, in plain view, amid the scruffy prairie herbage, perhaps squatting, but more likely moving away with a swaying motion of the head
at each step. We will not combine murder with the robbery we are
about to commit, and let us hope she will be consoled in time. Lifting
up the eggs carefully, one by one, we find the nest to be merely a few
spears of grass, pressed down and somewhat circularly arranged with,
in all probability, a few feathers that appear to have rather been me-
chanically detached from the mother bird than laid down by design. If
the place is near our northern border, and early in June, we shall prob-
ably find the eggs quite fresh; but by the third week of that month
they will be about hatching. At this period should we, for any suffi-
cient reason, destroy the setting bird, we should find her in sad plight—
her plumage, harsh and worn, entirely gone from a large space on her
belly; her flesh thin and flabby, and her crop containing only a few
buds of some weed that grows close by her nest, with some grasshopp-
ers or other insects.

No bird is a more faithful mother than this Grouse; no one clings to
her eggs more steadfastly, or guards her young with more sedulous care.
In proof of how close she will set while incubating, let me mention two
instances that came under my observation. One poor bird was actually
trodden upon and killed, and some of her eggs smashed. On another
occasion, I drove a large four-mule ambulance over a nest; the animals
shied as they stepped over it, when the bird fluttered out from between
their legs. Stopping instantly, I discovered the nest just between the
hinder wheels. The Grouse lies hard and close, never relinquishing
hope of escaping observation until the last moment.

The young, as usual among gallinaceous birds, run about almost as
soon as they are hatched; and it is interesting to witness the watchful
solictude with which they are cherished by the parent when she first
leads them from the nest in quest of food, glancing in every direction,
in her intense anxiety, lest harm befall them. She clucks matronly to
bring them to brood under her wings, or to call them together to scram-
ble for a choice morsel of food she has found. Should danger threaten,
a different note alarms them; they scatter in every direction, running, like
little mice, through the grass till each finds a hiding place; meanwhile,
she exposes herself to attract attention, till, satisfied of the safety of the
brood, she whirrs away and awaits the time when she may reassemble
her family. In the region where I observed the birds in June and July,
they almost invariably betook themselves to the dense, resistent under-
brush, which extends for some distance outward from the wooded
streams, seeking safety in this all but impenetrable cover, where it was
nearly impossible to catch the young ones, or even to see them, until
they began to top the bushes in their early short flights. The wing and
tail-feathers sprout in a few days, and are quite well grown before
feathers appear among the down of the body. The first coveys seen
able to rise on wing were noticed early in July; but by the middle of this
month most of them fly smartly for short distances, being about as large
as Quails. Others, however, may be observed through August, little, if
any, larger than this, showing a wide range of time of hatching, though
scarcely warranting the inference of two broods in a season.

Returning to the newly-hatched chicks, we will note their character-
istics as they progress toward maturity. The down in which they are
clothed when hatched is rather dingy yellow, mottled on the crown, back,
and wings with warm brown and black; it extends to the toes, but leaves
a bare strip along the hind edge of the tarsus; the bill and feet are light
brown. They are about as large as Bantam chickens of the same age, and
very pretty little things, indeed. They are very quick in their movements,
scrambling to squat and hide, on the least alarm, even at this early age.
The first feathers—those of the wings—are light brown, with broken black bars, and strong shaft-lines of pure white, as well as edging of the same. The tail sprouts next. Then some brown feathers appear on the crown. Next, two broad strips of white feathers, with circular brown spots, appear on each side of the breast, coalescing and gradually extending down the side; meanwhile the scapular and dorsal feathers appear, and the feathering finishes with the neck, when the birds are about one-third grown. With the final disappearance of the down the birds are in a plumage which differs materially from that of the adults, and may be thus described: Crown, warm rich brown, variegated with black. White shaft-lines of the upper plumage persistent, making sharp, white, lengthwise stripes, which, together with a black area on each feather, contrast with the fine gray and brown mottling of the upper parts. Wing-coverts and inner quills somewhat like the back, on their outer webs at least, but with whitish spots along the edge. Several inner tail-feathers with a shaft-line of white, and otherwise mottled blackish and brown. Lower throat and breast with a buffy suffusion, and with numberless dark brown spots; sides, similar, but the markings lengthened into streaks. Bill, brown above, light-colored below.

This plumage lasts through the greater part of September, and is one of several distinctive evidences of immaturity. Sometime during this month a moult occurs, and the perfect plumage of the fall and winter is gained with its completion. By the time of the moult the birds are well grown—sometimes full grown—and delicate for table; but it is hardly fair to shoot them before the change is completed. Though they fly well enough, they lack spirit and vigor, drop at a touch of small shot, and, altogether, try the qualities of the sportsman little more than gunning in a hen-yard wond. They should be let alone till they are stronger, warier, and clothed in the fresh, crisp plumage they are about to assume, and which, when completed, makes a bird like this:

Neck without obviously peculiar feathers, like those of either of the Pinnated or Ruffed Grouse or Sage Cock, but with a hidden, definitely circumscribed space on each side of reddish, vascular, and distensible skin, constituting an undeveloped tympanum, over which lies a lateral series of slightly enlarged feathers. Head lightly crested, the longest feathers of the crown falling on the occiput; a crescentic naked patch over each eye of numerous orange or chrome-yellow fringe-like processes, in several parallel curved rows. Bill and wings of an ordinary gallinaceous character. Feet full-feathered to between the bases of the toes, with long, hair-like plumage reaching to or beyond the end of the hind claw. Toes above with one row of broad, transverse scutella, a row on each side of smaller rounded scales, and a conspicuous fringe of horny processes; below, bossed and scabrous. Tail much shorter than the wings, normally of eighteen true rectrices, of which the central pair are soft, parallel-edged, and square-tipped, projecting an inch or two beyond the next pair; the rest rapidly graduated, stiffish, and crisp (making a creaking sound when rubbed together), and, though at first about straight-edged, soon becoming club-shaped (with a constriction near the apex) by mutual attrition. Sexes similar, but cock rather larger and darker than the hen, with more prominent supraciliary papillæ. Length, 18 or 20 inches; extend, 24 to 30; wing, 8 to 9; middle tail-feathers, 4 to 6; shortest tail-feathers (outermost), about 1½; tarsi, 2 inches; middle toe and claw, about the same; culmen of bill, about ¾; gape of bill, 1 to 1½; depth of bill at base, ½, or rather less. Colors: Upper parts closely and pretty evenly variegated with blackish-brown, reddish-brown, and grayish-brown, the pattern smallest on
the rump and lower back, where the blackish is mostly in sharp-angled stars; the reddish most conspicuous on the upper back, and both the lighter colors everywhere finely sprinkled with blackish. Wing-coverts like the upper back, but with numerous conspicuous rounded white spots, one on the end of each feather. Crown and back of neck nearly like the back, but in smaller pattern, and the markings mostly transverse. An ill-defined white area on each side of the neck, over the tympanum, and slight, whitish stripe behind the eye. Throat, fine light buff, usually immaculate, but sometimes finely speckled quite across. Under parts white, more or less tinted with buff toward the throat; the breast with numerous regular dark-brown U-shaped spots, one on each feather; similar but smaller, sharper, and fewer such spots thence scattered over most of the under parts, only the middle of the belly being left unmarked. Long feathers of the sides under the wings matching the upper wing-coverts nearly; under wing-coverts and axillaries pure white, not marked; flanks with bars or U-spots of dark brown. Legs grayish-white, unmarked. Quills of the wings fuscous; outer webs of the secondaries with equidistant, squarish, white or tawny spots, the secondaries tipped and imperfectly twice or thrice barred with white, and gradually becoming sprinkled with the varied colors of the back, so that the innermost of them are almost precisely like the greater coverts. Four middle tail-feathers variegated, much like the back; others white, or grayish-white, on the inner web, the outer web being mottled; a few under tail-coverts spotted, the rest white; upper tail-coverts nearly like the rump. Iris, light brown; bill, dark horn-color; part of under mandible, flesh-colored; claws, like the bill; toes on top, light horn-color, the soles darker.

As already intimated, this rich plumage of the fall and winter differs a good deal from that of the breeding season. In summer there is much less of the rusty tinges, the colors being nearly blackish, gray, and white. The throat is more nearly white and speckled. I have shot (September) birds moulting in which the old feathers of the throat were of this character, mixed with new ones of a rich, pure buff. There are other characters; the bare stripe over the eye is more conspicuous, more pimply, and more brightly colored. The legs are very much less heavily clothed; in fact, scarcely more feathered than those of the Pinnated Grouse. The tail of this bird is among its peculiarities, and has occasioned comment. The long central pair of feathers appear to belong to the coverts, as stated in my work, p. 293, from examination of dried skins alone; but this is not so. They are true tail-feathers, implanted fairly in line with the others, as any one can satisfy himself on examination of a fresh-killed bird; the longest coverts belong to a different set, as shown by their site as well as form. It is not easy to describe the shape of the tail-feathers, since they are continually changing their form by wearing away in rubbing against each other. Before the September moult, these feathers in the young-of-the-year are rather short and indeterminate in shape, and they are all shed nearly simultaneously; I have shot birds without any tail at all. The new ones are generally as above described, but constantly wear; by June following they often become mere shafts with ragged edges. The decided tympanum that this species possess has not received sufficient attention. In both sexes during winter, and in the female at all times, it is not conspicuous, but during the breeding season becomes much enlarged in the cock, and susceptible of very considerable distension. Thus, it shows plainly in a poorly-prepared dried skin now before me. In investigating the nature of these air-sacs I was unable, after several trials, to find any direct
communication with the wind-pipe, and came to the conclusion that air was admitted from the lung through an opening similar to those by which air gains access to others of the various air-cells in birds' bodies; that, therefore, the tympanum is simply an exaggerated cervical cavity, belonging to the general system of pneumatic cells. On introducing a blow-pipe into the trachea, I could fully distend the air-sacs, but only coincidently with the general inflation of the body which ensued.

To return to the habits of this interesting bird. Throughout the region of the Red, Pembina, and Souris or Mouse Rivers, where I observed the birds during the summer, I found them mostly in the underbrush along the streams, which they seemed to seek instinctively as affording the best shelter and protection, as well as plenty of food. Where they were most abundant I frequently observed the "scratching holes" in the bare earth among the bushes, where they resorted to dust themselves, and most probably, in the instances of ungrown coeys, to roost. Late in the summer and in September, those who cared to shoot the tender young found them to lie well to a dog; in fact, to lie so close that they were flushed with difficulty without one. No game birds could be tamer or more readily destroyed. Except when temporarily scattered by molestation, the coeys kept close together, and only occasionally left the covert to stray on the adjoining prairie. They appeared to be feeding chiefly on wild-rose seeds, and those of another kind of plant equally abundant along the river-bottoms. The majority of these birds were ungrown up to September, and scarcely any had at that date begun to assume their new plumage. Up to this time I do not recollect that I ever saw one alight in a tree; and they were still, for the most part, under charge of the parent, as separate families, rather than as the indiscriminate packs in which they afterward associate. With the advance of the month these family associations seemed to break up, the change of plumage was finished, the birds grew strong of wing, and able in all respects to look after themselves. No longer solicitous of shelter, they haunted the innumerable ravines that make down to the streams, and strolled in company far out on the prairie. In this region, at least, they showed little wariness all through the month. I could generally walk up to a coey in fair view on the bare prairie, even to within a few feet, before they would fly, and they seldom went far before re-alighting. Their appearance when not obscured by the herbage is characteristically peculiar. They seem to stand remarkably high on their legs, and generally carry their short, pointed tail somewhat elevated; the singularity is increased when the long neck is outstretched, as it generally is when they are on the lookout. On alighting after being flushed, if not much alarmed, they often stand motionless at full height, but if badly scared, squat closely, and are then difficult to find if not exactly marked down. If without a dog, one may pass and repass among them without finding one, unless he happen to stumble on them; and often, going away after such want of success, one may look back to find the heads of the whole lot raised above the grass, intently regarding his retreat. It is astonishing how closely they can squat—even laying the head flat upon the ground, and appearing scarcely half their natural size. At this season their food appears to be chiefly grasshoppers. I have opened numbers to find their crops crammed with these insects, only varied with a few flowers, weed-tops, succulent leaves, and an occasional beetle or spider.

By the first of October the Sharp-tailed Grouse have mostly finished the renewal of their plumage, are all full grown and strong of wing; their habits are considerably modified. They grow wary and watchful,
flushing often at long distances to fly clear out of sight, and running far on the ground. They also begin to alight on trees, a habit, however, not confirmed until somewhat later, when with the advance of cold weather and the failure of former supplies of food, they assume the routine of their winter life. The close coveys of the earlier season are for the most part broken up, and the birds wander often alone in search of food. They haunt the interminable ravines along the Missouri, making away from the river-bottoms in search of food, but mostly returning at evening to roost in the trees. Early in the morning they may be seen leaving their perches in straggling troops, flying high and swiftly to other feeding grounds; and again in the evening, if one loiter beneath the immense cottonwoods where, during the day, scarcely a chicken was to be seen, he will observe their return, till the trees are almost covered, and the air resounds with the hoarse *kuk-kuk-k-k*. Frequently, in very cold and especially in falling weather, the Grouse will not leave their perches during the day, but may be seen at any hour roosting quietly in the tops of the tallest cottonwoods. They are decidedly not graceful objects under these circumstances. They look very large, sharply defined among the bare straggling branches against the gray sky, and assume ungainly attitudes, particularly when standing erect on their long legs, with outstretched necks and upturned tails. Their behavior under these circumstances varies in a manner to me inexplicable. Sometimes a group thus scattered among the tree-tops will permit the closest approach desired, and more than one may be brought down before the rest are off in alarm; not seldom one may fire twice or thrice at the same bird without dislodging it, or kill several without stirring from his tracks. But ordinarily the chickens’ wits serve them to better purpose than this. As we approach, when just beyond range, the crackling of the underbrush attracts the attention of one of the birds, which before had been squatting “like a bump on a log”; he rises on his feet and twists his neck around to have a look. The rest follow his example. A moment more, the warning *kuk-kuk-k* sounds, and the nearest bird leaves his perch—the cry is taken up by the rest, and the whole are off to settle again a few hundred yards away, and tempt renewed pursuit that is likely to end as unsuccessfully. From the sportsman’s standpoint, the arrangement is wholly unsatisfactory when the birds behave so; nor when they are tame is it much more attractive; for, unless a supply of meat be the only point, dropping chickens from the trees is no more exciting than robbing a hen-roost. Killed under these circumstances, the food of the Grouse is readily ascertained; in the dead of winter it consists chiefly of the berries of the cedar, and buds of the poplar or cottonwood and willow, still closely sealed, awaiting the coming of spring. I have taken from one crop a double-handful of such food, almost as dry as when swallowed. This diet does not improve the quality of the flesh; a chicken at this season is quite a different thing from one killed earlier in the season. The rating of the Grouse as an article of food necessarily varies, not only with circumstances, but according to individual preferences. I myself do not esteem it very highly. A tender young Grouse, early in the season, is not to be despised, but all such specially-flavored meat is likely to soon become distasteful, especially if, on one or two occasions, a person has been forced upon a surfeit of it. Confined to Grouse for a few days, most persons, I should judge, would find relief in mess-pork.

The mode of flight of this species is not peculiar; it rises with a startling whirr from the ground, till it attains a certain elevation—its straight, steady course, performed with great velocity by alternate sail-
CUPIDONIA CUPIDO, PINNATED GROUSE.

ing and flapping, are points it shares with its relatives. The wing-beats are rapid and energetic, giving it an impulse that enables it to sail long distances, when the wings are held stiffly expanded to their full extent, somewhat decurved, and with the points of the quill-feathers separated. The bird's voice is highly characteristic. It is so almost invariably uttered during flight, at particular moments with reference to the delivery of the wing-strokes, that for some time after my first acquaintance with the birds I was in doubt whether the sound were mechanical or vocal; nor was the uncertainty removed until I had heard it from the birds at rest. The ordinary note of alarm is almost invariably sounded just before the bird takes wing, whether from the ground or from a tree, and is usually repeated with each succeeding set of wing-beats, seeming to be jerked out of the bird by its muscular efforts. But we hear it also when the bird being at rest, it becomes alarmed, yet not sufficiently to fly away; and when a bird is passing at full speed, sufficiently near, we may clearly distinguish the mechanical whirring sound of its wings, as well as, sometimes, the creaking rustle of its tail-feathers as it turns its flight. When roosting at ease among the trees, and probably at other times, the Grouse have a different set of notes—a sociable cackling or clucking, with which they entertain each other.

In conversation with Captain Hartley, of the Twenty-second Regiment, an accomplished sportsman, well acquainted with the ways of our game birds, I was informed of an interesting point of difference in the habits of this bird and the Pinnated Grouse. In entering a cultivated field the latter goes on foot, and may consequently be readily trailed by a dog, while the Sharp-tailed flies in, and is only likely to be overhauled by the dog's wading it, or coming accidentally upon it. The same gentleman has noted the preference of this species for the skirts of woods, brush, and broken places generally, in contrast to the entirely open places which the Pinnated Grouse frequents.

CUPIDONIA CUPIDO, (Linn.) Bd.

Pinnated Grouse; Prairie Hen.

a. cupido.


Cupidonidia americana, Reich., Syst. Av. 1830, p. xxix.—Br., Comptes Rend. xiv, 1857, 428.
_Cupidonia cupido_ var. _pallidicinctus_, Ridg._—B. B. & R., N. A. B. iii, 1574, 446 (Texas).

_Hab._—Fertile prairie country of the United States, nearly to eastern foot-hills of the Rocky Mountains in some latitudes—especially Illinois, Iowa, Missouri, eastern half of Minnesota, Southeastern Dakota, Middle and Eastern Kansas and Nebraska, Arkansas and Eastern Texas. Var. _pallidicinctus_ from Western Texas. Still lingers in certain localities in the Middle States and New England.

Lt. Warren’s Expedition.—4540–41, Big Sioux River; 5423, Month of Niobrara.

It is well known that formerly the Pinnated Grouse inhabited various Eastern regions where it has been almost entirely extinguished. The principal localities where it still lingers are cited above. At present its centre of abundance is the Upper Mississippi Valley, for a considerable distance on either side of the river. Our notice of the distribution of the Sharp-tailed Grouse involved some particulars respecting the western limits of the present species. I have no reason to believe that it occurs at all in Northwestern Minnesota or Northern Dakota, where the other species is so abundant. Its progress upon the Missouri River has been traced by Dr. Hayden further than by myself—to the Niobrara; and this writer adds that it may proceed to the White River. Lower down, as at Council Bluffs, he speaks of its occurrence “in myriads.” Mr. Allen notes its westward spread from Middle Kansas; but I have found no record of its reaching, as yet, either Colorado or Wyoming. Southward it reaches Texas and Louisiana. I have met with no indication of its occurrence north of the United States boundary.

It is unnecessary to renew an account of the habits of this abundant and well-known game bird. The eggs are usually distinguished from those of the Sharp-tailed Grouse by being shorter and rounder, as well as rather smaller, though some of the more elongate samples cannot be recognized with certainty. Two specimens will show the greater range of variation in shape—1.82 by 1.20; 1.58 by 1.25. The color is a peculiar, very pale, greenish-gray, usually unmarked, though often with uniform, fine, brown dotting. The variation is much as in _Pediocetes_, but the tendency to spotting is not so strong. Eggs of both these birds sometimes show a peculiar glaucous cast, something like the “bloom” on a grape.

BONASA UMBELLUS, (Linn.) Steph. 7.

**Ruffed Grouse.**

_a._ _umbellus_ proper (Brown Rufffed Grouse, called “Partridge” in the Northern States, and “Pheasant” in the Southern).


_Tetrao togyatus_, Forst., _Phil._ Trans. xiii, 1772, 393.—_Linn._, _Syst. Nat._ i, 1766, 275.

_Ruffed Grouse of authors and others._
b. var. umbelloides (Gray Ruffed Grouse).

_Tetrao umbelloides_, DOUGL., Tr. Linn. Soc. xvi, 1829, 148.


c. var. sabini (Red Ruffed Grouse).

_Tetrao sabini_, DOUGL., Tr. Linn. Soc. xvi, 1829, 137.—SW. & RICH., F. B. A. ii, 1831, 443, foot-note.


_Bonasa umbellus_ var. _sabini_, COUES, Key, 1872, 235.—B. B. & R., N. A. B. iii, 1874, 454.


_Hab._—Of the typical form, the United States to the high central plains, in wooded districts. Canada, and interior of the far countries, to Nulato, Alaska (Dall). (But I am informed by Mr. Ridgway that the British American—even Canadian—specimens are all more or less referable to var. _umbelloides_, being grayish than those of the United States.) Of var. _umbelloides_, the Rocky Mountain region. Of var. _sabini_, the Pacific province, from the northern border of California to Sitka.

The Ruffed Grouse occurs over only a very limited portion of the Missouri region, by far the greater part of the country not fulfilling its requirements, which are those of an exclusively woodland bird. Dr. Hayden does not mention the species at all, and I never saw it in the Missouri region. It apparently occurs only toward the mouth of the river and in the adjacent country. I have seen no Nebraskan record. In Kansas Mr. Snow says it is "very rare," and it is, no doubt, confined to the eastern part of the State, where it probably breeds. It is given as abundant in Southern Iowa by Mr. Trippe, and occurs in various parts of Missouri. At the other extreme of the Missouri region it is represented by var. _umbelloides_, as noted beyond.

It is somewhat singular that a misapprehension should subsist, even among well-informed persons, in regard to this species. The confusion in the minds of some is, doubtless, partly due to the fact that the bird goes under different names in different parts of the country; and we are often asked, is it a Partridge, or is it a Pheasant? to which reply may be made that it is _neither_, but a Grouse. "Pheasant" is a name of a variety of birds of the family _Phasianidae_, indigenous to Southern Asia, and not represented in this country at all. The best known species is that one long ago introduced into England, and there thoroughly naturalized. (The nearest American representative of the Pheasants is the Wild Turkey, which is sometimes included in the family _Phasianidae_.) "Partridge" is the name of a group of small gallinaceous birds, which, like the _Phasianidae_, belong exclusively to the Old World, our American Partridges, so called, being quite a different set of birds. A poverty of our language in the matter of names of various American birds has caused them to become known by some term really belonging only to their (real or supposed) nearest European relatives. It would simplify matters much to discard altogether the terms "Pheasant" and "Partridge," by which this species is known in, respectively, the Northern and Southern States, and call it by its proper name of "Ruffed Grouse." The bird itself is unmistakable; no other species has the conspicuous ruffle of lengthened, broad, soft, silky feathers on the neck; and the only other species with any feathery neck-appendages is the Pinnated Grouse, where the appendages are like little wings of narrow, straight, pointed feathers. The Ruffed Grouse may be confounded by some with the Canada Grouse, or "Spruce Partridge" (_Tetrao canadensis_); but this has no lengthened feathers on the neck, and is other-
wise entirely different. Nor need any one misunderstand the subject through observing that three kinds of Ruffed Grouse (Bonasa umbellus) are here presented. They are Ruffed Grouse, each and all of them, and he may ignore the varieties unless he desires to be very precise. They are merely geographical races of the same bird, differing a little in color according to certain climatic influences to which they are respectively subjected.

The habits of the Ruffed Grouse are perfectly well known to those who have been interested in the matter. The eggs are very characteristic—cream-colored—from a creamy-white to a rich creamy-brown, usually immaculate, or scarcely dotted in minute points, but sometimes with small round spots of pale chocolate, irregularly and sparsely set in among numerous uniform dots. In shape they are very near those of Partridges, approaching the pyriform contour, very broad and blunt at one end and pointed at the other.* They measure about 1.66 inches long by 1.20 broad.

The “drumming” of the Ruffed Grouse has always excited interest, and furnished occasion for various speculations upon the way in which the peculiar noise is made. It was at first supposed to be a vocal effort, and, in fact, the name Bonasa was given on this score (“bonasus,” a bull, in allusion to the bellowing). This, of course, is entirely erroneous, the sound being produced with the wings. An account is given by Mr. Ridgway, in a late number of the “American Sportsman,” which I transcribe entire, as it furnishes a résumé of various earlier views of ornithologists:

“I send you a few facts bearing upon the subject of why does the Ruffed Grouse drum, which I have been able to gather from some of our best authorities, and supplement them by the opinions of some reliable sportsmen of my acquaintance. As regards my own views, I have none, since my opportunities for observing this species in a state of nature have been very limited, in consequence of its scarcity in the portions of the country where I have hunted.

“The question of why the Ruffed Grouse drums is, perhaps, more easily answered than that of how this sound is produced; and, since the latter has been very erroneously described by our highest authorities on ornithology, I impose upon your space by considering both questions together. Audubon’s account of the drumming of the Ruffed Grouse is as follows:

“Early in April the Ruffed Grouse begins to drum immediately after dawn, and again toward the close of the day. As the season advances, the drumming is repeated more frequently at all hours of the day; and where these birds are abundant, this curious sound is heard from all parts of the woods in which they reside. The drumming is performed in the following manner: The male bird, standing erect on a prostrate, decayed trunk; raises the feathers of its body in the manner of the Turkey-cock, draws its head toward its tail, erecting the feathers of the latter at the same time, and raising its ruff around the neck, suffers its wings to droop, and struts about on the log. A few moments elapse, when it draws the whole of its feathers close to the body, and, stretching itself out, beats its sides with its wings in the manner of the domestic cock, but more loudly, and with such rapidity of motion, after a few of the first strokes, as to cause a tremor in the air, not unlike the rumbling of distant thunder.” (Birds of America, octavo edition, vol. v, pp. 77 and 78.)

*The egg of one of our Partridges (Oreortyx pictus) is a perfect miniature of that of the Ruffed Grouse, and only distinguishable from the unmarked specimens of the latter by its smaller size—1.15 by 1.10
"Wilson's account is substantially the same, though he does not say that the bird beats the body with its wings. We quote his own words:"

"The drumming, as it is called, of the Pheasant is another singularity of this species. This is performed by the male alone. This drumming is most common in the spring, and is the call of the cock to his favorite female. It is produced in the following manner: The bird, standing on an old, prostrate log, generally in a retired and sheltered situation, contracts his throat, erects his expanded tail, elevates the two tufts of feathers on his neck, and inflates his whole body, something in the manner of the Turkey-cock, strutting and wheeling about with great statefulness. After a few manoeuvres of this kind, he begins to strike with his stiffened wings in short and quick strokes, which become more and more rapid until they run into each other, as has been already described." (American Ornithology, Wilson and Bonaparte, vol. ii, pp. 266 and 267.)

"Nuttall describes it more in the manner of Audubon, and is more satisfactory in his conjectures as to why this sound is produced. Accordingly we quote his account in full:

"In the month of April the Ruffed Grouse begins to be recognized by his peculiar drumming, heard soon after dawn and toward the close of evening. At length, as the season of pairing approaches, it is heard louder and more frequent till a later hour of the day, and commences again toward the close of the afternoon. This sonorous, crepitating sound, strongly resembling a low peal of distant thunder, is produced by the male, who, as a preliminary to the operation, stands upright on a prostrate log, parading with erected tail and ruff, and with drooping wings, in the manner of the Turkey. After swelling out his feathers and strutting forth for a few moments, at a sudden impulse, like the motions of a crowing-cock, he draws down his elevated plumage, and, stretching himself forward, loudly beats his sides with his wings with such accelerating motion, after the first few strokes, as to cause the tremor described, which may be heard reverberating, in a still morning, to the distance of from a quarter to a half a mile. This curious signal is repeated at intervals of six or eight minutes. The same sound is also heard in autumn as well as in the spring, and is given by the caged bird as well as the free, being, at times, merely an instinctive expression of hilarity and vigor. The drumming parade of the male is often likewise the signal for a quarrel; and when they happen to meet each other in the vicinity of their usual and stated walks, obstinate battles, like those of our domestic fowls for the sovereignty of the dung-hill, but too commonly succeed." (Manual of Ornithology, Land Birds, second edition, pp. 96 and 97.)

"Most writers follow Audubon and Nuttall in saying that the drumming is produced by striking the wings against the body; but, from the accounts given me by reliable sportsmen, there is no doubt that the above high authorities are in error. Wilson, as will be seen above, does not say that the wings are struck against the body, though it is somewhat uncertain whether he meant to say so or not, since the rest of his description is, substantially, that of Audubon and Nuttall.

"My esteemed friend, Mr. H. W. Henshaw, of Cambridge, Massachusetts, has furnished me with what I believe to be a reliable account of the manner in which the drumming is produced. His authorities are his father and Mr. William Brewster, of Cambridge—the latter an accomplished sportsman, whose statements I can vouch for myself. Mr. Henshaw describes the drumming process as follows:

"The bird sits crosswise upon the log, resting upon the back of the
tarsi (not standing erect, as described by some writers), its tail projecting nearly horizontally behind (not erected) and spread; the head is drawn back, the feathers pressed close to the body. The wings are then raised and stiffened, and drumming commences by a slow, hard stroke with both wings, downward and forward; but they are stopped before they touch the body. The rapidity of this motion is increased after the first few beats, when the wings move so fast that only a semi-circular haze over the bird is visible, this rapid vibration causing the rolling noise with which the sound terminates. The movements of the wings, and the rumbling thereby produced, are entirely analogous to those produced by the Humming-bird when hovering over a flower. This I believe to be the true description of the manner of drumming, and, if I am happy to add, that my father, who has often crawled up to within twenty feet of the bird at such times, corroborates it in every particular. There are, doubtless, among those who read the 'Sportsman,' many who have had opportunities to watch the operations of the Ruffed Grouse when engaged in drumming, and the experience of each one would be a very acceptable contribution to our knowledge of the habits of this very interesting species.

"The fact that the drumming of the Ruffed Grouse is heard as often in autumn as in spring, has raised the question of why this sound is produced. In regard to this, Nuttall is probably correct in saying that it is often 'an instinctive expression of hilarity and vigor,' as well as the call-note of the male during the breeding season."

To this article Mr. J. H. Batty replies in the following terms:

"In No. 21 of the 'Sportsman' I find an article of my friend, Mr. Ridgway, 'Why and how does the Ruffed Grouse drum?' I solved the mystery, to my own satisfaction, some five years ago, when living at Springfield, Massachusetts. The peculiar noise made by the Ruffed Grouse is caused by the backs or exterior sides of the wings striking each other as they are forcibly raised over the back of the bird. I have seen the Grouse drum, within a few yards of me, a number of times. On one occasion I was sitting on a log in the woods, by a stone wall, eating my lunch. While thus engaged, a Ruffed Grouse mounted the wall, about fifty yards from my position, and commenced walking on it directly toward me. I immediately laid down behind the log on which I had been sitting, and awaited the approach of the bird. When it had reached a point opposite me it mounted a large elevated stone on the top of the wall and commenced drumming, after a series of strutting backward and forward on the wall, as described by Audubon, Wilson, and others. When the bird was drumming its back was toward me, and I had an unobstructed view of it against the sky. The Grouse first struck its wings together slowly and strongly, then gradually increased these strokes until the single strokes could not be detected. During the more rapid beating of the wings the 'semi-circular haze' caused by the wings was observable, as stated by Mr. Henshaw. The wings of the Grouse were stiffened and the strokes given from the shoulder (if I may so speak), and the wings did not appear to touch the bird's sides.

"This occurred in October. Later in the season, when going the round of my mink and muskrat traps, I found a male Ruffed Grouse caught in one of them by the leg. The bird had evidently been caught but a short time before my arrival, and, as the trap which held it was a small and weak one, and the jaws were filled with leaves, the bird's leg had not been broken. I carried the Grouse home and put it in a large feed-box, which was standing in the open air under the shade of an apple-tree. When returning from a hunting excursion one day, one of
my neighbors said, 'Your Partridge has been drumming.' I put an old stump in the box of my captive and it had the desired results, for the next morning it was drumming loudly. I observed its motions when drumming, through a hole in the box, and I am confident that the noise was caused by the wings coming forcibly in contact with each other. Let any person take the wings of a dead Grouse in his hands and beat them quickly together over the bird's back, and they will see at once that the peculiar sounds made by the Ruffed Grouse, and called drumming, is naturally produced. The 'young-of-the-year' of the male Grouse drum in the autumn more frequently than the adult males, as I have ascertained by shooting them when in the act. I have found great difficulty in stalking the Grouse at their drumming-posts, and have often failed in my attempts to do it. The male birds fight hard battles in the spring, and I once caught an old cock by the legs in a snare that had its head cut and bruised very badly, and portions of its neck almost destitute of feathers, the effects of fighting.

I have myself never witnessed the act; but my present view is, that the noise is made by beating the air simply—not by striking the wings either together or against the body, or any hard object.

BONASA UMBELLUS var. UMBELLOIDES, (Doug.) Bd.

Gray Ruffed Grouse.

(For synonymy and habitat of this variety, see preceding article.)

List of specimens.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Note</th>
<th>Color</th>
<th>Sex</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Note</th>
<th>Color</th>
<th>Sex</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Note</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>19170</td>
<td>Grosv. Fork</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>June 2, 1860</td>
<td>F. V. Hayden.</td>
<td>17.75</td>
<td>21.00</td>
<td>7.25</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19171</td>
<td></td>
<td>83</td>
<td>June 2, 1860</td>
<td>do</td>
<td>16.00</td>
<td>21.25</td>
<td>5.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19172</td>
<td></td>
<td>69</td>
<td>June 3, 1860</td>
<td>do</td>
<td>15.50</td>
<td>20.00</td>
<td>7.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19374</td>
<td>Pryor's Fork</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>June 19, 1860</td>
<td>G. H. Trook.</td>
<td>17.00</td>
<td>23.00</td>
<td>7.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Not obtained by Lieutenant Warren's Expedition.

Later Expeditions.—09823-5, Uintah Mountains; 62353-7, Idaho and Wyoming.

The preceding article presents the synonymy of this variety in connection with that of the typical umbellus and of the Pacific Province var. sabinii. Its varietal character lies chiefly in the prevalence of slategray color; it is one extreme (of paleness), of which the reddish-brown var. sabinii is the other. This bird has only been noted from the Rocky Mountain region, and occurs about the sources of the Missouri and some of its principal tributaries. Mr. C. H. Merriam found it in Idaho and Wyoming, and states that, although not abundant, it was found throughout the pine forests from Teton Cañon to the Yellowstone. As already noticed, all the British-American Ruffed Grouse, excepting those of var. sabinii, are grayer than the ordinary bird of the United States, more or less nearly approaching var. umbelloides. Its habits are, beyond doubt, substantially the same as those of the common bird.

LAGOPUS LEUCURUS, Sw.

White-tailed Ptarmigan.


Lagopus leucurus, Aud., Syn. 1839, 208: B. Am. v, 1842, 125, pl. 302.—Bd., B. N. A. 1858, 636.—Coues, Pr. A. N. S. Phila. 1866, 94 (Canton Burgwyn, N. M., latitude 37°).—Elliot, Mon. Tetraonide, pl. —.—Coop., B. Cal. i, 1870, 542.—Allen, Bull. M. C. Z. iii, 1872, 164 (common in mountains of Colorado, above timber-
LAGOPUS LEUCURUS, WHITE-TAILED PTARMIGAN.


Hab.—Rocky Mountains, from the Arctic Ocean to latitude 37°. Higher mountains of Washington Territory and British Columbia.

Ptarmigan may be said to be simply Grouse which turn white in winter. They are the only members of this family of birds in which such a remarkable seasonal change of plumage occurs. All the Ptarmigan are Grouse of boreal or alpine distribution, only reaching sea-level in the higher latitudes, elsewhere confined to mountains. There are five or six species of the Northern Hemisphere, three of which inhabit North America. The present species is immediately distinguished from the rest by having the tail white at all seasons, as implied in its name; this member, in both our other species, being wholly black, and being at least in part black in the species of the Old World. In size, form, and general aspect, the Ptarmigan come nearest the Spruce Partridge (Tetrao canadensis); like this species lacking any peculiar feathers on the neck; their most notable characteristic is the dense feathering of the feet, in adaptation to the boreal regions they inhabit. The feathers reach quite to the claws, and cause the bird's feet to look something like a rabbit—a similarity that suggested the technical term Lagopus, or "hare-foot." The same thing occurs in the Snowy Owl, to the same purpose. In winter this Ptarmigan is entirely snow-white; in summer the plumage is variegated with ochre and tawny, in finely undulated pattern, much of the under parts, however, and wings, remaining white. It shows little or nothing of the rich brown and chocolate colors that the other Ptarmigan display.

This is the only Ptarmigan of regular occurrence in the United States (exclusive of Alaska). Another species, the Willow Ptarmigan (Lagopus albus), is occasional in northernmost New England, but in winter only. Audubon, indeed, gives it from the "Rocky Mountains," but there is nothing to show that he means that portion of the mountains within the United States. The White-tailed Ptarmigan is found on the highest mountains of the main chain, as far south as latitude 37°, and on the peaks of Washington Territory and British Columbia. Little has been recorded of its habits, which, however, are probably not materially different from those of its better-known allies. Mr. Aiken, as above quoted, states that it is said to be common on the Snowy Range of Colorado, and gives a description of the nest, upon a miner's authority, as composed of leaves and grass, placed on the ground, among bushes on a side-hill. "Eggs fourteen in number, light bluish-brown, spotted with dark brown." The following description of the egg, furnished by Mr. Allen, who took it on the Coloradan Mountains, above timber-line, where he found the bird common, is more precise: "The only egg of this species I have seen, was an imperfect one presented to me at Montgomery, Colorado Territory, by Mr. A. G. Mead, who obtained it a few days before on Mount Lincoln. It is thickly sprinkled with small, bright reddish-brown spots, on a chocolate-colored ground, and measures about 2.00 inches in length by 1.20 inches in diameter. The White-tailed Ptarmigan breeds above timber-line, probably throughout the snow-capped range of the Rocky Mountains, descending into the timbered valleys in winter, when many are killed for food by the miners."

The following interesting communication was prepared for this work by Mr. Tripp, from his observations in Clear Creek County, Colorado: "The White-tailed Ptarmigan is a very abundant bird on the main range, living entirely above timber-line the year round, except during the severest part of winter, when it descends into the timber for shelter
and food, occasionally straggling as low as 10,000 feet. It begins to
change color about the middle of March, when a few specks of blackish-
brown begin to appear in the plumage of the oldest males; but the
change is very slow, and it is late in April before there is much black
visible, and the close of May, or early in June, before the summer plum-
age is perfect. The Ptarmigan builds its nest in the latter part of June,
and commences hatching toward the close of the month or early in July.
The nest—which is almost always placed on or near the summit of a
ridge or spur, many hundred feet above timber-line—is merely a depres-
sion in the ground, lined with a few straws and white feathers from the
mother’s breast. The eggs are eight in number, of a light buff-brown,
thickly sprinkled with spots of dark chocolate-brown, somewhat thicker
at the larger end. While on her nest, the bird is very tame. Once,
while walking near the summit of the range, I chanced to look down,
and saw a Ptarmigan in the grass, at my very feet; at the next step I
should have trodden upon her. Seeing that she did not appear fright-
ened, I sat down gently, stroked her on the back, and finally, putting
both hands beneath her, raised her gently off the nest and set her down
on the grass, while she scolded and pecked my hands like a setting hen;
and on being released, merely flew off a few yards and settled on a rock,
from which she watched me till I had gone away. Late in July I came
across a brood of young ones, apparently not more than four or five days
old. They were striped with broad bands of white and blackish-brown,
and looked precisely like little game chickens. The mother flew in my
face and bit me with her wings, using all the little artifices that the
Quail and Partridge know so well how to employ, to draw me away;
while her brood, seven or eight in number, nimbly ran and hid them-
selves in the dense grass and among the stones. On another excursion
above timber-line, toward the close of August, I found most of the young
ones nearly grown and strong on the wing; but one brood was of the
size of Quails, showing that some birds must begin breeding much later
than others, or that they occasionally raise two broods. These little
ones were colored much like the older birds, having blackish-brown
bodies and pure white tails. About the first of September the Ptarmi-
gan begins to change color again; but, as in the spring, the process is
very gradual, white feathers appearing, one by one, and taking the place
of the dark ones. The white on the lower parts enlarges first; then the
white areas on the wing; and next, white specks appear on the upper
parts, becoming larger and more numerous as the season wears on; but
so gradual is the change, that a month after it begins there is not much
difference in the plumage perceptible, the general aspect being that of
summer. There is much more of the light rufous, however, and the ap-
pearance is lighter and grayer, as though bleached. The dark areas
predominate, however, throughout October; and, as I have been in-
formed by persons who have killed them throughout the year, it is late
in December or January before they become pure white, some few birds
showing occasional dark spots even throughout the latter month.

The Ptarmigan feeds upon the leaves and stalks of various alpine
plants, being particularly fond of those of a species of Cassia (3), the
flowers of which I have frequently taken from its crop. It also lives
largely upon insects, and in winter is said to subsist on the buds and
leaves of the pines and firs. Its flesh is light colored, though not as
white as that of the Gray Grouse, to which it is usually considered
inferior for the table. In localities where it is seldom molested it is
very tame, and I have been informed by persons whose word is worthy
of belief, that they have frequently killed it with sticks. But when
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Persistently persecuted, it soon becomes wild, and leaves the range of a shot-gun with surprising quickness. After hunting several large flocks for three or four days, they grew so shy that it was difficult to approach within gunshot, although at first they had been comparatively tame. Nimble of foot, the Ptarmigan frequently prefers to run away, on the approach of danger, rather than take wing, running over the rocks and leaping from point to point with great agility, stopping every little while to look at the object of alarm. I have sometimes chased them half a mile or more, over the rocky, craggy ridges of the main range, without being able to get within gunshot, or force them to take wing. The flight of the Ptarmigan is strong, rapid, and at times sustained for a considerable distance, though usually they fly but a few hundred yards before alighting again. It resembles that of the Prairie Hen, consisting of rapid flappings of the wings, alternating with the sailing flight of the latter bird. The note is a loud cackle, somewhat like the Prairie Hen's, yet quite different; and when uttered by a large flock together, reminds one of the confused murmur and gabble of a flock of shore-birds about to take wing. It is a gregarious bird, associating in flocks throughout the year, except in the breeding season. The different broods gather together as soon as they are nearly grown, forming large flocks, sometimes of a hundred or more. The colors of this bird closely resemble those of the surrounding objects, at all seasons of the year. In its summer plumage of speckled black and gray, it is very difficult to detect while sitting motionless among the gray and lichen-covered rocks. The Ptarmigan is apparently well aware of this, and often squats and remains quiet while one is walking past, trusting to its resemblance to the surrounding rocks to escape observation. So perfect is this resemblance that, sometimes on seeing one alight at a certain spot and withdrawing my eyes from it a moment, I have been unable to find it again, although I knew the exact place where it sat, until a movement on the part of the bird betrayed its position. In summer the white areas of the plumage are completely hidden, while the bird is squatting, although plainly visible while on the wing; in winter, the first appearing black specks are concealed beneath the white feathers; and at this period, as I am informed, is almost indistinguishable from the snow. On being pursued, it will dive into the snow and reappear at a considerable distance."

In further illustration of the history of this species, I reproduce the following interesting communication from Mr. J. H. Batty, of Dr. Hayden's survey. It appeared in "Forest and Stream," of January 29, 1874. That the bird never lays more than four eggs is, however, open to question.

"The Lagopus leucurus is the smallest of its genus, and inhabits the highest ranges of the Rocky Mountains. It was first taken by Douglas and presented to the Zoological Society of London. Since then, specimens of it have been taken by the United States expeditions, and during the last summer I collected several adults and one young chick while in the Sierra Madre Mountains with the United States Geological Survey under Dr. F. V. Hayden. The White-tailed Ptarmigan is the only one of its family that is found in the Southern Rocky Mountains. During the summer months they are found in pairs near the snow-banks on the bare tops of the mountains. Their nests I have seen on several occasions, all of which had been deserted by the young. They are generally placed in some little cavity among the loose rocks, and are constructed of dried grasses. The nests are small in proportion to those of the different species of Grouse, and scantily built. In fact, they select just
such places for their nest in the rocks of the mountains as the *Uria
grylle* (Black Guillemot) would on the rocky islands of the Atlantic
Ocean. I do not think the *Lagopus leucurus* ever has more than three
or four young at a brood, as I have seen pairs of old birds with their
young on several occasions, and at such times have never observed
more than four chicks in a family. It is barely possible that their num-
bers may have been lessened by being devoured by Hawks or by the
cold rains, which may have chilled and killed them. It is a well-known
fact to most naturalists that large numbers of the young Ruffed Grouse
often perish from exposure during late springs accompanied by cold
rains. I have several times found them dead and in a dying state,
caused by exposure in the woods near Springfield, Massachusetts. I do
not think that is the case with the young Ptarmigans, however, as they
are hatched late in the season, and last spring was a favorable one for
their propagation. Neither do I think they are destroyed by Hawks,
as there are none where the Ptarmigans breed, with the exception of a
few straggling Sparrow Hawks, which are rarely seen. Therefore I
think the *Lagopus leucurus* has but three or four eggs at a sitting, and
but one brood in a season. They have a continued moult which lasts
during the summer months, and the variation in their plumage is so great
that it is almost impossible to find two individuals in the same plumage.
During the months from April to September their plumage is very scant
and ragged; but when in their full winter plumage their feathers are
heavy and compact, which gives them a much larger appearance than
when seen in the summer dress, mottled with brown and grayish-white.
The tail at all times is pure white. They are generally known in Colo-
rado as White and Mountain Quails by the hunters, miners, and ranch-
men. When with their young they will fight the ornithological robber,
laying so near as to hit one with their wings, in their endeavor to pro-
tect their chickens. Both male and female are equally courageous, and
will defend their young. In the summer they are very tame, and when
approached will run among the rocks or in the dwarf willows, a few
yards from the hunter, and squat, and will not continue their retreat
until the hunter is upon them. When raised they fly in a straight line
for seventy-five or a hundred yards, and alight on some elevated rock,
stretching out the neck its full length to see if they are followed, and if
nothing is seen to excite their suspicion they walk off from the rocks and
begin to feed as usual. During deep snows in the winter the
Ptarmigan descend from the mountains and feed in the edges of the
timber and on the hill-sides. Last winter some were seen as far east as
South Park, Colorado, feeding on the foot-hills. They are gregarious in
winter. The White-tailed Ptarmigan is 26.25 inches in extent, and 14.50
inches long; eye, hazel; superciliary membrane, red; toes, feathered
half their length in summer, and entirely covered with hair-like feathers
in the winter; claws, blackish, lighter at their tips, long, broad and strong,
rounded above, concave beneath, arched, edges sharp; and in some in-
dividuals the claws are notched on the sides.

Note.—The only North American *Tetraoninae* not treated of in the foregoing pages
are two species of Ptarmigan, the synonymy of which is given in the accompanying
foot-note, to complete a view of the subfamily.

*1. Lagopus albus, (Gmelin), Audubon.

*Tetrao albus*, Gm., Syst. Nat. i, 1758, 750.—Lath., Ind. Orn. ii, 1790, 639 (Lagopode de la
Basse d’Hudson, Buff., ii, 276; White Partridge, Edw., 72; White Grouse, Pern.,

*Lagopus albus*, Aud., Syn. 1539, 327; B. Am. v, 1842, 114.—Br., List, 1838, 44.—Nutt.,
Man. i, 2d ed. 1840, 816.—Couch, Pr. A. N. S. 1861, 227 (Labrador).—Verr., Pr.
Subfamily ODONTOPHORINÆ: American Partridges.

As previously remarked, the Partridges are distinguished from the Grouse by the nakedness of the feet and nostrils, and other characters. They average much smaller—the largest of our species is smaller than the least of our Grouse. The American Partridges have been separated as a subfamily from those of the Old World, but this division, however convenient and geographically distinctive, does not appear to rest upon structural peculiarities of any considerable moment. They are stated to be peculiar in the presence of a tooth or notch on the edge of the under mandible, but this character is often obscure and sometimes inappreciable. There may be, however, some anatomical differences not yet fully elaborated. The group is represented by numerous species, some of great beauty, of Central and South America, and several others which reach over our southern border. The familiar and well-known Partridge of the Southern States—and Quail of the Northern—is one of the most attractive game birds of this country. The several United States genera may readily be distinguished as follows:

Ortyx. An inconspicuous crest, scarcely visible except in life. Tail about two-thirds as long as the wing. Coloration everywhere variegated. (One species).

Callipepla. A short, soft, full crest. Tail nearly as long as the wing. Coloration much the same all over, showing curious semicircular markings. (One species).

Oreortyx. A long slender arrowy crest, two or three inches long, of two narrowly linear feathers. Tail two-thirds (rather less) as long as the wing. Parti-colored, but the coloration chiefly in masses. (One species).

Lophortyx. A long, recurved, helmet-like crest, of several imbricated plumes, enlarged at the extremity. Tail about as long as the wing. Coloration chiefly in masses. (Two species).

Cyrtonyx. A short, soft, full crest. Tail scarcely half as long as the wing. Coloration peculiar. (One species).

As all these genera have each but a single species in this country, excepting Lophortyx, the foregoing is nearly equivalent to a determination of the species.


Tetrao (Lagopus) saliceti, Sw. & Rich., F. B. A. ii, 1851, 351.

(?) Tetrao lagopus, Forst., Philos. Tr. lxii, 1772, 390.


“Tetrao rehusak, Temm., Pig. et Gall. iii, 225.”


Lagopus brachyacutus, Temm., Man. Ord. iii, 328.—Gould, B. E. pl. 256.

Hab.—Northern North America, into the northernmost States.

2. Lagopus rupestris, (Gmelin), Leach.


Tetrao (Lagopus) rupestris, Sw. & Rich., F. B. A. ii, 1831, 354, pl. 64.


Lagopus americanus, Aud., Syn. 1-33, 207; B. Am. v, 1842, 119, pl. 300.

Lagopus islandars, Faber, Prod. Isd. Orn. 6.

Lagopus reinhardtii et groenlandicus, Brehm.

Hab.—Arctic America.
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ORYTX VIRGINIANUS, (Linn.) Bp.

Virginia Partridge, or Quail; Bob White.

a. virginianus.

Tetrao virginianus, Linn., Syst. Nat. i, 1766, 277 (based on Perdix virginiana, CATES, Car. i, 12, pl. 12; BRISS., Orn. i, 230).—Gm., Syst. Nat. i, 1788, 761.


Ortyx virginianus, JARD., Nat. Lib. Birds, iv, 1801, pl. 10.—BR., List, 1833, 43.—AUD., ib. 1839, 199; B. Am. v, 1842, 59, pl. 289.—GOULD, Monog. Odontophorine, pl. 1.—WOODL., Sitgr. Rep. 1853, 94 (Indian Territory and Texas).—BD., B. N. A. 1858, 640.—HAYD., Rep. 1862, 173 (Missouri River to White River).—ALLEN, Bull. M. C. Z. ii, 1871, 352 (critical); iii, 1873, 181 (Kansas).—TRIPPE, Pr. Ess. Inst. vi, 1871, 118 (Minnesota); Pr. Bost. Soc. xv, 1872, 240 (Iowa).—SNOW, B. Kans. 1873, 9, No. 197 (Eastern and Middle Kansas).—COUES, Key, 1872, 236.—B. B. & R., N. A. B. iii, 1874, 463, pl. 63, f. 1, 2; and of authors generally. Tetrao marilandicus, Linn., Syst. Nat. i, 1766, 277 (based on Perdix novæ anglatæ, BRISS., i, 229).—Gm., Syst. Nat. i, 1788, 761.

Perdix marilandicus, LATR., Ind. Orn. ii, 1790, 650.

Tetrao minor, BART., Trav. in Flia. 1791, 290bis.


Ortyx borealis, STEPH., Shaw's Gen. Zool. xi, 1819, 377.—JARD. & SELBY. III.

Perdix (Ortyx) mexicanus, LESS., Tr. 507 (quotes GM., and P. E. 140).

(?) Ortyx castaneus, GOULD, P. Z. S. x, 182; Monog. Odont. pl. 3 (melanotic?).

b. texanus.


c. floridanus.


d. cubanensis.

Ortyx cubanensis, GOULD, Monog. Odont. pl. 2.—GRAY, Gen. of B. iii, 514.

Ortyx virginianus var. cubanensis, B. B. & R., N. A. B. iii, 1874, 468.

Hab.—Eastern United States. North to Massachusetts and slightly beyond; Canada West; Minnesota. West to high central plains. Up the Missouri to White River (Hayden). Salt Lake Valley, introduced (Allen). Var. texanus in Texas. Var. floridanus in Florida, and very similar specimens up the Mississippi Valley to Southern Illinois (Ridgway). Introduced in Bahaunis (Bryant) and Santa Cruz (Newton). Lieutenant Warren's Expedition.—1959, Iowa Point. Not obtained by Captain Raynolds' Expedition.

I find no record of the Quails in New England beyond Massachusetts, and it does not go much farther north. In Minnesota it is abundant in southern portions of the State, and appears to be spreading with the advance of the settlements, like the Pinnated Grouse. I found no indication of its presence along the Red River, or anywhere in Northern Dakota. Along the Missouri River it is abundant up to Fort Randall, where I have enjoyed as fine Quail shooting as I have found anywhere; and, according to Dr. Hayden, it has followed up the course of the river to the White River. In this region, according to my observation, they are strictly confined to the wooded and brushy portions of the river-bottoms, which form an interrupted series of natural "preserves," in every way adapted to the shelter of the bird, and the affording of a supply of food. Even in this rigorous climate, where the thermometer falls every winter to 20° or 30° below zero, the birds show no disposition to migrate, and generally succeed in braving such severe cold, although I have authentic evidence of instances in which a whole covey has...
been found frozen to death, huddled together in the vain attempt to preserve their warmth. At Fort Randall, a place where the river flows nearly due east, I observed that the Quail were all on the north bank, although the other afforded equally attractive resorts; this may be accounted for by a suggestion of Captain Hartley’s, that they choose the sunny side of the river, the south side being overshadowed by the bold bluffs.

**Supplementary Account of Odontophorinae.**

As the Missouri region furnishes but a single species of this interesting group, I will illustrate it further with an account of all the remaining species of the United States, derived chiefly from my observations in New Mexico, Arizona, and California. The distinctive characters of the genera have already been given.

**Plumed Quail.—Lophortyx gambeli,** *Nutt.*

As the principal game bird of Arizona, and in fact the only one found all over the Territory since the Turkeys and water-fowl are necessarily of partial distribution, the Plumed Quail claims the special attention of the sportsman, as well as naturalist, and has charms for both. It is resident in all parts of the Territory, and always at hand to furnish healthful and agreeable sport, no less than to contribute a dainty to larders that are rarely overstocked.

The geographical distribution of this species has been determined with precision, thanks to the observations of several naturalists besides myself, who have recorded their experiences in different localities. In general terms, the Territories of New Mexico and Arizona may be called its habitat; but this indication may be given with more exactitude. To the eastward the bird has been found as far as the Rio Pecos, in Texas, a region that seems to be its limit in this direction, the Massena replacing it beyond. The Colorado nearly defines it western extension, but this statement requires the qualification given below. The conditions of the Quail’s existence are fulfilled throughout the broad region between the rivers just named; while to the northward enough is now known of its extension to make it certain that it reaches somewhat further than the limits Colonel McCall assigned in his extremely interesting contribution to Mr. Cassin’s work. This gentleman gives the habitat as lying between the 31st and 34th parallels; but I found it abundant at Fort Whipple, a little north of 35°, and think the limit should not be fixed lower than 30° at least. But its numbers dwindle as we approach its northern confines, and the broken mountain portions of Northern Arizona appear less suited to its wants than the plains and

---

*The following is the synonymy of this species:


*Callipepla gambeli,* Gould, Monog. Odont. 1850, pl. 17.—*Cass.,* Ill. i, 1853, 45, pl. 9.—*Heermann,* P. R. R. Rep. x, 1859, Williamson’s Route, Birds, 60.

*Callipepla venusta,* Gould, P. Z. S. xiv, 1846, 70.

*Lophortyx 'californicus,'* Coutes, Ibis, 1865, 165 (error).
deserts further south. We may without hesitation fix upon the valleys of the Gila and Colorado as its centres of abundance; about Fort Yuma, for example, there were more Quails to the square mile than I ever saw elsewhere, and, indeed, I could scarcely see how many more could well have been accommodated with food and hiding-places. The numbers diminish but little up the river to Fort Mojave, but they soon after decrease. Quail being so abundant at Fort Whipple, I regarded it as a little singular that I saw none at all in approaching that locality from the eastward, along the same parallel; but such was the case. Numerous observers, however, attest its presence at various points along the Rio Grande. Southward the Quail passes beyond the United States, and spreads over contiguous portions of Mexico.

An interesting fact in the distribution of this species is the effect of the Colorado desert in shutting it off from the fertile portions of California. This dreary, sterile waste offers a barrier to its westward extension that is only exceptionally overcome. Although the birds enter the desert a little way, they rarely reach far enough to mix with the representative species of California (L. Californicus). The strip of country that mostly assists in their occasional passage westward is along the Mojave River, a stream arising in the San Bernardino Mountains, and flowing eastward toward the Colorado, from which it is shut off by a range of hills, and consequently sinks in the desert at Soda Lake. Among other birds, the two kinds of Plumed Quail—Gambel's and the Californian—meet along this comparatively fertile thoroughfare, upon neutral ground, as Drs. Heermann and Cooper, as well as myself, have witnessed. Much further south, Colonel McCall found birds at Alamo Mucho, forty-four miles west of the Colorado; but still the desert is in effect the barrier I have represented, and the two Quails, speaking generally, do not meet. One wonders the less at this who has any good idea of the Colorado desert, such as may be gained, for example, from the following passage from Colonel McCall's article, which remains associated in my mind with the Plumed Quails with all the freshness of first impressions. Speaking of the Alamo, where he shot a pair, "Here is in truth a desert!" exclaims the Colonel. "Figure to yourself, if you can, a portion of this fair earth, where, for some hundreds of miles, the whole crust seems to have been reduced to ashes by the action of internal fires; behold a vast plain of desolation surrounded, and at intervals intersected, by abrupt mountain ranges, which are little better than gigantic heaps of scoria; imagine this scenery to be actually glowing under the direct rays of a midsummer sun, and you may have some idea of the prospect that meets the eye of the traveler who looks out upon the desert from the well of the Alamo. You may perceive in his rear a few stunted cottonwood-trees scattered along the edge of a channel, in which, apparently, water once was, but now is not; while around him, here and there, is a light-leafed mezquite, that stretches forth its slender arms and appears to invite him to a shade that is but a mockery. Here it was that I first heard the plaintive voice of this bird as he strove to cheer his mate while occupied in the tedious task of incubation." And singularly enough, the bird is almost equally hemmed in by desert to the eastward as well; for according to the same writer's accounts, "a sandy desert, between the Pecos and Devil's River, is the barrier beyond which the species under consideration has not extended its range."

Such a glimpse of the haunts of the Plumed Quail make one wonder how it ever became a game bird at all; how sportsmen could be able to make game of it, without being themselves rather made game of!
But great as are the natural disadvantages of the surroundings, the bird's attractions are still greater, and partly so from this very fact. But Arizona is a large place, and one need not always endure desert in his Quail-shooting. There is a much brighter side to the picture; we have just seen only the darkest possible. Perhaps no Territory rivals Arizona in variety of climate, physical geography, and natural productions. Between rugged mountains that lift snow-capped peaks among the clouds lie hidden pleasant green valleys, whose fresh verdure contrasts with surrounding desolation. Vast primaeval forests stretch for leagues, or are only interrupted by oak and cedar openings. Bright fringes of cottonwoods and willows mark the devious course of streams, where walnut and cherry are scattered, and grape-vines cling to them, and roses bloom beneath leafy boughs. Here is plenty at least, if not peace. Nothing mars the pleasures of the chase, but the chances of being chased. Were it not for Indians, we should have here the acme of Quail-shooting.

Gambel's Quail may be looked for in every kind of cover. Where they abound it is almost impossible to miss them, and coveys may often be seen on exposed sand-heaps, along open roads, or in the cleared patches around settlers' cabins. If they have any aversion, it is for thick high pine-woods, without any undergrowth; there they only casually stray. They are particularly fond of the low, tangled brush along creeks, the dense groves of young willows that grow in similar places, and the close-set chaparral of hillocks or mountain ravines. I have often found them, also, among huge granitic boulders and masses of lava, where there was little or no vegetation, except some straggling weeds; and have flushed them from the dryer knolls in the midst of a reedy swamp. Along the Gila and Colorado they live in such brakes as I described in speaking of Abert's Finch; and they frequent the groves of mesquite and mimosa, that form so conspicuous a feature of the scenery in those places. These scrubby trees form dense interlacing copses, only to be penetrated with the utmost difficulty; but beneath their spreading scrawny branches are open intersecting ways, along which the Quail roams at will, enjoying the slight shade. In the most sterile regions they are apt to come together in numbers about the few water-holes or moist spots that may be found, and remain in the vicinity, so that they become almost as good indication of the presence of water as the Doves themselves. A noteworthy fact in their history, is their ability to bear, without apparent inconvenience, great extremes of temperature. They are seemingly at ease among the burning sands of the desert. Where, for months, the thermometer daily marks a hundred, and may reach a hundred and forty, "in the best shade that could be procured," as Colonel McCall says; and they are equally at home the year round among the mountains, where snow lies on the ground in winter.

The Quail's food is made up of various substances. Like the rest of its tribe, it is chiefly granivorous, eating seeds of every description; but fruits and insects form a large portion of its fare. It devours insects of such sorts as it can capture, and particularly those kinds that infest plants. In the fall it gathers cherries and grapes, and other "fruits" properly speaking, as well as the various berries not usually so called. It visits patches of prickly-pear (Opuntia) to feed upon the soft juicy "tunas," that are eaten by everything in Arizona, from men and bears, to beetles. In the spring it shows fondness for the buds of different plants, particularly mezquite and willow; birds shot at this time are frequently found with sticky bits of the buds about their bills. But
though they thus feed so extensively upon this substance, containing saline, I never noticed that the flesh acquired a bitter taste. There is as yet little cultivated grain in Arizona; but doubtless some future historian will have to add our cereals to the bird's list, and speak of Gambel's Quail as frequenting old corn and wheat fields, and the neighborhood of hay-ricks, where a large share of its food is to be gleaned. Like other Gallinæ, it swallows quantities of sand and gravel to facilitate, it is supposed, the trituration in the gizzard of the harder kinds of food.

I believe that the Quail mouls at least twice a year; but the spring change is apparently less complete, and certainly more gradual than that of the fall, the birds seeming rather to furnish up a part of their plumage than to furnish themselves with entirely new attire. By the latter part of summer* the plumage is faded and worn with incubation and the care of the young, and the renewal begins as soon as the latest brood is reared. The process is a long one, and birds are rarely found at any season in such poor condition as to be unfit for preservation, nor are they ever deprived of flight. No crest is occasionally found for a short time in early autumn; but new feathers generally sprout before all the old ones are dropped. I think they are shed from behind forward, so that the front ones are lost the last. The fully-developed crest is a striking and beautiful ornament, hardly to be surpassed in stylishness and jaunty effect. It averages an inch and a half in length, and sometimes reaches two inches in the most vigorous males; in the females it is rarely over an inch. The male's is glossy jet-black; the female's has a brownish cast. The number of feathers composing it is variable; five or six is usual, but there may be ten. They all spring from a single point on the top of the head—just behind the transverse white line that crosses the crown from eye to eye. The feathers are club-shaped, enlarged at the tip, and curling over forward, together forming a helmet-shaped bundle. The webs are loose; they bend backward from the shaft, so that this forms the front border of the feather. Each feather is thus folded or imbricated over the next succeeding; and the whole are packed into a single fascicle in this manner. The crest is freely movable, and its motions are subject to voluntary control. It is usually carried erect, but sometimes drops forward, or obliquely over one eye; and occasionally is allowed to hang backward, though it cannot be made to lie close over the occiput. The crest sprouts when the chicks are only a few days old, about the time that the first true feathers appear upon the wings and tail. It then consists of three or four feathers, forming a short tuft, brown instead of black, not club-shaped, nor recurved, nor imbricated. Even in the adult female, though the crest has the same general characters as that of the male, it is only slightly, if at all, recurved, and is always shorter, as we have seen.

The hen may easily be distinguished from the cock by other differences; she is smaller, averaging an inch less in length; she has no pure black, white, or chestnut about the head, and wants the great black spot upon the belly. Similar in other respects, there is still a general dullness and want of tone about all her colors, as well as less sharpness of definition of the several differently colored areas. The sexual characters are evident before the birds are half grown. The chicks in the downy state, a few days old, do not in the least resemble either parent. They are very prettily marked; in fact they are more attractive before they have any feathers than afterward, until mature; just as little

*I speak of observations as made at Fort Whipple, unless the contrary is stated.
children and grown folks are about equally agreeable, while half-fledged people are apt to be more or less offensive. The bill is bright-reddish, with the under mandible nearly white; the feet are flesh-colored; the head yellowish-white, with a pure brown spot on the nape, and a few black feathers on the crown, each streaked with white; the upper parts tawny or brownish-gray, mottled and clouded with black, and conspicuously streaked with long, narrow, sharply-penciled whitish-white lines; the primaries dusky, marbled with lighter and darker colors on the outer webs; throat whitish; all other under parts with narrow, blended, transverse bars of black and yellowish-white. The little things, in this condition, are about 3½ inches long, and may be found up to the last of August, though by this time most of the summer's brood are partly grown. When the chicks are six or seven inches long the general color is dull, leaden-gray, becoming ochraceous on the scapulars and wing-coverts, which are still mottled, as just described; the chin and belly are nearly whitish; the breast still has a few longitudinal white lines, but is mostly waved across with dark shades of gray; the flanks become tinged with brown, and the sides with fulvous, though, as yet, without distinct white and chestnut stripes; there is a broad white superciliary line; the crest is brown, half an inch long. Progressing from this stage to one nearly complete, birds occur, in September, October, and part of November, with the bill black and feet dark colored; the crest an inch long, and beginning to recurve; the white lines about the head of the young males now apparent; the sides rusty-brown, with traces of definite white stripes; black becoming evident on the abdomen; on the breast, clear plumbeous feathers, mixed with light gray waved ones; the upper parts mostly clear plumbeous, but still somewhat waved and marbled with pale gray.

All Quail are Procoeces, as already explained; and the chicks of this species are certainly precocious little things, if we may judge by their actions when they are disturbed. They run about as soon as they are hatched, though probably not "with half shell on their backs," as some one has said. In a few days they become very nimble, and so expert in hiding that it is difficult either to see or catch them. When the mother bird is surprised with her young brood, she gives a sharp warning cry, that is well understood to mean danger; and then generally flies a little distance to some concealed spot, where she crouches, anxiously watching. The fledglings, by an instinct that seems strange when we consider how short a time they have had any ideas at all, instantly scatter in all directions, and squat to hide as soon as they think they have found a safe place, remaining motionless until the reassuring notes of the mother call them together again, with an intimation that the alarm is over. Then they huddle close around her, and she carefully leads them off to some other spot, where she looks for greater security in the enjoyment of her hopes and pleasing cares. As long as they require the parent's attention they keep close together, and are averse to flying. Even after becoming able to use their wings well, they prefer to run and hide, or squat where they may be, when alarmed. If then forced up, the young covey flies off, without separating, to a little distance, often realighting on the lower limbs of trees or in bushes, rather than on the ground. As they grow older and strong of wing, they fly further, separate more readily, and more rarely take to trees; and sometimes, before they are fully grown, they are found to have already become wary and difficult of approach. As one draws near where a covey is feeding, a quick, sharp cry from the bird who first notices the approach alarms the whole, and is quickly repeated by the rest, as they start to
run, betraying their course by the rustling of dried leaves. Let him step nearer, and they rise with a whirr, scattering in every direction.

Newly-hatched birds may be found all summer; and incubation goes on from, say, early in May until the middle of August. Not that any single pair are engaged so long, but that different broods may be hatched during all this time. The greater number of old birds pair in April, and hatch their first brood some time during the following month. Most of them doubtless raise another. Others appear to defer incubation for a month or two, and have but one brood. The first clucks that I saw in the summer of 1865 were hatched in May; and I found others, the same year, only a few days old in August; but by this month almost all the birds of the year were well grown, and by September were in condition to afford legitimate sport. In October a few are found not yet ready to be shot; but the great majority are as large as the parents, and nearly as strong of wing. The season may, therefore, be said to begin in October and continue into March, but birds should not be pursued later than the middle of this month. For although few birds, if any, actually mate before April, it is cruel as well as injudicious to disturb them while they are preparing to do so. The beginning of the pairing season may be known to be at hand when certain peculiar cries, different from any usually emitted during the fall and winter, are heard.

These notes are a sign that the coveys are breaking up and mating about to commence. They are analogous to the "bob-white" of the Eastern Quail (Ortyx virginianus), and are uttered, as with that species, more particularly in the breeding season. The note is a loud, energetic, two-syllabled whistle, delivered in a clear, ringing tone. It is difficult to write down intelligently, but, once heard, is not likely to be afterward mistaken, except for one of the cries of the Black-headed Grosbeak. It sounds, to my ears, something like the forcible pronunciation of the syllables "killink, killink," indefinitely repeated, sometimes with a rising, sometimes a falling, intonation. The old cocks, if they can be seen so engaged, are found strutting along some fallen log, or gesticulating from the top of some broad rock, or stepping with dignified air along a pathway under the bushes; sometimes even perched in a tree or bush, without other motion than the heaving of the chest. But, wherever they may be, they have one mind in common; their only thought, to secure the admiration and then the favor of birds more modest if not more fair.

A beautiful sight it is to see the enamored birds pressing suit with all the pomp and circumstance of their brilliant courtships. The firm and stately tread, with body erect and comely shape displayed to best advantage; the quivering wings; the motion of the plumes, that wave like the standard of knights-errant; the flashing eyes—bespeak proud consciousness of masculine vigor. The beautiful bird glances defiance and challenges loudly, eager for a rival; but none disputes, and he may retire, his rights proven. Only a gentler bird is near, hidden in a lea
ty bower, whence she watches, admiring his bearing; fascinated by the courage she sees displayed, hoping every moment that the next will bring him, dreading lest it may. As their eyes meet, she trembles and would turn to fly, but cannot; his glow again, but with a different light, even more intense than before. With an exultant cry, he flies straight to her, and, like the true knight he is, for just one instant bends till his breast touches the ground, and is then erect again. He leans toward her, half-spreads his wing over her, and pleads in under-tone. She listens, but draws away; she listens, but only stands irresolute; she listens, and, listening, yields.
They must prepare for new duties. With deep sense of responsibility and earnest solicitude, the pair now cast about for a suitable spot for their home. They search through the tall, rank herbage alongside the stream, through the willow-copse, among fallen moss-covered logs that are scattered around the glen, and at length make up their minds. Little more is needed than to fix upon the spot, for the nest is a simple affair, the work of a few hours perhaps, scratching a suitable depression and lining it with a few dried grasses pressed together. Day by day eggs are laid, till a dozen or more fill the nest. They cannot be distinguished from those of the California Quail. They measure an inch and a quarter in length by an inch in breadth, and are almost pyramidal in shape, the larger end flattish and very broad, the other narrow and pointed. The color is a buff or rich creamy, dotted and spotted all over with bright brown, and splashed here and there with large blotches of the same. When the female is not pressed to lay, the pair ramble about together, in close company, until the complement is finished. Then she gives up all recreation, grown already quite sober and maternal, and resolutely sets about her long tour of duty. But she is not forgotten because she can no longer share the idle pleasures of her lord. Mounted on a stump or bush near by, he stands watch, and continually solaces her with the best music he can make. It is not very harmonious, to be sure; in fact his ditty at such times is a medley of odd notes, sounding rather lugubrious than hilarious, but it is presumably satisfactory to the one most concerned. So the long days pass for two weeks or more, till feeble cries come from the nest; the mother dries and cuddles the curious little things, and the delighted birds, brimful of joy, lead their family off in search of food.

From the number of eggs sometimes found in a nest, it becomes a question whether birds, hard pressed, may not occasionally deposit in nests not their own. We have no positive evidence that it may occur, but observation has rendered it highly probable that such is the case with some other birds, as the Rails, and, I think, the Virginia Quail. However this may be, it is pretty certain that broods of young sometimes coalesce, at a varying time after hatching. I do not remember to have myself seen a covey of more than twenty; but it is currently reported, upon good authority, that troops numbering as many as fifty partly-grown birds, and including several old ones, may be met with. This raises, of course, the question of polygamy, so common in birds of this order; and something may be said in favor of the view. The same surmise has been made in the case of L. californicus, but I believe it remains to be proven. I am bound to observe, that I have never witnessed anything supporting this view; had I done so, what has just gone before would not have been written.

In an article communicated some years since to the "Ibis," I used the following language, which I have since found no reason to modify:

"Compared with the Eastern Quail (O. virginianus), from the sportsman's stand-point, Gambel's Plumed Quail is more difficult to kill. Not that it rises with more startling suddenness, or flies faster, for I noticed no material difference in these respects. But when a bevy is flushed and one, or at most two, birds secured, it is exceedingly difficult, and usually only by chance, that other shots are obtained. For, except under certain circumstances, they lie very badly; and when they drop, after being for the first time started, it is usually not to squat and remain hid, but to run as fast and far as possible; so that if found at all, it will be dozens of yards from where they were marked down. This propensity to run, which is also a great obstacle to their being flushed within proper
distance, is exceedingly troublesome both to the sportsman and his dog; so much so, that the best trained dogs can often be of little or no service. It is true that this habit of running affords many shots on the ground, and often places the whole bevy directly under fire; but no true sportsman would thus ingloriously fill his bag by 'potting' a bevy of such noble game birds. Like all their tribe, their flight is exceedingly rapid and vigorous; but it is always even and direct, so that it only requires a very quick hand and eye, and the usual intuitive calculation for cross shots, to kill them readily. Notwithstanding all I have heard to the contrary, I consider them far from being tough birds, and No. 8 shot is abundantly large enough for them. The fault in most cases, I presume, is with the shooter rather than the shot. I may add, that many of the places in which bevies are found would compare unfavorably with the worst Woodcock-brake of the Eastern States, as regards facilities for obtaining a fair shot. I have had a bevy flushed all around me, and hardly caught a glimpse of a feather. But these and all other difficulties should only increase one's ardor, and confer additional value on the lovely birds when obtained."

Man is, I suppose, the Quail's worst enemy; what the White does with dog and gun the Red accomplishes with ingenious snares. The Indians take great numbers alive in this way, for food or to trade with the whites along the Colorado; and they use the crests for a variety of purposes that they consider ornamental. I saw a squaw once who had at least a hundred of them strung on a piece of rope-yarn for a necklace. But the birds have other foes: the larger Hawks prey upon them, so also do the wolves, as I had good evidence upon one occasion, when hunting in a precipitous, rocky place near Fort Whipple. I heard a covey whispering about me as they started to run off in the weeds, and followed them up to get a shot. They passed around a huge boulder that projected from the hill-side, and then, to my surprise, suddenly scattered on wing in every direction, some flying almost in my face. At the same instant a wolf leaped up from the grass, where he had been hiding, a few feet off, intending to waylay the covey, and looking very much disappointed, not to say digusted, at the sudden flight. We had marked the covey together, and were hunting it up from opposite sides, and neither of us could account for their flushing so unexpectedly; then he caught sight of me, and it was a question which of us was most surprised. However, I felt that I owed him a private grudge for getting in the way of the birds and spoiling my shot; so I fired both barrels in quick succession. With nothing but mustard-seed in my gun, I hardly expected to more than frighten the beast, but he was so near that he rolled over quite handsomely, his hind-quarters paralyzed with a charge that took effect in the small of the back. I kept his skin as a trophy, and since that time have had unlimited confidence in small shot!

**VALLEY QUAIL OF CALIFORNIA.—Lophotyxn Californica.** *Bp.*

This species is readily distinguished from the last. In place of the large black area on the belly, there is a tract of rich golden-brown or

---

* Tetrax Californicus, Shaw, Nat. Misc. pl. 345.
orange-chestnut, where the feathers are sharply edged with black. The forehead is whitish, with black lines, instead of black with whitish lines; the occiput is smoky-brown, instead of chestnut-brown; there is a small white loral stripe; the vent, flanks and crissum are tawny, with dark stripes; the long feathers of the sides are like the back, with sharp, white stripes. In the hen bird the belly is whitish, or tawny, with black semicircles, as in the cock; while in the hen of gambeli the same parts are whitish, with lengthwise dark marks.

This species replaces the last in the Pacific coast region, from Washington Territory southward. It is abundant from the Columbia River to Cape Saint Lucas, on the plains and in the valleys. In California they are mostly restricted to the regions west of the Sierra Nevada, which, with the Great Colorado Desert, form a barrier to their spread eastward. But they do reach nearly to the Colorado River, following along the course of the Mojave River to the spot where it sinks in the desert, there meeting the western extension of the range of L. gambeli. Up the mountains it does not appear to reach a higher altitude than three or four thousand feet, beyond which it is replaced by the Oreortyx pictus. In its general habits it is the counterpart of Gambel's Quail.

MOUNTAIN QUAIL OF CALIFORNIA.—OREORTYX PICTUS,* Bd.

This is a magnificent species, much the largest and handsomest Quail of this country. Its distribution is limited and rather peculiar, as it inhabits almost exclusively the mountain ranges of Oregon and California. Having never yet seen the bird alive, I can say nothing from personal observation of its habits. Dr. Cooper furnishes the following account:

"This bird, one of the most beautiful of its family, is common in the higher ranges of California and Oregon, and I think a few are found north of the Columbia. South of San Francisco they are unknown near the coast, unless some birds seen by members of the Survey, in the Mount Diablo range, at an elevation of over 3,000 feet, were of this species. In the Sierra Nevada they have been obtained at Fort Tejon, at about 4,000 feet elevation, and were seen at Cajon Pass, in winter, about the same elevation, and in latitude 34°. They probably extend further south in the mountains. At latitude 39° they descend in winter to about 3,000 feet, and are found lower toward the north, until, in Oregon, they frequent the borders of the Willamette Valley, but little above the sea-level. They are not common anywhere within the range of the gunners who supply the San Francisco market; all those I have seen there having been brought alive from the Sierra Nevada. They abound in summer up to 7,000 feet in that range, where I found them in September, the young not quite full grown and the old birds moulting. In habits and flight they have considerable resemblance to our
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Perdix plumifera, Aud., Orn. Biog. v, 1839, 220, pl. 422.
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other Quail, but their cries are quite different. Their note of alarm is a rather faint chirp, scarcely warning the sportsman of their presence before they fly. They scatter in all directions when flushed, and then call each other together by a whistle, very much like that of a man calling his dog. According to Newberry the hen has a cluck, much like that of the common hen, when calling together her young brood, about the first of August. The chickens also utter a piping note, scattering and concealing themselves in the grass. * * * * They do not seem anywhere to associate in flocks of more than fifteen or twenty, and from the rugged, shrubby character of the country they inhabit, they are not easily shot, except in the early morning, when they come out into the roads and openings to feed. They live on seeds, berries, and insects, and are very good for the table. As with the other species (L. californicus), more are taken in traps than with the gun. When hunted in thick brush they generally run some distance before flying, and then rise singly, scattering so that only one can usually be killed at a shot. I have never seen them perch in trees, like the other species."

**BLUE QUAIL.—CALLIPPELA SQUAMATA,* (Vig.) Gray.**

As we have already referred the three Arizonian Quails to as many genera, we may briefly notice some of the points of their structure. That of the Blue Quail is most like Gambel’s in bill, wings, tail, and feet, but entirely different in the crest, which, instead of being helmet-like, of club-shaped, recurved feathers, is short, soft, and full, and, though capable of erection in a conspicuous manner, can be laid quite flat, out of sight. The Blue is also called the Scaled Quail, from the peculiar appearance of the plumage of the under parts, which is seemingly abnormal in texture or disposition; but this is merely an optical effect of the singular coloration of the feathers, simulating imbricated scales or tiles. A corresponding result is said to appear, from the same cause, in the plumage of the under parts of young Gannets. The Massena Quail has the crest in general similar to that of the Blue, but differs from this species, as well as from Gambel’s, in the structure of the wings and tail. These are both short; the wing-coverts and tertials are remarkably enlarged, hiding the primaries when the wing is closed, and the tail-coverts are so long as to conceal the true tail-feathers, which are soft and weak. The Massena is of striking and elegant colors, having sharply contrasted round spots upon a rich ground, and other peculiarities; both it and Gambel’s are singularly, almost fantastically, striped about the head; the Blue is of plainer, though scarcely less-pleasing tints. Thus each species shows some marked features with one of the other two, but none of consequence with both; and each has peculiarities of its own not shared by either of the others.

The Blue Quail has another peculiarity, of a different sort; the two sexes differ but little in appearance. As a general rule the sexual differences among gallinaceous birds are very striking—more so, perhaps, than in any other group. Contrary to the rule in our own species, the male is gaudily attired, while the female is of plain and homely appear-

* Ortyx squamata, Vig., Zool. Journ. 1830, 275.—ABERT, Pr. A. N. S. iii, 1847, 221.  
Callipepla squamata, GRAY, Gen. of B. iii, 1846, 514.—GOULD, Monog. Odont. 1850, pl. 19.—  
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Tetrax cristata, DE LA LLAVE, Registro Trimestre, i, 1832, 144.
ance, as well illustrated by the domestic Cock and Hen, and especially by the Peafowls. Among Arizonian Gallinae, the Massena differs most in sexual distinctions of color, for the female is quite subdued in her dress, while the male is showy in coloration. The Blue presents the other extreme, as if, with tender gallantry, he were unwilling to outshine.

This species is a bird of noticeably terrestrial habits, rarely taking to trees or bushes unless hard pressed in one of those extremities into which some people are fond of forcing any birds large enough to be worth a charge of shot, and wary enough to make it exciting sport to penetrate their poor bodies with it. It generally trusts to its legs rather than its wings, though these are not at all deficient in size or strength. On level ground it glides along with marvellous celerity, and makes good progress over the most rocky and difficult places. As a consequence it is rather difficult to shoot fairly, though it may be “potted” in great style by one so disposed; and it will probably require several generations in training before it can be taught to lie well to a dog. I am inclined to think, indeed, that the lying of Quail, an essential feature for the chase in its perfection, is almost as much a result of education as the “pointing” that the intelligent brute who helps us kill them has learned. In a primitive and strictly natural condition, Quail, as a general rule, rather use their legs to escape pursuit than squat and attempt to hide. That the reverse is the case with the Virginia Quail I am perfectly aware, but this proves nothing to the contrary, and I am inclined to think its crouching, till almost trodden upon, to be an acquired trick. This would surely be a poor way of escape from any of its natural enemies—any carnivorous bird or mammal; yet they found it to succeed so well against their chief persecutor, that he has had to call in the aid of a sharper-sighted, sharper-nosed brute than himself, else he might stumble over stubble-fields all day without seeing a bird, except by accident. I presume that Virginia Quail, in the days of Captain Smith and Pocahontas, were very much in the social status of the Arizonian to-day; and these certainly trust to their legs and wings rather than to the artifice of thrusting their heads in tussock of grass, and then fancying they are safe.

Like our other southwestern species, the Blue Quail has a rather restricted range in the United States. The valley of the Rio Grande at large may be given as its especial habitat; it is said to be more abundant there than I have found it to be in other regions. Colonel McCall, with that accuracy for which he has well-deserved name, states that this valley, “though comparatively narrow, contains a country of great extent from north to south, and embraces, in its stretch between the Rocky Mountains and the Gulf of Mexico, every variety of climate, from the extreme of cold to that of tropical heat. This entire region, not even excepting the narrow mountain valleys, covered in winter with deep snows, is inhabited by the species under consideration. I have met with it on the Rio Grande and its affluents from the 25th to the 38th degree of north latitude—that is to say, from below Monterey, in Mexico, along the borders of the San Juan River to its junction with the Rio Grande; and at different points on the latter as high up as the Taos and other northern branches which gush from the mountain sides. I have also found it, though less frequently, near the head of the Riado Creek, which likewise rises in the Rocky Mountains and flows eastward to the Canadian.” I did not meet with the bird near Taos, and we have no knowledge of its occurrence so far north, except that afforded by Colonel McCall’s observations; I presume this must be the extreme limit of its range. The only naturalist of the Railroad Surveys who appears
to have met with it was Dr. Heermann, who found it on the San Pedro, a branch of the Gila, east of Tucson, and thence to Limpia Springs. Those of the Mexican Boundary Survey, however, all observed it, and Dr. Kennery makes the summary statement, that it was "found everywhere where there was permanent water, from Limpia Creek, Texas, to San Bernardino, Sonora." Lieutenant Couch records it from "about sixty leagues west of Matamoras; not until free from prairie and bottomland;" an observation confirmed by Mr. Clarke, who states that it "does not occur on the grassy prairies near the coast." I was rather surprised to find no Blue Quail about Fort Whipple, since it seemed that that locality was in their ordinary range; and probably my observations, or rather want of observations in this particular, represent the actual truth, as I was repeatedly assured that none live there. In Arizona they appear really to be confined to what is called the "lower country," that is, to the valleys of the Gila and Colorado, in a restricted sense. On the latter river it must ascend at least as high as Fort Mojave; and to the eastward, to the country about the Hassayampa.

The egg of the Blue Quail differs in color from that of the Californian or Gambel's, though of the same size and shape. A specimen measures 1.29 by 1.00; it is buffy-white, or with the faintest possible brownish-yellow tinge, and is very regularly and thickly dotted with minute specks of light brown. The usual large number are laid for each setting.

**MASSENA QUAIL.—CYRTONYX MASSENA,** * (Less.) Gould.

I found no Massena Quail about Fort Whipple until a few days before my final departure. A pair were then procured, setting at rest the doubts I had all along entertained regarding the veracity of reports I had often received, of the occurrence there of Quail different from Gambel's. But the species must certainly be rare in that region, since I could not otherwise have overlooked it for so long a time.

This remarkable Quail was described about forty years ago by several writers, nearly simultaneously. For a long while it was only known as a Mexican species. It remained for American naturalists and, I may add, officers of the Army to show its existence in our country, and give us something definite about its habits. In Colonel McCall's observations upon Texan and New Mexican birds, published in the Philadelphia Academy's proceedings for 1851, we find the following interesting account:

"The species was not seen before crossing the San Pedro, but it was not long before it made its appearance in the waste and rocky region into which we then entered. And from that time until we reached the Rio Pecos, a distance of one hundred and forty miles (westwardly by the route we traveled), it was frequently seen, though I should not say
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it was very common. This region is a desert of great length from north to south, our trail crossing it at nearly right angles. The general face of the country is level, and consists of either a crumbling argillaceous limestone, or a coarse, gray sand, producing nothing but a sparse growth of sand plants. Water is found only at long intervals, and, except at those points, there is little cover for game, and apparently less food—the principal growth being Cacti, of which the most common is Cactus arborescens; yet here, among projecting rocks, or on the borders of dry gullies or in loose scrub, I found the Massena Partridge in all the beauty of his rich and varied plumage.

"The habits of this species are different from those of any other species of Partridge that I have met with. They were in covies from eight to twelve individuals, and appeared to be extremely simple and affectionate in disposition. In feeding they separated but little, keeping up a social "cluck" all the time. They were so gentle as to evince little or no alarm on the appearance of man, scarcely moving out of his way as he passed, and only running off or flying a few yards, when perhaps half their number were laid low by a shot. This inclined me to think that they might with little difficulty be domesticated, although I found them here in a barren, boundless waste, and nowhere near the habitation of man. This trait of gentleness is the very opposite of those manifested by the Scaly Partridge (Callipepla squamata), which I always observed to be, though found perchance in grounds as little frequented as these, remarkably vigilant, shy, and difficult to approach. The call or signal note of this species is peculiar. I never saw it after crossing the Pecos."

This account of the gentle and confiding disposition of the Massena Quail, so at variance with the character of nearly all the other species, agrees entirely with the representations which were made to me at Fort Whipple; and the same trait has also been noticed by other writers. Don Pablo de la Llave noticed it in his original account of the birds in the following terms, which I copy from Mr. Cassin's translation of his article: "— and in everything it shows an amiability, and, so to speak, a kindness of character (una bondad de carácter) which is not found in any other species of this genus, and it is naturally so tame and domestic as to permit itself to be caught with the hand." So, also, Dr. Woodhouse, in the following paragraph from Sitgreave's Report:

"My attention was first called to this beautiful bird a few miles beyond the head of the Rio San Pedro, where we started three of them, and Major Backus succeeded in procuring a female specimen, which is now in my collection. This was the only time that I observed this bird. Captain S. G. French, Assistant-Quartermaster United States Army, informs me that in the year 1849, when he first passed over this road, he met with these birds in a number of localities—at the head of the San Pedro, Howard's Springs, and also at the Eagle Springs—showing evidently that it has a range over the country lying between the Rio Grande and San Pedro Rivers. He also stated that he had never met with it near the settlements, but always among the wild, rocky, and almost barren hills of this country. They are more sociable and not so shy as others of the same family. Their food appears to be principally insects."

To give, as nearly as possible, a complete view of what has been put on record concerning the habits of the beautiful Massena, I continue with the following quotations from the notes made by the naturalists of the Mexican Boundary Survey. It will be noticed that Mr. Clark's account is considerably at variance with those just presented:
"Once, on flushing a covey of *Ortyx texana*, my attention was attracted by a bird which remained behind, showing no inclination to follow the rest. It attempted to hide in the grass, but not to fly, and on being shot proved to be a male *Massena*. It occurs in pairs or flocks, and when flushed it flies further than the *Virginia Quail*, and does not lie so close. They may be approached within a few feet, and followed up, particularly when in pairs, running along before you like so many domestic fowls. It is quiet as well as retired; a subdued though sharp note is the only noise I ever heard it make, and that only when frightened. I have seen it pursued, and all the barrels of a six-shooter fired at it without giving it alarm, and finally forced to fly only by an attack of stones and clubs. It was first met in the neighborhood of San Antonio, and thence sparsely distributed, as an inhabitant of both prairies and mountains, as far westward as Sonora. It is a much wilder bird than the *squamata*; less conspicuous, as also less noisy, and never seen in flocks, living about old camps, as is often the case with the latter. Its haunts are far removed from the habitation of man, and the indifference it sometimes manifests to his presence is due to its ignorance of his power and attributes. Though distributed over the same country as the *squamata*, it is not found in such barren regions as the latter frequently is, preferring those regions most luxuriantly covered with vegetation."—*J. H. Clark*.

"First seen in the Cañon Guapuce, twelve leagues south of Monterey. Though rather shy, it seemed quite at home in the cultivated fields and stubbles of the ranches."—*D. N. Couch*.

"This bird I have never seen further south in Texas than Turkey Creek. In this vicinity it was very common, and also at various points thence to the Rio Grande. In the valley of this river it is very rarely seen, giving way apparently to the Scaly and Gambel’s Partridges. West of the river it was very common as far as we traveled, wherever there was fresh and permanent water. In the valley of the Santa Cruz River, and among the adjacent hills, it was extremely abundant. In the months of June and July it was observed there, always in pairs, while in Texas, in the months of October and November, it was found in very large flocks, sometimes of various ages, from the very small and partly fledged to the full-grown bird. When hunted it hides itself very closely in the grass, and I have often known Mexican soldiers in Sonora to kill them with their lances, by striking them either while on the ground or just as they rise. Some of these men are very expert in this business, and will kill many in the course of a day’s travel."—*C. B. R. Kennerly*.

It is not difficult to gain from these accounts a pretty definite idea of the range of the species in the United States, though we do not know how far south it penetrates in Mexico, which is really its native country. We have no record of it as yet as a bird of California. To the indications of its range in Texas and New Mexico, I have only to add, as just now done, its occurrence in Arizona at Fort Whipple, a locality at some distance from those previously recorded, and further north, as well as west, than any before known. There it is rare, as stated, nor do I think that the species can be very abundant even in the southern portions of the Territory, unless it be at the southeast corner.

We see that none of the fragmentary published accounts are more than isolated facts of an imperfect history; yet they do good service as contributions toward a biography. The bird is mentioned as an inhabitant of the most barren, desolate, and unfrequented regions, as well as the vicinity of cultivated ranches; as very unusually tame, or quite
wild; as occurring in pairs or in flocks: each account being circumstantial and limited. But this very diversity of statement helps to a knowledge of the bird; and here, as elsewhere, I cannot refrain from pressing the importance of the record of any facts whatever, however isolated, that may be gleaned by personal observation upon the habits and manners of birds, no matter how small and unpromising the field, or how often it has been gone over before. Any information, so be it that it is accurate, is better than none; though still it should be remembered that ex parte statements are liable to mislead, particularly when used in generalizations, the inductive not being in natural history, as it is in the more exact sciences, always a safe method of reasoning.

There are two points in the history of this species to which attention may profitably be directed. One is the bird's remarkable unsophistication. Living in what we should consider lonely desolation, but which is to it a happy home, the bird has not yet learned to throw aside the gentle, confiding disposition its Maker gave. No contact with the lords of the universe, guardians of civilization and progress, jobbers in ethics and aesthetics, has yet begotten in its ingenious nature the wholesome change that the requirements of self-preservation will some day demand, and which it will instinctively adopt. Birds that live in populous districts have had a lesson to learn of bitter experience, and its fruits have been instilled through generation after generation, till a second nature replaces the first, and a shrewd distrust of the whole human race is instilled. It is a nauseous dose that these Quail, like innocent children, have to swallow; but the medicine acts vigorously and beneficially, heart-longings and soul-breathings, and the like, giving way to something more substantial and sensible. Some day a fine old Cock Massena shall say to his family, "timeo Danaos et dona ferentes;" the newly-born wisdom shall take well, and become gospel to succeeding generations, to outlive in the code of Quail ethics the memory of the Æneid in the minds of men.

We are familiar with the structural peculiarities of the Massena Quail, and it is not likely that these deviations from a common standard are not reflected in some way in the bird's habits and manners; but how, we are still ignorant. Nothing accounting for these peculiarities has yet been learned; and yet there must be some traits that, for their proper exhibition, require the special modification that we find. These individualizing traits offer an inviting field for investigation. Mr. Cassin has, perhaps, taken the initiative toward such discovery, in an observation founded upon consideration of the bird's colors. "The circular spots," he says, "which are numerous on the inferior parts of the body in this Partridge, appear to indicate as a character an analogy to the Guinea-fowls, which is further sustained by its habit of uttering its note continually when in company with its fellows, or when feeding."

Adult male: Bill convex, very stout, the under mandible doubly toothed; legs large and strong, toes very short, claws long, strong, much curved; wings moderate, the tertials and coverts highly developed; tail very short and soft, not reaching beyond the thick, long coverts; a short, full crest. Under parts pure velvety black, with a broad longitudinal band of deep chestnut, the black parts on the sides beautifully marked with distinct, rounded white spots, several on each feather; upper parts varying shades of yellowish or tawny white, and most of them with narrow transverse bars of blackish, changing into spots on the wing-coverts; primaries dusky, barred with reddish or yellowish-white; crown variegated with black, brownish, and yellowish; the crest yellowish, nearly white behind; other parts of the head white, or ashy, fantastically edged and striped with black; chin black, separated by a white stripe from a maxillary black line, this latter by white from a triangular black patch below the eye; a black stripe from the nostrils over the side of the crown, separated by a white line from the central black on the forehead. Iris, brown; bill, deep bluish hori-
color; legs, pale dull bluish. Length, 9½ inches; extent, 18; wing, 5; tail, 2; bill, 0.70; tarsus, 1½.

Adult female: Like the male on the upper parts, but wanting the distinct markings on the head; colors of the under parts entirely different; the crest less developed; the size of the whole bird less; no black about the head; chin yellowish or tawny white; whole under parts plain, pale brownish-white, inconspicuously marked with a few little black spots. Bill, light horn-color; upper mandible with a tinge of reddish, lower nearly white; iris, brownish-olive; legs and feet, livid bluish-white, with a yellowish tinge behind. Length, 9 inches; extent, 17; wing, 4½; tail, 2; tarsus, 1.20.

Young, scarcely fledged: Bill, reddish-brown above, whitish below; feet, dull brownish. General plumage of the upper parts light, warm brown, variegated with black, and very boldly striped with white—each feather having a broad, sharp, white shaft-line, hammer-headed or transversely enlarged at apex, bordered on either side by the areas that cause the variegation. A few of the inner wing-quills like the back; the rest dusky, with whitish shafts, and interruptedly barred, chiefly on the outer webs, with light, dull buffy-brown, or whitish. Feathers of under parts white, with a slight buffy suffusion, boldly marked with innumerable spots of brownish-black, paired on each feather, quite circular and sharp on the breast, further back widening into transverse bars. The head of the specimen is still in the down, except a feather or two just sprouted on the vertex; these feathers are like the back; there is a triangular chestnut-brown area on the crown; the head is otherwise light grayish-brown, fading into white on the chin and throat, and with a dusky auricular mark. Length of the specimen about 3½ inches.

For opportunity of describing this early stage, hitherto unpublished, so far as I know, and quite new to me, I am indebted to Lieutenant G. M. Wheeler, Corps of Engineers, the accomplished officer in charge of the Explorations and Surveys west of the 100th meridian, which are doing so much to develop the resources of the West. I was kindly shown, by Dr. H. C. Yarrow, the well-known naturalist in charge of the Natural History Department, several specimens of the species from Arizona, forming part of the collection made during the season of 1873, by H. W. Henshaw—of the largest, best prepared, and most valuable suites of bird-skins ever brought from our Western Territories.

Note.—The foregoing account of Gallinae includes all the species known to inhabit North America, north of Mexico.
ORDER GRALLATORES: WADING BIRDS.

SUBORDER LIMICOLÆ: SHORE BIRDS.

These two groups, represented by a great variety of forms, are sufficiently defined for our present purposes in the Key, p. 239. The Limicolæ, or Shore Birds (as distinguished from the other two groups of the order, Herodiones, or the Herons and their allies, and Acteotrioriæ, or the Cranes, Rails, and their allies), comprehend all kinds of Plover, Snipe, Woodcock, and birds collectively known as "Bay Snipe," as well as Phalaropes, Avocets, Stilts, Turnstones, and Oyster-catchers.

Family CHARADRIIDÆ: Plover.

Subfamily CHARADRIINÆ: True Plover.

Besides the birds properly so called, several others are loosely designated as Plovers by unscientific experts in ornithology. The principal of these is the so-called "Upland Plover," which is a true Tattler of the family Scolopacidae, its proper name being the Bartramian Tattler (*Actitis bartramianus*) under this head. Our true Plover may be recognized by the shortness and stenness of the bill, as compared with this member in the Scolopacidae, and especially by having only three toes. The only American exceptions to this last statement are the Black-bellied Plover, or Bull-head (*Squatarola helvetica*), in which there is a rudimentary hind toe, and the curious Surf Bird of the Pacific coast (*Aphriza virgata*), in which the hind toe is as well developed as is usual in the Scolopacidae (where perhaps it belongs). The only three-toed American bird of the family Scolopacidae is the Stilt (*Himantopus nigricollis*).

**SQUATAROLA HELVETICA**, (Linn.) Brehm.

Black-bellied Plover.

*Tringa helvetica*, LINN., Syst. Nat. i, 1766, 250 (based on *Vanellus helreticus* of Briss., v, 105, pl. 19, f. 1).—FORSTER, Phil. Trans. lxxi, 1772, 412: Pl. Eolum. 553, 584, 923.


*Vanellus helreticus*, VIEILL, Ency. Meth. iii, 1823, 1077.

*Charadrius helreticus*, LICHT, Verzeich. 1823, No. 702.—BR., Syn. 1828, 298, No. 221.—NUTT., Man. ii, 1834, 26.—AUD., Orn. Biog. iv, 1835, 259, pl. 334; Syn. 1539, 221; B. Am. v, 1842, 199, pl. 315.—KLIEB, Naum. 1850, 6.

*Charadrius (Squatarola) helvetica*, RIDGW, Add. Lyc. N. Y. x, 1874, 293.

*Tringa varia*, LINN., Syst. Nat. i, 1766, 252 (based on *Vanellus varius*, BRISS., v, 103).


*Tringa squatarola*, LINN., Syst. Nat. i, 1766, 252 (based on *Pluvialis cinerea* of various authors, and *Vanellus griseus* of BRISS., v, 106, pl. 9, f. 1).


*Charadrius squatarola*, NAUM, Vog. Dentschvl. vii, 1854, 265, pl. 175.

*Vanellus squatarola*, SCHL., Rev. Crit. 1844, 81.

*Squatarola cinerea*, FLEMING, Br. Anim., 1825, 111.—ETT, Cat. Br. B. 34.


*Charadrius pardela*, PALL., Zoeg. R.-A. ii, 1811, 142.


Squatarola melanogaster, MALH., Fl. Orn. Sicil. 1840, 166.

Charadrius apricarius, WILs., Am. Orn. vii, 1813, 41, pl. 57, f. 4.

Squatarola wilsoni, LICHT., Nomencl. Av. 1854, 95.

Charadrius longirostris, Brehm, J. f. O. 1854, 79.

Squatarola australis, Bonaparte.

Squatarola rhyngonomega, BR., Compt. Rend. 1856, 417.

Squatarola megorynchus, Brehm, Vollst. Vogel. 1855, 284.

Figured.—Sw., Cat. of B. fig. 321; Gray, Gen. of B. iii, 542, pl. 145, f. 9.—REich., Syst. Av. pl. 18—Gould, B. E. pl. 290; B. Aust. vi, pl. 12.—NAum., Vög. pl. 178.

Black-bellied, Gray and Swiss Plover. Beetle-head, Bell-head Plover. Ox-eye, and a variety of other names.

Hab.—Nearly cosmopolitan.

With a close general resemblance to the Golden Plover, especially when in full plumage, this species will be immediately recognized by the presence of a small hind toe, no trace of which occurs in any of our other Plovers. There are also additional characters.

In the United States—in fact in most parts of North America—the Black-bellied Plover is less abundant than the Golden Plover, and such is particularly the case in the Missouri region, where I never observed it, and where, so far as I have determined, it is recorded only by one writer. Although stated by Audubon and others to breed from Virginia and the Middle States northward, no such instances have come to my knowledge; and in the United States the species is only known with certainty to occur now during the migrations. In the extensive journeys it performs it gives evident preference for coast-lines of travel, being decidedly more numerous along either of our coasts than in the interior. Nevertheless Dr. Suckley states that he found it “moderately abundant” in Minnesota (where it was not observed by Mr. Trippe or myself). Dr. Cooper remarks that it seems to be a resident bird near the mouth of the Columbia, as he there shot young birds in July; this, however, is not proof that they were actually bred in the vicinity.

Eggs of this species in the Smithsonian cabinet, collected by R. MacFarlane, esq., on the Arctic coast, east of Anderson River, July 4, 1864, afford the following description: Size, 2.10 by 1.40, to 1.90 by 1.40, in a set of four. Color, brownish-drab, or rather dark brownish-clay color, very thickly marked at and around the larger end, for nearly half the length of the egg, with irregularly sized and shaped spots and blotches of brownish-black, and over the rest of the surface thinly spotted with smaller marks of the same color. The larger markings around the butt are to a great extent confluent, producing an imperfect wreath. A very few paler shell markings are noted on close scrutiny. The nest was a depression of the ground on the side of a slight eminence, lined with a few dried grasses. Another set of four from the same source average more elongated, the most pointed one being 2.30 long by 1.45 broad; the markings are much more evenly distributed over the whole egg, are smaller, and tending to a confused, scratchy pattern, as well as rather lighter in tone. A third set of four, collected by Mr. MacFarlane, at Franklin Bay, are intermediate between the other two in these respects, though most like the first described.

CHARADRUS FULVUS var. VIRGINICUS, (Bork.) Cones.

American Golden Plover.

a. fulvus.

Charadrius fulvus, GM., Syst. Nat. 1, 1788, 687; and of authors. Pluvialis fulvus, BP., C. R. 1856, 417.—Schl., M. P. B. 1864, 50.
**CHAREADEIUS**


*Pluvialis xanthochelis*, Br., C. R. 1856, 417.


*Pluvialis taitensis*, Br., C. R. 1856, 417.

*Charadrius virgini anus*, Jard. & Sel., Ill. ii, pl. 85.—Hartl., Wieg. Arch. 1852, 134.


*Charadrius virgini cus*, Blyth, Cat. B. Mus. As. Soc. 1849, 262.

*Charadrius longipes*, "Temn., Mus. Lndgdn."

*Pluvialis longipes*, Br., C. R. 1856, 417.


*Charadrius auratus*, Schreneck, Reise Amur, 1860, 410.

### b. virginicus.


*Pluvialis virginicus*, Br., C. R. 1856, 417.


*Pluvialis fulva americana*, Schll., M. P.-B. 1865, 523, 525.

*Charadrius fulva* var. *virginicus*, Coues, Key, 1867, 243, fig. 155.


*Lieutenant Warren's Expedition*.—1851, 5425, at and near Saint Pierre; 5426, Fort Berthold; 5427, "Nebraska."

*Later Expeditions*—18100-2, Camp Davws, on Rock Creek, Wyoming.

Not obtained by Captain Raymonds' Expedition.

Presenting the extensive and somewhat intricate synonymy of the typical *fulva.*, I also give the principal references to the North American variety. Our Golden Plover is distinct from that of Europe, *C. apricarius* or *pluvialis* of authors, to both of which it has been referred; for, although very similar, it may always be distinguished by the color

* I have at length the pleasure of announcing the true *Ch. fulva* as an inhabitant of North America, a specimen having been lately transmitted to the Smithsonian from the Pryblov Islands, collected May 2, 1873, on Saint Paul Island, by Mr. H. W. Elliot, who has so ably elucidated the birds of that group of the Aleutians. Examining this specimen, I was at once struck with a peculiarity of its general appearance, and on comparing it with Chinese, Japanese, Fiji Island, and other specimens in the National Museum, I found it to be identical. It is smaller than var. *virginicus*—length, about 9.50; wing, 6.40; tail, 2.50; tarsus, 1.60; middle toe and claw, 1.0; culmen, 0.95. There is a yellowish suffusion about the head, and especially along the supraciliary stripe, hardly to be noticed in the ordinary North American bird in corresponding plumage. (Cf. Coues, Elliot's Pryblov Islands, App. 1873, p. —.)
of the lining of the wings, which is pure white in the European, and ashy-gray in the American species. It cannot, however, be specifically separated from the C. fulvus of Asia, the C. xanthocheilus, longipes, or taïtensis of various Pacific regions—being only varietally distinguishable by its somewhat superior size and usually a slight disproportion in the lengths of the tarsi and toes. My view of the relationships of these several forms is at present substantially the same as that of Prof. Schlegel.

The Golden Plover migrates through Dakota in large numbers. While traveling over the prairie between Fort Randall and Yankton, early in May, I was delighted to meet with flock after flock of the birds, in more nearly perfect nuptial attire than I had before seen them anywhere in the United States, the under parts appearing, at a little distance, perfectly black. I noticed them particularly in the early morning, feeding at their leisure in scattered parties over the prairie, in company with Bartramian Tattlers and Esquimaux Curlew. They were not at all shy, and numbers might have been procured, had I been so disposed. They ran rapidly and lightly in search of food, flew with a mellow, whistling note, and settled again with a momentary graceful poise of the upturned wings. Their stay at this season is brief compared with their loitering in the fall, when I again saw them at various points along the Mouse River and the Missouri, in the vicinity of Fort Stevenson, where they reappeared late in September. At this season they coursed over the prairie, often in extensive flocks, feeding on grass-hoppers, and often frequented the pools, forming part of the varied company of waders that flocked to the same resorts. Their favorite associates were the Red-breasted Snipe, with which they mingled on the most intimate terms. Both of these birds, when not too much molested, are gentle and unsuspicous—excellent company for each other, and equally attractive to the sportsman. The earlier arrivals were not in particularly good condition, after the journey from their distant breeding places, but food was abundant and easily procured, so that in a short time the birds became exceedingly fat—some of them weighing five or six ounces. Being in such excellent order and so easily procurable, the savory morsels often varied our hard fare.

The Golden Plover breeds only far northward, and is not ordinarily seen in the United States in the advanced breeding plumage above noted. It appears to have no special lines of migration, but passes over the country at large, sometimes in vast flocks, its autumnal progress being more leisurely than its advance in the spring. It reaches its breeding grounds late in May—the Barren Grounds of British America, and the coasts and islands of the Arctic Ocean. It is found throughout Alaska, according to Mr. Dall, and is common all along the Yukon. The same writer states that the nests are made in a hillock of grass, of the same material, and frequently a few feathers, the eggs being generally only two in number; this, however, is not the rule, the eggs being, as usual in this family, oftenest four in number. They are of the ordinary pyriform shape, pointed at one end and very obtuse at the other. The following measurements may indicate extremes of variation in shape—2.00 by 1.35; 1.80 by 1.40. They are distinguished from those of S. helvetica by their decided average smaller size; and though the general pattern of coloration is similar, the shade is not quite the same. The ground-color is rather a pale, brownish-clay color, than a drab, in most specimens, although some shade quite closely into the drab of helvetica. A few specimens in the large series before me have the ground-color extremely pale grayish-white, nearly dead white. On all
the eggs the markings are exceedingly bold, dark and numerous; it is impossible to describe adequately the endless variations in precise pattern. The average egg is heavily marked about the butt with blackish-brown, in large irregular spots and blotches; while similar smaller spots are sparsely distributed over the rest of the surface. Sometimes the markings are much lighter brown, a rich, dark sienna, and they are sometimes distributed over the whole surface with approximate uniformity, but the decided tendency is to aggregate around the butt in semi-confluent masses, or a wreath. Various labels of the collection before me state that the nest is a mere depression in the ground, lined with a few dried grasses or leaves.

Some of the birds begin to work southward almost as soon as they are full grown, though others linger till driven away by the cold.

**ÆGIALITIS VOCIFERA, KILLDEER PLOVER.**


**ÆGIALITIS VOCIFERA,** (Linn.) Bp.

**Killdeer Plover.**


Orzechus vociferus, Recl., Syst. Av. 1853, p. —

Charadrius torquatus, Linn., Syst. Nat. i, 1766, 255 (based on Pluvialis dominicensis torquata, Briss., v. 70, Fig. 4).—Charadrius jamaicensis, Gm., Syst. Nat. i, 1778, 685 (based on Sloan, 318, pl. 265, f. 3).

**Hab.**—All of temperate North America. West Indies. Central and South America in winter. Accidental in Europe. (See Scl., Ibis, 1862, 275; Hart., Br. Birds, 1873, 134.)

**Lieutenant Warren's Expedition.**—4646, White River; 5438, Yellowstone; 6591, Cedar Creek.

**Later Expeditions.**—6076, 6145, Camp Carling, Wyoming; 6076, Fort Bridger; 61645, Silt Lake, Utah; 62862, Lower Geyser Basin, Wyoming.

Not noticed by Captain Raynolds' Expedition.

Abundant throughout the Missouri region, as elsewhere in suitable localities in North America. The Killdeer is conspicuous among the few waders that breed at large through the United States, the great majority of these birds passing further northward for this purpose. Being, also, one of the most numerous and widely diffused, few birds are more familiarly known. It must not be inferred, however, from its general dispersion at various seasons that it is non-migratory. On the contrary, it performs extensive journeys, reaching even to South America. I think it migrates chiefly by night. As I sit at midnight penning these pages, in the town of Columbia, South Carolina, in February, I continually hear their well-known piercing notes, as they pass rapidly on through the darkness.

The eggs of the Killdeer measure about an inch and a half in length
by one and one-eighth in breadth, and are of a creamy clay-color; vari-
ously but usually thickly marked with blackish-brown. The marks are
usually of small size, tending to speckles and scratches rather than full
spots, only a few specimens of the large series before me being boldly
spotted around and at the butt. The markings tend to aggregate about
the larger end, but are usually quite numerously distributed all over.
The ground-color sometimes tends to a brownish-drab rather than the
color above mentioned.

ÆGIALITIS SEMIPALMATA, SEMIPALMATED PLOVER.

Tringa hiatricula, Wils., Am. Orn. vii, 1813, 65, pl. 59, f. 3.
2d Voy. 351.
Charadrius (Ægialitis) hiatricula var. semipalmatus, Ridg., Ann. Lyc. N. Y. x, 1874, 383.
Charadrius semipalmatus, Br., Obs. Wils. 1825, No. 219; Syn. 1828, 296; Am. Orn. iv,
1832, 92, pl. 25.—KAUP, Isia, 1835, 1375, pl. 14.—WAGL., Syst. Av. 1827, No. 23.—
iv, 1838, 256; v, 579; pl. 330; Syn. 1839, 224; B. Am. v, 1842, 218, pl. 320.—
PUTN., Pr. Ess. Inst. i, 1856, 216.—SCHL., M. P. B. 1865, Cursore, 30.—GRAY,
Hand-list, iii, 1871, 16, No. 10009.
Ægialitis semipalmata, Br., Comp. List, 1838, 45,—CAB., J. f. O. 1856, 428,—BD., B. N.
Acad. 1861, 228.—COUES & PRENT., Smiths. Rep. 1861, 415.—WHEAT., Ohio Agric.
Soc. ix, 1862, 128.—DRESS., Ibis, 1866, 347 (Texas, wintering).—COUES, Pr.
Phil. Ac. 1866, 96.—COUES, Pr. Bost. Soc. xii, 1868, 122.—MCILWR., Pr. Ess. Inst.
v, 1866, 92.—COUES, ibid. v, 1868, 291.—DALL & BANK., Tr. Chic. Acad. i, 1869,
M. C. Z. ii, 1871, 355.—COUES, Pr. Phila. Acad. 1871, 28.—SNOw, B. Kans. 1873,
9.—COUES, Key, 1872, 244.
Pr. Ess. Inst. iv, 1864, 77.
Charadrius brevirostris, Maxim., Beitr. iv, 769 (Brazil).—SCHOFF., Guiana, iii, 750.—
BURM., Ueb. iii, 359.
"Charadrius collaris, Lich. & VIEILL." (Schlegel.)
Extralimital quotations.—CAB., J. f. O. iv, 1856, 428 (Cuba).—BRY., Pr. Bost. Soc. vii,
159 (Bahamas).—SUND., Öfvr. Ak. 1860, 588 (St. Bartholomew).—LAUR., Ann. Lyc. N.
Y. viii, 1864, 100 (Sombrero); ix, 238 (Puna Island).—SOL., Ibis, 1866, 197 (Guate-
mala).—PELZ., Orn. Braz. 297 (Brazil).—DARW., Voy. Beagle, 129 (Galapagos).

Hab.—Continent of North America, breeding chiefly in higher latitudes, wintering
from our southern border to Brazil.

The American Semipalmated or Ring Plover—"Ringneck," as it is
familiarly called—is at once distinguished from its European congener,
as well as from any species of this country, by the extent of the basal
webbing of the toes. The web between the middle and outer toe is
larger than in any other, while that between the middle and inner (rudim-
mental in our other species) is as large as that between the outer and
middle toes of the rest. A glance at these two decided webs is suffi-
cient to determine the species.

As noted above, its dispersion is more than coextensive with the con-
tinent of North America; for, in winter, although many individuals pass
that season on our southern coasts, others penetrate far into South
America. In the Middle States it is chiefly a bird of passage, and it is
only known to breed regularly† in higher latitudes. Along the coast of
North Carolina it appears in great numbers in April, and remains

*Dr. Schlegel cites a specimen from Brazil, type of the Prince of Wied's C. brecirostris.
† The breeding of a pair on Muskeget Island, off the Massachusetts coast, in June,
1866, is noticed by Mr. Samuels, Orn. New England, p. 420.
through May, after which none are to be observed until late in August following, they being engaged to the northward in the duties of reproduction. Before their departure from our coasts in the spring, they assume the perfect breeding dress, with brightly-colored bill, feet, and eye-lids, and perfect black bars. Returning in August, in limited numbers, the great body come after in September, throughing the beaches in company with various Sandpipers. In Labrador, where I found them breeding abundantly, they remained, apparently as plenty as ever, up to the first week in September, frequenting both the sea-beaches and the mud-flats, with Bonaparte's and the Semipalmed Sandpipers, in scattering troops, eagerly searching for food. Here they were more than ordinarily gentle and unsuspicuous, especially the young ones, wholly unaccustomed to the presence of man. Subsequently, after persecution by the boys and pot-hunters, to whom they are objects of wanton pursuit, they seem to acquire a little wisdom by experience, though they cannot be regarded as wary under any circumstances. Their call-note is a mellow whistle, much like that of their allies, yet distinguishable. In the interior of our country the Plovers are nowhere so numerous, according to my observations, as they are along the coasts; yet they migrate in considerable numbers along the main water-courses, and are of regular occurrence each season, in April and May, September and October. Such is more particularly the case in the better-watered eastern portions of the Missouri region than in the dryer districts westward. I have, however, met with it on the Colorado River, which penetrates hundreds of miles into the desert.

The nesting of the Semipalmed Plover is not peculiar, the arrangements being the same as those made by most birds of the family. The eggs are laid in a depression of the ground, in a grassy or mossy spot, lined with a few blades of the same substances. The eggs vary in number from two* to four, the fewer being laid, it would appear, in the higher latitudes. They are hardly or not distinguishable from Killdeer eggs excepting by their smaller size, having the same ground-color and tone of the markings. The ground ranges from quite olivaceous-draub to pale clay-color, or even grayish-white, some of these lightest and least

* There are numerous exceptions to the rule of four eggs among the limicoline birds. Wilson& Plover is another instance, the more unexpected in that the bird breeds in comparatively low latitudes of the Middle and Southern States, along the coast. In none of the many nests I found on the sea-shore of North Carolina were there more than three eggs. They offer the following characters: Length, 1.22 to 1.45; breadth, 1.00 to 1.05; ground-color, pale olive-drab, more inclining to green in some cases, to brown in others, but always very pale, thickly marked all over with blackish-brown in irregular, sharply-defined spots, small splashes, and fine dots. "In some specimens the markings show a tendency to run into fine lines, and in these are the smallest, darkest, most numerous [most evenly distributed], and most sharply outlined; but ordinarily the distinctive speckled character is maintained. Commonly the markings are rather larger, and consequently more thickly set, on the larger part of the egg, where there is also some tendency to run together, though scarcely to form a ring around the butt; but in none of the specimens examined was the pointed end free from spots. Here and there may usually be observed a few pale, obsolete spots, but they are not conspicuous; in fact, hardly to be detected without close scrutiny." (COYES, Am. Nat. iii, 1869, p. 315.)

Comparing the eggs of all the species of Aegialitis mentioned in this work, as they lie before me in large series (excepting those of E. montanus, of which I have only three), we see that the Killdeer's and Ringneck's are essentially alike, only of different sizes. Wilson's and the Piping Plovers are approximately similar, both averaging lighter in ground-color and of fewer markings, but the latter are very appreciably paler and less marked than the former; and the egg of E. montanus stands somewhat alone, not only in its dark-olive ground-color and nearly even, fine speckling, but also in its shape, which is notably less pyriform than that of the others, or than that of Plovers in general.
marked specimens resembling the egg of *E. meloda*. Compared with Killdeer's eggs, the markings are more definite, averaging larger and bolder, with little of the scratchiness observable in the latter. The largest Ringneck's egg does not equal the smallest Killdeer's, being only 1.40 by 0.95, and thence running down to 1.20 by 0.90. A few obscure shell-markings may usually be observed.

**ÆGIALITIS MELODA** var. **CIRCUMCINCTA**, Ridgw.

**Piping Plover; Ring Plover.**

*a. meloda.*

*Charadrius hiaticula* var., *Wils.*, Am. Orn. v. 1842, 30, pl. 37, f. 2.

*Charadrius melodus*, Ord, ed. *Wils.*, viii, 1824, 71.—*Br.*, Am. Orn. iv, 1832, 74, pl. 24.—


*Ægialitis melodus*, Allen, Pr. Ess. Inst. iv, 1864, 86.


*b. circumcincta.*


*Hab.*—United States and British Provinces, east of the Rocky Mountains (beyond which apparently replaced by *Æ. cantiana*). Abundant along the Atlantic coast of the United States, breeding north to the St. Lawrence, and wintering from the Carolinas southward. Cuba. Bahamas. Jamaica. *Var. circumcincta* from the Missouri region.

*Lieutenant Warren's Expedition.*—9038, 9034-5, 9038-9, Fork of the Platte (types of *var. circumcincta*).

Not obtained by Captain Raynolds' Expedition or the later ones.

As observed sometime since by Mr. Cassin, Dr. Haydon's specimens are in full breeding dress, with the black pectoral band complete, instead of forming, as in most instances, an area on either side of the breast. This is the basis of Mr. Ridgway's new variety. This condition, and the date of collection (July 8), warrant the inference that the species breeds in Nebraska—a surmise not yet confirmed, but strengthened by the general facts of the distribution of the species. For, unlike its near relative (*Æ. semipalmata*), the Piping Plover does not proceed to high latitudes to breed, being quite unknown in the fur countries, and, indeed, in British America, excepting the porvious immediately bordering the United States. It is content to find its summer home in the northern half of the United States, especially along the Atlantic coast from New Jersey to the St. Lawrence. I think that though some breed so far south as the Carolinas, the fact escaped me during the two years I spent on the coast, at Fort Macon, paying much attention to the ornithology of the locality. There the Piping Plovers were chiefly migrants, coming and going with the Semipalmated, and were not nearly so abundant. It is noted as a common summer bird of the New England coast, and is said to breed in abundance along the shores of Maine. The nest, which I have not myself observed, is stated to be made preferably along the seashore of the main land and adjoining islands, and to be merely a slight hollow of the sand, lined or not with a few grasses or bits of sea-weed. This is somewhat different from the nidification of the Semipalmated Plover, which selects a mossy or grassy spot away from the beach; and entirely like the Wilsonian Plover.

The eggs of the Piping Plover may be distinguished at a glance from those of the Ringneck by their light color and fine, sparse speckling. The ground is clay-color, or palest possible creamy-brown, marked nearly uniformly all over, but sparsely, with
small blackish-brown dots and specks, but no spots of any size nor scratchy lines; the largest markings observed scarcely exceed a pin's head. The dotting is sometimes extremely fine, mere points, and with it appear to be always mingled a few obscure shell-markings of lilac or lavender. The egg appears to be about of the same size (capacity) as that of the Ringneck, but is rather less elongate and pointed. Several specimens measure: 1.30 by 1.00; 1.25 by 0.95; 1.25 by 1.00; 1.20 by 0.95, &c.

The following North American species of this genus have not been found in the Missouri region:

ÆIALITIS WILSONIA, (Ord.) Cassin.


ÆIALITIS wilsonius, Br., List, 1838, 45.


Hab.—Atlantic and Gulf coasts, United States. North to Long Island and Connecticut, probably to Massachusetts, but rare beyond New Jersey. Also on the Pacific side to California (?). Middle and South America and West Indies (Cuba, Car., J. F. O. iv, 4:4; Balamas, Bry., Pr. Bost. Soc. vii, 1:59; Saint Thomas, Cass., Pr. Phila. Acad. 1860, 57; Guatemala and Honduras, Salvin, Isis, 1866, 197; Venezuela, Sal. & Salv., P. Z. S. 1:36, 169; Brazil, Spix; Pelz., Orn. Bras. 297).

ÆIALITIS CANTIANA var. NIVOSA, (Cassin), Ridgway.


Charadrius cantianus, Heerm., P. R. R. Rep. x, 1859, pl. vi, 64.

ÆIALITIS cantianus, Coues. Key, 1:72, 245.


Hab.—Coast of California, and southward to Peru. East probably to the Rocky Mountains. Utah, breeding (Ridgway).

ÆIALITIS MICROTYPHYNCHA, Ridgway.

ÆIALITIS microtyphynchos, Ridgwy., Am. Nat. viii, 1:74, 169 (San Francisco).—Coues, Check-list, No. 406b.

Hab.—Coast of California.

EUDROMIAS MONTANUS, (Townson.) Harting.

Mountain Plover.


* The eggs of the Snowy Plover (A. nivosus of Cassin) are much like those of A. meloda, being of about the same size, and having the same light ground and fine markings. The markings, however, are more numerous and scratchy, comparing with those of *meloda* in this respect, much as the eggs of the Killdeer do with those of the Ringneck. The coloration is very nearly as in *wilsonia*, though the size is much less. Two eggs measure each 1.20 by 0.90; these were from a set of three taken by Dr. Cooper, May 23, 1862, at San Pedro, Southern California, where, as I found the species in November, it is probably resident. Another egg, in the Smithsonian collection, was procured by Mr. Hepburn at San Francisco.
EUDROMIAS MONTANUS, MOUNTAIN PLOVER.


_Podasocys montanus_, Coues, Pr. Phila. Acad. 1866, 96.—Elliot, B. N. A. ii, pl. 39.

_Charadrius (Podasocys) montanus_, Gray, Hand-list, iii, 1871, 15, No. 9997.

_Ægialitis asiatica var. montanus_, Coues, Key, 1872, 245.


_Hab._—Western United States, from the plains of Middle Kansas and Nebraska, and Western Dakota, to the Pacific. Texas (Dresser). Also, Florida (Maynard).

List of specimens.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Specimen</th>
<th>Collection Date</th>
<th>Observer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>18301</td>
<td>Outer Creek</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>May 29, 1860</td>
<td>P. V. Hayden</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18302</td>
<td>Smith's Fork</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>July 7, 1860</td>
<td>do</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18303</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Lieutenant Warren's Expedition.—** 9043-44, Loup Fork of the Platte.

**Later Expeditions.—** 506-56, Middle Park, Colorado (Stevenson).

Although this beautiful and interesting bird is strictly a western species, still its range is more extensive than was formerly supposed, both in latitude and longitude. No one has found it, so far as I am aware, north of the United States boundary, but it probably penetrates some little way, at least, into the British possessions, while, on the other hand, it enters Mexico, and may even, as Mr. Cassin surmises, migrate into South America in winter. But this is not yet determined. Its Eastern limit is pretty nearly ascertained. The farthest point recorded is the vicinity of Fort Hays, near the centre of Kansas, where Mr. Allen found it "moderately common," and it is known to occur in Nebraska in a corresponding longitude. Further north, however, its range seems to trend somewhat westward, for I never saw it in the eastern half of Dakota, over much of which I have traveled, nor in the northern part east of 103°. We have, nevertheless, a record of its occurrence and breeding in Southwestern Dakota, in the vicinity of the Black Hills. From the region thus indicated it may be found, in suitable situations, to the Pacific coast.

The name of "Mountain Plover" does not appear to be well chosen, further than as an expression of very general import. Though found on highly elevated plateaux, it is not a bird of the mountains, but of the plains. While most other Plovers haunt the vicinity of water, to which some are almost confined, the present species is not in the least degree of aquatic habits, but, on the contrary, resorts to plains as dry and sterile as any of our country—sometimes the grassy prairies, with Shore Larks and Titlarks, various Ground Sparrows, and the Burrowing Owl; sometimes sandy deserts, where the sage brush and the "chamiso," the prickly pear and the Spanish bayonet, grow in full luxuriance. It approaches the Pacific, but will never be found on the beach itself, with maritime birds, nor even on the adjoining mud-flats or marshes, preferring the firm, grassy fields further back from the water.

*It appears from Mr. Harting's recent critical article on _Charadrius asiaticus_ (Ibis, 1870, 201, pl. 5), that I may have too hastily united _our montana_ with that species—a course in which I relied upon Prof. Schlegel's authority, not having the opportunity of a direct comparison of specimens. As mentioned in the Check-list, the bird should probably stand as _Eudromias montana_. (Compare, however, Pinsch, Ibis, 1-72, p. 144.)

I have only recently had an opportunity of examining the species in perfect dress. There is no pectoral band of black, but a broad, transverse, cornual, black bar of varying width (sometimes occupying half the plenum, sometimes a mere line), and another sharp, black, local line separating the white forehead and superciliary stripe from the white of the chin and throat. There is a little ochraceous edging of the feathers of the upper parts, and a similar shade suffuses the breast.
In the desert region of New Mexico, between the Rio Grande and the base of the mountains to the westward, I found these Plovers abundant, late in June, together with the Long-billed Curlews, and presume that they breed there, although I found no nests. The old birds that I shot were in poor condition and worn plumage. A few were seen in Arizona, at various seasons, but they did not again occur to me in abundance until I reached Southern California, in November of the following year. In the vicinity of Los Angeles I found them in large flocks on the dry plain which stretches down to the ocean. They were not difficult of approach, and I had no difficulty in securing as many as I desired. On being disturbed by too near approach, they lower the head, run rapidly a few steps in a light, easy way, and then stop abruptly, drawing themselves up to their full height and looking around with timid yet unsuspicious glances. Their notes are rather peculiar, as compared with those of our other Plovers, and vary a good deal, according to circumstances. When the birds are feeding at their leisure, and in no way apprehensive of danger, they utter a low and rather pleasing whistle, though in a somewhat drawing or rather lisping tone; but the note changes to a louder and higher one, sometimes sounding harshly. When forced to fly by persistent annoyance, they rise rapidly with quick wing-beats, and then proceed with alternate sailing and flapping, during the former action holding the wings decurved. They generally fly low over the ground, and soon realight, taking a few mincing steps as they touch the ground; they then either squat low, in hopes of hiding, or stand on tiptoe, as it were, for a better view of what alarmed them.

The Mountain Plover's food consists principally, if not wholly, of insects. I examined the stomachs of a great many with reference to this matter, finding in them nothing whatever but insects, excepting, as usual, a little sand or gravel. Grasshoppers, in their season, seem to be the bird's main reliance, though numerous other insects, as crickets and beetles, are also eaten; and I suppose that worms and small land-molluses would not come amiss. In the fall, when food is plenty, the birds become very fat, tender and juicy, affording excellent eating.

No previous writer upon this bird has said anything of its nest and eggs, which remained until lately unknown. In the Key I gave a brief description of the eggs, which I can now make more extended, adding an item regarding the nest. The two eggs I described were, as I am informed by Mr. Stevenson, of Dr. Hayden's party, who took them himself, only half of the nest-complement, the other two having been accidentally destroyed. They were discovered July 13, 1859, on the North Fork of the Platte, about one hundred and twenty miles west of Fort Kearney, and contained large embryos. They differ in size and shape, though from the same nest, one being more pointed and longer than the other. The measurements are: 1.50 by 1.10, and 1.40 by 1.10. The form is notably less pointed than usual in this genus, and altogether the eggs are peculiar. In color they are about alike, olive-drab, with a decided shade of brown, thickly marked all over, but especially at the larger end, with blackish, very dark brown, and neutral tint. All the spots are small—in fact, mere dots and specks—the largest scarcely exceeding a pin's head. They show no tendency to aggregate into splashes, and the edges of the markings are sharp. Mr. Stevenson tells me that the nest was a mere depression in the bare ground, lined with a few grass-blades. The eggs would probably have hatched in another week. Another egg, in the Smithsonian, is nearly a duplicate of these, but rather browner, with rather smaller and more numerous markings. It is also more pointed; size, 1.48 by 1.12. Mr. Allen
saw newly-hatched young, and others full grown, the 27th and 28th of July, in South Park, Colorado, showing that the time of laying varies. Yet the range thus indicated is nothing unusual; I have observed much the same thing with regard to the Bartramian Sandpiper and other species which I have had an opportunity of observing closely.

Mr. Allen communicates the following notes: “The Mountain Plover (Ægalitis montana), though scarcely to be regarded as an abundant species, occurs with considerable frequency throughout the plains from Middle and perhaps Eastern Kansas westward. In the breeding season it is generally seen in isolated pairs, usually in the dryest situations, and is silent and unsuspicuous. Later in the season it occurs occasionally in small parties, composed of one or two broods of young, accompanied by their parents. Newly-hatched young were observed at intervals throughout the mouth of July. This species was also often met with in South Park, as well as on the high table-lands that occur at intervals thence eastward to the plains.”

The Turnstone has not, to my knowledge, been found in the Missouri region, but is reported from Lake Erie and Minnesota. Following is its synonymy:

**Strepsilas interpres**, (Linnaeus,) *Iliger.*  


**Cinclus interpres**, GRAY, *Gen.* of *B.* iii, 1819, 419; *List Br.* B. 1863, 143.


**Tringa oachanica**, “BLOX., Voy.” 251.” (Gray.)

**Strepsilas borealis et littoralis**, BREHM, *V.* D. 558, 560.

*Hab.*—Seacoasts of nearly all countries. Less frequent in the interior.

b. *melanocephalus.*


**Strepsilas interpres var. melanacephalus**, COUES, *Key.* 1872, 246.

*Hab.*—Pacific coast, North America.
Family Recurvirostridæ: Avocets.

Recurvirostra Americana, Gm.

Avocet.


Hab.—United States and British Provinces. North to the Saskatchewan and Great Slave Lake. Rare or casual in New England. Breeds throughout. Winters on our southern border and beyond (to Guatemala).

List of specimens.

| 19376 | Fort Randall | Sept. 12, 1860 | G. H. Trook |

Lieutenant Warror's Expedition.—5446, Yellowstone River.

Later Expeditions.—59872–3, Colorado; 60775, North Platte; 61641–2, Great Salt Lake.

The Avocet is irregularly distributed over nearly all of temperate North America; that is, from rather high latitudes in British America to Mexico and the Gulf, and from one ocean to the other. Nevertheless, there are large tracts of country that it scarcely ever visits; thus, it is little more than a straggler in New England, though not rare southward on the Atlantic coast. It is, perhaps, more abundant than elsewhere in the interior of the United States, along the Mississippi Valley, and thence westward, in all suitable localities, to the Rocky Mountains. Several observers state that they have never met with it on the Pacific coast; and Dr. Suckley records that a single specimen he procured in Washington seemed to be astray, and was unknown to the settlers. This writer speaks of its abundance in Dakota, and notes the fact, perhaps not generally known, that it frequented the banks of running brooks as well as the margins of still pools. These latter, however, together with swampy places throughout the interior, and marshy places along the coast, are its favorite resorts. Some have asserted that it gives preference to salt or brackish waters, as would seem to be indicated by its abundance at Great Salt Lake, in Utah, and about the alkaline waters of Dakota, as just noticed; but it is found to be equally abundant upon fresh lakes and rivers throughout the interior.

In the United States and northward the Avocet is chiefly a summer
visitor, entering our limits from the South in spring, though many winter along our border. A part of the birds scatter over the United States, and others go further north, to breed; for they raise their young with equal facility from the latitude of the Middle States—or even further south, especially in the West—to that, for instance, of Great Slave Lake. Their wide distribution in the West, during the breeding season, is evidenced, among other things, by the number of localities whence we have records of the "White-necked Avocet" (Recurvirostra americana), which is, in reality, only the young of this species. It was first described by Mr. Vigors, the distinguished English naturalist, in 1829, and has only recently been determined to be the same bird in immature plumage. Mr. Cassin gives a handsome plate of it in his "Illustrations."

My first acquaintance with Avocets was made on the plains, early in June, 1864. I found plenty of the birds in some shallow reedy ponds, near the Arkansas River, in company with several other waders, among them Wilson's Phalaropes and some Gulls (Chroicocephalus franklini); while on the dry ground near by were great numbers of the Burrowing Owls, living, as usual, in a prairie-dog town. The Avocets were in full plumage, with the head and neck cinnamon color; and, from their actions, I had no doubt they had nests somewhere about the ponds. They were quite gentle and familiar, and not at all disturbed by my approach, displaying a characteristic of theirs during the breeding season, at least in regions where they are not often molested, and have, therefore, not learned a wholesome dread of man. They walked leisurely about, up to the belly in the water, with graceful, deliberate steps, each of which was accompanied by a swaying of the head and neck, as usual with birds of similar form. When approached too closely, they rose lightly from the water, uttering their peculiar cries, flapped leisurely to a little distance, and again alighted to pursue their peaceful search for food, forgetting, or at least not heeding, their recent alarm. As they rose from the water, their singular, long legs were suffered to dangle for a few moments, but were afterward stretched stiffly backward, as a counterpoise to their long necks; and, thus balanced, their lithe bodies were supported with greatest ease by their ample wings. When about to realight, they sailed without flapping for a little distance, just clearing the water, their legs again hanging loosely; as they touched the ground, their long wings were held almost upright for an instant, then deliberately folded and settled in place with a few slight motions. Contrary to what I had expected, they showed no sympathetic concern, and, indeed, only moderate alarm, when some of their number were killed; for I must confess that after learning something of their ways by observing them alive, I was anxious for a still closer acquaintance, and therefore destroyed several individuals. In one of the poor birds I found an egg almost ready to be laid, confirming my supposition that the birds were then in the place where they hoped and fully intended to raise their families. Though there were a great many of them associating together, those that were already paired kept closer by each other, I thought, than the rest of the flocks. Some isolated pairs, that I subsequently observed on a pond near Fort Larned, kept side by side during the whole time that I watched them.

Contrary to my expectations I saw no Avocets on the Rio Grande, though the Stilts—birds very closely allied and often found with the Avocets—were plenty. On the Colorado, in the fall of 1865, I saw both kinds flocking on the sand-bars and hard, dry flats. This was in September, when all the Avocets that I noticed were white-necked, showing that they were young birds, either bred in that vicinity or else then on their southward migration from some distant birth-place.
Avocets and Stilts correspond with each other in habits as closely as they do in form. One of the most marked physical differences is found in the structure of the feet. Avocets have a hind toe, which the Stilts have not, and their feet are almost completely webbed, so that they are among the best swimmers of the long-legged fraternity. Stilts, on the contrary, scarcely swim at all, and never except on an emergency. When the Avocets are wading about, it often happens that they get beyond their depth, when, instead of rising on wing, they keep on as if nothing had happened to take them off their feet. If they are wounded, they sometimes escape by diving as well as swimming.

It is scarcely necessary to proceed further with the history of a bird whose general habits are already known through several earlier biographies. Wilson has written an excellent account, upon which Nuttall's is in a great measure modeled. Audubon's history is specially good; at once complete, accurate, and full of interest. Nothing so good as his model piece of biography, chiefly taken up with an account of a pair of birds he watched near Vincennes, Indiana, has been written on this subject.

An egg which I took from the oviduct of an Avocet killed near Fort Lyons, on the Arkansas, is the shortest and comparatively thickest of a dozen now before me, measuring only 1.80 by 1.37. It was, however, perfectly formed and just ready to be laid, as shown by the perfection of the markings. Other specimens run up to 2.10 in length by 1.44 in breadth. One of the longest specimens is also the narrowest—2.10 by only 1.25. This is one of a set of three taken by Mr. Ridgway at Soda Lake, near Carson Desert, June 28, 1873. They were deposited in a depression of the alkaline incrustation of the ground. The ground-color of this series ranges from a dark olive through a lighter olivaceous-drab to brownish-drab, and thence to a fine creamy-brown or buff, nearly as in the Shanghai breed of fowls. The eggs are nearly uniformly marked all over with spots of several shades of chocolate-brown, all on the surface, and others of neutral tint in the shell. In only one of the specimens is there any decided tendency to aggregation about the larger end or confluence of the spots anywhere. The spots are of small to moderate size and indeterminate shape, none being blotches of any considerable dimensions. All the markings are sharp. Those of the buff eggs are the most numerous and finest, while the spots of the darkest, olivaceous eggs are the boldest.

The young Avocet has the head and neck white, with an ashy or plumbeous shade, instead of chestnut or cinnamon-red. In this condition it constitutes the R. occidentalis of authors. Of the adult, the bill is black; the iris, bright red; the legs and feet, clear, pale blue, with part of the webs flesh-colored. The plumage is white, changing to cinnamon or chestnut on the neck and head; the back, wing-coverts, and primaries black, contrasting with the white of the scapulars and rump. In size the bird is extremely variable; perhaps seventeen inches in total length by thirty in extent represents average measurements. Contrary to the rule among waders, the female is smaller than the male.

**HIMANTOPUS NIGRICOLLIS, Vieill.**

Black-necked Stilt.

*a. nigricollis.*


Himantopus leucurus, Vieill. (Gray.)

Himantopus mexicanus, Hartl., Ind. Azara, 25 (not of authors).

Himantopus nigricollis, Gay (Selalter).—Cass., Gillia's Exp. ii, 196.—Burm., Roise, ii, 502 (La Plata).—Darw., Beagle, 130 (La Plata).—Scl., P. Z. S. 1867, 339 (Chili).—Scl. & Salv., P. Z. S. 1868, 144 (Buenos Ayres).

Himantopus brasilienis, Breit., Vögel Deutschl. 1851, 684.—Scl. & Salv., P. Z. S. 1873, 434 (figures of heads of the two varieties).

Hab.—The typical form from the United States generally, Mexico, part of West Indies, Central America, and South America to Peru and Brazil. Var. brasilienis from South Brazil, Argentine Republic, and Chili.

Respecting the var. brasilienis, Mr. J. E. Harting, in a letter to Prof. Baird, which has been sent to me, states: "The difference in the measurements of the two species is very striking; the wing, tibia and tarsus in the southern brasilienis being all, respectively, about an inch longer than in the northern nigricollis." A point not given in Messrs. Selalter and Silvini's paper is, that the disposition of the colors of the upper parts also differs, the black of the neck being out of line from that of the back by a white interval; this being. Mr. Harting remarks, a resemblance to the H. leucocephalus of Australia and New Zealand. The form may prove to be specifically distinct.

Not obtained by either of the earlier Expeditions.

Later Expeditions.—61643-4, June 19, 1872, Great Salt Lake, Utah (Merriam).

Some of the vagaries that from time to time have found their way into print, representing sober opinions of naturalists who, from the most superficial observation of Stilts and Avocets, might have learned better, are extremely curious. The slight upward curvature of the Avocet's bill has served whereon to hang fables and theories too absurd to deserve a moment's serious consideration; and it has been repeatedly caricatured in illustrations. The imagination has also been stretched out of all due proportion to treat of the really very long legs of the Stilts, and drawn upon to support hypotheses even more feeble and tottering than the gait which some authors attribute to the bird. It is easy to see how such notions had their origin. Descriptions and figures were at first taken from stuffed specimens, awkward preparation of which, or else the unavoidable shrinkage of the delicate and vascular bill, resulted in a false shape. It would be hard to find the bill of a live Avocet of the shape represented by Wilson and Nuttall; Andabon's figure is the most accurate one I have seen. The other fallacy, respecting the gait
of the Stilt, probably grew out of some such statement as that of Wilson, which, while perfectly true, has been improperly taken. "As they frequently alight on the bare marsh," says the author, referring to Stilts, "they drop their wings, stand with their legs half bent and trembling, as if unable to sustain the burden of their bodies. In this ridiculous posture they will sometimes stand for several minutes, uttering a curring sound, while from the corresponding quiverings of their wings and long legs they seem to balance themselves with great difficulty." Now Wilson generally wrote whereof he had seen and knew, and it is safe to accept his statements for facts, whatever we may think of his opinions. But a sensational or meretricious writer could easily make a sufficiently-startling story out of the above, to the effect that the Stilt's legs are not strong enough to support its body. We may, however, turn aside from such stories as these, assured that, sooner or later, like curses and chickens, they will come home to roost with their authors.

Palpable fabrications aside, there are still some questions to be settled, one of which is respecting the construction of the nests. Wilson says they are at first slightly built of grasses, and afterward elevated and strengthened, as the birds lay and set, by the addition of dry twigs and various other materials; to which statement Audubon takes exception, and, in fact, is evidently inclined to discredit the whole story. It is certainly unusual for nests to be worked upon after incubation has commenced, and probably those that Wilson describes were not then fitted for the reception of the eggs. But we know, also, that the stress the mother bird may be under to deposit an egg may sometimes demand hasty dropping, even before her nest is as elaborately finished as it would otherwise have been. The conflicting statements are probably to be reconciled in this way. Writers are also largely at variance respecting the degree of swimming power that these birds possess; doubtless a result of varying facilities they have enjoyed for forming an opinion. And in general I think that it may be safely asserted that different circumstances of observation play as active a part in producing discrepant statements as all other causes combined. The degree to which many or most birds differ in habits, according to circumstances, is not sufficiently recognized. Partial statements, based upon imperfect or insufficient observation, are usually neither entirely true nor wholly false, but become the more fruitful sources of error from the very admixture of truth that is in them. Error is never so captivating as when truthfully dressed. The fact in this case is, that the Stilts are wretchedly poor swimmers, as might have been expected from the condition of their legs and absence of webs. As waders they are a great success; but when out of their depth, which is rarely, if ever, the case from choice, they only make shift to keep their heads above water, and progress in the most helpless and uncertain way. The Avocets, on the contrary, are fair swimmers.

Though Audubon's statement, that the Stilt is rarely found at any great distance from the sea-shore, may apply on the Atlantic coast, it is manifestly correct in any general application. Thus, Dr. Henry has taken it at Fort Thorne, New Mexico; Mr. Xantus at Fort Tejon, California; Dr. Newberry at Rhett Lake; and, not to multiply previous instances, I found it abundant on the Rio Grande near Albuquerque, and again on the Colorado. It occurs, in fact, on most of the lakes and rivers of the West, hundreds of miles from the ocean. It is also found occasionally in some dry localities, where one would hardly expect to meet with any wader. On the plains it appears to be of unusual occurrence, and I am not aware that it proceeds north of the United States.
Except in this last respect, its range may be said, in general terms, to be nearly the same as that of the Avocet, with which it often associates. It breeds wherever found in summer, and is a migratory bird, departing for the South in autumn, to spend the winter.

While at Los Piños, New Mexico, late in June, 1864, I had an excellent opportunity of studying the habits of the Stilts. There are large shallow "lagunas" near this place, whose muddy flats and reedy margins are well adapted to the wants of these birds, as well as other waders, particularly Avocets, and a few Ducks, chiefly Mallards. The Stilts had evidently bred there, though I found no nests or very young birds. They were in flocks of twenty or thirty, keeping closely together. All those I shot appeared to be in perfect plumage, with greenish-black backs, this color running in full intensity up the back of the neck, black bills, crimson eyes, and carmine or lake-red legs. They offered a very striking and pleasing effect, wheeling in easy flight, the flock appearing one moment black, the next white, as they showed alternately the upper and under parts, with the long bright-tinted legs heightening the contrast of color. Although not heedless or unduly familiar, they were not very shy, and I secured as many as I wished without much trouble. Besides being almost unacquainted with the danger that may lie in man's approach, they appeared of a gentle, unsuspicious nature, the more noticeable in contrast with the restlessness and watchfulness of most waders. Thus I remember to have approached, on one occasion, within a dozen paces of a large flock, with no other artifice than stooping a little and walking quietly and slowly. The birds had observed me, of course, as the grass was only a few inches high and the ground perfectly flat, but they stood motionless, looking with more of curiosity than fear. It was a picturesque group; still as statues the birds stood in the water, raised only a little above it, on their firm, though so slender, supports, their trim bodies drawn up to full height, and their large, soft eyes dilated in wonder. In an instant, however, as if they had but one mind in common, a thought occurred, and quick as the thought they were off. A flash—a report—the leaden pellets followed after; the thinned ranks kept on, with piteons cries, while the stricken ones dropped heavily into the water and lay motionless, or fluttered helplessly with broken wings, vainly essaying to dive. I had to wade into the water to secure the specimens, which, however, was of little consequence, as I was already wet and muddy to the waist; picked up the dead ones from the crimsoned water, and had an exciting chase after the wounded. It was painful to witness their struggles, and I almost wished they could be restored to the health and pleasure they had enjoyed up to the last moment. But the mischief was not to be undone, and it was the part of mercy then to put those still living out of their pain. This I did, and, resolving to use all my specimens to the best advantage and take no more innocent lives, I left the Stilts to their peaceful occupations.

The wings of the Stilt are very long and pointed, as well as ample in width; its flight, in consequence, is firm, vigorous, and swift. When folded they reach beyond the tip of the tail, and as the under-coverts reach to the end, the bird tapers off behind to a fine point. The black shorter quills and secondaries meet across the back, hiding the white rump and tail. On the ground, whether walking or wading, the bird moves gracefully, with measured steps; the long legs are much bent at each step (only at the joint, however!), and planted firmly, perfectly straight; except under certain circumstances, as those Wilson narrates, there is nothing vacillating, feeble or unsteady, either in the attitudes or movements of the birds. When feeding, the legs are bent backward
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with an acute angle at the heel-joint, to bring the body lower; the latter is tilted forward and downward over the centre of equilibrium, where the feet rest, and the long neck and bill reach the rest of the distance to the ground. Its food consists of aquatic insects of all sorts, probably also of the ova or smallest fry of fish, and various kinds of lacustrine vegetation; in seeking it, the whole head is frequently immersed in the water. The eggs appear very large for the size of the bird; they are pyriform in shape, broad at one end and pointed at the other; four constitute a nest-full. But both size and shape vary a good deal. Two specimens I selected as representing the extremes in a large series, measured, respectively, 1.85 by 1.15, and 1.70 by 1.25; the former being long and narrow, the latter short and comparatively blunt. The color is dark ochraceous, or pale brownish-olive, blotched all over with spots and splashes of brown and blackish-brown, of irregular size and shape. The exact time required for hatching is not known. Both sexes are said to incubate; and the young birds, though able to run about as soon as hatched, are assiduously cared for by the parents for some time.

Family PHALAROPODIDÆ: Phalaropes.

Several wading birds, properly so classed, furnish exceptions to the rule that these birds have but slight powers of swimming, only exercised in an emergency. The Avocet is a fair swimmer, the toes being nearly half webbed; still better swimmers are the Coots and Phalaropes, birds not very closely allied, yet alike fitted for highly aquatic life and habitual swimming by the presence of broad lobes on the toes. Phalaropes are swimming Sandpipers—with the modification of the feet just mentioned, a thin shank to cut the water, a depressed boat-shaped body to rest upon it, and thickened duck-like under plumage to prevent wetting of the body. Not one of the waders surpasses the Phalaropes in ease and variety of movement, grace and elegance of form, or beauty of color when in perfect plumage. Like other peculiar or somewhat exceptional groups of birds, the family is a small one, of not more than three well-ascertained species, all of which occur in this country; two, if not also three, inhabiting the Missouri region. I shall bring them all into the present account. Wilson’s Phalarope is indigenous only in America; the other two are dispersed over the Northern Hemisphere. The following is an analysis of the technical characters of the three genera, or rather subgenera, which the three species may be taken to represent:

Steganopus, Vieillot, 1825 (type P. wilsoni; Holopodius, Bp., 1828; Ambylyrhynchus, Nutt., 1834, see Leach, 1814). Bill long, equaling the tarsus, exceeding the head, extremely slender and acute. Culmen and gonyx broad and depressed. Lateral grooves long and narrow, reaching nearly to tip of bill. Interramal space narrow and very short, extending only half way to the end of the bill. Nostrils at the extreme base of the bill. Wings of moderate length. Tail short, deeply, doubly emarginate; legs greatly elongated; tibias bare for a considerable distance; tarsus exceeding the middle toe. Toes long and slender, broadly margined with an even, unscalloped membrane, united but for a brief space basally. Claws moderately long, arched, and acute.

Lobipes, Cuvier, 1817 (type Tringa hyperborea, Linn.). Bill generally as in Steganopus, but shorter, basally stouter, and tapering to a very acute, compressed tip; ridge of culmen and gonyx less depressed; interramal space longer and broader. Wings long. Tail short, greatly rounded. Legs and feet short; tibias exnudated for but a brief space; tarsus not longer than the middle toe. Toes very broadly margined with a membrane which is scolloped or indented at each phalangeal joint, and united basally as far as the second joint between the outer and middle toes, and as far as the first joint between the inner and middle toe. The feet are thus semipalmated. Claws very small and short.

Phalaropus, Briss. 1760 (type Tringa fulicaria, Linn.; Crymophilus, Ficill., 1816). Bill scarcely longer than the head or tarsus; very stout for this family; much depressed; so broad as to be almost spatulate, the tip only moderately acute. Upper mandible with the ridge broad and flattened, its apex arched and decurved, its lateral grooves wide and shallow. Interramal space broad and very long, extending nearly to the end of the bill. Nostrils subhasal, at some distance from the root of the bill. Wings long and pointed. Tail long, rounded, the central rectrices projecting, rather acuminate. The legs and feet are much as in Lobipes, but the semipalmation is of less extent.
Phalaropus Wilsoni, (Sab.) Coves.

Wilson’s Phalarope.


(?) Phalaropus glacialis, Latham, Ind. Orn. 1790, 776 (same basis).

(?) Amblyrhynchus glacialis, Nuttall, Man. ii. 1834, 247 (same basis).

Phalaropus lobatus, Ord, ed. Wils., Am. Orn. ix. 1825, 72, pl. 73, fig. 3. (Not of Linneus.)


Phalaropus (Holopodus) wilsoni, Br., Syn. 1825, 343, No. 279; A. O. iv, 1832, 59, pl. 24, 25.

Holopodus wilsoni, Br., Comp. & Geog. List, 1:33, 54.—Less, Tr. Orn. 1831, 563.

Lophibos wilsoni, Audubon, Syn. 1839, 241; B. Am. v, 1842, 299, pl. 341.—Gray, B. L. i, 1844, 246.—Putnam, Pr. Ess. Inst. i, 1856, 217.

Phalaropus (Sphenops) wilsoni, Gray, Hand-list, iii. 1871, 55, No. 1069.

Steganopus wilsoni, Cates, Ibis, Apr. 1860; Pr. Phila. Acad. 1866, 17 (Colorado River); Pr. Ess. Inst. v. 1887, 292 (New England, rare or casual).—Allen, Mem. Bost. Soc. i. 1858, 501 (Western Iowa).—Cates, Key, 1872, 248, fig. 161 (head).

Phalaropus frementus, Vieillot, Gal. Ois. ii. 1:23, 175, pl. 241.

Phalaropus stenodactylus, WAGLER, Oken's Isis, 1831, 563.

Phalaropus fimbriatus, Temm., Planches Coloriées, v. 270.

Lophibos ineus, Jard. & Selby, Ill. Ord. i, pl. 16.

Steganopus tricolor, Vieillot.

Lophibos antarcticus, Less.—(See Frazer, P. Z. S. 1:83, 183; Sclater, ibid. 1:87, 332.—Peck, Novara Reise, Aves, 132.—Philippi, Cat. 57.

Hab.—United States and British Provinces, generally. North to the Saskatchewan. Rare or casual in the Eastern United States. Common in the Mississippi Valley and western. Breeds in Western United States and in the interior of the fur countries in the lower latitudes. Mexico, Central and South America, in winter.

Lieutenant Warren's Expedition.—1870-80, Omaha and Council Bluffs; 5444-5, Medicine Creek.

Later Expeditions.—60376, Camp Carling, Wyoming.

Not procured by Captain Raynolds' Expedition.

Adult in breeding dress: Bill, legs, and feet, pure black; crown of head, pale ash, passing into white along a narrow strip on the nape. A narrow, distinct, pure white line over the eye. Sides of neck intense purplish-chestnut, or dark wine-red; anteriorly deepening upon the auriculars into velvety black; posteriorly continued, somewhat duller in tint, as a stripe along each side of the back to the tips of the scapulars. Other upper parts pearly-ash, blanching on the rump and upper tail-coverts. Wings pale, dull greyish-brown; the coverts slightly white-tipped, the primaries dusky-brown, their shafts brownish-white, except at tip. Tail marbled with pearly-gray and white. All the under parts pure white, but the forepart and sides of the breast washed with pale chestnut-brown, as if with a weak solution of the rich color on the neck and a faint tingie of the same along the sides of the body to the flanks. The female is identical with the male in color.

Specimens not just fully fledged are in a plumage not generally known, and one of which I have seen no adequate description: Bill, blackish, about 1.10 long; legs, dull yellow (tarsus, 1.20; middle toe and claw, 1.05). Upper parts, including crown and upper surface of wings, brownish-black, each feather edged with rusty-brown, very conspicio-

*I do not agree with those authors who unhappily refer the "Plain Phalarope" of Pennant and Latham to P. fuliginosus, as I am by no means satisfied it was not a young Wilson's Phalarope. The diagnosis given corresponds quite as well to the latter as to the former, and in one item, namely, "toes bordered with a plain or unsculptured membrane," is applicable only to the latter. I therefore range Tringa or Phalaropus glacialis here, with a query. It is also quite possible that some of the older synonyms adduced under P. hyperboreus may really belong to P. wilsoni; but they are so uncertain, and different accounts are so involved, that it would probably not be now possible to determine the point, even were it particularly desirable to do so.
ous on the long inner secondaries, and giving a general aspect like that of a Sand-piper of the genus Actodromas. Upper tail-coverts pure white. Tail clear ash, edged and much marbled with white, the ash darker at its line of demarcation from the white. Line over eye, and whole under parts white, the breast with a faint rusty tinge, and the sides slightly marbled with gray. Quills dusky, the secondaries white-edged, and the shafts of the primaries whitish.—This stage is of extremely brief duration, beginning to give way, almost as soon as the bird is full grown, to the clear uniform ashly of the upper parts of the fall and winter condition. The change, in some specimens shot early in August, is already very evident, clear ashly feathers being mixed, on the crown and all the upper parts, with such as just described. Size of the smallest specimen only 8.25 in length by 14.50 in extent; the wing 4.60.

In full plumage this is the handsomest of the three Phalaropes, as well as the largest, and one of the most elegant birds of the entire group of waders. It was apparently first noticed by the gifted naturalist to whom it was subsequently dedicated, under the previously occupied name of P. lobatus. To those familiar with Wilson’s writings, which portray his own character with the same fidelity that the birds it was his passion to depict are rendered, his name brings sadness to the mind, and tempts a question of the wisdom of a dispensation that took him away, while countless useless and hurtful lives were spared. His friend and admirer, Thomas Nuttall, expresses thoughts that find an echo in our own hearts: “Hurried to the tomb from amidst his unfinished and ill-requited labors, his favorite Orpheus and Wood-thrush pour out their melody in vain. The Bluebird, which hastens to inform us of the return of spring, delights no longer the favorite of their song. Like his own beautiful and strange bird now before us, his transient visit, which delighted us, has ended; but his migration, no longer to be postponed, has exceeded the bounds of the earth, and spring and autumn, with their wandering hosts of fleeting birds, may still return; while he, translated to Elysian groves, will only be remembered in the thrill of the plaintive Nightingale! * * *”

Wilson’s Phalarope is of very general distribution and common occurrence in the United States from the Mississippi Valley westward, but apparently rare, or even exceptional, in most of the Eastern States. Our New England and Middle States’ records are comparatively few, and agree in attesting the rarity of the species in those sections. I never saw it in Maryland, Virginia, or either of the Carolinas—all places where my protracted collecting would doubtless have brought it to my notice had it been of regular occurrence. Its line of migration appears to be mainly the Mississippi Valley, and thence to the Rocky Mountains, and in this region it may be called common. It does not go far north to breed; in this being strikingly contrasted with the other two. Latitude 54° is stated to be the limit, in the region of the Saskatchewan, while the greater proportion of individuals nest within our limits—in Dakota, Minnesota, Iowa, Nebraska, Idaho, Utah, Kansas, and even Illinois, from all of which places we have authentic advices. Perfectly dressed specimens are taken even so far south as Texas. I am under the belief that I found it breeding along the Arkansas River, between Forts Larned and Lyons, on some of the many pools that dot the prairie. There were many water birds here, among them Franklin’s Gull, the Black Tern, and the Avocet, the latter certainly breeding. My specimens of the Phalarope were in full plumage, and appeared, by their actions, to have established themselves for the summer, although I found no eggs. This was in June. The same month, nine years subsequently, I found the Phalaropes breeding on reedy pools, together with Godwits, Curlew, Black Terns and Coots, and various Ducks, along that portion of the Red River of the North which separates Minnesota from Dakota; and later, in the beginning of August, I took
newly-fledged young on the Mouse River, in Dakota, near Turtle Mountain. These young were specially interesting to me, as showing a plumage with which I had up to that time been unacquainted. It is described above. In all such breeding localities, where the birds feel at home, and have none of the restlessness they show when migrating, their habits may be studied to the best advantage. I had excellent opportunity of seeing how gentle and confiding the birds become when not molested, and how surprisingly graceful they are, either pacing the brink of their favorite pool, or swimming buoyantly upon its surface. I had no heart to destroy any of the beautiful creatures, much as I desired some for my cabinet, after a scene I had witnessed when I had seen some Avocets. Three Phalaropes came in great concern and alighted on the water where a dead Avocet was floating, swimming back and forth and almost caressing it with their bill. The Avocet's mate himself, who was not long in reaching the spot, showed no more agitation than his little friends and neighbors, the Phalaropes, did; and though it was only birds "of a low order of beings" who thus exhibited sympathy and grief, who could look on such a scene unmoved?

The eggs of Wilson's Phalarope are from 1.29 to 1.35 inches long, by about 0.90 broad, thus being of an elongate as well as pyriform shape. The ground ranges from a clay color to a brownish-drab; it is very heavily overlaid with the markings, sometimes to such extent that the ground struggles to appear amid the almost continual overlying color, and an egg like a Ptarmigan's results. Ordinarily the markings consist of numerous large, heavy splashes and sizable spots of indeterminate contour, mixed with unnumerable specs and fine scratches; occasional eggs are much more lightly and sparsely speckled in finer pattern. The color of the markings is a varying shade of dark bistre-brown, sometimes chocolate. Shell-markings are not ordinarily noticeable.

LOBIPES HYPERBOREUS, (Linn.) Cuv.

Northern Phalarope.


Phalaropus (Lobipes) hyperboreus. Gray, Hand-list, iii, 1871, 55, No. 10651.


(?) Tringa lobata. Linn., Syst. nat. i, 1766, 249 (based on Fu. Succ. No. 179: Tringa grisea, Briss., ii, 206, pl. 296; Phil. Trans. vol. i, 255, pl. 6; Edw., pl. 308; Phalaropus, Briss., vi, p. 12).—Brünn., Orn. Bor. 1764, 51.—Müller, No. 195.—Fabr., Fu. Gruen. 1760, No. 75.—Coues, Syst. nat. i, 1788, 674.
Phalaropus lobatus, LATH., Ind. Orn. ii, 1790, 776.

Tringa fusca, Gm., Syst. Nat. i, 1758, 675.

Phalaropus fuscescens, LATH., Ind. Orn. ii, 1790, 776 (Brisa, vi, 18).


Phalaropus cinereus, Pall., Zoolog. R.-A. ii, 1811, 204.


Phalaropus antiquastriata, NAUM., Vög. Deutschl. viii, 1-36, 246, pl. 205.

Phalaropus australis, Temm. & Br. (Schlegel).

Phalaropus williamsi, Sim., Linn. Trans. viii, 204.

Hab.—Northern Hemisphere, penetrating to very high latitudes to breed, migratory sometimes into the tropics in winter. Generally distributed, but more particularly maritime.

Not noticed by Captain Raynolds' or Lieutenant Warren's Expidition.

Later Expeditions.—59867, Middle Park, Colorado; 60796, Big Sandy River, Wyoming.

Specimens of the Northern Phalarope, just from the egg, were lately procured by Mr. Henry W. Elliott, on St. Paul Island, one of the Prybillow group, outliers of the Aleutians. They are very pretty little creatures indeed. The whole head and upper parts are clear, warm, brownish-yellow, or rich buff, variegated with black; the under parts, from neck to rump, are white with a slight silvery-gray cast. The black variegation occupies a triangular area on the crown (where it is mixed with buff), forms a long stripe down the back, bounded by a streak over each hip and a spot on each shoulder, and terminates by a cross-bar on the rump. The bill is only a third of an inch long, and no larger than a dressing-pin; the total length of the bird is about 2\(\frac{1}{2}\) inches. As with others of the family, the changes of plumage with age, and especially with season, are very great; but in any condition the species may be recognized by its small size and scollop ed toe-membranes, in comparison with P. wilsoni, and by its slender, subulate bill, as compared with the broad, flattened one of P. fulicarius.

In the interior of the United States the Northern Phalarope is nowhere so abundant as Wilson's, and appears to be of less general dispersion, though it occurs, sometimes in large flocks, in particular localities. It is often seen flocking along either coast. On the Atlantic I have not been able to trace it beyond the Middle States, although it certainly winters along the Gulf of Mexico. Mr. Giraud quotes a letter of Prof. Baird's, dated Carlisle, Pennsylvania, October 10, 1842, in regard to its occurrence in that locality; and Dr. Turnbull states that it is "rare; arriving early in May, and again in September; being more frequent in the autumn." On the coast of New England it is more abundant and of regular occurrence during the migrations, some apparently breeding among the islands in the Bay of Fundy. It appears to migrate mainly off the coast, in flocks of considerable size, and doubtless many of the occasions of its capture along our coast are the result of storms driving it inshore. On the Pacific side, says Dr. Cooper, "the Lobefoot passes in spring and fall through Washington Territory in small flocks, which associate sometimes with the Sandpipers, but appear to prefer wetter feeding-grounds, wading in the shallow creeks at low tide, and even swimming on the ocean, several miles off shore. In August, 1853, I saw a pair, either of this or the next species, swimming on a small lake on the summit of the Cascade Mountains, where they probably had a nest. The young birds appear near the mouth of the Columbia early in July." Dr. Suckley also found them about Puget Sound in August, becoming quite abundant during the month, and keeping principally among beds of kelp and floating patches of sea-weed. Dr. Bannister mentions eggs brought from the vicinity of Unalaklik, Alaska, and Mr. Dall states that the bird is very
common all along the Yukon River, as well as at its mouth. "I observed it," he continues, "running among stranded blocks of ice on the muddy beach at Nulato, stopping and glancing around every few steps; the pure white of the breast more conspicuous by the black mud over which it passed. Two eggs, in a small, round nest, lined with grass, were found at Pastolik."

A very large series of eggs of this Phalarope has been received at the Smithsonian, collected by Messrs. Kennicott and Macfarlane, and others, in the Anderson and Yukon River regions. They show such a range of variation in color that it is scarcely possible to describe them intelligibly. The ground varies from dark greenish-olive or brownish-olive, through various lighter drab-tints, nearly to a buffy-brown, and in one instance to a light grayish-drab. The markings are usually very bold and heavy, consisting of large spots and the still larger splashes produced by their confluence, mingled with dots and scratches in incomming confussion. The markings are, in general, pretty evenly distributed, sometimes aggregated about the butt, and in rarer instances forming a complete, definite circle. In a few instances all the markings are mere dots. In general, the heaviness and size of the markings bear some proportion to the intensity of the ground-color. The color of the markings is dark bistre, chocolate, and sometimes still lighter browns.

The longest and narrowest egg measures 1.30 inches by only 0.75; a short and thick one only 1.10 by 0.82; average, about 1.20 by 0.80. The eggs are three or four, oftenest four, and are laid in June—more frequently in the latter half of the month—in a depression of the ground, variously lined with withered vegetation.

**Phalaropus fulcarius**, (Linn.) Bp.

*Red Phalarope.*


*Phalaropus hyperboreus*, 9, L. Lat. Ind. Ord. ii, 1790, 775 (excl. syn. of supposed male).—*WILS.,* Am. Ord. ix, 75, pl. 73, f. 4.


*Phalaropus griseus*, LEACH, Cat. Mam. and B. Br. Mus. 34.

_Hab._—Essentially the same as that of _L. hyperboreus_.

This species was not noticed by any of the Expeditions.

I introduce this species, although it has not yet been found in the Missouri region, as one which unquestionably occurs at times, and in order to complete an account of the family. It is more particularly a
PHILOHELA MINOR, WOODCOCK.

The American Woodcock.


Eusticola (Microptera) minor, Nuttall, Man. ii, 1834, 194.

Philohela minor, Gray, Gen. of B. 1:49.—Woodwe, Sitigr. Rep. 1853, 101 (Indian Territory, rare).—B., B. A. 1853, 709.—Hayward, Rep. 1862, 174 (Loup Fork).—McIlwraith, Pr. Ess. Inst. v, 1866, 92 (Hamilton, C. W.; summer, common).—Allen, Mem. Bost. Soc. i, 1863, 501 (Western Iowa).—Scott, Pr. Bost. Soc. xv, 1:72, 227 (West Virginia, breeding).—Snow, B. Kansas 1573, 10 (Kansas, rare).—Coe, Key, 1572, 251, fig. 162; and of most late authors.

Microptera americana, Audubon, Syn. 1839, 255; B. Am. vi, 1843, 15, pl. 352.—Garrard, B. L. 1844, 260.

Hab.—Eastern United States and British provinces. North to Nova Scotia (Audubon) and Canada (Mcllrayth). Northwest to Fort Rice, Dakota (Coeus). West to Kansas (Snow) and Nebraska (Hayden). No extralimital record.

Lieutenant Warren's Expedition.—1840, Loup Fork of the Platte. Not obtained by Captain Raynolds' Expedition.
The restriction of the range of the Woodcock is a singular circumstance in the history of a family of birds noted for their wide dispersion and extensive migrations. It is only known to inhabit the United States and immediately adjoining portions of the British possessions, while in the West its extension is equally limited. To Dr. Hayden's instance of its occurrence in Nebraska, hitherto the westernmost on record, I am enabled to add another, which somewhat extends the range. While I was at Fort Randall I was assured by several officers, and particularly Captain Hartley and Lieutenant Campbell, that a Woodcock had been shot considerably further up the river, at Fort Rice. It would appear that the bird is creeping up the river, like the Quail, though it is still rare. Mr. Trippe did not meet with it anywhere in Minnesota; but in a list of the game birds found about Saint Paul, kindly furnished by Dr. A. Heger, United States Army, I find it included as a summer resident, and until the end of September. Its time of arrival was not noticed. Mr. Allen states that it is common in Western Iowa, where, however, Mr. Trippe did not observe it; and according to Prof. Snow it occurs, though rarely, in Kansas, where it breeds. Dr. Woodhouse found it rare in the Indian Territory. These references probably fully exhibit the limit of its western extension. I myself never saw it anywhere in Dakota.

There is no occasion at present to enter into the history of the Woodcock, which is well known to those who are interested in the subject; in fact, most competent sportsmen are more familiar with the bird than some who have written about it appear to be. I wish, however, to call attention to a point of nomenclature, in which some of the best field naturalists are often at fault. It is a common practice of untechnical observers to use the term "Scolopax" as a designation of various American birds of the family Scolopacidae, to no one of which can it be properly applied in strictness. This term belongs to the European Woodcock, quite a different bird from ours, and still more different from the other scolopacine species. Our Woodcock might be called Scolopax minor, as it used to be, without violent stretching of the significance of the term; but the name Scolopax had much better be left where it belongs—to the European species. Ours differs from that one, beside being smaller and somewhat differently shaped and colored, in having the first three quills of the wing very narrow and scythe-shaped. This is a structural peculiarity, important enough, in connection with some other points, to warrant our putting the bird in a different genus, and calling it Philohela minor.

Accounts sometimes reach us of an extraordinarily big Woodcock killed in this country—say about a third larger and heavier than the ordinary bird. It is probable that in every such instance the specimen was a European Woodcock that had somehow straggled to this country. The point can always be decided, independently of size, by the above character of the quill-feathers. The European Woodcock (Scolopax rusticola) is perfectly authentic as a casual inhabitant of this country, having been found in Newfoundland, Long Island, and New Jersey. Dr. Lewis, author of the admirable volume, "The American Sportsman," speaks of a bird which was undoubtedly of this sort, in the footnote on p. 169 of the edition of 1863; and other unquestionable instances, in which the specimen was examined by a competent ornithologist, have come to our knowledge. (See Lawrence, Ann. Lyc. N. Y. 1866, 292; Baird, Amer. Journ. Sci. xli, 1866, 25.) The species was formally introduced to our fauna in 1872, in my late work, where these and other technical points are presented. Such occurrences of stragglers from another con-
tinent are very interesting, and should be published without delay by any one who is fortunate enough to observe them.

Of all sportsmen who habitually enjoy cock-shooting, know every trick of the bird’s, just where to find them at any time, and how to bring them to bag, how many have seen a nest or eggs? Yet the bird breeds, in greater or less abundance, over nearly all of its range, and especially in the Middle and Eastern States. One reason doubtless is, that of course sportsmen are not after Woodcock in the breeding season; and another, that, were they so disposed, they might search long and fruitlessly for the nest, so careful are the birds, in general, to conceal it in the most secluded resorts. It is placed in low, thick, swampy woods or brakes, on the ground, at the foot of a bush or tussock, or on some fallen log or decayed stump, and it is formed of a few dried leaves or a little grass, just enough to keep the eggs from the cold or moist ground. The Woodcock is an early layer, generally in April, but even, according to Audubon, in March or February at the South—the period varying a month or more according to latitude. The eggs may be recognized by the following description, as they are quite unlike those of any of their allies, not only the coloration, but also the shape, being peculiar: Instead of a pointedly pyriform egg, such as most waders lay, we find a bluntly-rounded form, the diameter being comparatively great for the length. The shortest and broadest egg of a dozen before me measures only 1.40 by fully 1.20; a long, narrow specimen is 1.55 by 1.15; an average is about 1.50 by 1.15. This rotund shape corresponds to the plump figure of the bird, as compared with other slenderer waders. The ground-color is a light clay, with more or less of a brownish cast, sometimes quite buffy-brown, sometimes merely grayish-white. The spots are mostly small and not very bold; they consist of numerous chocolate-brown surface markings, with many other pale, stone-gray shell spots. The size and intensity of the markings generally correspond with the depth of the ground-color.

As the habits of the Woodcock during the mating season are very little known, the following account is copied from Audubon as one of interest: “At this season its curious spiral gyrations, while ascending or descending along a space of fifty or more yards of height, when it utters a note somewhat resembling the word kwank, are performed every evening and morning for nearly a fortnight. When on the ground, at this season as well as in autumn, the male not unfrequently repeats this sound, as if he were calling to others in his neighborhood, and on hearing it answered he immediately flies to meet the other bird, which in the same manner advances toward him. On observing the Woodcock while in the act of emitting these notes, you would imagine he exerted himself to the utmost to produce them, the head and bill being inclined toward the ground, and a strong forward movement of the body taking place at the moment the kwank reaches your ear. This over, the bird jerks its half-spread tail, then erects itself, and stands as if listening for a few moments, when, if the cry is not answered, it repeats it. I feel pretty confident that, in the spring, the female, attracted by these sounds, flies to the male; for on several occasions I observed the bird that had uttered the call immediately caress the one that had just arrived, and which I knew from its greater size to be a female. I am not, however, quite certain that this is always the case, for on other occasions I have seen a male fly off and alight near another, when they would immediately begin to fight, tugging and pushing at each other with their bills, in the most curious manner imaginable.”

The Woodcock is by no means so exclusively an inhabitant of bog
and brake as those who are not entirely familiar with it may suppose. It frequently visits corn-fields and other cultivated tracts in the vicinity of swampy grounds, and often betakes itself to the woods, where it rustles among the dry leaves, turning them over to search for food. It is erratic, or rather capricious, in its resorts as well as in its general movements north and south. A few linger, unless the season be very severe, in the Middle districts all winter, but they are generally off for the South with the freezing of the ground. A cold snap will suddenly drive them away altogether from places where, a few hours before, they had been found in numbers. The general and regular movement occurs chiefly in March and October. Some reside in the South, but the greater number pass north, to return again in the fall. None appear to winter, except casually, beyond our Middle districts.

GALLINAGO WILSONI, (Temm.), Bp.

**American Snipe; Wilson's Snipe.**

_Scolopax gallinago._ Wils., Am. Orn. vi, 1812, 18, pl. 47, fig. 1.


_Gallinago brechmii_, Bp., Obs. Nomen. Wils. 1825, No. 204. (Not of Karp.)


_Gallinago drummondii_, Bp., List, 1838, 52.


(?) _Gallinago leucurus_, Gray, Genera of Birds, pl. 157.


_Lieutenant Warren's Expedition._—1874, Mouth of Bighorn River; 9041-42, Black Hills.

_Later Expeditions._—61103, Fort Sanders, Wyoming; 62370, Fort Ellis, Montana; 6157, Wyoming.

Not obtained by Captain Raynolds' Expedition.

The name of "English" Snipe, of common but erroneous application to this bird, is wholly a misnomer, the bird being entirely different from that of England, as any one may perceive on comparing the two. It is another of the deplorable instances in which pacity of language has caused American birds to be called by the name of their nearest European relative, real or supposed—a circumstance tending to promulgate error and confusion. We should do our best to suppress such wrong names in every instance, even without such an example as the well-high
hopeless muddle about our Bob White before us. "Jack Snipe" is another sobriquet of this bird, of no obvious application, indeed, but not particularly bad, though the same term is also used to designate the Pectoral Sandpiper (Actodromas maculata).

Throughout the greater part of the United States the Snipe is found only during the migrations, and in winter. It breeds, however, in Northern New England, and may do so along other portions of our northern border, although I have not so determined. Mr. Trippe speaks of its common occurrence in Minnesota, from April to the close of October, but adds that he did not observe it to breed. In Northern Dakota, likewise, where I enjoyed excellent Snipe-shooting late in September, I found nothing to indicate its summer residence there. It is almost exclusively a migrant through the Missouri region, though some probably winter in the southern portions. Its migrations are pushed, at that season, even to South America, and it also occurs in Mexico, Central America, and the West Indies, according to numerous extralimital quotations. The eggs of Wilson's Snipe are moderately pyriform, and measure about 1.60 by 1.12; some, however, being so small as 1.50 by 1.05. The ground color is a grayish-olive, with more or less brownish shade in different specimens. The markings are numerous, generally heavy, and often massed, though, as a rule, distinct; they may appear all over the surface, but are always thickest and largest on the major half of the egg. The color is umber-brown, of varying shade, according to the depth or quantity of pigment. With these surface markings are associated some paler or obscure shell spots, not ordinarily so noticeable, however, as in some other species. And over all we find, in occasional specimens, curious sharp, straggling lines of what appears to be pure black. Other markings have the ordinary splashed or blotched character. The nest-complement is three or four. A set of eggs in the Smithsonian is labeled Oneida County, New York. The nest is a mere depression in the grass or moss of a boggy meadow; the down of the newly-hatched young is mottled with white, ashy, ochre, and dark brown.

MACRORHAMPHUS GRISEUS, (Gm.) Leach.

Red-breasted Snipe; Gray Snipe.


Key, 1872, 253, fig. 164.—Snow, B. Kans. 17-73, 10 (Kansas, migratory).—Pelz., Orn. Brs. 313 (Varr).—Scl. & Salv., P. Z. S. 1873, 455.


Tatorius norvegorcensis, Sabine, Franklin's Journ. 657.


Macroharpalus scolopacens, L., Ann. Lyc. N. Y. v, 1852, 4, pl. 1; ibid. vii, 273 (Cuba); ibid. viii, 1856, 233; ibid. ix, 1858, 424 (Costa Rica).—Br., B. N. A. 1858, 712.—Elliott, B. N. A. pl. 40.—Coves, B. 1856, 271 (California).—Dall & Bann., Tr. Chic. Acad. i, 1869, 291 (Alaska, breeding).—Snow, B. Kans. 1873, 10 (Kansas).

Scolopax longirostris, Bell, Ann. Lyc. v, 1852, 3.


"Scolopax leucophoe et ferrugineolus, Vieill." (Gray.)


Lieutenant Warren's Expedition.—1871, Omaha City. (Omitted from Hayden's Report.) Not obtained by Captain Raynolds' or later Expeditions.

This Snipe is about as large as Wilson's, and the bill is exactly as in that species. It is distinguished by the greater length of the legs, the whole naked portion being 3 1/2 to 4 inches long, of which the bare part of the tibia is three-quarters of an inch or more; by a web between the outer and middle toes; by 12 instead of 10 tail feathers, and many points of coloration. Tail and its covert, with lining of wings and axillars, beautifully barred with black and white or tawny; shaft of first primary white. In breeding plumage, brownish-black above, variegated with bay; reddish-brown below, variegated with dusky; a tawny superciliary and dusky loreal stripe. At other seasons, dark grey above, the feathers with dusky centres and pale gray or whitish edges; lower back pure white; superciliary line and spot on under eye-lid white; below, white, the jugulum, fore-breast, and sides heavily shaded with gray, leaving chin whitish; the flanks and crissum with dusky spots or bars. Length, 10.25 to 12.60; extent, 17.50 to 20.25; wing, 5.40 to 6.10; bill, 2.20 to 3.25; whole naked leg, 3.40 to 4.15. Weight, 2 oz. 7 dr. to 4 oz. 4 dr., according to condition.

The supposed species (M. scolopacens), based on larger size and larger bill, is not even entitled to rank as a variety. Almost any flock contains a per cent of such individuals. The difference in these respects is merely the normal individual variation. The following fresh measurements of nine individuals, shot out of the same flock, exhibit the extremes connected by imperceivable gradations, and will convince those most skeptical of the identity of the two supposed species:

| Total length | 10.25 | 10.50 | 11.00 | 11.25 | 11.50 | 11.75 | 11.90 | 12.25 | 12.50 |
| Extent of wings | 17.50 | 18.00 | 18.50 | 19.25 | 19.00 | 19.50 | 19.75 | 20.25 | 19.50 |
| Wing | 5.40 | 5.50 | 5.65 | 5.80 | 5.75 | 5.90 | 6.00 | 6.10 | 5.85 |
| Whole naked leg | 3.40 | 3.40 | 3.40 | 3.35 | 3.40 | 4.00 | 4.10 | 4.00 | 4.10 |
| Bill | 2.20 | 2.40 | 2.50 | 2.55 | 2.90 | 2.90 | 2.95 | 3.05 | 3.25 |

These nine specimens are graded according to length of bill, with which it will be seen other dimensions grade approximately; though not corresponding in every instance. The length of bill varies over an inch, or about .34 per cent. of the mean length, which is 2.77 inches; that is to say, its variation is about one-third of the whole length. The variation is next greatest in the length of leg. There is nothing peculiar in this variation. The bill of Ereunetes pusillus, of Numenius longirostris, and doubtless of other waders, is quite as variable.

This species has a very extensive distribution in the Western Hemisphere, and is one of those most frequently occurring as a straggler in the Old World. Its regular migrations are of immense extent, and are performed with great expedition. Passing the Middle districts in April, the birds went their way to the far North, where they breed, and are again among us before the end of August. The line of migration seems immaterial; many pass along either coast, while as great numbers fly
over the interior, along our larger water-courses. The spring passage is performed with greater celerity than the return in the autumn, when they linger leisurely over suitable feeding grounds all the way along. Many winter in the southern portions of the Union, though others reach South America, even Brazil and Chili. I have found them in November in Southern California and the Carolinas, in both of which regions some probably winter. In the spring passage many are found in nearly or quite perfect dress, like the Golden Plovers, but in the fall the gray plumage is mostly assumed before they reach the United States, the change doubtless occurring as soon as the duties of incubation are completed, though traces of the summer vesture, in a few black, bay-edged feathers of the upper parts, and a slight rufescence of the under plumage, may frequently be observed until October. The earliest period when I have seen the birds anywhere in the United States was the first week in August, in Northern Dakota, and I was led to infer, from the evident youth of the specimens then secured, that they were bred there, or not far off. We have, however, no more unquestionable instance of the breeding within our limits. Writers upon Maine birds speak of the species as a "summer visitor," and Dr. Suckley, in Washington Territory, refers to a May specimen he supposed to be breeding. So little has hitherto been made known of the breeding of the species, that I have the more pleasure in giving an account. Mr. Dull found it nesting in Alaska, and the eggs are in the Smithsonian. "I found a nest of this species," he says, "on the 3d of June, and on the 6th secured the parent bird with the eggs. The nest was a simple hollow in the ground, in a grassy hummock, in the centre of a marshy spot, with scarcely any lining whatever—nothing in the shape of a nest to bring away. The female, when startled from the nest, shuffled off with great rapidity among the grassy hummocks, making a very difficult mark to shoot at." Very little has been recorded of the breeding resorts of the Macrorhamphus, while the eggs are almost unknown. Several sets are in the Smithsonian Institution, collected by the indefatigable MacFarlane, at the Anderson River Fort, and on the Arctic coast, east of that river. They were taken late in June, at which season they appear to have been fresh, or nearly so. The labels state that the eggs were placed on a few dried leaves, in or around a marshy tract. One set contains four eggs, another three, another only two; but we must presume that four is the regular nest-complement. The eggs are not peculiar among their allies in any respect, and probably no description would suffice for their positive identification. The following measurements indicate the size and shape: 1.75 by 1.15 (unusually long, narrow, and pointed); 1.70 by 1.15; 1.62 by 1.12 (about an average); 1.68 by 1.10; 1.55 by 1.10 (very short). The ground-color is the same as in Gallinago, with all its variation, while the general character of the markings is identical, even to the occasional occurrence of sharp, black tracery over the ordinary spots and blotches. One of the eggs has the markings rather chocolate thanumber-brown, and much smaller and more diffuse than they are in any of the examples of Gallinago which happen to be before me.

On the sand-bars, muddy flats, and marshy meadows of the North Carolina coast I found the Gray-backs very common, in flocks, all through the fall, associated with Godwits, Telltales, and various Sandpipers. But nowhere have I seen them so abundant as in Dakota during the fall passage—everywhere on the ponds, and especially in the saline pools of the alkali region along the Upper Missouri. There the birds were loitering in great flocks, wading in water so loaded with alkali that it looked sea-green and blew off a white cloud with the slight-
est breeze, while the edges for several yards all around were snow-white with solid efflorescence. Gazing only at the pool, one would fancy himself on an ice-bound Arctic region, while the surrounding country was desolate to match. Around such pools, the water of which was utterly undrinkable for man or beast, were numerous Ducks and waders, especially Teal, Plover, and these Snipe, swimming, wading, or dozing in troops on the banks in the yellow light of autumn, all in excellent order for the table. They were loaded with fat, though it seemed incredible that they could thrive in such bitterly nauseating and purgative waters.

The Red-breasted Snipe is a gentle and unsuspicious creature by nature, most sociably disposed to its own kind, as well as toward its relatives among the Ducks and waders. In the western regions, where they are not often molested, no birds are more confiding, though none more timid. They gather in such close flocks, moreover, that the most cruel slaughter may be effected with ease by one intent only on filling his bag. As we approach a pool we see numbers of the gentle birds wandering along the margin, or wading up to the belly in the shallow parts, probing here and there as they advance, sticking the bill perpendicularly into the mud to its full length with a quick, dexterous movement, and sometimes even submerging the whole head for a second or two. All the while they chat with each other in a low, pleasing tone, entirely oblivious of our dangerous proximity. With the explosion that too often happens, the next moment some stretch dead or dying along the strand, others limp or flutter with broken legs or wings, while the survivors, with a startled **wet, take wing.** Not, however, to fly to a place of safety; in a compact body they skim away, then circle back, approaching again the fatal spot with a low, wayward, gliding motion, and often realight in the midst of their dead or disabled companions. No birds fly more compactly, or group together more closely in alighting; it seems as if the timid creatures, aware of their defenceless condition, sought safety, or at least reassurance, in each other's company. Thus it happens that a whole flock may be secured by successive discharges, if the gunner will seize the times when they stand motionless, in mute alarm, closely huddled together. In a little while, however, if no new appearance disturbs them, they cast off fear and move about separately, resuming their busy probing for the various water-bugs, leeches, worms, and soft molluscs, which form their food, as well as the seeds of various aquatic plants. When in good order, they are excellent eating.

Being partly web-footed, this Snipe swims tolerably well for a little distance in an emergency, as when it may get for a moment beyond its depth in wading about, or when it may fall, broken-winged, on the water. On such an occasion as this last, I have seen one swim bravely for twenty or thirty yards, with a curious bobbing motion of the head and corresponding jerking of the tail, to a hiding place in the rank grass across the pool. When thus hidden they keep perfectly still, and may be picked up without resistance, except a weak flutter, and perhaps a low, pleading cry for pity on their pain and helplessness. When feeding at their ease, in consciousness of peace and security, few birds are of more pleasing appearance. Their movements are graceful and their attitudes often beautifully statuesque.
MICRopalama HIMANTOpUS, STILT SANDPIPER.

Stilt Sandpiper.


Hemipalama himantopus, Br., List, 1838, 49.—DeKay, N. Y. Zool. 1844, 235, pl. 86, fig. 196.

Totonus himantopus, Lemb., Av. Cnha, 1850, 95.


Micropalama himantopus, Gray, Hand-list, iii, 1871, 48, No. 10298.

Tringa multiformata, Licrit. (Gray.)

Hemipalama multistriata, Gray, G. of B. iii, 1849, 578, pl. 156, f. 2.—Pelz., O. Bras. iii, 311.

Tringa douglasi, Sw. & Rich., F. B. A. ii, 1831, 379, pl. 66.

Eringa (Hemipalama) douglasi, Nutt., Man. ii, 1834, 141.

Tringa (Hemipalama) auduboni, Nutt., Man. ii, 1834, 140.

Hab.—North America generally. Not observed west of the Rocky Mountains. Rare in the United States. West Indies, Central America, and most of South America. Not obtained by Captain Raynolds' or Lieutenant Warren's Expedition.

Later Expeditions.—60790, Fort Bridger, Wyoming (Stevenson).

This is a very remarkable Sandpiper, connecting this group with the true Snipe by means of Macrorhamphus, with which its relationships are very close. Its pattern of coloration and changes of plumage are much as in M. griseus. The bill is quite snipe-like, though shorter; the legs are very long, relatively exceeding those of Macrorhamphus, and there are two basal webs to the toes, as in Erennetes. Full descriptions appear in my Monograph above cited, and in the Key.

I have never yet seen the Stilt Sandpiper alive, and it appears to be rather rare in the United States, through which it passes during the migration, some probably wintering toward the South. It occurs both along the coast and in the interior. Its range is probably much the same as that of Macrorhamphus griseus; like this species, it is extensively dispersed over the West Indies, in Central and part of South America during the winter. It is only known to breed in high latitudes, beyond our border. Several collectors have lately taken it during the migration along the New England coast, where, however, like Tringa bairdii, it appears to be of rare occurrence, as elsewhere on the Atlantic coast. I placed it in my South Carolina list on Prof. Gibbes' authority. Mr. Stevenson procured it at Fort Bridger. It undoubtedly migrates generally through the Missouri region.

Two sets of eggs, purporting to be of this species, are in the Smithsonian; but it does not appear that the parent was secured, or, at least, received, and I question the identification, believing the eggs to be those of Tryngites rufescens. At any rate, if they are not the latter, they are absolutely identical with them in every respect, as fully described further on.
EREUNETES PUSILLUS, SEMIPALMATED SANDPIPER.

EREUNETES PUSILLUS, (Linn.) Cass.

Semipalmated Sandpiper.


Tringa semipalmata, Wilson, Am. Orn. vii, 1813, 131, pl. 63, f. 3; Ord's ed. iii, 1829, 132; Brewer's ed. 1840, 532, fig. 325; SYN. 725.—VIEILL., Nouv. Dict. d'Hist. Nat. xxxix, 1819, 462.—SW. & RICH, F. B. A. ii, 1831, 381.—AUD., Orn. B. v, 1839, iii, pl. 405; SYN. 1839, 230; B. Am. v, 1842, 277, pl. 336.—GIR., B. L. i, 1844, 230.—PUTN., Pr. Ess. Inst. i, 1856, 217.—NEWB., P. R. R. Rep. vi, 1857, 100.—FINSCH, Abh. Nat. iii, 1872, 65.

Tringa (Hemipalama) semipalmata, Br., Obs. Wils. 1895, No. 212; Specc. Comp. 1872, 67.

Hemipalama semipalmata, LEM., Av. Cuba, 1850, 96.

Tringa (Heteropoda) semipalmata, NUTT., Man. ii, 1834, 136.

Heteropoda semipalmata, Br., List. 1838, 49.—DEKAY, N. Y. Zool. 1844, 236, pl. 86, fig. 195.—GRAY, Gen. of B. iii, 1849, 580, pl. 156, f. 1.

Ereunetes semipalmata, Carr., Schomb. Reise, iii, 755; J. f. O. 1856, 419.—BR., Comptes Rendus, xiii, 1856, p. —

Tringa brevirostris, SPIX, Av. Bras. ii, 1825, 76, pl. 93.

Pelidna brissonii, LESS., Man. ii, 1826, 277 ("T. pusilla L.").

Heteropa mauri, Br., List. 1835, 49.—GUNDL., J. f. O. 1856, 419 (Cuba).

Hemipalama minor, LEM., Av. Cuba, 1850, 97.


Quotations additional to the above are: SALV., Ibis, i, 1859, 229 (Guatemala); NEWT., ibid. 258 (Santa Cruz) Bx.; Pr. Bost. Soc. vii, 1859, p. — (Bahamas); SCL. & SALV., P. Z. S. 1867, 592 (Amazon); PELZ., Orn. Bras. 311 (Brazil; March and April).

HAB.—The whole of North and Central, and most of South America. West Indies. Lieutenant Warren's Expedition.—4570, Bijoux Hills; 9045, 9047, 9048, Loup Fork.

Not procured by either of the later Expeditions. (The bird so quoted by Stevenson, p. 466, is Tringa minutilla.)

This abundant and well-known little bird occurs throughout the Missouri region, in suitable places, during the migration, as elsewhere in the United States.

A very large series of the eggs of Ereunetes shows the variations, probably always observable when great numbers of any limicoline wader's eggs are examined. Some of them are nearly like the Buff-breasted Sandpiper's eggs described beyond, and such appears to be the normal pattern. Others, however, are quite different. One variation affects the ground-color, which, instead of being clay colored (very pale grayish or greenish-drab), is decidedly olivaceous; and in these eggs the markings are correspondingly heavy, rather umber-brown than chocolate. In another decided variety the markings, instead of being bold blotched, massed at the large end, are exceedingly fine dotting, uniform over the whole egg, drawn like a veil, as it were, over the ground, giving the predominant complexion to the egg. The following are several measurements: 1.22 by 0.84; 1.24 by 0.83; 1.20 by 0.85. The sets, complete, contain three or four eggs; those with one or two
are presumably incomplete. They were mostly collected late in June and early in July, by Mr. MacFarlane, in the Anderson River region, the Barren Grounds, and the Arctic coast, at Franklin Bay. Others are from Hudson's Bay. According to the labels, the nests are, as usual, a depression of the ground, lined with a few dried grasses or leaves, and are generally situate in or near marshy tracts.

TRINGA MINUTILLA, Vieill.

Least Sandpiper.


Actodromas minutilla, Bp., Comptes Rendus, 1856.


Actodromus wilsoni, Bp., Comptes Rendus, 1856.

(1) Tringa campesi, Licht., Verz. Doubl. 1823, 74 (may be bairdii or bonapartii).

Tringa nana, Licht., Nemen. Av. 1854, 92.

Tringa georgica, Licht. (Gray).

Extratypes.—P. Z. S. 1856, 311 (Cordova); Scl., Ibis, 1859, 299 (Guatemala); Newt., ibid. 256 (Santa Cruz); Car., J. F. O. iv, 422 (Cuca); Bly., Pr. Bost. Soc. vii, 1859 (Bahamas); Scl., P. Z. S. 1860, 263 (Orizaba); 1861, 80 (Jamaica); Laurw., Ann. Lyc. N. Y. 1861, 334 (Panama); Darw., Voy. Beagle, Birds, 131 (Galapagos); Scl., P. Z. S. 1864, 178 (Mexico); Scl. & Salv., P. Z. S. 1867, 591 (Amazon); Peliz., Ord. 311 (Brazil).

Hab.—North, Central and South America, and West Indies. Accidental in Europe (Corry, Rodd, Zool. 1854, 4297); Devon, Id., ibid. 1869, 1920; tide Harting.

Lieutenant Warren's Expedition.—9046, Loup Fork.

Later Expeditions.—00792, North Platte.

Not obtained by Captain Raynolds' Expedition.

Abundant in the Missouri region during the migrations, as everywhere else, in suitable places, throughout the United States. Finding it in July, in the Red River region, I am led to believe it may sometimes nest so far south, but of this I am not certain.

This little bird is one of several species that collectively inhabit all the world, and resemble each other so closely that naturalists have difficulty in telling them apart. Perhaps they all sprung from the pair that Noah kept, but this is doubtful. Difference of species aside, I should be afraid to say how many millions of the little creatures run about the sand and mud of this world to-day; and in thinking of any single one of them, a grain of sand comes to mind. We remember the
pretty fable of the drop of water that, complaining to the gods of its utter uselessness and insignificance, evaporated into mist, and, distilled as a dew-drop, fell into the open shell of an oyster, to become a pearl that flashed in the coronet of kings. Such exaltation of the little bird as this may never be; it would be a difficult task, indeed, to select any one of the species and distinguish it from, still less above, the others. Yet who knows just how much even a single one of the birds may feel?

Fogs hang low and heavy over rock-girdled Labrador. Angry waves, palled with rage, exhaunt themselves to encroach upon the stern shores, and baffled, sink back howling into the depths. Winds shriek as they course from crag to crag in mad career, till the humble mosses that clothe the rocks crouch lower still in fear. Overhead the Sea Gulls scream as they winnow, and the Murres, all silent, ply eager oars to escape the blast. What is here to entice the steps of the delicate birds? Yet they have come, urged by resistless impulse, and have made a nest on the ground in some half-sheltered nook. The material was ready at hand, in the mossy covering of the earth, and little care or thought was needed to fashion a little bunch into a little home. Four eggs are laid (they are buffy-yellow, thickly spotted over with brown and drab), with the points together, that they may take up less room and be more warmly covered; there is need of this, such large eggs belonging to so small a bird. As we draw near the mother sees us, and nestles closer still over her treasures, quite hiding them in the covering of her breast, and watches us with timid eyes, all anxiety for the safety of what is dearer to her than her own life. Her mate stands motionless, but not unmoved, hard by, not venturing even to chirp the note of encouragement and sympathy she loves to hear. Alas! hope fades and dies out, leaving only fear; there is no further concealment—we are almost upon the nest—almost trodden upon she springs up with a piteous cry and flies a little distance, realighting, almost beside herself with grief; for she knows only too well what is to be feared at such a time. If there were hope for her that her nest were undiscovered, she might dissimulate, and try to entice us away by those touching deceits that maternal love inspires. But we are actually bending over her treasures, and deception would be in vain; her grief is too great to be witnessed unmoved, still less portrayed; nor can we, deaf to her beseeching, change it into despair. We have seen and admired the home—there is no excuse for making it desolate; we have not so much as touched one of the precious eggs, and will leave them to her renewed and patient care.

This is one verse in the little Sand-bird’s life, with the wolf at the door of what would seem the perfect security of an humble home. Now later in the season, when the young birds are grown strong of wing, family joins family, and the gathering goes to the sea-beach. Stretches of sand, or pebbly shingle, or weed-loaded rocks, or muddy flats be-strewn with wrack, invite, and are visited in turn; and each yields abundant sustenance. The unsuspecting birds ramble and play heedlessly in the very front of man, unmindful of, because unknowing, danger; they have a sad lesson to learn the coming winter, when they are tormented without stint, and a part of their number slaughtered in more civilized countries for mere sport, or for the morsel of food their bodies may afford. Blasts fiercer than they ever knew before come out of the north; autumn is upon them, and they must not wait. Flocks rise on wing, and it is not long before the beaches and the marshes of the States are thoroughed.

But except from ourselves, the birds have little to fear. Their enemies are few, they lead a merry, contented life, and it is no wonder
they increase and multiply till they become like armies as to numbers. Besides being gregarious among themselves, they are sociable with other birds, and there is hardly a gathering of waders of any sort any where that the Peep family is not represented in. Gadabouts, perhaps, they are, but no scandal mongers; ubiquitous, turning up everywhere when least expected, but never looked ill upon; bustling little busy bodies, but minding their own business strictly. Besides environing a continent on three sides at least (and perhaps on the Arctic shores as well), not a river or lake, not a creek or pond, the banks of which are not populated at one season or another; the track of their tiny feet, imprinted on the sand of the sea-shore and the soil of the inland water, shows where they have gone. Their numbers swell in no small degree the great tide of birds that ceaselessly ebbs and flows once a year in the direction of the polar star; they taken away, a feature of the land would be lost. Altogether, they become imposing, though singly insignificant. If we do not know just what part is given out to them in the grand play of Nature, at least we may be assured they have a part that is faithfully and well performed.

TRINGA BAIRDII, Coues.

Baird's Sandpiper.

(?) Tringa melanotos, Vieill. (based on Chorilito lomo negro of Azara.)
(?) Tringa pectoralis, Cass., Gilliss’ Exp. ii, 1855, 195.
Tringa maculata, SCHL., M. P.-B. Scoliopt, 1864, 39 (partim).
Tringa (Heteropygia) bairdii, Gray, Hand-list, iii, 1871, 49, No. 10305.

Hab.—North America, chiefly in the Interior. Rare on the Atlantic coast, Mexico, Central and South America. Accidental in Africa.

Lieutenant Warren’s Expedition.—4869, Omaha City; 5442, Yellowstone River; 5443, Cedar Creek.

Later Expeditions.—54327, 61154, Wyoming; 60791, 60793-5, North Platte and Little Sandy; 62361, Lower Geyser Basin, Wyoming.

Not obtained by Captain Raynolds’ Expedition.

Erroneously given in Dr. Hayden’s Report as “Tringa bonapartii,” upon Mr. Cassius’s identification, who, in 1858, gave these three specimens as bonapartii, together with two others, Nos. 8800, 8769, of the Smithsonian Register, taken by Dr. Cooper, while en route from Fort Kearney to Fort Laramie. Dr. Woodhouse’s specimens, from Zuni, New Mexico, as above cited, are this species, though given as “T. schinzii” in his report.

It is not a little singular that this perfectly distinct species should ever have been confounded with T. fuscaecollis, to which it bears only a superficial resemblance. It is really much nearer both T. maculata and T. minutilla, between which it stands exactly intermediate, though readily distinguished from either. Of its characters I have nothing to add to the perfectly accurate account given in my works above quoted, and here partly reproduced in substance. As Dr. Sclater has shown, since the species has been ascertained to inhabit Central and South as well as North America, the name bairdii is quite probably anticipated by at least one other; but this point has not been determined.
Adult &mdash; Bill wholly black, small and slender, slightly shorter than the head, just as long as the tarsus or as the middle toe and claw, slightly expanded or lancet-shaped at the end, the point acute; grooves long, narrow, deep; feathers on side of lower mandible evidently reaching further than those on upper. Upper parts brownish-black (deepest on the rump and middle of the upper tail-coverts, and lightest on the neck behind), each feather bordered and tipped with pale brownish-yellow, the tipping of the scapulars broadest and nearly white, their margining broad and brightest in tint, making several deep scollops toward the shafts of the feathers. Only the outer series of upper tail-coverts on each side varied with whitish. Middle tail-feathers brownish-black, the others plain gray, with paler margins. Jugulum tinged with light, dull yellowish-brown, spotted and streaked with ill-defined blackish markings, as are also the sides under the wings. Throat and the other under parts white, unmarked. Feet black, like the bill. Length, 74: extent, 154; wing, 475; bill, 0.53; tarsus, and middle toe and claw, the same. The & is entirely similar, but slightly larger. The young have the upper parts wholly light brownish-ash, darker on the rump, and all the feathers with a dark field, and pale or whitish edging; waves of brownish-black on the scapulars. Jugulum and breast suffused with dull, light reddish-brown; the spotting small, sparse, and very indistinct.

*T. fusceollis* is a little larger, on an average; the bill noticeably stouter, flesh-colored at base below; the feathers on the sides of the lower mandible do not extend noticeably beyond those on the upper; the scapular edging is bright chestnut; the jugulum is white, or barely perceptibly ash with numerous narrow, distinct streaks; and the upper tail-coverts are white. *T. bairdii* is exactly intermediate in size between *T. maculata* and *T. minuta*, and is almost identical with the latter in pattern of coloration, but the markings upon the breast are not thick and heavy, and the edgings of the scapulars not bright chestnut. The species scarcely requires comparison with *maculata*; the latter is much larger; it differs in the colors and proportions of the bill; the pattern (plain, unscolloped) of coloration of the scapular edgings; the abrupt transition from the color of the crown to that of the hind neck; the heavy pectoral markings, &c. *T. bairdii*, like all its allies, is subject to a partially melanistic condition of plumage.

Dr. Hayden's specimens, above enumerated, were the first I saw of this species; they were in autumnal or otherwise imperfect plumage, as were also Dr. Woodhouse's. Some time afterward a fine and extensive suite, in breeding plumage, was procured in Arctic America, by Mr. Kennicott and Mr. Ross, in the vicinity of Fort Resolution, Great Slave Lake. It has since been found in various localities in Alaska, where it also breeds; and is very generally dispersed through the interior of North America, east of the Rocky Mountains. Until recently, we had no evidence of its occurrence on the Atlantic coast, where it was lately taken by Mr. Henshaw, the specimen being forwarded to me for identification. The extralimital quotations are numerous and varied, demonstrating a range in general coincident with that of other small waders of this country. Its line of migration seems to be chiefly in the interior, between the Rocky Mountains and the Pacific. During the passage it is generally distributed over the Missouri region, and is rather common. It enters the United States as early as August, spreading during the following month, when I have found it at various points in Dakota, in small flocks, associating with several other small species, such as the Red-breasted Snipe and Wilson's Phalarope, along the sandy margins of small streams, and around muddy sloughs. It has a soft, mellow pipe, like others of its genus, and appeared very innocent and confiding. In its general habits and manners I noticed nothing peculiar.

Mr. Tripe informs me that during the latter part of August he found large flocks of this species near the summit of Mount Evans, Colorado, between 13,000 and 14,000 feet above sea-level, feeding upon grasshoppers.

The egg of this species was first described by Professor Newton from a defective specimen, not permitting a complete account. The Smithsonian has several full sets, of three or four eggs each, all taken by Mr. MacParlane, on the barren grounds of the Anderson River region, and on the Arctic coast, east of that river. They were collected in 1865, late
in June, and were the first, if not the only, specimens which have reached naturalists. The labels give no items of the nidification, but this is undoubtedly not peculiar in any respect. The shape and coloration conform to the usual styles of the restricted group Actodromas. The ground of the egg of bairdii is clay-colored, tending in some cases to gray, in others to buffy. The spotting is of rich amber and chocolate browns of varying shade or depth, with the usual paler shell-markings. In most instances the markings are fine and innumerable, of indefinite small size and shape, and though thickest and largest at the greater end, only occasionally mass there into great blotches. Some specimens show a little black tracery over all at the large end. Several specimens measure as follows: 1.30 by 0.90 inches; 1.35 by 0.94; 1.28 by 0.92. Some were taken early in July, at which time they contained advanced embryos.

TRINGA MACULATA, Vieill.

Pectoral Sandpiper; Grass Snipe; Jack Snipe.


Tringa (Limmocinclius) maculata, Gray, Hand-list, iii, 171, 49, No. 10303.

Pelidna maculata, Parz., Cat. Obs. Em. 1856, 15.


Pelidna pectoralis, Br., Comp. List, 1838, 50; Cat. Meth. 1842, 60.—(?) Cass., U. S. Ast. Exp. ii, 1855, 195 (may be bairdii).


(*) “Tringa campestris, Licht., Verz. 1823, 74.” (Gray.)

Among the extralimital quotations are: Scl., P. Z. S. 1856, 310 (Cordoba); ibid. 1858, 506 (Ecuador); ibid. 1860, 189 (Peru); ibid. 1867, 754 (Hualalao); ibid. 1869, 598 (Peru).—Scl., Ibis i, 229 (Guatemala).—Newt., Ibis, i, 256 (Santa Cruz).—Bry., Pr. Bost. Soc. 1857, 69 (Bahamas).—Law., Ann. Lyc. N. Y. viii, 63 (Panama).—Can., J. F. O. iv, 421 (Cuba).—Pelz., Orn. Bras. 311 (Brazil).—Gould, B. Eurl. pl. 327.—Harting gives sixteen British instances, with references.

Hab,—North, Central, and South America. West Indies. Greenland. Europe. Not obtained by any of the Expeditions.

Under the various names above given, and also under that of “Meadow Snipe,” the Pectoral Sandpiper is well known to sportsmen and others, and is frequently sought after, as its somewhat game-like habits of lying to a dog and flushing correctly from the grass, like a true Snipe, render it an attractive object of pursuit; beside which, in the fall it becomes very fat, and it is then excellent eating. Unlike most Sandpipers, it
does not flock, at least to any extent, being oftenest found scattered singly or in pairs. In the United States it is chiefly, if not wholly, a bird of passage; for, though some may winter along our southern border and others breed along the northern tier of States, such probabilities require to be confirmed. As may be gathered from the above quotations, its winter range is very extensive, yet some individuals may be found in the Middle States as late as November. I found it in July along the forty-ninth parallel, where it probably breeds, though I did not ascertain the fact. It occurred sparingly about pools on Turtle Mountain, in company with T. minutilla. It is a very abundant bird in summer in Labrador, where it frequents low, muddy flats, laid bare by the tide, and the salt-marshes adjoining. When they arise from the grass to alight again at a little distance, they fly in silence or with a single tweet, holding the wings deeply incurved; but when suddenly startled and much alarmed, they spring quickly, with loud, repeated cries, and make off in a zigzag, much like the common Snipe. Sometimes, gaining a considerable elevation, they circle for several minutes in silence overhead, flying with great velocity, perhaps to pitch down again nearly perpendicularly to the same spot they sprang from. The southward migration begins in August, and is usually completed by the following month.

TRINGA FUSCICOLLIS, Bonaparte's Sandpiper; White-rumped Sandpiper.

Bonaparte's Sandpiper.


Pelidna schinzii, Br., List, 1838. 50.—Br., Cat. Met. 1842, 60.


Actodromas (Heteropygia) bonapartii, Couses, Pr. Phil. Acad. 1861, 199; ibid. 1861, 232.

Tringa (Heteropygia) bonapartii, Gray, Hand-list, iii, 1871, 49, No. 10307.


Tringa melanotos, Bliss, List B. Env. 1862, 19 (accidental in Europe). (See Vieill.)

Actodromas melanocephalus, Bliss, List B. Env. 1862, 19 (Europe).

Pelidna melanotos, Degland-Grébe, Ois. Env. ii, 202.—Br. Comp. Rend. 1856, 596.

Tringa dorsalis, Lich., Nomenc. Av. 1854, 92 (fide Dresser).

TRINGA MARITIMA, PURPLE SANDPIPER.

TRINGA MARITIMA, Brünn.

Purple Sandpiper:


Dr. Hayden’s quotation of *Tringa bonapartii*, p. 174 of his Report, is erroneous, being based, as stated in the last article, upon *Tringa bairdii*. The claim of *fuscinicollis* to a place among the Missouri birds rests, therefore, upon my discovery of it in Kansas, where I found it, migrating northward in flocks, May 22, 1864, on the Republican Fork of the Kansas River. As Dr. Richardson cites an example from the Saskatchewan, we may be sure it ranges over the intermediate ground. It is a very abundant bird along the whole Atlantic coast from Labrador to Florida, occurring in most of the States during the migration only, being found in Labrador in July, August, and September, and wintering far southward.

Mr. Dall did not, it appears, meet with it in Alaska, where, however, I presume it will be at length found. During the migrations it associates freely with other small allies along the sea-shore and in the muddy flats back of the beaches. Its general habits are much those of its allies, though it has some traits of its own, among them a peculiarly soft, low "tweet," and a remarkable familiarity, or, rather, heedlessness. It may be distinguished, even at a distance, by its white upper tail-coverts, which show conspicuously when not covered by the folded wings. A full account of its technical characters, as well as other items, may be found among my various papers above cited, and Sharpe & Dresser’s great work on the Birds of Europe, in which country, it seems, the species is of comparatively frequent, although only casual, occurrence.

To judge from the only two sets I have examined, said to be of Bonaparte’s Sandpiper, the egg is altogether peculiar and unmistakable. But the eggs resemble those of the Sanderling (*Calidris*) so very closely that I fear the identification is not beyond question. The label states that the female was shot, but it was not received at the Smithsonian with the other collections of 1865, made by MacFarlane on the Arctic coast and Anderson River region. These eggs being somewhat suspicious, I will not describe them further than may be implied in the remark that they are absolutely indistinguishable from an unquestionable set of *Calidris arenaria* procured in the same region.


Pelinus maritimus, Br., List, 1838, 49; Cat. Met. 1842, 60; Rev. Crit. 1850, 155.

Totanus maritimus, StePe., Gen. Zool. xii, 1871, 146.


Tringa nigricans, MONT., Linn. Tr. iv, 1796, 40—LEACH, Cat. 1816, 30.—BREHM, V. D. 652.


Tringa littoralis, BREHm., Vog. Deutschl. 652.


Not noticed by the Expeditions.

This species is included in the present work on the strength of its occurrence in Western Missouri, attested by Dr. P. R. Hoy, as above cited. Its presence, however, may be regarded exceptional. As its scientific name implies, it is chiefly a coastwise bird, though also occurring on the larger inland waters. It is said to be common on the shores of Lake Michigan. It is eminently a boreal bird, breeding very far to the northward, and only rarely reaching the coast of the Middle States in winter, beyond which its occurrence is open to question. It is rather plenty along the New England coast in autumn, winter and spring, when it frequents chiefly rocky shores covered with sea-weed, rather than the bare sandy beaches.

The egg of Tringa maritima is of the usual pyriform shape, and measures about 1 by 1.00. The ground is clay color, shaded with olivaceous; the markings are large, numerous and distinct, of rich umber-brown of different depths and intensity, occurring all over the shell, but being most numerous as well as largest on the major half. With these spots are associated shell-markings of pale purplish-gray and light neutral tint.

TRINGA ALPINA var. AMERICANA, Cass.

American Dunlin; Black-bellied or Red-breasted Sandpiper.

a. alpina.

Tringa alpina, LINN., Fn. Suec. 64; Syst. Nat. i, 1766, 249 (Cinclus torquatus, BRiSS., x, 216, pl. 19, f. 2).—LEACH, Cat. 1816, 30.—BoLE, Isis, 1822, 561.—Flex., Br. B. 1825.—Sacm., V. D. vii, 1834, 427, pl. 156.—Gray, List Br. B. 1873, 167.

Pedinia alpina, BORt.—BREHM, V. D. 661.


Pedinia cinclus, BR., List, 1838, 50.

"Tringa pusilla, GM., Syst. Nat. i, 1785, 663," according to Gray; but very dubious.

Tringa rufigollis, PALL., Reis. iii, 700.

Numenius variabilis, Bechst., Naturg. Deutschl. iv, 141.


Pedinia variabilis, STEPe., Gen. Zool. xii, 92.—BREHM, V. D. 663.

Pedinia schinzi, BREHm. (Var.?) Not of American writers.
b. americana.


Tringa (Schonicius) alpina var. americana, CASS., Baird's B. N. A. 1855, 719.

Tringa (Pelidna) alpina var. americana, RIDGW., Ann. Lyc. N. Y. x, 1854, 384.

Tringa alpina var. americana, COOP. & SCK., N. H. Wash. Ter. 1860, 239.—TURNB., B. E. Pa., 1863, 30.—COUES, Key, 1872, 256, fig. 166.—SNOW, B. Kans. 1873, 10.


Tringa cinclus, Wils., Am Orn. vii, 1813, 39, pl. 57, f. 3.—ORD, ed. Wils. iii, 1829, 136.—BREW., ed. Wils. 1840, 484, fig. 225.—DEKAY, N. Y. Zool. ii, 1844, 84, fig. 292.

Pelidna cinclus, B.R., List. 1:35, 50.

Pelidna pacifica, COUES, Pr. Phila. Acad. 1861, 169 (in text).


The Dunlin has only been observed by Mr. Allen, so far as I am aware, in the Missouri region, he finding it near Leavenworth. Like the preceding and following species, it is especially a coast bird, migrating in abundance along both our shores in spring and fall, when it occurs often in large flocks. I found them very plentiful along the Carolina coast in April and May, and in October. Some of them obtain a perfect form before leaving in the spring, although they have far to go before reaching their breeding grounds. These are only in high boreal regions, as along the Arctic coast and the Yukon River region. The vernal change begins early in April, during the migration; in the fall many retain the summer plumage until they reach the Southern States, though most come in plain gray attire.

TRINGA CANUTUS, Linn.

Red-breasted Sandpiper; Robin Snipe; Knot.


Tringa cinerea, BRÜNN., Orn. Bor., 1764, 53.—GM., Syst. Nat. i, 1768, 673.—LATH., Ind. Orn. ii, 1790, 733.—WILS., Am. Orn. vii, 1:13, 36, pl. 57, f. 2.—BOIE, Isis, 1822, 560.—ORD, ed. Wils. iii, 1:29, 412.—BREW., ed. Wils., 1840, 482, fig. 224; SYN.
LIMOSA FEDOA, (Linn.) Ord.

Great Marbled Godwit.
LIMOSA FEODA, GREAT MARBLED GODWIT. 493


Limicola feoda, Vieill., Analyse, 1816.


Limosa adpersa, Licht.

Hab.—Entire temperate North America; Central and South America. West Indies. Breeds in the Missouri and Upper Mississippi regions, and thence to the Saskatchewan. Winters in the Southern States and southward.

Lieutenant Warren’s Expedition.—4884, Kanesville; 5450, Fort Union.

Not observed by Captain Raynolds’ Expedition, nor by the later ones.

Comparatively little has been learned of the breeding resorts and habits of this Godwit, though it is such a common and generally distributed bird during its migrations and in winter. Audubon surmises that it may breed in South Carolina and perhaps also in Texas, where, as Mr. Dresser found it in summer, it probably does. Occurring in abundance along most of the Atlantic coast, it nevertheless appears less common north of Massachusetts, and has not, it would appear, been observed much, if any, beyond New England in that longitude. The centre of its abundance in summer, and its main breeding ground, is, apparently, the Northern Mississippi and Eastern Missouri regions, and thence to the Saskatchewan; for, unlike its relative (L. hudsonica), it does not proceed very far north to nest. It breeds in Iowa, and in Minnesota and Eastern Dakota, where I observed it in June, and where the eggs have been procured. I found it on the plains bordering the Red River, in company with Long-billed Curlews and great numbers of the Bartramian Sandpipers, nesting, like these species, on the prairie near the river and about the adjoining pools, but not necessarily by the water’s edge. In its habits at this season it most nearly resembles the Curlew, and the two species, of much the same size and general appearance, might be readily mistaken at a distance where the difference in the bill might not be perceived. On intrusion near the nest, the birds mount in the air with loud, piercing cries, hovering slowly around with labored flight in evident distress, and approaching sometimes within a few feet of the observer.

The only perfect set of eggs of the Godwit I have seen were taken June 1, 1871, fifty miles northwest of Saint Paul, Minnesota; both parents were secured and deposited in the Saint Paul Academy, where I examined them; so that the identification is unquestionable. There are three eggs in this set, measuring 2.30 by 1.60, 2.25 by 1.56, and 2.25 by 1.62. The color is a clear, light olivaceous-drab; the markings are small and numerous, but not very strongly pronounced—there is nothing (in this set) of the heavy blotching and marking usually seen in waders’
eggs. The spots are pretty evenly distributed, though rather larger in two instances, and more numerous in the other instance, about the butt than elsewhere. These markings are of variousumber-brown shades, with the usual stone-gray shell spots.

**LIMOSA HUDDSONICA**, (Lath.) Sw.

*Hudsonian or Black-tailed Godwit.*


*Scolopax lapponicus*, var. β, Gal., Syst. Nat. i, 1788.


*Limosa aurocephala*, Br., Syn. 1828, 327; not of authors.

*Limosa australis*, Gray, Cat. Br. Mus. 1844, 95. (Sulater.)


This Godwit is much less abundant in the United States than the preceding, and appears to range chiefly along the Atlantic coast. It is, however, included by Prof. Snow among the birds of Kansas on Prof. Baird's authority. I have never seen it alive. Its breeding resorts are entirely beyond our limits, in hyperborean regions. A set of four eggs of *Limosa hudsonica* is in the Smithsonian, from Anderson River, where they were secured by Mr. MacFarlane, June 9. They measure 2.15 to 2.20 in length by about 1.40 in breadth. The ground is a very heavily-shaded olive-drab, much darker (almost as in a Loon's or Jäger's egg) in two of the specimens than in the other. In these darker specimens the markings are almost lost in the general heavy color, merely appearing a little darker; they are chiefly evident at the greater end. In the other the markings, of the same general character, are, however, much more conspicuous, owing to the lighter ground.

**TOTANUS SEMIPALMATUS**, (Gm.) Temm.

*Semipalmated Tattler; Willet; Stone Snipe.*

*Scolopax semipalmata*, Gm., Syst. Nat. i, 1788, 559.—**Lath., Ind. Orn. ii, 1790, 729 (Arch. Zool. ii, No. 380, pl. 20, f. 2; Lath., Syn. v, 103).—**Wils., Am. Orn. vii, 1813, 27, pl. 56, f. 3.**


*Totanus (Caloptrophorus) semipalmatus*, Br., Syn. 1828, 328.—**Nutt., Man. ii, 1834, 144.**
Totonanus semipalmatus, WILLET.

Cathrophorus semipalmatus, Br., List, 1835, 51.—Blas., List B. Eur. 1862, 18 (Sweden).
Glotis semipalmata, Nilsson, Fr. Soc. 1817.


Lieutenant Warren's Expedition.—5434, Medicine Creek; 8098, — (no label).

Later Expeditions.—69-70, Colorado; 61638-9, Salt Lake, Utah; 82388, N. Fork, Idaho.
Not obtained by Captain Raynolds' Expedition.

The Willet is distributed across North America; but, unlike many of its allies, its northern dispersion is restricted, and it breeds anywhere in the United States in suitable resorts. I have found it wherever I have been in the United States. There were a few on the Upper Rio Grande when I crossed that river in June, 1864, and during the same month I saw many more westward, in New Mexico, especially along the Zuñi River, where I am sure they were breeding. Some resided in a marshy tract near Fort Whipple, in Arizona. Others occurred to me in June and July in Eastern Dakota. On the North Carolina coast I found the bird breeding in great numbers in the marshy flats just back of the beach in May and June.

The nest is placed near the water of some secluded pool, or in the midst of a marsh, whether fresh or salt, in a tussock of grass or rushes. It is a rude structure, of the simplest materials, raised a little way from the ground, and with a shallow indentation. The eggs are very variable in all respects. As to size and shape, the following measurements show the differences: 1.90 by 1.45; 1.95 by 1.50; 2.00 by 1.50; 2.05 by 1.55; 2.12 by 1.50; averaging about 2.00 by 1.50. They are less pointedly pyriform than the eggs of the smaller Tattlers and Sandpipers. The ground is sometimes brownish-olive, or drab, or clay-color; sometimes, again, quite Buffy-brown; in a few cases greenish or grayish-white. The spotting is bold and distinct, but little massed even at the greater end, where, though the spots are largest and most numerous, they generally remain distinct. The spots are mostly clean-edged and sharp, of moderate size, but sometimes quite fine and scratchy. They are of variousumber-brown shades, and accompanied with the usual obsolete shell-markings.

Under ordinary circumstances Willets are notoriously restless, wary, and noisy birds; but their nature is changed, or, at any rate, held in abeyance, during and for a short time after incubation. They cease their cries, grow less uneasy, become gentle, if still suspicious, and may generally be seen stalking quietly about the nest. When Willets are found in that humor—absent-minded, as it were, absorbed in reflection
upon their engaging duties, and unlikely to observe anything not directly in front of their bill—it is pretty good evidence that they have a nest hard by. It is the same with Avocets, and probably many other waders. During incubation the bird that is “off duty” (both parents are said to take turns at this) almost always indulges in reverie, doubtless rose tinted, and becomes in a corresponding degree oblivious to outward things. If then they are not set upon in a manner entirely too rude and boisterous, the inquiring ornithologist could desire no better opportunity than he will have to observe their every motion and attitude. But once let them become thoroughly alarmed by too open approach, particularly if the setting bird be driven from her nest, and the scene quickly shifts; there is a great outcry, violent protest and tumult, where was quietude. Other pairs, nesting near by, join their cries till the confusion becomes general. But now, again, their actions are not those they would show at other times; for, instead of flying off with the instinct of self-preservation, to put distance between them and danger, they are held by some fascination to the spot, and hover around, wheeling about, flying in circles a little ways to return again, with unremitting clamor. They may be only too easily destroyed under such circumstances, provided the ornithologist can lay aside his scruples and steel himself against sympathy.

The half-webbing of the toes renders this species something of a swimmer, if necessity arise; but it only takes to water beyond its depth under urgent circumstances. In size as well as in plumage it is very variable; the length of the legs, particularly, varies in different individuals to a surprising degree.

TOTANUS MELANOLEUCUS, (Gm.) Vieill.

Greater Tettell; Greater Yellowshanks; Tattler.

Scolopax melanoleuca, Gm., Syst. Nat. i, 1788, 659.—LATH., Ind. Orn. ii, 1790, 733.


**Scolopax vociferus,** Will., Am. Orn. vii, 1871, 57, pl. 52, f. 5.


**Totonus chloropsis,** PHILIPPI.

Extralimital quotations are: **Ecuador, Scl. P. Z. S. 1858, 461; Guatemala, Scl., Ibis, i, 1859, 225; Carthagena, Cass., Pr. Phila. Acad. 1860, 195; Cuba, Cass., J. F. O. iv, 351; Orizaba, Scl., P. Z. S. 1850, 253; Jamaica, Scl., P. Z. S. 1861, 50; La Plata, Burt, Reise, 503; Chili, Pelz., Novara Reise, 131; Phil., Cat. 35; Bahamas, Burt, Pr. Bost.**
Soc. 1867, 69; Buenos Ayres, SCL & SALV., P. Z. S. 1868, 144; Peru, SCL & SALV., P. Z. S. 1869, 156; Saint Bartholomew, SUND, Ofv. Vet. 1869, 588; Brazil, Pelz., Orn. 308.

Hab.—The Western Hemisphere. In the United States, chiefly migratory, and in winter.Breeds mostly in high latitudes. Abundant.

List of specimens.

| 19305 | 194 | Big Sandy Fork | Sept. 30, 1860 | G. H. Trook | 15.00 | 25.00 | 8.00 |

Lieutenant Warren's Expedition—1860, Saint Joseph's, Missouri; 5435, Fort Berthold, Dakota.

Later Expeditions.—60362-3; 60776-64, 61104-6, 62360, various Wyoming localities.

Occurs wherever there is water throughout the Missouri region; especially numerous during the migration, and in some places one of the most abundant of all the waders. The eggs I have never seen.

TOTANUS FLAVIPES, (Gm.) Vieill.
Lesser Telltal; Lesser Yellowshanks.


“ uncoppia, ILGEN.” (Gray.)

Extralimital quotations are: Oaxaca, SCL, P. Z. S. 1859, 393; Guatemala, SCL, Ibis, i, 1859, 229; Santa Cruz, Newt., ibid. 251; Carthagena, Cass., Pr. Phila. Acad. 1860, 195; Cuba, Cab., J. f. O. iv, 352; Ecuador, SCL, P. Z. S. 1860, 290; Brazil, Reinh., Viddensk. Meddel. 1850, 27; La Plata, Bum., Reise, 503; Bahamas, Bry., Pr. Bst. Soc. 1867, 69; Messima, SCL & SALV., P. Z. S. 1867, 592; Buenos Ayres, ibid. 1868, 144; Chile, Phil., Cat. 35; Saint Bartholomew, SUND, Ofv. Vet. Acad. 1869, 588; Great Britain, Hart, Br. Birds, 1872, 137; Peru, SCL & SALV., P. Z. S. 1873, 310.

Hab.—Western Hemisphere. Breeds from the Northern States northward. Many winter in the Southern States. Accidental in Europe.

Lieutenant Warren's Expedition.—4-61, Council Bluffs (omitted from Hayden's Report).

Later Expeditions.—59693, Soda Springs, Colorado; 00304-9, Bitter Cottonwood and La Bonte Creek; 06735, North Platte.

Not obtained by Captain Raynolds' Expedition.

Occurs with the preceding, under similar conditions, and in equal abundance.

This species appears to be more numerous and generally distributed east of the Rocky Mountains than on the Pacific side, where, however, a doubt of its occurrence is no longer entertained.
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The Yellowshank, so far as known, nests only in high latitudes. The eggs are deposited on the ground, in a little depression, lined with a few dried leaves or grasses. They are three or four in number, narrowly and pointedly pyriform, measuring from 1.58 by 1.18, to 1.78 by 1.15; the longest eggs not being always also the broadest. The ground is a clean clay-color, sometimes tending more to buffy or creamy, sometimes rather to light brown. The marking is bold and heavy, but presents the customary great diversity, some eggs being very heavily splashed with blotches confluent about the larger end, while others have smaller clean-edged spots all over the surface. The markings are rich umber-brown, often tending to chocolate, sometimes almost blackish. The paler shell-markings are usually numerous and noticeable. An occasional "albino" egg is seen, whitish, with scarcely any markings. All the many eggs examined are from Arctic America.

TOTANUS SOLITARIUS, (Wils.) Aud. 1724

Solitary Tattler; Wood Tattler.

*Tinga ochropus* var. β, Lath., Ind. Orn. ii, 1790, 739.


*Totanus chloropus* var. solitarius, Ridg., Ann. Lyc. N. Y. x, 174, 324


*Rhyncopus chloropogon*, Br., Comptes Rendus, 1855.


*Totanus macrops*, Spix, Av. Bras. ii, 1855, 76, 92.

*" (*) Totanus calidus, LICHT.* (Gray.)

*Totanus glutatus, Huette.* (Gray.)

Additional quotations.—Cary, J. F. O., iv, 358 (Cuba).—Sci., P. Z. S. 1861, 80 (Jamaica).—Newt., Ibis, 1, 122, 57 (Santa Cruz).—Scul. Orev. Vet. Ak. 1, 1863, 57 (Saint Bartholomew).—Sci. P. Z. S. 1555, 310 (Cordova).—Ibid., 160, 254 (Orizaba).—Ibid., 178, 458 (Mexico).—Sci., P. Z. S. 1857, 461 (Fortunata).—Sci., Ibis, i, 1855, 529 (Guatemala).—Sci. & Salv., P. Z. S. 1856, 139 (Eastern Peru); 1857, 979; 1868, 163 (Venezuela); 1869, 254 (Peru); 172, 390 (Peru).—Velez., Observ. Bras. 309.

*Hab.—Western Hemisphere. Accidental in Europe, North to Alaska. Breeds in Northern United States and northward, and not also throughout most of its United States range. Abundant Migrant, Winters chiefly or altogether beyond our limits, in Mexico, Central and South America, and West Indies.

Lieutenant Warren’s Expedition, 1863, Omaha; 1867, Fort Union; 1892-4, Upper Missouri.


In most of the United States this is a bird of passage, chiefly observed in the spring and fall, but I am satisfied that it breeds, in suitable
places, over a much more extensive area than is generally supposed. Indeed little has been put on record, or apparently known, respecting its breeding resorts. Wilson says that it breeds on mountains in Pennsylvania, and such is undoubtedly the case. In Maryland and Virginia, and in nearly correspondent latitudes in the West, I have shot birds in August so young as to leave no doubt in my mind that they were bred in the vicinity. Mr. Maynard makes substantially the same observation about the Franconia Mountains, in New Hampshire; and I have found young birds in July in Northern Dakota, about the pools of Turtle Mountain. In the Carolinas I only observed it during the migration, though Professor Gibbes marks it as resident. It seems to be very retiring and secretive in its habits during the breeding season, which may, perhaps, in part, account for the lack of observations respecting it at this season. At the same time it is not to be inferred that it is restricted in its northern dispersion, for it occurs on the Yukon, where, according to Mr. Dall, it arrives early in May. Other writers give it from various portions of the fur countries.

The only eggs supposed to be of the Solitary Tattler I have seen, are two in the Smithsonian collection from Cleveland, Ohio (Dr. Kirtland). The size is 1.50 by 1.05; the shape ordinarily pyriform. The ground is clay-colored, without olivaceous or other shade. The markings are heavy and numerous on the larger half of the egg, smaller and fewer elsewhere. They are very dark—quite blackish-brown—lacking the slightest shade of the rich umber or chocolate which most waders show more or less evidently. The shell-spots are similarly of a darker neutral tint than usual. The identification of these eggs, however, is open to question: they may be those of the Killdeer.

About Washington, D. C., the Solitary Tattler is very common indeed at certain seasons. It arrives from the South late in April, and for two weeks or so is to be found in all suitable situations; then none are to be seen, except a few straggling young just at the end of summer, until late in September; when, after an equally late sojourn, the birds pass on. In the Carolinas I have seen them nearly a month earlier in the spring. They differ from most of their relatives in their choice of feeding-grounds, or of places where they usually alight to rest while migrating; a difference accompanied, I suppose, by a corresponding modification in diet. Their favorite resorts are the margins of small, stagnant pools, fringed with rank grass and weeds; the miry, tide-water ditches that intersect marshes; and the soft, oozy depressions in low meadows and watery savannas. They frequent, also, the interior of woods not too thick, and collect there about the rain-puddles, the water of which is delayed in sinking by the matted layer of decaying leaves that covers the ground. After heavy rains I have seen them running about like Grass Plovers, on open, level commons, covered only with short turf. They also have a fancy, shared by few birds except the Titlarks, for the pools of liquid manure usually found in some out of the way place upon the thrifty farmer's premises. They find abundant food in all these places; aquatic insects of all sorts, and especially their curious larve, worms, grubs, and perhaps the smallest sorts of mollusces; with all these, they also take into their gizzards a quantity of sand and gravel, to help along the grinding process. With food to be had in such plenty with little labor, the birds become, particularly in the fall, extremely fat.

They cannot be said with entire propriety to be "solitary," though this name is well enough to indicate less social propensities than most of the waders possess. I generally found from two or three to half a
dozen together; frequently only one at a time; occasionally, but not often, upwards of a score, that seemed, however, to be drawn together by their common tastes in the matter of feeding-grounds, rather than by any gregarious instinct. They are, moreover, pretty exclusive in their own set; rather declining than encouraging familiarity on the part of other waders; though the Peetweets and others sometimes intrude hoydenish society upon the more sedate and aristocratic members of the long-legged circle. They should rightly, however, rather embrace, than merely endure such company, for they are of easy-going, contemplative natures, and their sharper-eyed associates often do them good service in sounding alarms.

These Tattlers indulge on all occasions a propensity for nodding, like Lord Burleigh or the Chinese mandarins in front of tea shops; and when they see something they cannot quite make out, seem to reason with themselves, and finally come to a conclusion in this way; impressing themselves heavily with a sense of their own logic. They go through the bowing exercise with a gravity that may quite upset that of a disinterested spectator, and yet all through the performance, so ludicrous in itself, contrive to preserve something of the passive sedateness that marks all their movements. This bobbing of the head and foreparts is the correspondent and counterpart of the still more curious actions of the Spotted Tattlers, or "Tip-ups," as they are aptly called, from this circumstance; a queer balancing of the body upon the legs, constituting an amusement of which these last-named birds are extremely fond. As often as the Tip-up, or "Teeter-tail," as it is also called, stops in its pursuit of insects, the fore part of the body is lowered a little, the head drawn in, the legs slightly bent, whilst the hinder parts and tail are alternately hoisted with a peculiar jerk, and drawn down again, with the regularity of clock-work. The movement is more conspicuous in the upward than in the downward part of the performance; as if the tail were spring-hinged, in constant danger of flying up, and needing constant presence of mind to keep it down. It is amusing to see an old male in the breeding season busy with this operation. Upon some rock jutting out of the water he stands, swelling with amorous pride and self-sufficiency, puffing out his plumage till he looks twice as big as natural, facing about on his narrow pedestal, and bowing with his hinder parts to all points of the compass. A sensitive and fastidious person might see something derisive, if not actually insulting, in this, and feel as Crusoe may be presumed to have felt when the savages who attacked his ship in canoes showed the signs of contumacious scorn that DeFoe records. But it would not be worth while to feel offended, since this is only the entirely original and peculiar way the Tip-up has of conducting his courtships. Ornithologists are not agreed upon the useful purpose subserved in this way, and have as yet failed to account for the extraordinary performance. The Solitary Tattlers, that we have lost sight of for a moment, are fond of standing motionless in the water when they have satisfied their hunger, or of wading about, up to their bellies, with slow, measured steps. If startled at such times, they rise easily and lightly on wing, fly rather slowly a little distance with dangling legs and outstretched neck, to soon realight and look about with a dazed expression. Just as their feet touch the ground, the long, pointed wings are lifted, till their tips nearly meet above, and are then deliberately folded. The Esquimaux Curlews and some other birds have the same habit. The Tattlers are unusually silent birds; but when suddenly alarmed, they utter a low and rather pleasing whistle as they fly off, or even without moving.
These birds seem rather delicate of body, and may be killed with a touch of shot. I have frequently brought them down, particularly when they were on wing, with the sides of the body therefore unprotected by strong feathers, at very long range, and with shot so fine that it would not have mutilated a Warbler at half the distance. I think they differ noticeably in this respect from the majority of waders, which require to be pretty hard hit; the Peetweets, in particular, are rather tough birds for their size. Neither do they attempt to escape, when wounded, by diving, at which the least-named is expert under similar circumstances. At least such has been my experience, which I am the more careful to give, since others have stated just the contrary. I think them gentle birds, almost like Doves among their kind. They yield captives without a struggle. They show concern and sympathy for a dead or wounded comrade. I have seen them gather around to gaze upon one of their number that had fallen, so taken up with whatever their emotions were that they quite forgot they were in like danger. Though under some circumstances rather watchful, they sometimes show a curious insouciance that borders on what might be called stupidity, and is quite a different thing from the reckless familiarity of such birds, for example, as the timid yet confiding little Sandpeeps. An illustration may stand in good stead of further explanation. Once coming up to a fence that went past a little pool, and peeping through the slats. I saw eight Tattlers of this species wading about in the shallow water, searching for food. I pulled trigger on one; the others set up a simultaneous outcry, and I expected them, of course, to fly off, but they presently quieted down and began feeding again. Without moving from my place, I fired three times more, killing a single bird at each discharge; still no effect upon the survivors, except as before. Then I climbed over the fence, and stood in full view of the four remaining birds: they merely flapped to the further side of the pool, and stood still looking at me, nodding away, as if agreed that the whole thing was very singular. I stood and deliberately loaded and fired three times more, taking one bird each time; and it was only as I was ramming another charge, that the sole surviving bird concluded to make off, which he did, I will add in justice to his wits, in a great hurry. The seven birds were all killed with mustard seed, at from twelve to twenty paces.

\[ \text{\textit{TRINGOIDES MACULARIUS}, (Linn.) Gray.} \]

\[ \text{Spotted Sandpiper.} \]


ACTITURUS BARTRAMIIUS, BARTRAMIAN SANDPIPER.

Geol. Surv. Ter. 1870, 466.—MERR, ibid. 1872, 701.—TRIPPE, Pr. Bost. Soc. xv, 1872, 241.—AIKEN, ibid. 210.—SNOW, B. Kans. 1873, 10.—COWES, Key, 1872, 260, fig. 172; and of most late United States writers.

Tringoides hypoleucus var. macularius, RidgW., Ann. Lyc. x, 1874, 324.

Tringa macularius, ScL. & Salyv., Pr. Z. S. 1:73, 309 (Peru).

Tringa notata, Illiger. (Gray.)

Actitis notata et vicini, Br. (Gray.)

Other quotations.—ScL., P. Z. S. 1:55, 460 (Ecuador, winter); 1860, 254 (Orizaba); 1837, 592 (Mexico); 1862, 629 (Venezuela); Ibis, i, 1853, 250 (Guatemala).—LAWL., Ann. Lyc. 1861, 334 (Panama); ibid. 1862, 142 (Costa Rica).—CAB., J. F. O. iv, 417 (Cuba).—NEWT., Ibis, i, 1859, 257 (Santa Cruz).—BRY., Pr. Bost. Soc. 1866 (Porto Rico).—ScL., P. Z. S. 1861, 60 (Jamaica).—TAYLOR, Ibis, 1864, 93 (Trinidad).—SUN., Orn. Vet. Ak. 1869, 587 (St. Bartholomew).—PETZ., Orn. Bras. 303 (Brazil).—GOULD, B. Eur. pl. 317 (Europe).—NAEM., Vog. pl. 195 (Europe).—HARR., Br. Birds, 139 (Great Britain, numerous instances, with the references).

Hab.—North America at large. Breeds nearly throughout its North American range. Winters in the Southern States and beyound. Central and South America, to Brazil. West Indies. Casual in Europe. (No Greenland record.)

List of specimens.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Wind River</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Author</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>19304</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>May 26 , 1860</td>
<td>F. V. Hayden</td>
<td>7.50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Lieutenant Warren’s Expedition.—5995, Loup Fork; 5439, Knife River; 5440, mouth Powder River.

Later Expeditions.—5986, Middle Park, Colorado; 6034-75, Fort Fetterman; 1931, North Platte; 61160, Wyoming; 62359, Idaho.

Although reaching high latitudes, such as that of the Yukon, this little species, unlike most of its allies, breeds with equal readiness almost throughout the country, and is one of the best known and most abundant of its tribe. It nests in a field or orchard, generally near water, laying four creamy or clay-colored eggs, blotched with blackish-brown and neutral tint. From the Southern States, where it spends the winter, as it also does much further south, it reaches the Middle districts about the 15th of April, and is found along the streams and ponds of the interior, as well as on the coast. Many stop to breed all along the line of migration, while others pass on at least to Labrador. Eggs may be found all through June and July, according to latitude, and perhaps in some cases more than one brood may be raised. According to Mr. Trippe, in the mountains of Colorado this is the only species of its family that is abundant throughout the summer. It arrives at Idaho Springs early in May, leaving in September. It pushes up all the larger streams to an altitude of 8,000 or 9,000 feet, and even, occasionally, to the shores of the lakes near the timber-line.

ACTITURUS BARTRAMIIUS, (Wils.) Bp.

Bartramian Sandpiper or Tattler; Upland Plover.

Tringa bartramia, Wils., Am. Orn. vii, 1813, 63, pl. 59, fig. 2.—AUD., Syn. 1839, 231; B. Am. v, 1:42, 245, pl. 337.—GIR., B. L. I. 1:14, 236 (breeding in Pennsylvania and Illinois).—PUTN., Pr. Ess. Inst. i, 1:56, 216.—TRIPPE, ibid. vi, 1871, 119 (Minnesota, abundant).

Tringa (Eulaga) bartramia, Nutt., Mon. ii, 1834, 168.


ACTITURUS BARTRAMIUS, BARTRAMIAN SANDPIPER.

mon).—LAWR., Ann. Lyc. 1861, 334 (Pamana); 1862, 141 (Costa Rica); viii, 1866, 224 (New York).—SCL., Ibis, i, 1859, 230 (Guatemala).—DRESS., ibid. 1866, 35 (Texas).—CAB., J. f. O. iv, 418 (Cuba).—SCL., P. Z. S. 1860, 253 (Orizaba); 1866, 567 (Uyayali River); 1867, 579 (Peru); 1868, 189 (Venezuela); 1869, 598 (Peru).—LLOYD, Pr. Roy. Arty. Just. iv, 124 (Culville Bay).—REINH., Vid. Med. Nat. For. 1870, 38 (Brazil).—BURM., Reise, 503 (La Plata).—COUES, Pr. Bost. Soc. xii, 1866, 128 (South Carolina, migratory).—ALLEN, Mem. Bost. Soc. i, 1868, 501 (Iowa).—DALL & BANN., Tr. Chic. Acad. i, 1869, 293 (Fort Yukon).—TURNB., B. E. Pa. 1869, 32 (April to September).—MAYNS., Guide, 1870, 141 (Massachusetts).—ALLEN, Bull. M. C. Z. iii, 1872, 182 (Kansas and Colorado).—TRIPPE, Pr. Bost. Soc. xvi, 1872, 241 (Iowa, breeding).—SNOW, B. Kans. 1873, 10 (Kansas, breeding).—HART, Br. Birds, 172, 157 (Great Britain, four instances).—COUES, Key, 1872, 260.—SCL. & SALV., P. Z. S. 1873, 309 (Peru).—RIDGW., Ann. Lyc. N. Y. x, 1874, 384 (Illinois).


Tringoides (Bartramia) bartramius, Gray. Hand-list, iii, 1871, 46, No. 10281.

Actitis bartramius, SCHL., M. P. B. Sclopedes, 78.

Tringa longicauda, “BECHST., Vög. Deutschl.—NAUM, Nachtrage, pl. 34.”


Totanus variegatus, VIEILL, Nouv. Dict. vi, 1816, 317; Gal. Ois. ii, 1825, 107, pi. 239.

Bartramia laticauda, LESS., Traité d’Orn. 1831, 553.

Hol.—North America. North to the Yukon. Not observed in the United States west of the Rocky Mountains. Atlantic coast to Nova Scotia. Breeds from the Middle districts northward. Winters in Mexico, West Indies, Central and South America, to Brazil. Casual in Europe (Sweden, Nilsson; Germany, NAUM, V. D. viii, 51; GOULD, B. Enr. pl. 313; Great Britain, Reid, Zool. 1856, 5330; GUNNERY, ibid. 338; MORE, ibid. 1854, 4254; BALLMORE, ibid. 1866, 37; Cornish Fü. 31; YARR., Br. Birds, ii, 633; TARELL, Ill. Lond. News, Jan. 20, 1855, with figure; MORRIS, Br. Birds, iv, 296; See HARTING, l. c.). Australia (GOULD, B. Austral. Suppl. iv, 1867).


Not obtained by Captain Reynolds’ or by the later Expeditions.

Bartram’s Tattler, or the “Upland Plover,” as it is generally called by sportsmen, is a bird of wide and general dispersion in the Western Hemisphere, while its casual occurrence in Europe is attested, and it is even stated to have been found in Australia. It inhabits at different seasons nearly all of North America, and in winter pushes its migration even to Central and South America, as well as into the West Indies. But it has not, to my knowledge, been found in the United States west of the Rocky Mountains. It occurs in summer as far north as the Yukon, though thousands of the birds also breed within the limits of the United States.

On its presence and movements in the East I have made few observations, and know nothing beyond the general items familiar to all sportsmen who, with good reason, consider the Upland Plover, or Grass Plover, as a prime game bird, wild and difficult to secure, best hunted from a carriage, and capital for the table. It is said to breed from the Middle districts, as in Illinois and Pennsylvania, northward. The principal shooting is done in August and September, as the birds move southward by the end of the latter month.

In most parts of the West, between the Mississippi and the Rocky Mountains, this Tattler, commonly known as the “Prairie Pigeon,” is exceedingly abundant during the migrations—more so than I can suppose it to be in settled portions of the country. In Texas, I am told, it occurs in flocks “of thousands.” In Kansas, during the month of May, it migrates in great numbers, being scattered over the prairies everywhere, and it is so tame that it may be destroyed without the slightest artifice; I have seen it just escape being caught with the crack of a coach-whip. Passing northward, it enters Dakota, Iowa, and Minnesota
the same month. About the middle of May it reaches the latitude of Fort Randall, with great numbers of Golden Plover and Esquimaux Curlew, flocking the prairies everywhere. Its breeding habits may be studied with perfect success in Northern Dakota, where it is the most abundant of all the waders. We can scarcely cross a piece of prairie, or travel a mile along the roads anywhere, without seeing it. Its gentle and unsuspicious ways, its slender and graceful shape, and the beauty of its markings, are all alike attractive, while the excellence of its flesh is another point not less interesting, but less favorable for the bird. Too many are destroyed at this season when they are pairing, for few can resist the tempting shots, as the birds step along the road-side or stand erect in the scanty grass, gazing at the passing vehicle with misplaced confidence. By the end of May those that are to breed further north have passed on, while the remainder have paired and are about to nest.

As soon as they are mated the pairs keep close company, being rarely beyond each other's call, and are oftnest seen rambling together through the grass. At such times they seem very slender, as indeed they are, overtopping the scanty herbage with their long, thin necks, swaying continually in graceful motion. Their ordinary note at this, as at other seasons, is a long-drawn, soft, mellow whistle, of a peculiarly clear, resonant quality; but beside this, they have a note peculiar, I believe, to this period of their lives. This is a very loud, prolonged cry, sounding more like the whistling of the wind than a bird's voice; the wild sound, which is strangely mournful, is generally uttered when the bird, just alighted, holds its wings for a moment perpendicularly, before adjusting them over its back. It is frequently heard in the night, all through the breeding season, and is, I think, one of the most remarkable outeries I ever heard. There is yet another note that the Tattler utters, chiefly when disturbed breeding; this is a harsh scream, quickly and often repeated, much like that given by other waders under the same circumstances.

In Northern Dakota the eggs are mostly laid by the second week in June; the time is quite constant; and, so far as I know, only one brood is raised each year. The nest, like that of other birds breeding on the open prairie, is hard to find, as there is nothing whatever to guide a search, and the herbage of the prairie, flimsy as it usually is at this season, is sufficient to hide the variegated eggs which assimilate with the colors of their surroundings. The nesting is quite similar to that of the Curlews and Godwits. I have found nests on the open prairie without landmarks; but, perhaps, oftener they are placed in the vicinity of pools and sloughs, or along the edge of a piece of woods—always, however, in an open spot. The female is a close settler, and will suffer herself to be almost trodden upon before she will quit her charge—indeed, nests are oftnest found by the fluttering of the female from under one's feet. Early in incubation she generally flies to a little distance and realights, walking leisurely about the grass; but if the eggs be far advanced she is more solicitous, and will feign lameness, in hope of drawing attention from the nest. The male soon joins her, and the pair hover low of the ground, flying slowly around with incurved wings, uttering their cries of distress; and as several pairs are usually nesting within hearing, they, too, become alarmed, and the general clamor is continued until the intruder withdraws. The scene is much the same as when the breeding places of the Curlews, Willets, or Godwits are invaded.

The nest is flimsy—merely a few straws to keep the eggs from the
ground, in a slight depression. The eggs are ordinarily four in number, as usual among Waders. The numerous specimens I have collected are somewhat notably constant in characters, both of size and coloration. In dimensions they range from 1.90 by 1.30 inches, to 1.70 by 1.25, averaging about 1.75 by 1.28. The ground is pale clay-color, or a very light drab—sometimes the palest possible creamy-brown—with scarcely a shade of olivaceous. They are spotted all over, but much more thickly at the larger end, with rather small, sharp, surface markings ofumber-brown, overlaying a smaller number of purplish gray shell-markings. However thickly they may be sprinkled, the spots are rarely, if ever, confluent into masses of any size, the largest I have seen not exceeding the diameter of a pea. These larger blotches are irregular in contour, but the smaller ones are mostly rounded.

Young birds are abroad late in June—curious little creatures, timid and weak, led about by their anxious parents, solicitous for their welfare, and ready to engage in the most unequal contests in their behalf. When half grown, but still in the down, the little creatures have a curiously clumsy, top-heavy look; their legs look disproportionately large, like those of a young colt or calf; and they may be caught with little difficulty, as they do not run very well. I once happened upon a brood, perhaps two weeks old, rambling with their mother over the prairie. She sounded the alarm, to scatter her brood, but not before I had secured one of them in my hand. I never saw a braver defence attempted than was made by this strong-hearted though powerless bird, who, after exhausting her artifices to draw me in pursuit of herself, by tumbling about as if desperately wounded, and lying panting with outstretched wings on the grass, gave up hope of saving her young in this way, and then almost attacked me, dashing close up and retreating again to renew her useless onslaught. She was evidently invited to unusual courage by the sight of her little one struggling in my hand. At this downy stage the young birds are white below, finely mottled with black, white, and rich brown above; the feet and under mandible are light colored; the upper mandible is blackish.

Although these Tattlers are generally dispersed over the prairies during the summer, yet they affect particular spots by preference. Away from the river valleys, such spots are the numerous depressions of rolling prairie, often of great extent, which are moist or even watery at some seasons, and where the vegetation is most luxuriant. Here they gather almost into colonies. Riding into some such spot in July, when the young birds are being led about by their parents, some old bird more watchful than the rest, or nearest to the person approaching, gives the alarm with a loud outcry; the young scatter and hide, and all the old birds are soon on wing; hovering in the air, often at a great height, crossing each other's path, and ceaselessly vociferating their displeasure. I have often seen a dozen or twenty overhead at once, all from a little spot only a few acres in extent. Later in the season, when all the summer's broods are on wing, they make up into flocks, often of great extent, and old and young together assume the ordinary routine of their lives. They leave these northern regions early. I saw none after the forepart of September.

The food of this Tattler is mainly insects, especially grasshoppers, of which they must devour enormous quantities in the aggregate. They also feed on other small animal substances, as well as upon various berries. I have found them very well conditioned even in the spring, and in the fall they grow surprisingly fat. They are a tender and well-
flavored bird. Being so delicate, they are easily killed, dropping to a touch of the finest shot.

There is but little difference in the plumage of these birds at any season, and their size is also quite constant. The sexes are not distinguishable by any outward marks (though the female averages slightly larger than the male), and the young closely resemble the parents upon their first complete feathering. In measuring a great number of fresh specimens, I found the length to vary only from 11.50 to 12.75; the extent, 21.50 to 23.00; the wing, 6.25 to 7.00; the tail is about 3.60; the tarsus about 1.75; the bill, 1.00 to 1.25, measured along the culmen.

**TRYNGITES RUFESCENS, (Vieill.) Cab.**

**Buff-breasted Sandpiper.**


*Tringoides rufescens,* Pelz., Orn. Bras. 310 (Brazil, October to April).

*Tringoides* (Tryngites) *rufescens,* Gray, Hand-list, iii, 1871, 46, No. 10293.

*Tryngites subrugicolis,* Vieillot. (Gray and Schlegel.)

*Tryngites brevirostris,* Lichtenstein. (Gray and Schlegel.)

*Actiturus n-carus,* Heer, Pr. Phila. Acad. vii, 1854, 179; P. R. R. Rep. x, pt. vi, 1859, 20, pl. 6 (Texas).


[Note.—Examining the types of *Tryngites parrrostris,* Peale, which has been referred to *T. rufescens,* with a query, by Dr. Schlegel, and made a variety of the same by Bonaparte, I find that not only is it an entirely different bird, specifically, but that it is scarcely congeneric. Having the extremely small bill of *T. rufescens,* this organ is smaller still, slenderer, and without the peculiar forward outline of the feathers at its base, which characterizes *T. rufescens.* In the mounted specimens, the wings fall far short of the end of the tail instead of reaching rather beyond. There is none of the peculiar mottling of the primaries, which is such a strong feature of *T. rufescens*; the tail is barred transversely, and there are other differences in coloration. Should it be deemed worthy of subgeneric separation, it may be called _Echmorkynacous parrrostris._] Not obtained by any of the Expeditions.

Though usually classed as a Sandpiper in the genus *Tryngites,* mainly, it would seem, on account of its short, straight bill, this remarkably interesting little bird is really a Tattler, and its nearest relative, among our species, is the Bartramian Tattler, *Actiturus bartramirinu._ Its aspect is peculiar; no other species very closely resembles it. The bill is very short and small, and appears still more so by the great forward extension of the feathers on its base—to the nostrils on the upper mandible, still further on
the sides of the lower mandible, and all the way into the interramal space. In any
plumage it may be recognized by the unique coloration of the primaries, which are
silvery-gray or white on the inner webs, beautifully and curiously mottled with fine,
waivy, black tracery. It has many names, both generic and specific, but appears to
have been first described by the voluminous French ornithologist above cited.

This species I have never yet seen alive. Its habits, as described,
appear to be most like those of the Bartramian, in its preference for
dry fields and plains, where it feeds upon grasshoppers and other in-
ssects. In the United States, where it is only known as a migrant, it
appears to be nowhere very abundant, and this is particularly the case
along the Atlantic coast. But great numbers nest in the Anderson
River region, as shown by the large series of eggs in the Smithsonian,
and these must pass through the United States along some line of mi-
gration, where the species may yet be found in abundance. Dr. Cooper
calls it “common” at Shoalwater Bay, during the migration. Ac-

gording to Mr. Giraud, “the Buff-breasted Sandpiper is not a very common
bird, though its occurrence is by no means unusual. Almost every
season a few are observed along the southern shores of Long Island,
and during autumn we occasionally find it in our markets. * * * *

In August, 1841, Mr. Brasher met with a party of five on the shore of
Gowannus Bay, which number is larger than I have seen in one group.
He informs me that they appeared very gentle, allowing him to advance
within shooting distance without seeming to notice his presence. At
the first discharge of his gun (which procured him three), the surviving
two made a short flight over the water, returning in a few minutes to
the shore, at a short distance from where they had previously taken
wing, which gave him an opportunity of securing the whole number.”

Of the very rare and scarcely known eggs of the Buff-breasted Sand-
piper I have examined about a dozen sets in the Smithsonian, all col-
lected by Mr. MacFarlane in the Anderson River region and along the
Arctic coast to the eastward. They are very pointedly pyriform. The
following measurements indicate the size, shape, and limits of variation:
1.50 by 1.03; 1.48 by 1.10; 1.45 by 1.02; 1.40 by 1.04. The ground is
clay, sometimes with a slight oliveaceous or drab shade, oftener with a
clear grayish cast, of rather peculiar shade. The markings are ex-
tremely bold and sharp, though not heavier than usual. Taking a speci-
men in which the markings are most distinct, we find heavy blotches
and spots of indeterminate size and shape all over the egg, but largest
and most numerous on the major half of the egg, of rich umber-brown,
deep or lighter according to the quantity of pigment. Nearest these
blotched varieties come the splashed ones, in which the markings mass
more heavily about the larger end, and are elsewhere splattered over in
rather small markings. This is the more frequent pattern; and in some
cases the splashing hides the ground-color at the large end. Other ex-
amples are spotted with rather narrow markings that seem to radiate
from the large end, becoming largest and thickest around the greatest
diameter of the egg, and being much smaller elsewhere. All the eggs
have the usual neutral or stone-gray shell-markings, and in most of
them there are at the large end a few spots or scrawls of blackish over
all the other markings. According to the labels, the nidification is not
peculiar, the nest being a slight depression of the ground, lined with a
few dried grasses or leaves. The eggs are four in a majority of instances.
NUMENIUS LONGIROSTRIS, LONG-BILLED CURLEW.

Long-billed Curlew.

Scolopax arquata var. $\beta$, Gmel., Syst. Nat. i, 1788, 656.

Numenius arquata var. $\beta$, Latham, Ind. Orn. ii, 1790, 710.


Numenius rufigularis, Vieill., Galeric Ois. ii, 1825, 118, pl. 215 (in part).

Numenius occidentalis, Woodin, Pr. Phila. Acad. vi, 1852, 194; Sitgr. Rep. 1853, 96, pl. 6 (Young, Albuquerque, New Mexico).

(1) Numenius fluminatus, Vieill.

(2) N. brasiliensis, Maxim. (Brazil) (Gray.)

Hab.—United States and British Provinces. Breeds nearly throughout its range, and resident in the South. South to Mexico, Guatemala (? to Brazil). Cuba. Not obtained by Captain Raynolds' Expedition.

Later Expeditions.—18571, Colorado; 61649, Utah.

The Curlew issues from the egg clothed in whitish down, thickly blotched above with brownish-black, and with the bill straight, about an inch long. This member rapidly grows to a length of three or four inches, and becomes decurved. Up to the time when the bill is still no longer than that of $N$. hudsonicus, it may readily be distinguished from that species by the strong reflexions of the under parts, nearly clear of the bastard or sagittate dark markings which occur in $N$. hudsonicus; by its rather larger size, even at an early age, and the usual evidences of immaturity in the texture of the plumage. $N$. occidentalis of Woodhouse is a bird apparently of this sort.

Unlike our other two species of Curlew, the Long-billed is perfectly at home in most parts of the United States, rearing its young even down to our southern border. Its northern range is restricted, apparently, by the region of the Saskatchewan, as intimated by Richardson, and the length of the British Provinces adjoining the United States. I was, however, assured of its occurrence in Labrador, though I did not see it myself. In New England it appears to be rather uncommon, according to all accounts, and I have found no record of its nesting in that quarter. I found it resident on the North Carolina coast, where it undoubtedly breeds. I found it breeding with Godwits and Bartramian Tattlers on the prairies of Minnesota and Eastern Dakota, and likewise observed it in June, apparently breeding, in New Mexico, near Fort Wingate, just west of the Rio Grande. I procured it at Fort Whipple toward the close of summer. Dr. Woodhouse saw large flocks on the prairies of Texas and the Indian Territory. According to the authors above quoted, it breeds in Kansas and Iowa, as well as about Great Salt Lake, in Utah.

It is by no means confined to the vicinity of the water, but, on the
contrary, is often seen on extensive dry plains, where it feeds on various molluscs, insects, and berries, which it deftly secures with its extra-ordinarily long bill. The length and curve of this member, measuring sometimes eight or nine inches in length, gives the bird a singular and unmistakable appearance, either in flight or when gathering its food. Its voice is sonorous and not at all musical. During the breeding season, in particular, its harsh cries of alarm resound when the safety of its nest or young is threatened. In the fall, when food is plentiful, it becomes very fat, and affords delicate eating.

Dr. Newberry found the Curlew quite abundant in the vicinity of San Francisco, and throughout the Sacramento Valley during the autumn and winter, though there were comparatively few in the summer before the rainy season. "In our march," he adds, "through the Sacramento Valley and northward, we did not meet with it until we came down into the plains bordering Pitt River, above the upper cañon. Here we found them in immense numbers, and they formed a valuable addition to our bill of fare. This prairie is entirely covered with water during the wet season, as is proven by the myriads of aquatic shells (Planorbis, Physa, &c.) scattered over the ground in the grass, and as it does not dry up so completely as the other valleys, the Curlews apparently pass the summer there. Around the Klamath Lakes and others of that group they were abundant in August, and we found them associated with the Geese and other water-birds, which were congregated in countless numbers on the low lands bordering the Columbia, in October."

The eggs of the Long-billed Curlew are not often so pyriform as among the smaller waders, being in shape not unlike a hen's eggs. Different specimens measure: 2.45 by 1.85; 2.60 by 1.80; 2.65 by 1.80; 2.70 by 1.90; 2.80 by 1.90. They are clay-colored, with more or less olivaceous in some instances, and in others decidedly buffy shade. The spotting is generally pretty uniformly distributed and of small pattern, though in many cases there is larger blotching and even massing about the great end. The color of the markings is sepia or umber, of different shades in the buffy-tinged specimens, rather tending to chocolate. The shell-markings are commonly numerous and evident.

**NUMENIUS HUDSONICUS, Lath.**

**Hudsonian Curlew.**

*Scolopax borealis, Gm., Syst. Nat. i, 1788, 654 (not of Forster, 1772).—Wils., Am. Orn. vii, 1813, 22, pl. 56, fig. 1.**

*Numenius borealis, Ord, ed. Wils. 1825.—Brew., ed. Wils. 1840, 473 (excluding the synonymy which, with part of the account, belongs to true borealis; description, with most of the account, is of hudsonicus).**

NUMENIUS BOREALIS, ESQUIMAUX CURLEW.


**Numenius intermedium**, Nutt., Man. ii, 1834, 100.


**Numenius brasiliensis**, Maxim et Durm. (Selater.)

Hab.—North America, Greenland, Central and South America. No West Indian record. Breeds in high latitudes. Migratory through the United States, wintering in the Southern States and far beyond.

Not obtained by any of the Expeditions.

The Hudsonian appears to be much less abundant everywhere in the United States than either of the others, although generally distributed, and moving over much the same area as the Esquimaux Curlew. I found it sparingly in Labrador, amid the countless thousands of *N. borealis* that throng those shores in August and September. According to all observers it is rare in New England, but more common on the New Jersey coast. It is included among the birds of Kansas, on Prof. Baird’s authority. The extent of its southern dispersion in winter is as great as that of *N. borealis*, and, like the latter, it breeds only in high latitudes. I am not at all familiar with its habits, concerning which very little has been recorded.

The eggs are always larger than those of *N. borealis*, but cannot be otherwise distinguished with certainty, for both show the great range of variation indicated in my description of the latter. The size is from 2.12 to 2.30 in length, by about 1.60 in width.

**NUMENIUS BOREALIS, (Forst.) Lath.**

**Esquimaux Curlew.**


**Numenius microrhynchus**, Phil. & Landr., Wieg. Arch. 1866, 129 (Chili); Cat. 35.


**Lieutenant Warren’s Expedition.**—1881, 5572, Upper Missouri River.

Not obtained by Captain Raynolds’ Expedition, nor by the later ones.

The Esquimaux Curlew migrates through the Missouri region, in
immense numbers, in May. During the second week of that month I saw numerous flocks of fifty to several hundred on the prairies along the road between Fort Randall and Yankton. Snow, many feet in depth, still filled the ravines, where it had accumulated from the memorable storm of April 15-17, but the hills and flat prairie were bare, soft, and oozy, and about springing into the life of the new season. The Curlews were scattered everywhere, dotting the prairie with the Bartramian Sandpipers and Golden Plovers, in large, loose flocks, which, as they fed, kept up a continuous, low, piping noise, as if conversing with each other. Their return in the fall along this line of migration, I have not remarked; but my observations in Labrador, in 1860, were extended. I quote from my article in the Philadelphia Proceedings, above cited:

"The Curlews associate in flocks of every size, from three to as many thousand, but they generally fly in so loose and straggling a manner that it is rare to kill more than half a dozen at a shot. When they wheel, however, in any of their many beautiful evolutions, they close together in a more compact body, and offer a more favorable opportunity to the gunner. Their flight is firm, direct, very swift, when necessary much protracted, and is performed with regular, rapid beats. They never sail, except when about to alight, when the wings are much incurved downward, in the manner of most waders. As their feet touch the ground, their long, pointed wings are raised over the back, until the tips almost touch, and then deliberately folded, much in the manner of the Solitary Sandpiper (Rhyacophilus solitarius). Their note is an often-repeated, soft, mellow, though clear, whistle, which may be easily imitated. By this means they can readily be decoyed within shot, if the imitation is good and the gunner is careful to keep concealed. The smaller the flock the more easily are they allured, and a single individual rarely fails to turn his course toward the spot whence the sound proceeds. When in very extensive flocks, they have a note which, when uttered by the whole number, I can compare to nothing but the chattering of a flock of Blackbirds. When wounded and taken in hand, they emit a very loud, harsh scream, like that of a common hen under similar circumstances, which cry they also utter when pursued.

"Their food consists almost entirely of the crow-berry (Empetrum nigrum), which grows on all the hill-sides in astonishing profusion. It is also called the 'bear-berry' and 'curlew-berry.' It is a small berry, of a deep purple color, almost black, growing upon a procumbent, running kind of heath, the foliage of which has a peculiar moss-like appearance. This is their principal and favorite food, and the whole intestine, the vent, the legs, the bill, throat, and even the plumage, are more or less stained with the deep purple juice. They are also very fond of a species of small snail that adheres to the rock in immense quantities, to procure which they frequent the land-washes at low tide. Food being so abundant, and so easily obtained, they become excessively fat. In this condition they are most delicious eating, being tender, juicy, and finely flavored; but, as might be expected, they prove a very difficult job for the taxidermist.

"Although the Curlews were in such vast numbers, I did not find them so tame as might be expected, and as I had been led to suppose by previous representations. I was never able to walk openly within shooting distance of a flock, though I was told it was often done. The most successful method of obtaining them is to take such a position as they will probably fly over in passing from one feeding ground to another. They may then be shot with ease, as they rarely fly high at such times. The pertenacity with which they cling to certain feeding
grounds, even when much molested, I saw strikingly illustrated on one occasion. The tide was rising and about to flood a muddy flat, of perhaps an acre in extent, where their favorite snails were in great quantities. Although six or eight gunners were stationed upon the spot, and kept up a continual round of firing upon the poor birds, they continued to fly distractedly about over our heads, notwithstanding the numbers that every moment fell. They seemed in terror lest they should lose their accustomed fare of snails that day. On another occasion, when the birds had been so harassed for several hours as to deprive them of all opportunity of feeding; great numbers of them retired to a very small island, or rather a large pile of rocks, a few hundred yards from the shore, covered with sea-weed and, of course, with snails. Flock after flock alighted on it, till it was completely covered with the birds, which there, in perfect safety, obtained their morning meal."

Some of these Curlews may winter on our southern border, but I am not aware that such is the case. The great extent of their southward movement at this season into Central and South America may be gathered from the above citations, which attest their presence in Brazil, Chili, and Buenos Ayres. For their summer resorts we must turn to the far North, where the species breeds in numbers commensurate with the hordes that pass regularly through the United States. They occur on the Yukon River, though they are not yet known to take up a line of migration along the Pacific side of the Rocky Mountains. (Compare, however, Heerm., P. R. R. Rep. x, pt. vi, 66.) We learn of extensive breeding-grounds from the series of eggs transmitted to the Smithsonian, by Mr. MacFarlane, from the Arctic coast, east of Anderson River.

This species breeds in great numbers in the Anderson River region, usually making up its nest-complement of four eggs by the third week in June. The nest is generally in an open plain, and is a mere depression of the ground, lined with a few dried leaves or grasses. The eggs vary to the great extent usually witnessed among waders. The ground is olive-drab, tending either to green, gray, or brown in different instances, The markings, always large, numerous and bold, are of different depths of dark chocolate, bistre, and sepia brown, with the ordinary stone-gray shell spots. They always tend to aggregate at the larger end, or, at least, are more numerous on the major half of the egg; though in a few instances the distribution is nearly uniform. Occasionally the butt end of the egg is almost completely occupied by confinement of very dark markings. Eggs vary from 1.90 by 1.40 to 2.12 by 1.33, averaging about 2.00 by 1.45.
SUBORDER HERODIONES: HERONS AND THEIR ALLIES.

Family TANTALIDÆ: Ibises, &c.

Ibises inhabit the warmer parts of both hemispheres. They are nearly related to Herons, but differ in the shape of the bill, sometimes thick and heavy, or even spoon-shaped, sometimes very long, slender, and decurved, like a Curlew's; in the more or less extensive baldness of the head, absence of pectination of the middle claw, and other characteristics. We have several species, the Wood, Glossy or Bay, White, and Red Ibises, and the Spoonbill, which also belongs here. The Jabiru of tropical America (Mycteria americana) may be brought under this family, though generally referred to the Storks (Ciconiidae). This singular bird was once taken in Texas, though the fact is known to few, the bird having been but lately introduced to our fauna (Coces, Check-list, 1874, App. 135, No. 488bis).

Two species of Ibises, the Wood and Bay, are known to occur so near the Missouri region, that I shall introduce them here, confident that they have a place about the mouth of the river, though not yet actually detected there.

Subfamily TANTALINÆ: Wood Ibises.

TANTALUS LOCULATOR, Linn.

Wood Ibises.


Tantalus plumicollis, Spix, Av. Bras. pl. 55.

“Lis nandasson; I. nandapoa, Vieill.” (Gray & Ey.)

Hab.—South Atlantic and Gulf States, and across in corresponding latitudes to the Colorado River. North to Ohio, Illinois, and the Carolinas (accidentally to Pennsylvania, Chester County; Vincent Barnard, in letter to Prof. Balld). Cuba. Mexico. Central and South America. La Plata (Burmeister).

The Wood Ibis is a remarkable and interesting bird. In its general size, shape and color, it might be likened to a Crane, being about four feet long, and standing still higher when erect; white in color, with black-tipped wings and black tail. The head is peculiar, being entirely bald in the adult bird, and having an enormously thick, heavy bill, tapering and a little decurved at the end. In Florida it is sometimes called the “Gannet”; on the Colorado it is known as the Water Turkey.

Mr. Allen found the birds common in the Upper Saint John's, in Florida. “In March they were undergoing their spring moult, and were consequently in poor plumage. According to Dr. Bryant, who, so far as I am aware, is the first and only writer who has minutely described their eggs and breeding habits, incubation is generally commenced by
the first of April. Dr. Bryant visited two of their breeding places, one of which was between New Smyrna and Enterprise, in a large cypress swamp on the border of Lake Ashby. He estimated that a thousand pairs were breeding there. There is a singular discrepancy in the accounts of authors in respect to the habits of this bird. Bartram mentions it as solitary in its habits, not associating in flocks. Audubon, always finding it in large flocks, calls attention to this remark of Bartram's as being wholly erroneous. Dr. Bryant fully corroborates Bartram's account, and censures Audubon for not remembering that birds vary in their habits at different times and places. He says he never saw it in flocks except at its breeding places, and that they usually went off and returned either singly or in pairs. I almost invariably saw them in flocks, both at their feeding grounds and flying in the air, they varying in number from a dozen to a hundred. While more or less gregarious at all times, they often doubtless also separate into pairs, or wander singly.” My experience agrees with Mr. Allen’s, as the following account will show.

While I would not advise the reader to visit such an uncomfortable place as Fort Yuma, from any great distance, merely to study the habits of this bird, yet, if he should by any unfortunate chance find himself at the “Botany Bay of America” (as I have heard it called in the Army), he will have an excellent opportunity of doing so; for the Water Turkeys are very common there. Meanwhile, let my experience answer the purpose.

We will walk abroad, in imagination, this fine September morning. We leave camp as soon as it is light enough to see, for when the sun is two or three hours high, we shall be glad enough to return to the shelter of the verandah. Just now it is pleasant and comparatively cool, for since midnight the thermometer has fallen below 90°; it was 115° in the shade yesterday afternoon, and will mark 100°, perhaps, to-day, at breakfast time, when we return with an Ibis or two. No wonder we prefer early rising.

The Colorado makes a broad bend around the bluff we stand on, a promontory with a neck of low land, and the water on either side. The Ibises will very likely be found in this swampy covert, into which we descend by a steep, well-worn path, and are at once lost in the bushes. Certainly, it is hard work to push along; the bushes are thick and determined enough to hold us back, even were they such well-disposed and respectable members of the vegetable kingdom as grow in civilized countries. But in Arizona, “no bush without a thorn;” even the oaks have prickly leaves. Wide-spreading mimosas stretch out their skinny arms and clutch us, and the claws of straggling acacias and mezquites take hold. Lesser shrubs rattle prickly seeds around us; we are confronted with great piles of driftwood, and hedged about with compact heaps of twigs and rushes, stranded by the last overflow. But fortunately the place is intersected with cattle-paths, along which we can thread a devious way; and though no Ibises are yet in sight, plenty of other birds whistle and chirp encouragement. Coveys of Plumed Quail are trooping along half-covered ways, clucking in merry concert; Abert’s Finches rustle in every tangle; in the green willow clumps Orange-crowned Warblers are disporting, and sipping dew from leafy, scroll-like cups. Now the path grows soft and oozy—we must take care, and leap from log to log, or we shall sink up to the knees; while here and there the shallow, stagnant pools we are searching for appear. It is to be hoped some Ibises are feeding around them; let us creep now as quietly as we can, and, if inclined to curse the twigs that crackle under
foot, let us do it in an undertone. We peer now through a thick fringe
of arrow-wood, but only in time to see a flock of Ibises hurrying over
the tops of the cope beyond, croaking dismally; it seems to us, though
doubtless in exultation. Never mind! we are used to this sort of thing,
and know that neither pet nor wild birds always do just as we would
have them—but what is this? "Croak, croak, croak!" right overhead;
a pair of birds, flapping along from the direction we have come, doubt-
less to join the feasting party they expected to find here. That was a
good shot! so was that! An Ibis each time, at forty or fifty yards.
There lie the birds, one quite dead, floating on the slimy pool, the
other winged, with a pellet in his brain, too, perhaps, he tumbles so
wildly over the mud, soiling his snowy plumage. How the birds for
half a mile around are croaking! there'll be no more shooting at this
particular spot; we may as well go home to breakfast. It is eight
o'clock, and already the sun glares fiercely.

We have skinned and put away the dead Ibises, after careful meas-
urements, and noting the colors of the parts that fade in drying. The
usual question arises, how to worry through with the day, as we loiter,
sweating, half undressed, under the verandah on the shady side of the
house. To go out after birds at noon-day is impossible; will not some
birds kindly come to us? Fulfilment we have, even in the expression
of the wish; there are birds to lend wings to leaden hours even during
the sun's reign of terror at Fort Yuma. A long white line, dimly seen at
first in the distance, issues out of the gray-green woods. It is a troop
of Wood Ibises, leaving their heated covert for what seems the still
less endurable glare of day, yet reckoning well, for they have before en-
joyed the cooler currents of the upper air, unheated by reflection from
the parched and shrinking sands. They come nearer, rising higher as
they come, till they are directly overhead, in the bright blue. Flap-
ing heavily until they had cleared all obstacles, then mounting faster
with strong, regular beats of their broad wings, now they sail in circles
with wide-spread, motionless pinions, supported as if by magic. A
score or more cross each other's paths in interminable spirals, their
snowy bodies tipped at the wing-points with jetty black, clear ent
against the sky; they become specks in the air, and finally pass from
view.

I am not aware that the Ibises circle about as I have described at
particular hours of the day, but I generally saw them so occupied in the
forenoon. The habit is constant with them, and quite characteristic.
They are often joined by numbers of Turkey Buzzards—birds that have
the same custom. Those familiar with the aerial gyrations of these birds,
when, away from their loathsome feasts, they career high over head,
will have, by adding to the Buzzard's movements the beauty of plumage
that the Ibises possess, a good idea of the pleasing appearance of the
latter. Audubon says that their evolutions are performed when diges-
tion is going on, and continued until they again feel the cravings of
hunger. He has so well described their mode of feeding, that I cannot
do better than quote his paragraph. "The Wood Ibis," he says, "feeds
tirely upon fish and aquatic reptiles, of which it destroys an enormous
quantity, in fact more than it eats; for if they have been killing fish for
half an hour, and gorged themselves, they suffer the rest to lie on the
water untouched, to become food for alligators, Crows, and Vultures.
To procure its food, the Wood Ibis walks through shallow, muddy lakes,
or bayous, in numbers. As soon as they have discovered a place abounding
in fish, they dance, as it were, all through it, until the water becomes
thick with the mud stirred from the bottom with their feet. The fishes,
on rising to the surface, are instantly struck by the beak of the Ibises, and on being deprived of life they turn over and so remain. In the course of ten or fifteen minutes, hundreds of fishes, frogs, young alligators, and water-snakes, cover the surface, and the birds greedily swallow them until they are completely gorged, after which they walk to the nearest margins, place themselves in long rows, with their breasts all turned toward the sun, in the manner of Pelicans and Vultures, and thus remain for an hour or so."

The great abundance of the Wood Ibis on the Colorado, especially the lower portions of the river, as at Fort Yuma, has not been generally recognized until of late years. It is probably as numerous there as anywhere in the United States, though I have never seen flocks "composed of several thousands," such as Audubon speaks of. Oftest the numbers together would fall short of an hundred, and single birds were very frequently seen flapping overhead or wading in the shallow pools. But they are like all of their great tribe, gregarious birds, spending most of their time in each other's society. I doubt that any are found on the Colorado higher than Fort Mojave. They probably occur along the greater part of the Gila, but how far up I am unable to say. I have not noticed them in Arizona except on these two rivers. Wherever found in the Territory they are permanent residents, as elsewhere in most parts of the United States. In the Eastern province they reach to the Carolinas. They are said to ascend the Mississippi to Ohio; but the swampy tracts and bayous of Louisiana, Mississippi, Alabama, and Florida, are, with the lagoons of the lower Colorado, their favorite homes. I do not know of them in California, except as along the river just named.

The carriage of the Wood Ibis is firm and sedate, almost stately; each leg is slowly lifted and planted with deliberate precision, before the other is moved, when the birds walk unsuspicous of danger. I never saw one run rapidly, since on all the occasions when I have been the cause of alarm, the bird took wing directly. It springs powerfully from the ground, bending low to gather strength, and for a little distance flaps hurriedly with dangling legs, as if it was much exertion to lift so heavy a body. But fairly on wing, clear of all obstacles, the flight is firm, strong, and direct, performed with continuous moderately rapid beats of the wing, except when the birds are sailing in circles as above noted. When proceeding in a straight line the feet are stretched horizontally backward, but the head is not drawn closely in upon the breast, as is the case with Herons, so that the bird presents what may be called a top-heavy appearance, increased by the thick large bill.

The eggs of the Wood Ibis are like Heron's, in being nearly ellipsoidal, but differ from these, as well as from those of the Bay Ibis, in color, which is uniform dull white, without markings. The shell is rather rough to the touch, with a coating of softish, flaky, calcareous substance. A specimen that I measured was exactly 2 3/4 inches in length by 1 3/5 in breadth. Two or three are said to be a nest-complement. According to Audubon the young are entirely dusky-gray, with brownish-black wings and bill. The head is at first covered, but becomes partially bare after the first moult. Four years are said to be required for the bird to attain its full plumage, though it may breed at two or three years of age, and is largely white or whitish after the first moult. The head and upper part of the neck of the adult are wholly bare, and of a livid bluish color, tinged with yellowish on the forehead. The bill is yellowish; the legs blue, becoming blackish on the toes, and tinged with yellow on the webs. The female is considerably smaller than the male.
**Family ARDEIDÆ: Herons.**

**Subfamily ARDEINÆ: True Herons.**

**ARDEA HERODIAS.** Linn.

**Great Blue Heron.**

ARDEA HERODIAS, GREAT BLUE HERON.


Hab.—North America, to Hudson’s Bay and Sitka. South to Guatemala and Galapagos. West Indies. Breeds throughout its range, and winters in the South.

Lieutenant Warren’s Expedition. 5454, near Big Sioux River.

Not obtained by Captain Raynolds’ Expedition, nor by the later ones.

No species of Heron has a wider distribution in North America, and only the Bittern equals it in the extent of its dispersion. It appears to be more common, however, in the United States than further north, and is resident south of the Middle districts. Herons, as a group, are rather southern birds; only these two just named proceed beyond the United States, and most, if not all, are more abundant in the southern portions of the Union. They are particularly numerous in the South Atlantic and Gulf States, where they breed by thousands, and in which districts several species occur that are not found in corresponding latitudes in the West. On the Pacific side we have no peculiar species, all that occur there being of wide distribution.

The breeding places of the Great Blue Heron on the Colorado River offer no such scenes as those of the same bird do in Florida, for instance. There may, indeed, be places along this river overgrown with low, dense woods, simulating a cypress swamp, where the birds may resort to breed, along with the Wood Ibis; but, for the most part, the Herons that wend their way along the Colorado are only screened by low, straggling mequite, that scarcely hides them, or patches of arrow-wood (Tessaria borealis), that they can overlook. Where the river flows deepest and swiftest, cutting its way through bold canons that rise frowning on either hand like the battlements of giant castles—where the fervid rays of the sun heat the rocks till they almost crack, and the sand blasts the fiers—the Herons fix their nests, overhanging the element whence they draw subsistence. The face of the cliffs in many places is covered with singular nests of the Eave Swallow, breeding by thousands; while on the flat projecting shelves of rock we find, here and there, the bulky platforms of twigs and sticks, and perhaps see the sedate bird herself, setting motionless on the nest, hopefully hiding her time, cheered during her long waiting by the joyous troops of the Swallows that flutter incessantly around.

Wherever placed, on tree, bush, or rock, the nest of the Heron is a large bed of twigs, more or less matted together with grasses and weeds,
some two feet in diameter and about one-third as high. Two or three eggs are laid, probably never more; they measure about 2.50 by 1.50, and are rather narrowly elliptical, with both ends of about the same shape; the color is a pale, dull, greeuish-blue, varying in shade in different specimens, but always uniform over the same egg.

I have not observed the breeding of the Heron in the Missouri region, but have noticed the bird high up the river as late as the end of October.

ARDEA EGRETTA, (Gm.) Gray.

Great White Egret; White Heron.

Ardea egretta, Gm., Syst. Nat. i, 1788, 629.—LATH., Ind. Orn. ii, 1790, 694.—WILS., Am. Orn. vii, 1813, 106, pl. 61, f. 4.—NUTT., Man. ii, 1834, 47.—AUD., Orn. Biog. iv, 1836, 600, pl. 386; Syn. 1839, 265; B. AM. vi, 1843, 132, pl. 370.—WOOD., Sittgr. Rep. 1853, 97 (Texas and Indian Territory).—PUTN., Pr. Ess. Inst. i, 1856, 218 (Massachusetts, very rare).—TURNB., B. E. Pa. 1869, 37 (rather rare).—COUES, Key, 1872, 267.


Herodias alba var. egretta, RIDGWAY, Ann. Lyc. N. Y. x, 1874, 386 (Illinois).

Herodias egretta var. californica, BAIRD, B. N. A. 1856, 667 (larger).—Ardea lenç, ILLIGER.—LICHTENSTEIN, Verz. 1823, No. 793.

Egretta lenç, BONAPARTE, List, 1838, 47; Comp. ii, 1855, 114.

Herodias lenç, Brehm, Hand-buch, 1831, 589.


Extralimital quotations.—Gundl., J. f. O. iv, 1856, 341 (Cuba).—BRY., Pr. Bost. Soc. vii, 1859 (Bahamas).—Scl., P. Z. S. 1861, 80 (Jamaica).—Scl., P. Z. S. 1860, 255 (Orizaba); 290 (Ecuador).—Scl. & Salv., P. Z. S. 1860, 139 (Peru); 1867, 334 (Chili); 1869, 156 (Peru); 1873, 265 (Peru).—Scl., Ibis, 1850, 228 (Central America).—TAYLOR, Ibis, 1860, 312 (Tigre Island, Honduras).—LAW., Ann. Lyc. xi, 61 (Panama); in. 142 (Costa Rica).—PETZ., Orn. Bras. 300 (resident).—Phil., Cat. 33 (Chili).—DARW., Voy. Beagle, 128 (Maldonado and Patagonia).

Hab.—United States, southerly, straggling northward to Nova Scotia (Jones), Massachusetts, Canada West, and Minnesota. West Indies; Mexico; Central and S. America.

Not obtained by any of the Expeditions.

The only instance of the occurrence of this species in the Missouri region which has come to my knowledge is that of a specimen taken at Lawrence, Kansas, August 15, 1872, as stated by Prof. Snow. It must be, however, of at least occasional occurrence on the Lower Missouri.

This fine bird may be immediately recognized by its color—pure white at all seasons, with yellow bill and black legs, with its large size—about three feet in length. The head is not adorned with a crest, but in the breeding season the back has a magnificent train drooping beyond the tail. The Little White Egret is much smaller, only about two feet long, and has a recurved crest, lengthened breast-feathers, and a recurved train, in the breeding season. An erroneous impression prevails that an "Egret" is something different from a Heron; but all Egrets are Herons, although all Herons are not Egrets. It is a term applied to certain Herons, especially white ones, that have long plumage (aigrettes); but the distinction is entirely arbitrary. The Reddish Egret, for in-
Herodias Egretta, Great White Egret.

stance, and the Lousianian, are not white; while the small Green Heron has long, flowing dorsal plumes.

Audubon has a paragraph upon this species susceptible of extensive application, and expressing a favorite idea of mine, strengthened into conviction by repeated observation. Speaking of finding Egrets much wilder in early spring than after they had settled to their duties of reproduction, he says: "I have supposed this to be caused by the change of their thoughts on such occasions, and am of opinion that birds of all kinds become more careless of themselves. As the strength of their attachment toward their mates or progeny increases through the process of time, as is the case with the better part of our own species, lovers and parents perform acts of heroism which individuals having no such attachment to each other would never dare to contemplate. In these birds the impulse of affection is so great that, when they have young, they allow themselves to be approached so as often to fall victims to the rapacity of man, who, boasting of reason and benevolence, ought at such a time to respect their devotion." No one unfamiliar with birds' natures, as exhibited at different seasons of the year, and at varying ages, can have adequate conception of the opposite traits they display. Even Doves, those meekest of birds—the emblems of "peace on earth and good-will"—fight furiously when the furor amantium is on them; the wariest birds forget to consider personal danger in defence of their young; suspicious birds sometimes grow impudently familiar; knowing birds appear stupid; dull birds become frisky, and frisky birds beside themselves, when in love; silent birds cry out, and singing birds sing all the time.

Another point may be mentioned here. The young, even of birds by nature shy and suspicious, require some time to get over their early verdancy and acquire a wholesome degree of caution. Instincts of this sort are undoubtedly hereditary, and sufficiently well marked to enable us to predicate it, in a certain greater or less degree, of all birds; and circumstances of subsequent experience, moreover, have much control over its development and exhibition. But, beyond these variations, it is unquestionable that, other things being equal, young birds are for a while less wary than their parents, as certainly as in the case of our own species. The White Egret is an illustration in point. We are familiar with the difficulty that Audubon records of his experience in attempting to shoot these birds; and those of us who have tried can attest the same thing. But such strategy is not always required, late in the summer and early in the fall, to obtain birds of the year. At Fort Yuma, where the birds were very common, I had frequent occasion to wonder at their want of shyness in the fall, not to say their absolute stupidity. On one occasion that I remember I came upon a young bird that was quietly feeding at a little pool. Notwithstanding that I was on horseback and had come clattering along, the bird, not frightened at the noise and sudden appearance, merely drew itself up at full height to look a moment, and then bent its long neck again to resume its meal, within fifteen steps of me. It was to have been hoped that it could have lived long enough to learn better. Speaking in general terms, and without considering the artificial frame of mind brought about by man's interference, the shyness of any Heron corresponds exactly to its size; and it is so with many other birds, particularly Gulls—the larger the species, the more wary. The smaller kinds, as the Green Heron and the Least Bittern, show little concern at being approached. It would almost seem as if the greater birds were aware how likely to attract harmful attention their imposing appearance made them, and as if the little ones trusted to their insignificance for protection. It is only
Another interpretation of La Fontaine's crowned rats. The gradation in size among Herons calls up one other point. Such species as the Great Blue and the Great White are certainly to be considered of dignified bearing, and their motions have something of grace and beauty as well. But, though the Green, and the Least, and others have almost exactly the same form and the same attitudes and movements, they would never be called dignified or elegant birds. Analyzing this difference in the way the birds impress us, I cannot see that anything but size is in question. This is the real secret; the large Blue Heron is dignified by its size alone; the little Green Heron, that copies every posture and action of the other, only succeeds in being grotesque, if not actually ridiculous—the more so from the very fact of its imitation. The parallel that may be drawn is a broad and long one.

The White Egret is rather a delicate bird, preferring warm weather, and consequently restricted in geographical distribution. In New England it is only a rare visitor, and is not known to breed. I may here observe that a certain northward migration of some southerly birds at this season is nowhere more noticeable than among the Herons and their allies, the migrants consisting chiefly of birds hatched that year, which unaccountably stray in what seems to us the wrong direction. Massachusetts is the northernmost record of the species in New England. It is rather decidedly a maritime bird, like its smaller relative (Ardea candidissima), and seldom penetrates any distance inland except along our largest rivers—the Mississippi, Rio Grande, and Colorado. I never saw it in the interior of the Carolinas, along the coasts of which I found it very abundant, and throughout the low, flat, marshy or swampy districts. On the Pacific coast it is not recorded north of California. I met with it frequently in Southern California near the coast, and on a few occasions on the Mojave River, not far from Soda Lake, perhaps rather an exceptional inland locality, as the desert environing on all sides but one must be a great barrier. The Arizona birds are gathered chiefly along the Colorado, particularly its lower portions.
Ardea carolinensis, Ord, ed. Wils. vii, 1825, 125.

Additional extralimital quotations.—SCL, P. Z. S. 1861, 81 (Jamaica); 1864, 179 (Mexico); 1867, 334 (Chili).—SCL. & SALV, ibid, 1867, 260 (Mosquito Coast).—SCL., Ibis, i., 1859, 226 (Central America).—BRY, Pr. Bost. Soc. vii, 1859 (Bahamas).—PELZ, Novara Reise, Vög. 118 (Chili).—PHIL., Cat. 33 (Chili).

Hab.—United States, southerly. North regularly to the Middle States, casually to Massachusetts, and even Nova Scotia (Jones). Kansas (Snow). Mexico. West Indies, Central and South America to Chili. Breeds throughout its regular United States range, and resident in the Gulf States and further south.

Obtained by none of the Expeditions.

Among the American Herons this species is only liable to be confounded with the young of the Little Blue Heron (A. carouela), which is white for a time, and of about the same size. It is recognized, however, by certain differences in the proportions and color of the bill, legs, and feet; and it never shows any trace of bluish or ashly, as is usually the case with the young A. carouela.

The introduction of this species into the present connection rests on its occurrence in Kansas, as recorded by Prof. Snow, l. c. (Topeka, July 25, 1872). The range of the last species and of this smaller but equally elegant and showy one, appear to be nearly or quite coincident, and their habits are much the same.

The Little Blue Heron (A. carouela) will probably be found about the Lower Missouri, but at present I have no authority for introducing it here.

ARDEA VIRESCESENS, Linn.  
Green Heron; Poke.


Agami virescens, REICH., Icones Avium; Syst. Av. pl. 131, figs. 489, 490.

Ocineus virescens, GUND., J. F. O. iv, 1856, 343 (Cuba).


Ardea ludovicianæ, GM., Syst. Nat. i, 1768, 630 (not of Wilson).—LATH., I. O. ii, 1790, 690.

Ardea torquata, MILL., ii, pl. 60. (Gray.)

Ardea chloroptera et maculata, BODD.; P. E. 909, 912. (Gray.)

Hab.—United States generally, breeding throughout, and wintering in the South Canada West (McDowall). Mexico. West Indies. Central America to Venezuela.

Not noticed by the Expeditions.

Occurs chiefly in the southern and eastern portions of the Missouri region.
American Night Heron.

Botaurus nigricans, Briss., Orn. v, 1760, 402.
Ardea nigricans, Bodd., Planch. Enum. Tabl. 1784, pl. 939 (young). (Gray.)

Nycticorax nigricans, Gray, Hand-list, iii, 1761, 33, No. 10173.


Ardea nycticorax, Wils., Ann. ii, 1843, 101, pi. 61, f. 2; (not of Linnæus).—Br., Obs. Wils. 1825, No. 158; Syn. 1828, 306.—Ard., Orn. Biog. iii, 1835, 275; v, 1859, 600; pi. 236; Syn. 1833, 261; B. Am. vi, 1843, 92, pi. 363.

Ardea maculata, Frisch., Av. ii, pi. 9.

Ardea discors, Nutt., Man. ii, 1834, 54.


Hab.—United States and British provinces. Breeds abundantly in New England. Winters in the South and beyond. Part of the West Indies. Mexico. Central America. South America (Peru, Tschudi, Solander & Solan; Chili, Darwin; Brazil, Felzern; Falkland, Solater). (Compare A. obscura, Lichtenstein.) Not obtained by the Expeditions.

Observed by me on the Red River of the North, near Pembina, Dakota, in May. Like the A. herodias and Botaurus minor, this species goes quite far north—a little beyond the limits of the United States. It breeds in suitable places throughout its range, in colonies, sometimes of great extent; and is resident in the South.

American Bittern.

Botaurus fregi-hudsonis, Briss., Orn. v, 149, pl. 37, f. 1.—DeG., Orn. ii, 309.

Ardea fregi-hudsonis, Schlegel, Mrs. Phys. Bas.; Ardec, p. 49.

Ardea hudsoniana, Merri, Ersch. Grub. Enzy. v, 175.

Ardea stellaris var., Forst., Phil. Trans. lxiii, 1772, 410.


Ardea stellaris var. B. minor, Gm., Syst. Nat. i, 1758, 635.


Botaurus minor, Boie, Isis, 1826, 979.—Br., List, 1838, 48; Consip. ii, 155, 136.—Gundl., J. f. O. iv, 1856, 346 (Cuba).—Gray, Hand-list, iii, 1871, 32, No. 10163.—Coles, Key, 1872, 269.


X

BOTÀRUS MINOR, (Gm.) Boie.
Botaurus Minor, Bittern.

374.—Nutt., Man. ii, 1834, 60.—Aud., Syn. 1829, 263; B. Am. vi, 1843, 94, pl 365.—Gir., B. L. i 1844, 265.—Putn., Pr. Ess. inst. i, 156, 218.—Trippé, ibid. vi, 1871, 119.


Botaurus lentiginosus, Jard., Br. Birds, iii, 147.

Botaurus lentiginosus, Swains., Classif. B. ii, 1837, 354.


Ardea alpina, Licht., "Mus. Berol."

Botaurus adspersus, Cab. (Bp.)


Lieutenant Warren's Expedition.—5455, Vermillion River; 8011, Platte River.

Later Expeditions.—6077, Sweetwater.

Not obtained by Captain Raymond's Expedition.

The very great variation in size of this species has not usually been recognized. I have measured individuals from 23 to 34 inches in length, with an extent of wing from 32 to 43 inches; the wing 94 to 13, and other measurements to correspond. The coloration varies interminably; even the characteristic velvety black spot on the side of the neck is sometimes obsolete.

Audubon has given accounts of nearly all our Herons, with which he was very familiar, in a series of admirable biographies, leaving little to be desired. He was less fortunate in the case of the Bittern, admitting that he never had a good opportunity of observing all its habits. This being the case with the "American Woodsman," it is less singular that no other writer has completed the history of the species. Latterly, however, Mr. Endicott has gone far toward supplying the deficiency, in his excellent article above cited; and Mr. Samuels gives some interesting particulars. Every one knows the Bittern by sight, and has a general, if vague, idea of its character, but few have become familiar with its ways. Wilson conveys but little information, and that not entirely to the point. Richardson fixes its northern limit at 58°, but has little more to say. Nuttall's account is chiefly a compilation from these two sources. Although I am tolerably familiar with the bird, I have never seen its nest, or found it where I could suppose it was breeding. According to the best accounts, its pecularities in respect of nidification are, that it does not assemble in communities, at any rate of large extent, to breed, and that the nest is usually placed on the ground. Mr. Samuels says: "It breeds in communities, sometimes as many as a dozen pairs nesting within the area of a few rods. The nests are placed on low bushes, or thick tufts of grass, sometimes in low, thickly-wooded trees; and are composed of coarse grasses, twigs, and a few leaves. I
know of no other place in New England where these birds breed in such abundance as in the neighborhood of Richardson's Lakes, in Maine. There, in some of the tangled, boggy, almost impenetrable swamps, these birds have several heronies, which they have inhabited for years." It will be observed that this account is directly contradictory of a statement of Audubon's: "Although in a particular place, apparently favorable, some dozens of these birds may be found to-day, yet, perhaps, on visiting it to-morrow, you will not find one remaining, and districts resorted to one season or year, will be found deserted by them the next."

With these accounts we may compare Mr. Endicott's observations: "Some speak of finding the Bittern breeding in colonies in trees. Good observers say so, and I believe them; but I think that all such cases are owing to accidental circumstances, such as the inundation of their marshes. Certain it is, that I have never found them so associated. 'Le butor,' says M. Holandre, 'est très sauvage, farouche, solitaire.' One tiger's den to a jungle, one eyry to a mountain, and one pair of Bitterns to a bog, seems to be the rule. In the place where I have found them there is retired feeding ground for a thousand; dense cedar swamps, extensive enough for as many nests, if they only chose to congregate, like their sociable cousins, the Herons; and yet two by two they live, their next neighbors nobody knows how far away—not in the same swamp at any rate; and on the ground, the bare ground, they lay their four or five eggs, among low laurel, tufts of grass, or, as in the case of the first nest I ever found, at the foot of a swamp huckleberry, from which the callow young, unable yet to stand, tried to drive me away by repeated tumbling charges, menacing me by clumping their soft mandibles, and by sending angry hisses from their wide-yawning yellow throats."

Mr. Endicott remarks very pointedly upon the general uncertainty that pervades ornithological writings respecting the color of the Bittern's eggs, "finding the enumerated authorities determined that the eggs should have green on them of some shade or other." He calls them "a dark drab"; Mr. Samuels says "a rich drab, with sometimes an olive tinge." The color of the several sets before me may be called a brownish-drab, with a shade of gray. It is a difficult color to name, and doubtless varies in tint in different specimens; but it is probably never anything like the clear, pale greenish of the eggs of ordinary Herons. Specimens measure 1.90 by 1.50, to 2.00 by 1.50; the nest-complement is three to five.

The "booming of the Bittern" is an expression, alliterative if not accurate, which generally gets into writings upon this bird. I have never heard any sound from our species which could be called booming, bleating, bellowing, or even neighing—all of which words, among others, have been used to suggest the queer, uncouth voice of the bird. On this subject I will again have recourse to Mr. Endicott for an extract. "Mudie speaks as follows of the European Bittern's voice: 'Anon a burst of savage laughter breaks upon you, gratingly loud, and so un-wanted and odd that it sounds as if the voices of a bull and a horse were combined; the former breaking down his bellow to suit the neigh of the latter, in mocking you from the sky.' 'When the Bittern booms and bleats overhead, one certainly feels as if the earth were shaking. * * * * Chaucer speaks as follows in The Wife of Bath's Tale:

'And as a bitore bumbleth in the mire,
She laid hire mouth into the water down,
Bewray me not, thou water, with they soun',
Quod she, to tho I tell it, and no mo,
Min husband hath long asses eses two.'
Another notion was that the bill was put inside a reed to increase the sound; the truth is, of course, that the bird uses no means to produce its bellow but its own organs of voice. Our own Bittern has no such roar, but, as its name in most parts of the country denotes, makes a noise very much like driving a stake with an axe. It has also a hollow croak at the moment of alarm." This is exactly true. The curious noise is spoken of in Audubon as a "hoarse croaking, as if the throat were filled with water." Nuttall makes a successful attempt to suggest the sound by the syllables 'pump-a-gah. But I prefer, on the whole, Mr. Samuels' rendering, "In the mating season," he says, "and during the first part of the period of incubation, the male has a peculiar love-note, that almost exactly resembles the stroke of a mallet on a stake; something like the syllables chunk-a-lunk-chunk, quank chunk-a-lunk-chunk. I have often, when in the forests of Northern Maine, been deceived by this note into believing that some woodsman or settler was in my neighborhoood, and discovered my mistake only after toiling through swamp and morass for perhaps half a mile." Besides this peculiar call-note, the bird has another, its ordinary cry, when its breast is not in the least swelling with the tender passion. This is a single, abrupt, explosive syllable, something like quark, or hauk, delivered with a rough, guttural intonation. It is always uttered when the bird is surprised while feeding, or when its haunts are invaded. As it lives so much among reeds and rushes, very often the first intimation one has of its presence is the energetic utterance of this note, to be followed in an instant by the heavy form of the bird itself, as it tops the tall weeds. Ordinarily, however, the Bittern is decidedly a silent bird, as it were mistrusting its vocal ability; besides, noisiness is not altogether compatible with its sedate ways and contemplative turn of mind.

We might expect to find in the wind-pipe some peculiarity to account for such vocal efforts. In such instances as those of the Trumpeter Swan, and Whooping Crane, for instance, the remarkable notes emitted depend evidently upon the peculiarly convoluted structure of the trachea. But ordinarily, little connection can be traced between quality of voice and tracheal structure. The curious cartilaginous or osseous bulbs at the lower larynx of most Ducks seem to have no influence on the voice. Who would suspect the marvellous musical ability of a Mocking Bird, from comparison of its vocal organ with that of a Crow for instance, a bird which anatomically considered, is truly oscine, for all that its croak is so harsh. The conformation of the Bittern's windpipe is not remarkable, according to descriptions; there is no dilation into a membranous or gristly tympanum, nor any convolution, nor is the muscular arrangement remarkable. The calibre of the tube is perhaps greater, proportionately, than is usual in Herons, with laterally compressed walls, narrow rings, and wide spaces, but for all that we can discover by examination of the organs, the voice of the Bittern is likely to remain its own secret.

The Bittern is migratory, and its movements are regular. Excepting the Great Blue Heron, no bird of its tribe in this country is so extensively dispersed. It reaches the Northern States in March, or early in April, and may pass still further north. I ascertained its occurrence at Rigolet, in Labrador, and it is stated to reach 58° or 60° in the interior. It has frequently been shot in Europe, though not recorded from Greenland. It reaches across our continent. To the south, its movements extend to Guatemala, although it winters in the Southern States as well, and also, I am inclined to think, even in the Middle States, as I
have procured it in January at Washington. It visits some of the West Indian Islands. In September I found it migratory through Dakota in comparative plenty. It may breed in almost any portion of its range, but nests preferably toward the North.

The Bittern, as has been said, is essentially "wild, shy, and solitary." We often start one from his lonely vigils in the bog, than find several, or even a pair together, excepting in the breeding season. No doubt he enjoys life after his own fashion, but his notions of happiness are peculiar. He prefers solitude, and leads the eccentric life of a recluse, "forgetting the world, and by the world forgot." To see him at his ordinary occupation, one might fancy him shouldering some heavy responsibility, oppressed with a secret, or laboring in the solution of a problem of vital consequence. He stands motionless, with his head drawn in upon his shoulders, and half-closed eyes, in profound meditation, or steps about in a devious way, with an absent-minded air; for greater seclusion, he will even hide in a thick brush-clump for hours together. Startled in his retreat whilst his thinking-cap is on, he seems dazed, like one suddenly aroused from a deep sleep; but as soon as he collects his wits, remembering unpleasantly that the outside world exists, he shows common sense enough to beat a hasty retreat from a scene of altogether too much action for him. Some such traits have doubtless led to the belief that he is chiefly a nocturnal bird; but such is not the case. He may migrate by night, but so does the Killdeer, and the Bobolink, and many other birds not in the least nocturnal. Nor is the Bittern either lazy or stupid, as some may suppose. He is simply what we call a shady character—one of those non-committal creatures whom we may invest, if we please, with various attributes, and perhaps consider very deep, without sufficient reason; the fact being, that we make the mystery about him. There is nothing remarkable in the fact that he prefers his own company, and dislikes to be bored. He lives in the bog, where he finds plenty to eat that he likes best, and is satisfied to be simply let alone.

When the Bittern is disturbed at his meditation, he gives a vigorous spring, croaks at the moment in a manner highly expressive of his disgust, and flies off as fast as he can, though in rather a loose, lumbering way. For some distance he flaps heavily with dangling legs and out-stretched neck; but when settled on his course he proceeds more smoothly, with regular measured wing-beats, the head drawn in closely and the legs stretched straight out behind together, like a radder. He is very easily shot on the wing—easily hit, and dropping at a touch even of fine shot. When winged, he croaks painfully as he drops, and no sooner does he touch the ground than he gathers himself in defensive attitude to resent aggression as best he can. He fights well, and with more spirit and determination than he might be expected to show—like many other quiet inoffensive creatures when quite sure they have a grievance and are pushed to desperation. He has a very ugly way of pointing his resistance with quick thrusts of his spear-like bill, capable of inflicting no slight wound on an incautious hand. But it avails little; a kick from a cowhide boot, or a thump with the butt of a gun, generally decides the unequal contest.

The food of this bird consists of various kinds of small aquatic animals. In its stomach may be found different mollusces, crawfish, frogs, lizards, small snakes and fishes, as well as insects. Such prey is captured with great address, by spearing, as the bird walks or wades stealthily along. The thrust of the bill is marvellously quick and skil-
ful—more action is displayed on such occasions than probably under any other circumstance. As an article of food itself, the Bittern is not a success, notwithstanding eminent authority to the contrary. I have several times seen it brought to table, under favorable culinary circumstances; but in each instance it furnished occasion for a joke at some one's expense, as little relished, apparently, as the meat itself.

**ARDETTA EXILIS, (Gm.) Gray.**

**Least Bittern.**


*Butor exilis,* Sw., Classif. of Birds, ii, 1837, 354.


Not obtained by any of the Expeditions.

Although very generally distributed, this curious little Heron does not appear to be anywhere abundant. I have seen it alive but few times, and am not very familiar with its habits. I have invariably found it in reedy swamps—just such places as the Rails frequent—where, when startled, it flies up in a manner reminding one of a Rail. Like the Bittern, it is regularly migratory, passing northward in April, and returning in September. It is said to reside in the Gulf States, and to be more numerous there than elsewhere. It does not appear to gather in communities to breed, like most of the Herons, but is oftest found singly, in pairs, or at most, three or four pairs. It is also an exception to the general rule among Herons that the sexes are alike in color. It bears a curious likeness, or rather analogy, in several respects to the Rails.

The nest I have never seen. According to Audubon, it is sometimes placed on the ground, amid the rankest grasses, but more frequently it is attached to the stems several inches above it. It is flat, composed of dried or rotten weeds, and in shape resembles that of the Louisiana Heron, though this latter employs nothing but sticks. * * *

* In two instances I found the nests of the Least Bittern about three feet above the ground in a thick cluster of smilax and other briary plants. In the first, two nests were placed in the same bush, within a few yards of each other. In the other instances there was only one
nest of this bird, but several of the Boat-tailed Grackle, and one of the Green Heron, the occupants of all of which seemed to be on friendly terms. When startled from the nest, the old birds emit a few notes resembling the syllable *qua*, alight a few yards off, and watch all your movements. If you go toward them, you may sometimes take the female with the hand, but rarely the male, who generally flies off, or makes his way through the woods. * * * * * The food of this bird consists of snails, slugs, tadpoles, or young frogs and water-lizards. In several instances, however, I have found small shrews and field-mice in their stomachs."

The eggs, three to five in number, are elliptical, or equal at both ends, from 1.20 by 0.90, to 1.25 by 0.95 in size, and white, with the faintest bluish tint. They look very much like pigeon's eggs, except in the equality of the ends.
SUBORDER ALECTORIDES: CRANES, RAILS, &c.

Family GRUIDAE: Cranes.

GRUS AMERICANA, (Linn.) Temm.

White or Whooping Crane.

Ardea americana, LINN., Syst. Nat. i, 1776, 234 (based on EDW., pl. 132; CATES., pl. 75; Buss., v, 382).—GM., Syst. Nat. i, 1758, 621.—FOST., Phil. Trans. lxxi, 1772, 382 (York Fort).—LATU., Ind. Orn. ii, 1799, 675 (Arct. Zool. ii, 442; Gen Syn. v, 42, Planch. Enum. 889).—WILS., Am. Orn. viii, 1840.20, pl. 64, f. 3.

Grus americana, TEMML., Analyse.—ORD, ed. Wils. viii, 1825.—BP., Obs. Wils. 1825. No. 195; Syn. i, 228, 1; List, 1833, 46; Cons. ii, 1855, 99.—SW. & RICH., F. B. A. ii, 1831, 372 ("every part of the Fur Countries").—NUTT., Man. ii, 1834, 34.—AUD., Orn. Biog. iii, 1835, 202, pl. 226; Syn. 1839, 219; B. A. v, 1840, 128, pl. 313.—BRY., Pr. Bost. Soc. iv, 1853, 303 (critical).—PUTN., Pr. Ess. Inst. i, 1856, 229 (Massachusetts, very doubtful; based on Emmons, Cat. B. Mass. 135; see COUES, Pr. Ess. Inst. v, 1868, 239).—BD., B. N. A. 1855, 654.—MAXIM., J. f. O. vii, 1858, 53 (immature).—WHEAT., Ohio Agric. Rep. 1860, No. 131 (Ohio, occasional).—DRESS., Ills, 1866, 30 (Lower Rio Grande).—COUES, Pr. Bost. Soc. xii, 1868, 123 (South Carolina in winter, doubtful; on authority of Prof. Gibbes, probably referring back to Audubon, who did not distinguish between this and G. canadensis).—TENNY., B. E. Pz. 1869, 43 ("now very rare." three at Boesley's Point, in 1851).—TRIPPE, Pr. Ess. Inst. vi, 1871, 118 (Minnesota, "quite common at certain seasons, occasionally breeding").—TRIPPE, Pr. Bost. Soc. xv, 1872, 240 (Decatur County, Iowa, "quite a number").—AIKEN, Pr. Bost. Soc. xv, 1872, 209 (Colorado, migratory, occasional).—ALLEN, Bull. M. C. Z. iii, 1872, 182 (Kansas).—SNOW, B. Kans. 1873, 9 (rare in migration).—COUES, Key, 1872, 271.—RIDGW., Ann. Lyc. N. Y. x, 1874, 357 (Illinois).

Grus chloropus, BARTRAM, Trav. in E. Fla. 1791.

Grus struthio, WAGLER, Syst. Av. 1827, Grus No. 6.

Grus holarctus, DUDLEY, Pr. Phila. Acad. vii, 1854, 64.—HARTL., J. f. O. iii, 1855, 336, 457.—(See STIMPSON, Mem. Chic. Acad. i, 1865, 129, pl. 19.)

Hab.—Interior of North America. Up the Mississippi Valley, spreading through the Fur Countries. Texas to Florida, and occasionally up the coast to the Middle States.

Not obtained by any of the Expeditions.

It is unnecessary, at this late day, to argue the question of the distinctness of this species and its formerly supposed young, G. canadensis. But a very remarkable anatomical difference between the two species may be presented, as a structural character of G. americana not generally recognized, if indeed it be not altogether unknown. In G. canadensis the trachea is stated to be simple; in G. americana it is remarkably convoluted within the sternum, to a degree perhaps not surpassed by any bird whatever, and certainly equaled by few. This is an instance of an anatomical peculiarity like that of the Trumpeter Swan (Cygnus buccinator), in comparison with some allied species, and it appears to exercise a similar direct influence upon the voice, in each case.

My attention was first directed to this peculiarity by Dr. R. O. Sweeney, of Saint Paul, when visiting the Museum of the Academy of Natural Sciences in that city, where I was shown a beautiful preparation of the sternum and trachea, exhibiting the entire course of the windpipe inside the keel of the bone. The sternal keel is broad and tumid, and is entirely excavated. The greater part of the excavation is occupied by the singular duplications of the trachea, to be presently described; but there are two—an anterior and a posterior—large empty air cells in the bone, with smooth walls, and two other air cells—one superior
and one along the edge of the keel—filled with light, bony meshwork. Excepting these cancellated portions, the whole keel is hollow, and is occupied by the folds of the windpipe, as follows: Coming down the throat, the trachea enters the sternal keel at its anterior inferior apex, and runs along the lower edge of the keel, inside, almost to the very posterior angle; curving abruptly upward and forward, at about 45°, it runs along the top of the keel just under the body of the bone to the very front, where it appears; curving next downward, it re-enters the keel just alongside its original entrance, passes about a third way to the posterior end of the bone, then coils upward with a strong curve, folding on itself, to re-emerge from the bone close alongside its first entrance; and thence passes up to the bronchi with a strong curve. In fewer words, the trachea, entering the apex of the keel, traverses the whole contour of the keel in a long vertical coil, emerges at the front upper corner of the keel, enters again at the lower corner of the keel and makes a smaller vertical coil in the center, emerging again where it went in. On looking at the object from the front, we see three parallel vertical coils, side by side; the middle one is the trachea coming down from the neck above; on the left hand is the bulge of the first great coil; on the right is the windpipe passing to the lungs after it has made its second coil inside. Measuring loosely, with a thread laid along the track of the folds, I find there are about twenty eight inches of windpipe coiled away in the breast-bone—certainly over two feet; from upper larynx to the entrance is about twenty-two inches, and there are about eight inches more of the tube from its exit from the bone to the forks of the bronchi; altogether, fifty-eight inches. The Whooping Crane has a windpipe between four and five feet long—quite as long as the bird itself.

The distribution of the Whooping Crane appears to be somewhat peculiar, as may be gathered from the foregoing indications. It is said to be found throughout the Fur Countries; but in the United States its dispersion is limited, and there is a difficulty in determining from the accounts, since several authors have confounded it with the Sandhill Crane. I find no satisfactory evidence of its occurrence in New England, and Mr. Lawrence omits it from his New York list. Dr. Turnbull gives it as now very rare, but remarks that in Wilson's time it bred at Cape May, New Jersey. It is said to be common in Florida, where, however, Mr. Allen "saw no White Cranes." It occurs in Texas. I have never seen it alive excepting in Northern Dakota, where I observed it in August, September, and October, and where, probably, it breeds. Its principal line of migration appears to be the Mississippi Valley at large; accounts of its presence all along this belt, from Texas to Minnesota, for a considerable breadth, are unanimous and conclusive. Here it seems to be chiefly migratory; but there is every reason to believe that it breeds in Minnesota and, as just said, in Dakota, as it also does further north.

Two eggs of the Whooping Crane are in the Smithsonian from Great Slave Lake, where they were taken by Mr. J. Lockhart. Though from the same nest, one is noticeably more elongated than the other, measuring about 3.90 by 2.65, the other being about 3.60 only, with the same width. The shell is much roughened with numerous elevations, like little warts, and is, moreover, punctulate all over. The ground is a light brownish-drab; the markings are rather sparse, except at the great end; they are large irregular spots of a pale dull chocolate-brown, with still more obscure or nearly obsolete shell markings. A queried, but probably correct set of eggs is in the collection from Dubuque, Iowa.
This tall and stately white bird, of the most imposing appearance of any of this country, I have only seen on the broad prairie, or soaring on motionless pinions in spiral curves high overhead. Its immense stature is sometimes singularly exaggerated by that quality of the prairie air which magnifies distant objects on the horizon, transforming sometimes a weed into a man, or making a Wild Turkey excite suspicion of a buffalo. The most fabulous accounts of a Crane’s size might readily arise without intentional deception. I have known a person to mistake a Sandhill Crane for one of his stray mules, and go in search; and another enthusiastic teamster once declared that some he saw were “bigger than his six-mule team.” Once, while antelope-shooting on the prairie, my companion—a good hunter—and myself saw what we took to be an antelope standing quietly feeding with his broad, white stern toward us, and only about five hundred yards off. We attempted, for at least fifteen minutes, to “flag” the creature up to us, waving a handkerchief on a ramrod in the most approved style. This proving unavailing, my friend proceed to stalk the game, and crawled on his belly for about half the distance before the “antelope” unfolded his broad black-tipped wings and flapped off, revealed at length as a Whooping Crane.

**GRUS CANADENSIS, (Linn.) Temm.**

**Brown or Sandhill Crane.**


_Ardea canadensis var. β, LATH., Ind. Orn. ii, 1790, 676 (Mexico)._—Grus mexicana, MÜLLER (Brisss., v, 390).—Grus pratensis, BART., Trav. in Florida, 1791, p. —


_Hab.—United States, from Florida and the Mississippi Valley to the Pacific, and interior of the Fur Countries. North to the Yukon (Dall) and west coast of Baffin's Bay (latitude 72°; Ibis, ii, 167). Breeds apparently nearly throughout its range. Cuba._

_Lieutenant Warren's Expedition._—1891, Sand Hills, Nebraska (erroneously given as _Grus americana_ in Dr. Hayden's earlier report).—_Later Expeditions._—1899, North Fork, Idaho.

Not obtained by Captain Raynolds' Expedition, nor by the later ones.

I find no indication of the occurrence of this species anywhere in the Eastern or Middle States, nor indeed east of the Mississippi and its
GRUS CANADENSIS, SANDHILL CRANE.

tributaries, excepting in Florida. There it is abundant, according to several observers. Dr. Bryant refers to its breeding, stating that two eggs are laid, from early in February until about the middle of April. I have met with it in various parts of the West, finding it breeding in Northern Dakota, quite plentifully, on the broad prairie. Newly-hatched young were secured in July, near Turtle Mountain. Late in September and early in October numbers of this species and \textit{G. americana} together were migrating through the same region; they appeared to journey chiefly by night. Often, as we lay encamped on the Mouse River, the stillness of midnight would be broken by the hoarse, rattling croaks of Cranes coming overhead, the noise finally dying in the distance, to be succeeded by the shrill pipe of numberless waders, the honking of Geese, and the whistle of the pinions of myriads of wild fowl that shot past, sounding to sleepy ears like the rushing sound of a far away locomotive.

We have accounts of the Sandhill Cranes from the whole extent of the Mississippi Valley (in the broad sense of the term), and of their breeding in Iowa and Minnesota, as well as in Dakota. In Alaska, Mr. Dall says, it is a common bird at St. Michael's and around the mouth of the Yukon, but less so in the interior, as at Nulato. "The eggs, obtained June 17, on the Yukon River, are laid in a small depression on the sandy beach, without any attempt at a nest." He adds that the fibula is a favorite pipe-stem with the Indians, who, also, are fond of domesticating the young; the birds eating up vermin and insects, as well as refuse scraps of food about the settlements. Further south, on the Pacific coast, says Dr. Suckley, Sandhill Cranes are very abundant at Puget Sound, on the Nisqually plains, in autumn. "They there commence to arrive from the summer breeding grounds about the last week in September, from which time until about the 10th of November they are quite plentiful. After this they disappear, probably retiring to warmer latitudes during the cold months. In the fall they are found on all the prairies near Fort Steilacoom, but are not indifferent to choice of certain spots. These are generally old 'stubble-fields,' or spots of ground that have been ploughed. They rise heavily and slowly from the ground on being disturbed, and, flying in circles, at length acquire the desired elevation. When proceeding from one favorite resort to another, or when migrating, the flight is high, and not unfrequently their approach is heralded, before they are in sight, by their incessant, whooping clamor. While feeding they are generally silent." To this account Dr. Cooper adds that the Brown Cranes are common \textit{summer} residents in Washington Territory, "arriving at the Straits of Fuca in large flocks, in April, and there dispersing in pairs over the interior prairies to build their nests, which are placed amid the tall fern on the highest and most open ground, where they can see the approach of danger. They frequent, at this season, the mountains to the height of 6,000 feet above the sea. The young are often raised from the nest by the Indians for food."

"In the autumn and winter," Dr. Newberry observes, "it is abundant on the prairies of California, and is always for sale in the markets of San Francisco, where it is highly esteemed as an article of food. In August we frequently saw them about the Klamath Lakes, and early in September, while in the Cascade Mountains, in Oregon, the Cranes were a constant feature of the scenery of the beautiful but lonely mountain meadows in which we encamped. We found them always exceedingly shy and difficult of approach, but not unfrequently the files of their tall forms stretching above the prairie grass, or their discordant and far-
sounding screams, suggested the presence of the human inhabitants of the region, whose territory was now, for the first time, invaded by the white man. The Cranes nest in these alpine meadows, and retreat to the milder climate of the valleys of California on the approach of winter. In Oregon they begin to move southward in October."

Thousands of Sandhill Cranes repair each year to the Colorado River Valley, flock succeeding flock along the course of the great stream, from their arrival in September until their departure the following spring. Taller than the Wood Ibis or the largest Herons with which they are associated, the stately birds stand in the foreground of the scenery of the valley, the water now reflecting the shadow of their broad wings, then the clear blue sky exhibiting in outline their commanding forms. Such ponderous bodies, moving with slowly-beating wings, give a great idea of momentum from mere weight—of force of motion without swiftness; for they plod along heavily, seeming to need every inch of their ample wings to sustain themselves. One would think they must soon alight fatigued with such exertion, but the raucous cries continue, and the birds fly on for miles along the tortuous stream, in Indian file, under some trusty leader, who croaks his hoarse orders, implicitly obeyed. Each bird keeps his place in the ranks; the advancing column now rises higher over some suspected spot, now falls along an open, sandy reach, swaying meanwhile to the right or left. As it passes on, the individual birds are blended in the hazy distance, till, just before lost to view, the line becomes like an immense serpent gliding mysteriously through the air. When about to alight, fearful lest the shadows of the woods harbor unseen danger, the Cranes pass by the leafy intricacies where the Ibis and other less suspicious birds feed, and choose a spot for the advantage it may offer of uninterrupted vision. By nature one of the most wary and discreet of birds, his experience has taught the Crane to value this gift and put it to the best use. His vigilance is rarely relaxed, even when he is feeding where less thoughtful birds would feel perfectly secure. After almost every bending of his long neck to the ground, he rises erect again, and at full length glances keenly on every side. He may resume his repast, but should so much as a speck he cannot account for appear to view, he stands motionless, all attention. Now let the least sound or movement betray an unwelcome visitor—he bends his muscular thighs, spreads his ample wings, and springs heavily into the air, croaking dismally in warning to all his kind within the far-reaching sound of his voice.

The eggs of the Sandhill Crane are of the same general character as those of G. americana, in texture of shell, its color, and markings, but, to judge from limited comparisons, are usually more elongate, if not also somewhat less capacious—3.80 by 2.60; 3.90 by 2.60; 4.10 by 2.40 (long and narrow); 3.65 by 2.10; the latter remarkably small, as well as unusually narrow. Eggs are in the collection from Liverpool Bay, on the Arctic coast; from Great Slave Lake; from Washington Territory; Fort Crook, California; Lake Simpson, Utah; Iowa, Florida, and Cuba. They cannot be positively distinguished, in any given instance, from those of G. americana.

**Family RALLIDÆ: Rails.**

**Subfamily RALLINÆ: True Rails.**

The Rails inhabit all temperate countries; they are remarkably distinguished by the extreme narrowness or compression of the body, which enables them to thread a way through the closest reeds and rushes of the marshes where they always live. Instead
of long, flat, pointed, narrow wings, with flowing tertials, characteristic of the great Plover-snipe group, they have short, concave, rounded wings, and their flight is consequent of a different sort. They are neither swift nor vigorous on wing. When flushed, a matter of some difficulty, they fly in so feeble and vagrant a way that it is not very easy to understand how they make the extensive migrations for which, nevertheless, they are noted. The legs, as well as more particularly the feet, are large and strong; the thighs extremely muscular; they trust rather to these members than to their wings in avoiding pursuit or escaping danger; probably no birds are more accomplished pedestrians than they are. There is generally, if not always, a slight membrane between the base of the toes, but nothing amounting even to semi-palmation; nevertheless, some of the species swim short distances with ease. While not exactly gregarious, since they do not go in flocks that are actuated by a common impulse and the instinct of socialism, nevertheless they frequent, through community of tastes and wants, the marshes in immense numbers; where they breed, and where they appear during the migration, particularly the autumnal, the marshes appear full-stocked with them. Their cries are loud, dry, and harsh; in the spring time the marshes resound. They scream piteously when wounded and caught, and flight as well as they can with their strong claws. Their food consists of all sorts of aquatic animals small enough to be swallowed—little crabs, snails, and other small mollusses, grubs, worms, and insects. They probably all live at times, and in a measure at least, upon the seeds and tender shoots of aquatic plants. They lay many white or whitish, much-spotted, oval or elliptical eggs, in a rude flat nest, built of sticks, rush-stalks, and grasses, upon the ground. The young, of which more than one brood may be annually raised, are generally black in the downy state, whatever the color of the adults. They appear to be of somewhat nocturnal habits, and probably migrate mostly by night. The flesh of some of our species is esteemed good eating, and great numbers are annually destroyed for the table, in the fall, when they are generally very fat.

RALLUS ELEGANS, And.

King Rail; Fresh-water Marsh Hen.

a. elegans.

Rallus crepitans, Wills., Am. Orn. vii, 1813, pl. 62, f. 2 (figure, but not the description. Not of authors).


Aramus (Pardirallus) elegans, Gray, Hand-list, iii, 1871, 59, No. 10417.

Rallus longirostris, Scl., P. Z. S. 1864, 179 (error). (Mexico.)

b. obsolalus.

Rallus elegans var. obsolatus, Ridg., Am. Nat. viii, 1874, 111.—Couses, Check-list, App. 1874, 137, No. 460a (California).

Hab.—United States, rather southerly. North on the Atlantic coast regularly to the Middle States, casually to Connecticut; in the interior to Kansas and Missouri at least; on the Pacific side to Oregon or Washington. Cuba, Mexico. Winters in the Southern States.

Not obtained by any of the Expeditions.

The King Rail is more limited in dispersion than any other one of our species of the family. The extralimital quotations are few, and to the northward its range is likewise restricted. None of the later New England writers mention it except myself, and I have only the authority of Mr. Linsley for its occurrence near Stratford, Connecticut. According to Mr. Turnbull it is "rather scarce" along the New Jersey coast. In the District of Columbia it is often observed early in the fall, when
the common Spora is so abundant in the marshes bordering on the Poto- 
mac. On the Pacific side it is stated to be common in California as far 
as San Francisco, and to reach Humboldt Bay. In the interior it has 
only been traced to Kansas and Missouri.

What little has been placed on record respecting its habits does not 
indicate anything peculiar. The eggs are precisely like those of R. 
crepitans, of which I have the following account, in substance, in the 
American Naturalist, iii, 601: Sizes: 1.80 by 1.10; 1.70 by 1.20; 1.66 by 
1.00; 1.60 by 1.16; 1.50 by 1.15; 1.50 by 1.05; average about 1.66 by 
1.10. Ground-color, from dull white to creamy or pale buff. Markings, 
either sparse or plentiful, evenly or very irregularly distributed, vary-
ing from mere dots to large splashes, on the same or different eggs, 
but usually largest at or around the great end, where they are apt to 
become confluent. The markings are reddish-brown of variable shade, 
but never pure brown; with these are always a number of shell-spots 
of lilac, lavender or pale-purplish.

I am not aware that the Clapper Rail (R. longirostris) has yet been 
observed anywhere on the Missouri. It is chiefly confined to salt 
marshes, along the coasts, but has been noted also in the interior, as 
at Great Salt Lake, and may not improbable be detected in some of the 
akaline portions of the Missouri region. The accompanying foot-note 
gives a portion of the synonymy of the species.*

**RALLUS VIRGINIANUS, Linn.**

*Rallus virginianus, LINN., Syst. Nat. i, 1766, 263 (based on Cates, 70, and Biss., v, 175).—GM., Syst. Nat. i, 1688, 716.—WILS., Am. Orn. viii, 1813, 109, pl. 62, t. 1.— 
BP., Obs. Wils. 1825, No. 210; Syn. 1828, 334; List. 1832, 53.—NUTT., Man., ii, 
1839, 205.—Ard., Orn. Biogr. iv, 41; v, 1839, 573; pl. 205; Syn. 1839, 216; 
B. Am. v, 1842, 174, pl. 311.—Orn., B. L. I. 1844, 205.—WOOD., Hist. Rep. 1853, 
101 (Rio Laguna).—Gundl., J. f. O. iv, 1856, 427 (Cuba); Rep. Fis. i, 361.— 
Newn., P. R. R. Rep. vi, 1857, 96 (California).—Heerm., P. R. R. Rep. x, 1859, 
pt. vi, 62 (California).—Bd., B. N. A. 1858, 748.—COOP. & Suck., N. H. Wash. 
Ter. 1860, 247.—Scl. & Salv., Ibis, 1860, 277 (Guatemala).—Dress., ibid. 1866, 40 
(Texas).—Scl. & Salv., Exot. Orn. i, 196 (diagnosis); P. Z. S. 1868, 445.—Scl., 
Rep. 1864, 438 (Missouri).—Coues, Pr. Phila. Acad. 1866, 98 (Arizona).—Coues, 
Pr. Ess. Inst. v, 1868, 297 (breeding north to Maine).—Coues, Pr. Beth. Soc., 
1868, 134 (South Carolina).—Coues & Prent., Smiths. Rep. 1871, 416.—Putn., 
Pr. Ess. Inst. i, 1556, 216 (Massachusetts, in summer).—Veitk., ibid. iii, 1-12, 
159 (Maine, breeds).—Allen, ibid. iv, 1864, 78 (Massachusetts, breeding).—Mc-

3:1 (Bahia).—Newt., Ibis, 159, 360 (Santa Cruz).—Gosse, B. J. 1847, 364. 
Scl. & Salv., P. Z. S. 1862, 444 (critical).—Coues, Key. 1872, 273, fig. 178.

Rallus crepitans, GM., Syst. Nat. i, 1766, 713.—Wils., Am. Orn. viii, 1813, 112 (not 
the Plate).—BP., Obs. Wils. 1825; Syn. 1828, 334; List. 1832, 53.—Nutt., Man. ii, 
1839, 205.——Ard., Orn. Biogr. iii, 1835, 331, pl. 214; Syn. 1839, 215; B. Am. v, 
1842, 165, pl. 310.—GR., B. L. I. 1844, 206.—Gundl., J. f. O. 1856, 427 (Cuba); 
Scl., P. Z. S. 1861, 81 (Jamaica).—Bry., Pr. Beth. Soc. vii, 1859 (Bahamas).— 
Coues, Pr. Ess. Inst. v, 1868, 296 (Massachusetts).—Putn., Pr. Ess. Inst. i, 1856, 
229.—Allen, Pr. Ess. Inst. iv, 1864, 57.—Cabinet, Pr. Beth. Soc. iii, 326.—Lawn, 
Ann. Lyc. N. Y. viii, 1866, 235.—McIlw., Pr. Ess. Inst. v, 1866, 93 (Canada 
west).—Turner, B. E. Pr. 1869, 33.—Coues, Pr. Beth. Soc. xii, 1868, 124. 
—Coues, Am. Nat. iii, 1870, 690 (biography).—Mayn., Guide, 1870, 145 (Massa- 
chusetts).—Allen, Bull. M. C. Z. ii, 557 (Florida); iii, 1872 (Salt Lake, Utah). 

Hab.—Atlantic coast from Massachusetts to Brazil. Canada west (McIlwraith). 
Great Salt Lake (Allen).
A night at Soda Lake, the débouchure of that singular river, the Mojave, was one of the strangest, as well as most uncomfortable, I ever passed. It was late in October, and the full moon threw a pale, uncertain light upon a scene of desolation and of death. On one side stretched the interminable desert of shifting sand, broken here and there by clumps of the foul creasote plant, straggling patches of grease-wood and bitter sage, and scattered, sentinel-like, Spanish bayonet. Along the road just traversed were strewn bleached skeletons of beasts that had fallen in their tracks beneath the scorching rays of the sun. At the foot of some cliffs near by lay whitening the heads and horns of the argali (Ovis montana), shot by previous travelers. The bare bones looked of double size and fantastic shape in the uncertain moonlight. Before us lay a dead-white sea of salty efflorescence, where the lake had evaporated or sunk in the sand, leaving its saline matter. It was dry, except toward the middle, where dark green masses of Tule reeds, contrasting with the snowy whiteness all around, showed that a little water was left. Our animals, like ourselves, were exhausted; one poor creature, cruelly over-tasked, had given birth to a foal, and lay groaning by the wayside, unable to rise. The water was too nauseous to drink, and hardly answered to cook with. After a poor meal, we lay down with gloomy thoughts. But sleep was impossible, though wrapped never so closely, head and all, in our blankets. We contended with a blood-thirsty swarm of mosquitoes, wafted like a cloud from the stagnant pools. Every breath of air seemed to vibrate to the continuous hum of the insects; it was open onslaught, as well as stealthy attack, with them, as we huddled around the camp-fire, on the side to which the smoke was wafted, enveloped in blankets, and impatiently waiting the day. We were bitten on every exposed point; for days afterward our hands and faces were sore and swollen, inflamed by the tiny drops of poison instilled into each wound.

But even under such circumstances I was gratified by the presence of feathered friends. At nightfall some Mallard and Teal settled into the rushes, gabbling curious vesperas as they went to rest. A few Marsh Wrens had appeared on the edge of the reeds, queerly balancing themselves on the thread-like leaves, see-sawing to their own quaint music. Then they were hushed, and as darkness settled down, the dull, heavy croaking of the frogs played bass to the shrill falsetto of the insects. Suddenly they too were hushed in turn, frightened, may be, into silence; and from the heart of the bullrushes, "erith-erith-k-k-k-k-k-k-k-k," lastily shouted some wide-awake Rail, to be answered by another and another, till the reeds resounded. Then all was silent again till the most courageous frog renewed his pipes. The Rail are, partially at least, nocturnal. During such moonlight nights as this they are on the alert, patrolling the marshes through the countless covered ways among the reeds, stopping to cry "all's well" as they pass on, or to answer the challenge of a distant watchman. That they feed by night, as well as
by day, cannot be doubted. Their habit of skulking and hiding in the almost inaccessible places they frequent renders them difficult of observ-

ation, and they are usually considered rarer than they really are. During the spring migration they seem to pass more swiftly and secretly than in the fall, when, their ranks recruited by the summer's broods, they become more noticeable. Some, like the Clapper Rail (\textit{R. longirostris}), are almost exclusively maritime, and never quit the salt-mashes; others, as the Fresh-water Marsh Hen (\textit{R. elegans} of Audubon), of which the present species is a perfect miniature in size, are generally distributed in the interior. The Virginia Rail extends across the continent; it is strictly a bird of passage, proceeding to and somewhat beyond our northernmost States, and returning in the fall. At the approach of cold weather it retires still further southward. Still, numbers breed in various latitudes within our limits. I have not myself met with the nest of this species. It is described as a slightly hollowed platform of matted grass and reeds, placed in a tussock of grass or directly on the ground, in the interior of secluded bogs and morasses. The eggs, of which a large number are before me, are eight or ten in number. They are exactly like those of the Elegant and Clapper Rails, only much smaller, measuring about 1.25 by 0.95. The ground-color distinguishes them from those of the Sora, which, of about the same size and shape, always show a shade of soiled greenish or olive-drab.

**PORZANA CAROLINA, (Linn.) Cab.**

Carolina Rail; Sora; “Oortolan.”


\textit{Porzana carolina}, \textit{Bo.}, B. N. A. 1858, 749; and of all late U. S. writers.—\textit{Gundl.}, J. F. O. iv, 1556, 428 (Cuba).—\textit{Scl.}, Ibis, i, 1859, 230 (Guatemala).—\textit{Newt.}, ibid. 260 (Santa Cruz).—\textit{Dur.}, ibid. 1866, 40 (Texas).—\textit{Hayd.}, Rep. 1862, 175 (Nebraska).—\textit{Scl.}, P. Z. S. 1861, 81 (Jamaica).—\textit{Scl. & Salv.}, P. Z. S. 1864, 179 (Mexico); 1868, 450 (critical); 1869, 252 (Venezuela); 1870, 219 (Vera-


\textit{Aramides (Mustelirallus) carolina}, \textit{Gray}, Hand-list, iii, 1871, 61, No. 10431.


\textit{Lieutenant Warren's Expedition}.—4875, Yankton Camp.

\textit{Later Expeditions}.—61646, Ogden, Utah.

Not obtained by Captain Raymonds' Expedition.

The Sora does not appear to occur anywhere in the Missouri region in such numbers as it does along the Atlantic coast, probably on account of lack of the peculiar resorts best suited to its wants. I observed it migrating southward in September, along the Mouse River, in Northern Dakota, but it was not very abundant. It has not been much noticed in the West, nor by any means throughout that portion of our
country. Mr. Allen found it in Utah, about Great Salt Lake, and I in Arizona. I have also taken it, in the breeding season, in Montana.

The eggs of *Porzana carolina* are spotted just like those of the foregoing *Rallus*, but are readily distinguished by their strong drab ground-color, instead of the white or creamy and pale buffy of the former. They are rather smaller than those of *R. virginianus*, and perhaps more obtuse, measuring about 1.20 by 0.90.

**Porzana Novoeboracensis**, (Gm.) Cass.

Little Yellow Rail.

*Fulica novoeboracensis*, Gm., Syst. Nat. i. 1788, 701.


*Aramides* (Cothurnicuses) *novoeboracensis*, Gray, Hand-list, iii, 1871, 61, No. 10448.

*Perdic Hudsonicola*, LAT., Ind. Orn. ii, 1790, 655.


The Smithsonian has a set of six eggs of *P. novoeboracensis*, taken May 17, at Winnebago, Illinois. They are the only ones I have seen, and differ from all those of *P. carolina* in the color of the ground, which is a rich, warm buffy-brown, marked at the great end with a cluster of reddish-chocolate dots and spots. Size 1.15 by 0.85, to 1.05 by 0.80; shape as in the foregoing.

**Porzana Jamaicensis**, (Gm.) Cass.

Little Black Rail.

*a. Jamaicensis*.


Turner, B. E. Pa. 1869, 33 (breeding in marshes of Cape May County, N. J.)—Coues, Key, 1872, 574.—Snow, B. Kansas, 1873, 11 (Kansas, one specimen, Allen) —Ridgway, Ann. Lyc. N. Y. x, 1874, 387 (Illinois, summer).

Aramidus (Crecicus) jamaicensis, Gray, Hand-list, iii, 1871, 61, No. 10444.

Crec pygmaea, Blackwell, Brewer’s Journ. vi, 1832, 77.

Ortygometra chilensis, Br., Comptes Rendus, xliii, 599.

Rallus salinasi, Phil., Wiegen. Archiv, 1867, 262.

"Gallinula salinasi, Phil., Cat. 1869, 38."

b. coturniculus.


The introduction into the present connection of the Black Rail, which appears to be very rare everywhere in North America, rests upon the authority of Mr. Allen, who found a specimen in Kansas. Several of the rare eggs of the Little Black Rail are in the Smithsonian from New Jersey. They are altogether different, again, from those of the Sora, or the Red-breasted, being creamy-white, sprinkled all over with fine dots of rich, bright reddish-brown, and with a few spots of some little size at the great end. They are most like the more finely speckled examples of the eggs of the large Balli. Dimensions, 1.05 by 0.80.

Subfamily FULICINÆ: Gallinules and Coots.

The birds of this group will be immediately recognized by the presence of a broad, horn-like plate (an expansion of the bill), which covers the forehead. In the structure of the feet the Gallinules are much like ordinary Rails, having little or no marginal fringe on the toes; but the Coots are conspicuously lobe-footed, the toes being furnished with a series of broad, semi-circular flaps.

GALLINULA GALEATA, (Licht.) Bp.

Florida Gallinule.

Crec galeata, Licht., Verz. Donbl. 1823, 80, No. 826.


Gallinula chloropus, Br., Syn. 1823, 336.—Aud., Orn. Biog. iii, 1855, 330, pl. 224; Syn. 1859, 210; B. Auu. v, 1842, 132, pl. 364.—Gir., B. L. f. 1844, 197.


Not obtained by the Expeditions.

I have not been occasion to institute direct comparison of specimens, but believe that our bird will be found to be merely a variety of the European G. chloropus, as held by Drs. Hartlaub and Finsch, and as indicated in my work above cited.

Included in the present connection on the strength of its occurrence in Kansas, as by the foregoing authority. Its dispersion in tropical America is general and very extensive. In the United States it appears to extend regularly only to the Middle districts, though apparently breeding occasionally in Massachusetts, and recorded as "common" about Hamilton, Canada West, as well as occurring in Minnesota. It winters in the South Atlantic and Gulf States.

**FULICA AMERICANA, Gm.**

American Coot; Mud Hen.


*Fulica atra*, Wils., Am. Orn. ix, 1825, 61, pl. 73, f. 1.


List of specimens.

| 18377 | M'th G. Bull Chk. Q | June 5, 1869 | G. H. Troop |  |  |  |  |  |

*Lieutenant Warren’s Expedition.*—8906, Upper Missouri; 8907, Loup Fork of Platte.

*Later Expeditions.*—59574-6, Colorado; 60773, North Platte.

Not only is the Coot extensively and very generally dispersed over North America, but, unlike most water-birds, its breeding range is almost equally wide. It has been observed to nest in various parts of British America, in New England, in the Missouri region, along the Pacific coast, and in the Gulf States. There is, nevertheless, a regular migration in the spring and fall, when, in company with other waterfowl, most of the Coots pass through on their way to or from the rather northerly regions where they especially breed, only a few lingering in suitable places along the route to nest. It appears that the whole body of the birds leave the British Provinces and even the northern tier of States in the fall to winter in the Southern States and beyond; some penetrating into Mexico, the West Indies, and Central America.

During the migrations, and especially that of the fall, the species is frequently exposed for sale in our markets, and I have observed the bird in every portion of our country where I have been, at one season
or another. I found it breeding along the Red River of the North, about Pembina, in the reedy pools bordering the river, and in the prairie sloughs, there as well as elsewhere in Northern Montana and Dakota. Eggs procured at Pembina, June 19th, contained young nearly ready to hatch; and during the following month I frequently saw newly hatched young swimming about with their parents. They are very pretty and curious little creatures, covered with sooty-blackish down, fantastically striped with rich orange-red, and with vermillion bill, tipped with black. The nidification of the Coot is not the least interesting portion of its history. The mode of nesting is most like that of the Grebes. The nest is said to be sometimes a floating one, moored to the stems of reeds, rising and falling with the tide. One author, in illustration of the insecurity of the bird's home, has related that once during a storm a nest became detached from its moorings by a rise of the water, and drifted about, the parent nevertheless remaining at her post of duty, and safely hatching out her brood during the cruise. This may or may not have been a strict statement of fact. Among many Coots' nests I have found, one was built in a clump of reeds where the water was about knee-deep; it was a bulky affair, resting securely on a mass of reedy debris. The nest itself was built of the same materials, heaped up and little hollowed; it was about fifteen inches in diameter, and half as high. The reed-stems appeared to have been bitten by the bird into short pieces; there was no special lining. This nest was a floating one, in the sense that the platform of broken-down reeds upon which it was built rested on the water; but it was perfectly secure, raised out of the wet, and though loosely constructed, could be lifted up intact. It contained eleven eggs nearly ready to hatch. They measured from 1.75 to 2.00 in length, by 1.20 to 1.35 in breadth, exhibiting the usual variation in contour as well as in absolute size. The shape is much like that of an average hen's egg—perhaps rather more pointed. The ground is clear clay-color, uniformly and minutely dotted all over with innumerable specks of dark brown; a few of the bolder markings are of the size of a pin's head, but the greater number are mere points. But the eggs are not always so uniformly and finely dotted as those of this set were; sometimes the spots being aggregated into blotches of some size, or tending chiefly to wreath around the larger end. Various other nests examined contained an average of ten eggs; some were built just like the one described, while others were on the ground, in comparatively dry spots around the margin of the pools, hidden in rank grass; in all the materials and mode of construction were much the same.

In the southwest, where the Coots are apparently resident, I frequently observed them, and they are probably more abundant than one might suppose; for, like their allies the Rails, they are naturally much withdrawn from general observation by their habits, and by the intricate character of their resorts. While steaming along the Colorado River, in September, Coots frequently appeared for a moment in places where the banks were fringed with reeds, to croak a note or two at sight of the boat, and then paddle out of sight again. The most satisfactory observations I ever made upon them was at a point on the Mojave River, in California, where the stream became a broken chain of reedy lagoons, alternating with half-submerged tracts of oozy marsh, grown up to short crisp grass. There were great numbers of Ducks here, in October, along with Hutchins' and Snow Geese, Herons, and a variety of small waders. While wading about waist-deep, in default of any more elegant or less fatiguing method of duck-shooting, I continually heard the gabbling of the Coots among the rushes, where they were
disporting in flocks of a dozen or more, and noisy enough to be quite troublesome, since I was in urgent need of more desirable game for the table. But with all their clamor and apparent heedlessness, they were shy birds, and it was only by stratagem that, after securing all the wildfowl I desired, I got an opportunity of watching them at my leisure. Standing motionless just within the edge of a clump of reeds bordering an open space, and perfectly concealed, I could see the birds, after what appeared to be a council as to the expediency of their proposed move, come out of the rushes on the other side, swimming silently at first and glancing stealthily around to make sure the coast was clear before commencing their gambols. They swam with ease and gracefully; the head now drawn back and held upright over their plump bodies, that floated lightly and changed their course at a movement of their broad paddles, now stretched out to full length as the birds hurried about, throwing off the ripples from their half-submerged breasts, crossing and recrossing each others path, in wanton sport, or attracted by some delicacy floating at a little distance. They were as gay and careless a crew as one could wish to see—yet not altogether given up to sport, for on the slightest movement on my part, their suspicions were aroused, and off they scurried into the impenetrable masses of vegetation that effectually hid them from view and precluded pursuit. I have several times since met with the birds under somewhat similar circumstances, in ponds near the sea-coast of Southern California, and in Dakota, always finding them much the same when not breeding. Though as shy as Ducks, they have not the wariness and wildness of those birds, to teach them to fly from danger; but perhaps the nature of the resorts to which they trust for concealment serves as well for their protection. I do not recollect when, if ever, I have seen Coots fly up into the air and away. If they are surprised too far from their retreats to gain them in an instant, they splatter along just over the water, half-flying—a habit which has gained for them in some districts the name of “Shufflers” or “Flutterers.” They are generally, however, called Mud Hens—a name shared by some Grebes—as well as Poulies-d’eau, White-bills, and other local designations. As an article of food they may take fair rank, though they are to be considered, on the whole, as inferior to most Ducks.
ORDER LAMELLIROSTRES: ANSERINE BIRDS

Family ANATIDÆ: Swan, Geese, and Ducks.

* Subfamily CYGNINÆ: Swan.

CYGNUS BUCCINATOR, Rich.

Trumpeter Swan.


Olor buccinator, Wagg., Iais, 1832, 1234.—Br., Comp. Rend. xliii, 1856, p. —

Cygnus passorei, Hincks, Pr. Linn. viii, 1864, 1 (Toronto); P. Z. S. 1866, 311 (see Moore, P. Z. S. 1867, 8).

Hab.—Chiefly from the Mississippi Valley, and northward, to the Pacific. Hudson's Bay. Canada. Casually on the Atlantic coast. Breeds from Iowa and Dakota northward. In winter, south to the Gulf. Said to have occurred in England; see Harting, Br. Birds, 155.

Lieutenant Warren's Expedition.—5476, Yellowstone River.

Later Expeditions.—62367–8, Snake River, Wyoming.

Not obtained by Captain Raynolds' Expedition.

The vocal apparatus of this species is peculiar, causing its remarkably rasuous voice. Richardson simply states that "a fold of the windpipe enters a protuberance on the dorsal or interior aspect of the sternum at its upper part, which is wanting in both Cygnus ferus and bewickii." Mr. Yarrell, as above, has made the organ the subject of a more extended article. In C. americanus, according to Audubon, the trachea "reaches the curve of the furcula, bends a little upward, and enters a cavity formed on the sternum, along which it passes to the length of six inches, bends upon itself horizontally, returns, passes up between the crura of the furcula, bends backward and enters the thorax." The external distinctions are the (usually) twenty-four-feathered tail of buccinator, and wholly black bill rather larger than the head, with the nostrils fairly in its basal half; in C. americanus the tail having usually only twenty feathers, and there being a yellow spot on the bill, which is shorter than the head, with the nostrils at its middle. The superior size of C. buccinator is another mark, though one not always reliable. Audubon mentions one nearly ten feet in alar expanse, and weighing above thirty-eight pounds.

I have observed the Trumpeter Swan on but few occasions, in Dakota only, late in September and during the first half of October, when the birds were migrating southward with great numbers of Canada and Snow Geese and various Wild Ducks. Their loud and strange—almost startling—notes were oftenest heard during the night, as the birds passed overhead; but I also saw some Swans flying in the day time near Fort Stevenson, on the Upper Missouri. According to Dr. Hayden, the birds breed in the Yellowstone region, as they also do, according to other writers, in Minnesota and Iowa. We have other accounts of their breeding in Alaska; and Dr. Richardson, who gives it as the common-
est species in the interior of the fur countries, states that it nests "principally within the Arctic Circle." In the fall, the birds proceed along the whole course of the Mississippi; Audubon states that they make their appearance on the lower waters of the Ohio about the end of October, and that they are frequently exposed for sale in the New Orleans market, being procured on the ponds of the interior, and on the great lakes leading to the Gulf of Mexico. The record of the bird east of the Mississippi is not so satisfactory. Mr. Wheaton mentions its occasional presence on Lake Erie; in Mr. Turnbull's List the species "is included on the authority of reliable sportsmen who have shot it on the Chesapeake, as also on Delaware Bay." The so-called C. passmorei furnishes a Canadian instance.

On the West Coast, according to Dr. Newberry, "the Trumpeter Swan visits California with its congeners, the Ducks and Geese, in their annual migrations, but, compared with the myriads of other water birds which congregate at that season in the bays and rivers of the West, it is always rare. Before we left the Columbia, early in November, the Swans had begun to arrive from the north, and frequently, while at Fort Vancouver, their trumpeting drew our attention to the long converging lines of these magnificent birds, so large and so snowy white, as they came from their northern nesting places, and, screaming their delight at the appearance of the broad expanse of water, perhaps their winter home, descended into the Columbia."

**CYGNUS AMERICANUS, Sharp.**

*American or Whistling Swan.*


*Olor americanus,* Br., Comptes Rendus, xliii, 1856, p. —.


Not noticed by either of the Expeditions.

Excepting Sir John Richardson's short note of the breeding of this species within the Arctic Circle, nothing appears to have been definitely ascertained in the matter until Mr. Dall made his observations in Alaska. The Swan, he observes, is "common all along the Yukon. Arrives with the Geese about May 1, but in a contrary direction, coming down instead of up the Yukon. Breeds in the great marshes near the Yukon mouth. The eggs, two in number, vary from pure white to fulvous, as do the parents on the head and neck; apparently without regard to age. The eggs are usually in a tussock quite surrounded with water, so that the
female must sometimes set with her feet in the water. They are usually laid about May 21 at Nulato, but later at the Yukon mouth. In July the Swans moult and cannot fly, and the Indians have great sport spearing them with bone tridents. They are very shy birds, and usually shot on the wing or with a bullet. This species, if hung long enough, is tender, well-flavored, and excellent eating."

This Swan is only seen in the United States during the migrations, and in winter. It does not proceed much beyond the Middle districts, being apparently unknown in the Gulf States, although reaching our southern border on the Pacific side. One of its favorite resorts is Chesapeake Bay, where it is comparatively abundant from November, as attested by its constant exhibition at restaurants of Philadelphia, Baltimore and Washington. It appears to come inland from the North, for it is very rare or merely casual in New England, where it has not been traced, so far as I am aware, beyond Massachusetts. In the Mississippi Valley it is apparently rare, at least in comparison with the Trumpeter, but it is much more plentiful along the Pacific coast, where it winters.

The eggs of the Swan vary in size from about 4½ inches in length by 2½ in breadth, down to 4 by 2½, and are nearly ellipsoidal in shape. The shell is more or less roughened, and is dull, dirty white, with a wholly indeterminate amount of brownish discoloration. The eggs of the Trumpeter may average a little larger, but cannot be distinguished. The largest number I have known of in a nest is five. Numerous specimens are examined from various points in British and Russian America.

The yellow spot on the bill is not constant; in young birds, especially, often no trace can be observed. In such cases the species would be distinguishable from *C. buccinator* by the smaller size, fewer tail-feathers, and shorter, differently shaped bill. The proper name of this species is, most probably, *Cygnus columbianus*, after *Anas columbianus* of Ord (Guthrie's Geog. 2d Am. ed. 1813, 319), based on the Whistling Swan of Lewis & Clarke (ii, 192), who correctly distinguish the two species.

**Subfamily ANSERINÆ: Geese.**

**ANSE R ALBIFRONS var. GAMBELI, (Hart.) Coues.**

White-fronted Goose; Speckle-belly.

*a. albifrons.*

_Anas albifrons*, Gm., Syst. Nat. 1, 1788, 509.—Temm., Man. 1815, 529.
_Anas erythropus*, Flexm., Br. Am. 127.—Gray, Gen. of B. iii, 1849, 607.—Schl., M. P. B. ix, Anseres 110. (According to Newton, this is not *erythropus* of Linnæus, which is temminckii, Boie, and minutus, Naumann.)

*"Anas casarea, Gm."

(?) "*Anser intermedius*, Naum."
(?) "*Anser medius*, Temm."
(?) "*Anser paludipes*, Selys."

*b. gambeli.*

ANSEB ALBIFRONS, WHITE-FRONTED GOOSE. 547


Anser frontalis, Bd., B. N. A. 1858, 562 (New Mexico).—Henry, Pr. Phila. Acad. 1859, 109.—McIwr., Pr. Ess. Inst. v, 1866, 94 (Canada.) (Young.)

Hab.—Continent of North America; breeding in the far North; wintering in the United States. Cuba.

Not noticed by the Expeditions.

As Audubon suggests, this bird may, in highest breeding-plumage, be entirely black below. The amount of black blotching in United States (winter) specimens is extremely variable; sometimes there are only a few scattered and isolated black feathers, and sometimes the uniformity of the black is only here and there interrupted by a few gray or whitish feathers. While the species is distinguishable on sight from all other North American ones, it is so closely allied to the European A. albifrons as to be only with difficulty separated in a satisfactory manner. It apparently only differs in the larger bill; that of albifrons is said to measure 1 1/2 inches along the culmen, and that of gambeli 2 inches; but I suspect that a great difference does not always obtain. Audubon's measurement of our bird's bill is 1 7/16 and 2 6/16. Dr. H. Schlegel gives for the adult European bird 19 to 22 lines (twelfths of an inch), and for the young 17 to 18. These observations indicate that the ordinary variation in either case is as great as the difference supposed to distinguish the two species, and that, moreover, the bills of some American specimens are no longer than those of some European ones. A slight average discrepancy, therefore, is probably all that can fairly be said to exist.

Many thousands of the White-fronted Geese inhabit California during the winter, at which season they are distributed over the United States at large, though not in such prodigious numbers in the East and interior as along the Pacific coast and slope. It leaves its northern breeding-grounds generally in September, and accomplishes its migration during the following month. From the numbers that pass the winter with us it is to be inferred that its southward extension is generally not much, if any, beyond our limits. Some remain in California in April, but the great body depart the month before. None, to our knowledge, breed in the United States; a statement that also holds good with reference to all our other species, except the Canadian.

The "Speckle-bellies," as they are called in California, associate freely at all times with both the Snow and Hutchins' Geese, and appear to have the same general habits, as well as to subsist upon the same kinds of food. Their flesh is equally good for the table. As is the case with the other species, they are often hunted, in regions where they have become too wild to be otherwise successfully approached, by means of bullocks trained for the purpose. Though they may have learned to distrust the approach of a horse, and to make off with commendable discretion from what they have found to be a dangerous companion of that animal, they have not yet come to the same view with respect to horned cattle, and great numbers are slaughtered annually by taking advantage of their ignorance. The bullock is taught to feed quietly along toward a flock, the gunner meanwhile keeping himself screened from the birds' view by the body of the animal until within range. Though I have not
myself witnessed this method of hunting, I should judge the gunners
killed a great many Geese, since they talk of its "raining geese" after
a double discharge of the tremendous guns they are in the habit of
using. Man's ingenuity overreaches any bird's sagacity, no doubt, yet
the very fact that the Geese, which would fly from a horse, do not yet
fear an ox, argues for them powers of discrimination that command
our admiration.

The White-fronted Goose is said to leave the United States at the
same time as the Snow, and a little before the Canadian, and to migrate
apart from other kinds. According to Richardson, it breeds in woody
districts north of the 67th parallel, and thence to the Arctic Ocean.
Mr. Dall says it is extremely common on the Yukon, arriving at Nulato
about May 6 to 10, and breeding all along the river, from Fort Yukon
to the sea, gregariously, laying from six to ten eggs in a depression in
the sand, without any kind of nest or lining. A set of eggs in the Smith-
sonian, selected for description, contains seven; the accompanying label
states that the nest was lined with down and feathers. There are con-
siderable differences in the seven in respect of size and shape; the
greatest variation was between two that measured respectively 3.30 by
2.10 and 2.90 by 2.10. This constancy of the minor axis, with the varia-
tion of the major, results in a great discrepancy in shape. In general
the eggs are nearly elliptical, one end being scarcely larger than the
other. The shell is perfectly smooth, and dull yellowish in color, with
a shade of greenish, obscurely marked in places with a darker tint, as
if soiled, or with an oily discoloration. Out of a large number examined,
I found none so small as to correspond with Audubon's measurements,
viz: $\frac{3}{2}$ by $\frac{1}{4}$; he may have had an egg of another species before him,
but the color is as he says.

As attested by observers along the Pacific coast, the numbers of
White-fronted Goose wintering there are out of all proportion to those
which visit other parts of the United States. They are particularly rare
on the Atlantic coast, where they have not to my knowledge been traced
beyond Massachusetts. In the interior, according to Audubon, they are
often and regularly seen, even reaching New Orleans. He states that
in Kentucky they generally arrive and depart before the Canada Goose,
along with the Snow Goose, but in separate flocks: I have myself never
recognized them in the Mississippi or Missouri regions, nor seen them
anywhere further eastward.

**ANSER HYPERBOREUS**, Pall.

**Snow Goose; White Brant.**

*a. hyperboreus.*


Nat. vii, Apr. 1862, p. 1.—Bree, B. Eur. iv, 1863, 126, pl. 1.—Verre., Pr. Ess.
ANSEY HYPERBOREUS, SNOW GOOSE.


Chionochen hyperboreus, Richl., Syst. Av. 1852, 9.


Tadorna nivea, Brehm, Eir. Deutsch. 1831, 854.

White Brant, Lawson, Cat. 147.—Lewis & Clarke, ii. 58.


b. albatus.


Chen albatus, Elliot, B. Am. ii, pl. 42.

Anser hyperboreus var. albatus, Coues, Key, 1872, 292.


On the question of the relationships of the lesser Snow Goose, var. albatus, there is little to be noted beyond the fact of smaller size on an average. The variety appears to bear much the same relationship to hyperboreus that Branta hutchinsii does to canadensis. Measurements of a pair lately taken in Wexford, Ireland, as given by Mr. Howard Saunders: 2¾ to 3 for tarsus, and 2 to 2½ for bill.

Dispersed over all of North America, the Snow Goose is nowhere a permanent resident; its migrations are extensive, and performed with the utmost regularity; the maximum variation, depending upon the advance or retardation of the season—less strictly speaking, upon the weather—is slight. It is never seen in the United States in summer, for it returns to high latitudes to breed. Along the Atlantic coast, and indeed through the whole Eastern Province, it may be called rare, at least in comparison with its great abundance in various parts of the West. Those found in Texas, and anywhere about the Gulf of Mexico, undoubtedly migrate inland, following the course of the larger rivers; while those that pass along the Atlantic seaboard generally hug the coast, and are hardly to be met with beyond maritime districts. In Arizona, this Goose is abundant in the winter; it arrives at the Colorado Basin in October, with hordes of other water-fowl, and remains until spring opens. Some disperse over all the permanent waters of the Territory, but these are few in number compared with the assemblages on the Colorado. Thus I saw some, and took one, in October, on the San Francisco River, not far from Fort Whipple; on the Mojave River, in California, the same month of the following year, I met with great numbers, in some reedy lagoons. Though they could not have been much molested there, they were shy, and none would have been procured were it not that the nature of the locality offered good opportunities of unseen approach. On the Pacific coast itself, particularly that
of California, the birds are probably more abundant, in winter, than anywhere else. Upon their arrival in October, they are generally lean and poorly flavored, doubtless with the fatigue of a long journey; but they find abundance of suitable food, and soon recuperate. At San Pedro, in Southern California, in November, I saw them every day, and in all sorts of situations—some on the grassy plain, others among the reeds of a little stream or the marshy borders of the bay, others on the bare mud-flats or the beach itself. Being much harassed, they had grown exceedingly wary, and were suspicions of an approach nearer than several hundred yards. Yet with all their sagacity and watchfulness—traits for which their tribe has been celebrated ever since the original and classic flock saved Rome, as it is said—they are sometimes outwitted by very shallow stratagem—the same that I mentioned in speaking of the Speckle-bellies. It is strange, too, that the noise and general appearance of a carriage should not be enough to frighten them, but such is the case. I have driven in a buggy, along the open beach, directly into a flock of Snow Geese, that stood staring agape, "grinning?" the while, till they were almost under the horse's hoofs; the laziest flock of tame Geese that were ever almost run over in a country by-road were in no less hurry to get out of the way. Advantage is often taken of this ignorance to shoot them from a buggy; and, though they have not yet learned that anything is to be dreaded when the rattling affair approaches, yet no doubt experience will prove a good teacher, and its acquirements be transmitted until they become inherent. A wild Goose of any species is a good example of wariness in birds, as distinguished from timidity. A timid bird is frightened at any unusual or unexpected appearance, particularly if it be accompanied by noise; while a wary one only flies from what it has learned to distrust or fear, through its acquired perceptions or inherited instincts. Audubon has a paragraph to the point, and one also showing that birds can and do communicate to each other their individual experiences.

"When the young Snow Geese first arrive in Kentucky, about Henderson, for instance, they are unsuspicous, and therefore easily procured. In a half-dry, half-wet pond, running across a large tract of land, on the other side of the river, in the State of Indiana, and which was once my property, I was in the habit of shooting six or seven in a day. This, however, rendered the rest so wild, that the cunning of any 'Red-skin' might have been exercised without success upon them; and I was sorry to find that they had the power of communicating their sense of danger to the other flocks that arrived. On varying my operations, however, and persevering for some time, I found that even the wildest of them suffered; for having taken it into my head to catch them in large traps, I tried this method, and several were procured before the rest had learned to seize the bait in a judicious manner."

Dr. Heermann's notice of this species gives an idea of the immense numbers of the birds in some localities, besides relating a novel method of hunting them. He says they "often cover so densely with their masses the plains in the vicinity of the marshes, as to give the ground the appearance of being clothed in snow. Easily approached on horseback, the natives sometimes near them in this manner, then suddenly putting spurs to their animals, gallop into the flock, striking to the right and left, with short clubs, and trampling them beneath their horses' feet. I have known a native to procure seventeen birds in a single charge of this kind, through a flock covering several acres."

In Alaska, Mr. Dall states, the Snow Goose is common in the spring, arriving about May 9th, flying up the river from the south, and leaving
usually by the end of the month. "They do not breed in the vicinity of the Yukon, nor do they return in the fall by the way they came; they only stop to feed and rest on the marshes, during the dusky twilight of the night, and are off again with the early light of an arctic spring." Sir John Richardson, in the Fauna Boreali-Americana, after noting the abundance of the birds, continues: "The eggs, of a yellowish-white color, and regularly ovate form, are a little larger than those of an Eider Duck, their length being three inches, and their greatest breadth two. The young fly in August, and by the middle of September all have departed to the southward. The Snow Goose feeds on rushes, insects, and in autumn on berries, particularly those of the Empetrum nigrum. When well fed it is a very excellent bird, far superior to the Canada Goose in juiciness and flavor. It is said the young do not attain their full plumage before their fourth year, and until that period they appear to keep in separate flocks. They are numerous at Albany Fort, in the southern part of Hudson's Bay, where the old birds are rarely seen; and on the other hand, the old birds in their migrations visit York Factory in great abundance, but are seldom accompanied by the young. The Snow Geese make their appearance in spring a few days later than the Canada Geese, and pass in large flocks both through the interior and on the coast." Examples of the eggs in the Smithsonian agree exactly with the above description, but show the usual variation in size, some being noticeably less than three inches in length by over two in breadth.

In the Territory of Dakota I have observed the movements of the Geese during both seasons. They reach the southern portions of the Territory, as the vicinity of Fort Randall, for example, very early in April, or even during the latter part of March, but may be observed during the greater part of the former month. On the 1st of April I saw many in flocks on a reedy lake near Randall, and they were still flying up to the 20th of that month. Higher up on the Missouri, in the vicinity of Fort Stevenson, and also in the neighborhood of Fort Wadsworth, I again saw numerous flocks during the first half of October, frequenting the saline pools which occupy much of that portion of the Territory. In this region they are universally known as White Brant. I can say nothing from personal observation of the bird's movements along the Atlantic coast. According to Dr. Turnbull they are rather rare in New Jersey, arriving in November, and again late in February.

I was lately shown, by Mr. Ridgway, a fine specimen of the Snow Goose, which had voluntarily become semi-domesticated. He has given the following account in the Naturalist: "On the 6th of October, 1873, I shot at Mount Carmel, Illinois, a fine adult male Anser hyperboreus, which had been living with a flock of tame Geese for nearly a year. The bird had been crippled in the wing the preceding fall, but the wound, which was merely in the muscles, soon healed, and it escaped by flight. It flew about half a mile, and, observing a flock of tame Geese upon the grassy 'commons' between the town and the river, alighted among them. It continued to stay with them, going home with the flock regularly every evening, to be fed and inclosed in the barn-yard. My attention was attracted to this bird by its owner, Mr. Thomas Hoskinson, from whom I got the above facts, and who kindly told me that if I would shoot the bird he was willing to have it sacrificed to science. Accordingly, I repaired to the 'commons,' and found the flock at a locality designated. After some little search the 'White Brant' was discovered, being distinguished by its black quill-feathers, rather smaller size, shorter neck, black instead of bluish eyes, and the
black space along the commissures of the bill. When unmolested this bird was as unmindful of a person as the tame Geese, and it required chase to make it endeavor to escape, which it always did by rising easily from the ground, and flying to the river—sometimes half a mile distant. The specimen was in fine plumage and excellent condition, and made a very clean, perfect specimen, when prepared. It measured as follows: Length, 27 inches; extent, 57; wing, 17; culmen, 2.25; tarsus, 2; middle toe, 1.75. Its weight was 54 lbs. Bill deep flesh-color, the upper mandible with a salmon-colored tinge, and the lower with a rosy-pink flush; the terminal anguis nearly white; the commissures inclose an elongate oval space of deep black; iris very dark brown; eyelids greenish-white; tarsi and toes purple-lake, the soles of the feet dingy Naples-yellow. A remarkable feature of this specimen is that one or two of the primaries are entirely pure white, while most of the remaining ones have longitudinal spaces, of greater or less extent, on the inner webs. The question arises, whether this is merely a case of partial albinism, or a change produced by the modified condition of its food and mode of life."

"The bill of this bird," says Wilson, "is singularly curious. The edges of the upper and lower gibbosities have each twenty-three indentations, or strong teeth, on each side; the inside, or concavity of the upper mandible, has also seven lateral rows of strong projecting teeth, and the tongue, which is horny at the extremity, is armed on each side with thirteen long and sharp, bony teeth, placed like those of a saw, with their points directed backward; the tongue, turned up and viewed on its lower side, looks very much like a human finger with its nail. This configuration of the mandibles, exposing two rows of strong teeth, has probably given rise to the epithet 'Laughing' bestowed on one of its varieties, though it might, with as much propriety, be named the 'Grinning Goose.'" No one familiar with the appearance of the Snow Goose will fail to recognize the aptness of the suggestion with which Wilson concludes his truthful, if not quite technically accurate, description, conveying an idea of the bird's queer physiognomy. The design and use of the conspicuous corneous lamella (common to other Geese, but remarkably developed in this one) are evident, when we know the bird's food and its manner of procuring it. It feeds upon reeds, grasses, and other herbs, which it forcibly pulls up by the roots, or twitches in two. The shape and singular armature of the bill admirably adapt it for seizing and retaining firm hold of yielding plant-stems. The bird's "horrible smile," then, so far from being a sign of vapid and inane character, is at once the mark and the means of the praiseworthy industry by which it gains an honest livelihood.

Various kinds of ordinary grass form a large part of this bird's food, at least during their winter residence in the United States. They gather it precisely as tame Geese are wont to do. Flocks alight upon a meadow or plain, and pass over the ground in broken array, cropping to either side as they go, with the peculiar tweak of the bill and quick jerk of the neck familiar to all who have watched the barn-yard birds when similarly engaged. The short, turf grasses appear to be highly relished; and this explains the frequent presence of the birds in fields at a distance from water. They also eat the bulbous roots and soft succulent culms of aquatic plants, and in securing these the tooth-like processes of the bill are brought into special service. Wilson again says that, when thus feeding upon reeds, "they tear them up like hogs;" a questionable comparison, however, for the birds pull up the plants instead of pushing or "rooting" them up. The Geese, I think, also feed largely
upon aquatic insects, small molluses, and marine invertebrates of various kinds; for they are often observed on mud-flats and rocky places by the sea-side, where there is no vegetation whatever; and it is probable that when they pass over meadows they do not spare the grasshoppers. Audubon relates, that in Louisiana he has often seen the Geese feeding in wheat-fields, where they plucked up the young plants entire.

**ANSER ROSSI, Bd.**

**Horned Wavy; Ross' Goose.**

*Horned Wavy of Hearne.*


*Exanthemops rossi,* ELLIOTT, B. N. A. pt. ix, pl. 44.

**Hab.**—Arctic America. South to San Francisco in winter.

This curious little *Chen,* in which a long-lost species is perfectly recognized, is an inhabitant chiefly of Arctic America, but, like the Snow Goose, is now known to migrate into the United States in winter. It has been taken at San Francisco. With exactly the coloration and form of *A. hyperboreus,* it is immediately recognized by its small size, being no larger than a Mallard, less exposure of the teeth of the bill, corrugation of the base of the bill, and the nearly straight instead of strongly convex outline of the feathers at the sides.

**ANSER COERULESCENS,** (Linn.) Vieill.

**Blue Goose.**


*Anser hyperboreus,* juv. of some authors.

**Hab.**—North America generally.

This proves to be a perfectly distinct species from *A. hyperboreus,* the young of which, however much resembling it, is quite different. In adult plumage it bears a curious superficial resemblance to *Philacte canagica,* the distribution of the colors being much the same. Specimens are in the Smithsonian from Chicago, and various localities in North America, where its distribution is apparently general.

√**BRANTA CANADENSIS,** (Linn.) Gray.

**Canada Goose; Common Wild Goose.**

**a. canadensis.**

*Anas canadensis,* Linn., Syst. Nat. i, 1766, 198.—*GM.,* Syst. Nat. i, 1768, 514.—*Forst.*, Phil. Trans. iii, 1772, 414.—*Lath.,* Ind. Orn. ii, 1790, 838.—*Wils.,* Am. Orn. viii, 1814, 52, pl. 67, f. 4; and of all earlier authors.


Branta canadensis, Gray.—Bann., Pr. Phila. Acad. 1870, 131.—Coues, Key, 283, fig. 154a.

Bernicla (Leucoblepharon) canadensis, Boie, B. N. A. 1858, pp. xliii, 764.

(Branta) leucopareia, Gray.—Hand-list, iii, 1871, 76, No. 10545.

“Cygnopsis canadensis, Brandt.” (Gray.)

Anser parvipes, Cass., Pr. Phila. Acad. 1852, 128 (Vera Cruz).

Bernicla barnstoni, Ross, Canad. Nat. vii, Apr. 1862.

b. leucopareia.


Bernicla leucopareia, Cass., iii, 273, pl. 45.—Dall & Bann., Tr. Chic. Acad. i, 1869, 295.

Bernicla (Leucoblepharon) leucopareia, Boie, B. N. A. 1858, pp. xliii, 765.

Branta (Leucoblepharon) leucopareia, Gray, Hand-list, iii, 1871, 76, No. 10545.

Branta canadensis var. leucopareia, Coues, Key, 1872, 254, fig. 185a.

Bernicla occidentalis, Boie, B. N. A. 1858, 766, in text.

Bernicla canadensis var. occidentalis, Dall & Bann., Tr. Chic. Acad. i, 1869, 295.


c. hutchinssii.


Bernicla (Leucoblepharon) hutchinsii, Boie, B. N. A. 1858, pp. xliii, 766.

Branta (Leucoblepharon) hutchinsii, Gray, Hand-list, iii, 1871, 76, No. 10579.


Branta canadensis var. hutchinsii, Coues, Key, 1872, 284.


Hab.—The whole of the North America, breeding in the United States, as well as further north. Accidental in Europe (see above quotations). Var. hutchinsii with nearly coincident range; especially abundant on the west coast in winter. Var. leucopareia from the northwest coast.

Lieutenant Warren’s Expedition.—5471, Yellowstone River.

Later Expeditions.—00000-0, Sweetwater River.

Not obtained by Captain Raynolds’ Expedition.

Both Hutchins’ and the Common Wild Goose I have found migrating through Dakota, in April and October, in considerable numbers, and Dr. Hayden states that the latter breeds on the Yellowstone. That it occasionally nests at large through the United States is abundantly attested. While in North Carolina I had reason to believe that it did so in the vicinity of Fort Macon, as stated in my article above quoted. But the most interesting information of its breeding that I have to offer is that it nests in various parts of the Upper Missouri and Yellowstone regions, in trees. This fact of arboreal nidification is probably little known, and might even be doubted by some; but, although
I have not myself seen the nests in trees, I am perfectly satisfied of the reliability of the accounts furnished me by various persons, among whom I need only mention Mr. J. Stevenson, of Dr. Hayden's party. While I was in Montana I found the circumstance to be a matter of common information among residents of that Territory, who expressed surprise that it was not more generally known. The birds are stated to build in the heavy timber along the larger streams, and to transport the young to the water in their bills. This corresponds with the habit of the Wood Duck; while the exceptional mode of nesting is paralleled in the case of the Herring Gull, which, according to Audubon, has been found breeding in communities in trees, though, as is well known, it ordinarily nests on the ground.

While ascending the Missouri in June, 1874, I saw broods of young geese on several occasions, apparently two or three weeks old, swimming in the river near the bank. Later in the same season, along the northern border of Montana, many geese were observed breeding in small lakes. At one of these, several dozen were killed with clubs by some members of the Survey. The old birds being then in moulting, were consequently unable to fly, while the young were also still deprived of the power of flight. At this point one of the birds furnished an instance of voluntary semi-domestication much like that narrated by Mr. Ridgway in the case of the tame Snow Goose; it entered camp, as if to escape the sad destruction that was carried on, became perfectly tame, and at last accounts was being carried along by the party as a pet.

Hutchins' Goose has not, to my knowledge, been known to nest within our limits. A set of four eggs before me, collected on the Arctic coast east of Anderson River, July 4, 1863, are larger than as described by previous writers, measuring 3.40 by 2.25; they are almost perfectly ellipsoidal, and, while appearing to have been originally white, are now tinged with dirty-yellowish, as if soiled or discolored. Mr. Dall states that in Alaska, where it is the most common of all the Geese, breeding at Saint Michael's and Pastolik, as well as all along the Yukon, it lays six or eight eggs on the beaches, like A. gambeli, with which species it arrives in the spring, departing about the end of October. Along our Atlantic coast this variety appears to be rare, and not to proceed further than the Middle districts; but its great resemblance to the common variety may cause it to be overlooked in a measure. But, as Audubon surmised, its regular occurrence has been established. "I had occasion to allude," he continues, "to a small species, called by the gunners of Maine the Winter or Flight Goose, which they described to me as resembling the large common kind in almost every particular except its size." Both Mr. Lawrence and Mr. Turnbull include it in their lists, as do various New England writers. We must, however, visit the regions west of the Rocky Mountains to find the Hutchins' Goose plentiful in its favorite winter residences, and observe it under the most favorable circumstances. On river, lake and marsh, and particularly along the sea-coast, it is found in vast numbers, being probably the most abundant representative of its family. It enters the United States early in October, or sometimes a little earlier, according to the weather, and in the course of that month becomes dispersed over all its winter feeding grounds. It is generally in poor condition on its arrival, after the severe journey, perhaps extending from the uttermost Arctic land; but it finds abundance of food, and is soon in high flesh again. During the rainy season in California the plains and valleys, before brown and dry, become clothed in rich verdure, and the nourishing grasses afford sustenance to incredible numbers of these and other Geese. Three kinds, the
Snow, the White-fronted, and the present species, have almost precisely the same habits and the same food during their stay with us, and associate so intimately together that many, if not most, of the flocks contain representatives of all three. At least, after considerable study of the Geese in Arizona and Southern California, I have been unable to recognize any notable differences in choice of feeding grounds.

The following extract from Hutchins' Goose, from Dr. Heeremann's Report, will be found interesting: "While hunting during a space of two months in the Suisun Valley I observed them, with other species of Geese, at dawn, high in the air, winging their way toward the prairies and hilly slopes, where the tender young wild oats and grapes offer a tempting pasturage. Their early flight lasted about two hours, and as far as the eye could reach the sky was spotted with flock after flock, closely following in each other's wake, till it seemed as though all the Geese of California had given rendezvous at this particular point. Between 10 and 11 o'clock they would leave the prairies, first in small squads, then in large masses, settling in the marshes and collecting around the ponds and sloughs thickly edged with heavy reeds. Here, swimming in the water, bathing and pluming themselves, they keep up a continual but not unmusical clatter. This proves the most propitious time of the day for the hunter, who, under cover of the tall reeds and guided by their continual cackling, approaches closely enough to deal havoc among them. Discharging one load as they sit on the water and another as they rise, I have thus seen twenty-three Geese gathered from two shots, while many more, wounded and maimed, fluttered away and were lost. About 1 o'clock they leave the marshes and return to feed on the prairies, flying low, and affording the sportsman again an opportunity to stop their career. In the afternoon, about 5 o'clock, they finally leave the prairies, and, rising high up in the air, wend their way to the roosting places whence they came in the morning. These were often at a great distance, as I have followed them in their evening flight until they were lost to view. Many, however, roost in the marshes. Our boat, sailing one night down the sloughs leading to Suisun Bay, having come among them, the noise they made as they rose in advance of us, emit their cry of alarm (their disordered masses being so serried that we could hear their pinions strike each other as they flew), impressed us with the idea that we must have disturbed thousands. Such are the habits of the Geese during the winter. Toward spring they separate into smaller flocks, and gradually disappear from the country, some few only remaining, probably crippled and unable to follow the more vigorous in their northern migration."

**BRANTA BERNICLA, (Linn.) Scop.**

**Brant Goose; Black Brant.**

*a. bernicla.*


Bernicla torquata, Boik, Ibis, 1822, 563.—Brehm, V. D. 551.

Bernicla melanopsis, MacGill, Mon. Orn. ii, 1842, 151.

Bernicla glaucogaster, wicorpus, platyurus, calloaris, Brehm., V. D. 840—851.

**b. nigricans.**

Anser nigricans, Lawr., Ann. Lyc. N. Y. iv, 1846, 171, pl. —.


Branta bernicla var. nigricans, Coues, Key, 1872, 284, fig. 184b.

Hab.—Europe. North America; rare or casual on the Pacific. Var. nigricans, rare or casual on the Atlantic. Not obtained by the Expeditions.

While ascending the Missouri in October, 1872, I observed vast numbers of the Common Brant in flocks on the banks and mud-bars of the river. It is generally dispersed over the continent, but chiefly in its eastern portions, where var. nigricans is rare. The latter almost entirely replaces the common form on the Pacific side.

In the paper by Messrs. Dall and Bannister, above quoted, the following passages relating to the Black Brant occur: “This Goose arrives in immense flocks, in the spring, along the sea-coast, but is rarely seen on the Yukon. I killed one, May 29, 1868, at Nulato, which was said to be a very rare visitor. They pass Fort Yukon in the spring, as they do at Saint Michael's, being present but a few days, and breeding on the shores of the Arctic Ocean. I was informed at Fort Yukon that it is not seen there in the fall. Unlike the White Geese, they return to Norton Sound in small numbers in the fall. * * * * The few that appear at Norton Sound in the fall are the last Geese excepting the canagia. A few of this species were killed at Saint Michael's the season I was there; it was said to be altogether less abundant that spring than ordinarily. It arrives there about the 12th of May, almost the last of all the migratory birds. They were observed in the fall of 1865 (September 23), on their return. Usually the Black Brant is said to come in immense flocks, and to afford more profitable sport for a few days than all the other species put together. The flight of the main body of these migratory birds seems to me to be along the western edge of Saint Michael's Island, touching Stewart's Island, and then directly northward, across the open sea, to Golownin Sound. I saw no such large flocks passing the fort as I saw down the canal flying toward Cape Stephens.” According to Dr. Suckley these Brant are extremely abundant about the Straits of Fuca in winter, preferring the vicinity of the coast, and subsisting by choice upon sedge-grass growing near salt water. On the Atlantic coast I have noticed the common variety as far as the Carolinas.

The following *Anserinae* of North America have not been found in the Missouri region:
Branta leucopsis (Boie). Barnacle Goose.


Bemicula erythrops, Steph., Gen. Zool. xii, 1834, 49.

Anas leucopsis, Temm., Man. 1816, 531; i, 1830, 223.


— Hab.—Europe. Very rare or casual in North America (Hudson's Bay, Bd., Am. Nat. ii, 49; North Carolina, Lawr., ibid. v, 1871, 10).

Philacte canagica, Barn. Emperor Goose.


Chloephaga canagica, Br., C. R. xii, Sept. 1856.—Br., B. N. A. 1856, 765.—Elliot, B. N. A. pl. 45.—Dall & Bann., Tr. Chic. Acad. i, 1869, 226.


— Hab.—Northwest coast of America.

Dendrocygna autumnalis (Linn.) Egton.


Dendrocygna autumnalis, Wagl., Isis, 1832, 22.


— Hab.—Central and South America. Southwestern United States. West Indies.

Dendrocygna fulva (Gm.) Burn.

"Penelope mexicana, Briss."


Dendrocygna fulva, Wagl., Isis, 1832, 251.


Anas virgata, Maxm., Beit. Nat. Bras. iv, 918; Reise Bras. i, 322.

"Anas sinuata, Licht., Mus. Berol."


"Anas collaris, Merrem."

— Hab.—Central and South America. North to Arizona and California.

The following species of Dendrocygna may yet be detected in North America:

Dendrocygna arborea (Linn.) Sw.


Dendrocygna fulva, Wagl., Isis, 1832, 252.

Dendrocygna viducata (Linn.) Eyt.


The following is the synonymy of the Musk Duck, domesticated in this country:

Hyonetta moschata, (Linn.) Sund.


Anas (Moschatus) moschata, Less., Mem. orn. ii, 1823, 416.

Anas (Gymnathus) moschata, Nutt., Man. ii, 1834, 403.


For synonymy of hybrids of this species with A. boschas, see that species. A description of the usual hybrid condition is given by Coues, Forest and Stream, Feb. 19, 1874.

Subfamily ANATINÆ: River Ducks.

ANAS BOSCHAS, Linn.

Mallard.

Anas adunca, LINK., Syst. Nat. i, 1766, 206.—GM., Syst. Nat. i, 1768, 538.—JEN., Man. 234.—DONOVAN, Br. Birds, ix, pl. 218.

Anas domestica, GM., Syst. Nat. i, 1768, 538.

Anas (Boschas) domestica, SW. & RICH, T. B. A. ii, 1831, 442.—NUTT., Man. ii, 1834, 378.

Anas curvirostra, Pall. (Gray.)

Anas freycineti, Br. (Gray.)


Anas archiboschas, subboschas, conboschas, BREHM, V. D. 862, 864, 865.

Among hybrids, proven or presumed, of the Mallard with other Ducks, are the following:

Anas purpureo-oviris, SCHINZ. (Muscovy?)

Anas maxima, GOSE, B. Jam. 1847, 399. (Muscovy?)

Anas bicolor, DONOVAN, Br. Birds, ix, pl. 212. (Muscovy?)

Anas brevirostris, AUD., Orn. Biog. iv, 1834, 302, pl. 335 ("gloeotis"); Syn. 1839, 277; B. Am. vi, 1843, 352, pl. 357. (Gadwall or Canvas-back?)

Anas auduboni, Br., List, 1838, 56 ("bimaculata"). (Same as brevirostris.)

Fuligula viola, BELL, Ann. Lyc. N. Y. v, 1832, 219. (Muscovy?)

Anas ioparica, Phil., Arch. Naturg. i, 1860, 25; F. Z. S. 1866, 531. (Muscovy.)


List of specimens.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Specimen</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Collector</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>19306</td>
<td>Apr. 13, 1860</td>
<td>F. V. Hayden</td>
<td>20.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19507</td>
<td>Apr. 13, 1860</td>
<td>F. V. Hayden</td>
<td>15.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19308</td>
<td>Sept. 15, 1860</td>
<td>G. H. Trook</td>
<td>21.25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Lieutenant Warren's Expedition.—No. 9691, Upper Missouri.

Later Expeditions.—50957, Colorado; 6053-7, Sweetwater and North Platte; 61107-7, Bass Creek and Green River; 62464-5, North Fork, Idaho.

Abundant throughout the Missouri region, in suitable situations, especially during the migrations. Many breed in various places, and during the fall movement Mallards are conspicuous among the hordes of wild fowl that throng the waters of this part of the continent.

ANAS OBSCURA, Gmelin.

Dusky Duck; Black Duck.

a. obscura.

b. fulvigula.

Anas obscura var. fulvigula, Ridg., Am. Nat. viii. 1874. p.—. COUES, Check-list, App. p.—.

Hab.—Eastern North America, especially along the Atlantic coast, from Labrador to Texas. Iowa and Kansas. Cuba. Var. fulvigula, resident in Florida.

The Dusky Duck is peculiar among our species for its partial distribution, being confined to the Eastern Province. It was not noticed by either of the Expeditions, and probably only reaches the border of the Missouri region. Its occurrence in Iowa and Kansas is sufficiently attested. I never saw it, to my knowledge, in Dakota. In 1860 I found it abundant in Labrador, where it was breeding, in pools back of the coast, though occasionally seen also on the islands where the Eiders were nesting. It moult there in July, when the young are able to take care of themselves, and is for a time unable to fly owing to loss of the quills. It also breeds plentifully in New England, especially in Maine, being there, as in Labrador, one of the most abundant and characteristic Ducks during the summer. I have traced it along the Atlantic coast as far as the Carolinas: it is found still further, in Florida and Texas, as well as, according to Cabanis, in Cuba; and, during the winter, is one of the common market ducks of our Atlantic cities. The northward migration appears to be incomplete, many individuals nesting on our Southern coasts; Audubon states that it breeds in Texas "and throughout the United States." The eggs, of which eight or ten are laid, are not distinguishable from those of the Mallard, being pale, dirty yellowish-drab, averaging about 2½ inches in length by 1½ in breadth. The nest is quite compactly and carefully built of weeds and grass, with a slight hollow lined with the parent's feathers.

**DAFILA ACUTA, PINTAIL.**

**Phasianus acutus, WAGL., Isis, 1832, 1235.**

DAFILA ACUTA, PINTAIL.

1872, 183 (Utah).—Aiken, Pr. Bost. Soc. xv, 1872, 210 (Colorado).—Trippe, ibid. 241 (Iowa).—Stev., U. S. Geol. Surv. Terr. 1570, 466 (Wyoming).—Merr., ibid. 1872, 703 (Wyoming).—Couch, Key, 1872, 286, fig. 186.—Snow, B. Kau., 1873, 11; and of authors generally.

Quercucla acuta, Selby, Brit. Orn. ii, 311.

Anas alamnea, Sparmann, Mus. Carls. iii, pl. 60.

Anas sparrmanni, Latt., Ind. Orn. ii, 1700, 576.


Daphila caudacuta, Sw., Classif. B. ii, 1837, 367.

Anas (Dafila) caudacuta, Sw. & Rich., F. B. A. ii, 1831, 441.


Anas longicauda, Biss., Orn. vi, 366, pl. 34, f. 1, 2.—Brehm, Vög. Deutschl. 868.

Anas caudata, Brehm, Vög. Deutschl. 869.

Dafila acuta var. americana, Br., Compt. Rend. xliii, 1856.

Hab.—North America and Europe. Breeds chiefly in high latitudes. In winter south to Panama. Cuba.

Lieutenant Warren's Expedition.—8910, “Nebraska.”


The Pintail is emphatically a “river” Duck, being far more abundant on the pools and streams of the interior than along either coast. It is one of the earlier arrivals in the United States, passing our northern boundary early in September, with the Teal, and becoming generally distributed during the following month. It is one of the most elegant and graceful of our Ducks, either on the land or water, walking and swimming with the long pointed tail elevated, and the thin sinuous neck swaying in all directions. It is shy and vigilant, but owing to its habit of clustering close in groups about the margins of pools where the reeds or brush-wood favor approach, it is sometimes slaughtered in numbers with ease; and if the gunner be ready with another barrel, additional birds may usually be procured, as they fly off in a compact flock.

Few Ducks exceed the Pintail in extent and regularity of migration. In the spring it withdraws altogether from most parts of the United States to high latitudes to breed, and in winter pushes its migration even to Panama. While its general habits when with us are well known, little has been ascertained respecting its breeding in this country; and I have therefore greater pleasure in being able to attest its nesting within our limits. Although I have not recognized it in the Missouri region proper during the breeding season, yet I found it to be one of the commonest of the various ducks that nest in the country drained by the Milk River and its tributaries, throughout most of the northern parts of Montana. In traveling through that country in July, I found it on all the prairie pools and alkaline lakes. At this date the young were just beginning to fly, in most instances, while the old birds were for the most part deprived of flight by moulting of the quills. Many of the former were killed with sticks, or captured by hand, and afforded welcome variation of our hard fare. On invasion of the grassy or reedy pools where the ducks were, they generally crawled shyly out upon the prairie around, and there squatted to hide; so that we procured more from the dry grass surrounding than in the pools themselves. I have sometimes stumbled thus upon several together, crocking as close as possible, and caught them all in my hands.

The following note from Mr. Dall continues this subject: “Extremely common in all parts of the Yukon, and on the marshes near the sea coast. In the early spring, arriving about May 1 at Nulato, it is gregarious; but as soon as it commences to breed, about May 20, or later, they are generally found solitary or in pairs. Their nest is usually
in the sedge, lined with dry grass, and, in the absence of both parents, is covered with dry leaves and feathers. * * * * They lay from six to ten, or even twelve eggs, and as soon as the young are hatched, they withdraw from the river to the small creeks and rivulets, where they remain until the ducklings are fully able to fly, when all repair to the great marshes, where, on the roots of the horsetail (Equisetum), they grow so fat that frequently they cannot raise themselves above the water."

A nest-complement of seven eggs, from the Yukon, now in the Smithsonian, furnishes the following characters: size, 2.10 by 1.50, to 2.90 by 1.55; shape, rather elongate ellipsoidal; color, uniform dull grayish-olive, without any buff or creamy shade.

Hybrids of this species with the Mallard are of comparatively frequent occurrence; and in at least one instance (that recorded by Prof. A. Newton, as above cited) these have proved fertile inter se. Those that I have examined show unmistakably the characters of both parents in about equal proportions.

**CHAULELASMUS STREPERUS, (Linn.) Gray.**

**Gadwall; Gray Duck.**


*Kinnorhynchus strepera,* Eyt., *Monog. Anat.* 1858, 137.


*Anas strepera americana,* Maxim., *J. F. O.* vii, 1859, 169.

*Chaulelasmus americana,* Br. (Gray.)

*Anas cineaea et subulata,* S. G. Mellen. (Gray.)


*Anas malis,* Hodgson. (Gray.)

*Anas capensis,* Swainson. (Gray.)


Not obtained by Captain Raynolds' or Lieutenant Warren's Expedition.

*Later Expeditions.*—*62363, Idaho.*

The Gadwall breeds in various parts of the United States, and does not appear to proceed to the extreme North like some other species. Mr. Dall mentions a British Columbia specimen, with merely the probability that the species reaches as far as Sitka. Audubon notes the breeding in Texas, and in the Middle States and New England, while I
have seen eggs from Sacramento, California. These are of the usual shape, of a uniform creamy-buff color, and measure a trifle over 2 inches in length by about 1.50 in breadth.

I found Gadwalls quite common in September, in Northern Dakota, with Mallard, Teal, and Widgeon; some doubtless had bred in the vicinity, as the species certainly does in Montana, along the Milk River and its tributaries. I found unfledged young late in August.

**MARECA AMERICANA, (Gm.) Steph.**

American Widgeon; Baldpate.


Not obtained by Captain Raynolds' Expedition.

**Lieutenant Warren's Expedition.**—5453, Bijoux Hills.

**Later Expeditions.**—61110, Pass Creek, Wyoming.

The Widgeon breeds in abundance in Northern Dakota and Montana along the banks of the streams and pools. Some such places which I visited, the resort of many pairs of various Ducks during the breeding season, and of innumerable flocks during the migrations, resemble the duck-yard of a farm, in the quantities of moulted feathers and amount of ordure scattered everywhere. I was surprised to find young Widgeons, still unable to fly, even as late as the middle of September, at a time when all the other Ducks observed were well on the wing. Although this bird passes far north, many nest in various parts of the United States. Andubon notices its breeding in Texas, and others in the Middle States, about the Great Lakes, and in Oregon. Mr. Dall found it nesting along the Yukon, with the Pintail.

The Widgeon's eggs are eight to twelve in number, about 2 inches long by 1½ broad, of a dull, pale buff color.

**Obs.**—The European Widgeon (*Mareca penelope*) is said to have occurred in Wisconsin (*Kumlein*), and in Illinois; its casual presence in the Missouri region is to be anticipated. Following is its synonymy:

**Mareca penelope,** (Linne.) Selby.

*Anas penelope,* LINN., Syst. Nat. i, 1766, 202.—GM., Syst. Nat. i, 1768, 527.—Lath., Ind. Ord. ii, 1790, 560.—Pall., Zool. R. A. ii, 1811, 251.—Leach, Cat. 1816, 37.—Boie, Ibis, 1822, 564.— Vieill., Enc. Meth. 1823, 141.—Licht., Verz. 1828, 84.—Brehm,
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Anas crecca, var., FORST., Philos. Tr. ixi, 1772, 383, 419.


Anas americana, VIRILL., Enc. Meth. 1823, 155.


"Anas Sylvatica, Virill." (Gray.)

Hab.—The whole of North America, Greenland, Mexico, Cuba. South to Honduras. Breeds from the northern border of the United States northward.

List of specimens.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Notes</th>
<th>G. H. Trook</th>
<th>Dr. Hines</th>
<th>F. V. Hayden</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>19314</td>
<td>Rosebud</td>
<td>Sept. 10, 1860</td>
<td>14.00</td>
<td>7.50</td>
<td>7.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19315</td>
<td>do</td>
<td></td>
<td>14.50</td>
<td>24.00</td>
<td>7.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19316</td>
<td>do</td>
<td>Oct. 20, 1860</td>
<td>13.00</td>
<td>23.00</td>
<td>6.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19317</td>
<td>Deer Creek</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>16.50</td>
<td>25.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Lieutenant Warren's Expedition.—5461, Blackfoot Country; 5462, Big Bend, Missouri River.
Later Expeditions.—59878-80, 60342-50, various Wyoming localities; 61192-15, Green River.

The Green-winged Teal enters the Missouri region from the north in August, among the earliest arrivals of the water-fowl, and soon becomes extremely abundant over all the pools and water-courses. It may breed in Northern Dakota, but I have not satisfied myself of the
fact; and I am still uncertain whether some eggs of Teal taken along
the Milk River, in Montana, were of this or the succeeding species.
According to Mr. Dall it breeds in Alaska, about the 20th of May.
The eggs are about eight in number, of a pale, dull, greenish color,
measuring from 1.75 to 1.90 in length, by 1.20 to 1.30 in breadth. The
nest is built on the ground, of grass and weeds, lined with feathers.

Note.—The European Green-winged Teal, which occurs as a straggler to this
country, has the following synonymy:

_Querquedula crecca_, (Linn.) Steph.

_Anaa crecca_ Linn., Ph. Sacc. 45.


_Querquedula subcrecca et creccoides_, Breth, V. D. 1865, 256.

**QUERQUEDULA DISCORS, (Linn.) Steph.**

**Blue-winged Teal.**


Hab.—North America, chiefly east of the Rocky Mountains. To the Pacific coast in
Alaska. West Indies. Mexico. Central and South America to Ecuador. Accidental
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List of specimens.

| 19313 | 189 | Rosebud... | Sept. 9, 1859 | G. H. Trook... | 14.50 | 24.90 | 7.50 |
| 19378 |... | Bigbourn... | June 5, 1859 | do... | 24.90 | 22.75 | 6.50 |

Lieutenant Warren’s Expedition.—5464, Vermillion River; 5465, Iowa River. Not obtained by the later Expeditions.

This Teal is very abundant in the Missouri region during the migrations, and doubtless also breeds there, as it does in various parts of the United States, as well as farther north. It is the species most frequently noticed by extralimital writers, as occurring in tropical America, though it also winters in the Southern States. It is one of the few Ducks apparently not equally abundant on both sides of the continent, and, in fact, its presence on the Pacific coast, south of Alaska, is still questionable. Dr. Newberry can hardly be right in stating that it is common throughout California and Oregon, having probably confounded it with the next species.

The eggs are of the same size and shape as those of the Green-winged Teal, but rather lighter colored. A nest, believed to be of this species, containing eight eggs with advanced embryos was found on the Milk River early in July; it was built on dry prairie many yards from the nearest water, of dried grasses and weeds, carefully finished with the parents’ down.

QUERQUEDULA CYANOPTERA, (Vieill.) Cassin.

Cinnamon Teal; Red-breasted Teal.


Cyanoptera rafflesi, Eyet, Mon. Anat. 1838.


Hab.—South America, westerly. In North America, from the Rocky Mountains to the Pacific, north to the Columbia. Louisiana. Florida ?? (Maynard).

List of specimens.

| 19310 | 5 | ... | May 22, 1890 | F. V. Hayde... | 13.50 | 6.50 |
| 19311 |... | ... | do | G. H. Trook... | 22.75 | 6.50 |
| 19312 | 5 | Popoagie Crk. |... | ... | 14.50 | 6.50 |

Not obtained by Lieutenant Warren’s Expedition.

Later Expeditions.—60838-41, Sweet Water and Platte Rivers; 61648-9, Utah.

It has not often occurred that an abundant bird of North America
has been first made generally known from the extreme point of South America, and for a long time recognized only as an inhabitant of that continent. Yet this species furnishes such a case, having been early named by King Anas rafflesi, from a specimen taken in the Straits of Magellan. It is, moreover, a singular fact, that it was first discovered in the United States in a locality where it is of very unusual and probably only accidental occurrence. It has not, to my knowledge, been found in Louisiana since its discovery in that State, at Opelousas, in 1849. Mr. Cassin notices this occurrence, in the journal cited above, as that of a bird new to our fauna, and subsequently makes the following remarks in his “Illustrations,” &c.: “In a communication to us, accompanying one of the first specimens obtained by him [Dr. E. Pilate], and intended for the collection of the Philadelphia Academy, that gentleman mentions having occasionally seen it in company with other species of ducks, but regards its appearance as unusual in Louisiana.” Our next notice, after Mr. Cassin’s original one, is Prof. Baird’s, of 1852, also above cited. This author observes: “This beautiful species is now for the second time presented as an inhabitant of North America. * * It appears to be a common bird in Utah.” The same year it is also given by Mr. Lawrence; the following one, Dr. Woodhouse recorded it as “very abundant throughout Western Texas, New Mexico and California.” In 1855, Mr. Cassin, in the work just mentioned, describes and figures the species, alluding to previous discoveries, and to the occurrence of the bird in Chili, as shown by the collections of the United States Astronomical Expedition. By this time, it had become known as a bird of Western North America at large, numerous fragmentary accounts having been given by the naturalists attached to the various Pacific Railroad Surveys, who observed it in many different localities. Among these, Dr. Suckley’s is of special interest. “I myself,” he says, alluding to its previously noticed occurrences, “have carried its recorded habitat as far north as the Columbia River, where, at Fort Dalles, I obtained several specimens. Fort Dalles is situated about latitude 46° 45′ north. I presume this forms the northernmost limit of the species, excepting, perhaps, a narrow point of the same general geographic region which, crossing the Columbia, extends north of Fort Dalles about 100 miles. This is the culmination northwards of the great wedge-shaped northern prolongation of the Southern fauna, occurring in the arid interior of Oregon and Washington Territories. Near Fort Dalles this Teal seems to be an annual summer resident, where it breeds on the lagoons of the Columbia, and near the small lakes and pond-holes in the basaltic trap of the vicinity.”

The Cinnamon Teal was found breeding in Idaho by Mr. Merriam, who took a set of nine eggs, containing large embryos, on the 29th of June, on Marsh Creek. The nest was in swamp grass, and lined with down. The eggs of this bird are strictly oval in shape, one end being much smaller than the other—more so than is usual in this family. They are creamy-white or pale buff, not shaded perceptibly with the grayish or olive-drab so commonly observable in Ducks’ eggs. Two specimens, selected as extremes, measured 1.75 by 1.30 and 1.90 by 1.35, respectively; the set to which they belonged, now in the Smithsonian, was taken at Fort Crook, California, by Mr. J. Feidner. I do not think that the bird breeds in Arizona; at least, I have not been able to determine satisfactorily that it does so, as it always appeared to me to come in the fall, in September and October, with other species of wild-fowl, and to leave in the spring with them. But its movements are not yet clearly defined, especially since we have to take into consideration those
of the South American representatives of the species. It has not yet been determined whether these are coincident in migration or not; but the supposition that they are so is the more improbable one. It is also a question whether the species was indigenous to both or only one of the divisions of the hemisphere; and if the latter, which one, and at what time did the migration into the other occur. Some may incline to the opinion that it was originally a bird of South America that only recently extended into our country, arguing from the extreme improbability of so conspicuous a bird as it now is remaining so long undiscovered. It being first detected in Louisiana, where it is now scarcely or not at all to be found, strengthens the belief that the Louisiana birds were among the first to appear in the country, at a time before the species determined for itself the habitat that it subsequently found best suited to its new conditions.

There appears to be nothing in the habits of this Teal noticeably different from those of its well-known ally, the Blue-winged, and probably little need be said on this score. But I never think of the bird without recalling scenes in which it was a prominent figure. I have in mind a picture of the headwaters of the Rio Verde, in November, just before winter had fairly set in, although frosts had already touched the foliage and dressed every tree and bush in gorgeous colors. The atmosphere showed a faint yellow haze, and was heavy with odors—souvenirs of departing flowers. The sap of the trees coursed sluggishly, no longer lending elastic vigor to the limbs, that now cracked and broke when forced apart; the leaves loosened their hold, for want of the same mysterious tie, and fell in showers where the Quail rustled over their withering forms. Woodpeckers rattled with exultation against the resounding bark, and seemed to know of the greater store for them now in the nerveless, drowsy trees, that resisted the chisel less stoutly than when they were full of juicy life. Ground squirrels worked hard, gathering, the last seeds and nuts to increase their winter's store, and cold-blooded reptiles dragged their stiffening joints to bask in sunny spots, and stimulate the slow current of circulation, before they should withdraw and sink into torpor. Wild fowl came flocking from their northern breeding places—among them thousands of Teal, hurling overhead and plashing in the waters they were to enliven and adorn all winter.

The upper parts of both forks of the Verde are filled with beavers, that have dammed the streams at short intervals, and transformed them, in some places, into a succession of pools, where the Teal swim in still water. Other wild fowl join them, such as Mallards, Pintails, and Green-wings, disporting together. The approach to the open waters is difficult in most places, from the rank growths, first of shrubbery, and next of reeds, that fringe the open banks; in other places, where the stream narrows in precipitous gorges, from the almost inaccessible rocks. But these difficulties overcome, it is a pleasant sight to see the birds before us—perhaps within a few paces, if we have very carefully crawled through the rushes to the verge—fancying themselves perfectly secure. Some may be quietly paddling in and out of the sedge on the other side, daintily picking up the floating seeds that were shaken down when the wind rustled through, stretching up to gather those still hanging, or to pick of little creatures from the seared stalks. Perhaps a flock is floating idly in midstream, some asleep, with the head resting close on the back and the bill buried in the plumage. Some others swim vigorously along, with breasts deeply immersed, tasting the water as they go, straining it through their bills, to net minute insects, and gabbling to each other their sense of perfect enjoyment. But let them
appear never so careless, they are quick to catch the sound of coming danger and take alarm; they are alert in an instant; the next incursions movement, or snapping of a twig, startles them; a chorus of quacks, a splashing of feet, a whistling of wings, and the whole company is off. He is a good sportsman who stops them then, for the stream twists about, the reeds confuse, and the birds are out of sight almost as soon as seen.

Much as elsewhere, I presume, the Duck hunter has to keep his wits about him, and be ready to act at very short notice; but there is double necessity on the Verde. The only passages along the stream are Indian trails, here always war paths. In retaliation for real or fancied wrongs—or partly, at least, from inherent disposition—these savages spend most of their time in wandering about, in hopes of plunder and murder; this, too, against each other, so long as the tribes are not leagued in common cause against a common enemy. On the day I have in mind more particularly, we passed a spot where lay the bodies of several Apaches; from the arrows still sticking in them we judged, afterwards, that they had been killed by a stray band of Navajos. But this was not what we thought most about at the time; we were only four together, and this was close by the place we designed to spend the day in hunting and fishing. Contemplation of the decaying Indians was not calculated to raise our spirits; for though, of course, we knew the danger beforehand, and meant to take our chances, it was not pleasant to have the thing brought up in such a way. We kept on through the cañon a little more cautiously, talked a little more seriously, and concluded to look for game in places where there was the least likelihood of an ambushade. I confess that the day's sport was rather too highly spiced to be altogether enjoyable, and suspect that others shared my uncomfortable conviction of foolishness. However, the day passed without further intimation of danger; game was plenty, and the shooting good. Out of the woods, and with a good bag, we were disposed, and could better afford, to laugh at each other's fears.

**SPATULA CLYPEATA, (Linn.) Boie.**

**Shoveller; Spoonbill Duck.**


**AIX SPONSA, SUMMER DUCK.**

Ter. 1570, 466 (Wyoming).—*Allen*, Bull. M. C. Z. iii, 1872, 183 (Utah).—*Coues*, Key, 1872, 288.—*Snow*, B. Kans. 1873, 11; and of most late writers.

*Spatulaea cygneta*, Flem., Br. Anim. 1838, 123.


Hab.—North America. Europe. Asia. Australia. In this country throughout the continent, breeding from Texas to Alaska, and wintering abundantly from the Middle districts southward to Guatemala, Mexico, Cuba, and Jamaica. Replaced in South America by a nearly allied species, *A. platlea*, VIEILLOT.

**List of specimens.**

| 17309 | ................................ | G. H. Troook.. | 20.00 | 34.50 | 10.00 |

*Lieutenant Warren's Expedition.*—No. 5452, Ayoway River.

*Later Expeditions.*—6051-2, Sweetwater; 61111, Green River.

I have found the Shoveller to be abundant in season in all parts of the West, and determined its breeding in Northern Dakota, where I found young still unable to fly in August, on the Mouse River; and in Montana, along the Milk River and its tributaries, where the bird is common through the summer. The eggs have not, so far as I know, been described from American specimens. They measure on an average 2.10 in length, by 1.50 in breadth; the shape is as usual in the family; the color a uniform dull, pale, greenish-gray, sometimes with a faint bluish tinge. These eggs were taken on the Yukon; the nest complement was eight. Others from the region last mentioned are entirely similar.

√

**AIX SPONSA, (Linn.) Boie. S = −**

**Summer Duck; Wood Duck.**


*Dendrocygna sponsa*, Sw. & Rich., F. B. A. ii, 1831, 446.

*Laomop.STRING slew*, WAGL, Isis, 1832, 282.

*Commosoena sponsa*, Rich., Syst. Av. 1852, x.

Hab.—North America, especially United States, breeding throughout in suitable places, and wintering chiefly in the south. Cuba.

*Lieutenant Warren's Expedition.*—5456, 5460, Vermilion River; 5457, Heart River; 5458, Nishnialitra; 5459, Ioway River.

Not obtained by Captain Rayslons' or the later Expeditions.

The beautiful Wood Duck breeds more generally throughout the
United States than any other, and is further notable for furnishing a conspicuous exception to the general rule that Ducks nest on the ground; for it breeds in trees. The following account of Audubon's of the nidification of the species, its most interesting peculiarity, leaves little to be desired:

"The Wood Duck breeds in the Middle States about the beginning of April, in Massachusetts a month later, and in Nova Scotia, or on our northern lakes, seldom before the first days of June. In Louisiana and Kentucky, where I have had better opportunities of studying their habits in this respect, they generally pair about the first of March, sometimes a fortnight earlier. I never knew one of these birds to form a nest on the ground, or on the branches of a tree. They appear at all times to prefer the hollow, broken portion of some large branch, the hole of our large Woodpecker (Picus principalis), or the deserted retreat of the fox squirrel; and I have frequently been surprised to see them go in and out of a hole of any one of these, when their bodies while on wing seemed to be nearly half as large again as the aperture within which they had deposited their eggs. Once only I found a nest (with ten eggs) in the fissure of a rock, on the Kentucky River, a few miles below Frankfort. Generally, however, the holes to which they betake themselves are either over deep swamps, above cane-brakes, or on broken branches of high sycamores, seldom more than forty or fifty feet from the water. They are much attached to their breeding-places, and for three successive years I found a pair near Henderson, in Kentucky, with the eggs, in the beginning of April, in the abandoned nest of the Ivory-billed Woodpecker. The eggs, which are from six to fifteen, according to the age of the bird, are placed on dry plants, feathers, and a scanty portion of down, which I believe is mostly plucked from the breast of the female. They are perfectly smooth, nearly elliptical, of a light color, between buff and pale green, two inches in length by one and a half in diameter.

"No sooner has the female completed her set of eggs than she is abandoned by her mate, who now joins others, which form themselves into considerable flocks, and thus remain apart till the young are able to fly, when old and young of both sexes come together, and so remain until the commencement of the next breeding season. In all the nests I have examined I have been rather surprised to find a quantity of feathers belonging to birds of other species, even those of the domestic fowls, and particularly those of the Wild Goose and Wild Turkey. On coming on a nest with eggs when the bird was absent in search of food, I have always found the eggs covered over with feathers and down, although quite out of sight, in the depth of a Woodpecker's or squirrel's hole. On the contrary, when the nest was placed on the broken branch of a tree, it could easily be observed from the ground, on account of the feathers, dead sticks, and withered grasses about it. If the nest is placed immediately over the water, the young, the moment they are hatched, scramble to the mouth of the hole, launch into the air with their little wings and feet spread out, and drop into their favorite element; but whenever their birth-place is some distance from it, the mother carries them to it one by one in her bill, holding them so as not to injure their yet tender frame. On several occasions, however, when the hole was thirty, forty, or more yards from a bayou or other piece of water, I observed that the mother suffered the young to fall on the grasses and dried leaves beneath the tree, and afterward led them directly to the nearest edge of the next pool or creek. At this early age, the young answer to their parents' call with a mellow pee, pee, pee-e,
often and rapidly repeated. The call of the mother at such times is low, soft, and prolonged, resembling the syllables pe-ê, pé-ê. The watch-note of the male, which resembles hoë-êk, is never uttered by the female; indeed, the male himself seldom uses it, unless alarmed by some uncommon sound, or the sight of a distant enemy, or when intent on calling passing birds of his own species."

Subfamily FULIGULINAE: Sea Ducks.

FULIGULA MARILA, (Linn.) Steph.

Greater Scaup Duck; Big Black-head; Blue-bill; Broad-bill; Shuffler.


Nyroca marila, FLEM., Br. Anim. i22.

Aythya marila, BOIE, Isis, 1822, 564.—BREHM, V. D. 912.—BR., List B. Err. 1842.


Anas frenata, SPARRM., Mus. Carls. 1786, pl. 38.

Marilia frenata, BR., Comptes Rendus, xiii, 1856.


Not obtained by the Expeditions.

I frequently saw Black heads in Dakota and Montana, especially during the migrations, but whether this species was with the succeeding was not determined. It is abundant in summer in Alaska, where Mr. Dall procured eggs, early in June, at the mouth of the Yukon. The nest was "very rude, a mere excavation with a few sticks about it."

FULIGULA AFFINIS, Eyton.

Lesser Scaup Duck; Little Black-head; Blue-bill; Broad-bill.

"Anas marila, FORST., Phil. Trans. ixii, 1772, No. 44."

Fulicula marila, AUD., Oru. Biol. iii, 1835, 226; v, 1839, 614; pl. 229; Syn. 1839, 286; B. Am. vi, 1843, 316, pl. 397.


Marilia affinis, BR., Comptes Rendus, xiii, 1856.

FULIGULA COLLARIS, RING-NECKED DUCK.


Fuligula minor, Gir., B. L. f. 1844, 393.—Bell, Pr. Phila. Acad. i, 1842, 141.

Hab.—The whole of North America, and south to Guatemala in winter. Breeds in high latitudes and southward at least to the United States border. Part of the West Indies.

Not obtained by the Expeditions.

Authors are at variance concerning the relationship of the bird to the preceding, and the question is not yet settled. For myself, I am rather inclined to keep the two apart, notwithstanding their very close resemblance, and admitting the probability that intermediate examples may be found. There appears to be something different in their range, the \textit{F. affinis} being the more southerly. Not that it does not, in the breeding season, reach as high latitudes as the other, but that its autumnal movement is pushed to the West Indies and Central America, where the true \textit{F. marila} is not recorded as occurring. It is improbable that two varieties, if they be really such, should preserve this difference. Good observers have also noted some differences in habits and resorts, and gunners, practically very familiar with both birds, recognize a distinction. The Lesser Black-head seems to be more generally distributed in the interior of the United States than the other, and probably most of the "Scaups" from such regions are of this kind. All of the numerous Scaups that I found breeding along the Upper Missouri and Milk River appeared to be of this species, as were the several specimens examined. In some places they seemed more abundant than any other species, and they were the principal representatives of the \textit{Fuligulinae}, the Buffle-head itself not excepted.

FULIGULA COLLARIS, (Donov.) Bp.

\textbf{Ring-necked Duck.}

\textit{Anas collaris}, Donov., Br. Birds, vi, pl. 147 (England).


\textit{Anas fuligula}, Will., Am. Orn. viii, 1861, 66, pl. 67, f. 5 (not of Linnaeus).—Temml., Man. ii, 1835, 573; iv, 1840, 549.

\textit{Anas (Fuligula) ruftortuques}, Bp., Journ. Phila. Acad. iii, 1824, 381.


\textit{Later Expeditions.}—61116, Green River, Wyoming.
FULIGULA VALLISNERIA, CANVAS-BACK DUCK.

FULIGULA FERINA var. AMERICANA. (Eyt.) Coues.

American Pochard; Red-head.

Anas ferina, Wils., Am. Orn. viii, 1514, 110, pl. 70. f. 6. —Dough., Cab. N. H. ii, 1532, 40. (Not of European writers.)


Fuligula ferina var. americana. Coles, Key, 1572, 299.

Aythya erythrocephala, Br., List. 1535, 59.—Newb., P. R. R. Rep. vi, 1557, 103.


Nyroca americana, Gray, Gen. of B. iii, 1499.

Aythya americana, Br., Comptes Rendus, 1536.—Br., B. N. A. 1558, 738; and of most late United States writers.

Hab.—Whole of North America, but more particularly Eastern North America. Breeds in the Fur Countries. Bahamas (Bryant).

List of specimens.

1921s 35 Otter Creek…….….. Mar. 27, 1890 F. V. Hayden. 20.00| 31.50 7.50

Not obtained by Lieutenant Warren's Expedition, nor by the later ones.

FULIGULA VALLISNERIA, (Wils.) Steph.

Canvas-back Duck.

Anas vallisneria, Wils., Am. Orn. viii, 1514, 103, pl. 7, f. 3.—Dough., Cab. N. H. ii, 1532, 36, pl. 4.


Aristonetta vallisneria, Br., B. N. A. 1562, 793 (in text).


Hab.—The whole of North America. Breeds from the Northern States northward. Winters from the Middle States southward to Guatemala.

Not procured by the Expeditions. Some persons experience difficulty in discriminating between the Canvas-back and Red-head, but there is no occasion for this, at least in the case of males. In the Red-head, the whole head is clear chestnut-red, with coppery or bronze reflections, and the bill is clear pale grayish-blué, with a dark tip. In the Canvas-back, nearly all the head is obscured with blackish-brown, and the bill is dusky throughout. There is also a marked difference in the shape of the head and bill: in the Red-head, the head is puffy and globose, sloping abruptly down to the base of the bill; in the Canvas-back, the head is longer and narrower, and slopes gradually down to the bill, which rises high on the
forehead. These distinctions of form hold with the females, though less evident in that sex. In the Canvas-back, moreover, the back has much more light than dark color, instead of an equal amount or less, the fine black lines being very narrow and mostly broken up into minute dots.

The Canvas-back does not appear to nest anywhere in the Eastern States, but does so in the West. I found younglings, unable to fly, in July, on Turtle Mountains, latitude 49°, and others attest its breeding in the Rocky Mountains even further south, and in Upper California. Dr. Newberry states: "During the summer we found them more numerous than any other Ducks in the lakes and streams of the Cascade Mountains. In those solitudes they nest and rear their young, as we frequently saw broods there, though the period of incubation had passed." The breeding range extends from these regions very far North; Mr. Dall found Cauvas-backs breeding in abundance on the Yukon. In most of the Missouri region, the Canvas-back is not so common as the Red-head; still it is found throughout, in suitable places.

**Bucephala clangula**, (Linn.) Coues.

Golden-eye; Whistle-wing; Garrot.


*Clangula clangula*, Doie, Isis, 1822, 564.


*Bucephala clangula*, Coues, Key, 1872, 290.


*Clangula glaucion*, Br., List, 1838, 55.—Gray, List B. Br. Mus. 1844, 140; Gen. of B. iii, 1849, 622; List Br. B. 1863, 292; Hand-list, No. —

*Anas peregrina*, S. G. Gmelin. (Gray.)


*Clangula leucomedas*, peregrina, glaucion, Brehm, V. D. 927, 929, 929.

**Hab.**—All of North America. Cuba. Europe.

Not obtained by any of the Expeditions.

I have not myself observed the Golden-eye in any portion of the Missouri region, nor was it brought in by any of the Expeditions; and we may conclude that it is rare in this part of the country, where its little congener, the *B. albeola*, is very common. This Duck is only known to breed far to the North. Mr. Dall records its early arrival on the Yukon in the beginning of May; it is common there, and the eggs were obtained from the Pastolik Marshes.
BUCEPHALULA ALBEOLA, BUFFLE-HEAD.

BUCEPHALIS LANDICA, (Gm.) Bd.

Barrow's Golden-eye; Rocky Mountain Carrot.


Clangula scepatorius, Brumm., Vog. Deutschl. 1831, 931.

Fuligula clangula, var. Aud., Orn. Biog. v, 1839, 105, pl. 403; Syn. 1839, 292 (in part); B. A. vii, 1843, 362 (in part); describes the species as supposed summer plumage of B. clangula.


Not procured by the Expeditions.

Barrow's Golden-eye, upon which some doubt has been cast by myself, among others, appears, nevertheless, to be a valid species; the differences pointed out in the Key, and in other works above cited, being apparently constant as well as appreciable, and there being, moreover, certain anatomical peculiarities in the form of the skull, of which I have only lately become aware. Originally described in 1788, and subsequently renamed and figured in 1831, the species was ignored by Andubon, who mistook it for the summer plumage of the common Golden-eye. It is the most northerly species of the genus, having apparently a circumpolar distribution, breeding only (?) in high latitudes, and penetrating but a limited distance south in winter. Its claim to a place in the present connection rests upon its occurrence in the Rocky Mountains, and as far south as Utah, where it was lately procured by Mr. H. W. Henshaw. On the Eastern Coast it occurs as far south, in winter, as New York.

BUCEPHALULA ALBEOLA, (Linn.) Bd.

Buffle-head; Butter-ball; Dipper; Spirit Duck.


HISTRIONICUS TORQUATUS, HARLEQUIN DUCK.

Geol. Surv. Ter. 1870, 466 (Wyoming).—AIKEN, Pr. Bost. Soc. xv, 1872, 210 (Colorado).—COUES, Key, 1872, 290.—SNOW, B. Kans. 1873, 11; and of most later writers.

Anas bucephala, LINN., Syst. Nat. i, 1766, 200 (?).—GM., Syst. Nat. i, 1788, 521.

Anas rusticula, LINN., Syst. Nat. i, 1766, 201 (?).—GM., Syst. Nat. i, 1788, 524.


Not procured by the earlier Expeditions.

Later Expeditions.—01115, Fort Sanders, Wyoming.

I have reason to believe that this Duck, not hitherto reported as breeding in the United States, nests in Northern Dakota, as it certainly does in the same latitude in Montana, along Milk River and its tributaries. I found very young birds, in July, about Turtle Mountain, on the boundary line, but they were all able to fly, and may have been hatched a little further north. In the autumn, winter, and spring, the species is very abundant on the waters of the Missouri, much as elsewhere in suitable places throughout the United States. Some individuals reach Mexico and Cuba; further south than this I have no records.

The Buff-head is not often seen in the United States, except from fall to spring; as it usually retires to high latitudes to breed, as along the Yukon and elsewhere in boreal America, its nidification is consequently not generally known. A set of fourteen eggs taken, the accompanying label states, from a feathery nest in a dead poplar, some distance from the ground, furnishes the following description: Shape, perfectly ellipsoidal; size, slightly over 2 inches in length by 1½ in breadth; color, a peculiar tint, just between rich creamy-white and grayish-olive, unvaried by markings. Other eggs are described as being about 1½ long by 1¼ broad, and buff-colored.

HISTRIONICUS TORQUATUS, (Linn.) Bp.

Harlequin Duck.

Anas histrionica. LINN., Syst. Nat. i, 1766, 204.—FORST., Phil. Trans. xii, 1772, 383, 419.—GM., Syst. Nat. i, 1788, 534.—LATH., Ind. Orn. ii, 1790, 249.—BRUNN., Orn. Bor. 1764, 4.1.—PALM., Zoog. R. a. ii, 1811, 273.—WILS., Am. Orn. viii, 1814, 153, pl. 72, f. 4.—TEMML., Man. i, 1815, 574; ii, 1835, 878, iv, 1840, 549.—NAUM., V. D. ii, 1–44, 190, pl. 318.—SCHL., Rev. Crit. 119.—SWINK., Ibis, 1, 1832, 324.

Anas (Fuligula) histrionica, BR., Obs. Wils. 1825, no. 277.

Fuligula (Clangula) histrionica, BR., Syn. 1825, 393.—NETT., Man. ii, 1834, 448.


Finsch, Abb. nat. iii, 1–72, 67 (Alaska).


Bucephala (Histrionius) histrionica, GRAY, Hand-list, iii, 1871, 87, No. 10799.


Anas minuta, LINN., Syst. Nat. i, 1766, 204 (?).
Hab.—North America, northerly and chiefly coastwise. South in winter to the Middle States and California. Rocky Mountains of the United States, breeding.

List of specimens.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Mount. Stream.</th>
<th>Sex</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>F.V. Hayden</th>
<th>Baird</th>
<th>1874</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>18320</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>May 31, 1860</td>
<td>17.50</td>
<td>25.50</td>
<td>7.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18321</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>♂</td>
<td>May 31, 1860</td>
<td>25.50</td>
<td>7.50</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This species is included on the strength of the above-named specimens; it is doubtless of rare occurrence, being chiefly a maritime and more northerly bird. In the female was found an egg nearly ready for extrusion. It breeds in the Northern Rocky Mountains of the United States. In August, 1874, I found broods, still unable to fly, swimming in the clear streams which empty into Chief Mountain Lake.

Several of the maritime and boreal species have occurred on the Great Lakes, and may be hereafter added to the Missouri region. These, with the other *Fuligulinae* of North America, are as follows:

**Harelda glacialis**, (Linnaeus) Leach.


*Anas (Fuligulina) glacialis*, Br., Obs. Wils. i, 276, No. 276.


*Fuligula* (Syna) glacialis, Br., 1827, 395.


*Clangula hyemalis*, Brehm, Vogl. Deutschl. 933.

*Anas melochia*, Bodd. (Gray.)

*Anas tenebropus*, Beshch. (Gray.)

*Anas brachyrhyncha*, Beske. (Gray.)

*Clangula faber*, megauros, musica, brachyrynchas, Brehm, V. D. 935, 936, 937, 938.

Hab. — Northern Hemisphere. Chiefly maritime. Also on the Great Lakes.

**Camptolemus labradorius**, (Gmelin) Gray.


*Anas (Fuligula) labradorum*, Br., Obs. Wils. i, 1853, No. 275.


*Kamptorhyncha labradori*, Evert., Monogr. 1858, 151.—Br., List, 1878, 58.

*Camptolemus labradorius*, Gray, List Gen. of B. 1840; List B. Br. Mus. 1844, 141; Gen. of B. iii, 1849, 623.—Reich, Syst. Av. 1852, 6.—Br., Compt. Rend. Sept. 156,
651.—Bd., B. N. A. 1858, 803.—COUES, Pr. A. N. S. Phil. 1861, 239.—VERR. Pr. Ess. Inst. iii, 1862, 158.—COUES, ibid. v, 1868, 200.—TURNB., B. E. Pa. 1869, 37 (rare).—COUES, Key, 1872, 291.

Hab.—Northeast coast of North America, rarely south to New Jersey.

**Somateria stelleri**, (Pall.) Jard.


Fuligula (Clangula) stelleri, Br., Syn. 1828, 394.

Fuligula (Macropus) stelleri, NUTT., Man. ii, 1834, 451.


Heniconetta stelleri, AG., Ind. Univ. 1846, 178.


Somateria stelleri, JARD., Br. B. iv, 173.—NEWT., P. Z. S. 1861, 400 (eggs).—DRESS., B. Eur. pt. — pl. — COUES, Key, 1872, 291; Eliott's Pribilof Islands, Appp.—


Stelleria dispers, Br., List, 1-52, 57; Compt. Rend. Sept. 1856, 630.

Anas occidentalis, STEPH., Nat. Mise. pl. 34.—VIEULL., Eur. Meth. i, 1823, 130.

*Anas beringit*, GM., Syst. Nat. i, 1758, 508.

Hab.—Arctic and high northern coasts of both hemispheres.

**Somateria fischeri**, (Brandt) COUES.

Fuligula (Lampronetta) fischeri, BRANDT, Mem. Ac. St. Peter. vi, 1849, 6, 10, 14, pl. 1, f. 1-4.

Lampronetta fischeri, BD., B. N. A. 1858, 803.—Elliott, B. N. A. pt. v, pl. 47.—DALL & BANN., Tr. Chic. Acad. i, 1869, 299.

Arctonetta fischeri, Gray, P. Z. S. 1855, 212, pl. 108.

Somateria fischeri, COUES, Key, 1872, 292.

Hab.—Northwest coast.

**Somateria mollissima var. ( ? ) dresseri**, Sharpe.

a. (? ) mollissima.


Somateria stelleri, EYT., Cat. Br. B. 55; Mon. Anat. 1838, 149.

*Anser lanuginosus*, LEACH, Cat. 1816, 37. (Gray.)


Somateria speciosa, norvegica, platyurus, faroensis, megavus, islandica, borealis, leisteri, planifrons, BREHM, V. D. 890, 891, 892, 893, 894, 895, 896, 897.

b. (? ) dresseri.


*Anas (Fuligula) mollissima*, Br., Obs. Wils. 1825, No. 244.


Fuligula mollissima, AUD., Orn. Blog. iii, 1835, 344; v, 1839, 611; pl. 246; Syn. 1839, 291; B. Am. vi, 1843, 349, pl. 405.—DEKay, N. Y. Zool. ii, 1844, 332.—GR., B. L. I. 331.


Hab.—Atlantic and Arctic coasts.

Somateria v-nigra, Gray.

Somateria v-nigra, Gray, P. Z. S. 1855, 212, pl. 197.—Br., Comptes Rend. 1856, 650.—Bd., B. N. A. 1858, 810.—Mur., Edinb. N. Phil. Journ. 1859, 229.—Ross, Canadian Nat. Apr. 1862.—Blak., Isis, 1863, 150.—Elliott, B. N. A. pl. 45.—Dall & Bann., Tr. Chic. Acad. i, 1869, 300.—Coutes, Key, 1872, 293.

Hab.—Northwest coast.

Somateria spectabilis, (Linn.) Boie.


Hab.—Northern North America and Europe. Chiefly coastwise. South to New Jersey. In the interior to Lake Erie.

Oedema americana, (Wils.) Sw.


Anas (Fuligula) nigra, Br., Obs. Wils. 1825, No. 267.

Fuligula (Oedema) nigra, Br., Syn. 1829, 390.


Fuligula (Oedema) americana, Nutt., Man. ii, 1834, 422.

Melanitta americana, Eyt., Mon. Anat. 1858, 134.


Hab.—North America, both coasts, and larger inland waters.

Oedemia fusca, (vat?).

a.(?) fusca.


Melanitta fusca, Boie, Isis, 1829, 504.—Brehm, V. D. 905.

A. fuliginosa, BECHSTEIN, Naturg. iv, 192, pl. 36.

A. carbo, PAL., Zoog. R.-A. ii, 1811, 244.

Melanitta hornshuchii, megapous, platyrhynchus, BREHM, V. D. 904, 906, 907.

b. (?) velvetina.

A. fusca, WILS., Am. Orn. viii, 1814, 137, pl. 72.

A. (Fuligula) fusca, BR., Obs. Wils. 1825, No. 266.

Fuligula (Oidemia) fusca, BR., Syn. 1828, 390.—NUTT., Man. ii, 1834, 419.

A. fusca, SW. & RICH., ii, 1831, 449.—TURNER, B. E. Pa. 1869, 37.—COUES, KEY, 294.

Fuligula fusca, AUD., Or, Biol. iiii, 1835, 454, pl. 247; Syn. 1839, 290; B. Am. vi, 1843, 332, pl. 401.—DEKAY, N. Y. Zool. ii, 1844, ——GIR., B. L. I. 1844, 328.

Fuligula bimaculata, HERBERT, Field Sports, 3d ed. ii, 1846, 366, fig. — (Immature).

Oidemia (Penelotta) bimaculata, BR., B. N. A. 1858, 808.

Oidemia velvetina, CASS, Pr. Phila. Acad. v, 1850, 126.—FINSH., Abb. Nat. iii, 1872, 68.


Hab.—Europe and America, chiefly maritime, but also on the inland waters. The assigned characters of the American bird are very slight, certainly not warranting specific distinction, and scarcely affording grounds for varietal recognition.

Oidemia perspicillata, (Linn.) Steph. a. perspicillata.


A. (Fuligula) perspicillata, BR., Obs. Wils. 1825, No. 265.

Anas (Macrorhampus) perspicillata, LESS., Man. ii, 1828, 414.

Fuligula (Oidemia) perspicillata, BR., Syn. 1828, 399.—NUTT., Man. ii, 1834, 416.

Melanetta perspicillata, BOIE, Isis, 1822, 564.—EXT., Mon. Anat. 1828, 146.

Platypus perspicillatus, BREHM, Env. Vög. 1823, 625.


b. troubridgii.

Pelionetta troubridgii, BD., B. N. A. 1858, 806.—ELLIOTT, B. N. A. pl. —

Oedemia perspicillata var. troubridgii, COUES, Key, 1872, 295.

ERISMATURA RUBIDA, RUDDY DUCK.

ERISMATURA RUBIDA, (Wils.) Bp.

Ruddy Duck.


Anas (Fuligula) rubida, Bp., Obs. Wils. 1825, No. 268.

Fuligula (Oxyura) rubida, Bp., Syn. 1828, 390.

Fuligula (Gymnura) rubida, Nutt., Man. ii, 1834, 426.


Cerconectes rubida, Wagl., Isis, 1832, 282.


Biziura rubida, Schl., Ms. P.-B. vii, 1865, 11.—Giebel, Nomencl. Av. i, 1872, p. —


Hab.—North America at large. Sonth to Guatemala, where found breeding at Duenas, Cuba (Cab., J. J. O. v, 1857, 230).—Lieutenant Warren's Expedition.—5472. Mouth of the Platte.

Later Expeditions.—60862, Pacific Creek, Wyoming.

This species occurs throughout the Missouri region in suitable situations, during the migrations, and also breeds within such limits. I found it nesting in numbers in the pools about Turtle Mountain, Dakota, where the young were swimming in July. It was also observed during the breeding season in Montana, along the Milk River and its northern tributaries.

Subfamily MERGINAE: Mergansers.

MERGUS MERGANSER, Linn.

Merganser; Gosander; Sheldrake; Fishing Duck.


* The synonymy of E. dominica is as follows:


Anas spinosa, Gm., Syst. Nat. i, 1766, 522.—Latil., Ind. Orn. ii, 1790, 574.—Burm., Th. Bras. iii, 1856, 440.

Cerconeetes spinosa, Wagl., Isis, 1832, 292.

Erismatra spinosa, Gosse, B. Jard. 1847, 404.


Hab.—West Indies and South America. Accidental in North America. (Lake Champlain, Cabot, Pr. Bost. Soc. vi, 375, and Wisconsin, ibid. xiv, 154, and Am. Nat. v, 411.)


Merganser castor var. americana, Br., Compt. Rend. xliii, 1856.

Merganser rail, Leach, Syst. Cat. N. and B. Br. Mus. 36.

Merganser gulo, Steph., Gen. Zool. xii, 161, pl. 53.—Leach, l. c.


List of specimens.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Origin</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Collector</th>
<th>Measurements</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>19322</td>
<td>Deer Creek</td>
<td>May 3, 1860</td>
<td>G. H. Troop</td>
<td>26.00</td>
<td>36.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19323</td>
<td>do</td>
<td>May 18, 1860</td>
<td>do</td>
<td>26.50</td>
<td>37.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19324</td>
<td>Powder River</td>
<td>May 19, 1860</td>
<td>do</td>
<td>25.50</td>
<td>35.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19325</td>
<td>do</td>
<td>May 25, 1860</td>
<td>do</td>
<td>25.50</td>
<td>35.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19326</td>
<td>do</td>
<td>Sept 19, 1860</td>
<td>do</td>
<td>26.00</td>
<td>36.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19327</td>
<td>do</td>
<td>Sept 19, 1860</td>
<td>do</td>
<td>26.00</td>
<td>36.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Lieutenant Warren's Expedition.—No. 5473, Yellowstone River.
Later Expeditions.—6056-60, Fort Bridger and Sweetwater.

MERGUS SERRATOR, Linn.

Red-breasted Merganser; Fishing Duck.


Mergus Niger, Gm., Syst. Nat. i, 1788, 546.

Mergus cristatus, Brünn., Orn. Bor. 1764, No. 95.

Mergus leucomegas, Brehm, V. D. 1831, 947.

Hab.—Northern hemisphere.

MERGUS CUCULLATUS, Linn.

Hooded Merganser.

MEKGUS CUCULLATUS, HOODED MÉRGANSEE. 585


**Hab.**—The whole of North America. Europe: for occurrences, see authors above quoted. Cuba (Cab., J. f. O. v, 1857, 231).

**Lieutenant Warren's Expedition.**—5475, Yellowstone River.

**Later Expeditions.**—60661, Green River.

The Hooded Merganser is the most abundant one of the three in the Missourian region. *M. serrator* is the rarest; I have not myself met with it. *M. cucullatus* breeds in Northern Dakota, and also on the Upper Missourian and Milk Rivers.
ORDER STEGANOPODES: TOTIPALMATE BIRDS.

Family PELECANIDÆ: Pelicans.

PELECANUS TRACHYRHYNCHUS, Lath.

White Pelican.


*Cypopolicanus trachyrhynchos*, Reich.—Br., Conspr. Av. ii, 1855, 163.

*Pelecanus occidentalis*, var., Forst., Phil. Trans. Ixxii, 1772.


"*Pelecanus brachydactylus*, Licht. ?"?


Hab.—North America, up to lat. 61° at least. Rare or casual in the Middle States and New England. Abundant in the interior, especially west of the Mississippi. Texas and Florida. South to Central America.

The geographical distribution of the White Pelican may be clearly traced from the above quotations. Its occurrence in New England at the present time is wholly fortuitous, though it has been observed in Maine and Massachusetts. But Mr. Allen's record of a flock at Nantucket (*Am. Nat.* iii, 640) is erroneous, as he subsequently pointed out (*ibid*. iv, 65), *P. fuscus* having been mistaken for it. It is of scarcely oftener occurrence in the Middle States and most portions east of the Mississippi, but is said to be common in Florida. In the West I have found it in many localities—on the Red River of the North and some of its affluents, on the Colorado of the West, and on the coast of Southern California. It formerly bred in immense numbers about Great Salt Lake, where it has decreased in abundance of late. Mr. Ridgway tells me of vast bands now nesting about Pyramid Lake in Nevada, where they took over a hundred eggs from as many nests; these were merely a
GRACULUS DILOPHUS, DOUBLE-CRESTED CORMORANT. 587

heap of earth scraped up to the height of a few inches. He has also shown that the curious horned comb or crest of the bill, being deciduous, is regularly shed in a manner somewhat analogous to the casting of deers' horns. The breeding range of the species is very extensive, apparently determined less by latitude than by the occurrence of suitable places anywhere within the general range of the species. I have not noted any breeding resorts within the Missouri region, though doubtless there are such. The large numbers of Pelicans I observed, however, in Northern Dakota, at various times in the summer, leads me to presume that they nest in that region, especially about the Lake River, a short expansive affluent of the Mouse River, more like a great prairie slough than an ordinary river. In May, 1873, I took a female on the Red River, near Pembina; the specimen was in very poor flesh, with worn, harsh plumage, which was attributable to a disease of the pouch. On the inside of this organ were fastened in clusters great numbers of a Louise-like parasite, which produced an induration, ulceration, and, finally, perforation of the membrane in several places, so that the bird must have had difficulty in feeding. The intestines were loaded with some kind of ascarides. In the stomach were found about fifty crawfish (Astacus).

Family PHALACROCORACIDÆ: Cormorants.

GRACULUS DILOPHUS, (Sw.) Gray.

Double-crested Cormorant; Shag.

a. dilophus.


*Phalacrocorax floridanus*, Maxm., J. f. O. vii, 1859, 260 (Missouri).

*Graculus floridanus*, McIlwr., Pr. Ess. Inst. vi, 1871, 95 (Canada).

b. floridanus.

*Phalacrocorax floridanus*, Aud., Orn. Biog. iii, 1835, 387; v, 1839, 632; pl. 251; Syn. 1839, 303; B. Am. vi, 1843, 430, pl. 417.


*Graculus dilophus*, Gray, Gen. of B. iii (in part).


*Phalacrocorax brasiliensis*, Bp., Comp. List, 1838, 60. (Whether of authors? If found
not specifically distinct from dilophus, the name will take priority for this species. Schlegel unites the two.)

_Hab._—North America at large, in the interior as well as coastwise. Var. _floridanus_ from the South Atlantic and Gulf States, ranging north to the Ohio (_Audubon_) and to North Carolina (_Coues_).

This is the only species of Cormorant known to range generally throughout the interior. Most of the several species attributed to North America occur on the Pacific coast alone, _G. carbo_ being the Atlantic-coast species, and _G. mexicanus_ being from the Gulf and someways up the Mississippi Valley.

I am credibly informed of breeding places of this species on the Missouri, where, however, I never recognized the bird myself, though I saw it on the Red River of the North in May. It was first described by Swainson from the Saskatchewan, and it ranges southward through the Missouri region. It has been found to breed in Labrador and the Gulf of Saint Lawrence, whence it migrates southward in the fall, wintering along the coast from Maine to the Carolinas. Its occurrence at Great Salt Lake and various points on the Pacific coast, from Sitka to Cape Saint Lucas, has been noted.

**GRACULUS MEXICANUS, (Brandt) Bp.**

_Mexican Cormorant._

_Carbo mexicanus, Brandt, Bull. Sc. Acad. St. Petersb. iii, 1837, 56._

_Gracerus mexicanus, Bp., Consp. Av. ii, 1855, 173.—Lawr., B. N. A. 1858, 879.—Snow, B. Kans. 1873, 12 (specimen near Lawrence, Kansas, April, 1872.—Coues, Key, 203._


_Hab._—Southern United States and southward. Up the Mississippi Valley to Illinois (Ridgway) and Kansas (Snow). Texas. New Mexico (Henry). Matamoras (Dresser, Ibis, 1866, 45). Honduras (Taylor, Ibis, 1860, 315). Cuba (Lawrence, Gundlach, Lembeye).

In my present judgment, this species is entirely distinct from _G. dilophus_, though nearly allied. Dr. Schlegel is certainly wrong in identifying it with the _P. floridanus_ of Audubon, and in citing as synonymous _P. townsendii_; the latter belongs to _penicillatus_.

The claim of this species to a place in the present work rests upon the announcement of its occurrence in Kansas, by Prof. Snow, as above.

Of the five remaining families of North American birds (Procellariidae, Laridae, Colymbidae, Podicipedidae, Aleidae), the first and fifth are marine, and have no representatives in the Missouri region. They will, therefore, not be considered in this volume, my material on _Procellariidae_ and _Aleidae_ being reserved for elaboration in another connection. The other three families will here be treated monographically, to include all the known North American species, biographical items of those found in the Missouri region being added, in correspondence with the general plan of this work.
MONOGRAPH OF THE NORTH AMERICAN
LARIIDÆ.

Several years have passed since the writer began to pay special attention to this interesting and difficult group. He has already published, in the Proceedings of the Philadelphia Academy of 1862-63, revisions of the North American forms of the principal subfamilies, preliminary to the present more complete work. This memoir has lain in Mss. since 1864, being retouched from time to time, as additional material offered. Final revision has been made within the present year, bringing the subject up to date. Since the earlier papers were published, my views of what constitutes a species have been modified, while a few mistakes in those articles have been corrected; but I find comparatively little to alter. The article on Laridae, in the "Key to North American Birds" (1872), expresses very nearly my present views, though one or two hasty steps in that portion of the work require to be retraced.

Containing the richest collection of American Laridæ in the world, the Smithsonian Museum offers great facilities for this study—facilities of which the liberality of the policy of the Institution has permitted me to fully avail myself. I have also examined the specimens in other of our large public collections, while many have been furnished me from private sources. For favors of this kind I am particularly indebted to my friend Mr. Lawrence. I have aimed to make the present article strong enough to bear the term "monograph." It embraces all the species known to occur in North America. These are treated in full, with frequent reference to extralimital allies. As will be observed, extensive synonymical lists have been prepared, embracing, it is believed, nearly all the names which have been proposed, with many additional references for geographical distribution, &c. Most of the quotations have been personally made or verified; in cases in which this was impracticable, the authority is generally added. No one need be reminded how difficult it is to get such lists of thousands of figures printed correctly, there being, of course, no guiding context for the compositor. I can only hope that, as elsewhere in this volume, references to dates, volumes, pages, and plates, will be found generally correct. Most points of synonymy are freely discussed, without the slightest personal bias. The matter of geographical distribution receives special attention. Seasonal changes of plumage, and those dependent on age—great in this family, and frequently perplexing—as well as individual variations in size and coloration, are given in full, so far as I am acquainted with them. The chief anatomical peculiarities of the subfamilies and leading genera are presented from original dissections.

A beautiful series of colored illustrations of the head, wing, and other characteristic parts, prepared for this memoir by a competent artist, will be presented in the concluding volume of Prof. Baird's work, now publishing, it being impracticable to print them here.

It is unnecessary to advert to various classifications of the Laridæ birds which have been proposed and received more or less support. Authors differ even as to the limitations of the group, while no two are entirely in accord as to its subdivisions. Prof. Huxley unites the Laridæ and Procellariidae with the Alcidae, &c., in a group Cezomorphic. Respecting the Laridæ alone, most authors make them a family with either two or four subfamilies. The genera which have been proposed are altogether too many. There are but four leading genera, corresponding to the four subfamilies; and but few others need or even permit recognition. I subdivided too much in my earlier papers, and now throw most of the so-called genera under Larus and Sterna respectively.

Disclaiming any desire to institute comparisons between this and other memoirs on the subject, a few leading ones may be noticed. One of the earliest special papers of any considerable merit, is Macgillivray's, in the Wernerian Society's Memoirs; it is very good, as far as it goes. The same cannot be said of certain later articles. Bruch and Bonaparte, it is believed, have been signally unsuccessful in handling these birds. Bruch's work of 1853 required in 1855 altogether too many changes to leave much to be said in its favor; while his later paper itself might be very harshly criticized. The character of Bonaparte's general work just before his death, which occurred while the article on Laridae was printing in the "Conspectus," is too well known to require comment. Prof. Schlegel's articles in the "Museum Pays-Bas" are much more satisfactory, though some species are rejected which he might have retained had he seen them. Mr. Lawrence's contribution to Prof. Baird's work of 1855 is an important advance from
the Andeanian period, as far as the North American species are concerned. Dr. Blasius's review of the family (J. f. O. 1865-'66) is a very important contribution, as is also Messrs. Slater and Salvin's paper, in the Proceedings of the Zoological Society of 1871, on the Neotropical terns.

Determination of species in this family is difficult. Without reference to the abstract questions involved of the nature of species, it is practically impossible to recognize or define a considerable number of species which authors holding such views as Linné and Bonaparte do, have sought to maintain. The same laws of variation under climate, altitude, and other physical influences which have been proven elsewhere, hold here, requiring recognition of various geographical races, rather than species, many forms being found to grade into each other. Further difficulty arises in the circumstance that while the sexes, as a rule if not without exception, of Laridae are alike, the individual differences in size and plumage, according to age and season, are at a high rate, requiring large allowances. Characters must be decided to furnish grounds for species in this group; and, although very nice distinctions frequently exist (among Sterna particularly), it must be confessed that every large collection contains doubtful specimens. The shade of the "gull-blue" of the mantle of most species of this family varies within wide limits, according to age and wear of the feathers, season, locality, and even as a purely fortuitous circumstance. The pattern of the primaries when marked, as is usual, with black and white, in certain areas, is only approximately constant for the same age of individuals of different species; for the rest, it is subject to nearly continuous progressive changes with age and "wear" of the quills. In their progress toward maturity, young Laridae are usually subject to a series of changes affecting the color of the plumage and of the bill and feet very materially, as well as the stature. There are also, among the Jaegers, special states of plumage. The moult appears to be always double, external and antumnal; from this result the seasonal changes which are over and above the others referred to; these are almost always strongly pronounced. The mouling of the wing-quills is always gradually successive, almost feather by feather, so that the birds are at no time deprived of flight. The change may be advantageously studied in the Terns, from the heavily-silvered fresh quill to the worn dusky-brown one. The white areas on the quills of Gulls and Terns appear to have less vitality than those parts which are loaded with pigment, for we frequently find the quills worn away according to the pattern of their markings. Some species show change in plummage for the same age of individuals; young birds have their own livery; at first darker than that of the adults, or at least mottled with dark colors; there may be several different stages. Sexes are alike. Winter and summer vestures are different; black on the head, and rosy on the under parts, are greatly restricted or wanting in winter; even a black body may be changed to light. In white-headed species, dusky variegation of the head and neck occurs. Ordinarily more than a year is consumed in the progress to maturity, such as is particularly the case with the larger Gulls and Jaegers.

Anatomical characters are very constant throughout the family. The osteology is almost the same throughout, excepting the skull of Rynchops; minor skeletal features are given under several heads beyond. Other peculiarities are nearly confined to details of the digestive system. Of the pterusosis it may be observed, after Nitzsch, that the general character is perfectly scolopacine; that the tracts and spaces are narrowed in Sterna, and somewhat peculiar in Lestrina, there approaching the Procelaridae.

It is a curious rule (subject, however, to exceptions) that three of the four subfamilies are distinguished by shape of tail—cuneate in Lestrina, square in Larina, forked in Sterna, and Rynchopina.

The bibliography of the family is extensive and involved, though perhaps not unusually so, and certainly not more so than would be expected in a group where it is difficult to discriminate the species even upon examination of specimens, let alone descriptions. I have done my best in this matter, following the law of priority in the selection of names, excepting only when earlier ones would, if used, supersede those Linnaeus, and taking this author at 1752.

More or fewer (in some cases scores) of specimens of all the North American Laridae have been personally examined, excepting these: Rhodostethia rosea and Xema funnatum. The available material includes a large proportion of types, among them those of Audubon, Richard-on, Peale, Gambel, Cassin, Lawrence, Baird.

**Family LARIDÆ.**

**Ch. Natatores longipennes, naribus pervis, lateralibus, hallucis libro.**

The preceding brief diagnosis distinguishes the Laridae from other families of the Natatores. Anseres and Pygopodes differ in their short wings, &c.; the Steganopodes, which are longipennine, are separated by their totipalmated feet; while the Procelaridae, the associates of Larida under Longipennes, are recognized by the peculiarities
of the nostrils, beside some anatomical features. The family, thus separated from other
Natator, may be fully defined as follows:

Bill of moderate length, entire, or furnished with a cere, the upper mandible longer
than, as long as, or shorter than the under; the culmen convex; the commissure very
large, the cutting edges without lamelle, the symphysis of the inferior mandibular
rami complete for a considerable distance, an eminence being formed at their junction.
No gular sac. Feathers usually extending further on the sides of the upper mandible
than on the culmen, and further between the rami than on the sides of the under
mandible.

Nostrils linear or oval; direct, pervious, lateral, opening on the basal half of the bill.

Eyes of moderate size, placed about over the angle of the mouth.

Wings long, broad, strong, pointed, with little or no concavity. Primaries very long,
more or less acute, the first longest, the rest rapidly graduated. Secondaries numerous,
short, broad, with rounded or excised tips. Tertials of moderate length, straight,
rather stiff.

Legs placed well forward on the abdomen, more or less perfectly ambulatorial.

Thighs entirely covered and concealed.

Tibae projecting; feathered above; a considerable portion below naked, covered with
more or less dense, sometimes reticulate, skin.

Tarsi of moderate length or rather short; compressed; rather slender; anteriorly
transversely sutured, posteriorly and laterally reticulinate.

Anterior toes of moderate length, the middle usually about equal to the tarsus; the
outer shorter than the middle, intermediate between it and the inner; sutured superiorly;
all of normal number of segments (3, 4, 5).

Hallux present; very small, short, elevated above the plane of the other toes; en-
tirely free and disconnected; of the normal number of segments, (2) except in Rissa.

Webs broad and full, extending to the claws; their surfaces finely reticulated, their
edges usually more or less incised, sometimes rounded.

Claws fully developed, compressed, curved, more or less acute, the edge of the middle
dilated, but not serrated.

Tail very variable. Body generally rather full, and sometimes slender. Neck rather
long. Head of moderate size. Plumage soft, close, thick; its colors simple—white,
black, brown, or pearl-blue predominating; bright tints hardly found, except on the
bill or feet, or as a temporary condition; the sexes alike in color, but the plumage
varying greatly with age and season. Eggs generally three, light-colored, with numer-
ous heavy dark blotches. Nidification normally terrestrial; reproduction altirical;
young ptileopagic.

Palate with a median and two lateral ridges, papillate. Nasal aperture long, linear,
it's edges papillate. Opening of Eustachian tube conspicuous. Tongue fully formed,
fleshy, apically more or less conocephal and bifurcate, posteriorly bipartite, papillate.

Mouth capacious.

Esophagus capacious, muscular, very distensible, but straight, without permanent
dilations, its mucous membrane longitudinally plicate. Proventriculus directly con-
tinuous with esophagus, sacculair; its glands simple follicles, forming a complete zone.
Gigerium nearly directly continuous with the proventriculus; moderately muscular, its
cuticular lining dense, hard, rugose. No fully-formed pyloric valves. Duodenal fold
of ordinary character. Intestines of moderate length and calibre. Colon very short.

Ceca coli always present, but extremely variable in length. A capacious globular
cloaca. A more or less perfectly developed urinaria bursa.

Lobes of liver unequal, connected loosely superiorly. No lobulus spigelii. Pancreas
well developed. Hepatic and pancreatic ducts opening usually close together, at the
termination of the duodenal fold. Gall-bladder and spleen usually if not always pres-
ent; the latter small, elongated.

Kidneys more or less completely divided into lobes, especially in Sterninae. Open-
ings of ureters and vasa deferentia upon minute papille, side by side, on the fold of
mucous membrane separating the two portions of the cloaca. No intromittent male
organ.

Opening of the glottis rather large, linear, its edges papillate. Superior larynx with
a median longitudinal internal crest. Trachea straight, simple, without folds or dilata-
tions; flattened above, cylindrical and smaller in calibre below; its rings cartilagi-
nous, numerous, closely opposed; each varying in width from right to left successively.
Inferior larynx small and simple. Bronchi of moderate and about equal length; an-
teriorly with numerous rings, of unvarying width; posteriorly entirely membranous.
General osteology closely correspondent with that of Pygopodes. No basiptery-
goides(?), nor accessory ossicles in the elbow; nor tibial apophysis; no long bones flat-
tened as in Spheniscii.

The above characters define a natural group of birds found in every part of the
world. Regarding the value of the group, however, and of its subdivisions, authors
are greatly at variance. It has usually been held to be of family rank, and to com-
prise four subfamilies, with numerous genera. Again, it has been divided into two
OSTEOLOGY OF LARIDÆ.

The skull of the Rhynchopinaæ differs in so many and so essential respects from that of the other three subfamilies that it has been deemed advisable to describe it separately. The others may be most conveniently described together, in connection with the general osteology of the family, any differences of importance being, as is the case with the rest of the skeleton, pointed out. The skulls selected for description are those of Stercorarius pomatorhineus, Larus argentatus, and Sterna hirundo; each being considered as typical of its respective subfamily. In this case I use ordinary anatomical terms, for the most part, without reference to any theory of the composition of the skull.

The general shape of the skull, as in by far the majority of Aves, is that of an elongated pyramid with a tetragonal base. Its greatest length is from the occipital protuberance to the apex of the intermaxillary bone; its greatest depth from the middle of the parietal ankylosis directly downward to the base of the sphenoid; its greatest width is from one tympano-zygomatic articulation to the other. This pyramid is shortest and broadest in Stercorarius, narrowest and most elongated in Sterna.

On the base of the pyramid the superior curved line of the occiput is well marked; the perpendicular spine less developed; the surrounding surfaces of bone are only slightly depressed. The foramen magnum is rather large, and of a nearly circular shape. The occipital condyle is small, but stands out as a prominent very convex hemisphere. There are well developed "mastoid" processes.

The temporal fossa on either side of the superior aspect of the skull is not very deep, indicating a rather small aggregate of temporal and masster muscles. It is incompletely divisible into two portions—a posterior, which stretches toward the median line just anterior to the occipital ridge; and an anterior, which constitutes the depression just behind the posterior orbital processes. This division is most marked in Larus, and is hardly apparent in Stercorarius. In neither of the subfamilies do these fossæ approach very near to the median line, and there is thus left a much more extensive, elevated, socalled portion on the vertex than exists in other natatorial genera, as Puffinus, Columbus, &c., where the broad and deep fossæ are only separated by a narrow ridge. The vertex is marked by a smooth longitudinal depression denoting the bi-parietal suture. The anterior and posterior orbital processes are well developed, the former especially, which project directly outward and backward, with no downward obliquity. The posterior ones incline at a considerable angle downward. The outline of the orbital ridge included between them differs in each subfamily, owing to the difference in the shape and position of the "nasal" glands. In Larus these glands are almost only contained, except just at their anterior termination, in very deep, well-marked fossæ, so that they project but little above the-general outline of the orbit. In Sterna, on the contrary, the concavity of the outline of the orbital ridges is very great, the skull being exceedingly narrow at that point, and therefore the glands

* Audubon has, indeed, included the Jaegers among the Procellariidae, on the strength of their uncertain bill. "The error of such a procedure, however, needs no comment."
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lie rather in grooves along the edges of the orbital ridges than in true fossæ, and consequently project so as to form more of the roof of the orbit than is afforded by its bony pariétés. Stercorarius is intermediate between the two, but much nearer toward Stercorarini. In all three of the subfamilies, however, the internal or convex borders of these supra-orbital fosseæ meet on the median line, where they are merely separated by a longitudinal ridge; and the fosse are so deficient anteriorly that the ducts of the glands do not pass through a foramen in the roof of the orbit as in some genera of brachypterous Natatoræ, but pass directly beneath the anterior orbital processes.

The forehead is rather broad and flat, with a slight concavity both longitudinally and transversely. It is bounded posteriorly by the broad and prominent anterior orbital processes; anteriorly by the fronto-maxillary suture. This suture is only very moderately moveable (very different in this respect from that of Rhyynchops), and is somewhat conelike from the projecting backward of the articulation of the nasal bones behind that of the intermaxillary. In the most adult skulls the nasal bones may be distinctly traced, lying on either side of and closely apposed to the intermaxillary bone at its base, running forward for a short distance, and then becoming perfectly anchylosed with the latter. Just external to the nasal bones, on either side, is the "nasal process of the superior maxillary," running upward and backward from the superior maxillary, to join the frontal bone at its edge just anterior to the orbital process. This bone, which forms the posterior boundary of the anterior nasal fossæ, is usually called the "maxillary or descending ramus of the nasal bone;" and such is its true character, as appears even in such a nearly allied genus as Puffinus. But here this bone seems quite disconnected with the nasal bone proper, and at the same time to be completely consolidated with the superior maxillary. The separation is well marked in the three subfamilies, especially in Sterna.

The chief difference in the intermaxillary bones of the three subfamilies is, that in Larinae and Lestrinidae the apex is decurved at a considerable angle over the apex of the inferior maxilla; while in Stercorarini there is no such deflection. The coalescence of the two mandibular with the superior mesial process is also here more extended than in the other subfamilies, and consequently the bony margin of the nasal aperture is of less extent. In all, the mesial process is thin and depressed, flat beneath, transversely convex above, rising gradually to the fronto-maxillary suture; and there is but a slight angle between the planes of the frontal and intermaxillary bone, very different from what obtains in Rhyynchops. This mesial process always retains more or less distinctly marked the longitudinal line denoting its original separation into two halves. The mandibular processes, as usual, are weaker and slenderer than the mesial, though not greatly so; they diverge from it, and from each other, at a very slight angle. They are horizontal and quite straight, and lie nearly in a direct line with the zygomatric bones.

The orbits, as usual among the Natatoræ, are large and irregularly shaped, being deficient as to their bony pariétés. Beside the difference in their roofs, already detailed, each of the subfamilies varies as to the character of the ethmoidal plate which forms the inter-orbital septum. In Larus* this plate is perfect, and the two orbits are completely separated by bone. In Stercorarius the moderate-sized oval foramen exists in the centre of the plate, while in Sterna there can hardly be said to be a bony septum at all, beyond a slight backward projection of the ethmoidal plate from the middle of the anterior walls of the orbit. The septum between the orbits and the interior of the cranium is also exceedingly defective in Sterna, all the anterior nerves escaping by one large orifice, which extends from the roof to the floor of the cavity. There is seen, however, an indication of the more complete foramina which exist in the other subfamilies, which project inward from the edges of this large orifice. They do not, however, meet each other, nor yet meet the process of the ethmoidal plate which extends backward. Even the olfactory nerves have not distinct foramina of egress, but escape by the common orifice. In all the subfamilies the course of the olfactory nerve is indicated by a distinct deep groove along the roof of the orbit. In the skulls of Larus and Stercorarius before me, the foramen, or rather canal, which conducts this nerve from the orbit into the nasal passages, is large and conspicuous; in Sterna it is much more contracted. The anterior pariétés of the orbits, which separate them from the nasal passages, is very deficient below, but superiorly it is more complete, and there pierced by two foramina; one, just described, for the olfactory nerve; the other for the duct of the nasal gland. The extremity of this bony septum is acute, and extends downward nearly to the level of the zygoma in Larus and in Sterna; in Stercorarius it is much shorter and more obtuse.

The skull presents on its inferior aspect the shape of an almost perfect isosceles triangle. The base of this triangle is a little wider in the Lestrinidae than in the other two subfamilies, in consequence of the greater divergence of the mandibular processes of the intermaxillary bone, and, beyond them, of the malar bones. These last form, as usual, with the thin flat rami of the inferior mandible the lateral boundaries of this

*Skulls may vary in this respect. I describe the three subfamilies from the samples I have before me.
aspect of the skull. Along the median line the stout, broad edge of the conjoined bases of the occipital and sphenoid, and further on of the sphenoid and ethmoid, extend about as far as opposite the fronto-maxillary suture; there they terminate in a small acutely-pointed process.

The palate bones are rather widely separated anteriorly; but posteriorly, by an increase of their width, they are brought into close apposition, and nearly meet together over the ridge of the sphenoid. They are exceedingly thin and delicate; their external borders straight; their posterior extremity more or less abruptly rounded or truncated, bearing at its internal angle the usual small projecting process for the pterygoid articulation. They are completely ankylosed with the superior maxillary, so that all traces of their union are lost. They vary slightly in shape and in comparative length, in the different subfamilies, but not to any notable degree. The inferior surface in all of them is more or less concave in a transverse direction, from the curving downward of the margins.

The internal or mesial edge of the palate bone has joined to it, along its anterior moisity, the vomer. This is small and light, projecting forward from between the divergences of the palatals, on the median line, to divide the nasal passages into two. This bone is bifid for about its third, when the two sides become firmly united, presenting inferiorly a sharp, narrow edge; superiorly a broader margin, which is deeply grooved for nearly its whole length, to enable it to ride over the ridge of the ethmoid. The bone is thin and delicate throughout, terminating anteriorly in an extremely attenuated apex.

The malar bones, or "zygomatic arches," are long and slender, having a considerable outward convexity. They are thin and compressed throughout their length, except just where they fuse with the superior maxillary, when they become perpendicularly depressed instead of laterally compressed, so that they may yield by their elasticity to an upward motion of the facial bones.

The malar process of the os pedicellatum is elongated and well developed, carrying the head of the zygoma far outward and downward. The articulation is of the ordinary character. The orbital process of the tympanic bone is moderately long, and compressed and broad, and with a wide, truncated, somewhat nodulated, extremity. The body of the bone is short and thin, being compressed in a lateral direction, but, like the orbital and malar processes, its other processes are all largely developed and quite strong. Its articulation with the os temporale proper is by two very convex, rounded eminences on either side of the articulating head of the bone, separated by a deep and somewhat truncate furrow. The proper articulation of the pterygoid bone is merely a very small prominent convex condyle, which is received into a corresponding cavity in the head of the pterygoid bone. The head of the latter, however, is rather wide, and is in apposition with the edge of the pedicellatum for a greater extent than is apparent on a slight inspection. In consequence of the development of the malar and pterygoid eminences of the pedicellatum, the articular surface for the inferior maxilla is much elongated transversely, and very narrow antero-posteriorly. Its surface, as usual, is irregular.

The pterygoid bones are of moderate length, nearly straight, their superior borders thin and sharp; their anterior extremities slightly curved, and with something of a groove to play along the edge of the basilar process of the sphenoid. Their articulation with the palate bones is of the ordinary character.

Lack of basipterygoids may prove a diagnostic feature of Laride as compared with Procellaridae; for they are certainly present in many of the Stercorarial, contrary to the original definition of that group. A late writer has shown that they occur perhaps throughout Procellaridae, and has proposed upon this basis to separate the latter under the name of Nictriomorpha.

The superior maxillary bones are small and inconspicuous. They are so wedged between the intermaxillary, malar, and palatal, that, if we except that process which perhaps belongs to them, which forms the posterior boundary to the nasal aperture, they are only apparent internal and superior to the palatal bones, where they form on either side a broad, thin concavo-convex dilation, the concavity of which presents outward and downward. The inferior curled margins of this, their dilation, may be seen on the inferior aspect of the skull, just within and between the palatals, on either side of the vomer, commencing about opposite its extremity.

The inferior maxillary bone retains at all ages, as usual among Natatores, very evident traces of the original elements of which it was composed. The suture by which the splenial bone is united to the supposed conjoined angular and zygomatic is especially noticeable, and the splenial element may be distinctly traced on the inside of the ramus of the jaw. This splenial element is very short (especially in Stercorarius), and has but little of a forward obliquity. The union of the other pieces of the jaw is complete in adult life. The rami are united at the symphyses for an exceedingly short distance in Larus and Stercorarius, more extensively in Sterna. The coronoid process is moderately arched, but the convexity is very gradual, and has no sharp apex. The angle on the lower margin of the jaw, just at the gomphoidal suture, is pretty prominent. The outline of the tomial edge of the rami is nearly straight to
the tip, where it is considerably decurved, in *Larus* and *Stercorarius*; in *Sterna* no such deflection exists. The articulating surface has, as usual, an internal deep concavity, and an external more shallow portion, both being bounded posteriorly by a raised border. The internal process of the articulating surface is well developed and rather acute; and from the external edges of the articulation there proceeds downward and forward on the edge of the jaw a raised line, for muscular attachments, most conspicuous in *Larus*. The surface of bone just posterior to the articulation, for the attachment of the digastrics, is of a triangular shape, and its face presents backward and downward instead of backward and upward, as in some other natatorial genera.

The tomial edges of the inferior maxilla are thin, sharp, and erect; while those of the mandibular processes of the intermaxillary are broad and flat, without sharp edges.

§ Table showing the comparative proportions, and relative sizes of the skulls of the four subfamilies of Laridae.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dimensions</th>
<th>Stercorarius pomatorhinus</th>
<th>Larus argentatus</th>
<th>Sterna hirundo</th>
<th>Rhynchos neglectus</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Length from apex of intermaxillary to occipital protub.</td>
<td>*3.60</td>
<td>5.00</td>
<td>2.85</td>
<td>5.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Length from apex of intermaxillary to fronto-max. suture.</td>
<td>2.00</td>
<td>2.70</td>
<td>1.50</td>
<td>3.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Length from apex of intermaxillary to occipital condyle</td>
<td>3.55</td>
<td>4.55</td>
<td>2.50</td>
<td>4.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Length from apex of intermaxillary to end of palatals</td>
<td>3.55</td>
<td>3.55</td>
<td>2.00</td>
<td>4.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Length from apex of intermaxillary to end of malar</td>
<td>3.00</td>
<td>4.35</td>
<td>2.40</td>
<td>4.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Length from apex of intermaxillary to post-orbital proc.</td>
<td>2.55</td>
<td>4.20</td>
<td>2.35</td>
<td>4.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Length from apex of intermaxillary to ante-orbital proc.</td>
<td>2.30</td>
<td>3.25</td>
<td>1.75</td>
<td>3.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Length of malar bones</td>
<td>1.35</td>
<td>1.85</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Length of vomer</td>
<td>1.05</td>
<td>1.15</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>0.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Length of pterygoid bones</td>
<td>0.48</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>0.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Length of ossa pedicellata (greatest)</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>0.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Width of skull across tympano-zygomatic articulation</td>
<td>1.45</td>
<td>1.95</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>1.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Width of skull across mastoid processes</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>0.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Width of skull across post-orbital processes</td>
<td>1.40</td>
<td>1.70</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>1.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Width of skull across ante-orbital processes</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1.20</td>
<td>0.68</td>
<td>1.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Width of skull across fronto-maxillary suture</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>0.58</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Width of skull across narrowest point of orbital roof</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>0.58</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>0.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>From ante to post-orbital processes</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.68</td>
<td>0.73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Length of nasal aperture</td>
<td>1.45</td>
<td>1.90</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diameter of foramen magnum (antero-post.)</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greatest width of both palatals</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>0.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Length of symphysis of rami of intermaxillary</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td>2.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Length of fossa for nasal gland</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>0.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Length of inferior maxilla (total)</td>
<td>3.00</td>
<td>4.35</td>
<td>2.40</td>
<td>4.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Depth of inferior maxilla (greatest)</td>
<td>1.45</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>0.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Length of symphysis of inferior maxilla</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>0.58</td>
<td>2.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Width of articulating surface of inferior maxilla</td>
<td>0.63</td>
<td>0.48</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>0.55</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Inches and hundredths.
† The greatest depth in *Larinae, Lestridae*, and *Sterinae* is opposite the coronoid process. In *Rhynchoptera* the depth just anterior to the symphysis exceeds this, the depth at the coronoid being only 0.45.

**Spinal Column.**—The number of vertebrae throughout the four subfamilies is nearly constant, varying at most by one or two vertebrae, if at all. The *Sterinae* appear to have one less vertebra in the sacrum, i.e., eleven instead of twelve; but this is the only difference that I have been able to discover. The following table exhibits the number of vertebrae belonging to the different spinal regions in three of the four groups:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Species</th>
<th>Cervical</th>
<th>Dorsal</th>
<th>Sacral</th>
<th>Coecygial</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><em>Sternorarius pomatorhinus</em></td>
<td>14</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Larus argentatus</em></td>
<td>14</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Sterna hirundo</em></td>
<td>14</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>41</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The above table differs from those given by Owen, Todd's Cyclop. Anat. and Phys., Art. J ears, and by Eyton, Osteol. Avium. Prof. Owen's figures are: "Cataractae," 13—9—13—8; "Gull," 18—18—11—8; "Tern," 14—8—10—8. Mr. Eyton gives: Larus ridibundus, 14—7—12—7; Sterna arctica, 13—6—12—6; Rynchops nigra, 13—6—12—8. It is to be expected that discrepant statements should occur in the enumeration of the sacral vertebrae, as the composition of that most complex of all bones is difficult to interpret. In the other instances we may presume that there is actually a variation with the species in number of vertebrae of the several regions. I give the numbers as determined by myself in the specimens of the three species above mentioned, adding the formula of Owen and Eyton for comparison.

The peculiarities of the several regions, and of the different vertebrae composing them, may be briefly noticed:

**Cervical Vertebrae.**—The atlas is little more than a simple ring, its foramen slightly flattened. It is "aull," perfectly a circular facet for articulation with the occipital condyle; and caudal, and upon its superior margin, a deep longitudinal channel, so deep as almost to amount to a canal for the reception and retention of the axial odontoid process. Superiorly on each side are indications of transverse processes; inferiorly there is the rudiment of a "neural spine."

**Axis.**—This is of a somewhat peculiar shape. The spinous and transverse processes, both of which are quite well developed, seem to lie considerably posterior to the body of the vertebra, in consequence of an obliquity backward of the neural arch from the centrum. The vertral spine is well developed, thin, with an anteriorly convex, posteriorly concave margin; oblique in direction, projecting backward as well as downward. The body of the vertebra proper consists of little more than a base for the support of the odontoid process, which latter is acute, well developed, semicircular, its surface toward the spinal canal being flattened. The transverse articulating facets are small, subcircular, six transverse and six anteroposterior processes at their bases. The other articulation is elongated, compressed, vertically concave, horizontally convex. The motion between the atlas and the third vertebra is very free in a vertical direction, less so in a horizontal, while rotation is greatly restricted.

The third and fourth vertebrae somewhat resemble the axis in having a broad, thin, longitudinal lamina of bone extending between the anterior and posterior articular processes. They are also very short and broad. The other vertebrae all differ somewhat, but the difference is so gradual that they may most conveniently be described collectively. The lowest or dorsal vertebrae are the largest and broadest, but comparatively the shortest. Their posterior articular processes are short and slightly diverging; as we proceed up the neck they become longer, more attenuated, and more widely diverging. This attenuation is greatest on about the fifth vertebra. The transverse processes are very wide below, and extend directly outward from the median line. Further up the neck they are less prominent, and have also an anterior obliquity. This axis does not form a canal for the passage of the artery; the canal commences on the twelfth, as a simple formen, becoming narrower in diameter, but at the same time more and more lengthened and canal-like, up to the atlas.

Superior spinous processes, or the "neural spines," are well developed on the first five vertebrae, but they diminish in size from the third to the sixth, when they become quite obsolete, and do not reappear. Inferior or ventral spinous processes are found very well developed on the first four vertebrae, being largest on the atlas; they then entirely disappear, and are not found again until about the eleventh vertebra, where they are slightly elevated, longitudinal, vertical lamella. Styloid processes are found throughout the whole length of this portion of the spine, except the atlas and axis, and, usually, the last vertebra. They commence on the third vertebra, elongate on each successively to the sixth or seventh, where they are longest and thinnest, measuring toward the body of the vertebra, where they gradually grow shorter and more obtuse till they are hardly perceptible on the thirteenth and quite obsolete on the fourteenth or last cervical.

Air is admitted into the vertebrae by numerous foramina on the sides of the bodies, about the roots of the transverse processes and in the canal for the artery.

There is the ordinary difference in the calibre of the spinal canal in the centre and at the extremities of each vertebra. The planes of the articular surface are, as usual, so disposed as to produce, in the most natural position of the head and neck, the ordinary sigmoid flexure. When the neck is extended there is on the dorsal surface a large diamond-shaped space between each vertebra and the next covered in only by ligamentous tissue.

**Dorsal Vertebrae.**—If we regard the presence of a rib as characteristic of the vertebra of this region of the spine, we shall have eight as the total number of dorsal vertebrae. But the two last of these are perfectly consolidated with and continuous with the first sacral; and their transverse and spinous processes also have a lateral and superior ankylosis with the iliac bones. At the same time there is a perfect artico-
nection between these two last vertebrae and the one just before them, producing a somewhat moveable joint, never so firmly consolidated as are the other dorsal vertebrae with each other. But for the fact that they are vestigial, therefore, the two last vertebrae might be considered as a portion of the sacrum.

On the first dorsal there commences abruptly prominent subrectangular spinous processes, which are a distinguishing feature of this portion of the column. These processes of any two contiguous vertebrae are in contact for their whole extent, and more or less completely consolidated. Scleroskeletal tendons extend backward from the posterior apices of each of them. The transverse processes are all broad, thin, flat, horizontal, stretching outward and a little backward, strengthened by a prop, which proceeds from the sides of the bodies of the vertebrae to the apices of these processes. Their apices bear the ordinary facet for the articulation of the rib, and from each there stretches backward an osseous tendon.

The bodies of the vertebrae are not so deep vertically nor so compressed as usual. Anteriorly, indeed, they are wider than deep; their free ventral surface broad and roughened, either with or without tubercles, as far as the fourth, for the attachment of the longus colli. The other posterior vertebrae are thinner, being especially compressed at their centres.

Although the vertebrae of this region cannot be said to be anchylosed, except perhaps in very old birds, yet they enjoy but very little motion upon each other, particularly the more central ones. The first is usually moveable to a degree, while some little motion is permitted between the sixth and seventh.

**SACRAL VERTEBRAE.**—It is difficult to ascertain the number of vertebrae in the sacrum, but, as well as can be made out, the Sternales have one less than the other subfamilies. The elements of the sacrum are completely consolidated into one piece, together with the last two dorsal; so that it is only by counting the number of transverse processes which stretch outward to abut against the innumerable bones that their number can be estimated. The body of the sacrum is thickest in the middle, tapering somewhat toward both extremities; the tapering, however, of the anterior extremity is only apparent, since it makes up by increased depth for decreased width. The body is decidedly curved, giving a notable degree of antero-posterior concavity to the dorsum of the pelvis. Anteriorly the iliac bones unite on the median line, and the united spinous processes of the sacrum are completely anchylosed with them as well as the transverse. About the middle of the sacrum the elevated longitudinal ridge formed by the united spinous processes disappears, and the median line of the bone is smooth and flat. There are no signs of inferior or ventral spinous processes on any part of the length of the sacrum. The transverse processes of the first three vertebrae are conspicuous, and project directly outward to be consolidated with the middle of the under surface of the ilia; the next three are short and inconspicuous, very little more than ridges on the body of the sacrum. The seventh pair, however, suddenly become the longest of all, running far outward, reaching even quite to the margins of the acetabula, and they are strengthened by a thin vertical plate of bone, which stretches down from them to the dorsum of the ilia. The succeeding transverse processes are well developed, projecting obliquely outward and backward to join the margin of the ischia.

**COCYGEAL VERTEBRAE.**—The coccyx has constantly eight segments. These are chiefly noticeable for the length and width of their transverse processes. In Stercoraries they are larger than elsewhere, being all of nearly the same length, whereas in other genera the anterior ones are more or less shortened, and do not reach their full development until the fourth or fifth vertebrae. These processes become very small on the sixth, and are obsolete on the seventh. Superior spines are present, moderately well developed, but short. Ventral spines are wanting on the first three, but quite largely developed on the last five vertebrae. They are much the largest in Stercorarius, and bifid at their extremity.

The pygostyle is large, of an irregularly trihedral shape; its superior margin convex, its inferior a little concave; its base thickened for articulation with the seventh. Its two superior angles are thin and rounded; the inferior is prolonged into a thick, stout nodulated apex.

**RIBS.**—The ribs are eight in number. Of these all are articulated with the spine, there being none disconnected with it, as in some other genera of Natatoræ. Six have a sternal attachment as well as a spinal, while five possess retrocedent processes. The first is an exceedingly slender elongated lamina of bone, tapering to a very acute apex, which is free. It extends to about opposite the process on the second rib. The next five ribs have both vertebral and sternal portions movably articulated. Of these the former are the longest, and elongate rapidly with each successive rib. The sternal portions are very much shorter, but also lengthen rapidly from before backward. The splints which stretch backward and inward between one rib and another are well developed. In the unexpanded thorax they reach quite across two intercostal spaces. The "sacral ribs" are very long and extremely slender. The first articulates
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is, however, merely the apposition of the extreme tip of the bone with the inner side of the head of the scapula. There is a well developed tubercle and articulating facet for the head of the coracoid. The bones are not connected except ligamentously with the sternum. They unite at about the same angle, and have much the same amount of longitudinal curvature in all the subfamilies. The symphysis is perhaps a little broader and stronger in the Lestriderinae than in the others. There is a well developed projecting process at the symphysis, most marked in the Sternoidea. The bones curve greatly downward and backward toward the sternum, and then approach each other with a still greater amount of inclination; so that while the angle the shafts of the bone make with each other is small, the real angle of the union of the two is very obtuse. This gives the bones the requisite amount of power in preventing the approximation of the heads of the coracoids.

Humerus.—This bone presents several interesting features. The superior or anterior crest is short but very high; it rises abruptly from the shaft, and from the upper extremity of the head of the bone, with perfectly plane, smooth sides. The inferior or posterior crest, on the other hand, is broadly convex both longitudinally and transversely on its outer aspect; its longitudinal convexity gives the head of the bone nearly all of its obliquity with reference to the axis of the shaft. It arches over the posterior aspect of the end of the shaft, this vaulting being formed by a deep excavation or concavity on its posterior aspect. This excavation is complete and open in Larinae and Sternoidea, and is divided in two by a prominent longitudinal ridge; while in the Lestriderinae the excavation is partially closed in by a plane prolongation of the shaft, which leaves only a rather small oval foramen to open into the excavation. The apex of the crest has a considerable prolongation backward, separated from the articular head by a deep notch. Its convex surface is marked near the head of the bone by two deep grooves, one parallel with, the other perpendicular to, the axis of the shaft. The articular head of the bone is narrowly oval, but very convex. Its long axis lying between the extremities of the two crests. A prominent ridge of bone arises from the shaft, and runs up between the two crests to the head. The greater part of the expansion about the head of the bone is rough, for the attachment of ligaments and tendons.

The most notable feature of the lower extremity of the bone is the presence on its outer edge, just above the radial tubercle, of a prominent, well developed, acute "styloid" process. This projects directly from the side of the bone, and at right angles with it. It serves for the origin of the tendon of the extensor carpi radialis longior. On the opposite side of the bone, just above the ulnar tubercle, there is a slight prominence, but nothing deserving the name of a process. I have observed none of the supplementary bones lately described by Prof. Reinhardt as occurring in a majority of the Poccellariidae, and do not think any such exist.

The elongation and obliquity of the radial facet are well marked, but present nothing unusual in shape or size, as is the case with the rounded ulnar tubercle. There is a very large and deep coronoid fossa on the anterior aspect of the bone just above the condyles, most extensive in the Larinae, shallowest in the Lestriderinae. There is no olecranon depression, but in place of it the extremity of the bone posteriorly presents a deep longitudinal groove on the ulnar side, which conducts the extensor tendon. This groove is bounded internally by a well developed ulnar condyle; externally by a slight ridge, which separates it from a narrow, shallow groove that runs over the radial side of the extremity of the bone.

Bones of the Forearm.—The ulna is considerably longer than the humerus, and very stout and strong. It is considerably curved on its axis, the convexity presenting backward. Its posterior aspect is marked with two or three rows of slight roughened eminences, denoting the attachment of feathers. The head is large and stout, its articulating facets presenting forward. The inner of these is a perfectly circular cup-shaped depression, the anterior margin of which forms what there is of a coronoid process, while a considerable projection posteriorly to it constitutes the olecranon. Just beside this facet there is on the radial side of the head of the bone the smooth concavo-convex depression, which forms, together with the head of the radius, the elongated oblique facet for articulation with the radial tubercle of the humerus. The distal extremity of the bone presents the usual curved surface on its radial aspect, over which the expanded and deflected extremity of the radius is applied. Below and posterior to this is an elongated, smooth, longitudinally convex and transversely concave trochlear surface.

The radius is, as usual, very slender and cylindrical. Its head is rather oval than round, but its facet is nearly circular. Its distal extremity is laterally expanded and deflected, to overlie the extremity of the ulna. It is marked with a slight longitudinal groove along which plays the tendon of the extensor.

The radio-carpal bone is comparatively very small, being much less than the "pisiform." It is of an indescribably irregular form. It has three smooth articulating surfaces: a deep, oval transverse one for the radius; a very small, shallow one beside it for the ulna; and on the opposite side a larger, somewhat crescentic, concavo-convex
one for the head of the metacarpals. Its superior non-articulate surface is grooved for the passage of the extensor tendon.

The ulnar carpal or so-called pisiform bone is very small. The notch on its metacarpal aspect is exceedingly broad and deep; so much so that the bone is saddled, as it were, on the inner ridge of the metacarpal articulating surface, along which it rides freely. The inner parting of the bifurcation is greatly elongated; the outer is shorter and stouter; and it is by the extremity of this that the bone chiefly articulates with the metacarpus. The ulnar articulating surface is merely a slight oval depression. The apex of the bone is tolerably acute, and rough for the attachment of tendons.

The composition and movements of the wrist-joint, as well as those of the elbow, afford an interesting study; but as there is nothing in them peculiar to the group under consideration, I pass them over with the foregoing brief description.

The metacarpal segment of the arm is about half the length of the antibrachium. The two principal bones of which it is composed are entirely separate, except at their extremities, where they are firmly consolidated. Of these the radial one is much the largest, the ulnar being merely a delicate cylindrical shaft, somewhat broadened and flattened toward its proximal extremity. The main shaft of the bone is rather flattened than cylindrical. The superior edge of the proximal extremity bears a short but unusually prominent and well-developed crest, with a tuberculated apex, for the attachment of the extensor tendon. Its distal extremity is abruptly truncated, for the articulation of the pollex. Just at its base, on the inner or under aspect of the bone, is a small ossaceous projection, either for the attachment of a tendon or the confining of some that go to the digits. The articulating face of the bone is very long, extending from the superior border over the head, and some distance along the inferior aspect. It is transversely deeply concave, having raised borders, the inner and most prominent of which is received in the bifurcation of the “pisiform” bone.

The pollex is simply a small, slender, straight, compressed spiculum of bone, moveably articulated with, and projecting directly from, the truncated extremity of the metacarpal crest. The “ulnar finger” in like manner projects from the extremity of the ulnar segment of the metacarpus, being closely bound to the under surface of the first phalanx of the radial finger.

The radial finger, or the proper continuation of the limb, consists of two phalanges only, each more than half as long as the metacarpus. The first of these somewhat resembles the metacarpus, in being wide, thin, and compressed, and partially divided into two longitudinal parallel segments. The distal is simply a straight, slender, tapering and acutely-pointed spiculum, articulating with the preceding by a somewhat enlarged head.

Os s a i n n o m i n a t a.—The pelvis has, for a natatorial family, considerable depth and concavity. Anteriorly it is flat, its parietes very deficient; but posteriorly the large ischia project downward and backward, forming extensive and solid walls; while medially there is a subrectangular deep fossa formed by the vaulting of the innominate bones for the reception of the renal organs.

The ilia are rather small and thin bones projecting as far forward as the seventh dorsal vertebra. The dorsum is slightly concave in every direction; the venter is about flat; the external margins deeply concave; the anterior broadly convex; the inferior border and the ilium with its surface are covered with the anterior sacral spines over the median line. It receives the transverse processes of the sacrum against its inferior surface and inner margin. Toward the posterior border, and opposite the acetabulum, the bone spreads out and becomes much arched and expanded, to form with a proper enlargement on the anterior portion of the ischia, the chief part of the concavity proper of the pelvis, that which contains the kidneys.

The ischia stretch downward, backward, and outward, as broad, thin planes, flat, except at the commencement near the acetabulum, where they are vaulted. The proper “tuber ischiit” is merely a small projection on the posterior margin of the bones; what is properly the “ascending ramus” continues directly onward and forms the real extremity of the bone, which is remarkably elongated and tapering. The ischiadic notch is, as usual, converted into a foramen, in this case very large, subcircular, situated just posterior to the acetabulum.

The pubis is merely a long, thin, flexible, nearly straight spiculum of bone, a little curved inward, and dilated at its floating extremity. It commences at the acetabulum, which, as usual, it contributes to form, and runs backward, outward, and downward, lying parallel to the anterior edge of the ischium and abutting against, but being quite disconnected with its extremity. Thus the obturator foramen is converted into an exceedingly long, deep, narrow notch, resulting from the concavity of the border of the ischium being applied against the straight edge of the pubis. Perhaps, however, the real obturator is to be found in a small oval or subcircular dilatation at the apex of the notch, which is wider than the notch itself, partly shut off from it by ligaments, and, with its edges, thickened and smooth.

The acetabulum is situated at the confluence of the three pelvic bones, just at the middle of the inferior border. As usual, it is a simple ring, entirely deficient internally,
with smooth, thickened, elevated edges, and a prominent overhanging articulating facet on its supero-posterior border, for the trochanter major of the femur to rest upon.

FEMUR.—This bone is exceedingly short, but quite straight (differing greatly in this respect from Puffina), and only moderately stout. The shaft is nearly cylindrical, inclining above slightly inward toward the median line of the body, its lower extremity presenting somewhat backward. Superiorly the bone is divided into a large, thick, stout trochanter, much elevated, and with a well-marked margin, which rises high above, curves toward and slightly overhangs the head of the bone. From the inner side of this trochanter the head projects directly inward; there is no constriction of the "neck," except to a very slight degree below; above, the articular head of the bone is directly continuous with a smooth concavo-convex space between it and the crest of the trochanter. The shape of the articulating surface is such that it permits the head to sink but slightly into the acetabular ring, the chief weight of the bird being borne by the superior aspect of the trochanteric prominence, which is accurately coapted to the overhanging abutment which projects from the superior margin of the acetabulum. The fossa for the ligamentum teres is directly on the superior aspect of the head. The whole outer aspect of the trochanter is rough for tendinous and ligamentous attachments.

The femoral condyles differ markedly in size and shape. The outer is the longest, and very much the largest. The two are widely separated by a deep groove, which runs up a considerable distance on the anterior face of the bone, and on the posterior is continuous with the popliteal depression. The outer projects much the furthest outward, downward, and especially backward. Its face, posteriorly, is divided by a longitudinal groove. This groove receives the antero-posteriorly elongated head of the fibula, forming the chief part of the femoro-fibular articulation; while the ridge which bounds the groove internally dips down into the space between the heads of the fibula and tibia. The inner condyle has a broad, flat, oval face, which is applied directly to the plane head of the tibia.

The two tibial crests are peculiar in shape and situation. The anterior of these is short, but very high, rising as a thin, vertical lamina to quite an apex; being triangular, and nearly as high as long at the base. It is exceedingly thin, its sides perfectly plane and vertical. The other crest is at right angles with the first; looking directly outward instead of forward, and having its side instead of base applied to the bone. Its base is nearly identical with the base of the first, but is at right angles with it. The superior margins of these crests unite at their termination, and both rise above the level of the head of the bone. The lateral crest being transverse to the line of motion in the joint, forms a protecting wall or face in front of the joint, between the margins of which, and the head of the bone proper, there is a gentle and regular concavity. The inner edge of the true head of the bone is directly continuous with the base of the anterior crest; but between the outer edge and the extremity of the lateral crest there is a deep notch.

The head of the fibula is on the same plane with, and at the inner edge of, the head of the tibia. It is narrowly oval, almost crescentic, its long axis antero-posterior. It is only ligamentously connected with the tibia; below, after a short space, it becomes more or less completely ankylosed; becomes again detached from the tibia, to finally disappear a little below the middle of the bone.

The tibial condyles, as usual, project further forward than backward. They are much of the same size and shape, and on the same plane; the inner, however, is less stout and projects more, both inward and forward. Posteriorly the condyles subside into two acute ridges, having between them a smooth, laterally concave surface, over which pass the extensor tendons. Above and between the two condyles on the anterior surface of the bone, there is the ordinary fossa, partially converted by a bridge of bone into a canal for the confinement of the tendon of the extensor digitorum.

The metatarsus is moderately long, contained 14 times in the tibia. Its shaft is compressed into a pretty regular quadrilateral shape, the lateral sides, however, remaining a little convex. The tendons that go to the toes are mostly aggregated upon the anterior and posterior aspects of the bone. Above, the bone expands into a large, irregular head, widened laterally for the reception of the two condyles, and posteriorly by a short, high crest, into which is inserted the gastrocnemial tendon. This crest has also several longitudinal grooves, deep and distinct, which conduct tendons to the toes. The facets for the reception of the tibial condyles are merely two small subcircular depressions near the edge of the bone, not differing much from each other in size or shape. They are separated by a prominent process on the edge of the bone anteriorly on the median line. The end of the bone is, as usual, divided into three heads, separated by narrow but very deep sulci. Of these heads the middle is the largest, and directly in the line of the bone; the outer is placed a little higher up, but nearly in the same plane. The inner, however, being much higher up, is placed far around toward the posterior aspect of the bone. The articular faces of these heads present in a high degree of perfection the peculiar shape by which extension of the toes at the same time abducts them, and vice versa.
The four toes have all the normal number of segments: 2, 3, 4, 5. They present nothing of special interest, being of the ordinary size and shape. The halluc, and its accessory metatarsal bone, may, however, be here described. It does not differ appreciably throughout the family, except in the genus Rissa of Larinae, for the characters of which, see under the head of the genus.

Were it not for analogy, the os metatarsale accessorium might be considered as a phalangeal rather than metatarsal segment. It is nearly or quite as long as the first true phalangeal bone. It is obliquely flattened, and somewhat twisted upon itself, tapering to a thin, rather acute, apex. Its distal extremity is broadened and oval, bearing a slightly convex articulating surface, which is coaptated with that of the first phalanx. There is no eminence or depression of any consequence for its attachment with the metatarsus; it is only loosely connected by ligaments, and enjoys all the freedom of motion which the halluc itself possesses. Its essentially metatarsal character is nevertheless demonstrated by its irregular and peculiar shape; by the formation of its two extremities; and by the want of a proper articulation (capsulated and with a synovial membrane) with the metatarsus.

This bone in the Lestridinae differs from that of the other subfamilies in being shorter, stouter, with a broader metatarsal extremity, and having a constriction about its middle.

The proximal phalangeal segment is a very short, stout, straight bone, irregularly cylindrical, with slightly enlarged extremities. These have subcircular articulating facets, the proximal concave, the distal convex. The distal segment is merely a minute, irregularly shaped, osseous nodule, supporting the claw.

Subfamily Lestridinae.

Diag. Laride rostro cerro instructo, resectibus mediis elongatis, uexibus validissimis.

Ch. Tip of the upper mandible overhanging that of the lower. Covering of upper mandible not continuous, the basal half being furnished with a conical cere, beneath the edges of which the nostrils open. Culmen at first about straight, then rapidly convex. Commissure slightly sinate, declinato-convex on the terminal portion. Gonyx short, about straight. Rami widely divergating, their outline about straight. Eminentia symphysis well marked. Nostrils lateral, pervious, somewhat club-shaped, being widest at their distal extremity. Wings long, strong, pointed; the primaries broad and rigid, more or less rounded at the tips. Tail square, or nearly so, the central feathers projecting to a greater or less distance beyond the others; either rounded at their tips, or attenuated and filiform. Legs decidedly ambulatorial, placed well forward, supporting the body in a horizontal posture. Tibiae denuded of feathers on the lower third. Tarsi rather stout, anteriorly transversely reticulated, posteriorly and laterally reticulated; the plates more or less elevated and acutely pointed. Proportions of toes, and their segments, as in other Laride. Webs broad and full, their margins rounded, not excised. Claws large, strong, curved and acute. Of moderate and large size. The body full, the general organization strong and powerful. The changes of plumage in most of the species, with age and season, very great.

The anatomical characters of this subfamily are fully given under one of its most common and typical species, the Stercorarius pomatorhinus.

§. Analytical table of the subgenera and species of North American Lestridinae.

I. Staturâ maximus, et formâ robustissimâ; pedibus et rostro validis; tarse medio digito cum ungue breviore; canâ brevi, resectibus mediis latis, vix ulîra ceteras porrectis: Euphasus. B. skua.

II. Staturâ minores, et formâ gracilibus; pedibus et rostro gracilibus; tarse medio digito cum ungue non breviore; canâ elongata, resectibus mediis valde ulîra ceteras porrectis: Stercorarius. S. pomatorhinus. S. parasiticus. S. buffoni.

c. Tarsi posticè subaspersè; resectibus mediis longissimis, flexibilibus, ceteris 5 ad 10 pollices longioribus:
Subgenus Buphagus, (Moeh.) Coeves.

= Buphagus* Moeh., Gen. Av. 1752, No. 71; typus Larus cataracta, Linn.—COEVEs, Rev. Lestridinæ, in Pr. A. N. S. Phila. May 1863, p. 120.


< Catharacta, Brunn., Orn. Bor. 1764, 32; typus Catharacta skua, Brunn.

< Catharacta, Brunn., Comp. List, 1838, 63.


GEN. CHAR. Bill shorter than the middle toe without the claw; exceedingly robust; width at base about equal to the height, which is a third of the length of culmen. Striae and sulci numerous and well marked. Encroachment of feathers on bill moderate, and nearly the same on both mandibles. Occiput scarcely crested. Wings only moderately long for this subfamily; the primaries very broad, and rounded at their tips. Tail very short, broad, nearly even, the feathers truncate; central pair projecting but little, and broad to their very tips, which are also truncate. Feet large and stout; tarsi shorter than the middle toe and claw. Size large; form robust and heavy; general organization very powerful. Colors much the same over the whole body; not subject to any very remarkable changes with age, sex, or season.

The essential characters lie in the large size and strong form, exceedingly robust bill and feet, the middle toe of which latter is longer than the tarsus; and in the very short truncated tail, the broad central rectrices of which project but slightly beyond the tips of the others. A discrepancy between it and Stercorarius is found in the changes of plumage to which it is subject. These are slight, being chiefly of intensity, and have little in common with the widely varying stages for which the species of Stercorarius are noted. Its species when adult are of nearly uniform colors, presenting no indications of the trenchant lines of division of light and dark areas which are found in Stercorarius. North America contains a single representative of the genus, B. skua, referred by most authors to Stercorarius.

The synonymy of this subgenus require to be considered at length and with care, to avoid confounding them with those of the succeeding, with which they have often been to a greater or less degree mingled. The first distinctive appellation of the genus in question appears to be Buphagus, Moeh. 1752. This is unquestionably based upon the Larus cataracta of Linnaeus, and the diagnosis of the genus in question appears to be Buphagus, Moeh. 1752. This is unquestionably based upon the Larus cataracta of Linnaeus, and the diagnosis of the genus (vide infra) as is definite and pertinent as perhaps any one throughout Moehring's work. This being the case, it is a little singular that the name has not come into general employment, along with such genera as Phalacrus, Cettirostra, Frugon, &c., which have, by Gray, Baird, Cassin, Bryant, and other authorities, been accorded that precedence to which their early date entitles them. The rule generally acknowledged by authors, which would cause the adoption of the genera of Moehring and other pre-Linnaean writers, provided they are identified and do not conflict with Linnaeus' titles, does not appear to have been adhered to in this instance. But if we are to be guided by the law of priority, and are to accord justice to a pre-Linnaean writer, we cannot avoid the adoption of Moehring's name; since there is no Linnaean appellation with which it conflicts, as the latter author ranged all the Jaegers known to him under Larus. Moehring's not being a binomialist, or rather his not dealing at all with species, can have no weight in the question of the adoption

*In the synonymy of this article I use the convenient signs introduced by Strickland to indicate the relative value of the various generic names quoted. Being not in general use, they will require explanation. The sign of equality signifies that the word before which it stands was originally employed in the same sense as here meant; thus, Buphagus and Megalastis are based upon the same type as Buphagus of the present paper, and are therefore coequal with it. The sign \(<\) indicates that the name before which it stands was originally used in a more extended sense than is here meant, and must consequently be restricted to become completely synonymous. Thus, Catharacta of Brunnich, included, besides C. skua, pomarius and paraticus. The sign \(>\) is the converse of the last.

Moehring, Genera avium. i, 1852, page 66, No. 71. "Rostrum postice rectum, membrana callosa ad narese usque tectum, versus apicem incurvum, lateribus compressa. Femora extra abdomin. Digitis antici trei membrana intermedia toti cohærentes, posticus liber."
of his genera. Guided by these considerations, in the Proceedings of the Philadelphia Academy, as above, I revived the name *Buphagus*, and gave it that precedence over other appellations to which it is entitled.

"*Stercorarius*, Briss., 1760," is the name which has lately been most frequently employed for this subgenus. But this is clearly an error; for the type of *Stercorarius*, as is evident by Brisson’s elaborate description, is the *Larus parasiticus* of Linneaus, and not the *cataarrhacutes*. Regarding this latter species, it is surprising that Brisson should have been so far at fault in his estimation of its affinities as to separate it from its congeners, and range it with the true Gulls under the name of *Larus fuscus*. If *Stercorarius* is to be used at all, it must be for the group of which *parasiticus* is typical.

*Catharacta* of Brünnich (1764) has as its type *cataarrhacutes*, though all the other species known to that author are included in it. But this name, besides being autodated by *Buphagus*, is also accompanied by a pygopodous genus, of which *Uria aalge* is the type, and which has been accepted and employed by late writers, as Cassin, Bryant, and others. This is in effect the same word as Brünich’s *Catharacta*, both having the same root, viz., καταρατης, whence καταρατης, "a robber or despoiler." Brünnich’s spelling of the word might perhaps lead us to suppose it derived from καθαρος, "to cleanse or purify," but this is evidently not the case—the latinization of the word formed from the latter root giving us *cathartes*, Illiger’s genus of American Vultures. Therefore, unless we allow a varying orthography of the same word to stand for two different genera, Brünnich’s name must be superseded. Besides the above spelling we also find *cataaraetes*, *cataaraetes*, *catarraeta*, *catarrhacutes*, and *cataarrhacutes*. The last is the proper orthography, as is evident from the etymology of the word.

*Lestrise* of Illiger (1811) is based upon *parasitaica*, and, although used subsequently by many authors for the present subgenus, has really no connection with it.

*Megalestris*, Bonaparte (1856), is based upon the *cataarrhacutes*, and is strictly its own synonym. The choice is therefore between *Megalestris* and *Buphagus*. Of these I prefer the latter, which I shall continue to use as heretofore.

**BUPHAGUS SKUA, THE SKUA.**

The Skua.

a. *skua*.

*Cataaraeta aldoevanandi*, WILL., Orn. 265.

*Skua hojori*, RAY, SYH. AV. 128.

*Larus fuscus*, BRISS., Orn. vi, 1760, 165.—SCOP., Bemerk. Nat. 1770, 90.

*Cataaraeta fusa*, LEACH, Syst. Cat. 1816, 40.

*Larus varius skua*, BRISS., Orn. vi, 1760, 167 (juv.).

*Larus cataaraetes*, SCHAEFF., Mus. Orn. 1779, 63, pl. 39.

*Catharacta skua*, BRÜNN., Orn. Bore. 1764, 33.


*Cataaraetes skua*, MACGILL., Man. ii, 1842, 255.

*Cataaraetes skua*, BR., List, 1838, 63.


*Buphagus skua*, COUTES, Pr. Phila. Acad. 1863, 125; Pr. Ess. Inst. v, 1868, 305.

*Stercorarius (Buphagus) skua*, COUTES, Key, 1872, 309.


*Larus cataaraetes*, LINN., Syst. Nat. 1, 1766, 226 (based on WILL., RAY & BRISS., supra; EDW., 149, &c.)—GM., Syst. Nat. i, 1788, 603.—LATIN. Ind. Orn. ii, 1790, 818.


*Lestrise catharacta*, SCHNEITZ, Ec. 1, 1840, 357.


*Stercorarius cataaraetes*, SELYS–LO, Fn. Belg. 1842, 155.

*Stercorarius catharacta*, DES MURS, Traité Ouv. 1860, 551.
**S��corarius pomarinus**, Vieill., Gal. Ois. ii, 1834, 220, nec Auct.


**b. antarcticus.**

*Lestris catarractes*, QUÉY et GAÉN., Voy. Urán. Ois. 35.

_S. catarractes_ SchL., Mus. P.-B. iv, 1683, Lari, p. 45.


_S. antarcticus_ Br., Conspr. ii, 1850, 287.—PELZ., Orn. Nova, 150.

_Buphagus antarcticus_, COLES, Pr. Phila. Acad. 1863, 127.

**Diag.** _B. maximus_, _robustissimus_, _tarso brevior digitis medius cum unguc_; _rectricibus medius latissimis_ _vic_ _altrar_ _caterar_ _porrectis_. _Rostri longit._ 2½poll. _Ang._

_Hab._—Seas and sea-coasts of the Northern Hemisphere, chiefly in the more arctic regions. _Var. antarcticus_, Southern seas.

_Adult, breeding plumage._—Bill about as long as or a little shorter than the head, shorter than the tarsus, robust, somewhat broader than high at the base, compressed from the middle, its sides bulging; culmen broad, flattened, very slightly concave, or nearly straight on the dorsal portion, the concavity increased by the great convexity of the unguis, which rises higher than the dorsal portion; unguis smooth, broad, rounded, so decurved that the apex overhangs the tip of the lower mandible nearly perpendicularly. Outline of rami and gonys both slightly concave, the former very long. Eminences symphysis well marked. Divarication of rami very slight. Tomia of upper mandible sinuate, at first ascending, then deflected, then again gradually ascending to beyond the nostrils, where it curves sharply downward. Ceral longer than the ungual portion of the bill, its anterior extremity projecting further on the sides than on the culmen, so that a <shaped recess is formed; its inferior edge curving gradually upward from the base, to give passage to the nostrils; provided at the base with several strias. Nostrils lateral, pervious, somewhat club-shaped, broadest anteriorly; a sulcus on the unguis leads into them from before. Several oblique striæ on the inferior maxilla. Feathers extend on the sides of the superior mandible in a rather acute angle, leaving a deep recess on the culmen; retracting on the sides of the bill so nearly parallel with the tomia as to leave the edges of the superior mandible exposed nearly to the angle of the mouth. Their extent on the lower mandible is less, but is broader, and with a rounded extremity. Between the rami the feathers reach two-thirds the way to the symphysis, the remainder being naked integument. Eye of moderate dimensions, placed directly over the angle of the mouth. Wings rather short for the sub-family; the primaries regularly graduated, very broad, with rounded apices; rachis stiff and strong; secondaries short, broad, flexible, with broad rounded tips, formed entirely by the inner web. Tertiaries in the folded wing ending about 2½ inches from apex of first primary. Tail short, broad, strong, even, or nearly so; the feathers rather broad, with square, almost truncated extremities. Central pair much the same in shape as the lateral; of equal breadth, projecting one or two inches. Superior and inferior tectrices very long and thick, the latter reaching quite to the end of the tail. Feet large and strong; the tarsi as long as the middle toe without the claw. Tibia nude for nearly an inch. That part of the tibia which is bare, the tibio-tarsal articulation all around, and the sides and posterior aspects of the tarsus, and both surfaces of the webs, covered with small, irregular polyhedral plates; these plates largest and most regular (being hexagonal) on the sides of the tarsus; very small and numerous on the webs; elevated, rough, and conical on the joints and inner surfaces of the toes. Anteriorly the tarsus and toes are covered with imbricated scutella, regular and transverse on the toes, but with exceedingly oblique edges on the tarsus, on the upper third of which they bifurcate into two rows. Toes very long; middle longest; outer but little less; inner only two-thirds the middle; hallux exceedingly abbreviated. Claws all large, strong, much arched, very acute, the middle one dilated on its inner edge, but not serrated. Membranes long, broad, full, unincised. Dorsal feathers broad, rounded, rigid, closely imbricated, not very thick. Inferiorly the plumage is exceedingly long, thick, compact, almost mohillose. Latero-nuchal feathers elongated, rigid, with long disconnected fibre. Above blackish-brown, more or less variegated with chestnut and whitish; each feather being dark-colored, with a spot of chestnut toward its extremity, which in turn fades into whitish along the shaft toward the tip of each feather. On the latero-nuchal region and across the throat the chestnut lightens into a decided reddish-yellow, the white being a well-defined, narrow, longitudinal streak on each feather. The crown, post-ocular, and mental region have but little whitish. Inferiorly the plumage is of a blended fuscous-muffles, lighter than on the dorsum, with a peculiar indefinite plumbeous shade. The wings and tail are black-

* The only discrepancy I find, in examination of several from Southern seas, is the shorter, stouter, and more obtuse bill.
ish: their rachisides white, except toward the apices: the remiges and rectrices white for some distance from the bases. This white on the tail is concealed by the long tailcoverts, but appears on the outer primaries as a conspicuous spot. The bill and claws are blackish horn, the feet pure black. Bill, from base to tip, 2.10; to end of cere, 1.20; gape, 3.00; height at base, 0.75; width a little less: ram, 1.30; goony, 0.50; wing, 16.00; tail, 6.00; tarsus, 2.70; middle toe and claw, 3.10.

Young-of-the-year (Spec. No. 22266, Ms. S. l. from Iceland, shot September 1, 1839).—The size is much less than that of the adults; the bill every way weaker and slenderer; the cereilly developed; strig are not yet apparent, and its ridges and angles all want sharpness of definition; the goony is extremely short. Wings exceedingly short and rounded, the quills having very different proportional length from those of the adults; the second being longest, the third next and but little shorter; the first about equal to the fourth. The inner or longer secondaries reach, when the wing is folded, to within an inch or so of the tip of the longest primary. The central rectrices are, if anything, a little shorter than the next. The colors generally are as in the adult, but everywhere duller and more blended, having few or no white spots; and though the reddish spots are numerous and occupy a large space on each feather, yet in color they are very dark and dull. These dull reddish spots are especially numerous along the edge of the forearm and on the least and lesser covert. On the under parts the colors are lighter, duller, and still more blended than above. The prevailing tint is a light, dull rufous, most marked on the abdomen; but there and elsewhere more or less obscured with an ashy or plumbeous hue. The primaries, secondaries, and tertials, together with the rectrices, are dull brownish-black: their shafts yellowish-white, darker terminally. At the bases of the primaries there exists the ordinary large white space, but it is more restricted than in the adults, and so much hidden by the bastard quills that it is hardly apparent on the outside of the wing, though very conspicuous on the inferior surface. The legs and feet are parti-colored—brownish-black, variegated with yellowish. Bill, along culmen, 1.75; along gape, 2.75; height at base, 0.50; length of goony, 0.35; tarsus, 2.00; middle toe and claw the same. Wing, from the flexure, 12.50; Tarsus, 5.57.

This species requires comparison with no other of North America, B. naturae, from the sea-coasts of the Southern Hemisphere, differs somewhat in the shape of the bill. This is shorter, deeper, and more obtuse at the tip.

Although this species is burdened with an extensive synonymy, yet in consequence of its marked character the list is pretty definite. It is one of the very oldest species, being well known to pre-Linnean writers. It is well described by both Brunn and Brünnich, the former considering it as a Gull, the latter making it the type of his genus Catharacta. The Larus keeks of Latham is stated to be 22 inches, with a bill of 3 inches, and its habitat is given as "Hudson's Bay." There is no one of the Laridæ inhabiting North America but the present which is of such large dimensions. The plate which Vieillot (Galerie des Oiseaux) gives of his Stercorarius pomarinus shows conspicuously the large whitealar spot, which is diagnostic of the present species. Vieillot had previously recognized the characteristics of the species with precision.

Subgenus STERCORARIUS, Briss.

= Stercorarius, Briss., Orn., v. 1760, 149. (Type Larus parasiticus, Linn.)—Courts, Fr. Phila., Acad. 1863, 128; and of many authors.
< Catharacta, Brünn., Orn. Bor. 1764, 32.
= Lestris, Ill., Prod. 1811, 272. (Type L. parasiticus, Linn.) And of most authors.
= Predatric, Vieill., Acad. 1816, 62.
= Labrissus, Raff., 1816.
< Caprochus, Reichen, 1859.

Gen. Circa.—Bill equal to middle toe without the claw, moderately robust, the height at base more than a third the length of the culmen; strig and sulci few and slightly marked. En Erdogan of feathers on bill very great, especially on the upper mandible, where it greatly exceeds that on the lower, and is of a different outline from that of Buphagus. Occipit decidedly subcristated. Wings exceedingly long, the primaries narrow, tapering, with quite acute tips. Tail long; the lateral feathers more or less graduated; the central pair considerably, sometimes excessively, elongated, tapering, and acuminate. Feet rather slender, the tarsi equal to or slightly longer than the middle toe and claw. Size moderate or small. Form less robust, general organization much less powerful than in Buphagus. Nearly bicolor when adult; passing through various stages of plumage before arriving at maturity.

The preceding paragraph expresses the chief diagnostic features of this subgenus. A comparison with Buphagus has already been instituted, and an analytical table of its species given on a preceding page. It only remains to notice its bibliography.
STERCORARIUS POMATORHINUS, POMARINE JAEGER. 607

The first distinctive name was proposed by Brisson in 1760. This has as type the S. parasitica, and may include all the species of the subfamily excepting Buphagus aksa. I accept and employ it exactly as it was constituted by its author. Levastr, Illiger (1811); Pudabritz, Vieillot (1816); Labbres, Raimusque (1816); and Coprophagidae, Reichenbach (1850), are all based upon species of the subgenus as here restricted, and are therefore synonyms with, and must be superseded by, Stercorarius. Catharracta, Brunnich, has already been treated of. By Linnaeus, Gmelin, and Latham the species were arranged under Larus, which thus becomes a partial synonym.

STERCORARIUS POMATORHINUS, (Temm.) Vieill.

The Pomarine Jaeger.

Stercorarius striatus, Briss, Orn. vi, 1760, 152, pl. 13, f. 2 (juv.).

Lestris striatus, Eyton, Cat. Br. 1836, 51.

Larus parasiticus, Meyer, Tasch. Deutsch. ii, 1810, 490; not of authors.


Catharacta pomarinus, STEPH., G. Z. xiii, 1836, 216, pl. 34.—Magill., Man. ii, 1842, 536.


Stercorarius pomatorhinus, NEWT., Ibis, 1855, 509.—LAW., Ann. Lyc. N. Y. vii, 1866, 298.—COUES, Key, 1872, 306.—COUES, Elliot's Pyribol Islands, 1874, p.—.

Catharacta parasita var. campysathsica, PAL., Zool. R.-A. ii, 1811, 312.

Lestris spathterus, BRENN., V. D. 1831, 718.

Diag. S. tarsi passic asperinius; restrictus medius latius in apices ispas, utrae ceteras 4 pollucis porcellis.

Hab.—Seas and sea-coasts of Europe, Asia, and America. Interior of North America.

Adult, breeding plumage (No. 29215, Smithsonian Museum).—Bill shorter than the head, or three-fourths the tarsus, about two and one-half times its own height at the base; width about the same as the height; horn-colored, growing black at the tip. Feet black. Tail somewhat less than half the wing. First primary but little surpassing the second. Occiput suberose. Feathers of the neck rather rigid and acuminate, their fibrile disconnected. Caudal feathers, including the central, broad quite to the tips, which are truncated, the rhachis projecting as a small nub. The central pair project about 3 inches; are broad near to the tip, where they form an angle of 180° with the rhachis. Their fibrile exceedingly long (2½ inches), while those of the lateral feathers are only ½. Tail slightly graduated. Inferior tetrices reach within ½ inch of end of tail. Tibiae bare for ½ of an inch, scutelate for ¼ inch. Tarsi very rough; anteriorly covered with a single row of scutellae, except toward the tibio-tarsal articulation, where these scutellae gradually degenerate into small, irregular polygonal plates, with which the whole of the rest of the tarsus is reticulatus. These plates are largest on the sides of the tarsus externally; on the heel-joint, and posterior aspect of the tarsus generally, they become raised into small conical pyramids, acutely pointed. The scutella of the anterior portion of the tarsus is continuous with the superior surface of the toes, while the posterior reticulation occupies both surfaces of the webs, and the inferior surface of the toes. Hallux extremely short, its nail stout, conical at the base, acute, little curved. Anterior claws all very strong and sharp; inner most so; the middle expanded on its inferior edge, not serrated. Webs broad, full, unincised, their free margins a little convex.
The "cere" has a straight, smooth, convex culmen; its inferior border curves gently upward to give passage to the nostrils. The union of the two lateral halves leaves a well-marked acutely-angular recess over the culmen. There is a well-marked lateral longitudinal groove, denoting the union of that part of the cerebral bone which is attached to the culmen, and of the cere, which depends over the nasal fossa. Curve of nail regular, gradual. Commisure straight to the nostrils, then gradually declinate-convex. Ramus of both mandibles divergate at a considerable angle, making the base of the bill very broad. Eminentia symphysis slightly marked; commissure long, gony short, a little concave, gap wide. Outline of feathers on the bill much as in the Larinae, but supero-laterally they do not run so far forward, nor with so acute an angle. Nostrils placed far forward, lateral, linear, direct, pervious, their opening a little club-shaped. Bill horn, deepening into black; feet black. Pileum and occipital crest brownish-black; this color extending much below the eyes, and occupying the feathers on the ramus of the inferior maxilla. Accuminate feathers of the neck light yellow. Back, wings, tail, upper wing-coverts, under tail-coverts as far as the flanks, deep blackish-brown. Under parts, from chin to abdomen, and neck all round (except the acuminate feathers), pure white. (A state of plumage not often met with. The var. "C" of Temminck.)

Nearly adult.—Generally as in the preceding, but with a row of brown spots across the breast; the sides under the wings transversely barred with white and brown; the purity of the dark color of the abdomen interrupted by some touches of white. The legs wholly black, and the tail feathers projecting as much as in the fully adult. (A very common state of plumage, described by most authors as fully adult. Temminck's var. "B").

Intermediate stage.—The band of dark spots across the breast has widened and enlarged, so that the whole breast appears brown, mottled with white; sides and under the wings are conspicuously barred with white and brown; the white of the under parts is continued down over the abdomen to the under tail-coverts; the pure brown of these parts which obtains in the adult, now only appearing as transverse bars among the white. The upper tail-coverts and some of the wing-coverts are barred with white. The bases of the culmen with that part which remains white. The central tail feathers now only project an inch. The tarsi are quite changed in color; they are now irregularly blotched with chrome-yellow—the hind toe and nail being of this color. (A very common stage, corresponding to var. "A" of Temminck.)

Dusky stage.—The bird is very nearly unicolor; blackish-brown all over; this color deepening into quite black on the pilleum; lightening into fuliginous brown on the abdomen, with a slight gilding of the black on the sides of the neck. The whitish bases of the primaries exist. The feet are in the chromo-variegated condition. The central tail feathers scarcely project half an inch. (Var. "D" of Temminck.)

Young-of-the-year.—Bill much smaller and weaker than in the adult, light colored to beyond the nostrils, when it becomes brownish-black. Feet and toes mostly bright yellow, the terminal portions of the latter black. The whole body is everywhere transversely waved with dull rufous. On the head, neck, and under parts, this rufous forms the predominant color; and the bands are exceedingly numerous, of about the same width as the intervening dark color. On the flanks and under tail-coverts the bars become wider, and almost white in color. On the back and wing-coverts the brownish-black is the predominating color; and if any rufous is present, it is merely as a narrow edging to the feathers. The under wing-coverts have irregularly-angular transverse waves of brownish-black and white. The remiges and rectrices are brownish-black, darker at their tips; fading into whitish toward the bases of the inner vanes. On the head and neck the light rufous decidedly predominates, and seems indistinctly but thickly nebulated with dusky; this dusky forming a conspicuous spot just at the anterior canthus of the eye. (In this plumage the bird is the Stercorarius striatus of Brisson, and probably the Larus crepidatus of Gmelin and Latham.)

The above stages are gradual, and merge into each other, so that one can without difficulty be traced into another. As a brief exposition of the mode in which the change from the young bird, in the variegated state of plumage and with particular feet, it may be stated that the light and dark colors, at first everywhere intermingled, gradually grow more and more distinct, being separated by lines becoming more and more trenchant, until the two colors occupy entirely different regions of the body, and are wholly separated from each other. The feet gradually lose their yellow blotches and become black.

If we examine Temminck's Manual of 1840, page 491, we find that he presents four "varieties" of this species. Comparison of his diagnosis of these supposed varieties with the four stages of plumage characterized above, it will be seen that they correspond. The adult plumage above described is his variety "C," of which he correctly says, that it is not very often met with. Our "nearly adult" is his variety "B"; our third intermediate stage is about his variety "A," while the fusco-unicolor state corresponds to his "D." He early maintained the opinion that this dusky stage is entirely independent of sex; but he subsequently gives as his mature opinion that the white-
helled birds are males, the others females. This view is combatted by most ornithologists; and some even of these who admit that the difference in color is a sexual peculiarity, say that it is the males and not the females that are dusky all over. This diversity of opinion I consider as strong evidence that sex does not determine the plumage. I think that the four "varieties" which Temminck characterises are really the progressive stages of the same individual—stages which every Jaeger must pass through or attain to in arriving at maturity. The birds which are in the unicolor state, so different from that of the adults, all have weaker bills, less elongated central rectrices, particolored tuvis, and are generally smaller and less robust than the adults, all of which points indicate immaturity. As regards the other conditions, the fact of our being able to trace one directly from another, seems to me proof that they are not permanent during the life of any single individual. (See continuation of the discussion of this question under head of S. paradoxus.)

Anatomical characters.—The mouth is capacious. It is quite narrow at the tip of the bill, but by the rapid divergence of the rami of the mandibles, quickly becomes very broad. The palate is not arched nor vaulted at all, but quite flat; but the integument, and membranes forming the floor of the mouth are very loose, and capable of considerable distension. The membrane at the angle of the mouth is loose and full; and a longitudinal elevation of it on the lower mandible is received into a corresponding depression in the upper.

The palate is quite soft and easily movable. On it there is a central very prominent longitudinal ridge, which commences at the very apex of the bill. There it is exceedingly narrow, but it widens and becomes less prominent as it goes backward. About half way to the nasal aperture there are a few reversed papillae. Somewhat less than an inch and a half from the tip of the bill this ridge bifurcates, being longitudinally divided by the slit forming the opening of the nares. The edges of this slit, accurately coaptated, are about three-fourths of an inch long, and beset with reversed acute papillae, which are especially large at the posterior extremity of the sides of the slit. By the approximation of these straight edges the nasal aperture can be perfectly closed; but posterior to where they terminate, the nares remain permanently open.

On either side of this central ridge is another, quite high and prominent, which, however, subsides an inch from the tip of the bill. Posteriorly this ridge also is beset with line reversed setae. The space between this and the median ridge is quite smooth and flat for some distance further back, where it is terminated by a single fringe of long, slender papillae.

The membrane of the floor of the mouth is loose, flaccid, and, in the undistended state, longitudinally wrinkled. The tongue is stout; tapers but little, and is fleshy quite to the tip itself, which is scarcely at all horny, but bifid. The dorsum of the tongue is longitudinally channelled for its entire length; its sharp sides rising up from the longitudinal central depression. The base is square and terminated by a fringe of papille pointing outward and backward. The tip is quite deeply notched, the base emarginate, with a lateral projecting papillated corn on either side.

About half an inch behind the base of the tongue the rim glottidis is found. As usual, it is a simple slit; about half an inch long in this species. The elevation over the larynx, in the centre of which the glottis opens, is on its posterior half, thickly beset with stout, rapidly tapering, conical papillae.

The mandibular element of the hyoid bone is about a third of an inch long; flattened, subrectangular, tapering anteriorly to an obtuse, nodulated, deflected extremity, which supports the glosso-hyals. It articulates moveably with the glosso- and apo-hyals, immovably with the nro-hyal. The glosso-hyal elements are chiefly cartilaginous; they lie side by side imbedded in the substance of the tongue, being articulated with the basi-hyal by their under surfaces, so that their posterior extremities project backward beyond their articulation, as two prominent cornua, which support the posterior extremity of the tongue. The nro-hyal is consolidated with the basi-hyal. It is osseous for about a fourth of an inch, when it becomes cartilaginous and tapers gradually to a very acute apex.

The apo-hyals are about one and a third inches long. They are nearly straight, entirely osseous, cylindric, enjoying free motion at their basi-hyal articulation. From their extremities the cerato-hyals, chiefly cartilaginous, curve upward and outward for about an inch.

The eoaphagus measures about ten inches from the glottis to the cardiac orifice of the gizzard. It is very capacious, and capable of being exceedingly dilated. In the undistended state the lining mucus membrane is thrown up into numerous very prominent longitudinal rugae, which of course disappear upon dilatation. These rugae are perfectly straight in the lower three-fourths of the canal, but toward the fances they become wavy and zigzag. The contractile power of the tube is very great, as is evidenced by the thickness of the planes of muscular fibres by which it is enveloped. These fibres are both longitudinal and circular, and increase in volume toward the proventriculus.

The normal diameter of the canal seems to vary but slightly throughout its whole
extent. At the proventriculus it is somewhat enlarged, but the dilatation is by no means very marked, and there is no change in the direction of the tube. The belt of gastric glands in the proventriculus is about an inch in uniform breadth, and forms a complete uninterrupted zone. The line of demarcation between it and the simple mucous membrane of the oesophagus is very distinct and quite straight. The color is quite different, being of a slaty tinge, while that of the oesophagus is rather reddish; and it has a peculiar soft velvety feel. The openings of the gastric tubules may be readily seen with the naked eye, scattered thickly and evenly over the whole surface. On making an incision into the proventricular walls, the follicles themselves are plainly discernibly lying imbedded in the tissue side by side. As well as can be made out with an ordinary magnifying glass, they seem to be simple, straight, cylindrical tubes, of a nearly uniform diameter, commencing by a free, rounded, closed extremity; and proceeding gradually to open only in the thickness of the gastric mucous membrane. Their length is but little less than the thickness of the proventricular parietes. The zone of glands is directly continuous with the lining membrane of the gizzard.

The gizzard is situated behind and somewhat posterior to the left lobe of the liver, lying far back in the abdomen, opposite the space between the last rib and the ramus of the pubis. It is a regular flattened oval in shape, one and three quarters of an inch long by one and a quarter wide, and three quarters thick. It continues in a direct line from the proventriculus. The central tendons are of rather small extent, most of the parietes being muscular; but the bulk of the muscular fibre seems small, when we reflect that fishes, &c., are swallowed almost entire, and that consequently the bones require trituration. The thickest part of the muscular walls of the gizzard in its uncontracted state, is only about a fourth of an inch.

The cuticular lining of the gizzard is thrown up into rages and folds, which, on the sides, are tolerably regularly arranged longitudinally; but at the bottom of the sub-adjacent and pyloric orifices, are irregularly reticulated. This membrane is of a dark or reddish color, and very strong and tough; but it is of uniform width, presenting little or no thickening opposite the bellies of the lateral muscles. It terminates abruptly at the two orifices of the gizzard by a simple free extremity.

There is hardly any constriction of the proventriculus at the commencement of the gizzard, so that the cardiac orifice is nearly as large as the proventriculus itself. The pyloric orifice, on the contrary, is quite small. There does not appear to be any valve protecting it, other than the puckering of the membrane surrounding it.

The intestinal canal is between twenty-eight and thirty inches in length, from the pylorus to the anus. The duodenal fold begins almost immediately from the pylorus, curling around the right side of the gigerium to get behind and below it, and not ascending very high; it is about two inches and a half in length, as usual containing in its concavity the pancreas. Just beyond the termination of the fold are the openings for the hepatic and pancreatic ducts, in very close proximity to each other.

The ceca are present and well developed, being quite long, when we consider the piscivorous character of the bird. They arise about two and half inches from the anus, and measure two and three quarter inches in total length. They are throughout opposed to the intestine; they increase in caliber from their origin to the extremities, which are free and club-shaped. The large intestine is thus very short and straight, and does not differ materially in size from the other portion of the intestines. The rectum terminates in a large globular cloaca.

The spleen is a small, narrow, elongated organ, about half an inch in length, of a slightly elliptical shape, rounded extremities, and of a light, dull-reddish color. Its situation in the specimens examined was, as nearly as could be determined, behind and to the right of the proventriculus, between it and the corresponding hepatic lobe.

The liver is of moderate size, consisting of two unequal lobes; of these the right one is much larger than the left, measuring two and a quarter inches in length, while the other is less than half the size. Both are of nearly the same width, measuring nearly an inch, and of an irregularly triangular shape on a transverse section. The right is more elongated, with sharper edges and thinner extremities than the left. They are quite separated from each other except superiority, where rather a thin but broad band of glandular substance stretches between and unites them. There is no indication of a third posterior lobe—a “lobulus Spigelii.” I have failed in detecting a gall-bladder. The two lobes lie in close apposition, except abo, e, where they divericate for the reception of the apex of the heart.

The kidneys commence opposite to the interspace between the penultimate and the antepenultimate ribs, immediately below the termination of the lungs, and extend to the end of the sacrum. They are, as usual, accurately moulded to the bony depressions and elevations in their course, their anterior surfaces being more smooth and rounded. They are divided into only two pretty distinct and nearly disconnected portions. The superior of these is much the larger and is broader, with more decidedly convex borders.

The cloaca is very capacious and of a nearly globular shape, inclining somewhat to the conoidal from the stretching up of its fundus to join the rectum. The division
into the large anterior cavity, the cloaca proper, and the posterior dilatation is unusually well marked by a very prominent projecting ridge or fold of mucous membrane. Just anterior to this ridge, on either side, open the ureters, and in the male, in close proximity to them, the orifices of the vasa deferentia. The papillae denoting the terminations of these tubes, as well as the orifices themselves, are exceedingly minute and require careful search for their discovery. The posterior dilatation of the cloacal portion is denuded through a very narrow canal—a fourth of an inch or thereabout in length—into a well-developed bursa. This pouch is quite capacious, measuring nearly a third of an inch in length by a fourth in breadth. It is of a flattened oval shape, with a rounded free extremity, and in situ lies pretty closely opposed to the posterior wall of the cloaca.

The superior larynx is small and very simple in structure, being, as usual, merely a flattened conical cavity formed by the plane thyroid cartilage inferiorly, supporting at its anterior extremity the arytenoid cartilages which form the rima glottidis on the superior aspect of the larynx. This aperture is commanded by the ordinary constrictor and dilator muscles.

The trachea measures five inches in length from the superior to the inferior larynx. It is, as usual, flattened antero-posteriorly. The compression is more marked near the anterior extremity; the tube becomes more rounded and narrower toward the lower larynx. It is composed of about ninety rings. But few of these rings are of uniform width for the whole of their circumference. They are mostly broader at one point than at another, the narrow part of one being opposite a correspondingly broadened portion of the one next succeeding, so that the inequalities of any two rings mutually correct each other. Along each side of the trachea a quite distinct band of muscular fibres runs the whole length of the tube.

The cartilage composing the lower larynx is much firmer and denser than that of the upper. The rings of which this portion of the air passage was originally composed are on its posterior aspect still distinctly traceable, but anteriorly the marks of separation are quite lost, and the surface of the larynx is quite smooth. The shape of the larynx is that of a truncated pyramid, with a subtriangular base, whose posterior plane has a concave indentation, and whose anterior edge has become obsolete. Above, the opening of the larynx is a simple flattened oval, similar in shape to the trachea. Below it is divided in two by a cartilaginous trabeculum, which is thrown across from the posterior side to the anterior apex of the base of the pyramid. The shape of this septum is such that it forms the lower aperture of the larynx two oval openings—the commencements of the two bronchi.

The bronchi consist of about twenty half rings, their posterior paries being entirely membranous. These rings are slender and of uniform width, the membrane connecting them, and completing the canal posteriorly, being delicate and elastic. They are of about equal length.

Synonymy:—The account of Stercorarius striatus is one of the earliest and an accurate description of this species. The Larus crepidatus of Gmelin and Latham is in all probability based upon the young; and, if so, has of course priority over pomatorhuminus. But the description is short, unsatisfactory, and not diagnostic; while, being based upon an immature state of plumage, which the Pomarine Jaeger shares with parasiticus, I do not think it advisable to supersede a long and well-known name. The Stercorarius crepidatus of Vieillot is, however, the true parasiticus, as is also the Lestris crepidata of Degland, and of Schinz; but the Lestris crepidata of Brehm refers to S. buffoni. (For synonyms of these two species.) The only instance I have found of the application of the name parasiticus to this species is that of Meyer and Wolf. The rest of the synonymy does not require special notice. For a discussion of Catharacta cephhus of Brünich see remarks under S. buffoni.

**STERCORARIUS PARASITICUS, (Brünn.)**

Parasitic Jaeger.


*Catharacta parasitica*, BRÜNN., *Orn. Bor. 1764, 37.*

*Cataracta parasitica*, RETZ., *F. Suec. 1766, 160.*


*Lestris parasitica var. coprotheres*, Br., *Consp. Av. ii, 1:56, 209.*
Stercorarius parasiticus, SCHLEFF., Mus. Orn. 1779, 62, pl. 37 (fuscus).—SELYS-L., F&. Belg. 1842, 155.—GRAY, Gen. of B. iii, 1849, 653; List Br. B. 1863, 228.—LAWR., B. N. A. 1588, 539; Ann. Lyc. N. Y. viii, 1866, 399.—COUES, Pr. Phila. Acad. 1861, 243; ibid. 1863, 132; Pr. Ess. Inst. v, 1868, 305; Key, 1872, 309; Elliot's Pr byblov Is. 1874.—MALM, J. r. O. 1865, 205.—Nowr., Ibis, 1865, 570.—SCHL., Mus. P.-B. iv, 1863, 47.—DALL & BANN., Tr. Chic. Acad. i, 1869, 303.—TURNB., B. E. Pa. 1869, 47.

Catharacta coprotheres, BrüNN., Orn. Bor. 1764, 38.

Lestris coprotheres, DES MURS, Tr. Ols. 1869, 551.


Catactes cephus, LEACh., Syst. Cat. 1813, 39.


Lestris richARDSONI, SW. & RICH., F. B. A. ii, 1831, 433, pl. 73.—NUTT., Man. ii, 1834, 319.—BR., List, 1835, 63.—EYT., Cat. Br. B. 1836, 51.—AUD., Orn. Biog. iii, 1835, 503; Syn. 1839, 332; B. Am. vii, 1844, 190, pl. 452.—TEMm., Man. iv, 1840, 499.—SCHINZ, Eur. Fr. i, 1840, 392.—GIR., B. L. 1. 1844, 367.—THOMP., Nat. Hist. Ireland, iii, 1851, 394.

Catactes richardsoni, MacGill., Man. ii, 1842, 257.


Lestris hoji, schlepi, benickii, BREHM, V. D. 719, 720, 723.

(?) Lestris hardyi, spinicauda, BR., Consip. ii, 1856, 210. (Bisalus puts these under buffoni.)

Diag. St. rectricibus medius rigidiis, acuminatis, utrāe ceterae porrectis; tarsi sub-asperis.

Hab.—North Atlantic Ocean, and sea-coasts of Europe and America. Interior of Arctic America.

Adult, breeding plumage (No. 18692, Mus. Smithsonian.).—Bill much shorter than the head or tarsus; as high as broad at the base; basally rounded, compressed from nostrils to tip; rather robust, the sides converging from base to apex. Culmen broad, flatly acuminate, scarcely appreciably convex to the anguis, which rises slightly above the level of the cerv., is moderately convex, tip not very strongly deflexed. Rami very long; gonyx very short; both somewhat concave in outline. Eminencia symphysis small but well marked. Tomia of superior mandible at first ascending and a little concave; then descending and a little convex; again, very decidedly concave as it descures toward the tip. Cere without oblique striæ; with a straight longitudinal sulcus on each side of the culmen. Feathers extending far forward on superior mandible, with a curved free outline, so broad that the feathers of the sides meet over the culmen. Feathers on inferior mandible also project considerably, almost filling the triangular sulcus on the side as well as the angular space between the rami. Middle of eye just over angle of mouth. Wings moderately long, strong, pointed; first primary much the longest; rest regularly and rapidly graduated; all rather narrow and tapering to an acute apex, somewhat rigid and falcate. Secondaries short and inconspicuous; broad, the tips of the outer ones nearly square, of the inner obliquely incised, the apex being formed by the inner web alone. Tertials long, soft, flexible. Tail moderately long, contained not quite two and a half times in the wing; very slightly rounded, the graduation being only half an inch. Feathers moderately broad quite to their tips, which are truncated. The central pair project three to four inches. They begin to taper about four inches from their apices, and regularly converge to a very acute tip. Upper tail coverts moderately long; the inferior still longer, but neither as long as in skua. Feet rather short and quite slender; tarsi as long as the middle toe and claw. Tibia naked half an inch above the joint. The scutellation and reticulation is the same as that already described, but the nails are weaker and less arched, though fully as acute. A decided occipital crest and a calotte. Nuchal region with the feathers acuminate and rigid, with loosened fibrilae. Pileum, occipital crest, and whole upper parts deep brownish-black, with a somewhat slaty tinge, and a slight but appreciable metallic shade; this color deepening into quite black on the wings and tail. Rhiachides of primaries and rectrices whitish, except at their tips; the inner vanes albescens baso-internally. Chin, throat, sides of head, neck all round, and under parts to the vent, pure white; the feathers of the latero-nuchal region rigid, acuminate, with disconnected fibrilae, light yellow. Under tail coverts like the upper parts, but somewhat of a fuliginous tint; the line of demarcation from the white of the abdomen very trenchant.

Nearly mature (No. 20144).—Size and form of the adult. Pileum and latero-nuchal
region, and whole upper parts, as in the adult. The under parts white (as in the adult), but clouded everywhere with dusky patches, most marked across the breast, on the sides, the flanks, and under tail coverts, and leaving the middle of the belly and throat nearly pure. Varying degrees of this dusky obliteration in some specimens nearly to the uniform dusky below characterized; in others fade almost into the pure white of the adult, connecting the two ages perfectly. The tarsi of the most dusky specimens have small yellow blotches; the others not.

_Dusky stage_ (No. 20362).—With the size and proportions of the adult. Wholly deep dusky; darker and more plumbeous superiorly; lighter, and with a fuliginous tinge, inferiorly; the pyleum quite black; the latero- abdominal region yellow; the remiges and rectrices quite black; feet black.

Immature (No. 15652).—Size and general proportions nearly those of the adult. Bill and cere partially formed; bill mostly black, but with some yellow blotches. The upper parts are unadulterated with any rufous bars; the deep brownish-black pyleum has appeared, and the sides of the neck have obtained their yellow shade, which contrasts conspicuously with the fuliginous back-ground. Evidences of immaturity, however, are found on the under parts, where the dark color is mixed with the ill-defined transverse bars of ochraceous. Rufous is also found at the bend of the wing and on the under wing and tail coverts. The primaries are still whith at the outside, as are also the rectrices. The central rectrices project 2 inches, and have the tapering form of those of the adults.

Younger (No. 2754).—The juvenility of the specimen is attested by its small size, delicate bill and feet, and small projection of the central rectrices, general molulliplose condition of plumage. The rufous of the very young bird, instead of giving away everywhere to dusky, yields to this color only on the tarsi, feet, and crown; on the sides of the head, neck, and the whole under parts, whitish being the predominating color; the continuity of this last being interrupted by indistinctly marked dusky bars. The yellow of the sides of the neck has not yet appeared. There is the same white space on the bases of the wings and tail that exists on the very young. The central tail feathers only project about 2 inches.

_Young-of-the-year in August._—Size considerably less than that of the adult, form every way more delicate. Wings more than an inch shorter; bill and feet much slender and weaker. Bill in some specimens light bluish-brown; in others greenish-olive, the terminal portion brownish-black. Tarsi and greater part of the toes yellow. The bird is everywhere rayed and barred with rufous and brownish-black. On the head and neck the rufous has a very light ochraceous tinge, and is by far the predominating color, dark only appearing as a delicate line along the shaft of each feather. There is an aggregation of the brown into a spot at the anterior canthus of the eye. Proceeding down the neck to the back, the longitudinal lines become larger, and gradually spread wider and wider, until between the shoulders they occupy the whole of each feather, except a narrow border of rufous, which latter is of a deeper tint than on the head. Passing down the throat to the breast, the rufous becomes decidedly lighter—almost whitish—while the brown, on which the throat exists only as a light longitudinal line, changes on each feather to transverse bars of about equal width with the light rufous bars with which it alternates. This pattern prevails over the whole under parts, the transverse bands being broadest on the flanks and under tail and wing coverts, narrowest in the midpart of the belly. The primaries are brownish-black, narrowly tipped with rufous, their shafts yellowish, their inner webs fading basally into white. The tail has the same coloration as the wings. The central feathers project about three-fourths of an inch.

In this species we can favorably study the changes of plumage which are characteristic of all the species. I am enabled by the extensive series at my command to trace the various stages of the present species.

Beginning with the stage last described, that of the young-of-the-year, we find it characterized essentially by the presence of rufous or ochraceous, disposed chiefly in transverse bars, or spots, or waves, which alternate with similarly shaped dusky or brownish-black markings. The birds are much smaller than the adults; the bill and feet more delicate. As the bird grows older the bill and feet become stouter, the cere better developed, and the rufous everywhere grows first lighter and then more restricted, giving way to an encroachment of the blackish. This increase of the darker color is particularly rapid on the upper parts, which become uniformly dusky before the under parts do. When this has taken place the bird is in the plumage of No. 15652. The tarsi and feet are still mostly yellow; there is still the white space at the bases of the primaries; the central rectrices still have only a partial development. By the time the rufous mentioned in No. 15652 as existing on the alar coverts, under parts, &c., has entirely disappeared, the bird has become half-grown, and is now in that peculiar state of plumage characterized in the description of No. 20362. This is a definite stage. But some few specimens in the collection do not seem to pass through this dusky epoch in arriving at maturity. The rufous yields to black only on the upper parts; on the under parts the blackish bars as well as the rufous ones become changed.
to white: so that the bird tends at once to assume the bicolor plumage of the adults without going through the dusky-unicolor stage. This is one of the perplexing facts we encounter in studying the question. We find that the very immature plumage of the young birds in August can be traced through one series directly into the fusco-unicolor stage; through another into a state which seems to pass directly into that of the normally-colored, fully adult bird. Various explanations have been offered to account for the dark wattle of plumage. Some authorities consider it as a sexual feature, regarding it as the normal adult plumage of one sex (according to some the male; to others the female!) Others look upon it as a seasonal feature, attained at a certain time in each year, and regularly recurring each successive season. Still others, again, consider it as a distinct variety, accidental and irregular according to some, permanent according to others. With regard to the question of the sexual nature of this state, I think the evidence is decidedly against such a belief. The very fact that these authors who contend for this opinion differ as to which sex—some affirming that they found testicles and others that they saw ovaries in the dusky birds they dissected—seems to me conclusive evidence that the state of plumage in question is common to both sexes. I cannot admit the hypothesis that this state constitutes a permanent or accidental variety. I do not think it possible that normally-colored adult birds can have young which attain at once this dusky stage and retain it during their lives; still less that they can transmit their abnormal characters to their offspring, as would be necessary to constitute a permanent variety. The supposition that it is a purely accidental variety—i.e., that certain individuals, without any cause, by a freak of nature as it were, become thus colored and remain so for their whole lives—seems still less worthy of credence. Examples of this condition of plumage are too numerous, and bear altogether too definite relations with certain other stages, not to be brought about by and dependent upon some definite law. The preceding suppositions being untenable, I think there can be no reasonable doubt as to the true character of the stage of plumage in question, from the amount of evidence which we have tending to prove it dependent upon age and season. I do not hesitate, therefore, to express the decided opinion that this unicolor state is a transient, immature stage of plumage, perfectly normal, and universal, or nearly so, independently of sex, which every Jäger—or at least the great majority of individuals—passes through in its progress toward maturity, after leaving the plumage it first assumed, and before it arrives at the plumage which it will attain and retain. Of more difficulty is the question as to whether this plumage is indicative of, and whether, after once having attained to this fully mature condition, the adults do or do not return to this unicolor state at certain season of each year. My opinion is, that it supervenes, ordinarily at least, directly upon the disappearance of the Rufous, which is characteristic of the very young bird, and therefore is probably assumed after the first moult and retained until the second. I do not think it probable that the adults which have passed through this state ever return to it; for, as remarked under head of S. pomatorhinus, we nearly always find these unicolor birds possessed of smaller, weaker bills, and slenderer, generally particolored, feet; all of which characters are invariably indicative of the immature bird.

Synonymy.—It is difficult, perhaps impossible, to say whether the names and descriptions of authors before 1860 really refer to this species or to the buffoni. It is most probable, however, that the former is really the species meant, both because it is the name indicated in all keys, and because Retzius, in his posthumous work of 1860, states that this plumage (in which the species is definitely settled by giving the exact length of the central rectrices*), cites as synonymous nearly all the names and descriptions in question. He errrs, however, in adding S. longicaudatus, Brisson, which is the buffoni. Catharacta parasiticus of Brünnich and the Larus parasiticus of Linnæus, Gmelin, and Latham in all probability really refer to this species, and it is from the former of these authors that the specific name is accepted. But Larus parasiticus of Latham (1790) may have been based upon the long tailed species, for the reason that the length of his bird is given as 21 inches—a dimension never attained by parasiticus. The synonyms of the two species are indistinctly cited.

The Catharacta caprotholes of Brünnich is this species in its fusco-unicolor stage. On its very first introduction, in 1764, Brünnich himself doubts its validity as a species, and says of it: "An precedenti—parasitici—sexu vel specie diversa?" Yet down to the present time it has always been held by some authors as distinct. Thus, in 1860, Bonaparte gives a variety (coprotholes), and still later, in 1860, Des Murs presents a species (Lestris caprotholes).

An early, detailed, and uncontestable description of this species is that of Brisson, in 1760, who gives an accurate account of it under the mononomial appellation stercorarius. The species serves as the type of his genus.

The Stercorarius crepidatus of Vieillot (at supra) is based upon this species, although his specific name is taken from Gmelin and Latham, who probably based their descriptions of crepidatus upon the young pomatorhinus. So, also, the Lestris crepidata of

* Ph. Succ. p. 180: "Reetriebes 6, 6 (i.e., the central pair) ceteris 4 poll. longiores."
Stercorarius Buffoni, Long-tailed Jaeger.

Degland (1832), and, following his authority, Schinz (1840) are both synonyms of the young of the present species, according to Degland's subsequent admission.

The name cepphus has been applied to this species by very few writers, the principal of which I have given in the synonymy. Those writers who use this name for the present species apply to the long-tailed species either parasiticus, or longicaudata, or buffoni. For the discussion of the names of those authors who thus interchanged cepphus and parasiticus, see remarks under head of buffoni.

The Lestris parasiticus of Temminck (1829) is a mixture of the present species and the long-tailed one, as is shown by his list of authorities cited as well as by his description. This error Temminck soon afterward became aware of, and in subsequent editions corrected by contradistinguishing the two species. The same combination probably exists in Faber's description of his Lestris parasiticus.

In 1863 I indorsed the validity of S. richardsoni as different from parasiticus, but not without hesitation, and I am now of opinion that it is inseparable. It is, it is true, larger in all its parts, and the specimen I have examined has a longer and apparently more rounded tail than usual, with broader rectrices; but with increased knowledge of the range of individual variability in this genus, I scarcely think the name tenable even as that of a variety.

The name has been quite generally employed, especially by American writers, for the true parasiticus (to which it belongs, but is of course antedated). How this came about is readily explained. The two species of Jägers—the Common and the Long-tailed—were generally confounded by authors (except Brisson) down to a comparatively recent date, or at least the two names "parasiticus" and "cepphus," were used indiscriminately for either species by those even who recognized two. Thus, in 1820, Temminck, then perhaps the best authority on the subject, gives but a single species, under the name of "parasiticus, Brünnich," which, according to his description and synonymy, is a combination of both. He soon after, however, became aware of his error, and acknowledges it in 1840, saying that "comme notre article du Stercoraire parasite ou labbe, renferme * * les synonymes de deux especes distinctes * * * il est necessaire de refaire en totalité toutes les indications," &c. But in the mean time Swainson's richardsoni had been described and figured, and Temminck, looking for a name under which to present the Common Jäger (for he considered the name "parasitica" as referring to the Long-tailed species), adopted Swainson's appellation for it. His example has been followed by Audubon and other American as well as by some European writers.

Stercorarius Buffoni, (Boie) Coues.

Buffon's or the Long-tailed Jaeger.


Lestris longicaudatus, Thomas., N. H. Irel. iii, 1851, 399.

Cataracta longicauda, Macgill., Man. ii, 1842, 258.

Stercorarius longicauda, Newt., Ibis, 1865, 571.

(1) Catharacta cephus, Brünn., Orn. Bor. 1764, 36.


Cataracta parasitica, Pall., Zoog. R.-A. ii, 1811, 310.—Macgill., Br. B. v, —.


STERCOARIUS BUFFONI, LONG-TAILED JAEGER.

DIAG. S. rectricibus medii utra ceteras 8 ad 10 poll. porrectis.

Hab.—Coasts of North America and Europe, chiefly in higher latitudes. Interior of Arctic America.

Adult, breeding plumage.—Bill shorter than the head, less than the middle toe without the claw; stout, compressed, higher than broad at the base, its sides regularly converging. Cephalic portion of culmen broad, flat, depressed, slightly concave in outline; ungual portion very decidedly decinate-convex to the greatly overhanging tip; narrower than the cere. Tomia of superior mandible sinuate; at first concave and ascending; then convex and descending; again very concave as they decease toward the deflected tip, just posterior to which there is an imperfect notch. Tomia of inferior maxilla nearly straight to the tip, where they are decurved. Gonys very short, slightly concave in outline. Eminencia symphysis acuta, but not very large; rami very long as compared with the gonys, but absolutely rather short, from the encroachment of the feathers. Cere very short, being scarcely if at all longer than the ungus; its lower border curving upward to give passage to the nostrils. The encroachment of the feathers on the bill is greater than that of any other species; on the upper mandible they extend within half an inch of the distal end of the cere, having a broad, rounded termin- nation, the feathers of the two sides meeting on and covering the culmen some distance from its real base. The feathers on the sides of the lower mandible extend nearly as far as on the upper, and those between the rami quite to the symphysis. Wings exceedingly long; first primary much the longest; rest rapidly graduated; all rather narrow, tapering, falcate, actually pointed, their rhachides stiff and strong. Secondary short and inconspicuous; rather broad; their apices as in the other species. Tertials moderately long, very straight, flexible, rounded at their extremities, the edges of their vanes convoluted. Tail very long; longer, both absolutely and relatively, than in any other North American species, being half as long as the wings; graduated, the lateral feather being three-fourths of an inch shorter than the next to central pair: all the feathers moderately broad, converging somewhat to their rather broad, rounded tips. Central rectrices extremely lengthened, exceeding the wings; projecting 8 to 10 inches beyond the tips of the lateral ones. They are extremely rigid at the base, being there much stiffer than the other feathers, but gradually become flexible, and at length filamentous in character, but preserve great elasticity throughout. They are about the same as the other feathers at their bases; thence taper uniformly to their exceedingly acute tips. Their edges are sinuate. Superior rectrices moderately long; the inferior reaching nearly to the tips of the rectrices. Feet quite slender; tarsus equal to middle toe and claw. Tibiae bare of feathers for three-fourths of an inch. The reticulation of the feet is identical with that already described under other species. The scutella of the anterior face of the tarsus, however, show a tendency to degenerate into minute plates near the tibio-tarsal joint. Proportions of the toes as in other species, but the claws are comparatively small and weak, and of the peculiarly acute and acute.

Occiput decidedly subrectus. The laterno-nuchal region has its feathers lengthened, with disconnected fibrille, but they are hardly acuminate or rigid. The plumage about the bill is short, thick, and compact; that of the upper parts is soft and flexible, only moderately imbricated and compact; that of the under parts is long, soft, and very thick.

Bill dusky, its nail almost black. Tarsi deep leaden-blue; tibiae, phalanges, interdigital membranes, and claws black. Occiput subrectus, more decidedly than in any other species, forming a calotte of brownish-black, which color extends downward on the cheeks, the feathers before and below the eye and on the sides of the bill being of this color. Neck all round, but especially the sides of the head and the peculiarly-formed feathers on the laterno-nuchal region, light straw-yellow. Whole upper parts, with upper wing and tail coverts, deep slate, which, on the primaries, secondaries, lateral tail feathers, and distal half of central pair, deepens into a lustrous brownish-black. Under surface of wings and tail deeper slate than the black but not so deep as the upper surfaces. Chin, throat, and upper breast white, gradually becoming obscured with dusky-plumbeous, which deepens posteriorly, so that the abdomen and under tail coverts are nearly as dark as the back. Rhachides of first two or three primaries pure white, deepening into brownish-black at their tips; of the other primaries, and of the tail feathers (including the central pair), brown, except just at the base, blackening terminally. Under surfaces of all the rhachides are white for nearly their whole length.

Dimensions.—Length of culmen, 1.15 inches; gape, 1.70; cere, 0.60; ungus about the same; gonys, 0.30; from feathers on sides of bill to tip, 0.90; wing, 12.50; tail, 6.25; central pair, 14.00 to 16.00; the projection, 8.00 to 10.00 inches; tibiae bare, 0.75; tarsus, 1.60; middle toe without claw, 1.40.

The changes of plumage of this species being exactly like those of S. parasiticus, it is unnecessary to repeat them.

Synonymy.—As already remarked, while speaking of S. parasiticus, it is exceedingly difficult to determine to which of the two species of Jäger the names "parasiticus" and
"cepphus" really refer. This difficulty results partly from the brevity and vague character of the diagnoses given, and partly from the fact that the two species were really confounded (except by Brisson) until a comparatively recent date. From this it results that many of the older names and citations may without difficulty be referred to either species. This has been done; some authors considering Brünnich's or Linnaeus' "parasiticus" to refer to the Long-tailed, and others thinking that it was based upon the common species, until the identification of this name has become almost a matter of choice, or rather of tacit understanding. A glance at the synonyms of the two species will show that authors are about equally divided on this point. Before the introduction of "richardsoni" by Swainson, the Common Jäger usually received the appellation of parasiticus, but after the adoption of Swainson's name for this species by Temminck and others, the name parasiticus was for some years almost universally applied to the Long-tailed Jäger. Within the last few years, however, the name has again reverted to the common species, and Buffon's Jäger has usually been called "cepphus." This identification of Brünnich's name is sanctioned by Gray, Bonaparte, and other writers. The following are my reasons for rather referring it to the young pomarinae:

It is apparent, from almost every sentence of Brünnich's description of cepphus, that he had in view a young bird of the year, in the state in which it is transversely waved with rufous and dusky, &c. The only point to determine is, what species it is the young of. Regarding its size, Brünnich compares it with his Catharacta sterna, saying that it is much smaller than that species, and the size of parasiticus. The young-of-the-year of pomatorhinus is more nearly the size of the adult parasiticus than is the young of the Long-tailed Jäger. The account of the colors, proportions, &c., which follows, agrees precisely with those of the young pomatorhinus; and when we remember that at that time the differences between the Common and Buffon's Jäger were not appreciated, it seems by no means certain that Brünnich had the latter in view in drawing up his description. He would in that case have doubtless compared it with the parasiticus. Moreover, authors who wrote but shortly after Brünnich's time, considered his cepphus to be the pomatorhinus; thus, e.g., Latham places it as a synonym of that species. I by no means insist upon its reference to pomatorhinus, but merely wish to show that it very possibly belongs there, and that it is altogether too indefinite to be employed in either connection.

The name longicaudatus of Brisson (1760) is the very first one accompanied by a sufficiently definite description to enable the species to be identified. As Brisson is no authority for species, the name buffoni, proposed by Boie, is the first tenable specific designation.

I have already given my reasons for referring the Larus parasiticus, Latham, to this species, rather than to the parasiticus of Brünnich.

The Lestris lessonii of Degland (1835) is, according to that author's own admission, based upon the young buffoni. This same immature plumage of this species has served as the basis of Lestris crepidata of Brehm (1823).

Subfamily Larinæ.

Diag. Laride rostro integro, masilla superioris apice adnucæ, inferiorem excedente.

Ch. Bill entire; the apex of the upper mandible overhanging the tip of the lower. General shape of the bill as in Lestridæ. Eminence symphysis always prominent. Rami of inferior mandible diverging at an acute angle. Submental space partially feathered. Feathers of forehead extending further on the sides than on the culmen of upper mandible. Nostrils direct, linear-oval, somewhat club-shaped, pervers, situated on the side of the upper mandible near its base. Wings long, strong, and acutely pointed, the first primary usually longest. Tail usually square, or very slightly emarginate; sometimes forked; in Rhodositheia conuate. Legs ambulatory, of moderate length, placed far forward. Tibia dunned for a greater or less space below; moderately stout, anteriorly scutellate, posteriorly smoothly reticulate. Toes as in the other subfamilies. Webbs moderately full, always more or less emarginate. Hind toe always fully developed, except in Rissa. Of very variable size, from the largest of the family to nearly the smallest. Plumage full and thick, especially beneath; varying in color greatly with age and season, usually, if at all, with sex. Sexes of nearly equal size, female usually a little the largest.

Anatomical characters.—For these see the account of the anatomy of L. argentatus (smithsonianus), a typical species well illustrating the internal structure of the whole subfamily.

The numerous species of this cosmopolitan group have been unwarrantably subdivided into a large number of genera, so-called by modern systematists. It may not be possible, even were it judged expedient, to define these genera as such; for with the exception of the conuate-tailed Rhodositheia, and the fork-tailed Xema, no characters are observed beyond those of pattern of coloration, by which the groups can be trench-
antily separated, as the species are all variously interrelated.* Among the North American forms we may distinguish three genera, one of them with several sections, as follows:

**Analytical table of the North American genera and sections of Larina.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Section</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Species</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I.</td>
<td>Tail square</td>
<td>LARUS.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a.</td>
<td>Hallux well developed, with perfect claw.</td>
<td><em>Larus</em>.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>Adult white, with a colored mantle</td>
<td><em>Larus</em>.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>Adult dark, with white head</td>
<td><em>Blasipus</em>.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>Adult entirely white</td>
<td><em>Pagophila</em>.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b.</td>
<td>Hallux usually defective</td>
<td><em>Rissa</em>.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II.</td>
<td>Tail wedge-shaped; neck collared; small</td>
<td>CHROCOCEPHALUS.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>III.</td>
<td>Tail forked; small; hooded and collared</td>
<td>RHODOSTETHIA.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Subgenus LARUS, Linn.**

Gen. char. Bill shorter than the head or tarsus, large, strong, more or less robust, usually very stout, deep at the base, higher than broad, compressed throughout, the apex not very acute and never much attenuated or decurved. Culmen about straight to beyond the nostrils, then convex, the amount of curvature increasing toward the end, varying in different species. Commiserate slightly sinuate at its extreme base, then about straight to near the end, where it is more or less arnato-declinate. Eminences symphysis always large, prominent, and well defined, rather obtuse, seldom acute. Nostrils placed rather far forward in a well-defined nasal fossa, lateral, longitudinal, pervious, rather broader anteriorly than posteriorly. Feathers of forehead extending considerably farther on the sides of the upper mandible than on its culmen, but falling considerably short of the nostrils. Wings when folded reaching beyond the tail, the remiges strong, not very acute, first longest, second but little shorter, rest rapidly graduated. Tail of moderate length, always even, never forked or rounded. Legs rather slender, of moderate length; tibias bare for a considerable distance above the joint, the naked part smooth. Tarsi about equal to or a little longer than the middle toe and claw, varying but slightly in proportions among the different species; anteriorly sentellate, posteriorly and laterally reticate. Hallux fully developed and always present. Anterior claws stout, strong, little curved, rather obtuse, the inner edge of the middle one dilated. Webs full and broad, scarcely incised.

Of very large or medium size, never very small. Robust and powerful. Comprising the largest species of the subfamily and those typical of it. White, with a darker mantle, without a hood; the head and neck in winter streaked with dusky.

The preceding paragraphs express the essential characters of the subgenus Larus, as it is here accepted. I take as my type of the section the old Linnean *L. canus*, and consider as congeneric with that species all the true Gulls which are white, with yellowish bills, with a darker mantle, without hoods, and with the head and neck streaked with dusky in winter, and which have squarely truncated tails and perfectly developed

---

* The character of defective hallux, supposed to distinguish *Rissa*, does not always hold; for in a North Pacific form, not specifically distinguishable from *E. tridactyla*, the hind toe is perfectly formed. *Pagophila* has stout, ronghish tarsi. The species of "Hooded Gulls" (*Chrococephaulus*, &c.) are generally small and delicate slender-billed species; but one, at least, is among the largest of the Gulls, while from the slender, tern-like form of the bill, *seen* in *C. minutus* and *philadelphia*, the transition is gradual and unbroken to species with a very stout hooked bill.
halluces. It will be seen that the definition excludes all the Xema, which seem to form a very natural section by themselves, and, among the Larus proper, excludes Risso, with its usually imperfect hallux; Pagophila, with its entirely white color and some peculiarities of form; and the whole group of dark colored, usually red-billed, Gulls, comprising Leucophaeus, Blasius, Adalarius, &c.

The old genus, Larus, has been, to an entirely unwarrantable extent, subdivided by some late systematists. There being scarcely any appreciable differences of form among most of the Larus, these authors have based generic characters upon the color of the mantle and primaries. But between two extremes of color, e. g. L. marinus and glaucus (from slaty black to the lightest of pearly or whitish blue), there is found every shade, and such features as these should not be made grounds for generic divisions. If it be admitted that the "genera" of Lari typici are quite arbitrary, established to facilitate the determination and collection of species, somewhat after the fashion of an index, in which subjects are arranged after some fixed and previously agreed upon order of sequence, their usefulness cannot be questioned, but I do not think that they are natural genera.

We find among the Lari three, perhaps four, groups, the species of each of which are more closely allied among themselves than are those of the different groups. They may be thus arranged and defined:

A. "White-winged Gulls."—Of large size, inhabiting exclusively the higher latitudes of the Northern Hemisphere; with exceedingly light-bleish, sometimes almost white, mantles and white or white or bluish primaries, without any black on them; light yellow bills; flesh-colored legs. This group constitutes the genus Glauces of Bruch (1854); Laroides of Bruch (1855); Leucus of Bonaparte (1856). All the well-accredited species are represented in North America. They are three in number—glauces, leucopterus, and glaucions.

B. "Black-backed Gulls."—Of the very largest and medium size, cosmopolitan; with slaty-black mantles; primaries crossed with black; yellowish bills, flesh-colored legs. They again are of two types—a larger, embracing the most powerful known Gulls (marinus, &c.), upon which is founded Bruch's genus Domincanus; and a smaller, comprising L. fuscus and its representative species from various parts of the world, serving as the type of Bonaparte's genus Clupeolaris.

C. "Herring Gulls."—Of rather large and medium size, cosmopolitan; the quite numerous species all having the bill yellowish, with a spot of red at the emojiella; the legs flesh-colored; the mantle some shade of blue; the primaries crossed with black. Upon the type of this section is based Laroides of Brehm. The type is the European Herring Gull—argentatus of Brünnich; intimately allied species or varieties are, smithsonianus, Coues; michahellesi, Bruch; occidentalis, Audubon; (?) borcalis, Brandt. Californicus, Lawrence, is exactly intermediate between this and the succeeding section.

D. "New Gulls."—Of medium and small size, inhabiting the Northern Hemisphere; greenish-yellow bill, not very robust; bluish mantles; primaries crossed with black; legs greenish-yellow, instead of flesh-color. Typical Larus of Linnaeus, comprising delawarensis, Ord; canus, Linnaeus; brachyrhynchus, Richardson; and other representative species and varieties.

The North American species may be tabulated as follows:

Analysis of the North American Larus.

A. Large and robust: mantle whitish or pale-pearly; no black on primaries at any age.

\[\text{Mantle very pale; primaries the same, fading insensibly into white far from the tips.}\]

1. Larger: length, about 30 inches; wing, 18.00 or more; bill and tarsus, each, about 3.00 ...

2. Smaller: length, about 24 inches; wing, 17 or less; bill, about 2; tarsus, 2.25 ...

B. Very large: mantle slaty-blackish; primaries crossed with black; size of the first ...

C. Large: mantle some shade of blue, darker than in A, lighter than in B; primaries crossed with black; feet flesh-colored.

1. Mantle grayish-blue; bill moderately robust ...

2. Mantle slaty-blue; bill very robust ...

D. Medium and small: primaries crossed with black; feet dark; webs yellow.

1. Tarsus obviously longer than the middle toe and claw; bill of adult greenish-yellow, encircled with a black band; first primary usually with a sub-apical white spot; length, about 18—20 inches ...

SUBFAMILY LARINÆ, GULLS. 619
Larus glaucus, Brünn.


Plantus glaucus, REICH., Syst. Av. pl. 47, figs. 316-17-18.

Laroides glaucus, Bruch, J. f. O. 1853, 281.


Laroides glaucidens, Bruch, J. f. O. 1855, 252.

"Laroides giganteus, BENICKEN."


"Larus leucorhynchus, SCHLIEFF."

"Larus leucotus, AUCT."—BR. (But what authors?)

DIAG. L. pallio albidum aut dilutae perlaceo, primarum similius versus apices sensim nec statim albii, staturae inter maximos. Long. 30 poll., rostr. et tars. 3 + poll.

Hab.—Northern and Arctic Seas, circumpolar; south in winter on the Atlantic coast of North America to Long Island.

Adult summer plumage.—Very large, nearly or quite equaling L. marinus. Bill large and strong; very wide, but not so deep at the angle nor so much arched toward the termination of the culmen as in marinus. Bill about as long as the middle toe and claw. Second primary nearly equaling the first. Bill chrome-yellow, with a tinge of olivaceous, the tip diaphanous, the sides of the symphysis eminence with a small spot of vermlion. Mantle very light pearl-blue (or bluish-white). Primaries a shade lighter than back, fading insensibly into pure white a considerable distance from their tips. Shafts of primaries straw-yellow. Legs and feet pale flesh-color. Otherwise wholly white.

Adult in winter.—The head and neck are streaked with pale brownish-gra.

Young-of-the-year.—"Streaked longitudinally on the neck with pale brown; the upper plumage barred transversely with ashy-gray and grayish-yellow; the tail irregularly spotted. The shafts of the primaries white, and the spots on the webs much paler than in the young of L. marinus and argentatus. The bill horn-colored at the base; brownish-black at the tip. Feet flesh-colored."—[RICK.]

Dimensions of adult.—Length, 30 inches; extent of wings, 62; wing from carpus,
18.50; bill along culmen, 2.75 to 3.00; along rictus, 3.75; depth opposite nostrils, 0.89; at angle, 0.85; tarsus, 3.00; middle toe and claw, 2.75.

One of the largest and most powerful of the subfamily, nearly equaling in these respects the _L. marinus_. The combination of the large size and the extremely light colors render it perfectly easy to distinguish at a glance. The well-defined, rounded, white spots of the primaries of _glaucescens_ are once separate that species. The differences of _leucopeterus_, as shown by the dimensions, may be seen by comparing the measurements given.

All authors are agreed as to the great variation in size which this species presents. Sabine found one to measure 32 by 65 inches, with a tarsus 3.50 and a bill upward of 4 inches long. The dimensions given are, it is believed, about the average.

**Note.**—"_Larus hutchinsi._"—In earlier papers I recognized this as a species distinct from _L. glaucus_, basing characters as follows:


**Young.**—Head, neck, and upper parts white, mottled with light reddish-brown, appearing on the back as irregular patches, and on the rump as more or less regular transverse bars. Under parts nearly uniform, very pale reddish-brown; the under tail coverts barred with white. Wings and tail pure white, with yellow shafts.

Dimensions. — Length, 27.50; extent, 60.00; wing, 17.75; bill along culmen, 2.40; along gape, 3.20; height at nostrils, 0.70; tarsus, 3.40; middle toe and claw, 3.50.

The particular coloration of the bill, however, is against the supposition that the bird is adult; as this coloration is the ordinary style in young birds of this group. I am now disinclined to allow that the bird is anything more than some stage of _L. glaucus_, although it is difficult to account for the absence of any shade of pearly-blue on the mantle. In the foregoing synonymy I assign it to _glaucus_, with this explanation; and in further elucidation of the question I present the following remarks, just as I find them in my Mss. prepared in 1863:

"Under the above name, and by the foregoing description, I wish to indicate a form of Gull as large, or almost as large, as _glaucus_, differing from this species mainly in being pure white all over, and in having a differently colored bill. It looks, indeed, like an albino _glaucus_; but, as other species of Gulls are equally liable to albinism, we should not find so many albinos of _glaucus_ to so few, if any, of other species. _Glaucus_, as is well known, grows lighter with age, but is never wholly pure white; at least I have seen none such, nor have I found descriptions of such a condition. And, moreover, the bill of an old _glaucus_ is never of the color of what I call _hutchinsi_. In this respect the bird is like young _glaucus_, _leucopeterus_, &c. This fact excites suspicion that the bird may be an immature, if not an abnormal, _glaucus_; yet I have no more authority for saying so than for denying that it is so. I do not know that I clearly recognize, or could separate, specimens of young _hutchinsi_ (supposing it to be distinct) from young _glaucus_, but the adults are not to be mistaken for each other.

"I revived this overlooked species in the 'Proceedings,' as above. We have now several specimens in the Smithsonian, from widely separated localities. One of them was taken in winter in New York State. Other specimens are in Captain Rodgers' collections, from the North Pacific, where the bird is represented to be common. These are noticed by Mr. Cassin, as above quoted. There is a New England specimen in the Museum of the Peabody Academy, at Salem, Massachusetts, mentioned by me, as above, in the Essex Institute Proceedings. In selecting a name for this bird I have been perplexed, rather from not knowing which one to choose than from any dearth of names. Ornithologists differ as to the synonymy. Bonaparte (Consp. Av.) calls it 'arcticus', Macgillivray; and puts 'argentatus', Sabine, as a synonym. Both of these authors speak of their subjects as having a notable amount of blue on the back—the latter writer especially dwelling on this character ('back pure pearl-gray, with a good deal of blue,' &c.) Their descriptions, beyond question, refer to _leucopeterus_, as, indeed, one of them (Macgillivray) subsequently affirmed. Sabine gives (Mem. B. Greenwood, Trans. Linn. Soc. X. 1818), under head of _L. glaucus_, a full and accurate description of _hutchinsi_, which he considers as a variety of _glaucus_, 'caused by sickness or a scarcity of supply of food.' I have not been able to examine the original notice of _L. glaucis_, Benchen, but Bruch, who adopts that name, speaks of the gull-blue of the upper parts. The name is therefore not to be used in this connection. Bonaparte gives as a synonym 'leuconotus', Auct., though what authors he refers to I have not been able to determine. This name would seem to belong here. I do not know whether or not it antedates _hutchinsi_, proposed in 1831, for a bird that can be no other than the one now under discussion. Bonaparte's Conspectus Gaviarum differs much from his Conspectus Avium with regard to this species. In the latter he admits it as valid, assigning specific characters and synonymy. In the former he discards it, and scatters the synonym indiscernibly among several species."
LARUS LEUCOPTERUS, WHITE-WINGED GULL.

LARUS LEUCOPTERUS, Faber.

White-winged Gull.

Larus argentatus, Sabine, Linn. Trans. XII, 1813, 546. Not of authors.


Plautus leucopeterus, Reich.


Laroides leucopeterus, Reich. J. f. O. 1855, 281.—Breih., V. D. 1874, 741.


Larus glaucescentis, "Temm."—Boie, Isis, 1822, 562.—Temm., Man. iv, 1840, 469.

Laroides glaucescentis, Breih., V. D. 744.


Laroides minor, Breih., V. D. 1831, 730, pl. 37, f. 2.

Laroides sublaucus, Breih., V. D. 746.

Diag. L. glauco omeone similis, sed minor. Long. bipedalis, rostr. 2.00 poll., tars. 2.25.

Hab.—With the preceding.

Adult in summer.—Bill rather small, the symphysial eminence very largely developed; the depth at the angle but little more than at the nostrils. First primary longest. Tarsus not longer than the middle toe and claw. Bill greenish-yellow, chrome along the tonia and toward the extremity; the tip diaphanous; the vermilion spot on the lower mandible rather small. Mantle and wings light pearl-blue, this color toward the tips of the primaries, secondaries, and tertials fading insensibly into white. Bases of the primaries the same color as the body of the feather; without well-defined, rounded white spots, their trachides straw-yellow. Legs and feet flesh-colored.

Adult in winter.—As in summer, but the head and neck narrowly streaked with dusky-gray.

Young.—"Pale, dusky cinereous, with a few slightly darker spots; the primaries somewhat darker at their tips."—[Br.]

Dimensions.—Length, 24 inches; wing, 16.75; bill along culmen, 1.50; along rictus, 2.20; depth at angle, 0.65; tarsus, 2.25; middle toe and claw the same.

This species is a perfect counterpart of L. glaucus: but, although quite identical in colors, may be readily distinguished by its greatly inferior size. Beside this there are some differences of proportion. The specimens before me have disproportionally weaker bills than has the adult glaucus; the tarsus is not longer than the middle toe and claw, and the first primary is decidedly longer. The rather larger size, darker primaries, and their well-defined, round, apical spots readily distinguish the glaucessens.

There is a remarkable discrepancy in the statements of authors concerning the dimensions of this species. Thus, Bonaparte gives 20 inches, while Richardson says 26! The specimens before me average about 24 inches, as above given.

The discussion of the synonyms "argentatus, Sabine," and "arcticus, Macgil."

is presented under the head of L. hatchinisi. Macgillivray's name is certainly a synonym of leucopeterus, Faber, as he himself subsequently admits; notwithstanding which, Bonaparte, in his Conspectus, adopts it for what I call hatchinisi, upon what grounds does not appear. Temminck at first considered this species as a variety of the common Herring Gull (L. argentatus). He subsequently, however, became convinced of his error, and named it L. glaucoides—an appropriate title, but antedated. In 1-22 Edmonston (op. cit) applies the name islandicus to this species, only a year after he had so named the L. glaucus.

LARUS GLAUCESCENS, Licht.

Glaucus-winged Gull.

Larus glaucescens, Licht.—Lawr., B. N. A. 1858, 542.—Coutes, Pr. Phila. Acad. 1862, 235; Key, 1572, 311.—Coop. & Suck, N. H. Wash. Tor. 1860, 270.—Elliot, B.
Larus glaucescens, GLAUCOUS-WINGED GULL. 623

N. A. Intro. fig. of primaries (with labels of this and the accompanying figure transposed).—DALL & BANN., Tr. Chic. Acad. 1869, 304.—FINCH, Abb. Nat. iii, 1-72, 83.


Laroides glaucescens, Bruch, J. f. O. 1855, 291.

Larus argentatus, Br., Comp. Av. ii, 1856, 216; Compt. Rend. xlii, 1856, 770.

Larus glaucopterus, "KILTLTIZ."


Laroides chalepterus, Bruch, J. f. O. 1855, 292.

Larus chalcophris, Br., Comp. Av. i, 1856, 216; Compt. Rend. xlii, 1856, 770.


Diag. L. pallio caro-loro-perlaceo fere it in L. argentatus, primarius dorsu concoloribus, apicibus statim nec sensim albis.

(The shade of the mantle is almost exactly as in argentatus, and the primaries are pictured exactly as in that species, the black of argentatus being replaced by a pearly-blue like the mantle.)

Sp. Ch.—Bill long and rather weak, the upper mandible acute and projecting considerably beyond tip of the under, the convexity near the end comparatively slight; angle pretty well defined, the outline between it and the tip about straight. First primary longest; the tarsus rather longer than the middle toe and claw.

Adult in summer.—Bill light yellow, an orange spot at the angle of the lower mandible, and a dusky one just above. Mandible pearl-blue, much the same shade as in argentatus. Primaries scarcely darker than the back, all with well-defined, rounded apical spots of white. First, the base not appreciably lighter than the body of the feather, with a white spot on both webs near the end, separated from the white tip by a transverse band of the color of the body of the feather; second, third, and fourth, basal portions notably lighter than the terminal, fading into pure white at their juncture with the latter, without spots except at the apex; fifth, sixth, basal portions the color of the back, fading into white near the end, separated from the white apices by a band, narrowest on the sixth, of the color of the outer primaries. Inner primaries like the secondaries, with plain broadly white ends. Feet light flesh-color.

Adult in winter.—Head, neck, and breast thickly nebulated with light grayish-dusky, the throat mostly immaculate.

Approaching maturity.—Bill dark-colored, yellowish along the culmen and gonyx. Wings and tail light grayish-ashy, the former without sharply-defined white tips or spots. Under parts generally marked with dusky, the wing coverts marked with dusky and white. Feathers of the back narrowly edged with gray.

Intermediate.—Bill flesh-colored, the terminal portion black. Wings and tail darker than in the preceding, especially on the outer webs of the former. Everywhere dusky-gray, more or less mottled with white, the gull-blue of the upper parts appearing as mottling of greater or less extent.

Young-of-the-year.—Bill black. Everywhere deep grayish-dusky, somewhat mottled with whitish; the feathers of the back, wings, and upper tail coverts edged, tipped, and crossed with more or less regular transverse bars of grayish-white.

Nestling, nearly fledged.—Dark gray; under parts, wings, and tail transversely waved with rufous; under parts nearly pure dark ash-gray; bill and feet black.

Nestling, unfledged.—Bill and feet black; head and neck dull whitish, irregularly spotted with blackish; upper parts spotted with grayish-black and grayish-white; under parts more uniform gray, the abdomen fading into white.

Dimensions.—Length, about 27 inches; wing, 16.75; bill above, 2.25; gape, 3.35; height at angle, 0.70; tarsus, 2.60; middle toe and claw, 2.50.

Hab.—Pacific coast of North America.

The present is a well-characterized species. The most striking peculiarity of form is in the bill, in the very slight comparison of the culmen near the end, the tip being slender and acute and projecting considerably over the tip of the lower mandible. This form of bill is recognizable even in the young-of-the-year, in which the bill is every way much smaller than in the adult. The color of the upper parts is much that of L. argentatus. The terminal spots of the primaries are as well defined as in the species with black primaries, and are much and regularly rounded. The shafts of the quill-feathers are much the color of the webs. The dusky of the young birds is very light, and, except in the early stages, is much mottled with grayish-white. The upper parts soon become very light-colored by the broad whitish margins of the feathers. The primaries early acquire notably lighter tips, but do not obtain the well-defined white terminal apices, nor the spot on the first primaries, till maturity. The primaries of the youngest birds have a shade of silvery-gray, which is quite peculiar, and very different from the color of those parts in the young of the Gulls with black primaries. Laru glaucescens may be considered a well-established species. As already noted, it is when adult almost exactly like an argentatus with the black of the primaries re-
placed by a pearly gray-blue shade like that of the mantle. Young birds in all stages are paler and grayer than the corresponding stages of argentatus. Agreeing with leucopterus in respect of size, glaucememts may be immediately known by the pattern of the primaries; the pearly-blue color continuing undiminished in intensity to the tips of the feathers, instead of fading gradually into white as in glaucememts and leucopterus.

I have never seen a specimen purporting to be "chalcopterus," which Mr. Lawrence admitted in 1858. As described, it is "exactly like leucopterus, except on the primaries, which are ash-gray, with rounded white apical spots"—which is precisely the character of glaucememts. The young are said to be "dark gray, as in glaucememts" (of Kittlitz, = glaucememts, Licht.) There is not the slightest likelihood that it is anything more than glaucememts, probably in somewhat immature condition.

**LARUS MARINUS, Linn.**

**Great Black-backed Gull.**


*Dominicenvs marinus,* BRUCH, J. F. O. 1553, 100; 1855, 290.—BR., Conspr. Av. ii, 1856, 213; Compt. Rend. xiii, 1856, 770.

*Larus niger,* BRASS., Orn. vi, 1760, 155.


*Larus maculatus,* BODD., Tabl. P. É. 1873, 16.

*Larus marinus,* LEACH, Cat. 1816, 40.—BREHM, V. D. 1831, 728.

*Larus molleri et fabricii,* BEEH, V. D. 1831, 729, 730.

**Diag.** L. statural maximus, pallio sobistacceo-nigro. Long. 30.00 poll.

**Hab.**—American and European coasts of the Atlantic. South in winter to Long Island (to Florida, Aud.). Great Lakes and the Mississippi (Aud.).

**Adult, breeding plumage.**—Size very large; general form strong, compact, and powerful. Bill very stout, deep at the angle, rather short for its height; culmen toward the end exceedingly convex, so much so as to make a tangent to it at the point where the tip of the lower mandible touches it perpendicular to the commissure. Symphysial eminence very large and prominent; tarsus but little if any longer than the middle toe and claw, compressed, rather slender for the size of the bird. Interdigital membranes broad, scarcely emarginate. Bill bright chrome, the tip of both mandibles diaphanous. A large bright vermillion spot occupies nearly the terminal half of the lower mandible and enroaches a little on the upper. Edges of jaws bright vermillion. Palate and tongue pale orange-red. Eyelids vermillion. Iris pale lemon-yellow. Legs and feet pale flesh-color. Mantle intense slate-color, nearly black, with a purplish reflection. The secondaries and tertials broadly tipped with white, the line of demarcation distinct. Primaries: first, black, scarcely lighter at its base, its tip white for 2½ inches, its shaft white inferiorly, and superiorly along the white portion of the feather; second, like the first, but its base lighter, the white tip less extensive, and interrupted by a narrow bar of black on one or both webs; third, fourth, fifth, broadly tipped with white, their bases of a lighter shade of slate than the second, and fading into white at the junction with the broad black subterminal band.

**Adult in winter.**—As in summer, but the head and neck streaked with dusky.

**Young-of-the-year.**—As large as the adult; the bill as large, but not so strong, nor the eminence so well developed; wholly black. Upper parts wholly dusky chocolate-brown, mottled with whitish and light rufous, the latter on the hack and wings, the feathers being tipped and the wing coverts deeply indented with this color. Under parts mottled with white or rufous-white and dusky, the throat mostly immaculate.
Primaries and tail deep brownish-black, the former tipped, subterminally barred, and its outer feather mottled, with whitish.

**Dimensions.**—Lenth, 30.00 inches; extent, 65.00; wing from the earps, 18.50; bill above, 2.50; rectus, 3.50; height at nostril, 0.85; at angle, 0.95; tarsus, 3.00; middle toe and claw slightly less.

The very large size of this bird and its dark color at once separate it from any other of North America, and render comparisons unnecessary.

I cannot understand the following statement of Audubon (B. Am. vii, p. 175): "The most remarkable circumstance relative to these birds, is, that they either associate with another species, giving rise to a hybrid breed, or that when very old they lose the dark color of the back, which is then of the same tint as that of L. argentatus, or even lighter." It is difficult to understand how Audubon could have entertained such an opinion. That the marinus should accidentally hybridize with argentatus or glaucus is not impossible, though improbable; but to suppose that it regularly does so, or that it "grows gray" with the advancing years, seems unreasonable. Audubon's statement that the Larus argentatus (smithsonianus) is not found on the Labrador coast, is equally erroneous.

Both Bonaparte and Brünn give several species of Dominicanus, all more or less closely allied with the present. The species found in North America is the true marinus of Linnaeus, whatever may be said of the relationships of the others.

For so long known a species the present has remarkably few synonyms, owing to the many distinctive characters presented by it. Larus of Gmelin, and also probably maculatus of Boddaert, are based upon the immature bird. Maculatus of Brünnich, however, cannot be this species, since it is said to be of the same size as L. canus. As usual, several nominal species have been instituted by Brehm.

**LARUS ARGENTATUS, Brünn.**

**Herring Gull.**

**a. argentatus.**


*Laroides argentatus*, BREHMI, V. D. 1831, 740.—BRUCH, J. f. O. 1855, 282.—BP., Consop. ii, 1866, 318; NAMN. 1854, 312.


*Larus argentatoideus*, BREHMI, V. D. 1831, 792, 799 (partly).

*Laroides argentatoideus*, BREHMI, V. D. 1831, 742.

*Larus argentatoideus*, THOMPS., P. Z. S. 1855, 59 (Ireland).

*Laroides major*, BREHMI, V. D. 1831, 738.


**b. smithsonianus.**

*Larus argentatoideus*, BREHMI, Beitr. Vogelk. 1822, 794, 799 (in part; "Germany and America.").—(?) BP., Syn. 1828, 600, No. 290 (may be delawarensis).—(?) SW. & RICH., F. B. A. ii, 1831, 417 (may be californiensis).—SCHINZ, Eur. F. i, 1840, 380 ("North America.").—BP., Rev. Zool. 1855, 16 ("North America.").

*Glaucus argentatoideus*, BRUCH, J. f. O. 1853, 101 ("North America.").
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(?) Larus americanus, Biinem. V. D. 1831, 743 (= argentatoïdes, Br.).

(†) Larus affinis, Reinh., Vid. Med. 1853, 78; J. F. O. 1854, 433; Ibis, iii, 17 (Greenland).


c. occidentalis.


Laroides occidentalis, Bruch, J. f. O. 1855, 209.—Br., Consip. ii, 1856, 219.

Larus argentatus var. occidentalis, Coues, Key, 1872, 312.

d. borealis.

Larus borealis, Brandt.—Dall & Banx., Tr. Chic. Acad. i, 1869, 305.—Bd., ibid. 324.

Laroides borealis, Br., Consip. Av. ii, 1856, 219.


(†) Larus argentatus var. cachinnans, Schrenk, Reise i, 504.

c. (†). leucocephalus.


Laroides argentatus, Br., Cat. Nat. Ucc. 1848, 79 (partim).

Larus cachinnans, "Pall."—Muller, Orn. Grisch. 1842, 143 (Greece; nec Pall.)—Meves, Off. K. Vet. Ak. Föhr. 1871, 736 (Cholmogowy).


Laroides leucocephalus, Br., Naum. 1854, 212; C. Rend. xiii, 1856, 644; Consip. ii, 1856, 219.


Glaucous michahellesii, Br., R. M. Z. 1855, 16.

Glaucous michahellesii, Bruch, J. f. O. 1855, 282.—Br., Compt. Rend. xiii, 1856, 644; Consip. ii, 1856, 219.

Note.—The foregoing synonymy includes the several races of this species I consider it necessary to adopt. I bring L. leucocephalus into this connection with some hesitation, but I do not observe any ascribed characters which may not be accounted for upon a supposition of merely varietal distinction. As, however, I have had no opportunity of studying this supposed species satisfactorily, my present view must be regarded as tentative. Most of its synonymy is adapted from Mr. Dresser's work, as prepared by Lord Walden. Without further reference to this form or to typical argentatus of Europe, I proceed to consider the North American representative:

Var. smithsonianus, Coues.

Diag. L. argentato vero similimus, sed major, alis caudaque longioribus, rostro pedibusque validioribus, remige primo sepium maculâ alba subapicali, rarius latè albo-terminante. Long. 25.00 poll. ala. 18.00; rostr. 2.25; tars. 2.50.

Hab.—North America, generally; especially along the Atlantic coast. Cuba to Labrador; breeding from New England northward. Also in the interior, and occasionally on the Pacific coast.
Adult.—Bill rather less than the tarsors, shorter than the head; robust, its height at the angle slightly more than at the base. Culmen nearly straight at the nostrils; then rapidly convex to the stont, deflected, overhanging apex. Outline of rami slightly concave; gonys about straight; eminence at symphysis large and prominent, but its apex not very acute. Wings long-pointed; the first primary always longest. Tail even. Feet of moderate size; tarsi compressed, anteriorly scutellate, laterally and posteriorly reticulate. Membranes full and beard, scarcely incised. Claws obtuse, but little arched; the inner edge of the middle one dilated, but not serrated.

Breeding plumage.—Bill bright chrome, its tip diaphanous; a vermillion spot at the angle, with sometimes a small black one just anterior to it. Legs and feet pale flesh-color; the claws blackish. Mantle typical "gull-blue," much lighter than in occidentalis; lighter than in brachypterus; of much the same shade as in delawarensis or glaucescens; darker than in glauus or leucopterus. The bases of the primaries are the same as the back, or very slightly lighter, not so light, nor of so great extent (being exceedingly short on the first primary), nor so broad at the end, as in californicus. On the first primary this light basal portion is very short, badly reaching within six or seven inches of the tip of the primary. It is not lighter at its junction with the black, nor does it extend further on the central portion than on the edge of the feather. On the second, third, and fourth primaries the bluish of the basal portions of the feather extends about the same distance on each (within four inches of the tip of the second), and runs up further on the centres of the feathers than on their edges, and grows usually white from that point towards the black portion. Second primary with a subapical white spot near its tip; small, rounded, not much over an inch in diameter; generally not longer on the outer vane than on the inner; sometimes wanting on the former; in oldest birds this spot enlarging to coalesce with the white tip of the feather, but such state rarely observed; second primary usually without a subapical spot, or if one is present it is very small. All the primaries with small rounded white apices, and black from these apical spots to their bluish-white bases; this band of black growing narrower from the first toward the seventh, where it is a mere point.

Winter plumage.—The head and neck are streaked with dusky. The bill is less brightly colored. Otherwise as in summer.

Immature.—The feathers of the back have gray margins, and the upper wing coverts are mottled with dusky gray. An imperfect subterminal bar of dusky on the tail.

Young of first winter.—Head, neck, and whole under parts more or less thickly mottled with dusky, as are the wing-coverts, secondaries, and tertials. The gull-blue of the upper parts appears in irregular patches, mixed with gray. Remiges and rectrices brownish-black, with very narrow whitish tips, the former wanting both apical and subapical white spots. Bill flesh-color, its terminal third black. Feet dull flesh-color.

Younger.—Entirely a deep dull brownish; the throat lightly streaked and the rump transversely barred with white; the feathers of the back with yellowish or grayish-white edges; wings and tail black; bill black; legs and feet dusky flesh-color.

Dimensions of adult.—Length, 24 to 25 inches; extent, 54 to 58; wing, 17.25 to 18.00; bill along culmen, 2.40; height at nostril, 0.75; at angle, 0.80; tarsus, 2.75; middle toe and claw the same. Female a little and young considerably less than the above. | Dimensions of young.—Length, 17.50 to 19.00; bill along culmen varies from 2.55 to 2.20 inches; being, however, in adult birds, generally very near the former measurement. The tarsus will vary more than a fourth of an inch—from 2.75, its usual length, to about 2.40. The difference in the length of the wings is slight for so large a Gull, only about an inch. The younger the bird the smaller it is, the weaker and shorter its bill, and the slenderer its feet. Very old birds sometimes become almost abnormally big, as is the case with L. glauus and others.

Between the time of leaving the nest and of assuming the complete plumage of the adult bird the changes are very great. While the uniform dusky of the body is turning to pure white and clear blue, and while the black tail is whitening and the black primaries are assuming their peculiar characteristic markings, the variations in degree and extent of all the colors are endless. It is hardly possible to characterize any definite stages, as they glide insensibly into each other. But in adult birds, which have attained their second or third summer, the colors of the whole body and the markings of the primaries are so constant that, taken in connection with the size, form, and other particulars, they afford fair varietal characters. I do not mean to assert that there is no variation in these points, but that adult birds generally preserve a certain definite pattern of coloration of the primaries.

In this species this "pattern" may be summed up, briefly, as: The presence of a black band on the first seven primaries, which takes in nearly the whole of the first, and rapidly narrows until on the seventh it is a mere spot; bluish bases to all the primaries, of a width inversely as that of the black portion; small white apical spots on all the primaries;* and a large rounded subapical white spot on the first (rarely becoming confluent with the white apical spot), with or without a smaller one on the second.

* These may be absent, being worn off from very old feathers, just before the moult.
The characters afforded by the markings of the primaries—and especially of their bases—have been usually disregarded or lightly passed over by some in the preparation of diagnoses. Others, myself probably included, have inclined to lay too much stress upon these features, which are to be found varying to a great degree in different examples of the same species, as a consequence of immaturity. Birds of this family may be of full size, possessing powers of reproduction, before they have attained the ultimate, and then unvarying, picture of the primaries. Take a case susceptible of demonstration. Mr. Lawrence describes *californicus* as having the white apical space on the first primary crossed by a black subterminal bar. So it is in his type-specimen now lying before me. But this expression does not characterize the adult of the species. If his type had lived longer the subterminal bar would have broken in two, become further divided, and finally disappeared, leaving the broad white terminal space on the first primary, which is characteristic of the species, as tested by a multitude of specimens taken in the highest stage of spring plumage.

It must also be borne in mind that the expression "immature" may also be applied to the primaries themselves as well as to the age of the bird. For it is most probable that at each successive moult, after the bird itself is fully adult, the new primaries, when they first sprout, have a *picture* somewhat different from that finally attained when they are of full length; but the perfect feather has practically characteristics often distinctive of species.

Mr. Audubon always maintained an opinion of the continual variability of the primaries: "From the examination of individuals of this species ["argentatus"] it would appear that little reliance can be placed on the markings of the quills as affording a specific character" (B. N. Amer. vii, p. 165). Let us examine the facts he adduces in support of his views. He continues: "For instance, in the under primary specimen of *Larus argentatus* there is in the web a subapical spot varying in length from one to two inches and including both webs, near the end of the first quill. One has no spot on the second quill. Another has a spot on both webs of the second quill of one wing, and a smaller spot on part of the inner web of the same quill of the other wing. The third has a very small spot on part of the inner web of the same quill of both wings. The fourth has a large circular spot on the inner web of that quill of both wings." Although these paragraphs seem to indicate material discrepancies, yet such is not really the case. The white subapical spot on the first primary existed in all his specimens, only varying somewhat in size; and the same is the case with the spot on the second primary, which so often makes its appearance with increasing age, though in perhaps the majority of specimens it is wanting. In all his specimens the differences were only in the minor details of a certain pattern which was not departed from.

In examining the Herring Gulls contained in all the large collections of the Eastern United States I have met with two specimens—one in the Cambridge Museum, and the other in Mr. Lawrence's private cabinet—which present the distinctive characters of the European bird. They are smaller than the average of *smihsonianus*, and have the apex of the first primary broadly white. Prof. Baird's opinion on these specimens, in which I coincide, is that they are probably stragglers from Europe. The fact that these specimens could be distinguished under circumstances so prone to cause doubt and confusion renders them quite the reverse of counter-arguments to the separation of the two varieties.

It was with some hesitation that I separated, some years since, the American from the European Herring Gull, fully anticipating the adverse criticism which such a procedure would call forth. A recent and more thorough reexamination of the whole subject confirms my general conclusions, though I by no means insist upon or even admit specific distinction. Provided the specimens before me exhibit typically the characters of the European bird, there is no reason to doubt, certain slight differences do exist almost throughout extensive series compared. These points are the following:

First. The American bird averages larger in all its dimensions than the European. The difference in length of wing of the two averages from one to two inches. The feet, including both tarsus and toes, are about half an inch longer and proportionally stouter. The bill, especially, is longer and stouter, particularly at the base.

Second. There is generally preserved, in adult birds, a somewhat different pattern of coloration of the primaries. In that of Europe the first primary has a white terminal space* two inches long; the second primary a large, rounded, subterminal white spot, usually occupying both vales. The first primary of the American bird usually has a rounded white subapical spot on the first primary (much like that on the second primary of the European), almost always separated from the white apex; and if a spot is present on the second primary, it is small. By these features together, the American bird may usually be recognized as a variety, which should not be wholly ignored, whatever may be the future course to be taken in connection with the points already

---

*This is precisely as in *californicus*; and, as in the latter species, the feather when imperfect has a narrow, transverse, subterminal bar of black, which gradually resolves into two spots or scollops, and finally disappears.
Larus argentatus, Herring Gull.

Detailed heightening the probability of the varietal distinction of *L. smithsonianus*. The Herring Gulls of both continents differ from such species as *glauces, leucopternis*, &c., in not being truly boreal birds. They migrate northward only to breed, and return south as soon as the duties of incubation are accomplished. The American species, at least, rarely pass beyond Labrador, and is more abundant in its southern than its northern portions. It is well known that the nearer to either pole is the habitat of a species the more likely it is to range indiscriminately on both hemispheres; and, conversely, the more tropical a species the more likely it is, *veteris paribus*, to be specifically distinct from its transoceanic representative. We can see here a reason why *smithsonianus* may be somewhat different, while *L. glauces, leucopternis*, and *P. eburnea* are identical. This fact is adduced merely to show why we may expect to find the differences which do exist in var. *smithsonianus* and are absent in *glauces*; though, at the same time, I separate the variety upon its physical characters alone, irrespective of any preconceived theory of geographical distribution.

**Synonymy.**—Laroides argentatoidei, Brehm, appears to include both the European and American bird. His *americanus* indicates a bird smaller and less robust than European *argentatus*, and may be consequently inapplicable here. It corresponds more nearly with *L. californicus*. The *argentatoidei* of Bonaparte's Synopsis, represented as common along the Atlantic coast, may really refer to *delawarensis*. *L. affinis* of Reinhardt, of Newfoundland, I have not been able to identify.

**Anatomical characters.**—The mouth, in capacity, is intermediate between that of Stercorarius and of Sterna; the angle of divergence of the mandibular rami being less than in the former, but greater than in the latter. The palate is quite flat both transversely and longitudinally, being not at all vaulted and scarcely concave, except toward the tip of the bill, where it curves downward with a considerable degree of convexity. The palate is soft and vascular to within about an inch of the tip, where it becomes corneous and divided by five or six longitudinal striae. At the commencement of the more vascular part of the palate there begins a median elevation, quite broad and without a central ridge, which continues back for more than two inches. This is everywhere beset with stout, reversed papillae, the largest of which are along the median line. The central elevation is bifurcated for nearly its posterior half, to form the opening of the posterior nares, the edges of which fissure are thickly papillate, as are the posterior extremities of the elevation itself. This median longitudinal prominence is separated on each side by a deep sulcus from a lateral ridge. This lateral ridge anteriorly sinks insensibly into the common level of the palate; posteriorly it rises up very broad and thick, and, together with its extremity, is papillate. Just external to these ridges are the deep depressions in which the tomia of the lower mandible are received.

Posterior to that portion of the palate just described, there is a large, vaulted, subtriangular space, extending quite to the extremity of the palate. This space is bounded anteriorly by the termination of the central median elevation already described; and continues backward on either side to the posterior extremities of the ridges, more posteriorly, where the sides of the triangle come together to form the apex, by a very perfect fringe formed by a single thick-set row of slender, acute papillae, placed obliquely, their posterior extremities divaricating, their anterior meeting on the median line. The place thus inclosed is quite smooth, being free from sulci or rugae, and presents the orifice of the Eustachian tube. It is fissured along the median line by the posterior continuation of the nasal aperture. The edges of the fissure cannot be accurately coped, as can that portion of it more anterior, the portion of the posterior nares consequently remaining always more or less patent. The edges of the opening terminate each in a soft papilla. On separating them, the vomer is seen nearly for its whole length, dividing the nasal aperture into a right and left. Posterior to the termination of the nasal fissure is the usual median, longitudinally oval foramen, the opening of the Eustachian tube; measuring in this species a full fourth of an inch. All around this central smooth portion the mucous membrane of the mouth is thrown up into more or less irregular rugae, mostly longitudinal, and continuous with the ordinary esophageal folds.

The floor of the mouth is of a very regularly triangular shape, the sides being scarcely at all concave. The rising up of the tomia of the mandible on either side gives it a very considerable depth and almost perpendicular sides, especially anteriorly. The muscular and other layers composing the floor, are very distensible and elastic. The mucous membrane, in its undilated condition, is everywhere thrown up into rugae, chiefly longitudinal, except just over the larynx. The muscular layers are well marked, but present nothing peculiar either in shape or distribution. The tongue is just two inches long. It is stout and fleshy almost to the tip, which is obtuse, flat-topped. It is divided longitudinally channeled; its under surface transversely convex; its posterior extremity prolonged into two short, obtuse cornua, which are thickly papillate. The triangular, smooth eminence which is borne upon the surface of the larynx, measures about an inch in extent by half as much in breadth. The opening of the glottis divides it longitudinally for its whole length. The rima is quite
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smooth, except just at its termination, where the mucous membrane is prolonged into long, acute papille; and from this, as a centre, extends on either side a triangular bed of large, acute, reversed papille, stretching quite to the borders of the laryngeal elevation.

The cesophageus is, as in all the family, very capacious, and capable of great distension. In its undilated state its mucous membrane is thrown up into exceedingly prominent longitudinal stripes, nearly all of which run the whole length of the tube. The muscular layers, both circular and longitudinal, are also extremely thick and powerful. The cesophageus itself is quite straight and of pretty uniform calibre. At the proventriculus it dilates a little, and at the same time bulges a little to the left. The gizzard, also, is not in a direct line with the cesophageus, but its greatest convexity inclines considerably to the right.

Just at the proventriculus the straight longitudinal cesophageal folds become convoluted (in the undilated state of the organ), and then gradually lose themselves in the irregular eminences of the soft, very vascular, proventricular mucous membrane. This portion of the tube is, when contracted, divided into six or eight large prominent folds, divided by deep narrow sulci, corresponding to similar elevations and depressions in the cuticular lining of the gigerium. The solvent glands form a perfect uninterrupted zone, quite around the tube, which has a well-defined and straight termination in the ordinary cesophageal mucous membrane. The sensible differences of this portion of the canal are the absence of more iodine rugae, the substitution for them of irregular eminences and depressions, its grayer color, soft velvety feel, greater vascularity and thickness, and the presence of minute puncta, which are scattered thickly over its entire surface—the mouths of the solvent glands. In cutting into the walls of the proventriculus these glands may be seen with an ordinary lens, or even with the naked eye, as simple follicles, with a somewhat bulging outline, proceeding straight from their blind extremities to their opening in the mucous membrane. They lie side by side imbedded in the tissue of the walls of the proventriculus, and are of a length but little less than the thickness of the parietes itself.

The gigerium, in situ, is far back in the abdomen, its middle about opposite the last rib and to the left side, lying nearly apposed to the abdominal parietes. It is in shape a somewhat irregular and flattened ovoid; its walls comparatively thicker and more powerful than in the other subfamilies. The muscular laterales, at their thickest portions, measure a third of an inch in thickness. If afterwards the gigerium be considered as extending upward as far as the cuticular lining extends, i.e., to where the zone of gastric glands begins, it is divisible into two portions: a lower, with strong, thick, muscular walls, and very convex outline; and an upper, narrower, more constricted portion, with much thinner and less powerfully contractile parietes. The hard cuticle lines both these portions uninterruptedly, extending quite to the glandular zone. It presents the ordinary rugae and convolutions.

The duodenal fold is rather short, scarcely two inches in length. After forming this fold, the intestine proceeds in a pretty straight course to make a second fold, longer than the first, and quite disconnected with it. After that the intestines form a mass of closely aggregated convolutions. Between six and seven inches from the ceca the intestines return toward the duodenum, near the gizzard, and forms a definite fold, much of the same character as, and closely apposed to, the first duodenal fold, with which it is continued a short way in the course of its course. These are only slight convolutions between this last fold and the ceca, beyond which the intestine proceeds in a nearly straight course to the cloaca.

The intestines measure, from the pylorus to the anus, a little over forty inches. There is but little difference in calibre throughout their length until we reach the cloaca; the duodenum being, however, if anything, a little the largest. A little beyond the termination of the duodenal fold, just four and a half inches from the pylorus, the hepatic duct opens; one inch further down the cystic duct is received by the intestine; and just half way between the two is the orifice of the pancreatic duct. These three ducts, which convey the hepatic and pancreatic secretions into the intestine, open nearly on a line with each other on the mesenteric edge of the intestine.

The ceca resemble those of Sternae, and differ greatly from those of Lestrildine. They arise within an inch and a quarter of the large globalor cloaca, and are very short, measuring only about a fourth of an inch in total length.

The "large" intestine is very short and perfectly straight. Its calibre is a little greater than that of the ileum just anterior to the ceca, but it is not as large in circumference as is the duodenum. It differs from the other portions of the intestine in the thickness of its muscular walls, the increased amount of muscular tissue being quite appreciable to the eye.

After but a little more than an inch of length the colon terminates in the cloacæ. This is exceedingly capacious and distensible, measuring, when fully inflated, an inch and three quarters in length by one and a half in breadth. It is of a nearly globalor shape; its superior portion, however, being somewhat conical and tapering where it contracts into the rectum. It is very slightly and incompletely divided into two un-
equal portions by a crescentic fold or reduplication of mucous membrane. The anterior or internal of this is the cloaca proper, and is greatly the largest; the posterior or external forms the "bursa Fabrisci," and consists merely of a bulging or unequal dilation of that portion of the cloacal parietes that is beyond the curved fold of mucous membrane already mentioned. Just beside this fold, about a fourth of an inch on either side of the median line, on the posterior aspect of the cloaca, are two small papillae, placed side by side and in close contact. On the summits of these papillae terminate the ureters and vasa deferentia, the excretory ducts of the sexual and urinary organs.

The pancreas occupies the whole length of the concavity of the duodenal fold. It is therefore of an elongated shape, and is somewhat triangular on a cross-section. The rounded free extremity of the gland is rather larger than the other end, the whole organ being somewhat club-shaped. Its long slender duct opens into the duodenum between the hepatic and cystic ducts. The two lobes of the liver are of very unequal size, the right being much the largest. It measures about three inches in length, while the left is only a little over two. Their internal or apposing surfaces are flat, and in contact for the greater part of their length, only separating above to admit the apex of the heart between them. They are both somewhat of a triangular shape on a cross-section; rising up high, and thick in the middle; tapering toward both extremities; the right being the most elongated and attenuated. They are somewhat loosely connected by a thin, flat band of hepatic substance. The surface of both presents several eminences and depressions, produced by the impact of neighboring organs and parts.

The hepatic duct proceeds from the middle of the under surface of the left lobe, near the commissure; has a length of about two inches, and opens into the duodenum, as already described.

The gall-bladder lies in a depression on the under surface of the right lobe, and is well developed. It is of an ovoid shape, tapering toward its proximal extremity; more obtuse at its distal. The cyst-hepatic duct is very short, opening directly into the base of the bladder. The cystic duct arises about midway between the two extremities of the bladder, on its posterior aspect. It is larger, but shorter than the hepatic duct, and opens into the duodenum an inch further down.

The kidneys measure about two and a fourth inches in total length, but are of very varying breadth at different points along their extent. They are irregularly divided into several lobes, which are not, however, of regular shape, and closely adapted to each other, as in Sterna; nor do they appear to be constant as to their mode of subdivision. The upper lobe of each is the largest, and has the most convex outline. The next is very narrow, serving as a connection between the anterior and posterior extremities, and is sometimes almost divided into two. The posterior lobe is nearly rectangular in shape; about twice as long as broad; and has a deep, longitudinal sulcus upon its surface, in which is received the ureter.

The sexual organs lie superimposed upon the superior lobes of the kidneys, closely bound down to them. Their efferent ducts run along in close apposition with the ureters, and terminate in the cloaca side by side with the orifices of the urinary ducts, as has been already described.

The superior larynx is composed of four principal elements: A thyroid cartilage, two arytenoid, and a cricoid, the latter divided into three separate portions. The thyroid is much the largest of these, forming all of the anterior or inferior portion of the organ. It is of a tapering, subcuoual form, with an ovoid truncated extremity, and an obtuse tip. Its lateral edges curl over upward, especially posteriorly, where it supports the cricoid, forming all of the cartilaginous lateral parietes which the larynx possesses. Its inferior surface is marked with a longitudinal groove; its internal with a well-developed eminence, situate on the median line, not distantly resembling the crista galli of the human ethmoid bone. Anteriorly the thyroid extends forward as a mere flat lamina, with scarcely any convexity. The posterior portions of the thyroidea support the two lateral elements of the cricoid. These are quite broad at their base; curl over toward the median line; growing narrower as they approach each other, till they complete the circle of the larynx posteriorly by uniting with the central azyzoid element. This is a small, irregular, cartilaginous nodule, situate on the median line, having, posteriorly, two surfaces for the reception of the lateral cricoïd elements; more anteriorly two others for the articulation of the two arytenoid cartilages. These latter are of denser consistency than the rest of the larynx, being sometimes almost ossaceous. They are four-tenths of an inch long. Their base presents on their inner surfaces the facet or for the articulation with the azyzoid element of the cricoid. They are so twisted or curled upon their own axes, that their lateral edges, at first horizontal, are afterward perpendicular, rising above the level of the rest of the larynx, and lying parallel to each other, thus forming the rima glottidis. These several cartilaginous pieces of the larynx are all connected by a delicate, elastic, fibro-cellular tissue. The motion which they possess is limited almost entirely to the opening and shutting of the arytenoid cartilages, effected by the muscles attached to them; the motion being chiefly at the aryteno-cricoid articulation. These proper muscles of the larynx are the thyro-ary-
tenoi or dilatores glottidis, and the constrictores glottidis, having the ordinary form and disposition.

The larynx thus composed is a flattened, tapering organ, situate between the apophyses, near the base of the hyoid, supported by the uro-hyial, which runs along its inferior surface. It measures seven-eighths of an inch in length by about half an inch in breadth at its widest part posteriorly. It is connected with surrounding parts by condensed cellular tissue; by the prolongation into it of the mucous membrane of the mouth, and by various muscles.

The trachea measures nine inches in length. It is not of uniform width throughout, but superiorly it is broad and flattened, having much the shape of a transverse section of the larynx; while as it proceeds downward it becomes smaller and almost perfectly cylindrical. The rings are there also much denser and more resisting, so that the tube is much less compressible below than above. The tracheal rings are about one hundred and forty in number. As usual, they are alternately broader from right to left; the increased width on the right of one ring being compensated for by the narrowness of the next, at the same point of its circumference.

The sterno-tracheal muscles arise from the sternum, just above the sterno-coracoïd articulation; reach the trachea an inch or so above the inferior larynx, and run as narrow, flattened bands, one on each side of the windpipe, quite to the thyroid cartilage; being then continued on to the hyoid bone, forming the thyro-hyoïds. These muscular bands are well developed. Small fibrous offsets proceed from the supra-clavicular fascia to the trachea at its termination, and, with others from the intra-clavicular air-cell, proceeding to the posterior part of the lower larynx, aid to hold the parts in situ.

The lower larynx does not differ in any essential points from that of Stercorarius, already described in sufficient detail. The bronchial half rings are twenty-four in number. They are all of equal width at all points of their circumference, and thin and delicate, except the first one, which is larger and stouter, and bears to the lower larynx much the relation that the cricoïd does to the upper.

My earlier experiences with this Gull were along the coast of Labrador, in 1860; it is there the most abundant representative of its family, spending the summer and breeding plentifully on the mossy islands, and retiring southward in September. On approaching one of the breeding-grounds where, from a distance, numerous birds could be observed sitting on their nests, or walking leisurely about, we soon gave an alarm, when all would rise on wing, with loud screams, and circle high over head. The nests were found scattered irregularly over the ground, with little choice as to situation, except that the birds seemed to rather prefer moss-covered rocky places, and dry, bare spots; the grassy patches being generally appropriated by Eider Ducks. The numbers of Ducks and Gulls on any island were usually complementary, there being more of the latter than of the former on the bare islands, and conversely. The Gulls' nests were large and bulky, composed of dry grass, moss, and lichens, gathered into a heap, with a slight cavity, as if merely resulting from the weight of the birds. The eggs, in all the instances that came under my observation, were three in number; in other respects they showed the great variation customary in this family. They averaged about 2.80 in length by about 1.90 in width. Some were light bluish or greenish, others deep brownish-olive; while the dark markings were of every size and shape, very irregularly distributed. Early in July eggs were found in every stage of development, though in most instances the embryos were advanced. At the same time many newly-hatched birds were caught skulking beneath stones or scrambling over the luxuriant moss. These downy nestlings are curious objects, like soiled carded wool, variegated with angular, dusky markings. On being caught they would squeal loudly, and fight with spirit. Placed on water they swim easily, and seemed quite at home. They fed freely from the first on fish and pork scraps.

Terrestrial nidification is the rule with this species, as it is throughout the family; yet there are authentic accounts—as that given by Audubon—of their nesting in colonies in trees. During the summer, in Labrador, the principal food appears to be the lance-fish (Mallophus villosum),
which schools in myriads along the coast, affording the fishermen almost their only bait for cod. The breeding range is chiefly from New England to Labrador. Birds occasionally reach Greenland, yet Labrador is the regular terminus. When the fall migration occurs they are spread along our whole Atlantic coast, but principally from New England to the Carolinas, where many winter. I observed them constantly at Fort Macon, North Carolina, from September through May. In winter they are very abundant, being, in fact, the characteristic and only common bird of the family. There is little falling off in their numbers during March; most wend their way north early in April, when the Terns and Hooded Gulls make their appearance, but some linger through May. In the fall some arrive in September, but they are not plentiful until the latter part of October. Being here rarely molested, they get quite tame, often mixing with the domestic Geese around the fort, and sometimes permitting an approach within a few feet, though in general they show an appreciation of the limits of gunshot range. Most of the mature birds gain their nuptial livery before leaving. They are nearly silent during the winter, except when quarreling over their food; but they grow noisy in April, at the approach of the breeding season, and before they finally depart the air fairly resounds with their harsh cries.

A great part of their food at this season consisted of the refuse from the fort; they were always hovering over the spot where the garbage was thrown, contending for the booty with Turkey-buzzards and Fish Crows. At ebb-tide they frequently strung along the beach, at the water's edge, gathering various animal and vegetable substances stranded by the reeding waves. A favorite resort was the large sand spots and muddy flats of the harbor, where they gathered soft molluscs, ascidians, and other matters. They seemed particularly fond of a kind of bivalve there, the Cytharea gigantea. Holding the shell under their feet, as a Hawk would its quarry, they hammered with the beak until the shell was broken in, and feasted on the contents. They managed the Pectens (P. dislocatus) in the same manner, but the quahogs were too much for them. I once found remains of a marsh hare in the stomach of one of these Gulls.

In the interior, I have found this species on the Upper Missouri, and we have authentic advices of its occurrence in several of the States, particularly those in the region of the Great Lakes. I have also seen specimens from the Pacific coast.

Var. OCCIDENTALIS, (Aud.) Coves.

Diag. L. argentato similis, sed pallio valde obscuriore (intensè plumbeo) et rostro brevi, alli- ore, robustissimo.

Hab.—Pacific coast of North America (and Asia?)

Bill large, very stout and deep; the culmen convex at the end; the angle strongly developed, making the neder online doubly concave. Feet large and stout; the tarsus equal to the middle toe and claw.

Adult, summer plumage.—Bill bright chrome-yellow; a vermilion spot, more or less extensive, at the angle. Mantle dark bluish-ash, almost slate-color; the tips of the secondaries and tertials white; the line of demarcation distinct. Primaries: first three black through their exposed portions, the outer white for some distance at the tip (1.75 inches), crossed near the end with an irregular black bar, the shafts entirely black; second, without a white spot, but its tip, and the tips of all the others, white. Legs and feet flesh-color.

Approaching maturity.—As in the preceding, but the upper parts rather lighter, and the tail with an imperfect subterminal bar.

Intermediate.—Bill much as in the adult. White of the head, neck, and under parts, more or less mottled with dusky; "gull-blue" of the upper parts appearing in irregular patches; most of the feathers tipped with light gray. Primaries and tail uniform deep blackish-brown, with scarcely lighter tips, the former without spots.
Young-of-the-year.—Bill entirely black, rather shorter than in the adults, but at the same time with great comparative depth at the angle. Everywhere a deep blackish-brown, mottled with grayish-white, the feathers of the upper parts being tipped and edged with that color. Rump and upper tail-coverts barred with whitish and dusky. Wings and tail as in the preceding.

Winter plumage.—This species seems to form an exception to the rule which obtains so extensively among large Gulls, since in winter the head and neck behind are not, ordinarily at least, streaked with dusky. I do not mean to assert that such a plumage is never acquired; but many hundred individuals which I have observed, under peculiarly favorable circumstances, at this season, all had the head and neck immutably white, as in summer. The fact was brought more prominently into my notice from the fact that these Gulls were usually seen in company with three other species, every individual of which latter were, as usual, streaked on the head and neck.

Dimensions.—Length, 24 inches; extent, 55; wing, 15.50; bill above, 2.30; along gape, 3.10; height at nostril, 0.75; width, 0.49; height at angle, 0.85; tarsus, and middle toe and claw, 2.75.

This is a strongly-marked variety. Its most striking peculiarity of form lies in the rather short and remarkably robust bill, the depth at the angle being very great. It is about the size of argentatus, but, in addition to the stout bill, may be distinguished from that species by its very dark upper parts (a slate, approaching that of marinus in intensity), and the black, or nearly black, bases of the three first primaries. The species hardly requires comparison with californicus; its superior size, very robust bill, dark mantle and bases of the primaries, and restricted character of the subterminal spots, readily distinguish it. With one specimen, however (No. 32920, a bird of the year), we are in a little doubt. In size and general very dark colors it agrees with specimens of undoubted occidentalis; but the bill is small, perhaps less than the average of adult californicus, and with comparatively little depth at the angle. Although the young occidentalis has the depth of bill at the angle, compared with that at the nostrils, fully as great as in the adult, yet it is according to analogy with the feature presented by most Gulls, that the bill should be smaller every way in the young; and we therefore do not consider the discrepancy as irreconcilable to the species.

The specimens before us do not seem to indicate so great a diversity in size as exists among some large Gulls. The difference in the length of the longest and shortest wings amounts to scarcely one inch. The bill, however, varies greatly in size and proportions. The character of the changes of plumage is much that of argentatus, but the two birds may be distinguished by their bills. Without an undoubted young californicus, we cannot institute a comparison; but the differences will doubtless be those of smaller size, much weaker bill, and, probably, lighter colors generally.

Bruch is greatly in error in saying that this species is “not larger than L. zonorhynchus.” We see little grounds for the assertion of Bonaparte, that it is “intermediate between Laroides argentatoides and Larus zonorhynchus.” Bonaparte's diagnosis is otherwise very accurate.

I have quoted with a query, as synonyms of this species, the names of the large, dark Asiatic bird, considered as distinct by Bonaparte, but which Schlegel unhesitatingly assigns here. I have never had an opportunity of examining a specimen from that locality; but judging from descriptions, the bird is exceedingly closely related to, if not identical with, the present.

Larus Californicus, Lawr.

California Gull.

Laroides californicus, Br., Cons. Av. ii, 1856, 226.
Larus delawarensis var. californicus, Cokes, Key, 1872, 313.

Diag. Larus pedibus fusco-olivaceis, renige primo lati spatio apicali albo.

Hab.—Pacific coast of North America. California. Interior of Arctic America, on the great lakes and rivers.

Note.—Believing that I may have been hasty in reducing this supposed species, in the Key, to a variety of delawarensis, I shall here treat it as distinct, at the same time urging the probability that it will be found to intergrade completely with that species.

Bill moderately stout and strong, the angle well developed; varying considerably in size, larger than in delawarensis, sometimes nearly equaling that of argentatus in size. Tarsus equal to or slightly longer than the middle toe and claw.
**Larus Californicus, Californian Gull.**

Adult, summer plumage.—Bill chrome-yellow, tinged with greenish; a vermillion spot on lower mandible at angle; a black spot just above, forming, with a very small black spot on the upper mandible, an imperfect transverse band. Feet dusky, bluish-green, the webs lighter. Mantle pearl-blue, much as in *brachyrhynchos*, lighter than in *canus* (Linn.), perhaps slightly darker than in *argentatus*. Primaries: bases of all light bluish-white, internally almost white, especially on the outer, and of great extent on all; first with a white space at the end for about two inches, rather further on the outer than inner web, the shaft white along the white portion of the feather; second with a white spot near the end on the whole of the inner and most of the outer web, divided by the black shaft; tips of all white; black forming merely a narrow subterminal band on the sixth. Tips of inner primaries white, as are also the tips of the secondaries and tertials, the line of demarcation between the white and the blue of the mantle pretty distinct.

Adult, breeding plumage.—Eyelids bright saffron-yellow. Upper mandible bright chrome, the greater part of the lower vermillion, the rest chrome. Gape of mouth deep crimson.

Adult, winter plumage.—Bill dully colored. Head and neck behind streaked and mottled with dusky.

**Nearly mature.**—As in the preceding. Tail with an imperfect subterminal black bar. Seme of the feathers of the upper parts edged with gray. White space at end of first primary crossed by a transverse black bar; no spot on second primary.

Young.—Bill yellowish flesh-color, black on the terminal half. Head, neck, rump, wing-coverts, tertials and secondaries, mottled with dusky. Primaries and tail uniformly brownish-black, scarcely lighter at the tips. Back as in the adults, but the feathers with grayish edges.

**Dimensions.**—Length, 20 inches; wing, 15 to 16; bill, 1.60 to 1.90; depth at eminence symphysis, 0.56; tarsus, 2 to 2.25; middle toe and claw, about the same.

A very full series of this species in the collection, embracing specimens in every stage of plumage, except that of the young-of-the-year, enables us to give full diagnoses of the different ages, and to present its variations. The latter, as regards size, and especially the size and shape of the bill, are very great, equaling, if not exceeding, those of any other species. In the smallest specimen before me the wing, bill, and tarsus, measure, respectively, 14.25, 1.65, and 2.15; in the largest, 16.75, 2.20, and 2.60, making the difference in these parts 2.50, 0.55, and 0.40 inches, respectively. Yet with these variations it is not difficult to recognize the species. The bill is larger than in *delawarensis* or variety *Bruchii*, and has seldom or never the perfect black band near the tip; the upper parts are darker than in either, and the character of the primaries is quite different, in the long, white space on the first, instead of a white subterminal spot. From *oecidentalis* it may always be known by its much less robust and deep bill, with lighter upper parts, and the light bases of the primaries. Though usually considerably smaller, with a smaller, weaker bill than in *argentatus*, mature birds from high latitudes sometimes approach or nearly equal the latter in size, and one specimen before us has actually a larger bill than in one nudated *argentatus*. But the darker upper parts of *californicus*, and the very different character of the primaries, both basally and terminally, separate the two without difficulty.

The first primary of this species, though white for about two inches in mature birds, has, perhaps usually, a narrow, irregular, black band across one or both webs, near the end, dividing the white into a subterminal spot and broad tip. The shaft is always white along the white portion of the feather. The spot on the second primary sometimes extends only on the inner webs; the shaft is always wholly black. The shafts of all the primaries are white at the white tips. The orange eyelids and crimson gape are retained only for a short time during the breeding season. In winter the head and neck are streaked with dusky.

The type-specimen of *californicus*, kindly furnished for examination by Mr. Lawrence, is moulding, and some of the primaries are not fully grown out. The white apical space on the first primary is crossed by a narrow, transverse, black bar. A large series of skins, however, demonstrates that the black bar is soon resolved into two spots, or indentations, on the edges of the feather, and then quite disappears, leaving the primary purely and uninterruptedly white at its tip for about two inches.

**Synonymy.**—I incline to the opinion that *californicus* is not the first designation of this species, believing that *argentalooides* of Richardson (1851) was based upon it. Very numerous specimens of a Gull from the interior of Arctic America are doubtless of the species which Richardson calls *argentalooides*. Their size is somewhat greater than that of typical examples from California, though no more so than might be expected from their more northern habitat; and they are a shade lighter in the color of the man-ls, but otherwise so entirely similar to *californicus* proper that they were unhesitatingly referred to the latter species by both Prof. Baird and myself. The only real discrepancy to be reconciled in Richardson's description is the statement that the legs are "flesh-colored," those of the true *californicus* being of a dusky olivaceous, with chrome-yellow webs, much as in *delawarensis*. In this respect, as well as in a less powerful
organization, weaker bill, &c, it shows an evident approach to the "Mew Gulls" (delawarensis, canus, &c), and apparently connects the latter group with larger herring-Gulls with flesh-colored feet. But the liability to error in giving the colors of the feet, &c, of water birds, is very great; Mr. Lawrence himself (B. N. A. p. 846) stating that the legs are "flesh-colored," although their tint was correctly given by him when introducing the species.

For a more extensive discussion of the point, I refer to my paper in the Philadelphia Academy "Proceedings." While it is probable that Richardson's name refers to the species described by Mr. Lawrence, I by no means insist upon this identification, nor would wish to supersede the name californicus.

Comparison of L. californicus with the European L. argentatus.—The terminal markings of the primaries of the two are identical, and in size the species are not very dissimilar. The color of the feet is strikingly diverse (dusky greenish in californicus; flesh-colored in argentatus); and the pictures of the bases of the primaries very different, as follows: In californicus the bluish color is very light in tint, in fact almost white terminally; extends very far along the feathers (especially on the first quill), its edge parallel with the rhachis for nearly its whole length, and then it turns suddenly off at an acute angle, running up nearly as far on the edge as in the centre of the inner vane of the feather. In argentatus the color is but little, if any, lighter than the mantle; it extends along the feather with an outline oblique to the shaft; runs up much further in the centre of the inner web than along its edge, along which latter the black descends a little way as a narrow marginal line. In californicus the line of demarcation of the two colors is much more trenchantly marked than it is in argentatus.

LARUS DELAWARENSIS, Ord.

Ring-billed Gull


Larus canus, Br., Syn. 1824, 253. Not of authors.

Larus zonorhynchus, RICH., F. B. A. ii, 1831, 421.—NEUT, Man. ii, 1834, 390.—AUD., Orn. Bog. iii, 1835, 85; v, 1839, 658; pl. 214; Syn. i-3, 327; B. Am. vii, 1844, 122; pl. 416.—GIR., B. L. L. 1844, 300.—BR., Comptes Rendus, 1856, 771; Comsp. Av. ii, 1856, 224.—BLAS., J. F. O. 1855, 360.

Larus zonorhynchus var. beculi, Br., Cons. ii, 1856, 224.

Larus zonorhynchus var. mexicanus, Br., Cons. ii, 1856, 224.


Garrina zonorhynchus, Br., Naum. iv, 1854, 202.—BRUC., J. F. O. 1855, 282.

Garrina beculi, Br., Naum. iv, 1854, 202.—BRUC., J. F. O. 1855, 282.

Diag. L. rostro triangulari, pallio cervico-plexore, renigii primo spatii subapicali albo, tarso digito medio longiore.

Hab.—North America generally; throughout the interior as well as coastwise. Cuba (CAB., J. F. O. v, 236).

Adult in summer.—Bill rather stout, as long as the middle toe and claw; the upper mandible considerably convex at the end; under mandible much thickened at the angle, which is prominent; the outline from base to angle, and from angle to tip, both concave. Middle toe and claw scarcely more than three-fourths the tarsus. Bill greenish-yellow, at tip chrome, encircled at the angle with a broad band of black. Legs and feet dusky bluish-green. Mantle light pearl-blue, fading into white at the ends of the secondaries and tertials, the line of demarcation indistinct. Primaries: first black, the basal portion of the inner web very light bluish-white, almost pure, with a spot of white about 1.5 inches long near the end, of equal extent on both webs, divided by the black shaft; second with a small white spot on the inner web, and the inner web whitish at base for a longer distance; the whitish of the bases of the primaries regularly increases inward and the black decreases, until on the sixth it is merely a transverse bar. Apex of first primary black, of others white, the spot being very minute on the second, and gradually increasing; seventh and innermost primaries without any black, like the secondaries.

Adult in winter.—As in summer, but the head and neck behind spotted (not streaked nor mottled) with dusky.

Young, first winter.—Upper parts irregularly mottled with dusky brown and the pearl-
bime of the adults, the wing coverts being almost entirely dusky, with lighter margins to the feathers. Head, neck, and under parts, mottled with white and dusky. Primaries uniformly black; secondaries with a patch of brownish-black near the ends; tertials wholly brownish-black, narrowly tipped with whitish. Tail with a broad, subterminal band of black, narrowly tipped with white. Terminal half of bill black, the extreme tip yellowish.

Young-of-the-year in August.— Everywhere mottled thickly with brownish-black, on the upper parts the feathers with yellowish-white edges, the pearl-blue of the adults scarcely apparent, except on the wing-coverts. Terminal two-thirds of bill with the tip black, the rest light flesh-color. Other parts as in the preceding.

*Dimensions.*—Length, 19.75; extent, 43.50; wing, 14.75; bill above, 1.70; gape, 2.30; height at nostril, 0.45; at angle, 0.50; tarsus, 2.05; middle toe, 1.80.

The anatomical characters of this species do not differ in any notable degree from those of *L. smithsonianus*, already fully described.

Although of about the same size as *L. canus*, this species may readily be distinguished from it. It is rather larger; the bill, somewhat longer, is much more robust, the angle much more strongly developed, and are both mandibles crossed by a well-defined bar near the angle, wanting in *canus*. The upper parts are very decidedly lighter, being a very light pale blue, instead of darker bluish-gray. The characters of the primaries are quite different. In *delawarensis* the bases of the primaries are very light bluish-white, on the first almost pure white, and extending to within three inches of the tip of the second. In *canus* the light bases of the feathers are very much more restricted, the difference especially conspicuous on the second primary, the color of the bases bluish-gray, scarcely lighter than the back. The subterminal spots on the first and second primaries in *delawarensis* are small, divided by the black shaft, and not longer on the outer than on the inner vane, while in *canus* the spots are nearly twice as large; that on the first longer on the outer than on the inner vane, and not divided by the black shaft. *Canus* has, moreover, a spot on the third primary, wanting in *delawarensis*.

The relationship of this species to the *L. brachyrhynchos* of Richardson will be found discussed under the head of the latter. There is no other North American Gull with which the present requires comparison.

This species, in common with others of the genus, varies very considerably in size. The difference in the length of wing and tarsus of the largest and smallest specimen before us amounts to a full inch in the former, and 0.35 of an inch in the latter. The longest tarsus measures 2.25, the shortest 1.90. The difference in the bills is considerable. The smallest specimen before me is an adult female from Laramie River; the largest a young bird of the year from Labrador. Both Bonaparte and Bruch present a species or variety in their monographs, distinguished from *zonorrhynchus* by its larger size, more robust bill, &c. An adult winter specimen before me, from Nebraska, differs in these and some other respects from the ordinary standard. The bill is every way larger and stouter, the culmen, terminally more convex, the eminences symphysiae larger, and generally developed. The head and neck are streaked rather than spotted with dusky, and the first primary has a more decidedly white apex. The chord of the culmen measures 1.75; height of bill at nostril, 0.55; at eminence symphysiae, hardly greater. The wing is 15.25 inches from the carpal joint. The feet are not larger nor stouter than average of *delawarensis*. A second specimen, from the interior of Arctic America, a little surpasses these measurements, being so large that it would be taken at first sight for *californicus*, but for the ring around the bill and the different pattern of the primaries. Without feeling assured that these specimens constitute even a decided variety, I present the above considerations to show how greatly the species may vary in size, and to indicate exactly in what consists this species or variety of the authors quoted.

Although the present is a marked and well-characterized species, there has been considerable confusion respecting it, occasioned by its being confounded by some authors with the European *canus*, and by others, and the greater majority, with the *canus* of Richardson, which is the succeeding species. It may therefore be well to trace its history from the beginning.

In 1815 a "Tooth-billed Gull" (*L. delawarensis*) is characterized by Ord, in Guthrie's Geography, as above. This, as Mr. Lawrence has shown, can be no other than the present bird. "His account of the measurements and coloration agrees precisely with the adult *L. zonorrhynchus*, the only character to reconcile is the toothed bill. This I consider as a possible malformation, or probably an accidental toothing, caused by its being worn in some particular mode of feeding."—(Lawr.) In an adult and very old bird before us, the culmen along its entire length is jagged and irregularly serrate. This same feature along the commissure would produce precisely the "Tooth-billed Gull" of Ord. Various malformations actually occur along the commissure of a *Larus accidentalis*, now before us, thus proving that the character is entirely accidental and not confined to a single species, and fully confirming the position assumed by Lawrence. *Delawarensis* being undoubtedly, therefore, the present species, is the first distinctive appellation, and must take priority over the more usual name of *zonorrhynchus* Richardson.
Bonaparte, in his Synopsis, presents the species under the name of "L. canus Linnæus." The description is that of an immature bird, in which the primaries have not yet attained their white tips. The measurement, "tarsus a little more than two inches," excludes the brachyrhynchus Richardson, to which the description might otherwise apply.

The species was definitely characterized by Richardson in 1831, under the name zonorhynchus, and separated from the brachyrhynchus of that author. This name was in almost universal employ, until Mr. Lawrence showed that it had not rightful priority. But authors have greatly erred in assigning as synonyms of this species canus and brachyrhynchus of Richardson, the former being the adult and the latter the young of a very different species. Neither is this species the "L. canus from North America of authors," as stated by Bonaparte, which citation is only referable to the succeeding species. A fuller elucidation of these names will be found under head of L. brachyrhynchus.

The Ring-billed Gull is more generally distributed throughout the interior than the Herring Gull, occurring on the larger waters of the Missouri region, and elsewhere. It migrates through the interior, up the Mississippi, as well as along the coast. Prof. Snow does not give it in his Kansas List, but in my copy received from him I find a penciled note of its occurrence at Lawrence in April, 1873. This was the Gull I oftenest observed in Northern Dakota; I found it in large numbers in September, on Lake River, a tributary of the Souris; and again in September of the following year on the Upper Missouri, in company with Herring Gulls. They were mostly young birds, apparently hatched not far off. Along the Atlantic coast I have traced the bird from Labrador to the Carolinas, finding it numerous in the former locality in summer, with Herring and Black-backs. It winters abundantly on the coast of the Middle States; I saw it constantly during two winters over the harbor of Baltimore, where it flies among the shipping with Bonaparte's Gull and several kinds of Terns.

LARUS CANUS VAR. BRACHYRHYNCHUS, (Rich.) Cones.

American Mew Gull.

a. canus.


Laroides canus, Breih., V. D. 1831, 751.

Gavia cana et Glauca canus, Bruch.


Larus hyperboreus, Gm., Syst. Nat. i, 1788, 596 (Gavia hyperbora, Briss., Orn. 1760, 180, pl. 16, f. 2).—Gray, Gen. of B. iii, 1849, 654.—Be., Conspl. ii, 1856, 223.

Larus cyanorhynchus, Mey. & Wolf, Tasch. ii, 1810, 490.

"Larus cyanopus, Bechst."

Larus procollaeus (partim), Bechst., Orn. Tasch. 1802, 373; Naturg. Deut. iv, 647.

Laroides procollaeus, Breih., V. D. 1831, 750.

Laroides canescens, Breih., V. D. 1831, 753.

b. niveus.


Larus heinei, Homeyer, Naum. 1853, 129.

"Gavia heini, Bruch, J. f. O. 1855, 283 (partim)."

Larus canus, Be., Conspl. ii, 1856, 223 (partim).—Schl., Reise, 511.

Larus kamtschaticus, Br., R. and M. Z. vii, 1856, 16.

Gavia citirrostris, Bruch, (partim).
c. brachyrhynchos.

*Larus canus*, Rich., F. B. A. ii, 1831, 420 (adult); not of authors.—Nutt., Man. ii, 1834, 300.


*Larus canus var. brachyrhynchos*, Coues, Key, 1872, 313.


Note.—The foregoing synonymy is based upon the consideration that there are three recognizable varieties, but not species, of the *canus* group: 1. The typical European bird. 2. The larger and perhaps otherwise distinguished bird of Asia, *L. canus major* of Middendorff and Schlegel (see Blas., J. f. O. 1865, 336). 3. The North American bird, of which the adult as *canus*, and the young as *brachyrhynchos*, were described by Richardson, and subsequently as *Rissa septentrionalis* (adult) and *L. suckleyi* (juvenile) by Lawrence. We have here only to do with the latter.

**Var. BRACHYRHYNCHUS, (Rich.) Coues.**

**Diag.** *L. canus* (*Europe*) similis; minor, rostro breviore, culmine magis concavo, patello dilutio, tarso vic longiore quam digitum medium cum ungue.

**Hab.**—Interior of Arctic America, and Pacific coast generally. Not authenticated as occurring on the Atlantic coast.

**Sp. ch.** Bill small, somewhat stout for its length, much shorter than the head or tarsus. Upper mandible straight to the end of the nostrils, moderately convex to the tip, rather more so than in *canus*. Angle of lower mandible pretty well developed, comparatively more so than in *canus*; the lower outline considerably concave posterior to it, somewhat so before it. Commissure about straight to near the tip. Tarsus and middle toe and claw about equal, the former but little if any longer than the latter.

*Adult in summer.*—Bill bluish-green, its terminal third bright yellow. Legs and feet dusky bluish-green, the webs yellowish. Mantle light grayish-blue or dark pearl-blue, a shade lighter than in *canus*, much darker than in *delawarensis*. Primaries: the bluish-gray bases rather lighter than in *canus*, much darker than in *delawarensis*, but fading into nearly pure white on all but the first at the juncture with the black portion; these bluish-gray bases of the feathers extend toward the ends much further than in *canus*, as far as in *delawarensis* and, as in that species, on the second, third, and fourth, extend further along the central portions of the inner web than at the edges, so that they are bordered for some distance with the black of the terminal portions of the feathers. The black takes in the outer web of the first primary and nearly the whole of the inner, but rapidly becomes narrower, till it is merely a subterminal transverse bar on the sixth. The seventh has frequently a spot of black on one or both webs. First, with a large white spot near the end two inches long, longer on the outer than on the inner web, not divided by the black shaft, the tip of the feather black; second, with a similar spot, but smaller, not longer on the outer than on the inner web, and divided by the black shaft; the extreme apex white, as are the apices of all the other primaries except the first.

*Adult, high breeding plumage.*—Eyelids, ocular region, and gape of mouth, bright orange-yellow, which color extends over the tip and cutting edges of the bill. The green of the bill with a peculiar hoary glanscence. Legs and feet bluish-green, the webs bright gamboge-yellow. Otherwise as in the preceding stage.

*Adult in winter.*—Head and neck all round, with the upper part of the breast, mottled with dusky.

**Approaching maturity.**—Head and neck faintly mottled. Primaries brownish-black, without decided white tips; the spots on the first and second restricted. Tertiaries with a dusky spot on each web near the end. Tail with a more or less perfect subterminal band.

*Young, first winter.*—Bill, basally, flesh-color; black on the terminal half. Legs and feet light yellowish. Head, neck, rump, and whole under parts, mottled irregularly with dusky. Back as in the adult, but the feathers with grayish edgings. Wing-coverts, secondaries, and tertials, dusky; darkest on the latter; all with light edgings. Primaries uniform brownish-black, without white spots, tips, or lighter bases. Tail almost entirely brownish-black, with a narrow border of white.

*Young in August.*—Bill and legs as in the preceding. Everywhere whitish-gray; the white of the under parts appearing as mottling, and the blue of the upper parts as irregular patches. Otherwise as in the preceding.

**Dimensions.**—Length, 17.50; extent, 42; wing, 13.75; bill above, 1.40; gape, 2; width
at nostrils, 0.25; height, 0.35; height at angle, 0.35; tarsus, and middle toe and claw, 1.80.

The variations in size presented by this species, though considerable, are not greater than those of others of the genus. The difference in the lengths of the wing, tarsus, and bill, of the largest and smallest specimens before me, amounts to, respectively, 1.20, 0.30, and 0.20 inches. There is a considerable difference also in general size, which, however, is not always accompanied with corresponding discrepancies in length of bill and feet, small birds having sometimes longer bills and tarsi than those which surpass them in total length; the indefinite character of these variations showing pretty conclusively that they are those of a single species. As might be expected, adult birds, as a general rule, are larger, with longer and stouter bills than the young. As will be seen in the diagnosis, during the breeding season the bill, mouth, eyelids, and feet, become very highly colored, although the bright tints are retained for only a short time. There may also be sometimes detected a faint rosy blush on the under parts during this season. In adult birds the markings of the primaries are very constantly preserved. The relative proportions of the tarsus and toes vary a little, but the former never greatly exceeds the latter in length, as is always the case with canus and zonorhynchus.

I have before me the type-specimen of Richardson's Larus brachyrhynchus—the original of his description in the Faun. Bor. Am.—"a female, killed on the 23d of May, 1826, at Great Bear Lake." "Some brown markings on the tertials, primary coverts, and bastard wing, with an imperfect subterminal bar on the tail, point it out as a young bird, most probably commencing its second spring." The specimen in question is labeled in a handwriting unknown to me, "G, May 23, 1826, Great B ar Lake," and corresponds in every detail with Richardson's description, so there can be no doubt of its identity. This author, in drawing up his diagnosis of the species from a young bird, fell into the error of saying "remigilus apicze concoloribus," whereas in the adult the primaries are as broadly white tipped as in other species. In this type-specimen the bill is very small, bearing perhaps less than the average even of young birds, but in other specimens before me it is quite as short.

This is the North American representative of the European canus, but is varietally distinct in the following features: The tarsus little if any longer than the middle toe and claw, instead of being a fourth longer. The bill is shorter and smaller in all its proportions, with a rather more convex culmen and less developed eminence. The bluish bases of the primaries are much lighter, fading nearly into white at their junction with the black portion; extend for a greater distance along the feathers, and run up further in the centre than along the edge of the inner vane. The average size of the bird is less, and the color of the mantle rather lighter.

The differences between this species and delawarensis, the only other American species which it at all resembles, are so palpable that a detailed comparison is scarcely necessary.

**Synonymy.**—Much confusion prevails in the synonymy of this species, for which there is really no occasion, as it is perhaps the most thoroughly marked of all our North American species. Most authors present it as a synonym of zonorhynchus (delawarensis); and in addition several nominal species must be referred to it. The difficulty doubtless originated in the reference by some of Larus canus "Linn.," of Richardson to the true European canus, and by others to the zonorhynchus Richardson. Brachyrhychus Richardson being founded upon an immature bird naturally excited suspicion as to its validity, heightened by the fact that Richardson himself expresses doubts of its distinction from his canus.

The proper location of Larus niveus Pallas is a point upon which authors widely differ. Bonaparte considers it as a valid species. Cassin queries it as a synonym of occidentalis Audubon. Bruch, and following him Lawrence, consider it as a Bissa, identifying it with brachyrhynchus* Gonld (not of Richardson). I see nothing in Pallas' description or plate which renders its reference to the large Asiatic form of canus inadmissible. The plate, it is true, shows no subterminal spots on the primaries, but this is contradicted by the text, which says that the bird is in this respect "entirely like the preceding," which is L. cachinnans Pallas, a species the description of whose primaries shows it to be not essentially diverse from brachyrhynchus Richardson. The measurements given are those of an adult brachyrhynchus. The doubt involved appears to be this. Pallas' bird is from Kamtschatka, and is doubtless the species described by Middendorff as L. canus major (Siberische Reise, Birds, p. 213). The question then really hinges upon the identity or distinction of the Asiatic and American bird. The former, according to Middendorff, is larger than canus, having a bigger bill, while the American bird is as much smaller and weaker billed. But it appears that there is in Siberia, &c., a distinct variety, larger than the standard European canus, just as there is in North America one smaller than the latter. In view of these considerations there seems to be no doubt that niveus Pallas is the larger form, which I recognize as L. canus var. niveus.

*For discussion of this view see below, under head of Bissa brachyrhynchus.
Bonaparte, in his Conspicua, places his own Gavia or Larus kantschatokensis as a synonym of nieve Pallas, and also quotes with a query the Gavia citrirostris Bruch, a species founded upon Larus citrirostris Schleiper. Bruch says that kantschatokensis is an "undoubted synonym" of his [Bruch's] citrirostris. Upon the authority, then, of these writers, their species are reduced to the nieve Pallas.

In 1851 Richardson gives as species of North American "Mew Gulls," canus "Lium," and zonorhynchus and brachyrhynchus Richardson. The error here is in giving canus identical with that of Europe, and in separating brachyrhynchus from it; a mistake magnified by nearly all authors, considering all three names as referring to a single species, zonorhynchus. Canus of Nuttall's Manual (1834) is the same as that of Richardson; canus of Bonaparte's Synopsis (1828) is the delawarensis.

Examination of the type-specimens of Larus suckleyi and Rissa septentrionalis of Lawrence, and comparison of them with the type of L. brachyrhynchus Richardson, shows all three to be identical. Most of the specimens of "suckleyi" are immature, and agree in the minutest particulars with Richardson's type. The type of Rissa septentrionalis is quite mature, and agrees entirely with the large series of skins from the interior of Arctic America, representing what Richardson called "canus." In this connection it is due to Mr. Lawrence to state that at the time of the founding of his species he had not Richardson's type to guide him; and as "brachyrhynchus Rich." had always been quoted (though erroneously) as the young zonorhynchus, he was obliged to take for granted existing opinions on the subject.

It is probable that the species sometimes reaches the Missouri region, but I have never seen it there, nor indeed anywhere, alive.

Subgenus Blasipus, Bp.

= Larus, Cass., III. 1853, 28. (L. heermanni.)
= Adelars, Bruch, J. F. O. 1853, 106; 1855, 278.
= Leucopheus, Brp., Consip. ii. 1856, 231 (type scorebyi, Trail).

Bill shorter than head or tarsus, rather slender, moderately compressed, the tip rather acute; its color red in part in the adult. Folded wings reaching beyond the tail. Tail of moderate length, even, slightly emarginate in the young. Feet rather large. Tarsus equal to the middle toe and claw. General colors dark; tail mostly blackish.

This section scarcely differs in form from Larus proper, and is only worth recognition as a convenient means of grouping certain species which differ from ordinary Lar in the pattern of coloration, being mostly dark colored, with black or largely dark tail, and not showing the usual "mantle" contrasted with pure white.

Bonaparte's Conspectus recognizes three species of Blasipus as restricted: heermanni (type), bridgesi (modestus Tschudi), and crassirostris. He, however, has another "genus" Leucophus, in which he places scorebyi Trail (hannatorhynchus King), fuliginosus Gould, and belcheri Vigors. The first two of these I have never seen; the first is said to be peculiar in the detail of its bill; belcheri has a bill much stouter than that of heermanni.

LARUS (BLASIPUS) HEERMANNI, Cass.

Heermann's White-headed Gull.

Larus (Blasipus) heermanni, Scl. & Salv., P. Z. S. 1871, 574, ann fig.
Adelars heermanni, Bruch, J. F. O. 1853, 107; 1855, 379.
Lars belcheri, SchL, Mm. P. B. Lari, p. 9, part. (Unites several species.)
Larus (Blasipus) belcheri, Cous, Key, 1872, 314, excl. syn. fuliginosus Gould. (Nec Vig.)

Diag. Adultus plumbo-chistaces subitus dilutior, capite sensibus albo, caudâ totâ migrante, albo-terminali, testicibus superiouribus albicantibus; remigibus caudâ concoloribus, prima- rius interioribus secondariisque albo-terminatis, rostro plueroque rubro, pelvis rutbro-nigricantibus. Long. tot. sesquiped.; al. 14 pol.; caud. 5; rostri culm. 1.75; tars. 2.25; Junior: ait similis, sed obscurior, capite fuscâ-variegato, rostro viro incarnato, apice nigro. Juvenis: minor; corpore toto capite fuliginoso, minus minueo albo variegato, remigii et testicibus variis albo-terminatis, rostro magna ex parte nigro.

Hab.—Pacific coast of North America, British Columbia to Panama.

Adult, breeding plumage.—Bill bright vermillion red, black for its terminal third, sometimes wholly red; a red ring around eye. Head white; this color gradually merging
on the neck into plumose ash, which extends over the whole under parts, being lighter on the abdomen and under tail-coverts than elsewhere. The back is deep plumose slate, lighter on the rump. Upper tail-coverts clear ashy. Upper surfaces of wings like the back; the primaries black; the tips of all, except the two or three outer ones, narrowly white. Tail black, narrowly tipped with white. Legs and feet reddish-black.

Young of the year.—Smaller than the adult. Bill and feet brownish-black. Entire plumage deep sooty or fuliginous blackish; all the feathers, but especially those of the back and upper wing-coverts, edged with grayish-white. Primaries and secondaries black, as in the adults, with only traces of white tips on the former. Tail black, very narrowly tipped with dull white.

Immature.—Considerably larger than the above-described adult, the length being from 18 to 21 inches. Bill as in the adult. Head all round, and the throat, mottled with brownish-black and dull white, the latter color predominating on the forehead and throat. Upper tail-coverts lighter than in the adult, and the white tips of the tail-feathers broader; otherwise generally as in the adult, but with all the colors rather deeper.

**Dimensions.**—"Length, about 17.50; wing, 13.50; tail, 5.50." (No. 55297, Isabella Island, adult): Length of skin, 18.50; wing, 14; tail, 5.75; bill along culmen, 1.80; along gape, 2.40; depth at base, 0.55; at angle, about the same; tarsus, 2.20; middle toe and angle of a little less. (No. 30918, Guatemala, young): Wing, 12.25; tail, 4.75; bill along culmen, 1.60; depth at base, 0.50; at angle, 0.45; tarsus, 1.90. Length of some skins up to about 20 inches.

This species varies materially in size, though not beyond the usual limits in this family. The figures given above are near the extremes I have observed. At first the bird is a nearly uniform smoky-brown all over, with blackish quills and tail-feathers, usually varied with whitish edgings of the feathers of the upper parts, particularly those of the scapulars and wing-coverts. The bill is pale, with a dark tip. This stage gives way to a slaty plumage, paler below, with the ends of the secondaries and the upper tail-coverts growing more and more pale ashy, the tail acquiring a whitish tip, the head mottled with fuscous or whitish, and the bill reddening. With the clearing of all these colors, the head grows pure white, gradually shading into the slaty-ash of the upper parts. The feet appear to be always blackish. The first and final stages are excellently well marked, according to Mr. Cassin's plate, and the same with each other.

This species seems to me to be thoroughly established. Soon after its original description Mr. Lawrence noted some similarity of its characters to the description of *Larus belcheri*, Vigors, and likewise of *Larus fuliginosus*, Gould, suggesting a probable identity. Prof. Schlegel went further, unhesitatingly uniting the three, an error that I unfortunately adopted in the "Key" being at that time without the means of satisfying myself. Latterly Messrs. Salter and Salvin have unrelieved the synonymy of these and some allied species, showing that they are perfectly distinct. I have lately gone over the Smithsonian series, in company with Mr. Salvin, finding the specimens, as far as they go, to verify all the points given in the paper just referred to. *L. fuliginosus*, said to be only from the Galapagos, I have not seen; the specimens before me are of *Lactarius, heermanni*, and *belcheri*. The latter are labeled by Mr. Cassin "L. fuliginosus Gould," and are referred to in his Ornithology of the United States Exploring Expedition, 1838-42, pp. 767, 768, "belcheri." An old specimen Gumbert, is referred to *belcheri* by Mr. Cassin, who states that he has seen "heermanni," apparently Mr. Peale's original identification; whereas Mr. Salvin points out to me that the birds are neither *fuliginosus* nor *heermanni*; but *belcheri* Vigors. This wrong labeling, which I had no reason to suspect, was what threw me off the scent altogether. Granting these specimens to be *belcheri*, they are altogether different from *heermanni*, as claimed by Messrs. Salter and Salvin. They are much larger; the bill and feet, in particular, are very much larger and stouter; the mantle, instead of being slaty-gray, is of a blackish-slate, much as in *L. dominicanus*. Most of the upper parts, and the upper tail-coverts and ends of the secondaries, are ashy white. The tail, instead of being black, white-tipped, may be better described as white, with a broad, black subterminal bar—indeed the outer web of the outer feather is entirely white; the black bar on the inner web of this feather is only about an inch broad, and on the middle feathers is only about half as broad as the tail is long. The bird is not a "white-headed" Gull at all, having a dark hood like the mantle. I also verified the curious restriction of the frontal auta, as figured by the authors just mentioned. Wing, 14.25; tail, 5.50; bill along culmen, 2; its depth at angle, 0.70; the angle well defined, the tip obtuse, the whole bill very stout; depth at base, about the same as at angle; tarsus, 2.40. The bill in its present state is light colored, with a dark subterminal zone, and the tarsi are rather light, but the bird has been dried many years (described from No. 15693 Callao, Peru). No. 15692, from the same locality, is altogether similar. No. 15513, from Orange Bay, Terra del Fuego, is a very young bird, in the smoky-brown state of plumage, like that of *heermanni*, but very extensively varied with whitish on the upper parts; and although so young, the tail is already whitening at the base. These three specimens are the basis of "heermanni" by Peale, 1848, nec King," and of "fuliginosus" Cassin, 1858, nec Gould."
As just stated, I have not seen the true fuliginosus Gould from the Galapagos. Sclater and Salvin describe the adult as "nearly uniform cinereous, with a well-marked blackish hood; the wing-primaries black; the tail cinereous, like the body, with the upper coverts grayish-white and the under coverts still paler; the tarsus, with the legs and feet black; the bill black, with the point of the upper mandible reddish." These features are strongly at variance with those of heermanni or belecheri. The young fuliginosus is stated to be "uniform, very similar to the corresponding stage of L. heermanni, but immediately recognizable by its much stouter bill."

Nor have I seen the L. scoresbyi (= heematorhynchus King), from Chile and southward, which the authors mentioned above in a different genus Leucophaeus, on account of the singular short, stout, obtuse and cariously wrinkled bill. It is stated to have a brown hood, when young, like L. belecheri, but to lose this when old. I should not be surprised if L. belecheri finally lost this hood, and in fact I consider the indications to be that way; but this would not invalidate its specific characters.

A fifth species of this group is the L. modestus of Tschudi (= bridgesi Fraser), from Peru and Chili. Of this I have before me a good example, No. 31977, from Chili, the basis of Mr. Cassin's notice in Gili's "U. S. Astron. Exp. p. 206. This is a "white-headed" Gull, with a general superficial resemblance to heermanni, though perfectly distinct, as it also is, according to Sclater and Salvin, who examined the type of "bridgesi," from L. fuliginosus. The head is white, shading into the clear, light plumbeous of the whole body (much lighter than in heermanni), and nearly uniform above and below. The tail and its coverts are like the body, with a rather narrow and not sharply-marked subterminal black bar. The primaries are black, with the innermost whitish tipped, and the secondaries are broadly white tipped. The bill and feet are wholly reddish-black. The bill is different in shape from that of any of the species here discussed, being much compressed, very slender, less deep at angle than at base, with an attenuated, decurved, and acute tip, bringing the point down to the level of the gonydeal angle. This is very peculiar, and reminds one of the shape in Chroicocephalus atricilla or Rissa triadactyla. Wing, 13; tail, 5; tarsus, 1.35; middle toe and claw, decidedly less; bill along culmen, 1.75; depth at base, 0.50; at angle, 0.40.

The following determinations, it will be observed, of the five species discussed, are substantially the same as those of Messrs. Sclater and Salvin, P. Z. S. 1871, 573 et seq.


3. L. heermanni, Cassin, as above.

—Pacific coast of America to British Columbia. Panama.


—Perm to the Magellan.


—Chile. Patagonia. Falklands.

Subgenus Rissa, Leach.

< L. Larys, Linn., Syst. Nat. 1758. (Gray.)

== Gavia, Boie, Isis, 1822, 503.

== Rissa, Leach, Stephen's Gen. Zool. xi, 1825, 180 (Larus rissa, Bruenn.)


== Pulicatorda, Reichenbach. (Sp.)

Gen. char. Of medium size. Bill rather short, stout, and little compressed at the
base, shorter than the head, equal to middle toe without the claw, longer than the tarsus; the tip decurved and attenuated; the convexity of culmen regular and gradual from base to tip; gonyx concave, in consequence of the great deflexion of the apex of lower mandible; outline of rami slightly concave; eminents synphysis well marked and acute, but not large. Wings very long, pointed, reaching beyond the tail; the primaries pointed, first longest. Tail moderately long; even; slightly emarginate in the young. Legs stout and short. Tarsus shorter than middle toe alone; anterior toes all long, and united by broad, full webs with unincised margins. Hallux rudimentary, or not well formed, the ungual phalanx being generally obsolete.

Anatomical characters.—Generally as in Larus, except those of the hallux.

A small genus, differing from Larus in few particulars: the attenuated, decurved shape of the bill and concave gonyx; the short tarsi; the pattern of coloration of the long, pointed wings; the full, rounded interdigital membranes; and especially the rudimentary character of the hallux of the typical species, readily distinguish it from Larus. The markings of the primary quills are different. The changes of plumage of the young, and the winter venture, are also characteristic.

In Larus tridactylus the two bones composing the hallux are very small, both together forming merely a knob on the metatarsus. The accessory metatarsal is a small, flat bone, scarcely longer than wide, with a rounded, thin, proximal extremity, lying in apposition, but icosely connected with the side of the metatarsus, and freely movable, being held only ligamentously. Its distal extremity is somewhat enlarged, and has a convex facet for articulation with the phalangeal segment. The latter is a short, irregularly-cylindrical ossicle, movably articulated by a circular, concave facet, with the accessory metatarsal. It tapers somewhat to a rather acute, free, distal extremity, over which the metatarsal skin is stretched. The ungual phalanx is obsolete in most instances, yet we occasionally find it bearing a well-formed claw.

There are but two species of this group satisfactorily determined. One is the common bird of the North Atlantic, which has a varietial representative in the North Pacific; the other is a very distinct species, confined to the last-mentioned region. They may be thus tabulated:

1. Feet dark; bill clouded with olivaceous. Bill, about 1.50 long; wing, 12.00.
   a. Hallux rudimentary, without a claw-bearing terminal phalanx................. TRIDACTYLYS.
   b. Hallux better formed, bearing a claw.................................................. var. kotzebui.

2. Feet coral red (drying yellow); bill clear yellow. Bill, about 1.20; wing, 13.00.................. BREVIROSTRIS.

It may be proper here to remark upon the bibliography of the species collectively, a point much needing of critical consideration. The synonymy of R. tridactyla is definite enough; we have only those of Rissa (i.e., the two forms of Rissa) to account for.

A close inspection of authors, I hope I have been able to prove, is in considering the Larus niveus of Pallas as a Rissa, and deducing therefrom a Rissa nivea to antedate and take the place of Rissa brachyrhyncha or Brandt's R. brevirostris. Then from the fact of the characters and relationships of these two very distinct northwestern species not being clearly understood, different authors have indiscriminately added the synonyms of both species for either of them, others often giving the synonyms of Kotzebui for what, according to their description, is the brevirostris, and vice versa. Quite recently the subject has been further complicated by the introduction of a Rissa septentrionalis, which is no Rissa, but a true Larus, and nothing more nor less than the lesser American Mew-Gull, the adult of which was described by Richardson in 1831 as L. canus, and the young as L. brachyrhynchus.

The whole matter may thus be summed up: There are on the northwest coast of North America two forms of Rissa (neither of which is L. niveus Pallas). The first of these is the representative of R. tridactyla, the proper name of which is (probably) Kotzebui. The other is a very different species, with a short, bright yellow bill, coral-red or orange-yellow feet; described by Brandt as L. brevirostris, and by Gould as Larus brachyrhynchus.

This is the gist of my views on the subject. The matter is more fully discussed under the heads of the two species.

**LARUS (RISSA) TRIDACTYLYS, Linn.**

The Common Kittiwake.

*Larus rissa,* BRÜNN., Orb. Bot. 1764, 42.—LINN., Syst. Nat. i, 1766, 224.—GM., Syst. Nat. i, 1758, 594.—LEACH, Cat. 1816, 40.—FLEM., Br. Av. 1828, 141.

*Laroides rissa,* BREHM, V. D. 1831, 755, pl. 37, f. 3.


garia tridactylus, Boie, Isis, 1822, 563.


Laroides brehim, V. D. 1831, 754.


Rissa brevice, Eyt., Cat. Br. B. 1836, 52.

Laroides minor, Brehm, V. D. 1831, 754.

Diag. L. pelidus sub-tridactylus, fusex, rostro flavo-viracoente.

Hab.—Arctic regions of both hemispheres. South in winter on the Atlantic coast to the Middle States.

Bill rather longer than the tarsus, about equal to the middle toe without the claw, stout at the base, tapering toward the tip, which is attenuated, acute, and decurved. Convexity of culmen regular from the base to the apex. Eminentia symphysis moderately developed, acute. Gouys concave, as are also the rami. Nostrils rather far forward, lateral, linear, direct. Feathers encroach far on the upper mandible, within a tenth of an inch of the nostrils, and meet over the culmen some distance in front of the base. Their extent on the sides of the lower mandible is much less, but between the rami they reach to the apex of the mental space, which is narrow and acute anteriorly. The formation of the palate as in Larus generally, but the ridges all broad and distinct, more thickly covered with larger papillae than in most species. Tongue large, fleshy, coroceans only for its anterior half. Wings very long and acute; first primary largest, second nearly equal to it, rest rapidly graduated. Tail rather long for this subfamily, perfectly square. Feet short and stout, the tarsus little compressed; the reticulations on its posterior aspect, as well as on the inferior surface of the toes, roughened and elevated into small conical papillae. The scutellation of the tarsus anteriorly breaks up into small polygonal reticulations some distance below the tibial-tarsal joint. Anterior toes all long; the interdigital webs broad, full, with unincised margins. Hallux typical of the genus. Claws short, stout, little arched, not very acute, absent on the hallux.

Adult, breeding plumage.—Color of bill light yellow, clouded with olivaceous. Head and neck all round, under parts and tail, pure white. Mantle rather dark brownish or cinereous-blue, the tertaries and secondaries of the same color nearly to their tips, which are white. Primaries: the first very light bluish-white, w-thout white apex, its outer web, and its inner web for about two inches from the tip, black; second like the first, but without the black enter web, its tip being black for nearly the same distance as the first, its apex with a minute white spot; on the third and fourth the black tips grow shorter, while the whites are more broadly white; this lessening of the black on each feather is exactly proportional to the shortening of the successive quills, causing the bases of all the black tips to be in the same straight line. A small triangular black spot is usually present on one or both webs, but is sometimes absent. Legs and feet dusky olive.

Adult in winter.—Occiput, nape behind, and sides of the breast, clouded over with the color of the back, deepening into slate over the auriculae. A very small but well-defined ante-ocular lunula. Otherwise as in summer.

Youag.—Bill black; an ante-ocular lunula, and a post-ocular spot, dusky slate. A broad transverse bar across the neck behind, the whole of the lesser and median wing-coverts, the bastard quills, the tertaries, except at their edges, and a terminal bar on
the tail, black. The outer four primaries with their outer webs, outer half of inner webs, and tips for some distance, black; the rest of the feathers pearly white. Tips only of the fifth and sixth black, their extreme apices with a white speck.

Dimensions.—Wing, 12.25; bill above, 1.40 to 1.50; along rictus, 2.10; height at base, 0.59; at angle, 0.40; tarsus, 1.30; middle toe and claw, 1.80.

Regarding so long and well known a species as the present, any further remarks upon its characters and relationships are unnecessary. Its principal synonyms are given in the preceding list. The relationships of the other North American species will be found discussed under their respective heads.

**Larus triadactylus var. kotzebui, (Bp.) Coues.**

(!) Rissa brachyrhyncha, Bruch, J. f. O. 1853, 103, sp. 31.
*Rissa nivea, Bruch, J. f. O. 1855, 245, sp. 36 (excl. syn. Eissa). Not Larus niveus, PAUL.***

"Rissa brevirostris, BRANDT," LAR., B. N. A. 1858, 855, partim. Sed non Brandtii, quae species sequens.

*Larus triadactylus var. kotzebui, COUES, Key, 1872, 314 (see COUES, Pr. Phila. Acad. 1869, 207, foot-note).—COUES, Elliot's Prybilov Islands, 1874, App. p. —

**Diag.** Rissa triadactyla similimus; non nisi hallucis magis explicato differt.

*Hub.*—The North Pacific, American and Asiatic.

There is no occasion to describe this form, because it is exactly the same as *R. triadactyla*, except in the singular character given in the diagnosis.

I have now a great number of specimens, enabling me to speak confidently of the bird. A part of the Kittiwakes from the North Pacific are not distinguished in any way from the common North Atlantic bird. Others have the hind toe as perfectly formed and proportionally as large as it is in any species of *Larus!* And there is a gradation up to this feature.

A specimen (No. 50197, September, 1867, Plover Bay) exhibits the extreme of this variation. The hallux is two-tenths of an inch long, and bears a perfect claw. In fact this bird is not "Rissa," but *Larus*, in respect of its feet.

It is certainly a singular fact, that while the Atlantic bird is not known to vary in this respect, the race inhabiting the North Pacific should exhibit the anomaly.

No comparison of this form with the succeeding species is required.

**Synonymy:**—In the next article some points will be discussed that have a bearing here also. I have now only to speak of the above-cited names. *R. brachyrhyncha, Bruch, 1:55, is to me doubtful; I scarcely know where to locate it; probably it comes here, rather than under the next head. Bruch's Rissa nivea (of 1:55) must fall here, because he says that it has the hind toe better developed; whereas it is his other species whereof he says "feet coral-red" (i. e. brevirostris). His species 36 therefore being thus kotzebui, he is wrong in adducing "brachyrhyncha Gould" as a synonym. Still, if reference to authors is allowed to override description as an index, R. nivea Bruch is the next species. *R. kotzebui* Bonaparte is diagnosticated much as above; no questions have arisen about it; Cassiu and I have used it in precisely its author's acceptance. The "R. brevirostris Brandt" of Lawrence is partly this species, partly the succeeding, as evident from his brief diagnosis ("hind toe better formed" = kotzebui; "feet coral-red" = brevirostris). But *R. brevirostris* Brandt is really the next species. I rather think that almost all, if not all, the various *Rissa* synonyms really go to the next species, and that Bonaparte alone, in his *R. kotzebui*, has exactly hit off the bird I am now defining; and at any rate no description that speaks of red or yellow legs—no matter what is said of the hind toe—can cohere here.

It will thus be seen that the views I printed in 1862, with an expressed doubt as to their entire accuracy, meet with confirmation; the only modification I offer is not believing in the permanent distinction of kotzebui and triadactyla, examination of many specimens having shown that but one of the supposed and accredited differences has any special significance, and that this one is inconsistent.

**Larus (Rissa) brevirostris, (Brandt) Coues.**

**Red-legged Kittiwake.**

(!) *Rissa nivea, Gray, Gen. of B. 1849, iii (sed non Larus niveus, PAUL.).—Br., Compt. Rend. xiii, 1856, 771.—LAR., B. N. A. 1858, 855 (descriptionem Laris brachyrhynchi Gouldii transcripta est)._—ELLiOT, Birds N. Am. pl. 54.

(1) Rissa brachyrhyncha, Bruch, J. f. O. 1653, 103. 

(Larus brevirostris, Coues, Key, 1872, 915; Elliot's Prybilov Islands (biography, &c.). 

1892.—Larus warnecki, Combe, R. Z. Z. 1899, 401. 

Diag. L. albus, pallio cinereo, pagonio externo et apice remigis 1st nigris, remigibus 3rd, 1st, 4th notae apicali cinerei, 5th vitiid nigrid et apice cinereo; rostro brevi, flavissimo, pedibus rubroflavosis. 

Hab.—North Pacific, both Asiatic and America. 

Sp. Cit. Adult, breeding plumage.—(No. 24296, Smithsonian Museum; from Kamtschatka, received from Mr. Gould.) Bill very short, stout, wide at the base, the upper mandible much curved, through not attenuated nor very acute. Converity of culmen very great toward the tip; the culmen being, from the nostrils to the apex, almost the arc of a circle, whose centre is the symphyseal eminence. Outline of rami of under mandible and gonyx both somewhat concave; the eminensia symphysis but slightly developed. Tarsus very short, hardly more than two-thirds the middle toe and claw. Wings exceedingly long, reaching, when folded, far beyond the tail. Tail of moderate length; even. 

Bill a uniform clear light straw-yellow, with no tinge of olivaceae (some specimens, however, are thus tinged). Head and neck all round, under parts and tail, pure white. Mantle deep leden or bluish-gray, much darker than in R. tridactyla; the color on the wings extending to within half an inch of the apices of the secondaries, which terminal half inch is white. Primaries: the first has its shaft and outer vane black, but has, on its inner vane and space of dull gray (not white), which at the base of the feather occupies nearly all the vane, but gradually grows narrower until it ends by a well-defined rounded termination half as broad as the vane itself, about 1/4 inches from the tip of the feather, these 2 1/2 inches being black, like the outer vane. Second: The outer vane is of the same leaden gray as the back, to within 4 inches of the tip; the inner vane is of a rather lighter shade of the same color, to within 3 inches of the tip, the gray ending abruptly, being in fact almost truncated. Third: Like the second, but the gray extends further, leaving only a space of 2 inches black; and the tip has also a minute apical gray spot. Fourth: Wholly bluish-gray to within 1 1/2 inches of the tip, which has a larger gray apical spot than has the third, so that the black is less than 1/2 inches long. Fifth: The gray extends so far that it is separated from the well-defined white apical spot by a band of black less than 1/4 inch wide. Sixth: Gray, fading into white at the tip, and with the black reduced to a small subapical spot on one or both webs; other primaries like the sixth, minus the black spot. (This "gray" of the primaries is the color of the mantle.) Legs and feet in the dried specimen clear straw-yellow (in life coral-red, especially the toes and web; the tarsi themselves not quite so bright). Claws black. 

Dimensions.—Bill, along culmen, 1.20 inches; along rictus, about 1.70; from nostril to tip, 0.60; depth at base, 0.60; width, 0.42; depth at symphyseal eminence, 0.42; wing, 13; tail, about 5; tarsus, 1.25; middle toe and claw, nearly 2; length of the whole bird, apparently about 14 inches. 

In the above specimen the feet are plain yellow; in one more recently obtained (No. 56056, St. George's Island, August 13, 1885—W. H. Dall) the toes and webs are coral, almost vermilion red; the tarsi nearly yellow, but apparently already faded somewhat. This bird agrees minutely with Gould's typical specimen; the bill, however, is a little more attenuated toward the tip, with less convexity of the culmen, and is clouded with olivaceae. It appears to be perfectly mature. I have since examined scores of specimens from the Prybilov Islands—they are all alike red-legged. 

I know of no species that resembles this one so intimately that detailed comparison is required for the separation of the present. The species is in fact one of the more strongly marked of the subfamily: The shape and color of the bill; the relative proportions and color of the feet; the dark mantle and peculiar picture of the primaries. stamp it with an individuality not easily overlooked or misunderstood. 

Young birds I have not seen; but I presume that the changes of plumage will be found correspondent with those of R. tridactyla. The bill may be black, very likely; there may be a bar of black on the wings, and another across the back of the neck; but this, if true, must be cautioned, is merely supposition on my part. Of the color of the feet of the young I prefer not to conjecture. 

So much has been said of the hind toe of Pacific Rissa that it is incumbent upon me to add my testimony in respect of this species in this particular. The hallux of R. brevirostris is not appreciably larger than that of tridactyla; it bears a minute, abortive black claw—a mere speck of corneous, as distinguished from cuticular; tissue. I should, not on this account, say that the hind toe was better developed than in R. tridactyla; but some authors may have done so, thus further entangling the Rissa question; for it
LARUS EBURNEUS, IVORY GULL.

is to such a condition of the hallux as I have described under R. kotzebui that such expression properly applies.

Synonymy.—I might discourse at great length on this subject, but it would scarcely be profitable; and I will therefore confine myself to the more definite among the many things that might be said. In the first place, I throw Larus niveus Pallas entirely out of the present consideration (see elsewhere in this memoir, and also my discussion of the point in Pr. A. N. S. Phila. 1862, p. 307). Nevertheless other writers have come to different conclusions, and taking up the name, give us Rissa nivea for the bird, as shown in the above synonymy. But Bruch’s Rissa nivea of 1855 is, I take it, from his description, rather R. kotzebui than this species. Rissa brevirostris of Brandt (whose original notice I have not seen) is, by both Bruch and Bonaparte, located here; I presume that there is no reasonable doubt on this score. Bruch’s brevirostris is certainly this species. Lawrence’s brevirostris is mixed; his expression, feet “coral-red,” brings it there; the rest of his brief diagnosis carries it elsewhere; but I have no doubt he meant this species rather than kotzebui.

This is Larus brachypternus Gould, above quoted, just as described and figured by him. It is to be carefully distinguished from Larus brachypternus Richardson, which is simply the American form of canus.

Some authors have here located Larus citirrostris, Schimper (see, however, Blasius, J. f. O. 1866, 73).

Subgenus Pagophila, Kaup.


Cotoparces eburneus, MACGIL., Man. ii, 1842, 252; Hist. Br. v, —.—

Larus albis, SCHLEFF., Mus. Orn. 1779, 65, pl. 42.


Larus niveus, Mart., Spitzb. 77, pl. 4, f. A. (see anct.).

Gavia nivea, BREHM, V. D. 1831, 766, pl. 38, f. 1.


Larus brachypterus, HOLL., Fr. Groenl. 1846, 52.

Pagophila brachypterus, Bruch, J. f. O. 1855, 257.—LAWR., B. N. A. 1858, 856.—COUES, Pr. Phila. Acad. 1862, 309.

Ivory Gull.


Cotoparces eburneus, MACGIL., Man. ii, 1842, 252; Hist. Br. v, —.—

Larus albis, SCHLEFF., Mus. Orn. 1779, 65, pl. 42.


Larus niveus, Mart., Spitzb. 77, pl. 4, f. A. (see anct.).

Gavia nivea, BREHM, V. D. 1831, 766, pl. 38, f. 1.


Larus brachypterus, HOLL., Fr. Groenl. 1846, 52.

Pagophila brachypterus, Bruch, J. f. O. 1855, 257.—LAWR., B. N. A. 1858, 856.—COUES, Pr. Phila. Acad. 1862, 309.
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Diag. L. corpore toto albo, rhachidibus remigum flaris, pedibus nigris, rostro viridescence-flavo.

Hab.—Arctic seas, coming southward in winter.

Adult, breeding plumage.—Culmen straight to the nostrils, then regularly convex; commissure gently curved to the tip, where it is considerably decurved; zonas straight to the angle, which is well defined, the outline from angle to tip perfectly straight. Feathers extending between the rami nearly to the angle. Wing—long and pointed, receding beyond the tail: primaries gradually attenuated to the tip. Entirely pure white, the shafts of the primaries straw-yellow. Bill dusky greenish, yellow at tip and along the cutting edges. Legs and feet black.

Young.—Front, chin, and sides of the head, grayish dusky; the upper part of the neck, all round, irregularly spotted with the same. Scapulars, and upper and under wing-coverts, spotted with brownish-black, the spots most numerous along the lesser coverts. Tips of the primaries and tail feathers with a dusky spot. Otherwise as in the preceding.

Dimensions.—Length, 19.50: wing, 13.25: bill above, 1.40: along gape, 2.10: height at nostrils, 0.45: tarsus, about 1.45: middle toe and claw, 1.75.

The bill of this species, in five specimens before me, varies greatly in size. The difference in shape is also quite noticeable. But it is in the tarsi that the greatest variations are found. The shorter tarsi before me measures but 1:2. This would nearly do for the Larus brachypterus of Holbill, but the other characters do not correspond with those given by that author. This specimen is from Mr. Audubon's collection, and corresponds minutely with his plate.

The present being a bird of such marked character, there are no questions of doubtful synonymy which here need special mention. The quotations "albus Schreffer, 1769," and candidus Fabricius, as well as nireus Martens, are all undoubtedly referable to the present species. The other synonyms of the species arise chiefly from the various genera to which the bird has been referred. There is no reasonable doubt that the supposed "L. brachypterus" is the same bird; the description gives no tangible characters.

Subgenus CHRYSEOCEPHALUS, Eyton.

= Xema. BOE. ISIS. 1:22. 563, nec LEACH.
> Garr. KAP. Sk. Ent. Eur. Thierw. 1:29. 90 (L. ridibundus), nec MOHR.
> L. ichthyatus. KAP. op. cit. 90 (L. ichthyatus, PALL.).
> Hydrocoloeus, KAP. op. cit. 90 (L. minutus, PALL.).
> Garr. MacGILL. Man. Orn. II. 1:46. 393, nec MOHR.
> Migratoria, Br. B. 1:54 (L. franklini).
> Cirrhocephalus, BRUCH. J. f. O. 1:55. 27? (L. cirrhocephalus, VIEILL.).
= Chryseocephalus, STRICKL.—COUES.
= Chryseocephalus, SCH. & SALV.

Char. Form as in Larus proper, but general organization less robust (with some exceptions) and the bill usually weaker, slenderer and more acute, and less hooked. Head enveloped in a hood in the breeding season, and white of under parts then usually rosy-tinted. Tail square, or nearly so.

There are no marked peculiarities in form of this group, the pattern of coloration being mainly its basis. The species average smaller than those of Larus proper, though the C. ichthyatus is among the largest of the subfamily. The group approximates to Xenus and Ichthocephalidae in nearly all respects, but the tail is neither forked nor cuneate. Its subdivision, as indicated in the above synonymy, is entirely unrequired.

There are but three established North American species: the C. franklini proving to be the same as C. franklini, while C. minutus is not proven to inhabit this country. These species may be tabulated as follows:

Analysis of species.

a. Tarsi not longer than the middle toe and claw.
   1. Bill reddish, feet the same ................................................. ATRICILLA.
   b. Tarsi not longer than the middle toe and claw.
   2. Bill reddish, feet the same ............................................... FRANKLIN.
   3. Bill black, feet red or yellow ........................................ PHILADELPHIA.
   c. Tarsi shorter than the middle toe without claw.
   4. Wings underneath, dark plumbeous .................................... MINUTUS.
LARUS (CHREOECOPEHALUS) ATRICILLA, Linn.

Laughing Gull.


Xema atricilla, Boie, Isib, 1822, 563.—Br., List, 1837, 62.—Cab., Schomb, Guiana, iii, 761.


Larus plumbeus, Brehm, Lehrh. 732.” (Gray).


Atricilla minor et macropeters, Bruch, J. f. O. 1855, 287.

Diag. L. tarso medium digitum superanee, rostro nigrescente-rubro apice acuminato, rumigibus nigris, albo-terminatis.

Hab.—Tropical and temperate America. In the United States north on the Atlantic in summer to Maine; in the interior to Ohio; on the Pacific to California, Central America, both coasts, and various West Indies. In South America to the Lower Amazon. Casual in Europe.

Bill longer than the middle toe and claw, shorter than the tarsus or head, moderately compressed, rather stout for this genus. Culmen and commissure both decurved at the end, the latter somewhat sinuate at the base. Gonyx considerably concave in front of the angle, somewhat so between the angle and tip; although the angle is well defined, the tip of the bill is so decurved that a chord from tip to base does not touch it. Middle toe barely three-fourths the tarsus.

Adult in summer.—Bill deep carmine; legs and feet brownish-red. Hood deep plumbeous grayish-black, extending further on the throat than on the nape. Eyelids white posteriorly. Neck all round, rump, tail, broad tips of secondaries and tertials, and whole under parts, white, the latter with a rosy tinge. Mantle grayish-plumbeous. Outer six primaries black, their extreme tips white; their bases for a very short distance on the first, and only in the inner web, and for a successively increasing distance on both webs of the others, are of the color of the hack.

Adult in winter.—Under parts simply white, not rosy; hood lost, the head being white, intermixed with blackish. Bill and feet more dull in color. Otherwise as in summer.

Immature.—Bill and feet brownish-black, tinged with red. Plumbeous of the upper parts more or less mixed with irregular patches of light grayish-brown. Primaries wholly deep brownish-black, fading at the tip. Secondaries brownish-black on the outer web. Tail feathers more or less tinged with plumbeous, and with a broad terminal band of brownish-black, the extreme tips of the feathers white. Upper tail-coverts white.

Young-of-the-year.—Entire upper parts, and neck all round, light brownish-gray; the feathers tipped with grayish or rufous white, broadly on the scapulars and tertials, the blue of the adults appearing on the wing-coverts. Eyelids whitish; a dusky space about the eye. Forehead, throat, and under parts, dull whitish, more or less clouded.
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with gray, especially on the breast, where this is the prevailing color. Wings and tail as in the preceding.

Dimensions.—Length, 16.50 inches; wing, 13; tail, about 5; bill above, 1.75; along gape, 2.25; height at nostril, 0.45; tarsus, 2; middle toe and claw, 1.50.

This is the largest species of the group inhabiting North America, and one not easily confounded with any other. The bill is large and stout for a Chroicocephalus, but the tip is attenuated and much decurved, the convexity of the culmen regular and gradual. The most striking peculiarity of form lies in the proportions of the tarsus and toes, the former being fully a fourth longer than the middle toe and claw. The hood is lighter than that of the other North American species of the genus. The rosy of the under parts is retained in greater or less degree until the autumnal molt is accomplished (September to October).

Bonaparte and Bruch recognize a genus Atricilla upon the proportions of tarsus and toes, with the A. catesbeii, Bonaparte, as type. In this genus are comprised, according to Bonaparte (Comptes Rendus, 1858, xiii, p. 771), three species, viz: the type and common species of North America, and two others—one, Atricilla macroptera, Bonaparte (with serranus and megalopterus of Bruch as synonyms), which is larger than the type; and the other, Atricilla minor, Bonaparte (with micropterus, Bruch, and (?) poliocephalus, Temminck, as synonyms), which differs in its smaller size. Whether these two "species" be anything more than races, I am unable to say; but I have seen undoubted specimens of Chroicocephalus atricilla as much larger and as much smaller than the average, as are the supposed species of Bonaparte's and Bruch's. A difference of half an inch or more in the wing of a bird as large as the present, is by no means an unusual discrepancy. Southern birds will, I think, be found usually smallest.

An immature Chroicocephalus, from the Pacific coast of Mexico, differs from the usual type of atricilla in being decidedly smaller, with somewhat unusual proportions of the tarsi and toes. The latter are nearly as long as those of an average atricilla, while the tarsus is disproportionately shorter. The bird being so young, it is difficult to say what the markings of the adult would have been; but in these features just detailed there is an approach to franklinii.

This species was erroneously referred by Wilson to the ridibundus of Europe. Bonaparte, in taking the specific name for the genus, dedicated the species to Catesby, who had described it under the name of Larus major. According to Bruch, the L. poliocephalus of Temminck appears to be the same bird. The other synonyms I quote refer to larger and smaller races, which, however, I do not think to be constant, nor yet to mark distinct geographical areas, although as a general rule southern birds may be found smaller.

This species is given by Dr. Hatch among the birds of Minnesota, but the observation may perhaps require confirmation. It is essentially a southern species, and more particularly one of the Gulf and South Atlantic States, though its summer range extends to New England. On the coast of North Carolina, which is therefore an intermediate point, it is, according to my observations, mainly, if not wholly, a migrant. It appears early in April, and remains through the greater part of May; in fact I have seen some so late in the spring that I thought they could not proceed very far to breed; but I am not aware that any nest south of the Middle Districts. It returns in September, and thousands spend this month and the next on the coast, retiring further south at the approach of real cold weather, though a few linger in November. It is no exaggeration to say, that a flock I have seen rise on wing simultaneously from a sand-bar, where they had been resting, must have contained a thousand individuals. These were mostly gray young birds. Some old ones, shot in September, were then moulting, and still showed traces of the rosy on the under plumage. This species is among our more especially maritime ones, and does not often go inland beyond tide-water; but there are some notable exceptions to this rule. While at Fort Winchgate, New Mexico, in June, I was shown a specimen captured there, many miles from the nearest water of consequence. This was evidently a stray bird in that particular locality; but its occurrence shows that it must have come up the Rio Grande. I think that I also saw it on the Colorado, but cannot be sure, owing to the circumstances of observation. None of the naturalists of the Pacific Railroad surveys mention it as a bird of the Pacific slope or coast; and until quite recently it was sup-
posed not to inhabit that side of the continent. The contrary, however, was proven by Mr. Xantus, as I satisfied myself by examination of specimens in his collections from the California coast. In the general interior of the United States the bird may be said to be still almost unknown.

A distinguishing feature of birds of the genus *Chreecoecephalus* is the dark-colored hood that ornaments both sexes at times; this envelopes the head and descends some distance on the nape or throat; it is usually relieved by some white spots about the eyes. It is assumed with the vernal moult, worn all summer, and then lost with the autumnal change, the only winter traces being a few dark feathers scattered over the head, or gathered in a patch over the nape and ear-coverts. Another change heightens the beauty of the birds when they are to be decked for their nuptials in full attire; they gain a rich rosy tint over all the white plumage of the under part; then few birds are of more delicate hues than these. Nature blushes, filling the bird's breast with amorous imagery, till the feathers catch a glow and reflect the blush. Burning with inward fire, the whole frame thrills with the enthusiasm of sexual vigor. The dark glittering eye is encircled with a fiery ring; now it flashes defiance at a rival; now tenderly melts at sight of his mate, soon to be sacrificed to masculine zeal. The breath of desire seems to influence the mouth till it shares the carmine hue that tinges other parts. The birds speed on high with vigorous pinion, making haste to the wedding with joyous cries till the shores resound. But such ardor is too consuming to last; with the touch of a moment, the life-current flies like an electric shock, lighting a fire in another organism, only to be subdued in the travails of maternity. Not only once, but often, till the tide ebbs that at its flood transfigured the bird. Its force all spent, the change comes; the red mouth pales again; the glowing plumage fades to white; the bird is but the shadow of his former self, dull colored, ragged, without ambition beyond the satisfaction of a gluttonous appetite. He loiters southward, recruiting an enervated frame with plenteous fare in this season of idleness, till the warm rays of another spring restore him.

Andrubon mentions some interesting facts that show the dependence of the plumage upon the sexual condition. "At the approach of the breeding season, or, as I like to term it, the love season," he says, "this species becomes first hooded, and the white feathers of its breast, and these of the under surface of its wings, assume a rich blush of roseate tint. If the birds procured at that time are several years old, and perfect in their powers of reproduction, their primary quills show little or no white at their extremities, and their hood descends about three quarters of an inch lower on the throat than on the hind part of the head, provided the bird be a male. But should they be barren birds, the hood will be wanting, that portion of their plumage remaining as during winter; and although the primaries will be black, or nearly so, each one of them will be broadly tipped, or marked at the end, with a white spot, which in some instances will be found to be half an inch in size; yet the tail of these birds, as if to prove that they are adults, is as purely white to its extreme tip as in those that are breeding; but neither the breast nor the under wing coverts will exhibit the rosy tint of one in the full perfection of its powers." Upon the same subject Andrubon continues with an observation in which he is alone, so far as I know: "Previously to my visit to that interesting peninsula [Florida] I had not unfrequently noticed indications of strong amatory propensities in several species of Gulls, but never to the extent exhibited by the present species, many of which I saw copulating in the latter part of autumn,
and in winter, fully three months before the usual time of depositing
their eggs in that country. * * * On some such occasions, when I
was at St. Augustine, in the month of December, I have observed four
or five males of the present species paying their addresses to one female,
who received their courtesies with evident welcome. Yet the females
in the country did not deposit until the 20th day of April." These facts
are curious. That males should in and out of season attempt to prevail
with the opposite sex is not at all singular; but that the females should
accept attentions so offered, at a time, too, when there was no chance of
profiting by their misdeeds, in the substantial matter of eggs, is unusual,
to say the least. As is well known, birds are among the most truly pe-
riodic of animals as to their reproductive functions, having neither
appetite nor potency during the greater part of the year.

From personal observation, I only know of this bird breeding north
of the Carolinas; but it is said to breed from Texas to Massachusetts.
Its Pacific breeding grounds, if there are any, have not been brought to
light. Its nesting is a simple process; it builds upon the ground, near
the sea, generally gathering for this purpose into large communities.
The nests, of which there may be many close together, are formed with
little art, being mere hollowed heaps of sea-weed, eel-grass, or other
vegetable substances, two or three inches high, and thrice as wide. The
eggs are mostly three in number, never more, and occasionally only
two. Their ground color is some shade of olive, ranging from dull gray-
ish to deeper greenish; this is thickly marked all over with spots and
splashes of brown, blackish, dull reddish, and pale purplish; but some-
times the markings are mostly collected in an irregular band about the
larger end of the egg.

One noticeable habit of this bird is its incessant persecution of the
Pelicans, to obtain food that may drop from the capacious pouch of
these forced purveyors. I have seen the same thing in the case of the
White-headed Gull of California (Blassipus heermannii), which makes a
business of harassing the Brown Pelicans. Both these Gulls are as
truly "parasitic" as the Jaegers themselves.

LARUS (CHREOCOCEPHALUS) FRANKLINI, Rich.

Franklin's Rosy Gull.

"Larus atricilla, FRANKLIN."

*Larus franklini, Rich., F. B. A. ii, 1831, 124, pl. 71.—AUD., Orn. Biog. v, 1839, 324 (not
figured); Syn. 1839, 325; B. Am. vii, 1844, 145.—SCHL., Mus. P.-B. iv, 1853,
Lari, p. 36.—SUND., Oty. Vet. Akad. 1860, 590 (St. Bartholomew).—NEWT., P.
Z. S. 1871, 57, pl. 4, f. 4 (Manitoba; breeding with description of egg).—SCL.
& SALY., P. Z. S. 1871, 577.—COUES, Key, 1873, 316.—RIDGW., Aud. Lyc. N. Y.
x, 1874, 29 (Illinois).

Xema franklini, BL., List, 1838, 62.

Chreoccephalus franklini, BRUCH, J. f. O. 1855, 229.—LAWR., B. N. A. 1858, 851.—HAYD.,
Rep. 1862, 176.—COUES, Pr. Ph. Ac. 1862, 310.—SNOW, B. Kansas 1873, 12 (Kansas).

Gavia (Melagavia) franklini, BP., Compt. Rend. 1856, 771.

Gavia franklini, BLAS., J. f. O. 1865, 371.

Larus pipiroxan, WAGL., Isis, 1831, 515 (fide Salvii).

Larus occidentalis, LIGHT., Nomencl. 98 (desc. nulla); see BLAS., J. f. O. 1865, 371.

Chroicocephalus occidentalis, BRUCH, J. f. O. 1855, 290.—LAWR., B. N. A. 1858, 851.—COUES,
Pr. Phila. Acad. 1862, 309.—COUES, Ibis, 1864, 388 (Chiapam).—SALV., Ibis,
1866, 198.

Larus cinereo-caudatus, PHIL. & LANDB., Wieg. Arch. 1861, 293.
(1) Chreoccephalus kitiitizii, BRUCH, J. f. O. 1853, 104.
(1) Chroicocephalus subulirostris, BP.; BRUCH, J. f. O. 1853, pl. 3, f. 44. (Schlegel.) (Cf.
BLAS., J. f. O. 1865, 371.)
DIAG. L. rostro rubra, cucullo schistaceo-nigrro, pollio griseo-cereuleo, caudâ perlata, remigibus primis sex nigro-einctis latè albo-terminatis, rachidibus albis, pagonio externo primi nigro nisi in apicem. Lang. tot. 14.00 poll.; al. 11.25; pars. 1.00.

Hab.—North America to high latitudes, but only in the interior (observed on neither coast). Mexico. Part of the West Indies. Central and South America to Chili.

Lieutenant Warren's Expedition.—4897, Nebraska.
Later Expeditions.—58981, Upper Missouri.

Adult, breeding plumage.—Bill rather slender, attenuated and a little decurved at the tip, which is acute; outline of both rami and gonys concave. Bill shorter than head; tarsus equal to middle toe and claw. Bill red (carmine, lake, or vermilion), crossed with black near the end. Legs dusky reddish. Edges of eyelids orange. Eyelids white, this color also reaching a little behind the eye. Hood deep slaty or plumbeous black, encircling the upper part of the neck as well as the head, and extending further on the throat than on the nape. Mantle not quite so dark as in atricilla (more blue), darker than in philadelphia. First primary with the outer vane black to within an inch of the tip; the inner pearly white, crossed an inch or more from the tip by an isolated black bar an inch broad, thus leaving the feather white on both webs for an inch or more from the tip. The next five primaries are basally of the color of the back, paler on the inner web, and both webs fading toward their tips into white; each is crossed by a black bar near the end, two inches wide on the second primary, narrowing on successive feathers to a small bar or pair of little spots on the sixth; the tips of all these primaries pure white. Other primaries, with secondaries and tertials, colored like the back, fading at the tips into white; shafts white, sometimes black along the black portion of the feather. Tail very pale pearly blue, the three lateral pairs of rectrices white—or rather tail white, lightly washed with pearly on the six central feathers. Neck, all around, rump, broad tips of secondaries and tertials, and whole under parts, white, the latter ruddy.

Younger, that is to say, in summer plumage, and with a perfect hood, red bill, &c., but the primaries not yet having attained their perfect pattern:—General coloration exactly as before. Shaft of first three primaries black, of the rest gray, except along the black portion of the feathers; first primary with the outer web wholly black, the inner web pearly gray, much like the back but lighter, to within two or three inches of the tip, then black for the rest of its extent; second like the first, but the base of the outer web like the inner; on the third, fourth, and fifth, successively, the black decreases in extent, till on the sixth it is merely a little bar, or pair of spots; tips of all the primaries white; that of the first primary smallest, that of the others successively increasing in size.

The bird in this plumage just described, is what Mr. Lawrence and myself have been calling "cucullatus Licht." for some years. It has all the marks of being an adult bird, and so we were misled—the more easily, because the original specimen (No. 4330, Mus. Smiths., Calcasiun Pass, La.), type of pl. 93, fig. 1, Atlas B. N. A., identified as cucullatus, has an unusually small, short bill,* a small hood, and certain other marks a little different from anything we had then seen in franklini. There are now, however, in the Institution plenty of specimens showing that our cucullatus is only a state of franklini, just before absolute maturity. In No. 4320 the hood is a good deal speckled with white, but I have seen others (e. g. No. 37621) with perfectly black hood, and the primaries identical with those of 4320. Without going into any further explanations, I may simply state that this identity of the supposed two species is established.

With this reduction, a number of names range as synonyms of franklini. I have not been able, of course, to verify Lichtenstein's cucullatus as appertaining to what Lawrence and I have been calling cucullatus, but I presume there is no doubt on that score. There are some other names, as pipircau Wagler, and that go wherever cucullatus does. In fact, any known Chroicocephalus in North America or Mexico, that is not atricilla or philadelphia, must be franklini; for it is certain that we have only these three distinct species, as far as known.

To resume description of franklini: A specimen (No. 45688, Selkirk settlement) shows exactly how the pictura of the primaries changes from that last described (the formerly considered cucullatus) to the perfect condition. It is just half way between. The terminal black on the first primary is disappearing, to leave the tip pure white for an inch or more, but a remnant of it is left. This bird is otherwise mature (black hood, red bill, &c.).

Winter plumage.—As in summer; the hood wanting or indicated by a few slaty feathers about the eyes, on the auriculares and nape; the rosy wanting; the bill and feet dull colored. I have no winter specimens that have attained their perfect picture of the primaries, but presume that the primaries will be found, in adult birds, to be colored as in summer.

* As an example of extreme variation of this species in size and shape of bill, I give these measurements: No. 4320, along culmen, 1.20; height opposite nostril, 0.35. No. 27621, along culmen, 1.40; height at nostril, only 0.35, as before.
Young.—Bill black; feet dusky. Traces of a hood or nape, largely slaty, &c., according to precise age. Outer five or six primaries wholly black in their continuity, rather lighter and somewhat slaty at base, with or without a minute white speck at the tip. Mantle gray or brown, more or less mixed with blue, according to age. Tail ashy white, with a broad, black subterminal bar. Under parts white. This appears to be the usual plumage of birds of the first autumn.

Dimensions.—Length, about 14 inches; extent, 35; wing, 11.25; tail, about 4.50; bill, along culmen, 1.30; along gape, 1.75; height at nostril, 0.35; tarsus, 1.60; middle toe and claw, about the same. The young are a little smaller, with the bill especially shorter and smaller.

This beautiful bird requires no special comparison with any other. The case of "cuculatus" being disposed of, there remains little to be said on points of synonymy.

A Larus melanorhynchos of Temminck (of which I know nothing) has been added by some authors among the synonyms of "cuculatus." Schlegel puts it under philadelphia; Messrs. Scater and Salvin do not enumerate it in their late paper. These authors query the Ch. kitlitizzi of Bruch, which Schlegel, without hesitation, assigns to franklini. The last-named author addsuces Ch. subulirostris of Bonaparte and Bruch. According to Messrs. Scater and Salvin, the L. cinereo-caudatus of Philippi and Landbeck belongs here.

In North America, as far as is known, this Gull is confined to the interior, west of the Mississippi. I have met with it on several occasions; in Kansas, during the spring migration, and in Northern Dakota, where, at Turtle Mountain, I took in July a bird so young that I felt satisfied it had been hatched not far off. It breeds in the adjoining British province of Manitoba, as attested by eggs in the Smithsonian, one of which was lately described by Prof. Newton, as above cited. The egg is 2½ inches long, 1½ broad, and closely resembles that of the Esquinaux Curlew in size, shape, and color, though the dark splashes are more evenly distributed over the surface. The very young bird, just mentioned, measured 13.75 x 33.75 x 9.75; tail, 4; bill, 1.10; tarsus, and middle toe and claw, each, 1.65. The bill was livid blackish, with pale base of under mandible; the feet were flesh-colored. The habits of the species are essentially the same as those of its congeners; its extensive dispersion through Middle and South America is perceived from the foregoing quotations.

**LARUS (CHRÆCOPELLUS) PHILADELPHIA, (Ord) Gray.**

**Bonaparte's Gull.**

*Sterna philadelphia*, Ord, Guthrie's Geog. 2d Am. ed. ii, 1815, 319.


*Larus cepistratus*, Br., Am. Orn. iv, —; Syn. 1:28, 358. (Not of authors.)


*Xena bonapartei*, Br., List, 1858, 62.

*Chroicocephalus bonapartei*, Bruch, J. f. O. 1855, 292.


(2) "Larus melanurus", ORD. (Fide Lams) (Where?)

(3) "Larus melanorhynchos", Terni, Mus. Lulg., (Fide Schl.) (Cf. Blas., J. f. O. 1865, 371.)
Larus philadelphia, Bonaparte's gull.

Diagn. L. inter minimos, rostra sterillina, nigro, pedibus floris, rhachidibus ventigine prima- viorumu quisque albis apicibus nigris.

Hab.—Continent of North America, (1) Mexico and Middle America (but no valid reference seen). Casual in Europe (Great Britain). In addition to the above quotations note: Thomas, Ann. Mag. N. H. 1848, 192; Zool. 1849, 260.—Lear, Zool. 1851, 3117; 1867, 996.—Yarbn., Br. iii. 555.—Powys, Zool. 1855, 4762.—Knox, Zool. 1856, 396.—Ross, Zool. 1865, 1511; Judd Harting.

Adult, breeding plumage.—Bill rather than or tarsus, much compressed, very slender and shining; both mandibles with a slight but distinct notch near the tip. Convexity of culmen slight, gradual from base to apex. Nasils slightly concave, genys about straight. Nostrils lateral, inner, direct, pear-shaped, with a third or fourth on the inner side; divided into the primary septation and reticulation. Webs moderately broad, somewhat united. Wings and tail of ordinary characters, the latter somewhat emarginate in the young. Bill black. Mouth and eyelids carmine. Legs and feet coral-red, tinged with vermilion. Webs bright vermilion. Hood plumose slate, not so deep as in fraktlini, enveloping the head and upper part of the neck, reaching further before than behind. White patches on eyelids narrow, and half posterior to the eye. Mantle pearl-blue, much lighter than in fraktlini, not so light as in minu dus. Ends of the tertials and scapulars rarely lighter than the back. Primaries: shafts of the first five or six white, except at their extreme tips, the others dark colored; first, outer web and extreme tip black, red white; second, white, its tip black for a greater distance than the first, and on one or both webs, for a greater or less distance (sometimes half way down the back) narrowly bordered with black; third, fourth, fifth, sixth, black at the tips for about the same distance on each, the black being more or less continuous under the erumpent feather tips of the third and fourth, and both webs of the fifth and sixth, of a rather lighter shade of the color of the back. Other primaries like the back, the seventh and eighth with a touch of black on one or both webs near the tip. The third to sixth primaries with a white or pearly white speck at extreme tip. As is not the case with either of our other species of the genus, the primary wing-coverts, bastard quills, &c., are wholly or in great part white (much as in circulocephalus or albipennis of South America), which causes the whole wing to be bordered with white as far as the carpus. Neck all around, and under parts, including under wing-coverts, pure white; the belly, &c., rosy in breeding time. There is no difference in color between the sexes.

Adult, winter plumage.—Bill light colored at base below; feet flesh-color. Crescent before the eye, and patch below the auriculæ, deep slate. Crown and occipital mottled with grayish-black and white. Back of neck washed over with color of the mantle. Forehead, sides of the head and throat, white, continuous with the white of the under parts. Otherwise as in summer.

Young, first winter.—Bill dusky flesh-color, except toward the end; legs and feet light flesh-color. Without the shadiness or bluish tinge of the crown. Auriculæ patch distinct. Ar-I wing-coverts and tertials dusky brown, lighter along their edges. Secondaries with a patch of dusky near the end, which on the innermost three or four becomes restricted to the outer web. First primary, with about half the inner web along the shaft, black; second and third with the outer webs wholly black, and a narrow line of black on the inner, along the shaft. Tail with a subterminal brownish-black bar.

Very young.—Bill flesh-color, dusky on the terminal half. Crown of head, and neck behind to the interscapulb, clouded with dusky bluish-gray, heightening on the sides of the neck into light grayish-ochrous. Scapulars and middle of the back light gull-blue, as in the adult, but the feathers so broadly (for ½ inch) tipped with grayish-brown, fusing into dull white at tip, that the original color is nearly lost. Lesser wing-coverts and tertials brownish-black, the latter edged with the color of the edgings of the back. Bastard quills and feathers along the edge of the wing variegated with black and white. Primaries black; the outer two-thirds of the inner vane of the first four bluish-white to near the end; both vanes of the others of that color for a little distance; the extreme tips of all but the two first, white. Secondaries light gull-blue, each with a large terminal blackish spot continuous with the black ends of the inner primaries. Tail with a broad terminal bar of black, and very narrowly tipped with dull white.

Dimension.—Length, 14 inches; extent, 32; wing, 10.25; bill above, 1.20; gape, 1.75; height at nostrils, 0.25; tarsus, or middle toe and claw, 1.40.

Anatomical characters.—The median palatal ridge is well defined, broad, beginning six-tenths of an inch from the tip. Just at its centre the aperture of the posterior nares begins. Anteriorly it is thickly papillate along its median line; posteriorly there are papillae only on its edges and terminally. The two lateral palatal ridges, separated from each other by a median suture, do not, as usual, terminate abruptly in a papillated raised extremity, but gradually lose themselves into a fold of the mucous membrane at the angle of the mouth. The posterior vaulted space is well defined; bounded posteriorly by a quadrant of well-developed slender acute papillae. Tongue measures a little more than an inch, of the ordinary shape and consistency. Nasal aperture 0.6 long.
The specimen examined was shot while feeding, and the whole digestive apparatus was in full play. *Esophagus* measures between six and seven inches in length, presenting the usual characteristics of muscularity and dilatability. It was constricted and longitudinally plicate to within an inch of the proventricular, where it was distended with an enormous wad of coleopterous and hymenopterous insects; this part of the canal being, of course, devoid of rugae, and its walls thin and tense. The difference in appearance of the proventricular portion of the tube was very marked. Its color was gray; the mucous membrane soft velvety to the touch, without rugae, marked everywhere with thickly aggregated puncta. The solvent follicles were round, and found to amount to 1,643. The gastric zone was 0.6 broad. The insects in this portion of the canal were in a perfect state of integrity, as in the *esophagus*, but were much softened. Gizzard of proportionate size, and with the general characteristics of the *Larina*.

Intestine 23 inches from pylories to anus. Besides the ordinary duodenal fold, there is another which commences 4 or 5 inches from the cece, and runs up behind the gizzard as high as the *esophagus*, and then descends in a pretty straight line to the cece. The cece are hardly 0.12 long, but are broad and capacious, with rounded free extremities. They lie closely apposed to the gut, 0.75 of an inch from the cloaca. Cloaca, as usual, large, capacious, globular. Its posterior division is small, but marked by a well-developed ridge of mucous membrane. Orifices of urinary and seminal ducts in the usual position.

Lobes of liver of nearly equal size, 1.75 inches long; the right is a little the most attenuated, left the thickest. They are connected by a broad, thin band of glandular substance.

Kidneys chiefly divided into three lobes, of which the superior is the largest and most convex; the inferior smallest; the central connecting lobe irregular in outline.

Trachea 4 inches long, flattened above, tapering and cylindrical below; its rings weak and cartilaginous, numbering about 120. The sternotracheals inserted only 0.3 above the lower larynx. A single pair of inferior laryngeal inserted into the first bronchial half ring. Bronchial rings about 22.

Very numerous specimens of this species now before me exhibit little variation in colors other than those dependent on age and season; though, as will be seen from the preceding paragraphs, its normal changes of plumage are very great. The differences are chiefly in the amount of the narrow edging of the black of the tips of the primaries, which runs along to their bases; in the amount of black on the seventh and eighth primaries; and in the size of the white apices of all of them. The difference in size is more notable; the specimens being marked according to collectors' measurements as from 12 to 14.50 in total length, though I think that so great a discrepancy may be accounted for by supposing slightly different methods of measurement, and errors of carelessness and otherwise. I have never seen a specimen so large as is indicated by Richardson, viz, 15.80 inches. The bills differ somewhat in stoutness; in the young they are always slenderer and weaker. The notch toward the extremities of the tonsil is always quite distinct.

By both Audubon and Bonaparte the female of the present species is said to have a brown instead of a black head; and Audubon's plate shows an entirely different color of the hood of the female from that of the male. This statement is at variance with Richardson's account and with the experience of authors, except those two above mentioned, which has invariably shown the hoods of the two sexes to be colored alike. I have never seen any brown-headed examples; and as the species is so abundant that the difference, if it really existed, would have been readily detected, I think it is safe to assert that it does not. Still it is difficult to see how both Audubon and Bonaparte fell into such an error, and I can offer no explanation of the matter.

**Bibliography.** Of the first specimen of this species is, as proven by Mr. Lawrence, philadelphia of Ord. "The slender and tern-like form of the bill probably induced Mr. Ord to put it in Sterna." Until the name of Mr. Ord's was revived by Mr. Lawrence, the species almost universally received the appellation of bonapartei, imposed upon it by Richardson in 1831. It was referred to the genus *Chroicocephalus*, by Bruch, in 1855. Bonaparte in his American Ornithology, and in his Synopsis of 1828, before the introduction of Richardson's specific name, referred the bird very erroneously to the capistratus of Temminck, which is quite another thing. In his subsequent works he adopts the name bestowed in honor of himself, referring the bird to the genera Xema and Gavia. I quote "Larus melanurus Ord" as a synonym of the young, on the authority of Bonaparte. The *Larus melanorhynchus* of Temminck is, by Dr. Schlegel, considered as referring to this species. By other authors it is placed as a synonym of "eocalculus." *L. subulirostris* belonged here rather than to *franklinii*.

No one of our species is more widely dispersed than this. Go where we may in North America, the pretty bird may be seen at one or another season, if we are not too far from any considerable body of water. The Gull holds its own from the Labrador crags, against which the waves of
an angered ocean ceaselessly beat, to the low, sandy shores of the Gulf, caressed by the soothing billows of a tropical sea. It follows the sinuosities of the two coasts with wonderful pertinacity, making excursions up every bay and estuary, and threads the course of all our three great rivers, while performing its remarkably extensive migrations. Considering in what high latitudes it breeds, it is astonishing how early toward the fall it again appears among us after its brief absence. The last birds have not all left the United States in May; some time in August the young come straggling back, though they are not numerous until the autumn has fairly set in. Perhaps some breed in the United States; of this, however, I have no personal knowledge, and at any rate, they only do so along our northern tier of States. Very little is recorded of its nidification and special breeding habits, and this is not so definite as could be wished. Audubon says, at second hand, that it breeds on the islands off Grand Menan; I only know of its nesting in British America, and this too merely from the labels of specimens examined. But I saw a great many in Labrador, and about the mouth of the St. Lawrence, at such time that rendered it pretty certain they had not bred far off.

While in North Carolina I made some observation on the vernal migration, that I thought interesting. There these Gulls are simply birds of passage, none wintering or breeding. They appear early in April, or with the first genial weather, and may be seen through part or most of May; then they go off, to return in September, and stay a month or so. But in spring it was a succession of birds passing, rather than the same individuals remaining so long. Thus from the first of April to the twenty-second, in 1869, great numbers were over the bay, with a decided preponderance of full-plumaged individuals. Then, without any marked change in the weather or other apparent reason, none were to be seen for a week or ten days. The first week in May, however, they became more numerous than ever, and, what seemed singular, this last lot was almost entirely composed of young birds—that is, birds only a year old, as was shown by the plumage, lacking the hood, having the black bar on the tail, and the upper parts imperfectly blue, variegated with gray and brown. Evidently the old birds, hurrying north to breed, led the van; and the young, with no such important business on hand, came tripping leisurely in the rear. The question was, what would these young birds do the ensuing summer? Would they reach the boreal regions to which the great majority of the perfect fertile birds repair, after loitering so late on the Carolina coast? or did they only propose to go part way, spend the summer frolicking, and return with sober intentions for another year? I doubt that any breed until they are full plumaged.

Note.—The Chroicocephalus minutus, by some included among North American birds, has no grounded claim to be so considered. I therefore omit the species, which I cannot recognize as an inhabitant of this country until some conclusive evidence is brought forward. The whole claim may be seen to rest upon an identification of Sabine's, who, in all probability, mistook Philadelphia for minutus.

Genus RHODOSTETHIA, Macgil.

Larus, Macgil., 1824: Rich., 1825 (see Linx.).
Rossia, Br., Comp. List, 1838, 62 (see Owen).

Gen. char. "Body moderate; neck rather short; head ovate; bill short, rather slender; upper mandible with the dorsal line straight for half its length, arcuate-decurvate toward the end; lower mandible with the interceral space narrow, the knot slight, the dorsal line concave, the tip narrow; legs short; tibiae bare for a very short
space; tarsus rather stout, anteriorly scutellate, rough behind; first toe short, with a large curved claw; anterior toes moderate, with their webs entire; claws rather large, arched, compressed, acute; plumage soft and full; wings long, rather narrow, pointed; tail cuneate, of twelve feathers, of which the central are much larger than the lateral."

Never having seen a specimen of the type of this genus, I have borrowed my diagnosis from Macgillivray. Its essential character lies in the cuneate tail, which is a peculiarity not shared by any other species of the subfamily. The pattern of coloration too is peculiar.

The type of the genus was first named under, and for some years referred to, the genus Larus. In 1838 Bonaparte first separated it generically under the name of Rossia. This name, however, had previously been applied by Prof. Owen to a genus of cephalopods. *Rhodostethia* of Macgillivray is based upon the same type, and is the proper name to be employed. The only known species of the genus is an inhabitant of the arctic regions of North America, and corresponding latitudes in the Old World.

**Rhodostethia rosea**, Macgill.

**Wedge-tailed Gull.**


"Larus richardsoni, Wils." (Fide Br.) (Where?)

**Diag.** *R. caudà cuneátà, torque collarì nigro, rostro nigro, pedibus rubris.*

*Hab.*—Arctic regions. No United States record. Europe. Great Britain (see Gray & Harting, t. c.). Heligoland; *Ibis*, 1865, 103.

**Sp. ch.** "Color.—Scapulars, intercapsulars, and both surfaces of the wings, clear pearl-gray; outer web of the first quill blackish-brown to its tip, which is gray; tips of the scapulars and lesser quills whitish; some small feathers near the eye, and a collar round the middle of the neck, pitch-black, rest of the plumage white; the neck above, and whole under plumage, deeply tinged with peach-blossom red in recent specimens; bill black; its rictus, and the edges of the eyelids, reddish-orange; legs and feet vermillion-red; nails blackish.

"Form."—Bill slender, weak, with a scarcely perceptible salient angle beneath; the upper mandible slightly arched and compressed toward the point; the commissure slightly curved at the tip. *Wings* an inch longer than the decidedly cuneiform tail; the central feathers are an inch longer than the outer ones. Tarsi rather stout; the thumb very distinct, armed with a nail as large as that of the outer toe.

"Dimensions."—Length, 14 inches; wing, 10.50; tail, 5.50; bill above, 0.75, along gape, 1.25; tarsus, 1.25."

*Richard., F. B. A. ii, 1834, 427.*

The Smithsonian Institution contains no specimens of this exquisite Gull; and having been unable to examine an individual elsewhere, I have been obliged to copy Richardson's description, as given in the Paua Boreali-Americana. There is little danger that in the accounts by American authors of this species there will be found material discrepancies, since I have not met with a single one who has not taken his description wholly or in part from the same source.

There are no specimens in America, to my knowledge. According to the editor of the *Ibis* (1865), no more than five specimens were then known: the one from Mt. Tivoli peninsula, June, 1823, in the University Museum, Edinburgh; another in the Derby Museum, believed to be from the same source; one at Mayence, from Kautschuka; one in the Gaetke collection, obtained from Heligoland; and one in possession of Herr Benzoni, of Copenhagen, obtained on the Natives in February, 1863. Mr. Harting cites an example recorded (Zool. as above) from Yorkshire, but adds that accounts differ as to locality and date of capture.

**Discussion of synonymy.**—This Gull had the misfortune to be ushered into ornitholo-
rical literature under trying circumstances, which caused pointed personalities. I think, however, that its proper name is not doubtful, as may be made evident. The bird was first mentioned by Macgillivray in the Memoirs of the Wernerian Society for January, 1824, under the name of Larus roseus. This author does not, it is true, give a formal description of the species; and also acknowledges in his subsequent works, that his name was only a "provisional" appellation. In the following year Richardson, in the Appendix to Parry’s Second Voyage, named the bird Larus rossii, and accompanies his name with a description; and although this latter author admits that the bird was called roseus before he named it rossii, yet he claims precedence for his name, on the grounds that his was the first published description. The priority of Macgillivray’s roseus being clearly established, and his name indisputably referring to the species under consideration, the only question is whether it is to be set aside because it was only a "provisional" designation given by one not "commissioned" to describe the object. I think that no valid reason can be given for changing the name. Rules of nomenclature require the adoption in every instance of the first published name when it is by any means identifiable. The first identifiable name to go on record, no matter how it gets there, must be used if it be not antedated in the same genus, and not wholly inept; and an author has no more right to change a name of his own than any one else’s. Furthermore, no one can introduce a "provisional" name without becoming bound by it. I am ignorant of what the "personal" or "official" circumstances of this case were; but according to the record, Macgillivray’s only fault was in not standing by the name he originally bestowed.

Genus XEMA, Leach.

*Larus*, Sab., Linn. Trans. xii, 1818, 520 (L. sabinei).


> Xema, Bruch, J. f. O. 1853, 103.

< Garvis, Magil., Man. ii, 1542, 241 (L. sabinei).

< Creagrus, Br., "1854" (L. furcatus).

Gen. char. Tail forked (here only in Larina). Head hooded, with a more or less evident darker collar. Bill black, with light tip. Size moderate and small.

With a general bearing toward Chreoccephalus, in the hooded head and other features, the genus is distinguished from this or any group of Larinae by the sternine character of forked tail. The name is generally restricted to the type, a "genus" Creagrus being employed for the second known species; but the latter is apparently a true Xema. The two are readily distinguished, as follows:

Small: Wing, 11 inches or less; tail, lightly forked; a definite black collar bounding the hood; feet, black.................. SABINEI

Large: Wing, 16 inches or more; tail, deeply forked; black collar inconspicuous; feet, red.......................... FURCATUM.

XEMA SABINEI, (Sab.) Leach.

Fork-tailed Gull.


"Larus collaris, Sab." (Fide Br.) (Where?)

"Xema collaris, Leach." (Fide Gray.) (Where?)
DIAG. X. minor, caudā emarginatā, capite cucullatō, collo torquato, rostro nigro apice flavo, pedibus nigris. Long. tot. 14.00 poll.

_Hab._—Arctic regions of both hemispheres. Spitzbergen. In America, south in winter to New York, and Great Salt Lake, Utah.

Adult, breeding plumage.—Bill black to the angle, abruptly bright chrome from angle to tip. Mouth bright orange; eyehoods orange; legs and feet black. Hood uniform clear deep slate, banded inferiorly by a ring, narrowest on the nape, of deep velvety black. Lower part of neck all round, tail and its coverts, four inner primaries, secondaries, greater part of greater coverts, tips of tertials, except the innermost, and whole under parts, pure white. Mantle slate-blue, extending quite to the tips of the inner tertials. Edge of wing, from the carpal joint with the bastard wing, black. First five primaries, with their shafts, black; their extreme tips, and the outer half of the inner webs, to near the end, white. Other primaries white, the sixth with a touch of black on the outer web. Emargination of tail 1.25 inches.

**Dimensions.**—Length, 13.75; wing, 10.75; bill, 1; along gape, 1.50; height at angle, 0.30; tarsus, 1.25; middle toe and claw, same.

_Young-of-the-year._—(No. 50182, Plover Bay, Sept. 1867.) Tail forked, nearly as in the adult. Bill small and weak, flesh-colored and dusky. Legs apparently flesh-colored. No hood nor collar. Most of the head, the back of the neck, and upper parts in general, slaty-gray, transversely waved with brownish-white; each feather being tipped with this color. Under parts white. Tail white, with a broad terminal bar of black, an inch wide on the central rectrices, growing narrower on the others successively; on the outermost sometimes invading only one web. This black bar very narrowly edged with white. Wings surprisingly similar to those of the adult, but the white on the inner webs more restricted, and the white tips very small or wanting altogether. Dimensions a little less than those of the adult.

The ptilura of the primaries in the above-described specimen is remarkably like the adult's, considering how young the specimen is; but I presume the condition is constant, or at least usual. As the bird advances toward maturity the primaries gain more decided white tips; the black bar disappears from the tail; the upper parts become first mottled with the clear pearl-blue of the adults, then lose altogether the feathers of the present hue and pattern. Exactly at what time the hood and collar are assumed I cannot say; I should judge not till the second year.

The yellow tip of the bill varies greatly in size. Half of the bill may be yellow; or the yellow may be reduced to _nil_; but birds with an entirely black bill are not often seen. The adult winter plumage I have not seen, and cannot say whether the hood is lost or not; but I should judge, from analogy, that it is not retained. The species varies less than most Gulls; in fact I have little to add to the above on this score. The bill varies, as usual, in length and stoutness. Young birds look something like young _Chroicocephalus philadelphia_, but I believe the tail is always at least emarginate.

This species was first introduced in 1858 by Capt. J. Sabine as _Larus sabinei_, but its peculiarities were almost immediately made the basis for generic separation by Leach. Maeght, part of great importance in the genus _Larus_, of which this species is only a _variety_. I have not been able to verify Bonaparte's quotation of "_Larus collaris Sabine_." The same author incorrectly gives Leach as authority for the specific name.

**XEMA FURCATUM, (Neb.) Bruch.**

_Swallow-tailed Gull._

_Moutette à queue fourchue, Neboux._ Rev. Zool. iii. 1840, 290.

_Larus furcatus_, PREV. & DES MERS, Zool. Voy. Venis, Ois. 1855, 277, pl. 10.

_Xema furcatus_, BRUCH, J. f. O. 1853, 103.—COUES, KEY, 1772, 317; Check-list, No. 559.


DIAG. "_L. suprā cinceras, capite colloque fuliginosù nigrescoentibus; subitus alibus; striād post-oculari et basi frontali albis; palpebris aurantios, tarsis palmis nigribus._"

_Hab._—Coast of California. (?) Also, Arctic regions.

_Adult._—Bill of moderate robustness, much bent at the tip, black at its base, white toward its apex, with "a small rounded white spot on either side of the base of the upper mandible." Tarsi, toes, and interdigital membranes, red; the claws black. Irides red. the [edges of the] eyelids orange. Head, and greater part of the neck all round. black ["gris brun," _Neboux_; "fuliginosù nigrescoentibus," PREVOST and DES MERS]. Mantle light gray ["blanc gris," _Neboux_]. Breast, belly, under surfaces of the wings, and the tail, pure white. The folded wings reach ___ inches beyond the tail. Primaries bordered both internally and externally with black. Middle wing,
coverts white; greater coverts slaty-gray [ardosie], bordered with white. Tail deeply forked; the external pair of rectrices having an elongation not met with in any other species of the subfamily.

I regret exceedingly that I have had no opportunity of examining a specimen of this rare and remarkable Gull. The Smithsonian has never received an example, and I am not aware of the existence of one in any American collection. This is the more to be regretted since the original description by Neboux, which has served as the basis of nearly all subsequent accounts, both of American and European ornithologists, is brief, deficient, and unsatisfactory. Fortunately, however, the species is one presenting such peculiar features, that no confusion has arisen concerning it. I have taken my diagnosis from the Zoology of the Voyage of the Venus, and compiled the above outline description from Neboux's original account. I transcribe the further remarks of MM. Prévost and Des Murs.

"In spite of the great difficulty usually experienced in determining the species composing the genus Larus, on account of their close resemblance to each other, and the many variations in colors which each presents, the one in question may be distinguished at a glance by its orange eyelids and red legs and webs, and particularly by the two white spots which ornament the forehead at the upper mandible; though the red feet are indeed shared by several other species, e. g., L. hamatorhynchus King, and bonapartei Richardson. We lay no stress upon the semicircular white spot on the underside, because this also exists in the franklini and bonapartei of Richardson. The two other most striking and remarkable features of the species lie in the decurved bill, which is a little like that of Larus modestus Tschudli; and in the deeply forked shape of the tail, which is elsewhere only found among typical Sternae."

Bibliography.—The species was first introduced by Neboux, as above, in 1840, under the name of Larus nebouxi. In 1845, goethert introduced the name L. nebouxi, and this is the name that is in use now, though no Latin binomial designation being given. Upon this name and description MM. Prévost and Des Murs founded in 1856 their Larus farcatus. In consequence, doubtless, of its forked tail, it was in 1853 referred by Bruch to the genus Xema. A distinct genus was first framed for it by Bonaparte in 1854.

Since the foregoing was penned I have been favored, through the courtesy of Howard Saunders, esq., with an original description of a specimen in the British Museum. Under date of March 6, 1873, Mr. Saunders writes me that the bird is a true Xema, and has the appearance of being an Arctic species. "Head, neck, and throat, of a sootier color than in X. sabini, darkening toward the base of the head, but not forming a distinct black collar, as in this species; a white frontal band; under parts and tail pure white, the latter more deeply forked than in sabini; mantle pale pearl-gray, somewhat darker on the wing-coverts; primaries blackish-brown on outer webs and continuation of inner webs, thence white, except at tip; secondaries white, tinged with gray at their tips; bill blackish, tipped with horn-yellow from the angle. Wing, 16.50 inches; tarsi, nearly 2 inches; middle toe the same; hind toe very small, but bearing a well-developed claw."

Subfamily Sternae.

Diag. Laridae rostro integro, paragnatho.

Cil. Bill entire, its upper and under mandible of equal length; always compressed, and higher than broad. Curve of culmen gentle and gradual from base to apex. Commissure gently declinato-convex, sometimes slightly sinuate at base. Synphysis of inferior mandibular rami much more extensive than in Lestrìdinò or Larinae, but the eminentia synphysis less marked. Intertempal space narrow. Encroachment of feathers on the bill as in Larinae. Nostrils linear-oblong, lateral, direct, pervious, varying with genera as regards degree of approximation to the base of the bill. Wings extremely lengthened, narrow, and acute, the first primary much the longest, the rest rapidly graduated. Secondaries short and inconspicuous. Tail usually much elongated and deeply forked, the lateral feathers being more or less attenuated and illiform; only occasionally short and broad (Gelochelidon), or graduated (Anous, &c.). Legs placed rather further back and less decidedly ambulatorial than in Larinae. Tihia denuded for a varying distance. Tarsi short and usually slender; scutellate and transillucent, as in Larinae. Toes of moderate length, and of the usual relative proportions. Webs rather narrow, and (except in Anous, &c.) more or less excised. Claws small, compressed, but much curved and acute. Size moderate, or very small. General form slender and delicate. Plumage as in other subfamilies, but the pterylos narrow, the sexes hardly differing in coloration, but the variations with age and season very great.

For anatomical peculiarities of the subfamily, see under head of Sternae hirundo.

The generic and subgeneric groups of the Sternae are rather better marked than those of the Larinae. They are in number about thirteen. Of these more than half (seven) are represented in North America. Phaethusa, Gymns, and several subgenera near Anous are extralimital. The North American forms may readily be distinguished by the following analysis. Hydrochelidon and Anous may be regarded as genera, the remainder being subgenera of Sternae.
Analysis of the North American forms of Sterninae.

A. Nostrils sub-basal. Frontal antec prominent, embracing base of culmen. Tail more or less forked. Tarsus not shorter than middle toe without the claw. Lateral toes much shorter than the middle. Webs excised...

a. Webs moderately incised. Tail well formed, generally more than half as long as the wing. Under parts white or light.

a'. Upper parts pearl-gray. Cap in summer black, or a black bar through eye.

1. Bill short and very stout, somewhat gull-like, black. Tarsi much longer than the toes, black. Tail lightly forked. Medium size...

2. Bill long, large, bright colored, or with yellow tip. An occipital crest. Feet black. Forking of tail variable. Of large size...

3. Bill moderate, slender, usually bright colored, like the feet. No crest. Tail long, deeply forked. Size medium and small..

b. Upper parts dusky. Cap like the back.

4. Bill and feet black. A white frontal crescent...

b. Webs deeply incised (feet little more than semipalmate).

Tail merely emarginate, hardly or not half as long as the wing. Under parts in summer black...

B. Nostrils nearly median. No frontal antec, the feathers extending further on culmen than at the sides. Tail double-rounded. Tarsi very short. Toes lengthened, the lateral nearly as long as the middle, with full webs...

Color fuliginous...

Subgenus Gelochelidon, Brehm.

< Sterna, Mont., Orn. Dict. Suppl. 1813. (S. anglica.)
X Thalasseus, BOIE, Isis, 1822, 563 (not type).
= Gelochelidon, BREHM, Naturg. Vögel. Deutsch. 1831, p. —. (S. anglica.)
=Laropus, WAGL., Isis, 1532, 1225. (S. anglica.)

CHAR. Bill rather shorter than the head, exceedingly robust, not very acute, compressed; the culmen nearly straight to beyond the nostrils, then very declinato-convex to the tip, rather broad and rounded for its whole length; the gonys about straight; rami slightly concave; symphysal eminence well marked; tomas of lower mandible inflected; commissure gently curved. Height of bill at base, a third of total length. Nasal groove exceedingly short and broad, not deep; nostrils short, widely oval, placed very near the base of the bill, just beyond the termination of the feathers. Wings exceedingly long and acute, each primary surpassing the next by a full inch; the secondaries short, soft, obliquely incurved at their extremities. Tail rather short, contained 2/4 times in the wing from the carpus; deeply emarginate, but its lateral feathers not elongated nor attenuated. Feet long and stout for this subfamily. Tarsi shorter than the bill, longer than the middle toe and claw. Hind toe remarkably developed, being unusually long for this subfamily; inner shorter than outer; interdigital membranes moderately broad, deeply incised, especially the inner. Tibia naked for half an inch. Claws slender, slightly arched, acute. Scutella as in Sterninae generally. Size moderate. Tail and rump concord with the back. Anatomical characters those of Sterninae generally.

The above diagnosis is of a group which differs chiefly from other Sterninae, in the robust and obtuse bill, though other characters may be noted. The bill not distinctly resembles that of Larinae, and the group may be looked upon as the connecting link between the two subfamilies. It differs in pattern of coloration from most other Terns, in having the color of the mantle continued uninterruptedly on to the tail. Anatomical differences between it and Sterna proper are hardly to be appreciated, except, of course, those characters of the bones upon which the proportions of the bill and feet depend.

Of the several accredited species supposed to compose the genus, North America possesses but one, which is identical with that of Europe.

The genus has but few synonyms, the species comprised in it having been ordinarily referred to Sterna. Wagler's synonym (Laropus) is autedated by Gelochelidon of Brehm, which latter is the first distinctive name.
STERNA (GEOCHELIDON) ANGLICA, Mont.

Gull-billed Terr.


Thalasseus anglicus, Boie, Isis, 1822, 563.


Laropus anglica, WAGL., Isis, 1832, 1225.


Gelochelidon aranes, Br., List, 1838, 61.

Sterna visorii, Breihm, Lehrb. 1523, 623; "Beitr. iii, 650."

Sterna macroptera, Gould.

Sterna affinis, Horse. (Jde Blas.).

Gelochelidon palustris, Magcll., Man. ii, 1842, 337; Br. B. v, —

Gelochelidon balthica, agraria, meridionalis, Breihm, V. D. 772, 773, 774.

Diag. S. rostro brevi, robusto; rostro pedibusque nigris; pallaio carulescente-perlacio, wropygio concorde, caudu emarginatu.


Adult in summer. — Bill with the culmen regularly declinato-convex from near the base to the tip; the culmen broad and flattened, especially basally. Outline of rami a little concave; gonyx very long, its outline about straight. Depth of bill at base a third of total length; its width very much less than its height. Both mandibles marked with numerous longitudinal striae. Angle between the rami moderately acute; the symphyseal eminence well marked; the tip not very acute. Nasal groove exceedingly short, wide, of somewhat triangular shape, not deep. Nostrils unusually wide, broadly oval, short, lateral, pervious, placed very far back, only just anterior to the termination of the feathers. The feathers extend on the side of the bill but little farther than on the culmen, the re-entrant angle formed there being very obtuse. Those on the side of the lower mandible do not extend so far as on the upper. Submental space feathered almost to the symphysis. Head of ordinary sternine aspect; body rather stout, full, and thick set. Wing lengthened, as long as the whole body and tail. Primaries exceedingly long, narrowing regularly from base to tip, which latter is attenuated and acute. The first surpasses the second by a full inch; the rest are rapidly graduated. Secondaries short and inconspicuous. Tertials rather long, broad, and flowing. Tail quite short for this subfamily, contained 2½ times, or more, on the wing from the carpus. The emargination is moderate, amounting to about 1½ inches. The middle pair of feathers are broad almost to their very tips, which are rounded, with only a slightly acute apex just at the tip of the rhachis; the lateral ones grow successively more elongated and tapering; the outer pair maintains its breadth until within about an inch of the tip, when it rather suddenly narrows and grows acute. The feet are rather long; the tarsus considerably exceeding the middle toe and claw. The tibiae are long, naked for half an inch, but have no feathers inserted into them for three-fourths of an inch, and are perfectly smooth, with no scutella or ridulations. The tarsus is compressed, moderately smooth, anteriorly defended with the ordinary row of scutella, which break up toward the tibio-tarsal joint into two or more rows; posteriorly and laterally it is reticulated with small, smooth, very regular polygonal (chiefly hexagonal) scales. Anterior toes of ordinary relative length; but the hallux is remark-
ably developed for this subfamily, and is inserted rather low down. Web only moderately broad, and deeply incised, especially the outer one. Claws exceedingly slender, little arched, very acute, the inner edge of the middle one moderately dilated, not serrated.

Crown and long occipital crest deep glossy greenish-black. This piling extends on each side to a level with the lower border of the eye, and leaves only a very narrow line of white to run along the edge of the feathers on the sides of the upper mandible; and it grows even wider on the latero-nuchal regions behind the eyes. Neck all round, and under parts, white. Mantle light pearl-blue, this color extending on the rump to the tail, and quite to the tips of the rectrices. The tail feathers indeed are deepest colored at their tips, fading into nearly pure white toward their bases, on that portion of each feather which is covered with the next one. The color of the mantle extends quite to the tips of the tertials, but dilutes a little toward the apices of the secondaries. Shafts of primaries yellowish-white. Primaries all grayish-black, deepest on the outer vane of the first, but this color is so heavily silvered as to be really much lighter in appearance. All the primaries have on their inner webs a space of white, which extends toward their apices for a varying distance on each. On the first the white is largest, purest, and extends furthest; is distinctly defined from the black, and has not a margin of black along its inner border, except just at its apex. The amount of the white diminishes in length and breadth with each successive primary, until on the last one it is inconspicuous; still it is quite perceptible on all. The bill is black, with or without a minute yellowish tip. The legs and feet are greenish-black.

Adult, winter plumage.—The winter plumage of this species, as usual among Sterneae, hardly differs, except in the character of the piling. The black usually becomes restricted chiefly to the occiput and nape, extending forward over the auricular and temporal regions to the eye, and sometimes almost entirely disappearing; leaving the whole head pure white, except a slight dusky trace through the eye and on the auriculæ. There is the usual auto-ocular lunula. The forehead is entirely pure white; on the crown this color decreases in amount, becoming mixed with blackish-brown, and on the occiput almost entirely disappears. The general tint of the upper parts is perhaps rather lighter than in summer. For a while after the autumnal moulting the primaries are also rather lighter than in summer, but toward spring they become fully as dark.

Young-of-the-year.—The bill is blackish-brown, lighter toward its tip, dusky yellowish or dull flesh-color toward the base of the under mandible. Legs and feet dull brownish, the claws blackish-brown. The general color of the upper parts is light pearl-blue, as in the adults, extending over the whole back from the neck to the upper tail-coverts, and including the median and greater coverts, and the tertials. The continuity of this color, however, is interrupted by numerous more or less distinct crescentic or hasteate spots of dull brownish. Each feather bears a spot toward its extremity; its extreme tip, however, being yellowish or ochraceous-white, much lighter than the ground color of the upper parts. Along the edge of the fore-arm there is the ordinary band of brownish-black on the least coverts. The forehead and greater part of the vertex is white; but this color is interrupted on the latter by narrow lines of black along the shaft of each feather; these lines growing larger and wider toward the occiput and nape, where the white nearly disappears. An ante-ocular crescent and post-ocular space of brownish-black. The neck all round, and the whole under parts, including the inner wing-coverts and upper as well as under tail-coverts, pure white. Primaries much as in the adults; their shafts white. Secondaries as in the adults. The tail is less deeply forked; the rectrices much as in the adults, but fading into pure or yellowish-white at their tips, each having a more or less distinct hasteate subterminal spot of brownish. The general proportions are somewhat less than in the adult, especially as regards the length of the bill and of the lateral rectrices.

Dimensions.—Length, 13 to 14.50 inches; extent of wings, 33 to 35; bill, 1.40; the gape, 2; genys, 0.60; height at base, 0.45; tibia naked ½ inch, no feathers inserted for ½ inch; tarsus (average), 1.30; middle toe and claw, 1.10; Hallux, with its claw, 0.40; wing, from carpus, 11.75 to 12.25; tail, to end of outer feather, 5.50; depth of emargination, 1.50 to 1.75 inches. "Average weight 6.oz. avoid." Female usually, but not always, smaller than the male.

The anatomical characters of the species do not present any special peculiarities, and therefore it has not been deemed necessary to introduce a description of them.

This strongly marked and well-known species requires no further description than that above. The chief variations to which it is subject are those of dimensions. In the above paragraph I have given what will, I think, be found to be the average. The amount of variation is well displayed in the table given by Audubon. Most authors assert that the female is the smaller; but although this seems usually to be the case, it does not always hold. The amount of emargination of the tail in adult birds seems to be pretty constant, being, comparatively, free from both accidental or sexual variation.

The comparisons I have made of S. anglica with S. arigua have convinced me that there is not the slightest grounds on which to found a species distinct from the Europ-
STERN A ANGLICA, GULL-BILLED TERN.

I have been unable to detect any discrepancies, nor do I think that any characters have ever been assigned to our bird. Wilson, in his description, does not compare it with the European, doubtless for the best of reasons—that he did not know it. His name, however, has been generally adopted for our bird since the time of its use in that connection by Bonaparte, in 1838.

Synonymy.—The name anglica is rather an unfortunate one, since the bird, though then described from specimens shot in England, seems to be much less abundant in that country than in other places where found. As, however, there is implied in the name no actual geographical error, it is unnecessary to change it, as was done by Macgillivray. Several names, additional to those above cited, appear to belong here, but as I have made no critical examination of these supposed species, I do not here consider them. Schlegel unites a number of current species, and is probably right in so doing.

Subgenus Thalasseus, Boie.

< Thalasseus, Boie, Isis, 1822, 563 (type S. caspia, Pall.).—Cousens, Rev. Sternis. N. A.


> Sylochelidon, Brehm, Vög. Deutsch. 1831, 770. (S. caspia.)

> Helopus, WAGL., Isis, 1822, 124. (S. caspia.)


Gen. char. Bill as long as, or longer than, the head; robust; its height at the base a fourth to a third of its length along culmen. Culmen variable in amount of curvature, from nearly straight to very convex. Gonys of variable length. Wings only moderately long for this subfamily; pointed, but the first primary not surpassing the second by as much as the second does the third. Tail moderate or very short, in the type of the genus greatly abbreviated, being contained three times in the wing from the carpus, and but moderately emarginate. In other species more elongated and quite deeply forked, contained about twice in the wing. Feet stout, of moderate length; tarsi usually about two-thirds the bill; as long as, or somewhat exceeding, the middle toe and claw. Halux exceedingly short. Webs moderately broad, quite deeply incised, especially the inner one. Of variable size, from the largest of the subfamily to quite moderate. General form always more or less robust. A decided occipital crest. Under parts always white. Feet black.

The essential characters of the subgenus, as compared with Sterna proper, are found in the very large size and robust form; in the depth and stoutness of the bills; in the stouter feet; and in the shorter tail, which is usually rather emarginate than forked, and never so deeply forked as in Sterna. The pattern of coloration is different in some respects, and there is a decided occipital crest. Gelochelidon is apparently the most closely allied, but this differs remarkably in the bill; there is no occipital crest, the wings are longer, the interdigital webs more deeply incised.

I have been obliged, in the preceding diagnosis of this group, to define it with considerable latitude, in consequence of the somewhat dissimilar types which I have referred to it. I have not, however, felt assured of the propriety of dividing it, as now limited, into two or more groups, in consequence of the close connection which the different extremes of form present through intermediate species. Thus the Thalassus caspius and T. canticaca differ considerably in such features as shape and robustness of bill, length and emargination of tail. If we examine, however, other species, such as T. regius and elegans of North America, velox of Europe, &c., we shall find some characters of form which are different in nearly every species, as e. g., proportions of tarsus and toes in regius and elegans; and we shall moreover be able to trace gradual transitions in every respect, from one species to another. I prefer to retain all these large species under the same subgeneric designation, as they all possess strong points of similarity among themselves, and recognizable discrepancies from Sterna in its restricted sense.

Thalasseus is the first distinctive name which was proposed for this group, and is the one now in most general employment. It is based upon Sterna caspia, as are also all the other synonyms quoted at the head of this article, with the exception of Actochelidon, which has Sterna cantica as type.

Analysis of the North American Species of Thalasseus.

A. Of large size and robust form. Bill entirely bright colored, feet black. Tail slightly forked, with little or no attenuation of the outer feathers.

a. Tail merely emarginate. Primaries concolor on both webs (without white stripe on inner web). Bill red. Largest: Wing about 16 inches; tail only 5 to 6; bill nearly 3......... caspia.
b. Tail forked. Primaries with white stripe.

1. Bill orange, stout, 2.25 to 2.75 long, 0.50 to 0.66 deep at base; gonys only about 1 long; wing, 14 to 15; tarsus, about 1.25, decidedly not longer than middle toe and claw ................................................................. regia.

2. Bill orange, comparatively slender, about 2.50 long, less than 0.50 deep at base; gonys, about 1.50 long; wing, 12 to 13; tarsus, about 1, decidedly not longer than middle toe and claw ........................................... galericulata.

B. Smaller and less robust. Bill black, tipped with yellow. Tail deeply forked, with narrow outer feathers ................................................................. cantica.

STERNA (THALASSEUS) CASPIA, Pall.

Caspian Tern.


Helopus caspia, Wagl., Isis, 1832, 124.


Sterna streanea, Gould.

Thalassites melanotis, Sw. (Fide Blas.)

Sylochelidon balthica et schillingii, Brehm, V. D. 769, 770.

(?) Sylochelidon cayanensis, Bp., Compt. Rend. 1856, 772 (gives regia also).

Hab.—The Northern hemisphere. Arctic America, and south along the Atlantic coast to New Jersey.

Adult, breeding plumage.—(No. 17978. Mus. S. I., from Hudson's Bay.) Bill about the length of the head, very much longer than the tarsus, exceedingly robust, much compressed, deep at the base, its tip not very acute. The cuimens is broad and flattened at the base, more compressed and narrow anteriorly; very regularly declinate convex throughout its whole length. The commissure is curved from the angle of the mouth to the tip, the amount of decimation increasing toward the tip. The outline of the mandibular crura is slightly concave; the gonys is about straight; the symphysal eminence only tolerably well marked. The nasal groove is short and wide, and becomes quite obsolete before it reaches the tomia. The nostrils are of the ordinary shape and size, or slightly widened, placed at the anterior extremity of the nasal fossa. Several striae proceed out from them on the upper mandible, but the lower is quite smooth. The submental space is tolerably broad, bare of feathers for about half its length. The outline of the feathers on the upper mandible is as in Sterna generally, but those on the side are rather broad and rounded.

The palate is antero-posteriorly very concave, but transversely it is very flat and little arched or vaulted. From three inches from the tip the roof of the mouth is quite smooth, with only slight indications of a median ridge; but there is on each side a deep groove, just along the edge, for the reception of the inferior mandible. The nasal aperture begins 24 inches from the tip, and is rather more than an inch long. The two lateral ridges are short, beginning only slightly in advance of the nasal aperture; but they are greatly elevated, very conspicuous, and their ridges so largely papillate as to appear almost serrated.

Wings of ordinary length and shape for this subfamily. The primaries are quite broad at their bases, but about two or three inches from their tips become rapidly narrower, and taper to their slender rounded apices. The first surpasses the second by
fully as much as the latter surpasses the third. The tail is of peculiar shape; it is short, the emargination being only 1/2 inches. The middle feathers are broad to their very ends, which are rounded; the lateral ones become successively more lengthened and acute, till the external pair narrows rapidly to a fine point; but this pair has nothing of the slender and filamentous character common to most of the species.

The feet are short, and of moderate robustness. The tibiae are bare for only about 3/4 of an inch, or rather less than in regia, which is a much smaller bird. The tarsus is peculiar in having the scutella on its anterior aspect replaced by polygonal plates of a similar character to those of the lateral aspect, but larger, smoother, more regular. The toes superiorly have something of this reticulation. The tarsus is elsewhere covered with small, rough, elevated plates of irregular shape, as is also the superior surface of the webs. The middle toe is a little less than the tarsus; the outer is nearly as long; the tip of the claw reaching beyond the base of the middle claw; the inner is very short, its claw not reaching the base of the middle one. The hallux is extremely abbreviated. The claws are all short, stout, little curved or acute. The interdigital membranes are rather narrow and deeply incised, especially the inner one, the emargination of which reaches to between the second and third joints of the median digit.

Bill dark vermilion red, growing lighter and somewhat "diaphanous" toward the tip. Pileum and occipital crest glossy greenish-black, extending to below the lower level of the eyes, and occupying the termination of the feathers on the side of the mandible to the exclusion of the white. The lower eyelid is white, forming a noticeable spot on the greenish. A white streak along the sides of the upper mandible, not, however, extending to the end of the feathers. Mantle pearl-blue, the line of demarcation between it and the white rather indefinite, both on the nape of the neck and on the rump; most of the tail feathers, and especially the central ones, retaining a more or less notable pearly tint. The rachides of the primaries are yellowish-white; the primary feathers, more or less grayish-black, but when new, so heavily silvered over as to appear of a light hoary gray, especially on their superior aspects. On the inner web of all there is a central light field; this is very narrow, even on the first primary, although it runs for some considerable distance, and on the others it rapidly grows less; and it has no trenchant line of division on any of the primaries from the darker portions of the feather. The whole inner web of the secondaries is pure white, the outer pearl-blue. Legs and feet, with their soles, black.

**Adult, winter plumage.**—The winter plumage of this species, as is the case with other Terns, is chiefly distinguished by a diminution in the brightness of the colors of the bill, and by a change in the character of the pileum. The vermilion is replaced by light orange-red, growing still yellower toward the tip of the bill and along the tonia. The forehead is white, usually quite pure; the crown white, with small, narrow, distinct streaks of brownish-black along the shaft of each feather. On the sides of the head, before and behind the eyes, and over the auriculds, the black is more largely intermixed with the white; and on the nape of the neck, that is toward the termination of the occipital crest, the black is the predominating color, being only slightly variegated with white. There is no essential difference in the amount of emargination of the tail, but it has ordinarily at this season more of a pearl-blue tinge than in summer.

**Young-of-the-year.**—Every way much smaller than the adult, the bill especially smaller, shorter and weaker, and of a duller red, more inclining to orange. Upper parts as in the adult, but the pearl-blue everywhere spotted with very numerous rather small roundish or bastate spots of brownish-black, largest on the tertials. Forehead grayish-white; vertex speckled unto grayish-white and black, the latter color increasing in amount until it becomes nearly or quite pure on the short occipital crest. Wings much as in the adult. Tail much shorter and less forked; the rectrices with brownish spaces near their tips, chiefly on their inner webs. Under parts dull white. Legs and feet rather shorter and weaker than those of the adult, but of much the same color.

A series of American skins, compared with a fully adult bird from Europe, differ in size and proportion, as shown by the following table of comparative measurements:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Length of bill along culmen</td>
<td>2.75</td>
<td>2.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Length of bill along gape</td>
<td>4.00</td>
<td>3.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Height of bill at base</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>0.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Width of bill opposite nostrils</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>0.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Length of wing from flexure</td>
<td>15.50</td>
<td>13.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Length of tarsus</strong></td>
<td>7.75</td>
<td>6.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Length of middle toe and claw</td>
<td>1.65</td>
<td>1.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Length of tail</td>
<td>5.75</td>
<td>5.25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

From these measurements it is apparent that the American bird is decidedly larger than the European. The bill is nearly a third of an inch longer, and at the same time
is especially remarkable for its great comparative depth at the base, the width at the base being no greater than that of the skins from Europe. This gives to the bill quite a different shape. The next most striking discrepancy is found in the length of the wing from the carpai joint, in which dimension the American bird surpasses the European by fully 1/2 inch. Indeed the wing of the adult European hardly exceeds that of a young American bird of the year. But there are no other discrepancies, and as it is probable that a larger suite of skins than that examined would show a wider range of individual variation, it may not be necessary to recognize var. imperator.

**STERRA (THALASSEUS) REGIA, Gamb.**

Royal Tern.

(1) Grande Hirondelle de mer de Cayenne, Buff., viii, 346; whence Sterna maxima, Boddd., P. E. 988; S. cayanensis, Gm., Syst. Nat. 1, 1788, 604; Cayenne Tern, Lath., Syn. vi, 352; S. cayana, E. 1790, 804. (Doubtful.)

Sterna maxima, Scl. & Salvy., P. Z. S. 1871, 567 (Middle and South America).

Sterna cayanensis, Leot. Gis. Trinidad, 555.


Thalasseus cayanus, Bp., List, 1836, 61.—Gosses, B. Jam. 1847, 431.


Thalasseus regius, Gamb., Journ. Phila. Acad. i, 2d series, 1849, 228.—Coues, Pr. Phila. Acad. 1862, 593.—Coues, Isb., 1864, 328 (Guatemala).—Salv., Isb., 1866, 199 (Guatemala).—Ridg., Ann. Lyc. N. Y., viii, 1864, 104 (Sombrero); viii, 1866, 299 (New York); ix, 1868, 210 (Yucatan).—Gould., Repert. 1866, 392 (Cuba).—Coues, Pr. Bost. Soc. xii, 1868, 126 (South Carolina).—Coues, Pr. Phila. Acad. 1871, 42 (North Carolina; biography).

Phaetusa regia, Bp., Compt. Rend. 1856, 772.

(1) "Sterna clytaemnorum, Maxim., Beitr. iv, 857.—Tschudi, F. N. Peru. Ann. 305.—Bunk., Syst. Ubers. iii, 459" (Scl. & Salvy.).


Adult, spring plumage.—Bill about as long as that of T. caspius, but of very different shape, being much slenderer, its height at base being only from a fourth to a fifth of its total length. Culmen gradually declinato-convex from base to tip, the amount of curvature increasing but slightly toward the apex, which is not very acute. Commissure somewhat sinuate basally, regularly declinato-convex for the rest of its length. Rami decidedly a little concave along their edges. Gonyx straight, shorter than the rami, the prominence between the two illy developed. Wings of ordinary length, the primaries of the usual shape and relative lengths. The tibiae are bare for a considerable distance (0.90 of an inch). The tarsus is not longer than the middle toe and claw. Its anterior aspect shows a tendency toward reticulations instead of transverse costella, but there are usually some scales which extend quite across it. The lateral and posterior riors are thickly reticulated, as in caspius, but the plates are not so rough or elevated. The toes have the usual relative length for this genus. The interdigital membranes are as described under caspius, but the emargination is not quite so great. The tail is long for this genus, and quite deeply forked. The central feathers are broad to their very tips, which are rounded; the lateral ones grow successively more elongated and narrower toward their tips, the external pair being slender and quite filamentous for some distance from their narrow rounded apices.

*Audubon says that these birds are found in Labrador. This is certainly an error; and the birds that he observed there, and mistook for this species, must have been individuals of the S. caspius.
The glossy greenish-black pileum does not extend below the eyes, and is so narrow on the sides of the upper mandible that it allows a broad white streak to extend along the edge of the mandible to the extreme tip of the feathers. The mantle is exceedingly light pearl-blue, fading imperceptibly into white on the rump and toward the extremities of the tertials. The tail is white, with a faint tinge of pearly, especially on the central feathers and inner webs of the others. The secondaries are pure white for their whole length, except a small space on the outer web near the tip, which is grayish-blue, deeper than the mantle. The outer web of the first primary is grayish-black; the inner web of the same has a space of black extending the whole length of the feather, very narrow at the base, widening as it runs toward the tip, within 1\(\frac{1}{2}\) inches of which it occupies the whole web, to the exclusion of the white portion; the rest of the web is white, separated from the black by a straight distinctly-defined trench. The band is, as a rule, four times as broad as the space, and sharper in young birds. These general characteristics, but the white space rapidly grows narrower and shorter, and runs up further to the centre along than the edge of the web, so that for a little way from its end it has a border of blackish along its outer margin. The other primaries have no grayish-black, but are wholly pearl-blue, their inner webs margined with white. The bill is coral or orange-red, with a slightly lighter tip. The feet are blackish, their soles dull yellowish.

Winter plumage.—Bill less brightly colored than in summer, its apex and tomae dull yellowish. Front white; crown variegated with black and white, the former color increasing on the occiput and uenchal crest, which latter, though shorter than in summer, is almost or quite unmixed with white. This black extends forward on the sides of the head to the eye, which it includes. The tail is not pure white, as in summer, but is glossed over with the bluish of the mantle, which deepens toward the tips of the feathers. The mature plumage is also considerably less depilous, the lateral feathers having little or nothing of a filamentous character. Otherwise as above.

Young-of-the-year in August.—Bill considerably smaller and shorter than in the adult; its tip less acute, and its angles and ridges less sharply defined; mostly reddish-yellow, but light yellowish at tip. Crown much as in the adults in winter, but the occipital crest scarcely recognizable as such. Upper parts mostly white; but the pearl-gray of the adults appearing in irregular patches, and the whole back marked with small, irregularly shaped, but well-defined spots of brown. On the tertials the brown occupies nearly the whole of each feather, a narrow edge only remaining white. Lesser wing-coverts dusky plumbeous. Primaries much as in the adults, but the line of demarcation of the black and white wanting sharpness of definition. Tail basally white, but soon becoming plumbeous, then decidedly brownish, the extreme tips of the feathers again markedly white. Otherwise as in the adults.

Dimensions of the adults.—Length, 18 to 20 inches; extent of wings, 42 to 44; wing, from carpal joint, 14 to 15; tail, 6 to 8; the depth of forking, about 3 to 4; bill, along culmen, 2.50 to 2.75; along commissure, 3.75; its height at base, 0.70; its width, 0.50; goyys, 1 to 1.25; tibiae base, 0.90; tarsus, 1.37; middle toe and claw, 1.49.

Other variations.—For so large a species, and one of this family, the variations are not very great. When found, they consist chiefly in differences of dimensions, as usual, and in a less degree in the shape and size of the bill. The measurements indicated above are, I believe, about the average. There seems to be no difference in the sexes. The young are invariably smaller, with weaker bill and feet, and only slightly forked tail. The relative proportions of the tarsus and tail of the adults, as well as the absolute length of these parts, seem to be very constant, and always preserve the radical difference from those of elegans, which is noticed below.

Immature birds, of course, exhibit every gradation between the state of plumage above described, and that of the adults. When very young, however, they preserve pretty constantly the pattern of coloration given. The adults, in winter, vary a good deal as to the exact amount of black remaining in the pileum; but the essential characters of white front, spotted vertex, nearly black occiput, and variegated lateral stripe along the sides of the head, are always found. In the plumage of adult summer birds I have found no variations worth noticing.

Comparison with allied species.—The species is liable to be confounded with only one other of North America—galericulata. While the bill is nearly or quite as long as is that of caspius, it is of a very different shape, being every way weaker, with a straighter culmen. Besides, the coloration of the primaries of caspius is peculiar in lacking the white stripe on the inner webs of the primaries. S. galericulata is more nearly allied; but it is considerably smaller, with the bill, though as long or nearly so, much slenderer and differently shaped (compare descriptions), with a different proportionate length of tarsus and toes, a rich rosy blush in the breeding season, &c.

Bibliography.—While I agree with Messrs. Sclater and Salvin that S. maxima Bodd. (= caspius Cim. & All.) does not improbable, and must not make the identification satisfactorily. The description (of a young bird) is too short and vague to be determined positively. It might have been based on Photurus magnirostris. The

* Audubon's measurements, "tarsis, 3\(\frac{1}{2}\); middle toe, 1; its claw, 1\(\frac{1}{2}\);" are so glaringly erroneous, that they must be either typographical or clerical mistakes.
name had better rest, at least until it is certain there is no other large species of Tropical America to which it can apply. Besides, the name *maxima* involves an inaccuracy. Gamble's name, *regia*, is perfectly definite. I quote *S. erythrophthalmus* as doubtless conspecific with *regia*, but should not be surprised if some varietal distinctions were found in this case. *S. chloropoda* Vieill. I can make nothing of.

My personal observations on this species are confined to the coast of North Carolina; on a former occasion I gave the following account: This Tern certainly breeds somewhere in the vicinity of Fort Macon; for, although I did not find any nests, I saw it constantly through two summers, and occasionally noticed birds so young that they were still receiving attentions from their parents; while in June and July small flocks were often noticed pursuing so straight a course for long distances, that I had no doubt they were passing directly between their nests and their feeding-places. It commonly arrives from the south early in April, and through this and the next month is more abundant than at other times until the fall—a part, I presume, passing further north. It becomes numerous again in September, and so continues until the end of November. I cannot say whether or not any remain all winter, but think that, if observed at that season, it will be an exceptional case. It is more wary than any of the other Terns, and is always the first to rise among the miscellaneous troops that fleck the sand-bars. It is conspicuous by its size and bright red bill; and the young are easily distinguished by the smaller size, yellow instead of red bill, and spotted plumage. The old birds lose the black pileum in September, the crown then becoming white, bordered behind by the long, loose blackish feathers of the occiput, and a few other dark ones on the sides of the head. The bill in winter is not so vivid in color as in summer, and much shorter. All the changes of the old are finished by October; but the young remain blotched, and with mere traces of the pearl-blue mantle, all the fall. I took one old bird with the feet curiously mottled with yellowish and black, and yellow claws—probably a pathological state, although the bird appeared perfectly healthy. These are vigorous, spirited birds, showing good fight when captured, and strong enough to bite pretty severely. Their voice is loud and raucous, though still without the deep guttural intonation of that of the Shearwaters.

**STERNA (THALASSEUS) GALERICULATA, Licht.**

**Elegant Tern.**


(1) _Thalasseus galericulatus_, Blas., J. f. O. 1866, 82.

_Thalasseus elegans_., GAMB., Pr. Phila. Acad. iv. 1848, 129 (immature).—_LAWR._, B. N. A. 1858, 860.—_BD._, B. N. A. 1860, pl. 94.—_Leot._, Ois. Trinidad, 542.


_Hab._—Middle and South America. Up the Pacific coast from Peru (Froben) to California (Gambel). Tehuantepec (Sumichrast). Trinidad (Leotard). Brazil (Lichtenstein). Not observed on the Gulf or Atlantic coast of the United States.

_Adult, winter plumage._—(No. 24851, Mus. Smith. Inst., from San Francisco, Cal.; the type of the above-cited plate.) Bill much longer than the head, exceeding the tarsus, middle toe and claw together; much compressed, very slender, its tip attenuated. Culmen quite straight to beyond the nostrils, then slightly and equably convex for the rest of its length; broad basally, more compressed and transversely convex anteriorly. Commisure declinato-convex for nearly its whole length. Mandibular rami very short, decidedly concave in outline, their angle of divergence very acute. Gonys extremely
long, exceeding the crura of the mandible, its outline straight. Tomia of both mandibles sharp and much inflected. Nasal groove long, fully half the culmen, narrow, not deep, directed obliquely downward and forward toward the tomia; but it becomes obsolete, however, before reaching them. A few oblique indistinct striae on both mandibles are under the feathers of the bill. The outer edge of the bill is blunt. The bill is orange-red, insensibly fading into yellow on the tip and cutting edges.

The naked portions of the tibiae, the tarsus and the toes, with the claws, are black; the soles of the feet mostly yellowish. The most striking peculiarity of the feet is the length of the tarsus, as compared with the toes. The former is very much longer than the middle toe alone, and slightly exceeds the middle toe and claw together.* The feet are of the ordinary shape and stoutness, with the usual extent of the tibiae bare. The outer toe, without its claw, is very long, being but very slightly shorter than the middle; while the extremity of the claw of the inner toe falls short of the base of the claw of the middle. Hallux of usual dimensions. Claws all moderately long, arched, acute; the inner edge of the middle very much thinned and dilated, and usually more or less serrate. The emargination of the webs is moderate, that of the inner only reaching to the third joint of the middle toe. The wings present no special peculiarities of form or color, being in both these respects quite similar to regia, already fully described. The markings of the primaries are quite identical. The tail also has the form of that of regia. In the winter skin before me, it has considerably less elongated tail feathers than it will have in summer. All the feathers are also washed over with a very notable amount of grayish-blue, most conspicuous in their outer webs. The lateral feathers in this specimen have little or none of this bluish tinge, and still preserve a considerably elongated and tapering shape. The forehead, and feathers on the side of the bill, are pure white; on the vertex this white becomes variegated with rounded, rather ill-defined spots of grayish-black, which all have pure black centres along the shaft. On the occiput the black preponderates largely over the white, which is only left as a slight tip to each feather. The long-flowing nuchal crest is glossy greenish and black, unadulterated with white; and this color extends forward on the sides of the head as a well-defined band, passing through and a little beyond the eyes. Even in this winter specimen the rosy hue of the under parts is perceptible.

Dimensions of same specimen. — Culmen, 2.60; riots, 3.75; goyxs, 1.40; height of bill at base, 0.50; width, 0.45; "length, 17;" wing, 12.25; tail, 4.75; depth of fork, 2.25; tarsus, 1.25; middle toe, 0.85; its claw, 0.30.

The above is taken from a perfect winter specimen (the original of the figure in the Atlas of Birds N. A.), which does not differ materially from Gaubel's type. The following gives the perfect summer plumage:

Adult. — Bill bright red, salmon-colored toward tip. Feet black; soles and under surfaces of claws slightly flavescent. Crown of head, including long-flowing occipital crest, pure black, reaching down on the sides to the head to a straight line just on a level with the lower border of the eye; the white of the cheeks, &c., accompanying the black to the foremost point of extension of the feathers in the nasal fossae. All the under parts rosy-white, with satin gloss. Tail entirely pure white, longer and more deeply forked than in winter. Back and wings pale pearl-blue; the usual pattern of color is: "body, 7.50;" cheeks, ";" neck, 1.40; "extant, 4;" (label); culmen, 2.75; wing, as before; tail, 7.50; depth of fork, 3.50; tarsus, 1.25; middle toe and claw, the same. This species scarcely requires comparison with any other. The following measurements give the difference in size and shape between it and regia—the only North American species with which it is likely to be confused:

*S. regia: Bill along culmen, 2.60 (average); depth at base, 0.75 (or about 0.333 its length); goyxs 1.25, about equal to rami of lower mandible, measured from the feathers on the side; wing, 15.40 to 15; tibia, 0.90; middle toe and claw, 1.30 to 1.40; tarsus, 1.25.

S. gallericulata: Bill along culmen, 2.60 (average); depth at base, 0.50 (or about 0.2 of its length); goyxs 1.40, or rather longer than rami, measured as above; wing, 12.25 to 12.50; tibia, 0.65; middle toe and claw, about 1.15; tarsus, 1.25.

Compare also Gaubel's original description and remarks. Gallericulata is a smaller bird than regia, yet with bill, tail, and tarsi as long; the bill much slenderer; the toes shorter; the under parts colder; they never are bare.

I now follow several European ornithologists in referring the species generally known as "elegans" to S. gallericulata of Lichtenstein—a name which had escaped me in my earlier studies of this group. Messrs. Selater and Salvin say that comata Phil. & Landb. is the same bird.

* The species may always be diagnosed from S. regia by the measurements of these parts, the toes being in gallericulata considerably shorter, compared with the tarsus, than in regia. In regia the middle toe and claw are somewhat longer than the tarsus; in gallericulata the two are of about the same length. The tarsus of regia but very slightly surpasses the middle toe without its claw; the tarsus of gallericulata is nearly a fourth of its own length longer than the middle toe without its claw.
STERNA CANTIANA, SANDWICH TERN.

STERNA (THALASSEUS) CANTIANA, Gm.

SANDWICH TERN.


Hab.—Atlantic coast of North America to Southern New England. Bahamas; Cuba; Jamaica; ranging into Central America (both coasts). Honduras, breeding (Saltini). South into Brazil (Pelezini).

Adult, breeding plumage.—Bill much longer than the head, exceeding in length the tarsus, middle toe and claw together; quite slender and attenuated for this genus, the tip excessively acute. The convexity of the culmen, from tip to base, is regular, but very slight. The commissure is gradually declinate-convex throughout its whole length. The outline of the mandibular crura is decidedly concave; that of the gonys about straight. An eminencia symphys is hardly appreciable. The submental or interceral space is very short and extremely narrow, the feathers only covering its posterior half. Nasal groove very long, narrow, not deep, extending more than half the length of the bill, and subsiding at the toma. Both mandibles are marked with oblique longitudinal striae. The outline of the feathers on the bill is as usual in this subfamily. Wings of moderate length, of ordinary shape; the primaries quite broad to within a short distance of their rounded, not very narrow nor acute, tips. The formation of the tail is exactly as in regia. The feet are quite slender, moderately compressed, anteriorly sentellate, laterally and posteriorly reticulate, as usual in the subfamily. Webs moderately incised for this genus; relative proportions of the toes as in other species. Claws all long, strong, arched, acute, the inner edge of the middle one greatly dilated.

Bill black; the tip for ½ to ⅔ of an inch bright yellow, sharply defined against the black: "inside of mouth deep blue." Feet dull black. Pileum and occipital crest glossy black, with a tinge of green: the color extending just below the eyes, but leaving a space along the sides of the mandible white to the extremity of the feathers. The mantle is exceedingly light pearl-blue, fading on the rump and upper tail-coverts into pure white; but the rectrices themselves have a slight shade of pearl bluish. The primaries are colored exactly as in regia. On the inner web of the first the black space is broad and deep in color: when about ¼ inches from the apex of the quill it quite suddenly grows wider, so as to exclude the white portion from the tip altogether. The second, third, and fourth primaries have the same general pattern, but the white runs up from the central portion on to the edge of the webs, so that toward its end it receives a narrow edging of blackish. The other primaries have no blackish, but are simply pearl-blue, with broad white margins along the whole length of their inner webs. The outer primaries are all heavily silvered when the quills are new.

Dimensions of the adult.—Length, 15 to 16 inches; extent, —; wing, from the carpus, 12.50; tail, 6; depth of emargination, 2.35; bill, along culmen, 2.25; along gape, 3; its height at base, 0.42; width, ditto, 0.37; length of rami from feathers on side of
lower mandible, 1; gonys, 1.20 (longer than rami); tarsus, 1; middle toe and claw, very slightly longer.

Adult, winter plumage.—The yellow tip of the bill decreases in extent and intensity of color; the front is white, either pure or speckled with black; the crown variegated with black and white, the former color consisting of small, narrow, distinct streaks along the shaft of each feather; but the long occipital crest, which does not entirely disappear at this season, usually remains of an unmixed brownish-black. The lateral tail feathers are shorter than in summer.

Young-of-the-year in August.—Considerably smaller than the adult, as is usual in this subfamily, the wing being a full half inch shorter. The bill is shorter and weaker, and is without any very sharply-defined angles and ridges. It is brownish-black, the extreme point only yellowish. The crown, front, and occiput, are brownish-black, variegated with white; the white touches very small on the forehead. The upper parts are as in the adult, but everywhere marked with irregularly-shaped but well-defined spots and transverse bars of decided brownish-black. There is no well-formed occipital crest until after the first moult. The primaries are like those of the adults. The tail, however, is very different. The feathers for four-thirds their length are of the color of the back; this color gradually deepens, until toward the tips it becomes brownish-black, each feather having a terminal irregular edge left white. The tail, in shape, is simply deeply emarginate, the outer feathers being but slightly longer than the second.

Other variations.—The yellow tip of the bill varies greatly in extent, and has also a varying outline and distinctness of definition from the black. The length of this yellow tip appears to depend in a good measure upon the age of the bird, while the intensity of the color is apparently affected most by the season of the year. The difference between the longest and shortest tips that have come under my observation is full half an inch (varying from ¼ to ½). The length of the tarsus and toes seems very constant, as are the markings of the primaries in their extent and distribution. The difference in length of wing from the carpus is only about one-half an inch in adult birds. The forking of the tail varies somewhat, but never equals that of the species of Sterna proper.

A series of winter skins from Jamaica in, probably, their first moult (if they really belong to this species), differ from adult examples from various points on the Atlantic coast in being very way considerably smaller. The bills are about a third of an inch shorter than the average; and other parts differ proportionally.

European: White margin of inner web of outer three or four primaries wide, extending quite to tip, which it wholly occupies. Breadth of white portion one and a half inches from tip of first primary, 0.25 of an inch.

American: White margin of inner web of three or four outer primaries narrow, falling short of tip, which is wholly occupied by the black portion. Breadth of white margin one and a half inch from tip of first primary, 0.10 of an inch.

The foregoing expresses certain points of difference I have found to subsist between the American and European birds, but I do not now attach to them any importance, since they may depend mainly upon age of the individual quills. Whether or not I can agree with my friends, Dr. Selater and Mr. Salvir, "that Dr. Cones has ably discussed the subject," I am ready to concede that he "has succeeded in reducing the differences to a minimum which is too small to warrant specific separation!"

Subgenus Sterna, Linn.

< Sterna, Linn., Syst. Nat. 1748, et anct. (Type S. hiundo, Linn.) 
< Thalassas, Kaup, Sk. Ent. Eur. Thierw. 1829, 97. (Type S. paradisea, Brünn.) 
< Hydrocercops, Boie, Isis, 1844, 175. (Same type.) 
< Sternaula, Boie, Isis, 1822, 563. (Type S. minutula, Linn.)

Gen. Char. Bill about as long as, or a little shorter than, the head, much longer than the tarsus; variable in stoutness, but generally quite slender, compressed, very acute; the culmen declinate-convex, gradually and regularly curved from base to apex; the commissure gently curved; the outline of the rami straight, or a little concave; the gonys quite straight, slightly ascending; the eminentia symphysis well marked, but not very prominent. Wings long and pointed, typical of the subfamily. Tail long, forked; varying in these respects; but the lateral feathers always elongated, tapering, and filamentous, and the depth of the fornication very considerable. Tarsus slender, compressed, a little shorter than the middle toe and claw, slightly longer than the middle toe alone, much shorter than the bill, about as long as the radius of the inferior maxilla. Toes moderately long. Webs moderately broad and incised; varying in this respect, but never so deeply cut out as in Hydrochelidon. Size moderate, or very small; general form slender and graceful. Head without a decided occipital crest. A black plumage; the back some shade of blue; the primaries variegated with black and white, and silver; the under parts white, with or without a plumbeous or rosy tinge.
The genus Sterna, as restricted by most later ornithologists, includes the numerous species which are closely allied to S. hirundo. They agree very closely in size, general form and proportion, and pattern of coloration, as well as in seasonal changes of plumage. So closely is this resemblance maintained, that it is with some difficulty that the group can be divided into sections. Specific characters likewise sometimes a little obscure, especially when we have to deal with immature specimens.

In winter the species lose the bright color of the bill and tail, to a greater or less degree, and also the black pileum, which is mostly restricted to an occipital patch, and a fascia on each side of the head. The long-forked tail is shortened; the lateral feathers have little of the elongated filamentous character they possess in summer. The young-of-the-year resemble the adults in winter in most points, but are generally variegated on the upper parts with brown markings.

Of the many species of the genus, nine or ten are known to inhabit North America. Of these, three (hirundo, macrura, and paradisea) are common to Europe and America, while of these remaining, two have a wide tropical dispersion. They may be recognized by the following brief diagnoses:

**Analysis of North American species of Sterna.**

A. **Mantle pearl-gray.**
   
   **I.** No black cap.
   
   Head whitish, with black bar through eye; under parts like the mantle................................................................. **trudeaui.**

   **II.** A black cap.
   
   a. No white frontal crescent.
   
   Bill red, blackening at end. Feet coral-red. Outer web of outer tail feather, white; inner, gray or dark. Tarsus 0.90, or more.......................... **forsteri.**

   Bill red, blackening at end. Feet coral-red. Outer web of outer tail feather, gray or dark; inner, white. Tarsus about 0.75. Under parts decidedly paler than upper................................................................. **hirundo.**

   Bill wholly red. Feet vermilion. Tail feather as in the last. Tarsus 0.65, or less. Under parts nearly like upper ................................................................. **macrura.**

   b'. Bill black, often red at the base. Feet reddish................................................................. **paradisea.**

b. A white frontal crescent.

   Bill yellow, tipped with black. Feet yellow.......................... **superciliaris.**

   Bill and feet black................................................................. **albicilla.**

B. **Mantle dusky. A white frontal crescent. Bill black.**

   Mantle blackish-brown; crown the same.............................. **fuliginosa.**

   Mantle smoky gray; crown much darker............................... **anostheta.**

**Note.**—The above analysis is based upon adult summer birds, and is not available for the young in which the characters, especially of color of the bill and feet, may be materially different. These, especially of Sec. II, can only be determined by reference to the detailed descriptions. *S. portlandica* is not presented here.

**STERNA TRUDEAUI, Aud.**

**Trudeau's Tern.**


*Thalasseus trudeaui*, Br., Comptes Rendus, 1856, 772.

*Phoebus trudeaui*, Blas., J. f. O. 1856, 73.

*Sterna frobenii*, Phil. & Landsh., Wieg. Arch. 1863, 125; Cat. Av. Chil. 49. (Scl. & Salv.)

**Diag.** *S. corpore perlaco, capite et tectricibus alarum inferioribus albis, cittd transoculari nigri, rostro rubescente, nigro-cincto, apice flavicante.*


**Adult, perfect plumage.**—The bill is noticeably stout for its length, especially deep at the base. The culmen is regularly curved; the outline of the rami is a little concave,
that of the genus straight and ascending; the gape follows nearly the curve of the culmen. In shape the bill, in fact, almost repeats forsteri, and averages the same in length. The tip is broadly straw-yellow; at the base it appears to have been bright colored (probably reddish); a broad band of black intervenes. The whole head is pure white, including all the parts about the base of the bill; this deepens insensibly into the nearly color all around. There is a narrow distinct bar of slaty-black on the side of the head, passing through the eye from a point just in advance of the auriculae, where the fascia widens and bends down a little. All the rest of the plumage, below as well as above, is of a uniform lustrous pale pearly, with the following exceptions: The under surfaces of the wings are pure white; the tail, with its coverts and the rump, are white, but still with an appreciable pearly tint; the tips, and part of the inner vanes of the secondaries and tertials, are white; the primaries have the picture common to most Terns, with a white space on the inner webs; their darker portions are beautifully silvered over with hoary gray, which makes them appear paler than usual; the shafts are white above and below, except at the extreme tips; the feet appear to have been reddish or yellowish, certainly of some bright color.

Dimensions.—Wing, 10:25; tail, 6:50; depth of fork, 2:75; bill, along culmen, 1:50; its depth at base, 0:38; length of gony, 1:75; tarsus, 0:90; middle toe and claw, 1:05.

A specimen belonging to J. L. Giraud, esq., believed to be the original of Audubon's plate and description, agrees minutely with the one from which the foregoing description was taken from Buenos Ayres (No. 46981, Mus. Smith.). In my above-quoted article I discussed the relationships of Audubon's type to S. forsteri rather elaborately, but not very satisfactorily, in as far as considering it as possibly that species is concerned. I was deceived by the great similarity in its size and proportions to forsteri, and was under the wrong impression that it might gain a black cap. It is clear to me that tradus is perfectly distinct from all other North American species, and that it never gains a black cap; it is, in fact, one of the most remarkable of all the Terns. I am under the impression that tradus is not its first name, believing it to be one of Vieillot's species; but I cannot now make a determination.

The species requires comparison with no other, its coloration being peculiar if not unique. In addition to the two specimens above referred to, I have, if my memory be not at fault, seen another in the La Fresnaye collection, now in Boston, labeled with a Vieillotian name.

The only question is regarding the propriety of introducing the species among North American birds. For myself, I doubt that it was ever actually taken within our limits; but I have no means of disproving one author's positive assertion to that effect.

### STERNA FORSTERI, Nutt.

#### Forster's Tern.

*Sterna hirundo*, Sw. & Rich., F. B. A. ii, 1831, 412; not of authors.


*Sterna hirundo*, Aud., Orn. Biogr. v, 1839, 122, p. 409, f. 1; Syn. 1839, 318; B. Am. viii, 1844, 163, p. 431 (young or winter plumage).—LAWRIE, B. N. A. 1858, 861.—COATES, Pr. Phila. Acad. 1862, 543 (refers it to forsteri).

*Gelochelidon hirundo*, Bp., Comptes Rendus, 1856, 772.

#### Diag. S. Sterna hirundo niambia, sed major, caudis longior, magis forteca, alis breviarioribus, rostro robustiori, tarsi longioribus, pennis interno rectiusc exterioris griseis, externo albo, gastrico albis.

*Hub.*—North America at large. Middle America. South America to Brazil. Only known to breed in the higher latitudes.

Adult, spring plumage.—Bill orange-yellow, black for nearly its terminal half, the extreme points of both mandibles yellowish; robust, deep at the base; culmen markedly decinate-convex, eminence at symphysis well developed; in total length from \( \pi \) to \( \gamma \), of an inch longer than that of *S. hirundo*. The black plume does not extend so far down on the sides of the head as it does in *hirundo*, barely embracing the eye (the lower lid of which is white), and leaving a considerably wider white space between
the eye and commissural edge of superior maxilla than in *hirundo*. The color of the back hardly differs appreciably from that species; it is perhaps a shade lighter. The wings are comparatively considerably shorter than those of *hirundo*, being absolutely a little shorter, though *forsteri* is a larger bird. They are very light colored, being strongly silvered with the peculiar hairiness common to most of the species of the genus, this light color being very observable even on the coverts. The outer web of the first primary is not black, but silvery like the others; all the primaries want the very decided white space on the inner webs which exists in *hirundo* and *maeastra*; there are indications of it, indeed, on the three or four outer primaries, but the others are a nearly uniform dusky gray, moderately hoary. The entire under parts are white, with scarcely a trace of the plumbeous which is so evident in *hirundo*, and amounts to so decided a color in *maeastra*. The tail is a slightly lighter shade of the color of the mantle, separated from the latter for a short space by the decidedly white rump. The lateral feathers are much more lengthened than in *hirundo*, the elongation generally quite equaling that of *maeastra*, and sometimes even exceeding it. These two lateral feathers are white on the outer web, dusky gray on the inner. This being exactly the reverse of *hirundo*, and a very noticeable feature, was the first to draw attention to the bird; and this character being so tangible and convenient, writers have perhaps laid too much stress upon it, to the exclusion of others quite as evident and more important. The tail of white orange, tinged with vermillon; the tarsus shorter than the middle toe and claw; the feet longer and stouter by over 0.10 of an inch than the same parts in *hirundo*.

**Adult, winter plumage.**—The black of the terminal portion of the bill increases so much in extent that nearly the whole bill becomes dusky, except a small space at the base of the under mandible, and a terminal space of varying extent. The feet lose their vermillon tinge and become dusky yellowish. The black plumage is more or less variegated with white on the forehead to the almost complete exclusion of the black; but there is always considerable black left on the nape, and a more or less broad and distinct bar always extends along the sides of the head, embracing the eyes. The lateral tail feathers have not the elongation and attenuation of those of summer, being but little, if any, longer than those of *hirundo* during the breeding season. The color of the inner web is usually somewhat darker, and sometimes extends on the outer as well as the inner, especially toward the tip of the feather.

*At the time of the moult* the old primaries lose their silvering and become plain brown and white, their shafts being of a decided yellow. The inner webs at this season have white spaces, with nearly as distinctly-defined margins as are found in *hirundo* and *maeastra*.

**Young.**—Bill in all its proportions considerably smaller and weaker than that of the adults, and wanting its very acute tip and sharply-defined ridges and angles; brownish-black, fading into dull flesh-color at the base of the under mandible. Front white, but the crown and nape show considerable traces of the black that is to appear, which is interspersed with a good deal of light brown. The pearl-blue of the back and wing-coverts is everywhere interrupted by irregular patches of light grayish-brown, showing a tendency to become transverse bars; this grayish-brown on the tertials deepens into brownish-black, and occupies nearly the whole extent of each feather. The primaries differ from those of the adult in having less of the silvery gloss, and the inner white spaces are more marked, being in fact like those of the adult *hirundo*. The rump and under parts are pure white. The tail intensifies, so to speak, its adult characters as regards color; and, independently of any other feature, will always serve to identify the species. It is deeply emarginate, but the lateral feather is not greatly produced, surpassing the second by scarcely more than the latter surpasses the third. Its inner web, for an inch or so from the tip, and both webs of the other feathers, are quite decidedly grayish-black; the intensity of this color, and also its extent, decreasing successively on each feather from without inward, so that the central pair scarcely deepen their color at the tips. The outer web of the lateral feather generally stays pretty uninterruptedly white, but sometimes is just at the tip invaded by the darker color of its inner web.

The foregoing descriptions embrace all the stages of plumage of this species which are well characterized. Between them, of course, there will be found every gradation. The number of immature specimens of this species which are found in collections, as compared with the adults, is surprising. Fully one-half of all the examples before me are in the "barely" state of plumage, having white fronts and the ordinary ocular fascia. This is doubtless owing to the northern localities in which the bird breeds. Few, if any, United States specimens are to be taken, except in winter. *Sterna forsteri* affords a good illustration of a species bearing so intimate a general resemblance to its conspecific, to be confused with it at a distance, and yet which cannot be fully examined proving to be totally distinct. It is perfectly easy to separate it from the *hirundo* by its characters of bill, wings, tail or feet, either of which, taken alone, would identify it. The following table will exhibit at a glance the distinctive features of our three most intimately allied species.
Differential diagnosis of *S. forsteri, hirundo, and macrura.*

*S. forsteri:* Bill (average), 1.60 along culmen; depth at base, 0.10; robust. Bill orange-yellow, nearly its terminal half black. White space between eye and cutting edge of upper mandible broad. Under parts white. Outer web of first primary slightly; the inner webs also of the others strongly hoary, without well-defined white space. Tail bluish-pearl, like the back, its lateral feathers usually produced (average nearly 7 inches in length); its outer web white, inner the color of the rest of the tail. Legs long and stout. Length of tarsus (average) rather over 0.90 of an inch; orange-yellow, tinged with vermillion. Length of tarsus, middle toe and claw, 2 inches.

*S. hirundo:* Bill (average), 1.45 along culmen; depth at base, 0.33; moderate. Bill vermillion-red, its terminal third black. White space between eye and cutting edge of upper mandible narrower than in *forsteri.* Under parts lightly washed with plumbeous, fading into white on the throat and abdomen. Outer web of first primary black; inner webs of the others somewhat hoary, with well-defined white spaces. Tail white, different from the back, its lateral feather moderately produced (average 6 inches in length); its outer web grayish dusky, inner white. Legs moderate. Length of tarsus about 0.80 of an inch; light vermillion-red. Length of tarsus, middle toe and claw, 1.75 inches.

*S. macrura:* Bill (average), 1.30 along culmen; depth at base, 0.30; slender. Bill wholly deep carmine-red. White space between eye and cutting edge of upper mandible narrower than in *hirundo.* Under parts decidedly plumbeous, extending from vent to throat, both of which become abruptly white. Primaries as in *hirundo.* Tail with the elongation of *forsteri,* or rather exceeding it (average 7.50 inches), and the color of *hirundo.* Legs very short and slender. Length of tarsus (average) 0.55 of an inch; deep vermillion, almost black. Length of tarsus, middle toe and claw, about 1.50 inches.

Comparison of the young-of-the-year of *S. forsteri* and *hirundo.*—The bill and feet constantly present differences proportional to those which exist in the adults, as regards length and stoutness. The bill of *hirundo* is more decidedly yellowish at the base of the lower mandible than in that of *forsteri,* and the feet are clear yellow instead of being tinged with dusky. The mottled and variegated crown and upper parts are much the same in both, and the markings of the quills quite identical. The tail, however, differs remarkably. In *hirundo* the outer webs of all the feathers are dusky gray. In *forsteri* the reverse is the case. The difference is even more marked than in the adults.

**Synonymy.**—This species was first indicated by Swainson and Richardson, as above, under the name of *Sterna hirundo,* these authors, however, appreciating and commenting upon the differences from that species. Nuttall was the first to give it a specific name, based upon the indications afforded by the authors above mentioned. To Mr. G. N. Lawrence, however, is really due the credit of first establishing the species by giving complete descriptions, and of showing its relationships to *S. hirundo.* This misapplication of Linnaeus' name by Swainson and Richardson is, I believe, the only specific synonym (excepting Audubon's "hacelli"), unless the *Sterna nuttalli* of Nuttall's work (from Audubon's Mss.) is to be referred here, as is probably the case. In Bonaparte's Table of Longipennis (C. R. xili, 1856, p. 768) not only is hacelli separated specifically from *forsteri,* but it is placed in a different genus (Gelochelidon), while tradescani is made a Phalacronyx. It is difficult to account for such a misapprehension of their affinities, but vagaries of this sort are too often found in works of this illustrious author. It is unnecessary to reproduce here the argument by which I showed (Pr. A. N. S. Phil. 1862, p. 543) the identity of *hacelli* and *forsteri,* for the fact is fully established.

I append the measurements of several specimens of *forsteri,* showing the limits of its variation in size:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Smithsonian Cat. No.</th>
<th>Locality</th>
<th>Sex</th>
<th>Wing</th>
<th>Tail Length</th>
<th>Depth of Body</th>
<th>Bill Length</th>
<th>Height at Base</th>
<th>Tarsus</th>
<th>Middle Toe and Claw</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>21274</td>
<td>New Jersey</td>
<td>♂</td>
<td>10.00</td>
<td>6.99</td>
<td>4.00</td>
<td>1.65</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>1.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12082</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>♂</td>
<td>9.50</td>
<td>7.70</td>
<td>5.00</td>
<td>1.58</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>1.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11034</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>♂</td>
<td>10.10</td>
<td>6.75</td>
<td>3.60</td>
<td>1.61</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>1.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4928</td>
<td>Florida</td>
<td>♂</td>
<td>10.30</td>
<td>6.00</td>
<td>2.30</td>
<td>1.50</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>1.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14373</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>♂</td>
<td>9.75</td>
<td>7.00</td>
<td>4.10</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>1.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14373</td>
<td>Sacramento</td>
<td>♀</td>
<td>9.70</td>
<td>6.90</td>
<td>3.00</td>
<td>1.56</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>1.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4317</td>
<td>California</td>
<td>♂</td>
<td>10.30</td>
<td>7.20</td>
<td>3.70</td>
<td>1.55</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>1.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4317</td>
<td>Louisiana</td>
<td>♂</td>
<td>10.20</td>
<td>6.60</td>
<td>3.55</td>
<td>1.54</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>1.08</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The history of Forster's Tern is interesting. It is singular that so common and widely-distributed a species should have remained unrecognized as long as it did. Swainson and Richardson described it as the Common Tern; Wilson did not know it at all, and Audubon only became aware of it in the imperfect plumage which he described as "ha-velli." Nuttall doubtfully gave it a name upon the strength of Richardson's description. Mr. Lawrence, in 1858, was the first to elucidate its characters satisfactorily, while it was not until the appearance of my paper that its changes of plumage became known. It bears, indeed, a close resemblance to Wilson's Tern, yet is perfectly distinct, the curious difference in the colors of the two webs of the outer tail feathers being only one of several strong characters. In fact, I learned to distinguish the two species at gun-shot range, when they are in winter dress, so different are they at that season. Forster's then has the crown white, the occiput blackish, and a remarkably distinct black transocular fascia, better marked than in any other species of ours. The bill is nearly as in summer, but not so bright; the feet are orange instead of red. This plumage was finished in all of a number of old birds shot the second week in September. The young-of-the-year have the whole head white, faintly washed with brownish, except the transocular fascia, which is pure black, and very sharply defined; but nearly all the feathers of the crown have dusky bases, that will increase during the fall and coming winter until the condition above noticed is attained. The eye-stripe is 1/2 inch long and about 1/2 an inch wide, reaching from the lores through the eyes to and over the auriculles. The blue mantle only partly appears at this time, being lightly washed over with gray and clear brown; the rectrices are heavily dusky, as in hirundo at the same season, but the dark color is on opposite webs in the two species. The wing-feathers are new and perfect, and more hoary-silvery than those of hirundo of the same age; but the pattern of coloration is exactly duplicated. The feet are yellow, more or less obscured with dusky.

No Tern of this country is more widely and generally distributed than this one. It may be found in every part of the country, at one season or another, and in the interior, especially, almost replaces hirundo, being in fact the most characteristic of the species. Doubtless some of the local quotations of "hirundo" from interior States really refer to this species. It appears to be harder than some of its allies, as it winters on our Atlantic coast north of Long Island, while most others proceed further south at this season. It is the commonest Tern, in winter and during the migrations, in the harbor of Baltimore. Nevertheless, its wanderings at this season are pushed to South America. On the Carolina coast it is chiefly a migrant, but also a winter resident. Comparing it with hirundo, it is there seen to be the more northerly species of the two, migrating earlier in the spring and later in the fall, besides wintering where S. hirundo does not. A few of Forster's Terns come back to the Carolinas in August; they become abundant the following month, and there is little or no decrease of their numbers until December, when a part go further south, to return the latter part of March, and the rest remain. It is one of the most plentiful Terns on the harbor of Beaufort in October and November, when it may be distinguished at any reasonable distance with ease, Wilson's Tern being the only one at all resembling it, and this being differently marked about the head at this season. Quite early in the spring it leaves for its northern breeding grounds, generally acquiring its complete plumage before it leaves the United States. It breeds in the interior of British America, and
very abundantly, to judge from the great number of eggs from that region I have seen. It may yet be found to nest on or near the northern tier of States. Of its general habits there is little to be said, as they agree entirely with those of its well-known allies.

**STERNA HIRUNDO, Auct.**

**Common Tern.**


*Hydrocercops hirundo*, BOHE, Isis, 1-44, 179.

*Sterna hirundo*, HANN. (Fide Blan.)


*Sterna pomatina*, BRENN, V. D. 1-11, 741.

*Sterna hirundo*, HANN. (Gray)

(?) *Sterna marinus*, EYti., Cat. Br. B. 1-935, 55 (by some assigned to magellanic.)


Dia. S. rostra, rubro, in apicem nigricante, pedibus rufis, picea nigra, pallio perleuco, gastero ex ulbio perlaveo, poxlanis exteriori rufescens exteriori griseo-plamaged cel fuseo.


Adult, summer plumage. — Bill as long as the head, about equaling the tarsus and middle toe without the claw, of moderate robustness, its height at the base being contained a little more than five times in the length of its culmen. Gonys just as long as the ramus, measured from the feathers on the side of the mandible to the eminence symphys, which latter is but slightly marked. Nasal groove moderately long and deep, a sulcus, bounded above and below by a stria, proceeding from it anteriorly to be lost at the torna about two-thirds the way to the tip. In color it is bright coral, or light vermilion, on its basal half, or rather more than half, the remainder black, except the lightest tips of the mandible, which are white. Innominate velvety-black, with a slight tinge of glossy-green. It extends to the lower lid of the eye, but leaves the lower lids white, and it is so broad on the lore of the white line of feathers along the side of the mandible is very narrow, and hardly reaches to
the very extremity of the feathers. The whole upper parts are grayish-blue, or rather deep pearl-blue, this color commencing insensibly on the back of the neck, deepening on the dorsum, and extending, quite undiluted, almost to the extreme apices of the tertials. The bluish color, however, ends quite abruptly and distinctly on the rump, so that the superior caudal rectrices are pure white. The hinder parts of the tail, a consider-
enably lighter shade of the color of the back. On the throat, toward the chin and
along the borders of the black pilum, it fades into nearly or quite pure white, as it
does also on the inferior caudal rectrices and the circumal region. The inferior
surfaces of the wings and the axillary feathers are pure white. The shafts of all the
primaries are on their superior and inferior aspects white, but deepen into blackish
toward their apices. The outer web of the first primary is black, with scarcely any
hearriness. The first four or five primaries are grayish-black, with a very strong sil-
very hoariness; their inner webs with a space of white along their inner margins.
This space on the first primary at the base occupies the whole web, becomes narrower
as it ascends, and ends, or becomes a mere line, about an inch from the apex of the
quill. On the other primaries it is of less extent, and runs up along the centre of the
shaft a little further than on the edge. On the innermost primaries, again, it is very
narrow, but forms an entire margin to the inner webs, running quite to their tips.
The inner primaries have scarcely any grayish-black, but are rather of the color of the
mantle. The secondaries are mostly pure white, but toward their ends have a space
grayish-blue of about equal extent on both webs. The tail is moderately elongated
and forked, contained about 12 times in the wing; the folded wings reach one to two
inches beyond it. The central feathers are broad to their evenly rounded tips; the
lateral ones successively narrower, more tapering and acute. The under tail-coverts
reach to the very tips of the central rectrices; the upper fall a little short of them. The
rectrices are on their outer webs light pearl-gray (very like the back), their inner webs
nearly pure white. The external pair, however, are on most of their inner webs,
especially terminally, grayish-blue, while their outer webs are dark grayish-black.*

Legs and feet light coral-red.

Dimensions.—Length (average), 14.50 inches; extent, about 31; wing, from the car-
pus, 10.50; tail, 6; depth of fork, 3.50 (average); bill, along culmen, 1.35; height at
base, 0.33; from feathers on side of lower mandible to tip, 1.60; gonys, 0.80; gape,
2.10; tibiae bare, 0.50; tarsus, 0.80 to 0.85; middle toe 0.75, its claw 0.30; outer 0.70,
it claw 0.18; inner 0.45, its claw 0.14; hallux, with its claw, 0.25; whole foot, about
1.75. Mr. Allen has given some elaborate tables of measurements, showing the following
range of variation in size of adult birds from the same locality in the breeding
season. The extreme range, as far as I am aware, is as follows: length, 13 to 16; ex-
et, 29 to 32; wing, 9.75 to 11.75; tail, 5 to 7; tarsus, 0.66 to 0.87; bill, 1.25 to 1.50.

Females average a little less than the males. Young fall under the above minima;
length down to 12, wing to 9, tail to 4, bill to 1.32, &c.

Young-of-the-year in August.—Upper mandible brown, becoming blackish on the cul-
men toward the tip, and somewhat flesh-colored basally along the tonia. Under
mandible light yellow, darkening into brown toward the tip. Mouth yellow; feet
dull yellow, with scarcely a tinge of reddish. Forehead grayish-white; on the vertex
this gray is intermixed with large, roundish, illy-defined spots of blackish; on the
occiput and nape the black is the prevailing color, the extreme tips of the feathers
only being gray. On the sides of the head, as far as the eyes, the black is also nearly
pure. The ground color of the upper parts is a rather lighter shade of the pearl-blue
of the adults, but every feather is tipped with dull, light gray, and has a subterminal
spot (generally a crescent or semicircle) of light brown. These spots and tips are quite
conspicuous, and give perhaps the predominating color to the upper parts; but they
are not so distinctly defined, nor so dark, as in macrura. The lesser wing-coverts along
the edge of the fore-arm and a conspicuous band of nearly pure brownish-black
are of a consid-

lesser and median coverts are conspicuously tipped with yellowish-gray. The greater
secondaries, however, fade into nearly pure white at their tips. The secondaries are
white, with the outer web, except at tip, and the median portion of the inner web,
dark plumbeous or ash-gray. The primaries are colored almost exactly as in the
adults. The rump is white, with a tinge of pearl-blue. The tail is but slightly forked,
the emargination being but little more than an inch. The inner webs of all the rec-
trices are nearly pure white, but the outer webs are plumbeous-gray, increasing in
intensity from within outward; so that the outer pair of rectrices, which are but
little tapering or elongated, have their outer webs grayish-black, deepest toward
their tips. The entire under plumage, including the under wing-coverts, are pure
white, with no trace of the plumbeous wash of the adults.

I have never seen the adult winter plumage of this species, and am therefore unable

* I have seen a single undoubted specimen of this species which had the outer web
of the exterior tail feathers, as well as the inner, almost pure white, both webs being
of the same color as in paradisea. This, however, must be very rare.
The Sterna Hirundo, Common Tern, is a bird that has its plumage change seasonally. In summer, the adult body is white, more or less variegated with black; the middle of the crown is white, lightly spotted or streaked with black; occiput and nape almost wholly black. In other respects, I think that the upper and under parts will both be found lighter than in summer, the latter especially approaching to the pure white of the young bird; the tail will be shorter and less deeply forked; the bill and feet duller red, the former more invaded by the black of the terminal portion. Audubon says, "in winter the bill is black, with the base pale orange and the tip yellow; the feet orange-yellow. The colors are as in the adults, the forehead white, the rest of the head dusky, the upper parts having the feathers slightly edged with lighter."

*Comparative table for identification.*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Smithson. Cat. No.</th>
<th>Locality</th>
<th>Wing</th>
<th>Other feather</th>
<th>Depth of fork</th>
<th>Length</th>
<th>Height at base</th>
<th>Tarsus</th>
<th>Middle toe and claw</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9559</td>
<td>Europe</td>
<td>10.30</td>
<td>3.70</td>
<td>2.65</td>
<td>1.38</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>0.51</td>
<td>0.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2428</td>
<td>Holland</td>
<td>9.50</td>
<td>3.60</td>
<td>2.60</td>
<td>1.51</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>0.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2163</td>
<td>Hungary</td>
<td>10.60</td>
<td>6.30</td>
<td>2.70</td>
<td>1.45</td>
<td>0.36</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>0.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23444</td>
<td>do</td>
<td>10.60</td>
<td>5.90</td>
<td>2.70</td>
<td>1.45</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>0.84</td>
<td>0.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23445</td>
<td>do</td>
<td>10.60</td>
<td>6.50</td>
<td>3.00</td>
<td>1.35</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>0.90</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Inches and hundredths.*
**STERNA HIRUNDO, COMMON TERN.**

**B.—S. hirundo or American.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>18224</td>
<td>Labrador</td>
<td>11.00</td>
<td>6.50</td>
<td>3.10</td>
<td>1.50</td>
<td>0.52</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2087</td>
<td>Mass.</td>
<td>10.40</td>
<td>6.90</td>
<td>3.02</td>
<td>1.41</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1140</td>
<td>Cape May, N. J.</td>
<td>10.60</td>
<td>6.40</td>
<td>2.55</td>
<td>1.36</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2011</td>
<td>Hudson's Bay</td>
<td>10.40</td>
<td>5.90</td>
<td>2.55</td>
<td>1.50</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12474</td>
<td>Utah</td>
<td>10.50</td>
<td>6.00</td>
<td>2.50</td>
<td>1.51</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Inches and hundredths.

**Anatomical characters.**—The month is only moderately large, it being exceedingly narrow anteriorly, and only widening toward the fances, where, however, the divergence of the tommia gives it considerable breadth. The palate is concave antero-posteriorly, but is nearly flat laterally. It is soft and vascular only for about two-thirds its length, the anterior third being corneous, and being merely a deep, narrow, longitudinal depression for the reception of the closely-approximated rami of the inferior maxilla. This single depression bifurcates about three-fourths of an inch from the tip, and for the rest of the extent of the palate there is a deep depression on each side, just within the superior tommia and zygo-ma, for the reception of the devascularized rami of the inferior maxilla. On the median line there is a slightly marked ridge, very short, however, and quickly bifurcating to form the fissure of the posterior nares. The edges of this median elevation, on which the nares open, are beset with a single row of small obtuse papillae. On either side of the median line is a longitudinal sulcus, which separates a lateral longitudinal ridge, which is beset posteriorly with more prominent and acutely-pointed papillae. These various ridges and sulci all terminate in papillated extremities. Beyond them the palate is quite smooth, somewhat vaulted, still divided in two by the backward continuance of the nasal fissure. This vaulted portion is bounded posteriorly by two obliquely-placed curved rows of small acute papillae, containing between them an oval foramen, the opening of the Eustachian tube.

The floor of the mouth has the form of an elongated, narrow isosceles triangle with concave sides. The rami are so closely approximated from the commencement of the symphysis as merely to leave room for the reception of the tongue. The floor of the month, though dilatable, is not so much so as in the other subfamilies, and the soft membranes terminate fully an inch from the tip. The tongue arises about opposite the termination of the feathers on the side of the mandible. It measures an inch and a quarter in length; it is exceedingly slender throughout its whole length, and tapers to a very fine and acute apex, which is not bifid. It is soft and fleshy only for a third of its length, the remainder being quite corneous. Its dorsum has a pretty well-marked longitudinal sulcus. It terminates posteriorly in an elevated, bifid, papillated extremity, the ends of the corona being free and projecting. The rima glottidis begins about a third of an inch from the end of the tongue, and is two-tenths of an inch long. It has no papillae along its edges, but its termination is papillate, and a row of papillae extend transversely on either side. Near the angle of the mouth the mucous membrane is thrown up into irregular folds, the beginning of the regular longitudinal cesophageal ones. The disposition of the muscular layers of the floor of the month presents nothing peculiar.

The oesophagus measures about four inches in total length, including the proventriculus. It is of pretty uniform diameter throughout, but enlarges a little toward its termination; but the proventriculus is the direct continuation of it, and is not suddenly nor notably larger than the gullet itself. It is, as usual, capable of great distension. When undistended, the mucous membrane is thrown up into numerous longitudinal folds, quite straight except just at the commencement of the tube, where they are somewhat waved. The canal has evidently great contractile power, from the thickness of the two layers of muscular fibres which inclose it.

The belt of proventricular glands is about a third of an inch broad. They form an uninterrupted zone quite around the circumference of the canal, the margin of the girdle being straight and well defined. The color of the mucous membrane is here darker than elsewhere, and has also a difference of texture quite appreciable to the naked eye and to the tongue. The orifices of the solvent glands may be seen as minute punctures, scattered thickly and evenly over the whole surface.

The gigeria is very small, not larger in external circumference than the proventriculus. It supervenes without any interval, and without any change of direction, directly upon the proventriculus, with which it communicates by a large orifice. It
is flattened and suboval; its distal extremity a little elongated, so as to give it something of a cordiform contour. It is evidently not very powerful, its muscles being hardly a tenth of an inch thick. The tendinous portion of its parietes is of small extent. Its cuticular lining is dense and firm, and thrown up into somewhat irregular but chiefly longitudinal folds. Corresponding elevations and depressions are found on the inner surface of the proper parietes of the organ. There are no pyloric valves, but only corrugations of the cuticular lining at this orifice.

The intestinal canal is very short, measuring only between twelve and thirteen inches between the pylorus and anus. The duodenal fold is about one and a half inches in length. The pancreas stretches the whole length of the concavity between the two folds, and appears as if double, there being an elongated, narrow, flattened mass of the glandular substance on each side of the fold. After forming this fold the intestines become convoluted and coiled upon each other to within three or four inches of the ceca. There another regular loop or fold of the intestine occurs, nearly as large and perfect as the duodenal one itself, against which it is opposed for nearly its whole extent, and connected by reflections of the mesentery.

There are two ceca coli,situate about one and a half inches from the anus. They differ greatly from those of Lestridine and Larina in their extreme bravity. They measure only about two-tenths of an inch in total length, and are so closely applied and bound down to the colon that they might readily be overlooked.

The "large" intestine is exceedingly short, straight, and scarcely, if at all, larger than the small intestine. It has a slight convexity uniform width to near the anus, where it suddenly expands into a capacious globular cloaca. The cloaca is completely divided into two parts—a larger anterior and internal portion, and a smaller posterior and external. The latter is a slight pouch, or cul-de-sac, partially separated from the former by a projecting transverse reduplication of the lining membrane. Just above the edge of this fold, at the extremity of the inner compartment of the cloaca, there is on each side of the median line a small oval depression, surrounded by a corrugated, sphincter-like elevation of mucous membrane, in which the efferent ducts of the urinary and seminal organs terminate.

The kidneys are quite peculiar in shape. The entire renal mass is nearly as long as broad, and in shape almost perfectly rectangular. The upper lobes have but a slight convexity of contour, and are but little larger than the lower. Each kidney is divided into from four to six irregularly rectangular or polyhedral masses. These lobes are nearly equally divided each other by a ridge adjacent to the side and angles of each mass being adapted to those of the masses which lie about it. The ureters, formed by the union of the efferent ducts from each one of these masses, run along nearly parallel to each other on each side of the median line of the spine, at a little distance from it, converging somewhat toward their termination to open in the cloaca, as already described.

The testes lie immediately superimposed upon the superior lobes of the kidneys. Their size varies greatly with age and season. The vas deferens runs backward in close relation to the ureters, to terminate in the above-mentioned depressions on each side of the cloaca.

The other organs of this species do not differ sufficiently from those of Larus to require special mention.

Bibliography.—This is one of the "antique" species, though its synonyms are comparatively few. A chief point that arises is, whether the name "hirundo" belongs here or to the Arctic Tern (maerusa, Naum.). The name has been with much reason referred to the latter, where it probably belongs; but it scarcely seems necessary to make the change in this instance. The earlier diagnoses may apply to either, and, in fact, probably included both, for it will be remembered that the two were not generally distinguished until about 1780. Linnaeus' hirundo may as well be kept for this species, with which it is commonly associated in ornithological record. Hirundo of Brünnich, Faber, and Fabricius, is apparently maerusa; hirundo of Richardson is forsteri. Brisson called the bird Sterna major, a name of course to be disregarded in binomial nomenclature. Eyton has it S. marina, after a pre-Linnaean writer. "Wilsoni, Br." and "fluvatilis, Naum.," are the two most firmly-established synonyms; but the latter only arose upon reference of hirundo, Linn., to maerusa, while, as I have shown, the former has no basis at all.

It is somewhat singular that the North American range of so common and well known a species as this should not be better made out than it is. A similar uncertainty respecting at least its winter range seems to prevail in the matter of its European distribution. In this country it is attributed to Brazil by Pelzeln, but this is the sole extralimital record I have found, except Dr. Bryant's Bahaman quotation. Messrs. Schletter and Salvin do not give it among Neotropical Laridae. The truth probably is, that it does not proceed beyond the United States, as a rule at
least. We have some citations from the interior, but none that I am aware of from the Pacific side. Its track appears to be mainly along the Atlantic coast from Texas to Labrador. My own experience with it is confined to this line, from the Carolinas to Labrador. I find no record north of the last-named region; the bird is obviously not so boreal as macrura. It appears to breed at places all along the line indicated. I found it in Labrador in summer, and Mr. Dresser speaks of its breeding in Texas. The New England breeding references are numerous and unanimous. In North Carolina the bird is very common during the migration, arriving from the south early in April, passing on during the following month, and being again abundant during September and October. The numerous specimens I observed at the latter season all retained the black cap, though even in September they had mostly completed the fall moult, being newly feathered, except on the crown, where the black was worn and faded, yet not much mixed with white, excepting, perhaps, a few specks on the forehead. The change of the pileum appears to be very gradual, and, as already intimated, it probably never progresses to a stage in which the cap is mostly white. At this season the feet were simply orange-yellow, not vermillion, and the bill was shaded with dusky throughout. Some of the year's young had nearly perfect wing and tail feathers; but the mantle showed dusky mottling, with some blackish areas on the wing-coverts. Still, younger birds were beautifully variegated with gray and light brown. In all the young the feet were yellowish, more or less obscured with dusky; the bill was mostly black, with yellow or orange on the basal part of the under mandibles; the bill was invariably smaller than it is when adult, not so hard, and more obtuse at the tip.

STERNA MACRURA, Naum.

Arctic Tern.


Sterna hirundo, Br., Compt. Rend. 1856, 772.—GRAY, Hand-list, iii, 1871, 115, No. 11020.—Dresser, B. Eur. pt. xii, 1872; and of other authors who thus identify hirundo, LINN.

(2) Sterna paradisea, BRÜNN., Orn. Bor. 1764, 42 (most probably).—Blas., J. f. O. 1866, 74, 78.


Sterna argentea, BREHM, Brit. iii, 1832, 692; V. D. 1831, 782, pl. 38, fig. 5.
Sterna argentea, BREHM, V. D. 1831, 783.
Sterna albifrons, KAUF. Isis, 1824, 153.—BREHM, V. D. 1831, 786.—Br., C. R. 1836, 772.
Sterna brevicauda, GRABA, Reise nach Faroe, 1830, 218.
Sterna brevipes, SWAINSON, B. W. Afr. ii, 1837, 252.
Sterna coccinivestris, REICH. (file Gray).—Br., Compt. Rend. 1856, 772.

Diag. St. rostro gracile, rubro; pedibus brevissimis, rubris; corporae coeruleo-cinereis-plumbeo, subitus dilutior; caudis, arcapagio, fuscicinereo-viridis inferioribus albis; rectrices laterali valde elongatii, pagonio externo griseo-fusco.

Hab. Europe. Asia. Africa. North America generally, south to the Middle States, and on the Pacific side to California. Breeds from Massachusetts northward. No valid extratropical record south of the United States; compare, however, PHILLIPS, Cat. 1862, 49 (Chili!!? ).

Adult in breeding plumage.—Bill shorter than the head, equal to the middle toe and tarsus together, slender, compressed, acute. Culmen somewhat broad and flattened toward the base, more compressed and narrower anteriorly; about straight to beyond the nostrils, declinate-convex for the rest of its length. Commisssures very slightly curved. Gonys about as long as the rami; perfectly straight; the outline of the latter a little concave. Inter-cinal space very narrow; about half filled with feathers. Nasal groove rather long, but becoming obsolete before it reaches the tonia. A quite prominent strig proceeds from its anterior extremity to the tonia, but little behind the tip of the bill. The bill is deep carmine, or lake red; usually without any black, but this color sometimes appears in a limited degree.

The feet are remarkably small and weak. The tibias are bare for a moderate distance. The tarsi are exceedingly short, being less than the middle toe without its claw, or, at least, only equal to it. The tarsus is rather long for the size of the foot; the outer falls but little short of the middle one, while the tip of the claw of the outer hardly reaches beyond the third articulation of the middle one. Hallux of ordinary relative length. Webs rather narrow; moderately emarginated; the inner, as usual, the most so. The webs are a lighter tint of the color of the bill, somewhat tending toward vermilion or coral-red, but are not so light as those of hisirdo.

The wings are veryIndex not possible with current OCR accuracy.

The tail is exceedingly long, the outer feather being as much lengthened, and as narrow, tapering and acute, as in S. paradisa. The tail feathers reach beyond the tips of the primaries in the folded wing. The shafts of all are white, with scarcely darker tips. The outer web of the first primary is grayish-black, lightening into silvery-gray at its tip; its inner web is white, with only a very narrow line of grayish-dusky along the shaft. This longitudinal dusky space is very much narrower and lighter than in hisirdo, so much so, that it is placed as a diagnostic feature by Naumann in his "Kenzmader der Art." The next four or five primaries are silvery-gray, darker toward their tips; their inner webs are wholly white (wholly white even on their bases); but the white does not extend so far toward the tips of the feathers as on the first primary, and it runs up farther in the centre of the web than on the edge of it. The inner primaries are the color of the back, broadly tipped and margined internally with white.

The plumage is pure, lustrous greenish-black, so broad on the cheeks as to leave only a slender line of white to extend along the edge of the feathers on the side of the upper mandible. The whole upper parts, as far as the superior caudal rectrices, and including the alar coverts, pearl-blue, of about the same shade as in hisirdo. This color, however, fades into white at the tips of the tertials and inner secondaries. The under parts are but a little lighter shade of the color of the back, this color fading insensibly into whitish on the chin, throat, and edges of the black plumage, and ending abruptly at the under tail-coverts, which are pure white, in marked contrast to the rest of the under parts. The inferior alar rectrices and axillary feathers are also pure white.

Winter plumage of the adults.—Differs from the above-described summer plumage chiefly in the color of the feathers of the head, as usual in the subfamily. The fore-head is white; the crown white, but marked with narrow shaft-lines of black, which increase from before backward until, on the nape, the black is nearly or quite pure. A lateral stripe, more or less pure and distinct, extends forward on the sides of the head over the auriculas, to just in front of the eye, leaving, however, the eyelids white. Upper parts much as in summer, but the under parts from the chin to the vent,
have a much lighter wash of plumage. The deep carmine of the bill and feet becomes lighter and duller, but does not assume the coral-red tint of the feet of *hirundo* or *forsteri*. Others be generally as in summer.

**Plumage of the young-of-the-year.**—The bill is much smaller than in the adults, being only 1 1/2 inches long; brownish-black toward its tip; the gony's and the sides of the lower mandible toward the angle of the mouth dull orange-color, as are also the mouth and tongue. The feet are only orange-colored on the soles, being otherwise brownish-red. The tail is much shorter than in the adults, being only 4.75 to 5 inches long, and the outer pair of rectrices are much broader and scarcely at all tapering in form. The forehead is white, the crown streaked with narrow, longitudinal spots of white upon a black ground color, which extends as far as the eyes, and runs back over the temples and auriculas as far as the nape; whole under parts, from the chin, including the inferior caudal rectrices and under surfaces of the wings, pure white. On the back there predominates everywhere a uniform, light bluish-gray (somewhat darker than in *& hirundo*), all the feathers tipped with yellowish-white or white, most of them with a blackish-brown streak or crescent-shaped spot near the end; these spots darkest on the tertials and inner secondaries, and aggregated into a single, broad, slate-colored streak on the least wing-coverts along the edge of the wing. The ash-blue primaries deepen into slate color toward their tips; their shafts are white, their inner webs with a longitudinal space of white, the outer web of the first slaty-black. The inner tail feathers are white, as are their shafts; their apices white, each with a sub-terminal crescent-shaped spot of brownish-black.

When the young have flown for some time, the bill and feet become considerably reider, and the dark spots on the back lighter, though still not so much so as in the young *hirundo*. After their first moult, which begins while they are migrating and only ends when they have reached their winter habitat, they acquire a plumage very like that of the old birds in winter, but still distinguishable from it by their yet remaining dark tips of the tail-feathers. These, however, are gradually lost, growing lighter and lighter until, by the following spring, they differ but slightly from the adults.*

The brilliant color of the feet is sometimes washed off on the plumage, staining it red or salmon color.

**Dimensions of the adult.**—Length (extremely variable from the varying length of the tail), 14 to 17 inches; extent, 29 to 33; wing, from the carpus, 10 to 10.75; tail, usually 7 to 8, sometimes 6.50 to 8.50; depth of fork, 4 to 5; ibises bare, 0.45; tarsus, 0.55 to 0.65; middle toe and claw, 0.80 to 0.85; inner toe and claw, 0.55; bill, along culmen, 1.20 to 1.40; height at base, 0.50; from feathers of side of lower mandible to tip, 1.40; gape, 1.90; gonys, 0.75.

**Accidental variations.**—These are chiefly noticeable in dimensions, and in the intensity of the color of the under parts. The species is subject to very considerable variations in size, even among apparently equally adult examples. The bill, particularly, is sometimes very much smaller than is usual, and much more slender. Thus, *e. g.*, a female from Nova Scotia, before us, has a bill only 1.08, or less than that assigned to Sterna pikei; and it is quite as slender as in that species. The tail, as might be expected from its shape, varies greatly. Two adult summer birds before me differ two inches in the amount of elongation of the external rectrices; and one and a half inches is a very

---

*The two preceding paragraphs are compiled from Naumann's Naturgeschlichte Vogel Deutschlands. Mr. Maynard gave the following description of the same stage:

"The young-of-the-year in autumn differs from the preceding in having the forehead quite white; a few white feathers on the back of the head; the black is not quite as intense—more brownish. The feathers of the back are edged with rufous. The shoulders are darker. The tips of the tail-feathers are rufous. The whole under parts are pure white. The white line from the base of the bill is discontinued just in front of the eye, and the portion occupied by it is quite dusky, almost black. The feet are dull orange. The bill is black, with the base of the lower mandible orange. * * * Young-of-the-year are readily distinguished [from *hirundo*] by the rump of *hirundo* being ashy, the feet larger, the tarsi longer, with a smoother appearance. The bill is much the same color, but in *hirundo* it is longer. It never has the dusky appearance below the eye seen in *macrura*.

Messrs. Sharpe and Dresser give the following:

"Young-bird-of-the-year.—The upper plumage, though gray like the adult's, is much mottled with blackish, and has all the back-feathers conspicuously tipped with white, the wings and tail feathers being marked in the same manner; the forehead is white, and the hinder part of the head black, mixed on the forepart with a few whistish spots; the cheeks, hinder neck, and entire under surface of the body are pure white, without any admixture of gray; bill black, reddish at base of lower mandible.

**Nestling:** Covered with golden-buff down, inclining to ochre, the upper surface varied with little blackish markings; the forehead and throat brownish-black; under surface of the body yellowish-white, with the flanks and lower abdomen inclining to brownish."
common amount of difference. The wing, from the flexure, differs among the several specimens before me almost or quite an inch. The usual length appears to be about ten inches, though many are half an inch longer, and some hardly over nine. The tarsus and toes, both in their relative and absolute lengths, are very constant, hardly varying appreciably in the large series before me.

The color of the bill is pretty constant, a uniform deep lake. Sometimes, however, it acquires considerable of a blackish tinge toward the tip: but the black never equals that of S. hirundo in extent. The shade of the color of the upper parts may be lighter or darker, but in summer birds it is always darker than in hirundo, and extends in nearly or quite full intensity to the under tail-coverts. Its other variations in color, are unimportant.

The North Pacific birds of this species are perhaps rather smaller, upon an average, with somewhat slenderer bill and shorter wings, than those of the Atlantic.

Synonymy.—The questions arising chiefly relate to the "hirundo" of some of the earlier authors, already considered; but, as intimated under head of the last species, it may not be absolutely necessary to make a change so likely to provoke confusion. Temminck named the bird arctica in 1820, but the designation must yield to macura, Naumann (1819), the priority of which Temminck admits, but does not make valid claim to his name in the fact that it is the more appropriate one. Coccineirostris of Reichenbach is considered by both Gray and Bouaparte, who separate the North American bird from the European, to belong to the former. I have seen no authentic specimens of it, but it is quite certain that no differences exist between the birds of the two continents. There seems to be no question whatever of the pertinence here of the names argentata, argentacea, brachytarsa, nitescchii and brachypus. In considering picei of Lawrence to belong here, I am guided by a very thorough re-examination of the type-specimen, which was not readily accessible when, in the key, I too hastily referred it to longipennis. Satisfied that it was not a distinct species, I followed other authority in assigning it there; but I now find nothing in S. picei not nearly matched by some of the Pacific specimens of S. macura I have latterly examined. What is left of the broken-off bill is rather slenderer than usual, but not noticeably more so than in some young specimens of macura.

STERNA DOUGALLI, Mont.
Roseate Tern.

(†?) Sterna paradisea, Brünn., Orn. Bor. 1764, 46 (more likely macura).

Hydrocerropis dougalli, Boie, Isis, 1844, 179.
Sterna dougalli, Blas., J. F. O. 1856, 50.
Sterna biocopyta et tenuirostris, Licht. (Fide Blas.)

Diag. S. rostro tenue, negro, ad basin rubescente, pedibus rubro-aurantiacis, caudà longisim, albiß, remigibus albo-marginatis ad apices ipsas; pallio perlaco, gastro rosoacelo-albo.

Hab.—Europe. In North America, observed from Massachusetts to Florida, thence to Central America. Various West Indian Islands. Breeds apparently throughout its range. No United States record of wintering.
Adult, breeding plumage.—Bill about equal to the head, nearly as long as the tarsus, middle toe and claw, together; straight, slender, much compressed, much higher than broad at the base, the tip excessively acute, culmen very narrow and transversely very convex, even at the base; gently and equally curved to tip, and then slightly declinato-convex for the rest of its length. Genys very long, much exceeding the ramis, its outline very sharp, perfectly straight. Outline of crura decidedly concave; the intercruural space very narrow, two-thirds filled with feathers; the eminentia symphysis very acute, but not prominent. Tomia of both mandibles inflected, and, from the great compression of the bill, very closely approximated for two-thirds their length. Nasal groove moderately long and wide, but so exceedingly shallow as hardly to merit the name of sulcus. It terminates before it reaches the tomia, and a well-defined slender ridge runs forward from its anterior extremity till it is lost in the tomia. Nostrils of ordinary size and shape. Encroachment of the feathers on the bill as usual. Wings considerably short for this genus, a little rounded; the first primary only moderately longer than the second; all rather obtuse, with rounded tips. Tertials and inner secondaries rather long and flowing. Tail exceedingly long, contained scarcely 11 times in the wing; the central feathers short and rounded at their ends; the lateral excessively elongated, slender, tapering regularly to a very acute point.* The feet are of moderate length and stoutness. The tibiae are bare for only a remarkably short distance. The usual scutellation and reticulation. Tarsus a little longer than the middle toe alone; a little shorter than the middle toe and claw. Lateral toes short; the outer not reaching the base of the claw of the middle; the tip of the claw of the inner falling short of the base of the claw of the middle. Webs of moderate width and amount of emargination. Claws rather short, and all remarkably arched and curved, moderately acute, the edge of the inner a little dilated.

Bill pure black; its tip in extremo slightly yellowish; its base for a varying distance, and the inside of the mouth bright red. Pileum pure, lustrous, velvety black; extending far down on the nape and also very broad, reaching to the lower level of the eyes, and widening somewhat on the temples and anocilia. Under clytid, however, white, as is also a rather broad streak which runs along the side of the upper mandible to the extremity of the feathers. Neck all round and whole under parts, including the under surfaces of the wings, pure white, with a more or less notable tinge of a delicate rosy color. On the back of the neck the white insensibly shades into the very light, delicate pearl-blue which extends over the whole upper parts, including the rump and base of the tail, where, however, it is slightly lighter than on the dorsum. The tips of the tertials and the inner vanes of the secondaries fade into pure white. The shafts of all the primaries are on both sides pure white nearly to their tips. The outer web of the first primary is deep grayish-black, lighter at the tip. All the primaries are light grayish-black, very strongly silvered over. The inner webs of all of them are pure white for more than half their breadth; this white portion being broadest on the first, toward the base of which it occupies the whole web; and on all of them continuing quite to the apices of the feathers, and even going around the tips slightly on to the outer web. The long rectrices are white, with just an appreciable shade of pearly. The legs and feet bright yellowish-red; the webs lighter, the claws black.

Adult, winter plumage.—Bill dull black; the tip for a greater distance dull yellowish; the base of the under mandible somewhat brownish. The forehead and cheeks white. The crown of the head, the occiput, nape, auricular and circumoculare regions, brownish-black, almost or quite un mixed with white, except just on the vertex. There is, therefore, a greater extent and permanency of the pileum than in most other species. Neck all round and under parts white, without any roseate tinge. Lesser coverts along the edge of the fore-arm brownish, but the band from row and not very dark colored. Something of the brownish is also to be traced along the edge of the metacarpus. Primaries and secondaries much as in summer. The tail has, however, quite lost its length, the external rectrices being so much abbreviated as to produce only one or two inches of emargination, and the tail, with its coverts, may be pearly like the back.

Young-of-the-year before the moult.—Length 10.50 to 11 inches. The bill is exceedingly small, slender, and weak; its tip obtuse; its ridges and angles poorly defined; and it is everywhere covered with skin so soft as to wrinkle in drying. It measures hardly 1.10 inches in length by 0.25 in height at the base (compare dimensions of adult); it is wholly dull greenish-black, a little lighter at the base of the lower mandible. The primaries have not fully grown out, so that the wing from the corpus measures only 7.25; the second primary is longest, third nearly equal, first short, scarcely exceeding the fourth. The tertial, however, the longest primary, also exceeds it in size and magnitude regards their pattern, the broad white inner margins extending around their tips. The shafts of all are pure white, except apically. The outer web of the first primary

*The external rectrices of this species are for the Sternae almost what the central rectrices of Stercorarius buffoni are for the Lestridinae, in comparison with other species of their respective subfamilies.
is nearly pure black, lightening a little at the tip. The dark portion of the feathers grows lighter on each successively, until the inner ones are very light pearl—so light as to appear to fade insensibly into the white which broadly margins them. The secondaries are white, with the greater part of their outer and a small part of their inner webs pearl-blue. The tail is exceedingly short, measuring less than four inches, the amount of emargination being only one inch, or even less. The outer pair of rectrices are narrower than the others, but hardly longer than the next pair, and not more acutely pointed. The rectrices are pearl-blue, darkest on their outer vanes, so light as to almost white on their inner. The outer web of the outer feather, however, is not so dark as the next. Toward the extremities of the rectrices there is a subterminal border of brownish-black extending around the tip, and for half an inch or more down on each side. External to this rim of black there is another, which ends the feather, of pure or yellowish white. The markings of the tail are abrupt and well defined. The legs and feet are dull greenish-black, like the bill, with a shade of reddish slightly apparent over some of the joints; the soles inclining to yellowish, the claws black, with whitish tips. Length of tarsus, 0.75; middle toe and claw, 0.90. The ground color of the upper parts is a very light pearl-blue, much as in the adults, and is pretty pure and uninterrupted on the rump and greater wing-coverts. But on the back, the hind neck between the shoulders, the scapulars, tertials, median coverts and inner secondaries, this color is almost completely obscured and hidden by a very beautiful, fine, delicate, continuous mottling of black and light yellowish or fawn-color. This black is disposed chiefly in narrow, irregular, zigzag transverse lines, but the most conspicuous by the numerous streaks of obtuse, ragged lines, of which the appearance is very difficult to describe; it is quite unlike anything else I have seen among Terns, and rather reminds one of the delicately but inextricably blended colors of a _Scops, a Caprimulgus_, or perhaps of some _Eulophacinus_. On the tertials, inner secondaries, inner longest coverts, the pattern of motting becomes larger and more distinct, for the feathers are, toward their termination, almost wholly black, with yellowish borders. The head is as peculiar as the back. The forehead and cheeks are of a uniform, delicately blended, and soft, light grayish-brown, which on the vertex and occiput becomes resolved into small, broad, indistinct longitudinal stripes of quite deep black and dull fawn-color, the streaks again being lost on the nape in perfectly uniform dull blackish. Just before and above the eye there is a spot almost pure silvery white; the eye is encircled by nearly pure black, aggregated into a pretty well-defined semilune before it, stretching out behind it as an extensive spot, covering the auricular and temporal region. The zygomatic region is more sharply defined with the white below; being insensibly blended with the color of the occiput above. The under parts are pure white; but on the sides of the breast, or quite across it, the extreme tips of the feathers are a little obscured by dusky, causing them to appear exactly as it soiled. There is the ordinary band along the edge of the fore-arm of dull black, but it is obscured by some light fawn-colored tips of the feathers.

_Dimensions of the adult._—Length, 14 to a little over 15 inches; extent, about 30; wing, from carpus, 9 1/2 to 9 3/4; tail, 7 to 7 1/2; depth of fork, 3 1/2 to 4; bill, along culmen, 1.50; from nostrils to tip, 1.25; from feathers on side of lower mandible to tip, 1.75; height at base, 0.35; gonys, 1; rami, 0.75; tibia bare, 0.40; tarsus, 0.85; middle toe and claw, 0.75; its claw, 0.25.

_Dimensions of young-of-year._—Length, average, about 11 inches; extent, 28; wing, from carpus, 9.25; tail averaging 4 inches, with a depth of forking only 1 to 1 1/2; length of bill, 1.35; its other dimensions, and those of the feet, correspondingly less than in the adult. (Compare also measurements given in the description of the young-of-the-year before the first moult.)

_Though of about the same size as the typical species of _Sterna_, its form is more slender. The bill is relatively longer, slenderer, more acute, with a but slightly convex culmen, and the gonys longer than, instead of about equal to, the exposed portion of the rami. The wings are shorter, with less tapering and acute tip. The relative length and attenuation of the exterior rectrices surpasses that of any other species of _Sterna_. The tibiae are bare for a considerably shorter space. The claws are remarkably arched, especially that of the outer toe. In the pattern of coloration it adheres more closely to the type, though the bill is black and the ptilenum of a different shape and degree of persistency in winter. No other species of _Sterna_ proper has so marked a roseate tint on its under parts, it being in this respect, for its genus, what _galerulata_ is for _Talassas_."

The bill of perfectly adult birds is pure black, except the extreme base, which, with the mouth, is bright red. In immature specimens of various ages it is, for a greater or less extent toward the base, light-colored, with considerable of a vermillion or rather light carmine tint during life. In others the whole bill is pure black. I have never seen it, however, so largely red as it is represented to be in Audubon's plate. The other variations, beyond those normal and constant ones of age and sex on above detailed, consist chiefly in a greater or less elongation of the tail.

It is impossible to confound this species, in mature summer plumage, with any other
of North America, and consequently no comparisons need be made. The young bird-
of-the-year resembles a good deal the same age of *maecea*, so much so that Naumann is at considerable pains to contradistinguish them. As the bird is then smaller than when adult, with a very short tail, flesh-colored or reddish bill; and as the *maecea* is then pure white below, they might perhaps be confounded. *S. dougalli* is, however, at once to be known by the different character of its more persistent and larger pileum; much lighter color of the upper parts, and lighter and more obsolete and indistinct color of its spots, when young enough to have any; the lighter color of the web of its exterior tail-feather; much shorter wings and larger and longer feet, &c.

I have been unable to detect any difference between numerous examples of this species from Europe and America.

Though this species has often of late years been called "Paradisena," yet the questionable identification of Brünnich's name had probably best give way to that one to which no doubt attaches.

**STERNA PORTLANDICA, Ridgwa.**

Portland Tern.


Adult (?), summer plumage.—(No. 64394, Mus. Smith. Inst., Portland, Maine, July, 1573, F. Bowler; type of the species, as described t. e.). Forehead, sides of head, neck all around, upper tail-coverts, and whole under parts, including lining of wings, pure white. Occiput, crown from opposite eyes, and space around eye, slaty-black. Mantle an average shade of pearl-gray. A slaty bar along cubital edge of wing. Primaries light-silvered dusky, with white shaft, the outer web of the first black, the inner webs of all with long and white space, which occupies the whole width of the web at base, and on the first reaches nearly to the tip. Tail white, with light pearly shade; the outer web of the outer feather dusky. Bill and feet black, but the latter with a perceptible reddishness. Bill in size and shape identical with that of a young *dougalli*. Feet very small (just as in *maecea*); the tarsus notably shorter than the middle toe and claw. Length, about 12.90 (tail defective; size apparently of *dougalli*); wing, 9.75; tail, 5 (with perhaps an inch gone); the fork, 2.25 (probably over 3); bill, along culmen, 1.20; along gape, 1.60; tarsus, only 0.60; middle toe and claw, 0.25.

The subject of the present article differs materially from any other Tern I have seen. I cannot refer it to any species known to me. It apparently comes nearest *dougalli*, with which it is to be particularly compared. I will first observe that, though shot in July, it is by no means certain that it is an adult bird; in fact the chances are the other way. The white of the forehead is not a firm, sharp lunule, but, on the contrary, an indefinite restriction of a black cap to the vertex and occiput, the black and white shading gradually into each other. The pattern of the head is identical with that of a specimen of undoubted *dougalli* before me. Another strong mark of immaturity is seen in the slaty bar along the cubital border of the wing. This is also precisely as in the specimen of *dougalli* just mentioned. The pure white of the whole under parts and of the cervix, as well as the size of the white areas on the inner webs of the primaries, are exactly as in *dougalli*. The bill, in size, shape, and color, is identical with that of *dougalli*. So far we see nothing incompatible with the characters of *dougalli*. But in *dougalli* the mantle is extremely pale pearly, extending uninterrupted over the rump and tail; in *portlandica* the mantle is about as in *hirundo*, and the rump is white. (However, a winter specimen of *dougalli* has the mantle scarcely paler than in *portlandica*.) In *dougalli* the feet are coral-red or orange, obscured in the young in winter; and the tarsi are scarcely or not shorter than in the middle toe and claw; in *portlandica* the feet are quite blackish, and the tarsus is 0.25 shorter than the middle toe and claw. In the proportions of the feet, in fact, *portlandica* is the same as *maecea*. From *maecea*, *portlandica* is at once separated by its black bill and feet, and pure white under parts.

If it could be shown that the tarsi of *dougalli* are ever so short as this,
perhaps the other differences from *douglalli* might be reconciled with the varying characters of age or season in that species; but at present the discrepancies are insurmountable. I have therefore no alternative to accepting Mr. Ridgway's name, at least for the present. On examining the type-specimen with him, I had a suspicion that the bird might be *longipennis*, and he has expressed this doubt; but on conferring with Middendorff, Schrenck, and Radde, we find that the characters of *longipennis* do not agree at all with those of our bird.*

A second specimen of *portlandica* has been taken by Mr. William Brewster in Massachusetts. It agrees exactly, except that the black cap is more restricted, the white reaching along the middle line over the vertex to the occiput (comprising my view of the instabiliy of this character). It is slightly larger. Wing, 10.25; tail, 6.30; culmen, 1.25; tarsus, 0.65; middle toe without claw, the same.

This specimen was not included in the analysis of the subgenus on p. 675, and its supposed validity requires confirmation.

**STERNA SUPERECILIARIS** var. **ANTILLARUM**, Coues.

**Least Tern.**

**a. superciliaris.**


*Sterna maculata, Vieill., E. M. 350 (*Haiti tocheté, Azara*). *Sterna argentea, Maxim.*, Beitr. iv, 871.—Burm., Syst. Uebers. iii, 542; Reise, ii, 519.—Felz., O. B. 325 (Brazil).

**b. antillarum.**


*Sterna argenta, Nutt., Man. ii, 1834, 250.—Br., List, 1838, 61.—Leot., Ois. Trinidad, 545.

*Sterna antillarum, Less., Deser. Mammif. et Ois. 1847, 256.


*Sterna melanorrhyncha, Less., op. et. loc. cit. (jun.).


*Sterna frenata*, Br., Compt. Rend. 1856, 773.

*Sterna superciliaris, Cuv., J. f. O. v, 232 (Cuba).—Coutes, Key, 1872, 392 (North America).

*Sterna (Sterna) superciliiaris, Gray*, Hand-list, iii, 1871, 121, No. 11066 (includes both).

* * Since writing the foregoing, I have had an opportunity of inspecting a fine example of *longipennis*, through the kind attentions of Dr. Otto Findech, of Bremen. I fail to see how *longipennis* differs from *hirundo* (naut.) except in the more extensively black bill. It is of exactly the same size, proportion of parts, and general aspect. The species (if it be one) has given ornithologists some trouble, apparently; but the only question seems to me to be its distinctness from *hirundo*. 
Diag. S. minutus similis cujusque statuere; sed uropygio caudalque cum paltio concoloribus, rostro breviore, gracilior, vtili frontalii angustiori; rostro flavo, apice nigro, pedibus flavis.

Hab.—Temperate North America, especially along the Atlantic coast of the United States, but also on the larger inland waters. Up the Pacific coast to California (Xantu, Coues). South into the Antilles and Middle America generally. Apparently winters beyond the United States. (The typical supercilialis from South America; Brazil, Paraguay, &c.)

Lieutenant Warren's Expedition.—9005, Platte River; 9007, Leup For.; 8999, Yellowstone River.

Adult, breeding plumage.—Bill about as long as the head, slightly exceeding the tarsus and toe together without the claw; compressed; only moderately robust; the tip very acute, but not much attenuated nor decurved. Culmen straight to the nostrils, slightly but equally decurved for the rest of its extent; commissure curved throughout; rami concave in outline, short; gonyx straight, much longer than the ramus. Nasal groove tolerably wide, but very short, and not deep. Tonia slightly inflected. Wings of moderate length; first primary but very slightly longer than the second; the rest successively more and more rapidly graduated. Tertiaries and inner secondaries very short, reaching in the folded wing only half way to its tip. Tail rather short, and only moderately forked; the central rectrices broad, with broadly rounded tips; the external pair narrowing rapidly to a very acute tip. Tibiae bare but a very short distance. Feet small, short, slender; tarsus equal to middle toe and half its claw; of ordinary characters as regards scutellation and reticulation. Outer toe almost or quite as long as the middle, with its claw very much shorter and weaker; inner toe short, its claw just reaching to the base of the middle claw. Unguis of hallux extremely minute. Webs moderately broad; the outer only slightly, the inner very considerably, incised.

Bill yellow, its tip for usually an eighth to a fourth of an inch black, but sometimes altogether yellow. The junction of this black with the yellow is quite straight and perpendicular, as it does not run off on the genys, nor culmen, nor tonia. Pileum glossy greenish-black. On the forehead a narrow lunula of white, the posterior border of which is very concave, the narrow cornua of which extend over the eyes just to their posterior borders. This crescent extends quite to the bill, but is separated from the white of the cheeks by a narrow line of black, which runs forward as a prolongation of the pileum, through the eyes, to the extreme tip of the feathers on the side of the bill. The cutie upper parts of the bird, including its rump, nape, upper tail-coverts, and the rectrices themselves, are pearl-blue, with a considerable tinge of plumbeous. This color extends undiluted quite to the black pileum, on the sides of the neck and head fading insensibly into the pure white of the under parts. The rectrices are about the color of the back, only they grow lighter toward their bases, and their under surfaces, together with the outer web of the first, are nearly white. The color of the back extends undiluted to the extreme apices of the secondaries and tertials, but the inner webs of these feathers are basally nearly white. The shafts of the first two primaries are white inferiorly, black superiorly; the webs themselves black, the inner with a considerable space white; this white space separated from the black by a tolerably distinct line of definition, not extending to the tip of the feather. The other primaries are a considerably darker shade of the color of the back, their inner webs fading into whitish along their borders, which thus become conspicuously margined with white quite to their tips. Whole under parts, including the inferior alar rectrices, pure white, without the least wash of plumbeous or tinge of rosy. Feet orange, the claws black.

Toward the middle or latter part of July, the bird above described begins to change, and, until it has fully completed its autumn moult, its plumage is as follows:

Adults during the August moult.—Bill mostly black, but a greater or less degree of yellow remaining. The black pileum has already become variegated with white, the front being mostly of that color. The upper parts are as in summer, but there are indications of the dusky band that is to appear along the fore-arm. Tail scarcely at all forked, from wearing away of the central rectrices. A larger number of the primaries are blackish, without a silvery tinge, and this grayish-black extends along the radial edge of the metacarpus to the carpal joint on the feathers of the ala spuria.

At the finishing of the moult we have the—

Adult, winter plumage.—Bill black; legs and feet dull yellowish. Forehead and lores pure white; vertex white, with more or less numerous, narrow, longitudinal lines of black; occiput and nape wholly brownish-black, sending forward on each side over the auriculars, to just in front of the eye, a band of the same. The upper parts are as in the adults in summer, but rather darker, and the mantle does not, as in summer, extend quite up to the nape, but leaves a portion of the neck behind white, as are also the whole under parts. There is a continuous band of grayish-black along the fore-arm; the bend of the wing from the primaries to the carpal joint is also of this color.
The primaries are about as described last. The tail is colored much as in summer, but the lateral feathers have not the elongation that they acquire during that season.

The immature winter plumage, or that of a young bird which has just completed its first autumn moult, differs from the above as follows: It is somewhat smaller, with considerably weaker bill, the basal portions of which are still more or less dirty fleshy-color. The forehead and vertex are rather greyish-white than pure white, and the brownish-black of the nape is interrupted with light greyish. The uniformity of the colors of the upper parts is interfered with by the still remaining lighter tips of most of the feathers, while some may yet retain the brownish subapical spots of the *Avis hornotina*. The tail has still some traces of dark subapical spots. It is only in early winter that this particular plumage can be seen, for toward spring the birds are hardly to be distinguished from the adults.

We have yet to describe the bird of the year in July and August, before its first moult; the following is the plumage of the—

*Avis hornotina*.—Bill nearly as stout at the base as in the adults, but shorter, more obtuse, with ill-developed symphysal eminence; brownish-black under mandible basally dull flesh. Frons mostly white; the vertex and occiput variegated with brownish-black and white, the former color mostly aggregated into a post-ocular patch. Doreum and alar tectrices lightly washed with the pearl-gray of the adults, but the continuity of this color greatly interrupted by hastate or crescentic spots of brown, which mottle the whole upper parts, one or more being on each feather. Primaries greyish-black, growing lighter from without inward. Their inner webs are bordered with white, broadest on the outer primary, growing narrower and longer on the others till, on the inner ones, it goes quite around the tip of the feather on to the outer web; outer web of first primary, and shafts of all the primaries, pure black superficially, pure white inferior. Tail deeply emarginate, the lateral feathers scarcely elongated; pearl-blue, deepening towards the tips of the rectrices into dusky-gray, the extreme apices again white. Whole under parts pure white. Size somewhat less than the adults.

Dimensions of the adult.—Length, about 9; extent, 20; wing, 6.60; tail 3.50, its fork 1.75; bill along culmen, 1.50; depth at base, 0.28; tarsus, 0.60; middle toe and claw, 0.72. Young correspondingly smaller in all dimensions: Length, about 8.50; wing, 6.35; tail, 3.25; bill down sometimes to 1.

Other variations.—As in all Terns, there is a notable variation in the length and stoutness of the bill; but the largest I have seen do not equal those of either *minuta* or *supercilialis* proper. But when we come to compare typical *supercilialis* of South America with *minuta*, we find no notable difference; so that size of the bill can only be used to distinguish the North American variety of *supercilialis* from *minuta*—not whole American form from its European representative. In color, the bill of var. *antillarum* usually presents us with a black tip one-eighth to one-fourth of an inch long; while in *supercilialis* the bill is wholly yellow. But, in enumerating the different points of *supercilialis* and *antillarum*, Messrs. Selater and Salvin, who separate the two, have overlooked the fact, which I only lately learned myself, that in a certain percentage of *antillarum* itself the bill is wholly yellow, and that sometimes the bill of *supercilialis* is dark at the tip.* In examining a great many fresh specimens of *antillarum*,

*This is the case, for example, with No. 21092, from the Parana, South America, in which the bill is yellow, clouded with ochaceous on the under mandible, and with the tip brownish for nearly a fourth of an inch. The bill is notably larger and larger than in var. *antillarum*—almost 1.40 along culmen, and 0.30 deep at base. The bird is also larger—the wing 7.15, or about an inch longer than usual in *antillarum*.

A specimen of S. *nereis*, Gould, from New Zealand (No. 6638, Dr. J. Haast), agrees substantially with European *minuta*, in the pearly-gray not extending on the tail, and large dark-tipped bill. The bill is, however, even stouter, especially deeper at the base than in *minuta*, and the general size is notably greater; wing, 7.10; bill 1.25 along culmen, 0.32 deep at base.

*S. exilis* of Tschudi (Peru) I have not seen. As understood by Messrs. Selater and Salvin (who refer to it S. loricata, Phil. & Landr., Wieg. Arch. 1863, 124, Bay of Aorica), it appears decidedly different from the rest. Without considering the question of positive taxonomic rank, the several forms just mentioned may be thus tabulated:

A. Entirely white below.

a. Pearly of mantle not extending on tail, which is white.

1. Smaller; wing, under 7; bill, about 0.25 deep at base... *minuta*.

2. Larger; wing, 7 or more; bill, 0.30 or more at base... *nereis*.

b. Pearly of mantle extending uninterrupted on tail.

3. Smaller; wing, under 7; bill, under 1.25, usually black tipped.... *antillarum*.

4. Larger; wing, over 7; bill, over 1.25, seldom black tipped... *supercilialis*.

B. "Gray" below; bill very slender, its terminal half black... *exilis*. 
which I shot on the Carolina coast in the breeding season, I found many with the black tip reduced to a mere point, and a few without trace of black. This supposed distinction, therefore, fails as a test, though an average difference in this repect really holds, enough perhaps to warrant our recognition of a var. antillarum, coupled as this character is with the notably smaller size, especially of the bill. But I feel quite confident that I was right in uniting antillarum specifically with superciliaris, as I did in the “Key,” following Hartlaub, Cabanis, and Gray.

Antillarum being referable specifically to superciliaris, which latter has a bill equaling in size that of minuta of Europe, we are reduced, in separating these two species, to the character of extent of the pearl-gray mantle of superciliaris over the rump and tail, which latter parts are in minuta pure white, like the belly. In the American bird, according to my observations, the white frontal lunula at least averages considerably narrower than that of the European, but this is not a very reliable character. I continue to separate the two specifically, though there is much to be said in favor of their merely varietal difference, as held by sundevall.

The term minuta, used by earlier American writers, being preoccupied for the European bird, while superciliaris may perhaps be best restricted to the South American (where its synonym argentia also belongs); the name antillarum, Lesson (1847), antedating Gambel’s frenta of 1845, may be applied to the North and Middle American form, as I pointed out in 1852. There is no question of its pertinence here, nor that Lesson’s melanorhyncha is the young of the same.

Although this species is more particularly abundant along the Atlantic coast, yet its distribution in the interior of the United States, along the larger water-courses, is more general than has been commonly supposed. Dr. Hayden got it in various parts of the Missouri region, and Prof. Snow has it in his list. It migrates up the Mississippi from the Gulf, though most of the individuals prefer to pass along the coast. On the Pacific side it reaches California. It breeds at various points all along, and in winter retires far south, as seen by the above quotations. The best opportunity I have had of studying its habits occurred to me on the North Carolina coast, where it is a summer resident, from early in April until October, and, except at the height of the influx of the other kinds, the most abundant Tern of all. It breeds there in great numbers. A specimen, shot May 17, had then an egg ready to be laid; but most of the eggs are deposited toward June, and during the fore part of that month. The first young birds I noticed were flying June 20; but this was early for them, the broods not being fairly on wing until the middle of July. During all of May and June, indeed, there are plenty of immature birds about; but these, it should be observed, are of the last summer’s broods, rendering the conclusion obvious that at least two years are required to assume the perfect dress. These birds have the bill black, no black cap or white crescent, slaty auriculars and occiput, dark bar along the front edge of the wing, imperfectly-colored primaries, and slightly forked tail; thus not possibly to be confounded with birds of the season, which are curiously variegated with gray-brown and white, and show no pearly-blue. The yearlings were in plenty with the adults at the breeding-grounds; but whether or not they were paired and had eggs too, was plainly impossible to determine, as Terns’ eggs are almost never identified as to the exact parent, when numbers of the birds are breeding together, as they were in this case. The usual number of eggs is two, not three, and often only one is laid; they do no not average over 1½ by 1 inch. The eggs here were laid on the pebbly shingle just back of the beach, among the sand-dunes, and were deposited on the bare ground all around, in a scarcely perceptible depression, or none at all. During the season the air is filled with the shrill cries of the birds winging overhead; they are fearless in attempted defence of their charge, often dashing down within a few feet of one’s head. The eggs are very difficult to find, even when numerous, as they are colored much like their surroundings. The
ground color varies from cinnabar, pale greenish-white to pale dull drab or olivaceous. The markings are numerous, and generally distributed, though they frequently tend to wheate up the long end, especially when they are of large size; they consist of small splashes, irregular spots, and mere dots of clear brown of several shades, together with numerous pale, ill-defined lilac or gray shell-markings.

STERNA ALEUTICA, Bd. x

Aleutian Tern.

Sterna aleutica, Bd., Tr. Chic. Acad. ii, 1869, 321, pl. 31, f. 1.—Dall & Bann., ibid. 307 (Kodiak).—Coues, Key, 1872, 322.


Diag. S. rostro, pedibus, vertice, nuchâ, et fascia transocularii, nigro; lunulâ frontali, guld, genis et caudâ, albis; corpore griseo-plumbeo, subitus dilutio, magis pertulaco; magnitudine circiter 8. macura. 

Hab.—Aleutian Islands. (Kodiak.)

Adult.—(No. 52517, Msns. Smiths.; Kodiak, June 12, 1868. The type of the species.) The bill has the usual shape, as in hirundo, macrua, &c. It is entirely black. The feet are small, as in the species just named, but depart somewhat from the typical condition of this genus in having the webs more deeply incised. The emargination is not so great, however, as in the genus Hydrochelidon. It is much as in Haliplana. The tibias are bare to the usual extent. The wings and tail are exactly as in Sterna proper, the latter, in its length and depth of fork, recalling macura and forsteri. The crown and nape are black; there is a large white frontal crescent, the horns of which reach to the posterior border of the eyes, the convexity of which is opposite the anterior border of the eyes. It is thus seen to be broader than in most species similarly marked. The black vertex sends through the eye a band that crosses the cheeks and reaches the bill just posterior to the point of greatest convexity of the feathers on the latter. The chin, occiput, and other parts of the head bordering this vitta below, are pure white, presently deepening insensibly into the hue of the under parts. The tail is wholly pure white; no pearly wash on either vane of any of the feathers. The upper parts at large are of a dark pearl-gray, with a dull leaden hue, different from the clear pearly of macura, &c., yet not of the smoky cast of panayensis, &c.; it is a tint intermediate between these, that I find difficult to name satisfactorily. The whole under parts, from the white of the chin, just noticed, to the under tail-coverts, are of a paler and more decided pearly tint of the same color, more nearly as in full-plumaged macura, yet more grayish. Both under and upper tail-coverts are, like the tail, white. The color of the back mounts on the neck behind to the black of the nape without intervention of white. The under wing-coverts and the edge of the wing are pure white; so also are all the shafts of the primaries. The primaries are blackish lead-color, with silvery heairiness, and each with a large white space on the inner web. This white space on the first primary occupies at the base the whole width of the inner web, but grows narrower toward the tip of the feather, ending about an inch from the tip, which is wholly blackish lead-color, as just described, this color running down as a narrow margining of the inner vane for two inches or more. On the other primaries successively this white space diminishes in size, and is also less distinctly defined. The secondaries are colored much like the back, but the greater part of the inner web of all is white, and there is a narrow oblique touch of white on the outer web near its end, which forms a bar across the wing when closed.

Dimensions.—Bill along culmen, 1.40; along gape, 1.70; height at base, 0.30; length of gony, 0.50; wing, 9.75; tail, 6.50; depth of fork, about 2.40; tarsus, 0.60; middle toe alone, 0.60; its claw, nearly 0.30.

No special comparison with any other known species is required.

This Tern, recently described (as above), is interesting in several respects. It is singular that so strongly marked a species should have remained so long unnoticed, but we find no indication of it in the names or descriptions of previous writers. It gives us a new style of coloration for North American species. At first sight it suggests species of Haliplana, without, however, presenting anything like the special coloration of the type of that subgenus, fuliginosa. It more nearly resembles the paler-colored species of the genus, as panayensis for example; and, again, comes nearer still to certain southern forms of what are usually rated as Sterna proper; for instance, S. lunata, Peale. The black bill and feet, white frontal lunula, dullness of the upper parts, &c., which suggest Haliplana, are supplemented by an approach to that genus
from another direction, viz. the deep incision of the webs, which is as well marked perhaps as in H. fuliginosa, but which evidently fails short of the requirements of Hydrochelidon in this respect. With all this mimetic resemblance to several species of a different group, S. aleutica cannot be severed from those of Sterna proper. The species of Haliplana are white below, and have the tail more or less similarly colored with the upper parts; S. aleutica, like macrura and its allies, is strongly washed on the under parts with a diluted tint of the same color as the upper parts, the tail remaining pure white, in strong contrast.

The differences between H. fuliginosa and one of the typical Sterna, as hirundo for example, are strongly marked, and were only this species to be taken into consideration, it might seem advisable to separate it generically; but investigation of intermediate forms shows the propriety of retaining Haliplana to be very questionable. From the extreme of form and pattern of coloration that fuliginosa shows, there are easy gradations toward Sterna proper through panayensis, and certain species, usually called Sterna, as infuscata, luscata, and perhaps other exotics with which I am not well acquainted, these being referable to either genus with equal propriety. Finally, another strong link is afforded by this S. aleutica, which is unquestionably a Sterna, yet leans in the direction of Haliplana in certain points both of form and coloration.

At present only the original specimen of this species is known. It is in mature, doubtless breeding plumage, having been shot in June. In winter the species may be expected to differ in wanting the pure black of the crown, which may then be largely replaced by white, obscuring the outlines of the frontal lamina. The stripe through the eye will probably be retained; so will some black upon the occiput. The general colors will be paler, the wings more canescent. Young birds will differ in imperfectness of the head markings, much as just suggested; the bill and feet may be in part light colored; the under parts pure white.

Some specimens of this species have been received, and a few more specimens have come to hand, from the same region as the type, and are exactly like it. Dr. Finseh's determination that the species is cantechatica of Pallas, is open to grave doubt; I cannot make such an identification, after careful examination of Pallas's description.

Subgenus HALIPLANA, Wagl.

< Sterna, Gm., Syst. Nat. i. 1788, 605, et alii.  
== Onychoprian, WAGL., Isis, 1832. 571. (Sterna serrata, FORST.)  
== Planeis, WAGL., Isis, 1832, 1227 (type —).  
== Haliplana, WAGL., Isis, 1832, 1224. (S. fuliginosa, Gm.)  
== Haliplana, apud BLAS., List B. Ent. 1832, 22.  
> Anous, LESS., Deser. Mamnil. et Ois. 1847, 255, nec LEACH.  
> Hydrochelidon, BE., List. 1838, 61, partim; nec BOE.  
> Thalassospora, BOE. (fide GRAY; type given as "infuscata, LICHT").  
> Melanosterna, BL. (fide GRAY).

GEN. CHAR. Bill as long as the head, scarcely exceeded by the tarsus and middle toe together, straight, stout at the base, where it is nearly as broad as high, but tapering; the tip rather acute. Culmen broad, especially at the base, and but slightly convex; gonys straight, ascending, making the commissure scarcely at all depressed; the ramus slightly convex, the comminata symphysis obtuse and little developed; the torma of both mandibles inflected. Nasal groove long and deep, but rather irregularly defined, terminating beyond the middle of the bill; the nostrils more anterior than in Sterna, though not so much so as in Anous. Outline of feathers on bill as in Sterna. Wings exceedingly long, pointed, but the first primary scarcely longer than the second. Tail very long, very deeply forked, as in Sterna, but the feathers broader and stiffer, and not so regularly tapering. Feet moderately long, the tibie denuded for a considerable distance; toes all short, the inner extremely so; the middle, with its claw, scarcely longer than the tarsus, which is of moderate length, slender. The webs moderately broad, the outer very lightly, the inner more deeply incised. Of moderate size and slender, graceful form. Bicolor. Characters of mouth as in Sternae generally. Trachea of small calibre flattened above, but soon becoming quite cylindrical. Lower larynx very small, its muscles feeble. Bronchial half-rings very delicate, but distinct from the first, which is as usual larger and stronger. Zone of proventricular glands unusually narrow. Hepatic and cystic ducts very short. Ceca* minute.

* I cannot reconcile Audubon's description of the organs of digestion with the results obtained by my own scalpel. In the specimens examined the esophagus was not "within the thorax dilated into an enormous sac," nor were its walls "extremely thin, so as to be membranous and transparent." The organ in question was of pretty uniform calibre throughout, and as muscular as in any other Tern. There must have existed the provision of a temporary and accidental dilatation, as might readily be the case. I cannot account for the difference in length of ceca as given by him, and as I have found. In my specimens the ceca, instead of being like those of the Lestrinæ, are exceedingly short, and strictly sternine in character.
scarcely two-tenths of an inch long. Rectum extremely short. Cloaca large and globular. Kidneys only divided into three or four lobes.

This subgenus in many respects is allied to Anous, apparently connecting the two sections Sterna and Anous, though unquestionably belonging to the former. Its essential features lie in the shape of the bill, position of the nostrils, &c. In pattern of coloration there is a considerable deviation from the ordinary type. There are few noticeable anatomical points, the chief being the slenderness of the tarsus, weakness of the lower layery, and narrowness of the proventerial zone.

Three names proposed for the genus are by the same author and bear the same date. In this instance it seems to be a matter of choice which to adopt; and, although Haliplana is instituted several pages after Onychopryn and Plancius, I prefer to adopt it, as its type the well-known S. fuliginosa, and as it is the most euphonious.

Until recently but a single species of the section was known to inhabit North America. Mr. G. N. Lawrence introduced the Central American anotha ("dishonor") into our fauna, by virtue of specimens in his cabinet from Mr. Audubon's collection, labeled as having been taken in Florida. It appears to be a common bird of the Central American coast and islands.

The following analytical table will serve to distinguish the two North American species of the section—H. inanata, Peale, not an inhabitant of North America, being introduced for further comparison:

**Common characters.**—Bill and feet black. Under parts and a frontal lunula white.

**I. Back like crown.**

1. Above, deep brownish-black

2. Back deep smoky-gray

3. Back light pearl-gray

**STERNA (HALIPLANA) FULIGINOSA, Gm.**

**Sooty Tern.**


**Sterna (Onychopryn fuliginosus, Gray, List Br. B. 1865, 242 (Tobago, England); quotes Brown, Zool. 1858, 35; Yar, Br. B. 3rd ed. 542).**

**Sterna (Halplana) fuliginosa, Blas., List B. Eur. 32 (quotes Magdeburg, Nau, &c., v, 412).**

**Sterna (Halplana) fuliginosa, Cols., Key, 1752, 322.**

**Onychopryn fuliginosus, WAGL, i, 1852, 277.**—GOULD, Introd. P. Aust. 1845, 185; B. Aust. pl. 32.—Scl., P. Z. S. 1845, 144 (St. Thomas).—Scl. & Salv., P. Z. S. 1845, 572 (Middle America).

**Halplana fuliginosa, WAGL, i, 1824, 1221.—Br., Compt. Rend. 1856, 772.—Cos, Br. Phila. Acad. 1862, 556 (critical).—Coles, Ibis, 1854, 322 (Colorado).—Selys, Ibis, 1855, 200 (the same).—St. L., Rep. F. x, 1855, 353 (Cuba).—Coles, Ibis, 1857, 333 (Massachusetts, breeding).—Cos, Br. Phila. Acad. 1871, 10 (North Carolina).—Lawrence, Ann. Zool., vii, 1863 (Japan).—Allen, Am. Nat. 1867, 644 (occurrence in Massachusetts denied by Dr. Brew.).

**Hydrochelidon fuliginosus, Br., List 1855, 61.—Gosse, B. Jam. 1847, 433.**

**Sterna serrata, FORSTER, Desr., Ann. ed. Licht. 1844, 376.**

**Onychopryn serrata, WAGL, i, 1852, 277.**

**Halplana serrata, Br., Compt. Rend. 1858, 772.**

**Sterna gutturata, FORSTER, Desr., Ann. ed. Licht. 1844, 211.** (Jac.)

**Anous Phemonieri, L. E., Desr., Mammif. et Ois. 1847, 255 (Antilles).** (Jac.)

**Sterna melanophras, Sw., fide BLAS.**

**Sternus gradalis, R. C. (fide Gray.)**

**Sterna lactea, PHIL. & LAND., Wieg. Arch. 1866, 126 (fide Scl. & Salv.).**

**Sterna fuliginosa var. crista, Br., apud LAMOR, Pr. Bost. Soc. 1871 (Socotra).**

**Diag.**—S. hiboi, corpore capre, veste, pedibus raimbatrix migrated, infra cam rectae laterali nisi in apice, allae; veste frontali altab, piano per homodo migrat. **S. Corpore hibiscus, sublub divolans, dorsum transversum reto-antulato, ealdum curvatum grivo-altas, ievalibus alam alb-albaticas.**

**Hab.—Walter parts of the world. South Sea Islands.**
Casual in Europe (as above). Ascension Island (Collingwood, Zool. 980; Sperling, Ibis, 1868, 280). South America to Chili (Phil. & Landb.). Middle America and various West Indian islands. Pacific coast of Mexico (Socorro, Grayson). In North America on the South Atlantic and Gulf coast; north regularly only to the Carolinas; casually to Pennsylvania (Chester County, Barnard, in lit., Baird); extension to New England denied.

**Adult in spring plumage.**—With the form, &c., as already detailed under head of the subgenus. Bill black. Legs and feet black. Claws black. Iris dull red. On the forehead is a broad lunula of white, the corona of which extend backward over the eye to about opposite its middle; its convex borders separated from the white of the lower part of the cheeks by a straight rather broad band of brownish-black, which extends from the eye obliquely downward and forward to the bill. The entire upper parts are black, deep and uniform, with considerable of a greenish gloss, specially noticeable on the crown. Entire under parts from chin to end of inferior tail-coverts, sides of the head below the eye, sides of the neck more than half way around, with inferior alar coverts, are yellowish-olive; brownish-black tail-coverts on the inner webs; their shafts superiorly light brown, inferiorly white. Secondaries like the primaries, but the greater part of their inner webs whitish. Tail glossy brownish-black above, duller below; the elongated exterior rectrices white, with white shafts, deepening into blackish toward the extremities, principally of their inner webs.

**Young-of-the-year.**—Smaller than the adults, the bill especially much smaller and weaker. Upper mandible black; the under dull reddish, deeper toward the tip; eyes and feet dull reddish. The entire plumage is of a nearly uniform brownish or grayish fuliginous; darker on the upper parts; still deeper on the primaries, where it is almost black; lighter on the under parts, so much so as to fade on the abdomen into grayish-white. The superior alar coverts and the scapulaires are all broadly tipped with white, which gives a very peculiar spotted aspect to the parts. The feathers of the back, rump, and upper tail-coverts, are all margined and tipped with dull rufous, which causes these parts to present a remarkable transversely-waved appearance. The tail is uniformly of much the same color as the wings, all the rectrices fading toward their apices into dull brownish. It is simply emarginate, instead of being deeply forked the lateral rectrices having but a slight elongation.

**Dimensions of the adult.**—Average length, about 16.50; extent of wings, 33 to 35. Wing from the carpus, 12; tail, 7 to 7.50; depth of fork, 3. to 3.50. Bill along culmen, 1.80; along commissure, 2.50; from feathers on side of lower mandible, 1.30; height at base 0.50. Thise bare, 0.70; tarsus, 1; middle toe and claw, 1.20; outer ditto, 1.05; inner ditto, 0.75; hailsux and its claw, 0.30.

This species is too well known, and too distinct from any other of North America, to require any further description or comparison. The plumage of the young, above detailed, is very peculiar, and interesting as being a state upon which one or two nominal species have been founded. It is very different from that of the adults. As the bird in this condition grows older the abdomen and under parts generally become lighter at the same time that the upper portions of the body deepen in color. The rufous margins of the feathers of the back and the white tips of the alar coverts gradually disappear, and the white front begins to make its appearance. The lateral feathers of the tail acquire length and tenuity and become whitish. While the bird is undergoing these changes it has also been characterized by some authors as a distinct species.

A specimen from Socorro (No. 50:01, A. J. Grayson), and another from Isabella Island, are different in some respects from any others I have seen. The under parts from the middle of the belly to the tail coverts, are all margined and tipped with dull rufous, which, from the ground becoming over with clear, pale slate-gray, which appears in striking contrast to the pure white of the rest of the under parts. The line of demarcation of the two colors is evident. I have not specimens enough to say whether this is a constant feature of the birds from that locality. This is the form named var. crissalis, as above.

A large suite of specimens from various Pacific localities, in the Smithsonian, collected by the United States Exploring Expedition, shows me no characters by which a second species may be distinguished from fuliginosa.

**Anatomical characters.**—The mouth presents but slight variations from the ordinary type. Median ridge commences an inch and a quarter from the tip; is broad and not very prominent; small obtuse papillae are thinly scattered over its whole surface. Lateral ridges are somewhat sinuate, and extend backward hardly beyond the termination of the median ridge. They are thinly papillate. Opening of posterior naris three-fourths of an inch long. Palate posteriorly considerably vaulted; the oval aperture at its extremity short; the oblique fringe of papillae that proceed on either side short and slightly developed. This portion of the mouth is marked with delicate oblique striae. There are several folds of mucous membrane at the angle of the mouth. Tongue one and a quarter inches long; very acute, conicus on its anterior two-thirds; its posterior extremity obtusely emarginate, thickly papillate. Rima glottidis one-fourth long; situate rather more than this distance from the base of the tongue; its edges smooth, terminally papillate, and these papillae extend for some distance on either side.

Oesophagus between five and six inches long, including the proventriculus; present-
ing the ordinary characters as to muscularity and dilatability; of pretty uniform calibre throughout. The gastric zone is very narrow, less than half an inch. The mucous membrane differs but little in color from that of the esophagus, but is somewhat darker, with broader and more irregular rugae, and presents the usual soft, velvety, vascular appearance. The gigerium is situaté far back, and turns a little to the right from the line of the esophagus. It measures when empty about one by one and a half inches, presenting the usual constriction at its neck. Its cuticular lining is thrown up into numerous longitudinal rugae, except over the tendons of the muscular layers, and at the neck there is a smooth button formed.

The duodenal fold is short, only about 1/2 inches; just at its termination the intestine receives the hepatic, cystic, and pancreatic ducts, the latter piercing the intestine between the two former. All are quite short and open near each other. The liver is of ordinary size, the right lobe nearly double the size of the left. The two are loosely connected by a fibrous band, but little if any of the glandular substance being interposed. Gall-bladder present, of ordinary size and shape. The kidneys measure one and a half long by about one in breadth. Each is divided into three or four lobes, of which the superior are strictly reniform, the inferior nearly rectangular, the median irregularly oval and elongated.

The intestines measure about sixteen inches from pylorus to anus. The ceca are extremely short, only about two-tenths in length; oval in shape. Rectum short, only about half an inch long. The cloaca large and globular. It is fully described, with the oviduct, in the previous section. The tractus is about four inches long, consisting of from ninety to ninety-five rings. It is weak and thin, and of small calibre throughout. Superiorly it is very flat, but about an inch from the larynx becomes almost perfectly cylindrical, and continues so for the rest of its length. The lower larynx is extremely small and delicate, comparatively more so than in other species: its cartilage appears softer and less dense. Its anterior wall is very short, scarcely one-tenth of an inch. Its anterior inferior apex and lateral inferior angles are very prominent and acute, the edges between them concave, as is also the posterior wall. The lateral bronchial apertures are narrow. The bronchial half-rings are about twenty-six in number, delicate, but quite distinct up to the first one, which, as usual, is larger and stronger than the rest. The laryngeal and tracheal muscles are as in the other species, but small and weak.

The following description of the ovaries, oviduct, and cloaca of this species was taken from a perfect female, obtained in 1857, at Bird Keys, Florida:

The condition of the organs show that the bird was taken while these were at their period of full activity. The left ovary, the one developed, as usual, contains a large quantity of ova, the majority of which are of the size of a pin-head. Five or six, however, have attained the size of peas, and hang out from the rest of the mass upon long, slender, well-developed pedicles. Upon the largest of these the vessels are distinctly visible, ramifying over its surface, and converging toward the white zone, already well marked, which indicates the place where the envelope is to be ruptured for the exclusion of the ovum. A calyx larger than any of the others has been emptied of its contents, and hangs by a very long pedicle in a shrunken, collapsed condition. The line of rupture is quite straight and smooth, extending over somewhat less than a third of the circumference of the envelope, and is located on that part directly opposite to the pedicle. The walls are quite thick, and have a fibrous feel between the fingers, but they are delicate and easily torn. Their internal surface is soft and perfectly smooth, and studded everywhere with minute puncta. The pedicle is about an eighth of an inch long.

The oviduct measures, when outstretched, about ten inches in length. In situ, however, its length is only from the anus to the extremity of the kidneys, a distance of about two and a half inches. It is consequently much convoluted. Its two extremities are widely diverse in appearance, the upper being so delicate and attenuated that it can hardly be examined except under water, while near the cloaca it is a stout, thick, muscular tube, half an inch in diameter. For two or three inches it is simply a very delicate membrane, upon which no structure is recognizable by the naked eye beyond a few slender, muscular fasciculi, arranged chiefly in a longitudinal direction. The tube then becomes quite abruptly thicker and stouter, and its lining membrane is thrown up into well-marked longitudinal rugae, which have a good deal the appearance of the ordinary oesophageal folds. They are, however, more irregular and convoluted, and no one fold extends the whole length of this portion of the tube, they sub-diding into lateral folds, and at places of the partition being interrupted by numerous transverse depressions. They cannot be made entirely to disappear by stretching the membrane transversely. On this portion of the duct, which is about four inches in length, both circular and longitudinal muscular fibres are very apparent. Beyond this the tube, for a short distance, again becomes more delicate, resembling somewhat the superior portions, but with the longitudinal rugae still distinct. It then resumes the physical characters of the second portion, until within an inch and a half of its termination, where both the mucous and muscular coats undergo a total change. The
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former is greatly increased in thickness, so as to give great contractile power to this portion of the duct, enabling it to expel the fully-formed egg. Simultaneously with this increase of the muscular portions, the longitudinal rugae become vastly augmented in size, and lose their straight character. They become highly convoluted and irregular, and in the undulated state of the parts present, on cutting into the tube, the appearance of numerous, waved, flattened folds, pressed closely together side by side. The aggregate thickness of these mucous rugae and the muscle together, make the diameter of the tube scarcely less than half an inch. The lining of this portion of the canal is partly-colored, being variegated with irregular patches of black.

The cloaca is, as usual in the family, very capacious, and of a globular shape. The two portions into which it is divided are better marked than in any other species I have examined. The sunken circular fold of mucous membrane is very distinct, and the part beyond it is deepened into a perfect pouch or bursa, the orifice of which can be closed by the apposition of the elevated fold of mucous membrane against the posterior border of the anns. Just above this fold the ureters open upon papillae in the usual position. To the left of the left orifice, on the side of the cloaca, is the opening of the oviduct, ordinarily tightly closed by a sphincter, which produces puckering and corrugation of the membrane around the orifice, similar to those caused by the sphincter ani.

Synonymy.—The Atlantic references to this bird are comparatively few and definite, there being scarcely a synonym excepting Amous Thermineri, L., and this unquestionably belongs here. His bird was from the Antilles, and the description is applicable in every particular to the characters of the very young bird above described. There are, however, a considerable number of Pacific quotations which will bear discussion. We may first state this: S. serrata of Forster (the basis of Omyxophrion, Wagl.), is undoubtedly founded upon the adult of this species. Forster’s guttata is also no doubt, a synonym of the young of this species, in the curiously spotted condition of early immaturity, yet with the white front and whithis under parts appearing. The S. oahuensis of Blochman is uncertain; it may have been either this or the succeeding species. I quote several other names, of which I know nothing myself, upon authority cited with each.

STERNA (HALIPLANA) ANÆSTHETA. Scop.

Bridged Tern.

(!) Sterna mubilosa, SPAR., MSA. Carls. pl. 62. (vide SOND.)—SOND., ÖfT. Vet. Ak. Förh. 1859, 529. (St. Bartholomew.) (= S. boylii, var. ; LATH.)

Sterna anosthata, Scop., (ex SOND., Voo., pl. 74: Panay).

Sterna Haliplana) anosthata, COUTS, Key, 177-2, 322.

Hydrochelidon (Haliplana) anosthata, GRAY, Hand-list iii, 1571, 112. No. 110-9.

Sterna panayensis, GM., Syst. Nat. i. 177-2, 807 (ex l’hirondelle de mer de l’isle de Panay, SOND., l. c. p. 126.)

Haliplana panayensis, SOND., Ibis, 1864, 331, 392: ibid. 1866, 199 (Honduras).

Omyxophrion panayensis, SCL. & SOND., P. Z. S. 1877, 57-8 (Middle America).

Sterna panay. LATH., Ind. Orn. ii, 1794, 70 (same as panayensis, GM.).

Omyxophrion panay, GOLDF, B. Anstr. viii, pl. 33.

Haliplana panay, COUTS, Ibis, 1854, 391 (Honduras).

(!) Sterna antarctica, CUV., (vide GRAY et BLAS. BP. says = fuliginosa).

(!) Sterna oahuensis, BLOX., Voo., Blondie, 1826, 251, (vide GRAY et BLAS. (CASS. says = fuliginosa).

Haliplana disolor, COUTS, Ibis, 1854, 392 (Honduras).—LAWR., Ann. Lyc. N. Y. viii, 105 (Sombrio).—ELIOTT, B. N. Am. ii, pl. 57. (May be a fair variety.)

Sterna “melanoptera, SW.”, (apud GRAY (BLAS. says = fuliginosa).

Sterna “influens”, KÜPF., “fuliginosa et fuligula, LICH.”; (apud BLAS., J. F. O. 1866, 51.)

DIAG. S. suprâ cinereo-brunnea, alis cinereo-nigris, restrictibus exterioribus dubibus fere ex toto albis, pileo nigro, cervicis ex albo cinereascense. Inulât fracta alba, angustâ, post oculos parviss. frons nigro per oculos in frontem extremum extenso.

HAB.—Warmer parts of the globe. Originally described from the Philippine Islands, Australia, Middle America. West Indies. Florida (spec. in cab. G. N. L., so labeled by Audubon). The American may be variably distinguishable.

Description (from an adult Florida specimen, received from Mr. Audubon, in the cabinet of G. N. Lawrence): Form typical of the genus, as already described. Bill and feet black. Crown, and a moderately broad stripe through the eyes to the nostrils.

* I have not seen the original, which Gray quotes as “anosthata”: but if, as I presume, the word is allied to anesthesis, anesthetic, in allusion to an apparent stolidity of temper of the bird, this spelling is evidently more nearly correct.
black. The frontal white lunula is narrower than _fuliginosa_, of about the same width as in _lunata_, and, as in that species, extends some distance behind the eye, which is not the case in _fuliginosa_. The black plumage is, on the nape, sharply defined against ashywhite, which, as it proceeds backward, gradually deepens into the cinereous-brown, which is the prevailing color of the upper parts. The tail, with its rectrices, is darker than the rest of the upper parts, and have scarcely a shade of cinereous; the tail, with its coverts, however, is much lighter and more ashy, approaching the nape in color. The primaries, as in _lunata_, have well-defined, pure white spaces running for a considerable distance from their bases along the inner web, while in _fuliginosa_ the inner webs are simply grayish-brown, with no well-marked picture. A large part of the inner webs of the secondaries and tertials are also white. All the under wing-coverts are pure white. The central tail feathers are, as already described, brownish-ashy, concolor with their coverts. The lateral ones have much white toward their bases, especially on the inner webs, and this increases on each feather successively to such an extent that the next to the outer one is wholly white except a small space at its tip, while the outermost is entirely white. In _fuliginosa_ only the outermost one is white. (Compare descriptions.) The shafts of the primaries are brownish-black above, white beneath; of the rectrices, dark along the cinereous, and white along other portions of the feathers. Below the bird is entirely pure white.

**Dimensions.**—Length, 14 to 15 inches; wing, from the corpus, 10.50; tail, 6 to 7; bill, 1.40 to 1.60; height at base, 0.35 to 0.40; width, slightly less; tarsus, 0.85; middle toe the same, with the claw 1.20; outer toe and claw, 1.00; inner, 0.75. These measurements, it will be seen, are intermediate between those of _fuliginosa_ and _lunata_.

**Immature plumage.**—A specimen (No. 11394, Nicaragua, Oct., 1858, Dr. Caldwell), probably a bird of the first year, is slightly smaller, as would have been expected, but in form is the same. The differences in the plumage are: The black of the plumage is imperfect, largely mixed with white on the vertex, so that it fades insensibly into the white of the lunula, which latter is thus obscured. The black freemum is correpondingly imperfect. The upper parts are paler and grayer, some of the feathers being marginated with whitish. The lateral rectrices are not wholly white. The under parts are pure white, however. This is probably not the young plumage (of which I have yet to see specimens, that may perhaps be all dusty, white-spotted, like _fuliginosa_), but rather represents a plumage that closely resembles, if it be not identical with, the ordinary winter plumage of the adult.

This bird scarcely requires comparison with _fuliginosa_. The light ashy-white nape and hind neck; the black cap contrasting with the color of the back, besides being separated by the whitish cervix; the wings darker than the back; the amount of white on the tail; the narrowness and length of the frontal lunula; the differently-shaped bill and the smaller size, at once distinguish it. The species in fact comes nearer _lunata_, Peale, a rather dark-colored species, in which the crown and back are also conspicuously different from each other in color. _S. lunata_, however, is a smaller bird, with a grayish-plumbeous mantle, more nearly as in typical _Sterna_. It is well described and figured by Mr. Cassin in the Ornithology of the United States Exploring Expedition.

**Synonymy.**—1864 I recorded, by some deviant path I do not now remember, the correct name that _panaycnsis_, Gray (Candia; Latham, 1809), is referable to _fuliginosa_ than to this species; but upon reconsideration of the subject, I see that the less said on this score the better. It was upon this erroneous consideration that I proposed the term _discolor_, not that I desired to separate the American bird from that of other regions. The names of Gmelin and Latham are current for the species, but they are based upon Sonnerat (as above), and upon the same basis appears the name "_anesthea_" (as given by Gray), which has priority. Sundevall, indeed, finds a still earlier designation in _nubilosa_; "Sparum. Mus. Carls. t. 62." This I have not been able to look up, but as there seems to be some uncertainty about it, it may be best held in check. Thus Gray, in the Hand-list, gives "_nubilosa_, Sparumm. M. C. t. 63," as a synonym of No. 11082 ("_infuscata_, Licht.,") while in 1863, in his List of British Birds, he has a "_nubilosa_, Sparumm. M. C. t. 63," under _Sterna canicata_, t. 1. Gm. Without the work before me, I can only presume that Sundevall's quotation of "t. 62" is pt. 62, and that Gray's "_nubilosa_" is a slip for _nubilosa_.

In not adopting this name _nubilosa_ for the present species, I am influenced by the following considerations: There appears to be another very closely-related species, or rather variety, and it is uncertain to which one of the two _nubilosa_ belongs. This species is given by Gray, No. 11082, as "_infuscata_, Licht.," and put in a different subgenus. There are in the Smithsonian two specimens which I take to be this species: one, No. 57093, from the Schlichter collection, marked "_Sterna fuscata_,," ad, Insel Candida; and another, No. 28475, marked "Bengal," but without further labeling.

* But the length of the tail, as in all Terns, varies very greatly, according to the age of the elongated lateral feathers. A discrepancy of several inches is by no means unusual in this subgenus and in _Sterna_.

† Latham quots "_nubilosa_, M. C. t. 63, _pullus_," as a synonym of his _S. boyii_ var. γ.
These two are the same bird, and I presume them to be the "infuscata, Licht.," of Gray's Hand-list, though I have no means of satisfying myself that such is the case. These birds run extremely close to the subject of the present article (my former discolor)—too close to be specifically separated, though a geographical variety is indicated. The bill is much slenderer, only 0.30 high at the base. The frontal lunula reaches but little beyond the eyes, instead of nearly half an inch behind them; the loreal black stripe is narrower. The black cap is separated from the smoky-gray back by a very narrow, sharp, cervical collar, instead of a more gradual change. Only the outer tail feather is mostly white, instead of the two outer. The size of equally adult specimens is noticably less—wing about 9.75 instead of 10.50. Now there is no reasonable doubt that Gray's Nos. 11050 and 11052 are one and the same bird; i. e., that there is but one of these "sooty" Terms beside fuliginosa; Blasius has already said so, and I entirely agree with him. The question is as to the distribution of the synonymy between the two varieties. Gmelin's and Latham's names, panayensis and paneya (both—"aneshetha, Scoq., l. c.), apply as well to one as to the other. As to subiliosa, Sparmann, Gray has it under infuscata, while Blasius assigns it far elsewhere—to contica; the name is thus obviously too uncertain to be used.

Blasius recognizes but three species of Haliplana: lunata, Peale, panayensis and fuliginosa; and such is emphatically my own decision. To the latter, fuliginosa, he assigns as synonyms infuscata, Licht., and melanoptera, Sw., besides the well-known serrata and guttata of Forster, throwing upon panayensis all the rest of the synonymy, namely, fuliginosa and fuligula, Licht.; infuscata, Rupp.; antarctica, Cuv.; oahunensis, Blox.; and discolor, Coues. It is probably not possible to locate all these names satisfactorily. I hope, without conflicting views respecting them.

To complete an account of this group of dark-colored Terms with white frontals lunula and white under parts, and black bill and feet, I append a notice of S. lunata, Peale.*

**Genus HYDROCHELidon, Boie.**

> Rallus, sp., Linn., Syst. Nat. i, 1758 (ed. x), 153.

Gen. cr. Bill a little shorter than the head, longer than the middle toe and claw; very delicate, slender, upper; culmen and cere-pressure decidedly declivito-convex; the amount of curvature increasing toward the tip; outline of rami and genys both concave, the former most so; eminentia symphysis prominent and very acute. Wings exceedingly long, pointed, of same color as back, without distinct markings on either web. Primaries broad and not very tapering, not acute; the tertials very short, rounded, not slender nor flowing, reaching in the folded wing only half way to the tip of the longest primary. Tail rather short, contained 2½ times in the wings, only moderately emarginate (much as in Gelochelidon), the lateral feathers but little exceeding the next, not tapering and acuminate; all the feathers broad and rounded. Feet slender and short; tarsi much abbreviated, rather less than the middle toe alone. Toes moderately long; the webs rather narrow, and very deeply incised. Size small, general form delicate; colors mostly black, the wings and tail plumose, in type of the genus.

The group of Terms, of which S. lariformis of Linnean may be taken as the type, forms a natural assemblage very closely allied to *Sternina* proper, but differing in certain

* S. lunata, Peale, U. S. Expl. Exped. 1840, No. 725; Cass., ibid. 1858, No. 716; Finsch & Hartl., Fed. Central Pol. pl. 18, f. 3.—Hydrochelidon (Haliplana) lunata, Gray, Hand-list, No. 11651.—Haliplana lunata, Blas., J. f. O. 1866, 80. (Description from the type of the species, No. 15744, Paumotu Islands (Vincennes), Sept. 1839.) Bill and feet black. Cap black, with a long, narrow, white frontal lunula, whose horns reach behind the eyes, cutting off a black stripe through the eye to the base of the bill at the maxillae. Upper parts uniform dark grayish plumous (not smoky gray), the color extending on the wing-coverts and tail. Cudital edge of fore-arm rather darker than other upper parts. Quills fuscous, silvered with the color of the mantle, their inner webs with the usual white stripe, which, however, does not nearly reach their ends. On the longer primaries, where this stripe is sharpest, it is bordered internally with a narrow prolongation of the fuscous along the margin of the inner web. Outer tail feather white for all that portion which is overlaid by the next feather, its outer web white to the tip; next tail feather with considerable white basally on the inner webs. Entire under parts pure white. Length may have been about 13 inches; wing, 19.25; tail about 6, forked half its length; bill along culmen, 1.60; tarsus, 0.75; middle toe and claw, rather over 1. This species is the obvious link between "Haliplana" and *Sternina* proper.
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Black Tern.

a. (European references.)

Rallus lariformis, LINN., Syst. Nat. i, ed. 10th, 1758, 153 (= S. novia of ed. 12th).

Hydrochelidon fissipes, GRAY, Gen. of B. iii, 1849, 660; List Br. B. 1863, 243.—BLAS., J. F. O. 1856, 82.


Sterna novia, LINN., Syst. Nat. i, 1766, 228 (based on S. novia, BRSS., vi, 217, pl. 20, f. 2, and Rallus lariformis of ed. x, 1758, 153).—SCHLEFF., Mus. Orn. 1779, 66.—(S. M., Syst. Nat. i, 1766, 699 (Sterna bonyi var. B. of LATH., Ind. Orn. ii, 806, is the same as this).)

(*) Sterna obscura, GM., Syst. Nat. i, 1758, 608.—LATH., Ind. Orn. ii, 1790, 310.

Hydrochelidon nigrocaes et obscura, BREHM, V. D. 1831, 794, 795.


Hydrochelidon hybrida, GRAY, Gen. of B. iii, 1849, 660; List Br. B. 1863, 242.—BLAS., J. F. O. 1866, 82.

Sterna leucoparia, NAT., TEMM., Man. ii, 1820, 746.—NAUM., V. D. X, 1840, 168, pl. 255.


Hydrochelidon leucoparia, BOILE.—BREHM, V. D. 1831, 797, pl. 39, f. 1.

Sterna delanottei, VIKILL, Ency. Meth. 350.

"Sterna grisca, HORSP.; indica, STEPH.; albistriata et similis, GRAY; fluvialitis, GOULD; delalandii, BR." (FIDE BLAS., J. F. O. 1866, 82.)

Since the term "hybrida" is obviously meaningless in such employ—in fact wholly incorrect and inapplicable—should it not be passed over, like any other glaringly inappropriate designation, in favor of the better known and well-fitting, though subsequent, appellation leucoparia?

features. These consist principally in the extreme slenderness of the bill, and the amount of deflection of its very acute tip; in the narrow and very deeply incised interdigital membranes; in the short and not deeply forked tail. The size is small, and the feathers of coloration peculiar. In the character of the tail the genus approaches Gelochelidon, but there the resemblance ends. It seems, while most closely allied to the typical Sterna, to form the connecting link between them and Halicodra; and among the Megapodoptera, to have affinity with such genera as that of which Gould's Anous plumbeus is typical.

North America has a single representative of this genus, the young of which was described by Wilson as S. plumbea, but which is apparently identical specifically with the H. fissipes of Europe. The European species are three—lariformis, LINN. (Sterna nigra, BRSS., and of many authors); nigra, LINN. (leucoptera, ANST.); and hybrida, Pall. (leucoparia, NAT., and most authors). The second of these has lately been detected in North America, but can only be considered as a straggler.

The first distinctive name for the genus is that of BOILE of 1822. LEACH's Virulca of 1826, and KAUP's Pelodes of 1829, are entirely synonymous. Of the several species of this genus indicated by authors, the two occurring in North America may be distinguished from each other and from H. hybrida, as follows:

A. Head all around, and under parts, black; the crissum abruptly white.


a. Wings and tail above plumbeous, like the back. lariformis.

b. Wings whitening along fore-arm border; tail with its upper covert white.

nigra.

B. Cap alone black; body above and below, with wings and tail, dark pearly plumbeous, whitening on crissum and sides of head. Large. Wing over 9; bill light.

hybrida.*
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D. (American references.)


Hydroch elidon surinamensis, Br., Comptes Rendus, 1856, 773.

Hydroch elidon (Pelodes) surinamensis, Gray, Hand-list, iii, 1871, 122, No. 11074.


Hydroch elidon nigra, BR., List, 1838, 61.


Sterna fissipes, TURNB., B. E. Pa. 1869, 39.

Sterna "fronata," SALV., Ibis, 1810, 278 (error; see Ibis, 1866, 205).

Diag. S. nigra, dorso, alis, caudâque plumbeis, remigibus nigro-griseis rachidibus albis, cryso albo.

Hub.—Europe, &c. North America generally. Alaska. Middle America. South America to Chili. Breeds at large in North America. Winters chiefly or entirely extra-

limital.

Adult, breeding plumage.—The culmen is throughout exceedingly narrow, and transversely very convex, even at the base it being scarcely at all broadened or flattened. The bill is strongly compressed from the nostrils, causing the gonyx as well as the culmen to be very sharp and narrow. The nasal fossa is notably short, becoming obsolete rather abruptly, and in the middle of the upper mandible. The nostrils nearly fill its whole length, are pretty large and wide, of ordinary general characteristics. The feathers on the sides of the mandible extend but little further than on the culmen, and have a broad rounded outline. Those on the submental or intercural space nearly fill it. This space is very narrow and elongated. The tibie are bare for a moderate distance. The very short tarsus is quite smooth, being covered posteriorly and laterally with small, smooth, regular plates, anteriorly with equally smooth transverse scales. The toes are very long, the middle one without its claw fully equaling the tarsus. The outer is as long as, perhaps even slightly exceeding, the middle; the claw of the inner just reaches to the base of the middle claw. The emargination of the inner web extends to oppose the second articulation of the middle toe, that of the outer to the middle of the second phalanx of the same toe. The claws are all moderately arched, slender and compressed, acute, the inner edge of the middle one but slightly dilated. The remiges and rectrices are notable for their great breadth, and neither tapers to a very acute point, but are rather broad near to the apices, which are rounded. The inferior caudal rectrices are very long and full.

Head and neck all round, and under parts to the vent, pure black. On the back of the neck, and between the shoulders, the black becomes gradually changed into leaden-gray or plumbeous, which extends undiluted to the very apices of the tail feathers. The tertials are of the same color as the back; the secondaries even a little darker, tending toward the color of the primaries. The shafts of all the primaries are whitish, deepening into black at the tips. The primaries are blackish or deep plumbeous-gray, darkest on the outer web of the first, the inner webs of all, but especially the outer one, fading into lighter on their margins. The superior surfaces of all the primaries have a considerable amount of the ordinary silveriness. The under surfaces of the wings are white, but considerably deepened by a plumbeous wash, this plumbeous-white extending slightly over the edge of the wing on to the lesser coverts. The long, full, under tail-coverts are white pure, in marked contrast to the black of the rest of the under parts.

Adult, in winter plumage.—Very different from the adult in summer. The forehead,
the sides of the head below the eyes and ear-coverts, the chin, throat, neck all round, and the whole under parts, pure white. The under wing-coverts retain a good deal of their plumaceous hue. The upper parts generally, and especially the primaries, are much as in summer; but the tint of the plumaceous, especially on the rump, is considerably lighter, and the feathers have faint whitish margins. The back between the shoulders is considerably lighter than in summer, but a little darker than the rump. Along the fore-arm, just beyond the whitish edge of the wing, there is a rather broad band of grayish-black, formed by several rows of the lesser coverts. Along the dorsal aspect of the arm, also, there is something of this black band, but the color is concealed by the scapular feathers. The secondaries are considerably darker than in summer, being in this respect fully equal to the primaries; and the comparative shades of their inner and outer webs are exactly as in the primaries. On the crown the white of the forehead becomes obscured and variegated with blackish or grayish-plumaceous, which grows darker on the nape, and on the sides of the head sends forward a band through the eye, to become intensified into a blacker spot just anterior to it. The feet are brownish-black, with little or no reddish; the bill pure black. The rachis of the primaries are darker than in summer. There is no appreciable difference in the emargination of the tail, nor in the shape of its individual feathers.

While changing, in August, during the winter, the adults are in a peculiar state of plumage. The entire under parts (except the inferior caudal rectrices), and the head and neck all round, are remarkably variegated with pure white and pure black. The relations of the colors vary with the time, and are determined, depending of course upon the particular stage arrived at. In general, the forehead and throat, as far as the breast, become first pretty uninterruptedly white. The crown, occiput, and nape are then equally variegated with the two colors, in small spots and lines; but the scapulars, and a spot just before the eye, are usually pretty purely black. The shoulders and edges of the wings show traces of the grayish-black that is to appear. The now old and worn-out primaries have lost most of their silvery hoarseness, and the shafts are nearly pure yellowish-white, except at their extreme apices. The bird in other respects is generally as in summer.

Young-of-the-year in August.—The size is less than that of the adults; the bill is smaller, weaker, softer, without very sharply defined angles or ridges. The emargination of the tail is very slight, being only about half an inch, and the lateral rectrices want even the slight elongation and tapering which those of the adults have, being broad to their very apices, which are somewhat oblique truncated. There is an indecisive softness and general mollassious condition in the plumage, readily recognizable, both by sight and touch, to the expert in such matters.

Bill brownish-black, the base of the lower mandible dull, dirty flesh-color, the inside of the mouth yellow. Legs and feet light brown. Forehead grayish-white, this color extending over the eyes as such, but deepening on the crown and occiput into grayish-brown. This color extends over the nape down to the back, and there obscures the general plumaceous hue of the parts. On the middle of the back, between the shoulders, this brown is quite uniform; on other parts it merely forms tips and margins for the feathers, including the superior alar and caudal rectrices, and the tertials and scapulars. The row of upper wing-coverts is grayish-black, as in the adults in winter. The tertials have also whitish tips, in addition to their subterminal brown ones. Before the eye is a crescent of deep, pure black; behind the eye a patch of pure black extends over the scapulars and a little distance on the sides of the neck. The under parts are pure white; on each side of the lower tail there is a large spot of plumaceous-brown, which, however, does not meet its fellow of the opposite side. The sides under the wings are very light plumaceous, much the same hue as the inferior alar rectrices and axillary feathers. The secondaries are like those of the adults in winter; the primaries like those of the full-plumaged summer birds, or ly that their shafts are superiorly brown, not white.

Dimensions of the adult.—Bill above, 1.10; along commissure, 1.60; from feathers on side of lower mandible, 1.08; gonyx, 0.69; height at base, 0.25; length, 9.25; extent of wings, 24 to 25; wing from carpus, 8.25; tail, 3.75; depth of forking, 0.90; tarsus, 0.68; middle toe and claw, 0.90; tibio-bare, 0.40.

Dimensions of the young-of-the-year.—Bill above, 0.95 to 1: depth at base, 0.29; from feathers on side of lower mandible, 0.35; gonyx, 0.45; tarsus, 0.40; middle toe and claw, 0.45; length, 7.5 to 8: extent of wings, 23.0 to 24; tail, 3; depth of emargination, 0.50.

Anatomical characters.—The mouth is narrow, its sides concave, and its tip attenuated, beyond that of any other species. The palate is smooth and even, and a little more than half an inch of the tip. The median palatine ridge commences far forward; it is narrow, but prominent, its edges posteriorly, and the edges of the nasal aperture, slightly papillate. The sulci between it and the lateral ridge is well marked and deep. The lateral ridges are short and sinuate, extending no further back than the median. The posterior vacated space small but well arched, the nasal slit extending far into it. Posterior fringe of oblique papillae well developed. Tongue exceedingly acute, narrow, longitudinally grooved along the dorsum, anteriorly conoens, its apex bifid, its posterior
extremity emarginate, slightly papillate; nine-tenths long. Rima glottidis one-fourth of an inch long; sparsely papillate.

The alimentary canal is exceedingly similar in all respects to that of Sterna. Esophagus, proventriculus, and gizzard in a straight line, all of ordinary characters, the former 3½ to 4 inches long. Proventricular bolt 0.3 to 0.4 wide, forming a complete zone, as usual. Duodenal fold 1.40 long. Hepatic and cystic ducts short, opening into intestine at the ordinary place. Lobes of liver of nearly equal size; their anterior surface convex, their posterior slightly concave; their apices divaricating, as usual, to receive the heart between them, their inferior extremities in apposition. They are connected by glandular substance. The chief fold after the duodenal is a short distance above the ceca, and lies apposed to the posterior surface of the gizzard; after which the intestine proceeds in a slightly convoluted course to the ceca. These are the shortest throughout the subfamily measuring hardly one-eighth of an inch in length. Rectum moderately long (for this subfamily), measuring six-tenths. Cloaca large and globular; three-fourths long. Its posterior division small, but well marked. Orifices of ureters and vasa deferentia in the usual place. The kidneys, as in Sterna, are divided into five or six lobes by the segmentation of the middle portions. The whole renal mass measures about an inch in length by six-tenths in breadth. The trachea is about 2½ inches long, of the usual number of rings. It is flattened superiorly; below it becomes perfectly cylindrical and narrower. The lower larynx is exceedingly small, measuring only one-tenth of an inch across its widest part. Its sides are concave, its apices acute and projecting. Bronchial apertures extremely narrow, of an oval, inclining to a crescentic, shape. The sterno-tracheals join the trachea only one-fourth of an inch above the larynx. Brouchi of ordinary length, of about twenty-two half rings.

Synonymy.—The first tenable binomial name of this species appears to be lariformis, Linn., 1758, in adopting which I hope not to be accused of arbitrary innovation. No valid reason appears why Linnaeus should not be adopted at this date, rather than at 1766, and in spite of custom to the contrary, this view is constantly gaining ground. I myself am entirely in favor of it. The changes it requires are not many, and they are in some cases desirable ones, as, for instance, when we are furnished with Chaitiera pelagica (1758) instead of the unmeaning C. pelagia of 1766. This bird is also the S. rixipes, Linn.; a name not commonly adopted until after Mr. Gray's rectification of the synonymy, the term nigra (ex Briss.) having been generally employed. But nigra, Linn., cleanly belongs to l. surinamensis, Meisn. Other old names of this species are novia, obscura, and surinamensis, all based upon immature conditions of plumage. Latham put novia down as S. latisim var. B. Wilson renamed the species plumbea, doubtless in simple ignorance of the prior designations.

I must continue to disagree with several ornithological friends, for whose opinions I have great respect, in holding the American bird to be specifically identical. Nevertheless, in deference to their views, I have collated the synonymy in two sets.

In my Synopsis of North America, I state that "the birds of the two continents were first formally separated by Bonaparte in his Comparative List of 1822." This is a slip of the pen. Both are there given as Hydrochelidon migrans; he makes the distinction in 1856 (Tabl. Longip. C. R.), giving the American as Hydrochelidon surinamensis.

Lieutenant Warren's Expedition.—19023, Loup Fork of the Platte.

Later Expeditions.—54322, Wyoming.

The Black Tern migrates both coastwise and over the water-courses of the interior. On the coast of North Carolina I saw none, in spring, until the second week in May, when they became very abundant for a few days and then disappeared on their way north. These spring birds were always, so far as I ascertained, in full plumage. The Terns revisit the same region very early, in advance of most of the migrants, in the fore part of August, and proceed much more leisurely than in spring.

For about two months they were constantly to be seen hovering over the marshes in airy troops, fluttering hither and thither like so many Swallows or Night-hawks, busily foraging for insects. These fall arrivals were chiefly young birds; and of the old ones, none were seen still wearing the breeding dress, which, therefore, must be early laid aside. These Terns, like the other smaller species, but just the reverse of the large kinds, are perfectly familiar, or rather heedless, at all times. In the spring, at their breeding resorts, they dash close down to an intruder, repeating with angry vehemence their shrill cry, cry, cry; in the fall, when nearly silent, they are equally regardless of approach,
often fluttering within a few feet of one's head, and then sailing off again, in the manner of Swallows. The flight is buoyant in the extreme, and wayward, desultory, uncertain; perhaps no bird of this country has so great an expanse of wing for its weight, and certainly none fly more lightly. In hovering along on the lookout for insects, they hold the bill pointing straight downward, like others of the family. In the spring I have observed them plunging, like other Terns, into the water for food, probably small fry, but in the fall they seem to feed chiefly on winged insects, which they capture like Night-hawks, as noted above.

The Black Tern I have found breeding in various parts of the West. On the 10th of June, 1864, I passed a large colony which had settled on a marshy tract along the Arkansas River, near Fort Lyons. The birds were all in full plumage, and doubtless had eggs at the time, although, from the untoward circumstances of observation—hurried traveling by stage—I could not examine the nesting places as I wished. In June again, 1873, I found a colony breeding in a prairie slough along the Red River; shot the greater part of the whole number, and secured many eggs. The birds were breeding in company with a great number of Yellow-headed Blackbirds, some Red-wings, and Short-billed Marsh Wrens. The eggs, in every instance, were placed on masses of floating débris of last year's reeds, where the water was two or three feet deep, in the midst of the slough. They had to be closely looked after, for they were laid directly on the moist matting, without any nest in any instance, and readily eluded observation, from their similarity in color to the bed of reeds they rested on. They were two, oftener three, in number, and resembled those of some Sandpipers in size, shape, and coloration. The shape is pointedly pyriform, yet with considerable bulge at the sides; the dimensions, 1.35 by 0.95, with the usual variation either way. The ground color is brownish-olive, rather light and clear, this thickly marked with spots and blotches of every size, from mere points up to masses, but for the most part large and bold, with a tendency to aggregate at the but, or, at least, around the larger half of the egg. No part of the surface, however, is unspotted. The coloration is a rich, warm brown, of every shade, from light brown to blackish-brown, according to the quantity of pigment. With these markings are associated a few neutral tints or stone-gray spots, in the shell.

HYDROCHELIDON NIGRA, (Linn.) Gray.

White-winged Black Tern.

Stern a atricapilla, Briss., Orn. vi, 1760, 214.
Stern a nigra, Linn., Fl. Suec. 56. No. 159; Syst. Nat. i, 1766, 227.—Gm., Syst. Nat. i, 1788, 605.—Lath., Ind. Orn. ii, 1790, 810 (quotes S. atricapilla, Briss., vi, 214). (Not of Briss., nor of many authors.)

Hydro chel idon nig ra, Gray, Gen. of B. iii, 1849, 660; List Br. B. 1863, 243; Hand-list, iii, 1871, 121. No. 11070.—Blas., J. f. O. 1866, 32.


Stern a f j j s, Pall., Zoog. R. A. ii, 1811, 335. (Adult. Not of authors; quotations of true f j j s, but description unmistakably of this species.)

Stern a navia, Pall., Zoog. R. A. ii, 337. (Young. Not of authors; identified on same grounds as the preceding.)
Hydrochelidon nigra, White-Winged Tern.

**Diag.** H. nigra, pallio seistiscoe-nigro, caudā crissoque albis, auribrachis albicantiius, alis plumbeis, renigibus argentato-fuscis rhachidibus albis, rostro rubescens-nigro, pedibus rubris.

_Hab._—Europe, &c. Accidental in North America (one instance known).

**Adult, summer plumage.—** (No. 66213, Mus. Smiths. Inst. 2, Lake Koskonong, Wiscons., July 5, 1873, T. Kumlein.) Bill black, with a reddish tinge; feet red; claws black. Head and neck all around and whole under parts to the crissum pure black, shading on the back and scapulurs into dark slaty-plumbeous. Wings dark silvery-plumbeous, fading into white along the fore-arm border; the quills silvered dusky, with white shafts and a dull white area on the greater part of the primaries. Lining of wings sooty-blackish, varied with dull white along the border. Tail, with its covert, both above and below, white, abruptly contrasting with the black of the belly and the dark slate of the rump. The tail feathers shaded with pearly-gray toward the ends.

Length (of skin), 8; wing, 7.50; tail, 2.75; the emargination under 0.50; bill along culmen, 0.90; along gape, 1.20; height at base, 1.20; tarsus, 0.75; middle toe and claw, 0.57.

The series of specimens before me does not fully illustrate the changes of plumage of this species. It shows, however, that the various plumages are closely coincident with those of _H. tarsiformis_, already detailed. Immature birds, plumbeous above and mostly white beneath, may be recognized from the same stage of _H. tarsiformis_ by the hoary-white fore-arm border of the wing, and contrast of white upper tail- covets with the plumbeous of the back.

As stated in the Check-list, p. 137, a specimen of White-Winged Tern was taken in Wisconsin, July 5, 1873, by Mr. Thure Kumlein, and presented to the Smithsonian by Dr. T. M. Brewer. The individual is a female, in perfect breeding dress, and was said to have contained well-formed eggs in the ovary, leading to the belief that it would have bred in the vicinfty before long. This, so far as I know, is the first and only instance of the occurrence of the species in this country. I have carefully compared the specimen with European ones, finding it identical in every particular.

**Section Megaloptereæ.**

I have already presented the character of the "Noddy" group of Terns, as drawn from the leading genus, _Anous_. Beside this principal form, with its several species, there are two others, namely, _Nenia_ and _Procelsterna_. The last named is cincterus, and very near _Anous_; the former is unique, in possession of long, white, curly plumes oo each side of the head. _Gygis_ is a peculiar intermediate genus, pure white, with a singularly shaped bill. _Anous_ alone occurs in this country.

**Genus ANOUS, Leach.**

< _Sterna, Linn._, Syst. Nat. i, 1758; vee 1773.
< _Gavia, Bris._, Orn. vi, 1760, 199; see Möhr.—Sw., Classif. B. ii, 1837, 373 (stolida).

"Nodina, R.F., 1813 ?" (Gray).

= _Nodini, Cuv., R. A. i, 1817, 521 (stolida).


= _Megalopterus, Boie._, Isis, 1826, 380 (stolida).

= _Stolida, Less._, Tr. Orn. 1831, 629 (stolida).

= _Aegagorphus, Glover_, 1842. (Gray.)

Gen. Char. Bill much longer than the tarsus, rather exceeding the middle toe and claw, about equaling the head, moderately robust, depressed, and as broad as high at


= _Nenia inga._— _Sterna inga_, _Linn._, Voy. Coquille, 1826, 731, pl. 47; _Anous inga_, _Gray_., Gen. of B. iii, 1849, 661; _Larosterna inga_, _Blyth._, l. c.; _Inca myctata_, _Jard._, l. c.

_Hab._—South America (Peru and Chili).

† _Procelsterna_, _Laf._, Rev. Zool. 1841, 242. The several nominal species of this section may be reduced to two at most; I have recognized but one. South Seas and Australia.

† _Gygis_, _Wagl._, 1832; _type alba_. The single species inhabits the South Seas.
the base; elsewhere depressed, tapering to an acuminate and somewhat decurved tip. Fore end of nostrils nearly half-way to end of bill, the fosse long and deep. No frontal autie; outline of feathers on base of bill convex (reverse of Sterna). Wings but moderately long for this subfamily, the second primary but little shorter than the first. Tail very long, broad, fan-shaped, double-rounded, i. e., graduated laterally, yet with central feathers shorter than the next. Tarsi very short, robust, less than the middle toe without claws. Lateral toes, especially the inner, unusually lengthened; hallux well developed. Webs broad and full, not incised. Claws short, stout, little curved, but very acute. Podototheca nearly smooth, from tendency to fusion of the plates, there being but a single defined row of scutella in front, with delicate reticulations elsewhere; the soles of the webs are perfectly smooth. Edges of middle claw dilated and somewhat pectinate. Plumage dark or nearly unicolor.

In addition to these external characters may be noted: Eyes small, the anterior canthus just over the angle of the mouth. Lobes of liver very unequal. Premaxillar zone narrow, with small follicles. Ceca remarkably long for this subfamily. Doo
denal fold very short. Hepatic and pancreatic ducts opening close by each other. Bronchial half-rings weak and imperfect, the upper part of the tube being almost membranous. Lobulation of the kidneys more as in Larus than in Sterna.

The generic synonyms above given all apply to stolidus and its immediate allies, of which there are several. Only one occurs in North America; a second, A. tenirostris,* is found in Middle America.

**ANOUS STOLIDUS, (Linn.) Gray.**

**Noddy Tern.**

* Sterna stolidus, Linn., i, 1766, 287 (Amoen. Acad. 240; Hirundo marina major, capite albo, SJOANE, Jam. i, 31, pl. 6, f. 2; Cat., Cat. ii, 89; Larus gasia fuica, Bress., vi, 180, pi. 18, f. 2; Passer stultus, Ray, 134).—GM., Syst. Nat. i, 1728, 605.—LATH., Ind. Orn. ii, 1790, 505.—L., V., Voy. Con. 1, 1936, 244 (Bill).—Br., Syst. 1828, 366.—NUTT., Man. ii, 1834, 325.—AUD., Orn. Blog. iii, 1835, 516; v, 1839, 642; pi. 275; Syn. 1839, 322; B. Am. vii, 1844, pl. 440.—JENNYS, Man. 1, 1835, 270 (Ireland).—SCHEL., Rev. Crit. 14, 144, 131 (Europe).—THOMS., Trans. Linn. Soc. 1835; Nat. Hist. Ireland, iii, 308 (Ireland).—KNOX, Zool. 1866, 306 (Ireland).—HARTING, Br. B. 1872, 170 (Ireland).—MAXIM., Beitr. iv, 574.—BURM., Syst. Uebers. iii, 543.


* Gavia leucopsis, Sw., Classif. B. ii, 1837, 373 (type P. E. 997).

(?) * Anous frater, COVES, Pr. Phila. Acad. 1, 162, 558 (Pacific). (Var. ?)

(?) * Sterna pileata, SCOP., Syst. Voy. 125, pi. 5.

(?) * Sterna philippina, LATH., Ind. Orn. ii, 1790, 805 (pilata, SCOP.).

"Anous rousseaui, HARTEL.," fide GRAY & BLAS.

"Anous unicorn, ERML., juc.," fide GRAY & BLAS.

"Sterna tenirostris, BLTH.," fide BLAS. (Not of Temm.)

**Diag.** A. fuliginosus unicolor, alis caudaque nigrescentibus, fronti et vertice albis, pedibus rubescente-fuscis, rostro nigro. Long. 16.00 poll.; ali 10.00-10.50; rostri 1.75; tars. 1.00. Hab.—South Atlantic and Gulf coast of North America. Bahamas. Cuba. Middle America generally, both sides. South to Brazil and Chili. Various warm seas. Australia (Gould); New Zealand (Hutton). Accidental in Europe.

* ANOUS TENIROSTRIS (Temm.).


* Anous tenirostris, COVES, Ibis, 1864, 303 (Honduras).—SALV., Ibis, 1866, 200 (the same).—SCL. & SALV., P. Z. S. 171, 566 (the same).

This is readily distinguished from *A. stolidus* by its blackish instead of fuliginous plumage, slender bill, and other characters. The discrimination, however, of the sev-
eral current blackish species is difficult. Gray places *tenirostris*, Temm., as a synonym of *niger*, Leach, and gives the habitus as *Africa*. 
Adult, breeding plumage.—Both mandibles marked with more or less distinct longitudinal striæ; their tomen inflected. Nasal sulcus deep and long, formed by the rounded culmen and a prominent ridge, which runs along the upper mandible from its base to the nostrils, where it is gradually lost. Just above the base there is a small but distinct fossa, separated by an oblique ridge from the large nasal sulci. Culmen about straight for half its length, regularly decurved toward the tip, basally broad and flat. Commis sure slightly declinate-convex. Outline both of rami and gonys concave, the former most so; eminence symphysis illy defined and not acute. Primaries unicolor, very broad almost to their tips, which are rounded; first primary scarcely surpassing the second. Tail very long and much graduated; but there is also a slight eminuation, the two central rectrices being a little shorter than the next pair. Bill and claws black. Month black to a little beyond the angle of the jaws, the fancies yellowish. Tarsal and toes dark reddish-brown, nearly black in the dried skin.—Occiput bluish-plumbeous, becoming pure white on the front. Sides of the head and neck all round with a decided wash of bluish-plumbeous. The whole body is a deep fuliginous-brown, growing almost black on the remiges and rectrices, with a very dark spot anterior to and just above the eye.

Dimensions.—Length, 16 inches; extent of wings, 31; wing from flexure, 10 to 10.50; tail, about 6; bill along culmen, 1.75; height or width at base, 0.35; tarsus, 1; middle toe and claw, 1.45; outer ditto, but slightly shorter; inner ditto, 1.20; hallux, 0.40; breadth of webs, 0.90; diameter of eye, 0.30.

Anatomical characters.—Mouth long and narrow, its lateral outlines slightly concave. Palate nearly flat behind; longitudinally arched before; soft and vascular to within an inch of the tip. A prominent median ridge, beset with oblong papillæ, bifurcated posteriorly for 0.6, to give passage to the posterior nares. The narrow well-marked lateral ridges commencing one and a half inches from the tip of the bill, extending beyond the termination of the median ridge, smooth anteriorly, thickly papillated posteriorly. On each side, just within the toma, is a groove for the reception of the interior maxilla. The palate is black nearly as far as the angle of the mouth; the fancies yellowish. Posterior nares 0.9 long, anteriorly smooth, terminally papillate. Rima glottidis 0.25. The oblique converging rows of papillæ on the vaulted space at the back of the palate are but slightly developed. Tongue 1.50 long, very acute, conoform for more than two-thirds its length; its posterior extremity emarginate, papillate. Gæophagus very long, measuring, with the proventriculus, 6 inches; as usual, very muscular and distensible. Proventriculus a straight continuation of the canal; its zone of gastric follicles very narrow, the glands exceedingly small. This portion of the tube does not present the marked differences from the gæophagus as regards its lining membrane that is ordinarily found. Gizzard situate very far back in the abdomen, deflected at a considerable angle toward the right; its middle about opposite the anus of the public. The gæophagus is not of equal calibre throughout, but dilates a good deal toward the proventriculus, where the muscular fibres are thicker, and the longitudinal rugæ of uncinous membrane more numerous than elsewhere. The intestine measures 14 inches in total length, from pylorus to anus. The duodenal fold is exceedingly short, being less than one inch. It curves round to the left beneath the gizzard. Lying below the duodenal fold, and in contact with it, is the last intestinal fold, which has its apex about three inches from the origin of the ceca. The ceca are elongated, being longer than in any other representative of the subfamily. They measure 1.40 inches. They are oval in shape, growing broader and longer with their elongation, and having a very short external diameter for half their length. Rectum exceedingly short, barely three-quarters of an inch. Cloaca, as usual, very capacious, globular, 0.75 long. The urinary and spermatic ducts open upon well-marked elevated papillæ, side by side, and close to the posterior median line. Posterior division of the cloaca well marked by elevated folds of uncinous membrane. The pancreas is very short, scarcely an inch in length, owing to the shortness of the duodenal fold. The lobes of the liver are of very unequal dimensions, the left being so small as to appear but a mere appendage to the right. The former measures one and a half in length by one in breadth; is thick, with a rounded smooth surface. The latter is scarcely three-quarters long by one-half broad. It is of much the same shape as the right, to which it is closely connected by a short band of glandular substance. The pancreatic and hepatic ducts pierce the intestine in close proximity, about two inches below the pylora. The kidneys are one and a quarter inches long by three-quarters broad. They are much less lobulated than in Serris, and are more like those of Larus. Their upper lobes are smaller than their lower, having very convex borders. The lower are subquadraangular in shape; the central ones only partially divided into several small irregular masses. Heart elongated, tapering, acute; its width across the base of the ventricles seven-tenths. The trachea is short, being little more than three inches; its rings about one hundred; flattened above, becoming more cylindrical as it proceeds downward. Bronchi very short and quite wide. They are very feeble at their commencement, being almost entirely membranous, the half-rings hardly distinct enough to be counted. These number about twenty-four. Muscles as
in the Sterinae generally; the sterno-tracheals join the trachea only three-tenths above the lower larynx.

Considerable doubt has been expressed whether the Noddies of the <i>stolidus</i> pattern (excluding those of the blackish <i>ternus</i>, <i>stra</i> type) are all identical. Mr. Cassin, in 1858, remarks upon certain observable discrepancies; and later I proposed the term <i>frater</i> for the Pacific bird, upon examination of the matter in company with Mr. Cassin and Prof. Baird, who both agreed that there were recognizable peculiarities. The Pacific material in the Smithsonian shows a deeper, though not longer, and consequently differently-shaped bill; a different proportion of tarsi to toes; a much longer tail, with greater emargination and somewhat different coloration. While I would by no means now insist upon, or even concede specific validity in this case, I still think there may be a varietal difference. The case may be summed as follows, although there is little or no probability that the name <i>frater</i> is not anticipated.

<i>Var. stolidus</i>: Wing, 10 to 10.50; tail about 6, the emargination slight; bill, 0.38 deep at base; tarsi, 1; middle toe and claw, 1.45. Occiput bluish-plumbeous, purely whitening on forehead. Sides of head and neck washed with bluish-plumbeons. Feet drying black.

<i>Var. frater</i>: Wing, 11 to 11.25; tail 7, the emargination 0.50; bill, 0.43 deep at base; tarsi 1 (as in <i>stolidus</i>), but middle toe and claw 1.60. Occiput brownish-ash, becoming ashy-white on the forehead. Sides of head and neck like rest of body. Feet drying reddish-brown.

<i>Subfamily Rhynchopineæ: Skimmers.</i>

<i>Diag.</i> Laridae hypognathus, rostro cultrato, mandibulæ maszili longiore.

Body slender and elongate. Neck of moderate length. Head large; the forehead high and broad. Upper mandible shorter than the under, its cutting edges rapidly converging to the nostrils, thence parallel and closely soldered to the tip. Mandibular rami at first widely separated and nearly parallel, then rapidly converging to the symphysis, the union then complete both of frontal and gonydeal margins. Nostrils' basal, inferior, their near end behind the projection of the feathers on the culmen. Interramal space fully feathered. Triori anteriorly scutellate. Remiges, 10; rectrices, 12; and other general characters of Sterinae.

Upper mandible very freely movable, owing to the mobility of the fronto-maxillary suture. Month short, broad, of moderate gape. Palate flat; internal nares long. Tongue short, broad, fixed. Digestive and respiratory organs, in all essential respects, similar to those of Sterinae.

The Skimmers are so much the Terns in general character, that no detailed account is required; but the remarkable peculiarities of the skulls merit special attention.

<i>Skull.</i>—The most important differences are found in the shape of the cranium; in the fronto-maxillary suture, and other elements which enter into and produce the mobility of the superior mandible; and in the shape and character of the mandibles themselves. In the terms used in the following description, reference is always had to the normal <i>Laridæ</i> type, as compared with the special modification of it under consideration.

The cranium is exceedingly narrow posteriorly, at that portion which forms the encephalic cavity. The post-orbital are hardly, if at all, more widely separated than are the ante-orbital. The convexity of the vertex of the cranium antero-posteriorly is very slight indeed, and the superior curved line of the occiput rises high up and is exceedingly prominent. Its inferior extremities curve greatly forward and outward, forming very protuberant zygmatic processes overhanging the articulation of the tympanic bone. At the same time the occipital ridge is hardly appreciable as such; the dorsum of the occipital bone being very flat, or even a little concave. The crotophytse depression between the zygomatic and post-orbital processes is very deep, from the great bulk of the muscles lodged in it. This increased volume of muscle is also indicated by the meeting on the median line of the skull of the two ronghened depressions which lodge the temporalis, these depressions being only separated by a narrow longitudinal ridge, as in <i>Puffinus</i> or <i>Colybus</i>, instead of by a wide space. The anterior division of this temporal fossa (distinctly separated from the posterior by a well-marked ridge) is also deep, and extends further toward the median line of the skull.

From the narrowness and straightness of the posterior parts of the cranium, the orbits are notably wide and shallow. Their posterior processes are very small and slightly developed, being in fact much smaller and no more widely separated from each other than the anterior processes. These latter are remarkably developed, being large, broad and heavy, and projecting backward and outward with very convex outlines. The supra-orbital ridge included between them is not nearly so deeply concave as in the other subfamilies, both on account of the closer approximation of the post-orbital
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processes, and of the character of the depression for the nasal gland. The convex borders of the fosse do not nearly approach each other on the median line, but are widely separated. The fosse themselves are narrow and imperfect, not nearly containing the whole of the glands, which consequently project greatly over the edge of the orbit. The fosse are continued each as a well-marked groove, under the antorbital processes, their ducts passing through a very large foramen on their way to the lining membrane of the nose. The interorbital septum is complete. The olfactory nerve runs along in a narrow so deep as to be almost a canal. From the completeness of the septum, between the orbits, the foramina of exit of the nerves at the posterior part of the orbits are more perfect and less closely approximated than in the other subfamilies. The conjointed bases of the sphenoid and ethmoid, which form the inferior border of the septum, and along which the palatal and vomerine bones slide, is much thicker and stouter than ordinary, and does not extend nearly so far forward, nor has it an acute apex nor deeply concave anterior edge.

The forehead is exceedingly broad, and slopes down from the vertex at an unusually great angle of descent. In its centre it is slightly concave laterally, owing to the development and prominence of the antorbital processes. Anterior to these it is perfectly plane, wide, with parallel, straight sides, dipping down deeply with a square truncated base which forms, with the superior mandible, the very peculiar fronto-maxillary suture. The "articulation" admits of a far greater degree of motion than exists in the other subfamilies, and greatly exceeds that usually found among birds, excepting, of course, the Psittaci. The connection between the bones of the cranium and superior mandible is perfectly straight and transverse: very wide (being the whole width of the broad frontal bone), and at the same time exceedingly thin and elastic. On the superior surface of the suture there is a deep groove between the bones, a little wider at either extremity than in the middle, but the under surface is quite smooth. The osseo-cartilaginous connective substance is pliable and elastic, so much so, that in an old and dried preparation before me, the original mobility of the parts is in a great measure retained.

In the adult skull before me there are no discernible traces of any nasal bones, properly speaking: but the suture is formed entirely by the apposed margins of the broad frontal, and equally broad mesial process of the intermaxillary. That portion of bone usually known as the "maxillary" or descending process of the nasal, exists, unusually developed, and in an unusual position. Below it is firmly ankylosed and completely consolidated with the mandibular ramus, just anterior to the malar ankylosis. From this base it extends upward and backward as a long, very slender, compressed bone, running parallel with, but not touching the sides of, the os frontis, to be received by this thin, flat, laterally expanded termination into a slight depression in the under and anterior edge of the ante-orbital process. As it participates in all the movements of the upper jaw, its union with the ante-orbital processes is a movable suture, of apparently the same general characters as the fronto-maxillary suture, of which it is to be considered as a part.

The other movements to produce the movements of the upper jaw, are all by their shape or position subservient to its increased mobility. The osseous elements which produce the movements of the upper jaw, are all

by their shape or position subservient to its increased mobility. The osseous elements which produce the movements of the upper jaw, are all

bifurcate to a less extent. The malar bones are perfectly straight; their axes in a line with the general inclination of the axes of the mandibular processes of the intermaxillary; but just at their union with the maxillary bones there is a considerable angle formed, from the increased divergence of the latter at that point. They are throughout laterally compressed, except just at their anterior extremities, where they become horizontally depressed and flattened, to give them the necessary mobility of elasticity in an upward and downward direction.

The premaxillary bone is unusually peculiar in shape and general characters. It is remarkable for the preponderance in size of the mesial over the mandibular processes, and for the unusual extent to which the latter are united with the former
The consolidation is perfect for fully two-thirds of the length of the bill, causing the nasal aperture formed by the divergence of these processes to be extremely small, short, and narrow. The mandibular processes are also closely approximated to each other (only a narrow groove being left between them) for two-thirds their length, when they rather suddenly divericate at a considerable angle. The palatal fissure thus left between them is very short, and only commences about opposite the termination of the palatine bones, instead of much further forward, as in the other subfamilies. The superior or mesial process of the internasal is thus almost wholly concerned in the production of the shape of the upper mandible. It is large at the base, being there as broad as the os frontis, and about half as high as broad, with inflated, very convex and bulging sides. Beyond the nostrils it becomes more compressed and deeper, and begins to present a ridge along its culmen in place of the groove which exists at its base. The sides become, as they advance, more and more compressed, and less bulging and convex, until they terminate in a very acute point. This bone is remarkable in being hollow throughout, from base to extreme apex, with very thin walls, and consequently very light. Its interior is partially occupied by a very light, delicate web of open cancellated structure, most marked toward the base; more anteriorly its complete hollowness is only interrupted by delicate trabecule of bone, which extend across, from side to side, in every direction. This peculiarity of structure calls to mind the bill of the Rhamphastide.

The bony frame-work of the under mandible, though not abnormal in structure, has yet even a more peculiar shape than that of the upper. The rami of the inferior maxilla are at first nearly parallel, and are very thin and delicate. Toward their symphysis they become stouter, and very suddenly converge toward each other with a considerable degree of convexity. At the symphysis, which is strong and firm, the torial as well as the dorsal edges of the bone at once unite; and the rami, thus completely consolidated, extend forward as a straight, thin, sharp prolongation of bone, with flat, erect sides, and perfectly straight edges, which converge toward an acute apex. The axis of the symphysis declines downward at a considerable angle of divergence from the axis of the rami. The joined torial are at their base on a level with the superior edges of the rami, but the dorsal outline is at its beginning much below the level of the inferior edge of the rami, in consequence of a marked deepening of the bone just at its symphysis. On account of the peculiar direction of the inferior maxilla, the torial edges of the two mandibles are not usually in contact throughout in their ordinary positions. Posteriorly the upper outline of the rami dips down with a considerable angle to the articulating surface. This latter differs from the ordinary type in its width, which is great, in consequence of the development of its internal and external angular processes, and in the depth of the internal concavity. These differences correspond to the differences in shape of the face of the tympanic bone; in the prominence of its malar and pterygoid processes, and the depth of the sulcus between them. The roughened ridges and eminences about the joint for muscular attachment are all well marked. The triangular space just posterior to the articulation, for the attachment of the digastrics, does not present so much downward and forward as in the other subfamilies.

The single known genus of this subfamily is represented in North America by its type species, the long and well-known R. nigra.

**Genus RHYNCHOPS, Linn.**


*Rynchops*, Linn., Syst. Nat. i, 1758; 1766, 228 (*R. nigra*).

*Rhyhchopalia*, Briss., Orn. vi, 1860, 223.

*Rynchops*, Latr., Ind. Ord. ii, 1790, 802.

*Anisorhamphus*, Dum. (Gray).

*Psalidornhamphus*, Ranz, 1823 (Gray).

*Rhyhchopalia*, Gloger, 1842 (Gray).

The characters of the single genus being the same as those of the subfamily, it is unnecessary to repeat them.

Möhhring's name unquestionably belongs here, but is used in a different acceptance. *Rynchops* of Linnaeus, more correctly written *Rhyhchop*, may be employed instead, though I hardly know upon what grounds, for as Linnaeus called the Cormorants *Pelecanus*, *Phalacrocorax*, Möhhr., does not conflict with a *Linnaean* name, and we date some accepted genera back to 1735. The original *Rhyhchopalia* of Brisson is variously spelled by subsequent authors. I quote *Anisorhamphus* and *Psalidornhamphus* on Gray's authority, having no means of verifying or completing the references.
RHYNCHOPS NIGRA, BLACK SKIMMER.

Black Skimmer; Cut-water.


**Rhynchos fulva.** Linna. — SYSTEM. Nat. i, 1766, 229. — GM., Syst. Nat. i, 1778, 611. —

**Rhynchos ciliaris or brevirostris.** STEV., A. B. pls. 102, 103 (juvenile).

**Rhynchos melanurus.** BOIE. — SW., An. in Mem. 1828, 340 (Demarrua). — CARR. Schwemb. Guian. iii, 761. — SCL. & SALV., P. Z. S. 1860, 201 (Ucayali); 1867, 593 (Mexicana); 1867, 754 (Peru). —

**Rhynchos borealis.** SW., An. in Mem. 1828, 340.

**Diag.** R. rostra rubro nigro dimidiato, noteo cum primaribus 6 exteriorsibus nigris, pogonii interiore primarium 4 interiores et opicibus albis, fronte et gastroa albis plus minusve resusciti, caudal alba nigro dimidiata, pedibus rubris.


**Adult.** — Upper mandible with its culmen curved for its whole length, sinking a little at the base; highest just beyond the nostrils; gradually curved to the tip, which is more acute than that of the lower mandible, but still very convex in profile; the ridge sharp and narrow for its whole length. The sides of the upper mandible are, from the base for half its length, very convex and bulging, so as to give to the base of the bill a much rounded transverse outline; but the sides gradually become more and more compressed, till they hardly project at all, but are quite perpendicular. The torma of the superior mandible, from the angle of the mouth, at first converge very rapidly, at a quite obtuse angle, and at the same time are so much inclined that the sides of the mandible just above them look almost directly downward as far as the distal extremity of the nostrils; there the torma are parallel, very closely approximated, with perfectly perpendicular sides, leaving between them only a narrow groove for the reception of the formsym physis of the inferior mandible. The nasal groove is short and wide, and rather shallow, its width and shallowness being caused by the great difference in amount of divergence of the nasal and mandibular processes of the intermaxillary bone. The nostrils are situated at the anterior extremity of this groove, and are of ordinary latidone shape and size. The feathers run forward on the broad and depressed base of the culmen, with a rather obtuse angle, and then slope backward to the angle of the mouth with a sinuate outline, at first concave, then convex. The lower mandible is compressed for the whole of the extent which is bare of feathers, except just at the extreme base, where the rami are rapidly approaching the median line; very flexible, being capable of being greatly bent in a lateral direction; its tip with a very thin, sharp edge, and a broadly convex perpendicular profile outline. Its sides are nearly erect and flat, bulging but slightly at the base, not at all terminally; marked with about sixty straight, very oblique ridges and sulci, running at an angle of about 45° downward and backward; of a length equal to about half the height of the mandible; most distinct toward the middle of the bill, more obsolete toward either extremity. The tormo edges, of which the symphysis is complete from a point about opposite the nostrils to the tip, are slightly convexo-decinate for their whole length; the genys, which is as thin and sharp as the torma, is somewhat more decidedly concavo-decinate. The outline of the interior mandibular rami is perpendicularly very concave, horizontally suture, the submental space being filled with feathers to the very symphysis. The basal half, or a little less, of both mandibles are carmine-red, the terminal half black.

The feet are of moderate length for this family. The tibiae are naked for a very considerable space, nearly half their total length. This bare portion shows a decided tendency, most marked on its anterior face, to become transversely scutellate, like the tarsus. The tarsus is defended anteriorly by a single row of scutella, which become
obsoleto toward the joint, and have exceedingly oblique margins. Laterally and posteriorly there are plates, small, regular, smooth, of a polyhedral (mostly hexagonal) shape, largest and flattest on the sides of the tarsus, smaller and more roughened behind and on the joint. The toes superiorly are deflected, as is the tarsus, by scutella, the webs by small reticulated plates; on the inferior surfaces of both the plates are nearly obsolete. The middle and outer toes are of much the same length, the inner much shorter, the tip of its claw reaching the base of the middle claw. The hallux is of moderate length for this family; its claw short, stout, blunt, little curved. The anterior claws are all long, slender, depressed, moderately arched, rather acute, the inner edges of all dilated, that of the middle one most so. The interdigital membranes are of the ordinary width and amount of emargination. The feet in life are carmine-red, the dorsi dull yellowish, with a tinge of pink.

The wings are excessively long and powerful. The primaries are broad, their rhachides strong, outer five or six of a somewhat falcate shape, narrowing rather suddenly when near the tip to their only moderately acute and rather rounded apices. The secondaries are short, broad to their very tips, which are rounded, with a very slight amount of excision of the extremities of their outer webs. The superior surface of the wings is glossy black, like the back; their inferior aspect, except a narrow line along their metacarpal edge, white; this color deepening toward the ends of the primaries, first into grayish, and then into blackish. The first six primaries are concord, black, pure and deep on their outer web, lighter and of a brownish tinge on their inner; their rhachides black. The inner four primaries are brown; their inner webs, and the tips of both webs, white. The secondaries are white, with a space of dark brown occupying nearly the whole of their outer and a small part of their inner webs. The amount of brown is least on the outer ones; increases on each feather successively toward the last four secondaries and the tertials are brownish-black, except a narrow apical margin.

The tail is of moderate length, being contained rather less than three times in the wing. It is moderately emarginate. The feathers are rather narrow, the central pair rounded at their tips, the lateral ones converging to a very obtuse point. The upper tail-coverts are short, being scarcely half the length of the tail; the inferior ones, however, reach within a short distance of the tips of the central rectrices. The tail and its under coverts are white, the inner webs of all the rectrices more or less obscured with dark brown, deepest on the central pair. The superior coverts are black like the back, except the outer row on each side, which are white.

Crown of the head, its sides just below the eyes, the back of the neck, and whole upper parts, pure glossy black. The forehead, checks, sides of the head below the eye, sides of the neck, and whole under parts, pure white; tinged in life, during the nuptial season, with rosy.

Dimensions.—Length (of males), 30; extent of wings, 49; wing from flexure, 16 to 16.50; from apex of longest secondary to tip of first primary, 6; tail, 5.50 to 6; depth of fork, 1 to 1.25; upper mandible along culmen, 3; along gape, 4; height opposite middle of nostrils, 0.60; width at same place, 0.45; length of nasal fossa, 0.75; of nostrils, 0.40; under mandible along gony, 3.75; along fused tonia, 3.60; along gape, 4.50; from feathers on its side to tip, 4.10; its depth at deepest part, just anterior to beginning of symphysis, 0.60; depth at tip, about 0.25; length of longest oblique stria, about 0.40; tibial bare, 1.10; tarsus, 1.45; middle toe and claw, 1.30; outer toe and claw, 1.20; inner toe and claw, 0.95; hallux and claw, 0.35.

The preceding description was taken from a large and very perfect specimen obtained in Florida. The dimensions are perhaps somewhat greater than the average of examples, but not more so than is frequently found to be the case. Individuals vary greatly in size, many apparently equally adult examples being much smaller than the one whose dimensions I have just given. I believe that Audubon is quite correct in saying that the females are smaller than the males. They will not average probably more than 16 or 17 inches in length, by about 42 in extent of wings, as he has said. I have also found the bills to be much thinner, lighter, and weaker. In colors the sexes hardly differ notably.

Young-of-the-year.—Bill smaller than in the adult, thinner, weaker, its ridges less sharply defined, and the two mandibles of less unequal length. General proportions less than in adult. Bill brownish-black for three-fourths of its length, fading into dull horn-color just at its tip, lightening into more or less intense flesh color, or light reddish, toward the base. The stripe on the sides of the lower mandible are as numerous as, but much less distinct than, in the adult. Tail shorter and less deeply emarginate. Legs and feet dull light reddish. Entire upper parts a rather light grayish-brown, deepest on the wing-coverts and tertials; each feather with a tolerably broad margin and tip of white, broadest and most conspicuous on the wing-coverts and tertials. Forehead, sides of the head below the eyes, the neck all round, the edge of the fore-arm, inferior surfaces of the wings, and whole under parts, white. Primaries almost exactly as in the adults, except that the innermost have more white, and there is a
slight white terminal margin as far as the fourth or fifth. Secondaries about as in the adults, but their brown portions lighter and duller. Tail white; the greater part of the two central rectrices, and the inner webs of the others, with a tinge of dull grayish-brown, deepest on the middle pair.

I once saw a single specimen of this bird on the Potomac River, near Washington. Otherwise my personal observations are confined, up to the present time, to the coast of North Carolina, where the birds are plentiful. There I only noticed them late in the summer and during the autumn, though I presume they pass by in the spring; none breed there, to my knowledge. In September they become plentiful, and so continue until the latter part of November, some doubtless remaining later. In examining large numbers of specimens I found a great difference in size, and particularly in the bill. Some individuals are fully a third heavier than others. The bill varies over an inch in length, and especially in the length of the under mandible. Sometimes the difference between the two mandibles is hardly a third of an inch, at others over an inch. The oblique striæ on the under one are sometimes obsolete. In high condition the bill is bright red (vermilion) and black; otherwise orange and black, or even mostly dusky, only yellowish at base. The young in the fall are curiously variegated with dusky and whitish above, few specimens being exactly alike. The note of this species is instantly distinguished from that of any of our other species of this family by its deep guttural intonation, more like the croaking of some Herons than the cries of the Gulls and Terns. The bird also differs from its allies in going in true flocks, as distinguished from the gatherings, however large, in community of interest, that occur with the Gulls and Terns. The birds move synchronously, which is not the case with any of the others. They feed chiefly by night, or at any rate in the dusk of the evening, at which time, in passing over the harbor, one may hear their hoarse notes on every hand, and see the birds gliding swiftly along just over the water, either singly or in small flocks. During the daytime, when the Gulls and Terns are busy fishing, the Skimmers are generally seen reposing on the sand-bars. They never drop on their prey on the wing, like their allies. Their mode of feeding is not exactly made out, but it is believed they skim over the surface with the body inclined downward, the bill open, and the under mandible in the water, so they really take their prey in a manner analogous to the feeding of whales.
ORDER PYGOPODES: DIVING BIRDS.

Excluding the Sphenisc, or Penguins, which may form a group of equal value with Pygopodes, the latter consist of three families, readily distinguished, as follows:

**Common characters.—Feet palmate or lobate.** Legs feathered to the heel-joint, buried in common integument nearly to the same extent, situated far posterior, restricting ter- rein to the hind and never exposing more or less highly erect attitude on land. Hallux elevated, free or joined by lobe to base only of inner toe, small or altogether wanting. Bill of indeterminate shape, cornaceous, not lanellate or serrate, not furnished with a gular pouch. Nostrils variable in shape and position, naked or feathered. Wings short, stiff, stout, never reaching when folded to the end and often not to the base of the tail. Tail always short, sometimes rudimentary. Patele schizognathous. Carotids sometimes single (in Podiceps and Megulas). Tibia often with a long apophysis. Sternum variable. Nature altricial or præocial; young ptilepadic. Habit highly natatorial and ariental.

**Podicipedia.—Feet completely palmate, four-toed, the hallux joined by its slight flap to base of inner toe. Tarsi reticulate, extremely compressed, with smooth sharp hinder edge. Tibio-tarsal joint feathered. Claws strong, narrow, arched. Bill lengthened, tapering, acute, straight, wholly hard. Tail perfect, of many feathers. Wings with stiff inner secondary, and much shorter than the primaries, the primaries not emarginate. Lores completely feathered. Nostrils linear, reached by the frontal antia, their upper edge lobate. Eye large. Back of adult spotted; young not striped on head; no crests or ruffs at any season. Seasonal changes of plumage slight. Sternum with long, broad xiphoid prolongation and shorter lateral apophyses. A long tibial apophysis. Carotids double. Nature præocial. Eggs few, variegated in color. The very few species confined to the Northern hemisphere.

**Podicipedia.**—Feet lobate and semipalmate, four-toed, the hallux free, with large lobe. Tarsi transversely scutellate, compressed, the hinder edge serrate, with a double row of small pointed scales. Tibio-tarsal joint naked. Claws broad, flat, obtuse. Bill usually lengthened and straight, but the tip sometimes decaurved. Tail rudimentary—a mere tuft of downy feathers. Wings with long, broad inner secondaries overlying the primaries when closed; primaries eleven, several emarginate. Lores with a naked strip. Nostrils linear, oblong or ovat, not lobed, not reached by the frontal feathers. Size medium and small. Back of adult not spotted; young usually with striped head; adults in breeding season usually with lengthened colored cresets or ruffs or bristly feathers. Seasonal changes of plumage great. Sternum short in middle line, with long lateral apophyses. A long tibial apophysis. Carotids usually (always?) single. Nature præocial. Eggs numerous, plainly colored. The numerous species cosmopolitan.

**Alcidae.—Feet palmate, three-toed (hallux wanting).** Tarsi reticulate or partly scutellate. Tibio-tarsal joint naked. Claws ordinary. Bill of wholly indeterminate shape, often much as in Podaicipedia or Podicipedia; often curiously shaped, with various ridges, furrows, or horny protuberances. Tail perfect, of few feathers. Lores completely feathered. Nostrils wholly variable in shape and position, naked or feathered. Legs very variable. Coloration variable; head often with curiously long curlv creasts. No tibial apophysis. Usually (always?) an anconal sesamoid, sometimes double. Carotids usually double (single in Megulas). Nature altricial. Eggs few or single, plain or variegated. The numerous species confined to the Northern hemisphere.

As stated at p. 569, the Alcidae—marine species without representatives in the Missouri region—will not be presented in this work, while the Podaicipedia and Podicipedia of North America will be treated monographically. The basis of the following account was prepared by the present writer several years ago for a report upon which he was then engaged with Dr. George Suckley.* It has, however, been entirely recast for the present purpose, and is altogether a different paper.

Family COLYMBIDÆ: Loons.

For diagnosis see above.

* By many modern writers the Loons and Grebes are held as respectively composing the subfamilies Colymbinae and Podicipinae, of a single family, Colymbidae. These divisions correspond with the Colymbi ptilibus ptilantis and C. ptilibus lobates of Gmelin, the

* An abstract of which was published in the Proceedings of the Philadelphia Academy of Natural Sciences for 1882, pp. 226-233.
genera *Columbus* and *Podiceps* of Latham, and nearly with the *Cepphi* and *Columbi* of Pallas. All were united under the genus *Columbus* by Linnaeus.* But the groups are sufficiently distinct to bear family rank. Temminck, indeed, separated them widely by intervention of the *Longipennes* and *Anseres*, though this seems hardly permissible. As this family contains but one genus, further characters are considered under that head.

**Genus COLOMBUS, Linn. (emend.)**

< *Columbus*, Linn., Syst. Nat. 1735-1766, and of authors. (Not of Illiger, 1811, nor of Pallas, 1811, nor of Brisson, 1760.)

< *Cepphus*, MÖRING, Gen. Av. 1792, 69.

< *Mergus*, BRISSON, Ord. 1760.


=Eudites, ILLIGER, Prod. 1811, 282.


Ch. Bill long, strong, straight, acute, compressed. Culmen convex or nearly straight, commissure corresponding, gonys generally convex. Rami long separate, the gonial union usually denoted by a groove sometimes almost to tip, the angle always evident. Maxilla more or less sutural basally. Mandible dilated along touma, with groove just below. Nasal fossae well marked, continued anteriorly in sulci. Nostrils long, linear, pervious, subbasal, reached by the antæs, and having a peculiar flap hanging from the upper border. Head densely and evenly feathered, with long acute antæs running into the nasal fossæ; no naked spaces nor bristly nor lengthened feathers about the head or neck. Ear small and inconspicuous. Eye with its anterior canthus just over the angle of the mouth. Wings moderately long (for this group), very powerful, concave-convex, with somewhat falcate primaries, the first longest, the rest rapidly graduated, the inner secondaries short, stiff, broad, falling far short of the ends of the primaries in the closed wing. Tail short, but fully developed, rounded, with stiffish acuminate feathers, but upper and under coverts reaching nearly to the end. Legs short, very stout and powerful; tibiae feathered on the surfrage; tarsi extremely compressed, entirely reticulated, with small polygonal scales and smooth sharp fore and hind edges. Toes lengthened, exceeding the tarsus, outer longest, inner shortest of the anterior ones, all full-webbed; hallux small, slightly lobed with a flap continuous with base of second toe. Claws strong, narrow, obtuse, convex above.

The three species which compose the genus are characteristic of the Northern hemisphere. They are heavy, powerful, and hardy birds, eminent in powers of flight and in swimming and diving, but progressing on land with difficulty. They are migratory, breeding far north, generally dispersed in winter. The voice is loud, penetrating, and raucous; the nature wild and wary. The eggs are few, generally two or three. The young betake themselves directly to the water, near which the nest is placed—a rude structure of rushes or other aquatic vegetation, built on the ground. The sexes are alike; the young are different from the old.

**COLUMBUS TORQUATUS, Brünn.**

Great Northern Loon, or Diver.

a. torquatus.


*Eudites glacialis*, ILLIGER, Prodromi, 1811, 292.—*Naum.,* V. D. xii, 1844, 397, pl. 327.


*Admitting the pertinence of the remarks of Sundevall (Meth. Av. Tent. Disp. 1873) and others on the question of nomenclature, we do not find it necessary to use *Eudites* of Illiger for the Loons, to leave the name *Columbus* for the Grebes.
Colymbus immer, LINN., Syst. Nat. i, 1766, 222.—Gm., Syst. Nat. i, 1788, 588.—LATH., Ind. Orn. ii, 1790, 800.—LEACH, Cat. i, 1816, 86.


Colymbus maximus et hemalis, BRENN, V. D. 971, 972.

b. adamsii.


Colymbus torquatus var. adamsii, COUES, Key, 1872, 334.

Colymbus glacialis, var. SWINhoe.

Hab.—The Northern hemisphere. Var. adamsii from Alaska and interior of Arctic America; also, Asia. "England."

Var. TORQUATUS: Common Loon.

Adult.—Bill black, the tip and cutting edges sometimes yellowish. Feet black. Head and neck deep glossy greenish-black, with lustrous purplish reflections on the front and sides of the head. A patch of sharp white streaks on the throat, and another larger triangular patch of the same on each side of the neck lower down, the two last nearly or quite meeting behind, separate in front. Sides of breast striped with black and white. Entire upper parts, wing-coverts, inner secondaries, and sides under the wings, deep glossy bluish-green; all except the sides thickly marked with white spots; those of the scapulars, tertials, and middle back, large, square, and regular; those of other parts smaller, oval, smallest on rump, most numerous on wing-coverts. Upper tail-coverts greenish-black, immaculate. Wing-quills brownish-black, lighter on inner webs. Under surface of wings, axillars, and under parts generally from the neck, pure white; the lower belly with a dusky band.

Young.—Bill smaller than in the adult, bluish-white, with dusky ridge. Crown and cervix dull brownish-black; other upper parts similar, but the feathers, especially of the foreback, with light gray edgings. Primaries black, with brown inner webs. Tail feathers with gray tips. Traces of lighter and darker lineation on sides of breast. Sides of head mottled with ash and whithis; chin, throat, neck in front, and whole under parts, white.

Dimensions.—Length 31 to 36 inches; wing, 12.50 to 14.25; bill, 2.75 to 3 along culmen; gape, 4 to 4.25; height at nostrils, about 0.80; width there, about 0.40; tarsus, 3 to 3.50; middle toe and claw, 4.25 to 5.

Hab.—The Northern hemisphere. In winter, generally dispersed in the United States.

The white throat-patch consists usually of five or six streaks; in this, as in the lateral neck-stripes, the individual feathers are broadly black, with sharp white edges toward their ends. The texture of the feathers is peculiar—the outer surface is hollowed, with raised edges of specially firm, smooth, polished character, so that these patches may be felt as well as seen. The white spots on the back occur in a pair on each feather near its end, their aggregation in any region being therefore determined by the size of the feathers themselves.

Beginning binomial nomenclature at 1758, the name torquatus, BRÜNN. (1764), ante-dates gymaldis, LINN. (1766). No synonyms require discussion.

Var. ADAMSII: Yellow-billed Loon.

CH. Larger than C. torquatus, with the bill rather larger and somewhat differently shaped and colored. Bill about equaling head, longer than tarsus, much compressed, tip very acute, not at all decurved, the culmen being almost perfectly straight, as the commissure also is. Gonys straight or nearly so to the angle, which is very prominent. Frontal angle reaching beyond middle of nostrils. Bill fine light yellowish horn-color, only dusky at base. Head and neck deep steel-blue, with purplish and violet reflections, glossed only on the cervix with deep green. Throat-patch of white streaks smaller than in torquatus, but the individual streaks larger, as are those of the neck-patches. White spots of upper parts larger than in torquatus, rectangular instead of square on the scapulars and tertials, being somewhat longer than broad. Bill along culmen, 3.50 to 3.75; along gape, 5 to 5.25; height at nostrils, 0.95 to 1.10; width, 0.10 to 0.30; tarsus, 3.50; outer toe, 4.65 to 5.10. General dimensions somewhat exceeding those of torquatus, but not so much so as in the bill.

A comparative table of characters is subjoined:

Var. TORQUATUS: Culmen, 2.75 to 3; gape, 4 to 4.25; height of bill at nostrils, average, under 1. Bill along culmen shorter than tarsus. Color of bill mostly black, its
columb convex; commissure somewhat decurved; gonys convex, with slight angle. Frontal antic the falling short of middle of nostrils. Gloss of head and neck mostly green. White spots of back nearly square.

Var. ADAMSII: Columb, about 8.75; gape, about 5; height of bill at nostrils, average, over 1. Bill along culmen longer than tarsus. Color of bill mostly yellow; its culmen nearly straight; commissure straight; gonys straight, with prominent angle. Frontal antic reaching middle of nostrils. Gloss of head and neck mostly blue. White spots of back longer than broad.

The type of this form was from Russian America, now Alaska. Numerous specimens in breeding plumage have been received at the Smithsonian from various parts of Arctic America. The form appears to have been also recorded in Asia, and is even quoted from England. I have seen no United States examples; nor have I recognized the bird in its young plumage, when, probably, it could not be distinguished with any certainty from ordinary torquatus. Specimens are labeled as having the iris light reddish-brown, the feet olivaceous.

Notwithstanding the distinctions in the size, shape, and color of the bill, I am now rating this bird as a variety of torquatus, being satisfied that the characters intergrade with those of the latter.

COLUMBUS ARCTICUS, Linn.

Black-throated Diver.

a. arcticus.


Eudytes arcticus, Ill., Prod. 1811, 225.—Baer, V. D. xii, 1844, 415, pl. 325.

Columbus macrorhynchos, Breid., V. D. 1831, 974.

Columbus megarynchos, Breid., Naum., v, 1835, 300; V. D. 1874.


"Columbus ignatus et leucopus, Bechstein, Naturg., iv, 72."

b. pacificus.

Columbus pacificus, Lawrence, B. N. A. 152, 1853.—Cotes, Pr. Phila. Acad. 1802, 225.—Coles, & Sec. N. H. Wash. Ter. 1860, 278.—Cotes, Ibis, 1866, 278 (Southern California).—Cotes, Pr. Phila. Acad. 1866, 100.

Columbus arcticus var. pacificus, Cotes, Key, 1872, 336.

Hab.—The Northern hemisphere. Var. pacificus from the Pacific coast of North America.

This species, which was not noticed by either of the Expeditions, appears to be a more northerly bird than the last, and, according to my experience, it is rare in the United States. Audubon, however, states that it comes as far south as Texas. The Pacific variety is a common bird on the coast of California in winter.

Var. ARCTICUS: Black-throated Diver.

Char. Bill generally as in torquatus, but smaller; color black. Chin, throat, and neck in front, black, with purplish and violet reflections on the sides of the head, gradually fading into a fine, clear bluish-gray, darkest on the forehead, highest behind, and separated from the black of the throat by a series of white streaks. A crescent of short, white streaks across upper throat; sides of breast striped with pure white and glossy
black, these stripes nearly meeting in front. Entire upper parts deep, glossy greenish-black, each feather of scapulars and interseapulars with a white spot near end of each web; those of the scapulars largest, forming four patches in transverse rows. Wing-coverts thickly speckled with small ovate white spots. Inner webs of quills and tail feathers below, light grayish-brown. Sides under wings like back. Lining of wings and entire under parts from the neck, pure white, with a narrow dusky band across lower belly; under tail-coverts dusky, tipped with white.

Young.—Bill light bluish-gray, dusky along the ridge. Iris brown. Feet dusky. Upper part of head and neck dark grayish-brown; sides of head dark grayish-white, minutely streaked with brown. Upper parts with a reticulated or scaly appearance, the feathers being brownish-black with broad bluish-gray margins; the rump dull brownish-gray. Primaries and their coverts brownish-black; secondaries and tail feathers dusky, margined with gray. Forepart of neck grayish-white, minutely and faintly dotted with brown; its sides below streaked with the same. Lower parts, including under surface of wings, pure white, the sides of the body and rump, with part of the lower tail-coverts, dusky, edged with bluish-gray. (Audubon.)

Dimensions.—Wing, 11.75; bill along culmen, 2.45; along gape, 3.40; its height at nostrils, 0.65; its width there, 0.35; tarsus, 2.90; outer toe and claw, 3.80.

The foregoing description is taken from a fine adult European specimen, no unquestionable North American one being before me. The account of the young is derived from Audubon. I am not sure that I have recognized it from North America, the young of the arcticus type before me being apparently all var. pacificus. It may be distinguished from the young of torquatus by its decidedly inferior size. The questions arising from consideration of var. pacificus are treated under the next head.

Var. PACIFICUS: Pacific Black-throated Diver.

In 1858 Mr. Lawrence separated, "with some hesitation," two specimens of the arcticus type from that species, under the name of pacificus, on the ground of smaller size, and especially smaller, weaker bill. A young bird in the Philadelphia collection, "which may have come from the Pacific," being exactly like the types of pacificus; and the fact that young arcticus is described as closely resembling young torquatus, whereas the types of pacificus are quite different, strengthened the opinion that pacificus was distinct, and I so treated it in 1862. But now, with Mr. Lawrence's types and several fully adult specimens before me, I reduce the differences merely to a point of size, which, as is well known, is very variable in this family. The bird is evidently only a slight variety, as will be perceived by the following examination of specimens:

No. 21733, Mus. Smith. Inst., adult, Europe: Bill moderately stout, little compressed, shorter than head or tarsus, tip rather acute, culmen regularly convex throughout, commissure greatly decurved, under outline straight to the angle, gonydeal angle well defined. Culmen, 2.45; gape, 3.40; height at nostril, 0.65; width there, 0.35; wing, 11.75.

No. 15014, adult, Fraser's River, collected by Dr. Kennerly on the Northwest Boundary Survey: Apparently pure arcticus. Wing, 11.75; tarsus, 2.90; outer toe, 3.80; thus fully as large. The upper mandible is shot away from the nostrils, but according to the under mandible the bill was 0.25 shorter than in the preceding; its height at base is the same.

No. 17032, intermediate in age, California: Smaller. Wing, 11.30; tarsus, 2.85; outer toe, 3.55; culmen, 2; gape, 2.90; height of bill at base, 0.45. The bill is considerably shorter and slenderer than in the European; the culmen decidedly convex; gonydeal angle well defined. Culmen, 2.45; gape, 3.40; height at nostril, 0.65; width there, 0.35; wing, 11.75.

No. 20229, adult, Great Slave Lake: Smaller than either of the preceding. Wing, only 11; tarsus, 2.60; outer toe, 3.60; culmen, 2.05; gape, 3.20; height of bill at base, 0.50. The bill thus differs little from the preceding.

No. 9924, young, Puget's Sound: A type of the species; about the size and proportions of 17052. Wing, 11.20; tarsus, 2.50; culmen, 2.12; gape, 3; height, 0.50. This has the bill a little larger than in 17052, the culmen considerably curved, the gonydeal angle pretty well defined. (Difference in length of culmen between this and the European specimen, about 0.30; the wing only 0.75 shorter.)

No. 20231, adult, McKenzie's River: Small. Wing, barely 11; tarsus, 2.50; outer toe, 3.50; culmen only 1.90; height of bill, 0.45. This has the smallest, straightest, and slenderest bill of all. The culmen is even a little concave at the nostrils; commissure perfectly straight; gonydeal angle slight. Were this shape and size of bill constant, a peculiar feature would be predicable; the rump would be broader.

No. 11822, young, Fraser's River: Smallest of the specimens. Wing, 10.75; tarsus, 2.75; outer toe, 3.80; culmen, 2; gape, 2.55; height of bill, 0.45. The bill resembles some others of the foregoing more than it does that of 20231.

The complete graduation is established by the above series, showing that we can only recognize a var. pacificus as one extreme of an unbroken chain.
COLUMBUS ARCTICUS, BLACK-THROATED DIVER.

There is something very curious in the relationships that many birds of the families Colymbide and Podicipide bear to each other. Most of the species are, as it were, duplicated; that is, there is another scarcely differing except in the size, one being the fratercula, or "little brother," of the other. This fact is easily illustrated, taking our several species as examples. Our common Loon is the fratercula of C. advenisi, described by Mr. Gray, in 1859, from Russian, and lately found extensively dispersed in British America. It is larger than torquatus, with a relatively as well as absolutely larger bill, differently shaped, and mostly yellow instead of wholly black; there are also some differences in the coloration of the plumage. The Pacific Diver is the smaller representative of the Black-throated; it has also a disproportionately smaller and slenderer bill. It was first described by Mr. Lawrence, in 1858, from young birds taken on the Pacific coast of the United States; but since that time great numbers of the adults have been secured, my examination of which has convinced me that the only differences are those just stated. The Red-throated Loon also has its smaller race, though I am not aware that it has been formally recognized; I have seen some full-grown ones scarcely two-thirds the average size. Among the Grebes the rule is finely illustrated in the cases of P. occidentalis and P. clarii. All the American Red-necked Grebes I have seen have been larger, and otherwise different from the European P. gracilegna. I recognize them as varietally distinct under Reinhardt's name of P. holboilli. There are said to be similar races of the Horned Grebes (P. cornuta), but here the difference is not very evident. The American and European Eared Grebes are singularly correlated; while of the same size, they differ constantly in the amount of white on the wing, as I showed some years since, in separating our bird, under the name of P. californica, from P. auritus. There are relations of corresponding character between the Dabchick of Europe (Synoecacus minor) and that of Central America (S. dominicus); between the North and South American Dabchick (Podilymbus podiceps and P. antarcticus); while among exotic forms several geographical races or subspecies are easily recognized.

The Pacific Diver, as its name indicates, is confined to the West, and in the United States chiefly to the coast itself; but it occurs abundantly in Western British America. With us it is only known as a winter resident, at which season it reaches our extreme southern border, if not still further; in the spring it passes north, and breeds as high as explorers have penetrated. I had rare opportunities of studying these birds while I was in Southern California, in November, 1865. They were very plentiful about the bay of San Pedro. The first thing that attracted my attention was their remarkable familiarity; they were tame than any other water-fowl I have seen. They showed no concern at the near approach of a boat, scarcely availed themselves of the powers of diving, in which the whole family excels, and I had no trouble in shooting as many as I wanted. They even came up to the wharves, and played about as unconcerned as domestic Ducks; they constantly swim around the vessels lying at anchor in the harbor, and all their motions, both on and under the clear water, could be studied to as much advantage as if the birds had been placed in artificial tanks for the purpose. Now two or three would ride lightly over the surface, with the neck gracefully curved, propelled with idle strokes of their broad paddles to this side and that, one leg after the other stretched at ease almost horizontally backward, while their flashing eyes, first directed upward with curious sidelong glance, then peering into the depths below, sought for some attractive morsel. In an instant, with the peculiar motion, impossible to describe, they would disappear beneath the surface, leaving a little foam and bubbles to mark where they went down, and I could follow their course under water; see them shoot with marvellous swiftness through the limpid element, as, urged by powerful strokes of the webbed feet and beats of the half-opened wings, they flew rather than swim; see them dart out the arrow-like bill, transfixed an unlucky fish, and lightly rise to the surface again. While under water, the bubbles of air carried down with them cling to the feathers, and they seem bespangled with glittering jewels, borrowed for the time from their native element, and lightly parted with as they leave it, when they arrange their feathers with a slight shiver, shaking off the last sparkling drop.
The feathers look as dry as if the bird had never been under water; the fish is swallowed head first, with a curious jerking motion, and the bird again swims at ease, with the same graceful curve of the neck.

**Columbus septentrionalis**, Linn.

**Red-throated Diver.**


**Cepphus septentrionalis**, Pall., Zoog. Rosso-As. ii, 1811, 342.


**Columbus lumme**, Breull., Orn. Bor. 1764, 39 (adult).

**Columbus stellatus**, Breull., Orn. Bor. 1764, No. 150 (young).—Gr., Syst. Nat. i, 1788, 587.—Lath., Ind. Orn. ii, 1790, 800.—Lecch, Cat. 1816, 33.


**Columbus borealis**, Breull., Orn. Bor. 1764, No. 131.—Lath., Ind. Orn. ii, 1790, 801.—Brehm, V. D. 1781, 979.

**Columbus striatus**, Gr., Syst. Nat. i, 1788, 586 (young).—Lath., Ind. Orn. ii, 1790, 802.


**Columbus microhynchus**, Brehm., Naum. v, 1855, 300.

**Hub.**—The Northern hemisphere.

**Bill.**—Bill usually slenderer than in the foregoing; culmen slightly concave at the nostrils, gently convex to tip, which is rather obtuse and a little decurved. Outline of rami nearly straight; gonya slightly convex. Frontal atice scarcely extending beyond base of nostrils. Tarsus relatively rather longer than in foregoing species, about four-fifths the middle toe.

**Adult.**—Bill black, rather lighter at the tip. Crown and broad cervical stripe glossy greenish-black, the latter thickly streaked with white, which streaks, on the sides of the breast, spread so as to nearly meet in front. Throat and sides of head clear bluish-gray. A large, well-defined, triangular, chestnut-brown throat-patch. Entire upper parts and sides under the wings deep brownish-black, with greenish gloss, everywhere profusely spotted with white, the spots small, oval. Primaries blackish, paler on the inner webs. Tail narrowly tipped with white. Under parts and lining of wings white, the axillars, tail, narrow, dusky shaft-streaks, and the lower belly, with some of the under tail-coverts, dusky.

**Young.**—Bill mostly light bluish-white, with dusky ridge. Crown of head and neck behind bluish-gray, the feathers of the former bordered with whitish. Entire upper parts brownish-or grayish-black, everywhere profusely marked with small oval and linear spots of white. Throat without red patch, its sides and those of the head mottled with dusky. Other parts as in the adult.

**Dimensions.**—Length, about 27; wing, 11 or less; bill along culmen, 2; along gape, 3; height at nostril, 0.50; width there, 0.35; tarsus, 2.75; outer toe, 3.50.

This species varies greatly in general size, and in the size and shape of the bill. Nevertheless, it may always be recognized by the peculiar profuse spotting of the upper parts, as well as, when adult, by the red throat-patch. The spots are smallest and most numerous on the wing-coverts and upper back, where they grade into the streaks of the hind neck; largest on the tertials, scapulars, and sides under the wings, where they are rather lines than spots, and are fewest, or almost wanting, on the middle of the back. The marking results from a small spot or stripe near the end of each feather, on the edge of each web; there is occasionally a second pair nearer the base of the feather. The amount of spotting is very variable with individuals; in the young the spots are always larger and more numerous than in the adults, and usually lengthened into oblique lines, producing a regular diamond-shaped reticulation.

A specimen (No. 9923) collected by Mr. George Gibbs, on the Northwestern Bound, r. Survey, is an albino—a state I have not observed in either of the other species. The neck and upper parts are pure white, irregularly mottled with patches of light reddish-ash, of which color are the primaries, wing-coverts and flanks. The bill is slenderer and more recurred than usual, the culmen being concave throughout. The specimen measured 24 by 44 in extent, the wing 9.90.
Family PODICIPIDÆ: Grebes.

Bill of variable length, much longer or shorter than head; culmen usually about straight, sometimes a little concave, or quite convex, especially at the end. Commis- sure nearly straight, but more or less corresponding with the curve of the culmen, usually sinuate at base. Under outline of bill in general convex, with slight gonydeal angle or none. Sides of bill more or less striate. Nasal fossa well marked, the nostrils near their termination. Nostrils linear and pervious (broader in Podilymbus), upper edge straight, not lobed. Frontal extension of feathers considerable, and usually anisie run still further into the nasal fossa. A groove along the symphysis of the mandible extends often nearly to the tip. Eyes far forward, with a lateral strip of bare skin running thence to base of upper mandible, very narrow in the typical forms, broader in Tachybaptes and Podilymbus. Head usually adorned in the breeding season with variously lengthened colored crests or ruffs; when these are wanting the frontal feathers may be birely. Neck usually long, slender, and sinuous. Plumage thick and compact, smoothly imbricated above, below of a peculiar smooth, satiny texture. Wings short but ample, very concavo-convex; primaries elenler, narrow, somewhat falcate, graduated, the three or four outer ones attenuate on one or both webs; secondaries short and broad; tertials very long, hiding the rest of the quills when the wing is closed. bastard quills unusually long, their tips reaching over half way to the ends of the primaries. Greater coverts also very long. Tail rudimentary, represented by a tuft of downy quills. Characters of the feet peculiar; for in other lohe-footed birds, as Phalaropes and Coots, the location is of a different character. Tarsi exceedingly compressed, with only a slightly thickened tract within which the tendons pass. Front edge a single smooth row of overlapping, the binder serrate, with a double row of pointed scales; sides regularly transversely serrate, as are the upper surfaces of the toes, the latter being inferiorly reticulate with an edging of pectinated scales. Toes flattened out and further widened with broad lobes, especially wide toward the end, and at base connected for a varying distance by interdigital webs. Hind toe highly elevated, broadly lobate, free. Claws short, broad, flat, obtuse, of squarish shape; that of the hallux minute. Tarsus no longer or much shorter than the middle toe and claw; outer toe usually rather longer than the middle; the inner the shortest of the anterior ones.

This is a very natural group of numerous closely-related species. Extremes of form may be seen in Podiceps occidentalis and Podilymbus podiceps. There are but two strongly marked genera, though many have been instituted. These genera, one of which has several subdivisions, may be defined as follows, to include all the subgenera found in North America:

Analysis of North American genera and subgenera.

A. Bill slender or only moderately stout, paragnathous, acute. Nostrils narrow or linear. Loral bare strip narrow. Frontal feathers normal. Tarsus generally but little, if any, shorter than the middle toe—at least three-fourths as long. Semipalmation of toes moderate. Lobe of hallux broad. Usually with conspicuous crests or ruffs during the breeding season

**Podiceps**

1. Bill longer than head, extremely slender and acute. Tarsus equal to the middle toe and claw. Crests and ruffs slight. Large

**Eckmophorus**

2. Bill not longer than head, moderately stout. Tarsus shorter than middle toe and claw. Crests and ruffs decided. Size over 10 inches.

**Podiceps**

3. Bill much shorter than head, not two-thirds the tarsus, quite stout. Tarsus about three-fourths the middle toe. Outer and middle toes equal. No decided crests or ruffs. Small; length 10 inches or less

**Tachybaptus**

*A greater number than have been shown to occur in other birds, with few exceptions. The same number is stated to occur among Phasianidae.*

**The tail of the Grebes is usually described as a small tuft of feathers, but on careful removing the coverts and downy parts the tail may be satisfactorily traced. In this species [P. cristatus] there are fourteen feathers; on each side seven, arranged in a semicircular manner. The two middle feathers are separated to the distance of about one-twelfth, and the two outer or lateral approach each other below, leaving an interval of about the same space. When the feathers are broken across their bases, which they frequently are, there is thus produced an appearance of a small circular tuft. When perfect, they are about 1½ inches long, and arched, with loose bars, downy at their extremity.* (Audubon.)

The foregoing appears to be a natural sequence of the forms; and the analysis is nearly carried down to the species, there being but one group in North America containing two or more species. Æchmophorus, in its large size, slender form, very long, slender, acute bill, and long tarsi, forms one extreme. Next comes Podiceps proper, as illustrated by P. cristatus, in which the ruffs and crests reach their highest development. In P. cornutus, auritus, and griseiglus, the crests and ruffs decrease in development successively, while the bill grows stouter; in the latter, moreover, the tarsus is relatively the shortest. But these four species need not be even subgenerically distinguished. The way is directly opened to the subgenus Tachybaptes, very small, with short, stout bill, short tarsi, and absence of decided crests or ruffs, furnishing in some sense a link with the quite distinct genus Podilymbus.

Genus Podiceps, Lath.

< Columbus, Briss., Orn. vi, 1760, 33; not of Linnaeus, nor of authors.
= Columbus, Ill., Prod. 1811, 261.—Sund., Meth. Av. Disp. 1873.
= Columbus, Pallas, Zoog. R.-A. ii, 1811, 322.
= Podiceps, Lath., Iid. Orn. ii, 1790, 750. (C. cristatus, Linn.)
= Podiceps, Aud. recent.
Pedetalithya,* Kaup, Sk. Ent. Eur. Thierw. 1829, 44. (C. griseiglus, Bodd.)
Lophatiosa, Kaup, op. cit. 72. (C. cristatus, Linn.)
Lophatiosi, Agass.
Dytes, Kauf, op. cit. 41. (C. cornutus, GM.)
Proctopus, Kauf, op. cit. 49. (C. auritus.)
Poliocephalus, Selby. (Fide Gray; type noster, Gould.)
Tachybaptes, Reich. (C. minor, GM.)
Oedylex, Reich., Handb. Sp. Orn. (= Proctopus, Kauf.)
Coliparca, Br., 1853. (Gray.) (P. kaliparca, Garn.)
Rollandita, Br., 1856. (Gray.) (F. rollandi, Q. & G.)
Sylbotyles, "Br.," apud Gray. (See Br., whose type was C. podiceps, Linn.)
Æchmophorus, Coues, Pr. Phila. Acad. 1862, 229. (P. occidentalis, Larr.)
Centropela, Scl. & Salv., Exot. Orn. pt. xii. (F. micropterus, Gould.)

While most of the above names are purely synonymical, others may be entitled to subgeneric rank, especially Tachybaptes, Æchmophorus, and Centropela. The general characters of the genus having been sufficiently elucidated, we may at once proceed to consider the North American species, under the three subgenera Æchmophorus, Podiceps, and Tachybaptes.

Subgenus Æchmophorus, Coues.

Æchmophorus, Coues, Pr. Phila. Acad. 1862, 229.

Char. Bill very long, exceeding the head, straight or slightly recurved, very slender, attenuate, and acute. Culmen straight or slightly concave; commissure about straight, somewhat sinuate at base; under outline concave at base, without angle at symphysis. Bare loral strip very narrow. Wings comparatively long, with much attenuated outer primaries. Legs long; tarsus exceeding the bill, as long as the middle toe and claw. Basal webbing of toes slight. Size large; body slender; neck long. Crest and ruffs inconspicuous (not found colored in the North American species).

This section is quite well marked. A South American species, P. leucopterus, King, appears to belong here. Schlegel, indeed, unites all the largest American Grebes under our specific name. They may be identical specifically, but I have yet to see either of our North American forms with any decided coloration about the head, though we have them in breeding plumage, as I correctly stated in 1862 (op. cit. 404). This statement, made with reference to var. clarkii, has been confirmed by Mr. Ridgway, who found numbers of occidentalis breeding at Pyramid Lake, Nevada, late in May. They were also seen at Great Salt Lake in June. They were all in the same dress—no colored crests or ruffs; no bright colors at all about the head and neck. It is certainly singular that this species should thus depart from the rule of seasonal changes of

* Found spelled, among writers, Pedetalithya, Podetalithya, Pedetalithya, &c.
† The references are: C. major, Bodd., P. E. 404.; = C. cayennensis, GM.; P. cayana, Lath.; P. bicorvis, Lict.; longirostris, Jaur.; leucopterus, King.
plumage in this family, but such is apparently the case. Under these circumstances it is obviously proper to hold Schlegel's determination in check.

There are two well-marked forms of this species, quite easy to recognize in their extreme manifestations, yet apparently not separable specifically. They may be distinguished as follows:

Var. occidentalis: Large; length (extreme), about 29 inches; wing, about 8; bill and tarsus, each about 3. Bill equal to tarsus, straight, mostly dark olivaceous, brighter yellowish at tip and along cutting edges. Under outline of bill straight from base to the slight angle, gyneas thence straight to tip. Lores ashy-gray.

Var. clarkii: Small; length, about 22 inches; wing, about 7; bill, 2.25; tarsus, 2.75. Bill shorter than tarsus, slightly recurved, under outline almost regularly convex from base to tip, with barely appreciable angle. Lores pure white.

PODICEPS (ECHMOPHORUS) OCCIDENTALIS, Lawr.

Western Grebe.

a. occidentalis.


Echmophorus occidentalis, Coues, Pr. Phila. Acad. 1862, 229.—Coues, Ibis, Apr. 1866, 273 (Southern California).

b. clarkii.

Podiceps clarkii, Lawr., B. N. A. 1858, 895.

Echmophorus clarkii, Coues, Pr. Phila. Acad. 1862, 229; ibid. 404 (breeding plumage).

Podiceps occidentalis var. clarkii, Coues, Key, 1872, 336.

Hab.—Both varieties occur together in the United States west of the Rocky Mountains.

Var. OCCIDENTALIS: Western Grebe.

Adult.—Culmen and gouys dusky olivaceous, the bill becoming yellowish toward the end and along the cutting edges. Iris orange-red with a pinkish shade, surrounded with a white ring. Hard parts of palate in life like the bill; soft parts light purplish or lavender. Insides of tarsi and soles black; outsides of tarsi and top of foot dull bluish-green, becoming yellowish in centre of the webs. Forehead and lores dark silvery-ash. A short occipital crest and indications of cheek ruffs, but neither brightly colored, agreeing with the plain dark and white colors of the parts. Top of head and line down back of neck fuliginous blackish, fading on the back and upper parts generally into a lighter, rather brownish-black, the feathers of the back with grayish margins. Primaries mostly deep chocolate-brown, basally white, their shafts whitish at base, black terminally. Secondaries mostly white, but more or fewer of the outer webs, wholly or in part, dark. Sides under the wings washed with a pale shade of the color of the back. Lining of wings and whole under parts from the bill pure silvery white.

Dimensions.—Length, 24 to 29 inches; wing, about 8; bill along culmen, tarsus, and middle toe with claw, each, 3; gape of bill, 3.60; its height at nostril, 0.50.

This is a remarkable Grebe, the largest of this country, and one requiring comparison with no other for its determination. It was originally described from the Pacific coast, along which it is found from Oregon and Washington Territories to Southern California, or further; while latterly it has been found breeding in Nevada and Utah by Mr. Ridgway. I observed it frequently on the California coast, at San Pedro, in November, where it was common on the waters of the harbor, with the Pacific Diver, Cormorants, and numerous other water-fowl. It is a fine-looking bird on the water, has a trim and shapely aspect, like a clipper ship, while its long sinuous neck is held in a graceful curve, or variously deflected to either side. A specimen which I opened had the stomach filled with a kind of aquatic grass. The birds were not very shy, and several were readily procured, notwithstanding their great powers of diving.

Among Dr. Kennerly's Mss. I find the following: "This species, and
the Podiceps cornutus, are very common on Puget Sound. They are rather more rare during the summer months than in the autumn and winter. During the latter seasons they may almost always be found—two, rarely more, in company—coasting near the shore, diving rapidly in search of food. When desirous of descending beneath the water, they seem to raise themselves partially from the surface, and describing, as they descend, almost a perfect arc of a circle. Few birds are more graceful on the water than these interesting species; and it has afforded us many moments of real enjoyment to watch them gliding rapidly and smoothly over its surface, or performing in rapid succession their graceful curves as they disappear beneath its surface. They do not often take to wing, relying more on their powers of swimming and diving as a means of escape from enemies; when they do fly, they rise very awkwardly from the water, often for a long distance dragging their dangling legs before they succeed, and often, under such circumstances, abandoning the effort, they stop and suddenly disappear beneath the surface. They follow up the streams emptying into the Sound for long distances, many of them spending their summer on the lakes far inland, in the neighborhood of which they probably breed with the Large Loon (C. torquatus). I have often seen large flocks of them on Chiloweyuck Lake from August to September, and perhaps later."

**Var. clarkii**: Clarke's Grebe.

Bill about as long as the head, shorter than the tarsus, slightly recurved, extremely slender and acute; the culmen a little concave, the under outline almost one unbroken curve from base to tip.

*Adult in breeding plumage.*—Under mandible, and tip and cutting edges of the upper, chrome-yellow, in marked contrast to the black of the culmen. Loral bare strip leaden-blue. Crown, occiput, and hind neck deep grayish-black; almost pure black on the hind head, fading gradually along the neck into the lighter blackish-gray of the upper parts generally. Lores broadly pure white, as are the entire under parts, with a sharp line of demarcation along the sides of the head and neck. A decided occipital crest, the feathers about an inch long and quite filiform, but not colored apart from the general coloration. No decided ruffs—no colored ruffs at all; but the white feathers of the sides of the head behind and across the throat are longer and fuller than elsewhere—about as in grypsigna. Wings and general coloration (except the white lores) exactly as in var. occidentalis.

Winter dress not materially different from the foregoing.

*Dimensions.*—Length, about 22 inches; extent, 28.50; wing, 7; bill along culmen, 2.30; along gape, 2.75; height at nostrils, 0.40; tarsus, and middle toe with claw, each, about 2.75.

With only extremes before us of the two varieties, one might well consider them distinct species; but other specimens show the intergradation. Thus, Nos. 9544 and 9938, especially the latter, differ from typical clarkii in stouter and less recurved as well as darker-colored bill, the culmen not obviously concave, and the under outline not regularly curved. The loral space has an ashy tinge in the white. The general dimensions are those of clarkii. In size the two varieties insinuate at about two feet of total length.

In examining more extensive material than I formerly possessed, lack of specific distinction between the two forms becomes still more obvious. Thus we frequently find specimens as small as typical clarkii, and with equally slender bill, yet with the color of the bill wholly olivaceous and the lores ashy, as in typical occidentalis.

**Subgenus Podiceps, Lath.**

**Clar.** Bill moderately stout, usually more or less compressed, equaling or shorter than the head or tarsus. Tarsus obviously shorter than the middle toe and claw. Outer lateral toe a little longer than the middle. Head in the breeding season with lengthened colored crests or ruffs, or both. (Including, among North American representatives, Pedelatrylia, Lopatriyilia, Dytes, Otoytes, and Plectopus.)

Thus restricting Podiceps to exclude, of American forms, the subgenera Echmophorus and Tochshptes, as well as the genus Podilymbus, we find that the four North American representatives may be thus analyzed:
A. Large; length, over 15 inches. Bill more or less nearly equaling the head or tarsus in length.

1. Crests, and especially ruffs, long and conspicuous. Neck without red or gray in front; underparts pure silky white. Tarsi averaging equal to the middle toe without its claw. 

2. Crests moderate; ruffs inconspicuous. Neck with red or gray in front; underparts watered with dusky (sometimes but slightly). Tarsi averaging less than the middle toe and claw. 

PODICEPS CRISTATUS, CRESTED GREBE. 

In 1862 I adopted an analysis of this section, resting primarily upon the shortness of the tarsi in *Poditathyia* (griseigena) as contrasted with its greater length relatively to the toes in *cristatus*, *cornutus*, and *auritus*. This holds good with typical griseigena, but is subject to some uncertainty of determination in its application to the American var. holbולי or "cooperi," as I now find upon examination of further material. It is also practically difficult to establish a division upon this basis, not only because the limits of individual variability are wide, but because different methods of measuring the peculiarly-shaped feet of these birds give different results. The subject is discussed further on. Meanwhile, the foregoing is presented as a more convenient analysis, since it is probably available for determination of young as well as old birds.

PODICEPS CRISTATUS, (Linn.) Lath.

Crested Grebe.


*Columbus virinctor*, Linn., Syst. Nat. i, 1766, 223.

*Columbus cornutus*, Pall, Zoog. R. A. ii, 1811, 353. (Not of Gmelin.)


*Podiceps longirostris*, Brp.

*Podiceps mitratus et patagiatus*, Breitm, V. D. 953, 954.


"Podiceps widhatmi,* Göbel, J. F. O. qvii, 1870, 312." 

Adult, breeding plumage. — Crown and long occipital crests glossy black; terminal half of the long ruff the same, the basal part bright reddish-brown, fading gradually into pure silky-white of the throat and sides of head. Superillarary and loral line white, more or less tinged with fulvons. Neck behind and general upper parts dark brown, the feathers of the back with gray margins. Primaries deep chocolate-brown, with black shafts, the tips of the inner ones white, as are all the secondaries and long humeral feathers, excepting a little part of the outer webs of the former. Inner webs of greater wing-coverts white, outer chocolate-brown; lesser coverts wholly brown. Under parts pure silvery-white, without a trace of the dusky motting seen in *P. griseigena*; the sides of the neck and body tinged with reddish and mixed with dusky on the flanks, where also the feathers have blackish-shaft-lines. "Bill in life blackish-brown, tinged with Carmine; bare loral space and eyelids dusky green; iris carminic; feet greenish-black; webs grayish-bine."

Dimensions. — Length, 24; extent, 33: wing, 7; bill along culmen, 2; along gape, 2.70; height at nostrils, 0.50; tarsus, 2.50; middle toe and claw, 2.65.

Hab. — North America generally. Europe, and various other parts of the Old World,
The changes of plumage of this species chiefly affect the head, in the absence of the crest and tufts, the parts being plainly colored, corresponding to the dark of the crown and nape and white of the sides of the head and throat. In any plumage, the species may be known by its subgeneric characters; and from Podiceps proper that approaches it in size, by the pure white instead of dusky-mottled under parts, more white on the wing, relatively longer tarsi, &c.

I see no difference between American and European specimens.

PODICEPS GRISEIGENA var. HOLBÖLLI, (Reinh.) Coues.

Red-necked Grebe.

a. griseigena.

*Podiceps griseigena*, Gray, Gen. of B. iii, 633.—SCHL., M. P.-B. ix, 35.
*Podiceps paruus*, SPARRM., Mus. Carls. pl. 9.—GM., Syst. Nat. i, 1788, 592.
*Podiceps subdivisatus*, JACQ., Beitr. 1784, 37, pl. 18.—GM., Syst. Nat. i, 1784, 590.

*b. holbollii.*

*Podiceps rubricolis*, Brü, Syr. 1828, 417; List, 1838, 65.—SW. & RICH., F. B. A. ii, 1831, 411.—NUTT., Man. ii, 1834, 253.—AUD., Orn. Biog. iii, 1835, 617, pl. 298; Syn. 1839, 357; B. Am. vii, 1844, 913, pl. 489.—GIR., B. L. I. 1844, 384.—TURNB., B. E. Pa. 1869, 39.

*Podiceps griseigena*, LAWRI, B. N. A. 1858, 592; Ann. Lye. N. Y. viii, 1866, 300.—DAIL & BAXN., Tr. Univ. Acad. i, 1869, 308 (Alaska); and of most late United States writers.

*Podiceps holbollii*, REINH., Ibis, iii, 1861, 14 (Greenland).—COUES, Pr. Phila. Acad. 1862, 231.


*Podiceps cooperi*, LAWRI, B. N. A. 1858 (in text).—COUES, Pr. Phila. Acad. 1862, 230.—FISCH., Abh. Nat. iii, 1872, 75 (Alaska). (Beyond doubt!)


*Hab.*—The typical form in Europe. Var. holbollii from Greenland and North America; with this Asiatic and Japanese specimens are stated to agree.

Adult, breeding plumage.—Crests short, and tufts scarcely apparent. Bill black, the toma of the upper mandible at base and most of the lower mandible yellowish. Crown and occiput glossy greenish-black; back of the neck the same, less intense, and the upper parts generally the same, with grayish edgings of the feathers. Wing-coverts and primaries uniform chocolate-brown, the shafts of the latter black. Secondaries white, mostly with black shafts and brownish tips. Lining of wings and axillaries white. A broad patch of silvery-ash on the throat, extending around on sides of head, whitening along line of juncture with the black of the crown. Neck, except the dorsal line, deep brownish-red, which extends diluted some distance on the breast. Under parts silky-white, with a shade of silvery-ash, each feather having a dark shaft-line and terminal spot, producing a peculiar dappled appearance.

Winter plumage, and young.—Crests scarcely appreciable. Bill mostly yellowish, the ridge more or less dusky. Red of the eye replaced by brownish-ash of very variable shade, from quite dark to whitish. Ash of throat and sides of head replaced by pure white. Under parts ash-white, the motting not so conspicuous as in summer.

*Dimensions.*—Length, about 19; wing, 7.60; bill along culmen, 1.90; along gape, 2.40; height at nostrils, 0.55; tarsus, 2.10; middle toe and claw, 2.65.

This bird could only be confined with cristatus in immatute dress. It is smaller, stouter, and more thick-set, with stouter bill, with nebulated under plumage, and usually has rather shorter tarsi—only about four-fifths the middle toe and claw, instead of about equal to the middle toe alone, as in cristatus.
Until the appearance of my article, the present bird was considered identical with that of the Old World. Such, however, is not the case. The differences prove to be even more decided and more constant than I at first supposed; in fact, I am almost inclined to hold them as of specific value. The size is uniformly greater; the bill disproportionately larger, stouter, differently shaped and colored; the tarsus longer, both absolutely and relatively to the length of the toes; in fact, so much longer as to rather invalidate one of the distinctions I drew between cristatus and rubricollis.

Upon attentive re-examination of the types of Podiceps coeperi, which, in 1802, I followed Mr. Lawrence in comparing with cristatus, finding evident distinction from the latter, I am now satisfied that they belong to the American var. holboli and all inseparable from unquestioned American griseigena. My suspicions were first aroused by detecting on the under parts of the type of coeperi traces of the peculiar dusky mottling characteristic of griseigena and holboli, as contrasted with the pure silvery-white of the under parts of cristatus; when further examination, and especially careful measurements of the feet, led to the above-mentioned result. I append a table of measurements, &c., of various American holboli, the types of "coeperi," typical griseigena of Europe, and typical cristatus.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S. L. No.</th>
<th>Species or variety</th>
<th>Locality</th>
<th>Wing</th>
<th>Along culmen</th>
<th>Along gape</th>
<th>Depth at nostrils</th>
<th>Tarsus</th>
<th>Middle toe and claw</th>
<th>Remarks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1890</td>
<td>cristatus</td>
<td>Europe</td>
<td>6.80</td>
<td>2.00</td>
<td>2.40</td>
<td>0.48</td>
<td>2.40</td>
<td>0.65</td>
<td>Adult; perfect plumage.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2130</td>
<td>griseigena</td>
<td>Denmark</td>
<td>6.60</td>
<td>2.00</td>
<td>2.40</td>
<td>0.48</td>
<td>2.40</td>
<td>0.65</td>
<td>Do.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1890</td>
<td>griseigena</td>
<td>Russia</td>
<td>6.20</td>
<td>1.90</td>
<td>2.40</td>
<td>0.48</td>
<td>2.40</td>
<td>0.65</td>
<td>Do.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1215</td>
<td>Var. holboli</td>
<td>Red River</td>
<td>7.00</td>
<td>2.00</td>
<td>2.40</td>
<td>0.48</td>
<td>2.40</td>
<td>0.65</td>
<td>Adult; perfect plumage.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4450</td>
<td>Var. holboli</td>
<td>Great Slave Lake</td>
<td>7.30</td>
<td>2.00</td>
<td>2.40</td>
<td>0.48</td>
<td>2.40</td>
<td>0.65</td>
<td>Adult; traces of red neck evident.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6164</td>
<td>Var. holboli</td>
<td>Unalaska</td>
<td>7.50</td>
<td>2.50</td>
<td>2.40</td>
<td>0.48</td>
<td>2.40</td>
<td>0.65</td>
<td>Young; neck gray; traces of mottling on under parts.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1601</td>
<td>Var. holboli</td>
<td>Puget Sound</td>
<td>7.50</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>2.50</td>
<td>0.48</td>
<td>2.40</td>
<td>0.65</td>
<td>Winter; neck dark gray; mottling of breast, &amp;c., very evident.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5016</td>
<td>Var. holboli</td>
<td>Kuskokwim, Alaska</td>
<td>7.50</td>
<td>1.50</td>
<td>2.50</td>
<td>0.48</td>
<td>2.40</td>
<td>0.65</td>
<td>A type of coeperi; young; neck gray; mottling barely appreciable.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4500</td>
<td>Var. holboli</td>
<td>Shoulwater Bay</td>
<td>7.50</td>
<td>2.00</td>
<td>2.50</td>
<td>0.48</td>
<td>2.40</td>
<td>0.65</td>
<td>The type of coeperi; young; neck gray; mottling slight but evident.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4490</td>
<td>Var. holboli</td>
<td>Shoulwater River</td>
<td>7.50</td>
<td>2.00</td>
<td>2.50</td>
<td>0.48</td>
<td>2.40</td>
<td>0.65</td>
<td>Do.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note.—The wing is measured with a straight-edge under the border, not over its convexity. Depth of bill at posterior extremity of nostrils. Tarsus in front, from protuberance in middle of tibio-tarsal joint to the nick on the skin over the joint of middle toe. Middle toe from the last-named point to end of the claw.

There seems to be little doubt that P. affinis, Salvadori, belongs here, to judge from the life-size figure of the head published by Elliot, which is exactly matched by some of the specimens of "coeperi" before me.

**Podiceps Cornutus, Latham.**

Horned Grebe.

_Columbus auritus, LINN., partim._
_Columbus duplicitus, MÜLL., Syst. Nat. 1776, 107._
_Columbus cornutus, Gmel., Syst. Nat. 1, 591.—NAUM, Vög. Deutschl. ix, 1838, 730, pl. 244._
_Dytes cornutus, KAUP, Sk. Ent. Eur. Thierw. 1829, 41._
POIDICEPS CORNUTUS, HORNY GREBE.

Columbus obscurus, Gm., Syst. Nat. i, 1788, 592.

Podiceps obscurus, Linn., Ind. Orn. ii, 1790, 782.—Leach, Cat. 1816, 35.

Columbus capricornis, S. G. Gm., Reise, iv. 137.—Gm., Syst. Nat. i, 1788, 594.

Podiceps capricornis, Linn., Ind. Orn. ii, 1790, 784.

Columbus nigricans, Scoull., Ann. i. No. 101 (7).

Podiceps arcticus, Boie.

Podiceps solirns, Linn.


List of specimens.

| 18320 | P. V. Hayden |

Adult, breeding plumage.—Bill black, tipped with yellow. A brownish-yellow stripe over eye, widening behind and deepening in color at the ends of the long crests, and being dark chestnut between eye and bill. Crown, chin, and the very full ruff glossy greenish-black. Upper parts brownish-black, with paler edges of the feathers. Primaries rather light chocolate-brown, with black slits, except at the base. Secondaries white. Neck all round, except stripe down behind and sides of the body, rich dark brownish-red or purplish wine-red, mixed with dusky on the flanks. Under parts pure silky-white.

Inter plumage, and young.—Bill dusky, much of the under mandible bluish or yellowish-white. Indicators of crests and ruff in the length and fullness of the feathers of the parts. Crown and neck behind, and sides of the body, sooty-blackish. Other upper parts and the wings as in the adult. Chin, throat, and sides of head, pure white, this color nearly encircling the neck. Neck in front and lower belly tightly washed with ashy-gray. Under parts as before.

Newly-laid young are curiously striped on the head with rufous, dusky and white, as in Podiciphys and elsewhere.

Dimensions.—Length, about 14 inches; extent, 21; wing, 5.75; tarsus, 1.75; middle toe and claw, 2.10; bill along culmen, about 0.30; along gape, 1.30; its height at the nostrils, 0.30; its width there, 0.25.

The bill in this species is compressed, tapering, with considerably curved culmen—quite different from the broad depressed bill with straight tip and much ascending gonys of P. auritus. It varies much in size, even among equally adult examples; in the young it is always smaller and weaker than in the old. Black, yellow-tipped in the old, we find it variously lighter in the young—usually dusky on the ridge, elsewheretipped with olivaceous, yellowish, or even orange or extensively bluish-white. In breeding plumage this bird is conspicuously different from any other; but the young are much like those of P. auritus, requiring sometimes careful discrimination, as pointed out under head of the latter.

This species is much more abundant and generally dispersed in winter in the United States than either of the two larger ones, and it also nests within our limits. I found it breeding at various points in Northern Dakota, as along the Red River, in the prairie sloughs, with Coots, Phalaropes, and various Ducks, and in pools about the base of Turtle Mountain in company with P. californicus and the Dabeck. I took fresh eggs on the 20th of June, at Pembina, finding them scattered on a soaking bed of decayed reeds, as they had doubtless been disturbed by the hasty movements of the parents in quitting the nest: there were only four; probably more would have been laid. They are elliptical in shape, with little or no difference in contour at either end; dull whitish, with a very faint shade, quite smooth, and measure about 1.70 by 1.20. On Turtle Mountain, late in July, I procured newly-hatched young, swimming with their parents in the various pools. At this early stage the neck is striped as in the common Dabeck. Later in the season, during the migration, the Horned Grebes were numerous all along the Souris or Mouse River, in company with an equal or even greater number of Bared Grebes, nearly all of both species being the young-of-the-year. In their immature plumage the two cannot be distinguished on the water, and indeed specimens sometimes occur which are with difficulty discriminated at this early age. But the smaller size, somewhat different proportions of tarsus and toes, and the flatter, comparatively broader bill of P. auritus, is generally characteristic.
I once noticed a singular fact connected with the power these birds have, in common with other Grebes, of sinking quietly into the water. By the respiratory process they are able to very materially reduce or enlarge their bulk, with the consequence of displacing a varying bulk of water, and so of changing their specific gravity. Once holding a wounded Grebe in my hand, I observed its whole body to swell with a labored inspiration. As the air permeated the interior, a sort of ripple or wave passed gradually along, puffing out the belly and raising the plumage as it advanced. With the expiration, the reverse change occurred from the opposite direction, and the bird visibly shrunk in dimensions, the skin fitting tightly and the feathers lying close.

**PODICEPS AURITUS var. CALIFORNICUS, (Heerm.) Cones.**

**American Eared Grebe.**

**a. auritus.**

_Columbus auritus, LINN., Syst. Nat. 1766, 222 (partim).—NAUM., Vög. Deutschl, ix, 1898, 765, pl. 246._


*Proctopus auritus, KAUF, Sc. Ent. Eur. Thierw. 1829, 49._

Otodoups et Columbus nigricollis, SUNDEVAL.

**b. californicus.**

*Podiceps auritus, NUTT., Man. ii, 1834, 256 ("will probably be found in North America").—Aud., Orn. Biog. v, 1839, 108, pl. 404; Syn. 1839, 358; B. Am. vii, 1844, 322, pl. 422 (described from species said to be North American).—BP., List, 1838, 64.—LAWR., B. N. A. 1858, 597.—MAXIM., J. f. O. vii, 1859, 246 (description)._ 


*Podiceps (Proctopus) californicus, COUES, Pt. Phila. Acad. 1862, 231, 404.—COUES, ibid. 1866, 100 (Arizona)._ 


Hab.—The typical form from Europe, Asia, and Africa. Var. _californicus_ from Western North America, from Great Slave Lake to Guatemala. East to Texas, Dakota (Cone, Am. Nat. vii, 1873, 745), Kansas (Snow), and Illinois (Ridgway). Breeds apparently throughout its range.

*Lieutenant Warren’s Expedition.*—5476, Fort Berthold; 5477, Snake River.

*Later Expeditions.*—60883, North Platte.

**Adult, breeding plumage.**—Bill shorter than head, rather stout at base, much depressed, broader than high at the nostrils, tip acute, not decurved, gony's straight, ascending, culmen a little concave basally, nearly straight terminally. Tarsus about equal to middle toe without its claw. Bill entirely black. Conspicuous, long auricular tufts, golden-brown or tawny, finely displayed upon a black ground. Crown, chin, and neck all round, black. All the primaries entirely chocolate-brown, with usually a wash of dull reddish-brown externally. Secondaries white, but the bases of all, and a considerable part of the two outer ones, dusky; their shafts mostly all dusky. Sides deep purplish-brown or wine-red; this color washed across the breast, behind the black of the neck, and also across the anal region. Under parts silky-white, the abdomen grayish.

**Young.**—Bill shaped generally as in the adult, but smaller, with less firm outlines, so that its distinctive shape is somewhat obscured. Little or no trace of the auricular tufts. Crown, sides of head, and neck all around, sooty-grayish, paler and more ashy on the forehead. Upper parts rather lighter and duller colored than in the adults.
PODICEPS CALIFORNICUS, AMERICAN EARED GREBE.

Primaries as in the adults, but without the reddish tinge; a few of the innermost ones sometimes white tipped. Sides under the wings washed with a lighter shade of the color of the back; lower belly grayish.

Dimensions.—Length, 12 to 14 inches, usually 13 or less; extent, 21.50 to 24; wing, 4.75 to 5.25; bill, 1 or less; along gape, 1.25; height at nostril, 0.22; width there, 0.26; tarsi, 1.60; middle toe and claw, 1.95.

While the breeding plumages of *P. cornutus* and the present species are widely different, there is much similarity between the young and winter dress of the two species. As a rule, *auritus* is smaller; even traces of ruffs are less appreciable; the fore-neck is scarcely lighter than the hind-neck; the back is rather deeper colored and more uniform. The shape and proportions of the bill, however, furnish the most reliable characters. The differences may be thus tabulated:

*P. cornutus*:
- Bill rather slender, much compressed, tip rather obtuse; lateral outlines concave; height at nostrils greater than width; culmen nearly straight over nostrils, very convex at the end; gonys convex, little ascending, with little appreciable angle.

*P. auritus*:
- Bill rather stout, much depressed, tip very acute; lateral outlines convex; height at nostrils less than width; culmen decidedly concave at nostrils, scarcely convex at tip; gonys straight, or even concave, much ascending, with quite an angle.

As I pointed out in 1862, the type of "californicus" is merely the young of the American Eared Grebe, now well known from Western United States in all its plumages. I continue to use the name as indicating a bird varietally distinct from the true *auritus* of Europe. I verify the following distinctions:

In the American bird, the primaries are all entirely dark; the first two secondaries are mostly the same, while the bases and shafts of all are for some distance dark. In European *auritus*, the inner four primaries are all entirely pure white, and all the rest have more or less white, while the secondaries are all entirely white, except a few of the innermost, which have a slight dusky spot near the end. Thus the European has much more white on the wing, and this white is moreover bodily shifted, as it were, nearer the outer edge of the wing. I do not know how much the extent of the white may change with age, or what is its limit of individual variability; but the above differences hold throughout a quite extensive series of specimens examined.

The Colymbus of *auritus* of Linneaus has been by many referred to *P. cornutus*, Gm., and the name *migrillos*, after Sundevall, adopted for the present species. The case seems parallel with that of *Sterna hirundo*, Linn., and I see no necessity for the undesirable change of names, especially as Linneaus apparently included both species under the term *auritus*. Audubon's *auritus* may have been really based upon *auritus* proper, but he meant the American bird.

The abundance and general dispersion of this species in the West have only lately become known. The earlier authors were not aware of its existence in this country; Audubon figures and describes specimens said to be North American, and his account is copied, so late as 1858, by Mr. Lawrence, in default of specimens. In the article above quoted I showed that *P. "californicus"* was the young of the Eared Grebe, pointing out, at the same time, certain distinctions between the bird of this country and of Europe, which I considered sufficient to warrant their separation. The points mentioned appear to hold good, though I am at present disinclined to accord them more than varietal significance. In 1859 Maximilian gave a full account of the bird, and of late quotations have multiplied until its range has been determined as above given.

I first saw the species alive in Southern California, where I found it to be very common, both on the waters of the bay of San Pedro and in the sloughs back of the coast. They were of course in immature dress, the season being November. During the past year I was pleased to find the birds breeding, in pools about Turtle Mountain, with various other water-fowl. This is apparently the northeasternmost point at which the species has been observed. Visiting this locality in July, I was too late for eggs, for the young were already swimming, and, in most cases, fledged. The birds were very common, rather more so than *P. cornutus*, with which they were associated. Many specimens were secured in their full nuptial dress. The change begins in August, but it is not completed until well into the following month, as traces of the breeding plumage persist several weeks after it has grown faded and
obscure. On the breeding grounds, as just said, the Eared Grebes were more plentiful than the Horned, since a majority of the latter breed further north; but upon the migration, when these come south, the proportion is reversed. Both species were to be seen together upon all the water-courses of Northern Dakota when I left the country in the middle of October. I saw nothing notably different in their general habits.

Other observers have found the Eared Grebe in full dress, and nesting, in various of our western Territories, demonstrating a very general breeding range. Mr. Hensbaw has lately taken the eggs in Southern Colorado. He informs us that he found them, in the absence of parents, completely covered over and concealed by reedy material, so that they were discovered by mere accident. The following is his article in the American Naturalist above quoted:

"In a series of alkali lakes about thirty miles northwest of Fort Garland, Southern Colorado, I found this species common and breeding. A colony of perhaps a dozen pairs had established themselves in a small pond four or five acres in extent. In the middle of this, in a bed of reeds, were found upward of a dozen nests. These in each case merely consisted of a slightly hollowed pile of decaying weeds and rushes, four or five inches in diameter, and scarcely raised above the surface of the water upon which they floated. In a number of instances they were but a few feet distant from the nests of the Coot (Fulica americana), which abounded. Every Grebe's nest discovered contained three eggs, which in most instances were fresh, but in some nests were considerably advanced. These vary but little in shape, are considerably elongated, one end being slightly more pointed than the other. They vary in length from 1.70 to 1.80, and in breadth 1.18 to 1.33. The color is a faint yellowish-white, usually much stained from contact with the nest. The texture is generally quite smooth, in some instances roughened by a chalky deposit. The eggs were wholly concealed from view by a pile of weeds and other vegetable material laid across. That they were thus carefully covered merely for concealment I cannot think, since in the isolated position in which these nests are usually found the bird has no enemy against which such precaution would avail. On first approaching the locality the Grebes all congregated at the further end of the pond, and shortly betook themselves through an opening to the neighboring slough; nor, so far as I could ascertain, did they again approach the nests during my stay of three days. Is it not, then, possible that they are more or less dependent for the hatching of their eggs upon the artificial heat induced by the decaying vegetable substances of which the nests are wholly composed?"

Subgenus Tachybaptes, Reich.

Bill very short, much less than the head, scarcely over half the tarsus; stout, little compressed, rather obtuse. Lateral outlines nearly straight; culmen slightly concave at the nostrils, elsewhere convex; commissure straight, except a little situation at base; under outline straight to angle, gonys thence straight to tip, the angle well defined. Wings short, with considerable and abrupt attenuation of the outer primaries. Tarsus stout, little over three-fourths the middle toe and claw; outer lateral about equal to the middle toe. Size very small; body full; neck short; no decided crests or ruffs. (Type P. minor: these characters drawn from P. dominicus.)

This section in a measure connects Podiceps with Podilymbus. By G. R. Gray Sibbeocycus, Bp., is given as founded on P. minor; but Bonaparte expressly says (Cat. Met. Ucc. 1842, 83) that this was a typographical error, he having intended the name for C. podiceps, Linn. Dr. Sclater has lately called attention to the point (1bis, Jan. 1874). It may be a technical question, however, after all, whether an author must not be held to what he did say, rather than to what he meant to say.
PODICEPS (TACHYBAPTES) DOMINICUS, Linn.

St. Domingo Grebe.

Colymsbus dominicus, LINN., Syst. Nat. i, 1766, 223 (C. fluvialis dominensis, Briss., vi, 64, pl. 5, f. 2).—GM., Syst. Nat. i, 1788, 593.


Podiceps (Sygbeocytus) dominicus, GRAY, Hand-list, iii, 1871, 94, No. 10763.

Sygbeocytus dominicus (Br. 1) COUEs, Fr. Phila. Acad. 1862, 232.

Tachybatpes dominicus, COUES.


Adult.—Form as above described under head of the subgenus. Crown and occiput deep glossy steel-blue. Sides of head and neck all around dark ashy-gray, darkest behind, where tinged with bluish. Chin varied with ash and white. Upper parts brownish-black, with glossy-greenish reflections. Primaries chocolate-brown, the greater portion of the inner vanes of all, and nearly all of the inner four or five, together with all the secondaries, pure white. Under parts silky-white, thickly mottled with dusky. Upper mandible dusky, the lower mostly yellowish.

Dimensions.—Length, about 9.50; wing, 3.60; bill along culmen, 0.70; along gape, 1; tarsus, 1.25; middle toe, 1.75.

This small Grebe, the only North American* representative of the group, has only lately been ascertained to reach our southern border. It requires comparison with no other of our country, its small size alone being diagnostic. Without a series of specimens I cannot present the changes of plumage.

Genus PODILYMBUS, Less.

< Colymbus, LINN., Syst. Nat. i, 1766, 223 (not type).
< Podiceps, LATH., Ind. Orn. ii, 1790 (not type).
= Podilymbus, LESS, Tr. Orn. i, 1831, 595 (P. carolinensis, LATH.).
= Sygbeocytus, BR., Saggio, 1834 (same type intended).
= Hydrola, NUTT., Man. ii, 1834, 259 (type carolinensis).

CHAR. Bill shorter than head, stoutest in the family, compressed, with obtuse and hooked tip; culmen about straight to the nostrils, thence declinato-convex; gonys regularly convex without decided angle; commissure slightly sinuate at base, then straight, then much deflected. Upper mandible covered with soft skin to the nostrils, between which are two fossae, the anterior shallow, oblong, the other deep, triangular, separated from the bare loral space by an intervening ridge. Nostrils broadly oval, far anterior. No crests or ruffs, but shafts of frontal feathers prolonged into bristles. Eyelids peculiarly thickened. Outer three or four primaries abruptly sinuate near the end. Tarsus much abbreviated, comparatively stout, about three-fourths as long as middle toe and claw. Middle and outer toes nearly equal. Basal semipalmation of toes more extensive than in Podiceps. Lobe of hind toe moderate.

The essential characters of this genus lie in the stout hooked bill, broad anterior nostrils, absence of crest or ruff, bristly forehead, great emargination of primaries, and extensive semipalmation of the toes. The genus Dasypylus of Swainson (Classif. B. ii, 1837, 369), which has been referred here, agrees very well as to the characters assigned, but P. poliocephalus is given as type. In any event the name is a synonym, being anticipated in publication. Hydrola is based upon carolinensis, but is antedated. Sygbeocytus, BR., was meant for this genus, but, it seems, was by a blunder given over head of P. minor.

There is apparently but a single good species of this genus, although several are indicated by authors. The P. antarcticus of Lesson (with which P. brevirostris, GRAY, Gen. of B. iii, 1849, pl. 172, is synonymous), from South America, is a recognizable race which may be defined as follows:

Podilymbus podiceps var. antarcticus (LESS.) COUES.


* P. minor is given by Nuttall as inhabiting this country, but the evidence is altogether unsatisfactory.
toward the end, where more obtuse and less hooked; commissure not so suddenly curved, nor to such extent. Legs rather longer and stoutier than in P. podiceps. Gular patch extending further around on sides of head; under parts more heavily mottled with dusky.

PODILYMBUS PODICEPS, (Linn.) Lawr.

Pied-billed Grebe; Dabchick; Water-witch.

a. podiceps.


Sylbeoculus podiceps, Br. 

Colymbus ludovicianus, Gm., Syst. Nat. i, 1768, 592.

Podiceps ludovicianus, Lat., Ind. Orn. ii, 1790, 775.


Sylbeoculus carolinensis, Br., List, 1833, 64.

Podilymbus lineatus, Heerm., Pr. Phila. Acad. 1854, 179; P. R. R. Rep. x, 1559, 77, pl. 9 (very young).

Sylbeoculus lineatus, Br.

b. antarcticus.

Podiceps carolinensis, Spix, A. B. pl. 100.

Podiceps antarcticus, Lesson.

Sylbeoculus antarcticus, Spix.

Podilymbus antarcticus, Gray, Hand-list, iii, 1871, 95, No. 10771.

Podiceps brevirostris, Gray, Genera of Birds, iii, 1839, pl. 172.

Quid "arytes, Br."—Gray, Hand-list, No. 10772, ex Montecidea?


Adult, breeding plumage.—Bill light dull bluish, dusky on upper mandible, encircled with broad black band. Frontal and coronal bristles black. Crown, occiput, and neck behind, grayish-black, the feathers with slightly lighter edges. Sides of head and neck brownish-gray. A broad black throat-patch, extending on sides of lower mandible. Upper parts brownish-black, the feathers with scarcely lighter edges. Primaries and secondaries chocolate-brown, the latter frequently with a white area on the inner webs. Under parts ash-gray, washed over with silvery-gray, thickly, though obliquely, mottled with dusky; these dark spots most numerous and evident on the sides. Lower belly nearly uniformly dusky.

Winter plumage.—Bill light dull yellowish, without a dark band, more or less dusky on the ridge. No gular patch. Crown and occiput dusky brown. Upper parts with note evident pale edgings of the feathers than in summer. Neck, breast, and sides, light brown, darker posteriorly, where more or less conspicuously mottled with dusky. Under parts otherwise pure silvery-white, immaculate; lower belly grayish.

Young-of-the-year.—White gular patch invaded by streaks of the brownish of the head, and the latter much streaked with white. Otherwise as in the preceding.

Dimensions.—Length, about 13; extent, 24; wing, about 5; bill along culmen, 0.75; along gape, 1.20; height at nostrils, 0.40; width, 0.25; tarsus, 1.50; middle toe and claw, 2.15.

There is no species of this country with which the present requires comparison, as its generic peculiarities suffice for its recognition under any circumstances of plumage. The slight peculiarities of var. antarcticus have been already given.

Published December, 1874.
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[Note.—Specific names of slightly different terminations, like americanus—a-um, wilsoni and wil-sonii, bonapartii and bonaparti, are treated as one. Generic names of varying orthography are generally distinguished. Specific names begin with a small letter; generic and all English, with a capital.]

abietinus, Falco 341
abietum, Nyctale 314
Acadian Flycatcher 249
Owl 315
acicus, Empidonax 247
Musciopa 249, 254
Micarchus 249
Myobius 249
Noctua 315
Nyctala 315
Nyctale 315
Pyrocephalus 249
Scotophilus 315
Strix 315, 317
Tyranula 249
Ulula 315
acadius, Strix 315
Acahthys
linaria 114
Acacothlysis
pelagia 267
saxatilis 265
vauxi 265
Accentor
aurocapillins 70
Orange-crowwed 70
Accipiter
antilmarum 367
ardosiaca 334
carolinensis 345, 367
communis 341
cooperi 334, 335
falcon 367
freti-hudsonis 327
fuscus 333
gundlachi 335
halatus 337
lagopus 361
leucocypha 361
mexicanus 335
minor 349
palumbarius 338, 345
penusylvanicus 334
piscator 307
piscatorius 367
ruficandus 333
strigatus 334
variabilis 327
acepitriina, Strix 306, 311
acellanator, Strix 308, 309
Actidurus navius 506
Actitis
bartramianus 503
maculatius 501
notata 502
rufescens 506
wiedi 502
Actiturns
bartramianus 502
longicuada 503
rufescens 503
Actoelidion cantancus 673
Actodromas
bairdii 484
bonapartii 487
coperi 491
maculata 486
melanotus 487
miatilis 482
Actodromus
fuscicollis 482
miatilis 482
wilsoni 482
acuflavida,
Serna 673
Thalasseus 673
aculeata,
Sitta 24, 230
acuta,
Anas 561
Dahila 561, 562
Phasianus 561
Querquedula 563
Trachonetta 561
adamii,
Colymbus 720
Adelarum 642
heermanni 642
adepersa,
Ardea 524
Botaurus 524
Limos 493
adunca,
Anas 560
Æchmophorus 725, 726
clarkii 728
occidentalis 727
aţdon,
Hylematrous 231
œdoo,
Trogloptes 32, 231
ægilins,
Strix 306
Ægialaeus
melodus 455
semipalmatus 453
Ægialites
wilsonia 456
Ægialitis
asiatica 457
caitiana 456
circumacta 455
meloda 455
microchynca 456
montana 457
nisso 456
semipalma 453
vocifera 452
wilsonia 456
Ægiothys
canesens 115
exilipes 115
fuscusces 114
linaria 114, 115
ægoephalna,
Limos 494
Ægoilnas
brachytoth 306
otus 304
teugmalmi, 314
ægitius,
Circus 327
aneus,
Icterus 199
Quiscalus 203
æquinocullals,
Sylvia 73
Ærolia
varia 492
æruginoasus,
Falco 323
Æsalon
carolinensis 349
eolumbarus 346
lithofalco 346, 348
richardsoni 348
suckleyi 346
Æsalon,
Falco 347
œstiva,
Dendroica 54, 232
Motacilla 74
Pyrynga 82
Æthamphus 54
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alardarius.
Caeiens 190
Alandide 37
aladina,
Zonotrichia 125
Passerelius 123
alba,
Aquila 368, 369
Ardea 519
Cygnus 709
Icterus 519
Scolopax 494
Sterna 309, 317
albatus.
Anser 549
Chen 549
albola.
Anas 577
Bucephala 577
Clangula 577
Fulica 577
albescens.
Parus 21
albicollis.
Falco 327
albicollis.
Fringilla 151
Ornus 304
Troglydotes 23
Zonotrichia 151
albidus.
Strix 309
Falco 329
albifrons.
Anas 546
Ater 546, 547
Burbo 315
Certhia 25
Nyctala 315
Nyctale 315
Scops 315
Strix 315
albinucha.
Dolichonyx 175
albiventris.
Pica 211
albivittata.
Chlamydelus 390
Pyrrhitis 390
albus.
Aquila 369
Falco 326
Lagopus 429
Larinae 426, 429
Strix 310
Tetrao 429
Alcedinidae 273
Alcedo
alecyon 273
Icteria 273
Indovicia 273
niger 273
Alectorides 529
alcyon.
Alcedo 273
Ceryle 273
Chloroceryle 273
Ispida 273
Megalaceryle 273
Stercochelys 273
aldrovandi.
Cattaracta 605
Alentia 602
alenaia.
Sterna 673, 606
albicollis.
Turdus 4
albicollis.
Pipilo 173
albescens.
Alauda 37
Arenaria 37, 231
Otocerca 37
Otrora 37
Phileremos 37
alpina.
Pelidna 459, 490
Schoeneis 490
Tringa 459, 490
alticeps.
Archileuco 361
Pandion 361
Aluco
hammeus 258
albiceps.
Strix 302
ambigua.
Fringilla 159
Amerine
Avocet 460
Barn Owl 298
Barb Swallow 25
Bittern 323
Dipper 19
Dunlin 42
Eared Grebe 572
Flycatchers 357
Golden Plover 413
Goldfinch 116
Goshawk 338
Hawk-Owl 311
Lanius 339
Long-eared Owl 304
Magpie 211
Merlin 347
Night Heron 523
Nutterecer 557
Partridges 439
Pochard 575
Red Crossbill 103
Rough-legged Hawk 561
Sulpe 435
Starlings 412
Swan 545
Vultures 373
Warblers 45
Whinchat 504
Winter Wren 33
Woodcock 472
Amerine.
Ampelis 93
Anas 504, 505
Apternus 255
Aquila 357
Ardea 329
Aythya 573
Bombycilla 93
Brachyotus 306
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americana,
  Bocephala 576
  Buteo 328, 353
  Butor 524
  Calidris 492
  Caprimulgus 263
  Carduelis 116
  Certhia 26
  Chantelasma 563
  Chordeiles 263
  Cinculus 10
  Circus 328
  Clangula 576
  Coccycus 276
  Coccystes 276
  Coccylzus 275
  Compsothlypis 46
  Corvus 266
  Culis 575
  Cupidonia 419
  Curru 276
  Curvirostra 109
  Cygnus 545
  Dafla 562
  Emberiza 164
  Erythrotrphry 276
  Euphina 165
  Euphina 164, 165
  Falco 365
  Fringilla 164, 165
  Fuligula 576, 582
  Grus 529, 531
  Hirundo 85, 90
  Lagopus 430
  Larus 627
  Limosa 492, 493
  Linaria 114
  Loxia 109
  Mareca 564
  Melanitta 582
  Meleagris 391
  Mergus 584
  Microptera 472
  Motacilla 46
  Nyctea 310
  Nycticorax 523
  Nyroca 577
  Oedemia 582
  Oidemia 582
  Olor 545
  Ornis 304, 305, 306
  Pandion 547
  Parula 46
  Paras 46
  Pelecanus 557
  Pelidna 490
  Piaya 276
  Picones 283, 284, 285
  Picus 255
  Pinicola 155
  Pluvialis 450
  Querquedula 565
  Recurvirostra 460
  Spiza 164
  Strix 298, 304
  Sylvia 46
  Sylvicola 46
  Tlinga 499, 490
  Troglydotes 32

Ammnodromus
  bairdii 135
  cassini 140
  georgiana 137
  henslowi 138
  leonti 134
  palustris 137
  passerinus 132
  sallundis 139
  savanna 128

Amaena,
  Cyanospiza 170
  Emberiza 170
  Fringilla 170
  Passerina 170
  Spiza 170

Amphelidae 91

Anapeltis
  americana 93
  cardinellensis 93
  cedrorum 93, 233
  garrulus 91, 93
  sialis 13

Amphispiza 234
  bellii 234
  binicata 234

Anastheta
  Halipiana 701
  Sterna 701

Anas
  acuta 561
  aduenta 560
  alandica 562
  albola 577
  albifrons 546
  americana 564, 565
  arborea 558
  archiboschas 560
  auduboni 560
  autumnalis 558
  beringii 581
  bernicla 554, 556
  bicol or 555, 560
  boschas 559
  brachyrhyncha 579
  brevirostris 560
  bucephala 578
  canadensis 553
  canagia 558
  capensis 563
  carbo 583
  carolinensis 565
  casarca 546
  caudacuta 562
  caudata 562
  cinerea 563
  clangula 576
  clypenta 570
  corylesensis 553
  collaris 552, 574
  crecca 555, 556
  crecia 556
  cuttherti 581
  curvirostra 560
  cyanoptera 507
  discors 506
  dispar 550
  domestica 560
  dominica 563

Anas
  erythropus 558
  fera 560
  ferina 575
  fistularis 565
  frenata 573
  freycineti 560
  fuliginosa 582
  fuligula 574
  fulva 558
  fulvigula 561
  fusc a 582
  glacialis 579
  glaucion 576
  histrionica 578
  hyperbores 549
  hyemalis 576, 579
  ioparia 560
  islandica 577
  jamaicensis 583
  kagolka 565
  kakecka 563
  labrador 579
  leucocephalus 579
  leucopsis 558
  longicauda 562
  mail 563
  marila 573
  maxima 560
  mexicana 571
  micelonia 579
  minuta 578
  mollissima 580
  moschata 559
  nigra 581
  nivalis 549
  obscura 560, 561
  occidua 580
  penelope 564
  peregrina 576
  perspicillata 582
  purpureocephalus 560
  raflesii 567
  rubens 571
  rubida 553
  ruftorques 574
  rustica 578
  sinuata 583
  sparrmanii 563
  spectabilis 551
  spinosa 583
  sponsa 571
  stelleri 580
  strepera 563
  subulata 563
  sylvatica 565
  vassiliana 575
  violacea 559
  virgata 558

Anatidae 544
  Anas 558
  auacanum
  Falco 341, 342
  Anceylolcheilus
  subarquata 491
  anglica,
  Gelochelidon 664
  Laropus 664
  Sterna 664
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Anhinga 664
Virgilla 664
angustirostris, 470
Phalaropus
anisosa,
Musciepa 236
Anisornithus 714
annectaris,
Junco 143, 145
Anatotiara
alacaensis 33
Hyemalis 321
Trogloctyes 32, 231
anosthetes,
Halo plasma 701
Hydrochelidon 701
Sterna 675, 701
Anous 663, 697, 709
frater 710
inca 709
Lherminierii 698
niger 710
russelai 710
stolidus 710
uncolor 710
Anser
albatris 549
baldreus 546, 547
bennicia 556, 558
Canandensis 553, 554
caucius 553
Cerulescens 553
erythropus 546, 547
Frontalis 547
Gameli 546, 547
Hutchinsi 554
hyperboreus 548, 549
hyperboreus juv. 553
intermedius 546
Langpinosus 589
leucoparvus 554
leuccopsis 558
medianus 546
mollisimus 580
Nigriceps 556, 557
Nives 549
Pallidipes 546
Parpipes 554
Rossi 553
torquata 556, 557
Anserine Birds 544
Anserina 546
antarcticus,
Buphagus 606
Lestris 606
Lopipes 467
Podiceps 733
Podilymbus 738
Stercorarius 606
Sterna 701
Sylbococcyx 738
anthiaus,
Passerellus 125
anthoides,
Sylvia 71
Anthus
aquaticus 49
Phymatopus 71
Iudovicianus 23, 40
Anthus
penusylvanicus 40
pipiens 40
redens 40
reiharditi 40
spinoletta 40
sparguei 42
antillarum,
Accipiter 367
Sorna 692
Surnula 692
Antimima
rustis 223
Antrostomus
carolinensis 263
mutalli 261
vociferus 260
Aoualaschka,
Turdus 3
Aphiocoma
californica 219
florida 219
sumichrasti 219
woodhousei 219
Appendix to Oscines 223
Apertornus
americannus 256
arcticus 254
cayennensis 254
hirta 255
tridactylus 256
aquaticus,
Anthus 40
Scirius 71
Turdus 71
Apulia
alba 368, 369
americana 367
balbus 367
barkleyensis 368
canadensis 368
everest 370
fulva 368
halicieta 367
lenocephala 368, 370
maculosa 371
melanocetus 368
nobilis 368
piscator 367
regia 368
aquilla,
Daphnia 368
Falco 368
aquilius,
Falco 365
Arumus
elegans 535
longirostris 535
aranca,
Gallocyanus 664
Sterna 664
arborescens,
Anas 558
Dendrocygna 558, 559
Dendronessa 558
Frugilla 146
Otus 364
archiboschas,
Anas 560
Archibuteo
alticaps 361
ferrugineus 361, 363
lagopus 361
planiceps 361
regalis 361, 364
sanctijohannis 361, 364
Arctic
Spotted Towhee 175
Ter 655
Apternus 284
Bubo 301
Cephus 720
Colymbus 721
Emberiza 228
Eurythaca 14
Eudytes 212
Enspiza 128
Fringilla 129, 175
Heliapex 301
Larus 623
Lecus 621
Nyctea 369
Picoles 284
Pius 284, 285
Pipilo 175
Podiceps 732
Pygita 175
Sialia 14, 229
Sterna 655
Strix 306, 307, 310, 311
Sylvia 12
Tridactylus 284
Zonotrichia 138
Arctonetta
fischeri 550
arctoues,
Passer 111
Ardea
adpersa 524
alba 519
americana 529
canadensis 531
candidissima 521
carolinensis 522
chloropeta 522
discors 523
oigetra 519
exilis 523
freti-hudsonis 523
gardei 523
herodias 517
haoctli 523
hudsounia 518, 523
jamaicensis 523
lentigiosa 523
lence 519
ludoviciana 523
maeotica 522, 523
minor 523
mozkocok 524
nania 523
nives 521
nycticorax 523
occidentalis 519
stellaris 523
torquata 522
virosceus 523
Arleide 517
INDEX.

Ardeinae 517
Ardea
exilis 528
Ardea
exilia 528
ardosiacus,
Accepter 334
Arenaria
calidris 492
grisen 492
vulgaris 492
arenaria,
Calidris 492
Tringa 492
argentaceus,
Laroides 626
Sterna 686
argentataeides,
Glaucus 626
Laroides 626
Larns 625
argentatus,
Glaucus 626
Larns 625, 626, 627
Sterna 656
argenteus,
Larns 626
Laroides 626
Sterna 692
Aridae 296
Aristonetta
vallisneria 575
arizona,
Chrysomisritis 117
Spizella 148
Arkansas
Goldfinch 116
Flycatcher 236
argata,
Nomenus 508
Scolopax 508
Arquatella
maritina 489
arquatella,
Tringa 489
arundinaceus,
Falco 367
Telmatoctyes 35
Thryotherus 29, 35
Troglodytes 29
Ash-throated Flycatcher 239
asadica,
Agelaitis 457
Asio
brachyotus 306
galapagecensis 307
navia 303
otus 304
peregrinator 304
niula 306
asio,
Bubo 303
Ephialtes 303
Otus 303, 304
Scops 303
Strix 303
assimilis,
Ageleus 186
Astragalurus
colubrianus 117
Astragalus
mexicanus 117
tristis 116
Astr.
actricapillus 338
borealis 352
columbianus 346
coperii 334, 335
fusces 334, 335
hyemalis 355
latissimus 360
palumbarius 333
peucysylvicinus 334
pilatus 335
striatilis 336
Asyndemus
torquatus 291
Astile
Buteo 262
Moletthus 180
Pendulinae 198
Pipio 173
Turdus 193
Athene
africanara 317
cunicularia 322
ferruginea 318
hypoglauca 322
passerina 317
patagonica 329
palleneolides 315
socialis 322
tengmalmi 313
whitneyi 311
wilsoni 315
atlanticus,
Bubo 300
Symphemia 495
Atr.
Musieapa 241
astra,
Catharista 384
Cathartes 379, 384
Percnopterus 380
Rhinogonyx 380
Vultur 379, 389, 384
austral-mexicanus,
Picus 293
australis,
Charadrius 480
Colaptes 292
Cuculus 292
Geopicus 293
Picus 292
auvegaster,
Trochilus 271
auvicollis,
Icteris 77
Psarocolius 195
auitus,
Colymbus 731, 733
Otodytes 733
Otus 304
Podicetes 733
Protopus 733
auracapillus,
Accentor 70
Enicoccilla 70
Frangilla 159
Henicoecilla 70
Motacilla 70
Seiurus 70
Sylvia 70
Turdus 70
Zonotrichia 159
australis,
Leucosticte 111
Liones 494
Phalaropus 470
Podiceps 728
Squaturola 491
Tringa 491
autumnalis,
Anas 558
Dendrocyna 558
Dendronessa 558
Atrimentalis,
Struthius 151
atrotherax,
Picus 255
Attagena
rupestris 430
auduboni,
Anas 560
Dendroeca 58, 232
Falco 546
Hemipalauma 490
Picus 2-9
Polyborus 370
Sylvia 58
Sylvicola 58
Trichopius 280
Tringa 480
Turdus 3
Audubon's
Caracara 370
Warbler 58, 232
Auianax
fuscus 241
sayus 240
Atr.,
Catharista 380
Cathartes 379, 384
Percnopterus 380
Rhinoorthyx 380
Vultur 379, 389, 384
austra-mexicanus,
Picus 293
auras,
Charadrius 460
Colaptes 292
Cuculus 292
Geopicus 293
Picus 292
auvegaster,
Trochilus 271
auvicollis,
Icteris 77
Psarocolius 195
auitus,
Colymbus 731, 733
Otodytes 733
Otus 304
Podicetes 733
Protopus 733
auracapillus,
Accentor 70
Enicoccilla 70
Frangilla 159
Henicoecilla 70
Motacilla 70
Seiurus 70
Sylvia 70
Turdus 70
Zonotrichia 159
australis,
Leucosticte 111
Liones 494
Phalaropus 470
Podiceps 728
Squaturola 491
Tringa 491
autumnalis,
Anas 558
Dendrocyna 558
Dendronessa 558
Atrimentalis,
Struthius 151
atrotherax,
Picus 255
Attagena
rupestris 430
auduboni,
Anas 560
Dendroeca 58, 232
Falco 546
Hemipalauma 490
Picus 2-9
Polyborus 370
Sylvia 58
Sylvicola 58
Trichopius 280
Tringa 480
Turdus 3
Audubon's
Caracara 370
Warbler 58, 232
Auianax
fuscus 241
sayus 240
Atr.,
Catharista 380
Cathartes 379, 384
Percnopterus 380
Rhinoorthyx 380
Vultur 379, 389, 384
austra-mexicanus,
Picus 293
auras,
Charadrius 460
Colaptes 292
Cuculus 292
Geopicus 293
Picus 292
auvegaster,
Trochilus 271
auvicollis,
Icteris 77
Psarocolius 195
auitus,
Colymbus 731, 733
Otodytes 733
Otus 304
Podicetes 733
Protopus 733
auracapillus,
Accentor 70
Enicoccilla 70
Frangilla 159
Henicoecilla 70
Motacilla 70
Seiurus 70
Sylvia 70
Turdus 70
Zonotrichia 159
australis,
Leucosticte 111
Liones 494
Phalaropus 470
Podiceps 728
Squaturola 491
Tringa 491
autumnalis,
Anas 558
Dendrocyna 558
Dendronessa 558
INDEX.

autumnalis,
Sylvia 61

Avocet 460

Aves, American 460

ayresi,
Colaptes 293

Athyra americana 575
cerythrocephala 575
erina 575
marila 573
valliseria 575

azurea,
Sialia 13
Sylvia 57

B.

Baeolophus bicolor 19

bairdi,
Actodromas 184
Ammodromus 125
Buteo 336
Centronyx 125
Cocyzus 276
Colurniculus 125
Emberiza 125
Heteropygia 184
Passerculus 125
Tringa 484

Baldr's Sandpiper 484
Sparrow 125

Balbusardus bailatus 307
balsazarius.
Aquila 367

Baldu Eagle 363
Balduate 564

balticus,
Columbus 721

baltica,
Golchelidon 604
Sylochelidon 607

Baltimore Oriole 193

baltimoric
Hyphantes 193
Icterus 193
Oriolus 193
Psarocolius 193
Yphantes 193

baltimoresensis,
Hyphantes 193
Icterus 193

baltimorus,
Icterus 193

Bauaniorus affinis 193
spurius 193

Band-tailed Pigeon 385

Banded Three-toed Woodpecker 284

Bauk Swallow 59

barbata,
Strix 308

barita,
Granella 203, 204
Quiscalus 203, 204

Barn Owl 298
barnstoni,
Beriela 534
Barred Owl 305
barrowii,
Clausnla 577
Fuligula 577
Barrow's Golden-eye 577
bartholoni,
Aquila 368

Bartramia
bartramiius 503
latiauda 503
longicauda 503
Bartramiana Tattler 502
Sandpiper 502

belcheri,
Basiliscus 642
Larus 642

belli,
Amphispiza 234
Emberiza 234

Bell's Vireo 101
Belted Kingfisher 273

benickii,
Lestris 613

beringii,
Anas 539
berlandieri,
Thryothorus 29

Troglydotes 29

Bermuda barstoni 554
brenta 556, 557
canadensis 554
canagica 558
collaris 556, 557
erithropolis 558
glaucogaster 556, 557
hutchinsi 554
leucolema 554
leucopareia 554
leucopsis 558
melanopsis 556, 557
micropterus 556, 557
nigricanus 556, 557
occidentalis 554
platynus 556, 557
Forqua 556, 557

bernia,
Anas 554, 556
Anser 556, 558
Branis 556, 557

bewickii,
Cygamus 545
Toimatodytes 31

bewickii,
Thryothorus 31
Troglydotes 31

Bewick's Wren 31

bicolor,
Anas 558, 560
Baeolophus 19
Calamus 163
Chelidon 58
Corydalis 163
Dolichonyx 163
Fringilla 163
Hirundo 56
Hirundo 56
Lophopes 19
Parus 19
Petrochelidon 85
Tachycineta 86

bicornis,
Podiceps 725

bieuphis,
Sturna 628

bifasciata,
Sylvia 57

Big Black-headed Duck 573

biiucata,
Amphispiza 234
Emberiza 234
Poospiza 234

bimaculata,
Fuligula 582
Pelecanus 52

Odemia 582

Birds,
Aserine 544
Cypseliformes 690
Diurnal of Prey 327
Diving 717

Calliope 391
Picaria 260
Totipalmate 587

Birds of Prey 298

Bird,
Butcher 101

Cedar 93, 123

Cherry 93
Mocking 3

Bittern,
American 523
Least 528

Bizzura dominica 535
rubida 533

Black Brant 555

Black Brant 556

Duck 560

Eagle 368

Skimmer 715

Tern 704

Warbler 352

Black-and-white Creeping Warbler 45

Black-and-yellow Warbler 46

Black-backed Eagle 368

Three-toed Woodpecker 284

Black-bellied Loingspura 122

Plummer 443, 449

Sandpiper 459
INDEX.

Black-billed Cuckoo 274
Blackbird
  Brewer's 199
  Crow 203
  Red-winged 186
  Yellow-headed 188
Black-breasted Sandpiper 491
Woodpecker 258
blackburnian, Dendreca 59
Mniotilla 59
Fringilla 59
Sialia 59
Laroides 59
Blackbarnian Warbler 59
Black-capped Chickadee 20
Black-headed Grosbeak 167
Black-necked Stilt 462
Blackpoll Warbler 60
Black-throated
  Bunting 164
  Diver 720
  Gray Warbler 55, 232
  Green Warbler 54
blandingiana, Emberiza 176
Fringilla 176
Zonotrichia 176
Blandering's Finch 176
blasi, Sterna 660
Blasius 642
  belcheri 642
  heermanni 642
Blue-bill Duck 573
Bluebird, Eastern 13, 229
Rocky Mountain 14
Western 14, 229
Blue Crows 209
Golden-winged Warbler 553
Grosbeak 169
Grouse 395, 553
Jay 211
Quail 441
Warbler 233
Yellow-backed Warbler 54
Blue-gray Gnat-catcher 17
Blue-headed
  Grackle 199
  Vireo 99
Blue-winged Teal 506
Yellow Warbler 49, 54
Bobolink 174
Bob White 431
bogotensis,
  Contopus 247
Tyrannula 247
Vireo 96
Bohemian Waxwing 91
bohemica,
  Bombycilla 92
  Falco 327
boji, Lestris 613
Bombycilla
  americana 93
  bohemica 92
cedrorum 35
  garrullus 92
bombycilla, Parus 92
Bombycicbora
  polioecia 92
Bombycivora
  garrula 92
Bonaparte's Gull 656
Sandpiper 487
bonaparti,
  Acteortnus 487
  Chroicocephalus 656
  Coccothraustes 104
  Gavia 656
  Heteropggyia 487
  Larus 656
  Loxia 104
  Myiobioctes 80
  Mu-cicapa 80
  Setophaga 80
  Sylviola 80
  Tringa 484, 487
  Wilsonia 80
  Xema 656
Bouasa
  cupido 419
  sabini 421
  umbelloides 421, 425
  umbellus 420, 421, 425
borealis,
  Astur 352
  Buteo 352, 353
  Collurio 101, 102
  Collryio 102
  Colymbus 723
  Contopus 243
  Craxirex 333
  Cypseloides 269
  Cypselus 269
  Falco 352
  Fringilla 114, 115
  Lanius 101
  Laroides 627
  Larus 627
  Liuria 115
  Linota 115
  Mniotilla 45
  Myobius 243
  Nephectes 268, 269
  Numeetus 509, 510
  Ortyx 431
  Perdix 431
  Pecliptes 353
  Pycocephalus 244
  Rynchops 715
  Sayornis 244
  Scolopax 509, 510
  Senuateria 580
  Strpesilas 459
  Surnia 312
  Tyranus 243
boschas,
  Anas 559
  Boschas
  creeca 563
Boschas
  discors 566
domestica 560
Botaurus
  adspersus 524
  freti-fulicolus 523
  lentoginosus 524
  minor 523
  navius 523
  virescens 522
boysii,
  Sterna 673
brachyaelalus,
  Lagopus 430
  Trichas 74
  Pelecanus 683
Brachygynus
  americana 306
  casinii 306
  europens 306
  holpagoeus 307
  palistris 306
brachyrothrus,
  Ægolius 306
  Aio 306
  Otus 306
  Strix 306
  Ulula 306
brachypterus,
  Caprimulgus 263
brachypus,
  Sterna 686
brachyrhynchus,
  Anas 579
  Clangula 579
  Clypeata 571
  Gairulns 221
  Lestrils 616
  Larus 639, 640, 647
  Rissa 647, 648
brachytaurus,
  Larus 649
  Fagophila 649
  Sterna 686
brachiura,
  Strix 306
Brant,
  Black 556
  White 548, 549
Brant Goose 556
Branta
  bennica 556, 557
  caudensis 553, 554
  hutheulus 554
  lencopatella 554
  lencopias 558
  moschata 559
  nigricans 556, 557
brasiliensis,
  Cathartes 383
  Chordeiles 383
  Circaêus 371
  Circus 370
  Falco 370
  Himantopus 563
  Phalacrocorax 588
  Pulyborns 371
  Vultur 383
INDEX.

Buffon's Jaeger 616
Bull-Bat 263
Bull-headed Plover 449
bullockii,
Agelalus 195
Hyphantes 195
Ieterurus 195
Xanthorius 195
Yphantes 195
Buffon's Oriole 195
Bunting,
Bay-winged 129
Black-throated 164
Chestnut-collared 122
Henslow's 138
Lark 163
Macown's 124
Oualalaska 162
Puetoed Lark 121
Towhee 173
Buphagus 604
antarcticus 606
skna 605
Burgomaster 621
burroviannus,
Cathartes 383
Rhignogryphus 383
Burrowing Owl 321
Butætes
buteo 361
lagopus 361
less 361
sancti-johannis 361
Butchcr Bird 101
Buteo
americanus 328, 353
ater 362
bairdii 356
borealis 352, 353
californiensis 364
calurus 353
ccooperi 355
costaricensis, 353
cyanes 327, 329
elegans 355
ferrugineusandius 353
ferrugineus 361, 364
fuliginosus 356
galus 353
fuscus 355
gutturalis 356
harlani 352, 356, 362
hyemalis 355
insignatus 356
krideri 353
lagopus 361
latissimus 360
lineatus 354, 355
lucusanns 353
montanus 353, 356
niger 361
oxytus 356
penusylvanicus 360
saneti-johannis 361, 364
spadicus 361
swainsoni 355, 356
vulgaris 353, 356
wilsoni 360
buteo,
Butætes 361
Falco 353, 355
buteoides, Falco 355
Buto
americanus 524
exitis 528
flegantinosus 524
Butorides
vireons 522
Buller-ball 575
Buzzard,
Broad-winged 360
Ferrugineous 363
Harlan's 352
Red-shouldered 354
Red-tailed 352
Swainson's 355
Turkey 379

C.
cacalotl,
Corvus 205
cachinnaus,
Larus 627
Cacins
alandaris 190
curneata,
Piertocycla 567
Querquedula 567
cassinus,
Falco 324
cawer,
Picus 294
Cairina
moschata 559
sylvestris 559
Calamospiza
bicolor 163
calcarata,
Centrophanes 120
Frignilla 120
Plectrophaneae 129
calendula,
Cortlylio 230
Motacilla 15
Phyllobasilus 16
Reguloides 16, 230
Regulus 15, 229
Sylvia 15
Calidris
americanus 492
arenaria 492 [Kanasa, Snow]
grisea 492
nigellus 492
tringoides 492
calidris,
Charadraria 492
Tringa 491
calidus,
Falco 341
California
Squirrel Hawk 363
Guli 635
californianne,
Catharista 384
Cathartes 384
Gecoccyx 274
Pseudogryphus 384
Sarcorhamphus 384
Vultur 3-4
<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>canadensis,</td>
<td>canadensis,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canace 394</td>
<td>Canace 394</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cocothranstes 104</td>
<td>Cocothranstes 104</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Columbia 387</td>
<td>Columbia 387</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corvus 221</td>
<td>Corvus 221</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corythus 104</td>
<td>Corythus 104</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cygnopsis 554</td>
<td>Cygnopsis 554</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cygnus 553</td>
<td>Cygnus 553</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deudrece 56</td>
<td>Deudrece 56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dendroica 56</td>
<td>Dendroica 56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dysorriinthia 221</td>
<td>Dysorriinthia 221</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emberiza 146</td>
<td>Emberiza 146</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enthylyps 89</td>
<td>Enthylyps 89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Falco 308</td>
<td>Falco 308</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fringilla 416</td>
<td>Fringilla 416</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Garrulus 221</td>
<td>Garrulus 221</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grus 531</td>
<td>Grus 531</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leucoblepharon 554</td>
<td>Leucoblepharon 554</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miotitla 55</td>
<td>Miotitla 55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Motacilla 56, 58</td>
<td>Motacilla 56, 58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Musocapa 80</td>
<td>Musocapa 80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Myioidectes 80</td>
<td>Myioidectes 80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Passer 146</td>
<td>Passer 146</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perisoreus 221</td>
<td>Perisoreus 221</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Picus 379</td>
<td>Picus 379</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pinicola 104</td>
<td>Pinicola 104</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pygargus 327</td>
<td>Pygargus 327</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rhamphus 56</td>
<td>Rhamphus 56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Setophaga 80</td>
<td>Setophaga 80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sitta 25</td>
<td>Sitta 25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spizella 146</td>
<td>Spizella 146</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strix 311</td>
<td>Strix 311</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surnia 311</td>
<td>Surnia 311</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sylvia 56</td>
<td>Sylvia 56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sylvia 56</td>
<td>Sylvia 56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tetrao 394</td>
<td>Tetrao 394</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tringa 469</td>
<td>Tringa 469</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turdus 1</td>
<td>Turdus 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canadian</td>
<td>Canadian</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fly-catching Warbler</td>
<td>Fly-catching Warbler</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sparrow 146</td>
<td>Sparrow 146</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>canagica,</td>
<td>canagica,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anas 558</td>
<td>Anas 558</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anser 558</td>
<td>Anser 558</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bernicia 558</td>
<td>Bernicia 558</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chlorophaga 558</td>
<td>Chlorophaga 558</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philacte 558</td>
<td>Philacte 558</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>candidus,</td>
<td>candidus,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thalasseus 673</td>
<td>Thalasseus 673</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>canigularis,</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Chamaeleon
pilatus 279
Centrocercus
phasianellus 407
urophasisianus 400
Centronyx
bairdi 125
ochrocephalus 125
Centrophanes
calcaratus 120
lappeouicus 120
ornatus 122
picus 121
smithii 121
Centropelma
726
Centurus
carolinensis 396
caroline 289
Cephus 719
arcticus 721
septentrionalis 724
stellatus 724
torquatus 719
capheus,
Cataracta 613
Catharacta 610
Lestris 616
Stercorarius 613, 616
Cerculeis
sparverius 349
Cercometes
rufida 585
spina 585
cerdo,
Hirundo 267
Certhia
alibrons 28
americana 26
caroliniana 29
familiaris 26, 230
fusca 26
maenlata 45
mexicana 27
palmstris 34
piums 49
varia 45
Certhiiidae 26
Ceryle
alcou 273
Cetosparaces 649
eburneus 649
Chactura
pelagica 267, 268
pelagia 267
vannius 224, 268
Chalcocephalus
macronus 204
major 204
purpuratus 203
quiscalus 203
virescens 195
chalcopeterus,
Laroides 624
Larus 624
Lencus 624
chalybea,
Hirundo 91
Champeida
albivitta 390
carolineusis 389
Chamaepelia
granatina 390
pallascens 390
paserina 390
Charadrius
apricinus 449
auratus orientalis 450
auratus 450
breveryros 453
calidris 492
calitanus 456
cinclus 459
collaris 453
crasirostris 456
dominicus 450
fulvus 449, 450
glaucopus 450
helveticus 448
hiaticula 453, 455
himantopus 462
hyponelas 448
jamaicensis 452
longipes 450
longirostris 449
marmoratus 450
meloalis 455
mexicanus 450
montanus 456, 457
oceui 455
pardela 448
pectoralis 450
pluvialis 450
rubidus 492
semipalmatus 453
taillensis 450
torquatus 452
wilsonius 456
virginianus 450
virginicus 449, 450
vooris 452
xanthocephalus 450
Chat,
Yellow-breasted 77
Chanelasmus
americana 503
streperus 503
Chauliodus
strepera 503
Chimenea 644
tridactyla 646
Chelidon
bicolor 58
lenecoastra 58
thaiussa 58
viridis 58
chemungensis,
Collyrio 102
Chen
albatus 549
hyperborea 549
cherway,
Aquila 370
Falco 370
Polyborus 370
Vultur 370
Cherry Bird 93
Chesnut Hangnest 192
Chestnut-backed Chickadee 22
Chestnut-collared Bunting [122]
Chestnut-sided Warbler 62
Chewink 173
chichitli,
Strix 309
Chickadee,
Black-capped 20
Chestnut-backed 22
Long-tailed 21
Mountain 29
White-browed 22
Chicken Hawk 334
children,
Sylva 54
chileausis,
Totanus 496
Chimney
Swallow 234
Swift 267
Chipping Sparrow 148
Chionothen
hyperborea 549
Chlophaga
canagica 558
chloripoda,
Steren 669
Chloroceryle
alcyon 273
chloruras
fasciata 355
monilis 355
chloroptera,
Ardea 522
chloropus,
Totanus 498
chloropygius,
Rhyacophilus 498
Totanus 498
chlorura,
Embernagha 176
Fringilla 176
Pipilo 176
Zonotrichia 176
Chocolate Falcon 361
Chocolate-colored Falcon 361
choliba,
Ephialtes 303
Chondestes
grammaca 159, 234
strigatus 159
Chordeiles
americana 263
brasiliensis 263
gundlachii 264
henryi 264
minor 264
popeue 260, 263, 264
sapi 263
texens 263
virginiana 263
Chrocecephaulus 650
atricilla 651
franklini 654
kittilizzi 654
philadelphia 656
subulirostris 654
Chrocecephaulus 650
bonapartei 656
cueutatus 654
Chrocecephaulus 650
INDEX.

Chrysaetos.
Aquila 305
Falco 305
Pandion 305
Chrysocepha, Motacilla 39
Chrysocephala, Alauda 38
Ochrocyra 38
Eremophila 38
Chrysonotris arizona 117
columbiana 117
macrotis 115
mexicana 117
rua 117
pinus 115
psittia 116, 117
tritis 116
zanthogastra 117
Chrysoptalis, Clangula 376
Chrysope, Emberiza 128
Chrysoptera, Helmintaia 49
Helmithophaga 49
Helmitherus 49
Motacilla 49
Sylva 49
Sylvicola 49
Vermivora 49
Cinclidae 10
Cinclus americanns 10
interpes 459
mexicana 10, 229
morinellus 459
mortoni 10
pallash 10
townsendii 10
unicolor 10
Cinclus, Charadrius 459
Pectina 459, 490
Tringa 458, 490
Cinctus, Motacilla 52
Cinamon Teal 365
Cinereus, Myiarchus 229
Phalaropus 470
Rynchops 715
Cinerea, Anas 563
Canthus 491
Circus 322, 329
Emberiza 139
Falco 327
Junco 143
Hirundo 90
Larus 626, 639
Melospiza 139
Parus 143
Phalaropus 470
Rissa 646
Scolopax 393
Squatarola 445
Strix 307
Cinerea, Syrnius 307, 308
Tringa 490
Tyrannu! 239
Unia 303
Cinereon-caudatus, Larus 634
Cinereon-caudatus, Larus 634
Cinculus 376
Circatus Brasilienis 371
circuncincta, Eugalitis 455
Cirrus aegithus 327
americanus 328
brasilienis 370
campestris 328
cinerus 327, 328
cyaneus 327, 328
europagustus 328
gallinarius 327
histrionicus 328
hudsonius 327, 328
hyemalis 355
pygargus 327
strigiceps 327
ninginosus 328
variegatus 327, 328
Cirrheptalius 630
Clitoperthorus elegans 36
paludicola 36
palmistris 34. 35
stellaris 36, 231
Citrinella Helminthophaga 47
Miniotlta 47
Motacilla 47
Protonotaria 47
citrinella, Sylva 54
Citrinula, Rhynchos 54
citrinula, Rhynchos 54
citrinula, Rhynchos 54
Gavia 639
Cladoscopus
nuchalis 286
ruber 286
thyroidens 286
varius 286
williamsoni 288
Clamator, Grus 529
Clamator 235
Clamator, Grus 529
Clandula alboala 377
americanus 376
barrovi 377
brachyrhyncha 579
chrysophalma 576
clangula 576
faberi 379
glacialis 379
glaciou 376
historiaca 378
hyemalis 379
islandica 377
leucomeles 376
megauros 379
Clangula
musica 579
peregrina 376
scapularis 377
stelleri 379
vulgaris 376
Clangula, Anas 576
Bucephala 576
Clangula 576
Fuligula 576, 377
Glaucion 576
Clarke’s Crow 207
Grebe 728
Clarks, Euchimorphus 727
Podiceps 727
Clay-colored Sparrow 148
Clytites
buxloniensis 211
muttallii 212
Clerys, Corvus 205
Cliff Swallow 88
Clunellus 619
Clypeata
brachyrhyncha 571
macrorhyncha 571
platyrrhyncha 571
pomaria 571
Clypeata, Anas 570
Rhynchos 571
Spatula 570
Spatheula 571
Columbais, Vireosylvia 97
cocineostris, Sterna 686
cocineus.
Cardinalis 172
Coccoborus
cornelienns 169
Indovicianns 166
melanocephalus 167
Cocottimanes
bonapartii 104
canadensis 104
Indovicianns 166
melanocephalus 167
rubricollis 106
vespertina 104
virginiana 172
Coccus
americanus 276
douhniens 275
erythrophalma 274
helviveutus 276
julieni 276
men 276
niesot 275
sericus 276
Coccytes
americanus 276
flavostris 270
Coccyx
americanus 275
haidii 276
dominicienns 274, 276
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Coecylus
erythrophthalmus 274
minor 276
pyrropterus 276

Cock of the Plains 400

Cock.
Sage 400

cernua,
Culicivora 17
Cyanoloxia 169
Dendrella 56
Emberiza 171

Fringilla 169
Goutapea 169
Guira 169
Hirundo 91

Loxia 169
Mniotitta 56
Motacilla 17
Musiceapa 17

Polioptila 17
Sylvania 17
Sylvicola 56
Warbler 56

cernuleoelis,
Sialia 14

cernulescens,
Anas 553
Anser 553

Dendrella 55, 56
Garrulus 219
Motacilla 55
Pica 219
Sylvia 55

cernunos,
Cococorvus 169

Colaptes
annatus 299
ayresi 293

collaris 295
hybridus 293
mexicanoides 295
mexicanus 294, 295
rubricatus 295
thyroideus 288

collaris,
Anas 558, 574
Barnida 556, 557
Charadrinius 453

Colaptes 295
Fuligula 574

Fulix 574
Larns 661

Marila 574
Morinella 459

Strapela 459
Sturnella 190
Xena 661

Collurio
borealis 101, 102
elegans 103
exubitoroides 102

lataura 103
Indovicianus 192, 233
robustus 103

columbri
Cyanopterus 271

Mellisuga 271
Ornismyia 271

Columbus
nigriceps 733
obscurus 732
pacificus 721
paroii 730
podiceps 738
rufoflavus 724
septentrionalis 724
stellers 724
striatus 724
subrustatus 730
torquatus 719, 720
urinator 729
comata,
Fringilla 157
Sterna 671
Zostericola 167
Common
Crow 206
Dove 309
Kittiwake 645

Leon 720
Tern 680

Wild Goose 583
Wild Turkey 391

communis,
Accipiter 341
Falco 341, 342, 361

Onts 304

Compothlypis
americana 46
protonotarius 47
conciliator,
Falco 368

conciler,
Progne 91

cofinis,
Piedacres 129
Turdus 1

conspersus,
Catherpes 28

consul,
Glancus 621
Larus 621

Contopus
bogotensis 247
borealis 243
cooperi 244

mesoleucus 244
plebians 247
Richardsonii 247

sordidulus 247
velci 247

virens 245, 247

Conurus
carolinensis 296
Indovicianus 296

Cooperastur
cooperi 335

guadalupe 335
Mexicanus 335

cooperi,
Accipiter 334, 335

Anodromus 491

Astur 334, 335
Buteo 355

Contopus 244

Cooperastur 335
Falco 334

Heteropygia 491
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Dendroica
icterocephala 62
kirtlandi [specimen of this extremely rare sp. from Hamilton Co., Ohio, May, 1872] 62
maeolosa 62
montana 54
nigrescens 55, 232
palmarum 67
pennsylvanica 62
pinus 60, 69
striata 60
superileiosa 66
varius 285
virus 54
Dendroica (see Dendroica)
Dendroecus
arboeae 558
autumnalis 558
fulva 558
ponsa 572
denus,
Turds 2
dethardingii,
Scelopax 492
diamatus,
Cyanocitta 215
Cyanogarrulus 215
Cyanura 215
difficilis,
Empidonax 256
dilophus,
Carbo 588
Graculus 588
Pelecanus 588
Phalacrocorax 588
Dipper 10, 239, 579
Dipper,
American 10
Dippers 10
discolor,
Dendroica 63
Haliplena 701
Mniotilta 63
Rhymalopus 63
Sylvia 63
Sylvia 63
discors,
Anas 566
Ardea 523
Boschas 566
Cyanopterus 566
Pterocyauea 566
Quercunrella 566
dispar,
Anas 580
Fuligula 580
Pygargus 327
Stelleria 580
Diurnal Birds of Prey 327
diver,
Black-throated 722
Pacific 722
Red-throated 724
Diving Birds 718
doliata,
Strix 311
Dryobates
gairdneri 283
harrisi 280
homoror 283
hypolotus 280
jardinei 280
leuconclus 279
pudescens 282
turati 283
villosus 279
Dryocopus
pilatus 278
Dryopius
pilatus 278
Dryophobus
pilatus 278
Dryophobus
pilatus 278
Dryophobus
pilatus 278
Dryophobus
pilatus 278
Dryophobus
pilatus 278
Dryophobus
pilatus 278
Dryophobus
pilatus 278
Dryophobus
pilatus 278
Dryophobus
pilatus 278
Dryophobus
pilatus 278
Dryophobus
pilatus 278
Dryophobus
pilatus 278
Dryophobus
pilatus 278
Dryophobus
pilatus 278
Dryophobus
pilatus 278
Dryophobus
pilatus 278
Dryophobus
pilatus 278
Dryophobus
pilatus 278
Dryophobus
pilatus 278
Dryophobus
pilatus 278
Dryophobus
pilatus 278
Dryophobus
pilatus 278
Dryophobus
pilatus 278
Dryophobus
pilatus 278
Dryophobus
pilatus 278
Dryophobus
pilatus 278
Dryophobus
pilatus 278
Dryophobus
pilatus 278
Dryophobus
pilatus 278
Dryophobus
pilatus 278
Eagle,
Bald 369
Black 368
Black-backed 368
Calumet 365
Golden 368
Ring-tailed 368
Royal 368
White 368
White-headed 369
White-tailed 368
Eastern Bluebird 13
Snow-bird 141
Eave Swallow 88
eburneus,
Cetesparactes 649
Gavia 649
Larus 649
Pagophila 649
Ecetopistes
carinensis 389
marginata 389
marginellus 389
migratoria 381
Egret,
Great White 519
Little White 521
INDEX.

Egretta
candidissima 521
leuc 519
niv-va 521
virescens 522
egretta,
Ardea 519
Herodias 519
Elanoides
fureatns 332
yetsap 332
Elanus
fureatus 332
elata,
Glauclidium 317
Strix 317
elegans,
Aramus 534
Buteo 355
Cistolothus 36
Collurio 103
Collyrio 103
Lanus 103
Pardirallus 534
Progne 91
Rhina 534
Sterna 671
Thalasseus 671
Elegant Tern 671
Emberiza
american a 164
amea 170
arctica 125
attricapilla 59
bairdi 125
bellii 234
bilineata 234
canadensis 146
chryspopsis 128
cinerca 139
cerulea 171
coronata 159
eyanea 171
cyanea 171
erythropthalmus 173
glacialis 118
graminea 129
graumace 159
henslowi 133
hyemalis 141
lapponica 120
leucarii 134
lencophrys 154
mexicana 165
montana 118
nestelina 118
nivalis 118
ornata 122
oryzivora 17
pallida 14-151
passerina 131
pecoris 180
picta 121
praefens 161
pusilla 14-
rafinna 133,162
sandvicensis 128
schoenwienensis 128
savanna 127
shatnckii 149
Emberiza
smithii 121
socialis 148
emerizoides,
letterus 180
Embernagra
blandingiana 176
chlorura 176
Empidias
fuscesc 241
Empidonax
acadicus 247
difficillus 256
flaviventris 255
fulvifrons 259
hammondii 257
hypoanthus 256
minimus 254
obscurus 258
pallescens 259
pusillus 249,252
pygmeus 259
rubrirostris 259
trallii 253
wrightii 258
eurno,
Scops 304
Enicocichla
auracapilla 70
Eniconetta
stelleri 580
enulalor,
Corythns 104
Frangilla 104
Loxia 104
Pinecola 104
Pyrrhula 104
Srobiolopha 104
Ephialtes
aso 303
choliba 303
ocreata 303
eques,
Motacilla 46
Eremophila
alpestris 37,38,231
chrysolema 38,231
cornua 35
dicuolema 38
peregina 38
Erentnetes
himantopus 480
occidentalns 481
petricephalus 481
pusillus 451
semipalmata 481
Erismatura
dominica 583
ortygoides 583
rubida 583
spinosa 583
erninea,
Nyctea 310
Strix 310
Erolia
subarquata 499
variegata 492
Erythaca
arctica 14
wilsoni 13
erythranchnen,
Picus 289
erythrocephala,
Athyra 575
Melenarper 290
Nyroe 575
Picos 290
erythrogaster,
Hirundo 25
erythromelas,
Pyrrhula 82
Erythrophys
americanus 276
carolinensis 275
erythrophthalmaus 274
seniculus 276
erythrophalmas,
Cecyntus 274
Cecyzus 274
Cuculus 274
Emberiza 173
Erythrophys 274
Frangilla 173
Pyrrhula 274
Pipilo 173,175
erythrops,
Pyrrhula 83
erhythrops,
Anas 558
Anser 546,547
Bernica 558
erythrorhynchus,
Sterna 669
Pelecanus 557
Erythropsia
tonialis 107,108
purpurea 150
topbrocotis 111
Esquimaux Curlew 510
Eudites 719
glacialis 719
Endromis
montanus 456,457
Eudytes 719
arcticus 721
glacialis 719
septentrionalis 724
Euliga
bartramia 503
europeus,
Brachyotus 306
Caprimulgus 280
Nyctea 310
Otus 304
Pica 211
Sitta 23
Trogodytes 33
europeugis,
Circus 328
Falco 328
Euspinis
american a 165
Euspiza
american a 164,165
arctica 128
Euthalid
canadensis 80
Eueenie Grosbeak 104
evrura,
Spizella 151
Exanthemops
rossi 553
exhibitor,
Lanius 101
exhibitoroides,
Collurio 102
Collyrio 102
Lanius 102
exilipes,
Agiothns 115
exillis,
Ardea 528
Ardeola 528
Ardetta 528
Butor 528

F.

faíleri.
Changula 579
fabrici,
Larus 625
Falcinellus
 cursorum 492
ordii 517
falcinellus,
1bis 517
Trynga 492
falcrostra,
Loxia 110
Falco
abelitimus 341
errufinosus 328
assaloni 347
alicans 327
albidus 328
albus 368
americanus 368
anatum 341, 342
aquila 368
aqualis 353
arrandinacens 367
atricapillus 353
andouli 346
bohemiacus 397
borealis 352
brasilien
cus 370
buffonii 328
buteo 353, 355
buteoides 355
cerisus 328
calidus 341
caudacens 368
capensis 342
cardineus 367
cassini 342
cayenensis 367
ceriway 370
chrystos 368
cinerans 397
columbarius 345, 346, 348
communis 341, 342, 361
constellator 368
coopti 334
corvucum 341
cyanus 327, 328
cygnus 368
dubius 334
europogistus 328
forticatus 332
Falco
fulvus 308
furcatus 332
fuscus 333
gentilis 341
glaucus 328
griseus 327
gryiseiventris 341
haliéetus 367
halinius 325
histrionicus 325
hudsonius 327
hyemalis 328, 355
intermixtus 346
januensis 353
lagopus 361
lauiárus 339
latissimus 360
leuccephalus 361, 369
leverians 353
lineatus 354
lithofalco 346, 348
lunulatus 341
macropus 341
macronius 327
melanætus 368
melanogeys 341
melanotus 368
mexicanus 339
microrus 341
minor 342
montanus 327
navius 341
niger 341, 361, 368
ugriceps 342
obsoletus 355
orientalis 341
osifragus 370
palmarius 338
peaci 342
pennatus 361
pennylvaniclus 334, 360
peregrinus 341, 342
picatus 328
pluvianus 341
plancus 370
plumipes 361
polyagrus 339
pygargus 327, 370
ranivorus 327, 328
regalis 338
richardsoni 347, 348
rubigineus 327
sueti-johnannis 361
scolopaces 361
spadiceus 361
sparverius 349
stanleyi 335
strigiceps 327
subcaeruleus 328
suckleyi 346
tartariacus 341
temmarius 346
tharus 370
uliginosus 328
variegatus 328
vesoix 334
washingtonius 370
washingtonii 370
Falco
wilsouei 360
falco,
Acipiter 367
Falcoen,
Chocolate 361
Chocolate-colored 361
Peregrine 341
Placentia 361
Prairie 339
Rough-legged 36
Falconidae 327
falklandicus,
Cathartes 330
fallax,
Melopsidae 139
familiaris,
Carpodacus 107
Certhia 26, 230
faroensis,
Somateria 580
fasciata,
Chloraeana 361
Columba 361
Fringilla 138
Pandion 367
Picoidea 295
Tamsina 365
Zonotrichia 139
feda,
Limosa 492, 493
Limicola 492
Scolopax 492
Felivox
carinensis 9
felivox,
Mimus 9
Orpheus 9
Turds 9
era,
Anas 560
Cygnus 545
Melangris 391
ferina,
Anas 575
Aythya 575
Fuligula 575
Nyrétca 575
ferrandica,
Strix 309
feroensis,
Corvus 265
ferruginicanders,
Buteo 353
ferrugineocolis,
Scolopax 477
Ferrugineous Buzzard 363
ferrugineus,
Archibuteo 361, 363
Athene 318
Buteo 361, 364
Glauicinua 318
Graculus 195
Fringilla 161
Lagopus 363
Noctua 318
Numenius 492
Oriole 198
Quiscalus 198
Scolopaghas 198, 199
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Ferruginous, Strix 318
Surina 318
Tringa 491, 492
Ficedula
Judovidiana 46
trichas 74
Field Lark 190
Sparrow 148
fimbriatans,
Phalaropus 467
Finch,
Blanding’s 176
Cassin’s Pine 140
Cowpen 180
Grass 129
Gray-crowned 111
Green-tailed 176
Lark 158, 234
Lampli 170
Purple 106
Finches, etc. 104
Firebird 193
fischi,
Aretonetta 580
Fuligula 580
Lamprornetta 580
Sonateria 580
Fish Hawk 367
Fishing Duck 589, 594
fissipes,
Hydrochelidon 704, 705
Sitta 704, 705, 706
fistularia,
Anas 565
Mareca 565
flammaea,
Scops 304
flammans,
Alectoris 298
Strix 298, 299
Ulula 299
flavicinata,
Motacilla 81
flavicollis,
Fringilla 165
Motacilla 66
Sylvia 66
flavifrons,
Laniivireo 98
Motacilla 49
Sylvia 49
Vireo 98
Vireosylviia 98
flavipes,
Gambetta 467
Scolopax 437
Totanus 497
flavirostris,
Coccystes 276
flavicrurina,
Empidonax 255
Musciica 255
Pius 286
Tyraunula 255
flavius,
Icterns 193
Sylvia 54
Xanthornus 193
Flicker 292
Mexican 294
floridana,
Apelocola 219
Corvus 206, 219
Cyanocitlla 219
Cyanocorax 219
Cyannus 219
Garrulus 219
Graculus 585, 589
Ortyx 431
Phalarocorax 588
Scops 303
fluvialis,
Pandion 367
Triorchis 367
fluvialis,
Cotyle 90
Sterna 680
Flycatcher,
Acadian 249
Arkansas 236
Ash-throated 239
Cassin’s 238
Gray 253
Great-crested 238
Green Billed-capped 232
Hammond’s 257
Least 254
Olive-sided 243
Pewit 241
Say’s 240
Small Grun-crested 249
Swallow-tailed 235
Traill’s 252
Wright’s 258
Yellow-bellied 255
Flycatchers,
American 235
fotens,
Cathartes 384
forficatus,
Falc 332
Milvulus 235
Musciica 235
Naucorhna 332
Tyrannus 235
Fork-tailed Gull 661
formosus,
Myiobus 73
Opornis 73
Sylvia 73
Sylvis 73
Sylvicola 73
Trieas 73
forsteri,
Sterna 676
Forster’s Tern 676
Fox Sparrow 160
franklini,
Canace 394
Chreecrepus 654
Gavia 654
Larus 654
Melagavia 654
Tetrao 394
Xema 654
Franklin’s
Rosy Gull 654
Franklin’s
Spruce Grouse 394
frater,
Anous 710
fraterculus,
Grus 531
frenata,
Anas 574
Icterns 188
Marila 573
Phalaropous 467
Sterna 692, 705
Sterna 632
Fresh-water Marsh Hen 534
freycineti,
Anas 560
Fringilla
albicollis 157
ambigua 180
americana 164, 165
amena 170
arboeia 146
aretica 126, 175
atrata 142
atricapilla 159
auricapilla 159
bicolor 163
blandingiana 176
borealis 114, 115
celebata 120
enandensis 146
cardinalis 172
catolit 117
caudaenta 132
colorura 176
cineria 139
cornulea 169
comata 157
enucleator 104
cyrtophthalmus 173
fasciata 138
ferruginea 161
flavicollis 165
frontalis 107, 108
gambelii 156
gorgiana 137
grumacea 159
grummea 129
griseinucha 111
guttata 139
hæmorrhhoa 108
harrisi 157
heuslowi 133
hudsonia 141, 142
hyemalia 141
hiva 160
juorum 183
laponica 120
lucophrys 154
lincolnii 135
ludoviciana 166
melanochephal 167
melanoxantha 117
melodio 138
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Fringilla
meruloides 162
montana 146
monticola 146
nivalis 141
oregona 142
palustris 137
passerina 131
pecoris 130
pensylvaniaica, 151
pinnus 115
psaltria 116
punicea 166
purpurea 106
pailla 148
querula 157
rufa 161
savanna 127
sauvannarum 132
socialis 148
tephrocotis 111
texusis 117
towseweldi 162
tristis 116
unalaskensis 162
vespertina 104
virginiiana 180
xanthomacalis 167
Frugillidae 104
furcatus,
Sterna 675
frontalis,
Anser 547
Carpodacus 107, 108
Cygnurn, 315
Erythrosipa 107, 108
Fringilla 107
Pyrhula 107, 108
Strix 315
fulgidus,
Quiscalus 203
fulicaria,
Tringa 471
fulicarius,
Phalaropus 471
fulignosa,
Anas 582
Buteo 336
Canace 396
Halipiana 698
Haliplane 698
Hydrochelidon 698
Larus 644
Oy ochropion 698
Sterna 695
Strix 308
Fuligula
affinis 573
alboca 577
americanana 575, 581
barrovii 577
bmaculata 582
clangula 576, 577
collaris 574
dispar 550
dominica 583
ferina 575
fischeri 560
falva 557
fasca 562
Fuligula
gesereti 573
glacialis 579
histrionica 578
islandica 577
labradoris 579
marila 573
minor 574
mollissima 580
magra 581
perspicillata 582
rubida 583
rufitorques 574
spectabilis 581
stelleri 580
vallisneria 575
viola 560
fuligula,
Anas 574
Fuligulinae 573
Fulix
affinis 573
collaris 574
marila 573
fulva,
Anas 558
Aquila 363
Buteo 333
Charadrius 449, 450
Dendrocopos 558
Dendrocnisa 558
Falco 368
Fuligula 558
Fera 58
 Hirundo 88
Puvialis 449
Rhytchops 715
Tragelodies 32
fulvescens,
Syriacnus 309
fulvicapilla,
Vermivora 48
fulvifrons,
Empidonax 259
Mitrepornis 259
Musicipaca 259
fulvigula, Ánnas 561
fulvus americanus,
Puvialis 450
funerea,
Nocta 311, 312
Nyetale 314
Strix 311, 314
Surnia 311, 312
furcatus,
Creagrus 662
Elaoeides 332
Elanus 332
Falco 332
Larus 662
Milvus 332
Nanucerus 332
Progne 91
Strix 290
Xema 662
furvus,
Troglydotes 32
fulvescens,
Ægiothiis 114
fuscescens,
Turdus 5, 228
fuscocollis,
Actodromus 482
Tringa 482, 487
fusocapillus,
Totonac 497
fuscus,
Accipiter 333
Anas 581, 582
Astur 334, 355
Aulanax 241
Buteo 335
Cataaracta 605
Empidias 241
Falco 333
Fuligula 582
Garrulus 221
Grus 531
Larus 665, 666
Melanitta 581
Musicipaca 241
Myiarchus 241
Nina 334
Oldemia 581
Oidemia 582
Oriolus 180
Phalaropus 470
Pipilo 274
Pyrocephalus 241
Sayornis 241
Tetrao 334
Tringa 470
Turtur 357
Tyrannia 241
Tyrannus 241
G.
Gabianus 619
Gadwall 563
gairdneri,
Dryobates 283
Picus 282, 283
Trichophrum 283
galapagoensis,
Asio 307
Brachyotus 307
Otus 307
gallina,
Picus 286
[Coracias, L., S. Nat. i.
1758, 108, = Icterus
gallina n. 1] 193
Galacoloscopeps
carolinensis 9
galeriulfata, 
Sterna 671
Thalasseus 669, 671
Gallina 391
Gallinago
brehmi 475
drummonndii 475
gallinaria 475
wilsoni 475
gallinago,
Scolopax 475
gallinarius,
Circens 327
Gallinago 475
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Common Name</th>
<th>Scientific Name</th>
<th>Page</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gallopero</td>
<td>Melagris 391</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gaubeli</td>
<td>Anser 456, 457</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Callipepla</td>
<td>Callipepla 432</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fringilla</td>
<td>Fringilla 156</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lophortyx</td>
<td>Lophortyx 432</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zooudriclia</td>
<td>Zooudriclia 156</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gambetta</td>
<td>Flavipes 497</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Melanolouca</td>
<td>Melanolouca 496</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gardeni</td>
<td>Ardea 523</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nyctiadea</td>
<td>Nyctiadea 523</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nyctiorax</td>
<td>Nyctiorax 523</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Garrot</td>
<td>Gavia 576</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Golden Eye</td>
<td>Gavia 576</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rocky Mountain 577</td>
<td>Gavia 576</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Garrulinae 211</td>
<td>Brachyrynchnus 221</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Garrulina</td>
<td>Californicus 219</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Candidissima 521</td>
<td>Canadenensis 231</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gavia 619, 614, 619, 650, 651</td>
<td>Atticilla 651</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bonapartei 656</td>
<td>Bunea 619</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Franklini 654</td>
<td>Leucocephes 710</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nivea 649</td>
<td>Sabinel 661</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tricolor 646</td>
<td>Gavia 646</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laruus 646</td>
<td>Gavia 646</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gavina 544, 546</td>
<td>Brachii 637</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cana 639</td>
<td>Citrostris 639</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heinii 637</td>
<td>Zonoryncha 637</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geese</td>
<td>Mergus 544, 546</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Golphelidon 663</td>
<td>Agraria 664</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anglica 664</td>
<td>Araea 664</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Balthica 664</td>
<td>Havelli 676</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meridionalis 664</td>
<td>Gloptites 341</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gentilis</td>
<td>Falco 341</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cecococcyx</td>
<td>Californianus 274</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geopics</td>
<td>Auratus 293</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geopiscus</td>
<td>Mexicaeoides 295</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexicana 295</td>
<td>Rhodacatus 295</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geocina</td>
<td>Ammodronous 137</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fringilla 137</td>
<td>Geocina 137</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geogria</td>
<td>Tribiga 492</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geothlypis</td>
<td>Mageillivrayi 75, 232</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amphenops 75, 76</td>
<td>Triticus 74, 232</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germanica</td>
<td>Pica 211</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gesneri</td>
<td>Fuligna 573</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gigantens</td>
<td>Laruus 621</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gyia</td>
<td>Mergina 97</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grys</td>
<td>Vireo 97</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glacialis</td>
<td>Vireola 98</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amblyrynchnus 467</td>
<td>Anan 579</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Columbus 579</td>
<td>Cerynops 179</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crymossa 579</td>
<td>Emberiza 118</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fuligna 579</td>
<td>Glaucus 621</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harelda 579</td>
<td>Laroides 624</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Larus 621</td>
<td>Pigeonetta 579</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Larus 623</td>
<td>Phalopus 579</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Larus 624</td>
<td>Phalaropus 467</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glauconidum</td>
<td>Califoronicn 318</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elatuon 317</td>
<td>Ferrugineum 318</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Goma 315</td>
<td>Infuscatum 318</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Passerimun 317</td>
<td>Glaucian 576</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anas 576</td>
<td>Clangula 576</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clangula 576</td>
<td>Glaucian 576</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glaucogaster</td>
<td>Berucilla 556</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glaucoides</td>
<td>Laroides 624</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Larus 623</td>
<td>Glaucoides 624</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Larus 625</td>
<td>Glaucous Gull 621</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glaucous-winged Gull 623</td>
<td>Glaucous Gull 623</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glaucena</td>
<td>Argeniatus 626</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glaeuca</td>
<td>Argentatus 626</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cassel 639</td>
<td>Consul 621</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glacialis</td>
<td>Glacies 621</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glaucouses 624</td>
<td>Leucophanes 627</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leucopterus 623</td>
<td>Leucophaeanus 627</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michaleles 627</td>
<td>Occidentals 627</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zonorynchus 637</td>
<td>Glauconus</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Falco 328</td>
<td>Laroides 621</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Larus 626</td>
<td>Leucus 621</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lanneus 621</td>
<td>Plantus 621</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glossy Ibis 517</td>
<td>Glaucus</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glottis</td>
<td>Semipalmata 495</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gnaticatcher</td>
<td>Glaucus</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blue-gray 17</td>
<td>Glauconidae 318</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gneuma</td>
<td>Glaucidian 318</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gout suckers 260</td>
<td>Glaucian 318</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Godwit</td>
<td>Black-tailed 494</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Great Marbled 492</td>
<td>Great Marbled 492</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hudsonian 494</td>
<td>Golden</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eagle 638</td>
<td>Golden</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robin 193</td>
<td>Golden</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Warbler 54</td>
<td>Golden</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Golden-crested 16</td>
<td>Golden</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crowned Thrush 70</td>
<td>Golden</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Golden-eye 576</td>
<td>Golden</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Golden-eye,</td>
<td>Barrow's 577</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rocky Mountain 577</td>
<td>Golden</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hunting sparrow 49</td>
<td>Golden-winged</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Woodpecker 292</td>
<td>Black-winged</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Goldfinch</td>
<td>American 115</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arkansas 116</td>
<td>Goniaphe 169</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>American 166</td>
<td>Indovician 166</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Melanocephala 167</td>
<td>Osander 583</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Goose</td>
<td>Blue 553</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brant 556</td>
<td>Canada 553</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Common 553</td>
<td>Gambel's 546</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ross's 553</td>
<td>Snow 548, 549</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White-fronted 546</td>
<td>Wild 553</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gowshawk</td>
<td>American 338</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gossan 71</td>
<td>Sirenus 338</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Goutdi</td>
<td>Melospiza 139</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gouldi</td>
<td>Pardion 357</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sterna 695</td>
<td>Gonna</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gonna</td>
<td>Passerina 390</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Gracilis,
Otus 504
Tringa 491 [Hart., 1874, neo Milne-Ed.]

Grackle,
Blue-headed 199
Purple 203
Rusty 198

Graculina
barita 203, 204
ferruginea 198
purpurea 203
quisaca 198, 203, 204

Graculus
dilophus 588
florida 588, 529
mexicana 589

Gratulia,
Carbo 589

Grallator
Strix 392

Grallatores 448

Grallinica
Chondestes 159, 234
Emberiza 159
Fringilla 159

Grallina
Fringilla 129
Emberiza 129
Pooecetes 129
Zonotrichia 129

Granatina
Chamepeelia 390

Grass
Finch 189
Snipe 486

Gray
Black-throated Warbler 55
Duck 563
Flycatcher 258
Hoever 449
Ruffed Grouse 425
Snipe 478

Gray-crowned Finch II
Gray-headed Snowbird 143

Great
Black-backed Gull 625
Blue Heron 517
Carolina Wren 49
Gray Owl 307
Horned Owl 200
Marbled Godwit 492
Northern Loon 719
White Egret 519
White Owl 309

Great-crested
Flycatcher 238

Greater
Scaup Duck 573
Telltale 496
Yellowshanks 496

Grebe,
American Eared 733
Clarke's 728
Crested 729
Eared 733
Horned 731
Fiod-billed 738
Red-necked 730
St. Domingo 737

Grebe,
Western 727

Green
B/’k-capped Flycatcher 61
Black-throated Warbler 54
Heron 522
Greenlets 96
Green-tailed Finch 176
Green-winged Teal 565

grisea,
Arenaria 492
Calidris 492
Falco 327
Limoso 477
Macrorhamphus 476
Nycticia 523
Nycticorax 583
Phalaropus 471
Picus 289
Scolopax 476
Squatarola 448
Sterna 734
Tringa 491
Vancuus 488

griseigenys,
Leucosticte 111

grislenica
Fringilla 111
Linaria 111
Leucosticte 111
Montifringilla 111
Passer 111

griseiventris,
Falco 341

grisens (see grisea)
gronlaudicus,
Lagopus 430

Grosbeak,
Black-headed 167
Blue 169
Cardinal 172
Evening 104
Pine 104
Rose-breasted 166

Ground Robin 173

Grouse,
Black-tailed 400
Blue 395
Canada 394
Dusky 395
Franklin’s 394
Gray Ruffed 425
Long-tailed 407
Pine 395
Pinnated 419
Richardson’s 400
Ruffed 420
Southern Sharp-tailed 407

Grylis 329

Gras
americana 529, 531
canadensis 531
elamator 529

Gras
fratriculus 531
fusca 531
hoyanus 529
longirostris 531
mexicana 531
poliophila 531
pratensis 531
struthio 529

guanae,
Alcedo 273

guadelpoupenis, Spetlyto 322

Guatemala,
Strix 299

gubernator,
Agequis 186
Icterus 186
Psarocolius 186

Guiraca
corvina 163
ludovicianus 166
mellanocephala 167
tricolor 167

Gull,
Black-backed 625
Bonaparte’s 656
California 635
Fork-tailed 661
Franklin’s 664
Glauco 621
Glaucous-winged 623
Great Blk-‘k-backed 625

Heerman’s 642
Herring 626
Ivory 649

Laughing 651

Ring-billed 637

Ross’s 660

Rose 660

Wedge-tailed 660

White-headed 642

White-winged 623

Gull-billed Tern 664
gulo,
Merganser 584

gundaeli,
Acipiter 335

Chordeiles 364

Cooperastur 355

guttata,
Fringilla 139
Melospiza 130
Musceca 3
Passerella 139
Pitylus 167
Sturna 695
Tetrao 433

Totanus 498

Turdus 3

Zonotrichia 139

guttulatus,
Thryothorus 28

gutturahis,
Buteo 356

Helmintophagida 232

Gygis
alba 709

Gymnathus
moschatus 559
INDEX.

Gymnokitta
cyaneocephala 209
Gymnorhinus
cyaneocephalus 209
Gymnura
rubida 584

H.

[hamastica,
Scolopax, Linn., S. Nat.
1765., p. 147. = Linosa
hamastica n.] 494

hemorrhous,
Carpodacus 108
Fringilla 108

Hairy Woodpecker 279
Halieutus
leucocephalus 369, 670

Washingtonti 370

haliatus,
Accipiter 367
Aquila 367
Balbusardus 367
Falcop 367
Pandion 367

Halihana 697

anasthetar 701

asthetar 701
discolor 701
fuligiosa 698

Lunata 703
panaya 701
panayensis 701
serata 698

Halihana 697

fuligiosa 698

halsei,
Sylvia 55

hammondii,
Empidonax 257

Tyrannula 257

Hammond’s Flycatcher 257

Hangnest,

Chestnut 192

Baltimore 193

hardyi,

Lestris 613

Harelda
glacialis 559 [Illinois, Ridgway]

histrionica 578

stelleri 580

hilariae,

Buteo 352, 356, 362

Falco 352

Harlan’s Buzzard 352

Harlequin Duck 578

Harporhynchos

longicauda 9

rufus 9

Harrier 327

harrisi,

Dryobates 280

Frinigilla 157

Picus 280

Trichopius 280

Trichopis 280

Harris’s Sparrow 157

Woodpecker 280

Hawk,

American Red-shouldered

California Squirrel 363

Chicken 334

Cooper’s 334

Duck 341

Fish 367

Hou 322

Marah 327, 328

Pigeon 333, 345

Rough-legged 361

Sharp-shinned 333

Sparrow 349

havelli,

Golechelid 676

Sterna 676

hectori,

Podiceps 729

Hedyneles

Indovician 166

melanocephala 167

heermannii,

Adlarus 642

Blasipus 642

Larus 642, 644

Melospiza 139 [Gull 642

Heermann’s White-headed

heinei,

Gavina 639

Larus 639

Heliapex

Icticus 301

Helinaia

celata 59

chrysopera 49

peregrina 53

rubricapilla 50

solitaria 49

vermivora 48

Helmitherus

celata 52

chrysopera 49

migratorias 48

peregrina 53

protonotarius 47

rubricapilla 50

solitaria 49

vermivora 48

Helminthophaga

celata 52, 53

citrin 47

chrysopera 49

gutturalis 2:2

leucobronchialis [is a

supposed new spec.

from Mass. (Bre sext.


17, 1574, p. 34)].

—, u.s. [From N.

Jersey, Herrick.]

Hutcheson 52

oculatis 239

peregrina 53

pinus 49

rubricapilla 51

rubricapilla 50, 232

solitaria 49

virginiae 51

Heleopus
caspius 667

Helospiza

lincolni 136

palmistris 137

helveticus,

Charadius 448

Fluvialis 449

Squatorula 448

Tringa 44-

Vanellus 448

helviventris,

Cocyagus 276

Hemipalama

andeboni 480

douglasi 480

himantopus 480

minor 481

multistriata 480

semipalma 481

Hemiproene

pelasgia 280

Hen Hawk 352

Hen,

Prairie 419

Heniocichla

auracapilla 70

Indovician 72

major 72

motacilla 72

novoboreacensis 71

Heniconetta

stelleri 580

Henslow’s Bunting 133

denslowi,

Ammodromus 133

Coturniculus 133

Emeriza 133

Fringilla 133

henryi,

Chordeiles 264

hepatica,

Pyrrhula 52

Hemit RTrush 2, 228

Herodias

alba 519

candidissima 521

egratia 519

leuca 519

virescens 522

herodias,

Ardea 517

Herodiones 513

Heron,

American Night 523

Great Blue 517

Green 522

Night 523

Snowy 521

White 519

Heron 517

Herring Gull 526

Herse

bicolor 86

fufa 89

thalassiae 86

Hesperiphona

montana 104

vespertina 104

Hesperocichla

navia 2
INDEX.

Heteropoda
- manri 451
- semi-palmata 481

Heteropygia
- haudii 484
- bonapartii 487
- cooperi 491

Hiatulca
- Charadrins 453, 455
- Tringa 453

Hiero falco
- atricapillus 338
- lanarius 339
- mexicanus 339
- polyagrus 339

Himantopus
- brasilensis 463
- leucurus 463
- melunum 463
- mexicanus 462, 463
- nigricollis 462, 463

Himantopus
- Charadrins 462
- Eremetes 480
- Remipala 480
- Micropala 480
- Recurvirostra 463
- Tringa 480

Hylocrepis
- Sturnella 190

Hirsutus
- Apternus 285
- Picus 285
- Plectides 285

Hirundo
- americana 85, 90
- bicolor 86
- carolinensis 267
- cerdo 267
- chalybea 91
- cinerea 90
- corniculata 91
- cyanopyrrha 85
- crythrogastric 85
- fulva 88
- hor conservum 85
- leucogaster 86
- ludoviciana 91
- lunifrons 88
- melano-gaster 89
- nigra 268
- opifex 88
- pelagic 207
- pelaspis 207
- purpurea 91
- republicana 88
- riparia 89
- rubra 85
- rustica 85
- serripennis 90
- subis 91
- thalassina 86
- versicolor 91
- violacea 91
- viridis 86

Hirundo
- Hydroecopris 680
- Sterna 676, 680, 685
- histrionica
- Anas 578
- Bucephala 578
- Circus 328
- Clangula 578
- Cosmoeuress 578
- Falco 328
- Fuligula 578
- Harelda 578
- Histrionicus 578
- Phylaeogetta 578
- Spizii-circus 325
- Strigiceps 328
- Histrionius
- histrionica 578
- torquatus 578
- hoactli
- Ardea 523
- Hodites
- semipalmata 495
- hoioi, Columba 387
- hoioi, Skua 605
- hoioi, Podiceps 730
- Holopus
- wilsoni 467
- homoros, Dryobates 283
- Picus 283
- Hooded
- Fly-catching Warbler 78
- Morganser 354
- Horned
- Grebe 731
- Lark 37
- Wavy 553
- hornorum,
- Hirundo 85
- hornschuchii,
- Hudsonian
- Curlew 509
- Godwit 494
- Hudsonius
- Ardea 518
- Hudsonius
- Limosa 494
- Numenius 509
- Pica 211
- Scolopax 474
- Strex 311, 312
- Tringa 459
- Turdus 195
- Hudsonius
- Ardea 523
- Circus 337, 328
- Corvus 211
- Falco 327
- Fringilla 141, 142
- Oriolus 303
- Stigieeps 328
- Surnia 311, 312
- Humming-bird
- Broad-tailed 271

Humming-bird
- Ruby-throated 271
- Humming-birds 269
- Hutchinsii
- Anser 554
- Bernicha 554
- Branta 554
- Larus 621
- Lecoculepharon 551
- hybarnus
- Larus 639
- hybirus
- Colaptes 293
- Hydrochelidion 704
- Sterna 704
- Hydrobata
- mexicana 10
- Hydroecopris
- dongall 688
- hirundo 680
- Hydrohelinon 697, 703
- anomalus 701
- fissipes 704, 705
- fuliginosum 688
- hybrida 704
- ianiformis 704
- leneo-testta 704
- leneoptera 705
- luna 703
- nigra 704, 708
- nigriceps 704
- nigro-cauda 705
- plumbea 705
- Hydrocoloeus 650
- Hydroprogne 684
- caspia 667
- Hydroca 737
- hyemalis
- Anas 576
- Anorthura 33, 231
- Astur 355
- Buteo 355
- Circus 355
- Chlangua 579
- Colymbus 720
- Emberiza 141
- Falco 328, 355
- Fringilla 141
- Junco 141-145
- Niphae 141
- Nisus 355
- Pica 211
- Struthus 141
- Troglydotes 33, 231
- Hylatous
- pileatus 279
- Hylematherus
- acion 231
- Hylocichla
- mustella 2
- hylochelus
- Dryobates 210
- Picus 280
- Hylatous
- pileatus 278, 279
- Hyonetta
- moschata 559
hyperborens,  
Anas 549  
Anser 548, 549, 553  
Chen 549  
Chionochene 549  
Lobipes 469  
Phalaropus 469, 471  
Tringa 469

Hyphantes  
hollimore 193  
baltimoricus 193  
bullochii 195  
solitarius 193

hypomelas,  
Charadrius 448

Hypotriorchis  
columbius 346, 347  
richardsoni 348

dispersus,  
Fulica 709

hysterus,  
viroleucus 502

Hypocolius  
flavicollis 183  
dacmicola 178  
lungicauda 77  
vélasquezii 77  
virena 77  
viridis 77

IcteriE  
inermis 162  
Zonotrichia 160

Icterus  
flavus 193  
frenatus 188  
gubernator 186  
icterocephalus 188  
sparius 192  
tricolor 186  
xanthocephalus 188

igneus,  
Cardinalis 172

ignotus,  
Columbus 721

iliaca,  
Fringilla 160  
Passerella 160, 162  
Zonotrichia 160

imperator,  
Columbus 720

indica,  
Columba 387  
Pandion 397  
Turtur 397

inornatus,  
Picus 280

insignis,  
Melospiza 139

jaeger,  
Buffon's 616  
Long-tailed 616  
Parasitic 612  
Avis 600

jamaicensis,  
Anas 583  
Ardea 523  
Chardrius 452  
Falco 353  
Porzana —  
Rallus —

jardinei,  
Dryobates 280  
Phrenopipus 290  
Picus 280  
Trichopipo 280

javanica,  
Strix 298

Jay,  
Blue 214  
Canada 221  
Long-crested 214  
Maximilian's 209  
Woodhouse's 219

jugularis,  
Turdus 193

julianus,  
Coccygus 276

juncti,  
Sturnus 180

Junco  
aikeni 141, 145  
nannectes 143, 145  
cauiceps 143, 144, 145  
cinereus 143 [Arizona,  
typical form, Hen- 
shue]

dorsalis 143  
hyemalis 141, 145  
oregonus 142, 144, 145
### INDEX.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Lagopus</th>
<th>mutus 430</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>reinhardtii 430</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>rupestris 430</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>saliceti 430</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>subalpinus 430</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lagopus</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accipiter</td>
<td>361</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Archibuteo</td>
<td>361</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Butaetes</td>
<td>361</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Buteo</td>
<td>361</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Falco</td>
<td>430</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tetrao</td>
<td>361</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Triorchis</td>
<td>361</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lamellirostres</td>
<td>544</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lampronetta</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fischeri</td>
<td>580</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lampronessa</td>
<td>sponsa 571</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lanianus</td>
<td>Falco 339</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hierofalco</td>
<td>339</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lanier</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>American</td>
<td>339</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laniidae</td>
<td>101</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Larus</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>borealis 101</td>
<td>carolinensis 235</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>elecgans 103</td>
<td>excubitor 102</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>garrnus 91</td>
<td>ludoicianaus 102,235</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mexic anus 103</td>
<td>olivarius 96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>septentrionalis 102</td>
<td>tyran us 235</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lativireo</td>
<td>cassini 99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>flavifrons 98</td>
<td>plumbens 100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>solitarus 99,100</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lamnognosus,</td>
<td>Anser 580</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lapland</td>
<td>Longspur 120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laphyctes</td>
<td>verticalis 236</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vociferans 238</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lapponica,</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Centrophanes</td>
<td>120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emberiza</td>
<td>120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fringilla</td>
<td>120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plectrophanes</td>
<td>120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sclopalop 494</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strix 308</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surnia 308</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Syriniunm 309</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tetrao 430</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uluca 308</td>
<td>[72]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Large-billed</td>
<td>Water Thrush</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laridae 591</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lariformis</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hydrochelidon</td>
<td>704</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rallus 704</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Larinae 618</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lark,</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bunting 163</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Finch 159,234</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Larks</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Horned</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shore</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Western</td>
<td>Horned 231</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laroides 619</td>
<td>argen tae us 626</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>argen tato ides 626</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>argen taus 626,627</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>argen taeus 626</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>borealis 627</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>californicus 635</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>cauc eanus 639</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>canus 639</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>chalcop terus 624</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>glacialis 621</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>glace cenus 624</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>glaucoides 623</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>glaucus 621</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>leucophaeus 627</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>leucopterus 623</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>major 625</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>mic abaceliesi 627</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>minor 64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>occidentialis 627</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>procellat us 639</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>rissa 645</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>subleucopterus 623</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>tridacty lus 646</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laronis</td>
<td>ang lica 664</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Larosterna</td>
<td>709</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>inea 709</td>
<td>[659, 661]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Larus 604,607,619,644</td>
<td>affinis 627</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>albus 625</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>canus 649</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>americanus 627</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>arcticus 623</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>argentatus 623,626,627</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>argentatoides 626,635</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>argentus 625</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>atricilla 651,654</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>belcher 642</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>bonapartei 656</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>borealis 627</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>brachyry hynchus 639</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>brachytarsus 649</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>brevirostris 647,648</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>bruchi 637</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>californicus 635</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>candidus 649</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>canus 637,639,640,646</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>capistratus 636</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>catarractes 605</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>cachinnus 637</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>chalcop terus 624</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>cinereo-candatus 654</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>cinereus 626,639</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>collaris 661</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>consul 621</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>crepidatus 633</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>cuculatus 654</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>cyanopus 639</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>cyanornithynchus 639</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>delawarensis 635,637</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>eburneus 649</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>fabrici 625</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>franklim 654</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>fuliginosus 644</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Larus
furecatus 662
fuscus 605, 626
gavia 646
giganteus 621
glacialis 621
glaucenscens 623
glancoides 623
glaucopterus 624
glaucens 621, 626
beermanni 642, 644
heinii 539
hutchinsii 621
hybrinos 639
islandicus 621, 623
kantshatskensis 639
keaska 606
kotzebui 647
leuceretes 621
leucanotus 621
leucocephalus 623
macalutas 625
major 639
marinus 625, 626
maximus 625
melanorhynchus 656
melanurus 656
mexicanaus 637
michabellesi 627
minor 623
minutus 656
modestus 644
mulleri 625
nativus 625, 646
 piger 625
nivens 639, 649
oceideutalis 627
paradrius 605, 612, 616
philadelphia 656
philadelphicus 656
pipixcau 654
plumbiceps 659
procellosus 639
ridibundus 651
richardsonii 660
riga 645
riga 645
ger 660
rossii 660
sabinei 661
screbusyl 644
smithsonianus 627
suckleyi 640
torquatus 646
tridactylus 645, 647
varius sive skua 605
warneckii 648
zonorhynchus 637
lateralis,
Sylvia 651
lathamii,
Picus 295
laticeuda,
Bartramia 503
latispinus,
Astor 360
Buteo 360
Falco 360
latora,
Collurio 103
Laughing Gull 651
Lazuli Finch 170
Least
Bittern 528
Flycatcher 254
Sandpiper 482
Tern 692
lecouiti,
Ammodromus 134
Coturniculus 134
Emberiza 134
Picoideus 282
Picus 252
Tridactyla 522
Leconte’s Sparrow 134
leisleri,
Somateria 581
lentiguinosa,
Ardea 523
Botaurus 524
Butor 524
Lesser
Scap Duck 573
tollale 497
Yellowshanks 517
lessonii,
Butaëtes 361
Lestris 616
Lestridinae 603
Lestris 604, 607
antarcticus 606
benckii 613
boji 613
brachyrhynchus 616
buffon 616
cattarractes 605, 606
cattarrhactes 605
catharactes 605
catharractes 605
cephus 616
coprotheres 612, 613
crepidata 613, 616
hardyi 613
lessoni 616
longicandatus 616
microhynchos 616
parasitica 612, 613, 616
pomarius 608
richardsoni 613
schleipii 613
skua 605
spharuros 608
spinicauda 613
striatus 605
leuco,
Ardea 519
Egretta 519
Herodias 519
leuceretes,
Picus 621
Leucoblepharon
caudatus 554
hutchinsii 554
leucoaepria 554
leucocephalus,
Accipiter 361
Anas 579
leucocephalus,
Aquila 369, 370
Falco 361, 369
Haliaëtus 369, 370
Oriolus 198
Pandion 367
leucoceps,
Gavia 710
leucoostra,
Chelidon 86
Hirundo 86
Sylvia 51
Thryothorus 31
Troglydtes 31
Tyranus 236
leucolema,
Berula 554
Eremophila 38, 231
leucolemaus,
Picus 279
leucolemaus,
Clangula 576
Corvus 205
Dryobates 279
Mergus 544
Picus 279
leucolenotus,
Picus 621
leucoleoparcius,
Anser 554
Beringia 554
Branta 554
Hydrochelidon 704
Leucoblepharon 554
Pelodes 704
Serina 704
Virgula 704
Leucophaeus 642
leucophaeus,
Corvus 205
Glances 627
Laroides 627
Larus 627
Scolopax 477
leucopterus,
Emberiza 514
Fringilla 514
Zonotrichia 154, 156
leucopterus,
Zoilo 173
Leucopolius
nivosa 456
leucopterus,
Anas 558
Aleur 558
Berula 558
Branta 558
leucoptera,
Colymba 387
Cruzirostra 110
Curvirostra 110
Glances 623
Hydrochelidon 708
Laroides 623
Larus 623
Laxia 110
Molopela 387
Orpheus 8
Plautus 623
| leucopera, | Podiceps 726 |
| Sterna 708 |
| Sylvia 56 |
| Turtur 357 |
| Virgula 708 |
| Zenaida 357 |
| leucopus, | Columbus 721 |
| leucopyga, | Totanus 497 |
| Leucosticta | atrata d. e. [Ridg., Am. Sportsm. iv, July 15, 1-74, 241, Colorado] |
| anstralis111 [good sp. (?)] |
| canestris 111 |
| griseigenys 111 |
| griseinucha 111 |
| littoralis 111 |
| tophrocotis 111 |
| leucurus, | Himantopus 463 |
| Lagopus 425 |
| Scolopax 475 |
| Tetrao 425 |
| Leucus 619 |
| arcticus 621 |
| chalcopetrae 624 |
| glaucensceus 624 |
| glauces 621 |
| marinus 625 |
| leverianus, | Falco 533 |
| lewisi, | Pica 929 |
| Lewis's Woodpecker 291 |
| Limicola 443 |
| limicola, | Rallus 537 |
| Limicola | fedoa 492 |
| marmorata 593 |
| Limnocichlidus | maculata 486 |
| Limosa | adspersa 493 |
| aegerophala 494 |
| americana 492, 493 |
| australis 494 |
| fedoa 492, 493 |
| grisea 477 |
| hemastica 760 |
| hudsonica 494 |
| melanura 494 |
| rufa 492 |
| scolopacea 477 |
| Linaria | americana 114 |
| borealis 115 |
| griseiuchna 111 |
| lineolii 135 |
| minor 114 |
| pionus 115 |
| savanoa 137 |
| tephrocotis 111 |
| linaria, | Acanthis 114 |
| Aegeothus 114, 115 |
| Linota 114 |
| linaria, | Passer 114 |
| Spinus 114 |
| lineolienis, | Tringa 439 |
| lincolni, | Fringilla 135 |
| Hoscopica 136 |
| Linaria 135 |
| Melospiza 135 |
| Paseelina 135 |
| Pencaea 135 |
| Zootherica 135 |
| Lincoln's Sparrow 135 |
| lineatus, | Buteo 354, 355 |
| Craxixre 355 |
| Falco 354 |
| Podilymbus 738 |
| Pseiloptermis 355 |
| Sparvius 334 |
| Sylbeocyclus 738 |
| Linnet, | Pice 115 |
| Red-poll 114 |
| Linota | borealis 115 |
| linaria 114 |
| Lithofalco | columnarius 346 |
| lithofalco, | Asaron 346, 348 |
| Falco 346, 348 |
| Little | Black-bellied Duck 573 |
| Brown Sparrow 148 |
| White Egret 521 |
| littoralis, | Corvus 205 |
| Leucosticta 111 |
| Monticrullina 111 |
| Streiups 459 |
| Thryocharus 29 |
| Trigaa 459 |
| lividus, | Turde 9 |
| lobatus, | Phalaropus 467, 470 |
| Trigga 469 |
| Lobipsc 466 |
| Daycticus 467 |
| hyperboreus 469 |
| incausus 467 |
| wilsoni 467 |
| loculator, | Tantulus 513 |
| Loggerhead Shrike 233 |
| lostmiana, | Trigan 491 |
| Longeauda, | Actitrus 503 |
| Anas 562 |
| Bartrams 503 |
| Cataractes 616 |
| Harporbychus 9 |
| Icteria 77 |
| Stercorarius 616 |
| Trigga 503 |
| Longeaudatus, | Lestris 616 |
| longeaudatus, | Stercorarius 616 |
| longipes, | Agelaius 188 |
| Charadrius 450 |
| Pluvialis 450 |
| longirostris, | Aratus 535 |
| Charadrius 449 |
| Gmni 532 |
| Numerius 508 |
| Mniotiilia 45 |
| Pardirullus 555 |
| Podiceps 726, 729 |
| Rallus 534, 535 |
| Scolopax 477 |
| Long-billed | Curlew 598 |
| Marsh Wren 34 |
| Long-crested Jay 214 |
| Longspur, | Black-bellied 122 |
| Lapland 120 |
| Long-tailed | Chickadee 21 |
| Grouse 407 |
| Titmouse 230 |
| Loon, | Common 720 |
| Great Northern 719 |
| Yellow-billed 720 |
| Loons 718 |
| Lophasthgia 726 |
| cristata 727 |
| Lophodytes | cucullatus 585 |
| Lophophanes | beicolor 19 |
| inornatus 20 |
| missouriensis 19 |
| Lophortyx 430 |
| californica 432, 439, 440 |
| gambeli 432 |
| plumifera 440 |
| louisiana, | Thryocharus 29 |
| Louisiana Tanager 85, 239 |
| Loxia | americana 109 |
| boupartii 104 |
| cardinalis 172 |
| corulea 163 |
| curiostra 100 |
| euclideator 104 |
| fulcirostra 110 |
| leucopera 110 |
| ludoviciana 166 |
| mexicana 109 |
| obscura 166 |
| rosea 166 |
| lucasanaus, | Buteo 353 |
| lucetosa, | Sterna 693 |
| indoviciana, | Alauda 40 |
| Alcedo 273 |
| Anthus 40, 231 |
| Ardea 525 |
| Bubo 501 |
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Indoviciana, 166
Coccolobus 166
Coccothraustes 166
Collurio 102, 233
Colymbus 738
Conurus 296
Ficedula 46
Fringilla 166
Goniapheia 166
Gracula 166
Hedymeles 166
Hematocichla 72
Hirundo 91
Lanius 162, 235
Leoxia 166
Motacilla 46
Muscinipa 239
Oriolus 203
Podiceps 738
Psittacus 296
Pyrrhula 166
Seicurus 72
Sturnella 190, 191
Sturnus 190
Sylvia 29
Tanagra 83
Thryothorus 29
Troglydtes 29
Turdus 72
Tyburnus 239
Iagubris, 205
Corvus 205
lumme, 724
Columbus 724
Itnata, Halipiana 703
Hydrochelidon 703
Sterna 703
Iunifrons, Hirundo 88
Petrochelidon 88
Iunnatus, Falco 341
Iuteicapillus, Psittacus 296
Iutescens, Celata 52
Hernithophaga 52

M.

macellii, Scoops 303, 304
macownii, Plectrophanes 124
Maccow's Bunting 124
macdongalli, Sterna 688
maegillivrai, Geothlypis 75, 232
Sylvia 75
Sylvicola 75
Trichas 75 [232
Margillivray's Warbler 75
macropla, Cyanisitta 215
Cyanurus 214, 215
macropetaxa, Atricilla 651

macroptera, Chrysomitriris 115
Sialia 14
Totanus 498
Macropus stelleri 580
macropus, Falco 341
Sylvia 56
Macrorhamphus griseus 476
perspicillata 582
scopulatus 477
macrorhyncherus, Bubo 301
Clypeata 571
Colymbus 721
Pelecanus 492
macrotarsa, Sterna 664
Macrotrax nigrigularis 403
_CORENOCRANIA, Columba, Linna., S. Nat.
actitits 501
Columba, Linna., S. Nat.
TOTALanus 501
Tringa 501
Tringites 502
Tringa 501, 502
macelata, Actodromus 486
Ardea 524, 523
Ceratia 45
Larua 625
Limnocichla 486
Pedina 4-6
Pipilo 175
Sterna 692
Tringa 481, 486
maceiosa, Aquila 371
Dendroica 62
Motacilla 62
Rhamphus 62
Sylvia 63
Sylvicola 62
magellanicus, Bubo 301
Strix 301
magna, Alauda 190
Sternumella 190
magnolia, Sylvia 63
Magpie, American 211
mail, Anas 563
major, Chalcophanes 204
Corvus 365
Strix 636

major, Larus 639
Nectum 306
Pieds 279
Podiceps 726
Quiscalus 204
Strix 306
maligni, Nisus 334
Mareca americana 564
fusillaris 565
penelope 564, 565
marginellus, Ectopistes 389
Zenaida 389
margibata, Columbia 389
Ectopistes 389
Marila affinis 573
collaris 574
frenata 573
marila, Anas 573
Aythya 573
Fulica 575
Fulica 573
Nyroca 574
marilanda, Perdix 431
Sylvia 74
Tetrao 431
Trichas 74
mariloides, Fulica 574
marina, Dominicanus 625
Larus 625, 626
Lorius 625
Sterna 689
maritima, Arquatella 489
Totanus 489
Triuca 489
marmora, Charadrius 450
Scolopax 493
Marsh Hawk 327, 328
Robin 173
Marsh Hen, Fresh-water 534
Martin, Purple 91
martins, Pueius 279, 290
Trichopieus 280
Maryland Yellow-throat 74
massena, Cytonyx 443
Orthyx 443
Massena Quail 443
maw, Heteropoda 421
maxima, Anas 560
Columbus 720
Corvus 395
Larus 625
Pueius 278
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maxima,
Spizella 154
Sterna 669
Strix 300
Maximilian's Jay 209
Meadow Lark 190
mediumus
Dendrocopos 282
Picus 2-2'
mediums,
Auser 546
Picus 79
Mecacle Budleia 273
Mecalgastis 604
megalyonyx,
Pipilo 175
Megalopterns 709
stolidus 710
megapus,
Mellanetta 582
megarhynchus,
Colymbus 721
Passerella 162
Sterna 667
meganro,
Clangula 579
Somateria 550
megouy,
Corvus 297
Melagavia
franklini 564
melanetus,
Aquila 368
Falco 368
Melanerpes
erythrocephalus 290
ruber 286
rubigularis 288
thyroldens 288
torquatus 291
williamsoni 288
Melanetta
deglandii 582
velvetina 582
Mellanitta
americanus 581
fosca 581
horsschuchii, 582
megapos 582
platyrhynchus 582
melanoccephala,
Coccyx 167
Coccythinantes 167
Frugilla 167
Hedymeles 167
Goniphana 167
Guiraca 167
Sitta 24
Strepsals 439
melenogaster,
Hirundo 99
Petrochelidon 89
Vancelus 449
melenogenus,
Falco 341
melenoleucus,
Cinclus 285
Gambetta 495
Punyptila 265
melenoleucus,
Pica 211
Scolopax 496
Totaunus 496
melenonous,
Plectrophanes 123
melenonotus,
Falco 368
melenopsis,
Berulca 556, 557
melenoptera,
Sterna 695, 701
melaupus,
Numenius 508
melenopygius,
Totaunus 503
melenorhoa,
Sylvia 59
melenoryncha,
Larus 656
Sterna 692
Melanospiza
melanotis,
Thalassites 667
melenurus,
Actodomus 487
Pelea 487
Tringa 484, 47
melenoxanthia,
Frugilla 117
melenura,
Himantopus 463
Larus 656
Liuaosa 494
Rynchops 715
Meleagris
americanus 391
fera 391
gallopavo 391
mexicana 391
sylvestris 391
meleagris,
Odontophorus 43
Mololina,
columbus 271
platycercia 271
meloria,
Frugilla 138
Melospiza
ameriana 138, 139
Muscleapa 98
Zonotrichia 138
melodu,
Ægaleus 455
Ægitalis 455
Charadrius 455
Turdus 2
Melopelia
lenocera 387
Melospiza
cinerea 139
fallax 139
gouldii 139
guttata 139
hermanni 139
insignis 139
Luciolini 315
melodia 138, 139, 234
mexicana 139
palustris 137
Melospiza
pectoralis 139
rufrina 139
samuelis 139
meridionalis,
Dendrocopus 282
Gulochelidon 664
Piers 2-2', 283
Sterna 191
Trichopius 283
Merganser
eastor 5-4
gulo 5-4
rail 5-4
serrator 584
Merganser,
Hooded 584
Red-breasted 584
merganser,
Mergus 583
Merginaius 584
Mergus 719
americana 584
eastor 584
cristatus 584
cucullatus 584, 585
lenocerus 584
merganser 583
niger 584
serrator 584
Merlin,
American 347
Merula
migratoria 1
minor 6
musthina 2
olivacea 4
silens 3
solitaria 3
wilsoni 4, 6
melophides,
Frugilla 162
Mimus 2
Orphoen 244
Pipilo 274
Mexican
Cormorant 589
Siskin 116
Wren 28
mexicana,
Accipiter 335
Anas 571
Astragalinus 117
Carbo 589
Carduelis 117
Catherpes 28
Cheitha 27
Charadrius 462
Chrysomitra 117
Cinerus 10, 229
Cinclus 325
Colicivora 17
Curvirostra 109
Emberiza 165
Falco 339
Geopigraphus 335
Graculus 589
Grus 531
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MEXICANOS (see Mexicanos)

MICHAHELLESI, Glaucus 627

Laroides 627

Larins 627

melleon, Anas 580

MICRAITHE, whiteneye 320

MICROCEPHALIS, Otus 306

MICROPALAMA, bimantopus 480

MICROPHTHALMUS, Surnion 308

MICROPTERA, americana 472

minor 472

MICROPTERUS, Atricilla 651

MIOCERUS, Bernica 556, 557

MICORHYNCHA, Acgallus 456

Colybus 724

Cotyle 90

Lestris 616

Numenius 510

MICROPTERIX, passerinum 317

MICRURUS, Falco 341

MIGRATORIA, Columba 387

Ectopistes 387

Helminthorus 48

Merula 1

Peristera 387

Planesticus 1

Turdus 1, 228

MIGRATORY THRUSH 1

MILVULUS, forcatus 235

MILVUS furcatus 332

MIMINAE 7

MINUS, carolinensis 8, 228

candatus 8

felix 9

meruloides 2

montanus 7

polyglottos 8

rufus 9

MINUS, Empidonax 254

Muscicapa 254

Picus 282

Turdus 4

Tyrannula 254

minor, Accipiter 349

Alauda 38

Ardea 523

Atricilla 651

Botaurus 523

Caprimulgus 260

Chordeiles 204

Coycocy 276

Coycez 276

Cuculus 276

Falco 342

Fulgula 574

Hemipalana 481

Laroides 466

Larins 623

Linaria 114

Merula 6

Microptera 472

Nocta 306

Philobela 472

Plia 276

Picus 280, 282, 285

Podiceps 737

Rusticola 472

Scolopax 472

Tetrao 431

Turdus 3, 4, 6

Uroglouus 407

MINUTA, Anas 578

Columba 390

Larins 656

Sialia 692

Sylvia 63

Tyrannula 255

MINUTILLA, Actodromas 489

Actodromas 482

Tringa 4-2

MISSOURI SKY-LARK 42

MISSOURIENSIS, Lophophanes 19

Sylvia 53

MITRATA, Motacilla 78

Myiactonus 78

Myiotecestes 78

Podiceps 729

Setophaga 78

Sylvia 73

Turdus 78

Vergicola 78

Wilsonia 78

MITREPHORUS fulvifrons 259

MITEPHORUS pallidescens 259

MNIOTILTA

blackburnio 59

borealis 45

canadensis 56

castanea 61

citrea 47

cerulea 56

coronata 58

discolor 63

longirostris 45

nigrescens 55

noveboracensis 71

parrus 59

rubricapilla 51

striata 60

superbiana 66

varia 45

virens 54

Mockingbird 8

Mockingbird, Mountain 228

Sandy 9

Mocking Thrushes 7

modestus, Larus 644

Progne 91

mokoko, Ardea 524

mollissima, Anas 580

Auser 580

Fulgula 580

Platyurus 580

Sonateria 580, 581

MOLOBUS, pecoris 180

Molothrus ater 180

obscurus 180

pecoris 180

mondas, Chlorestes 385

Columbia 385

montana, Aegialitis 457

Buteo 353, 356

Charadrius 456, 457

Corvus 205

Dendroica 54

Emberiza 118

Endromias 456, 457

Falc 327

Fringilla 146

Hesperiphona 104

Mimus 7

Oreoscoptes 7, 223

Ornismyia 271

Parus 22, 230

Picus 291

Podacoscy 457

Pucce 22

Sylvia 54

Sylvicola 54

Trochilus 271

Turdus 7

montezuma, Ortyx 443

monticola, Fringilla 146
INDEX.

769

mounticola,
Spizites 146
Spizella 146
Zonotrichia 146
Montifringilla
Griseaunicha 111
litoralis 111
Morinella
collaris 459
morinellus,
Cinclus 459
Triuga 459
mortonii,
Cinclus 10
moschata,
Anas 559
Branita 559
Cairina 559
Gyminathus 559
Hypoetta 559
Moschatus 559
Motacilla
muscicapa
Motacilla
muscicapa
Musciapa
acaulica 249, 254
animosa 236
atra 241
bonapartii 80
canadensis 80
cantatrix 100
carbonetina 8
cerulea 17
cooperi 244
crina 233
cristata 239
cuemilla 78
flaviventris 255
forficata 235
fulvifrons 239
fuscus 241
gilva 97
guttata 3
hormata 244
ludoviciana 239
melodia 98
minima 254
novoboracensis 100
tunicola 241
olivacea 96
pluvialis 241, 247
pusilla 79, 243, 252
querula 243, 249
rapax 246
rex 236
richardsonni 247
rubra 52
ruticilla St
satelles 238
saya 240
selbyi 78
solitaria 99
spectabilis 235
strata 60
subvirida 249
sylvicola 98
traillii 252
tyrannus 236
verticalis 236
villica 244
virens 245
virinae 239
viridis 77
wisonii 79
musica,
Clangula 579
Cygnus 545
Virgo 100
mustelina,
Emberiza 118
mustelina,
Hyllocichla 2
Merula 2
Turdis 2, 5
mutata,
Oriolus 182
mutata,
Lagopus 490
Tetrao 430
Myiastides
townsendii 93, 94
Myiarchus
acadius 249
cinerascens 239
criinitus 248, 239
fuscus 241
intrepidus 236
mexicanus 239
pertinax 239
virens 245
Myobius
acadius 249
borealis 443
criniatus 239
nuchiiola 241
pusilla 252
say nit 240
traillii 252
virens 245
Myioborus
mirratus 78
pusilla 79
Myioborus
donapartii 80
canadensis 80
formosus 73
mirratus 78
pardalina 60
piloleta 79
pusilla 79, 232
wisonii 79
Myioborus
criniatus 239
mexicanus 239
Myioborus
obsoleta 27
mystacalis,
Inca 709
mystacens,
Regulus 74

N.
naeurtu,
Strix 301
Nania 709
inca 709
naevia,
Actidurns 506
Ardea 523
Botaurus 523
Colymbus 730
Falco 341
Hesperocichla 2
Ixoreus 2
Larus 626, 646
Nycticierda 523
Nycticorax 523
Otus 303
Smera 673, 704, 708

mounticola,

Mountain
Plover 456
Quail 440
Tilmanse 230
Mourning Warbler 75
Mud Hen 541
mulleri,
Larus 625
multifasciata,
Triuga 450
multistriata,
Hemipalama 489
murinus,
Trogodytes 28
Musciapa
acaulica 249, 254
animosa 236
atra 241
bonapartii 80
canadensis 80
cantatrix 100
carbonetina 8
cerulea 17
cooperi 244
crina 233
cristata 239
cuemilla 78
flaviventris 255
forficata 235
fulvifrons 239
fuscus 241
gilva 97
guttata 3
hormata 244
ludoviciana 239
melodia 98
minima 254
novoboracensis 100
nuchiiola 241
olivacea 96
pluvialis 241, 247
pusilla 79, 243, 252
querula 243, 249
rapax 246
rex 236
richardsonni 247
rubra 52
ruticilla St
satelles 238
saya 240
selbyi 78
solitaria 99
spectabilis 235
strata 60
subvirida 249
sylvicola 98
traillii 252
tyrannus 236
verticalis 236
villica 244
virens 245
virinae 239
viridis 77
wisonii 79
musica,
Clangula 579
Cygnus 545
Virgo 100
mustelina,
Emberiza 118

mounticola,

Mountain
Plover 456
Quail 440
Tilmanse 230
Mourning Warbler 75
Mud Hen 541
mulleri,
Larus 625
multifasciata,
Triuga 450
multistriata,
Hemipalama 489
murinus,
Trogodytes 28
Musciapa
acaulica 249, 254
animosa 236
atra 241
bonapartii 80
canadensis 80
cantatrix 100
carbonetina 8
cerulea 17
cooperi 244
crina 233
cristata 239
cuemilla 78
flaviventris 255
forficata 235
fulvifrons 239
fuscus 241
gilva 97
guttata 3
hormata 244
ludoviciana 239
melodia 98
minima 254
novoboracensis 100
nuchiiola 241
olivacea 96
pluvialis 241, 247
pusilla 79, 243, 252
querula 243, 249
rapax 246
rex 236
richardsonni 247
rubra 52
ruticilla St
satelles 238
saya 240
selbyi 78
solitaria 99
spectabilis 235
strata 60
subvirida 249
sylvicola 98
traillii 252
tyrannus 236
verticalis 236
villica 244
virens 245
virinae 239
viridis 77
wisonii 79
musica,
Clangula 579
Cygnus 545
Virgo 100
mustelina,
Emberiza 118
nigrescens,  
Dendroica 55, 232  
Mirotitla 55  
Rhinumphus 55  
Sylvia 55  
Sylvietola 55  
Vernivora 55  
nigricans,  
Anser 556, 557  
Bernailla 556, 557  
Branta 556, 557  
Cygnus 7:32  
Hydrochelidon 704  
Tringa 489  
nigriceps,  
Falco 342  
Nigrictenica,  
Setophaga 80  
nigricollis,  
Colymbus 7:3  
Himantopus 462, 463  
Hypibates 463  
Macrotarsus 463  
Passerina 165  
Pendulins 193  
Podiceps 7:3  
nigrum (see nigra)  
nilotica,  
Sterna 689  
niphea,  
hyemalis 141  
oregona 142  
nisoria,  
Noctua 311  
Stryx 311  
Surnia 311  
Syrniun 311  
niuseus  
columbianus 346  
cooperi 335  
fiscus 334  
hyemalis 355  
malliti 334  
mexicanus 335  
pennsylvanicus 334  
pennsylvaticus 334  
pleiatus 335  
nitens,  
Phoenopela 94  
Quiscalus 203  
nitzschii,  
Sternu 636  
nivalis,  
Anas 549  
Emberiza 118  
Fringilla 141  
Plectrophanes 118  
niveus,  
Anser 549  
Ardea 321  
Egretta 521  
Gavia 649  
Larus 639, 649  
Noctua 310  
Nyctea 309, 310  
Pagophila 649  
Rissa 647  
Strix 310  
Tadorna 549  
nivosa,  
Aegialitis 456  
Leucopus 456  
nobilis,  
Aquila 368  
Corvus 205  
noceta,  
acalda 315  
cunicularia 321  
ferruginea 318  
funesca 311, 312  
major 305  
micro 306  
nisoria 311  
nivea 310  
nyctea 310  
passerina 317  
pygmaea 317  
tenuimanu 314  
noceta,  
Tringa 306, 313  
Nodius 769  
Noddyk 710  
Non-melodions 335  
Northern  
Phalarope 469  
Shrike 101  
norwegia,  
Somateria 589  
noda,  
Actitis 502  
Tringa 502  
novoboracensis,  
Aramides 539  
Coturnix 539  
Fulica 539  
Gallena 539  
Henicocichla 71  
Mirotitla 71  
Musieapa 100  
Ortygometra 539  
Porzana 539  
Rallus 539  
Scoplopi 477  
Seiurus 71  
Syrniun 71  
Surnia 311  
Totanus 311  
Turta 71, 198  
Vireo 100  
nubilosa,  
Sterna 701  
nucitra,  
columbian 207  
cyaneocephala 210  
numenius  
africana 492  
arquata 508  
borealis 509, 510  
brasiliensis 508, 510  
brevirostris 510  
ferruginea 492  
lussoni 509  
intermedius 510  
longirostris 508  
melanopus 508  
microleucomgi 510  
occidentalis 508  
phoeopus 510  
pygmaeus 492
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Oriolus, 
leucotephalus 198
rubricajunias 263
mutatus 193
ugier 198
plumatus 196
spiritus 192
varius 193
ornata,
Centrophanes 199
Emberiza 222
Electrophanes 192
Oriolus,
columba 271
montana 274
trochelata 274
Orphus
cardinensis -
velox 9
leucotermis 8
membacide 8
polyglottus 8
rubus 9
Ortyx
teradias 431
californica 431
casadens 431
chilensis 431
florida 431
massena 431
mexicanus 431
montezumae 431
picta 440
plumifera 440
squamata 441
texanus 431
virginianus 431
ortygoides,
Erisnatura 584
Ortygopetra
chilensis 540
orzyvora,
Dolichonyx 178
Emberiza 178
Pasceina 178
Oxacmae: 1
Appendix to, 223
Oxpey 357
Oxpey, 
Corvus 207
Falcus 250
Oxpey, 
alpestris 39
occidentalis 35
Oxpey, 
alpestris 39
chrysoptera 39
cornata 35
perguga 35
rufa 32
Oxpeyidae 427
Aulacorhina 753
Oxus
agrarius 396
albicolli 391
americanus 391, 395, 396
aurantius 391
axio 393, 394
aurantius 394
brachyotus 396
Otus
communis 394
cunicularia 324
europicus 394
galapagoensis 367
gracilis 394
italicus 394
microcephalus 396
procinus 396
palustris 396
solenensis 394
sylvestris 394
ulula 396
virginianus 390
vulgaris 391, 395
wisonianus 391, 395
Otus,
Aegolius 394
Aleo 394
Bubo 394
Strix 394
Ulula 394
Onat, 
Water 10
Oxacmae: 1
Acanthia 315
Barb 398
Barred 398
Burrowing 321
Great Gray 399
Great Horned 396
Great White 399
Hawk 341
Long-tailed 394
Mottled 393
Pygmy 347
Red 393
Richardson's 363
Snow-bellied 318
Screesh 393
Short-tailed 396
Snowy 399
White 394, 395
Whitney's 320
Ox eye Plover 449
Oxpey, 
voederma 452
oxpey, 
Rupe 556
Oxyura
rubra 583

P.

Pacific Black-throated Diciplatus
Bubo 391
Colymba 791
Podorna 399
Pied-billed 33
Pagetta
gracilis 579
Pagophila 619
brachyotus 619
elegans 619
meile 619
Painted Lark Bunting 121
pallasi,
Circus 10
Turdus 2, 222
pallescens, 
Callipepla 390
Empidona 259
Mitrephorus 259
pallidus,
Corvus 219
pallida,
Emberiza 148, 151
Sturnina 249
Spinules 149
Spizella 148, 151
Tyrannula 240
Zenocichla 149
pallicineta,
Caprimula 429
pallipes,
Anser 546
palmatum,
Dendroica 67
Moluccula 67
Sylvia 67
Sylvicola 67
palmipes,
Cotthorn 35
palmarius,
Acidipiter 338, 345
Astur 338
Falco 338
palustris,
Anatidae 137
Brachyotus 396
Certiola 34
Cotthorn 33, 35
Fringilla 35
Gelochelida 634
Helospiza 315
Melospiza 317
Otus 395
Passechus 337
Paris 29
Spiza 137
Strix 296
Sylvia 35
[231]
Tchametytes 33, 35
Thryothorus 34
Trochodytes 34
pamaya,
Haliphan 701
Onychopteron 701
Serna 701
pamynensis,
Haliphan 701
Onychopteron 701
Serna 701
Panthera,
tiger 37
American 367
marmorata 367
calderensis 367
chrysoptera 368
fuscata 367
inca 367
pauls 367
rubra 367
attenuata 367
plumipes 367
plumipes 367
plumipes 367
Sylvicola 56
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>INDEX.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Passerelus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>anthius 128</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bairdii 125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cassini 140</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lincolnii 135</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>palustris 137</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>saudviceensis 128</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>savanna 127, 128</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>zonarius 136</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Passerella</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cincerea 139</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>guttata 139</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ilica 160, 162</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>megarhyncha 162</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>obscura 161</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rufina 139</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sehistreanu 162</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>townsendii 162</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>unalsachkensis 162</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Passeres,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-melodious 235</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Passerina</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>aemera 170</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cyanca 171</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nigrocollis 165</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>oxyzona 178</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pectoralis 180</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>passerina,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Annomodromus 132</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Athene 317</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chameleon 390</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Columbia 390</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coturnixus 131, 132</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emberiza 131</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fringilla 131</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glanidium 317, 318</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Goura 390</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Micropteryx 317</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Noctua 317</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peristera 390</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pyrgitexus 390</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spiza 131</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strix 307, 314, 315, 317</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surua 317</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>passerinoides,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strix 317</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surua 318</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>passorini,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cygnus 544</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>patagonica,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Athene 322</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>patagiaius,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pใตeneps 729</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>paykullii,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schoepox 477</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pealei,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Falco 313</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pecora,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emberiza 180</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fringilla 1-0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Icterus 1-0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Molothrus 1-0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Molothrus 1-0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Passerina 180</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Psareolus 180</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pectoral Sandpiper 486</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pectoralis,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Charadrius 450</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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pennsylvaniaeis, Buteo 360
Calendula 15
Dendroica 62
Falco 334, 350
Fringilla 151
Muscicapa 62
Nisus 334
Sylvia 62
Vermivora 48
pennsylvaniaeis, Nisus 334
peusils, Motacilla 66
Rhiniaumphus 66
Sylvia 66
Sylvicola 66
Vermivora 66
Percnopterus
aura 384
uruba 384
Peridix
borealis 431
californicus 439
marilaudic 53
mexicana 431
perspicillata 443
pinicola 440
virginiana 431
peregrina,
Aius 576
Chuangula 576
Eremophila 38
Helena 53
Heliomorphaga 53
Helmitherus 53
Otocorys 38
Sylvia 53
Sylvicola 53
Vermivora 53
peregrinator,
Asto 304
Strix 304
Peregrine Falcon 341
peregrinoides, Falco 342
peregrinus, Falco 341
Perisoreus
canadensis 221
capitalis 221
obscurus 221
Perisorex
carolinensis 3-9
Peristera
carolinensis 3-9
migratoria 3-9
passerina 390
pelata, Strix 299
perpallidus, Coturnix 132
personatus, Trichas 74
perspicillatus,
Agelaeus 185
Anas 582
Fuligula 582
Leucura 185
perspicillatus,
Macorhamphus 522
Edemia 5-2
Oedemia 5-2
Pelionetta 582
Perdix 443
Pseurotis 188
Xanthocephalus 188
pertius, Myiarchus 239
petechia, Seiurus 68
Sylvia 68
Sylvicola 68
petriatus,
Ereunotes 481
Petrochelidon
bicolor 88
luntfrons 88
melanogaster 89
sawinison 89
thalassina 88
Peneeae
astivalis 140
cassinii 140
lincolni 135
Pewee,
Western Wood 247
Wood 247
Pewit Flycatcher 241
Phaeanoepe,
nitida 91
Phaeus,
Numenius 510
Phalacrocoracidae 588
Phalacrocorax 712
brasiliensis 5-8
dilophus 5-8
floridanus 5-8
lacustris 89
resplendent 89
townsendii 89
phalenoides,
Athene 315
Phalacrocorax,
Northern 469
Red 471
Wilson’s 477
Phalaropus
grater 466
Phalaropes 466
Phalaropus
angustirostris 470
australis 470
cinerascens 470
cinerea 470
fimbriatus 477
norvegica 477
fuscus 470
glaucous 477
griseus 471
hyperboreus 469, 471
lobatus 467, 470
platyrynchos 471
rufescens 471
ruficollis 470
rufus 471
stenodactylus 467
williamsii 470
Phalaropus
wilsont 467
Phasianellus,
Centrocercus 407
Pediacetes 407
Pedicetes 407
Pedicetes 407
Tetrao 407
Phasianurus
yracinus 561
Phasianus
columbiae 407
Philacte
canagica 588
philadelphia,
Chreoccephalus 656
Geothlypis 75
Larus 656
Sterna 656
Sylvia 75
Trichoas 75
Virgo 97, 233
Vireo 97, 233
Vireo-sylvia 97
Philomus
alpestris 38
coronatus 38
philippina,
Sterna 710
philippines,
Picos 279
Trichopicus 279
Philomela
minor 472
Phleotomus
pileatus 279
Phoebe-bird 241
Phoebe,
Musieca 241, 247
Tyrannula 247
Tyrannus 477
Phoenicurus,
Agelaeus 186
Icterus 186
Oriolas 186
Psarocolius 186
Phoebe-couinae
rubra 82
Phoenicura
rubra 22
Phucuta
regia 669
trudeani 675
Phoeoptyx
cyaniculae 322
Phrenopicos
jardini 280
Phyllophila
chrysoptera 16
Phylloscopus
olivaceus 96
Phyllometa
histrionica 575
Plathya
americanus 276
dominica 275
erythrophtalma 274
minor 276
Pica
albiventer 211
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Pica
caudata 211
carunculata 219
coronata 215
cristata 214
europaea 211
germanica 211
hiemalis 211
hudsonica 211
melanoleuca 211
nuttallii 213
nuchalis 211
rusticorum 211
septentriornalis 211
stelleri 215
varia 211
pica, Corvus 211
Picaria 260
Picarian Birds 260
picatus, Falco 328
Picicorvus
columbianus 207
Picidae 278
Picoides
americanae 284, 285
arctica 284
dorsalis 285
fuscata 285
hispanica 285
lecontei 282
tridactylus 285
pieta, Callipepla 440
Centrophanes 121
Dadelium 338
Emberiza 121
Oreortyx 440
Ortyx 440
Plectrophanes 121
Pius
americanae 285
arcticae 284, 285
atrorhoryx 285
auduboni 280
auratae-mexicanus 283
aurata 282
caefer 284
caerulea 279
carolinus 275, 280
caeruleus 279
cuvieri 280
dorsalis 285
erithacs 289
erithacus 289
europs 289
gouldii 282, 283
gallula 283
grisaeus 289
harrisi 2-8
hirundinoides 285
hormors 2-3
hylocopus 2-0
incarnata 289
jardinei 280
kochi 284
laithami 285
lecontei 282
leucocelans 279
Pius
leuconelans 279
lewisi 291
major 279
martinea 279
martini 280
maximus 278
medians 282
medius 279
meridionalis 282, 283
mexicanae 285
migrans 282
minor 280, 282, 285
montanus 291
nativa 288
niger 278, 286
obscurus 280
occidentalis 286
philippi 279
pileatus 287
pubescens 282, 2-3
ruber 286
rubricapillus 280
rubricatus 285
septentriornalis 279
thyroides 2-8
torquatus 291
tridactylus 284, 285
turati 2-8
undosus 284
undulatus 284, 285
varius 279, 282, 284, 285
villosus 279, 280
virginiannus 279, 282
williamsoni 288
zebra 289
Pied-billed Grebe 738
Pigeon Hawk 333, 345
Pigeon,
Band-tailed 3-5
Passenger 337
Wild 2-7
Pigeons 2-5
pigeon- (see pygm-)
pike, Stern 686
Pileated Woodpecker 278
pileatus,
Astur 235
Campephalus 279
Cerulonius 279
Dryopics 2-8
Dryocopus 278
Dryotomus 278
Hylaturus 279
Hylotomus 278, 279
Nisus 235
Phileotomus 279
Picus 278
Stern 719
pileolata,
Motacilla 79
Myiobodium 79
Philemon
ruber 286
thyroides 2-8
varius 285
Pine-creeping Warbler 69
Pine Grosbeak 104
Linnet 115
Pine Grosbeak 305
pinetarius,
Falco 341
pinetorum,
Nyctale 314
pinguis,
Motacilla 58
Pinicola
americana 105
canadensis 104
coneleator 104
pinicola,
Bubo 301
Pinion Grouse 419
Pintail 561
pinus,
Certhia 49
Chrysomelis 115
Dendroica 60, 69
Fringilla 115
Helminthophila 49
Linaria 115
Rhinauchenius 69
Sylvia 49, 69
Sylvicola 69
Thryothorus 69
Pipilo
allani 173
arctica 175
ter 173
chlorura 176 [175
erithrophalaeus 173,
fuscus 274
leucopus 173
maculatus 175
maigallynx 173
mesoleucus 174
oreognus 175
rufilatus 176
piperis,
Anthus 40
Pipig Plover 455
pipiri,
Tyranus 236
pipixcan,
Larus 654
Pipra
Polyglotta 77
Pirassimilis 263
piscator,
Accipiter 367
piscatorius,
Accipiter 367
piscatrix,
Aquila 367
Pisk 263
Pityus
cardinalis 172
guttatus 107
Placentia Falcon 361
Plain-crested Titmouse 20
Plains,
Cock of the, 400
plancens,
Falco 370
Vultur 370
Planicricus
nigriomus 1
Planetes 697
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Plumbeous Vireo 100
- Plumbeous
- Lurus 651
- Plumed Quail 432
- plumecola
- Tantalus 513
- plumifera
- Lophotryx 440

Plumifera, Oxytys 440
- Pector 440
- plumipes, Falco 361

Pluvialis
- americanus 450
- fulvus 449, 450
- heliocrates 448
- longipes 450
- squatarola 448
- taiteusis 450
- varius 448
- viridiceps 450
- xanthochelus 450

Pluvialis, Charadrius 450
- Pochard, American 575
- Red-head 575

Podiceps, montanus 457
- Podiceps 726, 728, 737
- affinis 730
- autarcticus 735
- arcticus 732
- auritus 733
- australis 729
- bicornis 726
- bronirostris 738
- californicus 733
- caugularis 730
- carolinensis 738
- caspicus 732
- cayana 726
- cayennensis 726
- clarki 727
- cooperi 730
- cornutus 731
- cristatus 729
- dominicus 737
- griseigena 730
- hector 729
- holboelli 720
- leucopterus 726
- longirostris 726, 729
- ludovicianus 738
- major 726
- minor 737
- mitratus 729
- uigricoliss 733
- obscurus 732
- occidentalis 727
- patagialis 729
- rubricollis 739
- saluva 732
- suberistatus 730
- widhalmi 720

Podiceps, Colymbus 738
- Podilymbus 737, 738
- Sylblocycnis 733

Podicipedas 755
- Podilymbus 737
- antarcticus 737, 738
- lineatus 735
- podiceps 737, 738

Peele, atricapillus 20
- montanus 22

Peele, Falco 339
- Pecilopterus 440
- borealis 733
- lineatus 735
- wilmot 736

Pecilornis
- sparverius 734

Poke, 522
- Poliocephalus 725
- poliocephalus
- Gross 532
- Poliolyilla
cerula 17
- mexicana 17
- Poliopilelinae 17
- polygomas, Falco 339
- HicrolFalco 339

Polyborus
- auduboni 370
- brasiliensis 731
- cheriway 730
- tharsus 737
- vulgaris 731
- polyglossus
- Minus 8
- Orphus 8
- Pipra 77
- Tardus 8
- polygomas
- Orphus 8

Polysticla
- stelleri 580
- pomarimus
- Catacaecis 608
- Clupeata 571
- Coprotheres 608
- Lestris 609
- Sterocaryus 606, 608
- Sterna 820
- Pomarine Jaeger 608
- pomatorhinus
- Sterocaryus 608

Pooeetes
- confinis 129
- gruninimus 129

Poospiza
- belli 234
- bilueata 234

Popete, Caprimulgus 263
- Chordeiles 234, 260, 263
- populorum
- Sylvia 57
- Portland Tern 691
- portlandica, Sterna 691

Pozana
- carolina 538
- coturniceps 540
- jamaicensis 539
- newboracensis 539

Prairie
- Falcon 339
- Illi 419
- Warbler 63
- Predatrix 607
quiscalus, Chalcophanes 203
Gracuha 198, 203, 204
Sturnus 203

R.
rafflessii, Anas 567
Cyanoptera 567
Pteroeyanae 567
raii, Merganser 585
Rai.
Black 539
Carolina 538
King 534
Virginia 535
Yellow 539
Rails 534
Rallula 534
Rallus 703
aquaticus 537
carinatus 538
crepitans 535, 536
elegans 535
jamaicensis 530
latirostris 704
limicola 537
longirostris 535, 536
noveboracensis 539
obsoletus 535
ruficollis 539
salinasi 540
stolidus 538
virginianus 536
runivocus, Falco 327, 328
rapax, Muscicapa 246
Raptores 298
rara, Sylvia 57
Vermivora 57
rathbonia, Sylvia 54
Raven 294
Raven, White-necked 206
Recurvirostra
american a 460
himantopus 463
occidentalis 460
Red
Crossbill 100
Owl 303
Phalarope 471
Red-bellied
Nutbath 25
Woodpecker 289
Redbird, Summer 82
Virginia 172
Red-breasted
Merganser 584
Sandpiper 490
Snipe 476
Teal 566
Red-eyed Vireo 96
Red-headed
Pochard 576
Woodpecker 290

Red-legged Kittiwake 647
Red-necked Grebe 730
Red-poll Linnet 114
Red-shaft'd Woodpecker 294
Red-shoulder'd Buzzard 351
Redstart 81, 232
Red-tailed Buzzard 352
Red-throated Diver 724
Red-winged Blackbird 186
Reed-bird 176
regalis, Archibuteo 361, 364
Falco 338
regia, Aquila 368
Phalacrocorax 669
Stern 669
Thalasseus 669
Regulus 15
Reguloides
calendula 16
Regus
calendula 15, 239
cristatus 17
euvi 17
mysiticatus 74
olivaceus 17
rubinus 16
sattrapa 16
tricolor 17
regulus, Sylvia 17
rehusak, Tetrao 430
reindhartii, Anthus 40
Lagopus 430
resplendens, Phalarocorax 580
repulicana, Hirundo 88
rex, Muscicapa 236
Rhinanphus
astivus 54
blackburnianus 59
canadianus 55
castaneus 61
citrius 54
discolor 63
maculosus 62
nigrescens 55
pars 59
pensilis 66
pius 69
ruficapillus 68
striatus 60
virens 54
Rhinopriglans
burrovianus 383
rhodocoris, Carpodacus 195
Rhodostethia 659
rosea 660
rosa 660
Rhyacophillus
colorapus 498
solitarius 498
Rhychaspin
clypeata 571
labradora 579

Rhychoptera 712
Rhynchos 712
borealis 715
brevirostris 715
cinerascens 715
fulva 715
melanmuns 715
nigra 715
Rhyphofusia 712
Rice-bird 175
richardsoni, Aesalon 348
Canace 400
Cataractes 613
Contopus 247
Dendragapus 400
Falco 337, 348
Hypothriorchis 348
Larus 650
Lestris 613
Muscicapa 247
Nyctala 314
Nyctale 313, 314
Stercorarius 613
Tetrao 400
Tyrannta 247
Richardson's
Grouse 400
Owl 313
Ridgway's Sparrow 156
ridibundus, Larus 651
riga, Larus 645
Ring Plover 455
Ring-billed Gull 637
Ring-necked Duck 574
Ring-tailed Eagle 308
riparia, Cotyle 89
Hirundo 9
Rissa 644
brachyrhyncha 647, 648
brevirostris 647, 648
brunichii 646
einerea 640
kotzebui 647
nivea 647
septentrionalis 640
trichactyla 645, 646
risa,
Laroides 645
Larus 645
risoria,
Sterna 651
River Ducks 550
Robin 1, 222
Robin,
Golden 193
Grounder 173
Marsh 173
Robin Snipe 490
robustus, Collurio 108
Rock Swift 255
Wren 27, 230
[14
Rocky Mountain Bluebird
Garrot 577
Rollandia 725
roseo,
Sylvia 71
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Roseo, Trichas 74
Rose, Loremia 166
Rhodostethia 660
Rossia 660
Rosenauer 659
Rossel, 660
Rossii, Anser 553
Exauthenops 553
Larus 669
Rhodostethia 660
Ross’s Goose 533
Rough-legged Hawk 361
Rough-winged Swallow 90
roussei, Anous 710
Royal
Eagle 368
Tern 669
rubeus, Anas 571
Anthus 40
ruber (see rubra)
rubicundus, Eupidoena 259
rubida, Anas 583
Lizaura 583
Cercometes 583
Charadrius 492
Erismatruria 583
Fuligula 583
Gymnura 583
Oxyura 583
rubiginous, Falco 327
rubineus, Regulus 16
rubra,
Alauda 38, 40
Cladocops 286
Melampeza 286
Muscicapa 82
Phoenicona 82
Philomachus 286
Pica 578, 226
Pyrrhula 82
Sphyrapicu 286
Tanagra 82
rubricapilla,
Helminthophaga 50
Rhinamphus 68
Sylvia 50
Sylvicola 68
rubicandus, Accipiter 353
rubicollis, Cathartes 380
Phalaropus 470
Rallus 539
Tringa 489
rubra,
Emberiza 139, 162
Melospiza 139
Passerella 139
Zonotrichia 162
rubicollus, Kieaeria 176
Pipilo 176
rubitorque, Anas 574
Fuligula 574
rubiventeris,
Nomeius 510
rufogularis,
Colybus 734
rufus (see rufa)
rupes, Attapgen 430
Lagopus 430
Tetrao 430
rustica,
Anas 575
Hirundo 85
Rusticola minor 472
rusticorum,
Pica 211
Rusty Grackle 198
rutiella,
Muscicapa 81
Setophaga 81, 232
Sylvia 12
Ryfchopsalina 712
rynchomegax,
Squatarola 449
Rynclops 712
fulva 715
nigra 715
s.
sabinei,
Bonasa 421
Cavia 661
Laris 661
Tetrao 421
Xema 661
Sage Cock 400
saliceti,
Lagopus 430
Tetrao 430
salinas,
Gallinula 540
Rallus 540
Saltipes mexicanus 28
obsoletus 27, 230
samuelis,
Annemoropsis 139
Melospiza 139
sancy-johannis,
Archibuteo 361, 364
Butasties 361
Buteo 361, 364
Falco 361
Sandgling 492
Sandpiper,
Baird’s 484
Barratmnian 502
Black-bellied 489
Black-breasted 491
Bonaparte’s 487
Buit-breasted 506
Cooper’s 491
Cauie 491
Least 482
Pectoral 486
Purple 489
Red-breasted 49
Semipalmated 481
Spotted 501
Still 480
White-rumped 487
Sandwich Tern 673
sandwichensis,
Emberiza 128
Passerculas 128
Sandy Mockingbird 9
sapiti,
Chordeiles 263
Sareocharapus californicus 354
sandorii,
Syrrnius 309
sasahew,
Totanus 496
satellis,
Muscicapa 235
sattrapa,
Regulus 16
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Savanna Sparrow 127
Savanna, Ammodromus 128
Emberiza 127
FRINGILLA 127
Linaria 127
Passerulus 127, 128
Savannarum, Fringilla 127
Saw-wet Owl 315
Saxatalis, Acanthislyis 265
Panyptila 265
Saxicola sialis 13
Saxicola 13
Saya (see sayus)
sayu, Theromyias 240
Tyranus 240
Sayaorius borealis 244
fuscus 241
pallidus 240
sayas 240
Say's Flycatcher 240
sayus, Aulana 240
Muscieapa 240
Myiobius 240
Ochthoea 240
Sayornis 240
Tyrauanua 240
Tyranus 240
Sea Ducks 573
scandiae, Bubo 209
Nyctea 309
Strix 309
scapularis, Clangula 577
Scarlet Tanager 82
schillingii, Sylocheledon 667
schird, Pelidna 487, 489
Tringa 484, 487
schistaceae, Paserella 162
schlepsi, Lestris 613
Schiendius alpina 490
Scissor-tail 253
scalvonicus, Falco 361
selius, Podiceps 732
Scolopax cyaneoepehalis 199
ferrugineus 195, 199
mexicanus 199
niger 198
scolopaceae, Limosa 477
Maerorhamphus 477
Scolopacidae 472
Scolopax africanus 492
alba 494
Scolopax arquata 503
borealis 509, 510
caudia 494
delicatula 475
dethardingi 492
drummondii 475
defed 492
ferrugineicollis 477
flavipes 497
galinago 475
grisea 476
budosica 494
lapponica 494
leucophaea 477
lencitus 475
longirostris 477
marmorata 493
melanoleuca 496
minor 472
noveboracensis 477
paykulli 477
pusilla 487
semipalmata 494
subarquata 491
vociferus 496
wilsoni 475
Scops albifrons 315
asio 303
enuo 304
flammeola 304
florida 303
kenniottii 363
maeclalli 303, 304
scoresbyi, Larus 614
Scotiapex cinereum 308
Scotophilus acadicus 315
tengmalalmi 314
Screech Owl 303
Seiurus aquaticus 70
auropatelus 70
bursi 70
ludovicianus 72
mentacula 72
noveboracensis 71
petechia 63
sulfurascens 71
tenrostris 71
Selaphorus platycerus 271
selbyi, Muscieapa 78
Semipalmated Plover 453
Sandpiper 451
Tattler 494
semipalmatus, Aegialus 453
Aegialitis 453
Catoprophorus 494, 495
Charadrius 453
Eremetos 451
Glottiis 495
Henipalama 481
Heteropoda 481
Semipalmatus, Hodites 493
Scolopax 494
Symphleotis 495
Totanus 494
Tringa 481
sericulus, Cocecygus 276
Cocecyus 276
Cuculus 276
Erythrophrys 276
septentriionalis, Cathartes 380
Cepphus 724
Columbus 724
Eulaes 724
Lanianus 102
Larus 21
Parus 220
Pica 211
Picus 279
Rissa 640
serrata, Halipiana 693
Oyzechopina 693
Sterna 698
serrator, Mergansaer 554
Mergus 554
serripennis, Cotyle 90
Hirundo 90
Stelgidopteryx 90
Setophaga bonapartii 80
canadensis 80
mitrata 78
nigrincuta 80
ruticilla 81
wilsoni 79
Shag v 8
Sharp-shinned Hawk 333
Sharp-tailed Grouse 407
shattuckii, Emberiza 149
Spizella 149
Sheldake 253
Shore Birds 448
Shore Lark 37
Short-billed Marsh Wren
Short-eared Owl 306
Shoveller 570
Shrike,
Loggerhead 233
Northern 101
White-rumped 102
Shuffle Duck 573
Stalia arctica 14, 229
auzura 13
cerulicollis 14
macroptera 14
mexicana 14, 229
occidentalis 14
sialis 13
wilsoni 13
sialis, Ampelis 13
Saxicola 13
Stalia 13
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Word</th>
<th>Page</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Arbacia</td>
<td>596</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kentuckiana</td>
<td>596</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ridgways</td>
<td>596</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hepaticus</td>
<td>596</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>varia</td>
<td>596</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Myotis</td>
<td>596</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>froelichi</td>
<td>596</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>leucurus</td>
<td>596</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>stelleri</td>
<td>596</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>chrysocome</td>
<td>596</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nuchalis</td>
<td>596</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dornis</td>
<td>596</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>plumifrons</td>
<td>596</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>luteosagitta</td>
<td>596</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>solitaria</td>
<td>596</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Helinaia</td>
<td>596</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Helmithophaga</td>
<td>596</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Helmithorus</td>
<td>596</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hypophantes</td>
<td>596</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lunivireo</td>
<td>596</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Murnla</td>
<td>596</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Muscicapa</td>
<td>596</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rhyacophilus</td>
<td>596</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sylvia</td>
<td>596</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sylvicola</td>
<td>596</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Totanus</td>
<td>596</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tringa</td>
<td>596</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turdus</td>
<td>596</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Veroioara</td>
<td>596</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vireo</td>
<td>596</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vireosylvia</td>
<td>596</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solitary</td>
<td>596</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tatler</td>
<td>596</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vireo</td>
<td>596</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>soloniensis</td>
<td>596</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Otus</td>
<td>596</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Somateria</td>
<td>596</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>borealis</td>
<td>596</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>eutheurit</td>
<td>596</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>daucia</td>
<td>596</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dresseri</td>
<td>596</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>faroensis</td>
<td>596</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fiscberi</td>
<td>596</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>islandica</td>
<td>596</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>leisleri</td>
<td>596</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>magniro</td>
<td>596</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mollissma</td>
<td>596</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>norwegica</td>
<td>596</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>plantfruns</td>
<td>596</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>platynuros</td>
<td>596</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>spectabilis</td>
<td>596</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>st. cutheurit</td>
<td>596</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>stelleri</td>
<td>596</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>thanlesmus</td>
<td>596</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>v-nigra</td>
<td>596</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Song Sparrow</td>
<td>596</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sooty Term</td>
<td>596</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sora</td>
<td>596</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sordidulus</td>
<td>596</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contopus</td>
<td>596</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South'N Sh'p-tailed Grouse</td>
<td>596</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>spadicius</td>
<td>596</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Buteo</td>
<td>596</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Falco</td>
<td>596</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sparrmanni</td>
<td>596</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anas</td>
<td>596</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sparrow</td>
<td>596</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baird's</td>
<td>596</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brewster</td>
<td>596</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canadian</td>
<td>596</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chippin</td>
<td>596</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clay-colored</td>
<td>596</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Field</td>
<td>596</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fox</td>
<td>596</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harris</td>
<td>596</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leconte</td>
<td>596</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lincoln</td>
<td>596</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Little Brown</td>
<td>596</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ridgway</td>
<td>596</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Savanna</td>
<td>596</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slate-colored</td>
<td>596</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Song</td>
<td>596</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Swamp</td>
<td>596</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sparrow,</td>
<td>596</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tree</td>
<td>596</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White-crowned</td>
<td>596</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White-throated</td>
<td>596</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yellow-winged</td>
<td>596</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sparrow Hawk</td>
<td>596</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sparrow</td>
<td>596</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ceruleean</td>
<td>596</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Falco</td>
<td>596</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pescifrons</td>
<td>596</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tinunculasis</td>
<td>596</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sparrow</td>
<td>596</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>atricapillus</td>
<td>596</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lineatus</td>
<td>596</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>platypterus</td>
<td>596</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sphalae</td>
<td>596</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>clypeata</td>
<td>596</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sphagnosa</td>
<td>596</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sylvia</td>
<td>596</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sphyranius</td>
<td>596</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nuchalis</td>
<td>596</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ruder</td>
<td>596</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>thryodes</td>
<td>596</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>varis</td>
<td>596</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>williamsoni</td>
<td>596</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sphyropiens</td>
<td>596</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nuchalis</td>
<td>596</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ruder</td>
<td>596</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>thryodes</td>
<td>596</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>varis</td>
<td>596</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>williamsoni</td>
<td>596</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>spilurus</td>
<td>596</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thryothorus</td>
<td>596</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Troglydes</td>
<td>596</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>spinicicada</td>
<td>596</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lestris</td>
<td>596</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lestris</td>
<td>596</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spinoletta</td>
<td>596</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Authus</td>
<td>596</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>spinosa</td>
<td>596</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anas</td>
<td>596</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cerconectes</td>
<td>596</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Erinusuta</td>
<td>596</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spinius</td>
<td>596</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lilarius</td>
<td>596</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spinius</td>
<td>596</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>atrigularia</td>
<td>596</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mouzticulus</td>
<td>596</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pallidus</td>
<td>596</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pusillus</td>
<td>596</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>socialis</td>
<td>596</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spirit Duck</td>
<td>596</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
INDEX.

Steganopus 466
tricolor 467
wilsoni 467
Stelgidopteryx
serripes 90
stellaries,
Ardea 532
Cistothorus 36, 231
Thryothorus 36
Troglydotes 36
stellaries,
Cepphus 725
Colybus 725
stellers,
Anas 579
Chuangla 579
Corvus 214
Cyanocitta 215
Cyanocorax 215
Cyanogarrula 215
Cyanus 214, 215
Enicognathus 579
Fuligula 579
Garrulus 215
Harelda 579
Henicognathus 579
Macropus 579
Pica 215
Polyptilum 580
Somateria 580
Stelleria
dispar 580
steudactylus,
Phalaropus 467
Stercorarini 604, 607
antarcticus 606
builoni 616
cattaractes 605, 606
cattarrhaces 605
catharactes 605
cephalus 613, 616
crepilatus 613
longicuda 616
longicudatus 616
parasiticus 613, 613
pomarinus 606, 608
pomatorhinus 608
richardsonii 619
skua 605
striatus 608
Sterna 674, 703, 709
aculivaga 673
affinis 664
africana 673
alenuta 666
american 692
anastetha 701
anglica 664
anostetha 701
antarctica 701
austral 692
aranea 664
arctica 665
argentata 686
argentata 688
argentea 692
atricapilla 708
bicuspis 688
blasii 650
Stern a
boysii 673
brachypus 686
brachytarsa 686
cantuschata 696
canescens 673
cantica 673
caspia 667
cayana 669
cayennensis 669, 671
chloropoda 669
coccineocrista 686
columba 673
cometta 611
delanoto 704
douglasi 688
douglassi 688
douglasii 704
elegans 671
erithrohynchus 669
fissipes 704, 705, 708
fluviatilis 6-9
forsteri 676
frenata 692, 705
froebeni 675
fuliginosa 688
galiornata 669, 671
greca 704
gouldii 698
guttata 688
havelli 667
hirundo 676, 680, 685
hybrida 704
infasceta 701
leucopareia 704
leucophaea 708
luctnosa 688
lunata 706
macdonalda 688
macerata 696
maeulata 692
marina 689
maxima 669
megurhynchos 667
melanocorypha 682
melanoptera 685, 701
minuta 689
minuta americana 692
nobilis 701
novia 673, 704, 708
nigra 704, 705, 708
nifotica 689
nitzschi 686
oalensis 701
obscura 704
panaya 701
panayensis 701
paradisea 6-5, 688
philadelphica 666
philippina 710
pikei 686
pilata 710
plumbea 705
pomarinus 680
portlandica 691
regia 669
risoria 664
serrata 698

Spiza
americana 164
auensia 170
cyanea 171
eustis 137
passerina 131
Spizella
douglasi 205
Corvus 104
sponsa,
Aix 570
Anas 570
Cosmonessa 570
Dendronessa 570
Lamprocrypta 570
Spoon-bill Duck 570
Spotted
Grose 394
Sandpiper 501
spraguei,
Agrodoma 42
Alauda 42
Anthus 42
Neocorys 42
Sprigtail 501
Spruce
Grose 394
Partridge 394
spurina,
Bulania 193
Ceterus 192
Crypsylla 192
Fulica 193
Xanthorhynchus 193
Yphactes 193
squamata,
Callipepla 441
Ortyx 441
Squatarola
australis 449
cineerea 449
grisea 448
helvetica 448
hynchonegra 449
wilsoni 449
squamarola,
Pseudanas 448
Tringa 448
stanleyi,
Falco 335
Stanleavi,
American 178
St. Domingo Grebe 737
Steganopodes 557
INDEX.
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Strigiceps

hudsonius 328
pygargus 277
uglinoen 323

Strigiceps, Circes 327
Falco 327
Strigidae 298

Strix

acadia 315, 317
acadiensis 315
accipitrina 306, 311
acmator 308, 309
negilus 306
alba 298, 309
albus 309
albicristus 315
albis 310
apeo 286
americanca 298, 304
aretica 306, 310, 311
areticus 301
asio 303
burbata 308
brachyotus 306
brachyrara 306
bubo 301, 310
californica 322
canadiensis 311
candida 310
caparoeh 312
capa 306
cichlidi 300
cinerca 307
cuniculatrix 321, 322
dalbous 315
dasyus 314
delicatula 298
doltata 311
ehata 317
erenia 310
fernandica 309
feruginea 318
flannea 298, 309
freti-hudsonius 309, 311
frontalis 315
fulgiusa 308
funerea 311, 314
furcata 290
grallaria 322
guatemaele 299
guttata 294
hudsonica 311, 312
hypercia 322
javanica 205
lapponica 308
magellanica 301
major 306
maximus 300
microphalma 308
nacurutu 301
navia 303
neblensa 308
nosor 311
nivea 310
notua 306, 313
nucitca 309
otus 304
palustris 306
passerina 306, 314, 315

Strix

passerinoides 317
peregrinator 304
perata 290
philbenoides 315
pratincola 298, 299
pulilla 317
pygargus 317
pythulipes 301
scandiaca 309
stridula 306
tengmalmi 313, 314
trippennis 306
ulula 306, 311, 312
uralensis 311
uracens 322
varia 309
virginiana 300
vulgaris 317
wapaenthu 310
Stroblophaga

cuculator 104
struthio, Grus 530
Struthus

attenuatus 151
caniceps 143
hylaemus 141
oregonus 142
stubera, Sterna 664, 673
stulta, Sitta 25
Sturges

collaris 190
hippopcrepis 190
ladovicianum 190, 191
magna 190
meridionalis 191
mexicana 190
niglecta 190
Sturnus

juncteti 190
ladovicianus 190
obscurna 129
predatorius 186
quiscalus 203
subalpinus, Lagopus 430
subarectus, Bubo 301
subarquata, Anceolchelus 491
Eofo 492
Numenius 491
Pelidna 493
Scolopax 491
Tringa 491
subcarrulens, Falco 328
subcreca, Querquedula 566
subcristatus, Colymbus 730
Podalicthy 730
Podiceps 730
subis, Hirundo 91
Progne 91
INDEX.

- subleucopterns, Latorides 633
- subnuticollis, Tringa 506
- subtridaeclyla, Tringa 449
- subulata, Anas 563
- subulorstris, Chreecocephalus 654
- subviridis, Muscicapa 249
- suckleyi, Aesalon 346
- Falco 346
- Larus 640
- sulfurascens, Seiurus 71
- sumichrasti, Aphelochema 219
- Cyanocitta 219
- Sumner
- Duck 571
- Redbird 82
- Warbler 54
- supercilobaris, Sterna 632
- Sterna 692
- supercilios, Cyanocitta 219
- Dendroica 311
- Mniotilla 66
- Motacilla 66
- surinamensis, Hydrochelidon 705
- Pelodes 705
- Sterna 705
- Surnia
- borealis 312
- canadensis 311
- cenuclaria 321, 322
- ferrogirna 318
- fischeri 311, 312
- ladysonia 311, 312
- lapponica 303
- melba 311
- nisoria 311
- nyetca 310
- passerina 317
- passerinoides 318
- tulura 311, 312
- swainsoni, Buteo 355, 356
- Cratirex 356
- Petrochelidon 59
- Turdus 4, 225, 233
- Vireo 98
- Vireosylvia 98
- Swainson's Buzzard 355
- Swallow
- American Barn 85
- Bank 69
- Chimney 234
- Cliff 87
- Eave 88
- Rough-winged 90
- Violet-green 86
- White-bellied 86
- Swallow-tailed
- Flycatcher 235
- Gull 662
- Swallow-tailed Kite 332
- Swallows 85
- Swamp
- Partridge 394
- Sparrow 137
- Swan 544
- Swan
- American 545
- Trumpeter 544
- Whistling 545
- Swift
- Chimney 267
- Rock 265
- White-throated 265
- Swifts 265
- Swiss Plover 449
- Sylleobaculys 736, 737
- antarcticus 738
- carolinensis 738
- dominicus 737
- lineatus 738
- piciceps 738
- Sylochelidon
- balthica 667
- caspia 667
- cayanensis 667
- schilligii 667
- Sylvania
- bonapartii 80
- cerulea 17
- formosus 73
- mitratus 78
- pusilla 79
- ruticilla 81
- wilsonii 79
- sylvatica,
- Anas 565
- sylvestris,
- Cairina 559
- Gallopavo 391
- Meleagris 391
- Otus 304
- Tuglodytes 32
- Sylvia
- æquinoctialis 73
- astiva 54
- americana 46
- anthisoides 71
- arctica 14
- audubonii 58
- aurocapilla 70
- autumnalis 61
- azurea 57
- bifasciata 57
- blackburniae 59
- calendula 15
- cana 17
- canadensis 56
- carolinensis 54
- castanea 61
- celata 52
- childreni 54
- chrysoploga 49
- citrinella 54
- cerulea 17, 56
- ceruleuscens 55
- coronata 57
- dacnis 47
- discolor 63
- domestic 32
- flavescens 64
- Sylvia
- flavicollis 66
- flavitrons 49
- formosus 73
- halsei 55
- icteroccephala 62
- junecornis 148
- lateralis 59
- lenocasagna 51
- leucotera 56
- ludoviciana 29
- macgillivrayi 75
- macropus 56
- maccula 62
- magnum 63
- marilandica 74
- melanocephala 59
- mexicana 51
- minut 63
- missoniceni 53
- mitrata 78
- montana 54
- nashvillei 51
- nigrescens 55
- novaeboracensis 71
- occidentalis 14
- palmarum 67
- palustris 56
- pardalina 80
- paras 59
- pennisylvanica 62
- peusilis 66
- perigrina 53
- petechia 68
- philadelphia 75
- phoenicus 49, 69
- populorum 57
- protonotarius 47
- pusilla 46, 56
- rara 57
- ratbbona 54
- regulus 17
- rosco 74
- ruficapilla 50
- sialis 13
- sphagnosa 56
- solitaria 49
- striata 60
- tennessei 53
- tolmiei 75
- torquata 46
- trichas 74
- troglodytes 33
- varia 45
- vermivora 43
- vigorous 69
- virens 54
- xanthopygia 58
- xanthorua 58
- xantilonei 79
- Sylvias 15
- Sylvicola
- astiva 54
- americana 46
- audubonii 58
- blackburniae 59
- canadensis 56
- castanea 61
- celata 52
- chrysoploga 49
- cerulea 56
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Index Entry</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sylvicola</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>coronata</td>
<td>57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>discolor</td>
<td>63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>formosa</td>
<td>73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ietercephala</td>
<td>62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>maegillirayi</td>
<td>75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>manulosa</td>
<td>62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mirata</td>
<td>75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>montana</td>
<td>54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>musicapica</td>
<td>98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nigrescens</td>
<td>55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>palmarum</td>
<td>67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pannosa</td>
<td>56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pardinina</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>parus</td>
<td>59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pensilis</td>
<td>66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>peregrina</td>
<td>53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>petechia</td>
<td>68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pinus</td>
<td>69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pusilla</td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rubricapilla</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ruifcapilla</td>
<td>68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>solitaria</td>
<td>49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>striata</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>varia</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vermivora</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Virescens</td>
<td>54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sylviolidae</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sylvidea</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Symphemia</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>atlantica</td>
<td>495</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Semipalmata</td>
<td>495</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Syrnea</td>
<td>310</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nyctea</td>
<td>310</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Syrniun</td>
<td>307</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cinereum</td>
<td>307</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fulvescens</td>
<td>309</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>funerea</td>
<td>312</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lapponicum</td>
<td>308</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>microophthalum</td>
<td>308</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nebulosum</td>
<td>308</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nisoria</td>
<td>311</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nyctea</td>
<td>310</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sartorii</td>
<td>309</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tachyptes</td>
<td>735</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dominicus</td>
<td>737</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tachyaineta</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bicolor</td>
<td>86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>thalassina</td>
<td>86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tadorna</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nivea</td>
<td>549</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tenerinae</td>
<td>325</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tanager</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Louisiana</td>
<td>232</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scarlet</td>
<td>82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tangagers</td>
<td>82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tanagra</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>astvita</td>
<td>82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cyanea</td>
<td>171</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ludoviciana</td>
<td>83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rubra</td>
<td>82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tanagridae</td>
<td>82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tartensis</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Charadrius</td>
<td>450</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pluvianis</td>
<td>450</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tetraliidae</td>
<td>513</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tantalina</td>
<td>513</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tantanus</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>loculator</td>
<td>513</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mexicanus</td>
<td>517</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pluminellis</td>
<td>513</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tartaricus</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Falco</td>
<td>341</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tattler</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Semipalmated</td>
<td>494</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solitary</td>
<td>498</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wood</td>
<td>498</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tawny Thrush</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teal</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blue-winged</td>
<td>566</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cinnamon</td>
<td>566</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Green-winged</td>
<td>565</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Red-breasted</td>
<td>566</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Telltale</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greater</td>
<td>496</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lesser</td>
<td>497</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Telmatodytes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>arundinaceus</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bewickii</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>palustris</td>
<td>34, 231</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>temerarius</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Falco</td>
<td>346</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tenuziali</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eeolius</td>
<td>314</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Athene</td>
<td>313</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nocta</td>
<td>314</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nyctale</td>
<td>213, 214</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scotophilus</td>
<td>314</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strix</td>
<td>313, 314</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ulna</td>
<td>314</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tennesseet</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sylvia</td>
<td>53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tennessee</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Warbler</td>
<td>53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tenutostris</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seiurus</td>
<td>71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sterna</td>
<td>688, 710</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tephocotis</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Erythropsia</td>
<td>111</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fringilla</td>
<td>111</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leucosticte</td>
<td>111</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Linaria</td>
<td>111</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tern</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aleutian</td>
<td>696</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arctic</td>
<td>685</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Black</td>
<td>704</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bridled</td>
<td>701</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Caspian</td>
<td>667</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Common</td>
<td>650</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elegant</td>
<td>671</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forster's</td>
<td>676</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gull-billed</td>
<td>664</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Least</td>
<td>692</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Noddy</td>
<td>710</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portland</td>
<td>691</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roseate</td>
<td>658</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Royal</td>
<td>669</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sandwich</td>
<td>673</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sooty</td>
<td>698</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trudeau's</td>
<td>675</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White-winged</td>
<td>[705]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tetrao</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>albus</td>
<td>429</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>californicus</td>
<td>439</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tetracauda</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>canace</td>
<td>394</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>canadensis</td>
<td>394</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cristata</td>
<td>441</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cupido</td>
<td>419</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>franklinii</td>
<td>394</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fusca</td>
<td>394</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>guttata</td>
<td>443</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lagopus</td>
<td>430</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lapponicus</td>
<td>430</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lenicrus</td>
<td>425</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>marilandicus</td>
<td>431</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>miror</td>
<td>431</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mutus</td>
<td>430</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>obsecus</td>
<td>305, 306, 400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>phasiauculus</td>
<td>407</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rebusak</td>
<td>430</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>richardsom</td>
<td>400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rupiressis</td>
<td>430</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sabini</td>
<td>421</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>saliceti</td>
<td>430</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>togatus</td>
<td>420</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>umbelloides</td>
<td>421</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>umbellus</td>
<td>420, 421</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>urophasianus</td>
<td>406, 407</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>virginianus</td>
<td>431</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tetraoidea</td>
<td>392</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tetraoitalia</td>
<td>393</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>texanus</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ortyx</td>
<td>431</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>texensis</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Caprimulgus</td>
<td>263</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chordeiles</td>
<td>263</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fringilla</td>
<td>117</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thalassia</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dougalli</td>
<td>688</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thalassipora</td>
<td>697</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thalassetus</td>
<td>666</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>acutlavidus</td>
<td>673</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>anglicus</td>
<td>664</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>candidans</td>
<td>673</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>canescens</td>
<td>673</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cantica</td>
<td>673</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>caspius</td>
<td>667</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cyanus</td>
<td>669</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>elegans</td>
<td>671</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>galericulatus</td>
<td>671</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>imperator</td>
<td>667</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>melanotis</td>
<td>667</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>regius</td>
<td>669</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>trudeauni</td>
<td>675</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>thalassina</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cercopis</td>
<td>86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chelidou</td>
<td>86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Herse</td>
<td>86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hirundo</td>
<td>86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Petrochelidon</td>
<td>86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Psitacens</td>
<td>296</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tachyaineta</td>
<td>86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tharsus</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Falco</td>
<td>370</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Polyborus</td>
<td>370</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Theromyias</td>
<td>240</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>thibetanus</td>
<td>395</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corvus</td>
<td>205</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thistle-bird</td>
<td>116</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thrasher</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
INDEX.

Thrash,
Golden-crowned 70
Hermit 2, 228
Large-billed Water 72
Migratory 1
Olive-backed 4, 228, 233
Tawny 5 [ing 93
Townsend’s Flycatcher- Water 71
Wilson’s 5
Wood 2

Thrushes,
Mocking 7

Thrushes
Tyrant 7

Thryothorus
arundinaceus 35
arundinans 29, 35
berlandieri 29
bewickii 31
guttulatus 28
latifasciatus 27
leucogaster 31
obsoletus 27
palmistris 34
pions 69
spiliurus 31
stellaris 36
torquatus 46

Thylenesis,
Somateria 580

thyroideus,
Cladesconus 288
Colaptes 228
Melancreps 288
Pius 228
Pilumnus 228
Sphyrapicus 228
Sphyriopus 228

Tinnunculus
Columbarius 346
sparverius 349

Tidark 40

Titmice 19

Tittmouse,
Long-tailed 230
Mountain 230
Plain-crested 20
Tufted 19

Tixierus,
Coturnicus 132

togatus,
Tetro 420

tolmici,
Sylvia 75

Trichas 75

torquata,
Auer 556, 557
Ardea 522
Asyndesmus 291
Bernica 556, 557
Celeus 221
Cephus 719
Chiradrins 452
Colymbus 719, 720
Histrionicus 578
Larus 646

Trichas
torquata,
Melancreps 291
Pius 291
Sylvia 46
Thryothorus 46

Totalus
bartramius 503
caligatus 498
camppestris 503
caloceras 496
calopus 498
ehloropygus 498
erassirostris 495
flavipes 497
fuscecapillius 497
ghareola 498
guttatus 498
leucopyga 497
macropeta 498
macularis 501
marimitus 499
melanolcucns 496
melanopygus 503
notator 497
noveboracensis 477
sasashew 496
semipalmutus 494
solitarius 498
speculiferus 495
variegatus 503
voceiuaus 496

Totipalmate Birds 587

Townsend’s Fly-catching Thrush 93

Toxostoma
rubef 9

Trachelonetta
acuta 561

trachyrrhyncha,
Cyrtepoeicamus 587
Fulecanus 527

traili,
Empidornax 252
Musucapla 252
Myiobius 252
Tyrannula 252

Trails’s Flycatcher 252

Tree Sparrow 146

Trichas
brachydactylus 74
delafieldii 74
formosa 73
macgillivrayi 75
marilandica 74
personatus 74
philadelphia 75
roscoe 74

tolmici 75

Trichas
vegeta 75

Trichas
Ficedula 74
Geothlypis 74, 232
Sylvia 74
Turts 74

Trichipes
auduboni 220
gardneri 223
harrisi 220
martine 220
meridionalis 222
phillipsi 279
pubescens 228
villosus 279

Trichopoio
harrisi 220
jordi 220
pubescens 228
villosus 279

tricolor,
Agelans 186

Caenuras 271
Guiraca 167
Icterus 186
Ornismyia 271
Regulus 17
Steganopus 467

tridaetlyla,
Apertus 285
Cheinorea 466
Gavia 466
Laroides 466
Larus 465, 466, 467
Picoides 225
Ptixus 224, 225
Rissa 465, 466

Tridactyla
arctica 224
dorsalis 225
lecontei 222
undulata 225

Tringa 424
alpina 489, 490
americana 493, 490
arenaria 492
arquatella 499
auduboni 480
australis 491
bairdii 494
bartramia 502
bonapartii 484, 487
brevostris 481, 506
calidris 491
campestris 482, 486
canadensis 459
canutus 490
cinclus 487, 489, 490
cinerea 490
cooperi 491
fasti 491
grishrostris 491
dominicensis 486
dorsalis 484
douglasii 480
ferruginea 491, 492
flicaria 471
fuscocollis 482, 487
fusca 470
INDEX.

Tyrrannus
  Indovicianus 239
  mexicanus 235
  minutus 255
  phoebe 247
  pipiri 236
  pisillus 252
  saya 240
  sayii 240
  traillii 252
  verticalis 236
  vieillottii 236
  virens 245
  vociferans 238
  tyrannus,
    Lanius 235
    Muscieapa 236

U.

uliginosus
  Cirro 328
  Falco 328
  Strigiceps 328

Urola
  acadica 315
  brachyotus 306
  cinnerea 305
  euniculata 321, 322
  flammea 328
  lapponica 308
  nebulosa 309
  notus 304
  teugmalmi 314
  virginia 300

ulula
  Asio 306
  Otus 306
  Strix 306, 311, 312
  Surrua 311, 312

ultramarius,
  Corvus 219
  Garrulus 219
  umbeloides,
    Bonasa 421, 425
  umbellus,
    Bonasa 420, 421, 425
    Tetrao 420, 421
  umbria,
    Motacilla 58
  undulatissimus,
    Fringilla 162
  Passerella 162

undata,
  Picus 284
  Tringa 459

undosus,
  Picus 284

undulatus,
  Picus 284
  Tridactyla 285

unicolor,
  Anous 710
  Cuculus 70

Upland Plover 502

uralensis,
  Strix 311

urinator,
  Columbina 729

urophasianellus,
  Tetrao 407

urophasianus,
  Centrocercus 400
  Tetrao 400

urubitinga,
  Cathartes 383

urubu,
  Cathartes 384
  Peronapterus 384
  Vultur 384

urineura,
  Strix 322

ustulatus,
  Turdus 4, 4

utozioniens,
  Tringa 491

V.
  [439

Valley Quail of California
  vallisneria,
    Anas 575
    Aristonetta 575
    Aythya 575
    Fuligula 575
    Nyroca 575
    Vanellus
      grisens 448
      helvetiens 448
      melanogaster 449
    varia,
      Erolia 492
      Certhia 45
      Cladocopus 285
      Dendroccopos 285
      Larus 605
      Motacilla 45
      Mniotilta 45
      Oriolus 193
      Pica 211
      Picus 279, 282, 284, 285, 286, 287, 288
      Pluvialis 488
      Sitta 25
      Sphyiracus 285, 286
      Strix 309
      Sylvia 45
      Sylvicola 45
      Tringa 448
      Xanthorius 193

varibillis,
  Accipiter 327
  Numenius 489
  Pelichna 489
  Tringa 489

variegatus,
  Cirro 327, 328
  Erolia 492
  Falco 328
  Totanus 503

varius (see varia)
  vauxii,
    Acanthylis 268
    Chastera 268
    Cypselus 268
    Veery 5, 228
    Sylvia 75

vege,
  Sylvia 75
  Trichas 75

velasquezii,
  Icteria 77

velei,
  Contopus 247

velox,
  Falco 334

velvetina,
  Melanetta 582
  Oidemia 582

venusta,
  Calipepla 432

Vernivora
  celata 52
  chrysoperta 49
  fulvicapilla 48
  nigrescens 55
  peregrina 53
  protonotaria 47
  rara 57
  rubricapilla 50
  solitaria 49

verspertina,
  Cocothrastanes 104
  Fringilla 104
  Hesperiphona 104

versicolor,
  Hirundo 91
  Quiscalus 203

viduata,
  Anas 559
  Dendrocygna 559

viejilottii,
  Tyrannus 236

vigorsii,
  Sylvia 69
  Vireo 69

villica,
  Muscieapa 244

villosus,
  Dryobates 279
  Picus 279, 280
  Trichopis 279
  Trichopipo 279

viola,
  Fuligula 560

violacea,
  Cercopis 91
  Hirundo 91

Violet-green Swallow 86
Virrala 703
  anglica 664
  leucopareia 704
  leucoperta 708
  nigra 704

virens,
  Contopus 245, 247
  Dendreca 54
  Icterina 77
  Mniotilta 54
INDEX.
INDEX.

Western
Horned Lark 231
House Wren 32
Hewew 247
Whippoorwill 260
Whippoorwill,
Nuttall's 261
Whistle-wing 576
Whistling Swan 545
White
Brant 543, 549
Crane 529
Eagle
Heron 519
Owl 298
Pelican 587
White-bellied
Nuthatch 23
Swallow 86
White-browed Chickadee 22
White-crowned Sparrow 154
White-eyed Vireo 100
White-fronted Goose 540
White-headed Eagle 360
White-necked Raven 206
White-rumped
Sandpiper 487
Shrike 102
White-tailed
Phoebe 425
Eagle 368
White-throated
Sparrow 151
Swift 265
Wren 28
White-winged
Crossbill 110
Gull 623
Tern 795
whitneyi,
Athene 390
Micathene 320
Whitney's Owl 520
Whooping Crane 529
widulmi,
Podiceps 799
Widgeon,
American 564
wiedi,
Cyanoccephalus 210
Actitis 502
Wild Pigeon 357
Willet 494
williamsii,
Phalaropus 470
williamsoni,
Chadocopus 258
Melanerpes 258
Picos 285
Sphyrapicus 288
Williamson's Woodpecker
wilsoni,
Actodromas 452
Athene 315
Buteo 360
Erythaca 13
Falco 360
Falasa 541
Galbubigo 475
Helodorus 407
wilsoni,
Lobopipes 467
Mucula 4, 6
Musciuena 79
Myiopotes 79
Phalaropus 467
Peclopterus 360
Scolopax 475
Setophaga 79
Sialia 13
Sterta 660
Squatarola 449
Steinuas 467
Sylvia 79
Sylvia 79
Tringa 402
Turinus 6
Wilson's
bonapartii 80
mitrata 73
pissila 79
wilsonianus,
Otns 304, 305
wilsonius,
ægidilis 456
Charadrius 456
Ochthocephalus 456
Wilson's
[79] Black-capped Warbler
Flycatching Warbler 79
Green Warbler 79
Phalaropus 467
Plover 456
Sandpiper 482
Sipe 475
Thrush 5
Warbler 79
Woodcock 472
Wood
Duck 571
Hin 513
Partridge 394
Pewee 245
Tartler 498
Thrush 2
woodhousei,
Aphelocoma 219
Cyanocitta 219
Woodhouse's Jay 219
Woodpecker
Banded Three-toed 284
Black-backed 224
Black-breasted 288
Downy 292
Golden-winged 292
Hairy 279
Lewis's 291
Mexican 294
Pileated 278
Red-bellied 283
Red-headed 290
Red-shafted 294
Williamson's 288
Yellow-bellied 285
Worm-eating Warbler 43
Wren,
Bewick's 31
Carolina 29
House 32
Long-billed Marsh 34
Wren,
Marsh 34
Mexican 28
Parkman's 231
Rock 27, 230
Ruby-crowned 16
Short-billed Marsh 36
Western House 32
White-throated 28
Winter 33
Wright's Flycatcher 258

X.
Xanthocephalus
icterus 193
perspicillatus 193
xanthocephalus,
Aegialius 188
Icterus 188
xanthocephalus,
Charadrius 450
Pluvialis 450
xanthogastra,
Chrysornithis 117
xanthomaschalis,
Fringilla 167
xanthopygia,
Sylvia 58
Xanthornus
affinis 183
bullockii 185
flavus 183
spurina 183
varius 183
xanthoros,
Sylvia 58
Xena 450, 451
atricilla 451
bonapartei 456
collaris 661
collinitf 654
fuscatum 662
sabinae 661

Y.
Yellowbird 116
Yellow
Blue-winged Warbler 49
Rall 539
Red-poll Warbler 67
Warbler 67
Yellow-backed Blue Warb-
Yellow-bellied
Flycatcher 255
Woodpecker 285
Yellow-billed
Cuckoo 275
Loon 720
Yellow-breasted Chat 77
Yell'o-crown'd Warbler 232
Yellow-headed Bllkbird 188
Yellow-rump'd Warbler 57
Yellowthroat,
Maryland 74
Yellow-throated
Vireo 95
Warbler 66, 233
### INDEX.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Yellowshanks, Greater 496</th>
<th>Lesser 497</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yellow-wing'd Sparrow 131</td>
<td>yetapa,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Elanoides 332</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Yphantes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>baltimore 193</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>bullockii 195</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>spurius 193</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Z.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>zebra,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ficus 289</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Zebrapiens</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>carolinus 289</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Zenaida</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>leucoptera 387</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Zenaidura</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>carolinensis 389</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>margincullus 389</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>zonarius,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Passerculus 136</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>zonorbyncha,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Gavina 637</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Glauces 637</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Larus 637</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Zonotrichia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>alaudina 128</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>albicollis 151</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>arctica 128</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>auracapilla 159</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>belli 234</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>blindingiana 176</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>breviri 151</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>cassini 140</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>chlorura 176</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Zonotrichia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>comata 157</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>coronata 159</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>fallax 139</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>fasciata 139</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>gambeli 156</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>graminea 129</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>guttata 139</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ilica 160</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>intermedia 156</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>lencophrus 154, 156</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>lincolni 155</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>melodia 158</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>monticola 146</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>pallida 149</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>pusilla 148</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>querula 157</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>rufina 162</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>socialis 145</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Additions and Corrections to Index.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>americana,</td>
<td>Ardea 530, nec 529</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Fulica 541</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Grus 530, 531, nec 529</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aramides</td>
<td>carolina 538</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>jamaicensis 540</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aramus</td>
<td>elegans 535, nec 534</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ardea</td>
<td>americana 530, nec 529</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>canadensis 532, nec 531</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Black Rail 539</td>
<td>atra,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Fulica 541</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carolina Rail 538</td>
<td>carolina,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Grus 532, nec 531</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Aramides 538</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Crex 538</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Gallinula 538</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Porzana 538</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Rallus 538</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>chilensis,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ortygometra 540</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>clamator,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Grus 530, nec 529</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coot 541</td>
<td>Crex 540</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Gallinula 540</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>carolina 538</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>chloropus 540</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gallinula</td>
<td>galeata 540</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>novoboracensis 539</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>salinasi 540</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grus 530, 531</td>
<td>Americana 530, 532, nec 531</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>canadensis 532, nec 531</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>clamator 530, nec 529</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>fraterculus 532, nec 531</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>fusca 532, nec 531</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>hoyanus 530, nec 529</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>longirostris 532, nec 531</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>mexicana 532, nec 531</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>poliophe 532, nec 531</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>pratensis 532, nec 531</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>struthio 530, nec 529</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>hoyanus,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Grus 530, nec 529</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>jamaicensis,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Aramides 540</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Crex 540</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ortygometra 540</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Porzana 540</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Rallus 540</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>